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Linde Oxygen—Service to

Pacific Coast Ship Yards

THE abnormal increase in tlie Oxygen requirements of

Pacific Coast ship yards during the past year has put

Linde service to a mighty test.

To meet the issue we have rushed to completion a second

manufacturing unit at San Francisco and another at Los

Angeles- tripling our output at each of these points. With

equal speed, we are now working night and day on a huge

capacity plant at Seattle.

The completion of the last of these extensions a few weeks

hence means that we will have, through super effort in the

face of great obstacles, increased our manufacturing facilities

in the coast district o\er nine hundred per cent in eighteen

months.

And-between times, to meet the strain on these coast

stations, we have been maintaining stocks through relief

shipments from supporting Linde oxygen plants as far east as

Chicago, St. Louis and Milwaukee.

These relief shipments which have totaled over two hun-

dred cars to date have been brought forward in the face ot

extra shipping expense averaging over ten thousand dollars

per month.

We believe that all shipyard operators will appreciate the

strength and flexibility of this unusual service as a practical

guarantee of our ability to supply the oxygen requirements ol

Linde patrons under any conditions which these abnormal

times may develop.

Linde Air Products Company—Pacific Coast

Kohl Building, San Francisco
LOS ANGELES
140S MissioD Road

EMERYVILLE
452 Watts Street

PORTLAND
15th & Hoyt Streets

SEATTLE
530 First Avenue, South

Service Backed by Interlocking Chain of Sixty-Four
Plants and Warehouses Extending from Coast to Coast
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Our Anniversary

As one contemplates the endless procession of the products of man's brain and handiwork that

stretches down through all the years from the remotest ages of antiquity to the hurried hours

• of the present day, he is forced to the conclusion that if one object were to be chosen as cen-

tering in itself more of interest, more of romance, and, at the same time, was to be credited as bring-

ing the greatest benefactions to the human race,—that one object would unquestionably be the ship.

The interchange of thought, art, education and sentiment made possible through water transpor-

tation has been a most i)otent factor in the advancement of civilization. Around the ships of the

sea have been centered all that is best in romance and sentiment, and by their use or abuse of the

opportunities offered them on the sea ha\e mighty nations \\'axcd or waned.

The sea was truly America's heritage. The ship and her intrepid navigators paved the way for

the birth of our nation ; in ships we were cradled during our infancy, and through ships we drew

the sustenance necessary to the growth of our early manh(iod. That we should have turned our backs

so coldly on the tall ships of the sea that had served us so long and faithfully is one of those phe-

nomena that can never be fully or completely explained. We relinquished our birthright on the

w-ater to better enable us to perform a miracle on the land, — a miracle of achievement which will

always hold its place as the most marvelous development of the Nineteenth Centur}'.

But now we are face to face with the sea once more. We are drifting back to the love of our youth.

The ribs of oak have given way to the frames of steel, the flowing sail to the hidden propeller, and

the tall masts and graceful spars to the wireless poles and heavy booms, but the romance, the mystery

and the glamour still cling to the ship as of old.

In this—our Anniversary Number—we have attempted to create a humble souvenir, setting forth

what the ship has done for the Pacific Coast and what we believe the ship will still accomplish for

us. The subject needs no apology ; as to our handling of it,—that is another matter. One thing

is certain, America is going out on the sea. So let us hope and preach and strive heartily to the end

that we may not only say that .\merica is going on the sea. but also that .America will stay upon

the sea and never again cast aside her glorious birthright.



The Snipping of San Francisco
T the present time the entire Pa-

cific Coast is facing' a period of

(lisorfjanization, as tar as ship-

piiifj is concerned. The whole-

sale c o ni ni a n d e e r i n i; of

our lar.Ljer coastint,' \essels. the

re])lacenient of ocean freitjhters

an<l ]iassent;er boats b_\' smaller

and slower units, intended as

stop-t;a])s for those services

which are essential to the na-

tion's needs and the breaking up of the tleets which

lia\ e been definitely established in the public e_\e as

representing certain lines of trade, mark the open-

ing of 1918 as a date to be long remembered in the

annals of Pacific Coast shipping.

Many of the ships which are leaving the Pacific

will ne\er return. These will be replaced with

other craft with strange names, and many a vessel

whose name has become a household word will pass

without our ken. But since every ship has an

individuality and is not merely a mass of steel

shapes and plates, their good points and their weak-

nesses will long remain in our memory, and lest

we forget the services they and those who brought

them into lu-ing and fostered their careers upon
the waters of the Pacific have rendered to this sec-

tion of our commonwealth, we have prepared this

all too meager souvenir of the past and coupled

it with the conditions of the present and the outlook

for the future.

• The develojiment of the carrying trade on the

Pacific, as far as the Pacific Coast of the United

States is Concerned, was for a good many years

centered in ."san I'Vancisco harbor, the rise ai the

Puget Sound cities to their present remarkable posi-

tion being a later ])hase in the commercial expan-
sion of the West.

The hrst regular steamer service into San Fran-
' CISCO Bay belongs, of cour.se, to the Pacific Mail

Steamship Company. This concern was incorpo-

rated in New York, on .\])ril 12, 1848, with a capi-

tal stock of $500.0(1), the leading .spirits in the wild

ventine of inaugurating regular sailings from New
N'ork to Panama and from the Pacific side of the

Isthmus to .\storia. with San Francisco as a port

of call, were W. M. Aspinwall, Gardiner Rowland
and Henry Chauncey. Mr. William H. Webb, one
of America's most famous shipbuilders, was given
an order for three fine steamers, the craft being
christened the California, Panama and Oregon, and
being of 1030, 10.38 and 1120 tons register respec-

tively. The "California" cleared from New "N'ork

for Panama via the Straits of Magellan, on October
.1, 1848. The "California" carried no passengers
for either San Francisco or Astoria, but was to

pick up the passengers brought to Aspinwall by
the steamer "Falcon", which sailed from New York
on December 20, 1848. The "California" arrived

at San Francisco Bay on February 28, 1849, the

voyage consuming 145 days. Just twenty-five years
later, the same steamer was used for an excursion
around the Bay, all of the members of the first

passenger list having been gathered together for a

reunion.

The first three steamers of the Pacific Mail, to-

gether with the "McKim", "Senator" and "Unicorn",
landed 3959 passengers in San Francisco during the

year 1849. The service record of the three pioneer
vessels of the Pacific Mail fleet bear eloquent testi-

mony to the character of work that was put
into their hulls and engines. The "Panama" saw
seventeen years of active service as a steamer.

was retired in 1865, her machinery was removed
and the hull sent to Central America for a coffee

warehouse. The "Oregon" was sold after twenty-
one years of service, her engines were removed,
and she was converted into a bark. The same
action was taken with the "Calit\)rnia" after she
had beeen actively employed for twenty-seven years.

The steamers "McKim" and "Senator" were
placed in the lucrative river run to Sacramento upon
their arrival at San Francisco, and their earnings
proved so satisfactory that by the end of 1851

there were twenty-one sizable steamers placed on
this route. It must be remembered that in these early
da\s before placer mining, irrigation and farming
had begun to make heavy demands on the waters
of California's great interior valleys, that the Sac-
ramento River required no dredging and was a
clear water stream that could be safely negotiated
by niatiy large ocean steamers. In this connection
it is interesting to note that ocean carriers were
successfully taken to Sacramento last vear.

In 1850. a new steamer line from New York
to San Francisco was started by George Law. who
put the steamers "Isthmus", "New Orleans" and
"Republic" on the route. During the same year,

the Pacific Mail added the "Northerner", "Tennes-
see" and "Columbia" to their fleet, 'fhe following

year a semi-monthly service was established liy the

pioneer line and j. Howard & Son and the \ ander-

bilt Line entereil the field as competitors. The
Vanderbilt line brought out two steamers, the

"Independence" and the "North America". In this

year, also, the "Golden Gate" made her initial voy-

age. She was the fourth steamer built specially to
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the onk-r ui the Pacific .Mail Steamship Company.
was a sidewheeler of 2067 tons register, and was
considered as fine a passenger steamer as any afloat

at that time. Among the other steamers whose
names appear in the San Franci.sco records for the
first time during 1S51. were "Washington". "William
G. Hunt". ".Mnnununtal City". ".Massachusetts".
"Commodore", "Union". "Fremont". "Gold Hunter"
and the British steamer "Concide" from Havre.

During the ne.xt three years many more boats
put in an appearance along the Pacific Coast, among
them being the "Brother Jonathan". "Cortez". "S. S.

Lewis", "John L. Steiihens". "Uncle Sam" and "Si-
erra Xevada". Both the "John L. Stephens" an.l the
"Sierra .Xevada" were credited with making trips
from San Juan to San bVancisco in elcNen davs. The
"Yankee Blade", which arrived on the Coast in
IS54. went into the service of the Cross .K: .Mills

Pine and during the same year, the ".\merica",
"Arispa". "Golden .Age", "Underwriter" and "Sur-
prise" entered the coasting trades, while the "Otter"
arrived from X'ictoria and the "Polynesia" from
Honolulu.

In January, 1855. the Panama Railroad was op-
ened to freight and passengers. This event, coupled
with the seizure of the \'anderbilt ships in the
liarb.ir by filibusters, led to the partial abandon-
ment of the San Juan route and the complete elim-
ination of this i)ort from the .Vew York-San Fran-
<isco routes in 1868. The only new steamer added
to the Panama fieet in 1856 was the "Orizaba", and
this ves.sel was one of the last sidewheelers to
disappear from the coasting trade, being dismantled
in 1887. The year ISf.Q saw four steamers sent out
from New ^'ork. which Avere new to this Coast,
these being the "Champion" of 1419 tons, the first
iron sidewheeler to operate along the Pacific; "Ore-
gonian", "Granada", and "Moses Taylor". The fol-
lowing year the "Hermann" and "St. Louis" were
brought out by the Pacific .Mail C.mpany.

I'.etween the years 18r,0 an,] 1870. the Pacific
.Mail Company embarked upon a remarkable build-
ing program which marks the management of the
concern at that period as one of the most darino-
an.l enterprising set of men. The first vessel of the
new building program, the "Constitution" of 3573 tons
arrived ,n 1862; the "Golden City" of 3593 tons
in 1863; the "Sacramento" of 2647 tons in 1864- the
"Colorado" of 3728 tons in 1865; the "China" 'and
the "Great Republic" of 38.56 and 3882 tons respec-
tively, in 18f,7: the "Japan" of 4352 tons in 1868- the
"America ot 4454 tons in 1869, and the "Alaska" of
4012 tons ,n 1871. During the same period, theWebb Lme brou-ht out the ".Xevada", "Nebraska"
an.l "Dakota ', all vessels of over 2000 tons register
and these three craft together with the ".Mo.ses
Taylor" wore purchased by the Pacific Alail in
1 872.

The Change to Steel

I he list of steamers quoted abo\e includes the
last and largest of the wooden vessels built
for the Panama run and the trans-Pacific trades.
Xot only was this the last of the big wooden steam-
ers, but also the last of the sidewheelers for ocean
service, the iron and steel propeller coming into
its own about this time. However the performance
of these big wooden craft serve as a fitting answer
to those critics who have been carried away into
dangerous depths in their tirades against the wooden
shipbuilding program of our Government today.
The question of the wootlen versus the steel ship
is one of economics, rather than of seaworthiness.
The woo.len ship of today has a well defined
sphere of usefulness and the Government program,
as far as these craft are concerned, should be
judged solely in the light of the availability of these
ships for coasting trades after the war is over.
The limitation as to size, and therefore as to their
sphere of action as economic carriers is the one true
criterion on which to judge the merits of the ship
with the wooden walls.

The first iron steamers to appear in the fleet of
the old Pacific .Mail Steamship Company were the
"Acapulco" of 1759 tons; "Colima" of 3836 tons,
and the "Granada" of 1759 tons, these steamers'
coming to the coast in 1874. The ne.xt items on the
building program of this company were the "City
of Para", the "City of San Francisco", "City of
Panama" and "City of .Xew York", all bet\veen
2000 and 2500 tons register, and all arriving for the
first time in 1875. The "City of Peking" and the
"City of Tokyo" of 5080 tons each, and built by
John Roach, arrived in 1876. and the "City of Rio
de Janeiro" of 3548 tons in 1881. The" famous
steamer "China", one of the best known and cer-
tanily one of the handsomest steamers which ever
plied the Pacific, was not built for the Pacific
.Mail, but was purchased by that company. She
was built in England in 1889 and completed her
hundredth trip to China in 1911. She now is in
the service of the China ]\Iail Steamship Company,
and IS today one of the most popular steamers on
the Oriental run.

The steamer "Colorado", a sidewheeler of 57:-,^

tons, started the China service of the Pacific Mail in

1867. The service \vas augmented by the "Great
Rei)ublic" and "China", both wooden sidewheelers.
which each made a rcjund trip in 18()7. There were
iive round trips in 1S(,7. nine the following year
and twehe in 18(,9. The "Xew York" and "Japan"
were added to this service in 1868, and the "Amer-
ica" in 1869. The sidewheelers "Alaska" and "Ari-
zona" were added in 1871. and a bi-monthly service
started the following year. In 1874 opposition ap-
peared in the China trade, the China Transportation
Company putting on the chartered steamers "Vasco
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The "Oceanic" of the Occi-

dental & Oriental Steamship

Company fleet. This vessel,

with the "Gaelic" and "Coptic",

acted as an opposition line on

the Oriental run of the Pacific

Mail Steamship Company, and

did not retire from the business

until 1908. The vessel here pic-

tured, however, only stayed on

the Pacific run for a short

while.

The "Colima", an iron steam-

er of 3836 tons register. This

vessel was one of the first of

the Pacific IVIail fleet to be built

of iron and also one of the first

on which the paddle wheels

were discarded for the screw

propeller. During all its early

history, the Pacific IVIail was
practically leading the field in

the matter of boldness of new
construction and the innovation

of new ideas on shipboard.

The "Golden Gate", one of

the fine side-wheeler ocean-

going craft of the early days.

These big wooden steamers

had long and successful careers

which entirely confute the pres-

ent day arguments that a large

wooden ship will not withstand

the rigors of offshore voyages.

IVIany of these ships enjoyed

useful lives for a far longer

period than the average life of

the steel ship of today.
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dc Gama", "A'ancouver" and "Lord of the Islas"
In 1875 the Occidental & Oriental Steamship Com-
pany, a concern strongly linked with the Central
Pacific Railroad Company, chartered the EnoHsh
steamers "Belgic". "Gaelic" and "Oceanic", in 'l882
the "Arabic" and "Coptic" were substituted for the
•'Belgic" and "Oceanic" and in 1885 a new steamer
"Belgic" was substituted for the older craft of the
same name. The "San Pablo", flying the American
flag, was also a part of the Occidental cSc Oriental
Steamship Company's fleet. This concern con-
tinued the service until 1908, when the "Gaelic" was
returned to her owners and the "Doric" and "Cop-
tic" were chartered to the Pacific Mail, their names
being changed to the "Asia" and "Persia".

Mr. C. P. Huntington secured control of the Pa-
cific Mail in 1903, and placed Mr. R. R Schwerin
in the management of the concern. Under the new
management the concern prospered for a while, andm 1899 the big steamers "Korea" and "Siberia"
were ordered, these being followed later bv the still
larger vessels "Mongolia" and "Manchuria", which
were secured in 1904.

The history of the old Pacific Mail Steamship
Company is a fascinating one. It presents one of
the finest examples of American enterprise that ex-
ists and must take rank with the building of the
first trans-continental railroads among the monu-
ments to American genius and courage.
The Japanese Enter the Trans-Pacific Service
In 1899 the Toyo Risen Kaisha, a lapanese steam-

ship comi)any just rising int,. i,r,,minence, placed

the "America .Maru", "Hongkong Maru" and the
"Nippon Maru" on the service between San Fran-
cisco, Hongkong and Japanese ports. The busi-
ness for these ships developed so rapidly that larger
and faster boats were decided on, and in 1910 the
Japanese built steamers "Chiyo Maru" and "Tenyo
:\Iaru" of 7260 tons register each, were placed on
the run, followed by the turbiner "Shinvo Maru" in
I'm.

British Columbia

Service to British Columbia first assumed import-
ance at the time of the gold strikes on the Fraser
River in 1858. From April, 1858, to September
1859, something like 20,000 people took passage
from San Francisco bound for the new diggings.
Mr. J. T. A\-right placed the steamer "Commodore"
on the run to British Columbia in 1858, and the
Pacific Mail put on the "Panama", "Cortez", "Ore-
gon" and "Columbia". In 1860 the gold craze died
out and business to British Columbia resumed nor-
mal conditions, the steamers "Panama" and "Pa-
cific", with the addition of a temporary steamer
now and then filling the needs of the trade for
several years. About 1863 the Pacific Mail aban-
doned the service, leaving it in the hands of the Cali-
fornia Steam Navigation Company. In 1867, this
company withdrew in favor of the California, Ore-
gon & Mexico Steamship Company, which concern
carried on this branch of the North Coast business
for four years. In 1875, both Goodall, Nelson &
Perkins and the Pacific Mail again entered the

^^f*'

The large wooden steamer "Mexico" built in c,„ ir.., ,

This vessel operated w1 h much L"ess to Po"tland Jr^^L'"""
"'^ California & Mexican Steamsh

e\^"n"%'^ran'slp"acif,'c°;oyage'^s.^"'"' """ "'"^ ^"° "'^^ "> '°'
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field, tlie latter puttinj? nn tin- steamers "City of

I'aiiania", "Salvador". "Dakota", "Constitution" and

"Alaska". The Pacific Mail a^ain abandoned this

route in 1880, Goodali. Nelson & Perkins continuins;

this branch of their coasting service fur many _\'ears.

Air. John Rosenfeld introduced the steam collier to

the llritish Columliian coal trade in bS/l by placint;;

the British steamer "Prince .Alfred" on the runs.

This vessel was wrecked in the service in b's74. 'iMie

same owner relniilt the Chilean steamer "Boliwir",

renamed lier the "N'ictoria" and placed her in the

coal trade in 1879, she also being wrecked in 1883.

In 1881. the Oregon Improvement Comi)any

brought out from the East the steamers "Willam-

ette", "Walla AA'alla" and "Umatilla". In this same

year the Central Pacific ordered two colliers for

the transportation of coal from their Puget Sound

mines to San Francisco. These ships were the "Ta-

coma" and "San Pedro" and were both ver}' fast

freighters, the former making the trip from Hamp-
ton Roads to San Francisco in forty-seven days and

twelve hours, and this with a full cargo aboard. The
"Tacoma" was lost on her return from the first

Puget Sound \oyage and a duplicate steamer, the

"San Pablo" was ordered. The British Columbian

collieries, however, have always shown a disposition

to charter tonnage as they felt the need of it,

rather than own it, and while the tonnage movement
in the coal trade has been large, there has not been

any regular line engaged specifically in this work.

Mexican Services

In the days of the great activity on the Panama
route, San Francisco naturally enjoyed a good ser-

vice to Mexico, since the Panama steamers all

stopped at one or more Mexican ports en route.

The first regular Mexican line was started in 1861

by Holladay & Flint, with the little steamer "Pan-

ama". A little later the "Republic" was put on the

Mexican run under the command of Captain John
Bermingham. Mr. Flint, of this company, was lost

in the wreck of the "Golden Gate" in 1862, and Mr.

Jesse Holladay and Air. Brennan entered the coast-

ing firm which was thereafter known as the Cali-

fornia, Oregon & Mexican Steamship Company.
This concern retired from business in 1872, and the

Pacific Alail purchased the business and fleet, which

consisted of the "Senator", "Alontana", California",

"Orizaba" and "Pacific". In 1882, the wooden
steamer "Mexico" was built by the Dickie Brothers

at San Francisco, for the California & Alexican

Steamship Company. She ran on the Mexican run

for some time and was then chartered to the North

Pacific Coast Steamship Company and placed on the

Victoria route. For the twenty-eight years from

1859 to 1886, there were 294 arrivals of vessels at

San Francisco direct from Mexican ports. Of recent

years the trade all up and down the West Coast

from Mexico to the Chilean ports has received a

remarkable impetus, and we have only commenced
to witness the results of the ultimate development

of the young rcindilics to the south of us.

Service to Hawaiian Islands

Trading with the Hawaiian Islands by sailing

craft started in the early part of the eighteenth

century and the early San Francisco settlers looked

to the Islands for a large part of their food supply.

In 1854, the British steamer "Polyiiesian" attempted

a regular service, but her owners were discouraged

by the results of the first trip. The California Steam

Navigation Company placed the "Ajax" in this trade

in 1866. This concern then sold out to the Cali-

fornia, Oregon & Mexico Steamship Company,

w hich concern placed the "Idaho" in the Hawaiian

Island trade in 1867. In 1870 a service between

Sydney, New Zealand, Honolulu and San Fran-

cisco was projected and subsidized in a small way
b}' the New Zealand government. The steamer

"W'onga Wonga" was put on the run, hut (>nl\-

reached Honolulu and was there bought off by an

attractive charter to carry sugar to Australia. The

"Ajax" then took up the Hawaiian connection and

was succeeded by the "Moses Taylor" in 1870. In

1871 the Australian connection which had been en-

gineered by a Mr. Hall, ceased. During 1871, 1872

and a part of 1873, the California, Oregon & Mexi-

can Steamship Company maintained a Honolulu

service with the steamers "Dakota", "Nevada",

"Aloses Taylor" and "Nebraska". The Pacific Alail

continued the business through 1873 with the "Costa

Rica", and the route was then practically abandoned

as far as regular steam service was concerned until

1878, when the same company chartered two steam-

ers, which made three round trips each to

the Islands. In 1882 the Oceanic Steamship Com-

pany chartered the British steamer "Suez", and

placed her on the Honolulu run. This vessel was

replaced the following year by the "Alameda" and

"Alariposa" which were built in Philadelphia for

the Oceanic Steamship Company and proved highly

popular boats with the traveling public. In 1885 the

Oceanic service was extended to Australia, and the

"Alameda" and "Alariposa" were transferred to the

latter run and the steamer "Australia" making a

monthh- trip to the Islands. These services were

subseciuently augmented by the arrival of the new

steamers "Sonoma", "Ventura" and "Sierra". Later

developments in the trade with the Hawaiian

Islands will be found elsewhere in this article.

Australian Connections

Permanent steam lines to Australia are still a

later development than those to the Hawaiian Is-

lands. In 1871. William H. \\'ebb placed the

steamers "Nevada", "Nebraska", "Dakota" and

"Aloses Ta}'lor" in this route, the "Rolling Aloses"

was to cover the route between San Francisco and

Honolulu, and the other three boats to operate be-
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tweon then- and Sydney. This arrangement held
out for two years, and was then abandoned. At
the same time as the American Line, a British
Line started a service via Auckland and Honolulu.
This line was known as the California, New Zea-
land & Australian Mail Line and operated the
rather small steamers "Wonga Wonga", "City of
Adelaide" and "City of Melbourne". This line lasted
less than a year. During 1874 and 1875, another
British line was in operation with larger and better
boats, the lleet including the "Macgregor", "Mi-
kado", "Tartar" and "City of Melbourne".

'

From
1S75 to 1885 the Pacific Mail controlled the Austra-
lian route, using at various times the steamers
"Vasca de Gama", "Colima", "Granada", "City of
Sydney" and "City of New York". When' the
Pacific Mail let go its hold on this route in 1885.
the Oceanic Steamship Company took it up, trans-
ferring the "Alameda" and "Mariposa" from the
Honolulu run to the longer route. These steamers

Packers Association, and the "Sierra" was brought
out of retirement to take her place. The two other
steamers had a long period of inactivity before they
were finally brought into service once more. The
early attempts, and in fact, the entire historv of
American vessels on the Australian route, has been
a series of determined attempts to operate despite
the indifferent attitude of our Government. This
attitude has always cost our cc.untrv dearly, and
yet the continued object lessons have failed to thor-
oughly awaken Americans to the importance of
permanent connections on the sea. The insistent
demand for "Ships! Ships! And xMore Ships!" to
save democracy from the ravishes of the Hun is the
present result of our short-sighted past. Let us
hope that with the Governmental control now being
exercised over shipping will come a thorough Gov"-
ernmental knowledge of just what is required to
place America on a proud and lasting basi.s, as far as
ocean-borne commerce is concerned, and that never

were supplemented by the "Australia" and "Zelan-
'ha". Soon after establishing itself in the Australian
trade, the Oceanic Steamship Company ordered
three large steamers from the Cramp vard in
Philadelphia, the "Sonoma", "\entura" and "Si-
erra", the three vessels reaching this coast in 1900
and 1901. 'i'he "Sierra" was placed on the direct
Tlonolulu run and the other two vessels ran to Aus-
tralia. After the first few years the vessels showe.l
a decided loss, and in 1908 their owners were force<l
to withdraw them from the trade. For several
\ears the "Sonoma", "\-entura" and "Sierra" lay
I'lle in .Mission Bay, an object lesson of the resul't
of the indift-erence and even hostility of the Ameri-
can Government towards shipping. 'They had built
up a .splendid trade with Australia, and the rapidity
with which that trade dwindled when thev were
withdrawn, gave a striking proof of the value of
regular steamship connections and the stagnation
\\ hich is l)rought about by the lack of such service
i" 1910. the "Alameda" was sold to the Alaska

again will the people of any American port be called
upon to gaze upon a fleet of fine new steamers lying
idle year after year.

South American Services

The West Coast of South America is now swiftly
coming into its own. The natural resources of our
sister republics to the s.iuth of us have never been
appreciated by the American people who have asso-
ciated South American wealth and resources with
the great countries of Argentina and Brazil. How-
ever, Chile, Peru, Bolivia and the United States of
Col.mibia all possess great possibilities which have
as yet hardly been touched. The next few vears
will witness a remarkable devel,,pmeiit in trade an,l
in.lusn-y all up an,l ,I,,wn the West Coast of .^outh
and Central America.

'I'he story of steamship connections to the ports
of South America is one that belongs almost en-
tirely to the present century. Steamers operated
between San Francisco and West Coast South
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View of the fine pier of the Oceanic Steamship Company from across the slip to the west of the dock.

American ports as early as 1854, but all attempts

to maintain regular services fell down after a few

trips. Prior to 1900 the amount of tonnage engaged

in these ventures was \ery meagre. From 1901 to

1910 the records show a gradual improvement,

running from sixty arrixals of a tonnage total of

102,600 tons in 1901. about half that amount of ship-

ping in 1902, followed by a gradual raise to thirty-

one arrivals of 102.600 tons in 1910. Since 1910

there has been a large increase in San Francisco's

commerce with South America and se\'eral inde-

pendent lines have entered the trade, while \\ . R.

Grace & Company, a firm that has been prominent

in the South American trade for years, has added

special motorships to its fleet built specially for

the needs of the South American coasting service.

The Coast to Coast Service

During the years 1899 and 1900 there was a grow-

ing conviction among certain farsighted steamship

men that the coast to coast run presented possibili-

ties, and the result was the formation of the

American-Hawaiian Steamship Company. Fortu-

ately for this new concern, its directorate believed

implicitly that true economy lay in building vessels

speciall\- for the trade in which they were to enter,

and building the very best that could be constructed.

The result of this belief has been the splendid fleet

of t\\enty-two steamers which, up to the time <.)f

the great demand for ships on the Atlantic brought

about by the war, flew the flag of the American-

Hawaiian Steamship Company. The first two ves-

sels were ordered in 1900, the "American" being

built at Philadelphia, and the "Californian" at the

Union Iron Works, San Francisco. Owing to a

delay in the completion of the "American", the

steamer "llyades" was chartered to start the line

from the Atlantic side. For several years the

steamers of this company made the New York run

The "Ventura" lying in the roadstead of the harbor of Papeete. This fine ship and her sisters have always been
highly popular with tne ocean traveler.
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Some of the vessels of the big fleet that were operating in the coast to coast service of the American-Hawaiian Stearsnip company pnor to the outbreak of the European war. From top to bottom they are "iVIexican", "Arlzonan",Nevadan
, "Isthmian", "Columbian", "Nebraskan". "Honolulan", "Alaskan" and "Virginian".
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via the Straits of Majicllan, the lime (Hrcct from San

Francisco being from sixty to sixty-tivc days. By the

middle of 1901, the company had four steamers in

service and had ordered four more. Subsequently

two more steamers, the "Alaskan" and "Arizonan"

were built at the Union Iron Works, San Francisco,

and by 1911, the fleet had been increased to seven-

teen first class vessels, all built specially to the order

of the company, and suited to the long trade route

which they covered. In January, 1904, oil fuel was

introduced on the "Nebraskan" with such marked

success that all future vessels were fitted to burn

oil, and the older vessels of the fleet converted. The

completion of the railroad between Salina Cruz

and Puerta Mexico opened a shorter route

for freight between New York and San Francisco.

Shipments went through in from twenty-one to

twenty-three days, and this was continued until the

opening of the Panama Canal. In 1910 the firm of

Bates & Chesebrough started the California & At-

lantic Steamship Company, a concern which had but

a short life. At this time also the Cape Horn route

received considerable attention, and the sailing ships

"Aryan", "Shenandoah", "Magna Reva", "Acme",

"Dirigo" and "S. B. Carleton" were cleared from

San Francisco for Atlantic ports.

In 1901 the Dollar Steamship Company was

formed and forged steadily ahead to a position

of some importance. The vessels of this fleet have

no regular routes to attend to, but are operated as

free lances, their owners purchasing a cargo for

them to bring home whenever they find themselves

at a foreign port with nothing offering. It is note-

worthy that several small industries have sprung

up in San Francisco owing to the activities of

these ships. In one instance, at least, a cargo was

brought home for which there was no sale, and

an industry was started in order to utilize this cargo.

The result was a regular trade. These ships also

started a demand on the coast for Chinese pig iron

by coming home several times ballasted with this

material. The nucleus for the Dollar fleet was

secured through the purchase of the steamer "Simon

J. Murphy" which was rechristened the "Melville

S. Dollar", this steamer being followed rapidly by

the "Bessie Dollar", "Grace Dollar", "Harold Dol-

lar", "M. S. Dollar", "Hazel Dollar", "Stanley Dol-

lar" and the "Robert Dollar", the latter steamer

being named after the founder of the line, Mr.

Robert Dollar, who has become one of the best

known steamship men in the United States through

both his business interests and his unceasing cam-

paign for a great American merchant marine.

Coasting Trades

The Pacific Coast of the United States secured

water transportation facilities very promptly fol-

lowing the first rush of ships to San Francisco Bay.

This coasting service was largely confined to the

region South of San Francisco for the first few

}'ears, but as the i\orth coast developed its needs

were foreseen and taken care of. From the very

first, the Pacific Mail Company sent steamers as far

north as the Columbia River. The California Steam
Navigation Cf)mpany was early in the field willi

coasters running both north and south, and subse-

quently turned over its business to the California

iS: Mexican Steamship Company and the Northern

i'acific Transportation Company. In 1872 the Pa-

cific Mail bought out these interests only to sell

them again in 1874 to Goodall & Nelson. The firm

of Goodall 6c Nelson was formed in 1860. In 186.S

this concern bought the little ninety-eight ton coast-

ing steamer "Salinas" and with her as a starter, built

u]) a big coasting fleet. In 1872 the firm name was
changed to Goodall, Nelson & Perkins, and at the

time of the purchase of the Pacific Mail coasters in

1874 the firm incorporated as the Goodall, Nelson &
Perkins Steamship Company. The new concern had

a fleet consisting of the sailing schooners" Sea Nymph",
"Mary Ellen" and "Onward", and the steamers

"Santa Cruz", "Salinas", "Kalorama", "Monterey",

"Los Angeles", "Donald", "Constantine", "Senator",

"Gypsy", "Fideliter", "Orizaba", "Mohongo", "Pa-

cific", "St. Louis" and "California". In 1876 Cap-

tain Nelson retired and his place was taken by Ed-

win Goodall, the corporate name being changed to

the Pacific Coast Steamship Company.
Goodall, Perkins & Company remained in control

of this company until 1882, when they sold their in-

terest to Henry Villard and his associates, but

continued to act as general managers and agents of

the properties, and also as agents of the Oregon
Railway & Navigation Company's steamers. In the

early eighties several vessels were built in the East

for the Pacific Coast Steamship Company, includ-

ing the "Santa Rosa" which remained one of the

most popular coasting vessels on the cost for many
years, the "Queen of the Pacific" whose name was
subsequently shortened to "Queen" and the "State

of California". The firm also chartered the "City

of Chester", the "George W. Elder", and the wooden
steamer "Mexico". In 1906 and 1907 the steamers

"Governor" and "President" were added to the ser-

vice, and in 1913 the "Congress" was brought out

from the East, the last three vessels being built by

the New York Shipbuilding Company of Camden,

New Jersey.

The San Francisco & Portland Steamship Com-
pany was formed in 1904 and took over the service

of the Oregon Railroad & Navigation Company.

The steamers to first operate uider the guidance

of this concern were the "Columbia" and "George

W. Elder". A little later the "St. Paul", "Senator"

and "State of California" were chartered from the

Pacific Coast Steamship Company, and the "Costa

Rica", "Aztec" and "City of Panama" were added

from the Pacific Mail fleet. In 1909 the company
bought the transport "Lawton", converted her into

an oil burner and placed her on the Portland run.
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chansing her name to "Rose City". At the same
time," two fine coasters, the "Bear" and the "Beaver"
were ordered in the Kast, and the last three vessels

named have been giving a splendid service between
Portland, San Francisco and Los Ansjeles for years.

The "Bear" was recently lost, l.nU owing to the great

scarcity of tonnage, the company has not been able

to replace her.

In 1910 the Pacific Navigation Company brought

out the speedy turbiners Vale and Harvard and
placed them on the San Francisco-San Pedro-San

Diego run. These \-essels continued to give a

splendid coasting service for years until their lease

was recently taken over by the Pacific Steamship
Company, an operating concern formed to handle
the combined fleets of the Pacific Coast Steamship
Company and the Alaska-Pacific Steamshi]i Com-
pany, the well known Admiral Line, which had
rapidly become a very large factor in coastwise

affairs.

Sugar Trade Steamers

In early years the Hawaiian sugar crop was han-

dled by sailing schooners and ships, but naturally

these gradually gave way to steamers. For some
years the Hawaiian planters sent all their sugar
to San Francisco and, as the supply exceeded the

needs of the State, the surplus was shipped East
b\- rail, or else went in sailing ships around the

Horn, or by the Isthmus route. Direct water ship-

ments from the Islands to Eastern refineries began
in 1895, when seven ships carrying a total of 21,661

tons were dispatched; in 1896 fifteen ships took

out 45,867 tons, charter rates being $5.50 per ton

to New York and $5.75 to Philadelphia; in 1897 the

sugar fleet embraced thirty bottoms and transported

90,521 tons. The best trip made l)y a vessel of

this fleet was the run of the "Susfjuehanna", in

ninety days, while the "S. P. Hitchcock" and "W. F.

Babcock" each made the trip in ninety-two davs

:

the "Luzon" in ninety-eight days, and the "Henrv
A'iliard" in one hundred. In 1898 a fleet of thirteen
ships took out 38,186 tons of sugar to New York
direct from the Islands; in 1899, fourteen ships
transported 43,767 tons of sugar, and in 1900, there
were twenty ships engaged in the trade. The entry
of the American-Hawaiian steamers about this time
started the decline of the direct carrying trade to

Eastern refineries by sailing vessels, but the sailing
fleet transported something like 300,000 tons of
sugar to New York, Boston and Philadelphia in a
few short years, and this fleet had a singular im-
munity from accidents. The entry and rapid rise
of the Matson Navigation fleet in the Island trade
is discussed elsewhere.

Lumber Carriers

The use of steamers in the Pacific Coast lumber
tr;i(le began in the early seventies and soon "ave

rise to the well known type of Pacific Coast lumber
schooner, a craft that could hardly be improved
upon for this class ,,f trade. The lumber sch.)oner
IS subjected to peculiarly hard service, owing to
the character of its trade. Lundjer stowed below
decks is not a very profitalile cargo, owing to the
cost of stowing and removing the cargo, but the
deck load oft'ers the ideal manner of transporting
the large timber of the Pacific Northwest and the
Northern California Coast lumber districts. These
steam schooners carrying from sixty to seventy
per cent of their load on deck must be extremely
staunch in build, and when making their northerly
trips in a light condition are naturally \ ery stifl' sea
boats and are subjected to racking strains in hea\y
weather. During years of depression in the luml)cr
business, these steam schooners transported lumber
at freights that were remarkably low and at times
many of them hax-e been laid up for lack of business.
The off-shore lumber trade has been highly im-

portant during the past ten years, the great majority
of the fleet engaged in this business clearing from
Puget Sound or the Columbia River. One of the
latest developments was the building of two large
steamers specially designed for the lumber trade by
the American - Hawaiian Steamship Company.
These vessels never came to this coast but were
diverted to other purposes through the urgent de-
mand for war transportation on the Atlantic. A
large number of the big coasting lumber schooners
have found their way into the oft"-shore trades dur-
ing the past year or two. These vessels are gener-
ally relerred to as "steam schooners" on account of
their conformity as to type, although the name is

somewhat of a misnomer, as the term tends to indi-

cate a much smaller vessel than is usually employed
in the lumber trade today.

Steamers in the Grain Trade

In 1873 the I'.ritish steamer "Quang Se" took a
cargo of wheat from San Francisco to Europe. This
was the first entry of steam into this trade out of
the Golden Gate. In 1881 and 1882 there were eight
steamers cleared with grain cargoes. Among these
were the "Escamliia" which capsized on the bar
on her way out. and the cable steamer "Silver-
town". The movement by steamer was very erratic,

however, the greater part of the export grain being
carried in .sailing vessels. In 1896 there were twenty-
five steamers cleared with grain, seven steamers in 1901,
and fourteen in 1910. With the growth of popula-
tion in California, and the gradual cutting up of
the great wheat ranches the amount of California
grains available for exp(jrt naturally fell oft", and to-
day the export of these commodities from Portland
and the Puget Sound district are by far the most
important grain movements on the Pacific Coast.
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ThP un,)er nroun is of scenes .".long the Oregon Coast and on the beautiful lower stretches of the Columbia River

give some- "en of one of the most pleasant steamer rides possible today. B<:low,s a picture of the Beaver
,

give iuniL "' = " "
irr-,„,-,<;,n -^nri PnnfiaKirt «;tpam';hiD Company's popu ar steamers, while at the Dottoni

°"^f a view Of tA\""il"rfrohrof Portland OJegon^h^ no^rthe'rh' terminal of the sea route covered

by this company.
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nter quarters in the Oakland Estuary.

The Matson Navigation Company

The growth of the ]\ratson Navisjation Company
is best evidenced by its steamers. Its first three

steamers—the "Enterprise", "Jrlilonian" and "Hy-

ades"—were vessels of 2675, 2921 and 3753 gross

tons respectively, but in 1908 the Matson people

began to build boats specially designed to meet the

requirements of their trade. Thus in 1908 they

brought out the "Lurline", 412 feet 8 inches by 53

feet 1 inch by 29 feet 2 inches in general dimen-

sions and of 5928 gross tons, and this vessel was
followed b}' a still larger one in 1909, the "Wilhel-

mina", 426 feet 1 inch by 54 feet 1 inch by 33 feet

5 inches and of 6975 tons. Each of these boats

was an advancement on its predecessors in other

ways besides size, and evidenced a determination

to give the Island service continually more and bet-

ter ships. Towards the end of 1913 the present

flagship of the fleet, the "Matsonia", was brought

out. This was a vessel 500 feet by 58 feet by 44

feet 9 inches in general dimensions. Aside from

the cargo facilities of this new vessel, decided ad-

vances were made in the way of passenger accom-

modations, many rooms being fitted with private

baths and the public rooms being especially hand-

some in finish and furnishings. The "Matsonia"

was followed in a few months by the "Manoa", a

steamer 446 feet by 54 feet by 33 feet 6 inches in

general dimensions. While smaller than her im-

mediate predecessor, this big craft is a fine cargo

boat and the comfort and roominess of her cabins

have made her a favorite with the traveling public.

The latest addition to the Matson fleet is the

beautiful twin screw geared turbine steamer "Maui",

a vessel which has attracted unusual attention ow-

ing to her being the largest passenger steamer ever

constructed on the Pacific Coast and also as being

the largest geared turbine installation yet attempted

on a commercial steamer in this countrj-. The
"Maui" may be termed an improved "Matsonia",

all of the features that made the latter vessel so

popular with the traveling public have been retained

and every additional comfort and convenience that

years of catering to a high class traveling public

has suggested to the management of the Matson
Navigation Company has been added until the Ha-
waiian Islands boasted a connection with the main-

land that could scarcely be equaled in any other

similar situation. The geared turbine installation

on the "Maui" and a description of her splendid

passenger accommodations have been fully de-

scribed in other issues of this magazine.

But it is not only in the matter of passenger accom-

modations that the Matson Navigation Company
has made a name for itself. This concern has al-

ways evinced a fine loyalty to the best interests of

the Islands. The first bulk transportation of mo-
lasses on the Pacific was carried out by this com-
pany. In order that planters should never lack

for fuel oil, the later Matson ships were built with

an exceedingly large bunker capacity and carried

The "Star of Russia", left and the "Star of Italy", right, two of the Alaska Packers Association fleet

turned over to the Matson Navigation Company to assist In the Hawaiian sugar trade
^filcfi have bee
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a large excess of fuel oil over and above that re-

quired for the round trip from San Francisco. For
this reason the Government placed the later Matson
ships as among the most valuable available for its

service, and the "Alaui", "Matsonia" and "Lurline"
were very promptly commandeered. Their great
fuel oil capacity will enable them to transport con-
siderable excess fuel oil across the Atlantic either
to be landed or to (iU the bunkers of several oil

burning destroyers at sea.

\\ hile the Heet built up by the Mat.son interests

embraced a s|)lendid line of passenger freight ships,
the tonnage turned <i\er to this concern by the Gov-
ernment in order that it might still cope with the
problem of handling the Hawaiian sugar crop is

no whit less interesting. The coasters '•Governor"
and "President", two well known vessels of the Pa-
cific v^teamship Companx's lleet have been turned
over to the Matson Company by the Government.

the Go\ernment has turned over seven of the best
known <,f the fine tleet of sailing vessels that has
been built up by the .\laska Packers Association.
These \essels are the ship "Star of Finland", the
bark "Star of England", the ship "Star c.f Russia",
the bark "Star of Italy", the ship "Star of Scot-
land", the .ship "Star of Alaska" and the ship"Star of
Poland". These seven vessels represent about 12,-

700 tons gross of shipping.

Following the recent death of Captain William
Matson. who guided the destinies of the .Matson
Navigation Company from its small beginnings to
its present magnitude, Mr. E. D. Tenney, president
of Castle &: Cook, Honolulu, was elected president
of the company

: Air. William P. Koth, Captain Mat-
son's son-in-law, \\as elected \ice-president and
general manager: Air. .\. C. Diericx, assistant gen-
eral manager: .Air. F. A. Bailey, secretary, and
Air. A: AI. AlcCarthv. treasurer.

In the centeIter IS Shown the Star of F.nlanci-. on the left the figurehead of the -Star of Scotland", and on the riqht thefigurehead of the "Star of Alaska", these ships have also been commandeered by the Governmentand are now being operated by the Matson Navigation Company in the Hawaiian trariP

Ijuilt b_\ the Xew A'ork Shipbuilding Companx of

Camden, New jersey, in 1900 and 1907. Tht- big
motorships "Cit_v of Portland" and "S. I. .\llard"

of the McCormick fleet have also been turned over
to the Matson Navigation Company. These vessels

have attracted a great deal of interest, owing to

one of them, the "City of Portland", being the

l)ioneer of a type of craft a great many of which
have since been turned out on the Pacific Coast,
viz.. the so-called auxiliary motor shi]). These ves-

sels ha\e both some splendidly economical voyages
to their credit, and if they are now used direct to

the Inlands and return, some further valuable data
in regard to their ultimate performance as freight

carriers will be available.

Not only has the Alatson Navigation Company
been called upon to operate motorships, as well as

steamships, but they will be now taken back to

their earlier days as operators of sailing ships for

These vessels are about ten years old. hax'ing been

Sailing Ship Days
The urgent demand I'or sup])lies created in San

Francisco in 1849, and continuing for a consider-
able space of time before California commenced to
become self-sustaining, created a splendid opening
for the fast .\merican sailing ships of those davs.
The clipi.er ships built for the China tea trade
entered the breach so that most of the famous
sailers visited the Golden Gate at one time or other.

^

The best trip between Xew \,n-k and San
I'Vancisco in IS.^3 was made by the sliij) "I'lying
I'ish" in ')2 .lays, 'i'his vessel ma.le the same'trip
in 'IS .lays in 1S.S2 and Il.i .lays in 1S54. .ir an aver-
age .if 101 .lays f.ir the three trii>s. She ma.le .seven
trips in all bef.ire retiring from the service, the
average .if which was a fraction less than lOO ilavs.
She was known as a 90 day ship.

The ship "Flying Cl.nid" ma.le the trip in i<') .lays
in IS.^1. an.l 90 .lays in IS.^4. Her average I'.ir the
first live trips was 101 (la_\s an.l 7 h.mrs.
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'I'lu- "Andrew Jackscn" ni;ulr the trip in 100 clays

in 1S3S. and in 102 and ''() days in tlu- follow in.s;

twii years, eqnal to an average of "i7 da\s for the

three trips. Her axeraiie for se\en eonseentixe \o\

-

ajies was 105,' J days, and she was only a half

clip])er.

There were many other fast ships in that tlrst

decade, includin.!; the "Swordlish", "Konianee of tlu'

lainl\ presented a nia^nificc-nt spectacle, ;is there

were ollen as hi.i^ii as one hnndred of them in the

harhor at the same time. .Many of these staunch

old craft are still in use today, the demand for

tonna!4e having ilrawn them out of retirement, hut

perhai)s no ])ort in the world will e\ er a.:;ain lie

lrt'<pientt-d h\ lar.^e sailing" \essels as San l''raiicisc()

was in the early days.

'i'he first Calil'ornia wheat
crop whose ma.ynilude

attracted attention was
harvested in the summer
of 1866 and the nundier of

sailin.us with wheat and
Hour lor the four years

from 1868 to 1871 inclusive

were 670 representin.tr

554,800 tons of re.sjistered

shipping-. The year 1871

j:avc a poor crop, hut

u'as followed l)y an im-

mense crop the following-

year. From July, 1872,

to July, 1888, a period of

sixteen vears, 4696 vessels

)f 6,001,400 total regis-

tered t o n n a ,g e were

cleared from thisportwith

llour and grain, exclusi\-e of shipments bv regular

passeng-er stean-i lines. The combined Heet for

those years embraced 1421 American vessels of

2,183,900 tons, 2864 British vessels of 3,438,900 tons

and 411 of other foreign vessels of 378,600 tons.

The largest nui-nber cleared in any one of those

Cisco to Liverpool in 1851 in 86 days and 17 hours, sixteen harvest years -was 559, of which 149 were
the best on record up to that time. American, 345 British, and 65 other foreign flags.

The "Young America" made one trip inside of To loa<l and clear this number of vessels in a sin-

lOOdays, three of 109 days

each, and twenty that

averaged 117' 2 days.

The "David Crockett"

made three trips that av-

eraged 108 days, and

twenty that were under

115 days.

In 18()3, the big ship

"Great Republic" of 3357

tons, made the trip in 102

days. She w-as the larg-

est sailing- vessel in the ar-

rixals for that year.

Most of our readers will

easily recall the days

when San Francisco's

waterfront was a forest of

masts. The great grain

lleets of the Eighties cer- ^..^ ,.p^g,,„ ^^^^,^„_ ^^^^,^^,

The British Commodore", one of the Snn Francisco grain
following sailing ships are from photos by Walte

Seas", "Westward Ho". "Sea W itch", "Sierra Xe- ll

vada", "Sweepstakes", "Great Republic". "Sur-

prise", "Twilight", "Da\-id Crockett", "Young
An-ierica", "Phantom", "Panama". "Sea Serpent",

etc.

The "Panama" made the trip from San Fran-
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g\Q year meant livel)- work for those participating-

in the movement. There had to be over 10 vessels

cleared every week and over 46 every month.
The other foreign flags represented in the grain

fleet in those sixteen 3'ears were the German, French,

Russian, Dutch, Italian, Norwegian, Swedish, Aus-
trian, Peruvian, Xicaraguan, Honduras and Ha-
waiian.

The "Walter H. Wilson". Hundreds of these vessels fieq
for years

Had the ship subsidy of France been in operation

during that interval, the British flag would not have

been so conspicuous and the French flag would
have been more prominent.

The occasion for the large movement in 1881-82

was the unprecedented crop of 1880, which amount

In 1897-98 there were 210 grain vessels cleared,

including 7 loaded at Los Angeles and San Diego.
The number for Europe that year was 183. Two
trips were made inside of 100 days, one of them
being 99 and the other 91. The best trip was by the
French bark "Marguerite Mollinas". One vessel

took 193 days to cover the same distance. The
monthly averages were 122 to 147 days.

The grain fleet for 1898-

99 was the smallest in

many years, consisting of

54 vessels, of which 49

went to Europe. The trips

were generally long;

the shortest was 109 days
and the longest 170 days.

The monthly averages

were 119 to 152 days.

There was only one

American ship in the fleet

for that year, the "A. G.

Ropes", which made the

run to Liverpool in 124

days.

in 1899-1900 there were

165 grain clearings, in-

cluding 159 to Europe. A
German vessel made the

Mted Snn Francisco Bay rCCOrd, trip, going OUt in

97days, or 9 dayslcss than

the next shortest. The longest trip was 179 days.

The monthly averages were 113 to 149 days.

There were 153 vessels cleared in the following

cereal year, of which 146 went to Europe. The
shortest trip was 107 days, and the longest 189

to 1,707,500 tons. The crop for 1881 was also ^ays. The monthly averages were 111 to 127 days.

Sgregating 1,359,100 tons.

ast one million ton crop was har\('St(;

In the last few

large

Th
1892.

years the crops have been

insufficient for home con-

sumption.

There were 160 vessels

cleared from San Fran-

cisco for Europe in the

harvest year of 1894-5. The
shortest trip that year was
made in 96 days, and

the longest required 194

days. The monthly aver-

ages were 118 to 149 days.

There was a loss of two
vessels in that year.

In the following year

208 vessels were cleared.

The shortest trip was 101

d;iys, and the longest 170.

The monthly average va-

ried from 120 to 145 days.

There were more French \-essels in the list that

year in proportion to the whole number than usual,

The grain ship "Orthes" and others lying at the old San Francisco
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and three of these were credited with the shortest

tri()S.

In 1902-03 there were 137 \-esscIs cleared, of

which 87 \\ent to Europe, inchiding- three steamers.

Tlie steamers went out in 03 to 101 days. The

shortest trip under sail was 104 da\s and the h)n,q;cst

177 days.

In 1903-04 there were 88 clearings, including 84

Nothing could be more inspiring than hundreds of su
dotting the anchorage areas of the

to Europe. The shortest trip was 106 days, and

the longest 202 days.

During the month of February, 1900, there were

21 sailings of vessels in the grain fleet for Europe,

and the shortest trip was made in 97 days, and the

longest in 125 days, with an average for the fleet of

113 days, certainly a remarkable sailing record.

The Birth of the Oil Trade

The great oil development in Southern California

opened up a new business for water transportation,

and one which has assum-

ed remarkable proportions

during the past few years.

Shipments of fuel oil

were first made to the Ha-

waiian Islands by sailing

vessels. The second ves-

sel in this trade was the

"Fullerton", sailing on

October 4, 1902, and fol-

lowed by the "Marion

Chilcott" a monthlater. In

the meanwdiile the Union

Iron ^^'orks was building

the little 10,000 barrel

tanker, the "Whittier", this

steamer clearing for the

Islands in April, 1903. The
s t e a m e r,s "Monterey",

"Argyll" and "Rosecrans"

were also utilized to carry oil to the Islands. The

first cargo of refined oil for China left San Fran-

cisco in Septendier, 1904, on the British steamer

"Housatonic". The steamer "Senator" was dis-

patched with oil to X'ictoria, B. C, in September,

1905. In October, 1905, the British steamer "Azof"

cleared for Calcta Buena with 25,000 barrels of oil,

the first shipment to South America. In May, 1906,

the steamer. "Seminole"

cleared for Calcuttawith a

cargo of refined oil. In

September of the same

year, the steamer "Housa-

tonic" carried refined oil

to Japan, while in Novem-
ber the ship "Astral" took

out a full cargo of case

oil to Japan, and Decem-
ber saw the steamer "In-

teopolis" leave for Manila

with case oil.

About this time the Un-

ion Oil Company entered

the oil transportation

trade to distant points l)y

dispatching the "Argyll"

with 25,000 barrels of oil

to Ancon. This company

installed a pipe line across

thelsthmusparalleling thePanama Canal, and were

thus in a position to supphr fuel oil to steamers at

either the Atlantic or Pacific Terminal of the big

waterway. In March, 1907, the steamer "Santa

Rita" took a cargo of fuel oil to San Jose de Guate-

mala. In December, 1907, the Hongkong market

was opened by the steamers "Housatonic" and "Da-

kota". In March, 1908, the "W. S. Porter" took a

cargo of 53,000 barrels of oil to Juneau. The first

cargoes were sent to Chilean ports in 1905, while

the Peruvian field was entered in 1909, the British

ch vessels as this one
Bay

The "Falls of Peters", anothe ell known vessel which came
early In her career

California for Grain
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steamer "Kl Lobo" takinj^ down a cargo of crude.

These, roughly, were the very recent beginnings of

a carrying trade which has kept our shipyards busy
during the past few years suppl3^ing tonnage. Fur-
ther development of the oil trade on the Pacific will

be discussed elsewhere in this article.

The •Invernaid". showing the painted imitation of gun ports
to British ships for many years

THE WHALERS
In the Fifties most of the whaling fleet were

owned at or controlled by New Bedford, Massa-
chusetts, companies, and those boats which were
working Behring Sea and the Arctic usually win-
tered at the Hawaiian Island. Even in the Forties,

these whalers came into the harbor frequentlv for

fresh water, and some whaler was probably the

first .American vessel to pass through the Golden
Gate. In 18()0, fourteen whalers wintered at San
Francisco, and in l(Sfi4, there were thirty-four, while
in 1869 there were only two. The whaling fleet

fluctuated greatly in numbers,

but there was renewed interest

taken with the fdnnation of the

Pacific Steam W haling Com-
pany and the .'\rctic Oil Works.
Starting with twenty-six ar-

rivals in ISSl. the number
gradually worked up in fifty

in \m. There were over a
'loz^'ii steam whalers operating
to the .Arctic during the active
lilV "I the whale oil and bone
trade, and most of these steam-
ers were built at San Fran-
cisco.

.Another industry which at-

tracted a large amount of San

Francisco capital, was the sal-

mon fisheries. This led to the

magnificent lleet of the .Alaska

Packer's .Association, makin"' The "iviatterhor

San Francisco its headquarters and the Oakland
Estuary became a place of intense interest to all

who had a soft spot in their hearts for the "tair'

ships with lofty spars. Indeed, for many
years San Francisco was the mecca of the
sailing vessel, and in the year 1881 the arrivals of

sailing craft numbered 671.

This brings us to the period

when the San Francisco
wharves were a forest of masts
and spars belonging to vessels

that had come to transport the

grain from the vast wheat
fields of the Sacramento and
San Joaquin A'allevs.

THE PACIFIC MAIL
At one time or another the

Pacific Alail Steamship Com-
pany touched practically every

trade route on the Pacific, that

isexery trade route that became
prominent during the earlier

history of this concern. The
\alue of this steamship com-
pany's ser\ices to \\'estern

.America can hardly be over-

estimated. It pioneered the way for the majority

of our regular sea connections of todaw and laid

substantial foundations in the Orient whereby our

trade has prospered and our foreign business ex-

panded.

The last great building program of the Pacific

Mail gave that concern the steamers "Siberia",

"Korea", "Alongolia" and "Manchuria", and these

with the "China", "Nile" and "Persia" maintained

a spkndid trans Pacific sLr\ ice But the service was

ifhich was peculiar

a big sailer and one of the many handsome sailing ships
of the wheat exporting years
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far from liKratixc. in fact, was ci iticlucti,(l fur sc\ - Indies Company, and thi-sr tlircc xi'sscis. tiic "C'o-

cral years at a substantial k)ss. and tlic passage of lombia", "AiiK'/ucia" and "i'".cuailor" were fnially

the Seamen's Act finally decided the nianapemcnt secured.

(if the line to withdraw from business. This an- The old Pacific Mail resunied its operations under

noiincement caused genuine regret throughout the a new management with Mr. j. 1 1 . Rosseter as vice-

entire country, as well as on the Pacific Coast, president and general manager and affiliated with

where this line had come to be regarded as pecu- \\ . R. Grace & Company. The three vessels now

liarh' a v*^an Francisco institution. on the Oriental run of the Pacific Mail were built

of the Pacific Mail tians - ocea n ic fleet is shown in the center, while .'

ocial hall of this vessel, and below a deck scene and a corner of the co
Photos by courtesy of the Pacific Mail Steamship Compai

The vessels of the Pacific Mail fieet were disposed

of to the International Mercantile Marine who took

the large boats East for Atlantic service. The
Pacific Mail was not dead. ho\\e\er, but continued

in business. In the meanwhile war had broken out

in pAirope, and shipping of e\er\' character was
placed at a premium. Three splendid steamers were

just Ijcing finished in Holland for the Dutch West

in 1915 for the Koyal Dutch West India Mail Com-
])any by the Nederlandsche Maatschaapij, at Flush-

ing, Holland. As originally built, these vessels were

fitted as coal burners, but have been converted to

oil. It is interesting to note that at thirteen knots

these vessels consume forty tons of oil per day as

against fifty-three tons of coal for the same speed.

They were built under special survey to the highest
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rating iii JJcjyds, and their principal (liniensions arc

length over all 396 feet, length between perpendicu-

lars 380 feet, beam moulded 48 feet 6 inehes, depth

moulded to awning deck 35 feet 3 inches, load draft

24 feet 9 inches. Their displacement is 9800 tons,

while they register 5870 gross and 4164 net. The

capacity of the holds is 196,917 cubic feet and a total

oil fuel storage of 1530 tons is provided for in

special deep tanks forward of the boiler room and

in the fore peak and forward double bottoms.

In the matter of passenger accommodations each

of these ships is splendidly equipped, and it is

worthy of note that, as they were designed for op-

erating through the tropics, the ventilating system

received special attention, making them exceedingly

comfortable boats to travel on in warm or tropic

seas.

On the portside of the main deck there arc thirty.

staterooms to accommodate fifty-nine first class pas-

sengers, and on the awning deck there are twenty-

four staterooms to accommodate forty-eight first

class passengers ; each of these rooms has a broad

sofa which may be used as a berth for a child.

All the staterooms are large and excellently equip-

ped ; there are two lower iron berths in all but one

room, there are no upper berths, individual wash

basins, running water, electric fan, steam radiator,

plenty of drawers, a large clothes closet, plate-

mirror over the wash basins, and a large full length

mirror in the closet door. All cabinet and joiner

work throughout the entire ship is of the highest

character of material and workmanship. On the

The "Colombia", in the Pacific iVIail's trans-Pacific service

l)romenade deck aft of the social hall are two

"cabins de luxe", each with two single beds, a pri-

vate bath, and the most luxurious of appointments.

There are also berths, toilet and mess accommoda-

tions for steerage passengers on the main deck aft

in the transom stern and in the upper tweendeck

space in the forward hold, providing for about 160

steerage passengers.

A luxuriantly furnished social hall and writing

room, a smoking room and a verandah cafe are

built on the promenade deck, which, also provides

plenty of deck space to accommodate deck chairs,

games, promenading, and other pastimes for the

passengers. The dining salon is on the awning

deck forward of the vestibule. A wireless room,

barber shop, bar, hospital and dark-room are also

pro\ided for the convenience of the passengers.

The "Santa Eiena", one of the special coasting vessels built for the South American West Coast service of

W. R. Grace & Company
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While splendidly fitted up and exceedint,'-ly com-
lortable passenger boats, it must he remembered
that these boats are not altogether ideal from the
trans-Pacific freighting point of view. The Pacific

Mail Company had to do the best it could
-•inder the conditions of ship shortage that
was prevailing, and it must be conceded that
they ii<-ive done remarkably well since the Colom-
bia. X'enc/.uela and Ecuador, which, upon the return
ol normal conditions, will undoubtedly be replaced
by vessels with a larger freight capacity, will con-
stitute as fine a nucleus for a new fleet on the
Mexican and Central .American services of the Pa-
cific ;\Iail as exists on any coast today.

Mr. J. H. Kosseter. under whose management the
Pacific :\Iail is now operating, has made an ex-
haustive study of foreign trade conditions as they
affect the Orient. He is especially impressed with
the possibilities of Manila as the great American
port of the East. Indeed few Americans realize
the potential richness of the Philippines, and it is

here that one of the greatest fields for commercial
expansion lies. That Manila will assume a place
of vast importance among the ports of the Pacific
Ocean goes without saying, but it depends upon
the future attitude of the American people towards
American shipping whether or not we shall receive
our full share of the benefits to be arri\e<l at
through the building up of our great outpost in
the Far East. Credit for much of the develop-
ment seen today must be given the Pacific Mail
Company, and it is to be hoped that the old line
started way back in 1848 will continue in business
for many years and not only continue to thrive and
grow until it becomes one of the largest concerns
of its type in the world in addition to what it can
already lay claim to and that is that its traditions
and history which will always mark it as one of the
most remarkable enterprises ever undertaken upon
the sea.

Luxurious Living Along the "Pathway of the Sun"
In the rapid development of passenger transporta-

tion, perhaps no line of endeavor has shown more
marked improvement than that seen on the trans-
Pacific ships. The \oyage across the Pacific was
at one time a journey that was undertaken through
necessity rather than in.m a search for pleasure,
'i'he shortening of the trip as to time and the im-
provement of the ships used, especially as rcganls
the creature comforts of their passengers, gradually
changed these conditions until today a voyage
across the Pacific is considered a pleasure jaunt in

the fullest sense of the word. Indeed, it is doubtful
il any long voyages anywhere present more attrac-
tions to the traveler in the way of sunny seas and
equable, temperate climate than the routes to the
Orient. In making the conditions so pleasant for
the passenger, all the steamship concerns catering

to this trade have taken their part, and of late years
the Toj'o Kisen Kaisha have left nothing undone
to popularize their ships with the traveling public.

Realizing the importance of providing everything
to which the high class traveler was accustomed
111 his life ashore, and also in the giant ships in the
.Atlantic service. President Asano wisely planned
all these things, for passengers aboard his ships.

This rule, which was one of the first laid down.

Sudden 1

1

panorama of the
what appeared as
Victoria.

t Hongkong. As the steamer approa
specl< on the shore is revealed as i

has ne\er lieen dexiated from, and as a result the
passenger who crosses the Pacilic on one of these
\essels. finds as much for his comfort and ])leasure

as he wouhl find if he were staying ashore. In

addition to this, owing to the discipline and ar-

rangement aboard ship, he finds a personal service

that soon becomes a standard by which all service

is judged, and in a way, this s])oils him, as it leads

him to expect attenlioii rarely found ashore.
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\()t oiiK' arr liis ])hysical lU'Crssitics and coin-

furls can-'fiilly anticipated and jinixidi'd fcjr, l)Ul

many \\a\s and means fur his cntcrlainnH'nt and

anniscnunt arc olkTcd.

In addition tn the nsnal round of i;aieties wliich

life aboard siiij) su.i^.^ests. the Tovo Kisen Kaisha's

ships are all ]iro\ide(l with spacious open air hall

rooms, wheri-' informal danci's and iMitcrtainmcnts

enlerlainmcnts are held. The Toyo Kisen Kaisha

is e(|uippeil with a ccimi)lele outfit for this ]iur-

])ose and ]irest'nt^

set'u in mam
These are

hi.!;h class shows, such as are

if the best theatres in the country.

DUie of the reasons \\li\ the trans-

racilic \(iya.L;e is t^rowinj; in po])larity each month.

.\side from all the interesting tlnn.i;s which are to

he seen and <lone in japan and the ()rient, the de-

lij^hls of the \(iya,L;e itself are such as to make the

lound trip worth while. e\ en thoutih one stayed

with llu- ship and saw (juIv the ports wliich she

louclu'd.

The licet of the Toyo Kisen Kaisha consists of

the triple screw turbines "Chinyo Maru"' and "Ten-

\i) .Maru" of 22,000 tons displacemeiit ; the twin

screw reciprocating' engines "Korea Alaru" and "Si-

beria Maru" of 18,000 tons displacement ; the twin

screw steamer "\'i])pon Maru" of 11,000 tons; the

"Persia Maru" of 9000 tons, the ".\nyo Maru" of

1S„^00 tons: the "Kiyo Maru" of 17.200 tons and

the "Seiyo Maru" of 14,000 tons. The "Tenyo

Maru" and "Shinyo Maru" were built at the Mit-

subishi Dockyard, Nagasaki, and ha\e attracted a

great deal of attention as embodying the highest

examples of the shipbuilding skill of the Japanese.

These vessels are 575 feet in length and have a beam

of (>3i feet. These big ships have first class cabin

accommodations for 275 passengers, 75 second class

and 800 steerage. They are driven by three .sets

of Parsons turbines, steam being supplied by 13

Scotch marine boilers, the horsepower being 17,000.

As might be expected on such expensive ships, no

money or trouble was spared in fitting up the pas-

senger accommodations in the most luxurious and

comfortable manner. The dining saloon, ladies' par-

lor, lounge, library and smoking room are spacious

and beautifully finished and furnished. The ven-

tilation scheme throughout the cabins is very com-

plete, consisting of separate heating systems, elec-

tric fans, etc., while the culinary department is

well taken care of, the refrigerating arrangements

being particularly complete.

A Big Coasting Fleet

Confidence in the development of American ship-

ping on the Pacific, despite wartime recjuirements

:ind restrictions, was expressed by President H. F.

Alexander of the Pacific Steamship Company wdien

a^ked recently for his opinion as to the future.

"The Pacific Steamship Company is co-operating

with the Federal Government in every way pos-

sible." said Mr. Alexander, "and naturally stands

readv to do its utmost at all times. How^ever, the

are held. In the davtime, these same wide deck Government undoubtedly appreciates the .fact that

spaces make splendid recreation grounds for those it is necessary for the economic welfare of the coun-

who go in for outdoor sports, baseball, deck tennis, try to keep the coastwise and trans-Pacific move-

deck golf, bag punching and quoits, being among ment of freight as nearly normal as possible. In-

the favorite ])astimes. Here also in the delightful deed, if the United States is to help finance the

pleasant evenings, as the ship plows its way through Allies on the big scale that it has started out to do,

the silvery seas of the tropics, the moving picture in addition to participating actively itself in the war.

ins-Pacific liners drop anchor in the harbor, for there are no clock

gkong to which they can come alongside as in Yokohama or Sai

ico. The steamship companies and hotels maintain their own powe
service.
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the development of American shipping on the Pa- curred on Xovembcr 1, lOlf, and it marks an im-
cific may be looked for as an important contributing- portant development ni American shipping annals.

''^'L^!'.' , .
, ,

'^"''"-' European war with the resultant scarcity of
Belief m the future ot the American merchant ^esscls on the coast were prociptating factor; in

marine has been a predominating influence in the the organization of the company. As more and

policies of the Pacific Steamship Company since mure ships were withdrawn from service on the Pa-
its mception. At the very moment that the Ameri- cilic. the demands of .shippers and the traveling
can merchant marine was at its lowest ebb since public became increasingly insistent for a service
the rush of .ships around the Horn in '49, the Pacific to meet their demands
Steamship Company sprang into being. This oc- In view of tlie impossibility of obtaining more
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H. F. Alexander, president of the Pacific Steamship
Company

ships. Mr. Alexander finally sdved the problem hv
forming the Pacific Steamship Compan_v through
the consolidation of the fleets of the Pacific Alaska
Navigation Company and the Pacific Coast Steam-
ship Compan_\. This eliminated duplicate sailings,

resulting in a nmre frequent and improved service.

and at the same time it made possible the establish-

ment of a service between Puget Sound ports and
the Orient. This latter service was inaugurated on
.November 15, 1917. when the steamship "Umatilla"
sailed from Seattle fnr Sin;;a])ore. The route h;ul

been pioneered previously, however, by the steam-
ship "Senator", which had sailed from Seattle in

September.

The Pacific Steamship Company operates the
largest fleet under the American flag on the Pacific.

The fleet consists of twenty-four steamships, in-

cluded among which are the "^'ale". "Harvard".
"Admiral Farragut", "Admiral Dewey". "(Jueen".
"Senator", "Umatilla". an<l other equally well
known vessels. The "President" and "Governor",
two of the company's largest steamships, were taken
over recently by the Government and put in the
Honolulu trade.

The routes of the Pacific Steamship Company e.\-

tcnd north and south, between Xome and San
Diego, and east and west between Puget Sound
and the Orient. Passengers and freight are carried
on both the coastwise and offshore routes.

The success of the .Admiral Line, as the Pacific

Steamship Comjiany is popularly known, has been
largely due to the nature of the ser\-ice which it

has given to the traveling and shipping public.

Courtesy under all conditions is the primarv require-
ment of the company's employees.
.\mong the well known officials of the company

untler President Ale.xander are E. C. Ward, vice-

president; A. F. Haines, general manager: H. C.
Cantelow, assistant general manager, and F. M.
P)arry. assistant general manager.

.Mr. Haines was promoted last November from
the postion of manager to that of general manager,
in charge of both traffic and operating departments.
His long and thorough experience in both the coast-
wise and oft'shore business has well fitted him for
the large responsibilities of his new office. Before
joining the Admiral Line forces on September 15.

1916, he had been for twenty years with the firm
of Dodwell c'v Co., Ltd., having been in full charge
at Seattle of the shijjping department, which oper-

1 ,1 J~-

The "Yale". This fine turbiner vere taken over in September
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im-^m tmismmtTT::^

The "Governor This fine coaster with a similar single-screwed steamer, the "President", were added to the Pacific

Coast Steamship Company's fleet in 1906 and 1907

ated the Blue Funnel Line of steamers in trans-

I'acilie and United Kingdom trade. Me was form-

erly manager and treasurer of the Border Line Trans-

portation Company, which he organized. He also

organized the Dodwell Dock & Warehouse Comi>any

of Seattle.

The Pacific Coast Steamship Company and the

Pacific Alaska Naxigation Company, whose fleets

were consolidated under the Pacific Steamship Com-

pany's flag, have played important parts in the ship-

ping history of the Pacific Coast.

The Pacific Coast Steamship Company sprang

from the firm of Goodall iv Xclson, which was

founded in I860, and was engaged principally in

supplying fresh water to the ships in San Francisco

Bay. In 1872 George C. Perkins joined the firm,

and the firm name was then changed to Goodall,

Nelson & Perkins. Captain Nelson retired in 1876,

and the corporate name was changed to the Pacific

Coast Steamship Company. Goodall, Perkins &
Company remained in control of the stock of this

growing concern until 1882, at which time they sold

out to the Villard interests.

The Pacific Alaska Navigation Company orig-

inated a few years ago through a consolidation of

the Alaska Pacific Steamship Company and the

Alaska Coast Company, the former having been

organized by E. E. Caine at Seattle in 1906. H. F.

Alexander and his Tacoma associates, who had

been interested with Captain Caine in the estab-

lishment of the Alaska Pacific Steamship Company,

took over control of the company within a year

after its formation.

Only a year or two later the .\laska Coast Com-

pany, which was originally the Alaska Commercial

Company, one of the oldest steamship lines on the

Pacific Coast and practically the oldest line operated

in Alaskan waters, was obtained by the Alaska

Pacific Steamship Company interests.

In 1'J12, the control of the property of both con-

])anies being in the hands oi the same interests, it

was decided to consolidate the two lines. This

resulted in the formation of the Pacific .\laska

Navigation Company. On September 1, 1916, the

company enlarged its fleet and extended its opera-

tions b}- acquiring the triple screw turbine steam-

ships "Vale" and "Harvard".

F. Haines, general mar
ipany. and one of the

steamship men

ager of the Pacific Stear
iblest and best known
n the West
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A New Coasting Service

The Gulf Mail Stcaiiislii]) C'ninpam was con-

ccivcil in January, 1916, by Mr. K. II. K. Smith, for

ten years with the .American- 1 I awaiian Steamship
C(nn]ian\, who hniaehecl the suhject to his friend,

Mr. I'aul llartman. with the result that in l-'ehru-

ary. I'Md. the steamer "Centralia" was chartered

and dispatched to Mexican Gulf of California i)orts.

In March, 1916, the company was incorixirated,

thereby jilacing the C(i-]iartnershi|) of one month
I in a corporate basis.

In addition to the "Centralia", st'xeral other \ es

sels were chartered. 1iut with indifferent succi'ss.

Despite llnancial setbacks, however, the little con-

cern purchased in November, 1916, the steamer "San
Pedro", with the result that the outlook assumed a

\ery ros_\- aspect. Other steamers were acquired,

and today the Gulf IVIail Steamship Company own
outright the "San Pedro", "San Gabriel", "Zampa",
and "Astoria". The capitalization of the company
is $350,000 of which $300,000 is fully pai.l up.

One of the most important of recent developments

in the Pacific Coast trade is the arran,e:ement that

has just been entered into between the Gulf Mail

Steamship Company and the Republic of Mexico,

whereby the company becomes a recognized carrier

for the Mexican government, handling Mexican
mails between ports of call and other official busi-

ness. Certain mutual concessions warrant the

statement that in the near future the company will

of¥cr a material reduction in tariff rates, thereby

being probably the first transportation company so

to do in the last few years.

The company operates its own dock at Pier 17,

taking care of its friends' and competitors', as well

as its own, business.

The present personnel is as follows: President,

Mr. Paul Hartman, packer of canned goods ; vice-

president and general manager, Mr. R. H. K. Smith,

formerly with the American-Hawaiian ySteamship

C'oui]>an\ ; secretary-treasurer. J. li. McFarland of

\\ t-K h \' Comp;iny: traffic manager, E. I.,. Bertaud,

formerly with the .\merican-Hawaiian Steamship

Company ; auditor, A. F. P>ertelsen, late of the

Northwest I'lectric Company; port superintendent,

R. Demoro. a \eteran purser on the Mexican and

Central American runs and paymaster and purchas-

ing agent, ]•",. M. Cha])in.

A Great Japanese Exporting and Importing Firm

The firm of Mitsui has come to be regarded in

Japan as an institution rather than a business lirni.

The activities of the l)usiness house of Mitsui is

guiiled by elex'en partners, each being a representa-

ti\e of one of the eleven Mitsui families. These

ele\ en i)artners form what is known as the Mitsui

Gomei Kaisha. firm of Mitsui partnership, the con-

trolling ancl managing center of all the activities

of the .Mitsui firm.

The Alitsui P.ank Limited is the oldest and by

far the largest private banking institution in japan,

having a paid up capital of 20.000,000 yen. The Mit-

sui Bussan Keisha, Ltd., handles the Mitsui ships.

This branch of the Mitsui activities also has a paid uj)

capital of 20,000,000 yen. The extent of the activi-

ties of these steamers can best be appreciated when
it is understood that in recent years the business

transacted has amounted to as high as thirty-five

to forty per cent of Japan's total foreign trade.

The Mitsui Mining Company Limited operates

four great coal fields, the chief of which is the fam-

ous Miike mine. The discovery of this fine coal

deposit was made as soon as 1468 and the colliery

here was operated by the Japanese Government
from 1873 to 1889, at which time the property was
transferred to the Mitsuis. Centering their efforts

on the Miike field, the Mitsuis greatly improved

the property until today the field stands at the

head C)f Japanese coal fields both in point of modern

The steamer of the China Mail Steamship Company. The service given by this fine steamer
be augmented by the addition of the "Nanking"
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The entrance to Miike harbor. This magnificent harbor is a splendid monument to the eneravpatriotism and far-sightedness of the firm of IVlitsui

nu-tli..,ls cniploye.l and size of output. The Miike Foochovv. Tsingtau. Pekin- Girin. Aloukden, Seoul,
mine produces o\-er 5000 tons of coal a day and Chemulpo, Antung. Kwanchintu, Bangkok, Ran-
employs m the neighborhood of 12,000 men. In goon, Sourabaya, Calcutta, Sydney. London Ham-
conjunction with the other Mitsui collieries the burg, Lyon, Ne\v York, Dallas," Texas; Manila,
output sometimes amounts to one-sixth of Japan's Bombay, Singapore, Saigon. On this coast there
total production of coal. A fleet of fifteen fine col- are three branches, located at San Francisco. Port-
hers attends to the export branch of the coal busi- land and Vancouyer, all three being under the per-

"^'f' .
. .

sonal supervision of Mr. Y. Nagashima. ha\ing
The ]iositinn ot the Mitsui Company as far as the headquarters in San Francisco.

export coal trade of Japan is concerned is shown The splendid harbor works at Miike are a private
by the tollowing comparison between Mitsui col- undertaking of the Mitsui Mining Company and
lienes and all others

: ^ ,,.,.,-e designed chiefly to facilitate the export .".f coal
'''!' I'^l- 1911 from the Miike colliery. The site of the harbor

^, ^""* '•^'"s tons is at iMikawa yillage at the southern extremity of
^'"^"' ^"^'^8" 2,178,r,00 1,993,700 1,891,700 Chikugo province and is about thirty-three miles

''""^'''^•'"^ 937.900 813,800 706,500 distant from the old coaling port Kuchinotsu The
Others cargo 1,357,800 1,211,600 925,700 new harbor holds every promise of becoming a flour-

^'""•'''^'"^ ^S-'^'^'OO -+52.500 442,700 ishing distributing and shipping port for other com-
'/''' % ^/r modities besides coal.

-Mitsui cargo 61.6 62.2 67.1 The harbor works natural! v divi<Ie<l themselves
^"^'^^^^^ 66.0 64.7 (.1.5 into three sections, the outer harbor, the inner har-

Others cargo 38.4 37.8 32.9 bor and passage and the wet dock. It is note-
bunkers 34.0 35.3 38.5 worthy that the Mitsui Mining Company presented

vSome idea of the activities of this house may be the outer harbor, costing millions of dollars to the
gleaned from a list of its branch offices: The firm of Japanese government.
Mitsui now has efficient forces at the following cities

:

'

The inner harbor, bounded by the breakwaters
Tokyo, \ okohama, Yokosuka, Kobe, Osaka, Nagasaki, and sea-wall of the dockyard, has a total area of
Moji, Kagoya, Kuchinotsu, Niigata, Tsuruga, Miike, about 124 acres. The two breakwaters boundingW akamatsu, Karatsu, Kure, Kishima, Sasebo, Mai- the inner harbor, each about 3000 feet in length, are
zura, -Mororan, Miyako, Sunagawa, Otaru, Sapporo, of the rubble mound type, the top of the wall bein-
laipeh, Tainan, Canton, Hongkong, Shanghai, three feet above high water and about fifteen fee't
>scwchang. Choshun, Harbin. A'ladivostok, Tairen, in width. The 6000-foot channel extending from
Tiding, Tientsin, Chetoo, Hankow, Swatow. Amo>

,

the inner harbor to the sea has a minimuni depth

The "Tempaisan Maru", one of the Mitsui coal carriers
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A group of sailers well known In the Puget Sound and Columbia River fleets. Left, the Swedish ship
center the "Glitre" flying the British flag, and right, the Frenchman "Laenee"

of ri.iLiIitron I'crt at low water and is prok-cU'ii from

the waxes and tlic settlement of silt 1)\- means of

two parallel jetties. The distance lielween the Jet-

ties is 450 feet and the actual channel has a width

of 150 feet and a minimum depth of IS feet at low-

est low water. This channel is to be eventually wid-

ened to 250 feet to enable \essels to ]iass e;ic]i other.

The entrance of the channel is markeil by a li.L;ht-

housc- and two lij^ht l)Uoys.

The wet dock is under the exclusi\'c control of

tile Mitsui C'ompane. The surface area is 32 acres

and the deiilh of water is kept constanth^ at not

less than 2>^ feet b}' means of lock gates. Eight

or nine \essels can be accommodatefi at one time.

The quaywall is 1380 feet long, 41 feet 6 inches

high, and has 30 feet of water alongside at normal

le\el. On this r|uaywall are several sets of "Miike"

loading machinery designed to move laterally along

the cjuay and providing a loading capacity of up-

wards of 10,000 tons of coal per day, which is about

double the present output of the mines. The en-

trance to the wet dock is 66 feet in width with a

minimum depth of 28 feet of water o\er the sill.

The gates weigh 90 tons each and are operated by

hydraulic power.

Coal storage yards are provided back of the cjuay-

wall .The first storage yard has a special ec|uipment

consisting of fi\'e rows of trestles built upon brick

.arches, underneath each of which electric railway

tracks are used f(jr the lr;msport of coal from the stor-

.igc pile above. By o])ening doors on either shoulder

of each brick tunnel, above which the coal is stored,

the coal falls by gravity into the wagons on the

track. The train, consisting of five or six wagons,

is then removed by an electric locomoti\-e .•iiid the

contents dumped into the tipple of the loadin.L; ma-

chinery. The empty wagons arc designed to run

down to the lower kwel siding and are returned

to the tunnels for a fresh supply. These piers have

an aggregate storage capacity of about 50,000 tons

and are used chiefly for lump coal. The storage

of dust coal is provided for by ordinary trestles. .\

system of railway tracks connect tin- storage yards

with the mines.

The "Tempiasan-Maru" is a steel single deck

steamer of 5416 gross and 3358 net tons and a dead-

weight capacity of 8150 tons. She is built on the

cantilever tank system and was finished in 1911. .She

is fitted with five hatches and ten cargo winches. The

Rokkosan-Maru'' is a smaller vessel with engines

located aft. She is also built on the cantilever tank

system with four hatches and nine cargo winches.

She is of 2166 gross and 1343 net tons with a dead-

weight capacity of 3120, and was built in England

in l'»ll.

In and Out of Puget Sound
F ALE our West Coast cities

none ha\e made greater

strides durin.g the past few

years than those located on

Puget Sound. Seattle, Ta-

coma and the lesser cities

using this great waterway

as a harbor, have all prtis-

pered exceedingly of late

years as far as water borne commerce is concerned,

and the secret of their success lies in the fact that

they have considered it worth while to back up the

commanding geographical position which is is theirs

by determined and untiring efforts to expand the

scope of the sea territory for which the Sound may
serve as a distributing and collecting center.

Puget Sound's importance as a foreign trade cen-

ter is of comparative recent growth, and this makes

the present export and import standing of the great

Washington State ports all the more remarkable.

While a considerable amount of- Seattle and Ta-

coma's foreign trade consists of transshipped com-

modities and a certain amount of her remarkable

trade expansion during the past few years may be

laid to the conditions brought about by the world

war, it is also a certainty that with the end of the

war there will be no let up in the growth of the

foreign commerce entering and leaving Puget

Sound. The Alaskan business will go on increasing

year bv year, and furthermore, the territory directly

tributary to the Sound ports by rail or water is only

in the infancy of its development.

The Sound country has developed a great ship-

building industry, both in steel and wood, and no

section that indulges in shipbuilding takes long to

become a ship owning community, and these two

activities never fail to stimulate a great foreign

trade.
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Frank Waterhouse. founder of Frank Waterhouse and Company. Mr. Waterhouse
has been the pioneer on many of the important sea routes radiating from

Puget Sound and the benefit of his work has been strongly
felt throughout the entire Northwest

Sketch of the splendid new terminals being constructed by the Waterhouse
Company at Seattle

Frank Waterhouse &
Company

Amouii" the in(H\i(lual

firms which took a promi-

nent part in the develop-

ment of Seattle's foreisjn

trade, a trade which to-

day has furnished one of

the most remarkable ex-

amples of the effect of

progressiveness on the

part of a seaport, none has

L'xerted a greater influence

than that of Frank Water-

house & Company. The

business of this concern

has been carried on for

twenty years and em-

braces steamship opera-

tions, coal owning and

shipping, management of

terminals and marine in-

surance of all kinds. I\Ir.

Frank Waterhouse has

pioneered in the Puget

Sound district as few

other men have done. He
was among the first to

send steamers to Alaska

;

he broke new ground in

sending steamers direct

from Seattle to Honolulu

and was also among the

first to make Seattle's

name known in the Orient

through direct steamship

communication.

Two new trades which

Mr. Waterhouse has been

largely instrumental in

spreading lately are those

between Seattle and Vlad-

ivostok and Seattle and

Singapore. His lines are

conducted by chartered

steamers and as many as

twenty large vessels have

been under charter at one

lime. Some of the very

largest general cargo car-

riers in use on the Pa-

cific have been from time

to time engaged under

t h e ^^'aterhouse flag.
When the great expan-

sion in shipbuilding came
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Mr. Neal H. Beyicy. vice-president of Frank Waterhouse
and Company

to Seattle and the Sound district, the Waterhouse
Company were among the first to recognize the

advantages of employing highly modernized freight-

ers and secured several of the Seattle built craft

for their off-shore trades. From the date of her

launch until the present time the steamer "Luise

Nielsen" has been constantly engaged in the Water-

house service and at the present time the American

built steamers "Thordis" and "Storviken", which are

practically sister ships, are plying on the Singapore

line. There are also several Danish neutral steam-

ers and some Japanese vessels under charter, these

being of the ordinary cargo type.

To indicate the extent of this firm's operations

it may be stated that from October, 1915, to Oc-

tober. 1917, the arrivals and departures of their

steamers, excluding their coasting service to and

from Seattle and A'ancouver, numbered one hun-

dred and two. The total amount of cargo handled

during this period was upwards of half a million

tons. In addition to this, during the montths of

December and January alone the steamers of this

concern will land in Seattle over 75,000 tons of

Oriental produce.

In addition to carrying on their own service,

Waterhouse & Company represent some of the larg-

est steamship concerns in Europe. They are agents

on the Pacific Coast for the Royal Mail Steam

Packet Company, one of the most powerful British

maritime concerns; also for Andrew Weir & Com-

l)aiiy I if London anrj (ilasgow, which lias oiu- of the

greatest fleets of general traders in the world : and

for the Indian Pacific Line, with regular sailings

from Calcutta to the Pacific Coast.

Mr. Waterhouse, always having a view to future

extension of business possibilities in the district

where his firm is so well known, has under close

consideration the building and ctablishing of one

of tile fniest terminals which will exist upon the

Pacific Coast. A sketch of this proposed terminal

is shown herewith. This terminal will have suf-

. Mcient capacity for dealing with two or three of the

largest steamers afloat simultaneously, besides, at

the same time, accommodating steamers of the

firm's coasting service and other traffic. This ter-

minal -will be on the lines of the latest and most

efficient of the large terminals recently erected

in some of the Kastern states, and will be modern
lo the highest degree. Provision will also be made
for the great oil industry which continues to expand

so rai)idl\" all along the Pacific Coast. Special tracks

devoted lo tank cars and permanent tanks for the

reception and storage of the different kinds of oil

Harvey, shipping manager
Waterhouse and Company
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The "Luise Nielsen", a fine new steamer that has been in the Waterhouse service ev she went into con

will be amply proxidcd fur at these new terminals.

Another building project now well under way is

the construction of a fine modern coasting vessel for

the Seattle-A'ancouver service.

The present officers of Frank \\'aterhouse & Corn-

pan}- are; ^Ir. Frank Waterhouse, president; Mr.

Xeal H. Begley, vice-president; Mr. J. Richar<l

Lane, treasurer, and Mr. R. D. Smallev, secretary.

,Sf\eral hundred men are now engaged in build-

ing the new piers at \'ictoria's outer harbor, just

inside the big Ogden Point breakwater.

The Imperial Munitions Board has adopted the

wage scale set for .-Vmerican Pacific Coast yards

by the U. v"^. Federal Board for shipyard workers

in British Columbia. As a result there is some dis-

satisfaction among the workers, especially the ship's

carpenters, who want inexperienced men placed on

regular \vi;)rk gi\en full pay. A strike was threat-

ened in all H. C. yards last week, but has been

temporarily averted pending a conference between

the Munitions Board and labor representatives.

The Canadian Australasian Royal Mail

The Canadian Australasian Royal Mail Line

(controlled by the Union Steamship Company of

New Zealand), ope-rated in connection with tlie

Canadian Pacific Railwa>-, notwithstanding the

manv vessels requisitioned from their fleet for na-

tional purposes, continues to maintain regular and

most excellent service from \'ancou\er. H. C, to

New Zealand and Australia, calling at Honolulu

and the Fiji Islands en route.

The passenger steamers "Niagara" and "]\Iakura"

employed in the trade, are very popular with the

traveling public, and cuts of the \essels appear in

this issue.

Li addition to these passenger steamers, the

LTnion Company operate a cargo service to the

.\ntipodes, ports of call in New Zealand and .\us-

tralia being fixed as requirements of trade warrant.

The volume of freight business has steadily in-

creased since the war, but we understand the pas-

senger traffic has not assumed the usual proportions,

owing to European ports being closed to tourists.

The new freighter "Storviken", now being utilized by the Waterhouse Conmpany irigapore run
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The beautiful steamer gara" of the Canadian- Australasian Royal Mail Line, now controlled by the Union Stear

ship Company of New Zealand, which also maintains a service from San Francisco to the Antipodes, is

shown at her dock in the upper picture. The size of this steamer may be judged fron

"Triculo" in the forground. Below is shown the "Makura". a deck scene

and the "Niagara" in the stream

tanker
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The Osaka on the Pacific

The Osaka Shosen Kaisha or Osaka Mercantile

Steamship Company, which has played such an im-

portant part in the fnreifrn trade of the Puget

Sound district, entered the Pacific Northwestern

freight field in 1907, securing connections with the

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railroad. Monthly

sailings from each end of the line. i. e.. Hongkong

and Tacoma, sufficed at first, but the rapid develop-

ment of the business made a fortnightly schedule

imperative, and this was accomplished by six regu-

lar liners of 6000 tons each. In 1914 a larger type

of steamer was introduced on this run in the 10.000

ton liners "Hawaii Maru" and "Manila Maru".

In 1915 the Osaka Shosen Kaisha opened a San

Francisco service with the steamers "Panama Maru"

and "Seattle Maru". This service was stopped in

July, 1917, owing to a more urgent demand for these

two vessels elsewhere.

The present service of what is generally termed

the Puget Sound Line of the O. S. K. has for

ports of call on the American Coast Tacoma. Seattle

and Victoria, and on the other side Yokohama,

Kobe, Moji, Nagasaki, Shanghai, ;Manila and Hong-

kong. On this route there are three steamers of

6000 tons and two steamers of 10,000 tons each,

regularly assigned to this line, and seven extra

steamers that have been found necessary to handle

the heavily increased business. These latter vessels

will average 4000 tons each. This business now de-

mands a sailing on an average of at least once

a week and the sailing schedule for the line includes

four clearances from Tacoma during January, and

five during February.

Despite the present high character of the service

out of the Sound furnished by the Osaka Shosen

Kaisha still further improvements for this line are

continually taking place. It is planned to place

a large new type 10,000-ton craft on the run. Two
of this type of steamer are about completed and will

be seen on the Sound early in the present year.

Typical cargo boats of 8000 tons will also be put

into the service to take care of the Oriental trade.

One of this type of vessel, the "Alps Maru", is now

on the run.

In the United Slates the terminal business of the

Osaka Shosen Kaisha is taken care of by the Ta-

coma office, where Mr. Edwin Orrett has been act-

ing as local manager since the very beginning of

the line. Mr. Orrett is now devoting his energies

to the stevedoring business of the line, however,

being succeeded in the managerial part of his duties

by Mr. Mosuke Higuchi, formerly the manager of

the O. S. K. branch office at Hongkong.

Overland cargoes and passenger business are

solicited by the Osaka Shosen Kaisha both at Chi-

cago and New York. Mr. Shin Hory, General East-

ern Agent, has offices in the Railway Exchange

Building, and Mr. Hiromu Yamonoi with offices

in the ^^'ool\\•(l^th lUiilding. represents the company
in New York. Messrs. W. C. Dawson & Co. attend

to the firm's business in Seattle.

The Osaka Shosen Kaisha occupies an extremely

strong position as far as freight is concerned, owing
to the numerous branch lines and connecting feeders

under its own management in the Orient and South

Seas. This naturally leads to splendid facilities

for transshipment. The concern also operates many
fine passenger boats in the celebrated Inland Sea
of Japan.

The story of the development of the fleet and
business of the Osaka Shosen Kaisha furnishes

one of the most remarkable examples of the many
instances where Japanese capital, Japanese busi-

ness acumen, and, above all. a well developed

Japanese public sentiment with reference to the

value of ships have combined to build up great

carrier lines whose world business is steadily con-

trilniting to the wealth and power of the Japanese
nation.

The Osaka Shosen Kaisha was inaugurated in

1884 with a capital of $600,000, seven steamers, and
a service that covered less than a total of 8500 miles

in sea routes. In 1893 it \vas found necessary to in-

crease the capital to $900,000 and as the business

began to expand rapidly, successive increases in

capital followed each, other regularly, the last occur-

ring in the present year when the capital stock was
increased to $25,000,000. In 1901 the debentures

stood at $2,250,000, in 1909 at $3,750,000 and in

1917 at $2,750,000. The last balance sheet issued

by the company shows the remarkable financial

soundness of this great steamship concern, but the

expansion of the company's routes until they em-
braced all the great trade channels forms even a

more fascinating story than that covering the con-

cern's financial growth.

From 1884 to 1894 the business of the Osaka
Shosen Kaisha was confined to the Inland Sea.

To the services rendered in these waters was added
a Japanese coasting ser\-ice which was built up
during the next five years. In 1899 the company
began to branch out and between this date and
1903, steamship service was opened up between
Japanese ports and China, Formosa and Korea. It

was not until 1904, however, that the Osaka Shosen
Kaisha reached out over the oceans and began to

occupy an important place as one of the world's

great ocean carrier concerns. In the fourth period

of expansion, between the years 1904 and 1915, the

North American line and the Bombay line were
built up and developed. Following 1915 there was
a still further expansion, and the South Sea Line,

the South American Line and the Australian Line

came into existence. Even more pretentious ven-

tures are included in the Osaka's plans for the near

future, when an European line and a round-the-

world service will truly mark this steamship com-
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The "Shinyo Maru

pany as one of the world's leading ocean enter-

prises.

Exclusive of launches and lig-hters and inclusive

of steamers now under construction, the fleet of

the Osaka Shosen Kaisha comprises 128 vessels

of an aggregate tonnage of 318,350. In and about

their home and adjacent waters eighteen lines are

operated in the home service, five lines in the coast-

ing service, eight lines in the Chinese service, four

lines in the Korean service and fl\-e lines in the

Formosan service.

The South American service is handled by two

60(X)-ton steamers with six sailings a year from

Tacoma and Seattle, connecting with Yokohama,

Kobe, Nagasaki, Hongkong, Singapore, Durban,

Cape Town, Buenos Aires and Rio de Janeiro.

The Australian service is a monthly one, and is

handled by two 3000-ton steamers connecting Hako-

date, Yokohama and Kobe with Manila, Sydney,

Melbourne and Adelaide.

Nippon Yusen Kaisha

The Japan Mail Steamship Company, or Nippon

Yusen Kaisha, was formed in 1885 through the

amalgamation of the Yubin Kisen Kaisha, the Mit-

subishi Kaisha and the Kyodo Ynyo Kaisha, the

original combination carrying on a coasting service

s of the Toyo Ki

alnidsl exclusively. \\ ith the widening of Japan's

sphere of inlluence, however, this firm branched out

and became one of the great steamship concerns

of the world. As time passed on it established

a trans-Pacific service to Seattle, also established

lines to Madivostok, Korea, North China, London
and Antwerp, via the Suez Canal : lines to Bom-
bay, Shanghai, Formosa, Saghalien Island and a

widespread coasting and inter-island service serving

the entire Japanese empire. The firm took a prominent

part in the solving of Japan's transportation problems

during the Russo-Japanese \\"ar. The trans-Pacific

service is taken care of by a splendid fleet of freight

and passenger steamers which make a sailing from

Seattle every eight or nine days, touching at Vic-

toria and touching at Japanese ports, Hongkong
and Shanghai, and oft'ering direct connections

through the other lines of the company to all points

in the Orient, Australia and Europe. The Nippon

Yusen Kaisha has passenger and freight arrange-

ments with the Great Northern Railway, Northern

Pacific Railway and the Chicago, Milwaukee and

St. Paul Railroad Company. Banm R. Kondo is the

president of this great organization, and Dr. Toshi-

nobu is the vice-president and general manager.

The fleet of the Nippon Yusen Kaisha embraces

liver one hundred steamers with a combined gross

tonnage of o\er 500,000.
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,n in flnrv Hr..V ; . -^^
''esul.'- 'Ix at Puget Sound ports, together with groups of their officers and.nin fancy dress costume. The war has given Japan a further opportunity to increase her prestigethe Pacfic carrying trade and the Island Kingdom has taken a progressive and sta.esmanMr

attitude in regard to the entire matter
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The "Suwa Maru", one of the Nippon

Yarrow's, LtcL, Esquimault, have Iicl'ii a\\arclc<l

a contract for the construction of another lis'ht

draft steel freighter for Indian I\iver scr\ice. This

is the fifth \essel of tliat type that the company
has built for the same interests, the four preceding

craft having been found exceptionally well adapted

for the work.

Lincoln Smith, formerl_\- assistant lo the manager

of the B. C. Coast Service of the C. P. R. at \'ic-

toria, has resigned to enter business for himself.

buying an interest in the shij) chandler}- firm of

Peter >ilc0uade & Son.

Yusen Kaisha's new European liners

The cond)ined catch of the X'ictoria Whaling
Company and the American-Pacific Whaling Com-
pany, with which it is associated, is placed at 588,

according to official figures just issued at \'ictoria.

Three humlrcd and seventy-nine whales were taken

on the Canadian side, and 209 off the Washington
Cciast. The output of whale products this year

has been as follows, the Canadian figures being

quoted first: Oil, 9700 barrels, 5700 barrels: fer-

tilizer. SOO tons, 400 tons; bonemeal, 350 tons, 200

tons: gill bone (commercial whale bone), 25 tons,

10 tons.

The public rooms on the new Nippon Yusen Kaisha b eiy inviting
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incess Margaret" and the "Princess Irene". These two splendid coasting steaniei s wlil- bmlt for the British
ubian coasting service by the Dennys of Dumbarton. They were both taken over by tlie Biitish govern-
rient direct from the hands of their builders and one of them was lost in an explosion while being used

as an ammunition transport

Canadian Pacific Services

In 1887, following the completion of the Canadian

Pacific Railway, that Company started a trans-

Pacific service from A'ancouver. The service was at

first cared for by the steamers "Parthia", "Abys-

sinia" and "Batavia", which were leased for this

purpose. In 1891 these ships were superceded by

the "Empress of India", "Empress of Japan" and

"Empress of China". These three vessels main-

tained the service between \'ancouver and Yoko-

hama, Shanghai and Hongkong for many years.

Of these vessels the "Empress of Japan" is still on

the run. In 1898, two steamers, the "Athenian"

and "Tartar" were purchased, but after a short

while were chartered to the United States Govern-

ment to carry troops to the Philippines, offering

a good object lesson of tlie inability of the American

merchant marine to suppl}" vessels for transport

service in case of war. Later these two vessels

were sold to a Japanese concern.

The steady increase of trans-Pacific business

made the building of still larger steamers necessary.
li'ess of Russia". This fine Canadian
established a new record from Vanco
to Yokohama on her maiden trip

The "Indianapolis", a good example of the craft used on Puget Sound and adjacent inland waters on day runs
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anil in I'Uo tlu- "l'".nipri-ss ni Kussia" Mncl tin.' "l''.ni-

press of Asia" were brouj^ht out. 'I'liese two steam-

ers were specially built for the trans-I'acific run

by the Fairfield Shipbuildings Company at Glasgow,

and are (|uadruplc screw vessels, 570 feet long and (>S

feet in beam. They arc splendidly appointeil for jias-

senger service and very fast, ' the "l''.m])ress of

Russia" holding the record of 8 days, 7 hours and

bS minutes from Yokohama to \'ancou\er. Tlu'

"Empress of Russia", "Empress of .Asia" and "Em-
press of Japan" w'ere commandeered by the British

Government for war purposes, but are now back

in their regular passenger service once more after

performing excellent ser\-ice for the British (^io\ern-

ment.

Mr. E. H. Beazley, managing director Union Ste.inisliip

Company of British Columbia

A British Columbian Coasting Service

The Union Steamship Company of British Colum-

bia, Limited, is the oldest shipping company in

British Columbia and has grown up with the

development of the British Columbian Coast.

The company now possesses a fleet of ten vessels

with which it serves practically every point on the

British Columbian Coast between Vancouver and

the borders of Alaska. These vessels cater particu-

larly to the fishing and logging industries which

have developed greatly all along the coast, and also

til the paper and pulp mills which are now operat-

ing at Powell River, Ocean Falls and Swanson Bay.

They also maintain a direct service to the gold

mines at Surf Inlet and the copper mines at Anyox.

Pictures of two of this company's vessels are

shown herewith leaving A'ancouver Harbor. The

"Chelohsin" is employed in the direct trade between

X'ancouver, Ocean Falls and Prince Rupert, while

the "Cheakamus" is engaged in serving the summer
resorts and logging camps on the mainland of the

British Columbia Coast south of the fifty-first

degree.

The fleet of the concern consists of ten well

appointed coasting steamers, all specially fitted for

the British Columbian trade as follows: The single

screw steamer "Camosun", of 1369 gross tons; the

twin screw steamers "Chelohsin", "Venture" and

"Cowichan" of 1133, 1011 and 961 gross tons respec-

tively; the single screw steamers "Cheakamus" of

688 gross tons, the "Cassiar" of 597 gross tons, the

"Comox" of 101 gross tons, the "Coquitlam" of 256

gross tons, the "Santa Maria" of 309 gross tons, and

the "Selma" of 208 gross tons.

m



i he Alaska Steamsnip Company
OCCUPYING a most inipdrtant place in the

story of Alaska's wonderful dcveldpnicnt is

the Alaska Sti-aniship Company, with head
office in the Colman Building-, Seattle. At present

it is operating a fleet of fifteen vessels, with a total

gross tonnage well in excess of 35,000, and "serves

a very important section of the Northern terri-

tory, from Ketchikan to Kotzebue Sound, It has

the distinction, in the service of the steamship Cor-

dova to Kotzebue Sound, to he able to claim the

largest steamship regularly operated on so far

northern a trade route on the Pacific, this big ves-

sel annually making several voyages to that far

away and isolated portion of Alaska, being the only

means of communication between its busv mining
men and the outside world.

With tile exception of the steamship Henry T.

Scott, all the vessels of this large fleet operate ex-

clusively in the Alaska trade, although the present

condition of affairs make the operation of the ves-

sels during the coming year somewhat problemati-

cal, as the United States Shipping Board has com-
mandeered a number of the steamships.

The Alaska Steamship Company is distinctly a

pioneer in its field, and while it cannot be denied

that during the Klondike excitement and of the

more recent years it has been enabled to make a

remarkable showing in its earnings, due to con-

servative and careful management, it is likewise

equally true that the company passed through a

far greater number of "lean" years, and during that

trying period it steadily maintained a mail, pas-

senger and freight service from Seattle to all the

principal jiorts of Alaska, without any satisfactory

net returns during that time, so the remark-

able success that has come to the company during

the last four years appears t<i be a just recompense

for its long period of watchful waiting.

The brief span of but twenty years cover the

history of the Alaska Steamship Company. It will

be recalled that 1897 was the memorable period of

the Klondike discovery, and the arrival of the Port-
land at Seattle Harbor brought about the greatest

steamship rush to the gold fields known to the his-

tory of such stampedes. Every class of vessel was
needed, including two very large trans-Pacific liners,

and running down to small launches. In those days
the Pacific Coast Steam.ship Company was the only
important carrier operating in Southeastern Alaska,
and as soon as the route to the Yukon was outlined

it dispatched several of its vessels to Lynn Canal,
enabling passengers to land at old Dyea and go
over the trail, later the port of debarkation being
changed to Skagway, Mhich is another story.

A number of energetic men in Seattle, recogniz-
ing the great possibilities, organized the Alaska
Steamship Company, and with some very small
wooden boats, they inaugurated a service to Dyea,
and later to Skagway, which will go down into

history as one of the most successful enterprises
in relation to the value of the original investment
ever known in steamship annals of the North Pa-
cific Coast. The company exclusively operated
through the Inside Passage of Southeastern Alaska
and firmly entrenched itself in that section, so that

with the decline of the Klondike and even with its

small vessels, was enabled to consistently develop
its service, catering particularly to the thriving fish-

ing and mining points. In 1900 it purchased the
steamship Dolphin on the Atlantic, which was
brought around the Horn and placed in the service

between Seattle and Skagway. In 1904 it built the

steamship Jefterson on Puget Sound, and this vessel

only thirteen years ago, was considered an ideal one
for this particular route and was by far the best

vessel on the route.

Messrs. Chas. E. Peabody, Erank E. Burns and
associates were the leading spirits of the original

Alaska Steamship Company. Meanwhile to the

westward and Bering Sea, John Rosene had been
building up an important steamship organization,

known as the Northwestern Steamship Company.
In 1905 came the announcement that important
New York interests had bought the famous Bonanza
copper mines at Kennicott and would construct a

railroad from the seacoast to the mine and place
in service a number of steamships to the Tacoma
smelter. Thus it came about that the Rosene and
Peabody interests joined hands and the new com-
pany was very largely acquired by the New York
interests and the greater Alaska Steamship Com-
pany came into being.

The promised railroad, the Copper River & North-
western Ry. was completed in March, 1911, and the

country was electrified by the announcement that

the first train brought out consisted of high grade
copper ore of a net valuation of $500,000. The
story of the Alaska Steamship Company since then
has been one of steady progress, until today it is

giving the fishing and mining interests of the ter-

ritory a fast and frequent service never before at-

tempted in a pioneer country.

The officers of the company are S. W. Eccles.

president ; R. W. Baxter, vice-president and general
manager; John H. Bunch, general freight and pas-

senger agent, with a numerous staff of assistants.
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One Year of Alaska's Commerce
THE value of Alaska's commerce under nor-

ma! conditions is now exceeding $100,000,-

000 per annum. For the calendar year
1916, unusual conditions prevailing, the total valua-
tion exceeded $115,000,000, the unusual amount be-
ing brought about by the high price of copper.

In the days of Russian occupancy, the valuation
of Alaska's commerce was almost exclusively rep-
resented by the value of each year's shipment of
furs. Chief of these were the sea otter and seal,

taken from Bering Sea, and at various points
around the Alaska peninsula, while the land, as
now, produced the finest grade of fox furs. From
earliest records it appears that the development of
mining within the territory and the utilization of
the vast wealth in fishing products abounding in

the waters washing its extensive coast were practi-
cally neglected, while today the products of mines
and fisheries represent a vast sum each year.

The reader might bear in mind that the narrative,
as herein contained, was written at a period when
Alaska was just emerging from the pioneer state
and entering upon its era of industrial development.
In revising the story to more graphically set forth
•Alaska conditions of today, it is not deemed neces-
sary to change in any manner that portion of the
book dealing with history, native customs or the
picturesque scenery of the Northland. Neither is

it appropriate to include a lengthy chapter of dry
statistics. The modern student, however, demands
a certain amount of information brought down to
date, when discussing any unknown region. To
supply that it may not be out of place to here
include a brief resume of the great change that
has come to Alaska since the days when it was
governed by Russia.

The sea otter is now practically extinct, while
the seals have been protected for several years
past under United States Government control. In
place of the great wealth of furs that formrely
went out of the country, and it is said that the
social leaders of the great Russian centers of one
hundred years ago, were often ranked by the wealth
of Alaska furs they possessed, today we find the inva-
sion of great American mining magnates, with their
modern machinery and unlimited capital, delving
into the everlasting hills or dredging the streams
that have been gone over year after year, by the
earlier prospector, with the result that Alaska has be-
come one of the great mineral producers of the
United States.

The coast line is dotted with great fish canneries,
modern packing plants, factories for the utilization
of fish offal, cold storage plants and oil or gasoline
distributing plants.

The products of mines easily lead in the figures

representing the present total of Alaska's commerce.
The last report available are the figures prepared
by Dr. Alfred H. Brooks of the U. S. Geological

Survey for the calendar year 1916. The value of

the total mineral production for that year, he esti-

mates to have been $50,900,000, as against $32,854,-

000 for the year 1915, this increase (as before indi-

cated, being due to the large tonnage and high price

of copper. During thirty-two years of mining,
Alaska, according to this authority, has produced
minerals to a valuation of more than $351,000,000.

He gives the value of the copper produced in

1916 at $32,400,000, gold $17,050,000, silver $950,000,
tin $120,000, lead $110,000, antimony $60,000, tung-
sten $50,000, petroleum, marble gvpsum and coal

$160,000.

Separated, the value of coal is last on the list

and yet it was to conserve coal that the great

Alaska question projected itself into national affairs

eleven years ago, and today every great mining
industry is burning California oil, as do also all

the steamships and privately operated railroads

operating in Alaska.

The value of all food fish for the year 1916 ex-

ceeded $26,000,000, the largest item being canned
salmon, estimated at a valuation of more than $23,-

000,000. Alaska halibut is being shipped fresh on
ice to all the great Atlantic seaboard cities, and
one week recently two express cars left Seattle

for the great fishing center of Boston, laden with
this luscious product of Alaska fisheries.

The other products of the North include animals,

curios, fertilizers, furs, ivory, jewelry, animal oils

and miscellaneous products. No lumber is as yet

being shipped from the North.

Northbound, the value of supplies, machinery and
equipment make up the balance of each year's total

commerce. While the value of its coal, lumber and
agricultural products should not be minimized, yet

the fact remains that to date none of these articles

are exported from Alaska, consequently great car-

goes of Canadian coal, Washington coal, Washing-
ton and Oregon lumber and every article in food,

clothing or supplies needed for man or beast, must
be shipped North.

Added to this annual mo\ ement, which keeps up
throughout the entire year, with particular activity-

March 1st to September 30th, are the present great

cargoes of railroad steel ties and general material,

with all supplies and equipment for the railroad

builders, mining machinery, cannery machinery and
all manner of domestic supplies. The valution of

this northbound movement for the year 1916 ex-

ceeded $30,000,000, an increase of $8,000,000 over
the year 1915.
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NAVAL ARCHITECTS

ONE of the manifestations of the awakening

of the people of the United States to the

possibilities of our country as a home for a

large shipbuilding industry has appeared in the

rapid growth of membership and renewed interest

in the doings of the American Society of Naval

Architects and Marine Engineers. The last gen-

eral annual meeting of this society in November

witnessed the election of seventy-two new members,

twenty-five associates, twelve juniors and the shift-

ing of three associate members to full membership

and two juniors to associates. Mr. Herbert L.

Aldrich, the publisher of our Eastern contempo-

rary, International Marine Engineering, was elected

a life associate member, a richly deserved honor

and one on which we congratulate Mr. Aldrich most

heartily. Mr. Aldrich was also named as one of

the associate members of council and also one of

the committee on papers for 1918.

The election of officers resulted as follows:

Vice-Presidents for term expiring December 31,

1920: ,W. F. Durand, W. L. Capps, D. W. Taylor,

H. L. Ferguson.

Vice-President for term expiring December 31,

1918: C. H. Peabody, vice George E. Weed, de-

ceased.

Members of Council for term expiring December

31, 1920: D. H. Cox, J. W. Powell, W. A. Dobson,

H.' C. Sadler, F. L. DuBosque, A. C. Pessano.

Associate Members of Council for term expiring

December 31, 1920: H. L. Aldrich, H. H. Raymond.

Associate Member of Council, term expiring De-

ceiuber 31, 1'J18, vice S. j. Hyde, deceased: E. M.
Bull.

]'',.\ecuti\'e Coniiniltci- for \ear 1918: Stevenson

Tax lor, ex-ofJicio ; \\ . E. Capps, Andrew Fletcher,

W . M. McFarland, F. L. DuBosque, J. VV. Powell,

II. 1). Co.x, ex-officio.

Secretary-Treasurer for year 1918: Daniel II. Co.x.

Committee on Papers for 1918: Wni. M. McFar-
land, F. E. DuBosque, H. 1^. Aldrich.

Among the new Western members are (_i. A.

Dickie, assistant superintendent Raymond .Ship-

yard, Raymond, Washington ; Ralph M. Roberg,

manager Sanderson & Porter Shipyards, Raymond,
Washington, and E. C. Williams, ship draftsman,

Mare Island Navy Yard, Mare Island, California.

\\"illiam Lambie, chief draftsman Hollywood Ship-

yards Inc., Oakland, California, and Alfred B.

Shafer, vice-president Puget Sound Machinery De-

pot, Seattle, have been elected associates; Edwin-

O. Perkins, hull draftsman Union Iron Works, San

Francisco, has become a junior member, and Frank

A. Trask, naval architect Sanderson & Porter Ship-

yards, Raymond, Washington, has passed from the

junior to the associate ranks.

THE WOODEN SHIP CONTROVERSY

IN
the November 10th issue of "Shipping", a

New York marine publication, appears the fol-

lowing editorial comment

:

"According to a report from Washington which

bears all the earmarks of authenticity, the Shipping

Board has decided not to send across the Atlantic

the wood steamers which are now building to its order

in this country, but to use these vessels in the coastwise

and South American trades. This decision marks the

end of a bugaboo which, though conceived as a make-

shift, was hailed as a cureall. The wood ship idea

was responsible for more vapid divagations than

any other proposition which has occupied the cen-

ter of the public stage these many years. Enrolled

on the side of the wood steamers were all the special

interests with an axe to grind, all the irresponsible

ink-spillers who could not tell the bow from the

stern of a ship, and all the 'hot-air' crew who believe

in making up by the volume of their noise the de-

ficiencj' of their logic. Carried into the inner coun-

cils of the Admiinstration, the controversy created

by the wood steamer proposition resulted in ridding

the Government of a man who did more to create

friction between this nation and its Allies than all

the bureaucrats of Washington put together. When
both Denman and Goethals retired from the politi-

cal stage, it was obvious that the crazy wood

steamer idea would be relegated where it originally

belonged and that the scheme to embark the coun-

try into the construction of a huge fleet of boats

that could not undertake more than a round trip

across the Atlantic—if even that—would come to

a speedy end. barring the necessity of completing
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such contracts as had already been placed. Since

then the tables have been cleared and a definite

projj^ram formulated for the mobilization of the

country's nietallurgic resources, leaving wood ship-

yards free to build such ships for private individuals

as they are able to produce. It is noteworthy that

not a single firm of shipowners has gone in for

wood steamers, in spite of the fact that the amount
of orders that is being placed for auxiliary sailing

vessels is limited only by the ability of marine
engineering firms to deliver the engines."

It seems to us that the writer of the above has

fallen into the same error as that of which he

accuses the proponents of the wooden ship. The
one real objection to wooden ships is their limita-

tions as to size and carrying capacity, and to insinu-

ate that they are not capable of making a round
trip voyage across the Atlantic is the meerest moon-
shine. There is no need of making any apology
for the wooden vessel. Within well defined limita-

tions she has her uses and within these limitations

she is just as useful as the steel craft. Neither is

there anything specially destructive in connection

with trans-Atlantic voyages that should cause commis-
seration for the wooden vessel that is to undertake
them. Wooden stemers have been building on the

Pacific Coast for the past sixty years and wooden
steamers are being built on the Pacific Coast today.

Many of these vessels have over twenty-five years

of hard service to their credit, others have gone
to the boneyard after four or five years of use.

The answer to this condition is found in the axiom
that a wooden ship is no stronger than its fasten-

ings. Furthermore these Pacific Coast vessels have
mostly been employed in the lumber trade, carrying

sometimes as high as seventy per cent of their

cargo on deck and making their northerly trips in

a light condition when they are called upon to

buck continuous heavy head seas for the greater

part of the year. When the war created a great
scarcity of tonnage, many of these vessels were di-

verted into ofif-shore trades and to the West Coast
of South America runs, and they have invariably

given a good account of themseKes.

The function of the wooden ship in the present
tonnage shortage is to supplement steel tonnage.
not to replace it. If, as indicated by our contempo-
rary, the wooden ship is to make one round trip

across the Atlantic and then fall to pieces, it makes
no difference how many we build, because they
will form no troublesome problem after the war is

over, since none of them will exist. If, on the other
hand, a great majority of the wooden ships built

will survive the war, and the latter supposition is

undoubtedly true, they will present a rather knotty
problem. The wildest proponent of the wooden ship
idea could never be so foolish as to insinuate that
these small steamers could compete successfully
in any trans-oceanic carrying trade, but they would
be useful in the coastwise freighting business. The

limitations on the wooden ship program should be,
then, that the expected percentage of survival from
war and navigation dangers should not result in

a greater fleet of wooden steamers than could be
absorbed in the North and South American coasting
trades.

UNJUST CRITICISM

A GREAT deal of uncalled for criticism of the
Emergency Fleet Corporation and the Fed-
eral Shipping Board has appeared in the

non-technical press of the country during the past
few months. This criticism is the outgrowth of the
controversy over the wooden ship. Newspapers
and magazines of wide circulation printed frenzied
articles about the loss of month after month of val-
uable time. Now all of this is the sheerest rubbish.
The Shipping Board and the Emergency Fleet Cor-
poration are not building ships, they are merely
ordering them, overseeing their construction and
paying the bills. It is the shipbuilder himself who
is the main factor in the entire proposition and the
shipbuilder is not particularly concerned as to what
IS going on at Washington, as long as he can secure
somewhat reasonable deliveries on steel or timber
for his vessels.

The Shipping Board had to find itself. No
matter what group of men were called upon to
perform the service of creating a shipbuilding in-

dustry with a nucleus of a small number of big
shipyards there would have been the inevitable
groping after the right methods. Perhaps some
other set of men would have found themselves
quicker, but the fact remains that the Shipping
Board and the men placed in charge of the Emer-
gency Fleet Corporation building program with
Admiral Capps at their head have done remarkably
well.

The official Government bulletin of November 24,

1917, gives the following tabulation of vessels under
contract, pending contracts and requisitioned ton-
nage. It will be observed that there are a total

of 983 contracts for vessels of 3500 tons deadweight
capacity and over. This stupendous task has been
placed in the hands of an industry which in 1910
turned out S3 vessels of 1000 tons gross or over;
in 1911, 46 vessels of the same character; 38 in

1912; 61 in 1913 and 46 in 1914. The gross tonnage
for these five years was 842,195, or an average per
year of 168,439 tons per year. The normal output
is now to be expanded twenty times and not only
must this tremendous call on skilled labor,—for that
is what the present shipbuilding depends on—be met
as far as merchant ships are concerned, but our
Navy also is carrying on an immense scheme of
expansion. When the Navy's demands are also
considered, the problem placed before the shipbuild-
ing industry of the United States has been simply
this,—a demand that for every ton of shipping that
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The folUnviiig tublos show ihc vessels \iiulci- contract and

pending contract, and vessels which have boon requisitioned by

the Emergency Fleet Corporation:

TYPE OF VESSELS Number
of Vessels

Total
Dead-weight
Capacity

Wood .

Composite. . . ...

Steel

375
58

451

1.330.900
20/ .000

3.186.400

Total contracted for , .

.

Contracts pending
884
99

4.724.300
610.000

Total
Total requisitioned (all types)' ...

983
426

5,334,300

3.029.508

Grand total 1.409 8,363.808

•This total ir

sels; 257,575 tons.

eludes requisitioned els comiilctoci and released—33 ves-

KE(iUlSlTlUNKD VKS.Sl;;Ly CUMPhKiKD AND UKLEA.SI.lJ

Number
of Vessels

Dead-weight
Tonnage

1

1

12,650
10.475Tankers, 10.476 . .

Ore CARHiKim:
6,000 and under .

11,300 and under. . .

17.060 and under. . .

4

1

1 1 ..•|0«

4.1.2(10

17.1160

Total 7 73,760

Cargo:
3.500 and under.
5.000 and under. .

7..500and under.
S.800 and under
lO.OOfland under
12..509 and under
13,000 and under. . .

9

3
1

5
2

3

28..510

12.200

6.200
43.700
19,530

37..50O

13.000

Total 24 160.690

Grind Total 33 257.575

NUMBER, TYPE, AND DEAD-WEIGHT TONNAGE OF VESSELS UNDER CONTRACT OR RECiUISITIONED BY THE
EMERGENCY FLEET CORPORATION. SEGREGATED AS TO WOOD, COMPOSITE, AND .STEEL

VESSELS UNDER CONTRACT

™XA. ,voon STEEL rO]MPOSITE

Number
of

Vessels

Dead-
weight
Tonnage

Number
of

Vessels

Dead-
weight
Tonnage

Number
of

Vessels

Dead-
weight
Tonnage

Number
of

Vessels

Dead-
weight
Tonnage

Cargo:
3,500 411

16

12

160

76
S4

44

34

1.438.500

64.000
56.400

800.000
42.000

569.200
475.200
396,000
323,000

355
8

12

1,242,500

32,000
56,400

6 21.000 50
8

175.000
32.0004,000

4,700
5,000 160

7

76
54
44
34

800.000
42.000

569.200
475,200
396.000
323.000

6,000
7,500 and under
8,800
9,000

10,000 and under .

Total
Cargo and Transport:

8,000

814

70

4,164,300

560,000

375 1.330,900 381

70

2.626,400

560.000

58 207,000

884 4,724,300 375 1,330,900 451 3,186,400 58 207,000

VESSELS UNDER REQULSITION

50,000 and under 3

1

5

14,700

6,800
43,000

3

5

14.700

6.800
43,000

Total .... 9 64,500 9 64.500

Passenger and Cabgo:
7 32,958

10.600

7

2

32.938
10.6006,000 and under ,

Total 9 43,558 9 43.558

Tanker:

4

9

12

18

6

9,100
49,300
33.010
81,000
115,400
192,545
84,800

4

9

12

18

6

9.100
49.300
33.010
81,000
115,400
192,545
84.80015,000 and under

Total 58 563,153 58 565.133

Cargo:
3,500 and under.
5,000 and under .

6,000 and under. .

7,500 and under...
8,000 and under. . .

8,800 and under. . .

9,000 and under .

10,000 and under. .

12,500 and under . .

15,000 and under ,

99

37
5

47
2

58
14

25
28
2

321,240
160,200
28,000

333,460
16.000

508,200
126,000
243,170
332.450
28,000

99
37
5

47
2

58
14

25
28
2

321.240
160,200
28,000

335,460
16,000

508,200
126,000

243,170
332,450
28,000

317 2.098.720 317 2,098,720

Grand total 393 2,771,933 393 2,771.933

Grand t:)tal requistioned and under contract

.

1,277 7,496,233 375 1..330.900 844 5.958.333 58 207.000
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they turned out formerly in normal times, they must

now turn out thirty tons. Writers for popular

magazines who have been making such a hue and

cry over what they term "lost time" in the Shipping

Board and Emergency Fleet Corporation should

consider this phase of the question. There can be

little doubt that the expansion of American ship-

building,—an expansion that is just now making

itself be felt in finished production—is one of the

most remarkable and creditable results achieved by

any nation in this war.

INVESTIGATIONS ON FOOT

IX
common with all the other Government and

semi-Government institutions the Shipping

Board and the Emergency Fleet Corporation are

to be investigated. This investigation was inevit-

able and should be welcomed by the Shipping

Board because that body certainly has little, if any-

thing, that it would seek to conceal.

Preliminary to the investigation, there was con-

siderable sheer nonsense let loose in the Halls of

Congress, the tenor of the wail of despair being to

the efifect that the Shipping Board have produced

no ships and that no ships were forthcoming. It

sounds very disheartening,—not the statements

made by certain Senators and Representatives, but

to hear men who ought to know better, talking

glibly about that of which they are densely ignorant.

There has been many ships launched to the order

of the Shipping Board already and the frequency

of these launchings is steadily increasing.

Owing to the partial censorship observed in the

case of launchings of vessels intended for Govern-

ment use, we are unable to state just how many

vessels were launched to the order of the Shipping

Board during the past few months, but if the

launching record of the Pacific Coast during the

past ninety days furnishes any criterion on which

to judge, the launchings throughout the country

must be considerably in excess of one per day.

The business methods of the Shipping Board may

be susceptible of improvement, but such improve-

ment can at best accellerate the building of ships but

very slightly. Shipbuilding is purely a matter of

material and labor and, as far as the building pro-

gram is concerned, the complexion of the Shipping

Board or the Emergency Fleet Corporation heads

can make little difiference. The necessity of break-

ing in raw hands to fill the gaps in the overtaxed

trades which have a part in ship and machinery

construction, strikes by and disagreements with the

labor that is available, and the ability of the steel

companies to turn out plates and ship shapes

arc the governing factors which limit the possible

shipbuilding output of this or any other country,

and it is only the minor hindrances of method and

routine that can be affected by the personnel of

Boards at Washington or elsewhere.

The idea of an inxestigation by Congress of

the alleged shortcomings of the Shipping Board

is not without its humorous aspect. It is claimed

that our Shipping Board is not producing American
ships fast enough. W^ith the same opportunity be-

fore it steadily for the past sixty years or so, what
has Congress ever done to produce American ships?

How often have they turned deaf ears when warned
of the possibility of just such a situation as exists

today? W'ith full realization of the responsibili-

ties resting upon them, the shipbuiders of the United

States are making a wonderful and magnificent ef-

fort and, what is more, they are succeeding. As to

the Shipping Board, the results of a congressional

investigation will be watched with interest. What
will be the verdict. Will Congress say we find

you guilty of failing to completely eradicate in

twelve months our failures of the past si.xty years?

No one who has watched the progress of the

Shipping Board and the Emergency Fleet Corpora-

tion closely will be willing to say that these organi-

zations have made no mistakes ; but on the other

hand, everything considered, these bodies have done
remarkably well and they certainly have nothing

to fear from a congressional investigation.

The ]\Iotorship Construction Company of ^'an-

couver, Washington, are exceedingly busy at the

present time, having on hand five bar trolling boats,

thirty-two navy launches and several hundred wood
and metallic lifeboats for steamers building in the

yards of the Pacific Northwest and elsewhere. This

firm recently completed a new building berth, and

are steadily employing both a day and a night

shift of boatbuilders. The completed boats are

accumulating so fast that a large circus tent has

been utilized for storage purposes, while the local

deliveries are taken care of by the tug "Rowmar",

which is kept busy towing the boats to their destina-

The little steamship "Northland" has been re-

ported sold to the American Metal Company of

New York for use in the ore trade on Chilean

waters. The "Northland" was sunk at Kake Vil-

lage, Alaska, June 25th, 1916, due to neglect in

unloading the vessel. The little vessel was at once

raised, but the cables supporting her parted and she

again sank. For eleven months she lay submerged,

but on June 24, 1917, was raised and brought to

Seattle, and has since been laying in the harbor

awaiting a purchaser.

The Japanese dominance of the Pacific and their

mastery of trans-Pacific commerce is clearly out-

lined in statistics compiled by Port Warden A. A.

Paysse. It appears that during the past three years

Japanese vessels to the number of 100, and whose

aggregate cargo capacity equals 653,202 tons, ha\"c

visited this port. Among this number are several

large passenger vessels.
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The steamers "Edna Christenson" and "Lucinda Hanify" Did to the French gove

NeAv Pacific Coast Steam Schooners

Two sister ships, the "Kdna Christenson" and

"Lucinda Hanify", in which are embodied
some of the latest developments in wooden,

lumber-carrying steam schooner design, have re-

cently been completed, and subsequently sold to

the French government.

These steamers arc duplicates, and the hulls

were built to the order of Sudden & Christenson

and the J. R. Hanify Company, under a labor con-

tract with Charles Fulton of Long Beach, California,

and to plans by D. \Y. & R. Z. Dickie of San

Francisco ; the design being worked up from the

ideas of Mr. E. A. Christenson, president of the

Sudden & Christenson Company, and the work done

under the supervision of Captain Johnson and Mr.

James Pendergast.

The principal dimensions of the two craft are:

length over all, 235 feet; length from after side of

rudder post to rabbet of stem at load_ water line,

225 feet ; extreme beam, 44 feet ; depth of hold from

top of 12 inch ceiling next to sister assistant keels

on to the under side of deck planking, 17 feet
;
gross

measurement, 1497 tons; net register, 1105 tons.

As shown by the general plans herewith, these

vessels are single screw, with straight stem and

elliptical stern and fitted with three masts whicii

handle the cargo gear. Double booms are fitted on

each mast as shown, in order to facilitate the load-

ing and discharging of lumber or other cargo.

The deck line is held very parallel, especially at

the stern, this being done to permit of the deck

load being stowed in as long lengths as possible

;

and the after body lines will show that the buttocks

are kept as straight as possible and the water lines

fairly full in order to give good lumber stowage

in the after hold and at the same time keep the

vessel rather fine aft in order that she might handle

well.

The general arrangements of the vessel have

practically been decided by the position of the

cargo gear, which is so placed as to give an equal

amount of lumber for each rig to handle.

The original owners found that it has always

been more expensive to handle lumber which is

stowed alongside of the machinery space, and for

this reason shortened .
up the house as much as

possible and built it to the full width of the ship.

It will also be noted that the boilers have been

placed on the 'main deck, instead of the hold as is

usual. This arrangement gives a little more cargo

Sections at frames Number 63 and Number 29. showing shaft tunnel and constructioin in way of hatches
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been tlie custuiii til Imild a slu-ltrr house <in the

hridj^e fur llie (il't'icers ami wateh, (iwiiii; In the enld

winds in the suninier and thi' rains nn tiie north-

ern runs in the winter months, in these vessels

tile two lia\e been combined, the ])il()t house beinj,^

in reality a larfje shelter cabin similar to that whieh

has been adopted on British steamers.

In the forecastle accommodations have been ar-

ranged lor the crew, including; showers, wash rooms

and toilets, while the poop contains accommodations

for the petty officers.

Douglas i"ir was used almost entirely in the hull

construction, with black iron fastenings in the hold

and galvanized iron fastenings where e.xposeil to the

weather.

The kiel is of Douglas fir in three lengths, sided

and moulded 18 inches and with 14 foot scarphs.

The keel is fitted with a 3 inch pine shoe. The stem

and stern posts are of oak, kneed as shown on the

Midship section showing arrangement of accommoda-
tions and wheel house on bridge

plans. The rudder post is of ironbark with an 18

inch rudderstock, also of ironbark, backed with pine,

and fitted with 3 sets of composition braces. The

stuffing box is on deck. The dead-wood is of pine,

moulded to take the heel of the cant frames.

The frames are of pine, sided 12 inches and spaced

32 inches centers and in the wake of the house they

are carried up to the upper deck. The ceiling is 12

inches thick and 16 inches wide on the back. The

clamps are 14 inches by 16 inches; the deck beams

are 16 inches by 16 inches with a knee under every

beam ; the waterways are 16 by 16 inches and 14

by 14 inches ; the deck is of 6 by 6 inch pine, and

the planking 4 inches with garboards 8 inches and

6 inches.

The power plant is steam, the vessels being fitted

with Ward boilers, having a total of 4000 square
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Section at Frame 81 through poop and section through Frame 9, showing forecastle arrangement

feet of heating surface and 52 square feet of grate

surface and furnishing steam at 225 pounds pres-

sure.

The engines are triple expansion with cylinders

16, 27 and 46 inches in diameter and 33 inches

stroke, operating at 110 revolutions and delivering

1185 horsepower and with the passovers open 1325

horsepower. The engine drives a propeller 11 feet 6

inches in diameter and 12 feet pitch and having 46

square feet of surface.

The electric light plant is a General Electric 10

K.W. direct connected set; the ice plant a one-half

ton Brunswick machine ; the steam steering gear is

of the standard Dake type. The cargo winches arc

of the 8 inch by 12 inch Filer & Stowell oscillating

type, with a single drum, two to each mast. A new-

feature on these boats is a warping engine, designed

under the supervision of Mr. James Pendergast, the

marine superintendent of the Sudden & Christen-

son Company. This warping engine has steam

c}linders 7 inch by 10 inch double, geared 13 to 1

to the gypsies.

All the auxiliary machinery in the engine room

is in separate units, the \essels having independent

line, bilge and other pumps.

On a trial trip on San Francisco Bay, with a draft

of 7 feet forward and 14 feet 6 inches aft, these

vessels made a speed of 12.09 knots, and loaded with

] ,400,000 feet of spruce, and with a draft forward

of 18 feet and a draft aft of 20 feet 6 inches, they

showed a sustained sea speed on a 72 hour voyage

of 11.2 knots on a fuel consumption of 82 barrels

of fuel oil per day. On this trip the deck load

was 18 feet high forward and 12 feet high aft, the

condition of the bar at the lumber port where she

was loaded prex'enting the vessel from being fully

loaded.

Outboard profile, sho



TKe "Snow Type Condenser

Tl I I'". inaiiitcn;iiu-f (ithit;li \ aciiuni in cnniu'climi

witli condcnsiiij,^ apparatus for turhiiio dutv

IS of such great iniportaiici.' and interest to

engineers generally that too much attention can-

not be given to the methods em])loyed to seciux'

it in an economical niainici'.

Although much has liecn written on the suhjecl.

these few descriptixe remarks are offered with par-

ticular refert'uce to the o])eration of the counter

current marine condenser illustrated by I'igs. 1-4

an<l 5.

The main feature is the attainment of a thorough

distribution and flux of steam over the tube surface

in both a transverse and longitudinal direction,

while retaining the ordinary circular form of body

;

combined with an efficient sejiaration of the air from

the condensate for the purpose of dexaporizing and

cooling the air.

\\'hile it is generally recognized that to secure

g(.)od results from a turbine condenser the steam

at entrv should he well distributed over the tube

surface, it is not so generally considered as of

e<pial importance that the uncondensed vapors

shoukl be withdrawn in such manner as to prevent

localized lines of steam flow.

To eciually distribute the steam, the exhaust noz-

zle follows the common practice and extends about

three-fourths the length of the condenser between

the tube sheets giving an entering velocity of

about 350 feet per second at a pressure of one pound

absolute.

A plate apertured at its center and sides is lo-

cated in the base of the condenser and is inclined

toward a central drainage compartment or water

shed, which extends the whole length of condenser

between tube sheets.

This plate—the aperture of which extend practi-

cally the whole length of the condenser—collects all

the water of condensation from the tubes above and

drains it into the central Water shed for withdrawal

by the wet pump at a high temperature and mini-

mum aeration.

Around the openings in the plate are tubeless

spaces extending the whole length of condenser, but

the apertures are restricted and are of a combined

area in relation to the capacity of the air pump and

the tube surface beneath the plate that a slightly

lower pressure is constantly maintained throughout

the whole base of the condenser to that obtaining

in the major part of the condenser above the plate.

The effect of this restriction is to distribute the low

pressure region created by the vacuum pump

throughout the whole base of the condenser.

The dry air pump suction is connected to the

ype
comi-arlnu-nt^ l-..rmed on each side of the water

shed below the aperture.l iilate. The tubes in these

compartments being freed from the water which

would otherwise shower over them, are in tlie In-st

possilde condition for devaporizing and cooling the

salurale.l water vapor passing over them in its pas-

sage to the dry air suction branches located on each

side of the water shed.

The direct result of reducing the temi)erature

and devaporizing this mixture of air and water

vapor is to reduce to a minimum the volume ol air

to be liandled by the vacuum pump, to produce

and maintain a high rate of efficiency, and to give

a greater range through which the air j-ump may

dominate the condenser.

The measure of this result is more easily under-

stood if Dalton's law is considered in its relation

to the temperature and volumes of gaseous mix-

tures. According to this law, if water vapor is

mixe.l with air or other gases, the total pressure

is the sum of the individual constituent pressures.

The pressure of the water vapor is that due to its

temperature alone an<l is unaffected by the other

gases.

.\pplying this principle to a condenser operating,

say at a vacuum of 28/2" referred to a 30" barome-

ter, with a condensate temperature at 80° Fahr., with

circulating water inlet temperature 65° Fahr.

If the condensate and air is withdrawn by a w ei

vacuum pump, the air that would be required to
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Figures 1 to 4

= 844 Cubic Feet.

be handled by the pump would have a volume per
pound as follows:

Absolute pressure = 1.5 X -491 = .7365 lbs. per
square inch.

Absolute temperature = 461 + 80 = 541° absolute.
\'olume of 1 lb. of air at 32° F. and at atmospheric

pressure = 12.354 cubic feet.

Pressure of water vapor at 80° F. = .5 lbs. per
square inch.

Pressure of air = .7365 —.5 = .236 lbs.

_ poj^tij- 461)_
Then \'i = \'o pi ( 492 )~

14.7 (541)

= 12.354 .236 (492j"

If now, as in the condenser illustrated, the con-
densate is withdrawn separately and the air is

pa.ssed over the tubes beneath the baffle through
which the circulating water at its lower temperature
is flowing; this air will be devaporized and reduced
to a temperature approaching the circulating water
inlet temperature. The degree depending on the
thoroughness in which condensation is carried out
in the condenser above the plate.

As the case in point has circulating water at 65
F., and assuming the vapor is reduced to 70° F.,
the volume of one pound of air entering the con-
denser will have a final volume as follows:
As before absolute pressure = .7365 lbs. per sq. inch.

Absolute temperature = 461 + 70 = 531° abs.
Water vapor pressure at 70' F. = .36 lbs. per sq. in.

Pressure of air = .7365 —.36 = J/h lbs. per sq. in.

Then \'i = 12. 354 .376 (492)

14.7 (531)^ ^^^ ^^"^'^^ P'^^'t.

This shows a reduction in volume per lb. of air
of 324 cubic feet for a reduction in temperature of
10° F.

The independent withdrawal of air and feed water
from a condenser has, of course, other and, per-
haps, more obvious advantages than that just cited,
but where a highly efficient apparatus is required,
each point leading toward this result is worthy of
consideration.

E-xhaust steam as it enters a condenser has a very
small percentage of air, but in its passage toward
the air pump suction the steam is condensed and
the percentage of air gradually increases until it

becomes a maximum at the bottom of the condenser.
The rate of heat transfer depends upon the dif-

ferences of temperature and the velocity at which
the cooling water is circulated. Although the mean
temperature differences are greatest in the lower
part of the condenser, owing to the greater per-
centage of air to steam, the heat transmission is

usually much less than in the upper part of the
condenser. With the foregoing considerations in
mind, the tubes are so arranged that the water
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flows at about trii per cent less spcfd in tlu' 1ii\\c,t

iK-st than in the ui)])er nest of tubes in order to

take full advantaj^e of the increased heat transfer

resulting from increased velocity in the u]j])er tube

nest and the lower mean temperature differenies

there obtaining.

When in operation, the region of low jiressure

created by the air puni]) in the bottom of the eon-

denser is transferred in effect to the tubeless sjjaees

around the apertures at the center and sides of the

baffle, which in turn induces a li\ely How (jf steam

in their direction.

These lines of flow extend over all the cooling

surface in the condenser, both transversely and longi-

tudinally, overcoming the tendency of the steam to

flow in a localized direct path from inlet to outlet

of condenser, preventing stagnation or accumula-

tion of air in parts remote from the air pump suction

and resulting in a high rate of heat transfer through-

out the whole of the condenser.

Figure 5 illustrates a condenser of modified form

to that already described, and designed for marine

turbine duty but arranged for withdrawal of vapor,

ancl water of condensation by a wet air pump.

No provision is made in this type of condenser for

the separation of the air from the condensate for

separate withdrawal. The arrangement of tubes,

tubeless spaces, and apertures through the basal

plate follow the same general lines as shown in Figs.

1 to 4, and the same result is obtained in that an

easy, continuous flow of steam is secured from the

exhaust inlet to the low pressure region, as indicated

by arrows. Thus preventing stagnation in any part

of the condenser, or the short-circuiting of any of

the tube surface.

WILLIAM D. KEARFOTT

The eventful and useful life of William D. Kear-

fott was cut short on November 12th, at the age of

fifty-three years.

Although very well known in the marine field as

an outspoken, capable and respected engineer, it

is not so well known that he was an entomological

authority of international reputation, his particular

specialty being Micro-Lepidoptera. He was so ac-

tively interested in this science that his private col-

lection of small moths surpassed any other private

collection in the United States, and was said to be

the second largest in the world. Literature on the

subject has been made richer by a number of books

and monographs from his pen. He was at one time

requested by the American Museum of Natural His-

tory to rearrange and improve their collection—an

honor that would be envied by any scientist. The

Smithsonian Institution included him as a member.

In the engineering profession Mr. Kearfott began

work with the Morton Pool Company of Wilming-

ton, Delaware. Later he was associated with such

well knf)wn manufacturers as the International

.\a\igation C'ompany. tlie \\drlhington .Steam

I'unip C'ompan\ and tlu' \\ arren Steam l'uni|) Cnm-
l)any. .\t tin- time of liis death he v\as head of

the Kearfott I'.ngineering Company, 95 Liberty St.,

\\w N (irk, which he organized two years ago.

r.esides being a member of sexeral Montclair

clubs and the .Maehiner)' Club, Mr. Kearfott was a

mendKr of the Society of Naval Architects and

.Marine' I'.ngineers, and the American Society of

.Mechanical I'.ngineers.

.M)o\e all else he was a true and loyal friend,

always reaily to carry more than his share of lifi^'s

burdens.

AN INTERESTING CASE

An action has just been commenced by the Ameri-

can Maritime Co., through its attorneys, Morris &
Samuel Meyers, of 220 Broadway, New York City,

Manhattan Borough, in the Supreme Court, New
\'ork County, against The Terry & Tench Co. Inc.,

to recover thi' sum of $1,47(),000 for lireach of con-

tract.

The plaintiff claims that it was hired and em-

ployed by the defendant to act as an agent in selling

wooden ships for the defendant at a commission of

five per cent of the total price of said ships.

The comjjlaint shows that the plaintiff obtained

for the defendant an order from the United States

Shipping Board of twelve ships to be paid for on

a basis of cost plus ten per cent or on an undeter-

mined flat rate basis to be agreecl upon before

construction.

Plaintiff' claims that when the defendant discov-

ered that the plaintiff' had obtained such order from

the United States Shipping Board, several of the

officers of the defendant went to Washington and

obtained a similar orderfrom the United States Ship-

ping Board directly, and thereupon refused to pay

the plaintiff any commissions.

The complaint further shows that the plaintiff's

employnipnt was to continue for the duration of the

war, but that several months ago the defendant

notified the plaintiff that the defendant would not

accept any further orders and discharged the plain-

tiff' from its said employinent.

The ships were to be of a 3300 ton type; the

cost price of each ship was to be $476,000, and for

twenty ships that the United States Shipping Board

purchased from the directors of the defendant, the

United States Shipping Board was to pay $9,520,000.

It is said that the contract entered into between

the officers of the Terry & Tench Co. with the

United States Shipping Board provides that the

United States Shipping Board is to finance the

building of the ships by advancing to Terry & Tench

the sum of $952,000 within thirty days after the

signing of the contract and $952,000 within thirty

davs thereafter.
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Mr. G. W. Jungen, manager of the Southern Paci fie Atlantic Steamship Lines. One of New York's ablest

and best liked steamship officials
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Andrew Baxter Jr.. general manager of the Federal Composition & Paint Company, and vice-president of the

Briggs Bituminous Composition Company. Mr. Baxter left New York on December 8th for England, where he

will join some branch of the military service. Before leaving, he resigned as the active outside repre-

sentative of the Committee on Ship Protection, one of the sub-committees of the U. S. Shippmg

Board Mr. Baxter has a great many friends in shipping circles throughout the United

States, as well as in New York, and his absence from this country will be keenly felt



Some Constructive Features of tke ^Vorld W
and a Fe^v Salient Facts Atout

Marine Insurance

ar

THE great war has had, and is having, con-

structive as well as destructive eflVct

throughout the world, and particularly in

America.

Prior to our entrance into it a great many busi-

ness men of this country, guided by the natural in-

stinct that man's interest is primarily in himself,

were quick to seize upon suddenly developed oppor-

tunities for material gain. To a considerable num-
ber of these permanent success came in abundance

;

others merely laid frail foundations on the insecure

ground work of thoughtless greed.

Favored by richer and a greater diversity of nat-

ural resources than any other country, there has

apparently been a disposition heretofore to reap

only the nearest or more convenient rewards. The hori-

zon of endeavor has been woefully circumscribed. It

has been a wild scramble for wealth since the advent

of the war, but fortunately, viewed from a commer-
cial and industrial angle, its influence and stimulus

have been of incalculable value to the country as a

whole.

Prosperity has been rampant for nearly three

years now. Gigantic plans have been conceived

and e.KCCuted with amazing rapidity. Hamlets have

become villages, villages have assumed the propor-

tions and importance of towns, while city after city'

has awakened from lethargy to become revitalized

with the hum of industry.

Developing Strong Men
But better even than these achievements has been

the awakening of the country to a full appreciation

of its latent strength, and there is evident a de-

cided quickening of the determination among the

majority of business men not only to win. but to

hold a secure place in the commercial and indus-

trial affairs of the world in future.

Today, although agonized by and burdened with

war, the business men of the United States are

peering with clear eyed vision beyond the smoke of

battle into that arena where will be waged an end-

less war after this one has been concluded—draw-

ing up plans and devising means to withstand the

onslaughts of world-wide competition after peace

is declared has become an obsession w ith them.

Many formidable organizations, intent u]iiin

building for the future—for increased power and

permanence, are now active in practically all lines.

Banks have opened branches in foreign countries

to facilitate the dealings of their American cus-

tomers abroad
;
great manufacturing plants have

been erected on secure an<I enduring foundations.

shipbuilding, a few short years ago an almost lost

art in this country, has had the warm breath of

life blown into it again, and it is today one of the
most active of all the industries. And so it has been
all down the line.

Keeping the Money at Home
Xo small result of the war to date has been the

recognition by the Government itself of the unwar-
ranted manner in which the financial life-blood of

the country has been drained by foreign insurance
companies—life, accident, fire and- marine, but
which are now refused license as aliens. Enormous
sums of money have been fed yearly into the maws
of these foreign insurance companies in the form of

premium payments.

Speaking before the Senate during the last ses-

sion Senator Jones of Washington covered this sub-
ject tersely and accurately when he said: "The
great bulk of the profits of the marine insurance
business that arises in the United States in connec-
tion with vessels and their cargoes go out of the
country for the enrichment of foreign companies. I

am informed that $101,538,956 was paid in pre-
miums on marine insurance in this country in 1917."

The war undoubtedly brought this situation to

the surface. Values of ships and their cargoes in-

creased so rapidly following the declaration of war
that owners frequently were forced to pay rates
far out of proportion to the risks involved. To a
degree the cost of insurance, like that of any other
commodity, is determined by the law of supply and
demand. The supply at that time was virtually nor-
mal, white the demand was abnormal, hence the in-

crease in the cost.

The American Merchant Marine Insurance

Company
By December, 1915, the situation had become

critical. Realizing this fact Mr. George A. Gaston,
president of the Globe Steamship Line, together
with Mr. C. P. Stewart, president of the Frank B.
Hall Company, one of the largest insurance broker-
age concerns in America, organized the American
Merchant Marine Insurance Company. Recently
this company purchased the famous downtown Del-
monico Building for its business home. For gen-
erations the most famous restaurant in America
was domiciled in this building. The location is

ideal, being in the \ ery heart of the great financial

district of New York, and adjacent to ail the large
shi])ping interests.

Considering the caliber of the men behind this



The American MerckantMarine InsuranceInsurance Company
Purckases a Splendid Building for Tkeir Own

Permanent Business Place

Cecil P. Stewart, president
iierican Merchant Marine

Insurance Company,
New York

Located in the heart of New York's
financial district, and adjacent to

America's greatest shipping center,

this company will enjoy unsurpassed
advantages for the shipping trade

3eorge A. Gaston, vice-president
American Merchant Marine Insur-

ance Company. New York

FORMERLY THE WORLD-FAMED DOWNTOWN DELMONICO BUILDING
The organization of the American Merchant Marine Insurance Company came about as the result of the demand by Ameri-
can shippers for better insurance facilities and fairer rates on the risks involved. While it is only slightly over two
years old, this company has already become recognized as one of the stalwarts of the marine insurance business.
The mere fact that they felt warranted in investing a large sum of money in the above building for their busi-
ness home would signify that they anticipate healthy growth and profitable patronage in the future

—

war or no war

company the remarkable .success with which it has

met in the brief time of its existence should occasion

no surprise.

Mr. George A. Gaston, in addition to being presi-

dent of the Globe Steamship Line, is also president

of Gaston, Williams & Wigmore, Inc. This is the

concern which has made one of the most notable

records in the annals of American commerce, and is

today recognized as the leader among international

merchants. They maintain branch organizations in

most of the principal trade centers of the civilized

world.

So far as all forms of insurance are concerned it

can be safely claimed that Mr. Cecil P. Stewart was,

in a sense, "to the manor born". He was born and

reared in an insurance atmosphere. He is the son

of Mr. Henry Stewart who was one of the most

efficient average adjusters and marine insurance

brokers in America, and who occupied a prominent
place in New York marine insurance circles from
the early eighties until his death a few years ago.

Already high along the road to success, and
piloted by men who have won their spurs through
notable achievements, it would appear that the

American Merchant Marine Insurance Company is

destined to become one of the powerful financial in-

stitutions of America.

Returns from queries he sent out early in the

month to twenty-two shipyards, asking for state-

ments as to the number of men employed and an

estimate of others expected to be needed in sixty

days, have shown R. P. Bonham,United States Im-
migration Inspector, that the yards in Oregon em-
ploy about 12,000 men and that at least 2000 will

be added to the forces about March 1.
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ONE of the- most important maritime institu-

tions in or about New York is the Sailors'

Snug Harbor at Staten Island. This insti-

tution at the present time is taking care of between

850 and 875 old-timers. One rather startling fact

about these men is that two out of every three

hail from the State of Maine, which indicates the

postion that state once held in our ofifshore ma-

rine. To be able to get into this institution, if

American born, the applicant must have served

five years on an American vessel, and if an alien,

for ten years on an American vessel. No seafaring

man can be admitted unless he is absolutely in a

destitute condition and not able to earn his own
livelihood. Quite a number of the inmates hail

from the Pacific Coast, one man recently admitted,

was formerly with the Pacific Trading Company,

was born on Staten Island and is now spending the

declining days of his life at Snug Harbor. Men
sailing on coastwise vessels, also engineers and fire-

men are eligible providing they come up to the

requirements. The institution is very prosperous

and will never be dependent on outside charity.

It is surprising to see what improvements have

been made and are still continuing to be made along

the Passaic and Hackensack Rivers in New Jersey.

These improvements are mostly the growth of the

past two years' development. From Newark Bay
up both rivers for about five miles there has been

a vast amount of dredging done by the Govern-

ment's hydraulic dredgers deepening the river chan-

nels to from twenty-one to twenty-three feet at low

water. The material dredged was used to fill the

marsh lands on which, especially on the Passaic

River, a great number of manufacturing industries

have sprung up. \\'hile manufacturing has not been

Underwood, New York

going ahead so fast on the Hackensack, this stream

at the present time is becoming quite a shipbuilding

center. The transportation facilities are improving

wonderfully on these two ri\ers. Being so close

to New York there is a vast movement by lighters

and barges, while many large vessels have come
up these streams lately to unload cargo direct at

the plants of manufacturers.

The piers in New York have taken on a military

aspect, especially where vessels loading for foreign

ports are lying. Persons visiting the waterfront

find that it is necessary to provide a good account

of themselves and what they are after in order to

gain admission to any of the piers.

The Staten Island Development Compan)- of 17

State Street, New York, is building three new
piers. These piers will be 1150, 980 and 830 feet

long, respectively, and all will be 130 feet in width.

The slips between the piers will be 350 feet wide

and the depth of water provided for is thirty feet

alongside at low water. In addition this concern

is constructing six large warehouses at the head of

these piers. The location is at Clifton, Staten Is-

land, which is just above the Narrows, entering into

New York Harbor. This is certainly an ideal spot,

being only a few minutes ride from the Staten Is-

land ferry landing, and no doubt will pro^-e the

forerunner of many other piers to be built in the

future at Staten Island to relieve the congestion of

the docks in New York City proper. This develop-

ment, along with that of the Downey Shipbuilding

Corporation of 11 Broadway, which bought out the

Milligan Brothers' steel plant at West Brighton,

and are erecting a shipyard on these premises, will

certainly help to make Staten Island a much busier

place than it has been in the past.
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THE launchingfs of the month past include the

following: creditable additions to the rapidly

g:ro\ving fleet of vessels operating under tin-

house flag of the United States Shipping Board.

"Hull No. 92" was launched at 10:30 a. m. No-
vember 21st, from the ways of the Seattle Con-
struction & Dry Dock Company. Up to the pres-

ent this vessel has not been given a name by the

Norwegian interests, for whom she was built, or the

United States Shipping Board, and it was there-

fore necessary to launch the vessel with but the

builders number painted on her bows. She is one
of the builder's standard 7500 ton steel steamships.

The launching of this vessel is the first of several

months at this plant. Since the first of January
the Seattle Construction & Dry Dock Company
has launched the submarines N-2 and N-3. the

7300 ton steel steamships, "Golden Gate", "Key
West", "Storviken", and their exact duplicate, the

unnamed "Hull No. 92". The keel of the first

of the 7500 ton steel vessels, ordered by the Shipping

Board, has been laid in the ways vacated by "No.
92". On December 15, 1917, the 10,500 ton steel

leviathan, ordered by the Luckenbach Steamship

Company, the largest vessel built in the Northwest,

was sent down the ways.

The Skinner & Eddy Corporation brought to

Seattle the distinction of having sent racing down
the ways the first new vessel of the United States

Shipping Board's new Liberty flotilla. At 12:30

midday, Saturday, November 24th, the steel steam-

ship "Seattle" was started down the ways spon-

sored by Mrs. Ernest Lister, the wife of the Gover-

nor of Washington. The "Seattle" is an 8800 ton

vessel, 423 feet 9 inches long, 54 feet beam, 29 feet

9 inches moulded depth and designed for a loaded

speed of II3/2 knots. She will l)t' ilrivin by nne

2500 horsepower Curtis type luiiiinc. manuiailured

by the General I'Jcctric Company of Schenectady,

X. \'. Steam will be furnished by three Scotch

marine boilers, supplied by the Commercial Boiler

Works. 'I'hc other vessels lying on the ways of

this conijiany are the 9500 tons tanker "Trontolite",

the 8800 ton cargo vessels "James G. Eddy", "David

Rodgers", and "W. H. Parry". At the fitting out

wharves are the 8800 ton vessels "War Flame",

"Indiana", formerly the "Nikkosan Maru" and the

"X^iels Nielson", the first vessel launched by the

Skinner & Eddy Corporation, and which has been

building up an enviable record in the trans-Pacific

trade since her completion.

The Ames Shipbuilding & Dry Dock Company
launched their first vessel, the 8800 ton "War Bri-

gade", into the West Waterway at 12:30 midday,

November 5th, the same instant that the 8800 ton

"Seattle" glided into the East Waterway from

the Skinner & Eddy plant. The "War Brigade" was

sponsored by Mrs. Edgar Ames, the wife of Presi-

dent Ames of the Ames Shipbuilding & Dry Dock
Company. The "War Brigade" was ordered by the

Cunard Line and is one of a fleet of six ordered

by this great steamship line from the Ames yard.

Other contracts on hand at this plant include three

8500 ton vessels to make a speed of 13 knots, also

ordered by the Cunard Line. Two vessels of 8800

tons, ordered by the French government, and two

tankers of 9500 tons, ordered by the Standard Oil

Company, making a total of 13 vessels under con-

tract in this yard.

At 11 :30 a. m. December 8th, there was launched

from the Duthie yard on the East Waterway, the

Launch of "Hull Number 92" at the plant of the Seattle Construction & Dry Dock Company
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(SHOO ton steel steamship "War General". The \es-

sel was christened by little Miss Carolyn Blain,

daughter of Captain John F. Blain, Northwest rep-

resentative of the U. S. Shipping Board. She was

Launch of the "Seattle" at the Skinner & Eddy Cor-
poration plant, and Mrs. Ernest Lister, wife of the
Governor of Washington, who acted as sponsor

for the vessel

ordered by the Cunard Line, but along with sev-

eral other vessels of her type, was commandeered
by the U. S. Shipping Board. The 8800 ton vessels,

the "War Leopard", "War General" and "Hallb-

jorg", have been launched to date from this yard.

The yard of the Puget Sound Bridge &
Dredging Company launched their seventh vessel,

the "Dixmude" on December 12th, sponsored by
Mrs. K. M. Walker. The "Dixmude" was sent

into the West Waterway promptly at 2:00 p. m.,

marking the twenty-sixth vessel to be launched in

this city, a record never equaled in any other port

in the United States. The "Dixmude" is the third

of six vessels building for the French government
at this yard, and is a four masted auxiliary powered
schooner rigged wooden vessel 250 feet length over

all, 44 foot beam and 21 foot depth, and is powered
by two 240 horsepower Skandia hot bulb oil engines.

There remains on the ways of this yard three more
vessels building for the French republic and two
vessels building to the builder's account.

"NOTES"

In one respect' the wrecking of the steamship

"Mariposa" on Strait Island, in Sumner Straits, at

the north end of Prince of Wales Island may prove

of great benefit to Alaska in rendering the waters

of the inside passage less hazardous to navigate,

as this famous old vessel carried, as one of her pas-

sengers, Mr. Charles A. Sulzer, congressional dele-

gate to Congress and who, before leaving this. city

emphatically stated that he would make a great en-

deavor to stir Congress into an appreciation of the

necessity of inmK-ditely taking steps to, by means

of dredging, submarine signals, adequate light-

houses, etc., alle\'iate or remove the many perils of

navigation jiresent in Alaskan waters.

As a means of intensive educational training of

their marine draftsmen, the National Shipbuilding

Company of this city ha\e undertaken the con-

struction of a model twin screw motor vessel on

a scale of one inch to the foot. This little vessel

will be powered with a pair of small automobile

engines and will be given exhaustive trials to deter-

mine her speed and stability under varying cond-

tions.

At a large gathering of prominent seafaring men
Captain A. F. Hunter, now Lieutenant Commander
Hunter, U. S. N. R. F., master of the comman-
deered steamship "Northern Pacific", was presented

with a beautifully engraved sword by the Seattle

l)ranch of the Masters, Mates and Pilots Association

of the Pacific, on Thursday evening, November 20th.

The sword was presented as a token of the great

esteem in which this association holds the well

known mariner and of their belief in his unbounded

loyalt}- and patriotism.

The steamship "Spokane", seriously damaged by

running ashore at Idol Point, Llama Passage, B. C,
on the night of November 22nd, has been tempo-

rarily patched up and is on her way to Seattle, in

tow of the tug "Salvor", for repairs.

Launch of the "War Br
ing & Dry Dock Comp

Ames, who chr

gade" at the Ames Shipbuild-
any's plant, and Mrs. Edgar
istened the big craft

Mr. Robert E. Forbes, superintendent of the can-

neries of the Pacific-American Fisheries, died on

I'riday afternoon, November 23, 1917, at Belling-

ham. \\ ashington. Mr. Ft)rbes has probably done
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more than any ntluT man in tlic ui)liiiililin};- ni tin-

Pacific Northwest fishing anfl salmon canninfj in-

dustry, and this great industry owes a tribute to

Mr. I'orbes and his ceaseless and untiring efforts,

which ha\ e been crowned with such success.

Launch of the "Dixmude" from the plant of the Puget
Sound Bridge & Dredging Company

The W'inslow Marine Railway iS: Shipbuilding

Company are engaged in the work of re-rigging the

famous old whaler "Belvedere", now a barkentine,

into a schooner, as it has been found that this rig

is much more handy for a vessel engaged in this

business.

The great army of Seattle shipbuilders have been

increased since the first week of October by 2000

workers, bringing the total up to 14,900 employed

in the ship yards of the city, there being 13,600

engaged in steel yards and 1300 in the wooden
yards. Of the big steel yards, the Skinner & Eddy
Corporation leads with 4500 men. The Seattle

Construction X: Dry Dock Company with 4200,

|. !•". Dutliie \- Comi)any 2S00, and the Ames vShi])-

building \ Dry Dock Company, 2400. The total

nionthl)- payroll is now approximately' $1,600,000 a

month, as against $1 ,440,000 the first week of

October.

The Mc.Vltir ,"^lli])lluilding Comapny of this city

ha\'e secured contracts from Norwegian interests for

two 3000 ton au.xiliary powered wooden schooners,

250 feet lengtli over all and 44 foot beam. The
Mc.Xteer yard lia\e two wa_\s at present re;uly for

work ;inil an- .-ilxjul to start the construction of a

steel sleamslii]) for the U. S. Quartermaster Depart-

ment.

The (.'okunbia luirge Company has successfully

comjjleted its contract with the Alaskan Engineer-

ing Commission to move great quantities of machin-

er\- and supplies, totaling 8000 tons, to Alaska,

which was done without a single mishap or loss.

The barges used were the contract com])any's

barges "Columbia 38" and "Columbia 39" and the

commissions barge "Lawrence". Two tugboats, the

"Daniel Kern" and "Forest T. Crosby" were used

to tow the barges.

The commandeering by the vShipping P)oard of

Seattle's only sea going tug of wide steaming radius,

the "Goliah", property of the Puget Sound Tug &
Barge Company, is being vigorously protested by

Seattle shipping interests, as it leaves this port

without a suitable tug for rescue work outside of

Cape Flattery.

On account of the unprecedented expansion in

ship construction, the offices of Lloyd's of London
have been moved to the great forty-two story L. C.

Smith Building, from the Globe Building, and the

staff of surveyors increased to twelve. Mr. W. P.

Collings, Lloyd's exclusive surveyor, is in charge

of the district bounded by \\'ashington, Oregon and

British Columbia.

Launch of the "War General" from the Duthie plant. The "War General" was christened by Miss Carolyn Blain

daughter of Captain Blain, who heads the Shipping Board inspection forces for the Puget Sound district
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WHILE most of the important ports of

America are complaining of great con-

gestion and inability to handle imports

and exports promptly, the Port of L,os Angeles is an

exception. Xo congestion whatever prevails there,

either on the docks, in storage facilities or in the

railway terminals.

Two main reasons may be cited for this con-

dition. In the first place, Los Angeles as a point

of export and import is comparatively new. It

is only within the last year or two that much of

the port work and harbor facilities have been com-

pleted, and shipping men are not yet alive to the

possibilities of the port. In the second place, being

new and practically "made to order", the port fa-

cilities are such as to provide the* most modern

and efficient methods of handling freight, thereby

preventing congestion.

Very few shippers and only those steamship com-

panies that have had occasion to investigate for

themselves realize that there are approximately

seven miles of improved waterfront in Los Angeles

harbor, of which the city owns and operates nearly

three miles practically all of which is on channels

thirty and thirty-five feet deep, and with the most

modern dock and storage facilities.

For instance, one municipal wharf is 2050 feet

long, and on this is superimposed two transit sheds

or warehouses. One of the latter is 1005 feet long

and 100 feet wide. The channels leading to this

wharf are thirty feet deep with thirty-four feet of

water in the berths at low tide. This wharf was
used by the American-Hawaiian Steamship Com-
pany until the United States commandeered the

company's vessels, and the concern has only re-

cently surrendered the use of this dock.

This wharf is a good illustration of how railroad

facilities are fitted into the dock needs. In front

of the shed is a track used for loading heavy freight

direct from ship to cars and vice versa, while in

the rear of the warehouse are three depressed tracks

for loading and unloading geneal cargo. The entire

water side of the warehouse opens with lift doors

in sections, while on the reverse side there is a

lift door for each car length. Thus three cars can

be "spotted" behind each door, a total of ninety

cars for the entire warehouse at one time. The
result is that cargon can be loaded or unloaded in

record time.

The warehouse is protected against lire b_\' an

automatic sprinkling system and the city's harbor

department maintains its own force of waterfront

guards as additional protection. The insurance rate

is only sixty cents per year on goods store<l in

this warehouse.

This is only one of a number of such facilities

owned and operated by the city's harbor depart-

ment. Another transit warehouse is 1800 feet long

and 100 feet wide and built of steel and asbestos

protected metal. The greater part of this warehouse,

however, is now in use for naval purposes.

Not counting this warehouse, it is estimated that

the city has storage space for 60,000 measurement

tons of transit cargo without unduly congesting its

docks. In addition it has a six-story waterfront

concrete warehouse with a measurement capacity

of 80,000 tons. This warehouse is designed to take

care of merchandise which will go into storage too

long to remain in a transit shed or wharf ware-

house.

The harbor is under the entire control of the city

of Los Angeles through its Board of Harbor Com-
missioners. The city also has charge of the water

supply and operates its own tug.

The rail terminal situation is also taken care of

by the city which has built seven miles of municipal

belt line railroad, serving all city docks. The belt

line is operated by electricity, under contract with

the Pacific Electric Railway Company and all roads

serve the city docks without switching charges

when they receive a line haul. The Southern Pa-

cific and Pacific Electric lines have been connected

with the belt line ever since the belt line was built.

The Salt Lake line, which operates with the Union

Pacific, connected with the belt line a few months

ago and the Santa Fe has arrangements made for

such a connection.

The arrangement of belt line tracks in connection

with the docks is such as to obviate congestion to

a great degree.

At the present time when dock congestion is prev-

alent at many important ports and when Eastern

railroads are endeavoring to increase their terminal

facilities at all ports, the Los Angeles situation is

interesting.

The City of Los Angeles takes particular inter-

est in its port and the harbor department is re-

garded as one of the most important branches of
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iIk- city .uiiwrnmciil. In fact, the present nia>iir,

I'lXMleric T. Woodman, was f(.)r more than four years

president of ilie I'.oard of Harbor Commissioners,
and it was his success in that position that made him
mayor. .Most of the development of tlie harlior has

been (Unie under his supervision.

Shipbuikbn.u: at Los Angeles is .t^nini; ahead at

hi,y:h speed The Los Angeles ShipbuiKling & Dry
Dock Company, which now has contracts for

eighteen steel freighters of 8800 tons deadweight
capacity each, is constructing two additional build

ing ways. Of the four hulls occupying the present

ways, two will probably be in the water before

these lines are in print, and the other two will fol-

low in a few weeks. These four ships arc due for

delivery in April and May and are now from thirt\

to sixty days ahead of their schedule. If their

machinery is ready in time, the complete ships will

be delivered early in the spring. As soon as one

hull is in the water the keel will be laid for another

and after the first four hulls are launched, work
will be rushed on six more.

Both the Ralph J. Chandler Company and the

Fulton Shipbuilding Company are making good

progress on the wooden hulls wdiich they ha\e

under construction.

It has leased from tin- cit.\ a tract of eleven acres
with frontage on the West llasin. On seven acres
of this site it has constructed tankage lor about
350,000 barrels of oil and on the balance it contem-
plates erecting a plant for casing relined oils. ];,.th
fuel and refnu^l oil> are brought from the Kl Se-
ginido refmerx in pipe lines. Oil in bulk is at
present shipi)ed in large (piantities from the munici-
pal wharf, at which the Standard hohls a berthing
permit fronting ,,n the turning basin. The increase
in the oil jirodnction of .'southern California, which
IS continuing at a rapid rate in a nund)er of liekls.

has made necessary new facilities for oil shipment.

A public hearing recently was held by Captain

Charles T. Leeds, LT. S. District Engineer, under

authorization of the last Rivers and Harbors .'\ct,

relative to the improvement of the West Basin of

Los Angeles harbor by the Government.

Strong arguments were presented not onl}' by the

Board of Harbor Commissioners, but also by the

Ivos Angeles and Wilmingtoii Chambers of Com-
merce, the Union Oil Company, the Standard Oil

Company, the Los Angeles Shipbuilding & Dry

Dock Company and other interests. The Union Oil

Company is now expending more than $2,000,000

on a new oil refinery located on a site of 260 acres,

which touches the northwest corner of the West
Basin and it has applied to the Board of Harbor

Commissioners for a preferential berthing privilege

•it approximately 1500 feet of wharf to be built to

meet the company's needs for oil traffic. Before the

uharf could be utilized, however, a considerable

amount of dredging would be necessary to provide

a channel thirty feet deep to reach the wharf. It

is estimated that the entire project will cost between

$.i50,000 and $450,000. It is understood that the

city will provide the wharf and terminals if the

Goxernment will do the necessary dredging in the

basin, which is under Government supervision.

In this connection the Los Angeles Shipbuilding

& Dry Dock Companj^ is asking for a channel thirty

feet deep to the site of the company's proposed

dry dock, also in the West Basin. This project

lias been strongly recommenrled by the Xa\"y De-

partment.

'J'lie vStandard Oil Company also is interested as

The iish canning industry is growing at a tremen-
dous rate at this port. The past season six can-
neries were in operation outside of the fish harbor
area. Within the last four months sites for nine
new canneries have been leased by the Board of
Harbor Commissioners on the Fish Harbor. The
Fish Harbor is an area of forty acres of water,
enclosed by a sea wall beakwater on two sides.
On a third side the city has built a fish wharf 1500
feet long and back of this is sixty-five acres of re-
claimed ground, the greater part of which has been
set aside for the fishing industry. This develop-
ment has taken place in the last two years. The
Southern California Fish Company was the first

to build a cannery on the fish harbor and was fol-

lowed by the California Sea Food Company, while
the San Pedro Packing Company has just completed
what is probably the largest fish cannery in South-
ern California. The American Tuna Company and
Thomas Spano have new plants well along towards
completion and the French Sardine Company of
California and Matt Skifich have plants under way.
Sites also have been leased by the McCrosky Pack-
ing Company, the North American Tuna Packing
Company, the Stafiford-Crandall Company and the
Coast Fishing Company. Still others are looking
for sites, but no more land is immediately available.
These cannery sites vary from two-thirds of an

acre to two acres in size, although most of the com-
panies lease additional ground back from the water-
front for fishermen's bungalows. One company
alone is erecting forty-fi\e such bungalows for it's

fishermen.

So great has been the growth of population on
the Fish Harbor area in the last four months that
the Los Angeles Board of Education is erecting a
special school building to take care of the situation,
and the Japanese Fishermen's Association has built
itself a clubhouse. There are approximately 200
boats and 800 men in this one organization. It is

estimated that the fishing industry is now support-
ing a population of more than 5000 at Los Ano-eles
harbor and this number will be greatly increased
with the completion of the new canneries.

The fish canning business has received a o-reat

impetus in the last year since the canning of sar-
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dines has been conihined with tlie canning of tuna

and albicore. This makes the canning business a

continuous performance and therefore much more

profitable.

The large increase in the number of men em-

ployed by the shipbuilding plants is responsible for

a flood of applications now being made to the Board

of Harbor Commissioners for small sites for restau-

rants, lunch counters, soft drink stands, a few room-

ing; houses and similar lines of business to cater to

the needs of the shipbuilders. The Los Angeles

Shipbuilding & Dry Dock Company alone increased

its number of employees from 1900 to 3500 in thirty

days. As a consequence the Board of Harbor Com-
missioners has been receiving from one to five

applications a day for small business sites on city

land in the nieghborhood of the shipbuilding plant,

which is also on leased ground. An area one block

wide and three blocks long has been set aside by the

board and jilatted into lc:its to meet this demand.

Freight Report
By Page Brothers

San Francisco, December 21, 1917.

OUR last circular was dated November 21st,

and take it all through, the freight market

has remained firm but inactive. One of the

features has been the importation of wheat from

.•\ustralia, mainly by the Strath steamers, bought

sometime ago by the Australian government, now-

renamed "Australpool", "Australvale", etc., all with

an affix to "Austral". These steamers are taking

back cargoes of paper, mostly, which is loaded at

Powell River, filling up with lumber and genera!

merchandise from the North and here. Steamers

have been getting 95/ a ton on the wheat.

No time charters have been made since the

"Dicto", as no owners, unless the Government had

a string on them, would accept 45/ Stg. per ton

on the deadweight per month.

Ouite a business has been done from Manila to

this port, W. R. Grace & Co. having chartered

steamer "Transvaal" at $50.00 per ton on cargo

deadweight capacity from Manila and Hongkong
to San Francisco. Geo. A. Moore & Co. steamer

"Kina", from Manila to San Francisco at same rate

of freight. Balfour, Guthrie & Co., steamer "Peru",

Manila to San Francisco, also same rate, $15,000

additional if two ports in the Philippines.

Au.xiliary sailer "City of St. Helens", chartered

from Sydney to San Francisco, copra and merchan-

dise, w-ith option of loading copra from Soloman
Islands at a lump sum of $100,000. Au.xiliary sailer

"H. C. Hansen" from a nitrate port to Honolulu

or a port in British Columbia at $19.00. Auxiliary

sailer "Portland" from Antofagasta to Honolulu,

nitrate, $20.00, and Japanese steamer "Kirishimazan

Maru", also at $20.00 i)er ton, both by Hawaiian

Fertilizers Company.
Freight rates from Puget Sound for lumber re-

main steady at $45.00 per thousand to the West
Coast of South America, say $42.50 to Sydney, and

$47.50 Melbourne, Adelaide or Port Pirie.

For Africa, the good old vessel "Snow & Bur-

gess", owned by Andy Mahony, has the record,

Comyn, Mackall & Co., having chartered her to a

direct port Cape Town-Delagoa Bay range, at 320/

per thousand, free of commissions, and it is rumored

freight prepaid. She certainly proved a good invest-

ment to Mr. Mahony.

The Japanese steamer "Buyo Maru", under char-

ter to Andrew Weir & Co., has just been chartered

by The Robert Dollar Co. for the trip over from

\'ancouver to Yokohama and Kobe on the basis of

$20.00 per ton. Ouite an inquiry exists for steamer

tonnage from the Orient to this Coast, also from

this Coast to Japan. A. O. Anderson & Co. have

advertised their first steamer on the berth hence

to Kobe, about February loading, namely, the

Japanese steamer "Gemmei Maru".

In the matter of sales, we have to record the

following steamer "Centralia", bought bv the Pan-
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American S. S. Co. at $')7.3()(). Tlir •.Xwrtlihrnd"

to Eastern buyers at $87,000. Schooner "W illiani

E. Burnham", boug^ht by W . S. Scaniniell iS: Co., at

the reported price of $125,000. and the "William G.

Irwin" bought by Captain WOodside reported at

$28,000 or up to $30,000. ,^ince we last wrote, the

C. ."^ucliKn" ha\e lieen allowed liy the (io\crnnient

to sell to l-'remh interests, and no douljt change

their Hag to the iriclor of our Allies, at $500,000

per l)oat.

We wish our readers and your good selves the

steam schooners "Edna Christenson" and "Robert Compliments of the Season.

(Uropean Marine Notes

So profitable is cargo-carrying just now that

almost anything in the shape of a sea-going

vessel has at the moment a high monetary

value, with the result that of late many yachts have

been transformed into trading ships. These are

being sold and bought for that purpose, and their

new owners do not appear to be in any doubt about

the soundness of their investment. Perhaps the

most noteworthy of recent transfers of this kind

is the royal yacht of Siam, the "Maha Chakrkri",

of 4201 tons deadwei,ght, which has been acquired

by a Japanese company for the Australian service,

the price being about $650,000, but many British

racing yachts have been sold to Scandinavians.

Higher Freights

On top of the increased rates of freight to Aus-

tralia and New Zealand is coming the question of

increased rates for both the outward and home-

ward voyages in the South African trade, but there

seems reason to believe that a proposed advance of

33 1-3 per cent may be held to be hardly sufficient.

Merchants in the Indian trade appear to be expect-

ing an official announcement directly respecting the

proposed advance in the Indian freights by 33 1-3

per cent as from November 1st. It is probably

desirable again to emphasize the fact that the ship-

ping lines will not themselves derive the benefit

of the higher freights. A feature of the present

scheme, under which they receive fixed rates of

hire from the Government in respect of their vessels,

is that they should render voyage accounts to the

Ministry of Shipping. Working costs have now

risen to such an extent that it has been calculated

in some trades, at any rate, that unless freights

were raised the companies would have to report

to the authorities debit balances instead of profits.

The lines are really managing the services for the

Government, which receives the profits after allow-

ance has been made for the requisitioned rates of

hire paid to the companies, and it is understood

that all concerned in the fixing of rates have come

to the conclusion that some advance is now impera-

*'^^' Ships of Ferro-Concrete

The committee of Lloyd's Register of Shipping

have during the last three or four months approved

plans for the construction of a number of non-pro-

pelling barges, some of them designed to carry

500 tons deadweight, and also of a motor vessel, to

be built of ferro-concrete in the United Kingdom
and in Norway for the British and Scandinavian

coastal trades. These vessels will be built under

the inspection of the society's surveyors with a view

to classification in Lloyd's Register Book. Plans of

other ferro-concrete vessels of larger carrying ca-

pacity for certain sea trades are at the present

moment under consideration. One of the society's

principal surveyors has recently made a tour of

inspection in Scandinavia, where the use of the

ferro-concrete system of ship construction has so

far been most developed. The report of this visit

has naturally placed the committee of Lloyd's Reg-

ister in possession of valuable data on the subject.

The possibilities of ferro-concrete as a material for

shipbuilding purposes are arousing keen interest

throughout the shipping community at the present

time when the shortage of steel and the relative

scarcity of skilled labor are factors of much im-

portance.
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TIE Hammond Lumber Company has sold the

steamer "Necanicum" to the California &•

Oregon Lumber Company, who are operating
the craft between Brooking, Oregon and California

ports in the place of the "Ouinalt" which was lost.

Parr McCormick &: Company have sold the

Northland to Albers Brothers for $275,000, and her
new owners will use her for transporting grain
from northern ports to San Francisco.

Mr. R. J. Ringwood having tendered his resigna-

tion to the Pacific Steamship Company, the position

of vice-president in charge of traffic, which was
held by him, has been abolished, and Mr. A. F.

Haines has been appointed general manager with
jurisdiction over both operating ami traffic depart-

ments.

Mr. Ringwood has purchased the steamer "Cen-
tralia" from the W. A. Hammond Company, and
has organized a concern known as the Pan-Ameri-
can Steamship Company, with offices in the Mer-
chants Exchange Building. The "Centralia" was
placed upon the berth for Guayaquil and way ports

for freight only and secured a satisfactory cargo
for her first outbound voyage. The Pan-American
Steamship Company has hopes of securing more
steamers, despite the shortage of tonnage and will

then operate a line on regular sailings to the West
Coast ports.

The appointment of Cary \\'. Cook to the man-
agement of the traffic department of the local of-

fices of the United States Shipping Board is one that

has met with unqualified approval. Mr. Cook has
been in charge of the local affairs of the American-
Hawaiian Steamship Company ever since the incep-

tion of that line, and no better manager for the

deep sea business of the Shipping Board could have
been chosen. As the American-Hawaiian Company
has practically suspended its Pacific business, owing
to the demands of the war, their only business now
being an occasional steamer to help out with the

sugar crop of the Hawaiian Islands, Mr. Cook
will be able to devote a great measure of his time
to his new duties. Like his confreres in the man-
agement of the American-Hawaiian fleet, Mr. Cook
believes that nothing in the way of equipment and
upkeep is too good for a freighter, and the same
sort of management that made this line's vessels

famous the world o\er will now be applied to the

Emergency Fleet Corporation's new craft leaving
San Francisco.

The following prices for coal at the Canal were
fixed on October 15, 1917. At Cristobal-Colon $10.00
per long ton trimmed in bunkers when coal is taken
in more than car-load lots. For less than car-load
lots. $1L50 per ton. At Balboa the prices are $11.50
and $13.00, and at Panama and line points $11.50
and $13.00.

The special Harbor Survey Committee recently
appointed by Frederick J. Koster, president of the
Chamber of Commerce, consists of Miles Standish.
chairman ; R. H. Swayne, Seth Mann, F. S. Moody,
Thomas A. Graham, John H. Rosseter. A. T. De
Forrest, R. C. Reid, H. D. Nichols and W. T.
Smith.

Mr. S. L. Kreider. for years secretary and general
freight agent of the old Independent Steamship
Company, which formerly operated the steamers
"Hanalei" and "Aroline", has inaugurated in Los
Angeles a unique profession, entitled "General
Transportation". The manufacturers and shippers
of Los Angeles have become awakened to the pos-
sibilities of foreign markets and many of the more
important industries in Southern California have
felt the need of an office conducted like that of Mr.
Kreider, who not only handles the matter of ocean
steamer space reservations via San Francisco, New
York and Los Angeles harbors for world ports, but
also conducts cable correspondence for the shipper,
assists in quoting c.i.f. prices where demanded, and
in general handles the shipping and selling of Los
Angeles articles to foreign buyers.

The steamer "Claremont", being built by Mat-
thews Shipbuilding Company of Hoquiam, Wash-
ington, for the Hart ^^'ood Lumber Company of
San Francisco, is having her cabin finished in Genez-
ero. On account of the present high price of ma-
hogany and quartered oak, genezero is coming more
into demand for interior finish, and a number of
boats building along the coast are having gen-
ezero for their interior cabin finish and trim. Genez-
ero makes a most excellent finish, as it is hard and
durable and shows a beautiful figure.

The big auxiliary motor.ships "S. I. Allard" and
"City of Portland" have been commandeeered by
the Government and will probably be utilized on
the Hawaiian Island run.
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Among the vessels clearing from San Francisco

during December, was the "Rosewood'", which has

been sent out by the Overseas Shipping Company
to Shanghai direct. The "Rosewood" was built by
the Pacific-American Fisheries at Bellingham.

Washington, and is a wooden steamer 250 feet long

and 42 feet beam. The vessel has been purchased

by French interests and will probably change to that

flag at Shanghai.

The Acme Gas Engine Company has finished its

first marine engine, a 65 horsejKiwer four cylinder

unit for the new fish commission launch, which is

being built by Joe Fellows at Los Angeles harbor.

As this is the first engine constructed by the new
gas engine concern it was given the most rigid

shop tests and has proven itself to be a high class

engine in every particular.

The old tanker "Progresso" that exploded and

sunk off the old Fulton Iron Works plant some
years ago is being cut up for old metal.

The steamer "Sagaland" recently completed at

the iloore & Scott plant, has been turned over to

the Matson Navigation Company for at least one

round trip to the Hawaiian Islands. The trials of

the "Sagaland"" proved quite satisfactory.

Mr. Dan' Hanlon, president of the Hanlon Dry
Dock & Shipbuilding Company, has secured an op-

tion on the property- of the ilagnesite Dock & Ware-
house Company. If the deal is closed. Mr. Han-
lon intends to turn the properly over to his com-

pany for a nominal sum. This will enable the ship-

yard to put in five more building ways for steel

ships, should their building program require this

number.

\\ illiams. Dimond & Company, who have been con-

stantly in business in San Francisco as shipping

and commission merchants for fifty-seven years,

have opened a branch office in the Hoge Building,

Seattle, with Mr. C. K. Magill in charge.

The second of the Burns-Philp schooners, built

by Frank Stone, for the copra trade in the South
Seas, held a successful trial trip on December 11th.

her 110 horsepower Union distillate engine driving

her at over eight knots on the measured mile course.

Carr Dodwell, nephew of George Dodwell. the

president of Dodwell & Company, is now assistant

manger of the firm's house in San Francisco, being

transferred here from \ancouver, where he was
employed for five years. Mr. Dodwell has had
years of valuable experience in the steamship and
shipping business, having represented Dodwell &
Company at Port Said for five years.

The Standard Oil Tanker "Fred W. Weller" was
given her trial runs earh* in December and was
followed by several other steamers, the past month
being a prolific one, both in the matter of trial

trips and launchings both at San Francisco and in

the Xorthwest.

LOCUST TREENAILS
A large stock of all sizes on hand for

IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT
Special prices on carload lots for direct shipment from Eastern Mill

ALSO IRONBARK AND OAK PLANK AND TIMBERS

WHITE BROTHERS
5TH AND BR.\NNAN STS
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.
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ELKCTION of Llin.l J. Wentworth, president

of the Portland Lumber Company, a man who
has attended to affairs of the Emergency Fleet

Corporation here since his appointment several

months ago as the personal representative of Gen-

eral Goethals, then managing the ship construction

program, to continue in charge as the head of the

newly organized Oregon District, was a real

Christmas present to builders of the state and the

Columbia River region.

The segregation of the zone from the North-

west district, in charge of which was Captain

John F. Blain, at Seattle, was initiated by the Port-

land Chamber of Commerce and executives of plants

in this territory, who sought thereby a more direct

channel through which to carry numerous minor

and semi-technical questions having to do with con-

struction and equipment. The former system of

going through the local representative and then to

the Seattle office, often on to Washington, was

asserted by them to be both bothersome and a cause

of losing valuable time.

Under Mr. Wentworth's new regime he is to

have a consolidated staff and office organization that

will care for administrative affairs and provide an

increased inspection force, not adding more inspec-

tors in the yards, but providing for the technical

office matters steel as well as wooden ship men, to

whom will be referred questions of the builders that

may be of policy or an interpretation of plans and

specifications.

The field force is regarded dependable at present,

that having been assembled under the eye of Cap-

tain Blain, and the office here is expected to re-

main, only being expanded as to personnel and

equipment. The district will embrace the north

bank of the Columbia River, taking in Vancouver

yards, so all on the Willamette and Columbia

Rivers, also those at Tillamook and on Coos Bay,

will be in close touch with the Portland head-

quarters by telephone or telegraph, while a night's

ride will bring any of the builders and the Govern-

ment heads together for the adjudication of impera-

tive matters.

Through the retention of subordinates in ofifice,

none of the experience gained by the field workers

will be lost, so it will not be as if a new scale had

been adopted in a virgin field. It is realized that

the main function of all is to standardize instruc-

tions and details, as well as to standardize types

of vessels as a means of rushing fleets into ser\-ice

with dispatch, so rulings should be more or less

uniform.

As aids in the war game, two vessels built on the

Columbia River were drawn during December, by
the United States Shipping Board, the auxiliary

schooners "City of Portland" and "S. I. Allard",

controlled by the McCormick flag. The former,

which was the pioneer of her type and built by
the St. Helens Shipbuilding Company in April,

\9\S. was at San Francisco with a cargo of copra

when taken, while the "Allard" was at Portland

with the same sort of freight.

It is understood the "City of Portland" will be

sent north to load a cargo of ship timbers for

the Atlantic side, where they will be delivered to

builders of wooden ships, and the "Allard" will ply

between San Francisco and the Hawaiians, helping

to relieve the tonnage stringency, due to the with-

drawal of some of the Matson liners by the Govern-

ment.

That the steamers "Beaver" and "Rose City"

would be drawn from the Portland-California run

for transport purposes has been expected, and it

would not surprise shipping interests if such an

order came soon after January 1, and the only addi-

tional vessels listed as available of those now in

the river are the tugs "Onconta" and "Wallula",

owned by the Port of Portland. They are used at

the entrance to the Columbia River in handling

vessels and carrying pilots, at times also towing

on the river to Portland, and infrequently in coast-

wise trips. Should they be taken the port would

have to fall back on the pilot schooner "Joseph Pul-

itzer" for the pilot service, and it is not suggested

what might be done to handle ships to and

from the river. However, the Port of Portland

is not counting on giving up both tugs unless a

grave emergency exists.

Northwest grain shipments of the future will,

no doubt, be in bulk whenever possible. As the

demand for gunny sacks for trench warfare in

France, the general scarcity on the Pacific side due

to the use of them by the troops, as well as the lim-

ited shipments from the Orient, owing to tonnage

limitations, have made the price prohibitive. A
recent purchase by municipal interests here of sec-

ond hand sacks at fourteen cents each, has been

featured by an offer of nineteen cents for them
already, while burlap used in covering the lining
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of ships when loaiHiig" grain and flour, is said to

cost fifteen and a half cents a yard, whereas before

the war the liners regarded it as an imposition when

called upon to pay five cents a yard.

Future grain shipments by water will play an

important part in discussions at the second annual

Northwest convention of grain growers, to be held

at Corvallis, January 3 to 5. Elevators are increas-

ing in the country, and with a large one at Seattle,

and another being constructed at Portland, there

will be ample means of handling the cereal into

ships for Europe. The matter was before the Farm-

ers' Union of Oregon and Southern Idaho, held at

Pendelton, Ore., December 4 to 7, and G. B. He-

gardt, chief engineer of the commission of public

docks, who is in charge of the municipal elevator

construction here, had the following to say of the

situation as discussed there

:

"One of the important subjects discussed con-

siderably in detail was that of the bulk handling

of wheat, the progress being made, facilities being

furnished by the farmer and the terminal elevator

situation. The consensus of opinion among those

present was that the steps taken to discard the use

of sacks were rapidly gaining in strength, and that

the volume of wheat being handled in bulk was
increasing at a rapid rate. That on account of

war conditions, if for no other reason, the farmer

was compelled to bulk his wheat because the cost

of sacks was entirely out of sight and the indica-

tions were that there would be no relief from this

condition for several vears to come. The movement

which began three years ago. in anticipation of

the opening of the Panama Canal, to pro\'ide in the

field and at interior shipping points the facilities

for handling the wheat in bulk has been given a

great impetus by the conditions referred to above,

and the farmers are making the necessary changes

in their harvesting machinery, installing portable

bins, etc.. on the farms ; and farmers unions and

others are contemplating co-operative action at con-

venient shipping points. Enthusiastic reports were

made by various country delegates showing in detail

capacities, construction, cost and operation of eleva-

tors and the saving that was being made over the

old sack method of handling the wheat crop. Op-
timism seems to be the keynote throughout as to

the satisfactory results that were now being ob-

tained from the bulk handling of wheat. The
farmers also seemed to feel that the railroads were

co-operating with them and at the car situations

would be fully met. It was a matter of gratification

to the farmers that the elevator construction at the

tidewater terminals was proceeding without inter-

ruption in spite of the high cost of labor and ma-
terial. Assurances were given by the representa-

tives of the port commissions of Portland and As-

toria that the elevators now under construction

there would be ready for the 1918 wheat crop. Each
port is erecting a 1,000,000 bushel elevator of fire-

proof construction. This will be of particular ad-

vantage to the wheat-growing sections of the Inland

Empire, as the large number of vessels now being

built in the Columbia River district can be economi-

Launch of the at the plant of the Columbian Engineering Works, Portland, Oregon
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PEARL SHELL. U.S.A. ui
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1
S. S. PEARL SHELL

Equipped with Scotch Boilers and High Degree Superheaters

REDUCE
COAL BILLS

Excessive coal costs can be reduced by high

superheat.

Apphed between trips or at regular over-hauling

periods it saves 1 5 per cent in coal costs.

35 per cent is w^hat your investment in high

degree superheaters return.

Our marine Engineers w^ill promptly reply to

your inquiries.

LOCOMOTIVE SUPERHEATER COMPANY
MARINE SUPERHEATERS

K New York
Chicago ^
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Port of Los Angeles
Controlled and Operated by the City of Los Angeles

MOST MODERNWHARVES AND WATER TERMINALS IN AMERICA

Best point for transshipping caiKc
<"<ntr:il America. South Ai
mu.h of the Orient.

rid II All

rica. Ansfralii anri

No congestion.

14.000 linear feet of municipal wharves.
One mile of wliarf warehou.ses.

Ten acres of floor space in one concrete warehoii.se.

Transit storage space for eo.nrifi measurement tons.

^°"me'1
"^'',*^°"se storage space for SO.000 measure-

All Railroads
.liaiKe.s.

all cit.v docks, without switching

Pilotage: .tl.lHi per foot draft and one cent per
net registered ton. Not compulsory, even in foreign
trade, if ship's master has port pilot's license.

Dockage: Graduated scale up to $!.>;. 00 a day for 2,100
net tons; one-half cent per net ton over 2.100.

Wharfage or tolls: 2'/2 cents to 10 cents per ton.
No rental charge for preferential berth assignments.
Stevedoring and handling charges lowest on Pacific

I n.i.^t. Subject to private contract.
Insurance: Very low because of modern fire protection

City Tug: $:i5.00 a day; minimum charge, $.5.00.

City Water: Fir.st .17.i0 gallons, $1.00: nine cents for
e.ich ;idilitional T.nll gallons.

Steamship Companies and Shippers Invited to Investigate

For Further Particulars Address

BOARD OF HARBOR COMMISSIONERS
Suite 33, City Hall, Los Angeles
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cally and c.\[)c(litii)usly liiail(.'(l witli .yraiii for tlu-ir

first export cargo. 'IMu- convention was addressed

by several outside parties. Mr. W. I'>. B. Dodson,

executive secretary of tlie Portland Chamber of

Commerce, spoke on tin- greater development and

more extended use of the navigable waterways trib-

utary to the Columbia River. Mr. G. l"". Stone,

president of the Port of Astoria, outlined the port

improvements already contemplated and now under

way there, and Mr. G. 15. Megardt, chief engineer

of the Portland Commission of Public Docks, deliv-

ered an illustrated lecture on the principal ports of

the world, showing operating machinery and chan-

nel conditions, port facilities, expenditures made by

various port organizations and other interesting

matters."

Gazing back o\er 1917 shipbuilding interests

feel that the Oregon district has enjoyed a fruit-

ful period in assembling such a number of plants

with which to enhance the crusade of the Allies

against the German military organization. But

among the most important acquisitions to shipbuild-

ing plants one is yet to lie actually established, the

G. M. Standifer Construction Corporation, which

has a wooden plant at \'ancouver. Wash., and an-

other on North Portland harbor, having announced

that ten contracts have been closed with the Ship-

ping Board for 9500-ton vessels. The present in-

tention is to layout the steel yard alongside of the

Vancouver property.

The steel vessels are said to have been taken at

$170 a ton, which is understood to be the maximum
price the Federal authorities will pay for that class,

of carriers. Unlike the 8800-ton freighters building

at the yards of the Northwest Steel Company and

the Columbia River Shipbuilding Corporation, the

Standifer products will be laid down under the

Isherwood system, and will be the first in this state

so designed. When operating to capacity it is esti-

mated the steel yard will employ 3000 men.

The Standifer Corporation's leading executives

include, besides Mr. Standifer, James F. Clarkson,

who is in active charge of the Vancouver yard and

the North Portland plant, the latter being known

as the Standifer-Clarkson Company ; also L. B.

Menefee, a widely known and influential lumber-

man, and R. ^^ Jones, head of the West Oregon

Trust Company. The first venture of those men

was in the McEachern-Standifer-Clarkson yard, at

Astoria, from which Mr. Standifer and Mr. Clarkson

retired on starting the North Portland yard in 1916.

The Astoria property was then taken over by A. 0.

Andersen & Company, and since passed into the

hands of Max H. Houser of Portland, a leading

grain exporter of the United States.

Mr. Standifer announced the steel plant after hav-

ing spent a number of weeks at Washington, where

he is said to have closed most satisfactory con-

tracts. Steel for the .ships, as well as machinery

for the plant, and some of that for the vessels has

been arranged Idr and liclHre January is well along

the yard construction work will be in full swing.

R. H. Cooper, general freight and i),issenger agent

of tin- l''meral<l Line, has announced that the com-

jiany w ill add a third steamer to the fleet, now con-

sisting of the "Breakwater" and "K. A. Kilburn".

to take care of increasing business in the Portland

San I'Vancisco service, lie .says the third vessel is

not the "(leo. \\ . I'Uder", which is owned by this

line, and is at present under charter in the offshore

trade, but is a carrier of 1000 tons deadweight.

One of the most complete models of a ship yet

turned out here is the "Portoma", a six-foot craft

and an exact duplicate of steam auxiliary schooners

being built by the Foundation Company of New
\'ork for the French government. The model was

nanK'<l "Portoma" in honor of the Portland and

Tacoma yards of the comi)any, in which forty of

the French schooners are to be laid down. The

model was sent by express to New York and then

goes on to Paris. An idea of the care and expense

in building it is shown through the fact small gold

chains were used for the martingale and running

from the rudder to the stern, the chains costing $50.

There are ten of the big vessels being framed here

now. All have sternposts placed and about half ol

them have the framing forward well along. It is

said that after the first is launched there will be

one floated every ten days.

Professor A. K. Burton, dean of the nautical

schools maintained at various ports by the United

States Shipping Board, with W. J. Crambs, of Seat-

tle, in charge of the Northwest schools, were in

Portland about the middle of December, on an

inspection trip. Professor Arthur Williams, in

charge here, is maintaining the day and night classes

at an average enrollment and about twenty-four of

the graduates have been granted licenses as mates

by the United States Steam Boat Inspectors.

Captain Morchimen Hawkins, a well known Coast

navigator and who had been in the service of the

Pacific Coast Steamship Company for years, and

latterly master of the steamer "Senator", has been

named master of the American steamer "Landaas",

the first of the 8800-ton freighters built jointly by

the Northwest Steel Company and Willamette Iron

& Steel Company that was taken over by the United

States Shipping Board. The vessel is the same as

the "War Baron" and "War Viceroy", built by

those plants and now operated by the Cunard Line,

and loaded a cargo of flour here. Her chief engineer

is Frank Seryanivich of San Francisco.

OREGON OAK SQUARE SHIP KNEES

We have on hand 452 finished Oak Shipknees, 2'

stem and 2' root, from 4" to 10" thick. If

interested, inquire at once. SULLIVAN &

FORBES, INC., Portland, Oregon.
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Official telegrams from Washington during the

month cleared the way for exemption of all ship

workers, the Emergency Fleet Corporation having
arranged with the draft authorities to exempt men
within the age limits who are properly certified by
thiir employers. In the case of licensed officers

on river steamers and expert loggers,. engaged in

towing rafts of fir and spruce to mills for ship-

building and aeroplane construction purposes, it

has been ruled they are not to be exempted as a

class, only action promised being in individual

cases.

Having been taken o\er by her new owners, the

Dollar Steamship Company, the auxiliary schooner
"May", built at the McEachern plant, Astoria, for

A. O. Andersen & Company, left during the month
for Vancouver, B. C, where she will be loaded for

the Orient. The vessel's home port is San Fran-
cisco.

It has been promised by the Emergency Fleet
Corporation that hereafter vessels built at the steel

plants here will be tried out on the river, instead
of being sent to Puget Sound for their tests, which
means they are usually loaded in the North and
afford no relief for cargo congestion here.

C. P. Doe and associates, of San Francisco, have
placed the gasoline schooner "Anvil" in the Port-
land-Coos Bay service regularly. There have been
no steamers plying on the route since the Emerald
Line withdrew to handle the Portland-San Fran-
cisco business without regard to way ports.

"VICTORY" PLANT BEING PUSHED TO
COMPLETION

The new nine million dollar destroyer plant which
the Bethelehem Steel Corporation are having built

at Fore River, near Boston, is going ahead rapidly
and the Aberthaw Construction Company has set

a new record of speed on this work.
In addition to the main plant, work is going for-

ward on Victory Plant No. 2 at Buffalo, which is

to be occupied by the Bethlehem Steel Corporation
about January 15th. In this plant the turbines
are to be made for the destroyers.

The Buffalo plant will occupy fifteen acres of

land, near Tonawanda, and the main building will

be 750 feet by 200 feet, with a boiler house and
administration buildings added. The construction
throughout will be of steel and concrete, over 1500
tons of steel being used in the construction, and
will require 3000 men.

These engines will be built at Buffalo and then
shipped to Squantum and assembled in the destroy-
ers. Snow has not hindered the work of construc-
tion, although for several days during the first of

this month, the snowfall was around five or six

inches and covered the fifteen acres where the work
is being done.

The land, although not low, is of a clav substance

and water and melting snow stood upon it. This
required the contractors to raise the grade about
two feet.

The cost of the construction of this plant, aside
from that at Squantum, will be $1,500,000. Power
for the operation of this plant will be furnished
b\- a new power house recently erected at Buffalo,
by Stone & Webster, of Boston. This is a mile
away from the turbine plant. Street car lines, as
well as the railroad, are to be constructed to the plant.

A flag raising took place at the plant November
16th, with the mayor of Buffalo and a representa-
tive of the Navy Department, United States sailors
and marines officiating at the flag raising.

L. C. Manuell, representing the Bureau of Yards
and Docks of the Navy Department at Washington,
represents the Government at this plant and has
general supervision of the work.

The work on foundations for the big main build-
ing has progressed so rapidly in spite of weather
conditions that steel construction was started the
week of November 12th.

A CREDITABLE PERFORMANCE
Much interest has been evinced in a recently

completed voyage of the motorship "Sierra", which
vessel arrived at San Pedro on November 3rd, after
a trip of twenty-three days from Caleta Buena,
Chile, at an average speed of approximately 200
miles per day.

An important feature of this trip and one that
will naturally appeal to all shipowners in these days
of high fuel costs, is the fact that this vessel had
a fuel capacity which enabled her to make the whole
round voyage from San Francisco to the different

ports on the South American Coast and return with-
out having to purchase fuel oil, and at the same
time, owing to the small space occupied by the
engines and to the elimination of the boilers, more
space was available for cargo than would have been
possible with the ordinary steam schooner type of

vessel of the same dimensions. Steam ships that
have lately been engaged in traffic to the West
Coast of South America ports have had to purchase
fuel oil at an extremely high figure, and as these
craft are usually only fitted with fuel tank capacity
for ten or twelve days steaming, the cost of trading
between ports has been enormous as far as fuel

is concerned. Such vessels as the "Sierra", "Santa
Elena" and others have been highly profitable on
this account, as they can make a voyage of seventy
days' duration without replenishing their fuel tanks.

These craft are fitted with Bolinder engines.

R. J. Striker, of Portland, has been drawn by the

Coos Bay Shipbuilding Company to take charge of

its purchasing department. The company is turn-

ing out four wooden steamers for the Government.
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You '11 Pay Any\vay
^L Every time ii ship is salvu^ed beeause
she can't reach a shi]) of the same line

just over the horizon

411. Every time a shij) heaves-to and waits

for a tuy' to tow her in

fl^ Every time a ship hiys up to await

the arrival of repair parts

The owner loses real money.

Lost minutes mean lost dollars.

Cutting & Washington
Wireless

The boat owner wlio installs Cuiting k. Wash-
ington' apparatus pays for his equipment once

and for all from the savings it effects. The boat

owner whose boats are not e(|uip|)ed with wire-

less loses, everv few montlis, more than the cost

of CirrixG (V- Washixgtox ecjuipment.

You will (lav for wireless on your boats whether

you buv it or not— the question is whether

vou will buy it and pay once, or not buy it and

pay many times. We respectfully submit the

question to your better judgment.

CUTTING & WASHINGTON, Inc.

28 Portland Street, CAMBRIDGE, MASS.

PLEASE MENTION THE PACIFIC MARINE REVIEW WHEN YOU WRITE
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The call from across the sea—

"SHIPS-

MORE SHIPS-

THEN MORE SHIPS"
In answer to this call, Geo. B. Carpenter & Co. are concen-

trating; their resources and experience (in the productinn
and distribution of

Ship Supplies.

^^'^' cover the entire field and can furnish the tools for

building' ships, as well as the specified fittings and equip-
ment needed after the craft are in the water.

Bu}ers will find our large establishment a valuable addi-

tional storehouse from which to draw their requirements.
Our stocks are complete and we can make prompt ship-

ment of all the important items necessary for this work.

We can also furnish promptly all special and galvanized
material.

We have authentic and first hand information from the

Shipping Board as to the specifications covering supplies

in our line.

An examination of our catalogues will be of benefit to any-
one engaged in shipbuilding or fitting. The General
catalogue of 1,100 pages lists Tools, Machinery, Bolts,

Nuts, Rivets and Spikes. The Marine catalogue of over
400 pages covers the Marine Fittings and Accessory
lines completely. Both books will be sent promptly
upon request.

GeoB 6arpe)^ter& 6o.
440 Wells Street

CHICAGO :: ILLINOIS

PLEASE MENTION THE PACIFIC MARINE REVIEW WHEN YOU WRITE



Fuel and Our War-tred Merchant Marine

Wlll'"..\ wc plan thiiifjs in tlu- United States

we do so in a typical American way, which
is only another way of sayinjj thai we plan

them bi,ti^;er and on a larger scale than is done in

other countries. This is particu]arl\' true of the

prog-ram now well under way 1)\- the Shipping

Board for the construction and operation of a

colossal merchant tonnage to he huilt and eipnpped

under adverse conditions as regards labor, material

and personnel, and complicated further by the ur-

gency of early completion, made necessary b\- the

ravages of the present war.

Progress has been made not only in closing con-

tracts for the construction of these ships, but also

in building up organizations which ha\e under wa\-

the construction of immense shipyards, in which
fabricated ships are to be turned out at a ver\-

rapid rate. This has been accomplished in spite

of delays at the inception of this project, due almost

entirely to the legislation which created the Ship-

ping Board. A large proportion of the preliminary

work necessary to these various undertakings has

been completed and the balance, we are confident,

will be started in the very near future.

The first thought in the construction of these

ships has been their early use in carrying on the

plans of the Government in the prosecution of the

war—they will unquestionably be used for this

purpose until the cessation of hostilities. After the

war a very large percentage of them will enter the

commercial field under the American flag, and in

competition with the merchant fleets of other mari-

time countries. It is to this phase of the life work
of these vessels, as well as to their war ser^•ice,

that attention should be directed.

The planning and construction of the major por-

tion of the Shipping Board's program had as pre-

dominant motives in design, the question of rapid

construction, sustained speed, safety against haz-

ards of the sea, minimum material for hull and fit-

tings and sim])lification of parts. That these re-

fjuirements, all tending towards an I'arly commis-

sioning, have been well thought out an<l provided

for will not l)r ([uestioned.

The comparatively recent general knowledge of

the furl situation existing in this country, coupled

with the fact that America must play a leading part

in supplying fuel to the allied countries, makes it

pertinent to consider what effect the commissioning

of these ships will have on our fuel problem.

There are approximately 1400 ships that will go

into service under the Shipping Board's program

during the next two years. There will be required

not less than 8,000,000 tons of fuel per year to operate

these ships. The fuel production in the United

States during 1916 was 502,520,000 tons of bitumin-

ous coal, 87,580,000 tons of anthractie coal, making

a total coal production of 590.100,000 tons. The fuel

oil production was appro.ximately 300,000,000 bar-

rels. The production during 1917 is estimated at

553,000,000 tons of bituminous coal, 97,000,000 tons

of anthracite coal, making a total of 650,000,000 tons

of coal. The fuel oil production will not greatl_\'

exceed 310,000,000 barrels.

The demands upon our fuel supply, for industrial

purposes of our own, as well as for the commercial

and domestic requirements of the allied countries,

will certainly be much greater than during the past

year. In 1917 we lacked fully 200,000,000 tons of

supplying the demands placed upon us, and during

1918 this excess of demand over supply will at least

be doubled. It is. therefore, necessary that anyone

who is directly, or indirectly, concerned in the use

of fuel should give the greatest attention to means

for conserving both coal and fuel oil.

Turning to the railroad situation in this country

—for the reason that the railroads consume some-

thing more than twenty-fi\'e per cent of the bitumin-

IRON BARS GALVANIZED SHIP SPIKES
HEAVY HARDWARE

a
Large Flat Strapping

34 X 8" • =Q
l>^^!MJJ:ai(«i:L-kJ:4il4dlil!liriJJ:JMB^.|

SEATTLE OFFICE:
MURRY JACOBS,

ARCADE BLDG.

90 WEST STREETW YOFCK
PORTLAND OFFICE:
JACOBS & GILE.

RAILWAY EXCHANGE BLDG.
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STEAMSHIP "PANUCO"
Of the "Cuban Mail" Ward Liners

This boat and her sister ship, the "Cauto" built

by the Seattle Construction and Dry Dock
Company, are completely outfitted with the
latest types of

Marine Pumps
Includes \'crtical Simplex Boiler Feed and

Sanitary Pumps; Vertical Duplex Ballast, Fire
and Bilg:e and Fresh \\\iter Pumps; and Hori-
zontal Simplex Combined Air and Circulatint;-
Pumps.

^
In addition to these hoats Eighteen Pacific

Freighters of similar type are now heintj com-
pletely fitted out with BLAKE-KNOW'LES
PUMPING EQUIPMENT

The entire pumping e(|uipment for Fourteen
new U. S. Goyernment Torpedo Boat Destroyers,
two Battleships and one Scout Cruiser are also
going rapidly forward at the BLAKE ^K:

KX'OWLES \\'ORKS in the interests of pre-
paredness.

.M;irine pumps
shipljoard use.

specialty

—

I'.xery

Write for information

WORTHINGTON PUMP AND
MACHINERY CORPORATION

MARINE DEPARTMENT
1 15 Broadway, New Vork BlakeKnowlfs Works, FasI Carabiidge, Mass.

Bmmh Otlucs in A II Principal Cilirs

PI.i:.\SE MENTION THE PACIFIC MARINE REVIEW WHEN YOU WRITE
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uus coal produced in this country, it is \cry appar-

ent tliat all railroads, and all those concerned in the

dcsii;n ol steam locomoti\-es and power plants, are

going- to great k-ni^tlis to increase the power pro-

duced per pound of fuel. A recent bulletin by the

Chamber of Commerce of the United States vtrv

tersely sums up this question by saying "The man
who wastes coal today is an eiiem\- to mankind"
and likens the situation to that of people in an open

boat at sea with a liniiled supply of food.

The Railway \\ ar I'.oard, composed of executi\es

of the leading railroads of the countrx'. recently is-

sued a bulletin containing specific recommendations

which they urged all railroads to adopt as fuel con-

servation methods. Many of these recommenda-

tions had to do with the instruction and education

of those handling fuel antl might be considered

axiomatic to those who had given any thought to

the problem. A number of other recommendations

related specificall}- to improvement in the design

of equipment for burning fuel, and earnestly recom-

mended the adoption of devices that had well dem-
onstrated increased fuel economies. Among thsse

were feed water heaters, improved methods of com-

bustion, high degree superheaters, specially designed

grates and improved draft conditions. It is a fair

query as to whether or not equal attention has been

given on the part of the Shipping Board to the use

of such of these devices as may be adaptable for

marine installations.

Without question the reciprocating engines and

turbines of a modern ship are more economical in

the use of steam than are the simple non-condensing

engines universally used on locomotives. The
boilers in merchant ships are also at least equal in

efficiency to those used on locomotives, although

the water e\-aporated per pound of boiler weight

or per square foot of heating surface is undoubtedly

verv mucht lower, due to the fact that marine

po\\-er plants are not operating at such a high duty.

WANTED TUG
Will charier or ])ureh.ise ocean going tug .5()() to

700 H. P., also freighter of 400 to 500 tons. Address

O. W. HROWN TIMHlvK CO., I.umber Exchange
Building, Seattle, Washington.

'I he i|uestiijii i;f boikT> has also, in tlu' present

emergency, been com]jlicated by the impossibility

to get sufficient quantities of steel to carry out the

original plans and, therefore, a varied boiler con-

struction will lia\e to be usi-d.

There has been little definite information available

as to the contemplated use of highly superheated

steam, but there should be no reason to doubt the

intention to a<lopt this well established means of

tuel sa\ing. It is also probable that all of the fea-

tures ensuring improved combustion and better

draft conditions, that railroads have developed so

largely in the past ten \ears, have been adopted as

far as conditions permit. Feed water heaters, we
believe, are being installed as a standard.

It is the extremely critical situation as regards

the world fuel supply that justifies continued efforts

to arouse the thoughts of e\ery one to do his part

in preventing, so far as may be possible, a shortag'e

in these commodities, which not only are the life-

blood of our own industrial world and of our do-

mestic happiness, but in the present world struggle

have such a tremendous effect on the successful

prosecuticjn of our part in the conflict.

For Sale—One 18"-32"-54" x 42" Stroke. Triple Expansion Ma-
I'ine I]nfiine, complete, with Throttle Valve and Jet Condenser.
Suitable for 16.5 lh.<;. grau.ee pressure.—DUIAITH IRON WORKS.
INC., Duluth, Minn.

f-jM
^" * FORCINGS * IB^

A Wmm Cam, Crank, Steamboat Shafting. Shipsmithing, Machine Forging, BbcksmifhinK

IIJHIJJ'I EDWIN FORREST FORGE COMPANY
I^^HyJOjJ 129 FREMONT STREET SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA

SPANISH CEDAR MAHOGANY ROSEWOOD LIGNUM VITAE TEAK
OAK TIMBERS BENDING OAK (Indiana) LOCUST TREENAILS ETC.

I Handle Only the Highest Quality of Stock Direct From Producers

J. H. DIECKMANN, Jr.

Wholesale Hardwood Lumber Dealer and Importer
519 CALIFORNIA .STRKET SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA
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View overlooking a section of Tuoih.ts I

side of the harbor is located the y.ird o

pany's shipyards. In the middle dista
in the left middle ground. 'The first

ind nianiifncturing district. At the extreme left and on the oppos
odd Dry Dock & Shipbuilding Corporation and the Foundation Com
the Milwaukee docks and terminals, with the St. Paul mill docks

vork on the Tacoma Shipbuilding Yards can be seen here. The Sea-
born yards are located by the two white schooners, with the Wright yards to the left. The warehouses

in the foreground are the Commercial docks and Balfour. Sperry and Northern Grain Company's
docks with a section of the Northern Pacific yards

Tacoma Doings

Nl'"\'lil\ in the liistory of Tacoma have busi-

ness conditions looked better for the city and

port. Tlie past two years has been the mar-

vel stage in the upbuilding of the port, and to those

who have resided here previously and returned in

the past month, their expressions have been nothing

but most favorable and expressed in astonishment.

There has been many new industries commenced ;

the shipyards have added greatly to the material

evidence of the upbuilding of the port, while many
industries, greater than any now in evidence are

assured and will be in the active construction stage

within the year. Camp Lewis, one of the greatest

army cantonments in the United States, and built

within the past few months, adjoining Tacoma, has

had its effect in upbuilding the city and attracting

attention to the great opportunities Tacoma affords

to any line o( endeavor.

Briell) a line will show for the year past that in

the marine trade, Tacoma has shown great strides.

At the present time there are the following ship-

yards here, builders of wooden vessels and with

from one to ten vessels laid down; Barbara Broth-

ers, Tacoma Shipbuilding Company, Foundation

Company, Wright Shipbuilding Company, Seaborn

Shipbuilding Company and Martinolich Shipbuild-

ing Company, with yards at Dockton and offices in

Tacoma. These yards are working approximately

1400 men and adding to their working forces every

day.

The Todd Drydock & Construction Corporation

Company's plant, the only steel construction yard

here, has been one of the big industries to be estab-

lished within a year, and is adding greatly every

day to its working force. This is a yard that repre-

sents an outlay of close to $3,000,000, and within

two years will be one of the largest plants in the

United States.

The gain in commerce, both export and import,

for the first six months of 1917 was seventeen

per cent. While figures are not available for the

latter part of the year, it is believed that the per-

centage of gain will be greater than for the first

half of the year. Among the exports was ore prod-

ucts amounting to 222,331 tons; flour, 543,080 bar-

rels; wheat, 1,357,100 bushels. The total exports

amounted to 432,191 tons, valued at $58,398,221.

Imports were 746,140 tons, valued at $55,150,620.

On the left: Lookinn from the municipal bridge down the city ch.nnnel. north, she
Balfour, Commercial and other docks. On the right: Milwaukee docks, both

vessels of the Osaka Shosen Kaisha and Garland Lines. The tower
wheat elevators can be seen on the right

export and ir

of the Milv
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Tea li;milk-(l throuoh the United States Examiner's

office at 'Paccinia for the year went to better than

40,000,000 pounds, according' to ICxaniiner L. G.

Feiiton.

C.reat satisfaction was expressed by President

W . 11. Todd, of the Todd Drydock & Construction

Corjioration and Seattle Dry Dock & Construction

Company, wht) arrived here last month from New-

York with friends on his first inspection trip since

the plant of the company began active business. .'\t

Tacoma Mr. Todd was entertained by President

H. F. Alexander, of the Pacific Steamship Company,

and one of the directors of the yards, at luncheon at

the Union Club, after which an inspection of the

plant was made. After going over the entire iilant

from one end to the other, President Todd declared

that much work would be done here in the building

line, and that the plant would be well able to care

for it. This company now have a large amount of

work on hand, both at the Seattle and Tacoma

yards. Among those who visited the yards with

President Todd were C. W. Wiley, manager of the

Todd interests in the Northwest; H. P. Griffin of

Hoboken ; Captain Logan, representing different

shipping firms of \ictoria ; John W. Harmon,

Brooklyn, N. Y. ; William Jones, Tacoma; Horace

Allen, Hoboken ; George Palmer, of a well known

New York banking firm ; Senator W. M. Calder.

of New York, and H. F. Alexander.

The latest shipyard to be started at Tacoma is

the Martinoiich Shipbuilding Company plant with

yards at Dockton, CJuartermaster Harbor, and of-

fices in the California Building, Tacoma. John Mar-

tinoiich is head of the company, and has associated

with him C. A. Papst, who has been engaged in

dififerent marine lines here for many years. Mr.

Martinoiich has built a large number of sound ves-

sels, among which was the local steamer "Nis-

ciually". It is reported this company have contracts

for iouT vessels for Norwegian owners.

Work will be started here within a short time,

according to Representative A. J. Bell, of the Albers

Alilling Company, on a new dock at their Tacoma

plant. This dock will be modern in every respect

and arranged for berthing their steamers "Rainier"

and "Northland". Freight business for the vessels

out of here is reported to be very good.

That Norwegian steamer "Baja California", o])er-

ated out of here in the West Coast trade by A. O.

Lindvig, created considerable excitement among

local shipping men, when she tried to turn turtle

when out-bound from here with a deck-cargo of lum-

ber and general freight below. Apparently when

the vessel left her docks here she was in ship-shape

condition, but in making the turn at Robinson's

Point, while still within the Sound, took a sudden

list with the result that some 3500 feet of lumber

went overboard. The vessel was brought back to

RED LINE BRAND LUBRICANTS

'Aristo"

Diesel

Engine
and
Turbine
Oils

"Aetno"

'01eum"-Triton'

Marine Engine

Oils

UNION OIL CO. OF CAL
PLEASE MENTION THE P.\CIFIC M.\KINE REVIEW WHEN YOU WRITE
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her dock and then took a list opposite. She was

righted, declared fit for sea and listed again. More

lumber was discharged and she was permitted to

sail.

The increase in lumber production from the mills

here to the shipyards has been marked the past two

weeks, with the result that the wooden shipbuilding

program has taken a new impetus, and the work

at the different yards is being pushed rapidly ahead.

All the ship workers that can be secured by the

firms at Tacoma are being put to work. For the

purpose of aiding the bridge and house carpenters

now in the yards who are anxious to learn some-

thing of the trade, the Government, through the

school board, has thrown open several rooms at

the Lincoln High School, where classes in ship-

building are being instructed by Captain W. H.

\'arney and Harold Hansen, Government inspectors

here. There are about 200 men enrolled in these

classes. A standard wooden ship from the keel

up is being constructed here on the blackboards.

Great interest is being taken in this work by the

men.

On account of the increased cost of operating

both tow and passenger boats of the Sound, several

of the Tacoma passenger boats have been forced to

haul off their runs. The small steamer "Emrose",

on the Tacoma-Shelton route, in charge of Captain

Kim Munson, has hauled off, and the "Tyrus", Cap-

tain Edwin Lorenz, on the Henderson Bay route,

has left this work to the company's gas launch

"Thurow". In the case of the "Emrose" the Gov-

ernment cut down on fuel oil, and as the boat was

built fnr this, and no room for coal, after experi-

menting with slab wood, it was found necessary to

stop her. Coal has increased here in the past year

from $3.25 per ton to $6.25 per ton.

Baley Hipkins, in charge of the Foundation Com-

pany yards at Portland, has succeeded A. I Camp-

bell, in charge of the Foundation Company ship-

yards here, and will alternate between Tacoma and

Portland, in the interests of these two yards. It

is understood that Mr. Campbell will take a posi-

tion with an Eastern firm. It is the hope of Mr.

Hipkins to have the same amount of progress shown

in the yards here as that at the Portland yards.

Some wonderful work has been done since the

Foundation Company decided to locate here, and

the showing made in the construction is very fav-

orably commented on by other builders.

K. Okada, General Eastern Representati\e of the

Osaka Shosen Kaisha, has taken charge of the

O. S. K. offices at Tacoma and assumed his duties

here the latter part of November. Mr. Okada is

no stranger to Tacoma, having come here from the

Hongkong office of the company, and was stationed

here for over a year before being transferred to

New York.

One of the first vessels to load here direct for Aus-

tralia in a number of months is the schooner "Henry

Wilson", which is taking a cargo of around 500,000

feet of lumber and canned salmon for an Australian

port. The "Wilson" is a Libby, McNeil & Libby

vessel, and has been laid up at their Lake Union

moorings.

Group of men who lecenty visited the Todd Dry Dock & Shipbuilding Company. Reading left to right they are: Cap-
tain Logan of Victoria, B. C; George Palmer of New Yorl<; H. F. Alexander, president Pacific Steamship
Company; Horace Allen, corporation counsel. New York; U. S. Senator Wm. M. Calder; William H. Todd,
president of the Todd Corporation; J. A. Eaves, assistant manager of the yord ; John IVI. Harmon,

editor of the Brooklyn "Times"and William Jones of Tacoma
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Announcement
Tlie Otis Klevator Company respectfully directs the atten-

tion of Marine and Railway P2xecutives and Operating

Heads to the

OPERATORLESS ELEVATOR
and

INCLINED ELEVATOR
These types of apparatus are the result of several years

extensive investigation and study of mechanical freight

handling at railway and marine terminals, and the success-

ful practical demonstration of apparatus especially designed

to meet the requirements of vertical transportation.

Inquiry is invited regarding either or both of these

devices.

OTIS OPERATORLESS
ELEVATOR

A vertical elevator, having;

Push Button control with
power operated Gates or

Doors. The car is auto-

matically brought to an

accuiate floor stop with all

loads from no load to full

load, and if the position ot

the car changes while load-

ing or unloading it will

automatically be restored

to a level landing. Oper-
ators are not required, thus

eliminating the principal

item of operating expense.

I OTIS INCLINED
ELEVATOR

A continuous moving in-

clined carrier of great ca-

pacity, of both ascending

and descending types. No
attendants are required

;

the movement of trucks is

continuous ; either singly or

in trains.

Suitable for two wheel trucks, four wheel motor

trucks or trailers.

SAFE, RELIABLE, ECONOMICAL

Otis Elevator Company
2300 Stockton Street :: :: San Francisco

Eleventh Avenue and Twenty-sixth Street :: New York

PLEASE MENTION THE PACIFIC MARINE REVIEW WHEN YOU WRITE



New Type of Steel ShiP

By Sidney Rittenberg, Publicity Secretary, Charleston Chamber of Commerce

ANNOUNCEMENT is made of the signing of

a contract by the Emergency Fleet Cor-

poration of the United States Shipping

Board with the Southern Shipbuilding Corporation,

whercbv the Southern Shipbuilding Corporation

will immediately begin the construction of fabri-

cated steel ships of an altogether new type at

Charleston, South Carolina. The amount involved

in the initial contract is $20,000,000. The Southern

Shipbuilding Corporation, which is financed prin-

cipally by Eastern capitalists, will begin to con-

struct its shipyard at Charleston without delay.

The new company will build steel freighters of

7500 tons each. They will be of a fabricated type

designed by H. Newton Whittelsey, of New York,

who is the president of the company. Material will

be fabricated for the present in the Birmingham

district and brought to Charleston by rail. The

7300-ton ship which Mr. Whittelsey has designed

and patented is said to be of such a character that

it can be built more quickly and more cheaply than

any other steel ship of the same size ; so cheaply,

in fact, that the Whittelseys are confident that

after the war, if American orders are not enough

to keep their plant busy, they can go into the foreign

market and compete for orders against cheap labor.

One feature of the new ship is that principally

semi-skilled labor will be required to construct

it, and accordingly one of the most difficult cur-

rent problems of shipbuilding will not hamper the

Southern Shipbuilding Corporation. After very

careful consideration, Admiral Washington Capps

and other members of the Emergency Fleet Cor-

poration have approved the Whittelsey plans and

the Shipping Board has now given the contract for

the immediate construction of sixteen \cssels.

It is understood that the company will employ

between 3000 and 4000 and that later the number
of men employed will be increased to 7000.

DEAN BURTON OF THE M. I. T. TO START
MORE SCHOOLS

For the second time since July Dean A. E. Burton

of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology is under-

taking a nine thousand mile trip about the country in

the interests of the schools for deck officers, established

by Henry Howard for the U. S. Shipping Board,

the organization of which large project he turned

over to Professor Burton. Leaving last evening

Professor Burton went to New York, where two

private schools will take up the standardized in-

struction in navigation that he has outlined. These

are the .Seaman's Church Institute and Upmark's

school. The trip will be continued to Newport

News, where a new school is to be established, and

to Norfolk, where the existing school will start

with a new group of men. Thence Professor Bur-

ton will visit the schools on the Great Lakes and

then strike across to the West Coast, where at Bel-

lingham, Washington, a new school is to be in-

augurated by him. His trip south along the coast

will have stops at Tacoma, Portland, San Fran-

cisco, San Diego, San Pedro and Los Angeles, and

there the line of travel will be deflected to Galves-

ton and New Orleans. A run through the

Atlantic Coast schools from Jacksonville north will

complete the trip of inspection. Altogether some

forty schools have been established under Dean
Burton's management by Mr. Howard, and they

have proved of greatest value, for today more than

one thousand men stand ready to take charge

of the new merchant marhie.

Among the Managers and O^vners

S1"\F,K.\1.
changes have taken place in the

management of the Olympia Shipbuilding

Company, Olympia, Washington. Mr. J. J.

Chambreau is auditor and Mr. W. J. Logus. pur

chasing agent. Both of these gentlemen were

formerly with George M. McDowell, agent for the

lessees of the Olympia Shipbuilding Company, when

he had charge of the A. O. Andersen Company's

interests at Portland, Oregcm.

The second annual banquet of the Union Irt)n

Works foremen, held at the Palace Hotel, San

I'Vancisco, rccentl}' was made the occasion of testi-

monials to Mr. Hugo P. Freiir and Mr. George A.

Amies. Mr. Frear is severing a direct connection

with the Union Iron Works extending back over

thirty years. He has been appointed chief na\al

architect for the Bethlehem Steel Corporation's new
shipbuilding company, which is acting as a pur-

chasing, designing and business center for all the

yards controlled by the Steel Corporation. Mr.

Frear was presented with a sil\-er tea ser\ice. Mr.

.\rmes has been chief engineer of the Ll^nion Iron

Works for several years and will now become the

head of the engineering department of the San

Francisco office of the Shipping Board.
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KEIKICHI DOI

New Manager for the Toyo Kisen Kaisha

Ouictly assuming the task of handlhig the vast

vcikimc of office detail shifted from the shoulders of

W. TT. Avery, since his promotion to be advisor

,,1 the ToyoKaisen Kaisha, Keikichi Doi has stepped

into a iironiinenl jilace in the transportation circles

,,t San I'rancisco. lie i> the new manager of the

Tovo Kisen Kaisha, and upon him rests the resixMi-

sihilitN' nl its vast interests at this port.

Doi is one of the rising generation of young men

in lapan's shippnig business. lie c<imes well

equipped for the arduims duties of his present posi-

tion after a broad shipping experience throughout

the great ]>orts of the Far East.

After leaving college, Doi entered the merchant

service of japan, associating himself with the 'Vny

At Los Angeles, Cal.

S. L. KREIDER
General Transportation Foreign I'Vcight Traffic

5SII-3S2 P:icifi<- I'.lfctric HuiKl'mj;

years. So well was the work handled by his office

that Mr. Doi's valuable services were soon recog-

nized by the home office, and he was transferred

to Yokohama. Here f..r nearly three years he was

ui charge of shipping charters and other important

branches of the company's bu.siness.

When Mr. Avery was promoted to be advisor lor

the company, Mr. Doi was selected as liis successor

in the San Francisco office.

Pleasing in personality, courteous of manner, de-

liberate in action and masterful in handling the big

manager of the Toyo Kisen Kaisha

• , .lomrtments problems that are ever present in a position of this

Kisen Kaisha, and workmg "y^";"^
J^'^P

j^^^^f. |,,,,d, he has made a profound impression on the

and branches until he acquired an all-round
^^^ transportation men of this country

edge of the shipping business, m both g ^^.^^^j^^^^.^ welcomed him as a potential factor in

and passenger departments.
development of ocean services of San Fran-

He was then sent by the loyo Kiscn ^^'^^^^

Hongkong, where he was agent for two and one-half Cisco.
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H. C. Cantelow. assistant manager Pacific Steamship
Company

Decrease the present
dangers of the sea by
making sure that your
equipment can be de-

pended upon. Be sure

that the rope used is made
right, that it is made of

^^

TWO POPULAR PROMOTIONS
Kffectivc January 1, H. C. Cantciow and F. M.

liarry became assistant fjencral managers of the
Pacific v^teamship Company. Both are prominently
kno\\n in transportation circles, and their promo-
turns have been the occasion of much favorable
comment.

Mr. Cantelow pre\iously was freight traffic man-
ager, while Air. I'.arry was assistant manager of

the operating department. In their new positions
their duties extend over both the traffic and oper-
ating departments. Mr. Harry remains in San
i'rancisco, but Mr. Cantelow has gone to Seattle

to make his headquarters with A. F. Haines, who
recently was elevated from the position of manager
to that of general manager.

News that Mr. Cantelow was going to Seattle
was hailed with great satisfaction by the shipping
men of the Puget Sound city. The Seattle Times,
m a recent issue, made the following comment:
"With the promotion of H. C. Cantelow, freight

traffic manager of the Pacific Steamship Company,
to the position of assistant general manager, Seattle
.gains one of the most skillful traffic officers on
this coast, and a man who for years has had the
reputation of a wizard in the compilation of tariffs."

Air. Cantelow is still a young man, although he
has had twenty-three years of experience in the

\
the proper materials, that

it is as strong as a rope of

agivensizeshould be.that

it will stand the strain-

in other words, be sure

that it is COLUMBIAN.

.J

Look ivell to the Quality of the next rope you buy.
Secure an absolutely High Grade Rope by orderinS

COLUMBIAN
MANILA ROPE

COLUMBIAN ROPE COMPANY
Branches: New York-Chicago- Boston AUBURN-"The Cordage City"-NEW YORK
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steamship liusincss. Ills cxpiTiciUH' lias rmiiu'iill)

fitted him for his position as assistant general man-

ager of the Tacific Steamship Company, which now
has steamships engaged in the trans-Pacilic trade,

as well as in the coastwise. He was born in \'aca-

\ille. Cal., and when eight years old came with his

parents to San Francisco, where he has since n-

sided.

He began his steamship career with the (Jregon

Railway & Navigation Company's line between

San Francisco and Portland, now the San Francisco

iK; Portland Steamship Company. Later he went

with the Panama Steamship Line, operating steam-

ships in connection with the Panama Railroad Com-

pany between San Francisco and New ^ork. Then

he joined the Pacific Mail Steamship Compan\-,

which was engaged in the Oriental and Central

American trade. He left this company to become

assistant manager of the Kosmos Line, which was

then operating steamships in both the Pacific and

Atlantic.

Air. Cantelow went with the Pacific Coast Steam-

ship Company on June L 1907. He was general

freight agent of that company when it was con-

solidated a year ago with the Pacific .\laska Navi-

gation Company, and he was made freight traffic

Pacific steamship

the atter company was created as a result ol the

consolidation.

Mr. Barry, like Mr. Cantelow, has lived practi-

manager of the Pacific Steamship Company, whencally all his life in San Francisco. He was born

i^^fl^^ THE MOST MODERN i^^Ls^ff^

HEAVY DUTY PE^FI

DISTILLATE ENGINES
Standardized and Interchangeable Construction

^RATE CYLINDERS

^PARATE CYLINDER
HEADS

LONG CONNECTION RODS
CAUSE LESS WEAR OF

PISTONS AND CYLINDERS

WATER BY-PASSES FROM
CYLINDER TO HEADS

TIGHTLY ENCLOSED BASE
WITH LARGE REMOVABLE

PLATES

BUILT BY A SKILLED MECH-
ANICAL ORGANIZATION

SEPARATE EXHAUSI

AC
MANIFOLD

PLASTIC BRONZE
BEARINGS

OVERHEAD VALVES
• RESULTING IN LOWER
FUEL COST AND GREATER

POWER

MULTIPl E DISC SPUR GEAR
TYPE FRICTION CLUTCH

PISTONS REMOVABLE
THROUGH CRANK CASE
OR ABOVE AS PREFERRED

SLOW RUNNING
ARRANGEMENT

AN ECONOMICAL
LUBRICATING SYSTEM

ENGINE CO.
OFFICE & WORKS

FIRST & MINNA STREETS, SAN FRANQSCO
..iiKTSirCKia^-Jti'^' • J
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W. F-. STONE
SHIP-BUILDER
Deaigner and Builder of

Wooden Commercial Vessel'
of >II Descriptioiu

Yachts and Pleasure Craft

PhoBO FniitTale 430

Kennedy & Boeh

OAKLAND. CAL.

ESTABLISHED 1880

c. BEvruss CO.
SHIP BROKERS

244 CALIFORNIA STREET SAN FRANCISCO

MARINE
PHOENIX ASSURANCE COMPANY

Ltd., of London

PACIFIC COAST DEPARTMENT.

E. C. F. KNOWLES. General Agent

INSURANCE
THE UNION MARINE INSURANCE

CO., Ltd., of Liverpool

222 Sansome St., SAN FRANCISCO

S. A. LIVINGSTON, Underwriter

_>

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY QUALITY GUARANTEED
IRON GRATINGS IRON STAIRS STEEL DECK PLATES

SMOKESTACKS HAND WINCHES
HOSE REELS RODS AND BOLTS PIPE RAILINGS

ALL KINDS OF SHEET STEEL WORK AND REPAIRS

CITY IRON WORKS PORTLAND, OREGON

Van Arsdale-Harris Lumber Company
FIFTH AND BRANNAN STREETS SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA

White Cedar, spruce or Sugar Pine Template Lumber
Worked to Any Thickness Desired

Redwood Pattern Stock White Cedar
In All Grades and Thicknesses For Mould Loft Flooring

Long Clear Fir Timbers • Vertical Grain Fir Decking
Sugar Pine • California White Pine

PLEASE MENTION THE PACIFIC MARINE REVIEW WHEN YOU WRITE
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For Sale—KOIIR NKVV l-.\ rM'lllOS. i:, x II h-v.l willi :," 11.1'.

S'l'AN'DAKU engine.

I.AUXCH. 52x12 feet, with 65 H.P. STANDARD enfilne.

1,AUN-CH. 65xlS feet, with U H.P. STANDARD engine.

(WR-FLOAT BARGE. 272x50x15 feet, net tonnage 1374 ton.s.

I'OUR WH.Vl^EBOATS. 30x6',4 feet, very cheap.

CROWLEY LAUNCH & TUGROAT COMPANY.
Howard St. Wharf. San Francusco, < al.

Mr. L. E. Bemiss. assistant manager Toyo Kisen Kaisha

in Dublin, Ireland, but when he was three years

old he was brought by his parents to San Fran-

cisco, where he has since lived. On July 1, 1896, at

the age of fifteen, he began his steamship career

at the very bottom of the ladder as office boy

under Captain J. H. Bennett with the Pacific Coast

Steamship Company.

Mr. Barry rapidly rose from one position to the

other, working in every department of the company

and gaining a thorough knowledge of both the traffic

and operating ends of the steamship business. He

was general agent of the Pacific Coast Steamship

Company when that company was consolidated on

November 1, 1916, with the Pacific Alaska Naviga-

tion Company into the Pacific Steamship Company.

At that time he was appointed assistant manager

of the operating department of the new company.

His promtion now to the position of assistant gen-

LIGHTING POWER

Motorship Construction Co.

Vancouver, Washington

Boat and Ship Builders

Tugs Barges Fish Boats Auxiliary Schooners

IMMJiUIATE ULvLUl'.KV—Two Marine Engine- thrnst

shafts, 6'/2" diameter x 9' 11" long over all, 14" forged

flanges each end, and five only II/2" thrust collars; also

two crank shafts 6//' diameter x 7' 7" long, with 14"

flange. Further particulars and price on application.

WILLAMETTl-: IRON AND STEKL WORKS
Portland, Oregon

WANTED—MOULD LOFT FOREMAN
Thoroughly experienced on steel ship layout. To take

charge of loft in large yard, Southern California. State

experience, last three employers and salary expected in

first letter. Confidential. L. A. HEYN, 1207 City

Hall Square Building, Chicago.

WANTED—MACHINE SHOP FOREMAN
To organize and handle new machine shop in ship-

building plant in Southern California. State experience,

last three employers and salary expected in first letter-

Confidential. L. A. HEYN, 1207 City Hall Square

Building, Chicago.

COMMUNICATION WIRELESS

Marine ELECTRICAL Equipment

for

SHIPS and SHIPYARDS
Material in Stock—Skilled mechanics available at all times.

We handle RUSH orders on "Cost Plus" or "Lump Sum" Basis

in any part of the country

J. LIVINGSTON & CO., Inc.

GRAND CENTRAL TERMINAL, NEW YORK

GENERATING SETS MOTORS FIXTURES FITTINGS

PLEASE MENTION THE PACIFIC MARINE REVIEW WHEN YOU WRITE
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eral manager is the natural consequence of the

efficiency of his work as assistant manager.

AI. J. Wright, R. E. McDonald and K. C. Chase,

three representatives of the Pacific Steamship Com-
pany in San Francisco, were among those who
received promotions to higher positions as New
Year presents.

Mr. Wright, formerly chief clerk to the freight

traffic manager, has become assistant general freight

agent with offices in Seattle. Mr. McDonald, form-

erly agent in San Francisco, has been sent to Los
.Angeles as district freight and passenger agent.

Mr. Chase, formerly chief clerk to the assistant man-
ager, succeeds to the postion of San Francisco agent.

George A. Heyburn has been transferred from the

general manager's office in Seattle to become chief

clerk to the assistant general manager in San Fran-

cisco.

F. j. O'Connor has been appointed agent at A^an-

couver, 13. C, succeeding S. B. Stocking, transferred

to Seattle. H. P. Gallagher has been made agent at

Juneau, Alaska, succeeding S. H. Ewing, resigned.

C. F. Five, formerly general freight and passen-

ger agent of the Pacific Steamship Company at

Seattle, has been made general freight agent with

enlarged responsibilities in the freight department.

M. F. Cropley, formerly assistant general freight

and passenger agent at Los Angeles, has been

made assistant general freight agent with headquar-

ters in vSan Francisco.

Captain F. L. McXuble, port captain for the Pa-

cific Steamship Company in v^an Francisco, and one

of the company's most popular waterfront officials,

was transferred to Seattle recently to become port

captain there. Captain J. G. Ludlow, port captain

at .Seattle, exchanged places with Captain IMcNoble.

LONGMANS' BOOKS ON NAVAL ARCHITECTURE
TEXT-BOOK OF THEORETICAL NAVAL

ARCHITECTURE
By EDWARD L. ATTWOOD, M. In.st. N. A.. Member of

Royal Corp.s of Naval Constructor.s, formerly Lecturer of
Naval .Vrchitectnre at the Royal Naval College. Green-
wich. New Edition, Revised and Enlarged. With 159
Diagram.'; and 5 Folding Tables. Crown Svo. $3.00 net.

Clearne.ss and conciseness of expression characterize
this book. A notable feature is the direct practical appli-
cation of the methods taught:
number of problems like those i

which make the book particul;ii
dents who must rely largely cm

chapters have been added to tin
ing calculations, and one on tin

lis

. llHl.

are a large
xaminations,
o those stu-

;. Two new
! on laiuich-
.ship.-..

WARSHIPS: A Text-Book on the Construction,
Protection, Stability, Turning, etc., of War
Vessels

Ry the same authoi-. Willi nuuKiou.s Diagrams. Si.N.th
Edition. Jledium Svo. $1.00 net.
Though intended primaril.v to provide naval officers with

authoritative data on the subject, the work will also prove
a useful introduction to naval architecture for apprentices
and students at dockyards and elsewhere. The author dis-
cusses not onl.v the various parts and characteristics of
.ships, but also various types of war ve.ssels. There are
likewise chapters on rolling, resistance and propulsion of
\v;ir vessels, their design, etc.
The v.-iiious changes of practice made in recent years

will bi- found embodied in this edition.

A TEXT-BOOK ON LAYING-OFF; OR. THE
GEOMETRY OF SHIPBUILDING

Rv i;i iw \i:i I I, AT'i'w
Senini- l.i.ii.-iM.iit. II. .M 1 1.

NaV;il \l( hll. . 111!.. ;,1 1-1,
, It

try at \\"|jisi,il>|e. With I >i

iportant liook d oted t

and I. C. G. I'OOPER.
d, Chatham. Lecturer in
Lecturer in Ship Carpen-
>s. Svo. $2.00 net.

le geometry of ship-
building from an authoritative source. The principle
adopted in the preparation of the book has been to de-
scribe the proces.ses and methods which are known to the
authors and which are found to be .satisfactory in practice.
Each author was engaged in the preparation of a new
work on the subject when it came to his knowledge of the
other's intention. This led to a collaboration with the re-
sult of the valuable compilation."—.\rmy .ind Navy
Registei'.

PRACTICAL SHIPBUILDING. A Treatise on the
Structural Design and Building of Modern

Steam Vessels

By A. C.\.MPBKLL HOLMS, Surveyor to Llovd's Regis-
ter of Shipping. Third Edition, Revised and Enlarged. 2
vols. $1S.50 net.
"The book, as a whole, represents the mcst complete

work m e.\i.stcnce on the subject of practical shipbuild-
mg. —Marine Engineering.

A COMPLETE CLASS-BOOK OF NAVAL
ARCHITECTURE: Practical, Laying-Off,

Theoretical

By \V. J. LOVETT, Lecturer on Naval Architecture at
the Belfa.st Municipal Technical Institute. With 173 Illus-
trations and almost 200 fully worked-out Answers and
Questions. Svo. $2. .50 net.
Intended to suppl.v .shipwrights, platers, draughtsmen

and others in the shipbuilding world with a sufficienc.v of
naval architecture for the ordinar.v and every day needs
and to enable them afterwards to study higher works on
the subject with intelligence and profit.

SHIPYARD PRACTICE: As Applied to Warship
Construction

By NEIL .r. McDERMAID, Member of the Royal Corps
of Naval Constructoi's, late Instructor on Practical Ship-
building at the Royal Naval College. Devonport. With
Diagrams. S. , ,,ii,l R.lition. Medium Svo. $4.00 net.
This boelv .I'll witli the various opei'ations at the

building-sliii, in.,,, ih. laying of the keel-blocks, including
details of tie -tiiietiire, the making of the patterns for
large castings, e. g.. stem and stern posts, shaft brackets,
etc., working of armor, construction of barbettes, engine
and boiler seatings. water-testing, etc., etc.
"The information given bears internal evidence of accu-

racy and brings together probably more information than
has ever before been made public as to the details and fit-
tings in man-of-war practice. • *"—Engineering News.

NAVAL ARCHITECTURE: A Manual on Laying-
off Iron, Steel and Composite Vessels

By THOM.\.S II. W.VTSON. Lecturer on Naval Archi-
tecture, Municipal Technical College, Sunderland. With
169 Illustrations. Royal Svo. $S..50 net.

".\s a whole, this work forms the most extended treat-
ise on this special field of ship design with which we are
acriuainted. The illustrations, which form naturally an
esiiecial feature in a bonk on this subject, are copious in
amount, srieetetl with jiirtK-ment, and prepared with care.
All iiiti Te.-te,l ill the soliiliiiii of mold-loft pioblems may
l)e eiiiiur.ii ni.clecl iiii li.iviiii; so excellent a compendiuiii
of iii.i.tieril :,iHl relJMiile iiielhods placed within their
I erieli.'— .Marine I'lngineering. New York.

STRENGTH OF SHIPS

.\.

.STIIOI.I: J. MrKR.VY, Grad. R. N. C,
Willi

Tahl
This booj.

ment of tli

of ships. T
the outcoiu

3f the subject, and

3 Folding Plates, and
. M. I.

i"olding

kindred text-books."—Belfast Northern W'hig.

LONGMANS, GREEN & CO., Publishers
Fourth Avenue and Thirtieth Street, NeAV York
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Ice Machines For Ships
For Immediate DeHvery

A PACIFIC COAST PRODUCT OF QUALITY

APPROVED BY U. S. SHIPPING BOARD

Bedell Engineering Company
ENGINEERS
LOS ANGELES

MANUFACTURERS CONTRACTORS
SAN FRANCISCO

We have designed and installed complete refrigerating plants in the following ships:

S. S. Maui, Matson Company, Ships of Luckenbach S. S. Co., W. R. Grace Co., Sudden & Christensen

J. R. Hanify, Interocean Transportation Co., Atlantic Oil Refining Co., Vacuum Oil Co.

Rolph Navigation & Coal Co., Standard Oil Co. and many others

PLEASE MENTION THE PACIFIC MARINE REVIEW WHEN YOU WRITE
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MR. FISHER HONORED

I'robably no association is more fortunate in the

choice of its president than the N. G. E. A. in the

selection of Mr. O. H. Fischer, who is also presi-

dent of another organization, the Union Gas Engine

Company of Oakland, California. Mr. Fischer is

congeniality itself. His smile is hearty and per-

petual, and he is full of that energy and resource

that is characteristic of that great state he calls his

home. The distance of Oakland from Chicago,

the customary place of the annual meeting, is no

obstacle to his attendance, and you will find Mr.

Fischer there from the minute the meeting is called

to order until its final adjournment.

Anyone who knows the Union Gas Engine Com-

pany, knows what it means to he president of

such an organization. It not only built the first

commercially successful gasoline engine in the

world, but it also built the largest gasoline en-

gines yet constructed. Everywhere on the Pacific

Coast you will find Union engines, and every-

where you find a Union engine you find a satis-

fied user. This is not camouflage, but what the

users have told the writer of this article.

Mr. Fischer tells us he was born in Wisconsin,

which is also the birthplace of the first vice-presi-

dent of the association, Mr. Ward. He has been

connected with the Union Gas Engine Company for

sixteen years, almost as long as gasoline engines

have been a factor in the market. He reached the

jjresidency of the company by gradual advancement,

and holds the chair by virtue of his ability as an

organizer. He pulled the company through the

disastrous San Francisco fire in a masterly fashion,

and has encountered and solved some of the tough-

est prolems a man is called upon to meet in the man-

agement of a business. If you could talk with him

for fifteen minutes, you would realize that the office

of president is in most capable hands.

DEATH OF MR. MITCHELL

The many friends of Mr. Thos. G. Mitchell, Lloyd's

surveyor, will be sorry to hear of his death, which

occurred suddenly at his residence, 864 Bidwell

Street, early Saturday morning, December 8, 1917.

Mr. Mitchell had been ill about a fortnight, but no

serious outcome was anticipated, when he suc-

cumbed suddenly to heart failure.

The late Mr. IVIitchell was well known on the

Coast, ha\ing resided here over thirtj^-five years,

coming here in the early eighties, as chief engineer

on the S. S. "Amelia" of the People's Navigation

Company, later filling the same position on the S. S.

"Premier" (now the S. S. "Charmer"). In 1902 he

went to England to superintend the construction

of the vS. S. "Princess A'ictoria" and shortly after

SEeSEABumr
YfionrlbBEBoiUR
The test of more than twenty-five years of actual service makes
possible the unqualified guarantee which backs this product.

SEABURY WATER TUBE BOILERS are showing splendid

efficiency in marine service and stationary work. Adaptable
to oil fuel, wood or coal.

Reasonably prompt deliveries assured. Your request brings

catalog No. 10.

Gas Engine & Power Co. and Chas. L Seabury & Co.,

Consolidated

MORRIS HEIGHTS NEW YORK CITY
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The "Great Northern" and "Northern Pacific", which
have been commandeered by the United

States Government

liis return to this country was appointed Llo\d's

surveyor, a position whose duties he ably and hon-

orably fulfilled up to the time of his death. During

the war he also held the position of superintendent

of construction under Lloyd's of all steel vessels

building in British Columl)ia for the Imperial Gov-

ernment.

He leaves to mourn his loss a widow and two
childrei:, a son and a daughter.

The funeral took place Tuesday afternoon from

St. Paul's Church, Jervis Street, the Rev. F. W. C.

Kennedy officiating. Those acting as pallbearers

were Captain H. ^biwatt and Messrs. Jas.

Fowler, Jas. McGown, \V. Walton, \V. H. R. Co'llis-

ter and W. Hardie.
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LINDE OXYGEN SERVICE
ASKS

Fifty-Fifty Co-operation From
Pacific Coast Patrons

We believe we have the service capacity to supply the

requirements of every Pacific Coast user of Oxygen.

We have four big factories and distributing stations,

located in the larger coast cities—all four backed by huge

stocks maintained at our other sixty stations located on

Continental Trunk Lines.

And we are adding thousands of new cylinders monthly
to the hundreds of thousands we have in commission

—a grand total more than sufficient to meet even

war-time requirements.

But We Must Have The Co-operation

of Patrons to Keep the Cylinders Rolling

Empties must be returned to us promptly.

This vital factor in the maintenance of the standard of

service in which all our interests are mutual must be

apparent to every Oxygen user. To this end we ask you

to do your bit—SEE THAT THE EMPTIES ARE
GATHERED PROMPTLY AND SHIPPED WITH
EQUAL PROMPTNESS TO US VIA THE SHORT-
EST ROUTE.

LINDE AIR PRODUCTS COMPANY
(Pacific Coast)

Kohl Building, San Francisco

LOS ANGELES EMERYVILLE PORTLAND SEATTLE
1405 Mission Road 452 Watts Street 15th & Hoyt Streets 530 First Avenue, South

Service Backetl by Interlocking Chain of Sixty-Four Plants and Warehouses

Extending from Coast to Coast
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Our Coming Fleet
FTF^R the war. what?" This is a question that every th()U},'htful person is now pondering

over. It is a question which is peculiarly insistent as applied to our war nurtured merchant

marine.

After the war the United States will be in possession of a fleet of fine freighters and will also

possess, probably, the largest fleet of oil tankers in the world. What are we going to do with all these

ships when peace comes? It seems entirely probable that the fleet built by the Government, as well

as the vessels commandeered, or as the Government now insists on saying, requisitioned, will be grad-

ually turned back to private control. It is also probable that Congress will see to it that none of

these vessels, wuth the exception of those originally built on foreign orders, and in which foreign

owners are entitled to consideration, shall pass out of American registry.

Upon the return of competition certain conditions will assert themselves which must be fairly

faced. In the highly important item of investment in the tools for carrying on foreign trade, the

United States will be practically in the position she occupied before the war. While the cost per

deadweight ton has risen to an enormous figure, this fact is equally true in the ships of all coun-

tries which have large ocean fleets.

The shipowner and operator of the United States, however, has enjoyed a longer period of unre-

stricted profits than the shipowners of Great Britain and this, in a measure, will serve to offset the

higher first cost of our fleet. The questions of operating costs will prove a highly difficult problem, how-

ever. These costs have risen enormously, and this rise has been universal the world over. Just how

far these costs will recede here and in other countries is impossible to say, but it stands to reason

that they will remain higher on the American ship than on that of any of our competitors.

The sponsors of the Seamen's bill claimed that its provisions would equalize operatmg costs, as

far as wages and living conditions of crews were concerned, but prior to the outbreak of war this

measure did not appear to have this eftect, in fact, it widened the breach between American and for-

eign ship operating costs. W^hat action this country can take to offset high operating costs is not

altogether clear, but it is evident that some basic measure must be brought into existence that will

equalize these costs, either directly or indirectly.

There is one handicap under which the American ship rests that can be readily and easily removed,

and that is the difference between American and foreign net registered tonnage. To have American

ships penalized at the Panama Canal for flying the American flag, and that is what the thing amounts

to, is not only foolish, but borders on the criminal.
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Reading from left to right. Figures 14, 12 and 2, for description, see text. "Floating equipment of tlie Panama Canal"

Floating Equipment or tne Panama Canal
By Frank A. Stanley

I.\

other articles in this journal dctalieil descrip-

tion has been given of the Panama Canal lock-

ages, and of some of the work performe<l by

the great floating cranes "Hercules" and "Ajax".

Among other apparatus the floating etjuipnient of

the Canal, including such units as ladder, dipper and

suction dredges, drill barges, scows, cranes and so

on.

The operations of IJie dredging fleet were by no

means comjdeted when the Canal was opened in

August, 1914. Mucli work still remained to be done

in the channel after that period, and the occasional

slides in Gaillard Cut, formerly known as Culebra

Cut, ha\e continued to keep a considerable por-

tion of the dredging outfit busy. And important

harbor undertakings at both the Atlantic and Pa-

cific terminals mean that the dredges and other

equipment will be in more or less constant use

indefinitely.

As alread\- pointed out, the shops at Balboa are

well ada])ted for keeping this dredging fleet in

satisfactory condition for all purposes. The char-

acter of the repair work recjuired for such equip-

ment has been prett\- thoroughly illustrated and

some important details of such operations have

been described in the many articles that have ap-

peared dealing with this extensive ])lant. The great

maiorits' of men familiar witli niachini- wurk ami

Ijarticularly with repair undertakings, ha\'e had

little opportunity to witness the actual operations

carried on with big dredging appartus of the kind

employed at the Canal, and it is purposed in this

article to illustrate some of the interesting uses to

which the dredging fleet has been put.

A dredge is virtually a big, semi-automatic ma-

chine, accomplishing the work of a great number

of men. It labors on continuously twent_\'-four

hours a day if rei|uired, and its operation and up-

keep necessitates the attention of skilled mechanics

on board and in the repair shops. If it meets with

a breakdown, it must be repaired quickly, for the

work it is engaged in is always pressing, and the

hea\y investment represented in its original cost

means a tremendous loss if the machine is tied

up for any length of time, while some important

part is undergoing replacement.

A locomotive laid up in a railroad repair shoji

is a big item of expense if considered merely from

the temporary loss of its services as a money earner

on the road. But a big dredge may cost ten times as

much as the engine, and the money loss invoKed

in laying it up for repairs, let alone the loss due

to <lelay in the construction work in which it is

emjdoved, is incomparably greater than in the case

of the locomotixe. It will be understood that at

such \\-ell organized shops as those at Balboa, every

From left to right. Figures 3, 15 and 16. See text "Floating equipment of the Panama Canal"
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ght. Figures 7. 5 nnci See text "Floating Equipment of the Panama Canal

possible effort has Ix'cii direcled toward reducing

to the minimum any delays that would tend to de-

tract from the efficiency of the dredfjing- fleet.

In this connection the view in Fig. 1 should be of

interest as showing some of the material and parts

in the line of buckets, gears, pumps, winches, etc.,

landed alongside the Canal near Pedro Miguel.

This photograph was taken some time before the

Balboa shops were completed and ready for service.

It shows in addition to the great quantity of parts

stored along the tracks, the locks at Pedro Miguel,

which are seen in the mid-distance. Culebra Cut,

or rather Gaillard Cut, is immediately to the right

in the view.

Of the various slides along the Canal, of which

much has been heard prior to and after the open-

ing of the Canal to Commerce, the most serious ones

have occurred in Gaillard Cut, which extends for about

eight and three-fourths miles and passes directly-

through the Continental Divide. Along this cut are

Culebra, Cucuracha, Gold Hill, Zion Hill, at which

points there have been extensive slides and breaks, the

latter term referring particularly to that class of

slide in which the natural material under the banks

is broken up by the weight of the banks above and

the weaker strata beneath thus forced upward at

the center of the cut. In some instances, breaks

of this character have manifested themselves by* the

forcing up of an island at the middle of the chan-

nel from a depth of water of thirty feet, this action

of the slide continuing until the water way was

blocked completely.

In January, 1913, a "break" occurred at Cucaracha.

practically filling the cut for a length of <)\er a

(|uarlrr of ;i mile. This was before water had

been admitted to the cut. It was found that steam

sho\els could not ki'e]) ]iace with the nio\enient, for

tracks were l)roken up and buried, shoxels onit*

turned, and rail tracks only for two or three car>

could be used. Meanwhile the rest of the cut was

nearly down to grade, and about ready for admis-

sion of water, and it was eventually decided to

bring the dredging fleet into service in place of

the steam shovels, as the dredges could handle

greater quantities of material and the difficulties of

maintaining tracks would be done away with.

On October 10, 1913, water was admitted to the

cut, and on the 23rd of the month the dredges ar-

rived at Cucaracha slide. Fig. 2 reproduced from a

photograph of that date taken from the west bank

of the Canal looking south shows the first dredge

operating in the cut at Cucaracha, the surface of

the water being 70.7 feet above sea level.

Fig. 3 shows the nature of the slide more dis-

tinctl}-, and Fig. 4 shows ladder and dipper dredges

working on opposite sides of the slide, a closer

view of the equipment in operation being given in

Fig. 5. Here the ladder dredge with its big chain of

buckets will be seen on the south side of the slide

with the dipper dredge at work on the north or

side nearest the obser\-er. Both views. Figs. 4

and 5 were taken about six weeks after the

dredges started operations.

ene at one of the great slides on the Panama Canal
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Fig. 6 represents the tifteen cubic yard (lipper

dredge "Paraiso" at work in the sHde in June, 1914,

and Fig. 7. taken shortly after, shows the same

dredge from another angle, engaged in widening the

channel of the Canal.

In the latter part of July the drill barge, "Teredo",

which was in operation at Cucaracha slide, blew up

and was sunk in the channel. Fig. 8 illustrates the

method of raising the wreck and recovering the

drills and machines which were afterward mounted

upon a remodelled sand barge to form a new drilling-

outfit.

Fig. 9 illustrates the big sea-going ladder dredge,

"Corozal"., -widening the channel at Cucaracha slide

in January, 1915, and Fig. 10 shows the dipper

dredge "Paraiso" operating in the Gold Hill slide

at the same date. These two views present an ex-

cellent opportunity for comparison of the two types

of dredges, both of them very heavy machines, the

first operating an endless chain of big steel buckets,

which discharge their contents into a side chute

leading down into the scow alongside ; the other

reaching down to the channel bed with a fifteen-

yard dipper which upon scooping up its fill of rock

and mud is swung upward and around to the side

tci dump tile material into the scow.

In the fall of 1915 a slide occurred that

made its appearance first as an island forced up
from the channel bed, then became a peninsula

extending from the bank on the east side, and later

was carried way across the cut completely block-

ing the Canal. Fig. 11 shows an island of the kind

referred to, this resulting from the slide of Sep-

tember IS, in w'hich the material at the channel

bottom was forced up through a depth of thirtx'

feet of water. The view. Fig. 12, taken a month
later, shows the channel entirely closed by the pro-

gress of the slide across the cut. A half dozen or

more dredges are seen in operation in this engrav-

ing, and a closer view of the work is gi\'en in Fig.

13, which also shows more distinctly the nature

of the barrier across the Canal.

Fig. 14 is a view looking north from Contractor's

Hill and showing in most interesting manner the

operation of a large number of dredges of different

kinds at this barrier; and Fig. 15 shows the appear-

ance of the cut a month later, or the latter part

of December, after the channel was again opened.

^:^<fotf«vr;«»'^ ->

Launching a concrete hull at a Norwegian boat building establishment. It will be noticed that the hull is built upside dc
and is launched in this position. The bulkheading is so arranged that the craft rights herself when flooded
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ELECTRIC WELDING ON SHIPBOARD

THE lollowing' extract from an article by

Commander E. P. Jessop. U. S. N.. on "Re-

pairing German Vandalism by Electric

Welding", published on page 642 of the November,

1917, issue of the "Journal of the American Society

of Naval Engineers", will prove of interest.

"At first glance it would appear that the skepti-

cism (.if marine engineers toward the electric weld-

ing of iron castings, would indicate a lack of pro-

gressive ideas in the marine world, when it is a

fact that the railroads have been using this method

successfully for several years. This, however, is

ncit necessarily the case, inasmuch as marine repairs

do not bring into play the repair of cast iron as

frequentlv as do railroad repairs. Cracking of cyl-

inders is one of the most common of locomotive

breakdowns. This, added to the imperative need

of some method of quick repair for railroad equip-

ment, has served to develop in this particular branch

of engineering the use of electric welding far beyond

its development in the marine world. It would ap-

pear that the engineering magazines have nt)t kept

pace with the times, or the great use which rail-

roads are making of electric welding would have

been more exploited and the knowledge of this par-

ticular method of repair more generally dissem-

inated. It is also true that the mechanism used in

electric welding has had much to do with propa-

gating the idea that cast iron could not be welded.

The ordinary welding apparatus has not sufficient

control of the electric current to insure proper heat

at the point of the weld, thereby rendering electric

welds very unrt-lial

were forced to r.\p

veloping a welding

control, and they have today what seem- h, l,c a
satisfactory e(|uipment from this viewpoint."
Commander Jessop's statement th.at "it wouM

-api)ear that the engineering magazines lia\e not
kept pace with the times" is rather a backh.-inded
compliment. As a matter of |-aet. it woul.l have
taken a great deal of publicity to im|)ress marine
engineers with any process when the atlvantages
that i)roeess had demonstrated lor itself in rail-
road work were relied ui)on to c.in\ert the follower
ol the sta. Marine engini'ers have always, as a
class, held a certain undelinable reserve towanls in-

novations, new wrinkles or processes th;it hax'e
originated in stationary power jilants or locomotive
work. This lurking distrust of things ami nutho.ls
trud and proven ^by landlubber engineers, has un-
doubtedly prevented the adoption on shipboard of
many features that would have made for efficiency
and economy. There is one place, however, where
prejudice should be absolutely non-existant. one
school room of marine engineering where all that
is best in both marine and stationary engineering
should be and is being tested out. and that is the
United States navy. Since the navy furnishes a
most untrammeled and favorable testing ground for

new i)rocesses available for marine engineering
work, perhaps Commander Jessop should have said
"It would appear that ourselves and the engineer-
ing magazines have not kept pace with the times".
False modesty is sometimes as much to be deplored
as too much self-assertiveness.

I

ONE PROFIT IS ENOUGH
r would appear that certain parties who were
not shipbuilders at all, secured contracts from
the Shipping- Board or the Emergency Fleet

Corporation and farmed these contracts out to bona
fide shipyards at a handsome profit. We do not
know anything about the legal aspects of such
transactions, it is probably categoried under the
heading of legalized graft, but we do know that

morally speaking the matter sifts down to pure and
unadulterated theft.

Of course this percentage grabbing game on the

part of profiteers doing business with the Emer-
gency Fleet Corporation is confined to a few isolated

cases. That it is considered legal and even honor-
able, is shown by the fact that one party has insti-

tuted suit in the courts to recover a commission of

five per cent on the contract price of a number of

ships ordered by the Shipping Board. Personally

we cannot see one iota of justice in this gentleman's

claim. If he were paid his expenses and $30 per

day for the time he spent trying to land contracts

he would be amply repaid, but to coolly start suit

for over a million dollars,—why a chap like that

ought to be turned loose on the Kaiser.
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Contracts that have been let to bona tide ship-

building firms, both for wooden and steel vessels,

have been moving along towards completion with

remarkable rapidity. If the shifting personnel of

the Shipping Board and the Emergency Fleet Cor-

poration had been made up of a mixture of ship-

builders and ship operators from the beginning,

there would not have been quite as many contracts

let out, but there would certainly be as large a

fleet to show by the end of nineteen eighteen, and

the fleet would have represented a considerable sav-

ins:' in (lutlav.

PRODUCTION VERSUS PLANTS

NOT infrequently in the daily press wc see

articles anent the speeding up of the ship-

building program ; suggestions that more

yards be built ; that more men be employed : that

the plants be operated night and day, using three

shifts.

All of this must sound remarkably grotesque to

the shipbuilder. To double the number of shipbuild-

ing establishments in operation at the present time

in the United States could only have one effect, and

that would be to cut down the number of ships pro-

duced. This may sound paradoxical, but a moment's

thoughtful consideration of the matter will show

anyone that it is common sense. There is not a

sufficient supply of skilled labor to furnish the ship-

vards at present under way with a single shift of

men per day. Writers talk glibly about converting

the bridge builder into a ship builder. It can be

done, and it is being done, and it does not take so

very long to do it either, but bridge builders do

not grow on trees, neither are they as numerous

as the sands upon the seashore. Building more ship-

yards will not eliminate the labor shortage, it will

merely intensify it.

THE INVESTIGATION SEASON

WK are now undergoing the investigation

jjcriod. The performance of Govern-

mental departments and boards is being

looked into by Congressional investigators. These

investigations are uncovering mistakes,—in fact,

any sane person would feel deeply alarmed if mis-

takes were not unearthed. That serious blunders

have been made along some lines and spledid suc-

cesses along others goes without saying, but in

judging the net results of investigations great care

should be exercised. Reports of investigating com-

mittees should always be judged in conjunction

with the personal equations presented by the in-

vestigators. What is reported as a grave blunder

often turns out to be, when thoroughly sifted,

merely a difference of opinion. Most of us can con-

duct the other fellow's bu.siness better than he can

and Congressional investigators are usually just as

able and capable peojilc as we are. This soumls

unreasonable, but it is true, nevertheless.

If the Shipping Board should overestimate the

shipbuilding possibilities of the country,—well, op-

timism is not a bad trait and besides, since no

member of the Board is a shipbuilder, we cannot

expect minute accuracy. li Congress, that body

which turned to ice every time the fostering of a

foreign trade merchant marine for the United States

was mentioned, is now clamoring excitedly for the

very thing they formerly scoffed at, there is no

cause for comment for such a gymnastic feat as

turning a complete sommersault from one side of

a question to the other, has been the special pre-

rogative of Congresses the world over since the

beginning of time.

Great Britain blundered along through the first

of the war, but she is doing less blundering now.

We will blunder somewhat also, even with her ex-

ample in front of us, but our blundering will rapidly

diminish.

LET THERE BE LIGHT

ANYONE entering San Francisco harbor at

night and passing along in front of the

pier heads must surely be struck by the

absence of light on the piers. Back of the wharves

there is quite a display of electric advertising signs,

in the center of the waterfront there is a fine bright

glob where the ferry slips are clustered, but the

pier heads themselves, as a rule, are in a state of

Stygian darkness. By day there is no mistaking the

piers. They are numbered with large numbers and

where the pier has been leased to a steamship com-

pany, that fact is usually attested to by a large sign

along the ridge pole of the wharf shed, but at night

—well that is a dift'erent story.

This is a question that the Board of Harbor

Commissioners should take up and settle. A univer-

sal system of pier head lighting should be adopted,

the number of the wharf could be shown in large

lighted letters, the dolphins should be illuminated

and an efficient system of flood lighting should be

arranged on each and every wharf for night-working

of cargo.

The expense of installing such lights is purely

nominal, the current they would use would be paid

for by the companies using the light, it would

greatly improve the first impression of the traveler

who arrives by water and would be a godsend to

coasting captains who have frequently to feel their

way into a slip. If these reasons are not sufficient

for improving the lighting systems on our wharves,

civic pride should jirompt the City of San Fran-

cisco to demand that its State-owned water front

should make a line appearance from the bay for

San Francisco is too large a sea ])ort to have

steamship agents go down to a dock and help

guide their vessels into the slip by means of pocket

llashlights. Gentlemen, this is no light matter, wc

mean a matter of no light.
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PRATT SCHOOL TO BE BUILT

Deeming it U> bo a [jatriotic iluiy the Massa-
chusetts Institute of Technology will begin at once
the construction of the Pratt School of Kaval Archi-

tecture and Marine Engineering. Charles Herbert
Pratt, a Boston lawyer, deceased May 7, 1912, be-

queathed to the institute the bulk of his fortune

for the purpose of establishing and maintaining a

school of this character, h'or a year or two then-

was some discussion in Ihe courts with reference

to the will, but all the decisions were favorable to

the institute. The only conditions that Mr. Pratt

made were that the money should be held by trus-

tees till the amount was three-quarters of a million,

and that the building should bear on its outside its

name, and within it in some convenient place a

suitable bronze tablet bearing the inscription, "Pre-

sented by Charles Herbert Pratt to the loving mem-
ory of Eleasor Frankling Pratt, Catherine Blake

Pratt and Franklin Stetson Pratt."

During the present year, the final decisions having
been rendered, and the trustees having in the in-

terim kept the fund well invested, the amount was
a hundred thousand or so more than the required

limit, so the money was placed at the disposition

of the institute authorities. On account of the con-

ditions of labor and the high cost of materials, it

was decided best for reasons of economical use

of the bequest, to defer construction until later. But
the urgent demand for the whole institute product

of naval architects and draughtsmen and the fact

that this demand is likely to be kept up for a num-
ber of years, has brought it home to the corporation

of Technology that the best service to the country

will be to establish this school as soon as possible.

As a patriotic duty of Technology, therefore, the

construction of the Pratt School will begin as soon

as plans can be drawn and contracts let.

For nearly a quarter of a century the institute

has conducted a department of Naval Architecture.

It had its initial push during the presidency of

General Francis Amasa Walker, and Professor C. H.

Peabody was placed in charge. It has been so suc-

cessful that the U. S. Government is now required

by Act of Congress to send all naval constructors

from Annapolis to finish at Tech, while from Japan

China and other countries men have come in con-

siderable numbers to learn the art of ship con-plan-

ning and the institute has been sending out its

graduates into prominent places in navy yards and

ship yards.

In the emergency consequent on the declaration of

war the Institute of Technology was able to furnish at

once a strong group of men who were in training in

Professor Peabody's department. It organized in May
an intensive course, giving to seniors in the school

a few weeks of special work and thus furnished to

the Government fifty more men for draughting. It

is its intention to establish similar courses in the

current school year when .good material is in sight

for such work. .Ml this it has done in cramped
quarters, and it will need for its future work the
facilities that the benefaction of Mr. Pratt will

afford it.

The gift was out of the clear sky. I'or no one of

the faculty or authorities had more than a passing
ac(|uaintance with the benefactor. He saw from
his window overlooking the Tech campus the char-
acter ol the students, and there was then evolved
tin- dream of his lil'e, to endow for the institute

^\llicll produced such young nu-n a scliool that
slioidd be a ln-nelit to the industries and a memorial
to tli..se he lo\ed so well.

The Pratt School of Xaval .Architcture and Ma-
rine Engineering of the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology will occupy the most prominent place
in the group of buildings to extend along Massachu-
setts Avenue, the street that has been termed, "the
Gateway to Cambridge". It will be placed in line

with the structures now devoted to Civil Engineer-
ing anil will be of the same type of architecture,

jiilaster treatment in classic style, with dignified

central doorwa\- and corresponding accentuation of

the entablature. It will extend some two hundred
and iifty feet along the front with the standard
standard depth for the Technology sructures, sixty

feet.

The plannings for the interior are not yet com-
pleted, but there will be a large draughting room
100 feet by 60, a drawing room for naval con-

structors, and one for the students in aeronautics,

each 60 feet by 50, with a number of lecture rooms
of various sizes. There will be accommodations for

the library and museum, offices for the instrucing

stafl and a number of special utility rooms including

model room, shop for preparing materials, paint

shop, etc.

Whether the school will be furnished with towing

tank in the basement is still undecided, the insti-

tute having an ideal one for out-of-door conditions

in the Charles River Basin, on which already im-

portant investigations have been made by Tech-
nology boats which were floating laboratories.

There are in the country two indoor towing tanks,

one at Washington being superb in all its appoint-

ments, and another at Ann Arbor, which is fitted for

special lines of investigating work. The question

will, however, be settled very quickly in order that

the detail plans may be pushed and the contracts

let.

The decision of the California Supreme Court

upholding the flood control bonds voted by Los

Angeles County last spring, opens the way to go

forward with the project of diverting Los Angeles

and San Gabriel Rivers away from Los Angeles

and Long Beach harbors in order to prevent these

harbors from silting up. It is expected that the

work will be far enough along before another spring

season to do awav with the silt menace.



West Coast Sontk American Port Improvements
By William A. Reid, Fan American Union Staff

Al.OXG the west coast of South America

the productive regions do not, as a rule, send

forth their products to a few trade centers,

l.ut to many small shipping points. Chile alone is

credited with more than sixty ports; Peru, Ecua-

dor and Colombia have many more. Consequently,

there are not many ports comparable in size and

expenditure to those of the opjiosite side of the

continent.

Concepcion Bay is Chile's southern naval rendez-

vous, and on this bay lies Talcahauno, a city of

nearly .=^0,000 people. Nine miles inland, and con-

nected with the port by both steam and electric

railways, is the southern metropolis of Chile, Con-

cepcion, with approximately double the population

of the port. Talcahauno, I.ota. and Coronel, not

far distant from each other, form a cluster of lead-

ing smaller ports, their importance being based

largely on the fact that in this region lie the Chilean

coal mines which supi>ly many naval and merchant

\essels.

Talcahuano has a good anchorage in thirty-six

feet of water half a mile from shore. Steamers

discharge and load cargo at the rate of bOO to 800

tons per day. The Government crane has a capacity

for handling goods up to forty tons. There is a dock

for repairing naval and commercial vessels. During

recent years large sums of money have been spent in

dredging and in the construction of long quay walls,

all of which will doubtless be continued on a more

extensive scale after the close of the world war.

Modernizing and improving the port of Valparaiso

is perhaps the most spectacular task confronting

the engineer in any South American harbor. The

large bay is semicircular in form and opens toward

the north—the latter fact placing the ship at anchor

in the bay at a disadvantage during the months of

luly, August and September, when storms fre-

quently cause damage. \ alparaiso Bay strikingly

contrasts with the conditions prevailing at Monte-

video and Buenos Aires ; the former being extremely

deep and necessitating vast expenditures in break-

water construction, while the two Atlantic cities

suiter the liandicap of shallow water harbors.

.\t \ alparaiso the engineers concluded to build

gigantic hollow cubes of concrete. <if fifty leet di-

mensions, on shore and then float them to position,

In February last the first of these cubes was laiil,

the occasion being marked by appropriate cere-

monies.

The improvements at X'alparaiso began on a

large scale in 1912, an English company having se-

cured the contract, which involved $12,000,000. A

space covering 220 acres will be made safe for ships

at all seasons. A few of the main features mentioned

in the contract are a breakwater about 1000 feet

long, a quay wall 2000 feet in length, extension and

im])ro\enient of the fiscal wharf to a length of more

than 1000 feet, a jetty 820 feet long and 328 feet wide

with landing quays on both sides, a vast amount of

tilling in behind quay walls on which eventually will

stand many nu)re warehouses.

Much of the work at Valparaiso has been done

and still more remains to be accomplished. In the

original agreement the contractors were to com-

]3lete the works in seven years, or in 1917, but

owing to the effect of the great war delays have

been e.xperienced and more time will be necessary.

The new port o! San Antonio, forty miles south

of X'alparaiso, is progressing satisfactorily, and at

present ships may draw alongside the long iron

piers and discharge and load cargo. This new port

is forty-seven miles nearer Santiago than is X'al-

paraiso, and its object is to relieve the older port

of the traffic congestion that formerly existed. Fur-

thermore, the railway line is having its influence in

developing the country between Santiago and San

.-\ntonio, and as the port works draw to comple-

tion doubtless the imiiortance of the new outlet will

be especially marked.

The actixity of capital and the consquent outflow

of iron ores from the Tofo mines, near Cruz Grande,

l.iO miles north of X'alparaiso, appears to be respon-

silile for the construction of what are perhaps the

most unusual docking facilities along the entire

coast. French capitalists owned the mining prop-

erties, which were acquired a few years ago by

North .-Xmerican interests. A new railroad from the

port to the mines, fifteen miles inland, was built;

and in descending to the port the electric engines

generate at least a part of the power required to

pull the empty cars back to the mines. The former

French operators could load only 1000 tons of ore

per hour, which was far too small an amount for

the new comiiany. A gigantic dock, therefore, was

planned and is now Hearing completion. This dock

is cut out of the precipitous coast,, and its bottom

level is about forty feet below the waters of the

Pacific. Reinforced concrete is extensively used in

its construction. vShi])s, as soon Jis the outer wall

is blasted awa_\-. will be al.)le to enter this dock and

receive more than 1.^.000 tons of ore per hour—

a

\ast amount in comparison with the average rate ol

loading along the coast. Railroad trestles along the

sides and high "abo\e the docks are so built that

trains from the mines discharge the ore directl)'

from car to ship, thus saving the tedious service of

li"-hterinc cargo. It is said that the compaii} will
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the ocean and admitting vessels drav

opcratf its tiwn ships, another feature uf pniduc-

tion and marketing that is possible only with enter-

prises having large capital.

Antofagasta, 600 miles north of \"ali)arais(i, is the

third port of the country in commercial importance,

and, unfortunately for the place, its port impro\-e-

ments have not kept pace with the general progress

and upbuilding of the city.

The lack of shipping facilities is seriously felt, and

l)lans are on foot for securing a foreign loan in

order to construct adequate impro\ements. A large

area iti reefs fronting the city will be used for

reclamation purposes, a lireakwater will be con-

structed, and extensive quays provided. The cost

of these improvements is estimated at something

more than $8,000,000, and if a loan is raise<l the

interest rate will be six per cent and the amortiza-

tion about two per cent.

lquic|ue, with a population of 30,000 or more, lies

830 miles north of \'alparaiso and is the country's

second port of commercial importance. Its exports

are approximately doul)le those of \'ali)araiso, and

Mollendo, the principal port of Southern Peru, and connected with the i'^P°':tant'"t^nor regions

unloadina is confined almost entirely to lighters, steamers lying about a mile off shore, as \

several months a year the harbor is subjict to a heavy ocean swell. Considerable port improvement work ,s in progress
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La Guaira. Venezuela. This is one of the principal ports of
a large export and import business. Photo by Pedro J

are mainly the well known nitrate and other min-

eral products. In imports, however, Iquique follows

Valparaiso. Like the larger cit}'. Iquique has

planned extensive port improvements, and no doubt

the present prosperity of the country will give

renewed impetus to these proposed facilities.

Peru has a dozen or more larger ports on the

Pacific, of which MoUendo and Callao are the most

important. From all of her ports, Amazon and Pa-

cific, Peru shipped in 1915 more than $68,000,000

worth of raw products and purchased abroad $15,-

000,000 in return, or conducted a foreign trade of

more than $83,000,000. A large portion of this

commerce was doubly handled—that is, from pier

to lighter and from lighter to ship and vice versa.

Mollendo is the important southern part of Peru and

the starting point of the railway between the Pacific

and Lake Titicaca and other inland regions. The
surf and sea swell at this port are heavy, especi-

ally during June, July, October and November.

Ships anchor a mile or more out in the roadstead,

and everything must be transported ashore by
smaller craft. An island near the shore has been

utilized as a sea buffer, and all boats direct their

courses accordingly and unload passengers and

freight behind the island in somewhat protected

waters. Considerable improvements in recent years

in sea walls, and a number of steam cranes hav-

ing a capacity uj) to twenty tons, make the load-

ing and unloading of cargo much more expeditious

than formerly. Northward 480 miles is Callao.

Callao is the only Peruvian port where modern
docking facilities have been completed, although

several other places have such improvements in

contemplation. At other ports the long iron pier

is used in handling cargo which arrives on the

pier in trains directly front the interior.

the Caribbea
Bosque Fert

At Callao. although the

docks are extensive, they have

been found at times inade-

quate, and additions are pro-

posed. A few years ago

Dutch engineers, at the re-

quest of the Peruvian govern-

ment, investigated the possi-

bilities of port improvements,

one feature of which was the

joining of a near-by island

aii<l the mainland at La
Punta, with modern docks

and piers between.

For many years prior to

1912 a French company
held exclusive control of

the loading and the unload-

ing of vessels within the

port, and certain privileges

are still retained by this

company. One striking fea-

ture in connection with

Calloa's shipping during 1915 was the arrival of forty

steamships bearing the flag of the United States. In

normal years it is customary for from 30 to 40 United

States sailing vessels to call at Callao, bearing lumber

sailing vessels to call at Callao, bearing lumber

cargoes, but the presence at dift'erent times of such

an increased number of steamships caused com-

ment, as well as the unloading of greater quantities

of manufactured products from the United States.

Passing northward from Callao there are several

ports before reaching Paita, the most northern (of

importance) and one of the best ports on the

entire coast of Peru. Being located within the

rapidly developing petroleum region, Paita is des-

tined to grow and no doubt will soon find it neces-

sary to give more attention to improving shipping

facilities.

Northward, 215 miles from Paita, the ship enters

the harbor of Guayaquil, Ecuador's chief commercial

ctiy, seventy miles up the Guayas River from the

ocean. The depth of the river admits vessels draw-

ing twenty-two feet of water.

The "marina" or quay wall has been constructed

along the shore of the river for a considerable dis-

tance and is capped with stone. Extending back-

ward is a broad area along which a large maritime

traffic is received and dispatched. The port proper

is about three miles long and from a half to a mile

broad, with a depth of from twelve to forty feet.

.Se\cral rivers, such as the Daule, Babahoyo, etc.,

uniu- with the Guayas above Guayaquil, and the

tide in these rivers is felt from fifty to eighty miles

inland. The rivers, especially during the rainy sea-

son, provide flu\ial arteries for steamers of consid-

erable size for many miles, in some case to Zapotal.

200 miles distant.
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Thr largx- slii]) anchors off llu- ]ini-t and lii^litrrs

transfer the products between vessel and shore and
at the rate of about cig;ht tons per hour from eacli

hatch of a ship.

Recent years have seen marked inii)rn\ enients

in Guayaquil's preparedness for handlins; a larf^er

amount of foreign trade.

Quite a number of small sailing vessels arc con-
structed in Ecuador's ports of Data, Morro, Posorja,

etc., and it seems probable that the present demand
for ocean transportation may lia\e a stimulating-

effect on local work of this nature, which in recent

years has somewhat declined, at least in the build-

ing of ocean-going craft.

The more northern ports of Ecuador arc Alanla,

Bahia, and Esmcraldas. From each of these ports

considerable quantities of raw products are shipped

annually, but as yet it is necessary to load cargo

by the old method of the small boat and lighter.

At each of these towns also railways have at least

started backward into the country and the plans

of their promoters are to carry them to the interior,

eventually to Quito or even across the mountains

into the Amazon region. With such new routes open

to commerce it seems probable that the seaports

must soon improve and modernize their facilities for

handling greater business.

The most important Pacific port of Colombia is

Buenaventura, at about the halfway point of her

western coast. Since the completion of the railroad

from this port to Cali, eighty miles inland, there

has been considerable endeavor to build a modern

port. One of the most essential features is the bet-

terment of sanitary conditions which are now under

way by specialists engaged for the purpose, and

ere long no doubt Buenaventura will be as healthful

as other parts of the country.

'i"lu- pDpulalinii (if the p(irl is about 5(M). and the

town is jiicati'd ten miles from the nioutli (if tile

ri\er (il the same name. The latter admits \essels

drawing twenty-live feet of water as t'ar as Buena-
ventura, and possesses many natural advantages
laxoring increased maritime trade. A ferleral law

]>assed last year provides for the Government's
co-operation with the Pacific Railway Cnm])any
in order to secure a loan for harl)or improvements
and railway extensions.

Colombia and Venezuela were, by the opening

of the Panama Canal, placed directly on the world's

highvva)- of maritime trade. With the return of nor-

mal conditions it is practically certain lli,-it these two

nations, so wealthy in raw products needed in the

great rebuilding era, will prosper as never before.

Their ports, therefore, have been the subject of

nnich attention and some imi)ro\enients, checked

only by the world war.

Colombia's principal Caribbean ports are Carta-

gena and Barranquilla, the former on the sea and

the latter a short distance up the Magdalena River.

The port of Cartagena is landlocked and the chan-

nel leading thither varies from thirty to forty feet,

or is sufficient for the larger ocean vessels. Twenty-
four years ago extensive wharves were completed,

but the growing trade demanded better facilities

for handling cargo. The Government, through a

well known English firm, has plans for improving

the city of Cartagena, as well as the water front

on a more extensive scale than ever before; the

channel entrance is to be changed and deepened to

the railway wharf, onto which run the trains from

the Magdalena port of Calamar, sixty-four miles

away. Passengers and considerable cargo are landed

at Cartagena directly on the pier. The city has

about 30,000 people, and the most interesting fea-

A ^ , . ^L-i . .. J eznr, ,;(^c ^^u-th /^f vair»a r;i i<in ;3nd the third Dort of the countrv in commercial Importance, but the

^"'°%%T'^'as^teln Mttle'LZved FacMitiel a?e''b;dly°nee"ded'lnd a lorn of $8,000,000 Is ^being negotiated to place this harbor

and its freight-handling facilities in first class shape
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Section of the dry docks at Talcahuano. Chile. The large docks at the flourishing maritime port of Talcahuano were constructed
under the direction of the Federal Government at a cost of about $6,200,000. gold. They are located a short distance from
the great coal mining district of Concepcion. Talcahuano is the naval station of the Republic of Chile

Customhouse wharf at Valparaiso. Chile. A splendid program of i(

years. Valparaiso has suffered from "northers" during certair
have been exceedingly expensive and difficult to build. Howe
will greatly improve the harbor and allow quicker transfer of fr

jvements ha- been under way at this
i

nsons. and. cwing to the depth of wati
a large enclosed acreage will soon be

: for ccveral
breakwaters
liable which
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turc is llic threat sc-a wall coiislriKtcil aicmiid tin-

cit_\- many years api 1)\ the Spaniards al an cmtlav

(if nillions of (liillars.

I'nfiirlunatcly fcir C'dldnihia. llu- ]iiirt of liarran-

c|uilla is not rcaclu-il hy llic ocean steamship, on

account of sand bars obstructins^ the moiilh of

the Mag'dalena. In order to renu'dy this natural de-

fect the Government has had enjjineers make a

study of the possibility of dredjjinp a canal or of

deepenini;- the ri\er so that larije ships could ^o

directly to the port of l')arran(|uilla. As it is toila_\,

the smaller ocean port, Puerto Colonihia, recei\es

the large carsjo \'essels and a railroad about seven-

teen miles lont;" is used to transport passeni^ers and

freiLiht between the port <if Barran(|uilla. The latter

has 40,000 people, and is the headquarters for sev-

eral tleets of commercial \essels which ply u]) and

down the Magdalena.

^'oyaging eastward, the leading X'enezuclan ports

are Maracaibo, Puerto Cabello, and Pa Guaira, the

last named ranking first in general im])f)rtance.

with the others in the order mentioned. In each

port centers a large amount ol raw products des-

tined for world markets, transported thither by rail-

roads and, in the case of Maracailio. by rail and also

1)}' small craft that ply the waters of the lake of

the same name. In fact, Maracaibo's export statis-

tics shovvs a larger amount than does any other

port of the country. In this region of \'enezuela

recent years ha\'e seen renewed acti\it}' in petro-

leum production, some of the new oil having been

used in Caracas and other cities. During the pres-

ent year crude petroleum will perhaps form a very

important article of export from Maracaibo, and

the harbor, always alive with coasting and ocean

ships, seems destined to a greater trade than ever

before. In 19PS Maracaibo exported twenty-nine

per cent of the total \'enezuelan products sent

abroad, or of a value of nearly $7,000,000.

A massive old fortress guards the entrance to the

harbor of Puerto Cabello, one of the best and safest

of the Republic. Large vessels now dock at modern

piers and cargo is unloaded and loaded directly

from ship to wharves and vice versa. One of the

important adjuncts of Puerto Cabello is the floating

dry dock, which can handle a 2000-ton ship. Its

dimensions are 282 feet long, 80 feet wide, and

height of walls above pontoon, 21 feet. The dock

has already proved invaluable in floating many large

and small vessels trading along the \'enezuelan

and Colombian coasts.

Puerto Cabello has about 20,000 population, and

is the terminus of the railroad from \alencia,

thirty-four miles inland. Along this and connecting

railways and through the port passes a large amount

of commerce, not the least important being beef

cattle for export. A few years ago English capital

constructed a modern cold storage plant at Puerto

Cabello for the purpose of slaughtering and pack-

ing Venezuelan cattle. The great demand for food

has given a rt-newed ini]iulse to tliis enterprise, and
ol the port's e\|)orls duiing the lirst six months
ol I'Mo, anioiniting to 2.\78.^ metric tons, a consid-

erable sum represi-nted the v.alue of beef and cattle

products.

The old method of .inclioring ships in the road-

stead has passed and the new breakwaters and piers

make it possibK' for the vessel to land ])assengers

.and c.ir,L;o directly onto docks. .\ concrete lireak-

water' ol recent construction e^t^nds more than 2000

leet Ironi ,'i jioint on shore, which ]iartiallv incloses

an area of nearlv 100 acres, having an av eragi' depth

A group of views showing Union Oil Company stations at South
American ports. These pictures illustrate the method of

pumping oil to the shore tanks through submarine pipes and
the illustration next to the bottom will show how close to

the rocky shore the oil tankers are forced to ride at some of

the stations
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Transferring coal by lighters at Coronel. Chile. Talcahuano. Lata and Coronel. are a cluster of small ports in Southern Chile,

none of them being far distant from Concepcion. the Southern metropolis of the Chilean Republic

of IwL'iity-eight feet. This depth, of course, renders

the harbor waters suitable for all kinds of vessels.

An English company secured certain concessions

from \'enezuela and constructed the breakwater

under many difTficulties, as in numerous cases the

depth of water along its course is nearly fifty feet.

Other concrete quays and retaining walls offer ad-

ditional facilities for many smaller ships that trade

along the coast of the republic. On the whole, more

than $5,000,000 has been spent on harbor improve-

ments, which include a number of warehouses and

modern equipment for handling cargo on a large

scale.

In the first six months of 1916 the exports and

imports of the republic amounted to more than

$23,500,000, a large portion of which was handled

by the La Guaira customhouse. About four-fifths

of the exports consist of the much needed products

of coffee, cocoa and sugar.

The port of La Guaira is connected by rail with

the capital, twenty-three miles inland but less than

eight miles air line. .

Guanta, one of the republic's eastern ports on the

Caribbean, has a landlocked harbor and facilities for

docking ocean vessels. This port is the outlet for the

city of Barcelona, a few miles inland, with which it is

connected by rail. Guanta is the outlet for the coal

mines of Naricual. \vhich are destined to more active

exploitation as the demand for fuel increases. Many
cattle also are ship]3ed annually from this port.

Mr. Claude Hooke, who has been in charge of

the shipping department of the British Consulate

at San Francisco for the past ten years, has resigned

from this position to enter the employ of the Burns-

Philp Company's local offices.

Mr. H. A. Jerome, one of the oldest employees of

the Pacific Alail Company, having joined that ser-

vice in 18(i5, has been appointed port purser for

the line. He will be responsible for the financial

and cargo reports of all vessels and will have gen-

eral super\ision over the work of the pursers and

their assistants.

The Foundation Company, extensively engaged in

shipbuilding on the coast, have made Seattle their

headquarters with offices in the 1. C. Smith Building.

'|g

The mhief claUn of Coronel and her sister ports to distinction i

fields of Southern Chile being near at hand. This view sho
when one cinsiders their population.

For the use of photos appearing in Mr. Reid's article indebted to the Pan American Union



Rehabilitation of tKe American Merckant

Marine Assured
By H. E. Pennell, President Coast Shipbuilding Company

T Hi': American nierclianl ship \\ill a-ain cnir
nito its (i\vn, lircausr our counlrx has at

last \\akc<l up to the necessit\ of oNvnin-
and (lireetinfj- its overseas tonna.i^e and transj.orta-
tuHi. True it is. (lire need, eontin-eiit upon events
connected witli the oreat world's war has lirouijlu
this about, and our country, in this, as in other
vast social, economic and commercial ])r(jl)lems,

finds itself totally unprepared to immediately cope
with their demands.

Rut ours is a resourceful country, ;md our peo-
ple are keen, loyal, eneri^etic and able. Hence,
aroused to necessity, there is nothing;- they can't or
won't accomplish. Once started on the ri.oht track,

our future is assured. To be sure, in everv race,

many false starts are expected before the contest-

ants g-et fairly on their way. and it is on!\ natural

to expect much will be done and undone liefore full

results will develop from recent undertakings. W'c
have already experienced some backing and liUing-

in getting our new Shipping Board under way. but
this organization will gradually get its system
ironed out, and then we may look for results equal

to our greatest expectations. Meanwhile, however,
many problems will have to be solved. Selfish mo-
tives will have to be cast aside, and a campaign
of practical education must be instituted, so that our

representatives on the Shipping Board, as well as

our people at large, can consider in an intelligent

practical manner the many matters which will need

to be settled and the many regulations and provi-

sions which will need to be put into eft'ect. Men
of known experience and ability, who have been

successful operators of vast commercial undertak-

ings, men of proven ability as great financiers, and

men of great executive ability, are now being chosen

to make up the personnel of our Shipping Board

;

but owing to the fact that matters maritime have

so long been considered of small moment in the

United States, a general knowledge concerning them

is universally lacking. To be sure, the large prob-

lems of financing, routing, etc., being akin to others

of like character throughout the world, will be

readily grasped and solved by men of financial ex-

perience and able minds. It will be the common-

place, everyday problems of detail, so essential to

the successful conduct of the enterprise as a whole,

which will need most careful and wise considera-

tion and adjustment. It is the human phase of the

shipping industry which will determine its success.

Without men ships cannot be operated. Hence the

man status in connection with the operation of

ships, IS ol paramount imijortance and must be care-
lully, unselfishly and wisely considered.

One matter of great importance will be the source
Irom wlience to recruit men and how best to go
about it. Seamen's unions will declare they are
the proper medium through which men should be
provided for sea service, and they will put forth
many arguments tending to show how their f)rgani-

/ations have been able to elevate the social, moral
and general conditions of seamen, much of which
IS correct. But it must be remembered these organi-
zations have heretofore been dealing solely with the
individual ship owning concerns, pitting self inter-

est against self interest. With the Shipping Board
in control, however, the interests of both employee
and employer will be carefully safeguarded and
in(li\ idual interest will be controlled so as to elim-
inate the necessity of organization striving against
organization for self-protection.

Union domination is not confined to seamen be-

fore the mast. It permeates throughout the entire

crew, taking in engine room, deck and cooks and
stewards' departments, affecting practically all

classes of men going to sea, especially in the coast-

wise and Great Lakes trades. Notwithstanding all

that the union organization champions may say to

the contrary, the prevailing system has prevented
many young American men from following the sea

for a livelihood. The personnel of our seafaring

unions is mostly alien. They are very clannish, and
it has been the purpose of the union organization's

management to keep the supply of men close to and
even somewhat short of the demand, so as to stimu-

late wages and make possible arbitrary demands.

From now' on, however, it is to be hoped rules

and regulations for the guidance and conduct of men
on board ship will be posted there by the United
States Shipping Board, and not by any labor organi-

zation, or, in fact, by any organization other than

the United States Government, and that men de-

siring to go to sea in American ships will not have

to pay tribute to any union or swear allegiance to

an}- other than the United States of America. When
this comes to pass, and our young men can depend

upon just and proper treatment under the protec-

tion of the United States Shipping Board, independ-

ent of any authority usurping union, then will we
begin to get dependable American seamen, loyal

to the country and its needs. Every man in this

country should be free to apply for an .engagement

on shipboard in an open and businesslike manner.

He should neither be forced to go to some out of
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the way, disreputable place to bargain with a ship-

ping crimp for engagement, or to pay tribute to or

take out membership in a union before being able

to secure employment; and it should be declared

a crime, with severe penalty attached, for any ship

master or officer to receive money for the shipment

of a man, even though this money be part of the

shipping fee paid by the ship's agent or owner. It

would seem practicable for the Government to add

to the facilities of the Shipping Commissioners'

offices in every seaport of our country, so that that

office might be the place of registration for men

desiring engagement on shipboard; and to have

proper deputies appointed to render the service of

assembling crews on ships when required. This

service could be handsomely supported by a charge

to the ship of a legitimate fee for service rendered,

with no complaint from the ship owner, who has

long suffered from exorbitant charges for such ser-

vices by men ready to exploit ship and seamen alike.

The functions of our Shipping Board are of vast

scope, and much is to be carefully studied before

smooth and equitable adjustments can be made of

the many matters which will come before it for

regulation. The people at large are not yet con-

versant with the powers of regulation invested m
this Board, and it is doubtful whether or not many

of its members are as yet fully conversant with its

scope of authority. It is to be hoped that charter

party and marine insurance regulation, port charges

and manv other matters of importance to shipping,

will ere long receive the Board's consideration and

be more equitably adjusted than they are at present.

And let us hope our banking institutions will fall

in line and be willing to expand and aid American

commerce by the establishment of branch banks

in our overseas export markets, so that direct ex-

change may result and broader marketing facilities

and opportunities be created.

After having given due and full consideration to

the individual needs of our merchant marine, let

us trust the Board will give the same careful con-

sideration to its financial needs. It is not to be

presumed our Government is to carry the whole

burden of rehabilitating and placing our merchant

marine foremost among nations. Much of this must

be accomplished through individual effort and in-

vestment. The merchant ship in this country is not

altogether akin in its operation, to the ships of

other nations, inasmuch as we need ships to carry

our products to exporting markets, from whence

they must return to our own ports ;
while the large

freighters of Europe are world's traders, following

freights around the world, sending the return of

their ventures to their home treasuries. These

tramp ships become competitors of our home owned

tonnage wherever they enter our ports. In the past

these ships have been of low cost construction, and

operated under low cost conditions, which do not

seem desirable in our country. But the competition

thus offered has been such in past years that our

ship owners have had to give way to it with the

result that today, when most needed, this class of

ships has been withdrawn and we have none of our

own to assist our navy, or to carry our products

to markets which are suffering for them. It be-

hooves our people to invest their capital in oversea

tonnage as quickly as possible. But in the light of

past experience, capital is timid with regard to

shipping investments, because it has at present no

assurance that when the great war is over the ships

of Europe and other foreign nations will not again

enter the field and force them into unprofitable and

losing business. It would seem, therefore, steps

should be taken by our Government to guarantee

our investors in ships against loss from competition

of this character, and early consideration by the

Shipping Board of some fair, unselfish means of

furnishing such protection, would seem to be neces-

sary. If it could prepare a bill for Congress, or

endorse such a bill properly prepared, whereby Gov-

ernment aid could be given to the shipping industry,

and assurance could be given that such a bill would

be put into effect, American capital would undoubt-

edly be invested in shipping. The Shipping Board

could approve oversea freight rates, known to be

adequate to insure owners in normal times, suf-

ficient returns to meet their insurance and deprecia-

tion and pay a fair interest on their investments.

We will take, for instance, lumber freights from

the Pacific Northwest, to Australia, or other desig-

nated exporting markets. Place the freight rate at,

say, fifteen dollars per thousand feet, board mea-

sure, which we know would, in normal times, pay

satisfactory returns for freighting a cargo of lumber

between ports referred to. If the Shipping Board

declared this to be the rate on this commodity, and

competing foreign ships forced our ships to carry

for less, in that event, the American ship should be

permitted to submit records of freight settlement

to the Shipping Board, and our Government would

reimburse the American ship owner for the differ-

ence between the Board's rate and the rate of

freight at which our ship had been compelled to

carry the commodity in order to compete for the

business with the foreign owned and operated ships.

This would, in fact, amount to a subsidy, but it

would be entirely contingent upon the upbuilding

of direct exporting trading, and would guarantee

each and all of our ship owners alike protection

against unsurmountable conipetition. Our original

coasting navigation laws should be strenuously ad-

hered to, and if foreign bottoms were to be given

American registry, it should only be done after

their owners had paid to the United States a suf-

ficient import duty to guarantee protection to our

American shipbuilding plants.

There will undoubtedly be many suggestions and

recommendations put forth relative to what should

or should not be done, and it is well that such is the
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case, because it is only by giviiij,^ due considcratiuii

to the wishes and desires of our people that Gov-
ernment representatives can carry into effect regu-
lations of greatest benefit to the country as a whole.
It is necessary, however, that a clearing house be
provided where such suggestions and recommenda-
tions may be sifted out and viewed from different

angles, and those only be put into effect as will

assure greatest benefit to the country. Such a clear-

ing house has now been provided, and in due time
will be crowding along under full sail, with a prom-
ise of speedy arri\al at that port of "Soniev\herc"

when tiic Stars and Stripes will again be foremost

upon the high seas. Meanwhile, our Shipping

Hoard, through its Emergency Fleet Corporation, is

bending every effort to meet immediate necessities.

ICarly and late the.se able men are working as they
ne\er worked before, and we have every reason to

look Inr i^rvi\\ rtsulls, and to have every confidence

in llie luture. I'.ul, as we go along, it behooves us

111 look ahead and prepare when and as best we
may. fur the .i;reat future which the rehabilitation

III iiur niercliant marine assures us.

Harbor and Port Terminal Facilities
By H. McL. Harding, President Society of Terminal Engineers, New York Ci

TO create a satisfactory interchange of com-
merce between the states of the Pan Am-
can Union, it is necessary that there be not

only a large merchant marine for the carriage of

goods between ports, but that there should be such

harbor terminal facilities as will secure the greatest

speed and economy in cargo transference between
vessel and shore, and in the handling upon the

shore, not only equal to, but superior to any har-

bor works and equipment in the world.

The cost of transportation from the place of or-

igin to the place of consumption generally limits

the area in which business can be done. Many
manufacturers in the United States cannot sell in

competition outside a clearly defined area. If the

cost of transportation be so vital to domestic trade,

how much more important is it to competitive for-

eign commerce embracing remote countries. It has

been well said that : He who can most economically

and quickly reach the markets of the world can con-

trol the commerce of the world. A decrease in trans-

portation expense not only facilitates commerce,

but creates commerce and manufacture.

The foreign trade of a country or a city is great

as the country or city develops facilities for the

passage of commerce through its gates, and its very

existence as a foreign trade power may therefore

depend upon its transportation efficiency.

Transportation efficiency has long been recog-

nized by those countries which were the leaders in

foreign commerce as a terminal problem, and their

main purpose has been to obtain the utmost develop-

ment of terminal facilities for the economical and

rapid transfer between vessel and shore and also

to obtain the greatest return from the marine ter-

minal investment in quays and piers, machinery and

buildings, and yet reduce the port charges to such

This paper was delivered before the second Pan Ameri-

can Scientific Congress at Washington and has just been

issued in pamphlet form by the Government Pnntmg
Office. The subject is such a timely one and is m such

direct line with the development of American foreign

trade that it is reproduced here.—Editor.

ty

low figures that they will not be a burden on com-
merce. The terminal costs are often one-half the

transportation costs, and at the terminals it is

easily possible to effect at once the greatest econo-

mies, benefiting the producer and consumer, thereby

establishing and retaining enduring trade relations.

After the costs of production or manufacturing
have been reduced to the minimum, including de-

livery by developed inland water transportation or

by rail from the point of origin to the place of ocean
shipment, then loom up the marine terminal

charges, which so greatly effect the buyer and
seller and are of equal importance to the transporta-

tion company in securing the reduction of the time

that the ship is detained at the port. Often heavy
freight charges are added to what otherwise would
be regular rates, to cover these long detentions.

This elimination of the unnecessary delays at

terminals which are due to lack of facilities, may
mean to the shipowners the difference between
profit and loss, and to the shipper and consignee

early, timely sales, often enabling an additional

turning over of capital made during the season of

greatest profit.

At all ports it should be possible so to co-ordinate

the inland rail or water carriers with the ocean

transport as to secure the greatest rapidity of trans-

ference for the outbound freight between car and

vessel, and in the case of the inbound freight be-

tween vessel and the shed where the cargo is to be
assorted, distributed and tiered.

It is strongly urged that for foreign commerce
nothing should be left undone to reduce the ship's

detention to the minimum.
A ship should be loaded at the port of origin

quickly and easily, and arriving at its port of des-

tination, the cargo should at once be discharged
rapidly with the least friction and then the ship be
reloaded at an equal speed and cleared for its return

\'oyage.
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One of the new municipal docks at Los Angeles. The Southern California sea port has a very complete
including belt railroad, warehouses and a certain amount of cargo handling equipment

iiterfront systen

The abijvc- can lie attained by the correct desitfn-

inj;" of the port terminals an<l works and liy

adopting;- those facilities which at all ports have

proved the most efificieut, and improving and adapt-

ing them to the conditions of the ports of the Pan

American Union.

Similarity in design and e(juipment between the

shipping and receiving ])orts greatly facilitates this

essential speed.

Fortunately, there are now accepted by the ad-

vanced terminal engineers principles of port plan-

ning and appliances which when followed will in-

crease the workable value of each lineal foot of pres-

ent quay or pier frontage at least three times, and

with a corresponding decrease in the expense of

transferring, assorting, distributing and tiering.

If, therefore, such correctly planned terminals,

similar in design and simlarly operated, can be in-

stalled at the south and north ports of the Ameri-

cas, then there can be confidence that the terminal

delay and expense will be at a minimum, and that

not only will there be a most faxurable interchange

of exports and imports, but it \\ill l)e difificult for

any superiority to be attained by other competing

ports whereby there can be any reduction in trans-

portation charges.

It costs as much or more to handle miscellaneous

cargoes at the loading and discharging terminals as

the ship carriage of this freight for a distance of

2000 miles.

It is the intention to give typical terminals which

when modified to suit local conditions may be used

as examples. At first it seems necessary to give a

few reasons for the following recommendations.

By a study of those ports which stand pre-emi-

nent for terminal success in transferring and hand-

ling miscellaneous cargoes, it may be stated that at

such places there has been a complete co-ordination

between water and rail : that it has been possible

for the outbound cargoes to be transferred with the

greatest rapidity from the car to the vessel, and for

the inbound cargoes to be assorted and distributed,

ready fi>r local consumption, or else to be loaded

into cars to become through freight for interior

points.

The one great caution in such vessel and rail co-

ordination for (|uick mo\'emcnts is to avoid points of

congestion, especially with the inbound freight.

Congestion, as all transportation officials so well

know, too often has been the adverse and limiting

factor of what otherwise would have been a terminal

\\ith speed and economy in operation. For inbound

cargoes, one of the principal congestion points is

at the place of deposition upon the quay or pier

directly after the transference from the vessel.

When the ships winches or dock winches are used

for discharging, either alone or in connection with

each other, this congestion point is just within the

shed door, a space of about ten feet wide by si.x

feet deep. This applies to covered quays or piers.

This congestion is generally so intense that it is

difficult to keep two winches working at one hatch

at their full capacity.

There are other congestion points, at all of which

jilaces the freight must be kept continually moving.

and by machinery, if economy is to be observed.

There will at first be discussed the quay terminals,

those parallel to the river or shore, but without

The wharf and slip at pier 37, San Francisco. This port has a splendid wharf system and
little cargo handling machinery on the wharves and a lack of warehousing facilities

frontage
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The back of one of the wharves at Los Angeles, showing the lirge nmount of space available
this structure a part of a complete terminal unit may be placed

h facilities for

prnjccting piers. I'mjcctiiis;' piers correctly de-

sis^ned. are equivalent to two quay walls, back to

back, with a shedded space between. At every (jua}'

terminal there should be two principal classes of

buildings, having entirely different functions; one

is the shed and the other the warehouse. 'These are

of different design and construction.

I'hc transit shed should be a steel structure, com-

paratively narrow but high studded, one story ami

well lighted. Its length is about equal to four-fifths

of the length of the longest freighter which will

berth opposite to it and its storage capacity equal

to two cargoes of such a freighter. It is for the

handling of cargoes and for the temporary holding

of goods for not more than seventy-two hours. It

is not a storage warehouse. Generally much of the

freight will be removed as soon as it is assorted,

possibl}- seventy-five per cent. The quay shed

should be placed parallel to the shore, the front wall

being at a distance of about thirty-five to fifty-five

feet from the water's edge.

The warehouse is four to six stories in height,

somewhat wider than the shed, of concrete construc-

tion. Goods therein stored are to be kept safely.

Such warehouses have all modern safety appliances

against fire and theft. The most valuable asset of

the port terminal is its berthing water frontage to a

depth of 250 feet or more back from the quay line

frontage. Within this area should be constructed the

warehouse, being for long storage, should not usurp

the |Misili(]n or function of the transfer shed,

but should be placed to the rear of the shed and

p;irallel to it for the shortest and easiest movement

between the two buildings. In general, it may be

s;iid tli;it whereas warehouses are of many stories

the best ])ractice at freight terminals is to ha\e the

slieds of one story, on account of light, freedom

of internal columns, the absence of elevators, chutes

and other lloor occupying appliances, the use of

which tend towards floor congestion and reducing

shed capacity, as well as adding a greater fire risk

on cargoes stored above open sheds than when they

are kej)! in closed warehouses. Tlie making of the

upper story of the shed a warehouse has not been

successful when much freight is to be handled. The

idea of using one story for a shed for inbound car-

goes and the other for outbound has, from the

verv nature of freight movements, been attended

with many difficulties wherever tried.

From the inside of a properl)' designed quay-side

freight shed, drays and railway cars should be ex-

cluded because they would occupy valuable room

and interfere with the freight movements, and there

would be much less cost for shed, the railway

tracks being outside. In all terminal design, it is

important before making plans, to decide whether

hand trucks are to be used or mechanical appliances

are to be installed assisted to a limited degree by

hand trucks.

The great lumber pier at Seattle. The large overhead traveling gantry was specially designed to meet the requi

handling lumber
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Diagram of a river terminal showing arrangements for handling both bulk cargoes and diversified goods

terminals for cargo movements between vessel and head of commerce terminals and require special

vessel. One of the essential differences in plan is facilities and equipment. At most of the smaller

that the larger commerce or through-terminal com- or medium sized terminals, in the beginning, the

prises many more miles of railroad tracks, often functions of both the industrial and commercial

fifteen or more miles, and also many warehouses, terminals are united.

where an industrial terminal might have only a few. In designing new terminals, there should be a

Bulk cargo terminals generally come under the comprehensive layout which should indicate the

'^:. ' ' ~ '
^^

'

'~^^.

'

Di,„ »« „„. „* tko rvr.,,.*!, cnH Dior-« at qan Francisco The pier and bulkhead wharf rest on concrete piles or cylinders. Both
"^ '"

woodln°an!3%oncr*ete^SMes'arl u*se1l'on^he"'^a'n°FrIncisco waterfront, the depth to good holding ground often making the

concrete pile Impracticable
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Front elevation of pier sheds on piers 16. 18 and 20. San Francisco. This style of pier front has been adopted for the Southernend of San Francisco's water front

future units and be a plan wliich can be followed

when extensions are made. A place as near as

possible t(i the industrial terminals should then be

selected for commerce terminals. Such separate

through terminals should be developed as soon as

the industrial terminal is congested.

The elements of a complete marine terminal con-

sist of piers, slips, quays, railroad tracks and various

railway yards, sheds, warehouses, dray areas, open
storage spaces and often public markets, cold stor-

age buildings, coal
i jckets and manufacturing lofts.

There are also administration buildings, warehouse
and open areas for special commodities. A modern
terminal may comprise e\-en more elements, but

these are enumerated so as to indicate the principal

cargo movements.

The following are the principal freight move-
ments, or methods, which require appliances: (a)

Between the ship and the open pier, the open quay
and the shed or warehouse; (b) Between the ship

and other ships or vessels (transshipments)
; (c) Be-

tween the ship and cars (outbound freight)
;
(d) Be-

tween the shed and the warehouse
;

(e) Between
the ship and dray and open areas

;
(f) Between the

cars and terminal buildings; (g) Between any of

the buildings or areas within the terminal lines.

,\lthough the marine terminal consists of these

many elements, yet for convenience in financing, in

construction and in operation, a terminal is now
divided into unit sections, each section being a

complete workable, income-producing terminal unit,

similar to the other units, which are to be added as

traffic increases, but without change in the first unit.

At different ports, with quay construction, the

chief variations in units would consist in the size of

the elements and in the length of the lineal berth-

ing feet apportioned to the unit. The length of

this unit frontage is determined by the maximum
length of the freighter which will use the unit.

Such a unit would therefore contain, for an in-

land river terminal, for freighters of 500 feet in

length, of a berthing frontage of 500 feet of quay
wall, a shed of a length of 400 feet, a warehouse the

same length as the shed, but wider, the quay, the

shed and the warehouse ser\-ed by railway tracks

and mechanical appliances.

An inland river terminal unit for barges of not

over 350 feet in length would consist of berthing

frontages of 350 feet long, a shed 300 feet in length

and a warehouse also 300 feet in length, equally

well served b_v railways and machinery.

For the larger ocean ])orts, each unit should be

(:)00 feet in length, but there should be two units

Plan of passenger ferry slips numbers 7, 8, 9 and 10. San Francisco's ferry terminal is a model of its kind
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Cross section showing wharf construction of piers 16 and 18 at San Francisco

adjoininsi^ in one strai^lit liiu' so as to berth two
ships, each of 000 feet, or an ocean liner 1000 feel

or more in length. The shed should lure lie 500 feel

long: and the warehouse 500 feel,

The port works for convenience may be separated
into two divisions, the substructures and the super-

structures
; the port facilities, into railway tracks,

railway connections, motor trucks, mechanical appli-

ances, universal or o\'erhead cranes and carriers

for miscellaneous cart,foes, and special for single

comniodities.

'i'he substructure refers to the pier or (|uay sur-

face and all below this elevation. The superstruc-

ture to the sheds, warehouses, various buildings and

storage areas, ajiproaches and railway tracks. The
mechanical appliances include all the mechanisms
for the varied cargo mo\ements between vessel and

shore and on the shore and the freight movements
in connection with the cars and large motor trucks.

This substructure, to avoid interruption in com-

merce, should be permanent, that is safe from fire,

rat proof and decay resisting. It should present an

attractive appearance. By constructing a city hall

of plain brick or even of wood, it could be replaced

by a similar structure every fifteen years, and yet

the cost for fifty years would be less than one of

stone or reinforced concrete, architecturally pleasing

and artistically ornamental. Such a policy of cheap,

replaceable structures for public buildings is not

considered advisable. It may be that when the time

for rr])lacement comes the condition of the finances

of the municipality will not be sufficient for the

replacement. In .iddition, the installation of wooden
piling and cliea|) wooden sheds, after a few years

presenting a disreputable appearance, should not be

the first view of those, arriving at a port, with whom
foreign commerce is to be initiated.

As many of the newer ports are far inland, where

the water is fresh, free from teredo or other destruc-

ti\c agencies, there arc given a few detailed views

of an adaptable type of construction. In this type,

all wooden piles or platforms are always below the

mean low water elevation, and above this elevation

is a permanent concrete wall and behind the wall

and above the relieving platform is a filling of earth,

sand or cinder, securely paved with concrete and

asphalt.

It has been difficult, except at an entjrmous ex-

pense, to construct a permanent quay wall which

would not be pushed out of alignment by the earth

pressure. At a depth of forty feet this pressure is

often 20,000 pounds or more per square foot. In

the cross section given, it is shown that the natural

slope of the earth is not disturbed if at about one

to two slope, but is blanketed by rip-rap at one on

one slcjpe, to prevent washing or erosion caused

7i /-i :^

Section of cargo ramps as fitted on piers 16, 18 and 20, San Francisco These ramps are used for trucking and hand trans

ference of cargo from side hatches. The tidal variation to be taken care of is about eight feet
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by tin- m()\cment nt the ships, seepage or hea\y

rain. The piling being always below low water, is

drixen into this unchanging natural slope, and above

and supported by these piles are cross caps and the

grillage or relieving platform, all of great strength,

sustaining the concrete wall and the paved filling.

There is therefore visible an indestructible, smooth,

solid concrete gravity wall, some seven or more feet

wide at the base and three or four feet wide at the

top (these dimensions varying according to the

height of the wall), able to withstand the impact

of a 10,000 ton freighter. The piles below the water

will not burn or decay. The fender piles are of

oak, but to reduce the usual great frictional wear

they are often made so that they will re\-olve in

sockets. While being thus permanent in every re-

spect, the wall presents a most pleasing appearance,

creditable to the municipality.

The installation cost is not much more than that

of an inflammable wharf of creosoted piles and

wooden flooring.

In case the water is salt, infested with the usual

teredo, then the piles and the relieving platform are

of concrete.

In the case of projecting piers, as into a harbor or

large turning basin, the construction is the same, but

is equivalent to two quay walls, one on each side of

the pier, back to back, with a solid or pile center

between.

The pile center is used where the volume of the

flow of the river must not be obstructed.

By the installation of such a quay wall or pier

there will be the least interruption to trafific and

the least withdrawal from service, of berthing front-

ages, for replacement, renewals, repairs, or for an

embargo due to an epidemic, the quay being rat

proof.

The relative arrangements of the superstructures

are of more importance in facilitating rapid trans-

ference.

Tlie diagrams herein give the plans and elevation of

the (juay vi'all, the distance between the wall and the

shed with two tracks, the shed and the warehouse, all

as previously described. There are also shown the de-

tails of construction of the steel shed and the additional

columns for supporting the inside mechanical appli-

ances. The foundations of the columns are securely

placed on piles and upon reinforced concrete bases

and by elastic compounds are independent of the shed

floor.

The floor of the shed is similar to street paving

construction, being composed of a well-rolled sub-

base, six inches of concrete and above this one and

a half to two inches of asphalt. The details are

plainly shown in the elevation diagram.

It is a good rule to plan the shed for such a

capacity that it will be possible to distribute all the

goods taken from one ship berthed opposite to it.

This is the rule at Hamburg, Germany.

When goods are handled by hand, the average

height of tiering or piling averages about five feet.

It is, therefore, evident that there would be re-

quired a very large floor area to distribute and place

a cargo of 6000 tons according to the marks and

cross marks, especially if a miscellaneous cargo.

Assuming sixty cubic feet, instead of the marine

forty cubic feet, to represent the volume of one

ton and sixteen per cent more for distributing space,

this would equal about seventy cubic feet per ton.

Six thousand tons would, therefore, represent a

cubical content of 420,000 cubic feet, and, at an

average height of five feet, would cover a space of

84,000 square feet.

The reason for the five-foot height for average

tiering is that manual lifting above this height

means a considerable increase in the handling ex-

pense. It is more economical to hand-truck 400

feet than to lift ten feet by man power. By mechani-

cal tiering, freight can be tiered twenty or even

thirty feet with little, if any, additional expense over

tiering five feet.

Assuming an average height of tiering at fifteen

feet, a building could be made fifty-six feet in width,

500 feet in length, and yet have a capacity, on the

above basis of 6000 tons, at seventy cubic feet per

ton. In order to allow even more floor space for

the distributing or a greater holding-shed capacity,

twenty feet may be taken as an average tiering

height. A shed, therefore, sixty feet wide, 500 feet

long and with a clear height below the girders of

thirty feet, tiering twenty feet, would accommodate

8500 tons, allowing seventy cubic feet per ton. This,

or a shed 400 feet in length, would be a properly

proportioned shed for inland river terminals.

It is interesting to note that sixty feet is the

standard width of inbound railway freight stations.

If the width of the sheds can be kept within the

above limits, the cost of the shed will be less than

is usual, as there will be one short span only and

no intermediate posts to interfere with the freight

movements, which posts should be avoided if pos-

sible. It is evident that capacity is secured by

height and not by width. The position of the rail-

way tracks for each unit is depicted, though often

there should be three or even more tracks.

Much of the varied freight transferred at a marine

terminal is to or from inland cities by diflerent

railroads. In some instances this is three-fourths of

the total tonnage. It is therefore necessary that

there should be a belt line railway connecting all

these diiTerent railways with the terminal railway.

This terminal railway should have tracks close to

the ship's side, as explained, for easy, direct trans-

ference of outbound freight. There should also be

other railway tracks for direct shed and warehouse

service and in addition tracks so that any building

or open area can be reached by the cars. As the

larger motor trucks are becoming an adjunct of

terminals, especially for industrial terminals, good
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paved ways should extend to all ])ails of tiie ter-

minal.

The mechanical appliances may be dividetl into

two classes, the first for transferring, tliat is for

discharjrinR and loading the vessel, and the second
for handlinjj, that is, for assortini;-, distributini,^ and

tiering".

This first class for miscellaneous cargoes may
consist, preferably, of electric, half-arch, traveling

gantry jib cranes of two-ton capacity at 200-foot

per minute hoisting speed, with an outreach of liflv

feet at fifty feet above the quay wall, with a lift

of eighty feet. The three movements of hoisting,

slewing (three revolutions per minute) and travel-

ing (200 feet per minute) are all performed by sep-

arate motors. If there be derricking, this movement
should also be by a separate motor. The cranes,

being mostly unlufifable, have the cab well forward

in the jib member, so that the operator can see

just where and how the draft is to be placed upon
the quay, or into open cars on the second or third

line of tracks or on the platform at the door of a

closed car, as well as to see down into the hold

of a vessel, being always in a safe position, and

above the place of lowering or hoisting. By means
of these cranes, outbound freight can be swung
from the car to the vessel. Inbound freight, how-
ever, must be distributed and tiered, and therefore,

in general, the movement by the crane is to or

within the doors of the shed.

To supplement the gantry crane service, and to

prevent the usual congestion, either outside or

within the shed, there are traveling bridges simi-

lar to shop cranes, but so arranged that the crabs

or trolleys, in trains, cannot only move forward and

back on these bridges, but can pass along the side

tracks on which the bridges travel, pass across by

means of a second bridge, and complete a loop cir-

cuit, thereby serving all space between the side

fixed tracks quickly and without rehandling. Dis-

tributing and tiering is accomplished quickly by the

overhead electric travelers. Loads from the gantry

cranes can be burtoned to or from these overhead

electric travelers without the drafts being placed

upon the quay pavement or upon the shed floor.

In addition to the above, there are small motor

trucks in trains.

By properly equipping the terminal with me-

chanical appliances, the workable value of each

linear foot of berthing frontage can be increased so

as to take care of such an increase of vessels and

cargoes as to avoid the necessity of a large im-

mediate investment in quays and piers.

As an example of this, one portion of the Port of

Havre, France, not properly equipped with modern

facilities, averaged about 130 tons per linear foot

per year. Another portion of the same harbor, but

correctly provided with the latest facilities, averaged

485 tons per year. .Similarly, at Marseilles the com-

parison was 200 tons to 5-10 tons and at Rouen
100 tons to 380 tons.

There arc many other types of hoisting and con-

veying ajipliances installed at marine terminals, but

these, as a rule, arc designed for special commodi-
ties and not for universal application. It is possible

only to enumerate the most important : Portable elec-

tric dock winches; stationary electric dock winches;

floating steam hoists; floating grain elevators; whip

hoists; traveling unloaders, 5 to 10 tons capacity; ele-

vated stationary hoisting winches
;
pillar cranes ; loco-

nidlivc cranes; stationary bridge cranes.; lifting towers

and belt conveyors; derrick booms and grab

buckets ; coal dumps on tipples ; barrel conveyors and

elevators
;
gravity chutes and conveyors ; bag and

box chutes ; baggage escalators ; cargo chutes ; blind-

hatch hoists; stationary cranes, hammer type, of

great capacity.

It is evident from the above that the terminal

works, including substructure and superstructure,

must be correctly planned and the mechanical ajipli-

ances and other facilities properly adapted to the

work, with sheds and warehouses rightly propor-

tioned to the size of the ships, and the railway

tracks co-ordinated for direct transference between

water and rail and the ship and the shed.

Much attention has been paid by foreign port

authorities to the plans of the marine terminals and

the designs of sheds and warehouses and the loca-

tion of the railway tracks. One generally accepted

principle has been that it should be possible to

transfer outbound freight from the doors of rail-

way cars located between the shed and the ship into

the hatchways of the ship without rehandling

at a cost not to exceed three to six cents a

ton for this mechanical movement of transferring

only, not handling in the shed or ship. Terminals

are planned to secure similar direct movements be-

tween ships, sheds, warehouses, and railway tracks.

Most all such engineering rules and principles,

the results of practical experience with a large mer-

chant marine, should be of vitilizable value.

Conclusion

First. For all the ports of the Americas, and

especially for those concerned with Pan American

commerce, those harbor works, terminal facilities,

operating methods, and mechanical appliances

should be adopted which have proved most efficient

in respect to time and economy of cargo transfer-

rence and handling.

Second. That all new terminals for inland and

ocean navigation should be so designed, planned and

proportioned in respect to the piers, quays, sheds,

warehouses, and railway tracks as to secure easy,

quick and economical interco-ordination between all

these terminal elements and with the water carriers.

Third. That not only should the world's best be

adopted and then adapted to the operating condi-

tions of each country, but terminal engineers should

continuallv study to achieve something better.



The Importance or the bcrew Propeller
By R. E. Lovekin, Managing Director American Screw Propeller Company

E\'!lR
since a screw arranyenient was first thought

111 as a means for propelling a vessel, there

liavc been many inventors and theorists, who
in turn have thought that their special shape or

form of propeller would rcvolutioni/.c the means

for imparting' motion to a \esscl ; il course the

ideas and experiments of some of these indi\iduals

in the early stages of screw propulsion, were of

no little assistance in aiding the more modern au-

thorities to perfect this means of ship propulsion,

l)ut there are still a number of inventors who claim

s])ecial advantages in their various odd shaped and

impractical propeller wheels. This fact may be

mainly attributed to the lack of knowledge regard-

ing the elements of vessel design and screw pro-

pulsion, for the question of the shape or form of a

propeller has long been considered by experts, and

practice has proven that a wheel of true screw pitch,

with eliptical shajjcd blades is most satisfactory for

general purposes.

This brings us to the question of the modern

design of screw-proiieller, its importance and a few

facts regarfling the same.

There are quite a few individuals in the ship-

building field, who really do not realize the import-

ant part that the screw propeller has to play in the

successful operations of a vessel, whether it be a

motor boat or an ocean liner. For instance, it is

decided to build a vessel of a certain type and size,

it is then further decided to install a certain type

of engine to propel the vessel at a given speed

(which is more or less guessed at in the case of

many auxiliary schooners and other smaller craft),

after "this designed speed is determined upon, it is

found necessary to design or liuy a propeller of a

certain pitch, diameter and surface, which has

proven quite successful on another ship of nearly

the same dimensions, as the ship in question. This

pniiieller when not designed especially for the given

hull and engine conditions, is usually purchased from

the concern who furnishes the engines, and who in

a great many cases simply supplies a wheel which

from general calculation and mostly guess work, is

considered to best suit the hull and engine condi-

tions (mostl\- the latter). This wheel is installed,

and in some cases propels the vessel at the desired

speed, but in many cases the speed is not obtained,

the wheel running too high or too low in revolution

or cavitating and possibly causing excessive vibra-

tion. In such a case the wheel is finally discarded

and a new our of more or less diameter, pitch and

surface tried : if this does not meet the requirements,

still another wheel is tried, all of wdiich delays

the completion of the vessel and entails quite a

loss of money. If the wdieel, b_\' chance, in the first

place delivered the sjiecd, it is a question wdiether

more speed could not ha\e lieen obtained.

This brings us to the jioint that is so \'astly

inijiortant in marine engineering, i. v.. the propeller

should be the starting point in the designing of

marine propulsive machinery, for it is only after

this element is properly taken care of. that the

design for l)oilers and machinery will follow along

in logically correct lines.

The designed speed of a vessel is often obtained

with the power at command, but the question

arises, "Could not the same or even greater speed

have been obtained with less engine power?", which

would result in the following:

1. A saving in initial cost of engines.

2. A saving in space utilized by engines.

3. A saving in weight of propulsive machinery.

4. A saving in eliminating the trial of more than

one propeller.

3. A saving in actual ser\'ice operation costs.

The above savings could be effected on a great

many of the smaller craft of the types heretofore

mentioned, if only the proper knowledge of the

elements of ship propulsion and screw propellers

were used, but without the proper knowledge upon

these subjects there will still continue to be failures,

and also individuals who trust in an engine com-

pany to design or merely supply a "good enough

propeller".

Another point in connection with the types of

craft mentioned above is, that they \ ery seldom re-

ceive a proper trial trip, that is, a trial trip from

which reliable data can be secured, in fact in

most cases very little data is obtained on trial trips,

as to the indicated horsepower, revolutions per min-

ute at this horsepower, draft conditions, sea condi-

tions, weather conditions and accuracy of speeds

over a measured course.

It can readily be understood with such conditions

as the above actually existing in this era of special-

ization and high efficiency, that it is high time that

those who prefer to work solely by rule of thumb

methods, should profit \)y the methods which years

of experience have pro\en to he correct, and which

the leading individuals in the shipbuilding line are

today following. May it here be fully understood

the \ast importance of a properly designed screw

l)ro])eller, a propeller designed to suit hull and en-

gine conditions. .May the \alue of olitaining reliable

trial trip data also be reali/ed, as this data is a

most important item in tracing the cause of failures.

May it be remembered that if it is a matter of enough

importance to build a vessel, it most certainly is of
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enough importance to have a properly designed

propeller and properly designed propulsive machin-

ery til enable the Ncssel tn iil)taiii a nia.\iniuiu nl'

spml with a niiniimini horscpuwcr.

Takiiii; llie alxixr fcir tiraiilt'cl, il can rcadiU' l)c

iniclerstdiid wliy the ilcsinniTS and luiildiTs cil'

thrse smaller iNpes cif craft dn nut fully appreciate

the neces.sily cif securin.i; a pni])eller pr(j]ieily de

si.i^ned at the start, which is due tn tin- fact that a

wheel (iir wheels) tor the types of \essels men-
tinned, rarely ewr exceed ten feel in diameter:

furthermcire, lhe_\- are generally cast of semi-steel or

cast iron, and are in most cases cast solid and not

machined true to pitch, tlierefore tlu' wei.yht of

propeller is cnniparati\el_\- low, the price of material

used is also comparatively cheap and there is \ery

little lalior in machining (boring and ke\ seating)

such wheels. Therefore the cost of fitting such

wheels to a \'csscl. is not excessive, which leads

onci E. Lovekin, Managing Director the America
Proijeller Compa ny. One of the younger engineei

ive come rapidly into prominence in the last year (

many individuals to put into practice the old motto,

"If at first you don't succeed, try, try again".

Now let us take a means of comparison, a steel

cargo vessel of approximately 9500 tons D.W. The

proi)eller for this vessel, we will say as an illustra-

tion, is seventeen feet in diameter, weighs about

18,000 pounds (total), is of the built-up type, the

blades being machined true to pitch and polished.

and the hub bored and key seated, drilled and tapped
lor tin- studs wdiich st-cure the blades to it, of course

there is also minor machine work necessary, such

as drillin- ami tapping for jackint; bolts, red lead

ami tallo\\ i>lugs, air xcnts ami ]jro])rllcr fairwaler

or Cone.

hrcjui the abo\ e it can be seen that tlu- e.\|)ense

o! casting, machining ami fitting such ;i wlu-el, is

\ ery hi.gh, and would not wariant the "tr\- again

method" being used loo often. .Ma\- it also be

staled thai the data obtaint'd from the trial lri])s

of all steel \-essels of importance, as well as all na\;d

vessels, is most complete and is the main reason

lor llu' k'w iailures which e.xist in these types of

\essels; therefore it seems only reasonable, if not

essential, that thcjse who are responsiljle for tin-

designini; and trials of these smaller craft shouhl

profit by the ex]jerience of their larger brothers, and

thus eliminate that usual feeling of uncertainty

regarding the screw propeller, which in most cases

is absolutely due to a lack of knowdedge u])on the

subject.

This article is not meant as a rellection upon the

ability of those who are not designing and building

the larger and more important types of \'essels, but

it is meant for the purpose of showin.g in a lirief

way, a few points on actual conditions which have,

and are existing today.

The writer is fortunate in being in a position to

note carefullx' quite a number of the failures, as

well as the successes of various vessels: therefore

this article is not written from theory, but from

actual obser\-ance of conditions as the\ now exist.

THE "SAN JUAN" CHANGED TO AN
OIL BURNER

The urgent necessity for ships has caused the

owners of any craft to make them more efficient

if possible, and many vessels which have formerly

been regarded as having fulfilled their natural term

of usefulness are being renovated and pressed into

service.

One of the most notable jobs of the year of this

character has been the alterations to the "San Juan",

wdiich, besides being converted to an oil burner,

has had a piston valve installed on the high pres-

sure cylinder in place of the slide \'ahe with which

the engines had been operating for the past thirty-

four years.

The "San Juan" was built in 1882, by John Roach

& Sons, at Chester, Pennsylvania, and is 283 feet

lon.g, 37 feet beam, and 21 feet deep moulded. She

is a two-deck steamer of a gross tonnage of 2150.

and a net register of 1380. She is fitted with a C(ini-

pound engine with 34-inch high pressure and 62-

inch low pressure cylinder, the stroke being 54

inches.

Aliout twelve years ago this steamer was fitted

with two new boilers twelve feet in diameter b}'

11 feet long, of the Scotch marine type, with three
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furnaces, and these boilers were allowed to carry

110 pounds of steam. Owing to the friction of the

slide valves on the high pressure cylinder, the "San

Juan" could not carry over 85 pounds without

trouble.

A piston valve has been fitted by the Moore &:

Scott Iron Works with the result that the boilers

can now carry their full pressure without difficulty.

Before this change the steamer averaged about

ten knots speed, turning up about fifty-three revolu-

tions, but now she steams easily with oil fires in

only four of her six furnaces, the engines indicat-

ing 1200 horsepower at sixty revolutions and the

vessel easily maintaining a twelve knot speed on

a consumption of 100 barrels of oil per day.

The oil tanks and oil burning installation were

made by the Eureka Boiler Works of San Fran-

cisco, under the supervision of Mr. William Brady,

and when the vessel was opened up in the neces-

sary parts she was found to be remarkably well

preserved. The main fuel tank carries .^150 barrels,

so the vessel easily carries fuel for thirty days con-

tinuous steaming and can make the round trip on

her present runs to Panamaa ports without replen-

ishing her fuel supply.

The drawings for the oil-tight work and oil burn-

ing installation were made by D. W. & R. Z. Dickie,

following suggestions made by ]\Ir. Brady and the

owners are well pleased with the results obtained,

the "San Juan" now being a more profitable vessel,

as her cost of operation has been reduced and her

cargo capacity and cruising radius increased.

In conjunction \\-ith changing the steamer over

to an oil burner and altering the high pressure

valve, the passenger accommodations of the "San

Juan" were thoroughly renovated and made modern

in every particular. It being the policy of the Pa-

cific Mail Company to improve its Central American
service in ever}' way possible.

A Britisk Columbia Yard

WE are showing with this article two or

three photographs illustrating the pro-

gress made by the Coughlan Shipyard in

\'ancouver, which give a fairly comprehensive idea

of the extent of the operations being carried on by

this concern.

The firm of J. Coughlan &: Sons is a private

enterprise, owned and controlled by Mr. J. Cough-

lan, one of the pioneers of British Columbia, and his

two sons, Mr. J. J. Coughlan and Mr. S. H. Cough-

lan.

Prior to the war the firm was engaged in the

sale and fabrication of structural steel for railway

and highway bridges and steel frame buildings,

as well as in the manufacture of building bricks.

They were highly successful in these regards, hav-

ing constructed almost all of the steel frames now
standing in British Columbia, as well as a number

of railway bridges ; the advent of war, however,

put a stop to the demand for materials of this

nature, and consequently other fields of endeavor

had to be sought.

Contracts were secured for six steel vessels of

8800 tons dead-weight capacity, all for delivery

prior to the end of the year 1918. These are the

largest steel vessels being constructed in Canada,

and will be a credit to the premier port of British

Columbia.

It was necessary to entirely overhaul and re-equip

their fabricating plant, and in this regard no expense

has been spared, so that today the fabricating ca-

pacity of this yard will compare very favorably with

any yard north of San Francisco. Four keels have

been laid down and construction work is proceed-

ing simultaneously on three vessels, the first of

which will be launched vcrv shortlv.

These vessels are to be driven by turbines which

have been contracted for in the United States ; the

Scotch boilers, however, will be built at the yard

of J. Coughlan & Sons, in Vancouver.

At the present time this firm is giving employ-

ment to more than 1000 men, and it is expected

that before the work is completed the present staff

may be doubled.

It should be borne in mind that greater diffi-

culties have been confronted in building these ves-

sels in Canadian ports than in American ports, for

the reason that it is more costly to obtain material,

due to the higher freight rates paid and the small

percentage of duty which is paid on many materials

actually entering into the construction of the ves-

sels. In addition to this, many commodities are

used, such as lubricating oils, fuel oil, acetylene, etc.,

the cost of which is much higher in Canada than

here in the States. Nevertheless, it is expected that

these contracts will prove to be the foundation of

a permanent and flourishing industry for the port

of \'ancouvcr.

SALE OF THE "NORTHLAND"
The sale of the Steamer "Northland", which was

sunk at Kake, Alaska, in June, 1916, and subse-

quently raised, to the Pacific Steamship Company,

for $87,500 has been announced.

The steamer was sunk at Kake, in June, 1916,

and later, during salvage operations, she slid into

deeper water. She was finally raised in the spring

of 1917, and taken to Seattle, the contract price for

raising being $30,000. The proceeds realized from

the sale will net a good salvage to the underwriters

who paid as for a total loss.

It is estimated that it will cost from $20,000 to

$25,000 to place her in good condition.
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.apid Developement of W^elding

and i orcn Cutting

The remarkable de-

velopment of ship-

building on the Pacific

Coast has naturally

had its effect on the

business of all those

concerns employed in

kindred industries.

The great expansion

of business following

the shipyards has
been nowhere more

marked than in the

business of manufac-

turing welding and

cutting apparatus and

supplying oxygen to

the users of these val-

uable adjuncts to the

metal working equip-

ment of any plant.

We show a picture

herewith of the Wash-
ington Burdett Oxy-

gen Company's Seat-

tle plant, a large ship-

ment going out to fill

an order from the lo-

cal trade of the con-

cern being in the fore-

ground. This plant

was put in operation

in Seattle in July,

1917, and has practi-

cally doubled its ca-

pacity since that date.

At the present time

the capacity of the

plant is again being

irking on the inner bottom and tank top of one of the big
steel freighters building at the Coughlan plant. Steel ship-
building in British Columbia has had an auspicious start
and the foundations have been laid for a large and important
industry

ilouhled, this latter en-

largement being now
almost complete. The
plant manufactures

oxygen, hydrogen and

cutting and welding

ap])aratus. In addi-

tion to the production

end of the business,

iIktc is a well equip-

ped engineering dc-

]>artmcnt w h i c h is

maintained for the as-

sistance of the users

of t he cutting and

welding apparatus in

all matters pertaining

to the proper and eco-

nomical use of cutting

and welding tools and

equipment.

The other views

were taken in the

forge shop of the Pa-

cific Construction and

Engineering C o m -

pany, where the Bur-

ilett engineering ser-

vice was called upon
to solve the rapid pro-

iuction problem by
the application of

Oxy - Hydrogen cut-

ting.

The picture in the

center of the page

shows the trimming

of large crank webs,

the cut being about

fourteen inches in

depth and the opera-

tor moving his torch

at about the rate of

three inches per min-

Plate yard and end ef the shipbuilding berths at the plant of J. Coughlan & Son
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The Washington Burdett Oxygen Company's headquarters
shipyards

Seattle, showing a large shipment leaving for one of the Seattle

ute. The f o r g i n ij

shown at the bottom

or the page has been

trimmed up by the

Oxy-Hydrogcn meth-

od and the saving ef-

fected more than jus-

tified the installation

of the apparatus for

performing" this work.

This method of trim-

ming forgings has not

only lowered the cost

of production for this

concern but it has also

made possible faster

delivery than could

have been attained

with the old style

methods.
ig l.irge crank webs

depth and the operator
rate of three inches per

Japanese Moving
Homeward

A n unprecedented

exodus of Japanese

fro m t h e Pacific

Northwest has been

observed recently. All

available jiassenger

accommodation lia\'-

ing been rescrx'ed far

in advance of sailing

dates for all the ves-

sels sailing to the Ori-

ent. The majority of

the reservations have

been made b\- Jajjan-

ese army reservists,

which fact may attach

some significance to

the s u d d e n moxe-

ment.

Large forging
in trimmi
cutting and tr

the shop of the Pacific Construction and Engineering Company, where oxy. hydrogen cutting is used
nd for other work. A decided speeding up in output has resulted in this shop from the adoption of torch



America s Opportunity m China
By Sih-Zung Yang (of Gaston, Williams & Wigmore Far Eastern Division, Inc., Shanghai, China)

IT
is a wi'll know 11 fact that America has taken

full a(l\anta,iL;c of her forci.trn trade iijiportuni-

tics created by tlu' war. In llie Orient, a.s

well a.s in other parts nf the wcirld where trade

was largely in the hands of I'.uropcans prior to

1914, .\mcrican linns have i^reatly increased in

miinher. 'I-Mnis. in the port of Shanghai alone, every

inhound liner from the United States now brings

scores of American commercial travelcr.s, salesmen,

capitalists and promoters. Some of them, to be

sure, find the conditions here far less interesting

than they had dreamed of and retreat rather hastily;

others try a few Yankee sales tactics in vain and

arrive altogether too soon at the conclusion that

their wares cannot compete with products of cheap

Chinese labor. Nevertheless, out of the multitude

of \isitors. a sufficient number of them have come
to stay. They, \\ith that characteristic American

"speed", have once more lai<l the foundation of

American trade in China in a comparatively short

space of time.

Growth of Chinese-American Trade

\\ hile the total annual values of the foreign trade

of China for the years 1913 to 1917 nearly remained

stationary, her trade with the United States has

increased ninety per cent in the same period. Amer-

ica is now, ne.\t to Japan, the best customer, as

well as the largest supplier of China. The follow-

ing table, compiled from the latest statistics, shows

the growth of Chinese-American trade for the period

since the war to the present time:

Total foreign Total

trade of China China-Am. hnports

value in trade from U. S.

HK TLs

Exports
to U. S.

1913 ...1,006,000,000 73,000,000 3.S,000,000 38,000,000

1914 955,000,000 81,000,000 41,000,000 40,000,000

1915 919 000,000 98,000,000 37,000,000 61,000,000

1916 ...1,036,000,000 126,000,000 54,000,000 72,000,000

1917 ...1,000,000,000 140,000,000 60,000,000 80,000,000

Note: The gold equivalent of a Haikwan Tael (HK.

TL.) varies according to exchange. The average for 1916

was .79 U. S. dollar. At present, due to the abnormal

price of silver, it is worth approximately one dollar.

The values of trade for 1917 are estimated, no official

statistics being yet available.

Thus, America's share of China's foreign trade

has jumped from 7.3 per cent in 1913 to 14 per cent

in 1917. In the year 1916, the number of American

firms in China was estimated at 187, or only four

per cent of the 4724 foreign firms in the country.

However, this does not mean that the average

American firm does more business than its foreign

contemporary ; because much of the Chinese-Ameri-

can business has been handled through firms of

other nationalities—a fact which deserves particular

attention.

China's imports from the United States are by

no means limited to a few lines like kerosene oil

and sewing machines, but they include products,

mostly manufactured, of every description. I'y vir-

tue of the conditions caused by the war, many
articles, siuli as niachiner_\- of all kinds, dyestufl's,

etc., which \\(,Te formerl\- imported from lun'ope,

are now being supi)lied b_\ the I'nited States.

\\ hether or not .\merica will be able to hold the

market after the \\;ir will depend upon the ])olicy

and tact of her merchants in the field, as well as

ujx)!! the manufacturers at home. Chinese raw ma-

terials are now supplying the needs of many indus-

tries in America. There are, no doubt, other ma-

terials which China, can supply, but the uses of

which, or even their existence in China, have not

yet been discovered by American manufacturers.

Seven years ago, Chinese wood-oil was scarcely

known in the States, now it is as important to the

varnish industry as raw silk is to the silk manufac-

turing industry.

Let us now turn our attention to the means with

which the average .\merican manufacturer is pro-

moting export trade with China; and what improve-

ments are necessary in order to meet international

competition after the war.

A Typical Example

For the sake of convenience, we will assume that

this particular manufacturer, who has decided to

get into the export game, makes toilet soaps and

that he has made a fair name in his own country.

He had read plenty of literature on the wonderful

markets to be had across the ocean, and most natur-

ally, he visioned those fat orders for as many cakes

of soap as there are people in China. To start with,

he obtains the names of a few prospective buyers

from the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Com-
merce ; and then starts out to find the traveling

salesman who shall cover the field personally. Usu-

ally, he will find that he cannot spare his crack

salesmen, therefore, he places the task on one whose

great grandfather, being a sea captain in his days,

had visited China. The young salesman accord-

ingly sails for the Far East, and brings with him

a dozen or two of the catalogues, printed, perhaps,

in Spanish ! Soon after the departure of the sales-

man, but before his arrival on the other side, our

manufacturer is so hopeful that he begins to feel

the embarrassment which will be caused by the

coming influx of export orders at a time when the

output of the factory is scarcely big enough to

meet domestic demands.

The salesman arrives at some port in China, and.

unless he decides to stay for a year or two in the

field, will not get very far from the first line of

importers. These importers will not fail to impress
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upon the newcomer that the way they do things

in China is quite different from home methods, and

that no quick results can be expected in this market.

However, they are all ready to take up his line,

provided, of course, that the factory will bear the

"development" and sales expenses.

The question of choosing: the agents is reallv vital

in determining the success or failure of one's export firms which habitually forget their .ibliffations to-

business, and yet it has been taken too lightly. The ward the factories they represent.

agent and the manufacturer must be capable of per-

fectly understanding each other. Too often have

manufacturers expected results in a hurry, with the

result that they soon become dissatisfied with the

agents. Some even go so far as to change their

auencs- annuallv. On the other hand, there are

Xke Vital CreAv Question

Where is the United States going to get the thou-

sands of men to man the ships it is building.'

What chance has an American to become a mem-

ber of an American ship's crew.'

Now that the nation is assured of the building

of a great fleet of merchant vessels, and now that

provision has been made to train officers to com-

mand these ships, the above questions present

themselves in big letters.

As vitally important as the building of the ves-

sels themselves is the question of shipping seamen

on them ; and even more important, if the American

merchant marine is to li\-e and grt)w and maintain

the .Stars and Stripes uiX)n the seas, is the question

of making it possible for Americans to become

seamen on those ships.

The average citizen, not familiar with shipping

problems, may be astonished to learn that today it

is next to impossible, especially on the Pacific

Coast, for American born citizens to ship as seamen

on American vessels, while the foreigner enjoys

free and easy access.

You can go into the forecastle of many an Ameri-

can ship today and find the P.nglish language un-

spoken. The babble of the polyglot tongue of

continental Europe is the only language you will

hear.

Perhaps the problem of manning American ships

would be indifferently passed over by signing on

foreign born seamen, if there were enough of them,

but there are not enough, even of these to meet

the ever-growing demand. Even now, with our ship-

building program just commenced, it is difficult not

only to obtain seamen of any nationality, but it is

particularly difficult to obtain Americans. Singu-

larly enough, this latter difficulty is due to the

rules that govern the employment of men as laiil

down by the sailors' union.

A steamship official, in referring to this situation

recently, said

:

"Under the rules of the sailors' union, it is next

to impossible for an American born boy to become

a seaman, and it is absolutely impossible for him to

become a seaman in an emergency, for under the

union rules he must first go to sea for three years

as a ileck boy before he is even eligible to join

the sailors' union; and the union demands that all

seamen must be union men, but if an escape comes

from any of the old countries and speaks the brogue,

he is a most welcome member at once, regardless of

his ability as a sailor or even principles of a man
and citizen.

"The steamship companies on the Pacific Coast

have been employing only the men that the sailors'

union sends to them. You can see, therefore, what

a small chance there is for the American boy at

this time when we need as many of them as we
can get to become seamen. The seamen's union is

a trust which operates to discourage upstanding-

Americans from making seamanship their calling.

It is a trust of foreigners whose controlling object

is to keep Americans oft" of American ships in order

that they may have the field to themselves and

dictate under what terms they shall work.

"The union's membership, of course, includes

many good Americans, but they do not predominate.

They do not get the opportunity, for the union's

rules were drawn up with the very object of keep-

ing them in the minority. So it seems that a change

in these conditions must come from the outside,

but this would be welcomed by many who make

up the union's membership."

Unless the wa}' is opened for Americans to ship

aboard American vessels, all the billions that the

nation may spend for ships will fail to establish an

American merchant marine. For the spirit which

makes a great and prosperous maritime nation must

exist, not only <>n the bridge, but in the forecastle

where loyal and sturdy men who respect the flag

that flies from the jackstaft".

The Federal Government is now prcniding for a

wa\' to help relieve the shortage of seamen by estab-

lishing a school for seamen at Boston, where seamen

will he trained on school ships, just as officers are

trained. ()tluT schools probably will be established

later. This, howexer. will afford only partial relief.

Sufficient facilities cannot be provided for training

the lOO.OCXD or more men needed. The steamships

operated under private ownership must be called on.

There is an easy and simple solution to meet

the present emergency in its entirety. Quick and

positive action is necessary, and the Government
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sliduld take a liaml. This action (icinaiKJs tin- pas-

sage of a law requiring all American nuTcliani

shi])S to sign on seamen apprentices. A ])re-

ceclent has already lieen established, as the (io\-

ernment is now placing officer ap]irentices on mer-

chant ships.

There are thousands of .\nierican l)o\s awaiting

this opportunity. K\ery steamship company in the

United States has received within the last _\ear in-

nnnierahle applications from yDung men who want

to become seamen.

They are told that union re(|uin.'ments will ])re-

\ent them from fulfdling their desire, unless they

are willing to throw away three years of their lives

as deck boys. And as the number of deck hoys

necessarily is limited, even then their chances wouhl

be slim to get on. And they are turned away
discouraged, and are compelled to seek em])loyment

elsewhere.

The law should require that all ships provide

separate quarters for the housing of these appren-

tices, and they should be protected by law from

the abuse of the foreign element and professional agi-

tators in the forecastle. The number of apprentices

should be regulated by the tonnage of the ships.

They should be paid a fair wage from the start.

After the}' had obtained sufficient experience they

would be classed as seamen. The unions, of course,

would be free to make these men members when-

ever thev saw fit.

As said pre\iousl\-, this is a read\ and easy solu-

tion to the i)roblem, but it reipiires the assistance

of the C.overnment to put it into effect. There are

not sufficient men of any class, under existing con-

ditions, to meet the demand. Today vessels are

compelled to go to sea with men who haw no

abilit)- or princi])le, and not a few in fact are dan-

gerous to the traveling public, as well as to the

shi]).

I'racticalls every vvvw shipped (JUt of an .Ameri-

can jxirt includes ;i number of men who have no

desire to work, but who spend their time taking

advantage of the La Follette law and making as

much trouble as possible.

Shipmasters report numerous delays at the vari-

ous |iorts where they call due to activities of such

characters who do not want to work themselves

and who bully the other men from properly attend-

ing to their duties.

These delays to the (|uick transportation of neces-

sities are becoming a serious matter. Ivvery such

delay is equivalent to giving aid to the enemy.

Since the beginning of the war the Government

has encountered manv problems, and is rapidly

solving them in a businesslike manner. It is con-

fidently expected that with the presentation of this

big problem of providing American men to man

American ships, a quick solution will be forthcom-

ing.

/uropean Marine Notes

ONE of the best surveys of the recent history

of British Shipping was made by Lord Inch-

cape from the chair at the annual meeting

in London of the shareholders of the Peninsular &
Oriental Company on December 13th. He spoke

both as a patriot and as a shipping man, and whilst

he could not always agree with certain things that

happened in connection with the Government regu-

lation of shipping, his remarks were, on the whole,

of a hopeful and benevolent character. "There is

no doubt", he said, "that the Germans have it in

their mind that the subjugation of Great Britain

can be best achieved by the destruction of our

mercantile marine. The menace, I admit, is a serious

one, and it is much graver than it was a couple of

years ago". His references to the submarine menace

were all the more important for their obvious ex-

treme cautiousness and for what they omitted, but

he closed this part of his address by expressing the

conviction that "nothing that the enemy can do, de-

spite the inconvenience to which the trade of the

country may in the meantime be subjected, and

despite the hardships which the population may

have to go through, will effect the purpose which

our enemies have in view."

The earlier part of the speech showed how, in

the face of the common danger, owners have placed

all their organizations at the service of the State.

For the period of the war the ownerships are to

work "as an undivided Hindu family". But then

came a note of warning. "We are proud and will-

ing", said Lord Inchcape, "to place our services and

resources at the disposal of the country, but what

we do want, and what we think we are entitled

to get, is an assurance that when the war is over

the shipowners of this country will be released

from the position of civil servants which they now

occupy, and that the incentive of individual enter-

prise and initiative will be theirs again". Such a

plea could not come from any source with greater

point, for no shipping leader can have done more

to smooth the way of the Government in its deal-

ings with the shipping industry than the chairman

of the P. & O. and allied companies. In most of

the negotiations he has taken the leading part, and

if there be any criticism among owners generally

of his attitude it is that he has been willing to

go almost too far to carry out the wishes of the

ministers. This view gives all the more weight to

his reference to the annulling of private shipbuilding
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contracts and the disinclination of the GoAernment ships". Kep^arding the submarine campaign, Sir

to make good heavy resultant losses —"the sort of Eric had nothing very new to say. Without being

thing we might have to endure if the Germans got optimistic, he had a quiet confidence in the trend

over here, but scarcely what we would e.xpect from of the statistical curves in all the factors of the

a British Government". situation.

As to the future. Lord Inchcape referred to a Standardized Liners

movement "on the part of a certain section in this In a statement recently issued by the Lixerpool

country" to nationalize shipping, while shipowners Steamship Owners' Association, it was claimed that

in Germany and other countries are receiving assist- if the lines were allowed to order ships of their own
ance from their governments. He does not believe, designs as much deadweight capacity and more mea-

however, that any British Government would be surement capacity would be provided than the State

so ill-advised as to kill the shipowning industry of scheme of standardized liners will provide. No more

the British empire and to try to work it as a Govern- steel or labor would be required, we are told, than

ment concern, and declares that any attempt to con- was required by the State proposals, and the pro-

trol it, while the shipping industries of other \ision Avould bemade if not more quickly than, at

nations could not be controlled would land it in any rate as quickly as it was estimated it would

ruin. The cash resources of the company have been be under the Government's scheme. The Shipping

lent to the Government to help to finance the war. Controller's Department and the Deputy Control-

and will be available to pay for new tonnage when ler for Auxiliary Shipbuilding know their own
permission is granted to build, but

—

business best, but from the point of \icw of the

"If it should be evident that such a time is never jniblic it seems odd that so far nobody qualified

to come again, and that it is intended to wipe out to deal with the matter has taken up these points.

private enterprise and to turn the British mercan- It is not, 1 believe, that no official rejoinder to the

tile marine into a State Department managed by claims is available. As a matter of fact, standard-

officials tied up with red tape, then we shall dis- ized liners are to be built because it is believed

tribute our resources among our shareholders, after that tonnage of the type can be produced more
making proper provision for our employees, make quickly in that wa\-. If that is really the case it

our bow, and let the curtain fall on what has would do no harm, but on the contrary, good, for

hitherto been the supremacy of British mercantile somebody authoritatively to sav so.

shipping on the Seven Seas." Clever Merchant Ship Designing

The apt phrasing should not be allowed to ob- F. Allen, vice-chairman of the Khedixial Wail

scure the grimness of the picture drawn. Indeed, Steamship Company, has been writing to the Lon-
the temperate and attractive wording of the whole don "Times" here very interestingly on the question

speech seems to throw into relief the extreme seri- of the protection of merchant ships. He now sends

ousness of various phases of the shipping situation, out a description of the design he has laid before

National Shipyards the Shipping Controller and the Admiralty. This
Sir Eric Geddes, the First Lord of the Admiralty, applies to a 13,000-ton deadweight steamer intended

made his promised statement on shipbuilding on during the war to be limited to 10,000 tons. His
December 13th in the House of Commons. His ref- plans have been approved by many experts and

crences to the new national yards were listened to some people consider they must become a continued

with much attention, and the discussion which fol- feature of shipping construction in the future. Mr.

lowed contained a good deal of criticism of his policy. Allen's description of the design he suggests is as

It was contended that when private yards were follows

:

without sufficient labor it was a mistake to set Length B. P 480 feet

about building new national establishments. The Beam ..: 70 feet

reply to this was, in effect, that the national yards Depth (moulded) 29 feet

would only be supplementary to the private ones. Draft (war) 25 feet

upon which first reliance was being placed. Only in Draft (peace) _ 25 feet

one of the three national yards is it proposed to Deadweight (war) 10,000 tons

put any large amount of manufacturing plants. The Deadweight (peace) 13,000 tons

other two will be erecting yards, and a great deal .Speed 10 knots

of the work will be done in bridge yards throughout Bunker capacity 720 tons

the country. It is expected that the first keel will Officers and passengers are located amidships,

be laid in the early part of next year. Capacity and crew in the stern. The vessel is of the spar-

already exists in the country for the building of the decked class with a total depth of thirty-seven feet,

necessary marine engines and auxiliary machinery. The ship has thus a very large reserve of bouyancy.

The First Lord recognized the urgent need of labor, which is a point of vital importance to enable her

He made a special appeal to men and women to "go to stand the flooding resulting from damage. The
to the shipyards'' and help to produce what is es- beam is somewhat in excess of normal proportions

sential to victory
—

"ships, more ships, and still more to ensure stability when in damaged condition. The
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hull is (li\i<k'd l)y twche trans\i.-rsc l)ulkln'acls iiitn

thirteen independent watertig'ht sectinns. The main

sections are all forty feet in leuf^tli. It has heen

found from examination of dainafjed vessels that

the disturbance of platini; from torpedo damajje

seldom exceeds a length of sixty ivvt. whilst the

actual opening in the hull is rarel>' o\ er twenty-tive

feet. As two sections of the vessel measure eighty

feet it is reasonable to suppose that it is unlikely

that a torpedo would cause damage resulting in

Hooding more than two sections, and proliabl\- only

two if it happened to strike the hull in the \icinity

of a bulkhead dividing" the two sections. The \essel

would be navigable with at least three complete

sections flooded. Each complete section (forty feet

in length) is further dix'ided by two longitudinal

water-tight bulkheads into three independent holds

—namely, two wing holds, each fifteen feet wide,

and a main (or central) hold forty feet wide. All

are provided with hatches and ample gear for deal-

ing with cargo. The vessel is thus divided into

thirty-six water-tight compartments, of which

twenty-eight are available for cargo, six occupied

by machinery, coal, etc., and two (bow and stern)

for stores.

From the foregoing it will be seen that the vessel

is practically a ship within a ship, and the inner

ship surrounded by band of cargo fifteen feet in

thickness. In the engine and boiler sections there

is, in addition, a bulkhead placed centrally, divid-

ing each set of propelling machinery from the other.

In these there are consequently three longitudinal

bulkheads. Until damage arises to the outer shell

of the hull, the three holds of each main section

of the \-essel are absolutch' independent of one

another. The wing holds of each section are, how-

ever, united by a large passage through the tank

liallast of the vessel, allowing (when in a flooded

condition) free communication between these, but

lea\ ing tlu- m.iin central hold int.act so long as the

inner longitudinal liulkhead ha^ not been damaged.

The entrances to this channel in each wing hold

are closed bv large tloat lor other) vahes in cages

to ])re\ent inti'rference with their o])eration from

cargo, which aulonuilically open when one of the

big holds become lloo<le<l and at once permit water

to find its \\a\ to the o])posite wing hold, so trim-

ming the \ essel and a\iiiding dangerous list. When
;is nnuh water as will p;iss by free flow has gone

through. ;i centi-al sluice vahe, operated from tlu'

<leek, would be clcjsed, thus cutting all communica-

tion between the wing holds through tlu' cent;ral

channel. The water in the undamaged wing hold

would thus become simply so much added cargo

and the loss of "water plane" area would be lim-

ited to the damaged wing hold, e(|ual to under

twenty per cent of that of the w^holc section. Should

the main central hold be flooded, twenty per cent

of the "water plane" area of the section would be

saved in the undamaged wing hold. The importance

of this feature of the design is obvious.

The weight of the hull would be about .^000 tons,

and the proportion due to the safety features of the

design is under ten per cent of the whole. The cost

of this at $150 per ton would hardl}- amount to the

premium necessary to insure the vessel today for

three months at Lloyd's. The deadweight is, as

stated, 13,000 tons, but in time of war it would be

limited to 10,000. In this condition she would be

navigable with thefollowing compartments flooded:

Amidships.—Three main holds and ten wing holds,

thirteen compartments. Bow.—Forepeak, three

main holds and four wing holds, eight compart-

ments. Stern.—Stern section, three main holds, and

four wing holfis, eight compartments.

The Anderson Stiipbuilding Company, Seattle, a typical scene of the Northwest
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SAN FP'^'^« CISCO

Ml'.SSRS. Ernest L. McCormick ami W aN

ter S. McPherson, both formerly with the

American-Hawaiian Steamship Company,

ha\e opened offices in the Royal Insurance Buildina:

and will act as sjeneral shipping' and commission

brokers.

The old "Nuuanu" of the General Petroleum Com-
pany which was altered into a tank ship and fitted

with a Bolinder engine two years ago has been sold

to the Philippine Vegetable Products Company and

will be used on inter-island runs in the Philippines.

Mr. Thomas L. Tomlinson, formerly in business

with Captain A. F. Pillsbury, has been appointed to

take charge of the wooden construction in the San

Francisco district for the Shipping Board.

Knapp & Baxter, importers and exporters, moved
their offices at the first of the \ear from M\ Cali-

fornia Street to 210 California Street, the move
being made necessary to secure larger quarters for

the exjjanding business. Tn September of last year,

Mr. \V. B. Knapp purchased the interest of Mr.

Baxter in the business. The firm maintains offices

in New York, Shanghai, Yokohama and Soerabaya.

Mr. B. Lindvig, general Pacific Coast agent for

the South America Pacific Line, has opened a

branch office in Seattle under charge of Mr. Mc-
Conalogue, w^ho will also look after the interests of

the Parr-McCormick Steamship Line in Seattle. Mr.

M. B. Phillips, formerly with the old Pacific Mail

organization will replace Mr. McConalogue as

freight agent at San h'rancisco.

A great deal of interest is being taken in local

shipping circles in the coming National Foreign

Trade Convention which will be held in Cincinnati

on February 7, S and 9. Among the well known

men who will deli\er addresses are Captain Robert

Dollar and Mr. J. K. Armsby.

Mr. J. \\'. Powell, vice-president and general man-

ager of the Bethlehem Shipbuilding Corporation,

Ltd., the new head company for the various ship-

building ])roperties which the Bethlehem Steel

Company controls, spent a portion of the past

month in San Francisco in conference with Mr.

John McGregor and Mr. J. J. Tynan of the Union

Iron Works plant.

The declaration of a special year end dividend

of $225 per share brings the American-Hawaiian

dividends for the year up to $405 per share. The
authorized and outstanding stock of the company
is $5,000,000 in shares of a par value of $100. Divi-

dends were paid by this company from 1903 to

1909, at the rate of six per cent per annum. se\'en

per cent from January, 1910, to October, 1911,

eight per cent from January, 1912, to October, 1914.

During the year 1915 ten per cent, and during

1916, ten per cent plus e.xtra dividends of 190 per

cent. The remarkable profits of the past two years

have come from charters.

Mr. A. C. Dicric.x, assistant general manager of

the Matson Navigation Company, passed the early

part of January in Washington on business.

Mr. David W. Dickie, of the local firm of naval

architects of D. W. & R. Z. Dickie, has been ap-

pointed to the chair of naval architecture at the

University of California.

Mr. W. A. Coles, formerly located on the luist

Coast in New York, has recently been appointed

Western Sales Manager for the LTnited States

Graphite Company with offices in the Phelan P)uild-

ing, San Francisco.

Birdseye Vrew of a section of tlie wnterfrorU ,ilong the Oakland Estuary
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Mr. Colfs will spccializr in Craphite prndncts hir

steamships including l^ubricaling Graiihitr. llnikT

Graphite, Graphite Greases and Paint.

Mr. Cedes leaves a host of marine friends in the

East who wish him success in hjs new hekl.

The construction of the plant of the Pacific Cna^'t

vShipbuilding- Company at Bay Point is now under

way, and within a few days there will be 500 men
at work on the slips and buildingfs. By March
actual construction on ship hulls will be under way.
The present business on the company' books con-

sists of ten 9500-ton deadwieght steamers for the

Emergency Fleet Corporation. Upon the comple-

tion of the plant, which will cost about $1,500,000,

between 3000 and 4000 men will be employed. The
Lindgren Company, holders of the construction con-

tract, has already established its field headcjuarters

on the site. In the completed plant, materials will

be handled from the plate shed to the seven launch-

ing ways,—four of which will be rushed to early

completion. A complete system of spur tracks is

being installed about the yards and slips and these

will be utilized by locomotive cranes. The plant

buildings have been designed by Frederick H.

Meyer of San Francisco and are all designed and

placed with a \iew to future extensions. The build-

ings will include a plate shop 400 by 80 feet in

dimensions with a mold loft overhead, a machine

shop 400 by 120 feet in size, a planing mill, power

house, office building, hospital, a large acetylene

plant, sheet metal, pipe and coppersmith shops and

other buildings. There will be ample steel tankage

supplied for oil fuel, fresh water and the semi-fresh

water of the bav which will be utilized for the

-sprinkler and lire main systems. 'i'he launching

wa\s will be 500 feel in length and 55 feet wide.

The site cif tin- yard is on Suisun Hay. live miles

east of Martinez, and has a 20(S0-foot water frontage

with a depth of 27 feet at high water. The Southern

Pacific, Santa Fe and Oakland, Antioch & Eastern

Railroad systems all tap the i)roperty, as do also

two electric power lines and three oil ])i|)e liiu's.

.All wireless operators on Pacific Steamship Com-
pany liners hereafter will be in line for promotion

to higher positions in the same maniKT as other

ship's employees. This announcement has just been

made by A. F. Haines, general manager of the com-

pany at Seattle.

Heretofore, the future of a wireless man has been

confined to sending and receiving messages, but

now the lid has been lifted and he can ad\ance to

a position in the company as high as his ability

and energy justify. This has been brought about

as the result of an arrangement with the wireless

companies that serve the ships, whereby the opera-

tors are employed by the steamship company and

made an integral part of the steamship organiza-

tion.

In addition to their duties as wireless operators,

they will be assigned certain duties as freight clerks.

This will open to them a way for future promo-

tions. During the past year the arrangement has

been tried out and has worked successfully.

It is believed that the plan will attract good wire-

less operators into the service of the compan}- and

will be of general- benefit all around.

The growing plant of the B
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AT an initial cost of $9,000,000 a giant steel

and pig iron plant is to be erected on Puget

Sound, work on which is to commence with-

in the next sixty days.

This project, primarily conceived by B. S. Thane

of the Alaska-Gastinau mines, and financed by sev-

eral San Francisco bankers and capitalists is one of

the largest enterprises ever planned in the West,

and the efiect of its consummation will be far reach-

ing.

It is proposed to make an initial expenditure of

$9,000,000 to obtain a site, erect buildings and pur-

chase machinery and equipment to at once place

the plant in operation and then to increase the plant

until the complete project will represent a total

outlay of approximately $25,000,000.

The establishment of this great plant will not only

mean that the steel shipbuilding industry on the

Pacific Coast will be placed on a permanent basis,

but that hundreds of the variegated manufacturing

industries of the nation will erect plants in the West,

and that Seattle, instead of being the distributing

point for the great quantity of tin plate used in the

canning industries of the Pacific Coast, Alaska, Aus-

tralia, Siberia and the Orient will be the point of

manufacture of this very necessary commodity.

chain larger than one and seven-eighths and this

fact is considerable of a handicap, as the chain for

the 7500 and 8800-ton vessels now under construc-

tion must be much heavier than this.

SEATTLE CHAIN WORKS
Prominent among the many new industrial plants

that have sprung up in Seattle during the last two

years stands the Seattle Chain Works.

The new plant is headed by Mr. H. E. WooUey,
a practical chain maker of Philadelphia, Pa. Mr.

George Hardenburg of the Puget Sound Bridge

& Dredging Company of this city is the vice-

president.

The ]ilant is located on East Marginal Way, close

to the yards of the National Shipbuilding Company.
It is housed in a triangular shaped building, the

largest side of which lies parallel to East Marginal

Way. A spur track comes in from the south and

butts square against a loading platfrom, providing

an easy and efficient means of shipping their finished

product and unloading raw materials.

At present there are seven fires in operation, but

at a later date it is intended to install several more.

On account of (he poor grade of coke obtained

in the West, it is practically impossible to make

LAUNCHINGS
With the launching of the 8800-ton steamship

"Western King" at 9:00 A. M. Thursday, January
3rd, from the plant of J. F. Duthie & Co., on the

east waterway, Seattle's great 1918 launching pro-

gram was auspiciously commenced. The "Western
King" is the fourth steel steamship launched by

J. F. Duthie & Co., and is one of the vessels orig-

inally ordered by the Cunard Eine of England and

commandeered by the United States Shipping Board
last August. The other three vessels launched by
this plant are the "West Point", launched Septem-

ber 2. 1917. The "Hallbjorg" launched November,
1917, and the "War General", launched December
10, 1917. The "Western King" is classed 100 Al
at Lloyds.

On Saturday, January 13th, the steamship "West-
wood" was launched from the yard of the Ames
Shipbuilding & Dry Dock Company. The "West-
wood", another 8800-ton vessel, was ordered by the

Cunard Line of England but was commandeered
while on the ways by the Shipping Board. The
Ames yard has to date launched two vessels, the

other being the "War Brigade", now known as the

"Westerly", and which it is expected will be deliv-

ered to the Shipping Board this month. The Ames
yard now has under construction two 9500-ton

tankers and two 8800-ton cargo vessels, one of

which the "War Eagle" will soon be launched.

NOTES
The LTnited States Shipping Boaril has appointed

Captain R. PI. Baggot master of the new steamship

"Seattle", the first vessel to be turned out for the

United States Shipping Board. The "Seattle" was
built by the Skinner & Eddy Corporation of this ^

city. She will be operated by the Shipping Board
between New York and Honolulu. Captain Baggot
is a veteran steamship master of the Pacific Coast,

having recently left the Pacific Steamship Compan_\-

to take up work of inspector for the Shipping Board

at Astoria, Oregon.

LTnder convov of llic X'ancouver Sah-age Associa-
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tion steamer "Sal\nr", the steamship "Spokane"

limped into this port Monday, December 17th. Af-

ter discharging- the remains of her cargo at the

Grand Trunk dock the vessel proceeded to the

Seattle Construction & Dry Dock Company, and at

noon the same day was placed on drydock, w liere

the vessel was found to be badly damaged. It

will be necessary to cut away llie stem from the

sixteen-foot waterline down and aljout si.\t_\- feet

of her keel plates. P'iftecn plates on the starboard

side forward and ten plates on the portside forward

will need rcmo\-al. The "Spokane" went ashore

recently on the rocks of Idol Point, P>. C. It is

estimated that it will cost $100,000 to again make
the vessel seaworthy.

Preparation for the canning season of 1918 in

Alaska has already commenced, as large consign-

ments of supplies are being assembled and shipped

that in preceding years have not moved until March.

The reason being that canherymen are anxious to

avoid as much as possible the increase in freight

rates soon due to go into effect, and also because

of the anticipatt*d shortage of tonnage on the Alaska

route this year.

At the annual election of the officers, held De-

cember 19, 1917, the Shipmasters Association of the

United States elected Captain O. A. Johansen, mas-

ter of the motorship "Oregon", as president. The

other officers chosen were W. T. Isted, secretary :

Captain Frank Worth, first \ice-president ; Captain

C. j. Brugiere, second vice-president; Captain J. G.

\ord, third \ice-president.

The lack of trained men to ser\e as ofticers aboard

ihe many vessels now in course of construction for

the United States Shipping Board has been appre-

ciated by the State Legislature, and as a result a

sum of $50,000 for the biennium has been a])pro-

])riated and the Washington State Nautical School

authorized. Governor Lister recently gave out the

names of Captain J. S. Gibson, Frank Waterhouse

and J. D. Trenholme as appointees to the new
school board. A like sum is to be provided by the

Federal Government and a training vessel also fur-

nished.

The Seattle Port Commission has adopted a reso-

lution urging as an emergency war time measure

for the economic saving of men, money and equip-

ment, that the Port of Seattle be designated as the

agent of the Government for the operation of Se-

attle's rail and water terminals, and that the Port

Commission act as an impartial intermediary for

the performance of the terminal transfer of cars and

freight between railways, between water carriers

and between railways and water carriers in the

metropolitan district of Seattle. The measure is

proposed to do for the complicated Seattle terminal

system what has been done for the country's trans-

continental railways. The resolution will be for-

warded to Secretary W'illiam G. McAdoo, Director

General of Railwa\" Administration.

Exterior nncl interioi of the S
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THE housing- problem at Los Angeles Harbor

lias become so acute as a result of shipbuild-

ing- operations that the State Housing Com-

mission is making- a survey with a view to remedy-

ing the difficulty. JMark Z. Cohn, the expert of the

Housing Commission, is in charge of the sur\-ey

work and it is his purpose to get a report of the

exact situation into such shape as will bring about

the solution of the problem. Los Angeles, however,

probably is not as seriously situated with regard

to housing as are some other shipbuilding com-

munities. While ]irobably not more than twenty

per cent of the 5500 shipyard workers have been

able to find living quarters at the harbor, the trans-

portation facilities are such as to allow them to

live either in other residential sections of Los An-

geles, in Long Beach or other surrounding towns.

On January first more than 800 were living in

Long Beach and about 2500 in other sections of

Los Angeles, where many of them own their own
homes.

The labor situation at Los Angeles harbor is said

to be better than in most shipbuilding centers. Cli-

matic conditions are such as to attract laboring

men and these same conditions make it possible

for \\-ork to go forward continuously. Consequently

the shipyards have always found an abundance of

labor. The fact that the workmen have had to

go and conic several miles from their work has

been inconvenient, but not an insurmountable ob-

stacle. The men, perhaps, have not been (|uite as

efficient as they would have been had they lived

near their work, but that and the inconvenience

and loss of time entailed, ha\-e been the principal

drawbacks encountered.

Plans are under way to remedy even this situa-

ation, ho\ve\cr. With the survey of the State

Housing Commission completed, it is believed that

private capital will at least partially solve the hous-

ing problem. In fact applications already have

been made to the Board of Harbor Commissioners

for permits to erect rooming houses on city lands

adjacent to some of the shipbuilding plants. If this

is not sufficient, it is possible that the aid of the

Cio\-ernnu'nt will be invoked to proxide li\ing- quar-

ters.

the LTnited States Food Administration, Stoddard

Jess, fixed the price to be paid to the fishermen

by the canneries at $15 per ton. The canners had

previously paid $12 a ton, while the fishermen held

out for $18 per ton or more. Any person violating

the order of the food administrator will haxe his

license suspended or canceled. The findings of Mr.

Jess also do away with a practice that had grown

up among the canneries here of furnishing houses

or living quarters free for Japanese fishermen. LTn-

der previous conditions, Japanese fishermen re-

quired free living quarters near the waterfront in

connection with contracts for furnishing fish to any

one cannery. Mr. Jess ruled that this practice gave

these fishermen an advantage over others who own

or rent their own homes, and ordered the practice

discontinued. The result will be that the canneries

will obtain a revenue from large sums which have

been invested in houses.

More than 1000 feet of track has recently been

added to the Harbor Belt Line in order to facilitate

the passenger service of the Pacific Electric Rail-

way in handling shipyard employees. This track

is alongside the plant of the Los Angeles Shipbuild-

ing & Dry Dock Company. Cars will l)c standing

on this track before the employees leave the yard

and as fast as a train is filled it will leave. In this

way an attempt will be made to do away with the

overcrowding of cars.

The strike of the sardine fishermen at this port

apjiarently was settled when the representative of
"^^^ harbor front
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Tlic middU' III" January

liniUL;ht nunuTous iiuiuir-

ics as tn ])i)ssihli.' sites for

lu-w sliipliuildiiiu; plants

' (in city lands. 1 1 is sup-

])iiscd that the i)uhlishcd

desires (if the I'nited

States Shipping- ISoard to

stimulate production as

nuieh as possilile is re-

sponsilile for these incpiir

ies, in C(innecti(in with

fax'orahle eonditidns at

this port. The fact that

an abundance of labor has

been found here and that

climatic conditions are

highly favorable has at-

tracted the attention of

shipbuilders. I\Ia)(ir

Woodman has taken a

personal interest in this matter and has been in

communication w ith the Washington authorities on

the subject.

looking ciown the main
here in the way of provicJ

channel of Los Angele
ng shipping facilities

Great strides ha

The widening of the main channel of the inner

harbor probably will be started this spring. Con-

gress made an appropriation of $50,000 to begin this

work in last year's Rivers and Harbors appropria-

tion bill, but the United States' engineers considered

this sum too small to start the work advantageously.

The pending Rivers and Harbors bill contains an

appropriation of $100,000 additional for this pro-

ject and this will carry the work through the coming

year. The entire project will cost about $650,000

and will require three years. The channel is now
500 feet wide, and it is proposed to increase this to

a minimum of 1000 feet, moving back the whar\es

on the east side. ]\Iost of the land required is the

property of the City of Los Angeles, but is under

lease to the Salt Lake Railroad Company. Nego-

tiations have been about completed between the city

and this company under which the company will

take other land in lieu of that dredged out, and the

city will furnish the necessary new wharves.

C(immissi(iners to occupy a site on the fish har-
bor with a new fish cannery. This is the tenth

cannery site that has been leased by the city on the
fish harbor, and an application is pending for the
(inly site remaining. Several other concerns also

are seeking locations, but have been unable to obtain
them.

The Los Angeles Shipbuilding .!v: Dry Dock Com-

pany is rushing work on two additional launching

ways, which will make a total of six. It launched

its second hull on January 14, and within fifteen

minutes the first keel plate for another hull was

laid. The company has a force of 1200 men working

on extensions to its yard. An additional outfitting

wharf will be built immediately and considerable

more land will be reclaimed. Several new build-

ings and shops have been erected during the past

month.

Clarence H. Matson, who has been Secretary of

the Board of Harbor Commissioners since 1912, and
in that connection has looked after all traffic matters
for the Harbor Department of the City of Los An-
geles, including adjustments with the railroads,

municipal belt line matters, fixing of rates, leasing

of lands and similar duties, has been formally ap-

iminted Traffic Manager for the port, which position

has recently been created by the City Council in

order to care for the increasing activit}- in and
around the harbor. Guy \V. Wade, who has been
chief clerk of the Harbor Department for a number
of years and has been acting as Assistant Secretary,

has been appointed Secretary. J. W. Ludlow has

been made Assistant Harbor Engineer in active

charge of the engineering work of the department.

The City Engineer of Los Angeles is ex-oificio Har-
bor Engineer, but chiefly in a consulting capacity,

and the harbor work devolves upon the Assistant

Harbor Engineer. Mr. Ludlow has been with the

Los Angeles Harbor Department for se\eral vears.

A thirty-three year permit has been granted to the

Coast Fishing Company by the Board of Harbor

Paddy Smith, who has for years been emploved
as a longshoreman and watchman at Tacoma, has

been sent to \\'ilmington, where the mild climate

will be more suited to his age. Over twent\- years

ago he worked as longshoreman with H. F.

Alexander, who is now president of the Pacific

Steamship Company. It was on direct orders of

Mr. Alexander that a comfortable berth with the

Admiral Line was provided for the veteran em-
ployee at Wilmington.
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JUNK BOATS

Through the endeaxor of Police Inspector John

P. Dw3'er, who has had sixteen years of sea ex-

perience, and was connected with the Harbor PoUce

of New York for fifteen years, the license of all

junk boats were revoked. Inspector Dwyer has

found that not only did much of the goods stolen

from vessels and piers find' its way to the junk

boats, but that the owners of the junk boats were

actively in the employ of enemy agents carrying

secret letters to and from foreign vessels.

.\fter stating that "an honest junk man would

starve to death," Inspector Dwyer's report con-

tinues. "Another feature of the junk boat evil and

most dangerous one at this time is the men in these

1)oats being dishonest and possessing intimate and

expert knowledge of every craft in the harbor,

knowing what each may be loading or unloading,

and having unlimited opportunity under the law

to go in and out of ships, basins, and every other

place on the water at all times, day and night, and

are in a postion to obtain and convey valuable

information to the enemy and to do damage to

shipping property, or to convey persons to points on

the water where they could do damage.

"Junk boatmen can be hired to convey letters

and other communications to foreign ships sailing

from and arriving in this port. I am strongly of the

opinion that the enemies of this country make use

of this means of communication."

Tlic Inspector then relates how junk boatmen

trade liquor to seamen for articles taken from

boats and of the large loss of boat hardware from

the harbor each year.

The report was made to the Merchants Associa-

tion. That organization with the New York Boat

Owners Association asked Rear Admiral Usher

to withdraw the license under which the boatmen
operate. He did so, and hereafter there will be

no junk boatmen in the harbor.

Conditions of the shipyards in the East are be-

coming more normal, owing to the weather mod-
erating. The cold spell was so severe that it was
impossible for the men to work.

Street, along the Hudson Ri\er, which will be put

under military guard and will have the same status

as the Bush Terminal in Brooklyn when taken over

by the Government. It is also contemplated that

the Shipping Board is to seize all the ferries and

trolley lines in New York if necessary, to transport

workmen to the shipyards to speed up shipbuilding.

The piers in question are to be used for Government

warehouses for military purposes.

The New York State Canal Board is asking the

Federal Shipping Board to assist and expend $6,-

000,000 in construction of 1000-ton barges and 1000-

ton steam propelled boats for navigation on the

new State Canal. The petition for the Government

assistance is asked in \'iew oi the fact that they

now are contemplating appropriating $3,600,000

for barges to be used along the Mississippi River.

The New York State Barge Canal will be open for

through navigation this year.

It was necessary to dynamite the ice in order to

be able to float coal to the Fore River Ship

Building Company, Fore River, Massachusetts, in

order to keep the shipyard from shutting" down.

Shipping is being very much hampered on ac-

count of the ice. The pack ice is enormous and the

worst ever experienced, not only about New York,

but throughout the East it is almost impossible to

navigate some rivers. In fact, in some cases vessels

cannot proceed until they get assistance. The
sailors of the war ships at Newport, Rhode Island,

could not get back to their respective vessels on

account of the ice jam. More than 100 steamers

are tied up at the present for lack of coal, the ice

being a big factor in this case. The Delaware

River is almost impenetrable.

The Government has taken over all the New "^ork

City piers from Forty-second Street to Fifty-eighth

THE NEW YORK DOCK COMPANY

The Port of Xe\v York, which includes the East

River, a part of the Hudson River and a section

of Long Island Sound, presents a problem of vital

interest as far as the commerce of the country is

concerned. The ])(irt, as a whole, has been de\el-

ciped entirely by prixate enterprises, which have

made developments at such locations and in such

\va\s as the immediate traffic problems required.

The oldest and most important development is that
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Warehouses and the inshore end of piers along the Fulton sec-
tion of the New Yorl< Dock Company's properties

of the New V(irk Dock Company, situated on the

Brooklyn shore of East River, directly across from

the lower end of Manhattan and the important mili-

tary station at Governor's Island. This company's
propert}- covers approximately two and one-half

miles of water front and comprises the largest pier

system in the United States, as well as the largest

bonded and free warehouse system in the entire

\\'estern Hemisphere. This company's piers total

thirty-four, the longest being 1193 feet and having

175,000 square feet of wharf space, while all of the

thirty-four piers have a total pier dockage of 61.5

api)rnxiniately 55,000.000 cubic feet, as well as 20

manufacturing buildings with a total rental area

of 1,134,000 s(|uare feet. (Jne of the largest cold

stor,ii;e ])lants in the country is also located on this

])ro])irty. To serve the various warehouse interests,

pier tenants and others, the New York Dock Com-
pany Railway operates three different freight ter-

niin.als, which in turn have direct connection with

tin- r.allimore iK: Ohio Railroad, the Central Rail-

road of New Jersey, the Delaware, Lackawanna &
Western, the Erie Railroad, the Lehigh Valley Rail-

ro.ul, the New York Central Railroad, the New
^'ork. New Haven & Hartford Railroad, the New
York, Ontario & W'estern l\;iilro;id. the Pennsvl-

Yorl< Docl< Company's property

The National Cold Storage Company's buildings, a part of the
New Yorl< Dock Company's properties

acres, and the berthing measurement is 9.36 miles.

Some idea of the amount of business done at these

piers can be formed from the fact that 5,412,426

tons of water craft, representing 1422 ocean-going

ships docked at these piers last year. In addition

t ) these large steamers there were 57,549 berthings

of small steamers, barges and lighters, which were

required to handle the merchandise incident to the

loading and discharging of the larger boats. The

company owns and operates 159 bonded and free

storage warehouses which have a total capacity of

\aiiia Railroad and the West Shore Railroad, hand-

ling the consignments to and from the rail lines

direct b\' cars. The elevator known as Dows Stores,

which had a capacity of over 2,000,000 bushels, and

was the largest elevator on New York harbor was
owned bv the New York Dock Company. This

elevator was destroyed by fire during October, 1917.

--
_. g a -3 jinjTT g g B == w

ne of the manufacturing lofts at Atlantic Basil

ing is occupied by Montgomery Ward & Comi
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JUNK BOATS

Through the endeavor of Police Inspector John

P. Dwycr, who has had sixteen years of sea ex-

perience, and was connected with the Harbor Police

of New York for fifteen years, the license of all

junk boats were revoked. Inspector Dwyer has

found that not only did much of the goods stolen

from vessels and piers find' its way to the junk

boats, but that the owners of the junk boats were

actively in the employ of enemy agents carrying

secret letters to and from foreign vessels.

After stating that "an honest junk man would

starve to death," Inspector Dwyer's report con-

tinues. "Another feature of the junk boat evil and

most dangerous one at this time is the men in these

boats being dishonest and possessing intimate and

expert knowledge of every craft in the harbor,

knowing what each may be loading or unloading,

and having unlimited opportunity under the law

to go in and out of ships, basins, and every other

place on the water at all times, day and night, and

arc in a postion to obtain and convey valuable

information to the enemy and to do damage to

shipping property, or to convey persons to points on

the water where they could do damage.

"Junk boatmen can be hired to convey letters

and other communications to foreign ships sailing

from and arriving in this port. I am strongly of the

opinion that the enemies of this country make use

of this means of communication."

The Inspector then relates how junk boatmen

trade liquor to seamen for articles taken from

boats and of the large loss of boat hardware from

the harbor each year.

The report was made to the Merchants Associa-

tion. That organization with the New York Boat

Owners Association asked Rear Admiral Usher

to withdraw the license under which the boatmen
operate. He did so, and hereafter there will be

no junk boatmen in the harbor.

Conditions of the shipyards in the East are be-

coming more normal, owing to the weather mod-
erating. The cold spell was so se\'ere that it was
impossible for the nien to work.

Street, along the Hudson River, which will be put

under military guard and will have the same status

as the Bush Terminal in Brooklyn when taken over

by the Government. It is also contemplated that

the Shipping Board is to seize all the ferries and

trolley lines in New York if necessary, to transport

workmen to the shipyards to speed up shipbuilding.

The piers in question are to be used for Government

warehouses for military purposes.

The New York State Canal Board is asking the

Federal Shipping Board to assist and expend $6,-

000,000 in construction of 1000-ton barges and 1000-

ton steam propelled boats for navigation on the

new State Canal. The petition for the Government

assistance is asked in view of the fact that they

now are contemplating appropriating $3,600,000

for barges to be used along the Mississippi River.

The New York State Barge Canal will be open for

through navigation this year.

It was necessar\' to dynamite the ice in order to

be able to lloat coal to the Fore River Ship

Building Company, Fore River, Massachusetts, in

order to keep the shipyard from shutting down.

Shipping is being very much hampered on ac-

count of the ice. The pack ice is enormous and the

worst ever experienced, not only about New York,

but throughout the East it is almost impossible to

navigate some rivers. In fact, in some cases vessels

cannot proceed until they get assistance. The

sailors of the war ships at Newport, Rhode Island,

could not get back to their respective vessels on

account of the ice jam. More than 100 steamers

are tied up at the present for lack of coal, the ice

being a big factor in this case. The Delaware

Ri\cr is almost impenetrable.

'I'he Government has taken over all the New York
City piers from Fort}'-second Street to Fifty-eighth

THE NEW YORK DOCK COMPANY

Tine Port of New York, which includes the East

River, a part of the Hudson River and a section

of Long Island Sound, presents a problem of vital

interest as far as the commerce of the country is

concerned. The port, as a whole, has been de\'el-

oped entirel}' by pri\ate enterprises, which have

made developments at such locations and in such

wa\s as the immediate traffic problems reciuired.

The oldest and most important development is that
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Warehouses and the inshore end of piers along the Fulton sec-
tion of the New York Dock Company's properties

of the New York Dock Company, situated on the

Brooklyn shore of East River, directly across from

the lower end of Manhattan and the important mili-

tary station at Governor's Island. This company's

property co\-crs approximately two and one-half

miles of water front and comprises the largest pier

system in the United States, as well as the largest

bonded and free warehouse system in the entire

\\'estern Hemisphere. This company's piers total

thirty-four, the longest being 1193 feet and ha\'ing

175,000 square feet of wharf space, while all of the

thirty-four piers have a total pier dockage of 61.5

api)roximatel_\' 55,000,000 cubic feet, as well as 20

manufacturing buildings with a total rental area

of 1,134,060 square feet. One of the largest cold

storage plants in the country is also located on this

property. To serve the various warehouse interests,

])icr tenants and others, the New York Dock Com-
pany Railway operates three different freight ter-

minals, which in turn have direct connection with

the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad, the Central Rail-

road of New Jersey, the Delaware, Lackawanna &
Western, the Erie Railroad, the Lehigh Valley Rail-

road, the New York Central Railroad, the New-

York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad, the New
York, Ontario iK: Western Railroad, the Pennsyl-

-.•^^,

<>«i«nii,iim|

part of the

acres, and the berthing measurement is 9.36 miles.

Some idea of the amount of business done at these

piers can be formed from the fact that 5,412,426

tons of water craft, representing 1422 ocean-going

ships docked at these piers last year. In addition

t ) these large steamers there were 57,549 berthings

(•f small steamers, barges and lighters, which were

required to handle the merchandise incident to the

loading and discharging of the larger boats. The

company owns and operates 159 bonded and free

storage warehouses which have a total capacity of

vania Railroad and the West Shore Railroad, hand-

ling the consignments to and from the rail lines

direct by cars. The elevator known as Dows Stores,

which had a capacity of over 2,000,000 bushels, and

was the largest elevator on New York harbor was

owned by the New York Dock Company. This

elevator was destroyed by fire during October, 1917.
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British Columbian Activities

THE Duke of Devonshire, Governor-General

of Canada, during his visit to the Pacific

Coast, November 19 to 27, made a thorough
inspection of the British Columbia shipyards, mak-
ing a tour of all the plants in Victoria and Van-
couver. Me %\as much impressed with the pros-

pects for advancing the industry here, and expressed

surprise at the headway already made. At the

yards of the Foundation Company, Ltd., Victoria,

he urged upon the workers the need of whole-
hearted co-operation in the Allies' task of counter-

ing the U-boat menace. The. Duke also witnessed

the Cameron-Genoa Mills Shipbuilders, Ltd., launch
the "Beatrice Castle", last of the six vessels con-

tracted for by the Canada \\"cst Coast Navigation
Com])an\'.

Practically every shipyard of any size in the

province has a share in the shipbuilding program
launched by the Imperial Munitions Board, which
at present calls for the construction of twenty-seven
wooden steamers. Five of these are now being
built at the yards of the Foundation Company,
and lour at the Cameron-Genoa plant, the keel of

the last one having been laid November 26. The
Lyall interests of Montreal have taken over control

interests of one of the \'ancouver yards of the

Wallace Company and have been awarded six of

the Munitions Board contracts. The Western Can-
ada vShipyards, Ltd., at \'ancouver, are handling six

Munitions Board contracts. The Westminster Ma-
rine Railway Company, amalgamated as the British

Columbia Construction & Engineering Company,
will build lour more ships for the Munitions Board.

Victoria enters upon the second year of her re-

habilitation as a shipbuilding port with great opti-

mism, New Year's Day brought a report from the

lion. T. D. Patullo, Minister of Lands and Works
in the Provincial Government, to the effect that

after having made a survey of American Pacific

shipyards, he was convinced that ^icto^ia, the capi-

tal city of this ])ro\-incc, should have a larger share

of the Canadian business, and in consequence he

has given his word that the Government's efforts

will be directed to securing even bigger contracts for

the local yards.

Everything that was expected here in the past

year of the two big yards, has been accomplished,

and more. The quality of the work turned out has

been exceedingly high, and labor difficulties have

been practically nil. One phase of the work which

is very gratifying, is the employment of such a

large number of returned soldiers. Scores of men,

who a few months ago faced the Hun in the front

line trenches of Flanders and France, are now em-

ployed in helping to construct hulls which will do

much to bring nearer the final triumph for which

they fought.

A recapitulation of the shipbuilding industry in

the province, as a whole, shows that British Colum-

bia built wooden schooners have moved a vast quan-

tity of the splendid lumber of British Columbia's for-

ests, to the markets of the world, and it is particularly

gratifying to note that these products must have re-

mained here indefinitely, for want of shipping facili-

ties, had British Columbia yards not turned out the

ships to mo\e it.

Foreign shipments of the year just closed show a

big increase over 1916, and the reason lies directly

with the service performed by the ships built dur-

ing the past sixteen months at the Cameron-Genoa

Mills Shipbuilders, Ltd., yards in this city, and the

Wallace Shipyards at North Vancouver .

Taking into consideration only the vessels which

loaded lumber at mainland ports, sixteen were in

operation last year, as compared to seven the year

pre\ious. The 1917 cargoes amounted to 18,083.()22

feet. Australia proved to be British Columbia's

chief customer. South Africa coming second; Chile,

third: India, fourth; Fijo, fifth; China, sixth; and

the Philipjiines, sc\enth.
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Tne Month m Tacoma
PACIFIC Coast manager ]\I. Iliguchi of the

Osaka Shosen Kaisha, who has recently been

appointed to this position, arrived here Jan-

uary Sth from Hongkong, where he has been repre-

senting the company. Mr. Higuchi expresses him-

self as greatly pleased with this port and the

terminal facilities olTered here by the Chicago, Alil-

waukee & St. Paul Railway Company. He states

that new vessels now under construction and in ser-

vice will be added to this service.

All wheat docks here have been practically cleared

of grain within the past few weeks, though early

in the season there was some 30,000 tons held in

the different docks. The grain, it is stated, will now
be held in the interior and shipped here to the

mills as needed.

Frank Walker of Seattle, the well known marine

surveyor, spends considerable time in Tacoma now
in his work of representing the French Govern-

ment in the vessels building at the Foundation

Company's yards. It is very probable that this com-

pany will build twenty-four wooden vessels here.

At present this yard has 1100 men employed.

The first big repair job to come to the Todd yards

at Tacoma is on the Alaska Steamship Company's
freighter "Valdez", which grounded in December

while southbound from La Touche with a cargo of

ore. The vessel arrived here in a leaking condition.

Captain W. Frank Andrews of the Washington
Stevedoring Company, who has been on a business

and pleasure trip to Japan, returned home in time

for Christmas. Captain Andrews states that he

found many changes in the ports of Japan over

the old days of twelve years ago, when he visited

the Orient. The docking facilities, he declares, are

the best in the world and the shipyards full of

work. Captain Andrews went out by the Pacific

Mail steamer "Ecuador" and declares that enough

cannot be said for the courtesy extended by the

management and officers of this line to travelers.

The motor ship "Wergeland", Captain L. Th.

Paulsen was out at the Todd dry dock during the

early part of the year for cleaning. The "Werge-
land", which is a product of the Ward yards at

Olympia, will load down sound for Australia. The
vessel is powered with Sumner engines, operating

on crude oil and on the trip from Olympia is de-

clared to have acted in a manner highly satisfactory

to her owners' representatives.

Carrying a full Oriental cargo of 8000 tons, the

Norwegian steamer "Luise Nielsen", Captain O. W.
UK'ig arri\ed here January 6tli from Singapore.

The vessel had a stormy passage across, but Cap-

tain Ulvig is greatly pleased with his ship, which

was on her first trip. The "Luise Nielsen" is a

product of the vSkinner & Eddy yards, Seattle.

wonderful progress has been made here by the

management and men of the Foundation Company
in getting this shipyard in position to put out

wooden vessels. Due to the fact that this com-

pany, having contracts with the French Govern-

ment for the construction of a large number of

vessels, does not want any undue publicity, figures

cannot be given, but in just a few months they

have equipped a modern yard and have vessels well

along. Some 1100 men are employed at this yard,

which covers a site of some fifty acres. The heads

of the different departments of this company re-

cently held a get-together banquet at the Elks

Temple, during which the work of the company

was outlined and different members made short

talks. Among those present were J. C. Arnold,

superintendent: C. H. Grace, S. Hayes and H. B.

Pickering, manager of the Tacoma plant. Mr.

Pickering is from the Cramp Shipbuilding Com-

pany.

An increase of ten per cent in wages to the work-

ers in the wooden yards here engaged in Govern-

ment work was grantd by the Government the first

of the year. This will effect about 1000 men, it is

believed.

January should see the launching of the first of

the Emergency vessels at Tacoma building for the

Government. It is very probable that the Seaborn

yards will have this honor. There will be a launch-

ing then about once a month for the year in wooden

vessels.

Starting the new year, the Milwaukee Tug float

Company conies out ;is the Wallace Tug Boat &
Transportation Compan\. This company, which

has been operating at Tacoma for the past ten

years, under the management of L. G. Wallace,
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handles the terminal barge \vork in connection with

other sound towing. Several months ago Manager

Wallace secured control of the larger part of the

stock of the company and is placing the company

on a different working basis. The company oper-

ates two steam tugs and five gas powered towboats.

Captain John Jordison, port superintendent of

the Frank Waterhouse Company, was in Tacoma
for several days, early in the month in connection

with the handling of the "Luise Nielsen", wliich

discharged the larger part of her inward Oriental

cargo here.

Flour movement from Tacoma the past few weeks

has been very heavy, considering that there is little

of the cereal moving from coast ports. There has

i')een li\e cargoes out from here recently for coast

and foreign ports.

K.xtensive improvements are said to be planned

by the Doud-McFarlane Machinery Company, who
arc and have been engaged in marine and mill

repair work here for a number of years. This firm

until recently carried a line of marine goods, but

have gone out of this and entered the manufactur-

ing end of certain marine fittings. This includes

galvanized goods.

Business through the port of Tacoma showed
big gains for the first eleven months of 1917 over

the corresponding time of 1916, acording to the

figures of Harbormaster W. G. Rowland. The ex-

port total for eleven months was valued at $108,213,-

731, with imports at $128,155,032. The larger part

of the foreign trade was carried by Japanese vessels

with a total net tonnage of 418,085. Vessels of the

United States in the foreign trade from Tacoma
amounted to 57,956 net tons steam and 14,152 tons

sail. English tonnage amounted to 41,751 tons.

The steamer "Sol. G. Simpson", the finest and one

of the last stern wheel steamers on Puget Sound,

has been placed on the route between Tacoma and

Shelton. The vessel is operated by the Shelton

Transportation Company. Captain George Mel-

ville is in charge of the "Simpson".

A. W. Sterrett, of the Merchants Transportation

Company, formerly of Tacoma but for several years

at X'ancouver, R. C, was in Tacoma spending New

Years. Mr. Sterrett will return to Tacoma as soon

as business affairs in \'ancouvcr, in which he is

connected, are cleared up.

Work of construction of the plant of the Martino-

iich yards at Dockton is going on in very satisfac-

tory shape, according to the heads of this company,

with offices in the California Building here. At

present there are forty men employed clearing

ground for the enlarged plant.

Captain F. W. Roblee, of Tacoma, has taken the

schooner "W. G. Irwin", recently purchased by the

Woodside interests of San Francisco, from the

Roche Harbor Lime Company.
Ore shipments to the Tacoma smelter have been

\ery heavy for several weeks. During one rush of

northern vessels several had to be held down
sound, awaiting their turn at the docks to dis-

charge. One day there was the "La Touche".

"A'aldez", "Cordova", "Quadra", "Eastholm" and a

barge discharging ore at the plant, with other ves-

sels awaiting an opportunity to berth.

After an overhauling at the Doud-McFarlane Ma-
chine Company, the tug "Falcon" of the Tacoma
Tug & Barge Company fleet, is again in service

and doing better, according to members of the crew,

than ever before.

The Foss Launch Company are keeping both their

three steam tugs and launches busy in general work

in the harbor and towing out of here.

The Pacific Steamship Company has accjuired the

little steamship "Northland", recently reported sold

to an Eastern concern by the Border Line Transpor-

tation Company. The little vessel has a freight

carrying capacity of 1000 tons, and was built by the

Moran Company in 1908. Through faulty loading

she capsized and sank in the harbor of Kake, Ku-
preanoft' Island, Alaska, on June 25, 1916. A year

later she was raised and brought to Seattle, where
she has since been laying without repairs of any

kind. She is now undergoing a thorough overhaul-

ing and will be placed on the Southeastern Alaska

run in March. She is to be named "Admiral Nichol-

son", in honor of Rear Admiral Reginald F. Nichol-

son, who in 1907 commanded the Seattle-built

battleship "Nebraska".

The steamer "Justin" at Shanghai and a group of coolie longshoremen carrying a steel plate to shore.
labor makes this man-handling possible at some of the Far Eastern ports

The cheapness of
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FT RST of Portland's contributions to the Gov-
ernment for 1918 in fulfilling the pledge of

the State of Oregon to float 400,000 tons of

steel shi])s, was the launching of two 8800-tonners

Sunday, January 13th, when the "War Archer" took

the water at the Northwest Steel Company's yard

at 10:30 o'clock, and the "Santiam" was iioated by

the Columbia River Shipbuilding Corporation at

2 :00 o'clock in the afternoon.

Happily for the poinilace, advance notice had been

received of a change in the decree of the Federal Cen-

sorship Board, permitting the publication in daily

papers of construction news, so information was
gi\'en of the intended launchings, which drew a

number to the river.

In starting the "War Archer" on her way, Mrs.

Joseph K. Bowles, wife of the president of the

Northwest Steel Company, had been selected as

sponsor, and contrary to the "dry" regulations in

full force and effect, a bottle of honest-to-goodness

champagne was used by the fair christener.

Likewise did Mrs. James McKinlay, wife of the

general manager of the Columbia Shipbuilding Cor-

poration, wield a bottle of the famed grape product

in sending the "Santiam" down the ways.

The "War Archer" was the sixth carrier of the

type the Northwest plant has turned out and, as

has been done with the preceding ships, the Wil-

lamette Iron & Steel Works will install the machin-

ery and finish the vessel. The "Santiam" was the

second of the Columbia River plant's products and

she, like the "Westward Ho", "ex-War Sirdar", will

be completed there. The corporation has installed

the boilers in the "Westward Ho" and is well along

with the equipment for the "Santiam", while a

third hull will be in the water shortly, boilers for

which will be about ready. It is estimated that

when the fourth ship is afloat such headway will

have been made in the shop that her boilers will be

on the dock in advance.

On the recent return of Mr. Bowles from Wash-
ington he announced that "at least twenty steel

steamers" had been contracted for with the Emer-
gency Fleet Corporation for the two plants, so they

have forty carriers now that are to be finished by
June, 1919.

Added to those are four of 4.^00 tons which the

Albina Engine & Machine Works has contracted

to build for the Government. Th^t plant has two

3300-ton steel ships in the water, the first of which
will be steamed up this month, and on the ways
are four of 3800 tons. The new cjuartet will be
of the same general type as the latter, but through
the elimination of certain features, and alterations

of others, it is hoped to increase the deadweight
capacity by 500 tons. The Albina plant has used

four ways so far, though five are available, and all

will be utilized now, as the orders now on the

books are to be finished before 1919 comes along.

Then ten more steel steamers of 9500 tons, which
were placed with the G. M. Standifer Construction

Company, are being provided for, orders having
been closed for plant machinery, as well as that for

the vessels. The location of the yard at Vancouver,.

Wash., adjacent to Portland, is assured through the

action of Vancouver interests in voting a bond issue

January 16th, in the sum of $185,000, with which
to purchase property on the waterfront, fifty-four

acres in all. The land will be improved through
filling and the new shipyard will be allotted a site

there at a nominal lease figure. As the corporation

is now building wooden steamers there for the Gov-
ernment, as well as at its North Portland yard,

ten of that class being under way in all, it means
a convenience in centralizing its operations, while

Vancouver will benefit through having such live

industries at its door. The wooden shipyard is lo-

cated just west of the interstate bridge spanning the

Columbia, while the steel yard will be some dis-

tance downstream, alongside the bridge of the Spo-
kane, Portland & Seattle Railroad. Work of filling

the property is now under way, so there will be
no delay in locating the new yard.

Mr. Standifer has gone to Washington to close

various ends of the big deal, while "Jim" Clarkson,

the man who works with his men and as one of

them, remains on the ground to continue the "pep"
that has characterized the work of those interests.

One of the first acts of Eloyd J. Wentworth,
whose appointment as district officer of the newly
formed Oregon District of the Emergency Fleet

Corporation was confirmed Christmas Day, was
naming J. W. Hall inspector of the Emergency
Fleet Corporation, stationed at the plant of the
Peninsula Shipbuilding Company, as superintend-
ent of w len ship construction for the district.

Mr. Hall had much to do with certain changes in

construction details at the Peninsula plant, he hav-
ing had experience in earlier days in yards on the
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Launch of the "Santlam" a
Mc:Kinlay, wife of the gene

Coast of Maine and, besides, followed engineering

afterward.

Headquarters of the district were shifted during

the month from the Oregon Building, which is

occupied by the Chamber of Commerce, to the

Northwest National Bank Building, where more

space is available for the expansion of the Shipping

Board and Emergency Fleet Corporation staffs.

As yet Mr. Wentworth's jurisdiction extends only

to wooden steamers and the district embraces the

entire Columbia River section, though some of the

yards are in Washington, but does not include

Coos Bay, which remains in the territory of Captain

Pillsbury of San Francisco.

In connection with the pledge of Oregon builders

to turn out 525,000 tons of wooden steamers during

1918, four additional contracts have been awarded

the Coast Shipbuilding Company, the same num-

ber to the Peninsula Shipbuilding Company, and

as many to the Wilson Shipbuilding Company, the

latter being at Astoria. Several other plants have

been recommended for additional ships.

Beginning January 14th, the Coast Shipbuilding

Company, which is located at the foot of Woods
Street and adjoins the plant of the Columbia River

Shipbuilding Corporation, extended its working day

from eight to ten hours. The change was in the

interest of the "speeding up" program, and was
prompted because the company's executives say

they are unable to work a greater number of men
efficiently, so have decided for the present to extend

the time.

That plant, also the Peninsula and the Grant

Smith-Porter-Guthrie Company yards, all of which

have immense sheds beneath which vessels are

built, have installed powerful electric lights for

night work and it is probable that when the season

is well advanced, two shifts will be employed by all

so work may be carried

on until midnight. The
Grant-Smith plant is al-

ready working two shifts.

Speculation is on as to

which yard will have the

first bona fide Emergency
Fleet Corporation wooden
ship overboard. The Pe-

ninsula's force is striv-

ing for the honor, and

pushing that yard closely

is the Supple-Ballin Ship-

building Corporation and

the Coast plant. Feb-

r u a r y is the month
when they expect to

have their first carriers

Hoated.

One new company in

the field to actually begin

laying out a yard is the Oceanic Shipbuilding Com-
pany, which is establishing a plant at Milwaukie,

above Portland, on the Willamette River, which

was the scene of the building of the first steamer

on the river, the "Lot Whitcomb", which was
launched in 1850. She was a sidewheeler. Arrange-

ments are under way with the Port of Portland

to make a fill there, requiring more than 100,000

cubic yards of material.

After twenty-eight years in business at the foot

of Aleade Street the Portland Shipbuilding Com-
pany, which has confined its operations to inland

vessels, is to move to the foot of Bancroft Avenue,

farther upstream, as its property has been secured

by the Columbia River Shipbuilding Corporation,

and will be utilized for an extension of its fitting-

out dock and for additional machine shops. The
Portland Shipbuilding Company has a tract 500

feet square for its new site and in another month

will be located there.

Between December 20th and January 14th, the

force of men engaged in shipyard work at Portland

and Vancouver was increased by 1159 workers, as

shown by an official check made at the instance of

R. P. Bonham, United States Immigration Inspec-

tor, in the interest of the Department of Labor. The
total now on the payrolls in that zone is 14,159. On
that basis it is estimated the total strength in the

state is 17,000 men.

Uncle Sam paid $4,244,617.55 to the Great North-

ern Pacific Steamship Company for the palatial tur-

biners Great Northern and Northern Pacific, which

made such records in the Portland-San Francisco

service until commandeered last fall for war pur-

poses. The price paid is set forth in a letter from

the company, filed with the Oregon Corporation

Commissioner, showing its capital stock has been

reduced from $5,000,000 to $352,000 or from 50,000

shares to 3250 shares, each valued at $100.

During the past month two shipyard publications
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lia\c made their appearance, each issued twice a

month. The Grant Smith-Portcr-Guthrie Company
having^ been first in the field with the "Chronicles

of the St. Johns Shipyards" and the Northwest

Steel Company issued "Heave Together". They
are devoted to the employees, having to do with

numerous safety first and welfare ideas and newsy

items of speeding-up records of different crews and

individuals.

Moored alongside the Supple-Ballin Shipbuilding

Corporation's docks here are two big motorships

that have so far attracted the most attention of

any of the new types since the early days of auxil-

iaries when the McCormick interests built the "City

of Portland", at St. Helens.

They are the "Mount Hood" and "Mount Shasta",

built by the Supple-Ballin organization, and besides

being the largest yet turned out, 4000 tons dead-

weight, they are to be the first to use the Winton
Diesel engines, and, while wooden vessels, they are

double diagonal planked and reinforced with steel.

The "Mount Hood" took the water December 4th,

and the "Mount Shasta" followed December 17th.

They were built on the order of the New York
firm of Gaston, Williams & Wigmore, and the twin

engines, each of 500 horsepower, are being installed

in the first ship and the other set came to hand

early in January. The vessels are 308 feet long,

with a beam of 44.6 feet and depth, moulded at 25

feet. The design is one patented by Fred A.

Ballin of the Supple-Ballin organization. The cor-

poration is now rushing the first four steamers of

eight contracted for with the Emergency Fleet

Corporation.

Allied with the Supple-Ballin Shipbuilding Cor-

poration, to the extent the same principal stockhold-

ers are interested, is the Pacific Marine Iron Works,
located on the waterfront at the foot of East Main
Street, where machinery and boilers for the new
Government steamers, as well as some building

at other yards, are being turned out. The plant is

rated one of the best in the West, and long before

it was completed an encouraging start had been
made on some of the machinery.

yVnother plant lo float its first two ships this

year was the Columbia River Shipbuilding Cor-

poration, where 8800-ton steel freighters are being

constructed for the Government. The pioneer at

that yard, the "War Sirdir", took the water No-
vember 19th, and the second, the "War Agate",

December 22nd. A third ship will be in the water
early in the year.

One other organization to rank with those having
launched two vessels is the Albina Engine & Ma-
chine Works, where the "Margit", a 3300-ton car-

rier, also steel, was floated November 3rd, and No-
vember 29th, the "Erling", a sistership, was sent

down the ways. The works had four 3800-ton

steamers building and the first of those will be

started riverward soon.

The Northwest Steel Company, building eight

ships jointly with the Willamette Iron & Steel

Works, launched five during the year. The "War
Baron" took the lead, going into the water March
30th ; the "War Viceroy" being christened August
2nd, the "Landaas" September 14th ; the "Halgren"
November 4th, and the "War Ally" December 5th.

To the McEachern Ship Company, at Astoria, is

credited five wooden carriers of the au.xiliary

schooner type. The pioneer of that plant, the "As-
toria", went overboard October 28, 1916, so the

second, the "Margaret", was floated March 3rd, the

"Astri" launching April 30th, the "Magruda" July
1st, the "May", August 9th, and the "Pauline", Oc-
tober 20th.

The Columbia Engineering Works, at Linnton,

floated five during 1917, they being auxiliaries built

to the order of M. T. Snyder of New Orleans, and
the vanguard was the "Guanacaste" May 17th, the

"Tempate" being launched June 16th, the "Diria"

October 24th, the "Ethel" November 15th, and the

"Chiquimula" December 8th.

The Peninsula Shipbuilding Company, which be-

gan its career in sending the "Esperanca" down the

ways December 16, 1916, contributed three to the

Portland fleet this year, the "Erris" launching
March 27th, the "Gamma" June 1st, and the "L'Aig-
lon" July 21st.

Launch of the "War Archer" at the Northwest Steel Company's
the Northwest Steel Company, who acted as sponsor for
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Mr. Raymond E. Lovekin, managing director of

the American Screw Propeller Company of Phila-

delphia, is one of the younger engineers who have

come rapidly into prominence during the past two

years. Although less than twenty-five years old,

Mr. Lovekin is managing the affairs of a company

which has as its clients most of the leading shipyards

in the United States, a remarkable record for a

company formed in March, 1916. Mr. Raymond

Lovekin and his father, Luther D. Lovekin, were

both original members of the American Screw Pro-

peller Company, which has been handling the de-

signing of propellers on the Dyson principle. The

formation of this firm filled a long felt want and

the personnel of its directors insured the respect

and trust of the best shipbuilders and engineers

throughout the United States and Canada. That

the youthful managing director of the firm possesses

high business, as well as technical ability, is attested

to by the fact that this eighteen-month-old concern

is designing propellers at the present time for over

three hundred vessels. Before joining forces with

the American Screw Propeller Company, Mr. Ray-

mond Lovekin was engaged for some years in the

manufacture and selling of mechanical specialties.

are now making preparations for handling their

next contracts, details of which have not yet been

announced.

With the launching of the "Beatrice Castle",

which, it is reported, will soon be turned over

to W. B. Castle, of the Zena Iron Works, Duluth,

British Columbia shipyards have completed their

contract with the Canada West Coast Navigation

Company. Six of the vessels, which are wooden

auxiliary schooners specially designed for the lum-

ber trade, were built by the Wallace Shipyards at

North Vancouver, and six by the Cameron-Genoa

Mills Shipbuilders, Victoria. Both these companies

Shipbuilding on Vancouver Island and on thc

mainland is now proceeding at top speed. The
Wallace yards in North Vancouver, in addition

to the schooners, have been working on three steel

steamships of the "War Dog" Type, one of which

has already been launched. These ships cost about

$().^0,000 each. A construction program involving

$7,500,000 has been embarked upon by the Cough-

Ian yards of Vancouver, which is now building six

steel $1,250,000 vessels, one for Norwegian and five

for British interests.

The schooner "Dixmude", the seventh vessel to

be turned out by the Harbor Island plant of the

Puget Sound Bridge & Dredging Company, has

been turned over to the French Government, and

will immediately start loading a capacity cargo of

flour, probably destined for a French port. The
"Dixmude", together with five other vessels of the

same type, was built to the order of the Washington

Shipping Corporation, which was awarded contracts

for six vessels by the French Government. She is a

four-masted auxiliary schooner, 250 feet long over

all, 43 feet moulded breadth, 21 feet moulded depth.

Her deadweight tonnage is 2500. She is powered

with a twin set of 240 H.P. Skandia engines that

give her a loaded speed of six knots.

The E. K. Wood Lumber Company will remove

their offices on the first of February to the eleventh

floor of the Fife Building at 1 Drumni Street.

The founders and present officers of the Acme Engine Company, San Francisco. From left to right they are: James S.

Hawl<ins, president; Conrad C. Kriemler, vice-president; George A. Feldman, secretary, and Richard Froboese. chief
engineer. Pictures of the first engine to be completed by this firm will be found on page 116 of this issue



General Average or 'Sue and Labor

ADECISION of much interest to marine

underwriters and one which, if not reversed

on appeal, will have a far-reaching effect,

was q'iven recently at the Liverpool Assizes.

It appears that the steamer "Florence" with a

cargo of wheat was sunk by a peril insured against

by the marine policies. Some six weeks later the

steamer with her cargo, which was badly damaged
but still had considerable value, was raised under

a "no cure, no pay" contract. The steamer was
valued in her insurance policies at £5205, and the

contract for raising was for £4500, and it was

stated, the contract for raising had no relation to

the cargo. Presumably this contract was entered

into by those interested in the vessel itself without

reference to the cargo interests.

The questions were whether the £4500 paid for

raising the steamer was to be treated as general

average or salvage charges, to be apportioned over

ship and cargo in accordance with values saved, or

whether the amount should be treated as "sue and

labor" expenses to be borne by the hull alone, and

further as to whether or not this amount, if decided

to be classed as "sue and labor" expenses should

be apportioned in accordance with the policy value

of the steamer or in accordance with her actual

value which was admitted to be in excess of the

policy value.

The court held that the amount must be due to

action under the "sue and labor" clause and should

te apportioned over the policy value of the steamer,

thus letting the hull underwriters in for a ninety

per cent salvage claim in addition to a particular

average claim which, from the circumstances as

cited, must have been rather heavy.

Neither the full text of the case nor the condi-

tions of the contract for salvage is at hand, and it

is therefore useless to comment on the decision, but

shipowners and underwriters generally will be inter-

ested in having full particulars.

In line with the above is a recent decision of the

Circuit Court of Appeals, Fifth Circuit, in the case

of the steamer "Ouernmore".

This steamer was stranded and the master made

arrangements for her floating and under the ar-

rangements made the steamer with her cargo was

saved. Suit was brought against the steamer for

the entire amount agreed upon by the master for

the services, the owners of the steamer claiming

that the cargo should be a party. In its decision

the court said

:

"The claims of the libellants were not for ser-

vices voluntarily rendered to a ship in distress

under circumstances making their compensation

dependent on success and chargeable against

whatever they helped to save. The question of

general average, or of the liability of the freight

and cargo to contribute to expenses incurred by

or at the instance of a ship's master for the rescue

of it from a peril of the sea, is one which does not

concern those who, under contracts of employ-

ments binding upon the ship, rendered services or

incurred expenses which contributed to the saving

of the ship. The libellants were entitled to have

the compensation due to them charged against the

ship in behalf of which they were engaged to

render services or incur expenses for its rescue."

And the court further said

:

"The enforcement against the ship alone of its

contract liability did not prevent the assertion in

its behalf of a liability of the cargo and the freight

to make suitable contribution for the partial pro-

tection or reimbursement of the ship for outlays

the benefits of which were shared in by the cargo

and the freight."

Xke ''Net Value Clause

IN
its issue of November 15, 1917, "Fairplay"

states that steps are being taken by under-

writers whereby the "net value" clause will

not be admitted in policies of insurance on cargo

unless an additional premium is paid for it, and in

its issue of November 29th, in commenting on the

same subject suggests "that the best plan, if mer-

chants wish to have their claims based on the net

value— i. e., the sound arrived value deducting

freight and duty—would be for them to pay an

additional premium on the freight and duty which

is due at destination."

The "net value" clause provided that in arriving

at the amount due from underwriters for damage

shall be ascertained by comparing the net arrived

value, that is the damaged value less freight and

duty, with the net sound value, the gross sound

value less freight and duty and applying the per-

centage of loss thus ascertained to the insured value,

whereas the legal and accepted method, in the ab-

sence of and express stipulation to the contrary is

to compare gross sound value with gross damaged

value, freight and duty included.

It is stated that this clause was originally in-

serted in policies many years ago as a slight con-

cession to merchants and at that time the conces-

sion was undoubtedly slight, but when freights be-

came so abnormal that in some instances the freight
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was in excess of the cost of the goods the difiference

to the underwriter was very marked, and there was

no offset in the way of additional premium.

This discussion regarding the benefits, or other-

wise, as you look at it, of the "net value" clause

has been going on for some time and several months

ago the "Pacific Marine Review", in commenting

on it took the position that it was not only useless,

but dangerous to depart from the well settled rules

governing the settlement of particular average on

goods, and pointed out that it is the custom on this

side of the continent for the prudent merchant to

insure the duty and freight as separate items cover-

ing particular average on the same basis as that

on the goods themselves, which could be done at

a nominal rate, and in event of particular average,

he would be fully protected, and the underwriter,

whether on goods, freight or duty, would recei\e

premium for the risk he was actually assuming.

MARINE INSURANCE NOTES
Messrs. Frank & DuBois, well known insurance

brokers of New York, have secured the contract for

placing the insurance of the fleet of the Alaska

Steamship Company for the year 1918. The steam-

ers of this company operate entirely in Alaskan

waters, both southeastern and southwestern, and

as the Alaska trade has been very disastrous for

underwriters during the past year, there is consid-

erable speculation as to what rates and conditions

will be exacted for renewals. While memories of

past experiences fade in time, yet recent events will

have their effect, and the recent total loss of the

"Al-Ki" and of the "Mariposa", the heavy salvage

and repair accounts of the "Spokane" and the large

repair bills of the "Valdez" and "Ketchikan" will

not soon be forgotten.

Among the major casualties during the past

month is noted

:

"SPOKANE," Str.—Which went ashore near

Bella Bella, Alaska, on Nov. 22nd, and was floated

with the assistance of the outfits of the Van-

couver Dredging & Salvage Co., and of the Brit-

ish Columbia Salvage Co., suffered damage to

repair which will cost at least $100,000. t^alvage

operations estimated to cost $7.S,000.

"VALDEZ," Str.—Went ashore off Point Caution.

Chatham Straits, Alaska, on Dec. 17th, floated

off without assistance and proceeded on her voy-

age to Tacoma. On being placed in dry dock she

was found to have suffered considerable damage,

the estimated cost of repairs being $42,000.

"RAVALLI," Str.—From Alaska for Seattle, broke

her tail shaft on Dec. 29th. She was towed into

Wrangel by the Str. "Alameda" and thence was

towed to Seattle by the tug "Warrior".

"SHINYO MARU," Jap. Str.—From San Fran-

cisco Dec. 21st for Japan was reported by wire-

less as having fire in the cargo. The steamer

has since arrived at Honolulu. The steamer had

on board a large consignment of steel intended

for ship construction in Japanese yards, also a

quantity of cotton.

"WINSLOW," Schr.—From Sydney May 20th for

San Francisco via Apia, has not since been heard

from and has been given up as a total loss.

"MARY E. FOSTER," Schr.—From Pt. Townsend

Dec. 19th for Honolulu sprung a leak during the

passage and put into San Francisco, Jan. 4th.

"PORTLAND,"m/s.—From Seattle Sept. 27th for

West Coast of South America with a cargo of

lumber is reported as having burned at sea. Crew

landed at Callao.

To the laymen "export" shipments of lumber are

taken to mean shipments out of Canada, but to the

lumbermen such shipments cover all lumber sent

out of British Columbia. The seaborne export of

lumber was curtailed last year on account of lack

of tonnage. Had ships been available it is likely

that the foreign shipments by water would have

been much greater. The total lumber export of

1916, including all shipments sent outside of the

province by sea and rail to foreign points, and by

rail to the prairies and East, was about 106,000.000

feet. The total for 1917 will probably be seventy-

five per cent of this amount.
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Freight Report
By Page Brotkers

January 23, 1918.

OUR last circular was dated December 21st,

since which time the New Year has not

ushered in many charters, not that there

is a slack demand for vessels, but due to the fact

that tonnage is so scarce, and that the Government
is in the market for the same. Nearly all owners

have been asked by it for tonnage, to carry nitrates

from West Coast to the Atlantic, also for ferro

manganese from the East Coast of South America,

for both of which cargoes our owners of coast

single deck sailers say they are not adapted, especi-

ally as most of the fleet is of old construction. It

is possible the Government may take over vessels

of iron or steel construction managed on this Coast

and already chartered for other business, and if the

Government is in need, owners must gracefully

acquiesce. The steam schooner "Idaho", running

to the West Coast and back with nitrate, has been

earning equal to about $800 per day, based on Gov-

ernment Form of charter, was about ready to enter

on a similar charter, but the Government took her

over to bring a cargo of lumber from Puget Sound

to San Francisco, thence to the Atlantic Coast at

a price, we hear, that will not net the vessel half

as much.

The Chartering Committee of the United States

Shipping Board in New York, have issued maxi-

mum rates that vessels cannot exceed when char-

tering off-shore, and this has already been felt on

this Coast. Schooners that were chartered and car-

goes sold recently on the basis of $45.00 freight

to Sydney, have been submitted for the approval of

above Committee, and their owners have been noti-

fied that $42.50 would be approved. The Commit-
tee, we have just heard, will not approve more than

$1.40 for steamers, or $1.20 for sailers per case for

oil to Australia for sailers that have been chartered

at $1.50. Naturally owners and charterers have

been much upset by the uncertainty of the situation.

and wondering why the Government takes this step

if foreign buyers are perfectly willing to pay the

freights demanded, when it will itself participate

in the profits earned. The question of the exces-

sive cost of running vessels including everything

required for equipment, the increased port charges

all over the world and excess profit tax will weigh

pretty heavily on vessels, and what they will net

eventually will come out in the "wash".

There have been no time charters listed since our

last. The Norwegian M/S "Bayard" and "Brazil"

have been placed on the berth for Sydney and Wel-

lington, respectively, by G. W. McNear, Inc., and

understand they bring back cargo here. The M/S
"May", to be renamed "Pelican", loads lumber for

Sydney at $42.50.

The M/S "Pelican", ex "May" has been sold to

New York interests, private terms. Schooner "Ce-

cilia Sudden" at $71,000 to Mobile interests. The

"Lucinda Hanify" and "Ryder Hanify" reported at

$500,000 each to French interests.

Steamer H. F. Dimock of the Eastern Steamship

Corporation, New York, up to present date is still

fast on ledge in the East River. A large amount

of the cargo has been removed from the vessel,

while the hull has been pierced, flooding the ship

Extent of damage not known.

It is with regret that we chronicle the death of

Mr. Edgar Alexander, which occurred early in

January. Mr. Alexander was well known in ma-
rine insurance circles, having been connected with

the Thames & Mersey Marine Insurance Company,

Ltd., with the Canton Insurance office, and during

the latter part of his life with M. Thomson & Co.,

with the latter firm as an adjuster of averages. He
was an active member of the Association of Marine

Underwriters, taking prominent part in the debates,

and his loss will be keenlv felt.



An Important Marine Engineering Development
i'crhaps the most interesting development in ma-

rine engineering circles on the Pacific Coast that has

come to a head with the opening of the new year is

the expansion of the facilities of the Main Street

Iron Works. In these days of extraordinary de-

mand for propelling machinery of every description,

the enlargement of such a well known and firmly

established engine and boiler building concern as

the Main Street Iron Works is of vital importance.

The present enlargement of the Main Street Iron

Works consists of the construction of the third

large plant operated by that concern and the new
plant will be made by utilizing some of the stand-

ing structure and adding to and constructing new
buildings at Seventh and Daggett Streets, San Fran-

cisco. This site is served directly by the Southern

Pacific Railway and provision will be made in all

the new shops for running cars directly into the

structures, where they will be loaded or unloaded

by a complete system of electric traveling cranes.

The boiler shop at the new plant will be 230 feet

in length and will be equipped with heavy boiler

machinery, such as rolls, bending and flanging

presses, hyrdaulic riveters, etc. The main bay of

this shop will be served by a forty-ton traveling

crane and the wing bays by three-ton cranes. This

shop is so situated that its length can be increased

to 450 feet as the occasion requires.

A machine shop, 80 by 225 feet in dimensions,

and ultimately to be made 370 feet long, is being

constructed, and this shop, like the boiler shop.

will be efficiently served by traveling cranes. Pro-

vision is made here for the erection of the largest

steam engines.

A large general office building, which will also

contain the drawing office, will also be constructed.

The construction plans and lay out of the site also

call for a foundry 100 by 200 feet in size, although

the immediate construction of this unit is still in

abeyance.

We illustrate herewith the engine of the "Frank

B. Stout", one of the latest engine contracts com-

pleted by the Main Street Iron Works, whose ex-

cellent record with engines for the vessels of the

coasting service, has assured this firm a goodly

share of this class of work for many years. These

twin engines have cylinders lOj/^, 18 and 32 inches

in diameter by 24 inches stroke, each engine indi-

cating about 400 horsepower. Steam is furnished

by two Heine water tube boilers at 200 pounds

pressure. The condenser, which is independent and

of the Snow type, was also constructed by the Main

Street Iron Works. The air pump is of the Blake

featherweight type. The feed pumps are vertical

duplex, while the circulating pump is of the cen-

trifugal type and is operated by an independent

engine. The oil-burning system fitted on the "Frank

D. Stout" is of the pressure type and the vessel

carries fuel and water for twenty-one days steam-

ing. She was designed by Mr. Ed. Hough.

The expansion of the Main Street Iron Works
will enable that concern to take a still more promi-

nent place among marine engineering firms than

it has in the past and the advanced design and

careful workmanship always found in the products

of this concern will continue to insure the prominent

place the Main Street Iron Works has held with

the engineering profession for so many years.

E. M. Simpson, of San Francisco, of the firm of

E. M. Simpson & Eugene H. Simpson, manufac-

turers of Keane patent ship ventilators, was in

Portland during the forepart of January.

Captain William A. Magee, in charge of wooden
ship construction in the State of Washington, and

Captain B. B. Whitney, surveyor for the American

Register in that district, visited Portland during

the month to go over final details of the separation

of the Oregon District from the Northwest District,

which was authorized by the Shipping Board.

One of the main engines of the "Frank D. Stout". This is one
of the latest marine Jobs completed by the IVtain Street
Iron Works. The extension of these works, at present being
carried out, constitutes one of the most Important marine
engineering developments in Western America

Boyd, Phillips & Co., average adjusters of Mon-
treal and Vancouver will open offices in Seattle

in the near future. Acting in conjunction with

Frank & DuBois they will handle the adjustment

of claims for the Alaska Steamship Company.
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"W^itk the Builders and Manufacturers
SHIPS! SHIPS! SHIPS!

The Durkee factory at Grasmere, New York, has been
feelinp: the imperative demand for ship fittings and their

special factory for the manufacture of ship and boat
hardware and when their new buildings have been com-
pleted, which will be within the next week or two, the

original capacity of the plant will have been trebled.

The present building program constitutes the third

large addition to the factory plant withint the past

three years.

The mop and broom factory has been transferred to

Grasmere to give additional needed space at the New
York plant, as the demand for the products of the machine
shops and flag factories was rapidly outgrowing the

capacity of these plants.

Port lights, deck plates, cabinet hardware and other
Durkee specials are keeping all hands busy at the Staten

Island factory, and it looks as if there will be no let up
in the work during the winter.

CLOSE WATCH ON GERMAN TRADE
PREPARATIONS

German preparations for trade after the war are being
scrutinized carefully by experts in the Bureau of Foreign
and Domestic Commerce of the Department of Com-
merce, and the recent important report on the subject
of "German Foreign Trade Organization" by Chauncey
D. Snow, which touched on this point, has been in such
great demand as to establish a new sales record for Gov-
ernment trade reports.

Since the war eliminated Germany from world trade,

the United States has improved its position in foreign
markets in spite of the shipping shortage and other ab-
normal restrictive factors. Department officials point out
that the future prosperity of the country will depend in

part on Germanys loss of good-will in practically all for-

eign markets and in part upon American ability to main-
tain our new prestige. American business must not make
the mistake of seeing only one side of this situation, and
thus underestimating the German capacity for foreign
trade nor the energy, application, and craft with which
German business will address itself to the task of regain-
ing favor in markets in which it once prospered.

In order to understand the significance of the informa-
tion on German trade moves that will from time to time
be made public, Secretary Redfield counsels not imitation
of, but familiarity with the German theories of foreign
trade and the artful and formidable organization that with
Government aid at every turn, has been built up in

Germany during the last twenty years to dominate the
world's markets. It was to meet the demand for such in-

formation that the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Com-
merce issued the bulletin on "German Foreign Trade
Organization". The unprecedented demand for it is taken
as an indication that the American manufacturer is making
after-war preparations of his own.
The Bureau is issuing a supplementary bulletin on

German trade and preparations for the commercial future
and further supplements will be published as rapidly as
important additional information is received.

NEW ORGANIZATION FOR LITTLE GIANT
After an existence of nine years as a department of the

Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company, the motor truck inter-

ests of the company were on January 1st taken over by
a new organization known as The Little Giant Truck
Company.
From small beginnings the motor truck department of

the Tool Company had grown to such proportions that

a separate organization to handle its many and varied
interests became absolutely necessary—this growth was
particularly marked during the past year. A good staff

of active dealers eager to ally themselves with a twenty-
five year old concern—a complete line of motor trucks,

from one to five tons capacity—the Duntley Gas Genera-
tor, which permits the use of cheap fuels, such as kero-
sene and distillate as an exclusive feature—have helped to

build up the prestige of the Little Giant Truck and to

]iractically double the volume of business during 1917. As
to the outlook, the factory at Chicago Heights has an
amount of business on its books that will take months to

complete, notwithstanding increased facilities for manu-
facturing which have recently been added. Just at pres-

ent, slippery streets, the rising cost of horseflesh and
horsefeed, the shortage of labor, the unqualified endorse-

ment of motor trucks by the railroads in the present

traffic congestion, are factors which spell optimism for

the motor truck business.

The Little Giant Truck Corhpany is owned and con-

trolled by the Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company, and the

officers are the same: W. O. Duntley, president; W. B.

Seelig, secretary; L. Beardsley, treasurer, with T._ J. Hud-
son, sales manager. The headquarters will remain in the

Little Giant Building, 1615 Michigan Avenue as heretofore.

THE RISE OF AN IMPORTANT INDUSTRY
Just fifty years ago in 1868 the firm of Adam Cook's

Sons was founded as the Albany Lubricating Compound
& Cup Co., in Albany, the capital of New York State.

The firm was founded by Adam Cook. The history of

Adam Cook's Sons is the story of the growth of Albany
Grease and the tale of Albany Grease is the record of

grease lubrication, from its infancy up to today. Prior to

1868, oil was the only practical medium by which lubrica-

tion could be secured on mechanical work. Lubrication

in those days was costly and none too efficient. In

fact, so inefficient were the various methods for using oil

as a lubricant that the crying need of machine builders

was for some device to give effective, efficient and eco-

nomical lubrication.

The stumbling block in the oil lubrication problem was
the exceedingly great amount of waste attendant with it.

The trouble was then as is the trouble today, nothing
more than the inability of keeping a liquid in some sort

of a container or vessel so that it would not run otT or

leak out until it had accomplished its object and until

every lubricating atom of it was consumed in service.

This entire absence of such a device proved instru-

mental to a great extent in holding back progress in ma-
chine design, and was found in many cases to be the "if"

and bugaboo of machine inventors, designers and con-
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stnictors. Such was the state of affairs found by Adam
Cook in the early sixties.

Adam Cook realized that due to natural laws, it was
highly improbable that any device could be secured to

give this much needed relief, and he very wisely selected

the lubricant itself as the thing to be improved or changed.
Clianged, is the word that expresses what Adam Cook

did, for in 1868 there was put on the market Albany
Lubricating Compound (now familiarly known all over
the world as Albany Grease.
The name Albany Grease was given to Albany Lubricat-

ing Compound by the engineers of the country who
quickly gave it a name of their own making. The point

was willingly conceded to them, and soon Albany Lubri-
cating Compound was rechristened Albany Grease, and
has ever since been known by that name.
At the start, a small plant in Albany was used, but

within four years this became too small to properly take
care of the business. Ways and means were considered
for best handling the fast increasing demand for Albany
Grease, and after much thought it was decided to move the

entire business to New York.
In 1872, larger quarters were secured along the river

front at 231 West Street in New York City. Here there

was thought to be ample room for growth. But soon
these quarters were outgrown and in 1881, or nine years
later, the business was moved again, this time going to

still larger quarters at 313 West Street. As the business
grew by leaps and bounds, additions were made to the
original building by the purchase of neighboring ware-
liouses and the Albany plant soon ran through the entire
block from West Street to Washington Street.

Here, despite the room available for spreading out, the
need of concentrated production methods and the assem-
bling of all departments necessitated by tlie march of
progress soon made itself felt. In order to take advan-
tage of the latest manufacturing methods, it was decided
to bring into closer relations all the various departments
of the business under one roof. After a stay of thirty
years, the West and Washington Street plant was aban-
doned and the modern commodious plant at 708-10 Wash-
ington Street was placed in service.

Albany Grease is celebrating its fiftieth anniversary, and
is receiving congratulations from an army of satisfied
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HIGH CLASS BRONZE PROPELLERS
The American Manganese Bronze Company of Phila-

delphia is enjoying a large and growing business in the
turning out of propeller wheels in all sizes up to twenty
feet in diameter and 25,000 pounds weight. At the
present time they arc delivering large wheels of from
seventeen feet to eighteen feet six inches diameter for
vessels of the ICmcrgency Fleet at the rate of ten to twelve
wheels per month. Propellers of similar size and class
are also being furnished the Standard Shipbuilding Com-
pany, Newport News Shipbuilding & Dry Dock Company,
Federal Shipbuilding Company and others. The Munson
Line, the Red D Line and the Norfolk and Washington
Steamship Company have also been supplied with wheels,
while many of the companies constructing mine sweepers
have ordered wheels from the American Manganese
Bronze Company. This company specializes in heavy cast-
ings and high tensile bronze castings and forgings of all

kinds. One bronze is made which shows over 100,000
pounds tensile strength per square inch. The manganese
bronze used in propeller work averages about 65,000
pounds tensile strength, but metal for this work can be
supplied having a tensile strength as high as 75,000 pounds
per square inch. This metal possesses a twenty per cent
elongation on test.

NEW WESTINGHOUSE CATALOGUE OF
INDUSTRIAL MOTORS

The second of a series of catalogues of industrial motors
has just been distributed by the Westinghouse Electric
& Manufacturing Company of East Pittsburgh, Pa. This
is known as Catalogue 30 and covers the company's com-
plete line of direct current motors and generators for
industrial service.

After several pages giving general information regard-
ing the ordering, classification and selection of direct
current motors there follows complete description, rating
and dimensions for type SK commutating-pole motors,
various modifications of type SK elevator motors, revers-
ing planer motor equipment, type CD motors, headstock
equipment for woodworking plants, type SK and CD
motor generators and arc welding equipment. Much new
information is given, especially on such subjects as arc
welding, headstock equipment, motion picture service and
battery charging service.
The new catalogue is identical in size and will fit the

binder for the company's line of catalogues covering sup-
ply apparatus and small motors.

NEW INTENSIVE NAVAL ARCHITECTURE
COURSE AT M. L T.

Such has been the demand for men conversant with
naval architecture and so instant was the placing of men
trained in this specialty on the occasion of the previous
course that the Massachusetts Institute of Technology is

offering another course similar to that of six months ago.

It will be an intensive course in naval architecture which
will begin February 4, and end about May 24, open to

the graduates of technical schools and other persons hav-
ing the same preparation. This course, under Professor
C. H. Peabody, gives a good training in theoretical prin-

ciples and in ship design, and it goes without saying that

there will be demand for men who show ability in these

studies. Students in the course will have the privilege

of taking other work at the Institute for which they may
be qualified.

Students already registered at the M. I. T. will pay for

tlie special term twenty-five dollars in addition to the

regular tuition fee for the second term. Those who regis-

ter for the intensive course only will pay full tuition for a

term, namely one hundred and fifty dollars.

The text books required are "Naval Architecture", Pea-
body, and "Practical Shipbuilding", Holmes, to be ob-

tained at the Technology Branch, Harvard Co-operative
Society.

For further information and registration apply to Pro-
fessor C. H. Peabody, Department of Naval Architecture
and Marine Engineering, Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology, Cambridge, Mass.
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Canvas Economy
In marine work waterproof canvas covers arc

of vital importance in protecting both cargoes and
ccinipment.

And, to obtain niaxininm service from such

covers—to insure greatest economy, it is essen-

tial that the waterproofing used will also preserve
the fabric.

Preservo has a record of 17 years successful

service in the field—it is used by vesselmen the

world over, because of its preservative qualities.

Preservoed canvas remains soft and pliable—it

is not afl^ected by severe temperature changes

—

it is a proof against mildew and decay, and its

wearing qualities are practically doubled.

Any ship chandler can furnish you with Pre-
servoed canvas—liquid Preservo, or get it for

you. For literature, address our nearest office.

San Francisco
Johnson & Joseph
Weeks-Howe-Emerson

Co.
C. J. Hendry Co.
Henrix Luebbert Co.

Los Angeles
Swanfeldt Tent &
Awning Co.

San Diego
Muelheisen Tent &
Awning Co.

Seattle
J. Weijb Kitchen Co.
Seattle Tent & Awning

Co.
.Maiiiit' Suppl\" Co.
Crorgi' Broom

Portland, Oregon
i'niilk- Tent & .Vwning

Aberdeen, Wash.
<:ta\'.s Hai'ljor Siiip
Cliandlery Co.

ROBESON PRESERVO PRODUCTS
COMPANY

Port Huron, Mich.

THE HUNTER-JOHNSON CO.
311 California St., San Francisco, Cal.

Distributors for Pacific Coast
Eastern Branch

3.57 Western Ave.,
Boston, Mass.

Canadian Branch
Sarnia. Ont.

IMPORTATIONS OF TEAKWOOD
Recently the largest single shipment of teakwood ever

brought into the Pacific Coast of the United States was
imported by White Brothers of San Francisco.

The present difficulties in shipping from all points of

the Orient, and more especially from Siam, have ren-

dered the importation of teakwood almost impossible.

For six months the teakwood lumber on orders for

White Brothers was accumulating in Bangkok with no
ships to tranport it. Part of the wood had been con-
tracted for in advance by the shipbuilding plants along

the Pacific Coast, and great indeed was their distress at

the delay. Finally recourse was had to Uncle Sam to
move this wood, which was needed for his own vessels,

and facilities for bringing it forward were provided.
No ships for San Francisco, however, were available,

so the material was brought into Seattle, partly distributed
from there, and the balance transported to San Francisco,
where it is now available for all industries using this

wonderful wood.

LLOYD'S REGISTER OF SHIPPING
Mr. T. J. Story, who was formerly tlie underwriter to

the British & Foreign Marine Insurance Company, is

well known in this country, and is a leader in the under-
writing world. He has recently been elected by the

general committee of Lloyd's Register of Shipping to

fill the position of chairman of the Sub-Committees of

Classification, rendered vacant by the regretted death of

Mr. Charles E. Brightman.
The following appointments which have just been made

by the committee of Lloyd's Register to some of the lead-

ing positions in the society's service will be of much inter-

est to the shipping community in general:
Mr. James Montgomerie, B. Sc, who was appointed

principal surveyor at Glasgow, in May, 1916, has now
been appointed principal surveyor for Scotland, in order
that he may be in a position to exercise a general super-
vision over the society's surveying work north of the

Tweed.
Mr. Montgomerie spent some considerable time in this

country approving plans, on behalf of the committee of

Lloyd's Register, of vessels to be built in the United
States and in Canada.
Mr. F. R. Noton, at present the principal surveyor

at Sunderland, has been appointed a principal surveyor
on the chief ship surveyor's stafif in London.

Mr. Thomas Shaw, who was prior to the war a senior

surveyor at Barry, and whose services have since been
lent to various Government departments, has been ap-

pointed principal surveyor at Sunderland in succession to

Mr. Noton.
Mr. D. Nicholas, hitherto senior outdoor ship surveyor

in the London District, has been appointed principal sur-

veyor at the port in succession to Mr. Campbell Holms,
who has recently been transferred in the same capacity

to Liverpool.
Mr. Nicholas spent several years in New York, where

he gained vast experience and made many friends.

Mr. W. L. Clark, who has for many years held the posi-

tion of senior clerk at Liverpool, has been appointed sec-

retary to the Liverpool committee of this society.

With a view to facilitating the performance of the so-

ciety's important and increasing duties in Sweden, the

committee have determined to establish a new ofTice at

Malmo, and to appoint Mr. J. W. Jorgensen, hitherto one
of the society's exclusive ship and engineer surveyors at

Gothenberg, to be the society's exclusive ship and engineer
surveyor for Malmo and the surrounding district. Mr.
Jorgensen will be succeeded at Gothenburg by Mr. V.
Johnsson, who is at present stationed at Copenhagen.

LOCUST TREENAILS
A large stock of all sizes on hand for

IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT
Special prices on carload lots for direct shipment from Eastern Mill

ALSO IRONBARK AND OAK PLANK AND TIMBERS

WHITE BROTHERS
5TH AND BRANNAN STS,

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.
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and interior views of the Electric Steel Foundry, Portland, a busy Northwest plant

THE HARDWOOD LUMBER MARKET
While hardwood lumber has advanced some in price, a

bushel of wheat or of corn will buy considerably more
hardwood lumber now than it would three years ago.

The buying of hardwood lumber by the wholesale
dealers is being restricted somewhat. In the manufactur-
ing end of the lumber trade, as in all other trades, war
production is the paramount consideration, and Uncle
Sam is providing a market which more than makes up for

all the deficiencies in other fields.

There is considerable shortage of labor in the Southern
woods and mills so that underproduction for the coming
season is practically certain. This under-production, to-
gether with the enormous Government demand will tend
to an increase of prices rather than to the decline which
might possibly be expected from the falling ofT in buying
by the wholesalers, as mentioned above.
The dismal rumors which have been received regarding

the building industry throughout the country are not borne
out by the otTicial reports. According to the records of
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Carpenter Air Port with glass and storm
cover open, approved by the Shipping Board

SPECIFIED, APPROVED AND ACCEPTED

by the

U. S. Emergency
Fleet Corporation
Port Lights, Bulkhead Lights, Chocks, Bitts,

Cleats Deck Fittings and Rigging

GENERAL SUPPLIES FOR SHIP CONSTRUCTION AND EQUIPMENT
The great amount of work ahead of all shipbuilders, and the

scarcity of most of the important articles needed to successfully meet
the unusual conditions prevailing, makes an organization such as ours
particularly desirable at this time.

Our two big catalogs, of over 1500 pages, list everything needed
for shipbuilding from start to finish. Both will be sent promptly
upon request.

GEO-B-GARfEjfTER^ Co.
440 NORTH WELLS STREET, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 15 in. Carpenter Air Port without storm

cover, approved by the Sliipping Board

115 principal cities, as published by the "American Con-
tractor" of Chicago, the decrease in building permits of

September, 1917, compared with September, 1916, was
twenty-seven per cent in value and thirty per cent in num-
ber of permits. Some cities show a gain, where other
cities show a loss. The percentage of decrease pales into

insignificance when placed against the increase of business
in the industries connected with war preparation.
Government work is using considerable quantities of

oak, ash and mahogany. Some woods, however, have not
been touched by war preparations and still sell at the same
old price. Among these, as a wood for interior finish and
furniture, Genezcro stands pre-eminent. This excellent
cabinet wood still maintains the level of prices of three
years ago, and is the least expensive of the high class

cabinet woods on the market.
The gathering together of a complete stock of hard-

woods is no easy matter in ordinary times. In this

strenuous period the getting together of such a stock, in

the face of an enormous demand, scarcity of labor, and
transportation congestion would be a well nigh impossible
task. The San Francisco wholesale market, however,
has been accumulating for the last year or so, vast quan-
tities of hardwoods which are now available to the con-
suming trade, giving the Pacific Coast, though far removed
from the hardwood producing centers, an ample stock in

San Francisco to take care of its hardwood requirements.

Werkspoor reversible Diesel engine. On a voyage of
sixty-six steaming days her total oil-fuel consumption
was 134 tons (938 barrels). On more than one occasion
she has run for eighty-eight days without rebunkering,
although she only carries less than 200 tons of fuel. The
"Vulcanus" is of interest because she was the first ocean-
going full-powered reversible Diesel driven ship placed
in service. For two years she ran on Taraken crude-oil
having a specific gravity of 0.950 at 15 degrees Centigrade,
and on this oil her fuel consumption was guaranteed at
0.42 lb. per shaft H.P. at full load. Her trial speed was
8.4 knots.

FIRST MOTOR SHIP RUNS 210,000 MILES
Since the end of 1910 and up to the beginning of Decem-

ber, 1917, the little motorship "Vulcanus", say The Anglo-
Saxon Petroleum Comiiany of England, who are the man-
agers for the owners (the Nederlandsche-Indische Tank
Stoomboot Maatschappij) has run 210,000 nautical miles,
and her engine is still in good order and condition. In
view of the fact that she is a very full-bodied tanker of
but seven and a half to eight knots loaded speed and
of only 500 B.H.P., this is a very fine record. She has
a beam of thirty-seven feet nine inches and a length of
one hundred and ninety-six feet. Her loaded displacement
is 2080 tons, and she has a carrying capacity of 1235 tons
on a draft of ten and a half feet, and a daily fuel con-
sumption of fourteen barrels of crude-oil fuel. She is

fitted with a six-cylinder, four-cycle type, 1554x23-)^ inches

NEW AIRPLANE CONCERN
The Standard Aircraft Corporation, with factories in

Plainfield and Elizabeth, N. J., has been incorporated in
Albany for $5,000,000, divided into $2,000,000 preferred
and $3,000,00(1 common stock. Harry Bowers Mingle is

president of the new corporation, and the board of direc-
tors is composed of Charles H. Day, C. Vernon Bradford,
Daniel L. Meenan, Jr., C. G. Stratt and Mr. Mingle.

It was announced that tlie new concern now has millions
of dollars worth of Government orders and expects to
employ more than 8000 men and women in the main
plants. The new plant at Elizabeth, N. J., covers eighty-
seven acres, and the main buildings have more than
300,000 square feet floor space. There is also a sixty-
acre flying field and five acres of waterfront on which
will be established the hydro-airplane hangars and test
sheds. This plant represents an investment of more than
$1,000,000. In addition to the two main plants, the Stand-
ard Air Craft Corporation has seven smaller factories in
\vhich parts of airplanes are made. It is expected that
sixty airplanes a week will be the normal output of the
new corporation.

OREGON OAK SQUARE SHIP KNEES
We have on hand 452 finished Oak Shipknees, 2' stem

and 2' root from 4" to 10" thick. If interested, inquire at once.

SULLIVAN & FORBES, INC., Portland. Oregon.



Electric Engineering Development

The electric steering device on the "S. I. Allard", show-
ing motor which operates rope drive over steering wheel
and lever which controls the movement to port or star-
board and holds gear when in neutral position

The nianagcnient of the Herzog
Electric & Engineering Company
of San Francisco has been taking

a great deal of interest in the ques-

tion of electric steering, electric

control of the steering gear from
the bridge, etc., and have succeeded
in designing controling and driving

apparatus which is applicable to

the ordinary type of tiller, and
which at the same time is ex-

tremely economical of power.
The several pictures herewith are

self-explanatory. The small pic-

ture to the left shows the control

box and illuminated indicator

which shows the position of the

rudder to port or starboard by de-

grees, the dial signaling the change
in the position of the rudder at

every five degrees. The control
lever is moved to port or star-

board as desired, the rudder follow-
ing the direction of the lever and
liolding whatever angle it has
reached whenever the lever is re-

turned to the neutral position.

At the bottom of the page is

shown a complete steering gear as
erected in the shops of the Herzog
Electric & Engineering Company.
In manipulating this gear in the
shop it was found that the power
required to operate the gear itself

is practically negligible, so that the
power required on shipboard would

1

1

m
Op 1

Complete steering gear assembled in the shops of the Herzog Electric & Engit
shown the power used operating these gears to be practically negligible

eering Company, San Francisco. Tests have
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AnOtisAdhievementImporbntin
theHaiuHiM^offreight atTenmitals

The Operatorless Elevator
The cutting down of congestion at the terminal is today receiving the consideration of

all Operating Heads. Every time and labor saving device or method that eliminates waste
operation and expense is utilized.

THE OTIS OPERATORLESS ELEVATOR
has been developed to facilitate the vertical movement of trucks, to use them at their
greatest advantage—to derive from them the maximum of service and economy.

Push Button Automatic Control eliminates the necessity of using an operator. The
handler of the truck can control the elevator. By merely pushing a button the elevator is

brought to the desired floor and the doors open automatically. Important as are these
features in the saving of time and money, more important still is the Automatic Leveling
device which registers with accuracy the platform with the landing under everv and all

conditions of loading.

Thus is made possible one of the most important principles of L. C. L. freight handling
—the retaining of the freight on the same wheels from the inception of the movement until

it reaches its destination.

As such it ranks among the valuable contributions to the terminal congestion problem
of recent years.

"On wheels from Start to Finish"

OTIS ELEVATOR COMPANY
Eleventh Avenue and Twenty-sixth Street, NEW YORK

Offices in All Principal Cities of the World
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starboard side of the 65 b. h. p. Acme engine recentiy completed and installed in the California Fish and Game Commission
patrol boat "Albacore". This engine is being watched with a great deal of interest and has so far fulfilled all the
expectations of its designers and owners

be almost entirely dependent on the size of the rudder,

the speed of the vessel and the condition of the sea. These
electric steering gears are of course applicable to any
vessel that has electric power on board, and this means,
naturally, practically every vessel built today.

The gear illustrated has been the result of careful study
of steering problems, especially as they affect the type
of motor ship being turned out on the Pacific Coast. Some
time ago the Herzog Electric & Engineering Company
took up the steering question in conjunction with Mr.
H. W. Hewitt, consulting engineer for the Chas. R. Mc-
Cormick interests. The result of this preliminary study is

shown in the pictures on the upper right hand corner of
page 114, the lower picture showing the motor and cased-
in gearing, the upper the steering wheel and the control

lever which is merely thrown to port or starboard as re-

quired, the wheel and the rudder maintaining their posi-

tions when the lever is returned to the neutral position.

These pictures illustrate the entire apparatus as installed

on the motorship "S. I. Allard", with the exception of an
idler pulley, which is utilized to take up any stretching of

the rope drive. The marked success which has followed
the use of this apparatus has resulted in many inquiries

and orders, and the gears are highly popular with the
crews, especially in coasting vessels which have reached a

size where hand steering is a very laborious task. In this

type of vessel in crossing bars or making narrow winding
channels where a "fast" rudder is required, these simple
and economical gears have taken all the back-breaking
work out of handling the wheel and their popularity is

well deserved.

Port side of the first Acme engine. This e..a.
operated at Its rated speed of 375 revo
the cardi— '

'-* -' "-- '-*— * '--virtues of the latest marine engine design

ngine. rated at 65 b. h. p., developed 83 horsepower in shop tests while being
evolutions. Simplicity of arrangement and interchangeabllity of parts are two of
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HEAVY DUTY
DIESEL TYPE MARINE ENGINES

500 B.H.P. Diesel Typ« Reversible Marine tagiae

These MARINE ENGINES are the result of EIGH-
TEEN YEARS stationary and marine DIESEL
ENGINE EXPERIENCE and THIRTY YEARS EX-
PERIENCE in building the LARGEST and HIGHEST
CLASS OF STEAIVt ENGINES.
These engines are built in the LARGEST and most

COrVIPLETELY EQUIPPED PLANT in this country
which is devoted EXCLUSIVELY to the building of
Diesel Type Oil Engines.
SHIP OWNERS AND SHIPBUILDERS should avail

themselves of these facilities.
SIZES AVAILABLE: 300, 500, 750, 1200 and 1350

ALL SIX CYLINDER, ALL FOUR CYCLE, and all

directly REVERSIBLE.

M9INTOSH & Seymour
Corporation

AUBURN, NEW YORK

American

Marine Duplex Pop Valves

Simple Construction

Positive in Action

Dependable under all conditions

Specify AMERICAN
and be sure of the best

CATAIvOG ON REQUEST

American Steam Guage & Valve Mfg. Co.
New York Chicago BOSTON Atlanta Pittsburg

Telegraph Orders

Do your ships stand in for

orders— lose time and

lo^- useless extra miles ? Or
do they ^et orders by wireless

— many miles at sea ?

Cutting & Washington

Wireless
sets are reliable, powerful and fool-

proof. They can be installed on

any boat— old or new, operated by

a member of the crew and paid for

out of tlie savin tj.s they effect.

CUTTING &WASHINGTON, Inc.

28 Portland St., CAMBRIDGE, MASS.

Geared Marine Turbines

for Ship Propulsion

Also turbines for driving slow, medium and high

speed machinery, including direct and alternating cur-

rent generators, centrifugal pumps, blowers and air

compressors. De Laval Turbines are of the impulse

type, having large clearances. All De Laval machin-

ery is built to limit guages on an interchangeable basis

and is fully tested before leaving the shops.

State requirements and special

literature will be sent

DE LAVAL
Steam Turbine Co.

Trenton, N. J.
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SHIPBUILDERS URGED TO SPEED UP

A pressing need of the country is set fortli in a state-

ment upon the shipbuilding industry by Judge George
Gray of Wilmington, Del., a member of the War Shipping
Committee of the Chamber of Commerce of the United
States. Judge Gray, who is well known for his part in

settling the anthracite coal strike in 1902, and as a former
United States Senator, addresses the shipbuilders of the
country as follows:
"There is no exaggeration in the statement that the

necessity for an adequate production of ships is the most
serious matter that now confronts us in this, the greatest
crisis in our country's history, or in the history of the
world. We have entered this war for a just cause, and
we must prosecute it with all our might and with all the
resources of our country. Otherwise, we cannot win it.

"We have not chosen the 'path of submissions' to the
arrogant demands of the German governing class, in their
attempt to achieve word domination, but, in the language
of our President, we have taken our stand 'to vindicate
the principles of peace and justice in the life of the world,
as against selfish autocratic power'. The manhood and
womanhood of our country must unite in whole-souled
and patriotic endeavor to defend our liberties and sustain
the honor of our flag. We shall need the co-operation of
all our people. We must give our time, our strength,
and our money to the cause of our country. In compari-
son with this paramount duty, all other matters are of
little concern—all other questions, social and industrial,
of minor importance. Their discussion and settlement
must be postponed until this great national peril has been
averted by the defeat of the military despotism that seeks
to terrorize and enslave the world.
"Our industrial resources and our industrial energies

must all be mobilized for the support of this war. They
are the factors vital to its success. We must see it

through. To leave unsupported the boys we have sent
to the American battle line in Europe, would be dastardly,
and would degrade the American name and the American
character irredeemably for generations to come. The
manhood of our country recoils at the suggestion. The
proposition is inconceivable.

"I am confident that we only need to realize the immi-
nent dangers of the situation to make a hearty response to
the call of our country, and the call we are now consider-
ing is the call to the industries of our land—to the em-
ployers and employed alike. Without their full and effi-

cient co-operation, we must accept the degradation of
defeat. This is especially true, at this time, of the ship-
building industry.

"I do not fail to appreciate the part to be played by the
employers of labor, or the importance of the duty imposed
upon those who direct these great industries; nor do I

undervalue the patriotism which, for the most part, they
have shown and are showing in this unprecedented crisis,

but my appeal is to all concerned, for that co-operation
which is absolutely necessary to produce the desired
results.

"My long time sympathy with the eflforts of the labor of
this country to better its conditions and to raise the stand-
ards of its life and conduct, emboldens me to appeal to
all those concerned with the shipbuilding work of the

country, to illustrate the worth of their American citizen-

ship by rallying with loyal devotion, in these days of stress

and danger, to the splendid appeal recently made by our
President to the patriotism of organized labor. It is your
country and it is my country, and it is your duty and
it is my duty to defend its life and its liberty.

"The service to which you are called is essentially a
military service. It is a call to the colors, as truly as
if it were a call to stand in the battle line in defense
of your country. Upon your service depends the transport
and sustenance of the American army on the battlefields

of France. Your American manhood will no more allow
you to shirk the one service than the other. You will

do your duty here as they are doing their duty over
there, and in loyal comradeship you will all be fighting

the battles of democracy. That circumstances permit you
to perform your share of this military service, free from
the dangers of actual fighting and near the quiet of your
own homes, is no imputation on your manhood or your
courage. You are serving your country where it most
needs your service, and you are performing your duty
without thought of any advantage it may bring or sacri-

fice it may entail. You are fighting the enemies of your
country with every rivet you drive, with every blow you
strike, and you are showing to the world that free Ameri-
can democracy is capable of defending its liberties, not
only with a splendid courage, but also with a splendid
efficiency that will more than match the boasted efficiency

of German despotism. After the war, you will be proud
of what you did to defend the liberties of this dear land
of ours, and that you did your part in this great struggle

to make sure that, in the immortal words of Lincoln, 'gov-
ernment of the people, by the people and for the people
shall not perish from the earth'."

RECORD BREAKING LIGHT ORDER
What is undoubtedly the largest contract for lights

ever made in this country—and probably in the world

—

was closed lately when the Alexander Milburn Company
of Baltimore received an order from the United States

Government for portable lights representing the almost
staggering total of more than .S0,000,000 candlepower.
They are intended for use in France, where they will

play an important part in the feats of engineering behind
the lines. Free communication between the front line

and the bases—facile transportation, by rail, motor and
wheel—is absolutely vital. The work of keeping these

lines open is carried on day and night by means of these

lights.

These lights are of the portable carbide kind, such as

the company has specialized for many years, and which
the Gocernment has standardized for army and navy uses.

They use ordinary commercial carbide, a fuel sold

throughout the world and obtainable in any quantity. It

is safer than oil or gasoline and is readily handled.
The Milburn Company have distributed their products

for years through supply houses.
They are represented on the Pacific Coast by E. D.

Bullard, San Francisco, Cal.; Clyde Equipment Company,
Seattle, Wash., and the Railway Equipment Company,
Portland, Oregon.

NAGLE-CORLISS ENGINE WORKS'

Air Compressors
EMBODY THE LATEST PRACTICE IN MODERN HIGH SPEED COMPRESSOR DESIGN

Due to their excellence both mechanically and electrically, they
have established a new high standard in their particular field

Prompt Deliveries

IfiCENTlplTNEYf^OMPANY
lENGINEERSVVMACHINERYU BROKERS

802-806 HEARST BUILDING SAN FRANCISCO
Telephone Kearny 2915
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LINDE OXYGEN SERVICE
ASKS

Fifty-Fifty Co-operation From
Pacific Coast Patrons

We believe we have the service capacity to supply the

requirements of every Pacific Coast user of Oxygen.
We .have four big factories and distributing stations,

located in the larger coast cities—all four backed by huge
vStocks maintained at our other sixty stations located on
Continental Trunk Lines.

And we are adding thousands of new cylinders monthly
to the hundreds of thousands we have in commission
—a grand total more than sufficient to meet even
war-time requirements.

But We Must Have The Co-operation

of Patrons to Keep the Cylinders Rolling

Empties must be returned to us promptly.

This vital factor in the maintenance of the standard of

service in which all our interests are mutual must be

apparent to every Oxygen user. To this end we ask you
to do your bit—SEE THAT THE EMPTIES ARE
GATHERED PROMPTLY AND SHIPPED WITH
EQUAL PROMPTNESS TO US VIA THE SHORT-
EST ROUTE.

LINDE AIR PRODUCTS COMPANY
(Pacilic Coast)

Kohl Building, San Francisco
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Our Snipbuilding Opportunity

IN
subsc(juent pages of this issue will be found a few references to some of the recent (ie\-elop-

nients in the shiplniildinL;' industry on the shores of San Francisco Bay. It was on this bay that

steel shipbuilding" on the Pacific Coast had its birth, and the ])i;mt of the firm which established

steel shipbuilding here has still the largest output of any single establishment on the Pacific Coast,

if not in the entire country.

The vSan 1^'rancisco Was region has a steel shipbuilding record wdiich it may look Ijack upon with

justifiable pride. Its inception was fully as bold and daring a stroke as the building of the first

trans-continental railroad. Absolute failure was predicted for the \enture by those most capable of

judging. P>efore passing from the hands of its original founders, this plant successfully completed

many millions of dollars worth of contracts for both the Government and private concerns. Despite

tlie great volume of work carried on, however, the dividends paid did not make e\en the largest

stockholders wealthy men, as wealth is reckoned today, but the operation of the plant played a very

important part in making San Francisco a wealthy community. Shipbuilding as a productive busi-

ness venture can lay claim to mighty few millionaires; it can, however, boast truthfully of creating

many wealthy and commercially powerful cities.

Despite the introduction of labor-saving machinery, and even in the face of the most minute and

far-reaching standardization scheme yet put into practice, the great and overshadowing cost item in

shipbuilding is labor. So prominent a percentage of the entire cost of ship production goes to labor

that this factor practically governs the distribution of ship work between the different districts in

this country and between this country and foreign countries. It must be admitted that upon the

return of competitive business conditions that this factor will play a large part in the centering of

shipbuilding in certain districts once more. Just what trend the cost of labor will take following

the return of peace is impossible to conjecture, but let us hope that some good and efficient way
will be found to maintain the shipbuilding industry which has so recently expanded round San Fran-

cisco Bay.

Shipbuilding and shipowning have always gone hand in hand, and no nation has made any suc-

cess at the one unless it entered heartily into the prosecution of the other. If we succeed in retaining

and fostering our shipbuilding, even after the return of normal competitive conditions, we will become

more and more a ship-owning and a ship-operating community, and such a community is continually

drawing wealth, commercial power and prestige from the remotest regions of the earth.

A seaport which zealously upholds its shipbuilding industry is traveling on the straight road to

commercial success and maritime supremacy, so let us hope that the communities around San Fran-

cisco Bay will lend e\ery honorable aid to the end that this great harlior shall alwa)-s remain one of

the important shipbuilding centers of our country.
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Tynan. General Manager of the Union Plant of the Bethlehem Shipbuilding Corporation. Ltd., comprising the Alameda
Works, Risdon Works, Potrero Works and Hunters Point Properties.
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office of the Union Plant of the Bethlehem Shipbuilding Corporation, Ltd. The girders for

crane with a sixty-five foot span are shown in the foreground.
forty-ton traveling electric

Developments at tke Risdon Works

ONE of the most interesting developments

lirought about by the present great

demand for new tonnage has been the al-

terations and improvements which have taken place

on the old Risdon Iron Works site. This prop-

erty has long been recognized as possessing one of

the best frontages for shipbuilding on San Fran-

cisco Bay, and when the need for more property on

which to lay down ships became evident, the Navy
Department requisitioned the property from its

owners, the United States Steel Products Company,

and the plant is now being operated in conjunction

with the Potrero Works of the Union Plant of the

Bethlehem Shipbuilding Corporation', Ltd.

Generally speaking, this section of the Union

Plant was to be developed specially along lines

which would make it an efficient yard for turning

out torpedo boat destroyers and other craft of simi-

lar size. In this connection perhaps the most inter-

esting bit of work entailed was the raising bodily

of a large steel frame structure, in order to secure

sufficient head room to build ships underneath it.

The shops at the Risdon plant include a marine-

pipe and machine shop, 105 by 105 feet in size, a

blacksmith shop, 60 by 300 feet; a plate shop, 180

by 345 feet ; a pattern shop, 140 by 80 feet ; a car-

penter shop, a boiler shop, 105 by 300 feet ; a power

house, 75 by 105 feet, and a newly fitted galvanizing

plant, 75 by 77 feet in dimensions.

All of these shops, as well as the building ways,

are served by overhead electric traveling cranes.

The building ways, five of which have been com-

l)letcd, and two more of which will be laid down,

are situated under a building 300 feet long by 375

feet broad. Pictures are given herewith to show

this building as it was and as it api)ears at the

present time after being raised. The steel work

was cut loose from the foundations and the entire

structure raised by means of screw jacks, being se-

curely cribbed up as the raising progressed. Forms

for concrete piers were then constructed under the

main steel columns of the structure, the concrete

was poured and then the superstructure was

dropped into place on top of these piers. There

were six rows of steel columns under the roof of

the structure to be taken care of during the opera-

tion, and these were all thoroughly braced with

timber and lashed with steel cables to keep the

structure in true alignment during the time it was

being raised and while it was held suspended during

the building and setting of the concrete piers below.

The entire superstructure of this large building was

raised seventeen feet in this manner without a single

hitch.

The chief point of interest in the new galvanizing

shop at this plant is the use of gas for heating the

tanks, in most shops of this character it has been

the custom to use coke for this purpose.

While extensive alterations and additions have

been and are still being made at the Risdon plant,

it must not be forgiptten that the other San Fran-

cisco Bay yards of the Bethlehem Shipbuilding Cor-

poration, Ltd., are also undergoing remarkable ex-

pansions. Perhaps the most striking example

among these additions to the great Alameda plant

and the one in which most interest has been mani-

fested is the new turbine shop, a lofty steel frame

and brick structure 550 feet long and 160 feet wide.

The main bay of this shop is served by one 60-ton

and two 40-ton electric traveling cranes, each of the

side bays has two 10-ton traveling cranes, while

each gallerv is similarly served by two 5-ton cranes.
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All (if tlu-se traxL-ling^ cranes traxcl the full U-npth picture. This picture alsn well illustrates the ini-

of the building, this being possible in the side ba_\ s portance that modern shop designers have given

and galleries because of the location of the eleva- to sun-light as an adjunct to efficiency shop work,

tors in special elevator housings outside of the outer In the matter of special and modern tools for tur-

I nppe.nrance of the building, in which the shipways are now housed, before it was raised. In the
detail of the concrete structure built under the former building and at the bottom is an

interior taken before the laying of the first keels.

walls and independent of the structure. There are bine work, this shop will be the equal of anything
two of these elexator towers on each side of the in the country.

buildint:. Part of the steel framing for these ele- lAs an example of tlie many special tools of large

\-ator towers can be seen in the accompanying size and capacity- that will be foun<l throughout the
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The tanker "Wilhelm Jebson". a product of the San Francisco Plants of the Bethlehem Shipbuilding Corporation, Ltd. This vessel
was completed five and one-half months after the laying of the keel.

The big tanl<er "George C. Henry", one of an extensive fleet of tanl<ers recently completed at San Francisco. The "Henry" was
six months in finishing from the time of the keel laying.

Another and smaller type of ship, the freighter "Redondo", finished in six months from the date of laying the keel.

The tanker "J. E. O'Neil", another of this corporation's late products. The O'Neil wa
after the laying of the keel.

s eight and one-half months in finishing
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The "Weller vas completed

Potrcru plant of the Bethlehem Shipbuilding Cor- machini.' which is operated by a fifty horsepower

poration, Ltd., and in the Risdon Works we pic- motor.

ture herewith a twenty-two spindle multiple drill The powerhouse equipment consists of the air

press at work on a drum 53 inches in diameter by 12 compressor plant and the main pumps for the water

feet long. The drilling speed with one-inch drills service and fire system. There are three Ingersoll

is two inches per minute, which means the twenty- Rand air compressors, 25 inches by 15% inches by

two holes are drilled in the one-inch boiler plate in 18 inches, and two large Dean Brothers hydraulic

A twenty-two spindle nultiple drill press in one of the shops of the Risdon Works of the
Bethlehem Shipbuilding Corporation, Ltd.

one-half minute. This machine has automatic feeds pumps, motor-driven. All wiring about the plant

and stops and an automatic traverse table for mov- is laid in underground conduits. An extensive sys

ing the drum up to the proper position for the next tem of large heavy water piping for fire service

set of holes to be drilled. The quick return of the has been laid throughout the plant, buildings and

carriage table is also a noteworthy feature of this building ways and shore connections have been pro-

The "Dreadnaught" left, and the "Undaunted" right, two powerful sea-going tugs recently completed for the Rolph Navigation
and CoiTl Company of San Francisco.
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Superintendents' and inspectors' offices and the end of one of the big shop groups.

vided enabling the San Francisco fire boats to con-

nect up with the system, thus adding their great

pumping capacity to that provided for in the power-

house.

The yard area is thoroughly tracked so that every

department can l)e reached by the steam locomo-

tive yard cranes which are utilized for handliiiK'

material about the plant. The slip between the

fitting-out wharves is served by a two-leg traveling

g-antry having a capacity of thirty tons and an

eighty foot span, one leg traveling on each wharf

so that the gantry can pass over a large steamer

from stem to stern.

We illustrate herewith some of the recent work

of the San Francisco Bay plants of the Bethlehem

Shipbuilding Corporation, Ltd., which will serve to in-

dicate the part the Western plants of this concern

are playing in meeting the demand for "ships, ships

and more ships". The two powerful seagoing tugs

shown are the "Dreadnaught" and "Undaunted",

which were built for the Rolph Navigation and Coal

Company and were intended for towing coal barges

down the coast and for other deep sea work. The

molded dimensions of these craft are length 135

feet, beam 28 feet and depth 17 feet 6 inches, they

are fitted with triple expansion engines of 1000

horsepower and steam is furnished by two Union

Iron V\''orks marine water tube boilers.

The steamship "J. E. O'Neil" is 435 feet long, 56

feet beam, 33 feet 6 inches depth, 27 feet load

draught, her deadweight carrying capacity being

10,475 tons. She is driven by Curtis geared tur-

bines of 2600 shaft horsepower, steam being fur-

nished by three Union Iron Works marine water

tube boilers. This ship was completed in eight and

one-half months from the time of laying her keel.

The "George G. Henry" is a duplicate of the

"O'Neil" in every way, except that she has three

Scotch boilers 15 feet in diameter by U feet 9 inches

long. She was completed six months after the keel

laying.

The big tanker "Fred W. Weller" is 500 feet long

between perpendiculars, 68 feet molded beam and

38 feet molded depth. At her designed load draft

of 27 feet 2 inches she has a deadweight capacity

of 14,900 tons. She is a twin screw vessel with

triple expansion engines of 3200 indicated horse-

power, steam being furnished by three Scotch

General view of one of the main groups of shops at the Risdon Works.
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The new turbine machine shop at the Alnmeda works of the Bethlehem Shipbuilding Corporation, Ltd.
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lioilcrs 13 fcft 9 inches in (lianu'tt-r by 11 feet (>

inches Iihil;. ."she was completed in ele\'en months

from the la_\ ing of the i<eel.

The single screw freighter "Reilonilo" is 341 feet

between perpendiculars, 43 feet molded beam and

27 feet 3 inches molded depth and at her designed

load draft of 22 feet 4 inches has a deadweight

capacity of ()000 tons. She is driven by a triple

expansion engine of 1600 horsepower, steam being

furnished by two Scotch boilers 13 feet inches

in diameter by 10 feet (> inches long. This vessel

was completed in six months from the laying of the

keel.

The tanker "Wilhelm Jebsen" is 433 feet long

between perpendiculars, 36 feet molded beam and

33 feet d inches molded depth. .At her designed

load draft of 25 feet llj'g inches she has a dead-

weight capacity of 10,330 tons. She is driven

by Curtis geared turbines of 2600 shaft horsepower,

steam being furnished b\' three Scotch boilers 13

feet in diameter by 1 1 feet 9 inches long. This

vessel was completed in five and one-half months

from the date of keel laying. This is certainly a

record of which any shipbuilding firm could be

justly proud and indicates splendid achievements

for our Pacific Coast steel shipbuilding yards for

the year 1918.

The dex'elopment of the Union and Alameda

plants of the Bethlehem Shipbuilding Corporation

and of the Risdon works during 1917 has been a

most remarkable one and taken in conjunction

with the other steel shipbuilding enlargements and

improvements about .San Francisco Bay is indica-

tive of a splendid future for the industry in this

district.

Birds-eye view of tlie Potrero Works of the Bethlehem Shipbuilding Corporation. Ltd.
Wori<s to the right.

ith the Risdon
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THE FERRIS CASE

The events leading up to the resignation of Theo-

dore Ferris as naval architect to the Emergency
Fleet Corporation have not, as yet, been made en-

tirely understandable to the general public. Mr.

Ferris may be able to explain away some transac-

tions that have a very nasty appearance. For the

honor of the profession of which he is a member
we sincerely hope that he can. The circumstances

surrounding the case make it almost inexplicable,

Theodore Ferris was a naval architect of ability

and reputation and had enjoyed a highly lucrative

practice for years, so lucrative indeed that to the

ordinary mortal it would have appeared certain that

dishonest or even questionable dollars would long

since have ceased to have interested him. This man
was suddenly elevated to a post of honor and respon-

sibility such as no naval architect has ever been

called upon to fill, his net compensation was fixed

at $2,500 per month, the reputation which this posi-

tion entailed would insure Mr. Ferris of one of the

most profitable practices in his profession through-

out the entire world and this practice would have

continued as long as he choose to remain in busi-

ness after he had severed his connection with the

Government. The integrity of a man in such a posi-

tion would ordinarily be considered invulnerable

and yet, if the contents of press dispatches arc true,

Mr. Ferris has stooped to the \er\- meanest and

lowest of professional practices. The profession <>f

naval architecture has always been singularly free

from scandal and for this reason we sincerely hope

that the charges against Mr. Ferris will prove un-

fountled, or at least exaggerated, for, if they be true,

they constitute the gravest and most sickening in-

dictment that has ever been brought against a mem-
ber of that profession.

WOODEN SHIP SITUATION NORMAL
The wooden ship controversy has just about been

settled. Naturally during the months of tempest

and turmoil there was a good deal of wild talk in-

dulged in on both sides of the wooden ship ques-

tion. Some critics, unmindful of the fact that it

is not so very long since all ships were constructed

of wood, claimed that a wooden ship could not cross

the Atlantic and that the most of them would sink

before they ever reached the submarine zone. The
proponents of the wooden ship, on the other hand,

pointed to the craft as the great solver of the en-

tire tonnage difficulty. A great many newspapers,

notably the Hearst publications, pointed to the

fact that Great Britain was not building any wooden
ships and that this great maritime power was de-

lighted that the Americans should take up this con-

struction while she continued to build steel ships

and was all the while laughing in her sleeve at us.

Great Britain has no lumber with which to build

ships, but it is a noteworthy fact that she is hav-

ing all the wooden ships built that Canada can turn

out for her, there is also great projects under way
in India for building composite ships, steel frames

planked with teek. France, also, has ordered many
wooden ships in the United States. Despite the

partial embargo placed on foreign orders and

despite the necessity of obtaining building permits

from the U. S. Shipping Board, France has under

construction close to one hundred wooden hulls in

American shipyards. These wooden ships of ours

will not settle the war, they will not make us a

great carrying nation upon the seas, but they do

have a definite and well defined sphere of useful-

ness and all of them that can be turned out dur-

mg the coming year, or during the life of the war,

will serve to help successfully prosecute the task

which is before us,

CONCRETE SHIPS

The insistent reports that the Shipping Board has

taken up the concrete ship to a certain extent, that

is. has placed orders for several of these craft, will

give added impetus to the concrete ship movement

and serve to hasten a determination of the feasi-

bility, if not the practicability, of this method of

ship construction. That the large concrete ship is

feasible there can be little doubt, but the practica-

bilitv of such structures remains tti be demon-

strated.

In summing up the situation in an article in the

February issue nf "International Marine Engineer-

ing" on the fallacy of concrete ships, Mr. H. A.

Everett, professor of marine engineering Post
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Graduate Department, U. 8. Naval Academy at

Annapolis, quotes a list of claims for the concrete

ship with a parallel list in reference to the steel

shij). This is given herewith ;

CONCRETE SHIPS STEEL SHIPS
1. Concrete ships are fireproof. So are steel ships.

•2. Wood-boring worms cannot at- Nor a steel ship.

tack the hull.

3. Concrete ships are ratproof. So are steel ships.

A. Concrete ships require prac- Doubtful ; authoritative operatinj-

tically no maintenance. reports are lacking.

5. Construction methods are eco- The cost is higher than for steel

nomical and the cost is low. or wood.

6. Concrete ships can be built Questinable ; but so can steel or

quickly. wood.
7. Concrete ships will neither rot They will deteriorate.

nor rust.

8. Calking, painting and similar Questionable.
maintenance of the hull is

unnecessary.
9. Concrete ships will withstand Not borne out by many cases.

very rough usage. Granted.
10. Materials required may be

obtained readily anywhere
at low cost. Questionable.

11. Less labor is required and
cheaper labor may be em-

ployed. If properly designed to withstand
12. There is no likelihood that the seagoing stresses, the weight i^

hull of a properly designed excessive,
concrete ship will buckle. The differeence in skin friction, if

13. Because of the smooth surface any. is in favor of the steel

and the absence of angular ship well painted.
pro.iections, skin friction is

greatly reduced.
14. Concrete vessels may be floated So can steel or wooden.

before completion.
15. Concrete vessels are lighter All figures available give the re-

than similar ones of wood. verse conclusion.
16. Barnacles and other sea Questionable.

growths find conditions un-
favorable to their growth.

We think that Mr. Everett's conclusions as to

the fifth item are partially erroneous as the cost of

constructing a concrete ship will vary tremend-

oush' with the method of handling the work. Under
the present conditions prevailing in the ship build-

ing field where the builder is turning out a large

number of duplicate ships the cost of concrete con-

struction could be materially reduced provided per-

manent forms were provided, such forms, of course,

being of metal. On the other hand, however, if

a large number of ships were to be under way at

one time, more than one set of forms would have

to be provided, and the cost of the forms would be

very heavy.

If we grant practically all the advantages claimed

by the concrete ship, there is but one question on

which she must either become successful or pass

into oblivion and that is the weight of her hull.

The tensional strains must be taken care of by the

steel reinforcement, in short, the tension members

of the steel work must be as heavy as the similar

members of the ship girder structure in a steel ves-

sel. Under these conditions it is doubtful if a con-

crete ship can ever be made as light as a steel or

wooden vessel of the same dimensions.

The concrete ship building at Redwood Cit}-,

California, by the San Francisco Shipbuilding Com-
pany is 320 feet long between perpendiculars, 44

feet, 6 inches beam, and has a designed load draft

of 24 feet. At a coefficient of about .77 these di-

mensions would gi\'e her a displacement of about

7.,S00 tons at 24 feet draft. Her dead weight car-

rying capacity is generally- gi\en as 5,000 tons which

would leave the light ship to weigh 2,500 tons.

This does not seem possible as if we take the skin

of the ship, the bottom, the one concrete deck and

the bulkheads and figure these at an average thick-

ness of about 4^ inches we have already accounted

for 1,500 tons in weight. In addition to this there

are the engines, the boilers with water, deck houses,

deck machinery and at least six or seven hundred
tons of reinforcing (the 1,500 tons for concrete gi\en

above not including this item). As details of the

concrete construction of this vessel have not been

given out, it is impossible to gain any very accurate

idea of her weight in a light condition, but it is

evident that either the skin of the vessel, the bulk-

heads and the concrete deck average considerably

less than five inches in thickness or the commonly
(luoted deadweight capacity is wrong.

FOREIGN TRADE CONVENTION FROM
APRIL 18th TO 20th

The Executive Committee of the National For-

eign Trade Council announces that "owing to the

railroad congestion and the desire of the Council

to co-operate with the Government in the relief of

the situation due to the war," the dates of the Fifth

National Foreign Trade Convention to be held at

Cincinnati, Ohio, have been changed from Febru-

ary 7th, 8th and 9th to April 18th, 19th and 20th,

1918.

No change in the theme of the Convention or

in its plan and scope is contemplated. The three

days of the Convention will be devoted to the ob-

ligation upon the foreign trade enterprise of the

United States in helping to win the war, as well as

to discussion of the war winning value of foieign

trade in sustaining credit through the maintenance

of the gold reserve, and in insuring supplies of nec-

essary raw materials for war use. Consideration

will also be given to the demands and problems of

the renewed competition after the war. Registra-

tion of delegates already made indicates that the

April Convention will be the most successful ever

held by the National Foreign Trade Council.

Nearly all of the sixty members of the National

Foreign Trade Council are devoting the whole of

their time to work in connection with the war.

Fifteen or twenty are engaged chiefly in Washing-

ton and a number, like Edward N. Hurley, chair-

man of the United States Shipping Board and presi-

dent of the Emergency Fleet Corporation; Frank

A. A'anderlip, chairman of the American Red Cross
;

have taken up their residences at the National

Capital.

^Merchants and manufacturers who are desirous

of receiving invitations to attend the convention

at Cincinnati are requested to send their names and

addresses to O. K. Davis, Secretary National For-

eign Trade Council, 1 Hanover Square, New York

City.

COUNCIL OF NATIONAL DEFENSE: First An-
nual Report for the Year Ending Tune 30, 1917. This vol-

ume is of timely interest and gives much valuable informa-

tion about the preliminary work and organization of a

body that has played an important part in the preparation

of the United States for war.
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THE "TUSCANIA" SINKING
'I'hc first disaster in the transference of American

troops occurred oft" the North Coast of Ireland on
February sixth when the Cunarder "Tuscania" was
sunk by a German submarine with considerable hiss

of life, although the fact that nearly ninety per cent
of those on board were rescued speaks volumes not
only for the excellence of the discipline on board
the transport but also for the promptness and cfii-

ciency of the convoy.

In the San Francisco "Examiner" of February
7th, the "Examiner," bein^'- a Hearst publication,
a])pears the following thinly veneered sneers:

"Xot a single American soldier has been lost

through attack of the German sharks while under
American convoy, and as most of our boys are go-
ing to France under the convoy of their own navy
there is no reason to fear an early repetition of the
disaster reported tonight.

"A thousand or two thousand soldiers on all allied

vessels sailing from this side of theAtlantic would soon
build up the ranks of the army abroad, but if the
troops thus taking passage are to be exjxjsed to

unusual dangers before the submarine menace is

finally neutralized it is possible that all plans may
be changed so that our troops will sail only in

American ships and un<ler American convoy."
Now if the Hearst newspapers enjoy the wide-

spread, efficient and capable force of news gather-
ers which they have always claimed to possess, it

is certain lliat they know that a very high percent-
age of the American troops now in France were
carried there by British ships, also that these same
British ships have carried over 500.000 Canadians

to the front without an accident of any kind. How-
ever, these publications have never found it pos-
sd)lc to conceal their anti-British sentiments and it

is fortunate that the Hearst state of mind is well
understood in this country. The great bulk of the
American soldiers will continue to be transported in
English ships and in the German liners that were
commandeered. There are very few steamers in

the American merchant marine that lend themselves
readily to the transportation of troops and the great
fleet being built by the Shipping Board consists of

freighters and tankers whose business will be the

carrying of fuel, munitions and food stuft's.

The sinking of the "Tuscania" is one of those un-
fortunate incidents of war which must be counted
on. That such incidents have been so few in num-
ber during the course of the present war is due to

the eternal vigilance of the naval forces in the mo-
lested waters. The United States is taking part in

this policing and as far as we know our naval of-

ficers have shown great aptitude in a field of war-
fare that was entirely new to them. We probably
have one torpedo boat destroyer on duty in the sub-
marine zone for every fifteen or twenty maintained
there by Great Britain. This means that we have
been doing and will continue to do about one-
fifteenth of the patroling and convoying, and if the
disaster should fall at a time when a ship was being
convoyed by British naval forces rather than Ameri-
can, certainly no decent American publication
would indulge in sneering criticism. With Hearst
publications such things are expected, the source
considered and the inatter overlooked.

\
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posed of by a British torpedo boat destroyer.



Conserving Fuel by Use of the Diesel
By Philip Lane Scott

C()\SI',lv\"A'ri().\ is a word \vr liavc Wvu
a liint; tiiiU' in underslanciin^. \\ (. lia\f lu'cn,

and still arc, tlic most wasteful ci\'ilizfd na-

til in in the world, 'idle present iini\'ersal calamity,

aniont; otluT s^ond results, has brciuslit liDiiie to us

the I'aet that the store of natural treasures with

which we are hlesscfl is not unlimited. Thou,i;h

st-emin.i;ly ])roli table, it has always been criminal to

waste our natural rt'sources. F>ut it is now unprofit-

able, as well as criminal. The present demand for

jiower has increased above production possible with

the present methods. There are sources nf fuel

for heat power jiroduction which we have not as

yet touched ; and it is the purpose of this and

ensuint; articles to show what position the Diesel

and surface-ignition engines will occupy in the

conservation of the present sources and in the use

of fuels not yet widely recognized.

The Diesel engine is a form of internal combus-

tion motor using oil, preferably the hea\ier oils,

for fuel. Pure air is compressed in the cylinder to

such a degree that the temperature resulting causes

ignition of the oil injected at the end of the com-

pression stroke. There are related types, called sur-

face ignition or semi-Diesel engines, which, use.

to a greater or lesser extent, the heat stored in \ar-

ious parts of the cylinder head and walls to induce

combustion.

lEngines of these types have been (leveloi)ed, anil

thoroughly successfully, for marine service, in both

large and small powers, and for practically all sta-

tionary purposes ; also for automobiles and air-

])lanes to an extent promising permanent success.

The marine field is the most important one at the

present time, and here steam dominates. It is over

the marine steam engine that the heavy-oil engine

must show superiority, for marine gasoline power
is not considerable, nor is it available for any except

the smallest vessels.

The steam engine can use coal or oil for fuel.

The Diesel engine uses oil onl)', usually petroleum

ilistillates, although several types can use the oils

obtained in the by-product distillation of coal. Ani-

mal and vegetable oils are also possible fuels for

the Diesel engine. Oil is often better than coal for

steam production, but, even allowing this, the

steam engine will require, not twenty per cent to

thirty per cent more fuel (which would be a deter-

mining factor between two types of steam engines),

but actually three times the amount of fuel, or

two hundred per cent more oil than the Diesel

engine.

The Ignited States produces about sixty per cent

ot the world's supply of ]ietrolcuni. In 1913, under

normal conditions, our Western fields supplied 101,-

,^vS1.2S.^ barrels, and other fields 119,068,106 bar-

rels. The amount of fuel oil obtained from this

l)roduction was five per cent from the West and

three per cent from the South and luist. The com-
monest petroleum distillates used as Diesel engine

fuel go under the commercial names of "gas" or

"fuel" oil.

It is possible to get from some crude oils ten

per cent by weight of fuel oil ; and commercial pro-

duction is profitable at considerably higher percent-

ages than our present practice.

In 1915 about 300,000,000 barrels of crude oil

were i)roduced, from which 12,000,000 barrels of

fuel oil were distilled. This is about 1,850,000 tons,

which represents 9,250,000.000 horsepower hours if

burned in Diesel engines. And that is sufficient to

keep 3,180,000 tons of shipping (fast freighters) in

continuous operation for a full year. If the same
quantity of fuel oil were used for steam production,

it would represent only 3,080,000,000 horsepower

hours and could only operate l,0(i0.000 tons of ship-

ping for one year.

In addition to fuel oil. there are residues and coal

distillates available, but hardly touched as yet,

which multiply this figure by ten. If seventy-five

per cent of the available oils are desired for other

purposes, 8,000,000 tons of shipping can still be

maintained in continuous operation for a full year

if Diesel engines be used and only 2,666,000 tons if

steam power is used. If one-fifth of a vessel's

time is spent in port (there is no fuel loss in port

with a Diesel engine) the amount of shipping pos-

sible to operate with Diesel engines from twenty-

five per cent of the available oils is 9,600,000 tons

per year.

The greater part of this power can be obtained

from the residue oils and from coal, by closed-

retort distillation. In 1917 bee-hive coke ovens

made seventy per cent of our coke, with a com-

plete loss of all oils, as well as other valuable by-

products.

An ample supply of the much-needed power, and

that without diverting fuel from other demands, is

available. To make use of it is required only the

progressive interest and zealous study of the prob-

lem among shipping men, which will encourage

construction of the Diesel and surface-ignition en-

gines and their more extensive use. If this study

be not given to the matter willingly now. it will

come as a necessity in the near future, and with

loss and discomfiture to many. The slow develop-

ment of this type of motive power has resulted

])artly from too hasty commercialization on the part
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of the manufacturers and partly to the great inertia,

or reluctance to undertake any thorough or patient
nivestigation, on the part of the shipping interests.

As a preliminary to detailed comparison of fuel

economy in steam and Diesel engines, the following
quotation from Admiral H. I. Cone, U. S. N., com-
paring oil with coal for steam purposes, is of inter-

est.

"The advantages of oil as compared with coal
are: an evaporation per pound of fuel in the ratio
of about 14 to 9, and per square foot of heating
surface in the ratio of 10 to 8. Fuel can be taken
aboard more rapidly, without the manual labor and
without interrupting the routine of the ship. The
problem of fueling at sea is solved.

Steam for full power can be maintained as readily
as for low power. A vessel burning oil is capable
of runs at full speed, limited only by the supply
of fuel. There is no reduction in speed due to dirty
fires or to difficulty in trimming coal from remote
bunkers or to exhaustion of the iire-room force.

There are no cinders and the amount of smoke
can be controlled.

A considerable reduction in personnel is possible.

The weight and space required for boilers are
reduced first, by the reduction in heating surface
required, and, second, by the shortening of the fire-

rooms. Consequent on the reduction in the heating
surface is a reduction in the weight and cost of

the boilers.

Coal and ash-handling gear is eliminated. This
renders unnecessary the piercing of the hull for

coal trunks and discharges from ash-cxpellers or
ash ejectors.

The stowage and handling of oil are much easier

than of coal and will result in a much cleaner ship,

with consequent increase in time available for

drills.

The mechanical control of the fuel supply to the
boilers gives a prompt and delicate controlof the
steam supply, permitting more sudden changes in

speed than with coal, which is a tactical advantage.
The nature of fuel oil permits utilization of re-

mote parts of the ship and of constricted spaces for
its stowage.

These advantages have long been recognized by
the navy, and there have been experiments with
liquid fuel dating as far back a 1867. All these
experiments have confirmed our belief in the con-
siderable advantage which will accrue from its use,

but until recently it has been impracticable to use
it extensively, on account of the uncertainty of

adequacy of its supply and the sufficiency of its

distribution among the sea-ports of the world. We
arc now assured, however, as regards the supply,
that there is sufficient oil on the public lands of

the State of California alone to supply all probable
naval demands for one hundred years, should
oil be burned to the exclusion of coal, and, of

course, there is considerable oil in other portions

of United States territory. The question of dis-

tribution of oil among the ports from which fuel

might be required by our vessels in time of war is

one that is well within our power to solve, as from
Its nature, the oil can be transported and stored
more easily than coal. Indeed, for the transport
of oil in time of war we are better provided than
for coal, there being a large number of tank
steamers flying the American flag.

Oil is therefore certain to replace coal as a fuel

for naval purposes."

Now let us go further—using the oil in a Diesel
engine instead of under a boiler for steam pur-
poses.

Storage

1 ton coal occupies 40 cubic feet.

I ton oil occupies 35 cubic feet.

Coal occupies 14.3 per cent more space for a
given weight.

Heating Value
A good coal has about 7500 cal/gm.
A good oil has about 10500 cal/gm.
Oil has 40 per cent more available power in a

given weight, or 60.5 per cent more available powei
in a given space.

Thermal Efficiency

Steam engine about 15 per cent (this is high, 12
per cent is average).

Diesel engine about 38 per cent.

To produce one brake horsepower the Diesel en-
gine will use onl)' about forty per cent the number
of heat units required by the steam plant; or, for
a given storage space, oil burned in a Diesel engine
will produce three hundred per cent more power,
four times the amount produced by coal used in a
steam system. Thus the Diesel engine is four times
as economical, considering fuel stowage space alone,
as the steam engine.

In addition the entire boiler-room, smoke-flues
and stacks disappear, and the actual engine room is

smaller for a given horsepower. The saving is

from forty per cent to sixty per cent in space
required for the power plant. This is an important
item considering either the cubic or weight tonnage.

Since fuel is paid for on a weight basis, let us
consider this comparison also. A Diesel engine
burns about 0.40 pounds of oil per brake horsepower
hour. A marine steam engine consumes from 1.2

to 2.0 pounds of coal per brake horsepower. Here
again the Diesel engine is three to five times as
efficient on a fuel consumption basis. As the price

of oil and coal vary widely in dilTerent parts of the

country, it is impossible to make a specific mone-
tary comparison ; but the computation is simple in

individual cases by the use of the above figures.

In the item of labor, the Diesel engine eliminates

the entire fire-room force, while requiring the same,
or e\en a snialler, number of engineers and attend-
ants.
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'J'lic Diocl c-n,i;in(,- ])r()iliu-i's no smnkv. '\'h\> is ;i

\-ital piiint uikIit prcscnl ccniditiiins of suliinariiu-

;uU\il\. 'I'Ih' smoke I'rcnn sU-ani (.ni^incs increases

llu' radius of \isil)ilit\ of the \ i-ssel from ti\e to

lueiily luilt'S. Tlie smoke eolumn will rise IrcJin

150 to 200 feet in tlie air. ( )f twenty-two Diesel

(lri\en vessels operating; eonlinuously in the Xorth

Sea since .\ui;ust. 1'>14. not one was lost until

June, l'»17.

Summarized, the Diesel engine requires but one-

fourth as much stowage space for fuel as the steam

enj,Mne and certain parts of the vessel impossible

for stowage of coal are a\ailable for oil—the double

bottom for exani])le.

Considering the weight of fuel burned, it is four

times as economical. It is twice as economical of

power plant space. It is about twice as economical

of labor. It leaves no smoke "trail".

These are hea\y counts, l)ut the figures are

readily verifiable.

(3n the other hand, the Diesel engine has a

higher initial cost,—from five to twenty per cent:

a higher depreciation,—from one to three per cent

:

and, until we have a larger number of trained

engineers, a higher upkeep.

In spite of these objections, however, the marine

1 >iescl engine now shows profits as high as twenty-

live per cent over steam-operated vessels.

Regarding the labor (]uestion, comi)etent engi-

neers are constanly l)eing trained, and tlu'ir num-

ber will soon supply the demand. Until recently

no serious attempt has been made in this country

to train men to operate Diesel engines. No higher

degree of skill is required to operate a Diesel engine

than a steam engine, but, of course, we could not

abruptly put a Diesel engine in charge of a steam

engineer and expect good results any more than

we could put a steam engine in charge of a Diesel

engineer and hope to avoid trouble. Steam engi-

neers have, however, been put, without any special

preparation, on Diesel engines—and with the natu-

ral results. This blunder has been the cause of

much of the outcry against the Diesel engine as

unreliable. It is in sharp contrast to the attitude

in Europe, where the men receive a reasonable and

proper training and arc required to pass an examina-

tion corresponding in thoroughness to that for

steam service. The author was able to observe per-

sonally some phases of this question on the Atlantic

seaboard last spring and the outlook was very

encouraging.

Tke St. Jolins Elevators
By G. B. Hegardt, C. E., Chief Engineer, Port of Portland

THE citizens of Portland ha\'ing voted in June

the necessary funds with which to construct

the facilities necessary for the expeditious

and economical handling of grain in bulk and other

commodities of commerce, the first step of the Com-

mission of Public Docks was to select a site, ade-

(:|uate in size and suitably located, on which to con-

struct the grain elevator and piers and slips re-

quired to carry out the plans outlined by the Com-

mission at the time the voters were asked to au-

thorize the $3,000,000 bond issue.

After careful deliberation and full examination of

the properties, the Commission selected a site in

the North St. Johns district, as presenting the great-

est advantages and the least disadvantages of sites

obtainable.

An advantage of this site is that the cheapness of

the ground permitted the purchase of ample acre-

age to provide for future development. Its location

on the east side of the Willamette River is most

favorable for the handling of grain which originates

to the east of Portland and eliminates the enorm-

ous freight congestion which must of necessity en-

sue if interior grain is attempted to be hauled across

the Willamette River bridge or through the O. W.
R. & N. tunnel. The location possesses cheap and

easily arranged rail connections and facilities for

the handling of grain and the transshipping of im-

ports and exports. It is distant from the present

terminal congestion, is below all bridges and lies

at a point where the river has the greatest width

between the harbor lines, or 1,600 feet, allowing for

ample room in the fairway.

The grain elevator and freight terminal site, of-

ficially designated as the St. Johns Terminal, con-

tains a total of 153.5.5 acres available for develop-

ment and was purchased at a total cost of $137,000.

On the accompanying plan is shown the general

layout of the St. Johns Terminal, in which a de-

parture has been made from the usual type of con-

struction characteristic to the port. In place of the

wharf or dock parallel with the river, pier and slip

construction has been adopted, as it makes possible

much better rail connections along the face of the

piers and, in addition, there is positive economy in

the amount of river frontage required for the num-

ber of ships to be berthed.

The shipping facilities which will lie constructed

at this time, and for which plans are now being

prepared and some contracts already have been let,

are as follows and as shown on the plan

:

A fireproof reinforced concrete elevator of a ca-

pacity of 1,053,800 bushels as a first unit, with con-

nections arranged for increasing the storage to 2,-

000,000 bushels. The elevator will consist of the
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track shell, operating house and the storage annex

of cireuhir tanks or bins. The track shed is 151

feet in length, 5S feet in width and 25 feet in height;

the operating house 162 feet in length, 46 feet in

width and 178 feet in height, and the storage annex

13() feet in length, 105 feet in width and 100 feet

in height.

The track shed will have six power shovels for

unloading bulk grain into the six track hoppers and

the unloading capacity is about 120,000 bushels per

<lay (])ulk grain). For the convenient unloading of

sacked grain, which is to be bulked in the elevator,

from the cars in the track shed, a platform is pro-

vided between the two main line tracks, on which

the sacks are piled and later cut into the track

hoppers, and this can be done without slowing up

the unloading of the bulk wheat from cars. One
car puller is pro\-ided to pull cars on either of the

two tracks passing through the shed.

An examination of the plan will show the excel-

lent track arrangement for the elevator, there be-

ing sufficient space for the placement and handling

of 68 50-foot loaded cars at one time, with greater

trackage space beyond the track shed for empty
cars.

The operating house is divided into 79 bins, vary-

ing in capacity from 300 to 5,150 bushels, 50 of

these bins having a greater capacity than 4,000

bushels, the total capacity of the operating house

bins being 298,700 bushels.

The storage annex consists of 63 bins 15 feet in

diameter and 85 feet in height of a capacity vary-

ing from 12,200 to 10,300 bushels, and 36 inter-

space bins each holding 2,200 bushels, or a total

bin capacity of 755,100 bushels.

The elevator equipment consists of the follow-

ing, to which will later be added more separators

and smutters.

Three receiving legs, 12,000 bushels per hour

each ; two receiving legs handling grain from pier

shed. 6,000 bushels per hour each ; three shipping

legs, 12,000 bushels per hour each; two separator

legs, 6,000 bushels per hour each ; two smutter legs,

4,000 bushels per hour each ; two conveyor gallery

shipping belts, 10,000 bushels per hour each ; three

receiving conveyor belts, 12,000 bushels per hour

each ; three shipping conveyor belts under annex,

12,000 bushels per hour each ; three distributing con-

veyor belts over annex, 10,000 bushels per hour

each ; one distributing conveyor belt operating

house cupola, 10,000 bushels per hour each ; two
smutters, two separators, two aspirating separators ;

nine hopper scales, 2,000 bushels capacity ; one hop-

per scale, 1,000 bushels capacity; one passenger

elevator, one Humphrey elevator, 14 dock spouts,

dust collector system and sweeper system.

Electric power is used in the operation of the

plant and each unit is operated independently, with

electric signals and telephones throughout the plant.

Loading to ships can be made at the rate of

20,000 bushels per hour to one or two vessels.

Pier No. 1, first to be constructed, will be 1,200

feet in length, with a transit shed the full length of

the pier and 180 feet in width. The outer half of

the pier will have two levels. The front of the pier

will be provided with rail facilities on a platform

24 feet in width and in rear of the pier shed there

will be two tracks. The primary use to which this

pier and shed will be put is the storage of grain

arriving in sacks or to be sacked for reshipment by
water. Sacking bins will be provided on the pier,

to be filled from the elevator by the shipping belt

conveyors, and under the pier shed floor there will

be a conveyor belt, running the length of the pier,

on which the sacked grain can be cut in and carried

to the elevator for cleaning and smutting and stor-

age, if so desired.

Provision will be made for installing a marine leg

at the outer end of the pier for unloading bulk
grain from steamers and barges, if grain is shipped

to the terminal in bulk, and the conveyor belt under
the pier shed floor will also be used for transporting

such grain to the elevator.

A gallery carrying the conveyor shipping belts

extends from the elevator along the entire face of

the pier shed. This gallery may be extended to

deliver grain to vessels at other piers of the ter-

minal.

Slip No. 1, between piers 1 and 2, will be 1,200

feet in length and 260 feet in width.

The improvements contemplated at this terminal,

at this time, include the construction of the sub-

structure of pier No. 2, along slip No. 1, to be used

temporarily as an open pier for the handling and
storage of lumber, rails, structural steel, oils and
other bulk material and freight, but ultimately it

is the intention to erect sheds on piers 2 and 3 and
have the open storage on piers 4 and 5. Most effi-

cient mechanical appliances and machinery will be

installed for the economical and expeditious hand-
ling of freight on the open piers.

In rear of the piers and slip and elevator construc-

tion there is a considerable area of land which may
be utilized as sites for warehouses, industries and

storage, which can be adequately served by rail

facilities.

The terminal site will be filled to the elevation

of about 32 feet above low water with material

which must be excavated in the deepening of the

channel and the slips to a depth of not less than 30

feet below low water. This dredging has been in

progress about two months and about 300,000 cubic

yards of material has been placed on the site to

date.

As to construction of the elevator and pier fa-

cilities, contracts have been let for the bulkheads

necessary to retain the fill and for the excavation of

the foundation, both of which contracts have been

completed.
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A biPds-eye view of the Immense plant of the Robins Dry Dock and Repair Company, Erie Basin. New Yorl<.

The 1 odd Shipyards Corporation

THIS is one of the great shipbuilding an<l

ship repairing combinations of America, and

its recent remarkable expansion, both in the

way of business on hand and new plants constructed

or brought under control of the parent organiza-

tion is truly a remarkable one. As this corporation

controls the Robins Dry Dock Company, the Tiet-

jen and Lang Dry Dock Company, the Tebo Yacht

Basin Company, the Ouintard Iron Works, and

the White Fuel Oil Engineering Corporation, all

situated within the boundary of the city limits of

New York, some idea of the magnitude of their

work may be estimated, when, by actual count, it

has been found that they have round New York

harbor as many as one hundred and fifty vessels

under repair at one time and employ in the neigh-

borhood of six or seven thousand men. When these

busy plants are taken in conjunction with the cor-

poration's Western yards, the Seattle Construction

and Dry Dock Company at Seattle, Washington,

and the Todd Dry Dock and Construction Corpora-

tion, a great new plant, at Tacoma, Washington,

it will readily be conceded that this concern is

playing a highly important part both in the matter

of new construction, and also in keeping the great

merchant fleets of both the Atlantic and Pacific

Coasts in good working order.

The plants of the Todd Shipyards Corporation at

Seattle and Tacoma are both well known to our

Western readers, and this article is confined largely

to a description of the Eastern units of the combina-

tion.

There is probabl}' no dry dock or repair plant

in America today, wheie there is being undertaken,

and successfully too, so much that is unusual and

out of the ordinary, in the way of repairs and con-

\ ersion of ships, as at the Robins Dry Dock &
Repair Company, Erie Basin, Brooklyn, N. Y. It

is also one of the largest plants of its kind, not

only in America, but in the world, its controlling

genius being Mr. Wm. H. Todd, president of the

Todd Shipyards Corporation, which controls Robins

Looking over two hulls on the ways at the Tebo Yacht Basin yard, showing the severe weather conditions
shipbuilders have had to contend during the past two months.

h Eastern
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Panorama of the Tietjen and Lang Dry Dock Company's plant at Hoboken. New Jersey. This plant car
large repair business.

les on a very

Dry Dock & Repair Co., Tietjen & Lantj Dry Dock

Co., Seattle Construction & Dry Dock Co., and

Tebo Yacht Basin Co.

Under Mr. Todd's skilfull guidance, the concern

has grown up by leaps and bounds, necessitating

vast enlargements and improvements, i. e., larger

machine shop, blacksmith shop and boiler shop,

and many new up-to-date tools.

The plant is equipped throughout for electric

drive, which includes the running of all shop tools

by motors, as well as the new centrifugal pump

system, which drains No. 1 and No. 2 graving

docks.

Plans are being prepared for increasing the size

of one of the graving docks to a length of 1100

feet, with a depth of water over the sill of 32 feet.

In all there are five dry docks

:

No. 1—Graving, 510 feet long, 115 feet wide, lb

feet deep.

No. 2—Graving, 620 feet long. 111 feet wide, 30

feet deep.

Xo. 3—Sectional, 370 feet long. 110 feet wide, 27

feet deep.

No. -I—Sectional, 360 feet long, 127 feet wide, 17^4

feet deep.

No. 5—Sectional. 370 feet long, 101 feet wide, 12

feet deep.

The yard is provided with a complete industrial

railway system, extending to all parts of the yard.

All work, such as chipping, caulking, riveting, etc..

is done by pneumatic tools, operated by an air com-

pressor plant of three large electrically driven In-

gersoll-Rand machines. There is also a complete

acetylene gas burning outfit.

The plant covers about thirty acres, with a water-

frontage of 3000 feet, exclusive of piers, and employs

between 3500 and 4000 men at all times.

When in 1913 it looked as though there would

be trouble with Mexico, the War Department

turned over to this concern three large merchant-

men to be converted into troop and animal trans-

ports. This conversion, which was almost a re-

building, was completed, on all three ships in every

Bow view of t Tudd Shipyards Corporation
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One of the thirty marine engines built at the Quintard Iron
Worl<s for the Canadian Government last year.

respect, in the unprecedented time of four days and

nights, both army and navy officers marveling at

the organization and capacity of the plant which

could do a "job" of this sort in such a short period

of time. It is but another indication of American

ingenuity and ability to accomplish the unbeliev-

able.

Colonel E. H. R. Green, son of the late Hetty

Green, who recently purchased a Great Lake pas-

senger steamer, brought the vessel way from the

Lakes to the Robins Dry Dock & Repair Co. yard

for entire rebuilding; this included lengthening by

forty feet and fitting up as a palatial steamer for

his private use.

Lengthening ships, or as it has been termed,

"ship surgery", has been developed to a fine science

in this versatile yard. The following is a brief out-

line of a recent "operation". The S. S. "George E.

Warren", a steel ship of 2306 tons, 246 feet long,

43.5 beam by 25.3 feet deep, arrived at the dry

dock 11 A. M. one morning, and by 4 P. M., the

following day was ready to receive her 52 feet of

framing and plating, etc., the "operation" taking

but twenty-nine hours for cutting and drawing the

fore and aft sections, the entire pulling being accom-

plished in the incredibly short time of eleven

minutes.

While this yard does not make a specialty of

new work, it recently completed for Mr. Horace

Dodge, of Dodge Bros., automobile concern, one

of the finest yachts now on the Great Lakes.

The yard is conveniently located for steamers en-

tering the port of New York, has plenty of water

at all stages of the tide, and is thoroughly equipped

throughout for any and all class of ship work.

The Tietjen and Lang Dry Dock Company is

situated in Hoboken, New Jersey, in a cove off the

Hudson River; the property consisting of twenty-

three acres of land, docks and piers. The waters
lit this cove are unrler the jurisdiction of the New
^'|lrk port authorities and the plant enjoys good
rail connections with all the principle Eastern rail

lines, as well as free literage within the limits of

the harbor of New York. The plant is equipped

with nine dry docks, all of the floating type, of

which the largest is of 10,000 tons capacity. There
are five piers with deep water alongside for vessels

to lay at while outfitting or waiting their turn at

the docks. The buildings at this plant are new
and modern and consist of a plate shop for steel

work, a well equipped machine shop for engine

work and a complete saw mill and joiner shop

take care of necessary replacements or changes

where wood enters into the construction of the

vessels being repaired. In addition to these there

are two floating derricks, blacksmith shop, paint

shops, store rooms and power plants. The com-

pressed air equipment is very complete and includes

three steam, one electric and one floating air com-

pressor with a combined capacity of 5863 cubic feet

of free air per minute. About three thousand hands

are kept steadily employed at this plant, the work
comprising Government, foreign and coastwise

steamers, as well as local harbor and railroad work.

A general view of the plant is shown herewith.

The Tebo Yacht Basin Company's establishment

up to the middle of last year had been used exclu-

sively for storing yachts during the winter and fit-

ting them up in the spring and for general storage

and winter quarters. Recognizing the urgent need

for facilities and that all available equipment suit-

able for shipbuilding should be turned in that direc-

tion, the Todd Shipyards Corporation fitted this

plant up as a small shipbuilding yard
; putting down

three shipbuilding ways, at present being occupied

with Government mine sweepers, the engines for

which are being built at the Quintard Iron Works
plant of the corporation. Private yachts which have

been turned over to the Government for patrol or

mine sweeping purposes are also being prepared for

their new duties at this plant. A new wharf and

storehouse are under contemplation here, the new

work to be designed with the special view to fitting

out wooden hulls with machinery. Air compres-

sors with a capacity of 2500 cubic feet of free air

per minute have been installed, and at the present

time a force of over one thousand men find employ-

ment at this establishment.

One of the most interesting of the Todd plants

is that of the Ouintard Iron Works. This old and
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justl.v famous iri)n works was ostablislu'd in 1S(>3,

and has carried on a largo, and from the engineer-

ing and scientific standpoint, highly important busi-

ness ever since its establishment. The concern

operates completely equipped shops, its forge shop

lieing specially fine and has to its credit some splen-

did examples of both marine and stationary engi-

neering. As an adjunct to its re])air work, the

Ouintard Iron Works owns and operates two piers

on East River. The works comprises boiler shops,

machine shops and erecting shop, as well as a large

forge shop, and is a complete engineering plant, as

is evidenced by the many splendid marine jobs

turned out in the long history of this famous New
York plant.

The specialty of the White Fuel Oil Engineering

Corporation branch of the Todd Shipyards Cor-

poration business is fuel oil burning installations.

This system is well known and widely used, espe-

cially on the East Coast, where it is considered to

be fully equal to any of the present systems for

burning fuel oil mechanically. The shops of this com-

cern are situated in New York City and a large

force is kept busy designing, building and install-

ing the White system. At present the full capacity

of the plant is nearly taken up with orders from the

Shipping Board and Emergency Elect Corporation,

It will be seen from the foregoing that the Todd

Shipyards Corporation possesses in its various

plants an exceedingly llexible group of concerns,

and is well equipped for practically any kind of

construction in the ship line, and has practically

unlimited facilities for repair work. That this

corporation is doing its full share in the great ma-

rine construction and reconstruction program now

before the country goes without saying, and when

the time comes when it is possible to tell the com-

plete story of America's shipbuilding achievement

during the war, it is certain that this combination

of yards and repair plants will be accorded a high

and honorable place among those concerns that

worked hard and earnestly in the face of their

countrv's need.

\\hat is regarded as among the most important

recognitions accorded Northwest plants by the Gov-

ernment was placing orders with the Willamette

Iron & Steel Works early in January for twenty-

four Scotch marine boilers by the United States

Shipping Board Emergency Elect Corporation, that

being the first order of the kind placed here. The

Government holds the option of increasing the order

to fifty boilers. The twenty-four boilers are said

to represent close to $600,000.

aintatns one of



Tke Dollar Trans-Pacific Service

TlIK dollar Steamship Company is fur-

nishing: a regular trans-Pacific service with
four of their own steamers, the "Stanley Dol-

lar", "Melville Dollar", "Bessie Dollar" and "Harold
Dollar" and eight chartered steamers. These ves
sels all carry general merchandise to all the Oriental
ports, including Yokohama, Kobe, Shanghai and
Manila. In addition to operating their own and
chartered vessels, the Dollar Company acts as Ori-
ental agents for the trans-Pacific service inaugu-
rated by the Pacific Steamship Company with the
steamers "Senator" and "Umatilla".

It is worthy of note that the Robert Dollar Com-
pany and the Pacific Mail Steamship Company are
the only steamship concerns maintaining a series of
offices in the Orient, completely manned by Ameri-
cans. The Robert Dollar Company maintains a

competent American office force at Kobe, Shang-
hai, Hankow, Tientsin, Hongkong and Manila, and
also has agencies for handling transshipment busi-

ness in all Oriental ports of any importance. The
head office of the concern is in San Francisco with
branch offices in New York, Seattle and Vancouver.

This in brief is the present status of the steam-
ship company founded by Robert Dollar years ago,
and furnishing the history of the American mer-
chant marine with one of its most inspiring e.\-

amples of the results of perseverance, coupled with
rigid business probity that will be found in the an-
nals of modern commercial achievement.
The story of the humble beginnings of the Dollar

Steamship Company and of other enterprises in

which Captain Dollar was either greatly interested
or controlled, is told simply and effectively' in the

"Memoirs" recently published. Captain Dollar's

Memoirs have been published privately for distribu-

tion among his friends, and in the pages of this

volume will be found a simple, convincing story of

achievement. Success, however, did not come un-
sought or unworked for. This success measured
in material gains was extremely trivial at first, but
the commercial value of these gains were multiplied
a hundred-fold in the knowledge which they brought
home to the Scotch-Canadian lumberjack, that

doing his level best at all times, though perhaps
not the shortest road to material enlargement, was
the only pathway leading to permanent and honor-
able success.

Captain Dollar was born in Falkirk, Scotland.
in 1844, and emigrated to Canada with his father

when he was fourteen years old. After working
vocation he gradually passed out of the employee
for years in lumber camps in the following of which
into an employer in a modest way, in 1888 Robert
Dollar came to California, where he continued in the

lumber business. His first Californian lumber busi-

ness was in the Meeker tract in Sonoma County.
California, this redwood timber being one of the
nearest sources of supply for the San Francisco
market. Later Mr. Dollar secured large timber
holdings in Mendocino County, and this led him
naturally to turn his attention to shipping, since
even the San Francisco market was served from this

lumber district by water carriage.

It is worthy of note that from the \-ery first

Captain Dollar considered the owning of his own
deli\ er)- system an essential to business success. From
his very first start in the shipping business until the
present day. Captain Dollar has held precisely the
same view in regard to the American merchant
marine. Pie has always been one of this country's
most persistent champions in the campaign to se-

cure such Government regulations as would permit
of Americans becoming a shipowning people.

In 1901 Captain Dollar made his first venture in

the China trade, and since that time has been a
close observer of the trend of political and commer-
cial events in the Flowery Kingdom. Since that
time he has paved the way for a steadily increasing
commercial intercourse with China. His work in

this connection has been of very great benefit to

the foreign commerce of the Pacific Coast and has
led to his being generally recognized as one of the
leading pioneers in opening up new outlets for

America's trade overseas.

It was in 1901 that Captain Dollar made his first

venture in the China trade with the steamer "Arab",
but this first venture did not pay and showed the
necessity of organization. In 1902, Captain Dol-
lar made a trip to China and Japan to see for

himself the trade opportunities which existed. One
of the fruits of this trip was the introduction of

Japanese oak to the Pacific Coast, and this item of

trade soon assumed large proportions.

In the agitation for a more thorough understand-
ing of the needs of our foreign trade, the name of

Captain Dollar has always appeared prominently.
He saw clearly the tremendous commercial asset

which the United States held in the possession of

Manila. He maintained that Manila would rapidly

outdistance Hongkong if a free port were created

and American ships encouraged to enter the world
trades. However, to date, the American Govern-
ment has not realized its splendid opportunity in

the Orient, and the Japanese have centered their

efiforts on the building up of Kobe as a trans-

shipment port, until today they have succeeded in

distancing even Hongkong.
In his attitude towards the problems of shipping

legislation, the head of the Dollar Steamship Com-
pany has repeatedly proven himself to be far-

sighted, and his stand has been persistently for
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llu- AnuTican ship. At tlu' lime of the controvcTsy rv:i\\/.v fully just what the lack of a f^real foreign

o\ er tiie rit^ht of the American Go\ernment to grant trade merchant marine meant and the maritime ies-

free ])assa.ye through the Panama Canal to Amcri- sons of the present war has brought us to a full

can shi|is engaged in the coastwise trade, he fought realization of the fact that we cannot be a world

\aliantl\ for the "free tolls" clause, as he felt that, nation unless we carry on a world intercourse and

among other ad\antages, it would widen the com- carry it on in our own ships.

petitixe fieUl for Western lumber products. He Captain Dollar's work along these lines marked

maintained that the clause in the treats' rights him as one of the leading foreign trade exponents

Robert Dollar, one of America's f

tory reads like a romance—a rom

affecting the use of the canal which stipulated that

the United States should not discriminate between
the vessels of any nation, would not be infringed

by granting American coastwise ships free pas-

sage, since the coastwise trade being restricted to

American ships, there would be no discrimination

entailed. If the Government had accepted this view,

the opening of our war with Germany would cer-

tainly have found us with a still greater fleet of

large coast-to-coast steamers than we did possess.

For the past twenty years there has hardly been

a single foreign trade or merchant marine conven-

tion that has not been addressed by Robert Dollar

and his untiring work in this connection gradually

bore fruit. The steady hammering home of unpleas-

ant truths slowly prepared the American people to

est shipping men. Captain Dollar
based on clear thinking and hard work.

of the country, and it was natural enough that he

should have been picked as one of the directors

for the International Mercantile Marine, a $50,000,-

000 corporation, formed for the express purpose

of expanding the foreign carrying trade of the

United States.

The service now being rendered by the Dollar

Steamship Company is highly important to the

Pacific Coast region, as it affords direct and regular

connections with the Orient at a time when trans-

Pacific tonnage is none too plentiful. The fleet

is being augmented as fast as possible, and this

concern seems destined to play a still more promi-

nent part in the development of trade with the Far

East in the future than it has in the past.
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Skipbuilcling Plant for Suisun Bay

TIIE most interesting dcvelopincnt in San

Francisco Bay shipbuilding circles during the

latter part of nineteen seventeen was the an-

nouncement of the formation of the Pacific Coast

Shipbuilding Company, and the location of this

firm's projected plant at Bay Point, Siusun Bay.

The interest usually manifested in the erection of

a large new shipbuilding establishment was aug-

mented in this case by the fact that it marked the

return to the industry of what, for a great many

years, was California's most prominent shipbuilding

family and also the new plant site was chosen at

a point where there was no large town and no com-

munities of any considerable size in the immediate

neighborhood. Thus the new plant at Bay Point

is the first steel shipbuilding yard started in the

\icinity of San Francisco, where the housing prob-

lem will be an acute one.

The Scotts, Irving AI. and Henry T., became in-

terested in steel shipbuilding in the early eighties,

this class of work being turned to as it became evi-

dent that the demand for heavy mining and deep

pumping machinery, for which San Francisco had

lu'come justly famous, would gradually fall off. One

of the first acts of San Francisco Bay's first steel

shipbuilding yard was to secure a contract from

the Navy Department for a cruiser, the old

"Charleston". In the face of the great distance

from the steel markets, this act was considered

suicidal by Eastern shipbuilders, who predicted a

short and disastrous career for the new concern.

The years that followed were filled with struggle

to keep afloat, but the final outcome was an institu-

tion of which San Francisco had every right to feel

l)roud. During all the early history of the Union

Iron Works, in fact up to the time of its sale to

Eastern interests, Henry T. Scott guided its finan-

cial destinies and his work in this connection lead

to his being acknowledged as^'one of the best busi-

ness executives the West has ever produced. Mr.

Irving M. Scott, who died many years ago, was

an engineer of ability and resourcefulness and

Mr. John T. Scott, a nephew, occupied the im-

portant post of superintendent of shops at the old

Union Iron Works plant for many years.

In the personnel of the Pacific Coast Shipbuild-

ing Company, Mr. Henry T. Scott is chairman of

the board of directors, and Mr. R. N. Burgess, is

president, and Mr. John T. Scott, general man-
ager. Other well known Californian business men
who have interested themselves in the company
are H. C. Breeden, Alden Anderson and James
Irvine.

The site chosen for the new shipyard is located

at Bay Point on Suisun Bay, some forty miles north

of vSan Francisco. The shipyard site proper includes

271 acres with a water frontage of about 2800 feet,

and a depth of 27 feet alongside at mean high water.

The land is well situated as to drainage and a

minimum amount of filling and dredging work will

be required along the water front. The financial

resources of the company amount to $5,000,000,

and the ownership and location of adjacent prop-

erty is such that extensions of the present water-

front will be readily obtainable. It is the intention

of the concern to build up one of the greatest

industrial establishments in the West, and a large

force of men have been steadily employed in put-

ting in foundations for building, erecting steel

frames, driving piles for building berth foundations

and grading where necessary. Lindgren and Com-

pany of San Francisco are the general contractors

who have been in charge of the construction of

the plant and Frederick H. Meyer, a San Francisco

architect, has had charge of laying out the build-

ings and handling equipment. Work has progressed

rapidly and actual construction work on the first

of the 9400-ton deadweight freighters ordered by

the Government is about to commence.

As will be noted from a glance at the accompany-

ing sketch the plant of the Pacific Coast Shipbuild-

ing Company is divided into two distinct sections,

the shipbuilding yard and the drydock and repair

plant.

In the shipbuilding section of the project some

850 feet of the waterfront has been set apart for

building ways, provision having been made for

eight ways of 500 feet in length. Four of these

ways are now about completed. Back of the four

ways which have been installed and facing their

inshore ends is a plate shop, 400 feet in length by

80 in breadth. The second floor of this building

will be the mold loft. While this building is lo-

cated back of the inshore ends of the building

berths there is some 200 feet of available space

between the building and berths offering ample

space for outdoor work on assembling bulkheads,

etc. To the rear of the plate shop and paralling

same is a traveling gantry for serving the material

storage space, unloading from cars or deli\ering

to the overhead equipment in the plate shop itself.

This gantry has a lateral travel of 1100 feet, thus

directly covering a storage space of four acres.

Adjoining number one ways is the power house,

a structure 55 by 140 feet in size, and adjoining the

power house is the machine shop, which will be 400

by 120 feet in dimensions. Inshore from the power

house and machine shop is a second group of build-

ings, consisting of a tool shop, 20 by 50 feet in

size, a blacksmith shop, 50 by 105 feet, adjoining
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Henry T. Scott, Chairman of the Board of Directors of the
Company and one of the founders of the steel shipbuilding indi

this is a building' of similar size, housing the tin-

smiths, acetylene apparatus, carpenters and elec-

tricians and this group is completed by a warehouse

50 by 150 feet in dimensions. Still further inshore

and adjoining the plate and shape storage yard,

being served by the same gantry, is a joiner shop,

75 by 150 feet in size. This, with the office build-

ing, which is 40 by 115 feet in dimensions, completes

the list of buildings in the shipyard proper. It will

be noted in the plans that no building is less than

fifty feet from another structure, the distance gen-

erall}' being one hundred feet or over. This is an

important matter, not only regards the handling

(if material, but also greatly

reduces the fire hazard.

The bunk house, board-

ing house and mess room

indicated outside the ship-

yard fence, will play only

a minor part in the future

housing scheme, these

being more for the use of

the men at present em-

ployed in constructing the

yard than for the regular

shipyard employees.

The fitting-out wharf,

as indicated on the plan, is

like an exaggerated "T"

in shape, with a wharf

900 feet in length and 50

feet in width, on the inner

side of one end of which

is a slip 125 feet wide

and 500 feet long. This

furnishes berthing space

alongside for four large

freighters at one time.

The second half of the

project at Bay Point is

roug'hlyoutlined in thesanie

sketch as the shipyard

and contemplates several

wharves 500 feet in length.

together with two great

(Irydocks 600 feet long.

The room available for

' xpansion, especially in

shops and facilities for

handling material and stor-

ing same is evident at a

glance. As indicated in

the plan, there will be a

complete system of track-

age for the handling of

railroad freight throughout

the yard, into the shops and on the wharves. In

the matter of connections with power and transpor-

tation facilities, the property is peculiarly fortunate.

This territory is tapped by the Southern Pacific.

Santa Fe and Oakland & Antioch Railroads, by
two electric power lines and three pipe lines for oil

fuel. Large tankage capacity has been provided for

oil fuel, fresh water and the semi-fresh water of

Suisun Bay. The bay water will be utilized in th<>

fire main and sprinkling system.

All the machinery and handling equipment at the

new Bay Point yard will be handled electrically,

power being furnished by the Great Western Power

Pacific Coast Shipbuilding
stry on the Pacific Coast.
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Coiniiany, one of its power 1iiu-s bciiiLT adjacent to

the property. Over the ways tlie aerial system is

Iteinjj installed, there being tun wire cables for

each set of ways. In the plate shop an overhead

trolley system operating on a monorail is being in-

stalled. Machine shop handling will be taken care

of by electric traveling cranes. The traveling gan-

try, together with locomotive cranes and large

shear legs on the outfitting wharf completes the

efficient and simple handling equipment.

The power house is for compressed air and pump-

ing purposes, the electric supply being secured

from power lines and stepped down to a suitable

voltage for machine tool driving. There will be

four compressors, two of 1600 and two of 3700 cubic

feet of free air per minute capacity. It will be

noted on the accompanying plan that the power

house is close to the building ways, this arrange-

ment affecting a large saving in air lines and insur-

ing the best air service to the riveting machines.

An elaborate fire system has been provided in-

cluding a 50,000 gallon fire service tank. vSituated

in the power house is an electrically driven cen-

trifugal fire pump, capable of delivering 1000 gal-

lons per minute against a heavy head. •./

The fast schedule set by the general contractors

is being well maintained, and shops, slip^-^ and

wharves are rapidly talcing shape. A large anK)unt

of shop equipment is on the way and some of it

is being installed. Floating pile drivers, dredgers,

steam rollers and steam shovels are all hard at

work and the laying of the first keel, some time

this month, will take place in a yard well along

towards completion.

Every precaution is also being taken that nothing

will delay the speedy completion of the ten 9400-

ton freighters which this firm has undertaken to

build to the Government's account. Auxiliary ma-

chinery and equipment has already been ordered for

these vessels, the contract for thirty Scotch boilers

required by them has been placed and ten 2800

horsepower turbines have also been ordered, five of

these being of the De Laval Type and five of the

Kerr type.

Expansion of tke Moore ShipDuilding Company

OAKLAND'S Estuary has been rapidly devel-

oped into a shipbuilding center of far

greater magnitude than the ordinary lay-

man is apt to give this district credit for. How-
ever, a brief summary of the shipbuilding facilities

now in place or under course of construction along

the Oakland and Alameda shores of the Estuary

will serve to show that the East Shore of San Fran-

cisco Bay has quickly assumed a position as one of

the leading shipbuilding localities in the country.

Here will be found the plants of the Moore Ship-

building Company, the Hanlon Dry Dock and Ship-

building Company, the Alameda plant of the Bethle-

hem Shipbuilding Corporation, all actively engaged

in the construction of steel vessels, while a fourth

yard, the Union Construction Company's plant, is

being planned and will soon be actually started on

construction work. It is also expected that the

Rolph Shipbuilding Company will establish a steel

shipbuilding plant on a site adjoining that of the

Alameda plant of the Bethlehem Shipbuilding Cor-

poration. The wooden shipbuilding plants of W, F.

Stone and Barnes and Tibbits are also situated

on the shores of this waterway.

The firm of Moore and Scott, now the Moore
Shipbuilding Company, previously to the present

great shipbuilding boom, had been engaged for

years in large ship repair work, and in the con-

struction of moderate-sized vessels, such as the

Western Pacific ferry "Edward T. JefTery" and

other well known craft. The plant is situated at the

foot of Adeline Street in Oakland and the available

waterfront has been greatly added to by purchase

of adjoining property. With the acceptance of orders

for large freighters, the shops of the company, while

possessing many high class tools, were found to be

inadequate and the plant was entirely remodeled,

the old shops being moved or dismantled as the

new ones were erected. Three ship ways were

installed and a system of stationary tower cranes

adopted for the handling about the ways. These

cranes consist of a large square frame-work tower

with a boom on each corner and are so arranged

as to reach all parts of a hull on the stocks. These

cranes, in conjunction with a complete system of

broad gauge railroad, tracks about the yard make

a complete, simple and economical handling system.

Owing to the great amount of work entrusted to

this plant, however, the three building ways proved

inadequate and two more were installed. Even this

fell short of the requirements and upon receiving

their recent large order from the Shipping Board,

land was purchased and the Moore Shipbuilding

Company proceeded to install two more ways,

giving facilities for laying down seven large

steamers at one time.

Material is brought directly into the plate storage

racks by spur tracks connecting with the Southern

Pacific and Santa Fe Railway systems and is han-

dled from the cars to storage or to the plate shop

by a traveling gantry which directly serves the

entire storage space. Alongside of the plate shop

is a large open space for working up bulkheads and

other outdoor plate work and this space is served
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The freighter "Capto" taking the water at the Moore and Scott Shipbuilding Company's piant, Oal<land, Cal.

by a powerful revolving- crane with a loni;'

span. The plate shop and mold loft are

well designed and the plant has made an

excellent record in the matter of speed in

working up material into the hulls. The
plate shop contains a very fine set of

punching machines and also some note-

worthy bending rolls. There is one set of

rolls with twenty-five feet between bear-

ings and with rolls twenty-eight inches in

diameter. Some large flanging presses

will be found which bear witness to thr

excellent class of work turned out in the

shops, these being of the firm's own de-

sign and make.

The clerical, timekeeping and mana-
gerial forces, draughtsmen and Govern-
ment inspector force are housed in a

modern, well lighted office, attached t<i
for assembling and building up bulkheads, etc..
powerful revolving jib crane with a long span.

View In one of the bays of the machine shop of the IVIoore Shipbuilding Company on Second Street. San Francisco. This shop was
fitted out in 1913 with the most modern cranes, motor-driven tools and electrical equipment
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which is a hir^t.- slccl and concrete safe.

the upper stc)r\' of which is utilized as

storage space for drawintjs.

A new joiner-shop fitte<l with hi};h-

class wood-workinj;" machinery was in-

stalled with the lirst largo expansion of

the yard, the powerhouse equipment was

greatly added to, especially in the way of

air compressor equipment.

With the recent purchase of water-

front on which to locate their sixth

and seventh building ways, the Moore

Shipbuilding Company secured sufificient

land on which to erect a new boiler shop

This shop will be a model structure ar..!

will be fitted with the best and heaviest

machinery available. The new shop will

be 200 by 200 feet in size and, it is under-

stood, the firm alreadyhas large orders for

boiler work aside from the equipment for vessels

being built at their own plant.

In addition to their Oakland yards and shops, the

Moore Shipbuilding Company. maintains one of the

best equipped machine shops in San Francisco at

678 Second Street. The equipment of this shop em-

bodies the result of many years of machine shop

experience and is an important adjunct to the plant

on the other side of the bay. A great deal of sta-

tionary work, as well as marine engine repair work

New office building at the IVloore Shipbuilding Company's Oakland plant.

is carried on here and the shop is well known

up and down the coast.

The Moore Shipbuilding Company has built up

a compact well arranged shipyard, the management

is progressive and improvements are steadily under

way, the class of ship and machinery work being

turned out is very high and there is every reason

to believe that they will hold a high place among

the shipyards of this country when we begin to take

stock of our shipbuilding achievement a few years

hence.

NeA\^ Yard at Soutk San Francisco

SHIPBUILDING on San Francisco Bay, that

is steel shipbuilding, was confined to the City

of San Francisco for a great many years.

Oakland and Alameda next came in for their share

of the benefits which this industry so lavishly pro-

vides for the community in which it is situated.

With the expansion of the industry, however, and its

increasing demands for more and more water front-

age, it became evident that new concerns would

seek out locations where the original cost of the

waterfrontage would not prove so excessive. The

result has been the foundation of two steel yards,

one the Pacific Coast Shipbuilding Company, de-

scribed elsewhere in this issue, located some forty

miles north of San Francisco and Oakland on Suisun

Bay and at considerable distance from any large

center of population; and the other the Schaw-

Batcher shipyard, located at South San Francisco,

some five or six miles south of San Francisco proper.

The site of the Schaw-Batcher plant is a flat stretch

of filled ground at the head of a shallow, sheltered

cove. The cove lies at a considerable distance from

the deep water channel extending down the center

of San Francisco Bay, and it was necessary to

dredge a long channel. This channel has been

dredged out to a depth of fifteen feet at low water,

the material dredged being used as a back-fill on

the shipyard site. Fortunately a large sand deposit

was found a short distance under the mud cap and

this proved excellent material for solidifying the

original marsh ground and raising it up the required

grade.

The channel was extended right into the heart of

the plant. That is the shipyard has a frontage of

about 1200 feet on both sides of a dredged basin.

The building berths, three of which have been in-

stalled, are constructed alongside of and parallel to

the basin, the ships to be launched sideways. The

ways are piled with complete timber decks and the

yard has now assumed a shipshape appearance,

three of the keels for the eight 8800-ton freighters

contracted for with the Shipping Board having been

laid.

The property of the Schaw-Batcher Company Pipe

Works comprises about 175 acres, a large part of

which is occupied by the new shipyard. This con-

cern previous to taking up ship work operated a

pipe shop for heavy pipe work, and this large shop

has been transformed into a plate shop. Material
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City of San Francisco.
on the west shore of San Francisco Bay, a

is handled out of this shop and from the plate stor-

age space to the building berths and about the ships

under construction by traveling tower derrick

cranes.

The usual tool shops, store rooms, plate racks,

joiner shop, pipe shop and other shipyard acces-

sories are grouped inshore of the building ways,

while the office building, housing the managerial

and accounting forces and the draughting room,

is located at the natural entrance to the yard. There-

is also a large, well Hoored and well lighted mold

loft.

The vessels being built by Schaw-Batcher are of

the now familiar 88(X)-ton deadweight type and the

contract price was $1,184,800 per ship or $135 per

deadweight ton.

Mam Street Iron W^orks Expands

PERHAPS the most interesting and important

marine engineering development that has come

to a head with the opening of the New Year as

far as the Pacific Coast is concerned, is the large ex-

pansion which is taking place in the plant facilities

of the Main Street Iron Works. Certainly in these

days of extraordinary demand for marine propelling

machinery of every description, the enlargement

of such a well known and firmly established engine

and boiler-building plant as that of the Main Street

Iron Works is of vital and far reaching importance.

The present enlargement of the Main Street Iron

W^orks consists of the construction of the third

large plant installation to be operated by that con-

cern. The present expansion was made possible

through the purchase of the property on which is

located the buildings of the Doble Engineering

Company at Seventh and Daggett Streets, San

Francisco. By utilizing the standing structures and

adding new construction, the Main Street Iron

Works has succeeded in planning a splendid sys-

tem of shops that will more than double the pres-

ent capacity of the firm for engine and boiler work.

The site is served directly by the Bay Shore Line

of the Southern Pacific Railroad and provision will

be made in all the new, as well as in the built-over

shops for running freight cars directly into the

structures where they will be loaded or unloaded

by traveling electric cranes.

The boiler shop at the new plant will be 230 feet

in length and will be equipped with the latest and

most efficient heavy plate-working machinery, such

as rolls, bending and flanging presses, hydraulic

riveters, etc. The main bay of this shop will be

served by a 40-ton electric traveling crane, and the

wing bays by 3-ton cranes. The shop is so situated

on the property that its length can be increased

= of the main engines of the "Frank D. Stout"
of the latest marine jobs completed by the M

Iron Works. The extension of these wo
present being carried out constitutes o

of the most important marine en-
gineering developments in

Western America.
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t(i 450 feet \vhciic\fr the busiiu'ss rei|uin.-s still

further expansion.

A machine shop <S0 by 225 feet in iliniensions,

ami ultimate!}' to be made 370 fi'el Ions;, is l;)eing

constructed, and this shop, like the Iioiler shop

will be efficicntl}- served by electric traxeling- cranes.

An erecting floor is also being installed to accommo-

date the largest and heaviest engine woi'k. A general

oftice building will also be constructed, housing

the nlanag^Tial and business staffs of the Main

Street Iron Works, as well as the draughting room

and a large safe for the safe filing of designs. The

construction ])lans alst) call for a foundry 100 by

200 feet in dimensions and the erection of this build-

ing and its eipiipment will doubtless be undertaken

\ cry soon.

We illustrate herewith a unit of one of the latest

marine contracts completed by the Main Street

Iron Works, one of the engines of the steamer

"Frank D. Stout". The excellent record made by

Main Street Iron Works marine engines has assured

this firm a goodly share of this class of work for

many years. These twin engines have cylinders

101/2, 18 and 32 inches in diameter by 24 inches

stroke, each engine indicating about 400 horsepower.

Steam is furnished bv two Heine Watertube boilers

at 200 pounds jiressure. The condenser, which is

independent and of the Snow type, was also con-

structed by the Main Street Iron Works. The air

pump is of the Blake featherweight type. The feed

pumps are vertical duplex, while the circulating

pumji is of the centrifugal type and is operated by
an independent engine. The oil-burning system
fitted on the "Stout" is of the pressure type, and
the vessel carries fuel and water for twenty-one
days steaming. She was built from designs bv Mr.
iviward Hough.

The e.\])ansion of the Main Street Iron Works will

enable that concern to take a still more prominent
place among marine engineering firms than it has

in the past and the advanced design and careful

workmanship always found in the products of this

concern will continue to make still stronger and

more certain the high place which the marine en-

gineering fraternity has accorded the Main Street

Iron Works for so many years. The added facilities

will also enable this old San Francisco engine and
boiler-building plant to play a prominent part in

helping to power the numerous wooden steamers

which are now being turned out to the order of

the Government on this Coast.

Tke Sliip of trie Future
By C. O. Liljegren, N. A.. M. E., Goteborg, Sweden

ACCORDING to a writer in "Pacific Marine owners themselves. What concerns a ship owner
Review" for February, 1917, the ship of the '"ost, like any other investor, is the question of

future will be a fullpowered motorship. This Profit or net return on the capital outlay. Now if

conclusion, based on the experience of a single ship- this net return had been extracted, it would have

building firm, seems to be borne out by the esti- appeared as 32.6% for the fullpowered ship, and

mated carrying cost per ton and year, viz., $6.95 for 38.5% for the auxiliary, fully 18% better for the

the fullpowered ship, and $7.50 for the au.xiliary latter.

ship. As already shown, however, the comparison be-

This estimate, however, can hardly be considered tween the two ships is very unfair and misleading,

fair to the latter ship for various reasons. First In every fair estimate of carrying cost, either the

of all, a small auxiliary ship of about 2,500 tons d.w. carrying capacity of the two ships, or else their first

is compared with a fullpowered ship of 4,000 tons, cost, should be the same. It is here proposed to

and, naturally, the smaller the ship, the higher the make use of both these alternatives in order to

carrying cost per ton. Then no use seems to have arrive at a safe conclusion, thus: 4000 tons d.w.. and

been made in the estimate for the sails of the aux- $-"'91,555 cost.

iliary to increase the speed over and above wdiat the First Cost and Cost of Operation of an Auxiliary

motor power alone should give. The cost of the Schooner of 4,000 Tons D.W.

crew, as well as all other ship expenses, is errone- Hull, sails, joinerwork, and deck equip-

ously taken to be the same for both ships, notwith- ment $208,000

standing the tremendous difference in size. And Donkey boiler, four Avinches, anchor wind-

lastly, the estimated cost of fuel, for all practical lass, capstan, fuel and water tanks with

purposes, is far too low, all to the unjust and ulti- installation 38,000

mate gain of the fullpowered vessel. But for these Main engines, shafting and installation of

errors, their carrying cost per ton would have been 700 h.p. single screw 85,000

about the same. Auxiliar\' plant, fire pumps, electric light.

But even as it stands, the estimate has not been compressor and installation 5.555

carried far enough, or it would have given its au- ,

thors some food for thought. Clearly, they are ^ Total first cost $336,555

neither "Sailors of the Sail," economists, nor ship
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Interest, depreciation and insurance at 6%.
Crew, 25 men all told

Food for 25 men, 365 days at 70c

Fuel, 3 round trips a year, cost per barrel

$1 : 293 days at sea, 35 barrels a day. . . .

Fuel, 72 days in port, 21 barrels a day

Lubricating oils, 129 barrels at $35. . . .

Pilotage: 12 trips at $90, 6 trips at $45.

Coal, 12 tons at $12

Shipchandlery

Laundry
Water
Association dues

Hardware, paints, oils, etc

60,585

23,340

6,390

10,255

. 1,512

$ 11,767

.$ 4,515

1,620

144

2,000

150

200

420

1.600

Stexedorin;. knnlxT on

lumber off

coal on . . .

coal off . .

.

$ 4,514

.$ 4,620

. 4,620

7,200

. 12,000

the other ships we may assume it possible. If all

these vessels were built of steel, the same relative

cost would still apply, and consequently the same

results as regards net return on capital.

Let us then first settle the question of monn
power. Compared with the 4,000 tons auxiliary

ship, 900 h.p. should give the 8,000 tons ship a

mean sea speed of seven knots with the help of sails.

Foreign statistics have shown this beyond all dis-

pute, sailing ships of 8,000 tons have made up to 17

knots, and 15 knots mean for 24 hours is nothing

extraordinary. The relative small clipper ships,

such as "Flying Cloud," "Staghound," and many
others, easily made their 14 knots at sea.

First Cost of 8000 Tons Auxiliary Schooner

Donkey boilers, si.\ cargo winches, etc $ 55,000

Main engine, etc.. 900 h.p. at $145 130,500

Auxiliary plant, etc 6,055

Hull, sails, joinerwork, etc., for 8000 tons

at $50 400,000

Tolls, dockage and wharfage.

Drydocking and painting

Commissions and brokerage. .

Advertising

Telegrams

Tugs and launch hire

Custom house

Incidentals

$ 28,440

.$ 1,500

1,400

. 3,400

110

160

275

160

. 1,000

Total first cost $591,555

Interest, depreciation and insurance $106,479

Crew, 28 men, including food per 12 mos. . . 32,470

Fuel, etc., 3 round trips, 45 resp. 27 bbls. .

.

15,130

Lubricating oils, 165 bbls. at $35 5,776

Pilotage 2,700

Coal, ship chandlery, etc 7,300

Stevedoring 56,880

Miscellaneous 12,250

$ 8,005 Total expenses .$238,985

Total expenses $149,006 Freight for 3 round trips as before $623,295

Freight for 3 round trips : lumber, Portland

to Sydney, 115 shillings $209,590 Total net income $384,310

Coal, Australia to Honolulu, 36 shillings. . . 102,060 'fotal first cost $591,555

Total freight income $311,650

Total net income $162,644

Total first cost $336,555

Net return on capital outlay, 48.5%.

Note.—Single screw of 700 h.p. should be ample

to give a mean sea speed of 7 knots with the help of

sails. A crew of 25 men must be considered big

enough—there were only 16 men on the seven-

masted schooner "Thomas W. Lawson" of 8,000

tons d.w.

D. W. Capacity and Cost of Operation of an

Auxiliary Schooner Costing $591,555

The d.w. capacity has been estimated to 8,000

—

8,200 tons. Of course such a big ship could hardly

be built of wood, but in order to compare it with

Net return on capital outlay, 65.0%.

Compared with the fullpowered motorship, the

auxiliary ship of the same size will net 50% more

per year, and the auxiliary ship of the same cost

will net 100% more, or twice as much. Which will

likely be the "Ship of the Future" ? And what about

rising oil prices, rising expenses generally, and

lastly, better type of motor sailers that are bound

to appear sooner or later?

The same result, twice as much earning power

for the auxiliary ship of the same cost, will clearly

hold good in every other trade as well, with minor

modifications on account of length of voyages, trade

winds, cost of fuel, etc.



Xke Influence of the Submarine
By Marley F. Hay

TTIT'! outbreak of the war in August, 1914,

found the supreme na\al power, Great Bri-

tain,, in possession of the numerically strong-

est suliniarine fleet. It comprised ninety vessels

ranging, with a few experimental exceptions, from

200 to 800 tons in displacement.

The submarine at that time was admittedly and

manifestly the weapon of the weaker power, inas-

much as it was presumably a weapon pre-eminently

of defense and it was hardly deemed politic for

secondary or lesser powers to entertain aggressive

national policies. Moreover, the tremendous pe-

cuniary burdens involved in the acquisition and

maintenance of a fleet of capital ships reduced this

policy of defense to a policy of necessity. So con-

clusively is this the case that certain of the smaller

powers have conceded the principles that, mili-

tarily speaking, submarines should form the major

part of their fleet with destroyers and auxiliaries

only as supports.

During the nineteenth century. Great Britain has

occupied the position of supreme naval power, hence

all other powers have been comparatively and rela-

tively in the position of navally weaker powers.

The logical result of this status should have caused

the British Admiralty to discourage early efforts

to establish the practicability of the submarine,

and that the situation was thus appreciated is evi-

denced by the fact that Robert Fulton, the Ameri-

can inventor of an early type of submarine, was of-

fered substantial remuneration by the Admiralty

for the entire suppression of his patents and ideas.

This occurred a century ago after his failure to ob-

tain recognition in America and France.

In 1914 Great Britain's numerical superiority in

submarines was probably attributable to a belief

in the suitability of submarines for coast and harbor

defense, which had in fact been amply demonstrated

by their success in the naval maneuvers of the pre-

ceding five years. The utilization of submarines for

This paper was delivered at the twenty-fifth general

meeting of the Society of Naval Architects and Marine

Engineers. It treats of a subject that is of universal inter-

est at this time and Mr. Hay is perhaps as well qualified

to deal with the subject as any man living today. vSoiiie

of our readers will doubtless recall Mr. Hay, who was

stationed at the Union Iron Works as inspector when

that concern constructed two of the first U. S. ^^vy
submarines, the "Grampus" and the "Pike". Later, Mr.

Hay was actively superintending submarine construction

on the East Coast and then spent several years in simi-

lar work at Fiume on the Adriatic Sea, overseeing work
for the Austrian Government. Shortly before the out-

break of war, he moved to Great Britain, where his inti-

mate knowledge of submarine construction was quickly

made use of. This intimate knowledge of the submarine

gathered in Europe, Great Britain and the United States

lias peculiarly fitted Marley Hay to write on this subject

and his paper has proven of great interest to thousands
outside of his profession.

coast and harbor defense naturally released a cer-

tain part of their fleet for other and possibly more

important work.

In consideration of the eft'ect of the v\ar upon

submarine policy, we arc iiumediately concerned

with the principal belligerants, and especially the

central einpires, whose sea policy has brought sub-

marines into such prominence.

On the allied side, France entered the world con-

flict with a heterogeneous assemblage of subma-

rines, about fifty in number, with the widest range

of variation, both in regard to displacement and

military characteristics.

The Russian submarine flotilla has played a very

inconspicuous role in the operations that have taken

place hitherto and can hardly be said to have in-

fluenced submarine policy, either technically or

strategically. By and large, the same may be said

of the other allied powers, and the comparatively

late entrance of the United States as a belligerant,

if nothing else, would account for the inactivity of

American submarines as far as the major naval

operations in the North Sea and in the waters sur-

rounding the British Isles are concerned.

It may fairly be assumed, however, that since

April last this country has profited at least poten-

tially by the previous war experience of the West-

ern allies. Paradoxical as it may seem in the light

of later developments, the last of the great powers

to admit the desirability of or necessity for sub-

marines was Germany, and that conclusion was

only reached under the pressure of actual war, when

it was manifest that the rest of her fleet was of

practically no use. If one believes that the Ger-

man Government has been preparing for many years

in anticipation of the present war, it seems incred-

ible in view of the completeness of her prepared-

ness in all other respects that the submarine arm

of the naval service was neglected and discredited

up to the day war broke out. It was assuredly no

oversight on the part of the German authorities,

for in several conversations the writer had with

Admiral von Tirpitz in 1911 in regard to Ger-

many's submarine policy the latter expressed em-

phatically as his opinion that he considered sub-

marines to be in an experimental stage, of doubtful

utility, and that the Genuan Government was not

at all convinced that they would form an essential

or conspicuous part of their future naval programs.

This opinion, which undoubtedly incorporated the

opinion of his principal subordinates, was not ex-

pressed with any purpose of misleading, for it was

a well-known fact at the time to every one in the

profession that Germany's position in the matter

of submarines was that of a third-class power.
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The "Deutchland", fitted as a merchant submarine. This craft caused a great deal of comment by appea
port. The project of carrying t . r.c.. v-iv.. . . merica by t lis means was soon given up how

When hostilities commcnceil (?rcrmany had

twenty-five submarines in commission and was

building perhaps half a dozen more. They were

all of the Krupp-Germania type, and von Tirpitz

explained almost apologetically that they had built

a few just to be able to form some conclusions

regarding them based on their own experience. It

was evident at that time, however, that no great

thought or attention was being devoted to their

development, nor were ideas from outside sought.

Any casual student of European politics during the

last fifteen years knows that in every international

complication that arose and threatened European

peace Germany was always to be found on one

side and England on the other side as potential

antagonists. If Germany had foreseen every con-

tingency and provided for it in advance, she must

necessarily have regarded the participation of Eng-

land as an adversary in the present conflict, or, in

fact, in any conflict in which Germany was involved,

as a possibility at least, even if a remote one. and

she must also have foreseen that the participation

of England would bring about the enforced inac-

tivity of the German high-sea fleet.

She could also have foreseen the situation that

now prevails, i. e., the submarine branch of her

naval service would be the only one that could

deliver any' eflfective blows against England. Under

these circumstances, how is it possible to explain

the utter failure of the German Government to

comprehend, or. if they comprehended, to provide

for the role that submarines are playing today? Is

it possible the general staiT and the Reichs Mari-

neamt refused to recognize the possibility of Eng-

land's participation as even a remote contingency,

and that no appropriate preparation was made to

meet it? It would almost seem so, for when Eng-

land definitely entered into the conflict against

(icrmanv steps were taken in feverish haste to lay

down over si.xty submarines at once, and that num-
ber has since been largely augmented.

Estimates have appeared in print according to

which Germany was credited with having over 700

submarines in her possession last May, and that

1200 would be in commission by the end of this

year. It can hardly be possible that such an esti-

mate has been made by any person familiar with

the shipbuilding facilities of Germany, even making

all due allowance for abnormal expansion of these

facilities to meet the necessities of the occasion. It

has been stated that drydocks would even be util-

ized for the purpose of erecting them, as if the

problem were primarily one of ground space.

The entire shipbuilding capacity of Germany is

very limited, compared with England, for instance,

and the difficulty of finding highly trained and

skilled shipbuilding labor such as is required for

the intricate work of constructing a submarine

would militate heavily against any sudden increase

in the tonnage that could be turned out. Taking

into account all the shipbuilding facilities of Ger-

many, both private and governmental, making the

most liberal allowance for the maximum extension

of these facilities under pressure of war, bearing

in mind at the same time the difficulty experienced

in obtaining certain necessary machinery and appli-

ances and in obtaining skilled labor, and deducting

the number of submarines that have probably been

lost or destroyed by the enemy, it does not seem

possible that Germany had more than 200 sub-

marines in commission last May. Of this number

approximately two-thirds would be constantly avail-

able for duty, while the other one-third would be

en route either to or from the various shore bases

for the replenishment of supplies and for repairs.

To arrive at a fair or accurate estimate of the

rate at which Germany can build submarines in

the future is somewhat more difficult. Assuming,
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liovvcNcr, tliat all yards in the country were utilized

exclusively for this kind of work and that no mer-

cantile shipbuilding or repairs to the battle fleet

were undertaken, which, of course, is far from being

the case, the probability is that not more than 100

submarines could be completed every six months.

Information at hand would indicate that the ac-

tual recent output has been approximately ten per

month, of which the great majority are in the neigh-

Ixirhood of 800 tons to 1000 tons displacement. Sev-

eral groups of about 1500 tons have also been com-

missioned and quite recently the construction of a

flotilla of eight so-called submarine cruisers of

2800 tons displacement has been undertaken, of

which three or more are reported completed and

the remainder will be ready for service by next Feb-

ruary. These vessels will mount two six-inch guns,

besides two guns of lighter caliber, and embody the

innovation of an armored conning-tower. This is

more or less essential where the conning-tower con-

stitutes the central control station of the vessel,

and at the same time is the most vulnerable part.

It is only feasible, however, on vessels of great

size, because of submerged stability considerations.

All the later Austrian submarines have been

manufactured in Fiume and Trieste from German
plans and constitute, in efifect, a German submarine

flotilla in the Mediterranean that has avoided the

necessity of the hazardous journey from the North

Sea through the Straits of Gibraltar.

Turkey and Bulgaria have not been contributory

factors in the submarine plan of campaign.

The effect of the war on the submarine policy of

Germany has manifested itself in a tremendous pro-

gram of acceleration and access of numerical

strength with increase in displacement and radius

of action, as hereinbefore indicated, to meet the

exigencies of long cruises of the West Coast of the

British Isles, necessitated by the effectual closure

of the English Channel.

It is not at all clear that before the war anv of

the allied powers, or for that matter the central

powers, seriously anticipated or contemplated the

possibility of ruthless submarine tactics against

nuTclianl shipping as at present employed by Ger-
many. Nev(;rtheless, some years before the war,

there was a lively discussion in the British press

of certain alarmist literature, notably a book by
Sir A. Conan Doyle, in which ruthless submarine
warfare at its worst against merchant and passen-

ger vessels was portrayed with grim accuracy. It

was generally, if uncomfortably, dismissed as gro-

tesquely fantastic with at the same time a secret

hope that eventual enemies might fail to appre-

hend the pregnancy of the suggestion. The initia-

tion of the sinking-on-sight policy was justified by
its authors as another of those "convenient mili-

tary necessities", the results of which would sanc-

tion its utilization.

That it was not a predetermined policy before

the outbreak of the war appears to be evidenced by

the fact of Germany's complete unpreparedness at

that time to conduct submarine warfare, coupled

with the further fact that the design of the earlier

German submarines indicated the intention of anti-

warship rather than anti-merchantmen tactics. Be
that as it may, when the German submarine cam-

paign was finally launched against the allies in all

its ferocity, academic questions regarding the pre-

sumptive policy of its inception had to give waj'

to the physical fact of its reality and the necessity

of counteracting it by every possible means. At a

very early stage in the war, certain important areas

were defended by a series of nets with various

devices to indicate the presence of a submarine in

the net and to aid in its capture or destruction.

Large numbers of high speed patrol launches,

mounting a two-inch or a three-inch gun were em-

ployed to hunt and shoot down exposed conning-

towers or hulls, and destroyers were rapidly fitted

with emergency rams to permit them to charge

submarines on sight with a fair chance of success

without undue damage to themselves.

The immediate effect of these tactics on the part

of the allies produced the counter measures of

knife-edges and net cutters at the bow to facilitate

penetration of the net. clearing lines and similar

devices protecting all projecting parts to the same

The German submarine "U-53", the first, and so far the only under-seas craft to make a raid on shipping along the American
Coast. International Film Service Photo.
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The Waddington

end, and housing periscopes to bring the top lenses

in the housed position, below the clearing lines.

The larger submarines then under construction

increased their armament to guns of four-inch cali-

ber to outrange the patrol boats, and the latest

vessels with six-inch guns are formidable opponents

of a destroyer. The danger of ramming induced a

radical increase in the length of the periscopes up

to about ten meters in some of the latest boats.

By this means it is possible to keep a lookout in

fairly rough weather with several feet of periscope

exposed, and at the same time maintain a sufficient

depth of water above the vessel herself to practically

preclude the possibility of successfully ramming.

The conning-tower remains as the only vulnerable

part in this condition, and the destruction of the

tower, while serious enough, h_\- no means entails

the loss of t}ie boat.

To reduce resistance to propulsion submerged ann

at the same time obtain sufficient rigidity in the

free portion of periscope above the highest bear

ing, the use of these extremely long periscopes

has necessitated an increase of the housing distance

to the greatest practicable degree, the eye-piece

in some cases being almost in the bottom of the

boat when the periscope is fully housed.

The ubiquity of vigilant patrols and destroyers,

frequently making no in\idious distinctions between

friend and foe, has necessitated on Ixith sides a re-

\ised conce])tion of quick transition from the sur-

face condition to the submerged condition, whether

statically or dynamically. The necessary sequence

of operations to bring about this transition, which

in time of peace were customarily performed con-

secutively, are now perforce executed simultane-

ously, and any practical expedient by which seconds

may be sa\-ed is unhesitatingly adopted. Upon a

given signal the engines are stopped, exhaust pipes

closed, clutch to main shaft disengaged, conning-

tower hatch closed, ventilators closed down, motors

started, kingston valves and vents for flooding main

ballast tanks opened and the crew all stand by at

battle stations.

To still further expedite this maneuver the allied

submarines navigate frequently with open king-

stons, depending upon air pressure in the ballast

tanks to regulate the ingress of water. The Ger-

mans, on the other hand, maintain a partial vacuum

in the empty ballast tanks which in effect approxi-

mately doubles the head of water. As the tanks

must, in the nature of the case, be filled while

the vessel is still on the surface the head of water

can never exceed the draught of the vessel, and

even this comparatively low head is steadily re-

duced by the filling of the tank. With a given total

area of kingston valves, the increased rapidity with

which the water will flood a tank containing a par-

tial vacuum instead of air at atmospheric pressure

The Waddington subma This Interest! craft embodied one of the first successfu
actually propelled by its own power.

attempts to produce an underwater craft
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will be apparent. The usual vciil pijics lo peniiil

ihe escape of air from the tanks are also litled, and

these arc opened as soon as the vacuum gauge

,,n the tanks indicates the re-establishment of at-

niosi)heric pressure. The partial vacuum in the

tanks is obtained by pumping out the air with the

usual high-pressure air compressors that are ni-

stallcd for air service purposes.

The system is open to the objection that an emer-

gency might arise demanding quick submergence

shortly after a previous emergence and, before suffi-

tient time has elapsed, to produce underpressure in

the tanks. As the time required is comparatively

short, however, and even a few inches of vacuum

are effective in increasing the rapidity of flow, this

disadvantage is relatively insignificant.

.\t an early stage it was apparent to the German

authorities that the expenditure of twenty-inch or

eighteen-inch torpedoes on merchant ships repre-

Thc experience of the war has taught submarine

officers to make the most of the virtue of invisibility ;

showing more than the top of a periscope during

the twenty hours of daylight in the summer months

is an undue risk not to be taken without sufficient

reason. The energy of the battery must be con-

served, however, to be available when needed in an

emergency. To that end arrangements have been

perfected to faciliatc what is variously known as

balancing, statical diving or suspending. With a

minimum expenditure of power the vessel remains

stationary in the submerged condition with only the

tops of the fully extended periscopes exposed. With

the sensitive listening devices now extant it is ot

vital importance that this mechanism be as nearly

poiseless as possible and that no air bubbles escape

to betray the presence of the boat. By housing

the periscopes during this maneuver, nothing is visi-

ble above the surface of the water.

Electrical control of submarine by means of electrical energy
submarine being tried cut by a Los Angeles mve'

trol. but the practicability of such control on large submarines

aves has interested many researchers. The picture shows a model

The model functioned perfectly and answered the wireless con-
highly questionable. International

Service Photo.

sented wasted energy ; inoreover, the number of

tubes and torpedoes of that size that a vessel could

carry were relatively limited. At the same tiine,

the general policy of defensively arming merchant

ship militated against the German practice of com-

ing to the surface and leisurely sinking the victim

with a few inexpensive bombs placed on board or

several well directed shots from the gun, for which

two or three hundred rounds of ammunition could

be stowed.

These considerations, taken in conjunction, indi-

cated the desirability of evolving a new type of

small torpedo proportionate to the work to be done,

of which a larger number could be carried on board

than would be possible with eighteen-inch or

twenty-inch torpedoes within equal limitations of

weight and space. This led to the adoption of the

fourteen-inch torpedo and permitted the installation

of approximately twice as many tubes and torpedoes

in a gi\en design.

It is sometimes employed when close pressed to

elude pursuit when the depth of water is too great

to permit descent to the bottom.

Another method of economizing battery energy

frequently resorted to consists in navigating the

vessel with the ballast tanks full and ready for div-

ing under the Diesel engine. The only exposed

portion in this condition is the conning-tower fair-

water, and that is not a measure of the actual reserve

buoyancy, for the apparent freeboard is due to the

dynamic effect of propelling the vessel forward in

this condition with th.c stern diving rudders set

slightly to rise. The hatches all being closed, the

air for the engine is supplied by a quick-closing

ventilator.

This operation was regarded dubiously before the

war, but its success has justified its wide adoption,

so that what was once considered a precarious ex-

pedient has now become commonplace routine.

Doubts were felt regarding the possible effect on the
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crew of a sudden inadvertent closure of the ven-

tilator supplying air to the engines and a conse-

quent rapid drop in internal pressure. In practice

the elifcct on the crew is nil, other than a mo-

mentarily disagreeable numb sensation in the ear

drums.

The use of nets in this was as a defense against

submarines and the desirability of evading these

entanglements by diving below them will probably

lead in course of time, if it has not already done so,

to the consideration of increasing the strength of

the pressure hull to make submergence to a depth

of 300 or 400 feet a practical possibility, instead

of the working limit of 200 feet that generally ob-

tains today. To accomplish this resi^lt a certain

rather serious sacrifice of other military qualities

will be, of course, inevitable.

During the first years of the war little success

was experienced in combating submarines with sub-

marines principally for the reason that their recip-

rocal invisibility militated against their finding each

other except when one was on the surface. Later

developments in sulimarine signalling and sound-

detecting devices have made it possible, however, to

hear a submarine even when it cannot be seen, and

also to approximate its direction. That being the

case, it is quite conceivable that a numerous flotilla

of submarines submerged statically in suspected

areas with only the periscope objective exposed

might lie in wait until the sound of the enemy's

propellers or the hum of the electric motors became

audible. In all probability the sound of the pro-

pellers would be heard first and the comparatively

high rotative speed should distinguish it from the

propellers of an ordinary vessel. In any case a look

through the periscope would resolve any doubt on

the subject.

Proceeding in the direction whence the sound

came, an effort would be made to locate the enemy's

periscopes and get within torpedo range. Any sub-

marines now in commission provided with the latest

listening plates could perform the function of a

submarine patrol with a certain degree of success,

but it is evident that a submarine designed especially

for this kind of work, in short a contra-submarine
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wduld loKicall\- depart (.(msidcralily fmni llio char-

acti-ristics of submarines prdjuT as \\c now know

them.

The evolutiun uf a radically dirfercnt type would

involve for every nation the creation of a flotilla of

contra-submarines to oppose the submarines the

enemy would send against her. It is, of course,

possible to make a compromise design combining

the essential characteristics of the submarine-

vcrsus-warship type with the submarinc-versus-sub-

marine type, but such a compromise is not compat-

ible with the highest requirements of either and is

likely to entail the weak points of both and the

jire-eminent advantages of neither.

For that reason two distinct and separate ty])es

are to be preferred.

The contra-submarine will do practically all of her

work submerged. Therefore the displacement

to the total resistance, out of all proportion to its

relative size. The periscopes naturally cannot be

omitted, but a large reduction in resistance may be

effected by restricting the function of the conning-

tower to that of a simple entrance hatch to permit

ingress and egress in heavy weather and reducing

its section to the "irreducible minimum". If made
of non-pressure tight construction it could be of

elliptical section and still further reduce its e(ld\-

making propensities.

In certain French submarines built before the

war, the idea of reducing the resistance submerged

was carried to the extent of eliminating the con-

ning-tower altogether and fitting in its place a can-

vas weather cloth to protect the entrance hatch in

heavy weather. Thus the boat was virtually desti-

tute of an entrance hatch that could be safely opened

when seas were breaking continually over the

ns of underwater craft. The Baker boat was built and tried on the Great Lal<es and
shed some valuable data for the general fund of knowledge on the subject

of under-water navigation.

should be sufficient to ensure satisfactory habita-

bility, and a very powerful battery and large motor

should be installed to give the maximum possible

endurance submerged and the highest submerged

speed at the maximum discharge rate of the battery.

On the other hand, battery efficiency expressed

in output per pound of weight is highest when the

individual cells are not too large, especially when
the vertical measurement is at a minimum, nor is

it desirable to unduly increase the voltage. Hence

practical limitations are imposed which will possibly

deteniiine 500 to 600 tons as a satisfactory surface

displacement.

Facility of maneuvering submerged also inhibits

too great a displacement.

Everything that contributes to resistance sub-

merged should be examined critically with a view

to reduction or elimination. The conning-tower and

periscope complex adds about thirty-five per cent

deck. After a few disagreeable experiences the

practice was discontinued. There is no good reason,

however, why the conning-tower or, properly speak-

ing, the entrance hatch in this special case, should

not be made housing to be elevated only when con-

ditions require it.

Docking keels, bilge keels and other power-con-
suming hull appendages should be dispensed with

to the limit of absolute indispensibility.

As for armament, the same process of logical rea-

soning that induced Germany to adopt fourteen-inch

torpedoes would obtain in this case, although the

writer believes that still smaller torpedoes, say of

twelve-inch diameter, would be preferable.

In stalking an enemy submarine, it is not likely

that more than one opportunity to fire at point

blank range would be presented, and with the ex-

tremely long periscopes now in use, there is no

means of ascertaining whether the enem^^ whose
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;fet due to this uncertainty

periscope is sighted,

is eight feet or twenty

or more below the

surface.

With housing peii-

scopes adapted to he

used in ahnost any

])osition, the length (jf

exposed portion of

periscoi)e no longer

indicates the depth of
g^i^

the boat, so the possi-

bility of a torpedo

going oxer or under the t?

is considerable.

To reduce the influence of this disability to a

minimum, as many tubes as possible should be

grouped for simultaneous firing, arranged at slightly

divergent angles, with torpedoes set for various

depths so that dispersed fire is obtained on the prin-

ciple of a shot gun.

Such a group of tubes can more readily be fitted

in the bow than elsewhere. It is important, how-
ever, that the contra-submarine should have as

great an arc of fire as possible with the minimum
necessity for training the boat in azimuth, for which

reason a battery of perhaps four stern tubes could

be installed. Broadside tubes do not lend them-

selves readily to this arrangement, especially as each

group could only be fired on one side. This consid-

eration, together with the difficulty of firing from

bow tubes at point-blank range in a vessel of large

displacement, constitutes another argument against

unduly increasing the displacement of these vessels.

They should, of course, be self-sustaining, there-

fore equipped with Diesel engines to charge bat-

teries in not over four hours. Therein lies their

greatest vulnerability, although in that respect they

are in a similar case with any other type of subma-

rine. During the period of battery charging at

night, they must not only come to the surface and

sacrifice the immunity of invisibility, but the noise

of the Diesel engine exhaust is distinctly audible for

the Chilean Government by the SeattI
Dry Dock Company

a long distance and

characteristic in its

quality. If the ex-

haust be arranged

above the water line,

it is directly audible.

If an underwater ex-

laust be employed,

the microphone of the

listening plate on an-

other vessel tells the

story. From the

two horns of the di-

lemma tliere appears to be no immediate escape, but

it offers a promising field for ingenuity.

In stalking enemy submarines, either in the open

or using a merchant ship as decoy, the element of

chance naturally plays a conspicuous part. At least

as much success will probably be attained when no

decoy ship is used for the reason that the noise of

the decoy's propellers will tend to obliterate the

sound of the enemy's screws. An extensive zone

of silence as complete as possible is really the desid-

eratum, and all internal noise must be entirely elimi-

nated. Under these conditions a sufficiently numer-

ous fleet of submarine patrols in the theater of

operations would assuredly serve to cause the enemy

some distraction other than the preoccupation of

hunting" down merchant ships, and this fact alone,

not to mention its undoubted undermining efifect

on the enemy's morale would justif}' its raison

d'etre.

"Andy" Moran and Walter Scammel, of San

Francisco, were Portland visitors about the middle

of January, to close for the sale of the schooner

"Forest Home" from Fair & Moran to Mr. Scammel
and James Jerome. She was in port with a wheat
cargo from Australia, having made the voyage from
Melbourne in 107 days. The vessel was drydocked

January 19th for final inspection before her trans-

fer and she will be dispatched from W^estport with

a lumber cart!'o for Australia.

The torpedoboat destroy eased the surface
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Tlll'^ oriler for ten large frc-igiitcrs and six oil

tankers for the Emergency Fleet Corpora-

tion recently received by the Moore Ship-

building Company insures the big Oakland yard

for two years of continuous capacity operation. In

order to take care of these additional orders, suf-

ficient ground was purchased to install two addi-

tional ways. Some idea of the effect which the

shipbuilding boom has had on Oakland Estuary

land \alues may be gained from the fact that the

price paid for this additional land is said to have

been in the neighborhood of $1000 per front foot.

One of the most interesting events of March will

be the simultaneous launching of three large vessels

from this plant.

On January 27th, the "War Beacon", the fifth

of the vessels under construction at the Moore ship-

yard, was successfully launched. The "War Bea-

con" is a 9S00-ton deadweight carrier and was chris-

tened by Miss May Hughes of Berkeley, California.

The Acme Engine Company shipped a forty-five

horsepov^-er engine to Tacoma to be installed in a

new boat destined for Alaskan service. The engine

being put out by this new firm has met with instant

favor with owners.

A review of local shipbuilding circles gives the

Union Iron Works Company credit for one 10,000-

ton ship ever seventeen days during the year 1917.

The contracts on hand at the two plants of this

concern at the present time include twelve 12,000-

ton freighters, seventeen 10,000-ton tankers, two

scout cruisers, eighteen submarines and si.xty-six

torpedo boat destroyers.

Messrs. T. & J. Harrison, Liverpool, owners of

the Harrison Direct Line, have augmented their

fleet of steamers by the purchase of a number of

the steamers owned by Rankin, Gilmour & Co. of

Liverpool. The steamers purchased include the fol-

lowing new steamers which were all built between

1906 and 1916, "St. Andrew", "St. Bede", "St. Dun-
stan", "St. Egbert", "St. George", "St. Hugo", "St.

Leonards", "St. Michael", "St. Patrick", "St. Quen-
tin", "St. Ronald", "St. Stephen", "St. Veronica"

and "St. Winifred". These fourteen steamers are

all between 4200 and 5600 tons gross register. The
local agents of the Harrison Direct Line are Bal-

four, Guthrie & Company.
Captain Jefiferson Moser of Alameda, California,

has resigned as vice-president and general superin-

tendent of the Alaska Packers Association. Captain

Moser was employed by the Government Bureau

of Fisheries in Alaskan waters for many years and

joined the Alaska Packers Association in 1904. His

retirement was brought about b}^ a desire to retire

from his more active duties.

The Pan-American Steamship Company, organ-

ized by R. J- Ringwood, has entered the local steam-

ship field, ha\-ing purchased the steamer "Centralia"

A busy scene at the Oceanic Steamship Company's and the Java-Pacific Steamship Company's docks, San Francisco
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as a nucleus for a fleet. The steamer will he oper-

ated to West Coast Mexican, Central American and

South American ports. The ports of call and the

frequency of service will be dependent upon the

business offering and the ability to secure additional

tonnag'e.

VISIT OF THE "ERIS"

A recent \isitor to San Francisco harbor that

aroused a great deal of interest was the four-masted

motor schooner "Eris", a product of the Penin-

sula Shipbuilding Company yards of Portland, Ore-

gon. The "Eris" is 255 feet 4 inches long, 43 feet

4 inches molded beam, and 21 feet 6 inches molded

depth. She is driven by two six-cylinder Winton

Diesel engines of 300 shaft horsepower each. The

engines have cylinders 12 and 15/16 inches in diame-

ter, and the stroke is 18 inches. Mr. W. Kinghorn

brought the "Erris" down from Portland as chief

engineer, and will stay with the ship on her trip to

the Orient and return. The "Eris" came down

pretty light, having only 300,000 feet of lumber on

board, and finished loading general cargo at San

Francisco. Mr. Kinghorn expressed himself as well

pleased with the performance of the engines, ex-

periencing some slight trouble with shafting align-

ment, but none at all with the engines themselves.

He found the \-essel capable of about seven and one-

half knots under power alone, and at the rated

speed of 200 revolutions the consumption was prac-

tically .3 pounds per horsepower hour. An inter-

esting feature as shown by the log was the engine

room temperature, which ranged from 70 to 90

degrees, but ne\er above the latter figure. The

exhaust temperature of the circulating water ranged

from 90 to 110 degrees and the net consumption of

lubricating oil was seven and one-half gallons per

dav.

On February 22nd, the Rolph Shipbuilding Com-
pany launched the four-masted barkentine "Con-

queror", at its yard at Rolph, Humboldt County.

California. The launching was a gala event, a spe-

cial train from San Francisco bringing up a large

party of distinguished guests on the evening before

the launching and bringing them back on the 24th.

The big barkentine, which is a 1,600,000 feet lum-

ber carrier, slid off the ways without a hitch, being

christened "Conqueror", by Mrs. James Rolph, Jr.

Captain H. R. Struthers, of the shipping and

commission firm of Struthers & Dixon, agents for

the Pacific Transport Company, spent the latter

part of January in New York and Washington on

business.

The firm of Barrios & Company has opened of-

fices at 311 California street as exporters, importers

and shipping merchants. The firm will specialize

in Oriental and South American trade.

The E. K. Wood Lumber Company removed their

general offices on February 1st to the eleventh floor

of the Fife Building at Drumm and Market street.

The California State Council of Defense has an-

nounced the formation of a committee consisting

of Edward Christenson, P. H. McCarthy, F. W.
Kellogg, C. L. Story and Stoddard Jess to register

the available labor suitable for shipyard and ma-

chine service.

The molorship "Eris". built by the Peninsula Shipbuilding Company, Portland. Oregon, and po

Diesel Engines.
ed with two 300 b.h.p. Winton
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ONE of the most interesting' events of tlio

opening month of the new year in Oak-

land shipping circles, was the launch of the

"Palawan" at the Frank Stone yards. The "Pala-

wan" was launched "all standing", and made an ex-

ceedingly graceful picture as she glided into the

waters of the Estuary. The new vessel of the

Atkins, KroU South Seas fleet has been pronounced

as handsome and well finished a job as has been

turned out on the Pacific Coast in many a year,

and both builders and owners are being warmly
congratulated on the handy and able craft. The
"Palawan" is fitted with a 110 horsepower Union

open crosshead kerosene marine engine furnished

by the Union Gas Engine Company, which con-

cern has powered all of the South Sea fleet of

traders recently built at the Stone yard.

The Rolph yard on Humboldt Bay has secured a

contract for two wooden ships from the Shipping

Board, the vessels to cost $425,000 each.

A great deal of interest is being manifested in

the evening classes inaugurated by the Union Iron

Works for ship fitters and other shipyard workers.

The San Francisco classes are being quite fittingl)-

held in the Irving M. Scott school at San Francisco.

The death of William Babcock in the early part

of January marks the passing of another of those

men to whom San Francisco and California are in-

debted for a great deal of constructive work. Air.

Babcock has been prominently identified with San

Francisco business life for forty years. At the time

of his death he was president of the Security Sav-

ings Bank and held a directorship in the Bank of

California, the Mission Bank, the California Pa-

cific Title Insurance Company and the Shipowners

and Merchants Tug Boat Company, the Red Stack

Line.

On February 11, the three-masted baldheaded

schooner "Carolyn Frances" was launched from

the Barnes & Tibbitts Shipyard, Oakland. The

"Carolyn" is 170 feet long, 36 feet beam and 14 feet

depth of hold. She will carry about 500 tons. The

schooner has been built to receive an auxiliary en-

gine but it will probably be next season before this

is installed.

Eouis Meek, for many years with the Main Street

Iron Works, has been appointed inspector for the

Emergency Fleet Corporation at the plant of the

Pacific Marine Iron \\'nrks at Portland, Oregon.

ENTERPRISE FOUNDRY COMPANY
Among the rapidly growing family of industrial

establishments established at South San Francisco

is that of the Enterprise Foundry Company which,

in addition to carrying on a large anrl varied foun-

dry business, is turning out a marine and stationary

gas engine known as the "Enterprise" engine. The

gas engine end of this business is being look after

by Mr. W. J. Donlon, who needs no introduction to

the Western gas engine world, as he has been prom-

inently identified with several of the concerns which

have succeeded in making the Western-built gas

engine an article of singular merit and popularity,

especially in the marine field. The Enterprise en-

gine is proving itself a worth}- competitor of the

older makes of marine gas engines on this Coast,

being both well designed and carefully built. The

new engine has been thoroughly standardized, the

work which is done to templates and engines being

given exhaustive shop tests before shipping.

On a recent visit to the plant of the Enterprise

Foundry Company we found that this new engine

had already attracted attention outside of the Pacific

Coast, as the crank shafts and bed plate castings of

two eighty-five horsepower engines destined for

Honolulu were on the floor. The builders of the

Enterprise engines are fortunately situated in the

matter of securing high class castings, since all of

their castings, whether they be of iron, steel or

brass, are made in the foundries of their own con-

cern. Despite the difSculty now experienced in se-

curing deliveries of high class machine tools, the

Enterprise Foundry Company has already built up

a fine shop equipment and this is being added to

as fast as circumstances will admit.

The Shepard Electric Crane and Hoist Company
announce that their Pittsburg office will hereafter

be located at 910 Union Arcade Building, Pitts-

burg, Pa.
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THE coal situation in the East is certainly a

very serious one and at this writing; every-

thing possible is being done to relieve the

shortage of coal, or, to speak more exactly, to se-

cure proper distribution of the coal stocks on hand.

The weather conditions have been so severe, how-

ever, that it has been practically impossible to make

the sought-for headway.

This continued spell of extremely cold weather, a

season in fact that has been one of the most remark-

able ever experienced by the Eastern section of

this country, has handicapped everything. The

dry docks have been piled up with barges, trans-

poration boats and tugs having to await their turn

to make the repairs necessitated by ice damage. It

has required practically twice the ordinary time to

dock a vessel, owing to the heavy ice jams, these

having been often five feet thick and great trouble

has been experienced in keeping ice off the floats

when placing a vessel.

During these weather conditions the propeller

problem became very acute for the harbor craft.

Every foundry capable of doing propeller work was

pressed into service, but the supply could scarcely

keep up with the demand. Numerous twin-screw

tugs have had both propellers broken. Of course,

under the circumstances cast iron wheels were the

only ones eagerly sought after, as a steel wheel

when striking heavy ice would be apt to hold out,

and the line or tail shafting let go.

The lower and upper bays and rivers about

Greater New York were either in floes or solidly

frozen, so that for a time it stopped regular liners

from getting in or out of port. Ships that managed

to get some distance up the bay showed evidence

of very severe weather at sea, boats, winches and

fixed deck gear generally being completely covered

with ice. The "Correction", a harbor craft operated

by the Department of Correction was caught in an

ice jam and so heavily strained that it was found

difficult to keep her afloat till a dock could be

reached. Auto trucks and automobiles found no

trouble in crossing Great South Bay, Long Island,

the ice being from three to four feet thick. The

steamer "Santa Anna" starting on her maiden voy-

age with freight and passengers for South America,

had her steering gear crippled, and was frozen up

in the lower bav. l.nng Island Sound was blocked

with ice in the \ icniit) of Stamford, Connecticut,

for a distance of ten miles. The harbor at Block

Island on the sound was closed to navigation for

the first time known. Nantucket also gave trouble,

it being almost impossible to pass through the main

ship channel, and shipping was held up for the first

time of which there is any record.

Rear Admiral Francis T. Bowles, managing direc-

tor of the Emergency Fleet Corporation, it is said

will assume full charge of the Hog Island Shipyard

at Philadelphia, Pa., the Merchant Shipbuilding

Company at Bristol, Pa., and the Submarine Boat

Yard at Newark, New Jersey.

It will be of great interest to the marine engi-

neering fraternity to learn that Mr. J. G. Lapham
is now president of the J. G. Lapham Engineering

Company, New York City, a firm which specializes

on C02 refrigeration. Mr. Lapham is one of the

marine engineers who has given up the sea for com-

mercial life and has been very successful in his

new sphere of activities. He was among the first

to install C02 machines on vessels of the U. S. Navy,

as well as on vessels of the merchant marine.

Mr. John Hunter of St. Louis, who was for

many years with the International Mercantile Marine

Company of New York and who joined the ranks

of the Shipping Board some time ago, has now been

made the manager of the Standard Shipbuilding

Company, Shooters Island, Staten Island.

Mr. Howard Higgins, formerly superintending

engineer of the Old Dominion Steamship Company
and whose proffered services were eagerly accepted

by the Shipping Board authorities, has been trans-

ferred from the Washington offices of the Emer-

gency Fleet Corporation to the Submarine Boat

Corporation's yard at Newark Terminal, Xewark,

New Jersey.

The steamer "Creole" of the Southern Pacific

Steamship Company of New York's fleet, was re-

cently in collision with a schooner off the Delaware

Breakwater. Both vessels were damaged to such

an extent that they had to put back to port for

repairs.

Fire at the Submarine Boat Corporation yard,

Newark, N. T-. recently caused considerable damage,

estimated at $1,000,000, There ?re one hundred

siiips (in (irder at the y.'irds of this concern.
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Till', nuinth of January has been the great-

est launchinj^- month in the history of this

port, there being- six great ships of an aggre-

gate tonnage of 45,200 sent into the waters of

Elliott Bay, but this record is soon to be excelled,

as January is scheduled to be one of the lightest

months, in this respect, of 1918.

December last was the next best month, with

five launchings of merchant vessels, four being steel

ships and one wooden, of a total of 42,100 deadweight

tons cargo capacity. January's launchings consisted

of five steel steamships and one wooden schooner.

The great 1918 launching program was com-

menced by J. F. Duthie & Company, when they

sent into the East Waterway the 8800-ton steel

steamship "Western King" on January 3rd.

January 12th the Ames Shipbuilding and Dry
Dock Company launched the 8800-ton steel steam-

ship "Westwood" from their plant on the West
Waterway.

The launching of three great carriers from three

of Seattle's great shipyards in the short space of

an hour, combined to make January 19th a red

letter day in the history of this port. The vessels

being, first the 7500-ton steel steamship "Souther-

land" from the Seattle Construction and Dry Dock
Company at 9:00 A. M., second the 8800-ton steel

steamship "West Arrow" at 9:30 A. M., from the

great Skinner and luldy Corporation's yard, and

lastly, the pretty four-masted auxiliary powered

wooden schooner "Ypres" at 10:00 A. M., from the

Harbor Island Plant of the Puget Sound Bridge anfl

Dredging Company.
The "Ypres" engines were running when the

champagne bottle was broken on her bows, and

as soon as she became water-born, full speed ahead

was ordered, and she set off down the waterway
and into Elliott Bay at a seven-knot clip, scorning

the attention of a fussing little tugboat, and set off

on the builder's trial voyage around the bay, estab-

lishing another record for Seattle, in being one

hundred per cent completed when launched.

The sixth and last vessel launched during the

month being the 8800-ton steel steamship "West
Eagle", launched January 31st, marking the sec-

ond vessel launched in one month from this yard

and the third ship launched from this plant in the

first year of its existence, a record that will probably

stand among the steel yards of the Pacific Coast.

NOTES
On the 14th day of January there sailed from

Seattle on her maiden voyage the 8800-ton record

breaking steel steamship "Seattle". She is bound

for an Atlantic port and loaded with a capacity

cargo of foodstuffs. The "Seattle's" keel was laid

August 27, 1917, she was launched November 24,

1917, delivered to the Government January 5, 1918,

and on the same day started loaded for her maiden

voyage. The "Seattle" was completed and deliv-

ered in ninety-six working days from the laying of

her keel.

Making the smartest passage from the Hawaiian

Islands to Puget Sound, the schooner "Albert Myer"
arrived in Seattle, January 15th, with a cargo of

pineapples. The "Myer" made the trip in fifteen

days from Kahului, Hawaii, to Cape Flattery, laden

with 17,000 cases of canned pineapple. The vessel

is operated by J. E. Shields of Seattle and is com-

manded by Captain H. J. Anderson, who also com-

manded the little schooner "Kitsap" when she also

made the same voyage in fifteen days in ballast.

Mr. A. R. Hunt, one of the most widely known
men on Seattle's waterfront, has resigned from his

position of superintendent of dry docks with the

Seattle Construction and Dry Dock Company, after

six years' service with that concern, to take up

his duties with the United States Shipping Board,

having recently been appointed chief machinery in-

spector. Mr. Hunt will have charge of District

No. 8, comprising the State of Washington. His

headquarters will be in Seattle.

There recently arrived in Seattle from Melbourne,

.\ustralia. the big steel four-masted bark "L'Ave-

nir". This fact is significant, inasmuch as the big

vessel brought 2200 long tons of Australian wheat,

the first cargo of wheat ever shipped to Puget

Sound from the British province, and goes to show

that Belgium is still able to play a part in the mov-

ing of the great quantities of foodstuffs necessitated

by the world war. The "L'Avenir" was built in

Germany in the year 1908, is of 2738 gross tons,

and is owned by the Association Maritime Beige,

and is given the highest rating in the Bureau Veri-

tas.

Mr. William Pigott, president of the Seattle Car

and Foundry Company, has been named by the

United States Shipping Board as District officer
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A handsome design for launch invitations

in charge of the Government's wooden ship con-

struction in the State of Washington. Captain John

F. Blain has until recently had charge of all ship

construction in Washington, but on account of the

magnitude of the work, it was necessar_\- to di\-ide

the duties, and Captain Blain will devote himself

entirely to the construction of steel vessels.

Many who remember the third class cruiser "Bos-

ton" as she looked when in 1898 she was a member
of Dewey's Manila ilcct, will be considerably sur-

prised when they \iew the business-like looking

merchant steamship "Boston", into which the one

time cruiser has now been changed. But for the

fact that she still "retains her beligerant looking bow.

which protrudes out ahead of the vessel like the

undershot jaw of a fighting bulldog, she is to all

appearances an ordinary freighter. As a freighter,

the "Boston" will carr)- in the neighborhood of

3000 tons deadweight.

The barge "Bangor", which for ) ears has served

in coast and Alaskan waters, has been sold recently

to private interests and is now at the Anderson

Shipbuilding Company on Lake Washington, where

she is being rigged as a four-masted schooner. The

"Bangor" was built in 1891, is 165 feet long, 36

feet 5 inches beam and a depth of hold of 11 feet

eight inches.

Winning the distinction of being the first Japan-

ese sailing vessel to come to Puget Sound, the

little fifty-six-ton schooner "Hoko Maru", sailed into

Elliott Bay, January 24th, laden with 350 cases of

canned salmon, 1000 sacks of soy beans and 150

sacks of potato starch. The little vessel is seventy-

five feet long, and made the 4000-mile voyage from

Yokohama in just fifty-three days.

After completing repairs costing $150,000, the

Pacific Steamship Company's steamship "Spokane"

again went into service Saturday, February 2nd.

The "Spokane" stranded on Idol Point, Millbank

Sound, while bound for Seattle from Southeastern

Alaska, last November, and was badly damaged.

After being fast on the rocks for eight days the

vessel was floated and finally brought to Seattle

and docked when it was found necessarj' to practi-

cally renew the vessel's bottom for about one-third

of her length.

The shell of the old German steamship "Marie-

chen" has finally been floated and removed from

her position in the mud near the big Smith Cove
Terminals where she has lain for years. This old

harbor landmark was badly damaged in Alaskan

waters, and after sinking in several different places

in Elliott Bay, finally decided on Smith Cove as a

resting place, where she has lain unmolested for

years. The hulk will be broken up and the steel

sold.

The big Skinner and Eddy Corporation has been

awarded another fat contract by the United States

Shipping Board. The new order calls for fourteen

8800-ton steel steamships of the famous "Niels

Nielsen" type, and, it is understood, will total more

than $20,000,000. This big shipyard has been

awarded a total of twenty contracts by the Shipping

Board, two of which are now in the water, and one,

the famous "Seattle", is now in commission.

THE PACIFIC CONSTRUCTION AND
ENGINEERING COMPANY

With the commencing of work in the big plant

of the Pacific Construction and Engineering Com-
pany, there was inaugurated another industry of

great importance, and one which will be of ines-

timable value in helping along the vast shipbuilding

program in Seattle, and in fact, the whole of the

Pacific Coast. This new concern specializes on

heavy forgings, such as shafting, stern frames,

rudder posts, piston rods, connecting rods and any

other kind of heavy forgings desired, whether for

marine or stationary work and which in past years

have been made in the East.

Robert C. Monteagle is the president and general

manager of the company, and James Bingham is gen-

eral superintendent of the forge shops. It is to the credit
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A general view of the plant of the Pacific Construction a

interiors showing a large forging in the press

of the many shipyards of the Pacific Coast to say

that they have fully realized the importance of the

new enterprise and have pledged themselves to give

it their undivided support.

A large power plant is installed, fitted with large

modern oil burning boilers, giving an abundance

of steam and power for the operation of all the

steam-driven shop tools. There is also a powerful

pump furnishing water under a high pressure for

the operation of the monster hydraulic forging

presib.

Principal among the shop tools is the giant 600-

ton United Engineering and Foundry Company quick-

acting hydraulic press. This type of machine is

recognized the world over as being the most suit-

able for the production of heavy forgings, as on

accoinit of its pressing, in-

stcaii of hammering, the

ingot into shape a more

e\cn texture in the mate-

rial pniduced. Forgings

made in this ])ress are far

superior to any made by

the steam hammer, the

blnw from the hammer

being localized and limited

to a surface action that

tends to overlap and attenu-

ate any flaws or defects

that may exist, whereas the

hydraulic press works the

metal throughout its sec-

tion, resulting in a more

even grain in the finished

product.

Several steam hammers

of the newest and latest

types are also installed for

turning out the ordinary

smaller forgings at the low-

est prices. Large power-

ful motor-driven lathes are

installed for rough turn-

ing shafting, piston and

connecting rods, etc., to

detect possible flaws or

other defects and to place

the plant on the same com-

petitive basis as those in

the East.

A large battery of oil

burning furnaces are used

to heat the billets, giving

a steady and even heat

so necessary to the produc-

tion of a perfect forging,

av'ing'a^fj^na'ce!"'
""" "'"

Thcsc fumaccs are handy

to and serve all of the

forging apparatus. Large annealing furnaces of

the latest design and also equipped to burn oil of

ample capacity to take the largest forgings, are

fitted for the relief of all undue stresses that may
have developed in the forging process.

The whole central shop is served by three large

motor-driven overhead cranes, giving rapid and ef-

ficient service to all the machines. The side wings

are served by overhead traveling cranes, handling

the lighter materials to the smaller tools. Two
spur tracks are run into the plant, laying and re-

moving material directly beneath the overhead

cranes.

Quintard Iron Works.—A booklet devoted to a brief

description of the varied activities of the Quintard Iron

Worlcs, New York, with ilUistrations of some of the

notable work performed by this iirni.
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SINCE the maritime fraternity along the Wil-

lamette and Columbia Rivers has looked for-

ward to the floating of the first wooden steam-

ers for the Emergency Fleet Corporation "early

in the year", there is naturally widespread interest

in the carriers that will take the water among the

leaders, and next to that in point of importance,

is the bustle featuring shipbuilding at \'ancouvcr,

Washington. That city, being less than seven miles

away, is referred to as in the Portland District.

There the activity of the G. M. Standifer Con-
struction Corporation was rated one of the biggest

assets of the thriving city when the first wooden
shipbuilding plant was laid out, and si.x ways pro-

vided for, the initial order being for ten steamers

for the Government. Next came announcement
that Mr. Standifer had been successful at Washing-
ton in negotiating for ten steel steamers, each of

9500 tons, and that one of the biggest steel \ards

in this territory would be laid out, while on his

return early in Fcbruarv, from another \isit to the

hub of the United States, it was to make known
that he had been granted contracts for six addi-

tional wooden steamers, two for delivery in Novem-
ber, two in December and two in January. \\'ith

a total of twenty-six vessels of both kinds, the

Standifer plant ranks as holding the biggest fleet

under order of any in the Oregon District.

The last wooden steamer contracts are really for

composite ships, and it is said they will be of 4500

tons deadweight. The first ten are of the Ferris

type, 3500-ton carriers.

"Jim" Clarkson of the corpcjration has been iden-

tified with Mr. Standifer since the days of the Mc-
Eachern-Standifer-Clarkson plant at Astoria, now
known as the McEachern Ship Company, and has
been the prime mover in the wooden plant at

Vancouver, as well as the older yard on Xorth
Portland Harbor, the control of which is in the

Standifer-Clarkson Company. This plant handled
the building of full motorships for Libby, McNeill

& Eibby, also one for 1. T. Williams iK: Son, of

New York. J. A. Sim, until recently with thi-

Sun Shipbuilding Company of Philadelphia, Pa..

has been selected as general manager of the new-

steel plant, and arrived February 1st to take charge.

Mr. Standifer has announced that he will employ
more department heads from Eastern yards. Actual

work has been begun on the plant, machinery for

which has been ordered. The Port of Portland

dredge "Tualatin" began on a fill there earl_\- in

February, that may require four months to com-

plete, as 650,000 cubic yards are estimated to be

necessary. Aleanwhile piledriving is under way for

some of the foundation structures, and an efi^ort

is being made to have another dredge assigned to

assist the "Tualatin".

Through the Emergency Fleet Corporation, thirty

Scotch marine boilers for the ten Standifer steel

ships have been ordered. They are, of course, larger

and with more heating surface than the boilers being

turned out for the 8800-ton vessels the Govern-

ment has under construction here.

Another marine enterprise making its share of

hum at Vancouver is the Motorship Construction

Company, which has orders on its books for more

than 300 lifeboats and the like. During the second

week in February, the company shipped for I^oston

the first two carloads of 32 cutters for the United

States navy. The company is said to be the only

one on the Pacific that obtained the na\ y
business last year, when hundreds of boats were

asked to be constructed. Two trolling launches

under way there, intended for use at the mouth of

the Columbia River in salmon fishing, will be fol-

lowed by four others for which contracts were

closed during February. The launches are 32 feet

long and 9.6 feet beam, being equipped with gaso-

line engine of 18 horsepower. Both wooden and

metal lifeboats are being built and bonus are hung

up for the crews finishing boats in the quickest

time, the high prize being $25.

During February, serious fires were experienced

at the plant of the Northwest Steel Company, in

this city, when damage resulted in the plate and slab

shops, through the breaking of an oil pipe, and at

the yard of Sommarstrom Brothers, at Columbia

City, where a hotel used for housing men of the

plant burned. Both are said to have been acci-

dental.

In line with steps taken at other harbors, where

marine construction is being carried on, Portland's

waterfront is closely guarded, 150 men of the Ore-

gon State Guard being on duty, in addition to po-

lice and deputy sheriffs. The Oregon State Guard

is made up of veterans of the Spanish-American

War, so any person caught in an attempt to im-

pede the progress of the Government will be han-

dled without gloves. So far no trouble has been
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Ivftccti\ c lubruary 1 was an (irdcr from Wash-

iuKtiiii doinj,' away %rfth~th<?--ten—per- cent -bomus

pay in shipyards and making the compensation a

straight increase in wages of the same amount. A
iheck made at that time shows 19,858 men employed

in Oregon shipyards.

Wilson W. Clark, of the Clark <!;: Wikson Lumber
Company, Portland, and J. H. Bloedel, of the

r.loedel-Donovan Mills Company, of Bellingham,

Wash., were named during the early part of Feb-

ruary as surveyors to conduct a strict investigation

of the Pacific Coast luniljcr output with a view to

estimating what amount would be available during

1918 for wooden ship construction, bearing in mind

as well that the main army must be supplied, and

spruce material gotten out for the Signal Corps for

aviation purposes. The understanding is that when
the survey reports reach Washington they will be

used by the Shipping Board as a base iti awarding

contracts for more wooden steamers.

At the South Portland yard of the Coast Ship-

building Company, where four wooden steamers are

on the ways, and as many more are under contract,

work is under way on a fitting-out dock that will

be 500 feet long and 65 feet wide. Machinery will

he installed in vessels building there and a complete

machine shop is to be provided.

Valuable shipbuilding material arrived early in

February in the way of ironbark, which the barken-

tine "Georgina" brought on deck from Sydney.

The vessel also had an underdeck cargo of copra for

Eastern shipment. Ironbark is in brisk demand

along the Coast these days. Longshoremen who
handled the lot, a few pieces of which weighed seven

tons each, declared it was well named.

J. B. Bourke, assistant purchasing agent of the

Emergency Fleet Corporation, was in Portland dur-

ing the forepart of last month to investigate loca-

tions for a warehouse in which to assemble gear

and A stores, for wooden .steamers baiiUing on the .

Coast. The probabilities are the warehouse will

be established at Seattle, where two concrete build-

ings were found on the waterfront, while at Port-

land there were no empty structures. The Govern-

ment is to purchase the fittings direct from manu-
facturers in the East, and have them shipped to

the warehouse point, redistributing them from

there.

In conducting the official trial of the 8800-ton

freighter "Westwind" February 3rd, the vessel was
steamed from Portland to the Pacific and return.

She was less than twenty-five hours on the round-

trip and for five hours was steamed outside, in

spite of the fact there was a sixty-mile southerly

blow on. Her performance was most satisfactory

and her average speed for the entire distance was
12.9 knots. The vessel was delivered to the Ship-

ping Board a few days later, she being the second

of the class turned over to the Government and

the fourth completed jointly by the Northwest

Steel Company and the Willamette Iron & Steel

Company.

Two 3300-ton steamers launched last year by the

Albina Engine & Machine Works, which have been

known as the "Tillamook" and "Erling", have been

renamed "Point Arena" and "Point Loma" by the

Shipping Board. The first two wooden steamers

to be launched in March at the Supple-Ballin Ship-

building Corporation's property will be named the

"Harney" and "Wallowa", after counties in Oregon.

As to 8800-ton steel steamers, the "Westland" and

"Westwind" have been delivered, and there are in

the water the "Westward Ho", "Westbrook",

"Westgate" and "Westchester".

Through a contract entered into by the North-

west Steel Company with the Erickson Engineering

The launch of the "War Pearl" and Miss Katherlne Ball who acted as sponsor tor the big vessel
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Company of Seattle, the former will supply all rivets

for ten steel steamers, each of 9400 tons, which

the Erickson interests will build for the Emergency

Fleet Corporation. It is estimated the entire order

will call for 2000 tons of rivets. The Northwest

plant is making rivets for ships it is building, also

supplying the Columbia River Shipbuilding Cor-

poration and J. F. Duthie & Company, the latter of

Seattle.

Shipyard bands are now in vogue in the Oregon

district, and one started by the Grant Smith-Porter

Ship Company at St. Johns, has been followed

by another at the McEachern Ship Company's es-

tablishment, Astoria, and by a third at the North-

west Steel Company's plant. Their principal func-

tion is to play at launchings, while the manage-

ments arrange practice hours so others in the plants

have "music with their meals".

Besides the establishments actually engaged in

building ships and boilers, Lloyd J. Wentworth, in

charge of wooden shipbuilding in the Oregon Dis-

trict for the Government, has certified to exemp-

tion boards the names of the following plants en-

gaged in machinery construction and manufacturing

fittings, employees of which in the draft ages may

be excused from military service: Columbia Steel

Company, Commercial Iron Works, Independent

Foundry Company, Oregon Brass Works, Pacific

Iron Works, Helser & Unden Machine Works,

Electric Steel Company, Peninsula Iron Works,

Phoenix Iron Works, Portland Iron Works, Smith

& Watson Iron Works, Wood-Ewing Iron Works,

West Side Pattern Works, Specialty Foundry &

Machine Works, John Wood Iron Works, Portland

Pattern Works, Willamette Pattern Works, Burt

Hicks, King Bros. Boiler Works, American Bronze

& Brass Works, Harris Ice Machine Works, Mult-

nomah Iron Works, Clarke County Iron Works,

Western Structural Steel & Tank Comply, Port-

land Boiler Works, \V. A. Viggers Iron Works,

Vaughn Motor Works.

One Wooden ship to take the water last month

was the steam schooner "John Kiernan", built by

the Kiernan & Kern Shipbuilding Company, which

is to enter the Coast lumber trade. She is expected

to carry 1,500,000 feet of lumber. Her machinery

is located amidships. In the hull construction

double diagonal planking was used and in other

ways she was strengthened.

Seven 8800-ton freighters has the Northwest

Steel Company launched at its plant, the last hav-

ing gone overboard February 8th, and today the

eighth is about ready to dip. The "War Pearl", as

the seventh ship is known until the Shipping Board

decides on a new title, was christened by little

Miss Katherine Ball, seven-year-old daughter of

Bert C. Ball, president of the Willamette Iron &

Steel Works.

The big ship, which was contracted for early last

year by Norwegian vessel owners, was to have

been named in honor of Katherine Ball, but as the

Cunard Line purchased the contract, the name "War
Pearl" was substituted. Now a third cognomen is

certain, but, adhering to the early plans, Joseph R.

Bowles, president of the Northwest Steel Company,

made no alteration in the program to have the

diminutive miss ofliciate as sponsor.

Other than the "War Baron" and "War Viceroy",

the first ships launched, all are for the American

Government, and though only the "W'estland" and

"Westwind" have been delivered, the remaining

three are being engined without delay. The "War
Pearl" is the last steamer for the present to be

built jointly by the Northwest Steel Company and

Willamette Iron & Steel Works to have Curtis

turbine engines, De Laval turbine engines being

ordered for the next four ships, after which Curtis

engines will be placed in four steamers, and so on,

ea,ch type of turbine being given a percentage of

installations.

The freighter "Westward Ho", the first to be

completed by the Columbia River Shipbuilding Cor-

poration, was given her trial less than two weeks

ago, with highly satisfactory results, her engine

being the first of the Kerr propulsion turbines in-

stalled in the United States. Those engines have

been used in stationary plants, in dredges and the

like, but the "Westward Ho" carries the pioneer

of the marine type.

In the way of charters of new vessels during

the month are the motorship "Bolestrand", built

on Puget Sound, to load lumber here for Shanghai,

under charter to the Pacific Export Lumber Com-
pany, and of the motorship "Mount Hood", built

by the Supple-Ballin Shipbuilding Corporation, to

carry lumber from Portland to the West Coast.

"Andy" Mahony and Tom Crowley, San Fran-

cisco owners of the Emerald Line, have advised

Portland shippers that unless more generous pa-

tronage was accorded the steamers "Breakwater"

and "F. A. Kilburn", they would be withdrawn from

the Coast service.

After nearly two years spent on the beach, north

of the entrance of Nehalem Bay, the well known
schooner "Oakland" has been floated once more,

not through being hauled seaward, but by means of

shifting her overland with a housemoving outfit.

She was moved from the weather beach to the bay

shore and on being floated was taken to Nehalem

for temporary repairs, before being towed to Port-

land to be made ready for sea. She is owned by

John O'Neill and Henry Albers, of Portland, who
purchased her after she was found on the beach.

The vessel had loaded ties at Bandon for San

Francisco and was caught in a blow, being water-

logged. Her crew was picked up and taken into

the Columbia River, the schooner being allowed to

shift for herself. In these days of big demand for

tonnage she is rated as good as ever.
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Ty])ical of one of the old time and well built wooden

vessel, the "Glory of the Seas", one time famous

American sailing vessel, is doing good work as a float-

ing cold storage ship. The "Glory of the Seas" is

now the property of the Glacier Fish Company,
of Tacoma, of which Joseph Maddock, is general

manager.

The "Glory of the Seas", already fitted up for the

present work was taken over by the Glacier Fish

Company when this company was organized here,

about three years ago. The vessel was built at East
Boston in 1869, and represents the best work of

Donald McKay, famous old time ship builder. The
"Glory of the Seas" is fitted with freezers now and

can handle 2,500,000 pounds of frozen fish. In

her other equipment is two boilers of 200 and 125

horsepower and two vertical Corliss engines. The
crew's quarters are arranged for thirty men. There

are two bathrooms, electric lights and machine shop.

The vessel represents now a cost of $140,000.

Bringing the first cargo of wheat ever brought

into this fort from a foreign country, the Belgian

bark, "L'Avenir", arrived here the later part of

January from Melbourne, with close to 4000 tons

of the Australian product. The grain was dis-

charged at the Balfour, Guthrie & Company docks.

The "L'Avenir", Captain A. Lauwereins is a Ger-

man built vessel, from the Rickmers plant, and

owned by the Association Maritime Beige, Ant-

werp. She was formerly used as a training vessel,

but on the present voyage has only ten cadets on

board. It is expected others will arrive here before

the vessel sails. Under present arrangements the

bark will go on the Todd drydock before loading

lumber for an Oriental port.

Vessels have been lined up here recently awaiting

a chance to get a berth at the Todd drydock.

Among the vessels out were the Alaska Steamship

Company freighter "Valdez", which had some thirty

plates renewed and faired. The schooner "Salva-

tor", motor schooner "Wergeland", motor schooner

"Ypres" and a Government ship were among those

in the docks. The repairs to the "Valdez" were the

longest in working out, and the vessel was in the

dock some twelve days.

Extensive enlargements have been started by the

Doud-McFarlane Machinery Company in their gal-

vanizing plant. For this purpose the dock of the

firm is being lengthened out about 175 feet. A
new galvanizing plan.t will be erected on this dock.

This firm now reports an excellent business in this

part of the company's trade.

Work at the yards of the Martinolich Shipbuild-
ing Company, recently organized for large building,
is going on in very satisfactory shape, C. A. Papst
of the company declares. The keels are now down
for three vessels. This plant is located at Dockton
and vessels building are for Norwegian interests.

Large amounts of Oriental freight were moved
the latter part of January by the vessels of the

Osaka Shosen Kaisha from this port. Among the

vessels leaving out in very close order were the

"Hawaii Maru", "Kofuku Maru", "Sumatra Maru",
"Borneo Maru" and "Mexico Maru".
At present there seems to be a lull from here in

the coastwise lumber business. For several weeks
there has hardly been an average of one steam
schooner per week out of here with lumber for Cali-
fornia ports.

On the recent voyage north from Chile and Peru,
Captain C. Monsen of the "Baja California" brought
his bride with him. Mrs. Monsen is a Chilean girl,

but educated in Lima. Mrs. Monsen declaresthe
people of the South American West Coast republics
are very favorable to American institutions now.

In connection with the arrival of the "Baja Cali-
fornia" here, it is reported that the South America-
Pacific Line, operating this vessel, the "Sinaloa",
"Regulus" and "Governor Forbes" will add two
other vessels to this trade. North bound vessels

are full up with nitrates every trip and receive

outward the larger part of this cargo here.

Under direction of Frank Morgan, the steam
tugs of the Foss Launch Company are now entirely

overhauled and ready for a long season's work.
Mr. Morgan installed the machinery on the "Echo"
and "Elf" of this company when the boats were
built and has kept them in first class condition for

some fifteen years.

Robert McCullough, treasurer of the Tacoma Tug
& Barge Company, fouled an automobile recently
and sustained several cuts about the head. Mr.
McCullough stepped out from behind one machine
and a second caught him.
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The Norwegian steamer "Nippon Maru", the

largest vessel yet to go in the Todd drydock ar-

rived here February 5th, and entered the dock.

The "Nippon" is a vessel of about 7000 tons dead-

weight carrying capacity. The vessel is in com-

mand of Captain Lindquist and was brought up

by Pilot "Bob" Hall.

Featuring two vessels at once in the Todd dry-

dock, the schooners "Salvator" and motor schooner

"Wergeland" were lifted at this dock early this

month. The motor vessel, built at Olympia, is to

load down sound for Australia.

Announcement made by President George P.

Wright of the Wright Shipbuilding Company, is

that this company will have 500 men in this yard

by March 1. The plant has been working about

300 men for several weeks. The Wright yard has

recently secured contracts for additional vessels.

Succeeding Captain W. C. W. Renny, of the

"Javary" of the Garland Line, Captain Charles E.

Poindexter, formerly chief officer of the "Justin"

of this line, took charge of the ship on her arrival

here on this voyage from Shanghai. Captain Renny

has taken a shore position. Captain Poindexter

is well known in the Pacific trade and was one time

in the vessels of the old Boston Steamship Com-

pany plying out of here.

The first launch of a wooden vessel in some

months will take place here during February from

the Seaborn yards. There will be other vessels fol-

lowing within a short space of time from this yard.

There should be twenty-two vessels put out here by

the different yards before mid-summer.

Captain A. Andenaerde, of Brighton, Scotland,

arrived in Tacoma from Europe early last month

to oversee the business connected with the Belgian

ship "L'Avenir" here. Captain Andenaerde was

formerly master of this vessel. This shipmaster

had his ship twice torpedoed. On one occasion, a

submarine carried him and several members of his

crew for several hours and then turned them adrift

100 miles off shore.

President H. F. Alexander, of the Pacific Steam-

ship Company, left for New York and Washington,

D. C, via California points, the latter part of Jan-

uary. Mr. Alexander will be away from home, it

is expected, until about March 15th.

New classes in wood and steel ship construction

have commenced here under instructions from men

now working in the ship yards. Captain W. H.

\'arncy started the first class here, and now has

as an assistant Harold Hanson, inspector at the

Wright shipyards. There are 163 men enrolled in

the new class.

Following an open shop policy ever since organi-

zation, the Wright and Babare yards have meet

with union leaders and are now working on an

agreement satisfactory to all, it is declared. The

meeting and discussion of differences involved was

brought about by Immigration Commissioner H. M.

White and Edgar L. Snyder.

The full report for the year 1917, as compiled by

Harbormaster W. G. Rowland, shows that exports

for the entire twelve months were valued at $121,-

514,212, and imports at $148,600,248. This shows

a gain of approximately $10,000,000 in exports over

1916.

It is expected that work will be started by engi-

neers of the Merchants Transportation Company
here in removing the boilers and engines from the

freight steamer "T. W. Lake" and installing semi-

Diesel motors. The "Lake" is one of the old time

freight steamers on the Sound, and one time the

property of Joshua Green, president of the Puget

Sound Navigation Company. The "Lake" is fitted

now with twin steam engines. On account of the

increased price of coal the change in machinery

was made necessary.

The Western Boat Company, with plant at Old

Tacoma, has enough work ahead to keep the plant

working until May. A number of cannery tenders

have already been turned out for the Northwestern

Fisheries Company, the larger of these being sev-

enty-five feet long.

Harold A. Rands, a well known civil engineer

of Portland, has been selected by the Port of Port-

land Commission to conduct a traffic survey of the

Middle and Upper Columbia and the Snake River,

with a view to fostering an adequate steamboat

service from Portland to interior points. In the

past, operation of vessels on those waters has not

proven profitable, but with Government operation

of railroads, it is expected that much of the local

business will be diverted to river lines if a depend-

able service is assured. Whether such a move will

be backed by private or public funds has not been

determined. The Commission of Public Docks and

the Portland Traffic and Transportation Bureau will

participate in the service, which will not alone em-

brace freight problems, but include dock construc-

tion at different points, the utilization of roads

back from the river by auto trucks and such details.

The one time famous clipper ship "Glory of the Seas", now
doing duty as a store ship for a Tacoma Fish Company.
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on Captain Soilness was justified, and

there are many who think it was not,

there is a growing; feeling that the United States

Inspectors of Hulls and Boilers is not a proper

tribunal before which such cases should be heard.

It is true that the Inspector of Hulls is usually a

man chosen from the ranks of masters in the mer-

chant marine, and as such he is supposed to be

peculiarly fitted to pass upon the acts of others

in nax'igation. ancl the feeling of dissatis-

faction is caused, not by reason of general inef-

ficiency or lack of knowledge of navigation, but

the ])ossible ignorance of the acting board as to

nax'igation in the particular waters in which the

mishap under consideration has occurred.

Navigation in Alaskan waters is admittedly more

hazardous than the navigation of any other waters

of the United States. The locality is poorly charted

and has fewer aids to navigation than any other

equal stretch of water. The channels to be navi-

gated are narrow, with precipitous sides, erratic

currents are formed, the action of which cannot

be noted during thick weather or during the night

and which cannot be foreseen or laid down with

any degree of accuracy, many of the lights are of

the second or third order and which do not receive

that care given to lights in more frequented waters,

and the navigator frequently has to depend on rec-

ords of previous runs as to the course steered,

the time run on that course, the state of the tide

and a friendly echo now and then.

To pass judgment on the acts of the navigator in

these waters is obviously not within the power,

however conscientious he may be, of the deep-sea

sailor whose entire experience has been in strug-

gling with the perils of navigation in the open with

plenty of sea room and without the multiple hidden

dangers that surround the na\-igator in inland

waters.

The license of A. K. Sellness, pilot of the steamer

"Mariposa" at the time she was wrecked on Straits

Island, Alaska, during the early morning of Novem-
ber 18th, has been suspended for three months by
the United States Local Inspectors of Hulls and

Boilers.

It appeared from the testimony that on the east-

erly side of the channel through which the steamer

was proceeding, there is a dangerous obstruction

known as Helm Rock, marked by a buoy: that

the channel at that point is about two and a (|uar-

ter miles wide and that it is the custom of navi-

gators to so shape their course as to give this rock

a wide berth, owing to the erratic and dangerous
curri'nts in that localitv.

The steamer left Shakan at about three o'clock

in the morning, which was somewhat rainy, but

otherwise clear, and the usual courses were steered,

keeping in mind the necessity of going well clear

of Helm Rock, and a sharp lookout was kept for

Straits Island light, which was finally seen when

about three miles distant, just ofif the port bow.

The course was then changed to keep away from

the islands, shortly after the beach of Straits Island

was seen apparently about one mile off. The course

was again changed further off, but, as reported, the

steamer did not answer her helm, and before she

could be stopped she ran ashore and was subse-

quently abandoned.

It is true that in many cases the In-

spector of Hulls is appointed from the ranks

of masters in the merchant marine, and while his

experience as such should qualify him to judge

as to the correct procedure in times of stress at sea,

the coastwise navigator is not much better fitted

than his deep sea brother, for unless he allows him-

self to be caught napping on a lee shore where all

of his skill will not save him from disaster, he has

plenty of sea room on one hand and is not obliged

to con his course through a narrow and perhaps

crooked channel, where there is no anchorage and

where to stop would be fatal. The Inspector of

Boilers, who, as a rule, has no knowdedge of navi-

gation whatever, participates at the hearing, and

his signature is affixed to the findings.

Thus the complaint, and the suggestion is made
that in all investigations of mishaps, a special tribu-

nal shall be called, the members of which shall be

familiar with all of the surrounding circumstances

and who will, therefore, be better fitted to pass upon

the skilfullness or otherwise of the man at the bar.

The man who has his license suspended for unskilful

navigation is a marked man among shipowners and

underwriters, and it is due to him that the judges

who pass upon his actions shall be the best quali-

fied that can be obtained. This question is being

very seriously considered by the Shipmasters Asso-

ciation of Seattle, and it is not unlikely that some

action will be taken in an effort to have the laws

in this regard corrected.

This subject recalls an old story of a board ap-

pointed to "sit upon" a navigator who met with

mishap under particularly trying circumstances of

wind and weather. After hearing the testimony, the

members of the board discussed as to what the master

should have done and should not have done, and after

arguing pro and con for some time, one of the mem-

bers suggested that as they had discussed for some

time what should have been done without coming to

a definite conclusion, and as the master was com-
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pelled to make the decision on the instant, their

only finding could be excusable error of judgment.

The members of the crew of the United States

Revenue Cutter "McCullough" have libeled the

steamer "Governer" for $27,009 for loss of personal

effects due to the sinking of the revenue cutter

by the "Governor" in June last. No action has been

taken by the Government for the loss of the boat

itself and it may be that the action of the crew

is taken merely as a "try-out" of the merits of the

case.

The United States Government has brought suit

against the "Kuskokwim River" for damage to

cargo on that vessel in May, 1916. The vessel left

Seattle for points on the Kuskokwim River and

during the passage damaged both propellers and

was obliged to put into Chignik from which place

she was towed to destination. At Chignik she was
placed on the beach, and an unsuccessful attempt

was made to install new propellers, and while on

the beach she strained sufficiently to open the

seams, the cargo being damaged on the next leg

of the voyage while in tow.

MARINE MISHAPS
During the past month there have been no serious

mishaps on the coast for which underwriters hav
a feeling of thankfulness. Motor ships seem to ha\e

had more than their share of trouble, not necessarily

, because of their build, but being a comparatively

new construction, any mishap is the more carefullv

noted.

The "Janet Carruthers", which sailed from \'aii-

couver in September last, for Pt. Adelaide, first

put into Honolulu with shaft broken and cylinders

cracked, the damage being due to the negligence

of the engineer, possibly through ignorance of the

engineer as to the working of the engines. As the

repairs could not be made at Honolulu, the propel-

lers were disconnected and she resumed the voyage

under sail. Later she put into Apia in a disabled

condition due to extremely heavy weather, and after

making repairs proceeded. She has recently ar-

arrived at Adelaide, again disabled, and a salvage

claim of £2000 has been made.

The "Oregon", which sailed from San Francisco

for Honolulu arrived at that port with machinery

disabled. As the repairs could not be made at that

port, it was decided to tow her to San Francisco

with a cargo of sugar.

The "Jessie Norcross", with a cargo of sugar

from Fiji for Vancouver, where she arrived on

January 27th, encountered terrific squalls which

threw her on her beam ends, and it was necessary

to cut away some sails to prevent capsizing.

Engineers who are to take charge in these vessels

are chosen men, familiar with steam engines, and

are given several days experience in the engine

room under running conditions before the voyage

is begun and are made thoroughly familiar with all

of the parts of the engines, and should be thor-

oughly competent but, owing to the novelty, the

departure from the old established order, under-

writers are prone to give greater prominence to

any mishap whether or not it is in any way con-

nected with the motive power.

On February 16th at the Olympia Shipbuilding

Company plant was launched the motorship "Kors-

naes", the third vessel of like dimensions put over-

board at this plant. She is 290 feet long over all,

48 feet beam and 26 feet molded depth. The dead-

weight capacity is 4000 tons, and the lumber-

carrying capacity 2,000,000 feet. A sister ship, the

"Wergeland", was launched about December 22nd,

being Olympia's first sea going vessel, and a sec-

ond ship, the "General Pershing", was launched on

January I5th. Upon the completion of the "Kors-

naes", the plant of the Olympia Shipbuilding Com-
pany, which has been operated by Mr. G. M. Mc-

Dowell, as agent for the lessees for some months,

will be turned over to the original owners.

Mr. H. Schwartz has opened an office at 119

Grand Trunk Dock, Seattle, where he will act as

Pacific Coast Representative of the Charles Wilson

Company, Inc., crude rubber importers of New
York City.
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Freight
By Page Brotners

Report

February 18th, 1918.

OUR last circular was dated January 23rd,

and since that time not very much has been

done in the matter of chartering.

There have been no time charters to report.

The Hraden Copper Co. have chartered the Amer-

ican steamer "Admiral Goodrich" to load a cargo

of redwood from San Francisco to Valparaiso, and

the auxiliary sailer "Evelyn" has been chartered

from the North to a port on the West Coast of

South America; both \essels are reported to have

got $45.00 per thousand. The "Bangor" which

has been ]iractically rebuilt at Puget Sound, was
chartered to hiad a cargo of lumber from Puget

Sound to Sydney at $42.50, also the auxiliary sailer

"Hjeltnaes" to tow up from Columbia River to

Puget Sound, and thence to Sydney, also at $42.50.

No charters have been reported for lumber to

either Africa or U. K. or the Orient.

We understand that several of the vessels load-

ing grain and supplies for Europe, under the man-
agement of the United States Government, are load-

ing piling on deck for France.

The auxiliary sailers "Balestrand" and "Fane-

strand" are to be laid on the berth at Puget Sound
and British Columbia for Japan and China by the

Overseas Shipping Co. Struthers & Dixon have

been given the American ship "Star of Poland" to

load from here to Manila and return by the United

States Shipping Board.

$45.00 per ton has been paid for schooners from

South Sea Islands to San Francisco, carrying car-

goes of copra.

In sales, some business has resulted lately, pre-

sumably subject to the approval of the Shipping
Board, Andy Mahoney having sold the "Snow &
Burgess" to C. Henry Smith at a reported price of

$225,000, the l)uyer, however, getting the benefit of

a lumber charter to Africa on the basis of 320/ per

thousand feet, free of commissions, and freight pre-

paid, free of discount.

Fair & Aloran are reported to have sold their fleet

to the Gulf Mail Steamship Co., namely, "J. B.

Stetson" at $175,000, "Nehalem", $160,000, "Temple

E. Dorr" $150,000, and "Alliance" $67,000.

The crack yacht "Fiorgyn", now at San Pedro,

and belonging to the Borax king, Mr. Thos. Thor-

kildsen, has been bought by Antoine Chiris of New
York City for the copra trade at $35,000. This schooner-

yacht lay at Sausalito during the Exposition days, and

elicited the admiration of seafaring" men and yachts-

men on account of her powerful but graceful build.

She has elaborate cabins, and all modern conven-

iences, and very expensive wood in the interior, all

of which will have to be taken out to make her a

commercial boat. She is expected to show her heels

to the usual copra-carrying craft.

W. D. Wells, general agent at Portland for the

San Francisco & Portland Steamship Company
since 1913, when he came from San Francisco, has

been commissioned a major in the army transport

service, and is to have charge of one of six terminal

bases in France the American expeditionary forces

will use. He will have several well known Pacific

Coast steamshipmen on his staff, commissions being

assured for those recommended. The appointment

of Mr. Wells is said to have been made on the

recommendation of P. A. S. Franklin, of New York,

head of the International Mercantile Marine, and

Colonel Wilgus, deputy director general of trans-

portation of the American expeditionary forces.

Arrangements have been made with the Port

of Portland Commission whereby a dredge will be

assigned in a few weeks to the new wooden ship

plant of the Oceanic Shipbuilding Company, located

at Milwaukie, just beyond the southern limits of

this city, to make a fill. Meanwhile the company
is going ahead with piledriving for the first two
wa}s, intending to build two others on the filled

area. Contracts for wooden vessels are expected

from the Government or else permission is looked

for to build for private interests.
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Miarine Insurance Review for 1917

THE business of marine insurance has been

very complicated during the year by various

conditions. The amount of premium received

from war risks is much greater than was the case

in 1916, while losses have been correspondingly

heavier. Cargo business is understood to have been

fairly satisfactory, and it is, of course, too early to

see the effect of the hull time account. The cost

of repairs on all sides has largely increased, and

owners have found it difficult in many cases to

get their boats repaired at all, thus being compelled

to send them away, with the consequence that there

have been a large number of cases where heavy

claims for salvage charges have been put forward

through the breakdown of machinery.

With reference to American insurances placed

in Great Britain, there is not the slightest doubt

that American owners have received much better

treatment than their British confreres. This was
partly due to the fact that an agreement was made
in April, 1917, whereby an additional ten per cent

was charged on the renewals of all steamers regis-

tered in the United Kingdom. This did not apply

to American steamers, and, as a consequence, prac-

tically all the American fleets were renewed at the

same rates, and in most cases, on the same values.

This is all the more surprising, because the cost of

repairs in the United States has increased, while

the actual ^-alue of the steamers insured bears no

reasonable comparison to the value stated in the

policy, e. g., the large fleet of the Southern Pacific

Co., has been renewed for 1918 at the same rates

and at the same values as for 1917. The Pacific

Coast steamers "President" and "Governor", in

spite of the hea\y claim on the "Congress", have

been renewed at five per cent. The Matson Navi-

gation Company's fleet has been renewed at four

and a half per cent and five per cent, and the large

steamers of the Standard Oil Company of Cali-

fornia at two and three-fourths per cent to pay the

excess of $10,000 on all claims. In the case of Brit-

ish steamers, renewals have been made on largely

increased values, but this has been due to the opera-

tion of the fifteen per cent disbursements clause.

This clause was altered in the month of February to

cov^er practically all insurance except freight. The
values of liners have also been increased, as the

fifteen per cent disbursements clause was made op-

erative for liners in all renewals for 1918. The only

point which so far is to the credit of underwriters

is that vessels sunk by war perils practically mean
an arri\al under the marine policy. On the other

hand, in the case of vessels which have been dam-

aged and subsequently sunk, the war risk depart-

ment deducts the value of unrepaired damage when

paying the total loss by war.

The number of particular average claims is be-

coming more serious, because, with high values,

owners are disinclined to claim a constructive total

loss, preferring rather to have the steamer. This

was exemplified in the case of the "Congress", on

which ninety-five per cent was paid under the policy

for particular and general average after her serious

fire.

The lack of tonnage has been responsible for two
surprising salvages. In the first case the "Sesos-

tris", which stranded at Ocos, in 1907, has been re-

floated, and is now sailing under the name of

"Francis L. Skinner". She was one of the Kosmos
Line boats, built in 1897, of 4718 tons gross regis-

ter. Another German steamer, the "Gutheil", which

sank near New Orleans after collision with the

"Bulysses" in April, 1913, is now rejiorted to have

been floated. Several salvage cases were arranged.

The tank steamer "San Onofre", which was dis-

abled off Nova Scotia, but was subsequently picked

up and towed into port, had to pay the very large

amount of £36,500, which is understood to be the

largest award made in a case of this character.

In this connection, underwriters who wrote lines J

on excess general average, salvage charges, etc., I

at a normal rate, had to pay one hundred per cent

on their policies. Another large award was that

to the steamer "Siljestad" for towing the "Mar

Caspio" to Fayal after she had broken down. The

amount paid for this salvage was £8000. Most

of the salvages, however, were paid for vessels dam-

aged by war perils. In this connection, it may be

interesting to mention the following amounts

awarded: "Poona" £12,280, "Woodfield" £8450,

"Roanoke" £8345, and the "Kelvinbrae" £8210.

The insurance of war risks has claimed a large

amount of attention, especially on account of the

unrestricted submarine activity of Germany. The
British war risk rate was advanced to 3 gs. in

March, and this was subsequently made 5 gs, at

which it has remained all the year. The rate in

question is a flat rate for all voyages and the only

departure from this rule has been the arrangement

made in December for coasting voyages in the

United Kingdom. In the insurance of the hulls

of steamers the Government Department arranged

in the month of August to take over the whole of

the war risk from the Clubs, instead of eighty per

cent, which was the proportion fi.xed when the

scheme was inaugurated. Special eft'orts have been

made by the British Government to meet varying

conditions, and the scheme for insuring essential

cargoes in steamers other than those registered in

Great Britain has been of considerable help to the

market. With the entrance of the United States

into the war. the United States Government War
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'Aufjlist this was

aiKanced to six and a half per cent, falling

1(1 li\e per cent again (in the eighth of Oct(-)ber.

At the end of November the rate was reduced to

four per cent, so that it is one per cent lower than

the British rate for the same voyage. Raiders

in the North Atlantic in the first quarter of 1917

sent up rates for \oyages between the States and the

River Plate, as well as for voyages from the States

round the Cape, but on these \()\ages the condi-

tions are normal once more. The most interesting

scheme for war risks is still to the credit of Japan.

The original scheme which was in existence for

nearly three years was for the Japanese Government
to fix the rate of premium to be charged and then

to pay eighty per cent of the loss. This enabled

merchants to have the lienetit of low rates, and

while the insurance company had the full premium
they only paid twenty per cent of the loss. On
the rates charged this worked out at a remunerative

rate per cent for the underwriters. Naturally with

unrestricted sinkings such a scheme could not hold

water, and in September the new scheme came into

operation by wliich the Goxeriimcnt received the

premium and paid the loss. It was still faithful to

the idea of benefiting Japan, for the rate fixed

showed that on shipments to or from Japan the

rate was just half that charged for China bv the
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.same steamer. The japan rate is now two and
- three-tenths per cent, compared with four and three-

fifths' per 3Snt for China, and four and one-half

per cent for the Straits, for voyages to or from the

United Kingdom via the Cape. Italy has developed

her war risk schemes by an arrangement provid-

ing for the re-insurance of excess marine risks with

the war risk office and has gone further than any
nation in making a decree by which all missing ves-

sels shall be considered as war losses and paid for

as such, provision being made for any adjustment

after the war.

This question of missing vessels has been the

cause of a good deal of friction in the British mar-
ket. Under British law a loss of this character

falls on the marine policy unless proof can be shown
to the contrary. On the other hand, to fight every

case would mean long delay in the courts. One
or two cases have been fought, and in two cases,

those of the "Euterpe" and "Ava", the judge de-

cided that the loss was due to war. In other cases

settlement was made on the basis of a compromise
by which each side paid a percentage. Under-
writers took up the matter with the Government
and after long negotiations a scheme of arbitrations

was agreed upon, by which cases will come before

an arbitrator whose decision will be final. He will

also have power to apportion the loss between the

parties in case of any uncertainty. To meet the

requirements of both owners and merchants in

cases of missing ships underwriters have also

agreed that pending any delay due to the case being

settled by arbitration, each set of underwriters will

pay fifty per cent without delay. An important

amalgamation was reported in July when The Ma-
rine Company was bought by the L,ondon and

Lancashire Fire Company. In December the

Northern Maritime Company of Newcastle was ac-

quired by the Union Marine Company of Liverpool.

At the end of the year, Mr. R. B. Lemon retired

from the position of manager and underwriter of

The Marine Compan}^ and Mr. R. T. Jones, from

that of underwriter of the Commercial Union Com-
pany. Both had held their positions for close on

twenty years and were outstanding figures in the

profession.

A most remarkable activity has taken place in the

L^nited States in marine business. Records show
that when war broke out, there were only twenty-

four companies operating in marine insurance in

New York, of which the great proportion were for-

eign. On latest reports there are now eighty-seven

companies, of which fifty-three are American and

thirty-four foreign. The German companies which

were doing a large business for the first two years

of the war, have, of course, ceased to exist in the

United States, and it is hardly likel>- that they

will again get the chance they had.

The auxiliary sailing vessels which have been

turned out in such large numbers on the Pacific
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side arc nearly all insured in the United States,

and the business has not been taken at Lloyds.

The same applies to sailing vessels. Taken alto-

gether, it will be seen that the United States, which

years ago occupied a prominent position in under

writing is once more coming to the front, and if

the business is handled with skill and care, a sound

position will be secured for New York as a market

for marine insurance.

It is not surprising that a great deal of interest

has been taken by British underwriters in the de-

velopment of the building trade on the Pacific

Coast. The risks on new vessels under construc-

tion were written freely when they first came to

be shown in the market. Unfortunately rates were

at first fixed more on the experience gained through

the older established yards than with regard to the

real merits of the proposition offered by some of

the newer establishments. As time went on, it be-

came evident that several heavy claims would re-

sult, and the market became more difficult, though

there is still a certain amount to be placed at rates

that appear very favorable to the assured. The
market remains firm on one point, however,—the

backbone of the builders' clauses—that the amount

insured must be the full contract price, and not

a graduated amount, increasing as the construction

proceeds. This tends to lessen the proportion of

claims occurring in the early stages of construction,

where damage to a comparatively small amount of

material is adjusted on the full completed \alue

as stated in the contract.

Many of the new vessels have been launched,

and not a few have made several trips. With these

insurance experience has been varied. In some

cases there is no doubt that the vessels have run

as well as any British-built steamer. A certain

amount of trouble, however, has been caused

through machinery breakdowns. Here it is evi-

dent that the lack of skilled supervision, complaints

of which have been voiced from time to time by

the builders, has much to do with the question.

Another point which will take some time to clear

up, is whether the geared turbine is as reliable an

engine as the reciprocating type. There is un-

doubtedly a bias in favor of the older type, and

experience has gone some way to show that it is not

wholly unjustified.

A good deal of interest was aroused in the middle

of the year by the strong policy for establishing

a national marine insurance market, which was an-

nounced through the American press.

The idea is, apparently, not unwelcome to British

underwriters, who do not seem to anticipate trouble

over the probable increase in competition. THis is

a sane enough view to take of the matter, for pro-

viding reckless rate-cutting is avoided, competition

is as healthy a thing for insurance as for any other

commercial enterprise. Against any loss of busi-

ness which might accrue through American devel-

opments in this direction, the idea has gained

ground that the two countries will find mutual bene-

fit in a reciprocal re-insurance exchange.

There is no doubt that with values at their pres-

ent height, there is a difficulty in disposing of excess

lines on the higher valued vessels. As these are

naturally the more recently built, and therefore the

better risks, there is every ground to believe that

a freer market in the States would be of great

assistance in enabling the large surplus lines to be

disposed of, while the better American vessels are

already written so readily in London that no diffi-

culty should be experienced in placing yet further

amounts.

There is no doubt that a large sum in premiums

could be sent to America without any serious dislo-

cation of business in London, while a better distri-

bution of risk would be obtained by an exchange of

re-insurance, and a more level average could be

struck, in the matter of claims.

LOCUST TREENAILS
A large stock of all sizes on hand for

IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT
Special prices on carload lots for direct shipment from Eastern Mill

ALSO IRONBARK AND OAK PLANK AND TIMBERS

WHITE BROTHERS
5TH AND BRANNAN STS.

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.
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vV^nat a Fe^\^ of Us Are Doing

ERNEST L. McCORMlCK and Walter S. Alc-

jMcPherson, both formerly with the Ameri-

can-Hawaiian Steamship Company, have

formed a partnership, and will transact a shipping

and commission business and act as marine insur-

ance brokers under the firm name of McCormick

& McPherson. Their offices will be located in the

Royal Insurance Building, San Francisco, and in

the Merchants National Bank Building, Los An-

geles.

Mr. Carl E. Klitgaard, formerly in the marine

department of the Standard Oil Company of Cali-

fornia, and more recently with the local inspection

force of the U. S. Shipping Board, is now Work's

Superintendent for C. F. Braun and Company of

San Francisco.

J. and R. Wilson, Inc., the well known ship chan-

dlery firm, announces the establishment of two ad-

ditional branches in East Coast territory, one at

Newport News and the other at Norfolk, Virginia.

Both establishments will be fitted to care for entire

ships' outfitting including rigging, stores, fittings,

engine supplies, fresh meats, vegetables, etc. Mr.

C. B. Rankin, late assistant manager ot the New
York branch of J. and R. Wilson, will be in charge

of the new branches. The establishment of these

two new stores was looked after by Mr. W. R.

Bremner, manager of the San Francisco house.

At a meeting of the directors of the Worthington

Pump and Machinery Corporation held in New
York on the last day of the year, Mr. C. P. Cole-

man was elected president of the organization.

Mr. W. F. Dunn, who was connected with the

Toyo Kisen Kaisha for some sixteen years, has

started business for himself as a general stevedor-

ing contractor with offices in the new Southern

Pacific Building, San Francisco.

Mr. H. W. Crosby, the well known naval archi

tect, has just been appointed assistant general man-

ager of the Baltimore Dry Docks and Shipbuilding

Company. Mr. Crosby is well and favorably known

on the West Coast, he having been nine years with

the Seattle Construction & Dry Dock Company at

Seattle, Washington.

Among the recent visitors to San Francisco was

Mr. H. W. Sumner of the Sumner Engine Com-

pany, makers of the Sumner Diesel Engine. Mr.

Sumner came down the coast on the "Grays Har-

bor", one of the new Western built motor ships.

The "Grays Harbor" is fitted with a pair of 350

horsepower Sumner engines and is booked for some

South American port with lumber and from there

for New York with nitrates. The vessel was

heavily loaded, ha\ ing a fourteen foot deck load

and met with a succession of \-erv heavv gales on

the way down the Coast. Both vessel and engine^

behaved splendidly, however, and owners and build-

ers have expressed themselves as deeply gratified

with the motorship and her equipment.

PUBLICITY EXPERT TO STUDY TRAVEL
CONDITIONS

James King Steele, editor, publicity expert, and

manager of the advertising department of the Toyo
Kisen Kaisha, left via S. vS. "Tenyo Maru"' on Feb-

ruary 25th, for an extensive tour of the Orient in

the interests of his company.

While in Japan he will consult with S. Asano.

James King Steele, editor of "Japan".

president, W. 11. A\ery and with the head office

officials, regarding the advertising and publicity

plans which are to be started as soon as travel con-

ditions adjust themselves.
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After this iiUTtini; in |a]);ui, Steele will visit the

rhilippincs, Hongkong-, Canton, Shanghai, Peking,

'Tientsin, Mukden and points of interest on the

lapan-China Overland Tour, including Korea and

Manchuria.

In his connection with the Toyo Kisen Kaisha.

Steele is publisher of "Japan", an illustrated

monthly magazine of Oriental travel and develop-

ment, and is also secretary of the "Japan Travel

Association", an educational travel organization,

(lexiited to stimulating travel interest in the Far

I'.ast.

In speaking of Steele's trip, Keikichi Doi, man-

ager of the Toyo Kisen Kaisha in this city, said,

"Travel conditions in the Orient are changing rap-

idly. In order to keep ourselves thoroughly

])osted, we are sending Mr. Steel to make a gen-

eral survey and report from an advertising stand-

point. He will take in all the leading travel centers

and gather data for our use."

Eric V. Hauser, vice-president and general man-

ager for the Grant Smith-Porter Shipyards Com-
pany at Portland, as well as president of the com-

pany which owns and operates the big Multnomah
Hotel in that city, is giving luncheons to his fore-

men of construction in order to more thoroughly

impress them with the fact that they are engaged

in war work.

It is the idea of Mr. Hauser that if the foremen

of the gangs can be impressed with the urgent

necessity of speed in putting ships in the water,

those men can and will communicate their enthusi-

asm to their men, with the result that every em-

ployee will exert himself to the utmost to help

win the war.

The first luncheon was given Monday noon, Feb-
ruary 11, at the Multnomah Hotel in Portland. At
the invitation of Mr. Hauser, forty foremen sat

down at the table. The speakers were Dr. W. T.

Foster, president of Reed College
; Judge J. B.

Kerr and F. T. Griffith.

Dr. Foster has recently returned from the war
zone, and he told the men of the horrors of the

war, of the sufferings of the French and English

soldiers and of the spirit that prevented Germany
penetrating that thin line of heroes. He told the

men of the only thing that could relieve the situa-

tion—ships—and then more ships—and he got the

fighting spirit into every one of them. At the con-

clusion of the speech the men arose and pledged

themselves to the Government for all they were
worth.

Other shipbuilders will probably watch the ex-

periment, but in the meantime Mr. Hauser believes

he has struck the right note. He believes a riveter

can do as much for the country as a man with a

gun and he is making them see it.

GUY E. TRIPP MADE ORDNANCE
EXECUTIVE

Guy E. Tripp, of New York, heretofore chair-
man of the Westinghouse Electric and Manufac-
turing Company, has been appointed by the War
Department as Chief of the Production Division of
the Ordnance Department, intrusted with the task

Mr. Guy E. Tripp. Chairman of the Westinghouse Electric
and Manufacturing Company.

of supervising and stimulating the production of
all ordnance supplies. Mr. Tripp has been given
a Colonel's commission.

The appointment of Mr. Tripp is one of the im-
portant steps in the re-organization of the Ordnance
Bureau, announced recently by its chief. General
Crozier.

Mr. Tripp was selected because of his experience in
the manufacture of munitions of all kinds, the West-
inghouse Company having obtained large contracts
from the British and Russian governments immedi-
ately on the outbreak of the European war. Mr.
Tripp is credited with bringing to the Department
the highest obtainable type of experience and ability

to insure speedy and careful production of muni-
tions. The Board of Directors of the Westinghouse
Company has given him a leave of absence for the
duration of the war.

H. J. Hanzlik, chief engineer of the Kerr plant
at Wellsville, New York, came to Portland early

in the month to supervise the installing and be pres-

ent on .the trial trip, he being the designer of the

engine and, naturally, wished to be on hand when
it was put to the test. Two more ships are in the

water at the Columbia plant and another is about
to be floated, all of which will be equipped with
Kerr engines.
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Hyde Windlass Co
BatH, Maine

Manufacturers of

STEAM STEERERS, WINDLASSES, CAPSTANS, WINCHES, PUMPS
-and—

MANGANESE BRONZE CASTINGS

And Hyde Manganese Bronze Propellers of All Descriptions

HYDE WINDLASS CO.
BATH - MAINE

SPEED UP PRODUCTION
With Compressed Air Tools

BOYER PNEUMATIC HAMMERS
For Riveting, Calking and Chipping

Made in three parts—Cylinder, handle and valve—a con-
struction which facilitates examination, cleaning and re-

pairs, and extends the life of the tool indefinitely.

Send for Bulletin 124 Boyer Riveting Ha

LITTLE GIANT AIR DRILLS
for Drilling, Wood Boring, Reaming, Tapping
and Flue Rolling.

Little Giant Air Drills arc ball-bearing.

The Increased port areas

Directness of port passages, and
Increased diameter of thrust bearing,

result in high power, long life and economical

upkeep and air consumption.

Send for Bulletin 127Little Giant Ball-Bearing Drill

We also manufacture Chicago Pneumatic Simplate Valve Air Compressors in 300 styles and sizes, Giant Fuel Oil, Gas
and Gasoline Engines and Duntley Electric Drills, Grinders and Hoists

CHICAGO PNEUMATIC TOOL COMPANY
1054 Fisher Building

CHICAGO BRANCHES EVERYWHERE
52 Vanderbilt Avenue

NEW YORK
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DEPENDABLE UNITS

KINGSFORD
Circulating Pumps

ALL SIZES AND
TYPES

^. KINGSFORD
rn^Miii Foundry and Machine Works

Oswego, New York

ESTIMATES FURNISHED

Main Street Iron Works
Keystone Boiler

Works

BUILDERS OF

Marine Engines, Anchor Windlasses,

Cargo Hoists, Capstans, Steering En-

gines, Oil and Feedwater Heaters and

other Auxiliary Machinery,

Marine, Tubular & Water Tube Boilers,

Tanks and Plate Work.

Special facilities for Ship Repair Work.

Main Office

163-173 MAIN STREET
San Francisco
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A Ne^v Oriental Connection

AMONG the concerns which are taking a

prominent part in surmounting the difficul-

ties that have beset the trans-Pacific carry-

ing trade is the Ocean Transport Company, Ltd.,

which is now operating a fast line of freighters

to Yokohama and Kobe from San Francisco, and

another line from Seattle. This company is capital-

ized at 2,000,000 Yen and the head offices are lo-

cated at No. 11 Kyomachi, Kobe, Japan. The man-

aging directors are Mr. T. Ishida and Mr. J. Hirota,

two well known Japanese steamship men and the

post of advisor to the company is held by Mr. G.

Katsuda, one of the Island Kingdom's foremost

steamship and business men.

This concern was started in July, 1917, and at

the present time they have quite an imposing build-

ing program under way. The ships now under

construction for this company include five 10,000-

ton fast freighters and two 5000-ton deadweight

steamers. Pending the completion of these steam-

ers, the Ocean Transport Company is operating a

large fleet of chartered steamers, the vessels leaving

San Francisco, including the "Yuki Maru", "Kiri-

shima Maru", "Tcnkai Maru", "Yubari Maru" and

the "Kotsu Maru". A still larger fleet is operated

out of Puget .Sound, these vessels being the "To-

miura Maru", "Gigen Maru", "Shinkoku Maru",

"Keishen Maru", "Tensho Maru", "Oridono Maru",

"Shinsei Maru", "Matsura Maru", "Kosoku Maru",

"Suki Maru" and the "Genoe Maru".

Under the capable management of IMessrs. Ishida,

Hirota and Katsuda, this new company has quickly

assumed an important place in the carrying trade

of the Pacific. The large fleets operated insure

frequent and regular sailings and the activities of

the concern already are having a marked effect on

the tonnage shortage on the trans-Pacific routes

which has been in evidence for some time past.

The Pacific Coast affairs of the Ocean Transport

Compan}-, Ltd., are looked after by their Pacific

Coast agents, the Trans-Oceanic Company of San

Francisco. This latter company is headed by Mr.

H. S. Scott as president, while Mr. Drew Chidester,

one of the best known of the younger steamship

men on the Coast, is vice-president and general

manager. Mr. J. Leslie Barneson is secretary and

treasurer. The Seattle office of the concern is lo-

cated in the American Bank Building, Seattle, and

is in charge of Mr. Ralph T. Johns.

The large fleet of the Ocean Transport Company,

Ltd., its capable homo management and the sound

and well established connections of the firm acting

as its Pacific Coast agents, insures this new steam-

ship company a splendid business in the Pacific

carrying trade. The indications are that the pres-

ent volume of business and the rate at which it is

increasing will compel the Ocean Transport Com-
pany to still further extend their present building

program in the near future.

The steamer "David Rogers" was launched from

the plant of the Skinner & Eddy Corporation, Se-

attle, on February 9th. This vessel is the sixteenth

launched at the plant, and is of the regular 8800-

ton deadweight type on which this plant has made

such an excellent record. The vessel was chris-

tened "David Rogers" in honor of the general man-

ager of Skinner & Eddy's plant and the christening

was carried out by Mrs. David Rodgers.

Salvage operations are under way on Lake River,

a tributary of the Columbia, on the sternwheeler

"Sarah Dixon", which got out of the channel there

Nev^^ Year's Day, during a heavy fog and while

the banks were overflowed by freshet waters. The
stream fell rapidly and left the big riverboat high

and dry in a meadow.

Port of Portland Commissioners have purchased

engines and other machinery of the steamer "Tele-

phone", at San Francisco, to be installed in a power-

ful sternwheel towboat. The vessel will be used

for handling deepwater ships in the harbor and on

the river.

Unable to obtain bids on constructing a new hull

for the dredge "Champoeg" United States engineers

sought to buy lumber and to do the work on a day

labor basis at the Government moorings, but mill-

men were disinclined to sell, so a special permit has

been received through the Shipping Board to buy

the material, about 60,000 feet being needed.

Two Winton engines have been installed in the

motorship "Mount Hood", which the Supple-Ballin

Shipbuilding Corporation is constructing for Gaston,

Williams & Wigmore, of New York, and she will

be ready for sea early in February. Engines for

the "Mount Shasta", her sistership, will be shipped

from the East about the time the "Mount Hood" is

delivered. The builders are concerned only with

the installation of the engines, the owners furnish-

ing them.

Winton engines for the motorship "James Timp-

son", built by the Standifer-Clarkson Company,

have reached the Vancouver yard from the East and

are being installed. The vessel is for I. T. Williams

i^ Sons, of New York.

Through arrangements between the Port of Port-

land Commission and the City of Portland, the

pilot schooner "Joseph Pulitzer", which is used oft'

the entrance to the Columbia only during the sum-

mer season, will be used by the city as a fishing

vessel on the halibut banks, off the Oregon Coast.

The fish is to be offered for sale in the municipal

market.



A Ne\v Principle In Cartide Ligkts

F()K
many \ cars there were no radical changes

made in the construction of portable carbide

lights. The carbide holder, it is true, was
changed in shape from time to time, but the makers

api>arently were no\'er able to get away from the

idea of a tra}" or series of trays with flat bottoms

tn liold the carbide. As the water came in con-

tact with the carbide, it met a broad surface, result-

ing in the sudden generation of large quantities of

acetylene gas.

Moreover, when the light was turned oil, the

water that was held, sponge-like, continued its ac-

tion upon the carbide, so that after-generation was
always present.

The New Milburn Portable Carbide Lights are

the first to show a decided departure in construc-

tion principles, not only in the carbide container,

hut in simplifying the various parts of the light.

In the Milburn carbide holder illustrated in the

pictures accompanying this article, the pockets

are shaped like an inverted cone arranged around

a central axis, after the fashion of a spiral stair-

case. The water, as it enters the cylinder surround-

ing the carbide container, comes in contact with the

bottom point of the lowest of these pockets, and

as this carbide is used up, the second pocket,

slightly higher, becomes affected by the water, and

so in turn, until all ten pockets have yielded up their

gas. Generation of gas is constant and automatic.

When the light is turned ofif, the pressure of the

gas immediately forces the water out of the cylinder

which surrounds the carbide holder, and generation

ceases. There is no escape of gas into the atmo-

sphere, thus doing away with the objectionable

odor that so frequently attended the use of carbide

lights in the past.

By their automatic action, these lights will burn

with practically no attention other than to see that

they are charged with carbide once every twelve

hours. The shape of the carbide pockets prevents

any overcharge, inasmuch as the operator loads

them up to their full capacity. They are practically

selt-cleaning. The pockets are not in separate sec-

tions, but the whole carbide container is in one

piece. A handle is provided for the operator in

lifting out this carbide holder, and it is dumped as

illustrated here.

The Government has bought them for use in

France, where they will play an exceedingly ini

portant part in construction of roads, bridges and

other work behind the lines. They have also been

used in building the army cantonments, and have

played their part in speeding up shipbuilding opera-

tions.

Showing the easy nethod of dumping the Milburn light
refilling with carbide.

These Milburn Lights are handled on the Pacific

Coast by E. D. Bullard, San Francisco; Clyde

Equipment Co., Seattle, Wash., and The Railway

Equipment Co., Portland, Oregon.

Showing the new type of carbide container with the cylinders
and tank. Simplicity of design and the elimination of all

chance of ovtr-charging are features of this light.

Wilson Brothers of Astoria sent two wooden car-

riers down the ways the first month of the year,

the steam schooners "Wahkeenah" and "Ernest H.

Meyer", both being launched in January. The plant

is now busy with Government ships and will be

heard from early this year.

The St. Helens Shipbuilding Company floated

three ships during the year, the "S. I. AUard" in

January", the "Frank D. Stout" in May, and the

"City of .St. Helens" in June. That plant has an-

other fi\-e-masted auxiliary under way of the same

type as the "City of Portland", "City of St. Helens"

and ".'\llar,d", also a five-masted sailer for Balfour,

Guthrie & Company, besides Government steamers

to the number of two.
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Tower Whirlers
FOR Shipyards
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BRAUN COMPANY EXPANDS

Among the (irms in the San Francisco district
which are expanding their facilities rapidly to meet
Uie heavy demand for auxiliary machinery for steam
and motor vessels building on the Pacific Coast and
elsewhere, is that of C. F. Braun and Company,
whose well equipped and modern shop is situated
at 7S7-7S9 Folsom Street, San Francisco. C. F.
Braun and Company recently secured the services
of Mr. Carl Klitgaard, who has taken charge of
the manufacturing end of the business.
While C. F. Braun and Company is a new con-

cern, the standard lines of feed water heaters, evap-
orators, pumps and condensers manufactured, has
been most carefully designed and under the guid-
ance of Messrs. Braun and Klitgaardt every possible
refinement has been introduced in the manufacture,
a determined effort being made to perfect the me-
chanical, as well as the theoretical, design of the
different units included in the Braun line.

This company is also rapidly building up a model
shop equipment and system, and in view of the
increasing demand Un auxiliary machinery, impor-
tant developments are now under consideration.
Within the next montji or so we will describe fully
the shop equipment and system employed in this
rapidly expanding business.

A photograph of the first unit of the manufac-
turing i)lant is sjiovvn herewith. This is a rein-
forced concrete shop with overhead crane service
and jib cranes for the indi\idual tools.

EFFECT OF THE OIL ORDER
rations serv-

in abrogating

sei o|)crators

on a basis of

Action of fuel oil corpo

ing the Oregon territory,

contracts and advising ves

that hereafter sales will be

the open market quota

the Government is rapidlv

tank steamers operated in

trade may ultimately drive in

back to wood and coal for fuel,

boatmen are not seriously con
the action, reason-

ing that the ( iox-

ernment will recog-

tions, because

taking o v e r

t h e Pacific

land vessels

As yet steam-

cerned over

nize their importance in these davs of railroad con-
gestion and permit the shipment of sufficient oil
for their requirements. At the same time some of
those who had entered into three- vear contracts
and had considerable time to run, do not take pleas-
antly to the prospects of paying about $1.60 a bar-
rel for oil that they have receive.l for seventv-five
cents a barrel.

Action of fuel oil corporations serving the Oregon
territory, in abrogating contracts and advising ves-
sel operators that hereafter sales will be on a basis
of the open market quotations, because the Govern-
ment IS rapidly taking over tank steamers operated
>n the Pacific trade, may ultimatelv drive inland
vessels back to wood and coal for fuel As vet
steamboatmen are not seriously concerne.l over the
action, reasoning that the Government will recog-

Captain Charles MacGregor, xvelj known ,m the
I uget Sound and who has been in the Alaska trade
tor years, much of the time ^^•it]l the Alaska Steam-
ship Company, is master ,,f the new 8800-tonner
"West Wind". "ex-HalJgrim", which the Shipping
Board has taken over at Portland. She was built
by the Northwest Steel Companv an.i the \\'illa-
niette Iron & Steel Company.

CF. BRAUN & CO
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Directors, Commissions and Managers

REPORT OF TARIFF COMMISSION
The United States Tariff Commission, which was organ-

ized for work April 1, 1917, has just submitted to Congress
its first annual report. The Commission is charged with

the investigation of the administration and the fiscal and
industrial effects of the customs laws of this country, in-

cluding their relation not only to the Federal revenue but

to the industries of the country. It has power, further,

to investigate commercial treaties, preferential agreements
and economic alliances, and the conditions and causes

affecting the competition of foreign industries with those

of the United States.

The Commission submitted, during the extra session of

this year, to the Committee on Ways and Means of the

House of Representatives a report which recommended
that Congress should take steps analogous to those which
other countries have taken, and which are there known
as "padlock" laws, whereby proposed increases in duties

and taxes should go into effect before the enactnient of

new revenue laws, but subject to their being finally passed.

The method adopted by Congress to attain the same end
in the war revenue act of this year is to follow taxable
articles into the channels of trade. But this does not
reach smaller retail stocks and it has the further objection

that it suddenly imposes great burdens and responsibilities

on the Bureau of Internal Revenue. The Commission
repeats its recommendation for permanent legislation on
this subject.

The Commission has undertaken the task of drafting a
revision and codification of the administrative laws relat-

ing to the customs, in order to remove the existing dupli-
cations, contradictions and antiquated provisions. It has
invited suggestions from treasury officials, others in the
public service, and business men and attorneys. The Com-
mission hopes to present to Congress a revision which,
if approved and enacted into law, will result in clear-

ness and simplification in the form and substance of the
customs administrative laws, increased efficiency and
greater convenience for the public, and a substantial saving
of Government expenditure. In this connection the Cora-
mission is also investigating the question of free zones in

ports as a means of expediting export trade and overcom-
ing demurrage in ocean commerce.
The Commission has undertaken to establish a catalog

of tariff information, somewhat in the nature of an encycli-
pedia, which shall contain as far as possible data for each
important article affected by the tariff. The data will

include statistics on imports, exports, production, prices
and cost of production, processes of manufacture and com-
petitive conditions. This catalog is to be kept continu-
ously up-to-date. A part of the general plan will be the
establishment of a tariff library in which will be kept
books, pamphlets, letters from producers and importers,
etc., classified and arranged for ready consultation in con-
nection with the catalog.
The Commission is making a special survey of the

chemical industry and expects to present to Congress
a detailed report showing the development of the industry
and especially of those branches which have been most

stimulated by the war. The investigation carried on by the
Commission will be especially devised so as to provide
the information necessary for a legislative readjustment
to peace conditions. By direction of the President the
Commission is taking the special census of chemical pro-
ducts made necessary by section 501 of the act of Sep-
tember 8, 1916.

The entrance of the United States into the European
war has brought the activities of the Commission, as those
of every department of the Government, into closer rela-

tion to war probleins and conditions. Both our allies and
our enemies are considering the possibility of commercial
warfare, commercial neutrality and commercial alliance.

The Central Powers are considering the arrangement of

an economic union for Central Europe. Imperial prefer-

ence has been actively discussed in England and in her
self-governing colonies. Far-reaching possibilities are

suggested by the results of the Paris Economic Confer-
ence which met in June, 1916, and wliich provided for a

differential treatment between allied countries, neutral

countries and enemy countries. In the act creating the

Tariff Commission, the Commission was specifically em-
powered to "investigate the Paris Economy Pact and simi-

lar organizations and arrangements in Europe". The
Commission is preparing an extensive report on bargain-

ing tariff's, conmiercial treaties, and economic alliances.

The United States has never had a consistent policy with
reference to bargaining tariffs, whereas the countries of

Europe have worked out several different systems. The
Tariff Commission's report will provide the facts upon
which Congress may found a method for using the bar-

gaining power in American tariffs, and also upon which
American commercial treaties may be adjusted to meet
tlie conditions of the modern world.

In all that it has undertaken the Commission is working
in harmony with other departments of the Government,
thereby avoiding duplication of effort.

GAS-TIGHT FURNACE LINING
Under the title "How Anyone Can Make a Jointless,

Gas-Tight Furnace Lining" the Betson Plastic Fire Brick
Company of Rome, New York, has published a sixteen

page illustrated folder, showing how the "plastic fire

brick", made by them, is used in forming one-piece linings

for steam boiler furnaces. The old lining of fire bricks

or blocks is first removed and the plastic material is then
placed in the form of chunks, consolidated with a mallet

and smoothed with a trowel, occupying the same thickness

as the old lining. The special mechanical process used
in the preparation of this material is said to eliminate

expansion and contraction with temperature changes, so

that, not only side walls, but also door arches, rear arches
and arches for Dutch ovens and other forms of furnaces

can be formed as solid, monolithic structures. After the

material has been dried and set by a slow fire for four or

five hours, the furnace can be put into full service. No
molds or special forms are used. The same material is

used for forming baffles in water tube boilers.
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STOP BAFFLE PLATE TROUBLE
If the baffle plates and other brick work in your furnaces are
being damaged by an uneven flow of oil to the burners, you need

THE KINNEY ROTATING PLUNGER PUMP
to supply a smooth, continuous, and uniform
flow of oil. Positively eliminates ALL trouble.

The illustration shows type of KINNEY ROTATING PLUNGER PUMP installed on the U S SNew Mexico. This same type will be installed on the Battleships Tennessee, California"
West Virginia, Washington, Colo-
rado and Maryland; also Battle
Cruisers Nos. 45 and 49 and over
half a hundred Submarines.
Cargo pumps of 3,000 gallons

capacity each per minute are

building for Tank Ship No. 16.

If it's Good Enough for Uncle
Sam, you should be interested.

SEND FOR CATALOG

THE KINNEY MFG. CO.
BOSTON MASS.

Irving'- SUBWAY- CJratinp
Best for Ships -Lei us prove S

^£:jsri> j^oR catajjogvx: AIP
IiTiiig Iron WorKS Co. Long' Island Ci]yN.Y.

Feb. lo, igiS.

"Our representative leaves for your coast today
He will drop in on you \\ atch for him"

PLEASE MENTION THE PACIFIC MARINE REVIEW WHEN YOU WRITE
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Carpenter Air Port with glass and storm
coveropen, approved by the Shipping Board

SPECIFIED, APPROVED AND ACCEPTED

by the

U. S. Emergency
Fleet Corporation
Port Lights, Bulkhead Lights, Chocks, Bitts,

Cleats, Deck Fittings, Rigging and Air Hose

GENERAL SUPPLIES FOR SHIP CONSTRUCTION AND EQUIPMENT
The great amount of work ahead of all shipbuilders, and the

scarcity of most of the important articles needed to successfully meet
the unusual conditions prevailing, makes an organization such as ours
particularly desirable at this time.

Our two big catalogs, of over 1500 pages, list everything needed
for shipbuilding from start to finish. Both will be sent promptly
upon request.

GEO-B-CARfErfTER^ Co.
440 NORTH WELLS STREET, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 15in. CariHiii.r \ir

cover, approvctl bi
I'ort without
he Shipping 1

PLEASE MENTION THE PACIFIC MARINE REVIEW WHEN YOU WRITE
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ESTABLISHED 1880

c. BEvruss CO.
SHIP BROKERS

244 CALIFORNIA STREET SAN FRANCISCO

MARINE
PHOENIX ASSURANCE COMPANY

Ltd., of London

PACIFIC COAST DEPARTMENT.

E. C. F. KNOWLES. General Agent

INSURANCE
THE UNION MARINE INSURANCE

CO., Ltd., of Liverpool

SAN FRANCISCO

A. LIVINGSTON. Unde

J. H. DIECKMANN, JR.
HARDWOODS & CABINET WOODS

SPANISH CEDAR, MAHOGANY
TEAK, LIGNUM-VITAE, OAK,

ROSEWOOD, ETC.

519 CALIFORNIA ST.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Van Arsdale-Harris Lumber Company
FIFTH AND BRANNAN STREETS SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA

White Cedar, Spruce or Sugar Pine Template Lumber
Worked to Any Thickness Desired

Redwood Pattern Stock White Cedar
In All Grades and Thicknesses For Mould Loft Flooring

Long Clear Fir Timbers • Vertical Grain Fir Decking

Sugar Pine • California White Pine

PLEASE MENTION THE PACIFIC MARINE REVIEW WHEN YOU WRITE
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A REMARKABLE MODEL
Tlic accompanying photographs give two views of a

model of the snperdreadnaught "New York" made com-
pletely of Crane Company's products, fittings, valves, spe-

cialties, etc.

The model was designed and its construction super-

vised by an employee of Crane Com|)any in tlie works of

the company's Bridgeport Division. It was transjiorted

from Bridgeport to New York on a large motor truck and
now is on exhibition in the Crane exhibit rooms, 23 West
l-'orty-fourth street. New York.
The over-all dimensions of the model are: length, 186

inches; breadth, 34 inches; molded depth, 42 inches; height

from keel to topmast 102 inches; net weight 3,308 pounds.
Si.x thousand six hundred and sixty-nine separate pieces

iMiter into the construction of this model. It is complete
to the smallest detail, and the ordinary working parts of

a battleship arc moveable. A small electric motor gives
action to the propeller. The ship is electrically wired
throughout, the wires running in conduit, and by the

pressing of a button action may be seen everywhere

—

the propeller turns, the commander salutes, lights flash,

guns roar, the wireless crackles, the search lights throw
a searching beam., The entire action is automatic and
may be continued indefinitely or until the pressing of

another button stops it.

A row of colored electric lights run from bow to stern

over the mast tips, and when in action the model makes
a truly wonderful and interesting exhibition.

The model contains a motor which causes the main movable
features of the model to carry out their proper functions.

It is scarcely necessary to point out to practical men the
vast amount of patience and labor taken in putting this
model together or the quality of skill shown in the design.
These things make an instant appeal.

Bow view of the

AN INTERESTING FINANCIAL REPORT
The balance sheet of the Osaka Shosen Kabushiki

Kaisha for the half year ending June 30, 1917, is a highly
interesting document. Among the statements in the re-

port of the Board of Directors occurs the following: "On
the South American Line, although this service was newly
opened at the end of last year, the opening of direct facili-

ties between this country (Japan) and the East Coast of

South America, as well as the effects of the political situa-

tion, caused the trade between the two countries to show
a rapid advance and goods of this country (Japan) went
in considerable quantity to South Africa and South Amer-
ica to replace European goods. Furthermore, the prohibi-

tion of exports of wool from Australia created a demand
for the wool of these countries, and not only were results

good, but the number of emigrants to South America
showing a tendency to increase steadily, the future of this

service is more and more promising.

"On the North American Lines, export trade with Amer-
ica continuing flourishing, the accumulation of outward
cargo became acute, and in addition to the regular liners,

several extra ships were sent, but, in spite of complaints

of still insufficient tonnage, at the end of the term, certain

foreign vessels engaged on the same run were removed or

commandeered and tonnage became more and more scarce,

freights generally rose in consequence, this being speci-

cally marked in the case of freights from the Straits

Settlements and Indo-China. But, in order to meet the

requirements of our trade with America, the greater part

of the space of all our ships was allotted to cargo from

this country. On the return run, movements of cargo

generally were not as expected, and since America's par-

ticipation in the war, restrictions have been placed on

exports, and shipments are not large, but results equal to

those of last year have been obtained.

"To sum up; the number of vessels used, including char-

tered vessels, was 131 of a tonnage of 271,237 tons, dis-

tributed over 46 home and foreign lines. 1,058,081 pas-

sengers and 47,425,923 pieces of cargo were carried at a

charge of 28,605,306 yen. Adding miscellaneous receipts,

gross receipts of 30,793,696 yen were obtained, subtract-

ing a gross expenditure of 16,871,390 yen gives a profit of

13,922,306 yen. Compared with the same term in the

previous year this shows an increase in gross receipts of

11,563,026, and in profit of 5,429,600 yen. Compared with

the term immediately preceding profits have increased

1,868,513 yen."
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WHITE BROTHERS' BULLETIN

We are entering upon a new business year. We know
what the past has been, we know what the present is,

and we feel pretty certain that we know what the next

twelve months would be if world conditions remained

as they are at present. However, world conditions are in

a state of flux. No man knows what the coming year

will bring forth, and we therefore shall not attempt to

predict conditions in the lumber business for the year

1918. ^. ^

We are in the war in real earnest now, and every bit of

energy in the country is being devoted to the winning of

it. This applies very particularly to the hardwood lumber
business. War orders and shipbuilding orders are keeping

the mills humming. Building has been restricted to such

an extent that the reaction is bound to be very near.

Housing facilities for industry and residence purposes are

commencing to be scarce, so that it will soon be abso-

lutely necessary to resume building operations. In the

meanwhile the Government and shipbuilding orders are

taking the surplus stock in the country and the volume of

business is large.

A great many hardwoods have gone up in price in

conformity with the rise in other commodities. This, how-
ever, applies to those woods which are used in shipbuild-

ing and allied industries, such as construction oak, ash,

and maple, etc. Hardwoods suitable for interior trim like

Southern red gum, quartered oak and genezero haye not

been advanced to any appreciable extent, except in the

instances of inahogany, walnut and birch, which have been
commanding high prices, among other reasons, on account

of their heavy demand for airplane construction.

The foregoing are the present market conditions. The
future is not capable of being forecasted, but American
business, after three years of world war, is grounded on
such a solid foundation that any conditions which may
arise will be boldly met and adequately cared for.

COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY ESTABLISHES
SUBOFFICE AT BOSTON

To keep more directly in touch with the interests of
shipping in the waters of Maine, New Hampshire and
Massachusetts, the United States Coast and Geodetic Sur-
vey, Department of Commerce, established a subofi^ice

in the Customhouse at Boston, about January 1, 1918.

As inspector in charge of this office, Mr. Homer P. Ritter,

a commissioned olTicer of the survey, will be prepared to
furnish information relative to the operations of this

branch of the Government service.

It will be the endeavor of this suboflfice to co-operate
fully with steamship lines, yacht clubs, mariners, and
others to the extent that dangers discovered, changes in

channels, and various other kinds of information needed
'^v the survey for keeping its nautical publications up to

date, shall be made available to the public as promptly
as possible.

A complete and up-to-date file of charts and publica-
tions relating to our coasts and surveys will be available
for inspection by those interested, and the office will

maintain a supply of the charts and other publications of
the survey for sale at catalogue prices.

LONGMANS' BOOKS ON SHIPBUILDING
PRACTICAL SHIPBUILDING. A Treatise on the Structural Design and

Building of Modern Steam Vessels

By A. CAMPBELL HOLMS, Surveyor to Lloyd's Register of Shipping. 2 Vols. Third

Edition, Revised and Enlarged. $18.50 net.

The revision made for the third edition has been extensive and thorough. Large portions

have been entirely re-vi^ritten and the whole brought up to date by numerous additions, altera-

tions, and amendments. Three new chapters have been added, on longitudinal framing, dam-
age repairs, and lifeboats and davits. A large amount of new matter has also been added in

connection with oil vessels, oil fuel, fire extinguishing, freeboard regulations, and bulkhead

subdivision.

"The book, as a whole, represents the most complete work in existence on the subject of

practical shipbuilding."

—

Marine Engineering.

A Text-Book on Laying Off ; or, The Geometry

of Shipbuilding.

By EDWARD L. ATTWOOD, M. Inst. N. A., R. C. N. C.
and I. C. G. COOPER, Senior L,oft.>iman. H. M. Dockyard.
Cliatham. Lecturer in Naval Architecture at Chatham.
Lecturer in Ship Carpentry at Whitstable. With Dia-

grams. 8vo, $2.00 net. Second Edition just ready.

Text-Book of Theoretical Naval Architecture.

By the Same Authors. With Tables of Squares and
Cubes and 145 Diagrams. Crown 8vo, $3.00 net.

Clearness and conciseness of expression characterize

this book. A notable feature is the direct practical appli-

cation of the methods taught. Two new chapters have
been added to this edition, one on launching calculations,

and one on the turning of ships.

War-Ships: A Text-Book on the Construc-

tion, Protection, Stability, Turning, Etc.,

of War Vessels.

Bv EDWARD L. ATTWOOD, M. Inst. N. A., Member
of the Royal Corps of Naval Constructors. With 209

Diagrams and 48 pages of blank paper for notes. Sixth

Edition. Medium Svo. $4.00 net.

Though intended primarily to provide naval officers

with authoritative data on the subject, the work will also

prove a useful introduction to naval architectun- for

apprentices and students at dockyards and elsewhfn-.

The various changes of practice made in recent year.s

will be found embodied in this edition.

A Complete Class-Book of Naval Architecture

(Practical Laying-Off, Theoretical).
By W. J. LOVETT, Member of the Institute of Naval

Architects. With 173 Illustrations, and almost 200 fully
worked-out Answers to recent Board of Education Ex-
amination Questions. Svo, $2.50 net.
Intended to supply shipwrights, platers, draughtsmen

and others in the shipbuilding world with a sufficiency
of naval architecture for the ordinary and everyday
needs and to enable them afterwards to study higher
works on the subject with intelligence and profit.

Shipyard Practice, as Applied to War-Ship
Construction.

By NEIL J. McDERMAID, Member of Royal Corps of
Naval Constructors, late Instructor on Practical Ship-
building at the Royal Naval College, Devonport. New
Edition. With Diagrams. Medium Svo, $4.00 net.
"The information given bears internal evidence of ac-

curacy and brings together probably more information
than has ever before Ijeen made public as to the details
and fittings in man-of-war practice. • » • "—Engineering
News.

Strength of Ships.
By ATHOLE J. MURRAY, Grad. R. N. C, Ass. M. I.

N. A. With numerous Diagrams, 3 Folding Plates, and 1

Folding Table. Svo, $5.00 net.
This book is devoted exclusively to the systematic

treatment of the strength of the structures and detail
flttings of ships. The treatment is not academical, but
essentially the outcome of practical experience in ship
design.
" • • • a \vork which fills a distinct gap in the litera-

ture of the subject, and is sure to take a leading place
aniouKst kindred text -books."—Belfast Northern Whig.

Write for Oar Catalogue of Pure and Applied Science

LONGMANS, GREEN & CO., Publishers
Fourth Avenue and Thirtieth Street, NEW YORK
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Sraun iKarin^ AuxtltaruB
Condentiag Apparatos

Feed Water Heaters
"®lip ^taniiarii of tbp Panfir" oiiH..t.r.«.dOiico,ier,

'
.

> n Evaparators and Distillers
PACIFIC coast)

BRAUN AUXILIARY AIR AND CIRCULATING PUMP

01. K Iraun $c (Ha.

Manufacturing Mechanical Engineers
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HARRISON MARINE PAINTS
are STANDARD

For various marine needs we offer these high grade marine paints, backed by
the Du Pont-Harrison Service:

Red Lead
Anti-Fouling

Metal Hull

Antoxide <Rust Preventing)

Spar Varnish

Interior Flat Cabin Finislies

Yaclit Colors

Declc Paint

Engine Enamels

Stack Paint

Cabin Varnish

Cabin White Enamels

Send for Booklet H. P. 660 showing Color Chips of these Paints.

HARRISON WORKS
OWNED AND OPERATED

E. 1. DUPONT DE NEMOURS & CO.

Visit the Dn I'ont Products Store, Pennsylvania Avenue and Boardwalk, when you are in Atlantic City.

PLEASE MENTION THE PACIFIC MARINE REVIEW WHEN YOU WRITE
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EARLY HISTORY OF MARINE GLUE

At first thought the subject of marine glue does not

seem imbued with romance, and yet, back of such a pro-

duct as JefFery's marine glue, there is a story of patient

development, careful scientific research and winning out

over severe obstacles.

In the year 1840, the late Alfred Jeffrey was engaged in

endeavoring to make a good anti-fouling composition for

ships' bottoms when he discovered the valuable material,

which he then named marine glue. With a conviction
produced not by the enthusiasm of an inventor, but with

the calm consideration and the knowledge of several sci-

entific men that this new composition would become of

immense advantage to the shipping industry, Mr. Jeffery

conceived that it would be beneficial to the State, and he

proceeded to offer his invention to the Admiralty. He
communicated with the Earl of Minto, then first Lord
of the Admiralty, and that official, after giving the propo-
sition consideration, recommended Mr. Jeffery to send

Nippon Yusen Kaisha

Tonnage-SOO,000 Ton. Fleet 95 Vessels

HEAD OFFICE: TOKYO, JAPAN
Trans-Pacific Regular Service

Between .Seattle and Hong Kong via .Japan Ports.
Shanghai and Manila, with direct connection for all points
in the Orient and Australia.

Fir.st-class passenger .steamers with all modern con-
venience.s will .sail from Seattle as follows:
KATORI MARU February 27
Vnkrihama, Kobe, Nagasaki, Shanghai, Hong Kong

—

Kiturn via Manila.
SUWA MARU March 27
Vcikohama. Kobe, Nagasaki, Shanghai. Manila, Hong

KoiiK.
ATSUTA MARU April 1

YdkoliaTiia, Kotie.
FUSHIMI MARU April24
VdkdhMina, Kobe, Naga.saki, Shanghai. JIanila. Hong

KAMO MARU April 27
V<.ki>lKniKi, Kdlic.
KASHIMA MARU May 8
Yokchariia. Kobe, Naga.saki. Shanghai. Hong Kong-

Return via .Manila.
KATORI MARU May29
Vokobania. Kobe, Naga.saki, Shanghai. Hong Kong—

l;.tuin via .M.mila.
ATSUTA MARU June 8
Vokr.haln.a. Kcibi-.

SUWA MARU June 26
Ynkoliama, Kobe. Naga.saki. Shanghai. Manila. Hong

Kong.
KAMO MARU July 5
Vokobaiiia. Kobe.
FUSHIMI MARU July24
Vokohama. Kobe, Nagasaki, Shanghai, Manila. Hong

Kong.
KASHIMA MARU August 7
Yokohama. Kobe, Nagasaki, Shanghai. Hong Kong

—

Return via Manila.
For further information, rates, tickets, berth reserva-

tion, etc., apply to any office of the principal railways
in the United States and Canada, also any office of
Messrs. Thos. Cook & Son, Messrs. Ra>Tnond & Whit-
comb Co., and other tourist agencies in all parts of the
world, or to the

Nippon Yusen Kaisha
Colman Building, Seattle

Railway Exchange Bldg., Equitable Bldg.,

Chicago New York

the particulars of his invention to the Record Office of
the Admiralty and to protect himself by patent.
Many experiments and severe trials were then made by

order of the government to test the qualities of the glue
and a committee of Master Shipwrights from the Royal
Dockyards convened at Woolwich in 1842, reported unani-
mously that they had become fully convinced not only
of its advantages in paying seams, but its invaluable prop-
erties for other purposes.
Then for five years Mr. Jeffery persevered to surmount

many difficulties and prejudices that he might ultimately
establish this important invention, and at length, in 1846,

so many proofs in favor of the glue had accumulated that

it was admitted to be incomparably superior to pitch or
resin for paying seams of decks.

All of this and a great deal more of the early history
of marine glue has been published in the Royal Album of

Arts and Industries, and we are indebted to L. W. Fer-
dinand & Co., of 152 Kneeland Street, Boston, Mass.,
who control Jeffrey's marine glue in this country for a

reprint of this interesting sketch.

LARGE METAL AND CHEMICAL INTERESTS
COMBINE BUSINESS UNDER NEW NAME

Announcement is made that the business of both the

(ioldschmitt Detinning Company and the Goldschmitt
Thermit Company will hereafter be conducted by the

"Metal and Thermit Corporation" with general offices

at 120 Broadway, New York. These two concerns have
been practically combined for the last two years and have
occupied joint offices at the above address. The com-
bination, which is controlled exclusively by Americans,
has now been put in more permanent form, as it is felt

that this will tend towards greater efficiency and co-

ordination of effort.

The detinning department of the Metal and Thermit
Corporation will carry on one of the largest industries

of its kind in the world, i. e., the recovering of tin from tin

scrap. Approximately 100,000 tons of tin scrap is treated

yearly by this department and the recovery approximates
the equivalent of 2000 gross tons of metallic tin. The out-

put of this branch of the corporation consists of pig tin

of a quality equaling Straits tin, tetrachloride of tin and
detinned billets. The latter being the iron scrap after the

tin is removed, compressed into billets and used by iron

and steel plants for resmelting.
In regard to the Thermit department, this will continue

the production and sale of thermit welding materials and
apparatus, as well as the various carbon free metals and
alloys which are produced by the aluminothermit pro-

cess. The process was first introduced in the United
States in 1902, and since then the business has grown
very fast, particularly in recent years when there has
been a very large demand for the metals, as well as for

the welding materials. In addition to its line of carbon
free metals and alloys, the company produces pure tungs-

ten powder of high quality and in very considerable quan-
tity. It is also selling agent for the output of a large

plant in the Middle West producing fifty per cent electric

furnace ferro-silicon.

The thermit welding process is used by practically all

the railroads in the United States and Canada for welding
broken locomotive frames and other heavy sections. It

is also used very extensively by the different steel mills

for welding broken equipment, such as rolls, pinions, crank
shafts, etc. In fact, over 1,000,000 pounds of thermit arc

used annually by these two industries alone. The pro-

cess is extensively employed for the welding of rails for

trolley lines, the welding of broken sternposts and rudder
frames of steamships and for other welding operations

too numerous to mention. The process is quite different

from either oxy-acetylene or electric welding and is

adapted to a much heavier class of work.
The Metal and Thermit Corporation operates four dif-

ferent plants, located respectively in Jersey City, Chrome,
N. J., Wyandotte, Mich., and East Chicago, Ind. The
Chrome and East Chicago plants are devoted to the detin-

ting industry; the Wyandotte plant to the production of

liquid chlorine and the Jersey City plant to the thermit

products, including welding materials, carbonfrcc metals

and alloys and pure tungsten powder. The corporation

operates branch offices and welding shops in Pittsburgh,

Chicago, San Francisco and Toronto.
The following are the oft'icers and directors: W. W.

Graham, Edgar L. Karston, Daniel C. Reid, F. C. Wheeler,
Robert R. Rogers, F. H. Kirschland, E. L. Ballard, L. A.

Welles, Chas. F. Lane, Philipp Genshcimer, Fred W.
Cohen.
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GENEZERO TRIM FOR SHIPS AND BUILDINGS

By C. H. White, Manager White Brothers, Hardwood
Lumber Dealers, San Francisco

Tlic West Coast of Central Aiiurica i)rodiices a hard-

wood which has for years been used extensively in Cali-

fornia, Oregon and Washington, but is little known in the

Eastern portion of our country. The wood we speak of

is Ocnezero, or more properly spelled the Spanish way,

lenisero. This high class cabinet wood is distributed very

plentifully over all the Central American States.

The tree is of large growth and logs from 36 inches

to 60 inches diameter are common. The wood runs very

clear and naturally from trees of this size wide boards
:irc the rule. The color of Genezero is brown, very near
the shade of American walnut. T!ie grain shows a decided
marking and is more pronounced tlian mahogany.
On account of the abundance of Genezero the price is

about half that of mahogany, and the stocks carried by
San Francisco dealers are very large. Genezero is used
very extensively on the Pacific Coast.

An example of trim in this wood is the world famous
Fairmont Hotel in San Francisco, on the top of Cali-

fornia Street hill. The building, as seen from the bay,

dominates the entire picture of the city. The newest large

hotel in San Francisco, the Whitcomb, on Market Street,

near Eighth, is also finished in Genezero. the furniture

also being made of the same wood.
Some of the finest office buildings in the same city arc

finished in this wood. The Monadnock and the Rialto
Buildings are good examples of this treatment.

In residence work Genezero is very highly considered.
Mr. J. R. Hanify, well known to yachtsmen all over the
world as the winner of the Gold Cup presented by King
George of England to the winner of the Exposition Yacht
Race, at San Francisco, in 1915, has recently built for

himself in San Francisco a palatial residence. This is

finished in Genezero throughout, and it is a beautiful ex-
ample of an elegant modern home.
For the cabins and deck houses of ships, Genezero has

Iiroven itself a most excellent trim. A great number of

the vessels built on the Pacific Coast are finished in this

wood and its width, toughness, durability and beauty com-
bined with its low cost make it particularly adapted for
this use.

An example of a fine boat with Genezero cabin is the
Clareniont, recently built by the Matthews Shipbuilding
Company of Hoquiam, Washington, for the Hart Wood
Lumber Co. of San Francisco.

In view of the scarcity and high price of mahogany and
walnut, and the abundance of Genezero, the use of the
latter wood offers a splendid opportunity for American
architects, furniture makers and shipbuilders.

At Los Angeles, CaL

S. L. KREIDER
General Tran.sportation Foreign Freight Traffic

38(1-382 Pacific Electric Building

Telephone Kearny 241 ESTIMATING AND DESIGNING

SMITH & SCANLON
MACHINE WORKS

MARINE AND STATIONARY REPAIRING
136 STEUART ST., NEAR MISSION

SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.

For Sale—FOUR NEW LAUNCHES, 45 x 11 feet with 50 H.P.
STANDARD engine.

LAUNCH. 52x12 feet, with 65 H.P. STANDARD engine.

LAUNCH, 65x18 feet, with 11 H.P. STANDARD engine.
CAR-FLOAT BARGE. 272x50x15 feet, net tonnage 1374 tons.

FOUR WHALEBOATS. SOxSVa feet, very cheap.

CROWLEY LAUNCH & TUGBOAT COMPANY.
Howard St. Wharf, San Francisco. Cal.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY—Two xMarine Engine thrust

shafts, 6'4" diameter x 9' 11" long over all, 14" forged

flanges each end, and five only 11^" thrust collars; also

two crank shafts 6}/i" diameter x 7' 7" long, with 14"

flange. Further particulars and price on application.

WILLAMETTE IRON AND STEEL WORKS
Portland, Oregon

THE ELLIOTT BAY DRY DOCK COMPANY
The plant of the Elliott Bay Dry Dock Company has

been taxed to its capacity with work these last two months
and following is a partial list of boats that have been
there for dry docking and repairs: Tug "Katahdin" of
the Carey Davis Towing Co., was docked and a new rud-
der shoe installed and all iron work painted. The tug
"Chema," of the Chesley Tug & Barge, was docked for
cleaning and painting and renewing part of lower guards.
The Border Line Company's motor boat "Wakena" was on
dock twice, first for changing sea, and second for instal-
ing new wheel. Steamer "Calista," of the Island Trans-
portation, was docked for cleaning and painting and exten-
sive work to the hull. Steamer "Buckeye" was docked for
minor repairs. Giant Powder Company's "Giant 11" was
docked for the installation of new machinery and other
extensive improvements. Tug "Tempest," of the Chesley
Meet, was on dock for extensive repair work with three
dockings. Kitsap County Transportation Company's
steamer "Reliance" was on dock for work on hull, painting
and caulking. Steamer "Emrose" from Bremerton docked
for replacing new outside condenser, new stem iron and
guards. The Liberty Bay Co.'s steamer "Liberty" wa^
docked for new iron shoe, painting and extensive hull
work. Tanker "Petroleum," of the Standard Oil Com-
pany, was on dock for cleaning, painting, new zinc plates
installed and changing of pipe connections. The steamer
"Daily" was at dock for the handling and shipping of
rudder, also caulking and carpenter work was being per-
fornied on Pacific Coast Coal Company's barge "Williai:!
II. Smith" and schooner "AH)ert Meyers".

Available for IMMEDIATE DELIVERY—240 h. p. heavy

dutv MARINE OIL ENGINES of standard make.

JOHN H. BERNHAKD
roadwav New York, N. "V'.

OREGON OAK SQUARE SHIP KNEES
We have on hand 452 finished Oak Shipknees, 2' stem

and 2' root from 4" to 1
0" thick. If interested, inquire at once.

SULLIVAN & FORBES, INC., Portland. Oregon.

Motorship Construction Co.
Vancouver, Washington

Boat and Ship Builders

Tugs Barges Fish Boats Auxiliary Schooners
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Seattle: u. s. a. _J«
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ANOTHER VALUABLE APPLICATION FOR
PORTABLE ELECTRIC DRILLS

At a time when old beliefs arc tumbling aroiincl our
<ais and old proverbs are wilting under the higher criti-

cism, our friend, Mrs. Necessity, known to fame as the

motlur of Invention, bobs up in the rocky fastnesses

of the British Columbia mountains and challenges would-
be detractors. Which is by way of saying that Mr. R. H.
,\'. Lockyer, M.E., of Trail, B. C, under stress of circum-

stances has evolved a notably efficient method of under-
cutting a commutator on which the mica has come to

tlic surface after the commutator had been turned. In
describing the c\olulion of his method, Mr. Lockyer
.Slid:

"I had occasion to undercut a commutator on a 500

K.W. generator, the mica having come to the surface

after the commutator had been turned. Work was com-
menced by hand, but we made practically no headway.
We had a small machine for undercutting railway com-
mutators, having a width of about three inches. We
rebuilt this machine with longer guide rods and had a
bracket made and mounted it on the brush shifting yoke.
We connected this with a flexible shaft but soon had to
discard the device because of t'v vibration.

"I then direct-connected a \ an Dorn Type DA-00 elec-
tric drill to the spindle of a milling machine and obtained
perfect satisfaction.

"Since then we have U' ed it on twenty-six generators
with a great saving of lime, a most important factor in a
power plant, especially when working on large generators.
In the tool we are using the cutter has a speed of 1650
R.P.M., a diameter of J4 in. and a thickness of .003.

"It occurred to me that my fellow engineers may be
interested in this method, so I made a snapshot of the
mounting of the device and one showing the method of
operation."

KILBOURNE & CLARK COMPANY
EXPANDING

Enlarging its New ^'ork r(.i>resentation, the Kilbourne
& Clark Manufacturing Company, with factory at Seattle,
Wash., has just appointed a new chief for the metropolitan'
territory in the person of C. B. Cooper. Mr. Cooper's
offices arc in the Singer Building, 149 Broadway, where
the Kilbourne & Clark organization has been established
for some time. Offices are also maintained in the Fife
Building, San Francisco.
(^.overnment orders for radio apparatus have caused the

great enlargement of the Kilbourne & Clark plant, a
$100,000 building having recently been purchased for the
factory at 24 West Connecticut Street, Seattle. Almost
400 employees are conducting three-shift service, and work
is turned out with marvelous speed and efficiency.

In no other plant on the Pacific Coast, so it is under-
stood, have women been employed so extensively for
electrical work of this kind. As a solution to the labor
problem, almost 100 women and girls have been intro-
duced into the Kilbourne & Clark plant, with results that
are highly satisfactory, according to President C. A.
Kilbourne.
Although war orders have been handled in large num-

bers by the Kilbourne & Clark organization, the commer-
cial end of the business has been pursued with the same
aggressiveness as before the war began. "K-C" equip-
ment is in use on the Atlantic, Great Lakes and Gulf, by
such representative shipping concerns as the Panama
Steamship Line (LInited States Government), Luckenbach
Steamship Co., American-Trans-Atlantic Co., Union Sul-
phur Company, Merritt & Chapman Co., Hannevig Bros.
(Norway), Magnolia Petroleum Co., Detroit & Cleveland
Navigation Co., and the Marquette & Bessemer Naviga-
tion Co.

Kilbourne & Clark radio apparatus practically dominates
Alaska, as all the important Alaska steamship lines are
equipped with it, and such packing concerns as Libby-
McNeill & Libby, the Alaska Packers' Association, the
Pacific-American Fisheries, etc., not only have ships
equipped with "K-C" w^irelcss, but have land stations as
well.

THE MOST MODERN ^\^
HEAVY DUTY ^RF

DISTILLATE ENGINES
Standardized and Interchangeable Construction

SEPARATE CYLINDERS

SEPARATE CYLINDER
HEADS

LONG CONNECTION RODS

J CAUSE LESS WEAR OF
^-PISTONS AND CYLINDERS

WATER BY-PASSES FROM
CYLINDER TO HEADS

TIGHTLY ENCLOSED BASE
ITH LARGE REMOVABLE

PLATES

BUILT BY A SKILLED MECH-
ANICAL ORGANIZATION

SEPARATE EXHAUST

m
MANIFOLD

ENGINE

PLASTIC BRONZE
BEARINGS

OVERHEAD VALVES
RESULTING IN LOWER

FUEL COST AND GREATER
POWER

MULTIPLE DISC SPUR GEAR
TYPE FRICTION CLUTCH

PISTONS REMOVABLE
THROUGH CRANK CASE
OR ABOVE AS PREFERRED

SLOW RUNNING
ARRANGEMENT

AN ECONOMICAL
LUBRICATING SYSTEM

OFFICE & WORKS
FIRST & MINNA STREETS, SAN FRANQSCO
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"The Machine That

Out-Dubs Them All"

NCJW that SPEED is the prime
requisite in the Ship Construc-
tion Program, the modern

builder of wooden vessels realizes that

The Dubbing Machine is an indispens-

able adjunct to the equipment of his

yard.

THE Springer and Ballard Dub-
bing Machine was designed to

replace the old fashioned time
and money wasting hand methods of

dubbing, and has proven so successful

in the shipyards of the Pacific Coast
that it is recognized as the standard ni

its class.

THE above view shows one use

of the Springer and Ballard Dub-
bing Machine in a Pacific Coast

ship yard. The cut below is a "close-

up" of the same machine.

May we give you further details I)y

mail ?

SPRINGER and BALLARD
Portland, Oregon

Outboard view of Seattle Brass Company port.

SEATTLE CONCERN BUSY
Mr. Edward Hough, dcsigiu-r of tlic Hough type of

vessel, was among the first of our naval architects to
recognize tlie advantages in the design of the air ports,
manufactured by the Seattle Brass Company, and accord-
ingly on November 2nd last, adopted their air ports as
the standard for the "Hough" vessels. The cut herein
shows the fourteen-inch size.

Tlie United States Government, through the Emergency
Fleet Corporation, likewise recognized the superiority of
these air ports, and by their stamp of approval, made
them the approved fittings for all vessels being built to
the order of the United States Government.
Such recognition is extremely gratifying, and particu-

larly so, to the manufacturers, who have put their shoul-
der to the wheel, and are bending every efifort in assist-
ance to the Government and the shipbuilding industry
of the Pacific Coast.
Both the inboard and the outboard view of the air port

is here shown, in which the advantages of the heavy
hinge construction, sash frame, and extra wide main frame
are illustrated. Another feature of special interest is the
improved grooved water shed. The advantages of this

groove or channel over that of the ordinary straight water
shed are so marked, under actual water tests that there is

no room for doubt as to the practical advantages of this

water shed. Letters patent have been applied for protect-
ing this improved feature.

The Seattle Brass Company are manufacturing the larg-
est line of air ports, bells, etc., in this territory. In fact

they have brought the various designs of Eastern manu-
facturers to their factory and are now offering to the
shipbuilders of the Pacific Coast, all the new patterns and
a great many of the older types that have stood the test

of time.
Their factory comprises 37,000 square feet devoted en-

tirely to the manufacture of brass goods. A complete cata-
logue of sliip chandlery is now ready for distribution, and
Ave understand will be forwarded promptly upon request.
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LINDE OXYGEN SERVICE
ASKS

Fifty-Fifty Co-operation From
Pacific Coast Patrons

We believe we have the service capacity to supply the

requirements of every Pacific Coast user of Oxygen.

We .have four big factories and distributing stations,

located in the larger coast cities—all four backed by huge
stocks maintained at our other sixty stations located on

Continental Trunk Lines.

And we are adding thousands of new cylinders monthly
to the hundreds of thousands we have in commission

—a grand total more than sufficient to meet even

war-time requirements.

But We Must Have The Co-operation

of Patrons to Keep the Cylinders Rolling

Empties must be returned to us promptly.

This vital factor in the maintenance of the standard of

service in which all our interests are mutual must be

apparent to every Oxygen user. To this end we ask you

to do your bit—SEE THAT THE EMPTIES ARE
GATHERED PROMPTLY AND SHIPPED WITH
EQUAL PROMPTNESS TO US VIA THE SHORT-
EST ROUTE.

LINDE AIR PRODUCTS COMPANY
(Pacific Coast)

Kohl Building, San Francisco

LOS ANGELES EMERYVILLE PORTLAND SEATTLE
1405 Mission Road 452 Watts Street 15th & Hoyt Streets 530 First Avenue, South

Service Backed by Interlocking Chain of Sixty-Four Plants and Warehouses

Extending from Coast to Coast

PLEASE MENTION THE PACIFIC MARINE REVIEW WHEN YOU WRITE
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Tke Standardized Ship

WE have heard a great deal uf late in regard to the standar.iized ship. In the generally

accepted sense of the term this means a fabricated hull on standard lines which will per-

mit of duplication of framing and all bracket, gusset and flanging work. The possible

saving that may be secured in the construction cost of a hull by this method may be considerable, and

i)n the other hand, it may not turn out such a factor as is looked for by the advocates of ship manu-

facturing as opposed to shipbuilding.

It seems to be true of all industries that a gain in one direction is usually accompanied by a loss

ill another, and shipbuilding will be found no exception to this rule. The loss in the case of the ship,

however, is one that can hardly be measured in terms of dollars and cents. The universal acceptance

"f the standardized ship would sound the death knell of an art.

From time immemorial the ship has been referred to as "she". The ship has possessed a per-

sonality. She has been a creature of foibles. She has carried and accentuated the peculiarities of her

designer and also of her builder, and for this reason has always commanded a greater share of

human interest than any other commercial product of man's brain and handiwork. The shipowner

and the shipbuilder have always held pet theories in regard to what was most proper and fitting for

a ship, and thus the owner has always incorporated a part of himself in the structure through the

medium of ideas and the builder's personality is always present in some distinctive phase of the design

nr workmanship. Can we afford to lay aside all incentive for individual design and place each type

of ship on a dull, lifeless level? Shall we replace the art of shipbuilding with the business of ship

manufacturing?

In Great Britain the ship has always been regarded as an object possessing personality and it has

been this personality that has created and held the intense interest of the British people in their mer-

chant marine and in their navy. If the United States is to permanently hold the important place on

the sea which she is now assuming, we must maintain and foster the interest of our people in ships

and in order to do this our ships must be live things. Each ship must be distinctive, real and vibrat-

ing, with its own special message of the sea. The standardized ship is a corpse, and our people will

never enthuse o\er a great fleet of corpses.
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The Los Anceles Shipbuilding & II

chcd and four nthe
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JLos Angeles Looking to the Future
By Clarence H. Matson

ww'T^ Hr{ trouble with the shipping world is

that it doesn't know anything about the

facilities for ships at Los Angeles, nor

do steamship men realize the possibilities of com-
merce through the Port of Los Angeles."

Such was the statement of a New York steam-

ship manager recently after his attention had been

directed to the Southwestern port and he had made
an examination of its new dock facilities.

It is perhaps no great wonder that the statement

of this steamship man is true, for Los Angeles as a

deep water port, capable of caring for a large com-
merce, is comparatively new. But the same is true

of its growth in population, which, according to

census bureau statistics, has made it the largest

city in America west of St. Louis.

While it has been growing into the largest city

of the West, Los Angeles also has made itself a

great seaport, and it now has some of the finest

On the extreme left to the west of the railr(>.id tracks is

submerRed area 600 feet wide and nearly a mile long to i>e

reclaimed for intensive waterfront industrial uses.

water terminals in the world. It is also undergoing

a great industrial growth, and is now beginning to

expand its commerce across the Pacific and down

the West Coast of Mexico and South America.

Situated as it is in the Southwestern part of the

United States, almost on a direct line from Chicago

to Honolulu—and on across to the Philippines and

the East Indies—the Los Angeles gateway affords

the short rail route from the Pacific Coast to the

Middle West and a very great portion of the East.

This, together with easy grades, and absence from

snow trouble, makes the Los Angeles gateway at-

tractive for a vast volume of transcontinental

freight destined for the Orient or Australia.

It's a far cry from the open roadstead of San

Pedro, described by Richard H. Dana, in "Two
Years Before the Mast", to the Los Angeles Harbor

of the present. And most of the great change has

been wrought within very recent time. The open

roadstead has been converted into an anchorage and

outer harbor, protected by the great San Pedro

breakwater, while what was formerly only a slough

surrounded by a wide expanse of mud fiats, has

been changed into a commercial and industrial area

with deep-water channels and basins extending two

and three miles inland.

The City of Los Angeles itself, formerly only an

inlanil town twenty miles from the sea, has ex-

panded and stretched out its bdundaries with its

phenomenal growth, until nnw it embraces many

miles of shore line.

It was in 1009, less than nine years ago, that the

former harbor towns of San Pedro and Wilmington

annexed themselves to Los Angeles in order to

enable the larger city to expend its wealth in

creating a harbor practically made to order. And

after some time spent in preliminary plans and legal

procedure, the actual work of building was started

in 1912. and in less than six years approximately
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$5,700,000 lias hern spent hy the city in its liarlxir

work.

An t'xanipk' of this work is shown by the \V\vt

liuilt for the use of tile racific .Steamship Conipan\

- the southerly part of Pier "A".

Pier "A" is a solid earth fill with a water frt)nt-

;me on the east side of .^S13 feet. On the westerly

side it is bounded b\ the right-of-way of the

Southern Pacilic Railroad. The southerly end of

the pier has a fronta.ye of 900 feet on the Turninj^f

ISasin.

l'"i\e years aii'o this pier was no ])ier at all. but

was submerged lanil, co\'ered with water several

feet deep at high tide. Bulkheads were built and

a channel 30 feet deep at low tide, and 500 feet wide

was dredged along the east side. The dredgings

Idled the area which formed the pier. At that time

a wharf 2050 feet long was under construction

along the upper ])ortion of the pier, and this with

two transit sheds, 1005 feet long, and 495 feet long.

respecti\el\-. \\as afterwards used as berths by the

American-Hawaiian and Independent Steamship

Companies.

But as late as P315 nothing had been done with

the lower part of the pier except that a small ma-

rine machine shop was permitted to locate on that

portion fronting on the Turning Basin. This small

machine shop, by the way, has now expanded into

the National Engineering Corporation, and is rap-

idly becoming one of the important ship repair and

outfitting establishments of the Pacific Coast.

Then the Pacific Coast Steamship Company, look-

ing for new facilities at Los Angeles to care for its

growing business, applied to the Board of Harbor

Commissioners of Los Angeles for a municipal

berth. The company was attracted by the berthing-

facilities that had been furnished by the city to the

American-Hawaiian Steamship Company, and it i)e-

titioned for similar wharf and terminal facilities

along the easterly side of the south end of Pier "A".

The Board of Harbor Commissioners conse-

quently agreed to construct a wharf 923 feet long

and 50 feet wide, and a freight shed 600 feet long

and 100 feet wide, for the use of the Pacific Coast

Steamship Company.
The terminal as originally agreed upon, was com-

pleted last .\pril. but in the meantime a consolida-

Site of Standard Oil storage tanks, l.os Angeles Harbor. April, ISlfi.

tion of the Pacific Coast Steamship Company had

been effected with the Admiral Line and the Pacific

Navigation Company^, the consolidated concern

being known as the Pacific Steamship Company.

The wharf originally planned was designed to care

for the "President", the "Governor", and the smaller

\essels of the Pacific Coast Steamship Company,

but under the merger provision had to be made

for the "Harvard", the "Yale", and some of the

vessels of the Admiral Line also.

Consequently a 406-foot extension w^as added to

the wharf ; the freight shed was made 622 feet long,

and an additional umbrella shed, 60 by 250 feet,

was built.

The wharf, as it now stands, is 1329 feet long

and 50 feet wide. It is built of creosoted piles along

a channel 30 feet deep at low tide. The southerly

end faces the Turning Basin, and an auxiliary wharf

150 feet long extends along the southerly end of the

pier.

There are five drop slips or cargo aprons in front

of the main transit shed for unloading cargo from

side ports ; one drop slip in the open wharf between

the two slips, and two in front of the umbrella

shed.

The main transit shed is designed for the use

of the "President" and "Governor", and other sinii-

l'-^^*4fe^Mi)

Site n( the Los Aneeles Shipbuildinc & Dry Doclt Company. June 15. 1917. Submerged land being reclaimed for shipbuild

Pi.r A. I.n« An,reU« Harhnr. as it aoneared in 1915. Originally this entire area was submerged land.
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lar vessels of the company's fleet, while the north-

erly end of the wharf is designed for the use of

the "Harvard" and "Yale".

The frame of the main transit shed is of timber

construction. Like all other transit sheds at Los
Angeles, it is built with trusses with a span of 100

feet, so that there are no pillars in the shed what-

ever. The 100 feet width of the shed, and the entire

length is without obstructions of any kind.

The siding of the shed is asbestos-protected cm-
/ugated metal, and the roof is a built-up roof cov-

ered with a white silica. The building has an auto-

matic sprinkler system throughout.

There is a clear headroom of 22 feet from the

floor to the truss beams, affording ample height

for the piling of cargo.

The shed stands 22 feet from the front of the

wharf, and in front of the northerly portion of the

broad incline inside the shed, the foot of the incline

being convenient to the passenger tracks t)utside.

From the top of the incline and from the waiting
room a passenger gallery extends along the transit

shed to an oxerhead gangway, so that passengers
do not have to dodge freight handlers and trucks in

going to and from ship. This special facility was
designed for the "President" and "Governor".
The "Harxard" and "Vale" usually dock at the

wharf extension to the north, and their passengers
land on the wharf level, a canopj- leading from the

gangway to the umbrella train sheds near by.

There are also three cargo aprons or slips in this

wharf extension for loading and unloading from
side ports, two of these aprons leading to the um-
brella shed, 60 by 250 feet, back of which are three

depressed railroad tracks.

These railroad tracks are all a part of the niunici- 4

submerged land.

shed and a pari of the open wharf adjoining, is

approximately 400 feet of railroad track for spotting

cars along shipside. This allows the handling of heavy

cargo direct from ship's sling to car, or vice versa.

In the rear of the transit shed is a loading plat-

form 11 feet wide, facing on four depressed rail-

road tracks. There is a shed door to every car

length, so that four cars can be spotted at each

door.

.\t the norlhcrly en<i of the transit shed are also

three tracks covered 1)_\ und)n.'lla train slieds, cap-

able of holiling twelve passenger cars.

In the north end of the she<i are pro\i<k'd offices

and baggage facilities for the steamship company,

and over the offices is a passenger waiting room,

efjuijjped with all comforts necessarv for the travel-

ing public. This waiting room is rcachofl by a

pal harbor Itelt line. They are electrically operated

1)\ an arrangement between the Board of Harbor
Commissioners and the Pacific Electric Railway
Company, and arc served by the Southern Pacific

and Salt Lake Railroads, as well as by the Pacific

I'llectric, the latter road handling the cars of the

steam roads under the direction of the Board of

Harbor Commissioners, without cost to the shipper.

A paved roadway 60 feet wide runs the entire

length of the pier in the rear of the railroad tracks.

The area on the westi'rly side of the roadwav is

used at present for commercial and industrial pur-

poses, but ma_\ exentnallv be utilized for storage

warehouses.

This is believed to be one of the best arranged

docks for all purposes, both general cargo and pas-

senger, on the Pacific Coast, if not in all America.
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Municipal transit shed built by the City of Los AnKeles for the use of the Pacific Steamship Company. Vi^

The Paciik Steamship Company holds an inde-

terminate berthing permit on this dock. The com-

pany has the preferential right to its use at all

times, but the city reserves the right to dock other

vessels there whenever the Pacific Steamship Com-

pany is not using it. The permit of the company

is indeterminate in that it has no time limit, but

either the city or the company can terminate it

on two years' notice.

As compensation, the company pays the city the

regular dockage and wharfage charges which the

city fixes for all municipal facilities in the harbor.

Another instance of a municipal dock constructed

for a special purpose, is that which the City of

Los Angeles has built for the Standard Oil Com-

pany on the west side of the Turning Basin.

About two years ago the city leased to the Stand-

ard Oil Company an area of seven acres on what

was known as Smith's Island, west of the Turning

Basin. The tracks of the Southern Pacific and Pa-

cific Electric Railways were between the Turning

Basin and the area leased to the Standard Oil Com-

pany.

On this area the Oil Company built a number of

storage oil tanks, most of them with a capacity of

55,000 barrels. The entire area was originally

under water and was reclaimed by dredging done

by the city.

Facing on the Turning Basin across the railroad

tracks the city constructed a wharf especially de-

signed for docking tank steamers and for loading

them with oil through pipe lines. Originally this

wharf was constructed .500 feet long, but later the

increasing business of the company required an

extension of 223 feet.

Municipal wharf and transit shed. Los Angeles Harbor, under con-

struction for the Pacific Steamship Company, showmg
type of construction.

A series of pipe lines bring both fuel and refined

mIs to the storage tanks from the company's refin-

,d„,d Oil .torage tanks. Los Angeles Harbor. Enormous quantities of both fuel and refined oils are exported from her..
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mship Company. Th
id outfitting shops.
nd the Fulton Ehipy

iiund m the foreBround has h

Kalph J. Chandler Shipyard
at the head of the channel

nunicipal dock built fo
ering Corporation for ex

can be seen over the north end of the Pacific Stea

ery at El Scgundo, a few miles away, and from the

oil fields east of Los Angeles. The oil also is

loaded by pipe lines direct from the storage tanks

to tank steamers lying at the dock on the Turning

Basin.

\\ hat the construction of this facility has meant
for the business of the harbor is indicated by the

fact that over this one wharf there is now exported

approximate!}' as much refined oil in a single month
as the entire harbor handled both in and out two It contains more than ten acres of floor space, and
years ago ; and the amount of fuel oil exported over will hold over 80,000 tons of merchandise,
this wharf is double the amount the entire harbor The building is as absolutely fire-proof as it can
handled in 1916. It is probable that the current be made in its construction, and is equipped with
year will see not less than ten million barrels of an automatic sprinkler system, and an auxiliary

of four acres from the city and facing on the West
Basin, on which it expects to erect a plant for

casing oil, as soon as war conditions will permit.

Still another type of harbor facilities provided
by the city is illustrated by a reinforced concrete

warehouse which has been erected on Municipal
Pier No. 1, in the outer harbor section.

This warehouse, which is six stories high, besides

the basement, is 480 feet long and 152 feet wide.

both fuel and refined oils exported from the Port

of Los Angeles.

So rapidly is the oil business growing at Los An-
geles that the Union Oil Company is building a

new refinery immediately adjacent to the harbor at

a cost of more than $2,000,000, and it has requested

the Board of Harbor Commissioners to provide it

with berthing facilities somewhat similar to those

enjoyed by the Standard.

The Standard also has leased an additional area

water tank on the roof.

In the five upper stories are 40 rooms, each ap-

proximately 150 by 60 feet, with 32 smaller rooms
in the basement and first floor.

These are some of the facilitiles which the City of

Los Angeles has built in creating a modern harbor

where once was only an open roadstead and an ex-

panse of mud flats. It is in the use of these facilities

that Los Angeles expects to extend its trade, and

that of its adjacent territory, to the entire world.

sit shed of Pacific Steamship Company. This shed is 100 feet wide
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PLANTS VERSUS PRODUCTION

TH I{ stand recently taken by the Shipping-

Board in regard to new shipbuilding con-

cerns is a highly commendable one. It is

noteworthy that all the vexatious troubles and de-

lays incident to the prosecution of the Government

program have been confined to newly started yards

which have possessed neither an organization nor

a staff of men familiar with ship construction.

Some of these concerns have been blundering along

slowly, accomplishing practically nothing and draw-

ing men away from plants which were turning out

work in a satisfactory manner.

At the opening of hostilities we possessed a nu-

cleus of high class shipyards engaged in steel con-

struction and a meager handful of wooden yards.

This meant that not only was the supply of skilled

workmen for either steel or wooden construction

limited, but also men trained for the management

and direction of this work were scarce. It was

evident, therefore, that an undue increase in the

number of plants would result in a delay rather

than an acceleration of output.

The grave difficulties which arose through this

condition are slowly but surely being eradicated,

and a large number of the newer shipyards have

mastered the rudiments of shipyard management

and are steadily forging aheail in speed of output.

As far as management ami e(|uipmcnt affect the

final result the Go\'crnment can confidently look

forward to a continued and rajiidly accelerating im-

provement, both in the charactt-r of the work and

the tonnage output.

THE FREE PORT QUESTION

TH Iv Committee on Free Port of the San

J'Vancisco Chamber of Commerce is now
ready w ith its final report on this highly im

purtant mailer. This report is an extremely valu-

able (loeunuMil inasmuch as all sectionalism has

been studiously axoided and a serious attempt has

been made to stick to the fundamental truths which

underlie the ad\antages the formation of free |iort

districts is likely to bring to those communities

which may be chosen as locations for the establish-

ment of conditions which, so far as free ports ha\e

been created in different trade centers, have tended

to build up world commerce.

The theory of the free port is practically argu-

ment-proof. For this reason it becomes necessary

to search the realm of the practical for arguments

against it. Even here the field for controversy

is limited, in fact, is boiled down to the one ques-

tion, do the undoubted advantages to be secured

through the creation of certain free ports offset the

cost, not of creating a free port district, for that is

negligible, but of making the free port district attain

the ends for which it was created.

It must be remembered that while we can legis-

late a free port district into existence we cannot

legislate it into Ix'ing profitable. While the question

of customs administration would take on new and

untried aspects, we can safely assume that this

phase of the question could and would be taken

care of. The question of smuggling and the cost

of collecting duties could be solved eventually b\'

the revenue ser\ice and could probably be accom-

plished without serious loss of revenue, if any.

What, then, is the fundamental wish or hope that

is back of the efforts of those who are advocating-

the free port system for the United States? We
think this is best stated in a few short paragraphs

of the report of the Committee of the San Francisco

Chamber of Commerce, as follows:

"It would be foolish to say that the freedom of

the port in and of itself alone makes a port great in

its ^-olume of foreign trade. We have great ports

that are not free ports. It would be ridiculous to

contend that the trade of London or Hamburg, for

example, have been due solely or even mostly to

the kind of 'freedom' invohed in the free port idea.

Manv factors and causes, some natural, as above

stated, some artificial, of the kind alluded to, others

that belong under the head of financial organiza-

tion, labor conditions. Government aid, etc., in vary-

ing degrees in different great ports, go to make up

the sum, but what is in point here' is to note and

make plain that the freedom of a port from unneces-

sary interference b\- Go\-ernnient officials and rules

and restrictions, whether customs or otherwise,

must necessarily and to an appreciable degree be

a real factor to be reckoned with. It may not be

SI! eas\ ill see 'this \\\ the case of London and
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Hamburg, where the other factors are so over-

shadowingly important, but it is very easy to see

it in the examples of Hongkong and Singapore on

the Pacific, and it has been made quite apparent

in the recent brief trial in Copenhagen in Europe.

"If the freedom of a port is a measurable factor

in its prosperity, it follows that conceivably it may

in many cases be the deciding factor as between it

and its foreign ri\ als.

"A general surxey of Pacific Ocean commerce will

in our judgment warrant the conclusion that a na-

tional free port policy applied to San Francisco Bay

would mean in a short time the establishment of

an international market on San Francisco Bay com-

parable in importance with Hongkong and Singa-

pore.

"When we consider how much of the trade of both

these great world ports is directly and plainly trace-

able, in the first place, to wise governmental helps

of an affirmative character, and secondly, to the

absence of customs control or interference, that

is to say, to the fact that they are 'free ports', we
arrive at some comprehension of the degree in which

it is true to say that the greatness of both ports

has been largely artificially established by England.

"Both these ports are, on the one hand, practically

'branch stores', as they have been aptly called, for

the sale in the Orient of goods from all nations,

and, on the other hand, they are the assembly ])laces

of the innumerable cargoes, large and small, that

come ni>t only from their respecti\e immediate

neiuhborhoods, l)ut from all o\'er the Orient, and

whose ultimate destination is I'.urope or the Amer-
icas. In this way are collected, and then sorted,

graded and packed the spices, cocoa, teas, vegetable

oils, tin and other ores, rubber, copra and other

raw materials, in immense volumes, that might in-

deed have been gathered up elsewhere, but are

gathered up and re-exported by Singapore and

Hongkong largely because of their superior port

arrangements, based on the free port policy. These
artificial arrangements have been main, if not con-

trolling, factors in making them the distribution

centers and market-places both f<.)r imports to and

exports from the Orient.

"San Francisco ought to fulfill similar functions

as between the Orient and Spanish America, and

we believe the free port system would help appre-

ciably in giving a strong impetus to the creation

and indefinite expansion of that branch of foreign

commerce which embraces the re-export trade."

LAUNCHING THE FAITH

PERHAPS no recent maritime event has caused

more widespread interest throughout the en-

tire world where ships are taken into account

than the launching of the reinforced concrete ship

"Faith", which slid quietly into the waters of Red-

wood Creek, San Francisco Bay, on March 14th.

The "Faith" is not the first concrete ship to be

built, but she represents the first attempt to con-

struct a large, ocean-going ^•essel to be propelled

by her own power and is more than double the

size of any similar structure yet attempted.

A portion of hundreds of drays and tr

Navigation Company's dock. Pier 2i

chance to get into the Mats
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'I'hc "Faith" is so far in ail\aiicc nf any other

concrete hull yet floated and the data from former

experience is so meager that technical opinion on

the probabilities of the ultimate measure of success

to be secured by this new form of ship construction

is naturally very diversified. But whatever the

opinions held, the admiration for the courage and

energy displayed by the officers and stockholders

of the San Francisco Shipbuilding Company is such

that if well wishes can secure the success of a ven-

ture the complete success of the new vessel is abso-

lutely assured.

WHARF CONGESTION

AGRE.^.T deal of mild controversy has been

indulged in of late on the question of freight

congestion at San Francisco. That conges-

tion has made itself seriously felt at times is a

self-evident fact to anyone who has seen immense

numbers of drays and trucks waiting for a chance

to deliver goods to a wharf or remove cargo that

is waiting to be transported to its destination or to

some railroad freight depot.

On the other hand, San Francisco has, when

measured in terms of tonnage movement, a very

large wharf area as compared to many important

sea ports. This leads us to seriously consider

whether we are getting the most out of our pres-

ent improved waterfront and whether the solution

of cargo congestion does not lie in improving the

efficiency of the present wharfage system rather

than adding to its extent.

The San Francisco wharves are both longer and

wider in comparison to the carrying capacity of the

by the most eminent terminal engineers, and there-

vessels docking at them than is usually advocated

fore, we may take it for granted that lack of wharf

area is not the seat of the trouble.

There is one point, howex'er, which all experts

on water terminals agree upon, and that is that the

wharf shed should never fill any of the functions

of the warehouse. Does San Francisco possess a

really adequate system of warehouses immediately

adjacent to her wharf system? She certainly does

not: in fact, there is hardly a warehouse in the city

but what requires a drayage haul of some length

between the wharf and itself. It is quite true that

if the goods to be handled were cither of San Fran-

cisco origin or destined to be delivered to San

Francisco dealers that the drayage haul would still

be necessary, the difference merely being that in one

case the haul was to or from the wharf, and in the

other to or from the warehouse. But with a large

warehouse as a collecting and distributing reser-

voir for each wharf or each group of wharves, con-

gestion on the docks, themselves would be elim-

inated as by the use of overhead conveyors, in-

coming freight could be cleared away practically

as quickly as it was landed from the ship. The owner

of the g Is would then a\i)id paying heavy dray-

age charges on his consignment until he was ready

to move the shipment to his place of business.

.'\nother source of saving would be that the busi-

ness of local transference of commodities would be

far more regular and not subject to costly periods

of oxertaxed equipment and vexatious delays.

Certainly the savings that arc possible through

the proper co-ordination of an adequate warehouse

system with the present and future wharf .system

are great enough to encourage the most careful and

painstaking research to determine whether such

co-ordination is possible and practical on San Fran-

cisco's waterfront.

SOME STEAMSHIP OPINIONS

The Pacific Shipping and Alaritime Committee of

the Associated Chambers of Commerce of the Pa-

cific Coast recently sent a questionaire to some one

hundred and fifty American steamship companies

requesting their views as to necessary changes in

existing laws and regulations in order to place the

American merchant marine on a proper foundation

to meet the competition which will become inten-

sified after the war.

The questions asked of these one hundred and

fifty steamship companies were as follows

:

What particular handicap do you suffer under

existing American laws as compared with those of

competing nations i

What existing laws and regulations would you

suggest being repealed and why .-

What existing laws and regulations would you

suggest being amended and to what extent?

What new laws and regulations would you sug-

gest being made and why t

Any general remarks and suggestions as to what

vou consider should be done to upbuild and pro-

tect an American merchant marine.

The idea in view was to secure a concensus of

opinion by abstracting the replies and then for-

ward the abstracts to the companies who had replied

for criticism and suggestion. The natural result

of this will, of course, be as near as possible to

the combined opinion of the vessel owners and oper-

ateirs of the United States and will furnish a work-

able platform that will be acceptable to the majority

of those most directly interested.

A general abstract and condensation of the replies

received is about as follows:

That the Steamboat Inspection Service should be

so changed that the ideas of the inspectors will be

the same in every port. In this connection it will

be noted that the prevalence of individual interpre-

tation of the rules and regulations of the inspection

service is such that a ship may pass inspection at

one port, but not at another. This, of course, has

caused many costly delays and disagreements.

There was a marked uniformity of opinion on the

question of measurement tonnage to the effect that
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our measurement rules should he made to conform

with those of other nations.

In the matter of manning, the consensus of opin-

ion was that the number of officers and men in the

crew for vessels of different tonnage should con-

form to the British practice. This opinion was ex-

pressed most strongly in regard to the engine room
force.

As to the higher wage scale on American ships,

the opinion was that this would have to be offset

through legislation in some manner.

It was generally claimed that the increased re-

quirements of the United States for cjualifications of

l)Oth officers and crews in the form of certificates

and licenses over those imposed by foreign nations

restrict the number of available men and should

he made to conform to the British requirements.

In reference to the Seamen's law, the general

trend cf the opinions turned in was that this act

should be amended, cir at least suspended until a

concurrent law has been enacted h\ the principal

maritime nations which will be the future competi-

tors of the United States on the ocean.

The clauses in the Seamen's act most frequently

criticized were the provision for paying half the

wages earned at any port, it being claimed that this

put a premium on desertions at foreign ports and

])layed directly into the hands of unscrupulous

boarding house keepers at these ports : Section

thirteen, the so-called language clause, to be

amended to approximate the regulations of other

maritime nations regarding this subject; and by
modifying the provision for licensing seamen so as

to permit any competent man to qualify for license

on satisfactory evidence of his proficiency to the

("roxernment local inspectors regardless of the arbi-

tr,ir\ requirements of length of service.

Among the suggestions offered were that the

United States Shipping Board should organize a

department whose functions would lie to ascertain,

ship by ship and \oyage by \(>yage, the exact dif-

ference in the cost of operation of American shijis

in o\erseas trades as compared with those of foreign

nations, due to causes inherent in our jiolitical an<l

economic policy, causes whicli the American ship-

owner cannot possibly o\ercome. Having deter-

mined this handicap to American shipping, the Ship-

ping Board should formulate and recommend legis-

lation which would overcome these disadvantages

and place American shipping on a parity with com-

]>eting nations in international trade.

It was also suggested that as soon as possible

after peace is declared there should be an inter-

national agreement among all maritime nations cov-

ering the operation of vessels engaged in foreign

trade to the end that they might all be uniform as

far as possible ; that the question of the difference

in wages should be adjusted by legislation b\' the

United States, so that the higher standard of this

country should not fall as a handicap on the indi-

\idual shipowner.

In response to questions as to the best size of

ships for the foreign trade, the answers naturally

grouped themselves into four classes of vessels

:

tankers for transporting bulk oil ; vessels for short

voyages, such as to the A\"est Indies, Central America,

etc. ; vessels for carrying bulk cargo, such as coal

and vessels for long overseas voyages.

There was a wider latitude of opinion in regard

to the tankers than in the other types. The recom-

mended tankers ranged from S500 to 15,000 tons,

with steamers of from 10,000 to 12,000 tons most

frequently favored.

Ships of from 5000 to 6000 tons deadweight ca-

l)acit\' w ere generally accepted as being best adapted

for trade with the West Indies, Mexico and Central

.\merica, and for general use as "tramps". Tlie

lack of a general distribution of port facilities cap-

able of taking care of much larger vessels was one

of the chief limiting factors given as governing the

size f)f vessels for trading in these localities.

It was generally conceded that single deck ves-

sels for handling bulk cargo, such as coal, etc.,

should not, as a general rule, exceed 5500 tons,

while many favored 5000 tons as a maximum.

In the recommendations for general trade vessels

for the long overseas routes there was a clearly

defined lawn drawn between those for the Atlantic

and those for Pacific Ocean service. The opinions

center around vessels for 10,000 deadweight tons for

the Atlantic routes and of from 12,000 to 12,500 tons

for the longer Pacific runs.

In their remarks on operating costs, many of

the steamship companies gave interesting compari-

sons of the difference in operation costs between

different sized craft. It is interesting to note that

the cost of operating the larger vessels as compared

with the smaller ones is very close, particularly so

in respect to English steamers. It is claimed that

\essels of 7500 tons can be operated at practically

the same cost as those of 5000 tons, with the excep-

tion (if ])ossibly three tons of coal or the equivalent

anioinit of fuel oil additional. A'essels of 10,000

tons as compared with those of 7500 tons can he

operated at the same cost, barring fuel, under tlie

British rules, whereas Ainerican rules advance the

cost for the larger ship approximately ten per cent.

The vessels of l)oth nationalities would consume

about four tons more of coal per day. Vessels of 12,500

tons, as compared with those of 10,000 tons, would

cost the same for operating charges under British

rules, of course barring fuel, whereas under the

.\merican rules they would cost approximatel\' fixe

per cent more. In other words, an American \essel

of 12,500 tons would cost nearly one-seventh more

to operate than a British x'essel, this difference being

on account of American laws and regulations. This

would be a heavy handicap against an American

merchant marine and is one of the subjects recom-

mended to be investigated by the Ignited States

Shipping Board.



A Side Light on the Oil Situation

Til I'', t'dlldwin,!; I'.'ttiT addrrssnl to tlu' nK-nil)ers

i)f the Federal Oil inspection Board by Mr.

Robert N. Bulla, secretary and manager of

llic Central Oil Company of California, is repro-

iluced here as throwing some interesting side lights

on the \arious control measures placed by the Gov-

cniiiH'nt on the oil industry as ^•ie\ved from the

sland])oint of the smaller oil companies. It will be

clearK- seen from Mr. Bulla's letter that the various

labor regulations have resulted not only in heavy

handicaps on the smaller oil producing concerns,

but ha\e also reacted to the disadvantage of quite

a considerable percentage of the labor, which, the

regulations taken at their face value, would seem

to greatly benefit. The main question at stake,

howexer, is oil production and Mr, Bulla believes

that this all-important matter is being adversely

affected. His letter which is written entirely on a

frank and candid spirit, follows :

"The communication of your Mr. vSwindell, dated

the 20th inst., and addressed to the Central Oil

Company of Los Angeles, of which the writer is

secretary and manager, and suggesting that I pre-

sent my \iews concerning the action of your board

in the matter of fixing the compensation of 'oil

workers' in California, was duly received, and acting

in accordance therewith, T respectfully beg to sub-

mit the following:

"Permit me, however, in the outset to disclaim

most earnestly and sincerely any intention or desire

to obstruct or hinder your board, or the Federal

Mediation Commission, in the discharge of your

respective ofificial duties. I fully realize the abnor-

mality of present conditions, and the absolute neces-

sity for every patriotic citizen to stand by the Ad-

ministration and heartily support its every just

effort for the maintenance and extension of our

industries, and the successful prosecution of the

war, but I also keenly feel that all this must be

accomplished with the least possible injury or injus-

tice to any occupation, interest or individual. And
I know you will pardon me when I state frankly

that I think your ruling, construing the phrase 'oil

workers' as used in the report of Mr. Verner Z.

Reed, is working a grave injustice, not only to oil

operators, but to some classes of labor employed
by the oil companies.

"Take the matter of pumpers, for instance. It

is a well known fact that this class of employees
is composed largely of elderly men, or men other-

wise physically incapacitated for arduous occupa-

tion. It is true that they must possess sufScient

technical knowledge to properly care for their

boilers, gas engines or electric motors used in de-

veloping the necessary power, but this knowledge
is easily acquired, and requires but a short time for

its ac<iuisition, so that they are not entitled to any-

special consideration as 'skilled workmen', and they

perform no hard l;d)or whatever. Prior to the ruling

of the Federal Commission, and your own construc-

tion of the same, the majority of them were on duty

twelve hours each day, so that only two shifts

were necessary for each pumping plant, and they

received as wages from $90.00 to $110.00 per month.

At present their working time has not only been

shortened to eight hours, but their compensation

has been increased to $120.00 or $125.00 per month,

so that the expense of operating each plant has

been increased from say $200.00 to $360.00 per

month.

"Just here permit me to assure you that 1 am
not objecting to the eight-hour day. Personally I

believe that conscientious service for that length of

time should be sufficient. Nor would I have ob-

jected to paying the same wage for eight hours

that we had been paying for twelve, but I respect-

fully, but earnestly submit that it was unreasonable

and unfair, to decrease their working time one-

third, and at the same time increase their compen-

sation one-fifth. The result will be—in fact already

has been—that operators are compelled to adopt

some means of cutting down the number of this

class of workmen, so as to avoid the enormous in-

crease of pumping or production expense. I know

of one company that formerly employed sixteen

pumpers, who are installing electric motors, which

will require the services of but two men in their

operation ; a saving of $56.00 per day, which is

an enormous percentage of interest on the cost of

such installation. This is all right for the big

company who can aiTord the investment, but how

about the 'little fellow' who cannot. And how

about the fourteen pumpers whose services are dis-

pensed with? And that is only one company. Is

it not a fair question to ask what is to become of

these elderly or superannuated men, whose occupa-

tion, like Othello's, will be gone, and who will be

unable to get work by which to support themselves

and their families?

"Take also the matter of teamsters. I am in-

formed that it is a fact (which you can readily

verify or disprove) that this class of labor can be

secured in any number necessary, at wages running

from $2.50 to $3.00 per day—indeed, I personally

know a contractor who gets all the teamsters he

wants at $2.75 per day. Is there any reason in

the world why a teamster should receive from $1.00

to $1.25 more for driving a team for an oil com-

pany than for any other employer? The work is

no harder, the hours are no longer—why discrimin-

ate against the employer simply because he is

engaged in the oil business?
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"Then there is the question as to the ordinary

roustabout. These men are not skilled laborers in

any sense of the word, and have heretofore been
perfectly willing to work from nine to ten hours
per day at from $3.00 to $3.25. Again let me say,

I am not objecting to the shortening of the day,

although at this time when the Government is

conscripting hundreds of thousands of young men
from all ranks of labor and other walks of life, com-
pelling them to serve twenty-four hours per day,

if need be, at a pittance of $1.00 per day, and above
all, at the imminent risk of losing their lives, it

would not seem at all unreasonable to expect those

who are left safe at home to defer the question of

shorter hours until the war has been ended and
the safety of our country and our tree institutions

assured.

"No one knows better than the members of your
Honorable Board, the difficulties and struggles of

the oil operators in this state for several years

preceding 1917. I think it entirely within the

bounds of absolute facts to say that during the years
from 1910 or '11 up to 1917, the great majority of

them received no adequate return upon their invest-

ments, and it will be conceded without question that

many of them suffered actual, and severe loss ; and
yet through all these years of stress and strain,

kept their men employed at a living wage. It may
well be that the wages then paid would not be

adequate or fair compensation today, and as a mat-
ter of fact, there were few, if any, employers who
had not raised the wages of their employes from
one to three times, before the ruling of the Federal

Commission was made. I am not unmindful of the

argument that men cannot live and support a

family on the wages heretofore paid, but I know
personally that in our own case nine-tenths of the

men regularly employed by us, have not onlv lived

well (luring the past five years, but have driven

their own automobiles, and many of them ha\e
acquired their own homes, or other property, which
was not and is not now true of very many of the

holders of our capital stock.

"The better price obtained for crude oil last year

enabled even the small producer to make some
money, but owing to increased wages, and the far

greater cost of supplies and materials, their profit

was not nearly so great as people generally believe,

so that the present shortening of time combined
with the enormous increase of wages, without a

corresponding increase in the price of oil, becomes
a most serious menace to the prosperity of the

operators. Only one result can follow—a decrease

of development work, and consequent further draft

upon stocks in storage. How extremely serious

that will be to industry and the prosecution of the

war, no one knows better than your Honorable
P,oard.

"I res])ectfully submit, therefore, that the better,

safe, and fairer course for you to ha\e pursueil

would have been to fix prices for each specific class

of workmen, and that only those men whose labor

is definitely and exclusively confined to the oil busi-

ness, should have been considered 'oil workers'.

For instance, drillers, tool dressers, derrick men,
and rod men, can engage in their occupations only

and solely for oil operators, while pumping, team-
ing, carpentering and roustabouting, can be and is

done in many other lines of business, and the com-
pensation for these latter classes should be no

greater when working for oil companies, than when
employed in like work by anyone else.

"Practically all that I have said here applies

to the producer alone, and chiefly to the small or

average operator. The large companies, of which
we have several in California, engaged as they are

in all branches of the business, producing, trans-

porting, refining and marketing, could afford to

suffer a loss in one branch because of the profits

accruing from the other lines in which they are

engaged. But the interests of the small producer

must be protected, if we are to be assured of a

sufficient output to meet the rapidly growing de-

mands of business, and the imperative needs of the

army and navy.

"Our reserve stocks are now, and have been for

nearly two years, decreasing at an alarming rate.

It has been estimated by well informed oil men,
that at least two thousand wells must be drilled

(luring this year, to meet the present demand and
prevent further depletion of stocks in storage. Does
any member of your Honorable Board believe that

this can be accomplished with existing scarcity of

materials, their greatly increased cost and now this

last enormous burden upon the operators entailed

by the radical shortening of working hours, and the

enormously increased wage scale for all workmen
of whatever description, employed by oil operators?

If we in California could have the price of crude

oil advanced to something more nearly proportion-

ate to the price in the Eastern and mid-continent

fields, the outlook would not be quite so discourag-

ing, but without such advance, I am free to sav,

there is but little incentive to the smaller pro-

ducers to continue development work to the extent

conceded to be absolutely necessarv to insure a

sufficient output to meet the legitimate demands of

l)resent conditions."

LAUNCHING OF THE "ROSE MAHONEY '

The four-masted barkentine "Rose jMahoney" was
successfully launched from the ways of the Benicia

v'-!hipbuilding Company on March 11th. The vessel

was christened by Miss Girlie Mahoney, daughter

of Andrew Mahoney. The "Rose" is 279 feet King,

50 feet beam and 25 feet depth of hold. She will

ha\e a deadweight capacity of 3500 tons.



Xne Concrete Snip Launcked

MARCH 14tli, a (late that will be lonj:: re-

membered in San Francisco and vicinity,

witnessed not only the launching of three

iarj^e steamers from the yards of the Moore Ship-

building Company in Oakland, but also the initial

plunge of the "Faith", the large reinforced concrete

steamer in whose construction progress a vast

anu)unt of interest has been taken in shipbuilding

and engineering circles the world over.

The "Faith" left the ways on Redwood Creek

a few minutes ahead of her scheduled time, and the

launching proved an unqualified success. The ves-

sel was christened by Mrs. Leslie Comyn and the

launching was in charge of Bob Johnson.

The town of Redwood turned out en masse to

witness this world heralded event and a great num-
ber of shipping men came down the bay in launches

and yachts, while the steamer "Napa Valley"

was chartered for the day by the San Francisco

Shipbuilding Company and took down some two
thousand guests. Aviators from the Redwood avia-

tion camp circled overhead during the launching

and Knl much to the pietures()ueness of the cere-

mony.

The "I<"aith" was launched sideways and stopped

as soon as she was free from the ways. Two red

stack tugs put lines aboard immediately and she

was towed to San Francisco, where her engines and
boilers will be installed and the vessel rigged for

service. At launching the \essel drew 9 feet 3

inches forward and 10 feet 3 inches aft. She proved

an easy tow, being moved along swiftly by the tugs

as soon as she had freed herself from the most of

the cradle.

In general appearance there is nothing to dis-

tinguish the "Faith" from the ordinary steel steam-

er, except her modified cruiser stern and the sharp

bilge, the latter of course will not be in evidence

when the vessel is loaded. She is 320 feet between

perpendiculars, 45 feet beam and 31 feet moulded

depth. The stem and stern post are of steel, and

there is about 600 tons of steel reinforcing worked
into her hull. Detail plans showing the disposition

of this reinforcing material have not yet been made

l.aunih of the "Failh"
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public. She will be fitted with Scotch boilers and

a triple expansion engine of 1750 horsepower, which

will give her a loaded sea speed of 10 knots. Oil

tank storage will be fitted for thirty days steaming.

The "Faith" is now at China Basin, having her

machinery installed. Steam will be supplied by

Scotch marine boilers, and she will be driven by a

triple expansion engine. The arrangement of the

machinery will be quite novel, the boilers going

astern of the engines, being placed on a shelf, while

the propeller shaft passes beneath. The engine itself

is being built over from a powerhouse engine. It

has a deep bed plate in which the condenser is

bedded. This engine, naturally, has no reverse gear,

and as the shaft is short, the reverse gear eccentrics

will be placed over the shaft couplings.

The "Faith" should be ready for her initial trip

about the first of May, and there is a general feeling

that she will give a good account of herself at sea.

The officers of the San Francisco Shipbuilding-

Company, which has so boldly assayed to write a

new page in the history of shipbuilding, are W.
Leslie Comyn of the Comyn-Mackall Company,
president

; John Lawson of Balfour, Guthrie & Com-
pany, vice-president ; Kenneth MacDonald of the

firm of MacDonald & Kahn, secretary, and George

U. Hind of Hind, Rolph & Company, treasurer.

Other individuals and firms holding stock in the

concern include the Pacific Freighters Company,
John H. Hooper, the Santa Cruz Portland Cement
Company, J. H. Baxter & Company, M. & H.

Fleischhacker Company, Barneson-Hibberd Com-
pany, Pacific Coast Steel Company, Oscar Sutro,

Edward L. Eyre & Company, M. F. Lowenstine,

T. E. Pollock, Standard Oil Company, J. C. Zeller-

bach, Matson Navigation Company, W. H. Talbot,

George A. Moore & Company, Charles Sutro and
Sidney L. Schwartz.

THE "PENINSULA" TYPE DOUGLAS FIR
SHIP

These vessels will be powered with Scott water-

tube boilers and the latest type of Westinghouse
turbines with reduction gearing, which will give

them a distinct advantage over the reciprocating-

engine-driven ships in that the wear and tear on

the vessel which would result from using recipro-

cating machinery is entirely eliminated. It is also

being daily demonstrated in vessels of all types

in operation that the geared turbine can successfully

compete with the reciprocating engine as regards

economical running.

Although tlic I'cninsula ships exceed the stan-

dard Governiiunt slnips in deadweight capacity by

about fifteen per cent, they also have an excess of

about 225 horsepower, which will enable them to

carry this additional cargo at a slightly increased

speed, both of which points are of great value under

present conditions.

The lines of these ships have been worked out
with somewhat greater deadrise than the average
cargo vessel and the entrance and rim have been
made extremely easy. These features will make
the vessels much easier in a sea when running light

and will undoubtedly prolong their lives by eliminat-

ing excessive pounding.

As regards hull strength, the addition of a steel

box keelson, wood filled and thoroughly protected
from corrosion, while in no way decreasing the
cubic capacity of the ship, gives additional center
line stiffness which is invaluable.

The method of kneeing the 'tween deck shelf both
above and below in way of the machinery space
and hatches also stiffens up these points to a degree
considerably in excess of either Lloyds, Bureau
Veritas or American Bureau requirements.

Additional steel fore and aft peak tanks have
been incorporated for ballast purposes when run-
ning light. It has been demonstrated that the worst
feature of the war zone trade, outside of the sub-
marine menace, has been the excessive strain to

which vessels returning light across the Atlantic
have been subjected. In a great many cases no bal-

last whatever has been available and almost invari-

ably these vessels have had to pay the dry docks
an extensive visit. The tanks mentioned above will

reduce this trouble to a minimum.
One of these vessels was launched from the ways

of the Peninsula Shipbuilding Company on Febru-
ary 25th, Miss Florence Knapp, daughter of F. C.

Knapp, president of the company, christening the

vessel "Clackamas". A second vessel of the same
type was launched a few days ago.

The general particulars of these vessels are as

follows: Length over all, 287 feet; length, between
perpendiculars, 269 feet ; extreme beam, 49 feet S
inches; molded depth, 27 feet 6 inches; load draft,

26 feet; deadweight capacity, 3665 tons; shaft horse-

power, L500; speed, loaded, 10.5 knots, and steaming
radius, 4500 knots.

CHARLESTON NAVY YARD
IMPROVEMENTS

The Helm Naval Commission recently set at rest

Idi- all time the various arguments about navy yard
(kvelopment on the South Atlantic. This commis-
sion, headed by Rear Admiral J. M. Helm, U. S. N.,

after an exhaustive investigation of every seaport

from Cape Hatteras to Galveston Bay, has recom-
mended Charleston as the only port south of Hat-
teras to be developed as a first class naval base.

The commission's recommendations have been most

enthusiastically received by the people of Charles-

ton, especially by the group of men who have for

years maintained that the Government should have
a navy yard of the first class at Charleston, and
who have repeatedly stated the facts to be as they

were found to he when the con-imission investigated
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all the ])orts. The coniiiiission's report shows that

tlic eufjincers can get a low water depth of tliirty-

live feet at Charleston for a little more than a mil

lion dollars, and a low water depth of forty feet for

very little additional. At some of the ports investi-

gated, the cost of getting such a channel would

mount into the tens of millions. Other ports in-

vestigated were Savannah, Brunswick, Jacksonville,

Miami, Key West, Tampa Bay, St. Andrews Bay,

Mobile, Sabine Pass, Port Arthur, Galveston, San

Jacinto Bay, New Orleans and Pensacola. The

commission states its conclusion a^ follows

:

"After carefully weighing all the advantages and

disadvantages, including cost, of the various sites

between Cape Hatteras and Key West, the com-

mission is of the opinion that, on this coast line.

Charleston Harbor most nearl_\- meets the physical

rei|uirements of the Navy Department of a first

class na\y yard,"

The commission adds that sites on the Gulf of

Mexico are remote from waters bordering on the

Carribean Sea, where future hostilities are most
likely to take place, and their strategic value is not

believed to be great.

It is worthy of note that immediately following

the publication of the Helm commission's report,

Secretary Daniels sent to Congress a recommenda-
tion for a new $4,000,000 dry dock, to be built at

the Charleston Navy Yard at once and to be made
large enough to handle not only any ship in the

United States navy, but any ship that could get

through the Panama Canal.

Ne^\^ Timber Construction Dock

NEARLY all large floating dry docks need

some provision whereby they can dry dock

themselves when repairs to the submerged

portions of the dock become necessary. The rea-

son for this is that in the great majority of cases

there would be no other dock available for this

purpose when it was needed. Consequently there

has been many devices for self-docking worked out

in the last two decades. A very common form of

self-docking dock in this country has been the ordi-

nary sectional form so proportioned that separate

sections could be docked upon the other sections.

Most of these sectional docks, however, have been

very loosely connected together like so many links

in a chain and suffered from that lack of longi-

tudinal rigidity which would tend to support a ship

against strains conducive to hogging or sagging.

This defect is, of course, a serious one.
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Self-docking, timber cunstruction floating dry dock, designed for the Valk & Murdoch Company of Charleston, S. C, by the Crandall

Engineering Co. of Boston, Mass., 7500 tons capacity.
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Scenes at the launchine of the three 9400-ton ships at the Moore Shipbuilding Company plant, Oakland, on March 14th. The three big

freighters, "Oakland", "Aniwa" and "Shintaka" were launched twenty minutes apart from adjoining ways.

The launching was a perfect success.
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One method of oxcrcoiniui; tliis ditViculty was

found in till' continuous wing walls built of slcid

and rcstint; on separate pontoons, the latter being

eonnected to the steel walls. This construction gave

the longitudinal stiffness essential to good dry dock

practice. As these steel wings were always above

water, repairs on the wings could be easily taken

care of while the separate pontoons could !)e con-

structed of wood and dry docked upon each other.

With the entry of the United States into the war,

liowi'ver, the price of steel steadily adx'anced, and

owing to war priority orders and other causes de-

lixery of steel became so uncertain that the con-

struction of this t>pe of dock became almost

impossible.

The Crandall lingineering Company, in order to

overcome this difificulty. developed a type of dr}'

dock built entirely of wood, and a sketch plan of

one of these docks of 7500 tons capacity and built

for \'alk & Murdoch Company of Charleston, South

Carolina, is shown herewith. This dock, though sec-

tional and constructed entirely of wood, possesses

as hukIi longitudinal stilfni'SS when the sections are

connected as do the docks constructed with steel

wing walls. This stiffness is secured by incorporat-

ing into the side walls a heavy trussed structure

provided with adecjualt- connections between the

sections so that a continuous truss is formed over

the entire length of the dock. These trusses, while

they are adequate to carry the bending strains in-

\'olved, are really constructed so as to form an inte-

gral part of tin- wall of the dock itself so that the

structure of each section and its trussed members

must act together. This dock embodies all the ad-

vantages of the sectional type with its self-docking

features ; the present advantages of all wood con-

struction ; and at the same time secures an ample

degree of longitudinal strength. The sections are

disconnected by merely taking out four or five large

pins which are so placed as to be readily accessible.

This type of floating dry dock should have a strong

appeal to Western builders at this time, as the all-

wood construction means that materia! will be

readiK' available.

The Triple Launching
M'VRCH the fourteenth was Oakland day on

v^an Francisco Bay and the launching of

three 9400-ton deadweight freighters from

the yards of the Moore Shipbuilding Company was
made the motif of a great celebration by the East

Bay cities. The three vessels slid down the ways

without a hitch and within a minute or two of their

schedule, the time being set for 1 :20, 1 :40 and 2 :00

in the afternoon. One of the vessels, the "Oakland"

was commandeered, being originall)' contracted for

by the Cunard Company and was to have been

named the "War Breeze", the other two ships, the

".-Kniwa" and the "Shintaka" were built to the order

of the Shipping Board.

These vessels will all be driven by geared tur-

bines and steam will fje supplied by Scotch boilers.

The launchings were in direct charge of Mr. Adam
Grant, who supervised the make-up of the cradles.

Mr. Grant was the recipient of a substantial token

i)f the appreciation of his employers and fellow work-

men. The light draft of the three vessels when
launched was 5 feet 4 inches forward and 6 feet 2

inches aft.

Work was started on the "Shintaka" and "Aniwa"
on Xovcp^bcr 16th, and on the "Oakland" on No-
vember 12th, and the date set for final delivery of

the vessels is May 5th for the "Oakland" and "Shin-

taka" and May 15th for the "Aniwa".

The "Shintaka" was christened by Mrs. Stuart

Kaldorn, daughter of Wellington Gregg, Jr.. of San

Francisco; the "Oakland" by Mrs. George C. Jensen,

daughter of William Letts Oliver of Oakland ; and

the "Aniwa" by Miss Marjorie Dunne, daughter of

T'eter F\ Dunne of San Francisco.

The launching cortege included 500 sailors from

Goat Island with their officers and band, 400 sol-

diers from the Presidio with officers and military

band ; Captain Harry George and staff from Mare

Island, with the marine band from that post ; the

city officials of Oakland, members of the Shipping

Board Staff and thousands of civilians.

The launchings were followed by a banquet at the

Hotel Oakland, at which Mr. Joseph A. Moore

presided as toastmaster and introduced the various

speakers in an eloquent manner. In the evening

the workmen at the Moore Shipbuilding Company

were the guests of the City of Oakland and the

shipbuilding company at an entertainment and ball

held in the Oakland Auditorium, over six thousand

people being present at this function.

Thus March the fourteenth witnessed not only

the launching of the largest reinforced concrete

hull yet attempted, but the waters of San Francisco

Bay also received three large freighters as the day's

contribution to the great fleet of carriers which are

to help circumvent the damnable schemes of the

Prussian war lords.

SCHOONER "MARGARET" SOLD

-v. O. Anderson & Company have disposed of the

auxiliary schooner "Margaret", now at Shanghai on

her first voyage to New York. The vessel was

the second launched for that company at the Mc-

Eachern yard at Astoria, taking the water March

17, 1917. She is to go to Japan, and later the Phil-

ippines, being under charter to bring back a copra

cargo.
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Mr. N. Karfye, anager for Pusey & Jones.

AN UNUSUAL LAUNCHING

Some of the difficulties met with in launchintj- a

ship in mid-winter in an Eastern yard, especially

during such a severe winter as that just passed,

are well illustrated in the accompanying photo-

graphs of the launch of the "War Nurse" at the

yards of the Pusey & Jones Shipbuilding Company,
Wilmington, Delaware.

The "War Nurse" is a 4000-ton deadweight ca-

pacity cargo ship, and is 300 feet between perpen-

diculars, 44 feet molded beam and 22 feet 3 inches

molded depth. She was launched into the Chris-

tiana River which allowed of only an exceedingly

short run. The width of the river from the end

of the launching ways to the opposite bank is only

fifty feet more than the length of the "War Nurse",

and this probably constitutes a record for "stern

first" launchings. A glance at the pictures will

serve to show the nature of the chain tackle and

drags which were used to check the vessel's mo-

mentum and bring her to a stop after she had left

the ways.

The successful launching of this ship under the

extremely adverse conditions to be met is chiefly

attributed to the skill of Mr. N. Karfye, marine

manager of the Pusey & Jones Shipbuilding Com-

pany, who personally supervised the launching and

the design of stoppers and brakes.

sliding down the ways, showing the system of brakes ard chaii
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Niirlh Ht'iul". the Srst of the Hough type ships.

THE "NORTH BEND"

The picture herewith is of the first of the Hough
type ships, the "North Bend", showing that vessel

as she started to tow to San Francisco where her

machinery will be installed. The vessel was built

by Kruse & Banks of North Bend, who have five

more similar ships under way. To the "North

Hend" probably belongs the distinction of being the

first wooden vessel of either the Ferris or Hough
type and built directly to the order of the Emer-

gency Fleet Corporation to be launched.

LAUNCH OF THE "KORSNAES"
On Februarj- 23rd, the Ol'ympia Shipbuilding

Company of Olympia, Washington, launched the

motorship "Korsnaes", she being the third craft to

he put in the water by this shipyard. An interest-

ing and unusual feature of the launching was the

method of choosing a sponsor for the vessel. This

c|uestion was put up to the men working in the

plant, and they chose Miss Helen Kuhn, who has

been employed in the office of the firm during the

construction of all three vessels so far launched.

THE STANDIFER STEEL YARD

GAINING time at the outset by placing con-

tracts for shop and yard machinery, railroad

steel and general equipment necessary in

laying out a new plant, the G. M. Standifer Con-

struction Corporation's office staiT set about the task

of designing a strictly up-to-date steel shipbuilding

plant and practical marine constructors who have

examined the detail plans are high in their praise

of the lay-out.

According to the general shipyard and shop plan, a

sketch of which is shown herewith, there is hardly a

space within the seventy-five acres of property utilized

so that the progress of material or men can be

blocked in any way. The main shop will have

a ground floor area of four acres, constituting what

is probably one of the largest mill frame buildings

in the country. The punches, rolls, shears, drill

presses in this building will be arranged with a

special view to accessibility. There will be a mono-

rail system overhead with separate gear for the

larger individual tools. The shop track system has

also been carefully worked out so as to give as
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many routes as possible for push cars amuml the

machines.

Delivery of material from the East will be made
from a spur track on the North Bank Road, the

arrangement of trackage to the shops and fitting-

out wharf being indicated on the accompanying

plan. Steel going into the plate shop will mo^•c

direct to the proper machine and when worked up

will be moved to the assembling yard between the

plate shop and the head of the ways, where it will

be placed in racks for future movement by locomo-

tive cranes.

The plate shop is now under way, the area hav-

ing been filled with material dredged from the

Columbia River to the thirty-foot grade line above

low water. The first two of the five building ways,

foundation piles having been driven, and the grad-

ing for the other ways is well along towards com-

pletion. The power house has been started and al-

ready many large tools for the shops are on their

way from Eastern makers. It is expected that the

month of May will witness actual construction op-

erations begun on the first of the ten 9500-ton dead-

weight steamers for which the firm has contracted.

In a similar manner to the direct movement of

material planned for the big plate shop, the yard

space has been set aside for specific purposes in

order to avoid confusion and the crowding of ma-

terial. On one side of the shop will be space for

fuel, scrap and waste steel, while on the other will

be storage for steel plates and shapes and large

areas of clear space.

Naturally, with such large buildings of wooden
construction, the fire service system and the fire

pumps in the power house will be of the most

approved and latest types.

i Standifeh Construction Corporation

Building & Track. Layout
"^TEEL 5hiP y^HD

C O L U /vi B I A RIVER



Marine Termmais anIs and Foreign Commerce
By H. McL. Harding, Consulting Engineer of the Upper Mississippi River Improvement Association,

N()T1IIX('. sIk.uM 1)1- iir,L;K'ctr.l Id siTiirr an.l

retain forei.un coniiiUTCc for the United

Slate-^ after the war.

Wdiks and factories on sucli a larf^e scale as

was lie\(ind pre-war conceptions have been con-

structed and equiiipcd with machinery of the latest

ty]ies for hiiih-sjieed production, so as to obtain

the lart^cst possible out]nit.

The products of these mills and shops will be

far beyond the absorbins; ])owers of the United

States alone, and if these factories are to be kept

liusy and to s'i'^'-' employment to the present and

future skilled operatives, the United States cannot

afford to neglect any of its opportunities or to isj-

nore any of the mo\enients or methods which may

now or later be taken by any possible competing-

nations.

F.ach nation will strug-^le to obtain the greatest

possible share of foreign trade, and plans are now

being made so that at the termination of the war, it

can be prepared for quick action in advance of the

others.

.\11 are in a state of preparation and a study of

what thev are doing will be of instructive interest,

England is now expecting to regain her former

supremacy as the marine nation of the world and

"getting readv". The British Admiralty through

the British Royal Dominions Harbor Commission

for the many colonial seaports of Great Britain,

and the Royal Dominions Commissions for Canada,

have sent out a series of cjuestions as to the berth-

ing facilities of the seaports which are under the

jurisdiction of the commissions.

The principal c|uestions among other inquiries

are three

:

Are there available berths at your jxirt for ships

having a length of 1000 feet, a beam of 100 feet

and a draft of 40 feet? If the provision does not

exist for such freight carrying ships, what will it

cost to provide such berths? How long will it take

to construct or to extend the piers or quays to

accommodate 1000-foot ships of the above <lrafts

and beam ?

The following are the names of a few of the ports

addressed and their answers and reports, stating

existing facilities, the time and the costs of the

improvements.

The first six are Australian ports. From the long

reports it is possible only to .gi\'e the briefest out-

line.

Adelaide, Australia, can construct four berths

each of 1000 feet, 41 to 45 feet deep, for $6,150,000.

Bri.sbane would exiun.l $7,500,000.

Frcemantle can furnish the desired berths and

depths V:)Ut no estimate.

llobart now has 40 feet, ami in three months can

have a berth of 1000 feet long.

Melbourne will have berths for 1(X)0 feet length,

4,^ feet depth and 100 feet beam, costing about

$,i50,000.

Sydney proposes to expend for new facilities for

improving the whole port, $.^,250,000, giving a num-

ber of the larger berths.

The following are from Canada, but the costs are

not given :

Montreal has 35-foot depth and long quays.

Quebec 35-foot to 40-foot depth.

St, Johns, New Brunswick, 53 feet 6 inches.

Vancouver, British Columbia, has 43 feet.

Victoria, British Columbia, has 40 feet.

Cape Town, South Africa, proposes to expend

$15,000,000, and have berths 1000 feet long and 40

feet deep.

Durban, South Africa, has authorized expendi-

tures of $13,750,000.

The list of other African ports might be greatly

extended, including Lourenco Marques, Beira, Port

Elizabeth and others. Many port improvements of

everv nature are contemplated at most of the Eng-

lish colonies, and the work has lieen started in many

places.

At Aden improvements will cost $4,000,000 with

depth of 40 feet and to allow a ship 1000 feet in

length to turn in the harbor.

Singa])ore has ample facilities with a few exten-

sions.

Hongkong. To secure berths for ships 1000 feet

long. 100 feet beam and 40 feet draft would cost

$275,000 additional. There are great depths and

manv buoys and dolphins. No scheme yet pre-

pared.

Colombo. Appropriation for immediate facilities,

$950,000.

Singapore having two miles of quayage and

twentv-one acres of "go-downs" (sheds) is propos-

ing to expend $18,886,000.

Barcelona, Spain, is planning extensive improve-

ments for the commercial greatness of the port.

In the above-mentioned report of the British Do-

minions Royal Commission a policy of scientific and

co-ordinated development of the harbors of the

ICmpire is advocated with the least possible delay.

Reference has been made to the above as show-

ing how many of the important ports of the world

are preparing for great foreign traffic after the

war.

This report includes not only a statement of what

facilities now exist, but of improvements in process
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of completion or in contemplation, together with de-

tails of organization and of financial arrangement.

Special information is also given in the report as

to the ports of England.

At the Port of London improvements now in pro-

gress will afford a channel up the Royal Albert

Dock with a minimum depth of about 46 feet and a

new dock under construction will have a quayage

nearly two and a half miles in length. Where pos-

sible, due evidently to the great size of the pro-

posed new freighters, cjuays seem to be preferred

to piers.

The entrance lock has a depth of 41 feet 8 inches.

Further extensions are contemplated to accom-

modate much larger vessels.

At Liverpool, the entrance lock of the new Glad-

stone dock is 1070 feet long, 130 feet wide and 44

feet deep over the inner sill, and will accommodate

^'essels 1000 feet in length.

The total improved quayage of the port, including

Birkenhead is over 37 miles.

At Southampton provision has already been made
for the largest ships afloat.

At Glasgow, up to Dumberton on the Clyde, it

would be possible to provide a depth of 40 feet

at low water and above Dumberton a depth of 30

feet, where the Clyde Navigation Trustees propose

to construct very extensive docks.

The works include five basins and it will be pos-

sible to make one of these basins 40 feet in depth.

The proposed quayage here is to be about five and

a half miles in length.

At Hull there is now provided a depth at quays

of 38 feet.

At Newcastle and other Tyne ports the engineer

reports no insuperable engineering difficulty in

deepening the channel in the lower portion of the

river Tyne to give 40 feet at low water.

At Bristol, Cardiff, Newport, Swansea and else-

where provision exists or are in contemplation for

complete modern facilities.

The provisional estimates for home ports of Eng-
land will require a comparatively modest outlay.

It is well known that the larger the ship and

the greater the tonnage carried, the transportation

or carriage costs will be less.

One of the coastwise shipping companies of the

United States a number of years ago, found that by
increasing the carrying capacity of their ships from
three thousand to five thousand tons, that there

was no increase in operating expenses.

The smaller ships were sold and replaced by the

larger.

It may be assumed that the 1000-foot ships will

probably have a net carrying capacity of more than

40,000 tons. There is therefore no doubt but that

cargoes when there is ample freight, can be car-

ried at a much less expense in one large ship of

40,000 tons capacity than in four ships each of

10,000 tons capacity. Many of the fixed charges

would be the same in either case. The influence

of such large ships in the securing of foreign com-

merce should receive full consideration.

It is instructive, moreover, to note that the Eng-

lish, following their maritime traditions, should

make the attempt to regain their foreign trade su-

periority by relying upon naval architecture and

ship design. The English have not been especially

fortunate in terminal design and equipment, but

have in their ships.

The different nations will adopt those methods

which have in the past secured for them an advan-

tage over rival shipping companies. The struggle

will be great.

The Germans will also probably build larger ships

and from what can be ascertained will rely upon

greatly improved terminals, and upon the best me-

chanical equipment for transferring and handling.

As the terminal costs are often equal to the car-

riage costs, it is here that there can be secured

a superior position in the foreign trade.

The terminal costs were about one-third of similar

costs in the United States.

By correctly designed terminals, the costs of

transferring and handling cargoes in the United

States can be reduced to one-third or less of what

it is today.

The time of the ship's delay at the port can be

reduced to one-third the cost of construction of

quays to transfer a given tonnage in a given time

will be one-third of that usually required.

The advantages of mechanical appliances have

been long known and utilized by this latter nation,

as well as the direct co-ordination between rail and

ship. This is plainly evident from a personal study

of their ports and methods of operation. The utili-

zation of inland rivers and canals with low railway

rates for export freight to the seaboard has been a

strong factor w^ith all competing nations.

This European nation will also still rely upon its

commercial fighting ships and what is called by

them "economic penetration", that is, obtaining con-

trol by purchase of existing steamship companies.

It is stated even now that through neutral ship-

ping companies which are secretly controlled by

Germans, substantial interests are being purchased

in other neutral shipping companies.

Recent purchases to which references are made in

the shipping journals may come under this latter

category. It will be easier later to buy the small

holding necessary to obtain control than to purchase

now fifty-one per cent outright. In divers ways

and methods control may be obtained without a

great cash expenditure.

The Reichstag of Germany in 101/ is preparing

ship subsidies and to pay owners for war losses.

Some $500,000,000 will be authorized, and a greater

proportional subsidj' for the ships built during the

first four months after the war than to those built

within nine months.
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These subsidies are for eargo earriers, not for

passenger ships. One liundred and fifty thousand

tons hine alrea.ly been ..r.lered at a cost of 500,000,-

000 marks.

The Swedish and Xorwef^ian ships will hope to

hold their share of the shippins' trade by low cost

of operation.

The French with their colonics, and the Dutch

with their East Indian possessions will have much

controlled trade.

It is evident from the above and from other avail-

able data that all foreign nations are preparing for

great terminal developments and improved port

facilities of the latest kinds.

It is necessary to have terminal capacity and fa-

cilities adapted to the enormous ships, such as the

I'.nglish are proposing to construct. A forty-foot

channel to the berths is necessary.

On account of the large investment in these 1000-

foot freighters, it is of the utmost importance that

they shall be discharged and loaded with the great-

est rapidity.

As to speed capacity, a steamship 1000 feet long,

40 feet draft and 100 feat beam would have a cargo-

handling capacity of about 2,000,000 cubic feet.

This would require a shed at least 800 feet long,

80 feet wide and a clear height of 35 feet below

the trusses.

This is on the supposition that a portion of the

cargo would be unloaded over the side or will be

taken away from the shed as soon as discharged.

vSuch a ship must be discharged with the greatest

rapidity.

There should therefore be many cranes on the

shore and as many hatches in the ships as possible,

and supplemented with the ship's winch to above

the ship's upper deck and then burtoned to the fall

rope of the crane.

Cranes must be higher and with a kjnger out-

reach.

If the new piers, sheds and warehouses are prop-

erly designed and equipped, then the ships can be

discharged in one-third of the time.

There are but few port terminals, ocean or inland,

in the United States correctly designed and

equipped and ships without good terminals are like

railways without freight stations.

All terminal engineers in designing new terminals

should give due consideration to the probability of

greater ships.

Conclusion

If the United States is to secure its share of for-

eign trade, it must, among other conditions, have

correctly designed terminals fully equipped with

mechanical facilities.

Tke Liickenbach Service

No phase of the maritime situation on the

Pacific prior to the outbreak of hostilities

in Europe held a higher place in the inter-

est of the shipping world than the rapid develop-

ment of the Coast-to-Coast business through the

Panama Canal. The fleets built up for this service

constituted as fine a body of large freighters as

existed in the merchant marine of any country, and

those ships furnished the backbone of America's

contribution towards maintaining a trans-Atlantic

freight service when the need for ships was most

desperate. Another and potent reason for the in-

terest still taken in this Coast-to-Coast service is

that upon the cessation of hostilities it will be

quickly resumed on a greater scale than ever before.

Of the large, well known and well established

steamship companies to take part in this trade, the

latest was the Euckenbach Line, and though this

concern was in the trade for less than four years,

its freight transactions had assumed immense pro-

portions before the demands of the trans-Atlantic

routes caused the withdrawal of practically every

vessel that had been engaged on the Coast-to-Coast

run.

When the announcement was made in January,

1913, that the Luckcnbach Steamship Company

would begin operations out of San Francisco, and

this announcement was followed by the departure

of the "Lewis Luckenbach", February 4, 1913, the

shipping community witnessed the initial step in

what quickly developed into one of the foremost

transportation activities of the port.

While the firm name of Luckenbach was com-

paratively new to the annals of Pacific Coast ship-

ping, it had been well known along the Atlantic

since 1866, in which year the business was estab-

lished in Philadelphia. The firm moved its head-

quarters to New York in 1870, and remained under

the active guidance of its founder, Mr. Lewis Luck-

enbach, until 1906.

The Luckenbachs were pioneers in sea-going

barge operations. So great was the prejudice

against this form of ocean transportation that the

young firm found it necessary to buy outright and

carry their own insurance on the first cargo of coal

they transported to New England in this manner.

The early success in transporting bulk cargoes in

this manner encouraged the company to secure more

powerful tugs, and it was demonstrated that two

barges could be handled tandem in one tow, and a

still further improvement in tugs permitted the

handling of three loaded barges in one tow during

the summer months. The barges, which for the
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"Edward Luckenbach", one of the turbine-d

most part were dismantled clipper ships, ranged in

capacity from 2200 to 3800 tons capacity, and it

was quite possible to deliver from 8000 to 8500 tons
in one tow by one tugboat.

The San Francisco service was opened by the
steamers "Lewis Luckenbach" and "Pleiades",
which were operated on the express run to Panama,
and this service was shortly augmented by the
"Damara" and "Lyra". These four large steamers
were operated on a fortnightly schedule and con-
nected with the Panama Railroad Steamship Line
from New York.

The opening of the Panama Canal in August,
1914, found this company in a happy condition of

preparedness with four steamers on the Pacific

side and four on the Atlantic. The firm had the
honor of dispatching the first merchant steamer
loaded with San Francisco products through the
Panama Canal, and immediately following this event
started a steady service with a steamer leaving
this port every ten days. During April, 1915, three
additional steamers were added to the fleet, and the
schedule was changed to a weekly sailing.

With the entry of the United States in to the war,
the Navy Department requisitioned the entire tug

and barge fleet of the Luckenbach Company and four
of their steamers have been lost. To offset this,

however, the company has a large and progressive
building program well under way towards comple-
tion. There are thirteen steamers of 13,000 tons
deadweight capacity each. Of these the "Edgar F.
Luckenbach" is fitted with reciprocating engines,
and is rated as a 12-knot steamer; the "Edward
Luckenbach" and "Julia Luckenbach" are turbines,
and the remaining ten are twin-screw turbines. All
of these twelve are easily capable of maintaining
better than 12 knots on schedule.

This shows that the Luckenbach Steamship Com-
pany is a strong believer in the modern trend to-
wards fast freighters, and of fineing the models
somewhat so that the extra speed may be obtained
without an undue increase of power. Of the ten
big 15-knotters, the "F. J." and "K. 1. Luckenbach"
have been in commission for some months, while
the "Katrina Luckenbach", built at Fore River and
the "Walter Luckenbach", built by the Seattle
Construction & Dry Dock Company are now ready
for their maiden trips.

The completion of the other six steamers men-
tioned above will round out the extensive building
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[iru^ratii which was mappc<i out for the coni])any

by Mr. Ivlpar l-'. I Aickenbach, who became the

acti\e head of the concern upon the death of the

.l.ler Mr. Uuckenbach in 1906.

The Luckenhach lleet has naturally suffered some

iiea\ \ war losses. The first steamer of the fleet

sunk was the "Lewis Luckenbach", which was also

tlie first steamer dispatched from San Francisco,

when the coastwise service was established. Two
other steamers, the "D. N. Luckenbach" and the

"Harry Luckenbach", were sunk by submarines,

while the "J- L. Luckenbach" created much interest

several months ago on account of her game fight

with a Hun submarine which she held at ba\' for

cateii at any ])oint inside the active sphere of the

searchlight. It is more dil'licult in the large capacity

searchlights, however, where an arc lamp is used,

as the small carbon particles from the burning arc

would fall on the parabolic lens or mirror and

destroy it when used at an angle larger than 20

degrees from the horizontal. Any device to protect

the mirror from these particles would reduce the

efficiency of the light. Another reason for not being

able to turn the searchlight more than approximately

20 degrees from the horizontal is the difficulty in

forcing the gas for cooling the arc to strike it in

the proper place.

Sex'cral systems ha\e been tried to overcome thc'se

The forty-five degree

several hours till a United States destroyer came
to her relief and then made port under her own
steam though l)adly damaged by shell fire.

FORTY-FIVE DEGREE SEARCHLIGHT
MIRROR

The forty-li\e degree searchlight mirror, in the

form of the so-called airplane mirror, has only lieen

known ill tine last few years and is used against

airplane attacks at night.

As long as the searchlights are e'|uipped with in-

candescent lamps, the (|uestion of following a rap-

idly moving airplane is easily encountered when lo-

f New York.

difficulties. The most essential would seem to be

to change the direction of the light ray after it has

passed the front glass, without reducing the lamp

efficiency.

A ver\ good result has been made in a construc-

tion made by the G. t*v: G. Engineering Company
in New York. Others have been using the inserted

iris shutter or diaphragm, which, partly closed, re-

duces the area of the mirror used ; this reduction

is made because of the difficulty in getting the glass

for these mirrors. The losses through this method
are great. For instance, if the diaphragm is closed

down to two feet on a three-foot searchlight, five-
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ninths of the surface is lost, and the efficieiicy will

be only one-third of the full amount as the strength

of illumination is greater at the circumference than

at the center.

It is necessary to use air-cooling by which ap-

proximately 35 per cent of the candlcpower is lost;

a screen must then be inserted in front of the para-

bolic mirror, which cuts off an additional 10 per

cent of light. The ventilation will also be very

poor and the front glass quite clouded. On the

other hand, with the 45 degree searchlight mirror,

all of the carbon holder bearings, etc., are inside

of the obdurator or shadow cone.

In the design shown in accompanying sketches.

the mirror is divided into three parts, making two

segments and one zone. This reduces the possi-

bility of breakage ; a factor to be considered when

large guns are fired near at hand. The frame cover-

ing joints between the sections would be highly pol-

ished nickel or silver plated to reduce loss at this

point;—this loss would not exceed six per cent,

depending on the thickness of the mirror and rubber

gasket.

The mirror, mounted on the searchlight tube car-

bon holder, is easily manipulated with the help

of a hand wheel, mounted on the mirror frame

;

this, turned on a double set of ball bearings, accu-

rately centers the mirror. This movement, together

with the horizontal turning of searchlight, makes

it possible to illuminate any point inside the active

sphere; the searchlight vertical movement being

locked.

To give a slow and very accurate movement, a

friction device can be operated, this device also

acting as a stop.

Another feature of this arrangement is the readi-

ness with which the mirror can be mounted and

dismounted, as it is only necessary to lift one latch.

The weight of such mirror for a large searchlight

would not be more than from 80 to 90 pounds.

With the mirror removed the searchlight is im-

mediately ready for horizontal observations.

HOIST ASSOCIATION TO CO-OPERATE

The Electric Hoist Manufacturers Association,

has by a resolution adopted at its last meeting, of-

fered the services of the member companies to the

Government in meeting the extraordinary demand

for their product.

The War Industries Board of the Government

has requested full information concerning the ability

of the electric hoist manufacturers to handle the

volume of business offered them, as well as to what

effect priority orders and embargoes on shipments

has had upon the trade.

It is evident that the association will be of great

assistance to the War Industries Board, as it is

becoming more apparent from day to day that there

are numerous advantages for all concerned to have

manufacturers in certain lines organized, especially

now, in the hour of the nation's greatest need, and

instead of vindictive competition and antagonism

along business lines, the spirit of co-operation and

exchange of ideas, looking toward increased output,

should prevail.

Electric hoists for shop use and handling material

have gone through various stages of development

during the past fifteen years, and like all classes of

shop machines, they cannot be successfully designed

on the basis of theory alone. Actual experience in

meeting hoist requirements and innumerable cor-

rections and refinements in design on the part of

the manufacturers have marked the progress made
during these past fifteen years in this important

field.

The many mistakes, both on the part of the manu-
facturer and user during this development period

have in some instances created a lack of confidence

in electric hoists as a class. On the other hand,

many users have been led to believe that such

hoists are unaffected by abuse and can consistently

be called "fool-proof".

Some discredit to these machines has developed

on account of lack of standardization in nomencla-

ture, service rating and general characteristics on

the part of the makers.

Now that it is thought that the experimental

stage has been well passed and acceptable designs

developed by various manufacturers, it seems wise

to co-ordinate the total experience and to make
a\'ailable for the user, all that is best in electric

hoist design and practice. With this object in

view, the manufacturers of the United States organ-

ized "The Electric Hoist Manufacturers Associa-

tion", comprising the following companies:

The Brown Hoisting Machinery Co.

Detroit Hoist t^' Machine Co.

Euclid Crane & Hoist Co.

The Franklin-Moore Co.

Link Belt Co.

Roeper Crane & Hoist \\'orks.

Shepard Electric Crane & Hoist Co.

Sprague Electric Works.

The Yale & Towne Mfg. Co.

The ofificers of the association are as follows:

F. A. Hatch, Shepard Electric Crane & Hoist Co.,

chairman ; F. W. Hall, Sprague Electric Works,

vice-chairman, and C. W. Beaver, The Yale &
Towne Mfg. Co., secretary-treasurer.

The association holds monthly meetings for the

purpose of studying the specific needs of the hoist

user and to develop standardized methods of pre-

senting information to him so that guess work will

be eliminated.

The association will consider uniform nomencla-

ture pertaining to types and parts of electric hoists,

fix upon a standard by which hoist motors shall be

rated and promote the standardization of electric
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hoists as far as possible. It will also collect and

disseminate information and statistics relative to

the electric hoist industry, provide facilities and

opportunties for study and education in regard to

the economics of the industry, extend the use of

their product by pointing out the great number of

material-handling problems of different classes that

can be solved by the use of electric hoists, promote

a friendly intercourse and co-operation among the

members and disseminate information that long ex-

perience has taught is essential to any hoist to

insure good results and to recommend to the mem-

bers of the association well-established principles,

both as to construction and equipment, that will

tend to eliminate the possibility of inferior equip-

ment.

The membership of the association is confined to

those engaged in the manufacture of monorail elec-

tric hoists, which have revolutionized the handling

and transportation of material in and about indus-

trial plants.

NEW CAPACITIES ATTAINED BY
ELECTRIC CRANES

As a result of the speeding up of shipyards and

industrial plants in 1917, there was a greatly in-

creased demand for cranes electrically operated

and controlled.

Six of the largest of these cranes were equipped

with motors made by the General Electric Company
and in most cases with G-E control.

Two cranes were of 225-ton capacity, the total

motor rating of each aggregating 420 h.p.

A third crane of the same capacity had motors

with a total intermittent rating of 850 h.p. The
two main hoist motors each had a rating of 250

h.p. for continuous, and 425 h.p. for intermittent

ser\ice, giving a hoisting speed for 225 tons of 40

feet per minute, and 120 feet per minute for 60

tons. Due to the high and variable speeds required,

the large current demands could not be handled

to the best advantage through the usual arrange-

ments of rheostats and contactors, and Ward-Leo-
nard control was, therefore, provided : this being

the first application of this system of control on

large cranes.

The remaining three cranes were the largest ca-

pacity units of this type ever built, being designed

for a full load lift with the main hoist hook of

330 tons at 12.6 feet per minute. The power equip-

ment for each crane comprised the two 200-h.p.

main hoist motors, two 105-h.p. auxiliary hoist mo-

tors, and 80-h.p. and a 30-h.p. motor for main and

auxiliary trolley, and two 50-h.p. motors for bridge

motion ; all these capacities being intermittent

ratings.

Two high-speed alternating-current hammer-head

coal-handling gantry cranes, provided with a unique

system of dynamic braking, were installed at the

La Belle Iron works plant at Steubenville, Ohio.

Each crane is equipped with a 375-h.p. slip ring

induction motor direct coupled to a 40-h.p direct-

current motor, and hoists a 4-ton bucket of coal at

500 feet per minute. The dynamic braking is ob-

tained by combining the small direct-current motor

with the alternating-current motor so that the direct-

current unit serves as an exciter and gives dynamic

braking which is comparable with that ordinarily

obtained with direct-current motors on this class of

work. This is the first application on any large

scale of this system of dynamic braking for cranes,

which is more economical in first cost and has a

number of practical operating advantages when
compared with the method which utilizes a motor-

generator set in addition to an exciter for securing

dynamic braking for alternating-current hoist

motors. Creeping speeds of 110 feet per minute,

lowering, are obtainable with these cranes under

ordinary service conditions.

In total G-E motors and control were installed

on more than twice as many applications as in the

previous year.

Electric cranes at work at the La Belle Iron Works, Steubensville. Ohii



Fitting Motor Boats to Transports

By Captain A. P. Lundin

THEY are calling the new industries "war

babies" nowadays, so in a measure we can

regard all our new ships as Uncle Sam's

war babies. But to take care of babies properly,

doctors and nurses are needed, else there may be

trouble. So it will be well to bear in mind the

proper manning of these ships, with navigators,

engineers, and seamen.

Many landlubbers have a theory that "sailors",

from captains to deckhands, can be turned out as

fast as hot cakes ; or, in other words, that men to

run ships can be trained like chauffeurs to run auto-

mobiles.

Any man who has had experience in navigating

knows that it takes more than theoretical knowl-

edge. Besides the actual science of navigation we
must also consider the importance of good judg-

ment when approaching land, particularly in thick

or rough weather. Of course, soundings are made
with the line, but a good sailor must rely a good

deal on his eyes, and even on his nose, and that so-

called sea sense of an old tar is not learned in a

school. It can be acquired only by years of actual

experience at sea.

What is true of the chart room and bridge also

applies to the engine room, where it is sometimes

a case of keeping the engine running, even with

a leak in the steam pipe and hot bearings in the

engine.

There are many engineers who may be exper-

ienced and capable on land, but at sea they are

likely to become seasick, unless they are properly

accustomed to the sea. I do not believe much in

seasick engineers, navigators and sailors.

We may build a merchant marine in short order,

but we cannot give officers and engineers the physi-

cal and mental training to meet all emergencies

with the same record speed, so it is more important

than ever to take due precautions as to the floatage

equipment—the lifeboats and rafts—so that in case

of accident as many as possible of our valuable

trained officers, seamen and our soldiers on the

transports, can be saved to serve their country.

When it comes to saving lives, the best equip-

ment is none too good, and results from observing

the policy of "getting the cheapest" are often dis-

astrous. The majority of builders follow the old

principle of turning out the cheapest article possible

that will pass the law. This generally leads to cut-

ting prices and to "skinning" on the work.

A few builders have tried to turn out the best

article possible, but they are handicapped by the

more cheaply constructed articles, for it is difficult

to convince shipyards and operators of the advan-

tage to be gained by paying a little more and getting

better equipment.

The safety of all on board does not depend on the

lifeboats alone, but also on the chocking and stow-

ing, the davits, releasing gears—in fact, on the

merits and efificiency of even the smallest detail of

the equipment—and last, but not least, on the drills,

which should be carried on frequently, and under

conditions as nearly as possible like those that

obtain in case of accidents at sea, so that sailors

and soldiers, as well a passengers, may grow accus-

tomed to the handling of the lifesaving apparatus

under strain of excitement.

I consider mechanical davits a necessity. This

has been recognized in the rulings made some years

ago by the International Conference on Safety of

Life at Sea. And it must be a mechanical davit

that permits the swinging out of loaded boats,

keeps them under control at all times during launch-

ing and, above all, with sufficient power so that the

boats on the high side of the ship, in case of list,

will not be useless. Moreover, it must be simple

to operate and have no intricate parts that can be

put out of business by weather conditions at sea.

The chocking is also important, and even seconds

count when it comes to releasing the boats in time

of danger. Before the war, when passenger traffic

was heavy, our ocean liners had to carr^^ "boats for

all" and to save deck space the so-called pontoon

boats, built of flimsy material, were stowed under

the regular lifeboats. But this type of boat is not

strong enough to support the open lifeboats without

extra heavy chocks, made up with the help of beams,

stanchions and bolts. Of course, it takes a long

time to release such boats, and even at best they

are not reliable for lifesaving.

J much prefer a light raft to these folding contrap-

tions, because the former can be thrown overboard

easily, if it comes to the worst, and will serve as

an emergency support for those who are swimming
or floating about with only a life preserver to save

Ihem from drowning.

Under present conditions, I consider the motor

lifeboat the most important of all modern improve-

ments in the field of lifesaving equipment. A couple

of years ago a new law was passed that all pas-

senger ships under the American flag should be

equipped with at least one motor lifeboat, but in

my estimation it is just as important that every

cargo ship should be equipped with one likewise.

Even today there is a difference of opinion among
captains, navigators and seamen generallj', as to the
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value of a motor lifeboat. The reason for this may

he sought in human conservativeness when it comes

In new things, and in this respect the sailor is apt

to be as cautious as the landsman. However, in a

heavy sea, a properly constructed motor lifeboat is

as far ahead of a regular lifeboat propelled by oars

as a big automobile truck is ahead of a pushcart

(in land.

The ideal motor lifeboat should be so constructed

that it can be launched under davits and also with-

out davits; in case the ship sinks quickly the crew-

can get into the cabin of the boat, close the doors,

and when the ship goes down, the boat will take

care of itself. It should be built of steel, with

impossible to handle it with oars in a heavy sea-

way. Besides, if such a boat has power equipment,

it will become a mother ship to the other lifeboats,

which can be towed and kept together, instead of

drifting over the ocean and getting lost. The

motor lifeboat can carry more food and provisions

than the others, and can thus help them out ; when

the weather is stormy and cold, the people in a

housed motorboat will be protected against the suf-

ferings due to exposure to wind and sea.

A motor lifeboat does not have to be a boat of

high speed, and in choosing the engine I advocate

the heavy-duty type, which is more reliable. The

engine should be well protected in a separate steel

Upper left. 30-foot Lundin lifeboat being capsized by a crane jusl as it was rightmg itself, which occurred within 211 seconds of the time it

was bottom up. Upper right, a 30-foot Lundin motor lifeboat for 50 persons, equipped with wireless, towing one Lundin open boat

and one Standard open boat at sea. Lower left. 30-foot Lundin motor lifeboat under sail, and lower right, interior of

Lundin motor lifeboat, equipped with 20-24 H.P. 4-cylinder. 4-cjcle Standard engine with average speed of 7 knots.

large, thick balsa- wood fenders on the outside, so

that it cannot be crushed in. The beam should

be at least one-third of the actual length, and there

should be a great deal of excess buoyancy, so that

it cannot be swamped or capsized. Even if it should

turn over—which might occur if it were hit by a

spar or smokestack with tremendous force— it could

soon right itself.

In order to build an efficient boat it will neces-

sarily be large and heavy, and it would be almost

trunk, so as to insure against engine trouble, owing

to the effects of salt water.

The propeller should also be protected, preferably

in a tunnel, so that it will not easily get bent or

twisted out of shape, as when the boat is being-

launched or floated off. I consider this important,

even to the extent of sacrificing a little speed.

For the average freight ship I recommend a boat

from 28 to 36 feet in length ; in most cases this boat

would take care of the entire crew. A 28-foot boat

for the smaller freighters would have a capacity
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of from forty to fiftj- persons and in emergencies

could carry double the number.

Its fuel capacity is about 150 gallons, which, with

a 24-h.p. heavy-duty engine, would carry it about

300 miles at a speed of from six to seven miles

per hour.

The total weight of such a boat would be about

9000 pounds ; and, considering that we have davited

without trouble boats of from 40 to SO tons, this

could be readily taken care of as far as launching

is concerned.

Of course, such boats are somewhat expensive

compared to the ordinary lifeboats, but even if

they cost a few thousand dollars, what does it mat-

tre if by their use a few more lives can be saved?

And actual lifesaving should be the prime considera-

tion to those entrusted with the equipment of our

ships.

Everybody in the country realizes the importance

of ships, more ships and still more ships, but few

think of the safety end, apart from the ships them-

selves. If those who have to man them had their

waj' thev would demand the best that can be ob-

tained. \\ e are at war ; war at sea is worse, if

anything, than on land, and we need every precau-

tion that can be taken.

Insurance companies and underwriters keep an

accurate record of improvements in fire-extinguish-

ing apparatus, pumps, boilers and engines, just as

architects and fire underwriters for buildings have

a most explicit rating on iire-protection and elevator

systenjs, yet the former are concerned only with

the cargo of ships and the saving of property, where-

as little attention is paid to the kind or quality of

lifesaying equipment carried on the ships to safe-

guard the crews. Considering the fact that our

Government is now taking the lead in underwriting

the lives on ships that cross the "war zones", I

think it would be well for all concerned ^yith the

matter to do their bit toward avoiding loss of life.

HONGKONG INSURANCE COMPANY
LEGISLATION

Legislation for the regulation and control of fire

and marine insurance companies in Hongkong,

which the government of the colony has had under

consideration for some time, has been enacted in

the form of a bill which passed the legislative coun-

cil December 27. The law seeks to prevent the

establishing and operation of "wild-cat" or mush-

room companies by requiring certain auditing, and

particularly by requiring that all companies doing

a fire or marine insurance business in the colony

shall deposit with the Registrar of Companies in

Hongkong the sum of $100,000 in Hongkong cur-

rency or its equivalent for each line of insurance

business carried on, i. e., $100,000 each for the fire

and marine branches of the business.

These respective deposits shall be made, to the

amount of at least one-half of the total, in the shape

of fixed deposits in approved banks either of money
or British, Indian, or colonial government bonds or

stocks or in securities authorized l>y law for the

time being in the United Kingdom for the invest-

ment of trust funds. The other half ma}- be in anv

other security approved by the Governor in Coun-

cil and may be in the form of leasehold property

in the colony of Hongkong; but if in the form of

a leasehold, it must be actually mortgaged to the

Registrar of Companies for the purposes of such

security. All other securities must in like manner

be transferred to the Registrar of Companies com-

pletely for the purposes of the act.

It is provided that companies operating in Great

Britain where a deposit of £20,000 or in the Straits

Settlements where a deposit of $100,000 is required,

shall be free from the requirement of making de-

posits in Hongkong to the amount of their respec-

tive deposits in such places.

To avoid exchange complications, it is provided

in the bill that "for the purposes of this section one

pound sterling or five dollars gold or ten Straits

dollars or fifteen rupees shall be the equivalent of

ten Hongkong dollars." It is also provided that

during the course of the war deposits may be made

in approved banks in the United Kingdom.

The law also stipulates that all companies doing

a fire or marine insurance business in the colony

shall provide certain accounts and balances, usual

to such companies, which are subject to audit by

special auditors when so ordered b}' the Governor

in Council, and provides penalties for the furnish-

ing of false accounts, for the obstruction of any

audit, or for failure to comply with the provisions

of the ordinance.

The act applies without distinction to both Brit-

ish and foreign companies.

JAPANESE SUBSIDIES

The lapanese Government has announced the

following subsidies which have a direct bearing on

the trade of the Pacific: The Osaka Shosen Kaisha

for the Puget Sound service to operate six vessels

or more of 5500 tons between Tacoma and Japanese

ports, will receive $1,330,958 in 1918, and $1,250,830

in 1919.

The Nippon Yusen Kaisha is to maintain a Euro-

pean service with 11 ships of over 5500 tons, 26

round trips annually and the subsidy will be $842,-

390 in 1918, and $732,480 in 1919.

The Australian service which will also be operated

bv the Nippon Yusen Kaisha with three ships of

more than 5500 tons, making 13 round trips an-

nually, subsidy $84,481 in 1918, and $93,965 in 1919.

The Toyo Kisen Kaisha will maintain a South

American service with three ships of more than

6000 tons, making six round trips annually, subsidy

$142,904 in 1018, and $134,271 in 1919.



Anotker Important Oriental Connection

Ox I'', of tlu' iiKist iiiiixirtant events transpir-

iiii; rt'Cfiitly in Coast shipping circles was

llie visit of \\ illiam H. Scholz, managing

dirccUir of the Ph. \ an Ommcren Corporation of

New York. The \-isit of Mr. Scholz confirms the

intention of the great Van Ommeren Corporation

to make San Francisco the headquarters for that

lirni's Oriental carrying trade. With this end in

view, the second floor of the new Northwestern

Pacific Building, at the corner of Pine and Front

Streets, San Francisco, has been leased for a term

of years, and Mr. C. D. Dunann has taken up his

duties as general manager in charge of the Pacific

Coast interests of the corporation.

Mr. William H. Scholz, whose headquarters are

in New York, is a broad gauge business man whose

career has brought him into international, as well

as national prominence. He was commercial ad-

viser of the American Legation at The Hague and

rendered similar service to the American envoys

at Stockholm and Berlin previous to the war. It

was through the advice of Mr. Scholz that the Van
Ommeren Corporation decided to put on a direct

service between San Francisco and the Far East.

Because of his keen knowledge of international

affairs, the advice of Mr. Scholz proved of great

benefit to the Netherlands shippers, who valued

very highly his opinions and interpretations of the

various British orders in council relative to ship-

ping matters. As a result of his activities in connection

with the Netherlands Overseas Trust, which undertook

to see that goods purchased by Dutch firms actually

reached Holland consumers, he was invited to join

the Van Ommeren interests. Mr. Scholz also took

a large and important part in securing the interest

of the Dutch business world in making Holland a

great cotton mart, and he was instrumental in secur-

ing plans for the duplication of the great cotton

terminals at New Orleans for the Netherlands ports.

In view of the long history of the Van Ommeren
Corporation, the firm having been founded over one

hundred years ago, and on account of its wide and

important affiliations, the establishment of their

office at San Francisco offers local shippers and

freight forwarders an organization that will cer-

tainly play an important part in the dissemination

of American goods among the markets of the Orient.

The parent company in Holland operates a large

fleet of steamers and motorships and also some
seventy barges which were used in the heavy traffic

between Holland and British ports. Some of the

large steamers now engaged in the New' York-Rot-

terdam trade are to be diverted to the San Fran-

cisco-East Indies service. Among the more im-

portant Oriental ports to be served will be Batavia,

Soerba\a, Singaport-, Hongkong and Nagasaki. A
separate line will operate between Batavia and the

Australian and .\ew Zealand ports, thus covering

completely Japan, China, the Straits Settlements,

Dutch East Indies and Australasia. A line is oper-

ated from New York to the East Coast of South

America, and it is expected that this service will be

duplicated out of San F*rancisco to the West Coast

ports.

In coming to San Francisco the Van Ommeren
Corporation carries the prestige of the foremost and

best known shipping house in the Netherlands with

connections and facilities for shipping to England.

Scandinavia, South America, Holland, Dutch East

Indies and the Far East. Another phase of the

concern's activities includes representation of manu-

facturers of goods for exports, and in this line the

knowdedge of markets and conditions gathered dur-

ing one hundred years as international merchants

should prove of great value to the American manu-

facturer seeking a foreign market.

It is worthy of note that the Van Ommeren Cor-

poration is endeavoring to co-operate with the

United States Shipping Board in every way, and

that the recent ruling in regard to Dutch ships in

American ports found the Van Ommeren steamers

already under charter to the Shipping Board.

In selecting Mr. C. D. Dunann as Pacific Coast

manager, the Van Ommeren Corporation has se-

cured the services of one of the best known steam-

ship men on the Pacific Coast. For fifteen years

"Charley" Dunann was general passenger traffic

manager for the Pacific Coast Steamship Company.

Mr. Dunann was brought to San Francisco by

Mr. J. D. Farrell in 1902 as general passenger agent

for the big coasting company with which he was

affiliated until the formation of the Pacific Steam-

ship Company, which took over the fleets of the

Pacific Coast Steamship Company and the vessels of

the Admiral Line. Previous to that time Mr. Dunann's

transportation work had been largely with the large

railroad systems of the country.

There is a growing membership in Portland Har-

bor, No. 17, Masters, Mates & Pilots' Association,

which was organized February 1. The headquar-

ters is in the Lumber Exchange Building. Officers

are Captain \\'. H. Stanford, president; Captain C.

M. Alden, secretary and treasurer; Captain W. R.

Thomas, first vice-president; Captain F. H. Barton,

second vice-president, and Captain F. Hegstrom,

chaplain.
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THE firm of Struthers & Dixon was incorpo-

rated during the past month. This action

was taken in order to branch out, as the big

business built up practically requires the firm to

have its own representatives in the Far East, rather

than agents. Offices have already been established

at Manila and Hongkong and Mr. Leonard Everett

has opened the firm's branch in Shanghai. It is

expected that Struthers & Dixon will shortly open

bffices at Calcutta and Colombo, as their business

with these ports is expanding rapidly.

The Schaw-Batchcr Pipe Works have received

orders for ten more 8800-ton freighters from the

Shipping Board. This makes a total of eighteen

vessels on order for the South San Francisco ship-

yard.

After being in the San Francisco-Honolulu service

under Government commandeer during the winter,

the Pacific Steamship Company's two liners, "Presi-

dent" and "Governor" were returned to the coast-

wise route on March 9th and March 16th, respec-

tively.

These popular vessels are operating on their

former schedule between Seattle, Victoria, San

Francisco, Los Angeles and San Diego. They also

call for freight at Tacoma, Everett and Vancouver.

Their return to the coastwise service was timely,

as the "Yale" and "Harvard", which the Pacific

Steamship Company operates between San Fran-

cisco and Southern California, were requisitioned

by the Navy Department a few days later. The
"President" and "Governor" are the largest vessels

in the company's fleet.

Captain A. J. Storrs, superintendent of the Pa-

cific Steamship Company, made a tour of inspection

from Seattle to San Francisco, Wilmington and San

Diego, during March. Captain Storrs said that the

newly built Shipping Board vessels are drawing

heavily on private owners for officers, engineers and

seamen and that the scarcity of men to make up the

crews is becoming a serious problem.

The Miasionary barkentine "Ysabel" in San Francisco Bay.

PROGRESS ON SUISUN BAY

Just two months and three days after ground was

broken, the machinery has been turned and tested

at the 247-acre plant of the Pacific Coast Shipbuild-

ing Company on Upper Suisun Bay. Speed records

in the building of such establishments are believed

to have been broken. Despite a driving rain, the

power lines were connected with the wires of the

400-foot plate shop and the big tools, on concrete

foundations, were given their test in the presence

of the architect, Frederick H. Meyer, and repre-

sentatives of the contractor, the Lindgren Com-

pany. The first punchings were gathered as

souvenirs.

The plate shop, with equipment in, is ready for

the initial work on shipbuilding, and not only ma-

terial, but deck equipment and boilers and turbines

have been arranged for—some of the metal is in

transit—for the beginning of the first job, building

ten 9500-ton steamers for the Government.

By March 12th, two of the launching ways were

more than ninety per cent done, and the finishing

of the 400-foot machine shop was but ten days off,

with the big office building not far behind. Other

structures are progressing.

Fifty Southern Pacific employees have been at

work on the spur tracks, in addition to the 300 men

in the yard itself, which will be completed, it is

expected, in May.

The fire protection system of the plant, approved

by the underwriters, is to be notable for thorough-

ness. Its installation is under way. A pumping

plant, of 750 gallons a minute capacity, will draw

on the bay, and a 50,000 gallon tank, raised 90 feet,

will give high pressure. A concrete settling tank

of equal capacity will tap the bay with a screened

pipe, at tide level, also serving as a source for the

elevated tank. The six and eight-inch pipe system

is a mile in length, with 35 hydrants. The thirteen

main buildings and the smaller ones will have reel

svstems. and the warehouse and the planing mill
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will have automatic sprinkler and alarm systems.

Chemical apparatus has already been installed.

The buildings have been laid out with ami)le

space ])et\veen them for fire protection.

SHIP OWNERS RADIO SERVICE

Ship owners and all who are interested in xarious

non-technical phases of wireless will have an op-

portunity to keep in touch with radio prof^ress

through a bulletin that is to be issued monthly by

the Ship Owners Radio Ser\'ice. Inc., and which is

to be distributed free.

Up to the present time the (|uestion of radio

telegraph apparatus and the many details pertain-

ing to its installation and operation has been a

subject concerning which the average ship owner.

and other people interested in communication from

isolated points, has had little or no information

of such a nature that it might be understood with-

out technical training. In fact, but little definite

information was known to even radio engineers.

This point, however, has now been passed antl

there are hundreds of radio installations in opera-

tion all over the world, although the ship owner's

knowledge of the subject has not been greatl}'

increased.

The Ship Owners Radio Service, Inc., the well

known service branch of the Kilbourne & Clark

Mfg. Co., of Seattle, Washington, has recognized

this need for non-technical information and has,

accordingly, undertaken to publish a monthly bulle-

tion, called the "Ship Owners Radio Bulletin,". The
present plans of the publishers are to mail this

bulletin to every steamship owner in the United

States, beginning the first of April, this year.

The subject matter will contain articles of gen-

eral interest written in a non-technical way from

the ship operator's standpoint, and several large

steamship companies have expressed themselves as

saying that this publication will fill an important

need.

"Frank D. Stout" at San Francisco, where
Installed by the Main Street Iron Works.

The Ship Owners Radio Service, Inc., is asking

the co-operation of shipping men to the extent that

they inform them of the addresses of all executives

to whom they desire copies mailed.

Offices of the Ship Owners Radio Service, Inc.,

are identical with those of the Kilbourne & Clark

Manufacturing Company, at 149 Broadway, New
York : Fife Building, San Francisco, and 24 West

Connecticut Street, Seattle.

I. O. Dranga, for six years with the Portland

office of the North Pacific Steamship Company and

latterly with the Emerald Line, the new owner of

the fleet, resigned during the month to enter the

San Francisco office of the United States Shipping

Board.

The Danish motorship "Jutlandia". a recent visitor to San Francisco Bay.
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THE Barnes & Tibbitts shipyard has received

orders for fitting out two of the Hough

type ships for the Emergency Fleet Cor-

poration. The ships were built in the Northwest

and towed to San Francisco to be fitted out.

Tlie extensixe plant of the Skandia Pacific Oil

Engine Company in East Oakland is being still fur-

ther improved and expanded. Recently the New-

berrv Electric Company installed three 7S KW.
transformers. Extensive additions to the machinery

equipment and additions to the shop space are

steadily going forward.

The Atlas Imperial Gas Engine Company is turning

out an immense number of gas engines these days

and a recent order that attracted considerable at-

tention was a Diesel engine which has been finished

and shipped to the Apex Fish Company of Seattle,

Washington.

The fine schooner, "Palawan", built by \\'. F.

Stone to the order of Atkins & Kroll, has sailed on

her maiden voyage. This fine craft is fitted with

twin 110-horsepower Union Gas engines. The

winches and windlass hoist were also furnished by

the Union Gas Engine Company, as were also the

electric light set and the ventilating equipment. The

"Palawan" is one of the finest and best equipped

copra schooners which ever sailed out of San Fran-

cisco Bay, and her builders and owners take a

justifiable pride in this handsome South Sea trader.

The schooner "Carolyn Frances", recently

launched at the Barnes & Tibbitts shipyards in Afa-

meda, is rapidly being fitted out for service. The

"Frances" is 170 feet long. 36 feet beam and 13 feet

6 inches depth of hold and has been so constructed

that auxiliary power may be installed whenever

desired.

A CREDITABLE VOYAGE

The motorship "S. I. Allard", recently made a

voyage to Honolulu with 3134 tons of general cargo

on board in nine days and twenty-two hours. The

"Allard" is one of the Charles R. McCormick ships

that were fitted out under the supervision of Con-

sulting Engineer Plewitt of that compan)'. The ]\Ic-

Cormick auijciliary motorships have been notably

successful, anci the splendid run noted above is but

one of several fine voyage records made by these

vessels. The best day logged on the trip was 243

nautical knots in twenty-four hours or just under

10 knots. This speed from a heavily laden ship

with a limited sail area speaks extremely well for

the pair of 320 horsepower Bolindcr engines with

which she is equipped.

THE DEATH OF MR. ERNEST S.

LIVINGSTON
£ -ff'---aw«» f^..^ ...... --.«»e,-,irf«^ --»-j7!; .-—,-1-1

Mr. Ernest S. Livingston, assistant general agent

for the Aetna Insurance Company and head of its

marine department, one of the most popular and

widely known Pacific Coast underwriters, died at

his home in Oakland on March 5th. Mr. Livingston

was a native of San Francisco and was forty years

old. While on a trip to the Northwest last October,

he was stricken with Brights disease and, while

he recovered sufficiently to return home, he was
unable to regain the strength to enable him to return

to his business duties. He is survived by his widow,

Mrs. Clarissa Livingston, one child, two brothers

and three sisters. Mr. Livingston began his insur-

ance career twenty years ago with his father, Mr.

John Livingston, a pioneer insurance agent and a

member of the firm of Livingston, Smith & Com-
pany. He left this firm ten years ago to enter the

marine department of the Aetna Insurance Com-
pany as marine superintendent. A few years later

he was promoted to assistant general agent, in

which capacity he still continued in charge of the

marine department. Until recently he was presi-

dent of the Board of Marine Underwriters of San

Francisco and also of the Association of Marine

Underwriters.

Air. Livingston's death is keenly felt in marine

insurance circles along the Pacific Coast where he

numbered his friends b)' the legion and his passing

away has proved a personal loss to an extended

circle, both in and out of the marine insurance field.
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A STEEL ship (Iclivcrcil to Uncle Sam l-vctv

ten days, is the remarkable record Seattle

established for the first seventy days of

1918. and to all appearances she bids well to in-

crease this average before the end of the year to

one vessel every five days. The aggregate tonnage

launched into Elliott liay the first seventy days

of this year was ()1,.S00. One of these vessels, the

"Sacramento", won the distinction of being the first

ship built on the Pacific Coast to go out on her

trial trip fully loaded, in which condition she easily

made eleven knots on the mile course off \'ashon

Island.

The first vessel of the Bering Sea Codfishing fleet,

the power schooner "Progress", left this city early

in February, manned with a crew of twenty-one

men and supplies for the season and bound for

Squaw Harbor, about ninety miles from Unimak
Pass.

I. D. Lowman, a prominent business man of this

citv, has been appointed assistant director of opera-

tions of the new Government ships in the North-

west. When completed and ready to be placed in

operation, the new Government ships automatically

pass into the control of the division of operations

of the Emergency Fleet Corporation. This division

is headed by a director in Washington, D. C,

who is represented by assistants in the various dis-

tricts. Mr. Lowman will have his headquarters in

Seattle and will supervise the loading, discharging

and movements of the vessels while they remain in

Northwest waters.

Two more big Oriental oil storage terminals have

recently commenced operation in Seattle. They

are the new terminals of Rogers, Brown & Com-

pany, having five storage tanks, of a total capacity

of 900,000 gallons, and Swift & Company have

three tanks totaling 750,000 gallon. The two ter-

minals are located on Harbor Island, just north of

Duthie's ship\ard. Another terminal is definitely in

sight, which will increase Seattle's oil storage ca-

pacity from 4,530,000 gallims, which figures includes

the two new terminals. u\> U> 5.000.000 gallons.

Other concerns having ( )rirntal nil storage facili-

ties are, Port Commission, Smith Cove, 400.000

gallons; Proctor & Gamble. Smith Cove, 2.000.000

gallons, and James Griffiths (S; Sons, Smith Cove.

480.000 gallons.

Tlie Car\-l)a\is Towing Company has added to

its fleet the cannery tug "Oregon", formerly the

property of the Columbia River Packers Associa-

tion. '14ie "r)regon" was built for deep sea towing

bv the famous old Nilson & Kelez yard of this city,

costing at the time $39,000. She is of 107 gross

tons register and is powered with a 350-horsepower

steam engine, and has a steaming radius of twenty-

five days.

Realizing the lack of trained executives to ef-

ficiently carry out the details of construction on the

immense shipbuilding program, the Seattle Cham-

ber of Commerce and Commercial Club has outlined

a proposition whereby men in the ranks of the

different trades may receive instruction to qualify

themselves for higher positions and higher pay as

foremen or bosses in charge of various departments

or branches. The aim is to supply a corps of well

trained and skilled foremen so necessary to bring

each man up to the standard of 100 per cent efificient.

Captain John A. O'Brien, of Alaska Coast fame,

has been appointed master of the steamship "West-

erly", the 8S00-ton freighter built by the Ames yard.

The Elliott Bay Yacht & Engine Company is

working on an order for sixty Columbia River type

fishing boats for the Northwest Fisheries Com-
panv. Ten of the boats will be equipped with en-

gines and the remainder with sails only. With its

many contracts for new hulls on hand and the throe

marine railways always crowded with work, this

concern presents a busy scene.

The first of the Seattle-Alaska Cannery fleet to

leave this port for the North was the four-masted

bark "Salvator", owned and operated by Libby, Mc-

Niel c^ Libby. The "Salvator" left Seattle Feb-

ruary 19th, bound for Seldovia, at the head of Cook

Inlet, with a cargo of piling, lumber and distillate.

The net operating profits for the Port District

Properties in Seattle totaled $30,000 in the month

of januarw If this record is maintained for the

remaining eleven months of the year, the net oper-

ating expenses would fall only $18,000 short of

meeting all interest and bond redemption charged

for 1918. The port's investments total $6,300,000.

Interest and redemption charges equal six per cent

of that amount or $378,000. The continuance of the

January record of earnings to the end of the year

would bring the net earnings of the year to $360,000.
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l'\'l)ruary 22nil thf coiiiinandccred stcanisliip

"Westficld", built 1)\ J. l'. Dutliic & Compan\.

was j^'ivcn a trial trip on the Goxcninieiit niilc

oiursr in which she showed remarkable s])eecl.

With all her machinery operating- in (|uiet harmony

the SSOO-ton steel leviathan slipped easil)- through

thi' wattT. maintainiiiii an axerajje speed of l.i.i

knots throuj^hout tlie four-hour endurance test.

The "W estheld" is the third S800-t()n steel vessel

built \>\ Duthie iK: Company for L'nele v^am. Im-

mediately upon her return from her trials she was

takt'ii over by the Shipping;- Hoard and loaded for

her maiden \'o_\at;e.

Machinery for the bit;" I'.rickson lvng"ineerin,L;

C'ompany has arrixed in this city and the new yard

is raiii<lly approachiuii' completion and will soon

ha\e \\\v of the ten 9400-ton ships for the Go\ern-

nient takint;" form on the ways. The bisj plant is

located on the west shore of the Duwamish W ater-

way. a half mile south of Sjiokane Avenue. Several

of the shop buildings are completed, others are

taking form rapidly, and the Rogers Aerial System

for the handling of material into ihe ships is in

o])eration.

The steamship "\\ est Arrow", built b\' Skinner

iV F.ddy was put through her paces Februar\- 2()tli

and exceeded her contract speed by a wide margin.

Like all the rest of the \-essels of her type com-

pleted in this city she was at once taken over by

the Shipping Board and loaded for the famous un-

charted port of ".Somewhere" to which so many
vessels have of late been thronginp.

In a little o\ it live hours after turning the "VVcst-

.\rrow" over to the Shipping Board, the officials

ol the Skinnir ^L- Eddy Corporation turned their

attention to the launching of another S800-ton car-

rier, the "Canoga" for the C.overnment's rapidly

incrt-asing lleet of merchantment. This is the

fourth direct contract steel vessel for I'li^de Sam.
the otiiers being first the famous "Seattle", launched

November 24th by Skinner & Ivddy. The second

vessel was launched by a Los Angeles concern, the

third V essel being the "Absaroka", launched Decem-
ber 22nd. by Skinner & Eddy.

TO SALVE " MARIPOSA" AND "ALKI"
W ith the coming of spring it is understood that

the work of salving the wrecked steamships "Alki"

and "Mariposa" will be commenced. The "Alki",

wrecked November 1, 1917, on the west coast of

Chicagof Island, will never again be seen in any
harbor, having battered herself beyond repair on

the jagged rocks and will be broken up by Frank
F'isher of the National Bag and Metal Company
of this city, for the machinery and metal in her hull.

The "Mariposa", however, though much battered

and punctured by the rocks of Straits Island reef.

Summer .Straits, will be patched up and brought

to Seattle for repairs. There are many shipping

men in .Seattle that contend that on account of the

rush of water in Summer Straits it will be impos-

sible to float her. There are others also who are

hopeful of seeing her again poke her nose into

FJliott Bay, the flagship of the Alaska Steamship

Company's fleet.

"<«»,

v^'^
4IIMI

^<^**'

IIIUI|r\ \

VULCAN MANUFACTUR

The plant of the Vulcan Manufacturing Company, Seattle. This concern is turning out a ereat amount of hiffh class auxiliary
for the shipbuilders of the Northwest and elsewhere.
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THE fourteenth annual meeting and patriotic

dinner of the Alumni Association of the

New York Nautical School, which was held

at the Hotel Majestic on Saturday, February I6th,

was very largely attended, over 100 being present.

The absence of younger members was especially

noted, as most of these are now in war service.

Many of the members were in their uniforms, as

officers of the U. S. N. R., and a large number of

distinguished guests and speakers graced the occa-

sion with their presence.

Charles Williamson, 76, president of the Alumni
Association, introduced J. C. Riedel, '89, who pre-

sided as toastmaster. Captain Felix Riesenberg, '97,

spoke of the satisfactory condition of the school

and made a plea for greater facilities in order that

the New York State Nautical School can do its

full share in the prosecution of the war. Captain

Marcus H. Tracy, chairman of the executive com-
mittee ; Captain A. M. Smith, Com. J. W. Miller,

members, and Louis \^'^eickam, secretary-treasurer

of the Board of Governors, were present at the

dinner.

Mr. W. E. Ferguson, representative of the Emer-
gency Fleet Corporation, just made public, with the

permission of the Emergency Fleet Corporation the

following: That more than one-third of the war
vessels and merchant ships called for by the Gov-

ernment's program are being built in shipyards

along the Delaware River. That the tonnage con-

tracted for along the Delaware River is the great-

est in the world. That 272 ships, including war
vessels, are contracted for by eleven shipbuilding

plants between Trenton, New Jersey, and Delaware

City, Delaware.

The big new Government yard at Hog Island.

Philadelphia. Pa., has started work on 120 cargo

carriers, and this plant is engaging to turn out

6,000,000 additional tons in 1918. The Hog Island

plant is now employing 16,000 workers and officials

estimate that at least 32,000 more workers arc

needed.

More than 2,500,000 tons will be the Delaware

River's first Cjuota in the fleet in which the United

States relies on to help win the war.

At the shipyard at Bristol, Pennsylxania, fortx'

ships are contracted for, they are employing more

than 5000 workers, and will require 10,000 more in

the near future to complete the vessels contracted

for on schedule time.

The new yard at Cornwells, Pennsylvania, is

contracting for ten vessels, where a force of 500

workers is at present employed. 1500 more will be

needed in the near future.

At a well known Philadelphia shipbuilding plant

more than sixty vessels are to be turned out, mostly
Government craft. They employ 5000 workers
and another 1000 is needed.

A big yard at Camden, across the river from
Philadelphia, is busy on the building of twenty-

four ships, employing around 7200 men. More men
needed.

Two yards at Gloucester, New Jersey, arc build-

ing sixteen ships with a force of 3000 men. More
men needed.

Two large plants have contracted for eighteen

and twenty-six ships respective!}-, one plant employ-

ing 1800 men, requiring at least 3000 more, and the

other yard has 2000 workers, requiring at least 5000

more men to complete contracts.

At the shipyard at Wilmington, Delaware, the

work is progressing on thirteen ships on which there

are 2800 men at work, needing 1000 more men
badly.

At another plant in this same city eight ships

are being built with a force of 1000 men, requiring

1600 more men.

Labor difficulties and shortage of materials will

certainly increase the estimated cost considerably.

Recent investigations of the Delaware River plants

indicated that most of the vessels will be completed

in schedule time.

The abolishment of the publicity bureau at Hog
Island shipyards was one of the first acts of Ad-
miral Bowles, assistant general manager of the

Emergency Fleet Corporation. He announced that

he will give out all the information to be made
public himself.

The building of a $4,000,000 shipyard on Flush-

ing Bay, New York, is being planned, and it is

believed that Japanese money is behind the project.

The Downey Shipbuilding Corporation, Staten

Island, New York, is pushing the work very rap-

idly on two of the ten Emergency Fleet ships for

which the\' contracted.
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THE Oregon District the last six weeks might
be properly termed a fashion show in the

shipbuilding sphere, for it has been a period

in which new st3des in maritime designs have pre-

dominated, Hough, Peninsula and Supple & Ballin

types of wooden steamers having been displayed in

the Portland harbor; also the first of the French

steam auxiliary schooners.

More common, yet having their place in the float-

ing fleet that drew so many "Ohs" and "Ahs", as

they took the water, were five of the 8800-ton steel

ships in the same time. It has aii'orded that portion

of the populace, attracted by the big war activity

in vessels, much the same interest when it came

to inspecting the carriers as is found among auto-

mobile owners at a display of cars.

Then the names for them. A few, though of a

vintage of a century ago and well known in the

East and South, have been given the Oregon vessels,

also some have been expressly coined for the occa-

sion, and more were selected after prominent Coast

headlands, being about the only ones to appeal to

the sailormen who may man them.

And, in the words of a picturesque Chicago

packer, "it might be mentioned in passing," that

the wooden shipbuilders of the Beaver state are not

in the background in comparison to the strides

made at other ports in the number of vessels floated,

nor as to workmanship or time of construction.

With the early ships that are counted in the 1918

drive, it must be admitted no speed records were

broken, yet no small percentage of lost time is di-

rectly attributed to six weeks of strike difficulties

in 1917, which, in a number of instances, were ex-

perienced at a time when the plants had already

assumed their initial stride.

But that is history today. War needs are realized

and appreciated by "Chips" in every yard. It has

been said, and there is no debate possible, that

there is no competition in shipbuilding today. In

its place is rivalry. It is a rivalry between the

brawn and muscle of each establishment. First, it

has taken the form of a determination to do better

and faster work than another plant from which it

grew into greater exertion of individual efYort and

finally to placing wagers of considerable amount.

In the plants of the Northwest Steel Com-

pany and the Columbia River Shipbuilding Corpora-

tion, the situation was so tense up to the time the

hull of the "West Indian" was launched February

28th, after eighty-two actual working days, that

$5000 was won by the men of the latter establish-

ment. The "Western Wave" was started by the

Northwest's force November 6th, and the "West

Indian's" first keel sections went into place Novem-

ber 24th. It was not until March 4th that the

"Western Wave" went down the ways. There is

talk of more wagers and one of them, having to

do with wooden ships, is expected to amount to

$10,000 a side.

The Grant Smith-Porter Ship Company launched

the hull of the steamer "Wasco" February 17th,

and in a month had four hulls afloat. All are of the

Hough type, for which the company held contracts

for twelve.

The Supple-Ballin Shipbuilding Corporation

floated the steamer "Harney" February 21st, and

within a month the "Wallowa", the second of eight
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contracted for, was ridinp the surface of the \\il-

lamettc River. They are composite ships, designed

by Fred A. Ballin, and exceed in size the largest

wooden carriers of other designs, being 4500 tons

deadweight. The motorships "Mount Hood" and

"Mount Shasta", pioneers floated by that corpora-

tion, were of the same hull construction, only with

the house and machinery aft, while in the Govern-

ment vessels the machinery and cabin are amid-

ships.

The Peninsula Shipbuilding Company, having its

own design, launched the "Clackamas", February

25th, and is about ready with the second ship. They

are the only wooden carriers so far laid down in

the Oregon District that are to be driven by turbine

engines, the Westinghouse being selected. They

are 4000-ton ships, and it is said by the builders

they will exceed the standard speed requirements

of the Government, and have an excess of about

225 horsepower. The vessels have greater dead-

rise than the average cargo ship, also the entrance

and run are extremely easy, and hull strength is

declared to be assured through the use of a steel box

keelson for center-line stiffness. The 'tweendeck

shelf is kneed above and below^ and extra fore and

aft peak tanks are provided for ballast when the

ships are running light. In short, there is a general

aim to stitfen the vessels and avoid strain due to

pounding.

Since January 13th, eight steel hulls of the 8800-

ton plan have been released from the ways and the

same number of wooden steamers for the Govern-

ment, also the first wooden steam auxiliary schooner

for the French Government, which was built by

the Foundation Company and nineteen others are

to follow, nine of which are on the ways and will

go overboard within ten days of each other.

Through a visit of Lloyd J.
Wentworth, district

officer, to Washington, for a conference with Gen-

eral Manager Piez of the Shipping Board, many

details of the campaign for ships in Oregon have

been "ironed out" and future work gives promise

of running more smoothly with reference to machin-

ery installation, additional hull contracts, labor pay-

ments and material delivery.

The launching of the "Commandant Roisin" the last

of March, marked the first ship to be set afloat

there. Miss Pauline Genereaux, daughter of Cap-

tain E. C. Genereaux, resident agent of the Bureau

\'eritas and representing the French Government

in the contracts, was sponsor. There are twenty

ships to be built and they are of the steam auxiliary

type, being fivemasters, 280 feet overall, 45^ feet

beam and with a moulded depth of 25 feet. They

will be equipped with two triple expansion engines

of 350 horsepower each. There are ten ways in use.

In the order in which they will be launched,

vessels to follow the "Commandant Roisin" will

be named the "Commandant Challes", "Command-

ant de Rose", "Commandant Capitaine Geynemer"

and "Commandant dc Bcauchamp", then "Captain

Rcmy", "Lieutenant Pegoud", "Lieutenant Dc-

lorme" and "Lieutenant Granier" and "Adjutant

Dorme".

Charles D. Kennedy, for ten years Portland rep-

resentative of the American-Hawaiian service, took

up his new duties about the middle of March as

district officer of the operating department of the

United States Shipping Board, under C. W. Cook

of San Francisco, who is the Pacific Coast head of

the operating department.

First of the 3300-ton steamers floated by the Al-

bina Engine & Machine Works, the "Point Loma",

was given her trial early in the month and was

loaded with cargo for the Hawaiian Islands. The

"Point Arena", her sistership, is soon to be ready,

and the first three 3800-ton steamers to be launched

will be named the "Point Judith". Point Lobos" and

"Point Bonita".

In the maintenance of the general organization of

shipyard inspectors and for the exchange of ideas

and experiences, Lloyd J. Wentworth, district offi-

cer, has arranged meetings at the Portland office

of all men in the state, usually a week-end trip

being possible for those on the Coast and at yards

down the Columbia River as far as Astoria. Heads

of the various departments meet with the inspectors

and many problems are threshed out with a viev\' to

standardization of rules and ideas at all points.

One visitor who spent most of the month at Port-

land was George A. Colley, of New York, chief

draftsman at the New York office of the Penin-

sula Shipbuilding Company. He was on hand when
the hull of the steamer "Clackamas" took the water

February 25th and remained for some time after-

ward. Mr. Colley believes that the Peninsula type

is a coming one among wooden carriers.

Captain Jack Speier, Portland's harbormaster,

was picked by the Columbia River Shipbuilding

Corporation to act as skipper of the 8800-ton

steamer "Westward Ho", the pioneer vessel finished

at that plant, and he was chosen in the same capa-

city for the "Point Loma", vanguard of the Albina

Engine & Machine Works' fleet. Captain Speier

had the transport "Lawton", now the liner "Rose

City", in the days of the Spanish-American War,

and, seeing the big, new fellows being turned out

here, makes him itch to again tread the bridge.

Municipal authorities have come to the aid of the

Willamette Iron & Steel Works by ordering the

discontinuance of the Seventeenth Street ferry slip,

so the company can make a berth there for one

8800-ton steamer, thereby affording them space for

three vessels of the class at their plant.

Work of rehabilitating the schooner "Oakland"

is going ahead at Albers dock under the direction of

Robert Mcintosh, pioneer shipwright, and the vessel

will soon be ready for sea.
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THE survey of the housing situation at Los

Angeles harbor recently made by Mark C.

Cohn, director of the California State Hous-

ing Commission, with a view to aiding in the con-

struction of additional housing facilities for shif)-

yard workers promises to bear fruit. Mr. Cohn's

report shows that there are a total of 13,104 rooms

in the residences of the San Pedro and Terminal

districts of the harbor community. That the civil

population of these districts is 14,864, the balance

being soldiers and sailors at Fort McArthur, the

Naval Reserve Training Station and the submarine

base. That twenty-eight principal industries in the

harbor district now employ 8500 persons. That the

number in these same industries will be increased

to bring the total up to 11,200, probably within

six months. The Los Angeles Shipbuilding & Dry

Dock Company is employing more than 5500 men.

That new industries to be located in the harbor

district will employ several thousand additional men
in the not distant future. That of the 8500 per-

sons now employed at the harbor approximately

4000 reside in other places and go back and forth

daily on account of lack of houses. Mr. Cohn fur-

ther figures that the time spent by these men in

going to and from work amounts to the working

time of about 1000 men, with a corresponding loss

of effort. As a result of this report, plans are on

foot to form a large building corporation, lot owners to

put their lots in the company in exchange for stock, and

the company to build houses on an extensive scale.

Other minor proposals are being brought forth

daily and a considerable number of houses are

under construction. Los Angeles harbor is suffer-

ing far less from a lack of housing facilities than are

many other shipbuilding communities, because the

transportation facilities arc unusually good. It

is an inconvenience and a waste of time and effort

for men to go long distances to and from work,

but it is by no means an impossibility, while in

many communities, particularly in the East, it has

been found impossible to increase the number of

shipbuilders to any large extent until housing facili-

ties are first provided.

Through the efforts of local representatives in

Washington, particularly a delegation from Long

Beach, the Rivers and Harbors Committee of the

Lower House of Congress has recommended an

appropriation of $130,350 to dredge a channel to

connect Long Beach harbor with Los Angeles har-

bor. The entire project will cost more than double

this sum, but Long Beach proposes to provide the

lialanco itself. The channel is projected to be 200

feet wide and 20 feet deep for the present, but

will ultimately be 400 feet wide with 30 feet of

water. One member of the Rivers and Harbors

Committee has made a minority report against the

project, but it is believed that it will be adopteil.

although it is the only new project included in this

year's Rivers and Harbors bill. The project is

recommended as a war emergency measure to give

an additional outlet for the ships under construc-

tion at Long Beach.

Considerable interest has beeia stirred up locally

over a recent announcement of Secretary of Com-
merce Redficld to the effect that a land syndicate

which owns 15.000 acres of land west of Los An-

geles harbor, including Point Vincente, is asking

the Government $632,000 for twelve acres of land

on Point Vincente, desired as a lighthouse site.

Point Vincente is about twelve miles west of Los

Angeles harbor and is one of the most prominent

points on the Southern California Coast. Since the

San Pedro breakwater has been completed and a

light placed at its outer end, marking the entrance

to Los Angeles harbor, mariners have desired that

the Point Fermin light, some three miles from the

harbor entrance, be moved to Point Vincente, where

it is more needed. Steamship companies and cap-

tains inaugurated a movement to this end four or

five years ago, and the Los Angeles Board of Har-

bor Commissioners took the matter up with the

California Congressmen with the result that an

$80,000 appropriation for a new light on Point

Vincente was secured. In the meantime a syndi-

cate, headed by Frank A. Vanderlip, former presi-

dent of the National City Bank of New York, pur-

chased the Palos Verdes ranch, which includes Point

Vincente. It is said the purchase price was approxi-

mately $125 per acre for the entire ranch. The

ranch takes in practically the entire coast line from

Redondo Beach to Point Fermin, including the San

Pedro hills. The syndicate planned to sell the

property for villa homes to wealthy people. The

very high price asked the Government for the light-
^

house site is predicated on the supposition that the
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of llic hij;- plant will ha\e a capacity of

10,000 barrels of crude oil per day. This

oil is brought in from the Fullerton Fields

by pipe line. This plant will be enlarged

as trade conditions after the war warrant.

c of the wharves of the Outer Harbor
Warehouse Company. Los Angeles.

lighthouse service would operate a fog

siren and that this would depreciate the

surrounding property, consequently $600,-

000 in damages are asked for that reason

and the balance for the land itself. Secre-

tary Redfield declines to proceed with the

lighthouse project in A-iew of this demand
of the property owners.

A number of representatives of foreign

steamship lines, particularly the larger

Japanese concerns, have been inspecting

the possibilities and facilities of Los An-
geles harbor during the past few weeks
with a view to new business in the future.

The Union Oil Company has secured a

.•^itc of 268 acres on the West Basin for

an oil station. Ultimately this basin will

be dredged to a depth of 30 feet and have
a (lock for loading vessels. The first unit

OUTER HARBOR DOCK & WHARF
COMPANY

The Outer Harbor Dock & Wharf Com-
pany, situated on the west side of the har-

bor, facing the breakwater, is peculiarly

adapted for the accommodation of large

vessels engaged in the foreign or coastwise

trades. Its location is such that 'it is not

necessary for vessels to traverse the nar-

row, crowded waters of the inner harbor.

The property consists of nearly one hun-
dred acres and has two miles of deep water
frontage, over one mile of which is under
wharf.

shipments direct fr ship to rail and

truck in one of the sheds of the Outer
Dock and Warehouse Company.

Vessels can always lie secure and free

of the ground, as the depth is 35 feet at

mean low water.

The wharves are of the finest modern

construction, all being built upon rein-

forced concrete piling and decked with

white cedar.

The No. 1 shed covers 50,000 square feet

and No. 2 storage shed, steel framed and

iron sheathed, with concrete dock, is abso-

lutely fireproof and has accommodation

for 12,000 tons of storage.

The wharves and warehouses are served

1)y over three miles of standard gauge

track and direct connection is had with

the Pacific Electric Railway and the

Southern Pacific Railway, and by switch-

ing arrangement with all other lines.
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C. Lang, principal surveyor for the bu-

reau, and Captain B. B. Whitney, of the

Puget Sound District. All wooden vessels

building for the Government here, as well

as 9500-ton steel steamers to be turned

out by the G. M. Standifer Construction

Company, will be classed in the American
Bureau.

pacity of 12.000 tons storagi

The property supports a staff of men trained in

e\cry branch of the wharf and warehouse business,

and is always prepared to receive vessels of any

class or tonnage.

A direct telephone line connection is maintained

for the benefit of the wharf and its patrons.

The lumber wharves are modern in every par-

ticular, it being possible to accommodate eight full

cargoes at a time.

The acreage also affords unsurpassed facilities

for storage of lumber and other material which does

not require cover.

The total tonnage handled over this dock during

the year 1917 amounted to 72,753.5.

Portland has been selected as the Pacific Coast

headquarters of the American Bureau of Shipping.

E. C. Tuck, of the New York office, has been named
Pacific Coast agent. He came during the first part

of the month in company with Captain Frederick

BUILDING SHIP TANKS

The Lac}' Manufacturing Company of

Los Angeles, which has been engaged in

plate steel work for the past thirty years,

is now making a specialty of building steel

tanks for ships. At the present time they

are engaged in constructing all the tank

work for seven of the Hough type ships,

these tanks are to be delivered at San

Pedro. This concern also does an exten-

si\e business in oil tank work, handling this class

of work for the Standard, LTnion, Associated, Gen-

eral Petroleum and Shell Oil Companies. At the

present time they are building the largest water

tank in the West. This is a service reservoir for

the City of Los Angeles and is L50 feet in diameter

by 50 feet high, holding in the neighborhood of

6.000.000 gallons. The weight of this tank is (>50

Mr. EEenry Ford has announced that he has au-

thorized the building of a "submarine killer" plant

on an 80-acre tract on the Lincoln Highway, be-

tween the Passaic and Hackensack Rivers, in other

words between Newark and New York. The plant

is to be a duplicate of the Detroit plant and is to

cost over $1,000,000. The Government is to pay

part of the cost.

The plate shop of the Lary M,inufa being: turned out.
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Launch of th at the Seaborn shipyards. Tacoma. The "Qui.
design ship launched for the Shipping Board . She

bably the first Ferris

Recent Xacoma Happenings

To the Seaborn wood shipj'ards, Tacoma, went

constructed under the Ferris designs for

the honor of launching the first wood ship

the Emergency Fleet Corporation in the United

States. This vessel, the "Ouinault", was laid down
in September, and went into the water February

9th. The ship was christened by Mrs. C. N. Sea-

born, wife of C. N. Seaborn, of the company. The

launch in every respect was most successful. Due
credit is given by the yard management to the men
for the successful work in getting this vessel out in

record time.

The "Uuinault" is a vessel measuring 281.6 feet

o\er all by 268 feet between perpendiculars with

a beam of 46 feet over the planking and moulded

depth of 26.0 and load draft of 23.6 feet. It is

anticipated that the machinery for the vessel will

be installed within a short time. It is expected

that there will be other launchings at this and other

wooden yards here now at frequent intervals.

The following were among the guests at the

launch: William Pigott, in charge of wood con-

struction in this district for the Fleet Corporation

and his assistant W. A. McGee ; Captain Bion B.

Whitney, surveyor for the American Bureau of

Shipping, and his assistant, A. T. B. Shields ; Cap-

tain John F. Blain, in charge of steel construction

for the Emergency Board, and A. B. Hunt, in charge

of machinery installation for the Board.

After spending several weeks in New York and

Washington, D. C, on business interests connected

with the Rhodes Brothers Company, of Tacoma,

H. A. Rhodes, president of the Tacoma Shipbuild-

ing Company, returned here the latter part of Feb-

ruary. Mr. Rhodes appeared before members of

the Emergency Shipping Board while in the East

and gave information on building conditions here.

Considerable inquiry was caused here the latter

part of February over the long delay experienced by

the Norwegian steamer "Storviken", which hung
idly at anchor for several weeks. It is understood

that the delay was caused by a difference brought

about by the charter parties, the Government and

the vessel's owners. It is stated that the vessel

was receiving a rate of $105,OCX3 per month, and the

same rate was quoted with the clause that the ves-

sel might be placed in any trade. The owners held

to Pacific service and placed a price on the vessel,

said to be $2,000,000. The Government made an

oft'er of $1,500,000, and in the meantime refused the

vessel bunkers.

George Marvin and associates of Tacoma, recently

purchased the passenger steamer "Magnolia", of

the sound fleet, from the Merchants Transportation

Company. The steamer is being overhauled, and if

not sold will be placed in service as a cannery

tender. The "Magnolia" is 103 feet long by 18 feet

beam, equipped with triple expansion engine and

having a speed of 14 miles an hour.

Business with the drydock of the plant of the

Todd Drydock & Construction Corporation remains

very good, and a number of vessels making the

sound are taking advantage of this new dock.

Among the late steamers to be lifted was the Nor-

wegian steamers "Storviken" and "Nippon Maru",

the "Admiral Evans", "Northwestern" and "Santa

Inez".

It is expected that within the next few weeks

there will be several launches at the wooden yards

here, and April should have the first launch of a

steel steamer. Work at the different yards is pro-

gressing very favorably at the present time. Both

the Wright and Babare Brothers' yards, which have

secured additional contracts for vessels, are pre-

paring to handle this new work.

Flour shipments from Tacoma have been very

good for the past two months. There has been an

average of a cargo of flour a week leave outbound,

and it is believed that this condition will continue

for some time.

On account of an accident to the Chicago, Mil-

waukee & St. Paul Railway Company's ferry slip

at Seattle, the big twenty-one-car ferry "Tacoma"

has been docking here until repairs can be made
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(lown-SDund. The- boats (_)f the Wallace Tug Boat

Compan_\ arc handliof? the local and some of the

outside business for the railway company.

Followinsj the first number of the "Foundation

Shipbuilder", issued here, by the men of the Founda-

tion Shipbuilding plant, Tacoma mariners learned

the names to be given the vessels building here and

which will be launched in the following order:

"Reims", "Dunken|ue", "Toul", "Rove", "Gerber-

viller", "Thann", "Dannermarie", ''Nov on'',

"Amiens", ".\rras", "Souchex", "Vailly". "Gi-

\-erch\", "Republi(|ue", "Democratic", "Justice",

"\'erite". "Fraternite", "l*,qalite" and "Liberte".

On the last von age of the Garland Line steamer

"Gravson". Cai)tain h'rant/.en, which arrive<l here

in April, smallixix broke out on the vessel when she

was fifteen ila_\s out from Shanghai, with the re-

sult that when the vessel made port. Captain Frant-

zen anil the ship's steward, as principal sufferers,

were taken to Diamond Head quarantine station.

After being fumigated the vessel proceeded here.

Coastwise lumber business out of Tacoma has not

been as brisk as it was several months ago. The

larger part of the mills are busy on shipyard orders,

which holds the lumber pretty closely home, while

there is considerable lumber movement by rail.

Capt. \V. H. Varney, Government inspector at the

Seaborn Shipyards here and instructor at the Lin-

coln High School in the shipbuilding class, was re-

cently presented with a handsome traveling bag by

students of the school. One class in wooden con-

struction at this school has graduated, and it was

an open meeting of this school, with the old and

new pupils present that the affair was held.

Captain T. S. Burley. for a number of years pilot

for the Blue Funnel Line vessels, but who has been

out of the steamship game for a number of years,

recently broke into it again when he piloted the

Trans-Oceanic Steamship Comjiany's steamer "Ori-

dono" up the sound.

A. ]. Stuckey who for a number of years has

operated a marine repair yard at Dockton. on (juar-

termaster harbor, has broadened the sco])e of the

\ards and may go into larger \essel c<jnstructiun.

He has associated with him F. D. McHugh, who

will act as secretary-treasurer, and P. T. W'iltse,

general manager of the companx. which will he

known as the Dockton Shipbuilding c'v: Drydock

Company. Mr. McHugh has been engaged in con-

tracting work at Seattle, and Mr. \Mltse in charge

of dock construction and kindred work at Seattle,

under the city control.

General Manager M. Higuchi, of the Osaka

vShosen Kaisha, was in San Francisco recently on

business connected with the steamship line, and

also to meet friends in that city.

.Suit has been filed here in the federal court by

G. Noots of New York, and a subject of Belgium,

against the St. Paul Fire &• Marine Insurance Com-
jKiny, the .Aberdeen v^hipliuilding Company anil .An-

drew Peterson to collect $(vS,000 damages. In his

com])laint he alleges he contracted with the ilefend-

ant company for a vessel. When the vessel was

launched the ways settled with the result the vessel

was badly hogged and depreciated in value to the

amount asked.

Ca])tain W. C. \\ . Renny, formerly master of the

Garland Line steamer "jaxary", who recently re-

signed his position to take up shore work, took

the "Grayson", of this line, out this vo}age, in

place of Captain Frantzen, who is confined to the

Diamond I^oint quarantine station with smallpox.

It was thought Captain Frantzen would be out in

time to take his vessel across the Pacific, but the

doctors willed otherwise.

Captain W. IT. Dowling. former Tacoma boy,

was luTe earh' in March in command of one of the

('io\ernnient ships which took cargo at this port.

Captain Dowling was formerly on the schooner

"l-'orest Home".

Tin- frames are already in place at the Seaborn

yards, where the "(Juinault " was launched Febru-

ar\- '-»th. The "(juinault" was hardl_\- off the ways

bi-fore the timbers for anotlier \essel were being

set in i)lace. It is l)elit-\e(l this yard will make a

record in building this shiii.
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Freight Report
By Page Brothers

San Francisco, March 19, 191.S.

DUR last circular was dated February 20th,

since which time very little has transpired.

The "Admiral Goodrich" was chartered on

mc by \V, R. Grace & Co., delivery Chile and

•delivery this coast, on private terms.

;. The United States Shipping Board has lowered

ts limits on time charters on neutral steamers from

1/6 on the deadweight to 40/ on the deadweight,

,iid that only for one trans-Pacific round, either

.ustralia or the Orient, although it is understood

lat on Japanese steamers, charterers can pay as

nich as 33 yen for one round. At the latter rate,

is not probable that any tonnage can be secured,

s our last reports from Japan show that for good

tcamers, as high as 40 yen, or, say, $20.00 of our

loney, has and is being paid for one year's charter,

'ading in the Orient, with limits of Suez and

•iadivostok.

i' Copra charters still show activity, and the latest

iipproved rates by the Government are $40.00 per

)ng ton from Sydney, $45.00 from any of the South

ea Islands, and $80.00 from the Philippine Islands,

he schooner "Esther" has been chartered by Geo.

l. Moore & Co. for a round trip from here to the

outh Sea Islands on a lump sum. The schooner

A.. M. Baxter" takes case oil from this port to

uva at 90 cents a case, and is chartered back from

"ahiti to this port at $45.00 with copra. The motor-

liip "Chile" has been chartered by the Govern-

lent on time charter for one round from here to

ydney and return, at 41/6 on the deadweight, and

le has been turned over to Hind, Rolph & Co. to

e loaded by them for the Government's account. It

; reported that she will bring back wheat to this

ort.

Ten or eleven French vessels, most of them about

300 tons capacity, and which used to be regular

aders from this port to Europe with wheat before

le war, have been chartered to bring wheat from

Australia to this port. The wheat, we presume, will,

as usual, be handled here by Balfour, Guthrie & Co.,

but the vessel's business will be attended to by

Hind, Rolph & Co.

The American steamer "Phyllis" was chartered

for lumber from the North to Callao, and back with

nitrate to San Francisco, but when approval was

asked by the charterers from the United States

Shipping Board, the same was declined, as they said

they must commandeer the vessel to carry lumber

from the North to Philadelphia for use of the Navy

Yard. The last charters drawn for lumber to Chile

were on the basis of $45.00 net.

For Australia, nothing has been done. $42.50

is bid, per thousand feet, for any loading this year

from the North to Sydney.

The new barkentine "Conqueror", belonging to

the Rolph Shipbuilding Co., will be ready in the next

twenty days to proceed North to load lumber,

thence to Africa. The reported rate of freight is

310/ per thousand feet, free of commissions to char-

terers, and the freight to be prepaid on signing

of bills of lading.

Since our last, Tom Crowley has sold the steamers

"Breakwater" and "F. A. Kilburn" to the Mexican

Fruit Company, New Orleans, and the American

ship "Aryan'" has been sold to L. A. Pedersen for

$100,000 "as is". The steam schooner "Saginaw"

and steamer "Elihu Thomson", both old-timers on

this Coast, have also been sold on private terms.

George F. Egan, for several years Albina agent

for the O. W. R. & N., has succeeded Major W. D.

Fells as Portland agent of the San Francisco &
Portland Steamship Company and the inland

steamers of the O. W. I\. iS.- N.
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the Benson Electric Telemotor—
a highly successful form of transmission
from the pilot house to the automatic
valve on the steering gear. The illustra-

tions show installation plans; and (in-
serts) the Master Controller, which is

bolted to the floor of the wheel house,
and the Telemotor as coupled to the
steering engine in the fan-tail.

''Benson Electric Telemotor'' Advantages
T is far more convenient to run elec-

tric wires from the pilot house to the

steering gear than to run shafting and
gear, wire rope and sheaves or hydraulic
piping, as in the case of the hydraulic
telemotor.

It is not possible to have leaks in the

system.

The transmission from the pilot house
works through an electric relay, which
means that the current transmitted from

the pilot house is very small and the
wires are small.

The wires can run through inaccessible

locations.

A very small amount of current is re-

quired.

The device is independent of tempera-
ture conditions.

It requires very little attention.

It is positive in its action. By its use
a ship can be accurately steered.

The motor is an interpolar compound wound machine, running equally well in

either direction. The relays are designed and built especially for the service required

and are the very best that can be produced. No cost has been spared anywhere to

make the "Benson Electric Telemotor" as fine a machine as can be produced. In

fact, cost has not been taken into consideration at all. as it should not be in equip-

ment whose service is so indispensable.

WRITE US FOR DETAILED DESCRIPTION

AMERICAN ENGINEERING COMPANY
PUGET SOUND

FRANK WALKER
211-213 GRAND TRUNK DOCK

SEATTLE

Philadelphia

Pa.

CALIFORNIA
JAMES C. H. FERGUSON

MONADNOCK BUILDING
SAN FRANCISCO

PLEASE MENTION THE PACIFIC MARINE REVIEW WHEN YOU WRITE
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Jthe conservation of energyand the transmission of power

FIVE years ago we began the manufacture
and sale of packing, belts and hose in the

belief that these products as then made could
be improved.

We perfected them to such an appreciable

extent that within five years our business grew
from nothing to millions.

During these years Goodyear hose quality has

been very gratifying and satisfactory to our-

selves and to the purchasers.

But, with the tremendous speeding up of

shipbuilding during the last year it became
apparent to us that new conditions demanded
an even better hose—a better hose than could
be had anywhere on the market.

So, the Goodyear Air Hose that for four years had been
giving satisfaction under normal conditions was carefully

improved to meet the abnormal service of present days.

We put men to work to investigate conditions in the field

and others in the factory to meet the conditions as

reported, and these conditions were scientifically and
successfully met.

Hundreds of thousands of feet of our newly perfected

hose have now been in use for over four months.

Its construction constitutes a material advance in rubber
compounding, in rubber curing, and in construction.

Goodyear men will explain to you the improvements
that we have made and the savings they are effecting in

many shipyards.

The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company, Akron, Ohio

PLEASE MENTION THE PACIFIC MARINE REVIEW WHEN YOU WHITE



The Shipyard Handling Protlem
By F. R. Schoen

IN
considerinjj the crane and material handling

installation in the planning of a new shipyard,

there is always the advantage of profiting by
the other fellow's experience through a study of

the different methods in vogue in the yards on the

Pacific Coast.

From an inspection of the facilities at many yards,

the writer will endeavor to outline the methods in

use at some of the successful plants. In Van-
couver, B. C, the Western Canada Shipyards,

wooden shipbuilders, are using a wooden traveling

gantry operated by a standard steam hoisting en-

gine. This yard is one of the first to install this

type of gear.

Coming down the Coast to Anacortes, we have

the Anacortes Shipyards, wood, who are using the

same type of machines. At Seattle the Nilson &
Kelez Shipbuilding Company, Puget Sound Bridge

& Dredge Shipbuilding Company, Meacham and

Babcock, Lake Washington Shipyards, at Hough-
ton, Washington, Patterson & McDonald and the

Tacoma Shipbuilding Company, at Tacoma, Wash-
ington. This will probably cover the users of the

traveling tower derricks, which are constructed be-

tween the ways on a 22-foot gauge track, the ma-

chinery deck being located at a sufficient height to

clear the gondola cars running between the rails.

The boom connection of the derrick is from 30

to 40 feet from the ground. The total height of

the machine is from 60 to 70 feet, and the boom
is from 50 to 60 feet long. This boom is \ariable

in radius and is swung by means of a bull wheel,

the operator being located at the point where the

boom attaches, where all controlling levers are cen-

tered and a full view of the ground operations can

be had at all times. With this derrick it is possible

to handle any timbers used in the construction of

the ship. The derricks are designed for handling

up to 10 tons at 40 feet radius and 5 tons at 70

feet. Frames are assembled complete on a forward

deck and are placed on the keel in a vertical posi-

tion, all handling being done by the derrick. By
having a reach of 70 feet it is possible to handle

all the material on both sides of two ships, and for

the assembling of four ships, two derricks are re-

(juired.

At the National Shipbuilding Yard at Seattle, a

wooden construction derrick is used, having a full

revolving platform similar to a locomotive crane.

In the Foundation Company's yards at Victoria,

Tacoma and Portland, horizontal boom derricks are

used, having 80-foot reaches of booms 60 feet above
the ground, with capacities of 5 tons. Two of these

derricks are placed between each pair of ships and

are operated by hoisting equipment located apprcxi-

mately 20 to 30 feet above the ground, the operator

being located at the point where the boom attaches

to the mast having extended levers and a full view
of the machine. With this type of a machine, it

required two derricks for each two ships; conse-

quently two operators. The number of signal men
in each case is practically the same.

At the Grant Smith-Porter-Guthrie Company of

Portland, Oregon, whose yards are at St. Johns,

Oregon, all ships are being constructed under roofs

and each way is provided with a traveling overhead
crane having a capacity of 5 tons. This installa-

tion seems to give very good results and rapid

handling
; but we believe the one disadvantage

would be the cost of installation and the points at

which the material can be handled.

The Supple & Ballin Corporation of Portland,

Oregon, has the steel traveling horizontal boom type

of derrick. These derricks have a nominal speed

of two to three miles per hour, a capacity of ap-

proximately 5 tons and an over-all reach of about

80 feet. Users claim very satisfactory results for

this type of derrick.

This is only a partial list of shipyards, but we
believe refers to the handling gear the writer wishes

to call to your attention.

Now taking the steel yards, we will consider the

overhead aerial tramway system which has proven

a success from the standpoint of ship launching.

The overhead aerial tramway is being used in the

Todd Shipbuilding Plant at Tacoma, the Seattle

Drydock & Construction Company at Seattle, the

Hanlon Shipbuilding Company at San Francisco,

the Los Angeles Shipbuilding Company at Los

Angeles and Skinner & Eddy of Seattle.

On all these operations, the hoists are arranged

for an independent operator for each line. At the

Duthie Shipyards in Seattle, four tramway lines are

used for each ship, the four hoisting machines being

placed in a tower approximately 40 feet from the

ground. One operator controls two hoists, and

each side of the machine is worked independently

by two tramway lines.

."Xt the Ames Shipbuilding & Drydock Company,

the tram line system is being used, the hoist being

placed on the ground. The operator has a plat-

form extended 60 feet above t'{ie ground at which

point the hoists are controlled by means of extended

lexers similar in operation to a switch tower on the

railroad. With this system they are able to control

two tram lines over one ship with one man.

At the Union Iron W'orks in San Francisco, for

the construction of steel ships, steel towers are
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t-rcctcd between eacli pair of sliips at a height uf

approximately 40 feet. On these steel trestles or

towers, which run the full length of the ship, is

niounleil a loconioti\ e crane operating on a wide

gauge track and having a full swing, the boom

being approximately 50 feet. 'This boom is able

to reach to the center of the ship, whereby the loco-

motive crane from either side can handle the ma-

terial to any point of the steel ship.

At the Union Iron Works Alameda Plant, in place

of erecting steel trestles, the locomotive crane has

been assembled on a movable tower and so arranged

that on the inside ways where there is a ship on

each side of a propelling crane, there are two of

these propelling cranes having approximately 50-

foot booms. This operation, we understand, has

proven very successful and is one which requires

careful consideration.

At the Schaw-Batcher Company's Plant at San

Francisco, where the launching is done sidewisc, a

tower locomotive crane having an 80-foot reach is

used, and, of course, is a very satisfactory installa-

tion, although there has not been sufficient work

obtained to fully determine the actual results.

The writer should like \cry much to enumerate

all the different yards and the shipyards handling

methods on the Pacific Coact which he has had the

opportunity of inspecting: but the one given above

are probably sufficient to clearly place in the

ICE MACHINES
FOR SHIPS

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

"QUALITY FIRST"

bedelI engineering CO.
Engineers, Manufacturers, Contractors

LOS ANGELES

We offer our experience of many years
as specialists in Marine Refrigeration.

A shipyard d< ck fitted by the Pacific De
mpany of Seattle.

reader's mind the different methods to be consid-

ered.

Now that we have outlined the dift'erent proposi-

tions, we wish to go into the matter of time of

installation and cost.

First : A wooden traveling derrick having the

same range of work as a steel traveling locomotive

crane would cost approximately $10,000.00 ready to

go to work. It would require about 30 days from

the time of entering it to the time of beginning

operation.

Second : A steel traveling horizontal boom crane

which would have the same range would cost prob-

ably $20,000.00, and would require from two to four

months for installation.

Third : For handling material on a steel hull

with the tramway system, at least two tramways

would be required—each of which would cost ap-

proximately $10,000.00, and would require at least

40 to 50 days to install.

Now this is considering the machine for installing

ship construction, and it is an easy matter for any-

one considering the installation of equipment for

the building of steel hulls, to inspect all the opera-

tions of working conditions. The one advantage

that the tramway has over the traveling tower

derrick is the space required for the hulls and it

is easily seen that there is only sufficient space be-

tween each ship left for the scaffolding and the

placing of material between the ways. In the trav-

eling tower derrick or locomotive crane, it is of

course necessary to provide from 16 to 36 feet of

space for the operation of this machine.

The total lifting capacity of all machines arc

appro.ximately the same. We believe that the
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woddi'ii travclinj;' tower derrick lias little the advan-

taj^c ill the weight handled, and we art' also of the

(ipinioii that it has the advantage in speed of swing-

iiiu; fur the reason that where a full circle machine

is pr()])elling an 80-foot boom and the complete

iiiachinerv deck, the additional weight required for

handling against the boom would take considerable

])(>\ver, as well as time.

It is not necessary that the shipbuilders should

make plans and full lay-outs for their handling

e(|uipnient. There are numerous manufacturing

cnncerns which make it a point to study out these

prolileiiis, and they have the facilities, as well as the

experience, along these lines, and we believe that

the most satisfactory information can be obtained

by allowing the manufacturers to propose the differ-

ent methods suggested by somebody forwarding

them a layout of the yards and conditions. We
have carefully studied all methods of handling

ecjuipment; for instance, the erecting of towers and

ordinary derricks between the ship's ways in which

case no less than four can be installed. For steel

ships, almost invariably six derricks are required.

We cannot understand where there can be any

advantage gained with this sort of an installation.

From an investment standpoint, let us say that

a wooden traveling tower derrick will not have the

life that a steel machine would have. The up-keep

cdst, that is the wire rope and other small items,

are approximately the same.

Now considering that they cost one-half as much
as a steel machine and you will have to admit that

steel machines are costing seventy-five per cent

more than they do in normal times, you could oper-

ate a wooden derrick for five years and at the end

of this time, trusting that normal conditions will

have come, you can then buy a steel derrick for the

difference in price at the time you purchased your

wooden traveling tcwer derrick.

There is no argument from the standpoint of the

life of the machine, cost of up-keep or the chances

of breakage, they are all the same. The wooden
machine can be rebuilt and rej>aired much Cjuicker

and at a much less cost than a steel machine. It

will gi\e the same results at a lower price per ton

and we will venture to .say that all installations at

this time are so satisfactory that where one machine

has been purchased there has been more installa-

tions required. Where steel machines have been

purchased, replacements have been made and dupli-

cates have been installed of the wooden traveling

derrick.

For overhead tramways, we have installed 32

machines. For traveling tower derricks, we have

installed 21 machines and will install four additional

machines in the G. H. Standifer Shipyards in Port-

land, Oregon. We have also installed 14 of the

horizontal boom type of derricks, so that we are

not placing our argument from the standpoint of

the manufacturer of one individual type of derrick.

The shipbuilders by getting in touch with the

Pacific Derrick & Hoist Company, at 3223 First

Avenue South, Seattle, Washington, can secure any

information for any type of a machine his heart

desires ; but we should like to have the opportunity

of a personal interview and we feel certain that in

addition to this article we can convince the inter-

ested party that the wooden tower derrick has many

advantages over any other type of machine. To

speed up the shipbuilding program, its installation

should be universal. •

FOLLOW HIS EXAMPLE
T. B. Morris, superintendent of machinery instal-

lation in the Oregon District for the wooden sec-

tion of the Emergency Fleet Corporation, has do-

nated to the navy a prized telescope he obtained

in the Orient several years ago, when serving in the

Pacific Mail Fleet. Mr. Morris had the instrument

when with the San Francisco & Portland Line, but

did not remove it from his last ship in that employ

when he went as chief engineer of the turbiner

"Great Northern". He recently took it from the

liner "Beaver" and forwarded it to Franklin Roose-

velt, Assitiant Secretary of the Navy, for use as the

department <lec;ts.

LOCUST TREENAILS
A large stock of all sizes on hand for

IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT
Special prices on carload lots for direct shipment from Eastern Mill

ALSO IRONBARK AND OAK PLANK AND TIMBERS

WHITE BROTHERS
5TH AND BRANNAN STS,

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.



ihe Circular Saw
From the "Canadian Woodworker and Furniture

Manufacturer"

BEFORE history was writtt-n, primitive man dates from 1820. These early saws were thick-

was acquainted with the hand saw. Perhaps and crude, made only on special order. The mandrel
his knife became nicked and he found that hole was square. The plate was not always solid,

by workinsj it back and forth he could make it sometimes having a toothed rim and spokes like
cut a new way. Or perhaps the suggestion came a wheel. For power: at first water was used and

then steam. In some Western states they were
driven by horses walking around. In 1839, the in-

serted tooth was invented, which proved a distinct

advantage over the solid tooth.

The principal changes since ha\e been in the

quality of the steel and W(_)rkmanship. The saw
must cut continuously and at high speed. Heating
and stretching must be anticipated. Allowance
must be made for hard or soft woods, especially if

it is frozen.

Simonds' world-famous circular saws begin with

the making of the steel at Lockport, N. Y. Here is

a remarkable steel mill, thoroughly modern, driven

by power from Niagara Falls. Only the highest

from the ragged edge of a shell, or the peculiar

weapon of the saw-fish.

But whence came the circular saw? This was
a recent invention. The pilgrims cut their boards

^y digging a pit, laying logs across, then working
up and down a two-handed saw. The man below
was the pit sawyer, the man above the top sawyer.

The first sawmill was built on the same principle

—only that the saw worked up and down by power.
Then several saws were worked together in a

gang. The next step was the use of the circular

saw. Just when it was invented, or where, is

FiR. 2.

uncertain. The first patent in England was grantid
in 1777. The practical use for wood-cutting began
about 17">(). The general use in the United States

Fis. 3.

quality crucible steel is made. Into the crucible goes

the finest Swedish iron, the proper per cent of car-

bon and carefully chosen alloys. These elements

are fused at a temperature of 3000 degrees 1'. Then
the pots are emptied into a large ladle to give uni-

formity to the mixture. A sample is taken and

tested in the chemical laboratory. The ladle is

emptied into ingot moulds. These ingots are tiien

heated red hot and passed back and forth through

tile rolls until they are flattened into plates of the

right gauge. These plates pass to the siiearing

department, where they are given their circular out-

line. They are then shipped to three of the Simonds
plants—Fitchburg, Chicago and Montreal. The
soft stock is unloaded and stacked in suitable racks

in the storeroom.

The first operation in the making of a circular

saw is the drilling of the center hole. Then comes
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the toothing, which is done with a die in a press

(Fig. 1). Each fail of the die stamps out a gullet

and forms a tooth. Circular saws have from 4 to

400 teeth. The gullets are rounded out with an

emery wheel, and the teeth shaped more e\i'nly.

Then on the anvil the teeth are knocked down or

straightened (Fig. 2).

The saw is now fully formed, ready to be hard-

ened and tempered. These operations are must

important and mysterious. The soft steel is heated

in an oven until it becomes cherry red. It is then

plunged suddenly into an oily hardening fluid. A
wonderful internal change has suddenly taken place

in the arrangement of the molecules, especially in

the disposition of the carbon. The saw that could

be bent and stamped so easily has now become very

hard and brittle. It can be easily cracked and

broken. Before it has time to cool it is heated

again to about half the former temperature, this

time under pressure. By this method much of the

hardness is withdrawn and the saw comes to the

right toughness and spring. The pressure keeps

it very flat, otherwise the heat would greatly distort

the plate. The inspector now tests the teeth by
bending them back and forth (Fig. 3). If they

show the right temper he passes the saw to the

smith.

Smithing is the most skilled operation in saw

making (Fig. 4). The smith lays the black saw

on the anvil and ixamines it carefully with a

straight edge. .Any little lumps or hollows must

be hammered out. The first steps in tensioning arc

taken. By tension is meant the stretching of the

steel. The saw must be looser in the center than

at the rim. This anticipates the cutting, when the

rim will be heated and stretched. The saw returns

to the smith after each of the following operations

to be corrected, and to have the tension further

improx'ed. F'ig. ."i shows the master smith mak-

ing his close examination before stamping the saw

with its final marking. The saw can now be ground

until its beautiful steel color is brought out and the

plate is reduced to the right gauge or thickness

(Fig. 6). The grindstones are of Ohio standstone,

some of the largest weighing eight tons.

In the polishing operation the saw is made to

revolve rapidly in a protected case (Fig. 7). Against

the moving plate are held the polishing agents, first

a block of emery, then cork with emery powder,

finally cotton waste and oil. The saw now has a

beautiful mirror face.

The manufacturer is proud to put his name on it.

Well inken labels bearing the name "Simonds" are

rubbed on the ])late. The paper is washed away
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Tower Whirlers
for shipy4rds

"1 DRAVO-DOYLE COMPANY PITTSBURGH
PHILADELPHIA INDIANAPOLIS CLEVELAND CHICAGO
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and strong acid brushed on. This cats its way
into tlie parts left uncovered by the ink. When
the ink is removed, the trade mark is so clear and

deep that long usage will not wear it off.

The saws which are to be set next have their

teeth bent one to the right, the other to the left

(Fig. 8). This is to give clearance. Other saws

are all roll swaged, i. e., the teeth are flattened or

s])read for clearance. The filing is done largely

by machine and finished by hand (Fig. 9). The
tooth that leans away from the filer receives the

edge. Care is taken not to file the whole tooth,

but (inly the part where the edge meets the wood.

The saw is finished. Before it is shipped the

inspector makes a thorough examination of every

part, comparing the specifications with the original

order (Fig. 10). Nothing escapes his careful atten-

tion. When he passes the saw it goes at once to

the shipping room, where it is placed in a wooden
case that covers the sharp teeth. The address of

the customer is printed on with a stencil. The
shipping bill is made out on the typewriter. The
saw speeds on its way to the mill, where it will

do its work.

Circular saws ha\e grown steadily in size until

the largest practical saw is 84 inches. A show saw
for the Alaska-Yukon Pacific Exposition in Seattle,

1909, was made 130 inches in diameter. Circular

saws are divided into solid tooth and inserted point,

splitting and cut-ofl:', wood saws and metal saws,

straight and curved.

While the band saw is coming more into favor,

the circular saw still holds its place, and will prob-

ably never be superceded for certain kinds of work.

Pre-eminent among these whirling discs of steel

stand those branded "Simonds." In the quality of

the steel, in the uniformity of temper, in the excel-

lence of workmanship, they have never been sur-

passed.

MANAGERS AND PRODUCERS

E
GRANT McMICKEN, general passenger

agent of the Pacific Steamship Company, a

• picture of whom is shown herewith, has

been attending the convention of Transcontinental

Passenger Agents at Chicago.

Mr. A. L. Arnold was recently appointed general

superintendent, and Mr. L. P. Larsen was appointed

business manager and purchasing agent of the Ana-

cortes Shipbuilding Company, Anacortes, Washing-
ton. These appointments took effect on March 15th.

Adam Cook, the senior member of the firm of

Adam Cook's Sons, manufacturers of Albany

Grease, died on February 19th, 1918, at his residence

148 West 70th Street, New York City, after an

illness extending over a period of seventeen weeks.

Adam Cook was born in Albany, New York, in

1867, and was a graduate of the Albany Military

.\cademy. He became a member at an early age

of the firm of Adam Cook's Sons, which his father,

Adam Cook, founded at Albanv, in 1868.

1

Robert H. Lavier of New York, chief surveyor

in the United States for the Bureau Veritas, the

widely known French maritime classification so-

ciety, was the guest of honor of the Foundation

Company's Portland staflf March 9th, on the occa-

sion of a double flag-raising, the American Stars and

Stripes and the French Tricolor being raised on two

special flagpoles erected by the men. Mr. Lavier

made a stirring talk U> the men. 2,^00 of them ha\

-

int?- srathered about the base of the poles.

I
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APPOINTED TO INDUSTRIAL PEACE
COMMITTEE

l,c)\all A. ()slii>rnc of New \'()rk, xicc-prcsidcnt

of tlic W cstingliuusc Kloctric & Manufacturing

Ciinipain, and chairman of the Executive Commit-

tee of the National Industrial Conference Board,

has been appointed by the Secretary of Labor a

member of a committee on industrial ])eaee duringf

the war.

This committee, which consists of five representa-

itives of em])loyers, five labor leaders, and two pub-

lic men, will provide a definite labor program in

lorder that there nia\- be industrial peace during the

war, thus preventing interruption cif industrial pro-

iluction, \ital to the war.

Mr. \\ . H. Groat, formerly chief clerk in the pas-

isenger department of the Pacific Steamship Com-

pany, leaves on the first of April to take up the

luluties of a secretary in the Y. M. C. A. \\i)rk.

'either at Camp Kearny or Camp Lewis, and from

there on to France when required. Mr. Henry

Schurra, assistant rate clerk, will fill Mr. Groat's

I

position during his absence.

'( Mr. D. AL Callis, chief inspector of the steel ship

j: construction in the Northwest District, has been

promoted to assistant Northwest District Officer

land thus becomes Captain Blain's chief lieutenant

ship C4»mpany.

ce-president Westinghouse
ufacturing: Company.

in this district. Callis was with the Maryland Steel

Company at Sparrows Point for seven years and

then joined the forces of the Seattle Construction

& Dry Dock Company as assistant naval architect.

Callis succeeds Mr. C. H. Hamilton, who resigned

his Shipping Board position to take over the man-
agement of the Northwest Association of Steel

Shipbuilders.

Boyd, Phillips &; Company, axerage adjusters and

insurance brokers, whose head offices are in Van-
couver, and who are represented in Montreal and

other Canadian ports, recently opened a Seattle

office in the Colman Building with Mr. R. O. Flem-

ing in charge. Mr. Fleming is well known in San
Francisco, having spent some years with the George

E. Billings Company and Willcox, Peck & Hughes.

Later, Mr. Fleming spent a year in the New York
office of Johnson & Higgins.

At a meeting of the Board of Directors of the

Northern Underwriting Agency of New Y'ork on

February first, the following officers were elected

:

C. Steendal, president
; J. F. Murphy, vice-president

and secretary; D. L. Webster, treasurer; J. H. Mi-

chaelis, assistant secretary, and Charles F. Dorff,

assistant treasurer.

Mr. C. S. Fleming will take charge of the paint

manufacturing department of The Paraffine Com-
panies' main plant in Oakland. Mr. Fleming, who
is a graduate of the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology at Boston, has had several years exper-

ience with the C. R. Cook Paint Company of Kansas

Cit\-, and was previously with James B. Sipe &
Company of Pittsburg.

F. C. Knapp, president of the Peninsula Ship-

1)uildihg Company of Portland, who returned from

Washington just before the holidays, having been

to the capitol to close for four more wooden steam-

ers, making his company's list total eight for the

Government, left again for W'ashington about the

middle of lanuary.
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Hyde Windlass Co
BatH, Maine

Manufacturers of

STEAM STEERERS, WINDLASSES, CAPSTANS, WINCHES, PVMPS
-and—

MANGANESE BRONZE CASTINGS

And Hyde Manganese Bronze Propellers of All Descriptions

HYDE WINDLASS CO.
BATH - MAINE

SPEED UP SHIPBUILDING
With Duntley Electric Drills, Reamers and Grinders

Duntley Heavy Duty Universal Side

Spindle Electric Drills operate interchange-

ably on direct or single phase alternating

current of 60 cycles or less. Made in various

sizes for drilling up to 1J4 in. in metal or

2}^4 in. in wood.

Duntley Heavy Duty Direct Current

Electric Side Spindle Drills arc made in four

sizes for drilling, from Yi in. to 1J4 in. in

steel, and from 1 in. to 3 in. in wood.

No. 2 S S Duntley Universal Electric Drill

We also manufacture Chicago Pneumatic Air Compressors in 300 sizes and styles, Boyer Pneumatic

Riveting, Chipping and Calking Hammers and Little Giant Air Drills, Grinders, Reamers, Tappers and

Hoists.
Write for Bulletins

CHICAGO PNEUMATIC TOOL COMPANY
1054 Fisher Building

CHICAGO BRANCHES EVERYWHERE
52 Vanderbilt Avenue

NEW YORK

PLEASE MENTION THE PACIFIC MARINE REVIEW WHEN YOU WRITE
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ain
ESTIMATES FURNISHED

ron Works
Keystone Boiler

Works

BUILDERS OF

Marine Engines, Anchor Windlasses,

Cargo Hoists, Capstans, Steering En-

gines, Oil and Feedwater Heaters and

other Auxiliary Machinery.

Marine, Tubular & Water Tube Boilers,

Tanks and Plate Work.

Special facilities for Ship Repair Work.

Main Office

163-173 MAIN STREET
San Francisco

SpeedingUpAmewca'sShipbuildingProgram
SHIPYARD AFTER SHIPYARD
IN AMERICA 15 BEING-
EQUIPPED WITH

m NYLER
IINTERSTAT&CRAN ES
TO SPEED UP
SH I PBUI LDI NG
When electrical equipment

is so difficult to obtain why
not specify a steam crane

with suitable oil burners,

like the crane shown in

picture. This particular

machine is "doing its bit"

at one of the largest shipyards in

the Country.

THE McMYLER INTERSTATE COMPANY
CLEVELAND, OHIO

PRINCIPAL OFFICE AND WORKS, BEDFORD, O.

{Address ncari'st office for informalion]

1503 Fisher Bldp.
Chicago, 111.
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THE ROYAL MAIL'S NEW HEADQUARTERS IN
BUENOS AYRES

An optimistic note in the shipping world is sounded by
the recent activity in British maritime circles which has
resulted in the erection of handsome new headquarters
buildings in spite of war conditions.
Not only has there been building activity in the home

country, but recent advices from the Argentine announce
the erection by The Royal Mail Steam Packet Company
of a monumental building in the best business section of

Buenos Ayres.
This structure, the Edificio Britanico, or British Build-

ing, was opened during the last week of November, 1917.

The building is distinguished, even in a city of beautiful

architecture, for its dignity, simplicity and beauty.
We quote the following account of the structure from

the "River Plate Observer", a vigorous and progressive
British weekly of Buenos Ayres:
The Edificio Britanico, at the corner of Reconquista

and Sarmiento, occupies a position unrivaled in this city

for office accommodation, being situated adjacent to the
postoffice and the banks, and within a square of the
magnificent Bolsa Building, just completed.
The exterior of this magnificent building is strictly se-

vere and in keeping with British traditions of architecture,
whilst firm adherence to the extremely fair by-laws of

this famous city have imparted to the elevations an atmo-
sphere in keeping with its surroundings, and which it is

hoped will enable the Edificio Britanico to be accepted by
public opinion as a further adornment to this great city,

so famous throughout the world for its splendor and
ntagnificence.
The granite work, carved and ornamented in Aberdeen,

Scotland, and forming the shopfront windows, was car-

ried out by Messrs. Ramsay, Bellamy & Co., of 46 Recon-
quista, many of the stones weighing over two tons each.

The ground floor and basement will be utilized by The
Royal Mail Steam Packet Company, the entrance to their

offices being by the principal entrance in the ochava, there
being no less than four other entrances for communication
with other parts of the building. Among those having
offices in the Edificio Britanico are H. B. M. Legation and
Consulate, the Nelson and Lamport and Holt Lines, the

Frigorificos Armour and Wilson and the Las Palmas
Produce Company.
The ground floor interior has been designed in the Gocr-

gian style, typically English in all details and, although
far less florid than the French type so justly admired in

this country, the result is none the less in good taste and
suitable.

STORAGE BATTERIES ON BOARD SHIP,
The increasing demand for storage batteries on ships,

used for operating wireless apparatus, auxiliary lighting
equipment, electric steering gear, electric winches, etc., has
led C. L. McWhortcr, manager of the Pacific Coast Divi-

sion of the Philadelphia Storage Battery Company, to

announce the entrance of his company into the marine
field, with a department devoted exclusively to shipping
and foreign interests.

E. W. Horsman, who has long been identified with the
Marconi Wireless Telegraph Company, as superintendent
and manager, has been appointed manager of 'this new
department, for the Philadelphia company, which is ample
proof that the marine requirements will be properly cared
for.

Ship owners will be interested in the fact that the engi-
neers of the Philadelphia company have developed to a

high degree of perfection a type of battery especially
adapted to marine requirements. Among the most import-
ant features is the patented "Diamond Grid", which pre-

vents buckling of plates heretofore acknowledged the most
troublesome weakness in storage batteries. Also, the

patented hard wood separators have actually made long
life batteries possible. Special provision is made to insure
freedom from spilling of acid and the introduction of any
kind of impurities into the battery.

A complete equipment of Philadelphia Storage Batteries
recently installed is on the new full-powered motor ship

"Oregon"; the batteries being adequate to operate simul-
taneously the wireless apparatus, all ship lights, electric

steering gear, winches, etc.

A large number of United States Shipping Board and
navy vessels are being equipped with Philadelphia bat-

teries, as well as a number of German liners commandeered
by the United States Government. Among the latter

class of vessels is the S. S. "Leviathan", formerly the

"Vaterland".
The main offices of the company is at 37 Spear Street,

San Francisco, and other Coast offices are maintained at

Los Angeles, Seattle and Portland.

AN UNUSUAL DESIGN FOR DISTILLING I

SEA WATER '

Those who have to deal with the distilling of sea or
other water or with evaporator problems of almost any
kind, will be interested in this design of Lillie Evaporator
now being built by the Wheeler Condenser & Engineering
Co., of Carteret, N. J. It is, as will be noted, a modifica-
tion of a regular Lillie sextuple efYcct sea water distilling

apparatus. Two of these now under construction arc to

be operated by steam up to 60 pounds per square inch
gauge pressure, or at any lower pressure.
The point that will catch the veteran's eye is the em-

ployment of four condensers, side by side, as distinctly

shown in the illustration.

This unusual arrangement of condensers permits seven
different combinations of operation, as follows:

(1) ft may be operated as one single effect or more
single effects.

(2) It may be operated as one or more double effects,

with vapors reversible in each.

(3) It is possible to operate it as a triple effect, or as

two triple effects, with vapors reversible in each.

(4) It is impossible, of course, to operate it as two
quadruple effects, but every effect may be utilized by
grouping as one quadruple effect and one double effect,

in both of which the vapors are reversible.

(3) It may be operated as one vapor reversible quad-
ruple effect with both end effects or either end pair of

the section cut out.

(6) With one effect at either end cut out, it may be

operated as a vapor reversible quintuple effect.

(7) Lastly, it may be operated as a vapor reversible

sextuple effect.

It is evident that should a mishap occur at either end,

in the middle, or anywhere else, there is little danger
that this evaporator will be jnit out of commission entirely.
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An unusual design for distilline sea water.

I NEW DRIFT BOLT DRIVER
li For driving drift bolts in ship construction, dock biiild-

ng and similar work, the Ingersoll-Rand Company has

Icvclopcd and is placing on the market the very powerful

iincumatic hammer illustrated herewith. This has been

lesignated Ingersoll-Rand No. CC-25. The machine is of

iibstantial through-bolted construction, has a renewable
lanimer block bushing and a spring retained front-head

o absorb shock. That the machine is built to withstand

cvere service is evident from the manufacturers' state-

ncnt that the cylinder, front head, hammer block, bearing,

listen, cylinder cover, bolts and throttle lever are drop
orged from special steels and that all wearing parts are

jiven special heat treatments. The over-all length of the

-R Drift Bolt Driver is 25 inches, its weight 65 pounds.
t will drive drift bolts up to 1 1/^ inches diameter and of

• 0-foot length. It is normally handled by two men, a

second handle being clamped to the center of the tool. New drift bolt dr ufactured by the Ingersoll-Rand Co.

FOR ECONOMY'S SAKE
USE

HORSrS
FANCY EVAPORATED VEGETABLES AND FRUITS

TASTY—WHOLESOME—ECONOMICAL—NO WASTE
Free from Sulphur and Artificial Colorings.

Food Value, Texture and Flavor are unimpaired.

Will Keep Indefinitely

Endorsed by the United States Army, Leading Hotels and Hospitals

Saves Refrigerating Expense and Cargo Space
In Cartons containing 2>^ and 3 ounces and 1 Pound

Also in 5 and 25 lb. Tins

E. CLEMENS HORST CO.
235 PINE STREET SAN FRANCISCO
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ERpRiSE Brass Foundry
SEATTLE, U, S. A»
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A PLASTIC REFRACTORY FOR BOILER BAFFLES
The principal loss of heat from a boiler furnace is in

the flue gases, and is measured by the product of their

weight multiplied by their excess of temperature over

atmospheric temperature. High temperature of gases may
be due to coming into contact with too little heating sur-

face, to coatings of soot or scale upon the heating surface

which prevent the absorption of heat from the gases, but

most conuiionly, to defects in the baffling. Baffles may
be improperly located, producing dead spaces where the

gases do not circulate in the tube banks of water-tube

boilers, or the baffling may not provide for a sufficiently

high velocity and long path of the gases of combustion.
Defective baffling is the most common cause of high

chimney temperatures. The baffles may have fallen down
or bricks or blocks may have slipped out from between
the boiler tubes, allowing the short-circuiting of a large

amount of gas.

The strongest reason for the installation of pyrometers
to measure flue gas temperatures is that they serve to
notify the operating force at once regarding baffle failures.

Where abnormally high temperatures are found, a broken-
down baffle is always to be expected.

Baffles for water-tube boilers have in the past consisted
of tile, bricks or blocks of refractory material, fitted in

between the tubes. In cross-baffled boilers, these tiles

are introduced between the tubes by springing the latter,

and naturally do not form very tight joints with one an-

other or with the tubes, especially after the latter have
become warped or sprung as they invariably do, in service.

It is also difficult to insure that blocks will remain where
they are placed and will not slip or fall, leaving large

openings. Due to the manner in which baffles are inserted

in boilers, it is almost impossible to cement them together,

besides which the difference in expansion and contraction
of the boiler and baffling would break the joints apart.

Brick and blocks also warp and twist and are frequently
split by the pinching effect of the tubes.

The accompanying illustrations show how jointless, and
therefore gas-tight, baffles can be made by the use of a

refractory known under the trade name of Plastic Fire

Brick and manufactured by the Betson Plastic Fire Brick
Co., of Rome, N. Y. This material was originally intro-

duced for lining boiler furnaces, and is compounded of

refractory materials so prepared as practically to eliminate
expansion and contraction with changes in temperature.

The material is shipped in barrels in a moist, plastic

condition, ready for use. In forming a cross baffle for

a water-tube boiler of the B. & W. type, the ordinary
cast-iron baffle plate is used as one side of the mould,
while the other is made by thrusting slats in through the
diagonals between the tubes, as shown in Fig, 2. The
plastic material is then poked down through the diagonals
to fill the space between the cast iron baffle plate and these
slats. It is sufficiently plastic so that it can be forced out
sidewise around the tubes, fitting the latter snugly.
When this work has been completed, the boiler is fired

up slowly, the criss-cross of slats burns out, and the plastic

material is dried and vitrified in place. This operation
occupies only a few hours, after which the full load may
be put upon the boiler. Inasmuch as the boiler comes up
to full steam pressure before the material is thoroughly
set, the expansion of the metal pushes away the soft

material to the position which it should occupy when the

boiler is hot, and while the boiler will draw away from
the material in cooling off again, the baffles will always
fit tightly when the boiler is under steam.

In forming a longitudinal baffle, blocks of wood are

placed in between the tubes, above and below the space

which it is desired that the baffle shall occupy, thus con-

fining the plastic material, which is shoved in from the

side in the case of baffles in the middle of the tube bank,

or from underneath or overhead in the case of the baflfles

at the bottom or top of the tube bank.
Referring to the illustration, Fig. D, the slats (S) are

placed in position between the tubes (T), as shown (sec-

ond row) and are held in place by balls of the material

jammed under them. This material is then pushed into

the space (B) and rammed with the end of a piece of 2

by 4. Starting work on each side the operator works
towards the middle. As fast as a section is done, the

lower slat (S) is placed as shown until all slats are in

place on the lower row. Fire slowly at first as described'

under vertical baffles.

Where this material is used, there is no restriction upon
the shape or size of the baffle, and the latter can therefore

be arranged in any form desired. In cross-baffled boilers,

for example, it is becoming the practice to slope or incline

the baffles, so that the gas passage will contract progres-

sively from the point where the gases enter the tube to the

point where they leave, in order to maintain a uniform

gas velocity, in spite of the shrinkage of gas volume with

cooling. This is easily accomplished with the plastic ma-
terial, whereas with the solid bricks or blocks, a special

block is required which can be inserted and maintained

in place only with difficulty, if at all.

This material also finds use as a substitute for special

forms or bricks or blocks, as for example, where the front

headers of horizontal water-tube boilers rest upon the

front arch. Its use for lining furnace and combustion
chambers, including front arch, side walls, bridge wall,

rear arch, etc., has been described previously. The exact-

ing tests to which it has been put in direct contact with

the fuel bed and with the gases of combustion before

they have been cooled by the boiler surfaces, proves itSi

ability to withstand high temperature gases and stresses

such as are encountered in furnace construction, for long

periods witliout crumbling or otherwise deteriorating.

THE COST IN COAL OF AVOIDABLE BELT SLIP

Avoidable losses arc the ones to stop, always, especially

if they can be stopped at small expense.

Never before have we understood the strategic and

money value of coal as thoroughly as we do now. Never

before has it been so necessary for us to save, even

though considerable money must be spent in order to

effect the saving.

One of the very simplest losses to overcome, however,

and at small expense, is belt slip, and since belts are used

to so great an extent it will pay to look into the matter

with more thoroughness than has been given it in the

past. To show the extent of the loss of money through

slipping of the main belt alone a chart, supplied us through

the courtesy of the Cling-Surface Company, Buffalo, N. Y.,

is shown herewith, upon which this is easily ascertained.

By glancing up and down the column "D", of this chart,

it" is evident that the "Cost of Avoidable Belt Slip per

Year in Dollars" may vary all the way from the smallest

sums into the thousands of dollars.

Where the power in the first place is generated by a^

steam engine and is then transmitted to a generator or toi
ne Betson plastic fire brick baffles.

PT.K.\HE MENTION THE PACIFIC MARINE REVIEW WHEN YOU WRITE
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Diagram for figuring coal or oil wastage due to belt slip.

the main shaft through a main belt, it is evident that the

"entire coal pile" passes through that in the form of en-

ergy, literally speaking. If the belt slips, which it should

not do, a certain portion of the coal pile does not "get

through", but is lost into the atmosphere in the form of

waste heat. A main belt is merely a "link" connecting

the engine with the generator or with the machines them-
selves. In fact, every belt that transmits power is a con-

necting link and the efficiency of that link depends largely

upon the freedom from slippage and the avoidance of

strain on the shafts. Slipless, easy-running belts are most
desirable.

For the moment it might be well to dwell upon this

thought, as it is seldom looked at in just this light.

We have for the first link the coal on the grates which
only perfect combustion can turn into maximum heat;

next the boiler shell and tubes—they must be clean to

bring the heat link to the steam link; next the steam line

from boiler to engine or turbine—large enough and well

insulated; then the engine or turbine link whicli joins heat

energy and mechanical energy—only careful design, proper
valve setting and tnuch care to minimize losses here.

Then, where power is distributed solely through belts

and pulleys, the belts, pulleys and shafts or electrical

cables to the final motors and belts are the connecting
links up to the very machines themselves.

If the efficiency of every link is maintained at its high-
est point the power end of the plant is beyond criticism.

The overall efficiency will then be very high. But if the

eflficiency of every link is low or indifferent the overall

efficiency of the power end will be distressingly low.
Many of us talk glibly about efficiency as though it

could be acquired over night. Thus one man has stated
that "Efficiency is a mere matter of detail". His definitioi.

is all right, but detail is not a "mere matter".
For these various reasons, therefore, it is plain that

power transmission through belting is a "detail" on which
we should "plug" until all avoidable slip is eliminated. It

is especially important, as stated before, where all the
power passes through a single main drive belt. Each
percent of slip in such a belt represent a loss of one
per cent of the coal pile.

Roughly, two per cent of the potential power in the
driving pulley of the engine is represented by "belt creep".
Its loss is unavoidable because of the elasticity of the belt.

This has been recognized and provided for in the chart,
so the reader can go ahead and connect known values,
while the intersection with column "D" gives the avoidable
money loss.

Simply zig-zag across the chart twice with a straight-

edge, as shown by the dotted lines and the money loss

is immediately found. Thus if the total belt slip is six

per cent (column A) and the cost of coal per ton is $4.00

(column B), run a straight line through those two points

and locate the intersection with column "C". Then
from that point of intersection run over to the tons of coal

burned per year (which in this instance has been stated

as 1000 tons) and the cost of avoidable belt slip per year

is shown by column "D" as being $160.00.

For $160.00, as the makers say, one can purchase a great

deal of Cling-Surface, and one can in consequence well

afford to give a little time every month to the care of the

belting. Yearly loss due to belt slip is often considerably

greater than $160.00, for it must be remembered that this

chart applies only to "one" belt—the main belt. If all of

the distributing or secondary belts slip equally as mucli,

the yearly loss is double, triple, or even four times as much
as $160.00.

To give a clear idea as to the meaning of "Total Belt

Slip Per Cent", let us take an example. You find by means
of a revolution counter that a given driven pulley is rotat-

ing only 940 times per minute. You figure that without
slip it should rotate 1000 times per minute. Sixty revolu-

tions per minute, therefore, are absolutely lost. Dividing
this 60 by the r.p.m. that pulley "should" make you get

0.060 or 6 per cent, which is the "Total Belt Slip". After
having made this determination, now, it is a simple

matter to apply it to the chart as has been done and deter-

mine the money loss per year due to such slip.

Furthermore, belts which do not slip do not require

tension and can be run easy or slack—every belt thus

relieved of its tension reduces by that much the total plant

friction load and this means also a longer-lived belt,

cool bearings, less oil used, less time of men and machines
lost during repairs and more power at the machines, for

friction represents lost power.

LIGHT WEIGHT AIR DRILLS

The Independent Pneumatic Tool Company of Chi-

cago, Illinois, manufacturers of the Thor line of Pneu-
matic Tools and Electric Drills, have recently placed upon
the market two light weight air drills, especially con-

structed for use in shipyards.

One is known as the Thor No. 42 Shipyard Special. It

is equipped with a No. 3 Morse Taper, weighs but 28
pounds, runs at 700 r.p.m., and is a strictly one-man drill.

The No. 42 Thor will do the work formerly done by any
standard 40-pound No. 3 Morse Taper 300 r.p.m. two-man
drill, and is particularly adopted for 13/16 in. and 1,V16 in.

deck reaming and drilling bulkheads, shell clips, intcr-

costals, inside hull and superstructure.

The other is known as the size C-4 Shipyard Special,

42-pound No. 4 Morse Taper 400 r.p.m. Drill. This drill

is now used for work formerly done by any standard 5.S-

pound No. 4 Morse Taper 280 r.p.m. Drill, and is especially

recommended for 11/16 in. to 1 1/16 in. shell reaming and
for drilling Jg. in. to 1 5/16 in. where thickness is over

1 in. and in stem posts and stern posts up to 1^ in., not

over 8 in. deep. These new drills should be of particular

interest to shipbuilders as a saving of fifty per cent in

time, labor, and air is eft'ected over doing the work by

any standard type machine.

ROSEWOOD FOR SHIP CARPENTERS' PLANES

The present activity in wooden shipbuilding is causing

a heavy demand for rosewood to be used for ship car-

penters' planes. On account of the extremely smooth
surface obtainable, as well as its other qualities, rosewood
is peculiarly fitted for this purpose.

In order to take care of this need. White Brotiuis. the

large hardwood dealers of San Francisco, ha\c lately

imported a good sized lot of rosewood logs. This is

fine stock, both in quality and in the size of the logs.

White Brothers are supplying this rosewood in the log,

as well as sawed out to squares, such as Z'/i x 2^ inches,

3x3 inches, 4x4 inches, etc., ready for use for planes.
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STOP BAFFLE PLATE TROUBLE
If the baffle plates and other brick work in your furnaces are
being damaged by an uneven flow of oil to the burners, you need

THE KINNEY ROTATING PLUNGER PUMP
to supply a smooth, continuous, and uniform
flow of oil. Positively eliminates ALL trouble.

The illustration shows type of KINNEY ROTATING PLUNGER PUMP installed on the U. S. S.
New Mexico. This same type will be installed on the Battleships Tennessee, California,
West Virginia, Washington, Colo-
rado and Maryland; also Battle
Cruisers Nos. 45 and 49 and over
half a hundred Submarines.
Cargo pumps of 3,000 gallons

capacity each per minute are

building for Tank Ship No. 16.

If it's Good Enough for Uncle
Sam, you should be interested.

SEND FOR CATALOG

THE KINNEY MFG. CO.
BOSTON MASS

^JSMI) FOR CA.TAJyOaZ7E AIP
Irviiig' iron worKs Co. Long' Island CityNY.

PLEASE MENTION THE PACIFIC MARINE REVIEW WHEN YOU WRITE
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^0X3^^ MACHJiV^^^
^,.^ %- Manufacturers of ^^^~^^^ v

j<) Propelling and Deck Machinery y^^ for Vessels of all Sizes

Marine Engines Up to 3000 Horse Power

Scotch Marine and Water Tube Boilers

Anchor Windlasses

Steering Engines

Condensers

Seattle
Washington

Cargo Hoists

Capstans and other

Auxiliary Machinery

The Right Drive
For any air capacity or an}' drive,

there's a Nagle Air Compressor
readily available.

Many types of electric drive - direct

geared or belt - in a broad range of

capacity, enable you to buy the
benefits of our long practical ex-
perience in a unit that can be
promptly delivered.

Our San Francisco office will give

full information and immediate
service.

The Nagle Corliss^ Engine Works
Builders of High Grade Engines

Air Compressors and
Vacuum Pumps

Main Office and Works:
12th Street and East Ave., Erie, Pa.

IfffiCEfr
VENCINEEKS

Detroit, Mich.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
New Orleans, La

HITNEVirOMPANV
ACIIINERYVJ BROKERS

SALES OFFICES
39-41 Cortlandt St.

Bourse BIdg.
Baltimore, Md.

657 Book BIdg.
6.13 Wabash BIdg.

717-743 Magazine St.

PLEASE MENTION THE PACIFIC MARINE REVIEW WHEN YOU WRITE
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design

ll-Inch Hexagon
Composition Brass
P0R7 HOLE

I Ht-inch Round
Composition Brass
PORT LIGHT

workmanship-

material-

Designed to conform with the rigid

specifications of the Gn\ ernment.

The skilled workmanship that logically

results from concentration and ex-

perience.

Material that is the very best obtain-

able.

"tell us your requirements"

Our line is complete. We manufac-

ture standardized Port and Dead
Lights in either galvanized iron or

brass—in all shapes—in all sizes— for

both wood and steel vessels.

Doud-MacFarlane Lights are installed

on a large number of Western-built

motorships.

We manufacture and
fill orders for

Galvanized Mushroom Ventilators,

Deck Scuttles, Man-Hole Plates, Sky-

light Hinges, Skylight Quadrants,

Chocks, Cleats, Bitts and Fittings

conforming to Government Specifi-

cations. Besides, a great many stan-

dard galvanized and brass fittings

used in shipbuilding.

b d
PLEASE MENTION THE PACIFIC MARINE REVIEW WHEN YOU WRITE
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WORTHINGTON PUMP OFFICE CHANGES
The following appoiiitincnts in the olTicial force of the

VX'orthinRton I'nnip & Machinery Corporation were made
on [•'ehriiary 27th: James E. Sagne, vice-president, in

cliarge of engineering and niannfacturing; Leon P. Fcnst-
inan, vice-president in charge of general commercial af-

fairs, including prices, pnrchase, traffic, etc.; Frank H.
Jones, vice-president in charge of sales; Edward T. Fish-
wick, general sales manager; Charles K. Wilson, assistant

general sales manager; William Goodman, assistant to
vice-president; William Schwanhausscr, chief engineer; all

with offices at 113 Broadway, New York, and Neil C.

Laniont, works manager, Laidlavv Works, with offices at

I'.linwood Place, Cincinnati. ( >hio.

CHANGES IN THOR SELLING ORGANIZATION
R. S. Cooper, vice-president of the Independent Pneu-

matic Tool Company, mannfactnrers of Thor Pneimiatic
Tools and Electric Drills, who for many years was the
manager of the company's Eastern branch in New York
City, will, effective February 1st, assume the duties of
general sales manager, as well as those of vice-president,
and will have his headquarters at the general offices of the
company, Thor Building, Chicago, Illinois.

Mr. R. T. Scott, the former Pittsburgh branch office

manager, has been promoted to the office of Eastern man-
ager, with headquarters at 170 Broadway, New York.

Mr. H. F. Finney, who formerly traveled the Chicago
and St. Louis territories, has been placed in charge of the
company's branch ofTice at Pittsburgh, Pa.

NEW TAPER GIB
.\ll Fairbanks Power Hammers ordered after February

first are being fitted with a new adjustable bronze taper
gib, as shown in the illustration herewith. This arrange-
ment takes up the wear in the ram guides quickly and
accurately and makes possible a much finer ram adjust-
ment than heretofore. These new gib and face plates liave
been so designed that they may be fitted to Fairbanks
liainniers already in use.

The Wheeler vertical rotative dr.v vacuum
pump.

WHEELER VERTICAL ROTATIVE DRY
VACUUM PUMP

This \ertical type of dry vacuum pump manufactured
by the Wheeler Condenser & Engineering Co. of Carteret,

N. J., is in demand by ship and stationary plant builders

who are anxious to save as much space as possible, and
who at the same time have their eyes wide open to
economy.
Where much condensing is to be done and where high

vacuum is to be maintained, it is generally best to install

separate condensate and air pumps. Thus a motor or
turbine-driven centrifugal hot well pump can easily take
care of the condensate, while this Wheeler dry vacuum
air pump withdraws the air.

As the photograph distinctly shows, the inlet valves of
this pump are of the semi-rotative type, which are so
manipulated by the valve gear as to draw air from the
condenser during its full stroke. Clearance difficulties

are eliminated in this design of valve gear by providing
ports which register with an equalizing passage. The
discharge valves are of the poppet types and are easily
accessible. In fact, all parts are easily accessible, a point
that is of great value in high-vacuum pumping machinery.
A motor-driven dry vacuum puirip has numerous other

advantages over direct steam drive, among which are:
ease of installation, less attention is required, no steam
pipe radiation losses, and improvement of plant load fac-
tor. A few years ago it was argued that motor drive
was poor practice because of the long train of elemnts
through which power must pass before reaching the motor
—the engine, generator, transmission lines, switchlioard,
etc.—but today shut-down troubles have practically van-
ished and authorities are strongly recominending motor-
driven auxiliaries such as this dry vacimm pump.

LARGE OAK TIMBER
The S. K. Taylor Lumber Company of Mobile, Alabama,

which has made a specialty of Alabama hewn oak timber
for many years, exporting a large part of their product
to Europe prior to the shipping scarcity caused by the
war, are now supplying this timber extensively throughout
the United States and Canada. The Taylor timber speci-
fications show an excellent assortment in lengths and
squares. A stock of upwards of 500,000 feet is carried
constantly on hand, running from 12 by 12 square (a few-

sticks are available smaller than this size) up to 29 by 30
square and from 18 to 59 feet in length, with an average
length of over 33 feet. These specifications are hard to
beat and should interest shipbuilders.

PLEASE MENTION THE PACIFIC MARINE REVIEW WHEN YOU WRITE
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W. F. STONE
SHIP-BUILDER
Deugner umI Builder of

Wooden Commercial Vessels
of all Deacriptiona

Yftchts and Pleasure Craft

PhoB* Frnitvale 430

Kennedy & Boehmer Street*

OAKLAND. CAL.

ESTABLISHED 1880

C. BEYPUSS CO.
SHIP BROKERS

244 CALIFORNIA STREET SAN FRANCISCO

marine' A^
PHOENIX ASSURANCE COMPANY, J^^l^^.

Ltd., of London r^'^-^.T^^

PACIFIC COAST DEPARTMENT. ^HIII^H
E. C. F. KNOWLES. General Agent ^^H^^H

INSURANCE
THE UNION MARINE INSURANCE

CO., Ltd., of Liverpool

222 Sansome St.. SAN FRANCISCO

S. A. LIVINGSTON. Underwriter

Howard W. Bray
RELAYING RAIL

NEW AND USED STANDARD BLACK AND GALVANIZED PIPE
GALVANIZED FLAT AND CORRUGATED SHEETS

CENTRAL BANK BUILDING OAKLAND, CAL.

Van Arsdale-Harris Lumber Company
FIFTH AND BRANNAN STREETS SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA

White Cedar, Spruce or Sugar Pine Template Lumber
Worked to Any Thickness Desired

Redwood Pattern Stock White Cedar
In All Grades and Thicknesses For Mould Loft Flooring

Long Clear Fir Timbers • Vertical Grain Fir Decking

Sugar Pine • California White Pine

PLEASE MENTION THE PACIFIC MARINE REVIEW WHEN YOU WRITE
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ELAPSED TIME RECORDS

Tlif little calcnlatiiiK niachiiu'

illiislratiHl licnwilli is llio Calciila-

urapli, niamifactiircd by the Cal-

ciilaj;ra])h Coni]>any of New York,

which is represented in San Fran-

cisco by H. G. Scovern & Company.
This machine mechanically snb-

tracts the time of day a job or

operation is started from time of

day it is finished and iirints the

difference, — the actual working
time. These records may be made
in hours and minutes, hours and
tenths, or hours and twelfths. This

furnishes an accurate record for

every man and divides his time

accurately between the different

job mnubers on which he is en-

gaged. It lends itself readily to

practically every shipyard time

system and should prove of great

interest to those who arc interested

in this work. Several of the yards

of the Pacific Coast are using this

macliine with excellent results in

their time and cost-keeping dcpart-

LLOYD'S REGISTER OF SHIPPING

It is pleasing to note from cable advices received from

London that the following members of the committee of

this society have been honored by the King: Frederick VV.

Lewis, Baronetcy; T. J. Storey, Alexander Gracie, M.

V. O.; Fred N. Henderson, George B. Hunter, D. Sc,

and Herbert B. I^owell, Knight Commanders of the British

Empire; Thomas T'utnam, Knighthood; James Marr and
James Brown, Companions of the British l-".ni]iire.

Ship Hardware
We manufacture a full line of

Ship's Hardware in

accordance with

U. S. Government Speciiications

A. W. PIKE & CO.
711 MISSION STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

PACIFIC COAST AGENTS
PENN HARDWARE COMPANY

111 Dill II I ill III I II HI I

SHIP BUILDERS
ATTENTION:
Everett, Washington, right on the Paget Sound
at the mouth of the great Snohomish River,

has many excellent available sites for ship

yards. Largest lumber center on Pacific Coast.

Every condition for ship building and other

manufacturing. Excellent housing for men,
living and labor conditions all the best.

ADDRESS OR CALL ON

JAMES M. RHOADES Everett Comraereial Club
Managing Secretary EVERETT, WASHINGTON

A BIG PAINT DEAL
The Glidden Company of Cleveland, Ohio, a $2,500,000

corporation, have just purchased the business of Whittier-
Coburn Company of San Francisco, for a price that ex-

ceeds $1,000,000.

The Glidden Company of California have received a

charter from the state as a subsidiary of the big Eastern
concern. The Glidden Company will manufacture on the
Pacific Coast, a, full line of paints and varnishes. They
will also distribute the well known Jap-A-Lac Brand,
which is owned by this company.
Mr. A. D. Joyce, president of the Glidden Company, was

formally director and general manager of the Sherwin-
Williams Company of Cleveland, Ohio. Mr. Alexander
Sclater is the vice-president and general manager of this
ne\y firm. Mr. Sclater needs no introduction on this coast,
having until recently been the vice-president of the Union
'Jll Company of California.

LOUIS G. HENES
Special Pacific Cr St Factory Representativ

Tool and Crane Builde

HEAVY MACHINE TOOLS
SHIPYARD TOOLS
PLATE SHOP TOOLS
BOILER SHOP TOOLS
HEAVY LATHES
HEAVY TURRET LATHES
SCREW MACHINES AND TURRET LATHES
BORING AND TURNING MILLS
AUTOMATIC MACHINERY
GRINDING MACHINERY
ELECTRIC TRAVELING CRANES
SLOTTERS
MILLING MACHINES
COLD SAWS
RIVET AND FORGING MACHINES
PUNCHES AND SHEARS
STEAM HAMMERS

MACHINE TOOLS SHOP EQUIPMENT
ELECTRIC CRANES

Let me knowyour requirements

MONADNOCK BLDG. SAN FRANCISCO

PLEASE MENTION THE PACIFIC MARINE REVIEW WHEN YOU WRITE
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Looming up on the ways, the result

of months of painstaking and careful

labor, the great ship is ready to be

launched.

Now is the time when every precau-

tion must be taken, when every factor

which enters into the work of launch-

ing the great vessel must work per-

fectly to make it a success.

Of the thousands of feet of rope which

will be used, on the cradle, the stops,

and finally to swing the huge hulk

into position after the water is reached,

none will do the work better than

COLUMBIAN
MANILA ROPE
This dependable rope is a positive

adjunct to a successful climax. You
cannot afford to take a chance on

unreliable rope in this work. Order

COLUMBIAN for your next launch-

ing and make its success assured.

COLUMBIAN
ROPE COMPANY
AUBURIN "The Cordage City" NEW YORK
Branrhes: NEW YORK, CHICAGO, BOSTON

Nippon Yusen Kaisha

Tonnage—500,000 Ton. Fleel-99 Vessels

HEAD OFFICE: TOKYO, JAPAN
Trans-Pacific Regular Service

Between Seattle and Hong Kong" via Japan Ports.
Shanghai and Manila, with direct connection for all points
in the Orient and Australia.

Fir.st-cla.ss passenger steamers with all modern con-
veniences will sail from Seattle as follows:

ATSUTA MARU April 1

FUSHIMA MARU April 24

For further information, rates, tickets, berth reserva-
tion, etc., apply to any office of the principal railways
in the United States and Canada, also any office of
Messrs. Thos. Cook & Son, Messrs. Ra>Tnond & Whit-
comb Co., and other tourist agencies in all parts of the
world, or to the

Nippon Yusen Kaisha
Colman Building, Seattle

hanee Bldff., Equitable Bide

caRo New York

SPECIFY

"PARELIUS'^
PACIFIC COAST MADE

PINE DECK PLUGS

Oak Mast Hoops
TREENAIL WEDGES

USED IN ALL

COLUMBIA RIVER AND PUGET SOUND

YARDS

Parelius Manufaduring Co.

Fixtures, Panellings and Veneers

800 MULTNOMAH ST., PORTLAND, ORE.

PLEASE MENTION THE PACIFIC MARINE REVIEW WHEN YOU WRITE
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"LAST WORD IN SMALL MOTOR SWITCHES"

Below are shown illustrations of two switch condulcts

f the ZY series—the latest additions to the large family

if conduit fittings manufactured by the Crousc-Hinds

'ompany, of Syracuse, N. Y. One of tlie country's lead-

ng mill engineers described these condulcts as the "last

vord in small motor switches". Whether his verdict is ^
rue or not, the fittings certainly have very much to com-

ncnd them in design and material, as well as in workman-

h'P-

As safety-first fittings, ZY Condulcts seemingly leave

ittle to be desired. It is claimed for them that they pro-

cct the switch operator and the person renewing fuses

rom shock; they cannot be operated by accident; they

i-ithstand the roughest usage; water will not drain into

hem, and it is impossible for lint or other inflammable

);irticles to lodge upon the current-carrying parts, and

bus cre;ite a fire hazard.

Hoth the body of the condulct and its cover are cast

ron. Inside is a combined 20-ampere snap switch and
use block. The switch is externally operated, and its

Jiandle interlocks with the latch of the door in such a

vay that the latter cannot be opened when the switch is

in the "on" position. As a result of this arrangement, the

i-ircuit is dead when the door is open, and fuses can be
replaced without danger of shock or short circuit.

'• As the machine operator or any other person not skilled

n electricity can change fuses with perfect safety in ZY
.^ondnlets, their use prevents all the loss in productive
ime which is unavoidable where an electrician must be
H-nt for to replace fuses. This, in the course of a year,

ncans a considerable saving in the operating time of the

iveragc mill.

' The mantifacturers list ZY Condulcts in one and two-
;ang forms and in sizes and arrangements of threaded
onduit hubs to meet various conduit wiring arrangements.

iThey have also issued a folder on ZY Condulcts, which
hey will mail free to any address, upon request.

HOIST COMPANY BUSY
The Pacific Derrick & Hoist Company has recently

losed contracts with tlie G. M. Standifer Construction
^ompany's shipyard at Vancouver, Washington, for the
nstallation of four traveling tower derricks completely
quipped and ready for operation. The installation of
hese machines will begin about May 1 and is an acknowl-
dgnient of the excellent results obtained witli these
lerricks in both wood and steel construction. The above
oncern will also put in operation in the G. M. Standifer
hipyards within the ne.xt thirty days a self-propelling
.agon derrick used for loading timber trucks about the
ard. This derrick will have a general drive, either for-
.ard or reversed of four miles per hour, will be equipped
.'ith a swinging rear axle for turning corners, and will
le equipped with a twenty-five foot boom for handling
Jwo-ton loads. The same concern recently completed the
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At Los Angeles, Cal.

S. L. KREIDER
General Transportation Foreign Freight Traffic

1SII--!82 P;iclfic F.lertric Building

Telephone Kearny 241 ESTIMATING AND DESIGNING

SMITH & SCANLON
MACHINE WORKS

MARINE AND STATIONARY REPAIRING
136 STEUART ST.. NEAR MISSION

SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.

For Sale—FOUR NEW LAUNCHES, 45 x 11 feet with 50 H.P.
MTAND.-^RD engine.

LAUNCH, 52x12 feet, with 65 H.P. STANDARD engine.

LAUNCH, 65x18 feet, with 11 H.P. STANDARD engine.

CAR-FLOAT BARGE. 272x50x15 feet, net tonnage 1374 tons.

FOUR WHALEBOATS, 30x6i/2 feet, very cheap.

CROWLET LAUNCH & TUGBOAT COMPANY,
Howard St. Wharf, San Francisco, Cal.

Motorship Construction Co.

Vancouver, Washington

Boat and Ship Builders

Tugs Barges Fish Boats Auxiliary Schooners

FOR SALE TUG BOAT. First-class con-

dition. 52 ft. X 14 ft. Equipped with 110

H. P. Standard Gas Engine. Pacific Products

Company of Calif. 514-515 Exchange Bldg.,

Los Angeles, Calif.

IP o'ii/i'ijj\:^!u O'li^^Q QM
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IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

DESIGNERS AND BUILDERS OF

STANDARD TYPE WINCH FOR THE IMPERIAL
MUNITIONS BOARD

The North Shore Iron Works
North Vancouver British Columbia

LUNKENHEIMER
GAUGE COCKS AND FUSIBLE PLUGS

"The best and safest Boiler Accessories for Marine Service"

Lunkenheimer Gauge Cocks are

fittings of exceptional merit, pos-

sessing qualities which make them
the most substantial, practical and

durable devices of their kind.

They are carefully finished to

gauge, thoroughly tested and guar-

anteed first-class in every respect.

"REGRINDING" G;

Lunkenheimer
FusiblePlugscon-
forni to the rules of

the Department of

Commerce, Steam-
boat Inspection
Service and are ac-

cepted by all Local
Inspectors.

The casings of these plugs are

made of our High Duty Bronze,
the fusible core being pure Banca
Tin.

For efficiency, reliabilit>- and
economy, specify Lunkenheimer
and insist on ha\ing the genuine.

Write for descripti\"e literature.

IHI LUNKENHEIMER ££:
-—"QUALITY"-^

Largest Manufacturers of

High Grade Engineering Specialties

in the World '

CINCINNATI
Sew York Chicago Boston London

llllllllllllllllillliillllllllliilliliililllllllllllllllillll
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Smashing Some Shipbuilding

Records for Uncle Sam
on the Coast

All the world's records in ship-building

were smashed when the ship yards in Seattle

turned out an 8,000 ton ship in 64 days—and
the "Seattle" was the first steel vessel to be

launched by the Shipping Board.

At Oakland three steel vessels totalling 28,200 tons

were launched in March within twenty minutes of each

other. On the same day, the "Faith." the largest con-

crete vessel ever built, was launched at Redwood City.

In California ports, there are 106ships under construction,

and 1,744,000 tons are bein^ built on Columbia River and
Puget Sound, an aggregate of 2,6ft4,000 tons.

In order to secure such record-breaking results, nothing

has been overlooked that would quicken production or

heighten efficiency, and

The Oxy-Acetylene Process

Is Replacing Slower and
Costlier Methods

It is saving a vast amount of time and expense
in the old shipbuilding yards that were quad-
rupled in size, almost over night, and in the new
yards that have sprung into existence at evei,>

port.

Whichever way the manufacturer turns he
sees the familiar green-labelled Linde oxygen
cylinder doing its important part in civilization's

work, at a minimum of cost and at a maximum
of speed.

The Linde Air Products Company
"Largest Produce

42nd St. Building

of Oxygen in the World "

New York City, N. Y.
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The Columbia s Great Port
Portland is the natural water gateway to a vast inland empire, an empire whose resources have

hardly been scratched as yet, whose possibilities in a wide range of endeavors are practically unlim-

ited and whose era of development is just commencing. Inland water transportation, at one time

the greatest freight moving factor in the United States, has shown unmistakable signs of late of

regaining a measure of its lost importance, and

this rejuvenation will COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF SHIP- have a marked efifect

upon the destinies of
BUILDING INDUSTRY. PORTLAND

Portland.

^eain the Oreeon Dec. 10, .Apr. 10, metropolis is looking

to the sea as she has pi^nts for steel ships 3 4 "ever done betore. The

remarkable develop Plants for wooden ships 6 17 ment of shipbuilding in
Number of shipyard cm-

,
. , . .

this district, both steel ployees 4,200 25,050 and wood, is bringing

home to the people of
Monthly payroll $302,400 $2,754,000 Portland t h e desira-

1 r'^ Steel cargo ships launched.... I»

bilitv of foreign trade. Tonnage of steel ships The deep water chan-

nel to the Pacific and ^^/''"7'''''^^•
i v,-;; ^

U^A^^
^^ j^ I elimination ofLu lut r dLiiic duii Wooden ships launched O 4J

the Columbia River Tonnage of wooden ships Bar as an impediment
launched 18,000 193,000

, ^
*,

to ocean commerce, Cargo ships on ways 11 94 have been made secure

a n d permanent
;

t h e \T^^fJ,^'l\ °:„rr?ets.:;$22,250:000 $172,800:oo!]
^'^'^ ^as carried out ex-

tensive improvements During 1917 there were 26 wooden vessels and 8 along its waterfront

;

„- 4. 1 i steel vessels launched. „„^^,- .^„„c,t,-,,,-t;/-„i tr.great elevators are under construction to

handle grain from the
~ ~~

I n 1 a n d Empire, and

Portland is rapidly putting her house in order against the day when the return to normal conditions

will bring vast fleets of ships to our Pacific shores once more.

The chief city of the Columbia River Basin is located at the end of the voyage for the sea carrier

and at the beginning of the great water trail into the interior. She is backed up by wonderful expanses

of virgin territory and her gateway looks out upon the Orient. By right of her strategic situation

and through the perseverance and broad minded policy of her business community, Portland is des-

tined to press steadily forward to the complete fulfillment of her manifest destiny as a great importing

and exporting mart and the distributing center for a vast empire.



Ans^vering tke Nation's Call

MOST of the steel shipbuilding establish-

ments operating on the Pacific Coast are

new yards, but when speaking of the Portlant.

district, it is no longer necessary to qualify their

newness. Two short years ago the building of

large steel vessels did not exist in the Columbia
River district as an industry, and therefore all

of the yards in this district have been laid out with-

out the disturbing element of tradition and the dic-

tates of former practice interfering in any way with
the ideas of those who were bold enough to estab-

lish a new industry in an untried field.

The Columbia River Shipbuilding Corporation is

one of a trio of plants which were established on
the Willamette River, following the unprecedented

demand for ships, which sprang up throughout the

world. Since it is natural to look for the latest

features of even such a new establishment, the first

thought which strikes the mind of the reader is

connected with the boiler shop,—the latest depart-

ment of the Columbia River Shipbuilding Corpora-

tion's plant to be completed.

This modern shop is a large structure, the main
building being 130 feet wide and 264 feet long and
has an annex on each side 40 feet wide. An ex-

terior view of this shop, looking across the material

Mr. James McKinley, ge ' Shipbuilding

Storage space is shown herewith, also an interior

view. One end of the main bay of the shop with

two sets of Scotch marine boilers practically com-

pleted, is shown in still another photograph. The
rated capacity of the boiler shop is seven large

Scotch marine boilers per month, and the equip-

ment provided is heavy and modern in every par-

ticular. Heavy handling work is taken care of by

a 40-ton electric traveling crane, which traverses

the entire length of the central bay. There is one

set of bending rolls with a capacity for plates

twelve feet wide and up to one and nine-sixteenths,

inches in thickness. A 150-ton hydraulic flanging

press; a 150-pound triple effect, bull riveter with

12-foot gap; two 6-foot heavy duty radial drills,

two 5-foot and one 4-foot heavy duty radials, are

among the important tools located in this shop.

A special 25-ton crane handles the work at the

riveting bull, while a 10-ton crane does like service

for the flange press. Both of these special cranes

were designed and built by the Smith & Watson

Iron Works of Portland.

Among the other tools are a 36-inch punch, a 36-

inch shear, a set of rolls for plating up to 3^ inch

plate, 12 feet wide, bolt-threaders, saws, etc. A spe-

cial machine, manufactured by the shipbuilding

company, is used for upsetting stay tubes and has

been found to be excellently fitted for the purpose,

as it is both speedy and turns out excellent work.

Another special feature of this shop is a special

riveting machine for use on the end seams of front

heads. It was found that this machine drove twice

the number of rivets per hour that was possible

under the old method and accomplished this with

one less man in the riveting gang.

One of the views herewith shows the two large

radial drills in action. A very effective method has

been arranged for handling the work for these and

the other drill presses in the shop. The work is

placed on special cars by the overhead crane. It

is then, with little effort, run under the presses

to any desired position, and can easily be shifted

by one man. The drills are cooled by running

water, which is collected in a concrete basin under

the presses and pumped up to a feed tank to be

used over and over. At the big flange press, many

special dies have been made which permit of a

fifty per cent reduction in the time consumed in

turning out some parts of the boiler work.

Breechings, smoke stacks and forced draft casings

are made in the boiler shop annex, which is served

by an overhead trolley system hand operated. Every

move in these shops has been carefully planned

out and lost motion has been reduced to a minimum.

Turning to some of the other sections of this

plant we find first the office. This is a two-story

frame structure, some 60 by 65 feet in size, with

a two-story fireproof vault attached for the safe
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keeping of business effects on the ground tloor and

tracing-s above. The executive, purchasing and ac-

counting departments are all located on the ground

floor, and are so taxing the si)ace that a large addi-

tion to the general offices, will be required in the

near future.

The mould loft is a two-story building, covering

an area of 96 by 200 feet. The loft proper has

an unobstructed floor, 200 by 60 feet in extent, with

wing space 36 by 200 feet. A monitor ventilator

trunk extends the full length of the building, and

a hot air heating system is installed. At the pres-

ent time the joiner shop is located below the mould

loft, but a new building, 75 by 150 feet in size,

is now nearly finished, and this will house the joiner

machinery in the near future. There are also some

yard and shop foremen's offices and the tool room

for air drills, riveters and reamers arc also located

in this building.

Storage yard handling is taken care of by two

80-foot radius and one 65-foot radius circular boom

cranes of 5-tons capacity. The plate racks are ar-

ranged radially about these three cranes, and from

the storage racks the material goes to the eastern

end of the plate shop for laying out.

The main plate shop is 63 by 800 feet in dimen-

sions, and is served by three 5-ton overhead electric

traveHng cranes. For individual service of the ma-

chines there are eighteen cantilever wall cranes on

the south side of the shop, and fifteen on

the north side, all operated by air. Among the

items of tool equipment of this shop might be

mentioned four plate shears and an angle shear, a

battery of 10 punches, a 14-foot and a 27-foot plate

planer, a bending and straightening machine, two

flanging machines, two radial countersinking drills,

two portable scarfing machines, a high speed saw,

two riveting machines, heating furnaces, etc. There

is also a plate shop annex, 30 by 260 feet in size,

containing three light punches, which are served

by overhead hand-operated traveling cranes suitable

for light lifts.

The furnace shed is 40 by 180 feet in size with an

angle furnace 5 feet in diameter by 60 feet long.

There are two bending slabs, 40 by 45 feet at one

end of the furnace and 25 by 40 at the other, this

giving 2800 square feet of working space. There

is a small electric winch for snaking material across

the slabs. Five forges, served by jib cranes, are

also located in this building.

From the plate shed, material moves out directly

to the three shipways, where three 8800-ton

freighters are under construction. Each of the ways
is served by two 5-ton overhead cableways with

60-foot high winch towers located at the head of

the ways, giving the winchman a full view of the

handling operations at all times. The cable masts
are 110 feet high, enabling the hoists to handle

material over the topsides of the ships building on
the ways.

'I'hc air compressor plant is taken care of in a

compressor house, 80 by 85 feet in size, and there

are two belt-driven and three direct-connected air

compressor units.

Mr. Alfred Smith, president of the Columbia River Shipbuilding
Corporation.

Smaller shops about the yard comprise a pipe

shop, 36 by 125 feet, a machine shop for light work,

and a blacksmith shop, covering 50 by 100 feet.

This latter shop contains 12 forges, one 250-pound

air hammer, two 1500-pound steam hammers, these

being served by jib cranes. There are also two um-

brella punches conveniently located in the shipyard

with 35-foot boom cranes overhead.

The fitting-out dock has a river frontage of 570

feet and is 100 feet deep. Shear legs are fitted

here, having a 75-ton capacity at 62-feet reach. The

rig consists of standing shears with a back brace

—

with moving shears forward, and is operated

by an electric winch through the head of

the standing shears. There is also a steel gantry

crane, operated on 18-foot gauge tracks and having

a traverse of 420 feet. The crane is of the tower

whirler type, being all steel and has a 4-ton capacity

at 75 feet radius. This crane is electrically operated.

Several views are shown with this article illus-

trating progress in building one of the 8800-ton

deadweight steamers building at this yard. The

vessel in question is the "Westgrove", and when

it is considered that she was launched in sixty-one

days from the laying of the keel, the advanced

stage of completion reached at the time of lanching

adds still further to a splendid record of achieve-
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Slabs at end of angle fu

meiit. All deck machinery was furnished and in-

stalled, the piping and ventilation systems were well

advanced, and even the living accommodations were
in aiv advanced stage. Considering the remarkable
time record made on this vessel, a description of

her should prove of interest and at the same time

answer in all general respects for the other vessels

under construction at the Columbia River Ship-

building Corporation's plant.

The "Westgrove" is 423 feet 9 inches long over
all, 410 feet 5^^ inches between perpendiculars, 54

feet moulded beam, 30 feet 2 inches moulded
depth and 24 feet load draft. The machinery is

located amidships with three cargo holds forward
and two aft. There are two masts fitted with

booms and gear for four cargo winches each, these,

by the way, being of Columbia River Shipbuilding

Corporation design, and two derrick posts on the

bridge deck, with one winch each. There are in

all ten 5-ton derricks and one 30-ton steel boom,
the latter being usable either fore or aft. The
hatchways to the holds are all 17 feet in width,

those for Nos. 1 and 4 holds being 29 feet 3 inches

« out work in the large plate shop of the Columbia Biver Shipbuilding Corporation's plant
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mould loft is well liRhled and has large b; obstructions.

in li.'n,i;th : X<>. 2, 31 feet; No. 3, 15 feet 9 inches,

anil No. 3. 27 feet in length.

The main driving machinery consists of a double

gear reduction Kerr turbine. The turbine runs at

3600 revolutions. an<l is stepped down to 4S0 an<i

then 90 at the propeller. The shaft horsepower

at 90 revolutions is 2500, and the motors are pro-

vided for nine stages ahead and three astern. The

propeller is built up, four-bladed of cast iron and

17 feet in diameter. The propeller is carried on

a 1414-inch tail shaft and the line shafting is I2s/ji

inches in diameter.

The main condenser was built by the Columbia

' River Shipbuilding Corporation and has a steel shell

and muntz metal tubes. The cooling surface is

3659 square feet.

The boilers were also built by the shipyard plant,

and are three in number, 14 feet 9 inches in diame-

ter by 11 feet long. The heating surface is 2468

square feet per boiler and the grate surface 60.3

square feet. The working pressure is 210 pounds.
nd of the new boiler shop, showing four large Scotch

boilers nearing completion.
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The boilers operate under the Howden forced draft

system and are fitted with 5-inch waste heat super-

heaters furnished by the Power Specialty Company
of New York. Two engines, 7-inch by 5-inch

operate the 81-inch fans for the forced draft system.

Engine room auxiliaries include an auxiliary

condenser with cast iron shell and rolled brass tube

sheets, having 950 square feet of cooling surface.

The main circulating pump is of the centrifugal

type, furnished by the Morris Machine Works of

Baldwinsville, New York, and has a rated capacity

of 7000 gallons per minute. There is a 15-inch

suction, and the engine is 12 inches by 10 inches.

There is an auxiliary circulating and air pump, 10

by 12 by 12 inches of the horizontal, tandem, sim-

plex type, furnished by the Union Steam Pum])

Company of Battle Creek, Michigan. The main

and auxiliary feed pumps are of the vertical

simplex type, 14 by 9 by 16 inches, furnished b}'

the Union Steam Pump Company. There is a hori-

zontal duplex fire and bilge pump, 12 by 8^ by

12 inches; a horizontal duplex ballast pump, 12 by
10 by 12 inches; a horizontal duplex engine room
bilge pump, 6 by 6 by 6 inches ; a horizontal duplex

sanitary pump, 7 by 5 by 8 inches ; a duplicate of

this for fresh water pumping; a horizontal duplex

fuel oil transfer pump, 8 by 6 by 10 inches; two

horizontal duplex fuel oil service pumps, 6 by 4

by 6 inches ; a horizontal duplex evaporator pump,

4j/^ by 2J4 by 4 inches; two horizontal duplex main

line oil pumps 6 by 7 by 6 inches ; all the above

pumps being furnished by the Piatt Iron Works of

Dayton, Ohio.

Lar^e radial drill

The main air pump is of the rotre.x type, furnished

by the C. H. Wheeler Manufacturing Company of

Philadelphia, and is 16 inches by 32 inches, with a

vertical engine, 6J/2 by 6 inches.

That the "Westgrove" should be launched in such

an advanced stage of completion sixty-one days after

the laying of the keel, is a circumstances that was

made possible through the hearty co-operation of

the management of the yard and the employees

and the City of Portland has every reason to feel

justly proud of the presence of such a concern.

The "West Grove", an 8800-ton freiehter, launched from the yards of the Columbia River Shipbuilding Corporation, sixty-one working days
after laying the keel.
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THE FREE PORT QUESTION

STUDY of the free port question naturally di-

vides itself into several view points, one of

the most interesting of which is the aspect

of the question as viewed from its general effect

upon foreign trade.

To quote from the report of the Sub-Committe on

Foreign Trade of the body of men chosen by the

San Francisco Chamber of Commerce, a report

which was written by Mr. John Clausen of the

Crocker National Rank, a member of the com-

mittee :

"When we realize that Hamburg in 1913 had

forged ahead until its foreign trade surpassed Lon-

don by one hundred million dollars and far exceeded

Liverpool in imports, notwithstanding the fact that

F,ngland is a free-trading country ; that Hamburg's

total foreign commerce was only six million dollars

under that of New York, and Hongkong surpassed

New York in clearing foreign trade tonnage several

years before the war, Singapore advancing as a col-

lecting and distributing center, and Copenhagen

winning the trade of the Baltic, it becomes appar-

ent that the free port is not a mere theory, but a

practical producer of prosperity.

Inadequate harbor facilities poorly correlated with

railroad transportation are prime contributors to

the high cost of living—as slow and expensive cir-

culation of supplies inevitably add to their cost. It

is obvious that the more hands through which goods

pass from producer to consumer, the more the public

must pay.

The war has made our pcoi)le appreciate more

than ever before that we cannot claim or hold

commercial supremacy if we are inefficient on the

sea.

At the opening of the Civil War American ships

were carrying seventy per cent of our exports and

sixty-five per cent of our imports.

At the opening of the world war in August, 1914,

Great Britain, Germany, France, Italy, Japan,

Austria-Hungary, Russia and Belgium controlled

seventy-two per cent of the world's ocean carrying

capacity, and although our foreign trade—exports

and imports combined—amounted to four and a half

billion dollars, or more than one-tenth of the world's

business, our merchant marine was capable of trans-

porting only eight and nine-tenths per cent of it.

At the end of the war we will have materially

gained in tonnage, and Old Glory will be floating

from the taffrail of a powerful merchant fleet.

It is then that the need of free zones in the

United States will become immediately apparent

and immeasurably valuable.

Your Sub-Committee on Foreign Trade sent out

a questionnaire, a copy of which is hereto attached

—to leading firms engaged in or interested in ship-

ping activities, and obtained much helpful informa-

tion regarding advantages which a free port would

lend to develop foreign trade through the Port

of San Francisco. This was supplemented by indi-

vidual research and investigation, personal inter-

views and discussions.

As a result of this work we are able to present

a resume containing a variety of arguments show-

ing the benefits of a developed and properly organ-

ized free port.

1. Ports are the gateways through which com-

merce must pass. Every form of waste, whether

of time or money, that can be eliminated, means

to that section and to the country added facilities.

2. The establishment of free ports will tend to

encourage new business and make land area more

valuable as a terminal and cheaper as an entrepot.

Trafific follows the line of least resistance, saving of

time, labor and money.

3. By handling traffic more economically and ex-

peditiously, a free port or free zone will encourage

and give impetus to surplus production and benefit

shippers, consignees and consumers.

4. Free ports will be the means of saving inter-

est on large sums of money by precluding the neces-

sity of tying up funds for custom duties, whilst

goods are held in warehouses.

5. Free ports will increase the speed and de-

crease the cost of receiving, transferring and reship-

ping merchandise.

6. Free ports accord facilities for unloading

goods which may be stored, packed, mixed, assem-

bled, manipulated and even manufactured within

the free zone with the greatest possible freedom.

Manufacturers are accorded the privilege of ex-
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hibiting and demonstrating their goods, grading and
altering same for domestic or export use. Buyers
can examine, test and compare the commo<lities

of the world before making purchases.

7. \\ ell developed free ports or free zones in the

United States will stimulate the growth of export-
ing houses and enable them to hold goods for set

periods without the payment of duties—often equal
to the cost of the commodity itself. Besides sup-
plying a more con\enient outlet for American goods,
free ports will aid the American manufacturers in

need of foreign supplies by bringing raw material
to our shores cheaply for subsequent import or

export, as the needs of the trade demand.
8. The number, speed and efficiency of cargo

boats will be greatly increased, and in this direction

a free ])ort becomes a vital factor in enabling us
to meet the foreign trade demands that will be
placed upon us after the war.

Gazing out through the Golden Gate across the
broad expanse of the Pacific we look through the
open door of China, ^^'hat an inexhaustible market
China would be for our products if wc went after

it!

Japan, rapidly winning a place in the sun and
becoming Western in constitution, civilization and
commercial relationships, ofifers a most attractive
field for our products.

A warm welcome awaits American representation
and American goods in all Australasian markets.
The Philippines present a pleasant picture.

Ten years ago we furnished the Islands only
twenty-six per cent of their imports. We now sup-
ply fifty per cent, and they would gladly buy the
other fifty per cent from us if we could offer more
adequate transportation facilities.

As we look southward we see the Re])ublics of
Central and .South America, with enormous trade
potentialities. How vast this trade may become
with proper attention, encouragement and syste-
matic development can hardly be overestimated.
Our foreign trade statistics offer convincing evi-
dence.

The immediate eft'ect of war upon industrial and
commercial policies is undoubtedly to prompt na-
tions to make themselves as nearly as practicable
independent in all things necessary to life and the
national defense. When the war broke out. Great
Britain found that the product of the Australian
lead and zinc mines was under contract to German
firms and that neither in Australia or Great Britain
were there reduction works adequate in capacity to
convert the Australian product into the munitions
of war which were needed for the defense of the
Empire. Likewise, the great textile industries of
the United States, Great Britain and France were
found to be largely dependent upon German dyes.

In the long period of peace, international trade
relations had expanded and confidence in the main-
tenance of peace had grown, until in many instances

the industries of countries had become more or less

inter-dependent. Even the neutral countries, as

those of South America, have found themselves
seriously inconvenienced by the difficulties attend-
ant upon transportation, and manifest an inclina-

tion to diversify and develop their home industries
to a greater extent than' before. In all conferences
between representative men of the various do-
minions of the British Empire, there is expressed a

sentiment favorable to more intimate trade rela-

tions, and to reciprocal policies which will tend
to bring this about. It seems probable that steps in

this direction will be taken, although serious diffi-

culties are certain to develop when the attempt is

made to reduce such a policy to tangible terms.
It may be expected that the alliances established

during the war will influence trade policies to

some extent after the war, and that commercial
treaties will be made with a view of recognizing
and promoting the friendly relations which exist.

The antagonisms, in turn, which have been devel-

oped between enemy countries will no doubt effect

trade relations for many years, no matter what the

terms of the treaty of peace may be. On the whole,
it may be expected that protective tariffs will be
in favor after the war, and that trade will be in-

fluenced to a considerable extent by commercial
treaties. In this connection, it is to be considered
that the United States, by reason of the Great pur-

chasing power of its people, is the most desirable
market place in the world, and should be able to

obtain as favorable terms for trade as are granted
to any country.

FERRIS INCIDENT CLOSED

IN
the March issue of the "Pacific Marine Re-

view" we stated that we sincerely hoped that

the charges appearing against Mr. Theodore
Ferris in daily newspapers would prove unfounded.
Since that time Mr. Ferris has made a statement
of his side of the case to a committee of the United
States Senate, and anyone who carefully reads this

statement will be lead to the following conclusions:
First, that Mr. Ferris has done nothing wrong and.

second, that Mr. Ferris has been rather lax and
careless in the conduct of the Shipping Board Naval
Architect's Office. This carelessness manifested it-

self in some cases in a lack of formal proceedure.
In short, while Mr. Ferris had committed no wronf^;.

he had carried on certain transactions in a manner
which lent itself readily to the designs of anyone
who might be interested in dragging Mr. Ferris

down from his high place. It is an old adage that
"\\ here there is much smoke, there must be some
fire," but it would seem in the case of Mr. Ferris

that a new wording must be applied to the old .saw and
that we may safely say "Where there was much
smoke there was no fire,—but considerable politics".



Portland As a Seaport

W. B. D. Dodson, Executive Secretary Portland Chamber of Commerce

NA'l'L'Kl'.'S iilcal seaport is a safe harbor,

P>o(l channel to the harbor and a combina-

tion of conditions Ijcliind the harbor, pcr-

niiltin.s;- Iree and economical nio\ement of traffic

t(i and from ti<le\vater.

Ill the hist item, nature fa\(ired Portland more

dian any other port of the Tacific shoreline of the

United ."states. If e\ er there was a natural gate-

way created between tidewater and a vast, rich hin-

terland, it is found here. Timber resources <jreater

than in any other Hke area of the world, cluster

within 200 miles of the Portland terminal, with a

gravity movement of the i)roduct from forest to

tidewater mill. Rail lines having a maximum of

two-tenths of one per cent grade between tidewater

and the heart of the great producing territory east

of the Cascade Mountains, serve the port, on a

straight gravity basis.

In addition to this rail connection with the in-

terior, there is an improved ri\er waterway between

the port and the vast interior, with hundreds of

miles of navigable streams, which could in a stress

accommodate four million or five million tons of

traffic, if used to the maximum by river craft. In-

stead of this peerless waterway system costing

$150,000,000, as did the recent improvements to the

Barge Canal of New York, its present development

between Portland and the interior totals but little

over $14,000,000. Thus it will be seen that in area

tributary to the port, in vastness of restmrces, in

prospective agricultural and industrial development,

and in all that goes to make a highly desirable

hinterland for a port, Portland has few equals.

Portland has one of the safest harbors of the

world. There are no marine losses in the harbor.

No high winds, in the form of cyclones, hurricanes,

typhoons, monsoons or other destructive forces visit

the harbor. Climatically, it stands supreme in

safety and in working conditions. No rocks rib the

harbor or immediate channel to it. Sunken reefs,

with their toll of vessels, are unknown. Fresh

water gives advantages in clearing hulls remaining

here for a time that count in money. No collisions

in fogs to speak of are of record, proving a remark-

able freedom from this source of delay and loss.

Ample room is had for movement, at least for such

volume of traffic as has c\cr come to the port.

Channel to the Harbor

In analyzing the channel to the harbor is found

the one serious handicap faced, the one cause that

has worked against the port, and the one great

object of improvement work. This difficulty was

chiefly the bar at the entrance to the river, known to

the shipping world as {hv Colundjia River Bar.

When vessels first came to the Columbia, it was

found the channel was shifting with storms and

years, often tortuous, requiring long-trained pilots

to navigate, and fraught with grave dangers. In the

entrance there was a discharge area of seven miles.

Navigable waters shifted from one side to the other

in the run of time. Many losses were experienced,

as a vessel departing from the channel found her-

self on sandspits with heavy breakers running in

storm weather.

To overcome this difficulty, the ablest engineers

of the United States army have worked for twenty

years, aided by advisors ranking among the great

harbor engineers of the world. A little more than

$16,000,000 has been expended in the improvement,

mostly for construction of two great stone jetties,

which narrow the discharge area from seven miles

to about two and a half miles. Three and a half

years ago this gigantic enterprised neared comple-

tion, and is now practically finished. It has pro-

duced one of the most revolutionary changes in en-

trance conditions found in the history of world

harbors.

Columbia Bar Eliminated

Whereas nineteen to twenty-five feet was the best

low tide depth had prior to commencement of the

improvement work, forty-one feet at mean lower

low level is now possessed, and for three years the

depth in one channel has steadily improved. A low

water depth of forty-five feet is a certainty of the

near future. Average tides are seven feet five inches.

In the main channel vessels of twenty-five to

twenty-seven feet draft now pass without regard

to day or night, storm or calm, and by taking ad-

vantage of tides any craft of the Pacific may navi-

gate the entrance of the Columbia River with per-

fect safety. Few harbors of the world have such

a perfect entrance.

Improvement is of such a ]iermanent character

that a minimum of dredging is necessary, one sea-

going dredge spending four to five months in desul-

tory work, not only holding the depths attained,

but each year, aided by the scour from concentrated

currents, giving a constant increase in the channel.

It is also to be observed that whereas the deepest

water has a channel width of 1000 to 1200 feet now-,

yet on either side is from 1500 to 2000 feet of w-ater,

ranging in depth from forty feet down to thirty

feet at the extreme outer lines, giving a wonderful

margin of safety.
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As this great bar improvement progressed, it has

been found that the roughness complained of much
in former years, has largely disappeared. Waves
do not break in the deeper reaches. The course is

fixed. Ample room is gi\'en for maneuvering to

prevent a broadside blow. I'rom a troubled, much-
feared bar, there has de\eloped a broad, safe, deep
entrance, which has no endangering islands or head-

lands outside, and which is marked and lighted for

the highest safety and greatest celerity in craft

movement.

River Channel Thirty Feet

Portland's next channel problem was found in

inadequate channel depths between Astoria and this

city. For earliest craft, it sufficed. Fifteen to sev-

enteen feet accommodated the sailing craft first to

arrive. Steamships grew fast in depth, and a sys-

tem of channel dredging was begun. For years this

work was borne by the Port of Portland practically

alone, until about $5,000,000 has been contributed
fay the taxpayers of the community for a work that
in most parts of the country is done by the Federal
Government. Portland's money, in making this

channel, gave to the vast interior a rate of about
five cents a ton for the wheat sent abroad in the
100-mile reach between this city and the sea, as
against the usual rail rate for the same distance of

ninety cents a ton.

Now the Federal Government has taken this river

channel work over, and aided by the Port of Port-
land, has made the fairway safe for a steamer draw-
ing thirty feet at the zero stage of the river. The
maximum draft so far accommodated was thirty-

one feet six inches, last year. In due time Portland
will start to have this river channel made thirty-

five feet at zero stage of the river, and of ample
width to insure absolute safety.

Thus Portland and the Federal Government have
successfully overcome the two obstacles that pre-
vented this port being classed one of the safest and
best ports of the world. These obstacles removed,
such a classification is now possible, and we give it,

with ample proof back of the statement. We also
forecast that the wonderful natural advantages of
the interior, now added to the ample and safe chan-
nel conditions, with the port facilities improvements
under way, will soon command here an enormous
increase of commerce. The fact that ships can come
so near the point of production, in safety and with
dispatch, must compel the routing of traffic here for
all that territory which has a less rate to tidewater
here than to any other tidewater point. This con-
trol means the handling of the greatest commerce
of any seaport of the North Pacific, at least so far
as local products count.

Guarantee Port Costs

That the world may appreciate the improvements
accomplished here, the Port of Portland, the Com-

mission of Public Docks and the Chamber of Com-
merce have joined in guaranteeing for Oriental ship-

ping an equality of all port costs and charges with
any port of the North Pacific. This guarantee will

be put in written form, with ample strength behind
if, for any shipping concern considering the Oriental
traffic of the North Pacific. That there may be no
inequality in any respect, the guarantee covers coal

for a ship's bunkers, placing this cost upon an
equality with Puget vSound ports.

Portland has some remarkable advantages in dis-

tance between other ports. Panama Canal and all

vSouthern traffic will find Portland 157 nautical miles

nearer, with a corresponding less sailing time, than
Seattle. This applies to all California, Mexican
West Coast and South American West Coast trade,

and in less measure to the trade of Australasia and
Hawaii. Going and coming, this dift'erence is equal

to a good day's sailing for the average freight steam-
ship, or a sa\ing from $3000 to $5000, according to

the size of the craft.

In Oriental traffic, Portland is about fifty nuatical

miles, not more, further from Yokohama than Se-
attle. A vessel taking the Great Circle Route of the

North, may shape her course when south of the

Aleutian Islands, for either the Columbia River
or the Straits of Juan de Fuca, and find the distance
very slightly against the river. Portland is ninety-

eight nautical miles from the Columbia River bar,

while Seattle is 128 nautical miles from the cape
at the entrance of the Straits.

We have one of the safest harbors of the world,
one of the best channels to it, and experience annual
improvement in this latter condition, we have the

richest hinterland back of the port and the most
economical lines of communication between the port
and the interior. This makes a great complete port

which is entitled to enormous shipping, and which
will certainly attain a high place among Pacific

ports.

Enormous Lumber Resources

In coming years local products for outbound ship-

ment must become a tremendous factor with trans-

Pacific trade, as well as for the steamer traffic

through the Panama Canal. Portland has a key-
stone position in the Northwest in respect to

handling local products in the outbound movement.
First—As to lumber : In the Portland trade district

there is approximately 550,000,000,000 feet of com-
mercial standing timber, the largest amount of soft-

woods in any like area of the world. In this terri-

tory there is about 2,500,000 feet annually being
menufactured into lumber now, but within five

years at the outside experts declare that the rate

of manufacture will be at least 4,000,000,000 feet

a year, and within ten years confidence is felt that

this district will be producing 6,000,000,000 feet of

lumber a year, or more.

At the end of the five-year period stated, it is

probable that less than 2,000.000,000 feet of the
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Portland is now i

total cut in this district can be forced upon the

railways for railway territory, leaving approxi-

mately 2,000,000,000 feet a year to seek a market

via water. Assuming that this water-borne traffic

will move in vessels carrying about 2,000,000 feet

each, and that the greater portion of it will seek

the countries of the Pacific and the markets via

the Panama Canal, a fleet of from 250 to 300 vessels

would be needed for handling this product. This

will be a great volume of traffic, compelling the

establishment here of heavy shipping interests.

The large amount of lumber handled in packet

form and the higher grade of wood products manu-

factured from this lumber, including furniture, pulp

paper, and all manufactures made from softwoods,

would prove a very inviting offering for a liner

service.

Great Wheat Center

Second—As to wheat and flour; The normal

shipment of wheat and flour from the Pacific North-

west states each year is about 1,250,000 tons. In

past years, without any appreciable liner service be-

cause of the uncertainties then prevailing on the

Columbia River bar. Portland has been able to hold

about fifty per cent of this movement.

Under present conditions, with bar difficulties

entirely removed and a channel in the river accom-

modating any vessel that will handle wheat or

flour on the Pacific, it seems certain that Portland

must make rapid gains in the percentage of wheat

and flour over the Sound ports.

Portland's two trunk-line railways, leading into

the heart of the wheat-producing territory of the

Northwest, have a maximum grade of two-tenths

of one per cent per mile to the greatest wheat

centers. One locomotive would bring a hundred

cars down the river as against one locomotive

handling approximately ten on the mountain divi-

sions when making the haul of cereals from the

same territory to Puget Sound. This is a positive

economy for the railways, which must tell some
time in the struggle between ports for business.

It is also a fact that Portland is approximately forty-

five miles nearer the center of all of the wheat pro-

duction of the Northwest than Puget Sound, an

advantage in addition to lia\iug a water-level haul

to this port.

Another transportation factor to the interior of

the greatest significance, is that Portland has im-

proved navigable waterways to the cereal districts

of the Northwest. When the Northwest produces

65,000,000 bushels of wheat, of which 40,000,000

bushels go into the water-borne trade, 44,000,000

bushels of the total is produced within a fifty-

mile air-line of the present navigable portions of the

Columbia and Snake Rivers. With the develop-

ment of a proper feed system down to the river,

which paved highways and automobile trucks will

give if the railroads do not, this competition must

inevitably force a vastly greater portion of the

wheat to this port.

Great Area and Wealth

Third—As to area of country and other resources

:

Portland has about 155,000 square miles that can

ship to tidewater at a less rate here than to any

other tidewater point, as against approximately

35,000 miles in the Puget Sound basin, and approxi-

mately 70,000 square miles of the Pacific North-

west territory west of the Rocky Mountains that

can ship with an equal rate to either Portland or

Puget Sound.

In this vast territory, controlled by a Portland

rate, is found the largest paper manufacturing in-

dustry of the West, the greatest woolen center of

the West, the largest furniture manufacturing dis-

trict of the entire West, one of the heaviest live-

stock packing centers of the West, the largest fruit

packing output of the Northwest, a larger popula-

tion than any other trade district of the Northwest,

twenty times as much agricultural lands available

for settlement as may be found in the Puget Sound

trade district, and in addition to this, has within

a hundred miles of the city 3,000,000 potential horse-

power in the flowing streams and another 3,000,000

horsepower at a not much greater distance from

Portland.

We hold that this combination of natural re-

sources and present production is a factor of the

greatest value in future steamship traffic studies

for local outbound products and must give the

territory larger business.
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A jViodern Steel Shipyard

PIONEER of Portland's present steel shipbuild-

ing industry is the Northwest Steel Company,

whose plant is situated at the foot of Sheri-

dan Street on the west side of the Willamette River.

This concern originally operated a structural steel

shop on the site of the present plant. However, in

the spring of 1916 a decision was made to try the

steel shipbuilding business, and in April of that

year, the first contracts were signed for steel mer-

chant ships with Norwegian shipping interests.

Arrangements were rapidly made for material and

equipment and additional property leased for the

construction of ways and buildings.

On these first contracts arrangements were made
for the construction of the ship jointly with the

Willamette Iron & Steel Works, the Northwest

Steel Company to build the hulls, which were then

to be towed down the river to the plant of the

Willamette Iron & Steel Works, who were to in-

stall the engines, auxiliaries and general mechanical

equipment, build and install the hdilcrs and com-

plete the ship ready for sea.

In preparation of the new propert}-, it was neces-

sary to make a fill to a depth of from ten to fifteen

feet, requiring approximately 190,000 cubic yards

of sand and gravel. This material was pumped from

the bed of the Willamette River by the Port of

Portland suction dredge, work being started about

the first of April, 1916, and this fill was still in

progress during the construction of some of the

buildings. Construction on the mould loft was

started the first week in May, and several of the

other buildings shortly thereafter, work on the

ways was started the latter part of the month and

pushed as rapidly as possible. Due to the nature

of the ground piling on the out-board end of the

ways was required to be from 65 to 100 feet in

length, diminishing to ,S5 or 40 feet at the other

end of the slips.

The first keel was laid down July 9, 1916, before

the tramwa\' system was installed, the pieces being

hauled to the ways on lumber trucks borrowed

from the neighboring lumber mills, and lifted onto

the blocks by hand and small portable A frame

derricks, and most of the material for the floor in

the first ship was placed in this manner. This man-

ner of handling, although extremely expensixe, was

justified by the necessity for speed.

Launi'h iif Ih.
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The shipyard end iif the Northwest Steel Company's plant showing la ut space in (ront of the building berths

Ikiildings and equipment to handle the increasing

lemand for the fabricated hull material were erected

and installed as rapidly as possible, and the prop-

•erty was added to from time to time by lease, as

the work progressed and conditions demanded.

The plant in its present condition comprises a

; two-story bulding 80 feet by 408 feet, the upper

"floor being used as a mould loft, and the lower as

;imould storage. As this yard is now constructing

iionly one type of ship, the standard 8800-ton dead-

weight freighter, all moulds are preserved and care-

fully stored, being segregated for facility in hand-

,:ling, so that they may be used over and over, as

)long as their condtion permits, not only obviating

the expense of new moulds, but reducing delays

of construction ordinarily due to time consumed in

producing new moulds. The main fabrication shop

iis 60 feet by 880 feet, the plate shop 60 feet by

640 feet, the beam shop 60 feet by 480 feet, the

I

shed covering bending slab and furnaces is 40 feet

I

by 160 feet, machine shop and compressor room
|is 50 feet by 220 feet, forge shop 50 feet by 200

|feet. These shops have capacity of approximately

ififty per cent more fabricated material than can be

ihandled on the present four ways, which allows

jfor the handling of fabricated work for other yards

and a small amount of miscellaneous structural

work, which extra capacity, in the event of further

speeding up of work in the shipyard will be ample

to take care of any emergencies.

In order that there might be no delays in the ship

construction due to lack of rivets, which might be

occasioned by delays in transportation or manufac-

ture in the East, it was decided to install a complete

rivet and bolt shop at the plant. This was origin-

ally housed in one end of the beam shop, but as

the growing demand for ship rivets and bolts neces-

sitated an increase of capacity, a building was finally

constructed to house the bolt and rivet department

by itself under a roof 60 feet by 420 feet. The
equipment of this department has been added to

from time to time, until at the present it is turn-

ing out from 1500 to 1800 tons of finished product

per month, as well as ship rivets and bolts, a

considerable tonnage of boat spikes and upset rod

work.

Due to the sudden demand for boat spikes, occa-

sioned by the starting of so many wooden ship-

building yards in this vicinity, the local stocks were

soon depleted, and at the request of several of the

wooden yards, the Northwest Steel Company ar-

ranged part of its equipment to manufacture boat

spikes to help them out of their trouble in this

emergency. The continued demand for this ma-
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ler alongside.

terial has made it expedient to continue the manu-

facture of boat spikes, and considerable attention

is now being given to this branch of the business,

which at the present time amounts to about four-

teen tons per day. The nature of the equipment

is such that only the larger sizes of spikes can

be produced, that is, from ^ inch by 7 inch up to

y$ inch by 16 inches. Special machines of original

design in many cases were developed for the pro-

duction of these boat spikes, it being a new industry

on this Coast, and as Eastern machine manufac-

turers demanded from nine to twelve months to

produce their standard machines and the demand

for speed was so insistent that other means had to

be resorted to in order to produce the goods. With

the co-operation and continued patronage of the

wooden shipyards in this vicinity, this new manu-

facturing venture bids fair In be a pornianeiit

industry.

The shops and ship}ar<ls are now thomughly

organized, and though the present contracts call

for a schedule of ninety days from laying the keel

to the day of launching,

this periodisbeing rapidly

reduced, and within a

short time ships will be

launched regularly from

this plant in what was

formerly considered

worlds record time.

General management of

the Northwest Steel Com-

pany is directed by Mr.

J. R. Bowles, president,

and Mr. \V. B. Beebe,

\ice-president. The ship-

yard is under the control

of Mr. John Murray, su-

perintendent of hulls:

shops and manufacturing

Deck view of "Hull No. 5" on the ways, with a second and third ste

practically ready for launching.
Ihcr side, all

is under the management

of ]\Ir. Tv. R. Banks, gen-

eral shop superintendent,

and engineering and con-

struction in charge of Mr.

W. H. Cullers, chief engi-

neer.

At this writing nine

hulls have already been

launched, and by the time

this article is in the

hands of the public. a tenth

hull undoubtedly will

ha\e been launched. Six

complete ships have al-

ready been turned over to

the owners and started on

their eventful careers.
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Tho North Portland yard of the Standil

Builders m Both Steel and NA' ood

AN accurate picture of the development of

the Portland district in wooden shipbuild-

ing may be obtained through a glance at

the development of the properties of one concern.

Starting with four ways for wooden ships, the

vStandifcr Construction Corporation has grown in

less than one year's time to be one of the most

important factors in the shipbuilding industry of

the Northwest and, when fully completed, will be

one of the most up-to-date yard organizations in

the United States.

At present this concern is operating three sep-

arate plants : one at North Portland, where four

wooden ships are on the ways ; another wooden
yard at Vancouver, Washington, where six wooden
plant, also at Vancouver, W'ashington, where five

vessels are under construction, and the new steel

building ways are being installed. The work on

this latter plant is so far advanced that actual con-

struction work on steel hulls will be started during

the present month.

The site of the new steel plant covers approx-

imately sixty acres, and the property was brought

up to the proper grade by pumping in 800,000 cubic

yards of sand from the Columbia River. The five

ways have been laid out to accommodate vessels

up to 500 feet in length, and each set of ways will

be served by two traveling tower derricks which

traverse from the water end of the building berths

right to the end of the fabricating shop.

The railway entrance to the plant is on the north-

west side, and tracks have been laid from that

entrance to the storehouse, the plate storage yard

and the outfitting wharf. A sketch plan of the gen-

^ w ".5fi»J
Twin 500 horsepower Winton Diesel engines in place in the engine rooom of the "James Timpson". a large motor ship, built by the Standifer

Construction Corporation.
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eral lay-out of this plant was published in the April

issue of the "Pacific Marine Review".

Shapes are stored under a runway 600 feet long',

which is served bv a 10-ton overhead crane, and

there is a similar runway for plate storage served

by a 25-ton traveling crane.

At the south side of these two runways is the

main fabricating shop, which covers a ground area

of over four acres. The upper end of this shop

contains the laying-out space with the mould loft

overhead. This space is served by a 5-ton overhead

crane, and opening oflf from it is ample storage

space for templates and also the punch shed. The
punch shed is divided into the equivalent of five

shop bays, one of which is for large plate work,

another for small plates, a third for straight bar

work, the fourth for curved shapes, and the fifth for

all fire work.

The total number of punch-ends inside the shop

is twenty-three. These bays all discharge under

a runway 450 feet in length, which is served by

a 5-ton overhead crane. In this runway all material

will be assembled and riveted. From under this

rtinway, material passes out to any one of the five

building berths.

The five berths are each 700 feet in length and

wide enough to take a ship with a 60-foot beam.

They are each served by a pair of wide gauge trav-

eling tower derricks, these derricks being of ten

tons capacity. The towers are so arranged that

they do not interfere with the operation of loco-

motive cranes between the slips.

Inside the punch shed and from the edge of the

punch shed to the waterfront, the yard will be com-

pletely decked over. All oil, coal and coke is han-

dled into the yard on special tracks, this service

being distinct from the other yard trackage and

not interfering with it in any way.

The east side of the yard as at present laid out

will contain the powerhouse, the yard office, the

store house, pipe shop, electricians' shop, riggers'

loft and paint shop. The yard office contains quar-

ters for the manager, superintendents, foremen and

the inspection forces of the owners for whom the

vessels are building. The main store is a thrcc-

story building about 200 by 100 feet in size. The

lower floor will be on a level with the bottom of

railway cars to facilitate handling in and out of the

building and ample elevator service is provided

between the floors.

The outfitting wharf will be on the east side of

the property and have a river frontage of about

1000 feet. In addition to being served by locomo-

tive cranes, this wharf will have shear legs of 75

tons capacity for handling heavy items of outfit into

the hulls of ships.

The powerhouse will be located on the east side

and adjacent to the punch-shed portion of the

plate shop, and will contain, for the present, air

compressor equipment of a total capacity of 10,000

cubic feet of free air per minute, hydraulic pumps

and accumulators and the main switchboard and

converters. A reinforced concrete transformer

house is located immediately outside of the power-

house. Fire and sanitary pumps will also be in-

stalled and boilers of sufficient capacity for heating

the plant and for running steam hammers. The fire

system will be exceptionally complete, and every

effort is being made to cut down the fire hazard

to a minimum.
The blacksmith shop will contain three power

hammers, the largest being of 2000 pounds, and

FitlinR-out dock, with laree

there will be the usual complement of anglesmith.';

and blacksmiths fires, rivet-making machinery, etc.

It is believed that the fabricating shop will be tin.'

largest frame building on the Pacific Coast, a con-
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.iderable number of the roof spans being eighty feet

n length. All the machinery being installed

hroughout the plant is new and of the latest de-

j.ign. In the punch shed proper there will be no

iiverhead crane ser\'ice, all the material beinj;

[landlcd on transfer cars.

I

Some idea of the amount of labor and material

nvolved in the initial construction of a plant of

his magnitude may be gathered from the fact that

• iome 8000 piles, representing over 300,000 lineal

jeet of piling, were driven for the launching ways

jiione. The fabricating shop alone, will contain one

|ind one-half million board feet of lumber, and

iherc will be over three miles of standard broad

^augc track inside of the yard inclosure.

ri At the head of the three Standifer shipbuilding

jestablishments is Mr. Guy M. Standifer, one of the

i/oungest of Portland's captains of industry. The

^iffairs of the corporation are directed from the

ji'xecutive offices at the new steel plant.

Mr. James Clarkson, who for the past thirty years

jias been actively engaged in railroad building and

onstruction is in charge of the North Portland and

he Vancouver wooden yards. Mr. Clarkson has

lucceeded in getting splendid results from both of

hese properties, both in the matter of output and

high character of workmanship.

ii In actual charge of steel construction at the new
|\'ancouver plant is Mr. J. A. Sim, who has spent

ihis entire lifetime with steel shipbuilding establish-

jinents. Among the situations which he has filled

in the past might be mentioned naval architect for

Sir James Laing & Sons, Ltd., of Sunderland, Eng-

land; shipyard manager for Scotts Shipbuilding &
Engineering Company, Greenock, Scotland ; super-

mtendent of construction. Fore River Shipbuilding
Corporation, Quincy, Massachusetts, and manager

of the hull department, Sun Shipbuilding Company,
Chester, Pennsylvania. Mr. Sim became associated

with the G. M. Standifer Construction Comj^any in

January of the present year.

////r/

ulking machine, invented by Mr. Nelson Gray, fori
of the G. M. Standifer Construction Corporation, which

now being used with great success in this shipyard.

OUR COVER

Our cover this month is a picture of the steamer

'West Wind" loading at a Portland dock for her

maiden voyage. The "West Wind" is the fifth

vessel completed by the Northwest Steel Compan}'
and the Willamette Iron & Steel Works jointly. An
interesting feature of this picture is the dove which
can be seen on top of the foremast. Let us hope
that this bird will prove in truth an emblem of

peace,—not the kind of peace which has taken

Russia by the throat, but the only real peace which
can ever come,—a peace founded firmly on absolute
respect for the rights of all free peoples, great and
small.

Additional space has been obtained by the Albina
Engine & Machine Works for storage of steel plates,

through the city having vacated more streets in

the vicinity, while one entire block in the rear of

the yard has been leased. The company was re-

cently awarded four more contracts for 3800-ton
steamers, making eight of that size and two of 3300
tons on its books. Boilers for the first few vessels

are being built by the Willamette Iron & Steel

Works and engines for them are being turned out
by the Albina Corporation's forces.



Producing Marine Po\ver Plants

^ M ANY interesting' and re-

markable records have

been made on the Pacific

Coast during the last

year in the field of vari-

ous marine activities.

This is particularly

true in the case of new

construction. The pro-

gress which has been

made has been stupen-

il o u s in a country

where little or no ma-

rine construction had existed before. W'hat had

previously been considered by old-time shipbuilders

as impossible, was easily accomplished. In many

instances the achievements which had never pre\i-

ously been considered, are now very matter-of-fact

incidents.

Not the least brilliant of these records is that

established by the Willamette Iron & Steel Works

of Portland, Oregon, in the construction of Scotch

marine boilers. This remarkable achievement is

pretty generally known throughout the maritime

circles of the United States, but we believe that a

general description of the facilities and output of

the Portland plant will pro\-e of interest to our

readers.

The Willamette Iron & Steel Works is a very old

Portland institution, being organized in the early

sixties, under the firm name of the Willamette

Iron Works, General Founders, Machinists and

Boiler Makers. It had been identified with the marine

affairs of the Columbia River, particularly in con-

nection with repair work. They have never had any

extensive ship ways so that they have not been very

prominently identified with new construction.

During the early life of the concern many of the

engines and boilers of inland water boats of the

Northwest were constructed by this company. In

later years they have extended their facilities to the

construction of steel hulls for small passenger

steamers, bar tugs and similar craft.

The old Willamette Iron Works has always been

recognized as an authority on construction of stern

wheel steamboat engines. All of the famous stern

wheel boats plying on the inland waters from Alaska

to Mexico are products of this company.

In 1900 the company was re-organized under the

present name of the Willamette Iron & Steel Works,

and very modern shops were erected on its present

five-acre tract on the river front in the lower har-

bor. Under the direction of the late president,

\\'. H. Corbett, and the incumbent president, B. C.

Ball, the company has experienced a most remark-

able growth.

The facilities of the company are divided into two

general classes ; namely, the machine shop depart-

ment and the boiler shop department. As indicated

by their titles, the company is able in these two

departments to execute any work which requires

machine shop facilities or boiler shop facilities.

They, howe\'er, do not operate any foundries or

structural shops.

In 1916 the company employed 350 men, today

they employ 1500 men, working in three eight-hour

shifts. The importance of this concern to the city

in which it is located may be gained from the fact

that over $2,000,000 are distributed annually by

them in pay rolls.

The ability of the \\'illa,mette Iron i.^ Steel Works
to take care of all classes of marine repair work
of any magnitude, was demonstrated in the winter

of 1914, when they carried on to successful com-

pletion the reconstruction of the 10,000-ton W. R.

Grace steamer, "Santa Catalina". This big freighter

had been practically destroyed for 150 feet amid-

ships by a fire which swept through the vessel in

the Portland harbor in October, 1914. The extent

of repairs necessar}- and their character made this

reconstruction the largest repair job on the Pacific

Coast up to the time of the partial destruction of the

Pacific Coast Steamship "Congress". Sixteen week^

after the delivery of the damaged vessel to the

Portland plant she was turned over to her owners

in complete condition, ready to take cargo. The

vessel was delivered and the work completed with-
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n the promised delivery by tlie cimtractors al tin

'time the work was undertakni.

It was the character of this work and the sjieei

n which it was handled, that established rnrlland'>

m^

Mr. Bert C. Ball, president of the Willamette Iron & Steel Works.

right to be considered as a port where ship repairs

(if any magnitude can be safely and expeditiously

made.

Early in 1917 the Willamette Iron & Steel Works

began to consider seriously the possibility of the

construction of steel freighters. Not having any

yard or room for expanding to accommodate the

necessary ship ways, final arrangements were made

with the Northwest Steel Company, which resulted

in the establishment of four building slips. Con-

tracts for 8800-ton standard freighters were immedi-

ately obtained from Norwegian buyers. These ves-

sels were constructed jointly by the Northwest Steel

Company, who fabricated the hulls, and the Wil-

lamette Iron & Steel W'orks, who furnished the

machinery and fitted out the vessel after launching.

During the year 1917, a yard was constructed, and

three vessels delivered. Since January 1, 1918,

one vessel a month has been turned over to the

Emergency Fleet Corporation, as all the contracts

held by the company on August 3, 1917, were com-
mandeered by the United States Shipping Board.

With four sets of ways and the combined facili-

ties of the two plants, it is expected that one vessel

per month will lie completed indefinitely until the

present shipbuilding activity subsides.

lust now the two companies have contracts for

Iwfuty-four ships to be delivered within the next

two sears.

In the field of marine boiler construction, the

Willamette has risen to a point far bevond any

other producer of Scotch marine boilers in the

United States. The) claim, and justly so, the dis-

tinction of being the largest producers of Scotch

marine boilers in America. This has been accom-

plished not so much through the excellent facilities

which they possess, as through the very capable

and efficient management of Mr. Ball, who fills the

double function of chief engineer, as well as presi-

dent. The organization from the superintendent

to the humblest rivetheater,has been so co-ordinated

and fired with enthusiasm that the production se-

cured is a source of amazement to all familiar with

boiler manufacturing.

The boiler shop facilities include two crane bays

50 feet wide by 300 feet long. One bay is used

exclusively for assembling purposes, and is equipped

with a 20-ton Pawling c't Harnischfeger crane. This

Mr. A. G. Labbe, general manager Willamette Iron & Steel Works.

])ro\'ides room for assembling eighteen 14-foot Cl-

inch boilers at one time. In the other bay are

located the various tools, all of sufficient capacita-

te handle plate up to iSg inches thick. The tools
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in this bay are served by a 10-ton traveling crane

and a 5-ton traveling crane. The equipment con-

sists of two hydraulic bull rivets, a battery of high-

speed electrically driven presses, two plate planers,

annealing furnaces, two large 150-ton flange presses,

bending rolls, oil furnaces and similar equipment.

In addition to the boilers being built for their

own freighters, which require three boilers per

month, boilers have been constructed during the

past year for the Moore & Scott Iron Works at San

Francisco, Union Iron Works at San Francisco,

Skinner & Eddy Corporation of Seattle, Imperial

Munition Board of Victoria, B. C, Mitsui & Com-

pany of Japan, and the Albina Engine & Machine

Works at Portland. These boilers have been

approximately the same size, and the general simi-

larity has, in a large measure, made it possible to

place the shop on a strictly manufacturing basis.

Each boiler weighs approximately 60 tons when
completed. They are 14 feet 9 inches in diameter,

and 11 feet long, built for a working pressure of

210 pounds.

The United States Shipping Board became so

impressed with the record of the Willamette for

Scotch marine boiler construction that in December,

1917, they summoned a representative of the com-

pany to Washington to confer with them on the

possibility of assisting them in relieving the great

deficiency in the supply of Scotch marine boilers

for their shipbuilding program. The departments

were anxious, so far as possible, to use Scotch

marine boilers in preference to other types, but it

was quite apparent that the facilities of the country

were not sufficient to meet their needs. This con-

ference resulted in the Willamette securing a direct

contract with the Government for ninety-two

boilers, reported to be the largest single order for

Scotch marine boilers ever placed by any purchaser.

These boilers are to be delivered at the rate of six

per month, in addition to the commercial orders for

other builders and their requirements for their own
boats.

During 1917 a record of six boilers per month

was obtained. During the early months of lOlS

General sales office of the Willamette Iron & Steel Works
concern does a tremedous and wide spread bu

supplying marine Scotch boile

this production was increased to nine boilers per

month, and at the present time another increase

has been made in the production, to twelve boilers

per month. This has been secured without the

additional installation of any more equipment or

the extension of any of its plant facilities.

When it is considered that in order to obtain

these results, a boiler must be finished and tested

every other day, the marvelous record established

is more fully appreciated. Thirty-five days from

the time the shells are laid out, is all that is re-

quired until the final testing and acceptance by

Elovd's surveyor.

steamers fitting



Diagonal Planking
By Fred A. Ballin

Lauiuh of Ihe •Wallowa", at the Supple-Ballin shipyard.
Note the steel topside construction.

NO industry attracts more attention today

than shipbuilding. As set out in articles

by the author appearing in the "Pacific Ma-
rine Review" last year, the question of rehabilita-

ation of the wooden ship in competition with the

steel ship, is of paramount interest to those sections

of the country where lumber for ship construction

is still available. As stated in my articles, unless

a proper design is adopted which will produce a

better ship than was built when the steel ship

crowded the wooden vessel out of existence, there

is no reason to believe that the latter will survive

the present emergency demand. What requirement

the wooden ship has to meet in order to survive

has been fully set forth in my former articles, but

I may be permitted to briefly restate the cardinal

points: "Lightness", "Strength", "Durability",

"Tightness", and "Capacity".

The latter qualification, "Capacity", is just now
under discussion by the Emergency Fleet Cor-

poration, which has arrived at the conclusion that

vessels of 3500 deadweight ton capacity are too

small for consideration, especially where this lim-

ited tonnage represents only about sixty per cent of

the loaded displacement.

The design which I have adopted as the result

of forty years of practical experience, has been se-

verely criticized by many who were brought up
to build according to the orthodox rules of anti-

quated books and classification societies. To the

credit of the American Bureau of Shipping, it may
be stated that they are frankly admitting the in-

adequacy of their classification rules to modern

practice, and have shown their willingness to treat

designs proposed on their merits, regardless of their

rules, which the present Bureau staff inherited from

its predecessors.

It is now almost generally conceded that the

diagonal construction offers one of the solutions

to obtain strength and lightness. It may not be

amiss to again quote what W. H. White, the late

chief constructor of the British navy, had to say

on this subject, in his "Manual of Naval Architec-

ture", published in 1887.

"Other composite ships have been constructed

with the skin planking in two thicknesses, one or

both of which had the planks worked diagonally

;

it was then unnecessary to fit diagonal rider plates

to assist the skin against racking strains.

"This diagonal system of planking has also been

adopted in some special classes of wood ships with

great success. The royal yachts are examples of

this system of construction, and Mr. White, of

Cowes, has applied it in many vessels built at his

yard. Three thicknesses of planking are employed,

the two inside being worked diagonally, and the

out one longitudinally. The two diagonal layers

are inclined in opposite directions, and the skin

thus formed possesses such superior strength to

the skin of an ordinary wood ship that there need

be comparatively little transverse framing above

of the motorship "Mount Hood", showing
interior construction

the bilges. Direct experiments with models, and
the experience gained with ships built on this plan,

have demonstrated its great superiority in the com-
bination of strength and lightness. The royal yacht
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'\'ictoria and Albert', built on this plan, with her

unusually powerful engines and high speed, is sub-

jected to excessively great sagging moments, but

has continued in service for nearly forty years with

complete exemption from signs of weakness. Like

many other improved systems of construction, this

is found rather more expensive than the common
plan, but if wood had not been so largely super-

seded by iron and steel, probably much more exten-

sive use would have been made of the diagonal

system."

also given special mention, and I had cuts made of

the illustration, showing the cross-section and longi-

tudinal framing. It will be noted that she has no

inside ceiling whasoever. The diagonal planking

is two inches thick, the outside planking two and

a half to three inches. The diagonals do not ex-

tend to the keel, but are rabbeted into the bottom

planks and fastened to the floors, which were filled

in solid across the keel. As this vessel has consid-

erable deadrise, these floors were comparatively

short in length.

The vessel referred to has the following particu- The l(iii.L;iliulinal .section shows the framing and

lars

:

diagonals. The frames have a moulded depth of

Length between perpendiculars, 300 feet, length only twelve inches and sided from ten to twelve

of the keel for tonnage 275 feet 2^ inches, breadth, inches, with five feet centers. No treenails were

extreme, 40 feet 3j4 inches; breadth for tonnage, 40 used in the construction of this ship, instead she

feet 14 inch ; breadth, moulded, 39 feet ^ inch
;

was through-fastened with copper rivets and bolts

depth in hold, 24 feet 6 inches. through frames, as well as through the three layers

In Rankin's work on architecture, this ship is of plank. As the vessel was metal sheathed, the
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lOljpeT fastenings were essential and indispensable.

'I'his particular ship is of j^rcat interest at this

time, as she is Still in service for the Brazilian

navv. and today is seventy-one years old.

I In my design I have tried to combine past experi-

ences with the requirement of the present day for

freight vessels demanding hard service and dura-

liilitv. Since I wrote on this construction, a number

of vessels have been built and commissioned. The
results have e.xcceeded the expectation of the

owners, and as the boats will speak for themselves,

it will only be necessary for me to give a few of

the important data in which the shipowners are

interested.

The "Mount Hood" and "Mount Shasta", built

for Gaston, Williams & Wigmore Steamship Cor-

poration of New York, have a length of 285 feet

keel, 308 feet over all, 43 feet moulded beam, and

26 feet moulded depth. Their launching weight, all

cabin work complete, oil and water tanks aboard,

was 1320 tons They have a displacement of 4 feet

Syi inches summer freeboard, assigned by the

American Bureau, of 6324 tons. The weight of the

completed ships, ready for sea, without stores, fuel

and water, was 1670 tons, giving a deadweight

capacity of 4655 tons.

My firm is now building eight ships for the Emer-

gency Fleet Corporation of the same dimensions.

but equipped with steam propelling machinery and

considerable more cabins and equipment, which will

reduce the deadweight capacity to about 4500 tons.

1 am now furnishing G. M. Standifer Construction

Corporation with designs for similar steamers, with

44 feet moulded beam, which I expect will have a

deadweight capacity of 4575 tons. A cross-section

of these boats is shown on page 92.

It might be of interest to mention that observa-

tions were made to establish a hogging of these

ships after launching. On the Emergency Fleet

steamer "Wallowa" four sights were put up, two

at the extreme ends of wells, and one at each end

of bridge house, which showed, after launching, a

drop of one inch at forward sight of bridge house,

and one and one-eighth inches at after side of bridge

house. As the machinery in these boats is placed

amidships, requiring a shaft length of over 100

feet, the shaft alignment was checked over after
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Launch of the "Wallowa

launching, and showed vertically no deviation from

the alignment before launching, proving that the

triple floor construction, consisting of floors thirty

inches in depth, was absolutely sufficient and de-

pendable.

In comparison it will be found that the weight of

these ships is only slightly in excess of that of a

steel ship of the same dimensions and capacity,

and from my own experience with vessels of this

type which I have built with diagonal planking in

the past, some of which have been in service nearly

twenty years, I am satisfied that ships of this con-

struction will have a longer life than metal ships of

present-day steel.

jMy original proposal to the United States Ship-

ping Board was for vessels of 300 feet length of

keel, which would have given us a deadweight

capacity of 5000 tons. My proposal was rejected, as

such ships were considered too large for safety. As
the question of size of ships that can be built from

my plans is simply a matter of calculation, no dif-

ferent from that applied to the steel ship, there

is no limitation to the size possible to build, and

I would like nothing better than to be entrusted

with the designing of a steamer of 6000 tons dead-

weight capacity, considering such ship considerably

less of an experiment than the concrete ships now
attracting world-wide attention.

rrull Construction of the 'Mount liood

AFTER a thorough investigation made in the

latter part of 1916 of the different types and

methods of construction of wooden vessels

then being built in a number of the principal yards

on the Pacific Coast it was decided to adopt the

plan then |)roposed by Mr. Fred A. Ballin of Port-

land involving a system of double diagonal plank-

ing in combination with steel top sides as prom-

ising a great advance over the standard construc-

tion by admitting of a considerable reduction in the

weight of the ship, because of the great additional

strength to be obtained by this method.

Diagonal planking construction had been very

little used in American ship yards, but a number

of vessels designed for especially severe service had

been constructed on this plan in British shipyards

before steel had come to so largely displace wood

in ship construction. The plan proposed by Mr.

Rallin was, however, a considerable improvement

over these earlier designs in that it incorporated

with the diagonal planking a system of steel plat-

ing on the top sides, forming a top chord, which

would give great additional strength to the structure

I if the ship. It was also seen that thcidiagonal plank-

ing extending continuously down the sides, around

the bilge and across the bottom to the keel which

would give great additional strength on the bilge,

which is very difficult to obtain with the standard

form of framing and planking. Another feature

nf this plan was in the extra depth of the floor

timbers used in the construction of the bottom, by

which the deformation so commonly experienced in

the bottom of wooden vessels is entirely overcome.
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There were also many other features in connection

with the construction, indicating a considerable ad-

ii vance over the standard types, notably in the man-

ner of connecting up the frame sections and of the

keel timbers and the heavy clamp strakes, and beam
,
knees by screw bolting, giving a much more rigid

1 connection to all of the principal members forming

the parts of the ship in which the greatest strength

is required.

After a thorough study of the plan as a whole, it

was seen that this method of construction would

give so much additional strength over the standard

'• methods that the material entering into the con-

struction of the ship could be very much reduced

with a censequent reduction of weight and a like

increase in the carrying capacity, and so in the

N'aluc of the sliij) from a cdniniercial point of view.

Xow that two lit these vessels arc afloat and

nearly ready for sea, it is possible to make com-

parisons of them with the standard types of con-

struction to see how closely they meet the expecta-

tions formed. A comparison of figures for the two

types of vessels is as follows:

1^'or a ship of 4500 tons deadweight capacity of

standard type of construction, the hull would weigh

completely equipped about 2600 tons, giving a total

loaded displacement of 7100 tons.

In a ship constructed on the diagonal planking

system, the hull would weigh completely equipped

1800 tons, giving a total loaded displacement of 6300

tons, offering a large saving in power necessary for

propulsion.

Or comparing two ships of equal load displace-

ment of 6000 tons, the weight of the hull of stand-

ard construction would be 2200 tons, and dead-

weight capacity 3700 tons, while with the diagonal

plank construction the weight of the hull would be

1700 tons, and the deadweight capacity 4300 tons,

thus showing the great advantage in the carrying

capacity and earning power of a vessel constructed

on the diagonal planking plan.

The ships are equipped with full Diesel type en-

gines, constructed by the Winton Engine Company
of Cleveland, Ohio, there being two engines of 500

B. H. P. each, having 8 cylinders, 13 inches diame-

ter by 18 inches stroke, direct connected to the

propeller shaft and operating at 225 revolutions per

minute. The propellers are three-bladed, designed

by the American Screw Propeller Co. of Phila-

delphia, 7 feet 10 inches diameter and 3 feet 10}4

inches pitch. On each engine there is a two-stage

air compressor driven direct from the crank shaft

supplying air at 500 pounds pressure to the bottle

reservoirs used for starting and maneuvering pur-

poses.

torship "Mount Hood"
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There is also an auxiliary air compressor, located

in the engine room of three-stage type, driven by a

double cylinder steam engine supplying air to the

reservoir bottles at a pressure of 1000 pounds per

square inch for fuel injection purposes.

The auxiliaries in the engine room are one 20

horsepower Fairbanks-Morse oil engine of the hot

bulb type, driving an electric generator of 13 K. W.
capacity. One 10 horsepower Fairbanks-Morse oil

engine of hot bulb type driving an electric generator

of 6 K. W. capacity. These generators supply

power for the lighting of the ship, for the steering

gear and for two auxiliary pumps in the engine

room, and for bilge pumping, fire service and fresh

water tank service, and which also may be used

for circulation of water to the engine cylinders

should the pumps connected with the engines be-

come deranged.

A steam fire pump of capacity 7 inches by 6 inches

by 10 inches which can also be operated by com-

pressed air is located in the engine room for bilge

pumping purposes and for fire service throughout

the ship. There are also steam and electric pumps
for the fuel oil supply to the day tanks, and also

for the burners on the donkey boilers. There is

also an auxiliary condenser of 300 square feet cool-

ing surface for condensation of steam from the

winches when working in port. This has a com-

bined air and circulating pump 7 inches by 8 inches

by 8 inches by 7 inches for operation of the con-

denser, the steam condensed being led to a hot

well tank in the engine room with a Duplex Feed

Pump, 5^4 inches by 3^ inches by 5 inches feeding

the donkey boiler.

The main fuel tanks are placed on the level of

the between decks, just forward of the engine room,

and are of 2500 barrels capacity.

There is also a refrigerating plant of the Andifcrn-

Singrum type, 1^ tons capacity, driven by electric

motor. The refrigerating chamber located in the

house on the poop deck is equipped for storage of

meat and vegetables, and also with ice-making tank,

sufficient for fresh meat supply for the crew, while

operating in the tropics.

The steering gear made by the Hesse-Martin Iron

Works of Portland, is of the screw type, driven

by electric motor through worm gear and controlled

from the pilot house.

Auxiliary machinery on deck consists of a steam

windlass for handling the anchors and seven steam

winches for cargo handling. The winches are lo-

cated two on the forecastle head for operating No. 1

hatch, four on the main deck at the main mast for

operating hatches Nos. 2 and 3, and one on the

top of the afterhouse operating hatch No. 4. The

cargo booms are of three tons capacity, and there

is also one steel boom of thirty tons capacity, two

of the winches on the main deck being double

geared for the purpose of handling the heavy cargo

boom.

of the "Mount Hood", showing arrangement of the twin 500 horsepower Winton Diesel engines.
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Modern Gram Elevator for the XV^lUainette

PORTLAND, in keeping with other Pacific

Coast ports, some years ago began making

preparations to enlarge her port facilities, at

that time more particularly for the purpose of caring

for the increased ocean commerce which was ex-

pected as a result of the opening of the Panama
Canal. About $2,500,000 was then spent in provid-

ing the most modern type of general cargo docks

for the accommodation of largest ocean carriers.

With these expenditures there were added to the

port's already extensive dock system, docks and piers

having a berthing space of 2604 lineal feet, with a

transit shed storage area of over 270,000 square

feet, and two warehouses.

But with the constantly increasing commerce of

the port, due to the development and expansion

of its tributary territory, it was soon found that

additional port facilities were urgently needed.

Because of the rapid changes in the method of

handling the grain crop of the Inland Empire, from

the old custom of sacks to bulk handling and stor-

age, and the construction by the farmers of a great

number of interior elevators, it became imperative

that large terminal grain elevator facilities would
have to be provided at this port if Portland ex-

pected to retain this important cargo commodity,
which for years has constituted a large portion of

the export business.

The people last June having authorized a $3,000,-

000 bond issue to provide grain elevator and other

modern facilities for the port, the Commission of

Public Docks obtained a large waterfront site, hav-

ing a frontage of 2500 feet and an acreage of more

than 150 acres. Plans were prepared for a 1,000,000

bushel, fireproof grain elevator and a pier 1200 feet

in length, with a transit shed the full length of the

pier and 180 feet in width.

The contract for the pier was let last month and

construction is well under way. For the 1,000,000

bushel elevator the contracts for the excavation

and pile foundation were let last year, and that work
is now nearly completed. The contract for the

superstructure of the elevator was awarded to Grant

vSmith & Company on April 9th, and the construc-

tion work on the same will soon be under way.

The pier is expected to be completed early in

September, and the elevator about November 15th.

The cost of the pier will be approximately $500,-

000, and that of the elevator $1,150,000.

With funds now available, it is expected to in-

crease the capacity of the elevator to 2,000,000

bushels in the near future, and also to construct an-

other pier across the slip of the pier now under

construction. The trackage facilities which will be

provided for the elevator and pier now building

will accommodate at one time 270 cars.

With the completion of the above terminal facili-

ties, and those authorized to be undertaken in the

near future, the port will be well prepared to care

for the large increase in shipping, which it is con-

fidently expected will come to the port after the

close of the war.



JBuilding bnip Auxiliaries

THROUGHOUT the Portland district the

sudden and remarkable expansion of the

shipbuilding industry created a great de-

mand on the facilities of those concerns have

business had been largerly confined for many years

to general engineering equipment, and more particu-

larly to logging machinery. These concerns have

for the most part risen to meet this demand in

a manner that has been truly inspiring. New ma-
chinery was rushed in, designs for standard auxil-

iary ship machinery were perfected, and in an in-

credibl\' short time several well known firms were

turning out high class auxiliary equipment for

vessels.

One of the Portland firms which have met with

singular success in this new field of endeavor is

the Hesse-Martin Iron Works, whose business had

formerly centered around elevating, conveying,

screening and power transmission machinerj' and

saw mill equipment. At present ninety-five per

cent of the capacity of this firm is devoted to the

manufacture of anchor windlasses, cargo winches,

also being suitable for the 3500-ton vessels. These

gears are controlled from the pilot house by means

of shafting and gears. Several orders are also on

hand for larger steering units for big steel steamers,

these having 8 inch by 7-inch engines and telemotor

control.

w of the exterior of plant, with machine shop in the fore-

ground, foundry at the left, and forge shop in the rear
of the machine shop at the right.

A Hesse-Martin anchor windlass with double cylinders 8x10
inches. Over 150 of these machines are being turned

out at the rate of one every other day.

Steam capstans, steam steering gears and hand steer-

ing gears.

The Hesse-Martin Iron Works has perfected a

steam anchor windlass, specially designed to meet

the needs of the 3500-ton Shipping Board steamers,

and at the present time has booked orders for

approximately 160 of these machines. The cargo

winches manufactured are of the standard marine

type, having horizontal double-cylinder engines, 8'

4

inches by 8 inches, with reverse valves. The steam

capstans are of the deck type, with engines entirely

enclosed within the base of the capstan.

Several types and sizes of steam steering gear

have also been developed. A large number of the

([uadrant type are on order for the Shipping Board
3500-ton wooden steamers, these gears being oper-

ated by 7 inch by 7 inch engines. A screw type

steam steering gear is also being made in large

numbers, with 5 inch by Ti-inch engines, these gears

In order to take care of the large volume of

business entrusted to them, the Hesse-Martin Iron

Works has been operating continuously for twenty-

four hours a day, and so far has been able to keep

pace with the dates on which deliveries have been

promised.

Center bay of th shop at the Hesse-Martin plant.

The ready response made by the Hesse-Martin

Iron Works and other shops which had formerly

confined their business largely to machinery for

shore installations, has played no mean part in

enabling the Portland district to assume an im-

portant part in the great shipbuilding program of

the country.
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A Great >A/ooden Shipyard

As an example of the energy displayed

throughout the Portland district in turn-

ing out wooden tonnage, the plant of the

"oundation Company furnishes an inspiring picture.

This plant has floated five hulls since March 20th,

iiul their program calls fnr a further launching

very ten days.

;
During the latter part of July, 1917, the Founda-

'i;ion Company's representatives began to plan the

utilization of the present site for laying down

twenty auxiliary steam schooners for the French

jGovernment. A piece of property generally known

as the O. W. R. & N. "Bone Yard" was selected

;and secured under lease. Without delay a big fill

was started, and the laying out of the yard expe-

'lited to such an extent that the first keel was laid

' ate in October, although only one of the ten build-

i

ng ways was completed at that time. This first

hhip, "Commandant Roisin" was launched on March
'lOth, the "Capitaine Remy" followed on March 30th,

1 he "Capitaine Guynemer" on April 9th, the "Lieu-

'lenant Delorme" on April 18th, and the "Comman-
dant Challes" on April 30th. This is a splendid

launching record for a new yard, and one of which

I'r'ortland may feel justly proud.

The force of men employed increased steadily

rem the mere handful that broke ground to a prec-

nt force of 2600 men, who are engaged in two full

jihifts. There is a splendid esprit de corps mani-

ested at this shipyard. One of the main factors

:ontributing to the high success obtained here, both

n the matter of speed and in the high class of work-

nanship evidenced in the hulls of the vessels, is the

)rganization known as the Foundation Club. This

:
)rganization of the workmen is steadily striving

I

or the highest co-operation to bring about the most

]/aluable results. The yard has a splendid band,

j

I high class baseball team, and the Foundation Club

j

s planning a gymnasium and recreation building of

:he finest character. These activities outside of

heir regular work have resulted in bringing the men
"nore fully to realize the benefits of co-operation,

and this yard is confidently expected to hang up

some very fine records in wood ship construction.

The management of the Pacific Coast properties

of the Foundation Company is in the hands of Mr.

Bailey Hipkins, who was sent west from the com-

pany's New York offices whiin it was decided to

build ships on the Pacific Coast. Mr. F. W. Drury

is Mr. Hipkin's assistant in the general manager-

ship duties for the Coast. Mr,. Charles F. Swigert,

a highly successful commercial organizer, is man-
ager of the Portland property. In direct charge of

shipbuilding at the Portland plant is Mr. Theodore

Knudsen, superintendent, who displayed such a keen

grasp of shipyard details that his employers were
prompted to divide his time for a while between

the Portland and Tacoma branches of their business.

Having instilled some of the principles of his Port-

land yard management into the plant at Tacoma,

Mr. Knudsen is once more devoting his entire time

and attention to the big yard on the Willamette.

Captain E. C. Genereaux, one of the best known
mariners on the Pacific Coast and for a long period

identified with the San Francisco Board of Marine
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Vim from tht' fiirecasllc of iinr of llu liii ^h

Underwriters on Pug'ct Sound as salvage expert and

marine surveyor, also for three years a main factor

in the stevedoring business on the Columbia River,

was selected by the French Government to repre-

sent its interests in the construction of the fleet of

vessels. In addition to his other duties, Captain

Genereaux represents the Bureau Veritas, the

French classification society.

)s building at the FoundatKin < ompany's yard.

The shop and yard foremen at the Foundation

Company plant have all been selected with great

care, every man serving for a probation period be-

fore his appointment was made permanent.

In addition to constructing the hulls, the Founda-

tion Company is looking after the outfitting of the

vessels and a large outfitting wharf in the form of

a slip has been constructed, and here the vessels

are rigged and their power plants installed.

of the ships from the shi



Shipping After the W^ar

An Address Delivered Before the Foreign Trade Convention

rl I Iv three all important matters hrhire nur

nation toda\- arc:

I'irst. tin- war, second ships with which

.) carry it on and, third, commerce after the war is

iver. The carrying on of the war to a successful

ermination is of the greatest importance, of course.

V) accomplish this, it is not only necessary to

end plenty of men to I'rance, hut also to encourage

nd develop the ]iroduction of all commodities

ecessary at home. Fi.xing of prices is a mistake,

IS to fix the price helf)w what a commodity can

e produced for will only stop its production. In

he case of coal, for instance. The price is fixed

elow what some pits are alile to produce coal for,

herefore, they had to go out of busines.s—result,

;

shortage of coal. What is wanted is to encour-

Ige, and not discourage the production of whate\er

U necessary to carry on the war.

I am expected to talk more particularly of ships,

lut ships and foreign trade after the war are so

inked together that they cannot be separated.

li Ships are the delivery wagons of commerce.

jiVithout them our nation is at a disadvantage. We
kave gotten along with only a few ships in foreign

Irade by getting our neighbor to furnish us what-

•ver tonnage was necessary, provided they had ships

o spare. The advice and suggestions made by a

lumber of shipping men to Congress to change

nir laws to permit us to enter the commerce of the

vorld met with rebuff, and, instead, more string-

nt laws were enacted each session until the cul-

nination was reached when the Seamen's Act was
•lassed. Fortunately, during the war, this is a dead
letter and is not being enforced. Surely by this

ime Congress sees the importance of having ships

s they have voted hundreds of millions of dollars

o build ships at unheard of prices, whereas had
he laws been changed the same as those of other

lations, we would have had all the ships necessary

o carry our troops to France without costing our
lation a cent. Besides, like the merchant fleet of

jreat Britain, thej^ would all have been ready as

oon as required. Now it will be two years before

ve have enought to meet the Government's require-

nents.

We are sure to come out of the war with a great

leet of merchant vessels, second only to Great
sritain. The question shipowners want Congress

answer is, when the war is over will they pass
aws that will permit us to operate our ships on the

ame terms and conditions as our competitors

—

he other nations. The difiference in wages need
lot stand in the way if Congress will authorize the

Shipping Commissioner to pay the men the differ-

ence between foreign and American wages, thereby

permitting American shipowners to operate their

vessels at exactly the same rate of wages as those

of all nations.

The Government is paying for standard ships of

8800 tons deadweight about $1,500,000. The high-

est price paid in England for a similar ship for

a number of years before the war was $450,000,

and, in fact, duplicates of those ships have been
built for as low as $250,000. It is reasonable to as-

sume that, shortly after the war is over and con-

ditions throughout the world settle down to nor-

mal, the Government will have to lose a million

dollars on each ship. Whether they will face the

loss or try to work it out remains to be seen.

At the time shipowners were appealing to Con-
gress for a change in the laws, and not for financial

assistance, the Japanese Government was busy
encouraging their shipowners by paying a bonus
for the building of each hull and for the engine
and boilers, according to their horsepower, and
when the ship was finished, in many lines they
paid a subsidy. The amount of money that they
expended has been returned to them in the last

three years, several hundred fold. In fact, the earn-

ings of their ships has turned Japan from a debtor
to a creditor nation and turned the balance of trade

in their favor, and they have now succeeded in get-

ting the complete control of the Pacific Ocean
trade, the greater part of which, in all likelihood,

they will be able to retain for all time to come.
We are told that the Seamen's Act would com-

pel them to pay the same wages as Americans are

paying. In fact, an article written by- Mr. Furu-
suth to Senator Owen, stated that on ships coming
to this country, the men deserted and received

.\merican wages. On Japanese ships they are only
receiving one-quarter the American wage, and none
of the men desert for this reason: if a man deserts

at an American port, the Seamen's Act provides
that he must reship on a Japanese steamer, as he
does not know the English language. Further-
more, any seaman that deserts a Japanese ship in

a foreign port is subject to a year's imprisonment
on returning to Japan. This works out in this

way—the Japanese ship pays the old wage and
the American ship in competition, pays four times
as much.

When the war is over (as far as the Pacific

Ocean is concerned), how are American ships going
to hold their own? It may be that the Shipping

{Continued on Page 174)
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WH in the Smith & Walson Iron Works. Upper left a Belts burins mill workinE on a loEcing engine drum
:
upper riEht general

foundry: center left a large condenser in the shop; center right, a completed thrust block: lower left, general view of blacksn

shop with rudder arm under a steam hammer and lower right, one of the large lathes working on a ta

8800-ton deadweight ship with propeller blades and line shafting in the foreground.
shaft for
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General view of buildings. Smith & Watson Iron Works. Portland. Oregon.

Smith Q? Watson Iron NA/ orks

DNE of the prominent features which has

been brought to the attention of the Ameri-

can people in our present time of unusual

tress has been the ability of our manufacturing

iidustries to quickly adapt themselves to the re-

uirements of turning out work and material for

he prosecution of the present world war. This

bility to quickly accommodate their plants to the

ifferent classes of work has been very clearly

hewn in the case of the Smith & Watson Iron

Vorks, of Portland, Oregon. This firm is one of

Ke oldest in the Pacific Northwest, having been
riginally founded in 1859, and has worked through
le various stages of development up to the present

urge, well equipped and modern plant, located at

"rent and Harrison Streets.

The Smith & Watson Iron Works has always
leen prominently identified with the machine shop
nd foundry work of this section of the country,

nd when the shipbuilding program was started in

le Northwest they at once began the manufac-
ire of all classes of supplies for this kind of work.
At present they are making all kinds of auxiliaries

^T ships, among which we find condensers, line

nd thrust shafts and bearings, rudder stocks,

'inches, valves and other fittings; in fact, almost
nything in the line of castings, forgings and ma-
hine work for fitting out modern steel vessels.

As can be seen from the cuts accompanying this

rticle, they are thoroughly equipped with a foun-
ry, blacksmith shop and machine shop, all having
lodern tools.

The foundry is equipped with a heavy capacity
'aveling crane, and is now turning out large quan-
tes of special castings for condensers, propeller
lades and hubs, hawse pipes, valve bodies, line

shaft bearings, stern tubes, flanges of various kinds

and parts for logging engines.

The propellers made by this firm for the ships

constructed by the Columbia River Shipbuilding

Corporation have given remarkably fine results from

the actual running tests that have been made.

These propellers have been made of semi-steel, and

tensile test made of samples of the metal from

which the blades were cast has developed strengths

as high as 34,000 pounds per square inch.

Three steam hammers are a part of the black-

smith shop equipment, and this shop is busy

forging stanchions and other parts for ship con-

struction.

The machine shop is thoroughly equipped with

modern machines, among which will be noticed an

18-foot Betts boring mill, a 72-inch Swing American
lathe, a 36-inch Bridgeford heavy duty lathe, and a

large number of lathes, shapers, raidal drills and

planers. This shop is now working twenty-four

hours per day finishing and assembling the many
different kinds of machinery and parts required for

ship construction.

A first class pattern shop is also a part of this

firm's plant.

In connection with ship work, this firm has sup-

plied the Columbia River Shipbuilding Corporation

of Portland, Oregon, with auxiliaries, fittings, etc.,

for the 8800-ton steel ships, which they are build-

ing, and by efficient and careful work have very

materially assisted in the remarkably prompt deliv-

ries for which this company has gained a reputa-

tion.

Another important line of work turned out by
this firm is the manufacture of logging engines

and logging blocks.



Pioneer Motorship Builders

Launch of the schooner "Thistle", at the St. Helens Shipbuilding
Company.

RENEWED interest was manifested in the

question of motorships of the so-called "auxil-

iary" type, when news reached San Francisco

that the "City of Portland" had made the trip from

Seattle to Portland, Maine, in the splendid time of

thirty-two sailing days. This big schooner was

the first of her type to be constructed on the Pacific

Coast and was launched at the St. Helens Shipbuild-

ing Company plant of the Chas. R. McCormick
Company on April IS, 1915, and has seen about

three years of active sea service.

The "City of Portland" is 290 feet long over all.

44 feet beam and 22 feet depth of hold, and has

a lumber capacity of 2,000,000 feet. She is powered

with twin sets of four-cylinder, 320 horsepower

Bolinder engines, turning at 225 revolutions. Aside

from her power plant, the vessel awakened great

interest on account of her high ratio of length to

depth of hold for a single decked wooden craft. The
longitudinal or girder strength in the hull structure

was secured by means of a heavy Howe truss

worked along the center line and on top of the

keelson.

The fleet of motorships turned out by the St.

Helens Shipbuilding Company have given uniformly

satisfactory results to their owners and have placed

this firm in the forefront of the wooden shi])l)uil(ling

establishments in the Portland district. In cum

parison to many of the other plants along the

Columbia and Willamette Rivers, the St. Helens

Shipbuilding Company is an old establishment, al-

though it is only a little over six years ago' since

the Chas. R. McCormick interest, having princi-

pally leased the famous Picndixen yard, which later

became the Rolph Shipbuilding Company, took up

their present shipbuilding (|uarters on an island op-

posite the site of the town of St. Helens, Oregon.

There are several points worthy of note in ref-

erence to the site at St. Helens. The plant utilizes

McCormick timber, which is cut within ten miles

of the shipyard, and when brought to the river front

is floated down to the yard. The fact that tlu'

shipyard controls its own timber supply is of great

importance, as the loggers are always on the look-

out for fine ship timbers, which are felled and slid

aside to season until they are wanted in one of

the hulls building at the yard. The plant is mod-

ern in every respect and has always enjoyed an

excellent name for workmanship.

At the present time the auxiliary motorship

"J. W. Wells", the last of the original program of

vessels of this character, is well along towards com-

pletion. She will be powered with two 500 horse-'

power internal combustion engines. The launch of

the "Thistle", a five-masted schooner, 231 feet by

Deck view showing work on "Hull No. 42" St. Helens Shipbuildinc

Company.

42 feet (> inches b_\' 21 feet 6 inches moulded dimen-

sions for Hal four, Guthrie & Company, is shown

herewith. Work has begun also on four steamers

of the Ferris type for the Emergency Fleet Corpora-

tion.

The work of the McCormick interests in pioneer-

ing the way for a new type of carrier has been ot

untold benefit, not onlv to the manufacturers ot
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ntcrnal cnnihustioii engines licitli in AnuTica ami

1 broad, but also to tbc wooden sliiphiiildiTS on the

i-'acific Coast, as it sccnis rcasonal)Ic to suppose

hat the wooden ship of large carrying capacity'.

and fitted with economical deck machinery for the

handling of cargo will maintain a permanent place

in the merchant marine of the Pacific that even the

return of steel tonnage to norm.il cost of production

)owercd with some type of low consumption motor will not seriously afifect.

Foreign Trade After the XV^ar
By E. M. Herr, President Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company

The war has opened the eyes of America and of commercial people in all other countries. It has made
all nations realize, as they never have realized before, the value of foreign trade and commerce;

that foreign commerce is based upon natural economic conditions, and when so based it

can and must be a benefit to all nations participating, and so bring about the

progress of the world and the higher development of civilization.

'^"^ UR business men. since the close of the

[ 1 Civil War, have been so engrossed with the

^—^ development and care of our domestic trade

hat the selling of goods in foreign lands has been

'f little interest because in comparison with domes-

ic trade it was not only far less profitable but also

iiuch more difficult to handle.

' Our geographic remoteness from other nations,

lul consequently our unfamiliarity with their lan-

Ijuage and customs, also tended to cause foreign

. rade to languish.

j" On account of this apathy toward foreign trade,

[father than a contributing cause of it, came the

decline in shipbuilding in America and the remark-

ible decrease in the American merchant marine.

This was hastened and accentuated, to be sure, by
.dverse legislation, culminating in the Seamen's

kt of March 4, 1915, until by the fall of that year

he only American steamship line in foreign trade

'n the Pacific Ocean was driven from the sea.

On September 7, 1916, the act creating the United

States Shipping Board w as signed and the means
br the present unprecedented activity in the acqui-

lition and construction of merchant shipping was
rovided. $50,000,000 was provided in the original

shipping Act of Congress. Our country's entry

ito the great war, however, caused nearly $2,000,-

00,000 to be placed at the disposal of the Shipping
loard, which now has under construction upwards
if eleven hundred vessels and is endeavoring to add,

juring the year 1918, more gross tonnage to the

lerchant marine of the United States than was
omprised in the entire American Merchant Reg-
-try three years ago.

I

The enormous addition to our merchant marine
'ill be still further increased, if the war continues
eyond another year, and even should the war end

!
)oner the very large and splendidly equipped ship-

udding yards now being provided on our coasts
ill undoubtedly enable our merchant fleet to be
irther enlarged to provide ships to replace those
tstroyed by the submarines during the war.

plates and shapes, all the laying out, cutting and

punching of which is done so accurately by the

What this shipbuilding program really means will

be better understood by a comparison of more sta-

tistics of the world's shipping before the war.

At the outbreak of the great war, the merchant

shipping of the world, of 100 tons and upwards, ac-

cording to Lloyd's Register of Shipping, consisted

of 30,836 ships of 49,089,552 tons, of which there

were 24,444 steamers of 45,403,877 gross tons and

6392 sailing vessels of 3,685,673 net tons.

Great Britain and colonies owned 10,123 steamers

of 20,523,706 gross tons.

All belligerents except United States 16,331

steamers of 32,334,893 gross tons.

United States July 1, 1915, owned 4,854,748 steam

tons—.053 per capita.

Great Britain July 1, 1915, owned 19,235,705 steam

tons—.425 per capita.

World's merchant marine tonnage 1890 to 1915

increased 122.7 per cent.

World's merchant marine steam tonnage 1890 to

1915 increased 252.2 per cent.

United States merchant marine total tonnage 1890

to 1915 increased 30.9 per cent.

United States merchant marine steam tonnage

1890 to 1915 increased 161.1 per cent.

In 1890 the United States had 20 per cent of the

total tonnage of the world and in 1915 11.96 per

cent.

Shipbuilding is developing a new era, brought

about by the much higher wage rate here than in

foreign countries. Inasmuch as American engineers

have demonstrated their ability to underbid the

world in the cost of erecting the structural steel

used in our high buildings in the face of higher

wages, it is possible to carry out the same opera-

tion with another form of structure—namely, a

ship—and show equally brilliant results from an

economic point of view. This idea has been so de-

veloped and perfected that the ships of the Emer-
gency Fleet Corporation are being built of steel
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manufacturers of these products in their shops be-

fore shipment to the shipbuilding yard that on their

arrival they are assembled and riveted in place with-

out re-handling or extra labor.

These ships are also being provided with high-

speed steam turbines geared directly to the propeller

shaft. These turbines are very much more economi-

cal in steam consumed per horsepower delivered

to the screw propeller and are at the same time very

much lighter and smaller than the ordinary recip-

rocating marine steam engine, and even with the

gearing required occupy much less space.

By the use of this lighter, smaller and more

efficient propelling machinery, several important

economies and improvements are effected:

Cargo space and tonnage are saved and the

freight or passenger carrying capacity increased.

The greater economy of the turbines means les^.

coal bunker space, or, with equal space, larger

steaming radius.

The turbines are more easily and cheaply in-

spected, maintained and operated.

Assuming we have an adequate merchant marine

with ships economically built and efficiently pro-

pelled, what further is necessary to enable our mer-

chants and manufacturers to successfully develop

our foreign trade after the war?

Let us first consider what competition we will find

most difficult. Some light on this important sub-

ject may come from an examination of the compe-

tition met before the war. Then England and

Germany were the leading nations in export trade,

the United States being third. In 191,3 the com-

bined imports and exports of these countries in

dollars were

—

England, 7 billions; Germany, 5 billions; United

States, upwards of 4 billions ; France, 3 billions

;

Belgium, 1.7 billions; Russia, 1.5 billions; Austria-

Hungary, 1.3 billions; Italy, 1.2 billions.

Imports exceeded exports in all the above coun-

tries except the United States and Russia. For

Great Britain the dift"crence was $650,000,000; for

Germany $100,000,000, and for France, $315,000,000.

This difference is paid for by Great Britain

through ocean freights, incomes from foreign in-

vestments and the trade in commodities among the

countries. The other countries pay for their sur-

plus imports in general in the same way, a larger

amount, however, being paid in trade, which means

that they are all vitally concerned in their foreign

trade and are, therefore, the great trading nations

of the world, and the largest and best customers

of the United States. We, however, take from them

more of their manufactured products—they from

us more of our raw products. As we develop in

ability to reduce the cost of our manufactured prod-

ucts and learn how better to meet the exact require-

ments of their trade, we will gradually increase our

exports of manufactured products to these countries.

This is especially true now that we have become a

creditor instead of a debtor nation.

The opportunity for such increase is, however,

much better in those countries of smaller industrial

development, like Russia, Japan, China and tin-

South and Central American countries, all largely

dependent on imports from foreign countries to

supply their need- for manufactured goods.

All trade is reciprocal, and we must not forget

that if we are to supply a nation with the products

of our industry we must take from them a con-

siderable proportion of this trade in their products

or establish some trade or financial relation which

will enable them to largely pay us in trade for our

goods. It requires co-operation among our manu-

facturing exporters to bring about the best results

in this as in other trade matters.

Editor's Note—Before the Cleveland Chamber of

Commerce on February 19th, Mr. Herr delivered

an address on "Foreign Trade After the War." Thi

first part of it is reprinted above ; the balance dealt

with trade with Russia, Japan, China and South

America specifically.

LAUNCH OF THE "RADNOR"

On March 23rd the Sun Shipbuilding Compan\

of Chester, Pa., launched the steamer "Radnor"

originally contracted for by the Cunard Company

The principal dimensions of the vessel are lengtl

between perpendiculars 435 feet, moulded beam 5)

feet 6 inches, moulded depth 38 feet 6 inches t(

shelter deck, designed speed 10>4 knots, indicatc(

horsepower 2600, draft 26 feet, deadweight capacity

10,000 tons. The vessel is to be classed to the high

est rating in Lloyd's.

The "Radnor" has three complete steel decks, fou

large cargo holds, a large cross bunker for coal an^

deep tanks and double bottoms for oil fuel. Th

double bottoms all fore and aft, except under th

machinery spaces, are fitted for either oil fuel o

water ballast. The bottoms under the machiner

spaces and the after peak are fitted for feed wati

or ballast tanks. The propelling machinery i

located amidships.

Hinged king-posts mounting four five-ton boom

each are fitted forward and aft,—with one thirtx

ton boom at the main hatchway. Two king-posi

amidships are fitted with one five-ton boom eacl

Telescopic topmasts for the wireless antennae ai

fitted amidships.

The deck machinery consists of a steam steerin

gear, steam windlass, steam capstan, four compouii

geared steam winches and six single geared stea'

winches fitted at hatchways. Accommodations fi

the officers are provided in deck houses amidship

The vessel mounts a gun fore and aft for protectu

against submarine attack, with a magazine wi

protected and fitted in the lower tween decks. E

tra lifesaving equipment consists of six twenty-si

foot life boats, two life rafts and the working bo;



Superneaters on a Modern TankanKer

THE steamship "Tcarl Shell", shown in the

accompanying illustration, is a recent pro-

duction of the Harlan & HoUingsworth Cor-

poration, Wilmington, Delaware, and is owned by

the .Shell Oil Company of California. The vessel,

launched in 1910. is a bulk oil carrier, and is an

excellent example of some of the more recent addi-

tions tu the United States merchant marine. The
principal dimensions are length overall 411 feet 6

inches, beam S3 feet 4 inches, moulded depth 29

feet 8 inches, gross tonnage 5845, net tonnage 5310.

As is customary in vessels of this class the ma-

chinery is located aft. The engine is inverted, direct

acting, triple expansion of 2400 horsepower and has

cylinders 29 inches by 45 inches by 74 inches diam-

eter, with a stroke of 48 inches. The high pressure

cylinder, placed forward, is equipped with a piston

valve having solid rings ; the intermediate is in the

middle and has a slide valve with M. & S. relief

frame; the low pressure is aft and is fitted with

a plain slide valve. The engine is designed to

turn about 66 r.p.m. at 65 per cent cutoiT. Cope-

land packing is used on the H.P. piston rod and all

piston rings are Lockwood & Carlisle.

Steam at 180 lbs. pressure is supplied by three

single end Scotch boilers 15 feet 8}J inches O. D.

and 11 feet 7 inches long located two athwart ship

and one forward, all having a common stroke hold.

Each boiler has three Morrison corrusjated furnaces

and 308 3-inch O. D. tubes, which provide an evap-

orating surface of 2667 square feet, while the grate

surface is 64.4 square feet. The stack is double,

and is 8 feet 6 inches by 75 feet. The boilers are

operated under Howden forced draft, and are ar-

ranged to burn either coal or oil. Originally the fuel

was coal, but at present oil is being used.

One of the most interesting features of the "Pearl

Shell" is the use of highly superheated steam, the

superheating of the steam being accomplished by
means of a fire-tube superheater, manufactured by

the Locomotive Superheater Company, 30 Church

Street, New York. The arrangement of the super-

heater equipment is shown in the line drawing.

Each boiler has four cast steel headers or collectors.

These are arranged in pairs, each pair having one

saturated and one superheated header, and are con-

nected by units of cold drawn, seamless, steel tubes,

which extend into the boiler tubes. Each pair of

units is attached to the headers by means of a

clamp and stud and may be released by removing

a single nut. Units are of the continuous type

and have return bends formed integral from the

tubing. The superheater is designed to provide

steam at a temperature of 600 degrees Fahrenheit

at the throttle under normal operating conditions

and reports from the vessel indicate that this tem-

perature can be maintained very closely.

Arraneement of superheater tube the boilers of the steamer "Pearl Shell".
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The steamer "Pearl Shell", built by Harlan & Hollingsworth, and fitted uperheaters by the Superheater Company

The use of highly superheated steam is becoming receiving highly superheated steam from super-

more and more general in marine practice, as its heaters of the fire-tube type, and large numbers of

advantages in fuel saving, increased power and ships now under construction include fire-tube

speed, and greater steaming radius from a given superheaters in their equipment,
amount of fuel, are recognized. There are now The "Pearl Shell" is one of the vessels recently

more than 2,200,000 horsepower of marine engines taken over by the United States Government.

Handling Vegetable Oil
By Edward K. Hussei

With Charles A. Watts, Consulting Engineer

IN
comparing trade conditions in America, Eu-

rope or the Orient, one finds himself over and

over again, as the historian finds himself refer-

ring back to the Birth of Christ, stating "Before or

Since the War".
Therefore, we must also have a fixed period for

comparision with regard to time and conditions

for comparison of trade conditions as they exist

today and as they existed before the war, both

abroad and at home. Conservatively speaking, we
shall fix this date as August 1, 1914.

Just what the conditions were "before the war"
would entail a lengthy outline. Boiling this down,
we place the importation of vegetable oils from

Oriental countries to European and American mar-

kets as ninety per cent to Europe and ten per cent

to America. "Since the war" the tables have been
changed ()\(.t, and .\merica now imports approxi-

mately ninety-fi\e per cent of all Oriental oils or

oil-bearing seeds. A probable fi\e per cent goes

to Europe.

The heaviest importers were Great Britain. Hol-

land, France and Germany, all of which far out-

ranked America individually. Before the war,

America relied almost solely on home production

and slightly on the importation of copra, from

which they extracted their own oils.

Since about 1905, there has grown up in America

extensive plants for the extraction of oils from

seeds. This resulted from the enormous waste of

'^pprK from cotton, flax (linseed) or castor bean,

which has been considered valueless. This industry

proved so profitable that large plants sprouted up

all over the Middle West and the South. No sooner

would a plant be started on an experimental or small

investment basis than it would be found inadequate

to take care of the demands placed on it, and it

would be found necessary to increase the capacity.

Paralleling the extraction mills, we have the soap

factories, margerin mills, drug manufacturing con-

cerns, etc., or users of the raw products extracted

from the seeds. The refuse on meal is made into

cakes and used for fertilizing, fodder for stock, etc.

There are no waste materials in vegetable seeds.

Prior to the war, the United States had been ex-

perimenting with the use of these Oriental seeds

and their by-products and the raising of this curtain

found us emerged from this state into that of an

experienced and paying producer and importer, but

on a very small basis. Our European neighbors
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wcrt' far alu-ad of us by this tinir. England, Ilol-

laiiil. [''raiu'c and Cicrniany combined outranked us

nine to one on importations of the seed and extracted

oils.

The demand for fancy or perfumeil soaps by the

Americans createtl a demand in America for a raw-

product that would yield a su])erior and pay a higher

profit for the amount in\ested.

This resulted in a lart^e test and in\esti^L;ation,

and the results were that ( )riental \ egetable seeds

or oils satisfied the desired deman<ls. besides haxdng

no waste in the refuse of manufacture or extraction

processes.

Owing to the fact that most of these Oriental

seeds cannot l)e or are not raised in America we
have no importation duties, providing that they

are not retined. 'I'his clause protects pure factories.

The imported article, if in the oil condition, must

contain at least cnie per cent of fatty acid content

to become free from import duties, and come within

crude rating.

The principal vegetable oils are Soya bean, cocoa-

nut oil (or copra), peanut, cacoa and China wood
oil. To these we might add flax or linseeds and

castor oil.

Ocean freight rates to Europe being cheaper, the

demand for the raw products being greater in Eu-

rope than here before the war, and the lack of

knowledge pertaining to the extensive uses to which

these oils can be put to were the causes for small

importations here in America.

But since .August 1, 1914, things have suddenly

changed.

\\ e suddenly found ourselves short of the raw
products and by-products of these oils that were

used in the make-up of other needful articles pro-

duced in America for home consumption and which
had been imported from our European neighbors.

For war purposes we needed a substitute for animal

fats, which vegetable oils supply. The druggists,

paint factories and the munitions plants found them-
selves unable to import crude or refined glycerines,

etc., and so on down the line of all classes of manu-
facture, which were dependent on Europe for raw-

materials.

The principal source of trouble was shortage of

space. This was and is being caused by the block-

ade, submarine menace and the growing demand
and shortage of home and neutral shipping on the

.\tlantic.

Warring nations' ship]jing or neutral shipping
that formerly plied the Oriental trade routes have
discontinued in this trade for war demands.

•All this has resulted in Europe being shut of¥

from importing the vegetable oils or seeds and
created an enormous increase, in fact an Aladdin's
touch to our manufacturing facilities and growing
demand for this import. The demand for a substi-

tue for animal fat, the war demanded for glycerine,

.soaps, cosmetics, fertili/.ers, fodder or milk-pro-

ducing feed for cattle, has created plants that will

turn out large quantities of raw- and refined products

in the least possible time.

Briefly, the Pacific Coast has become the logical

])oint of entry for the seed and the extracted crude

or refined oil.

Storage stations, warehouses for storing case and

bulk or bag copra ha\'e been equipped with new
machinery and devices, as yet \-ery crude, for

handling or unloacling of vessels at ports of entry.

The shortage of tins, drums and bags has caused

shippers to transport their goods in bulk. Short-

age of tank cars on this Coast has been the prime

cause of the erection of many storage and distribut-

ing stations for handling the bulk shipments, allow-

ing storage space to release ships and care for

slow arriving tank cars from Eastern points of

delivery.

The first successful storage station in America,

that of Clements & Son, at Oakland, California, for

handling large bulk shipments of Oriental oils was
designed solely from principles arrived at from ex-

perience in the handling of the heavier asphaltum
oils in cold countries, such as Vancouver, Seattle,

Tacoma, etc. Happily, for the designer, the sta-

tion was a success. Since its erection improvements
and additions have been made and a great deal

of knowdedge accumulated resulting in the firm

conviction on the part of the engineers and the

owners that experience—experience with the dis-

charge of vessels of their cargoes of bulk oil into

stations and the storage and reshipment into tank

cars or drums and barrels, is the prime factor in

the success of the storage station.

Because most vegetable oils congeal or become
more viscous, some hard and tallowy, heating coils

must be installed in every piece of pipe, every tank

or container to successfully pump the materials

without loss in time and expense.

Bulk shipping has taught the shipper, the seller

and the purchaser many paying lessons. Among
them may be listed the expense of shipping knocked
down barrels to the Orient, expensive drums made
in America and registered here so that same could

be returned duty free, the use of second-hand five

gallon oil cans, at their best leaky or rusted, which
with the drums had been shipped to the Orient

with petroleum oils, all of -which involved a high

market price, besides the freight on these outbound
to the Orient. On arriving in America, most of

these cans, drums or barrels were useless for ship-

ment. The case goods leaked so badly that some
had to be stowed away on deck and in storm}'

weather a large part of the shipment would be

washed overboard or knocked about until at least

twenty per cent of the shipment leaked overboard.

Barrels on being unloaded at docks shrunk or

expanded, hoops came loose, allowing the materials

to be lost by leakage. On transshipping in box cars

and reaching the w-arm Eastern climate, the oil
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became liquid and leaked out, running along the

bottom of the cars and on being inclined on grades

would run over and cover the rails, causing slip-

ping on the brakes and runaway cars. Eventually

dariiage suits and further losses.

The smaller the container the greater the expense

and the less the profit. Next to bulk shipments

for paying conditions, we would suggest the drum.

The advantage of the drum over the bulk shipment,

and this also applies to case and barrel shipments,

too, would be the more easily acquired space at this

and future times. Vessels capable of handling bulk

oil are scarce. Any sail boat or steamer can carry

•drums, etc.

Bulk carriage is by far the cheaper method of

transportation. It involves, in the ideal case, an

original outlay in heating coils in deep tanks or oil-

tight oil-carrying holds, suction piping to engine

room and a pump capable of discharging at least

sixty-five short tons per hour ; the greater the dis-

charge capacity of the pump the less the expense

in handling. The oil should be heated for a period

of at least two days before commencing to dis-

charge, that is with the handling of cocoanut oil.

This is hard for the shipper in the Orient to under-

stand, as over there these oils are always in a liquid

condition, unless one goes to Japan in winter

months. As soon as the vessel reaches the colder

waters the oil begins to thicken or solidify. Solidi-

fication or the thickening is the source of all evils

in handling vegetable oils in America ; without this

evil all would be eacy and simple.

Transferring to storage stations, with bulk, case

goods, drums or barrel shipments is the most logical

method for all importers to adopt in the handling

of vegetable oils. It saves the expense, with bulk

cargos, of car-float rentals, demurrages to vessels

and tank cars.

As an actual example: Supposing a vessel carry-

ing bulk oil was to arrrive at San Francisco and

sufficient tank car capacity was not on hand in

time to be cleaned, weighed light and placed on

the float alongside the vessel or on a dock spur

track, at which the vessel is discharging general

cargo ; then just what would the position be in

which the importer would find himself? It would

be one of two things : either sell his oil to some

one who had the storage space at the latter's own
price and dictation or to pay any price for this

storage privilege to anyone having storage .space

available, or again the only other alternative, barrel-

ing on a flat float alongside and paying a great de-

murrage while this work is being done. In any

event, the tanks of the vessel must be pumped out

and made ready for taking on cargo or fuel oil, as

many of the oil carrying vessels carry fuel oil out-

bound and vegetable oil in bulk inbound.

This is not only a supposition, but one of recent

occurrence in San Francisco. The importer was
forced to sell at least one thousand short tons to a

certain local firm having available storage space at

the latter's own price, or a loss of at least $75,000.

just because the importer could not obtain tank cars

to take care of this shipment. If they even had

storage space, they could have stored this oil until

the arrival of tank cars. Storage space makes it

possible for importers to hold in storage oils until

the arrival of tank cars, which generally straggle in

one or two at a time, or to speculate on the rise

in the market price, due to shortage of oil, in which

event enough could be made on this oil to pay for

the cost of the plant. They, too, would then be

in the position of that party above noted and catch

the other fellow who is sleeping or gambling on

the tank car situatioii.

These transferring conditions are almost ideal

now compared to what they will be in the near

future, unless each importer who does enough busi-

ness in the importing line erects a storage station.

Why have the largest importers at San Francisco

and Seattle erected storage stations? Why are

others, those on a smaller scale planning the same?

This cheap means of transferring oils allows the

big importer to bring in oil at less expense and

enables him to underbid the little man unless the

latter has storage space or tank cars of his own.

The following have already been erected on the

Pacific Coast:

Clements & Son, Western Pacific Mole, Oakland,

with a capacity of at least 3500 short tons. This

station was the first to be built in America, although

an experiment from start to finish, yet a successful

one and the basis for corrections to future stations

from actual experience. Plans have been completed

for tripling this station in the very near future.

Grace & Company, at Pier 44, San Francisco

waterfront, the second station to be erected on this

Coast. This, too, was an experiment based on prac-

tical experience in handling hea\'ier petroleum oils

in cold countries. This station has increased itself

to 2400 short tons, and they arc now planning to

increase it to 3600 tons capacity.

Simultaneously, with the above plant, the Phil-

ippine Vegetable Oil Company has erected the third

plant at Tacoma, Washington. The design of this

station is entirely different from the first two above

mentioned. Their storage capacity is about 1000

tons. This, too, is considered an experiment along

with the other two. All three are different in de-

sign. All three claim to be the most efficient, but

the first to our notion is the best.

From experiences gained on the first and third,

the Visayan Refining Company are now building a

storage station with a capacity of approximately

12,000 short tons at Point San Pablo, on San Fran-

cisco Bay. Also the Philippine Vegetable Oil Com-

pany are building the fifth station at San Francisco,

from experiences gained with their first stations at

Tacoma.
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The latter two stations arc the most efficiently

designed and lack the errors made in the other

original stations by these companies.

There are six stations erected or being erected

at present at Seatle or near-by points on the Puget

Sound for handling case goods, drums or bulk ship-

ments. In this alone Seattle is outclassing vSan

Francisco, for they are providing for the small pack-

ages, while San J-'rancisco only prox'ides for the

bulk cargos.

We are now designing storage stations for other

importers for San Francisco, Tacoma, Seattle, Van-
couver and New York City.

What San Francisco needs is a station or equip-

ment for speedily handling the case goods or small

package shipments for storing and re-shipment in

tank cars or drums.

Two Interesting NA/elding Jobs

Transportation Company.

WE illustrate herewith some views of the

thermit welding work carried out on the

cracked shaft of the California Navi-

gation & Improvement Company's steamer "T. C.

Walker", the work having been carried out under

the supervision of Mr. James Burns, port engineer

of the steamship company.

The "T. C. Walker" is a stern wheel steamer of

787 gross tons and is 200 feet long, 38 feet 8 inches

beam and 9 feet moulded depth. The shaft averaged

12 inches in diameter, with a length of 23 feet 8}4

inches over all. A crack occurred in this shaft on

the port side, which is the high pressure engine

side, at the face of the first huh. These flange

hubs are shrunk on an upset part of the shaft and

the greater diameter of this upset part is generally

connected to the lesser diameter by a sharp fillets

This change of section seems to weaken the shaft

to such an extent that quite a number of the shafts

on the steamers of this company have shown weak-

ness at this point.

According to the usual practice of the Metal &
Thermit Corporation, which concern carried out the

repairs to the shaft, it was arranged to weld the

shaft to the hub, which in this case was cast iron.

To effect this welding it was necessary to pour

a heavy thermit steel ring, which was welded both

to the shaft and to the hub.

The first part of the operation consisted in having"

a wooden pattern made of this ring, with one diame-

ter equal to the shaft and the other diameter equal

to that of the hub. Then a wax ring was cast

from this wooden pattern. This wax ring was 24J/^

inches diameter over all and 5^/2 inches wide, one-

end fitting the 1254-inch shaft and the other end

the 19%-inch hub. The whole wheel of the steamer

with the shaft was raised about 12 inches and sup-

ported by beams parallel to the shaft. The wheel
arms were blocked in between beams, these blocks,

forming an arch concentric to the wheel. The beams
themselves rested on screw jacks.

After the wax ring was in place, the mold was
rammed up all around with refractory sand, the

iron disc of the wheel forming one side of the bo.x.
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few wheel arms. It will \iv iicitcd that the welding

of this shaft in ])laci' saved the dismantling' of the

wheel and the reni(i\ iiig of the llanges from the shaft

and a great deal of time and expense.

,\ similar rc]iair jnli was carried out on the

steamer "hdrt Sutter" of the California Transporta-

tion Company's fleet. The "Fort Sutter" is a stern

wheeler of 1139 gross tons, and is 219 feet long,

12 feet 6 inches beam and 9 feet 3 inches moulded

depth. She is fitted with compound engines with

2.S and 50-inch cylinders and a stroke of ') feet. The

high pressure (starboard) side of lln' shaft was

cracked at the face of the iirst lud). a( the identical

while the other si<le was made up of angles and

lu-a\y sheet iron. The wlu-cl arms and fantail

roof o\erhea<l were ])rcilecte<l by asbestos sheets

and corrugated iron. Half of an old smoke-stack

was ])laee(l i,\'vv the two crucibles at about sevenly-

li\e degrees slant so as to lead the Hanu's ck-ar

of the faintail roof.

Two crucibles were used, the forvvar<l one beiiii;

llir .Metal Thermit Corporation's No. 9, and the

after one a No. 10. The hog chains of the steamer

were very much in the way of these crucibles.

Showing crucible suid lioK chainH.

and in fact, caused them to remain in an angulai-

position. The main difficulty about tlu' entire job

was the restricted space in which the work had

to be done : the available space being less than four-

teen inches from the face of the hub to the side of

the bearing.

After being built u|> it v\'as necessary to preheat

till' mold to melt out the wax, to dry out the mold

and ]ireheat the parts to be welded. 'Phis preheat-

ing was done with two of llu' contractor's ov\ii

preheaters. Naturally the space left by the melting

out of the wax formed the thermit steel ring.

This work was successfully completed on Janu

ary 22nd without damage to the surrounding wood

work, with the exce])tion of the charring of a

The wheel of the ateamer "T. C. Walker".

place as on the "T. C. Walker". The shaft at this

point was IZ'/i inches in diameter and the hub 24

inches in diameter. The wax ])attern made was

26 J4 inches in diameter o\er .ill.

The methods utilized in reiJairing this crack were

the same as on the "T. C. Walker" and the avail-

able space for working was not much larger (about

IS inches). The wliecl and shaft were raised and

a wax ring placed around the shaft and hub at

the crack and a mold built around this ring. A
single crucible was used, a No. 10, with an exten-

sion built on so as to be able to hold the necessary

amount of thermit.

.^fter C(imi)letion of the mold and tin- erection of

the crucible in ])lace and the protection of the wheel
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The whofl of llu- "F.

arms and fantail vnn\. ilic wcirk nf in-olu'atiiii;' was

lu'ij'un at (i a. in. on l'\'l)rnary ISlli, and at 4:50

p. ni. iin llu' same day tlic w i.'ld was made.

An amusing;" incident of tliis work was a series

111' explosions wliieli occurred when tlie slaj;' of tlie

ruiiolT struck tlie ri\er, fri^litenini^ thost' wlio wit-

iH'sse<l the work. The shiu;' is so extremely hot that

uhen it strikes tht.' water the formation of steam is

M) viok'nt that the water acts Hke a solid l)od_\'

and cannot ,t;et out of the was' i|uick enous^h, and

I
is therefore blown up with explosi\e force and noise.

The fear is sometimes expressed that this intense

heat niis^ht war]) the shaft. A line was run through

the wheel of the "T. C. Walker", however, and no

change of ali,i;nmenl whati'\er was found.

v'^teaniers of the two companies mentioned above

lia\e been in o])eration with welds of this kind for

a tiumbcr of year.s without any siL;n of the welds
' failing- in any way.

The service on tln'se stern wheel shafts is very

,

severe. They ha\ e no center bearings and the

shafts are long and hea\'y, and the onl_\ bearings

they have are located on the cylinder timbers,

which are far overhung and only snjiported by hog
chains, which are not able to prevent hea\-y \dbra-

' tions of the whole fantail structure.

NEW WOODEN SHIP TYPE

At the yanks of the .\llen v^hipbuilding Com-

I

pany, Ballard, Washington, the keel has been re-

: cently laid for a wooden steamer of a special tyi)e

of construction to be built for the Emergency Fleet

Corporation. The general arrangement of the \es-

)

sel will be the same as that of the Ferris design,

and the same propelling machinery will be used,

although the vessel is slightly larger than the hV-rris

ship, having a length over all of 288 feel, a moulded
I beam of 43 feet 8 inches and a moulded depth of 2(>

j

feet 4 inches, the deadweight carrying ca|)acity

;

being 3650 tons.

Plans lor the new vessel are being drawn by l<ee

I'v lirinton, naval architects of Seattle, who are

nitroducing a type of construction which they have

heretofore used with success in small craft, ;uid

whicli tlu'X are now adapting for use in \essi'ls of

larger sizes.

The i)eculiarit\ of the construction consists in the

method of building the fr.ames. which aie of the

single fi-anu' construction, as com|)ared with the

double Iranie method ordinarih' used in woocU-n

shipbuilding. h'or the p.irallel miil boily. which is

carried I'or forty live per cent of the length of the

\essel, each set of franu-s is ni;ide up of oid\' three

pieces, consisting of a ileep lloor lind)er lunning in

one piece from side to side of the \-essel and eon

nected to the two side tind)ers b\- a speci.il nielho<l

of bilge construction. The lloor tindier runs Hal

on to|) and the dead rise is sawed out of the lower

sitle. The turn of the bilge has a radius of I feel

b inches, and the midship section approximates that

of a steel vessel of the same size. h'orward and

aft of the parallel mid-body the floor timbers start

to rise and are cut at the center line of the shij),

while the side frami'S are slanted in towar<ls the

center line and with the radius of the bilge gradu
ally increasing a fair shipsha]>e form of underbodv
is produced. The advantages of this tvpe of con-

struction for r.ipid building are (|uite .•ii)|),ireiil, and
it is claimed by the naval ;irchitects lh;it the con

struction is stronger than in the ordinarv t\pe.

The plans have been approved and recommended
by the surveyors for the American Bureau of Ship

ping, Lloyd's Register and the naval architects for

the Shipping Board. The contract for the vessel

calls for delivery in six months' time.

STANDIFER-CLARKSON SHIP CONTRACTS
NOW COMPLETED

Last of the prixate contracts held b\' the orig-

inal Standifer-Clarkson organization is the molor-

shi]) "Ubby Maine", ordered by the Libby, McNeill
\' l,ibl)y interests for the Akaska trade, ;in<l which
is being finished on North rortl.in<l haiboi-. The
\essel is much like the 'A\ .

!•'. Hurrows", lirsl

of that lleet and which was built on .\(nili Port-

land harbor, except the latest ship to be lloated is

a trille larger. She has a length of 240 fi'cl, beam
of 43 feet, and (h'pth of hold of 24.6 feel. She will

ha\e twin screws, driven by two Dow i)iesel I'n

gines, each of 320 horsepower. The 'M.ibby Maine"

will have a deadweight ca])acity of .about 2500 tons.

Mrs. David W. Branch of Seattle, wife of the

manager for Libby, McNeill \- Mbby in the North-

w(.'St, christenefl the vessel on the occasion of her

launching the latter ])art of March.

The Standifer Cdarkson yard, now undi'r the re-

organizeil C. M. Standi fer Construction Corpora-

tion, is engaged at present in rushing four Ferris

ty|)e shi])s for the Fmergency l'4eet Corporation.
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WINSLOW SHIPYARD CHANGES HANDS

THK pioneer shipbuildint; and repair plant of

the Winslow Marine Railway & Shipbuild-

ing Company, of which James Griffiths &
Sons of Seattle are the owners, has been leased for

a number of years by D. W. Hartzell, Inc., of

Seattle.

It is intended to at once increase the plant's

equipment to handle the installation of the machin-

ery in the wooden steamships building for the Gov-

ernment, a large number of contracts having already

been obtained by Hartzell.

The lease covers the entire plant consisting of

90 acres of land, with a water frontage of 3000 feet

on the north shore of Eagle Harbor, a sawmill,

planing mill, machine shop, blacksmith shop, office

building, two marine railways, one large building

slip and two smaller slips, all covered their entire

length, and several small buildings and store-houses.

The plant at present employs 150 men, but this

number will at once be doubled.

The plant was founded by the famous Hall

Brothers, pioneer shipbuilders of Puget Sound, who
built a number of large wooden vessels. Two years

ago it was purchased by James Griffiths & Sons.

With the exception of the building of the wooden

steamer "Anyox", it has since been devoted entirely

to repair work.

The Hartzell program, beside the installation of

machinery in the Government vessels, contemplates

at a later date the building of more ways and the

construction of wooden steamships and still later,

the building of steel ships.

RECENT LAUNCHINGS

Among the recent launchings from the shipyards

of Seattle was that of the four masted auxiliary

powered schooner "Arras" from the Puget Sound

Bridge & Dredging Company's plant.

The "Arras" is the fifth of a fleet of six vessels

building by this concern to the order of the French

Government. Her principal dimensions are length

over all 250 feet, beam moulded 43 feet, depth 21

feet, deadweight tonnage 2500.

The launching of the "Ypres", a sister ship of the

"Arras", brought lasting fame to the builders, the

Puget Sound Bridge & Dredging Company, inas-

much as she was launched 100 per cent complete,

the main engines being started just as the vessel

took the water and as soon as she was freed of her

cradling, she swung her head seaward and was off

on her trial trip, adding another record to Seattle's

credit.

Other vessels to be launched were the 8800-ton

steel steamships "Ossineke", launched Alarch 14th,

and "Western Queen", March 28th. These two

vessels were built by the Skinner & Eddy Corpora-

tion, are 429 feet 9 inches long, 54 feet beam, 29

feet 9 inches depth and will be powered with 2500

horsepower Curtis geared turbines.

March 26th the East Waterway plant of J. F.

Duthie & Co., launched the 8800-ton steel steamship

"Westboro" and on the next day the Seattle Con-

struction & Dry Dock Company came to bat and

launched the 7500-ton steel steamship "Bremerton".

NOTES

The Akutan Whaling Company, with whaling

stations in Alaska, has purchased the famous old cold

storage steamship "Elihu Thomson" from the Pa-

cific Cold Storage Company of Tacoma, and will

operate the vessel in conjunction with the whaling

interests.

The U. S. Lighthouse Service is working on the

preliminary foundations for three new and impor-

tant aids to navigation to be installed in Seattle

harbor. An electric beacon, sixteen feet above high

water is to be installed at the entrance of each of

the two waterways. The one at the entrance to

the east waterway will be a white blinker on con-

crete dolphins at the northeast corner of Harbor

Island and the one at the west waterway is to be

a red blinker on the concrete dolphins at the north-

west corner of Harbor Island. The third aid will

be the capping of Four Mile Rock with concrete

to support a white blinker gas light at an elevation

of fourteen feet above high water. The installa-

tion of these important beacons is directly due to

the untiring efforts of Port Warden Paysse and the

Merchants Exchange of Seattle.

Mr. Robert H. Laverie, chief surveyor to Bureau

Veritas in the United States, recently completed a

tour of Seattle's great shipbuilding yards in com-

pany with Frank Walker, the district representative

of the French Classification Society. The actual

purpose or outcome of ]\Ir. Laverie's visit to this
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3oast has not been ascertained, but it is believed

hat the placing of new shipbuilding orders for the

French Government will result. Orders for forty-

nix vessels have been placed in this district by Mr.

Laverie as the outcome of ])revi()us visits.

I The Seattle Construction & Dry Dock Company

is contemplating the construction of another 12,000-

'on floating dry dock. This company now has in

jperation one 12,000-ton and one 3000-ton floating

lock, but the great amount of repair work necessi-

ilated by the large number of vessels now moving

J5
seriously taxing Seattle's two docks.

I A S50-ton concrete scow is to be constructed by

Ihe Inter-Ocean Barge & Transport Company at

5allard Beach, and will mark the debut of Seattle

s a concrete shipbuilding center. The Inter-Ocean

Harge & Transport Company, was organized five

'nonths ago, and is capitalized for $1,500,000 .The

rst vessel is to be 116 feet long, 34 feet wide ami

feet deep with rounded bows and stern.

The steam tug "Equator" returned to Seattle re-

'ently after having towed a large pile driver with

s gins up from here to Hidden Inlet, Alaska.

Ileavy weather was experienced on the trip and

ke coated on the tug frequently to such an extent

'3 to become dangerous, but undaunted the tug pro-

beded and delivered her tow successfully. Scepti-

ism prevailed along the waterfront as to the suc-

ess of the daring venture, but Captain John Jorgen-

;£n has returned with another feather in his cap.

The Horner Terminal Company has recently be-

ome incorporated for $600,000, and is proceeding
i'ith the construction of a huge salmon depot, con-

,

sting of six warehouses on a fourteen-acre site

111 the west shore of the Duwamish waterway on

He north side of the Elliott Bay Shipbuilding Com-
|iny and a wharf of 1040 feet long to accommodate
|iur ships at a time. The new terminal will relieve

|ie great pressure of the public terminals system

Launch of the "Arras" from the Puget Sound Bridge & Dredge
Company's shipbuilding plant.

and leave it free to handle foreign trade movements.
Captain Arthur M. Sewall, a scion of the famous

marine family of shipowners, has taken command
of the 8800-ton steamship "Westwood" built re-

cently by the Ames Shipbuilding & Dry Dock
Company. Captain Sewall is the former owner of

the big American sailing ship "Benjamin Sewall".

Before the European war the Sewall family had
been prominent in the shipping world, and were
prominent among those who kept the Yankee Jack
flying in the merchant marine of the world during

the lean years preceding the war. The famous
family were the owners of a large fleet of fine

sailing ships, among them the "William P. Fyre",

sunk by the Germans early in the war, constituting

one of her first overt acts.



Pacific Overseas Trade Extension
By Frank Waterhouse

(Paper Read Before the National Trade Convention)

IN
accordance with request that I write a short

Extension, in co-operation with the Chambers

article on the subject of Pacific Overseas Trade

of Commerce of the Pacific Coast, to be read at the

National Trade Convention at Cincinnati, on April

18th, 19th and 20th, I beg to say that as any pres-

ent extension of Pacific overseas trade is impossible

on account of scarcity of vessels, which condition

will maintain during the period of the war, our

consideration must necessarily be directed to the

extension of Pacific overseas trades after the war

is over, and satisfactory peace terms have been

secured.

Our first move in this direction should be directed

towards placing and maintaining in trans-Pacific

carrying a substantial and suitable American fleet.

"Trade Follows the Flag", as is being thoroughly

demonstrated by the enormous extension of Japan-

ese Pacific overseas trade and of Japanese com-

mercial influence, during the last two years. Ap-

proximately eighty-five per cent of the vessels now
operating between Pacific ports of the United States

and the ports of Japan, China and Manchuria, and

a slightly less per cent between the Pacific ports of

the United States and the Philippines, Malay Pe-

ninsula and British India, are Japanese. The Jap-

anese steamship lines are liberally supported by the

Japanese nation, for the purpose of extending and

developing the foreign trade of Japan, for the benefit

of Japan. They consistently favor their own coun-

trymen in the allottment of steamship space, by

preferential rates, and in other ways. They are

shrewd, capable, energetic, always working towards

and keeping in constant mind, their ultimate goal,

namely: the complete domination of trans-Pacific

carrying trades and, through such control, the lion's

share of the trade of the Orient. I view with great

misgiving the increasing power and influence of

the Japanese on the Pacific. A very few years ago,

the cotton trade with Japan was handled in this

country by American houses, who sold the cotton

Japan c. i. f. Now practically all this cotton is

purchased at, and controlled from point of origin

to ultimate user by Japanese. The same applies

to other important commodities, particularly soya

beans and wood oils, imported from Manchuria.

They are seeking control of the jute and gunny

importations from British India. I am reliably

informed that one Japanese firm alone, which had

no direct representation in Calcutta prior to 1912,

has exported over fifty cargoes from that port dur-

ing the last two years. "Trade Follows the Flag"

;

therefore, we must establish the flag before we

can hope to secure the trade. This war has taught

us that we can no longer depend on the merchant

fleets of other nations with which to develop our

overseas trades. How are we going to develop

and successfully maintain a large American mer-

chant marine in foreign trades? Surely, this is a

very debatable question, to which experienced and

capable thought should soon be directed. Would

it not be well to request the President to appoint a

Commission to consider this question, and to recom-

mend a policy for the country to adopt as soon as

circumstances permit? Within the next two years

the United States hopes to possess a large mer-

chant marine available for foreign trade expansion.

For many years prior to the present war it was

found impossible to operate successfully under tlu-

Stars and Stripes in foreign carrying trades, owinir

to the extra cost of American construction and td

the increased expense of operation under our naviga-

tion laws. Can these difficulties be overcome with-

out repealing the Seaman's Act and completely re-

vising the navigation laws of the United States,

and without adopting a policy of ship subsidies to

which so much strenuous opposition has been di-

rected in the past? Any attempt to repeal

the Seaman's Act will meet with great opposition.

The influence which secured this legislation is prob-

ably more powerful today than at the time the act

was passed. There is no doubt that it should be

repealed or materially changed, and that our entire

navigation laws should be reconsidered and liberal-

ized so as to more nearly conform with the naviga-

tion laws of successful maritime nations. Is this

the proper and best time to attempt such changes.''

Is it wise to invite further controversy with the

labor unions, if same can be avoided? Would it

not be better first to allow our Government to

satisfy itself by practical demonstration that these

laws should and must be altered? Would not the

following plan be a practical and better one to

recommend in the meantime?

Existing law gives the President authority to sell

in whole or part, to lease or charter the vessels

now owned, under construction, and to be built by

and for the Emergency Fleet Corporation. It is

obvious that the item of cost can receive little

consideration in employing these vessels for com-

mercial purposes, after the war is over. The cost

of these vessels is a war expense and will have to

be so charged. Now instead of selling this emer-

gency fleet in whole, or in part, I suggest that the
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Jnitcci States should continue to own it; that it

mould charter the same to responsible individuals,

irms and corporations, citizens of the United States,

10 be operated in trades approved by the Shipping^

|5oard, under United States Shipping Board's form

f "Bare Boat Charter", running three or five years,

,itii renewal options; annual hire to be based on

fteen per cent of a valuation fixed for chartering

'urposes at £14 jier deadweight ton carried. The

'laximum price for building an ordinary good cargo

'oat in England for some years before the war was

libout £9 per deadweight ton carried ; the present price

!or similar boats now being built for the British

liovernment is £16; it is not expected that the

irice will be less than £16 for some years to come,

''herefore, if the modern British cargo boat is

lalued at £16 per deadweight ton, and our Emer-

gency Fleet is valued for chartering purposes at

ill4 per deadweight ton, the American charterer

;h()uld be quite on an equality with the British

ihipowner, as the latter would have to earn at least

I fteen per cent for interest, depreciation and in-

iiirance on £16 per ton valuation, while the Ameri-

an charterer would be paying in hire fifteen per

Lilt on a £14 valuation, which margin would be

iiifficient to equalize the increased expense of oper-

Iting under the American flag. Of course, this

irgument is based on the value of new tonnage,

iiuch a plan would allow the Government five per

lent per annum for depreciation of vessels, six per

ent for insurance and four per cent for interest;

if course, the charter rate would decrease each year

'IS the value of the vessel was written down. If the

(se of Government form of "Time Charter" was
|ireferred, this form could be easily utilized on
Ijmewhat similar lines.

I

I believe the idea of Government ownership of

uhlic utilities will increase in favor as time passes.

or at least, it will increase in favor during the next

few years. Through the ability of the United States

to properly finance the railroads, rehabilitate and

operate them as one system, without legal restric-

tion, such good results and such enormous saving

should be effected, that the people of this nation

may prefer to at least experiment further in the

direction of Government ownership of public utili-

ties. The plan of the Government retaining posses-

sion of at least the bulk of its merchant fleet will

probably meet with popular approval, and the Gov-

ernment would be able to demonstrate for itself

the disadvantages of some of our existing laws,

and the necessity of such additional legislation as

may be needed from time to time to place our ocean

carriers on a competitive basis with the ocean car-

riers of other nations. The depreciation fund and

the profits earned from the insurance fund would

provide means for building further vessels as time

passed. The Government would be able to regu-

late the trades in which its vessels should be em-

ployed and would at all times be in possession of

a large fleet in case of a national emergency. This

plan could be adopted under the existing law with-

out any further legislation.

In order to stabilize rates and to control, as far

as possible, ruinous competition, I think our Gov-

ernment should approve and encourage the forma-

tion of steamship conference agreements, which

have proved of such tremendous importance in

building up British and other foreign merchant

marines. These agreements would, of course, be

made with Governmental approval and under Gov-

ernmental regulation and supervision.

American vessels should be allowed to use Chi-

nese, Japanese and Filipino sailors, firemen, and in

the steward's department, when in competition with

foreign vessels, using similar crews.

Ship and Dock Contracts for Ckarleston
By Sidney Rittenberg, Charleston Chamber of Commerce

rHE United States Shipping Board has

awarded to the Fuller Construction Com-
pany of New York a contract for building

-0,000,000 worth of steel vessels at Charleston
imc'diatcly. The contract calls for twelve vessels,
ich with a tonnage of 9500 tons, all of them to

^ steam freighters. The Fuller concern has already
ade its arrangements for promptly carrying for-
ard Its contract and will have the active support
the Government in its operations.
On the same day that this announcement was rc-
'ived, Charleston was even more greatly stirred

>^
news from Washington that the Naval Com-

ittee of the House of Representatives had put into
e new naval bill an appropriation of $4,000,000
r a dry dock of the first class at the Charleston
avy Yard, and an appropriation of $5,000,000 for

deepening the channel of Charleston harbor to 40

feet at low water from the Navy Yard to the sea.

The proposed dry dock will have a 40-foot sill and

will be capable of handling any vessel that can

go through the Panama Canal.

It is clear that the Government has definitely

decided to make of Charleston one of the great

ports of the world, and other even greater develop-

ments are in store for this port, and are to be

announced within the near future. Not only is

Charleston's situation of great strategic importance

in the present war, but it is the nation's logical

gateway to South America, and it is believed that

preparations for the future, as well as the exigencies

of the present conflict, have influenced the decision

to make great developments at this port.
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ON April 4th a deal was completed whereby

the Parr-McCormick Steamship Company
came into possession of the "Daisy Free-

man", owned by Bruce Fair, and the "Acme",
"Bandon", "Phoenix" and "South Coast", of the

Fyfe-Wilson Compan}- fleet. The deal was accom-

plished through the purchase of the controlling in-

terest in these vessels. They will be kept on this

Coast and still be engaged in the lumber-carrying

trade.

The auxiliary schooners "Atlas" and "Neptune"

have been sold by the Williams, Dimond Company.

The Pacific Commercial Company secured the

"Atlas", and Atkins, Kroll the "Neptune". The

boats will be continued in the copra trade, for which

they were originally built by Frank Stone.

George W. McNear purchased the barkentine

"S. G. Wilder" on April 4th, from C. P. Hale.

The Norwegian motorship "George Washington"

is making a round trip to the Islands for the Matson

Mr. Guy T. Slauchte

Navigation Company. This incident just about

completes the use of ex'cry type of craft on the

Hawaiian run since the Government made its first

inroad on the Matson fleet of steamers. This com-

pany has now handled schooners, barks, barkentines

and full-rigged ships, auxiliary motorships and full-

powered motorships, ocean passenger and freight

steamers, freighters and coasters.

Mr. Ira A. Campbell of San Francisco, has been

appointed Admiralty Counsel for the Shipping;

Board in place of Alfred G. Huger, who has been

commissioned in the army.

The King Coal Company has formally entered the

ship bunkering field on San Francisco Bay, the

first marine job of this concern being the Japanese

steamer "Yubari Maru". The Western Fuel Com-

pany, and later the Rolph Navigation & Coal Com-

pany have been handling the bulk of the local

bunkering, the former handling the Toyo Kisen

Kaisha work and the latter the Union Steamship

Company of New Zealand. The King Coal Com

pany is the agency for the United States Fuel Com-

pany, a subsidiary of the United States Smelting

& Refining Company, a large concern with exten

sive mining interests in Mexico and the Uniter

States. It is the intention of Mr. James B. Smithy

president of the King Coal Company, and former!},

vice-president and general manager of the Westerr

Fuel Company, to have some modern concrete coa

barges built and equipped with the most efficien

conveying machinery, thus giving San Francisci

harbor bunkering facilities second to none.

On April 13th, the Union Fish Company, thj

oldest codfishing company on the Pacific Coast, es

tablished 1874, sold its fleet of five vessels and all

other holdings to the Northern Fisheries Conipan

of Anacortes, Washington. The vessels changin,

hands are the schooners "Galilee", "Sequoia", "Beu

lab", "Louise" and "Golden Gate".

The well known exporting and importing hous

of Guy T. Slaughter & Company recently movei

into its handsome new quarters at 234 Pine Street

The specialty of this company is purchasing sup

plies and material for export to railways, shipyards

mills and mercantile houses of the Philippines an'

Japan. The firm not only acts as purchasing agcn

in this country for many great corporations aii'

houses of the Far East, but also quotes c. i. f. price

to the Orient. Mr. Guv Slaughter has carried
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IIII
Home of the Enterprise Gas Engine Works al South San Finn

rast amount of intimate knowledge, dealing with

iailroads, shipyard and general engineering supplies

ffito this business, as he was assistant general pur-

chasing agent for the Western Pacific Railroad for

J ight and one-half years. In addition to his Ameri-

can railroad experience, Mr. Slaughter spent eight

j-ears in the Philippines, familiarizing himself with

Jhe business methods in vogue throughout our insu-

lar possessions.

In the last issue of the "Pacific Marine Review"

,t was stated that the concrete ship "Faith" was to

i)e fitted with a built-over engine. This was an

rrror, as a new engine is being constructed for the

''cssel at the Alameda plant of the Bethlehem Ship-

luilding Corporation. This engine will be a verti-

al, inverted cylinder, triple expansion engine with

^:ylinders 24, 39 and 65 inches in diameter by 42

lynches stroke.

Mr. R. J. Ringwood has sold the steamer "Cen-

|;ralia" to the Stark-Mason Navigation Company.
Phe "Centralia" is one of the smaller steam schoon-

rs, 160 feet long and 36 feet beam. She was built

n 1902.

of the best equipped foundry and engine plants on the Coast.

The original Shipping Board Specifications re-

quired ventilator cowls to be made up from black

iron plates and then the entire cowl galvanized by
dipping after fabrication. A revision in the speci-

fications, however, now permits the use of plates

which have been galvanized at the rolling mills.

While this revision was made in the interest of

more speed production on the part of local manu-
facturers, it has been found that the galvanizing

rolled into mill-made plates by special processes

gave even a more durable plating surface. One
Pacific Coast firm which has taken up the manufac-

ture of ship ventilator cowls is the San Francisco

Metal Stamping Company, whose plant is located at

2269 Folsom Street. Mr. Theophile L,ahaye, the

proprietor of this establishment has adapted his

machinery to the making of the cowls, and instead of

the old method of cutting and bending by hand, the

plates are die-pressed into shape and then quickly

riveted together. A large number of plates are

pressed out to the same die and then the various

shapes, nine or more depending on the size and
shape of the cowl, are riveted up.

General offices of the Matson Navigation Company at San F
and well equipped. The private off' '

" "

... .,... .....,.„.,). The new offices of the
of the heads of departments are grouped
passenger office shown in the picture.

Matson Navigation Company
iround the general freight a



Recent Oakland Activities

AN unusual and interesting freight shipment

left Oakland on March 20th in the form of

se\ eral 150 horsepower Union Gas Engines,

which are to be used for tow boat drives in New
York harbor. That the heavy duty engines manu-

Launch of the "Murua" at the Stone shipyard. Oakland, with her
sponsor. Ethel Stone, and in the upper insert the "Mauno**.

a sister ship. These vessels are fitted with 110
h. p. open cross head Union Engines.

factured by the Union Gas Engine Company should

find such a ready TTiarket at New York is a splendid

achievement for the Western concern. That the

orders for these machines will be repeated and

enlarged, goes without saying, as the "Union" en-

gine has always made good wherever it has been

placed.

Perhaps the most interesting and surprising man-

agement change in shipbuilding circles during the

past month was the appointment of Mr. George A.

Armes as president of the Moore Shipbuilding Com-
pany. Mr. Armes had been chief engineer for the

Union Iron Works up to several months ago, when
he joined forces with the Emergency Fleet Cor-

poration's local offices, as assistant to Captain Pills-

Iniry. It was generally accepted at the time that

Mr. Armes was only "loaned" to the Shipping Board!

and that the local plant of the Bethlehem Ship-

building Corporation was figuring on his return.

However, the Moores and Mr. Armes have been

close friends for years, and this fact, coupled with

the desire of Mr. Andrew Moore to be relieved from

some of his duties and the large extensions ntiw

being made to the shipbuilding plant may well ac-

count for the change in the presidency.

The steamer "Joan of Arc", which was launched

by the Rolph Shipbuilding Company from their

yards near Eureka, California, will have her machin-

ery installed at Oakland. The "Joan of Arc" is 25.^

feet long, 45 feet beam and 19 feet depth of hold.

The new power cannery tender "Leader", built bv

Frank Stone for the Frank B. Peterson Company,

has had a highly successful trial trip and reported

for duty to Bristol Bay, Alaska. The "Leader" i^

70 feet long by 15 feet beam and is equipped with

a 100-horsepower open cross-head Union gas engine.

On April 15th the Alameda high school opened an

extension class for riveters and shipfitters at the

Alameda branch of the Bethlehem Shipbuilding Cor-

poration. The class, which is in charge of J. E.

Carpenter, opened with an attendance of o^ cr IOC

men.

Mr. A. J. Frey has been appointed assistant dis-

trict officer for steel shipbuilding at the local office?

of the Emergency Fleet Corporation of the United

States Shipping Board. Mr. Frey will be Captain

Pillsbury's assistant, as he is taking the place va-

cated by Mr. George A. Armes, when he accepted

the presidency of the Moore Shipbuilding Com
pany. Mr. Frey was assistant general manager

of the Pacific Mail Steamship Company under Vice

President and General Manager R. P. Schwerin for

nianv vears.

Captain I. N. Hibberd, recently appointed' agent

of the recruiting service of the Shipping Board and

of the training ship "Iris", has preparations for th'

first cruise of that vessel well under way. Captain

John Leale, agent for the sea service bureau, ha^

found many American youths anxious to take u]

training on the "Iris". Theodore Jacobs, former!)

city passenger agent for the Great Northern Rail

road, has been appointed Leak's assistant, an<!

Henry .A^vila has been appointed assistant to Cap

tain Hibberd. Captain Ryland Drennan will com

mand the "Iris", and Frank Littlefield will be hei

chief engineer. The greatest care is being exercised

in choosing the officers and instructors for thi

training ship, as it is felt that a great deal depend?,

on getting the right sort of start.
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STARTING with a preliminary survey March

21st, the new Southwestern Shipbuilding

Company is making remarkable progress.

In three weeks time the grading of the site is

I well along toward completion, piling driven for the

imain office at the head of the old Pacific Wharf

islip and the office building completed; a large por-

htion of the service and fitting-out wharf completed,

and a warehouse erected thereon; the railroad line

extended to serve the entire yard, wagon road ex-

1 tended from its former terminus at the Fish Har-

I bor Wharf to serve the new yard ; foundations

'down for plate, machine and other shops, and much
lother work done. At the present rate of progress

i'they will be ready to lay down ships within ninety

days from the first survey.

1' The Southwestern Shipbuilding Company is the

realization of the dream of E. G. Ekstrom, man-

lager of the Shipbuilding department of the Schaw-
! Batcher Company in South San Francisco, who
attempted to get a yard under way in this location

i
more than two years ago, but was prevented by

I the property then being in litigation and the pend-

j

ing war conditions. His plan at that time was

I

to build on private contracts here, believing that

'conditions were ideal for ship construction, and

I'that the Pacific Wharf location was the best here.

ii Mr. Ekstrom became manager for the Schaw-
iBatcher Company, and when this company was
awarded contracts for twenty more ships in addi-

tion to their original order for eight, he arranged

ifor the starting of another subsidiary company here,

to build ten of the twenty-eight at this port. The
new company is also controlled by the Western
Pipe & Steel, the minority interest being held by
the Hellman banking interests, who are trustees

ifor the bondholders for the property upon which

J

the yard is located.

j
E. H. Hollywood, a well known ship construction

.man from Seattle, will be construction manager for

.the new company, the policy being directed from
(the San Francisco ofifice.

I

The new plant is being erected on a site approxi-

mately 2000 by 1200 feet, on the south side of the

Pacific Wharf and storage slip, just inside Reser-

1

vation Point (Deadman's Island) at the entrance to

the inner harbor, and facing on the deep water of

the slip. It is practically surrounded by water,

having the slip on the north, the main channel on

the west, Fish Harbor on the east, and the outer

harbor on the south, with a bottle-neck entrance

past the head of the slip, wide enough for rail and

road service.

A paved road down the length of Terminal Island

to serve the new shipyard is projected, the Salt

Lake will provide a direct local service for the men
who live out of town, and preparations are being

made to provide improved ferry service for those

who will live in San Pedro, directly across the

channel.

The new yard expects to employ upwards of

3000 men within four months.

The plan calls for four building berths facing

the slip at an angle, near the main channel end of

the site, with the plate shops, storage yards, etc.,

so disposed as to care for an increased number of

berths. Still greater expansion will be possible on

the north side of the slip, where large acreage facing

the main channel is available.

The "Yehama", the first wooden ship built at

this port for the Emergency Fleet Corporation, was
launched from the Fulton yard at the head of

Mormon Island slip, April 10th.

The launching was attended by P. L. Tomlinson,

district supervisor of wood construction, and other

Government officials, and by a representative crowd
from the San Pedro Chamber of Commerce.
The ship was christened by little Katherine

Seaver, five-year-old daughter of E. H. Seaver,

president of the Fulton Shipbuilding Company.
The "Yehama" is a Hough type, 286 by 46 by 27

feet, with a 3500-ton deadweight. She was taken

immediately alongside Pier A, Shed two, where the

National Engineering Corporation began the in-

stallation of her machinery the next day.

The Fulton yard has three more Hough type

ships under construction, and has contracts for two
Ferris type, one of which was immediately laid

down after the launching of the "Yehama".

POSSIBLE NEW SHIPYARD
It was learned this week that the National En-

gineering Corporation is another potential shipyard
for steel construction. President Ley is said to

be in Washington seeking a number of contracts for

the construction of 135-foot steel steam tugs for
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the Government. It is reported that 300 of them

will be built as soon as possible. If this eompaii}'

secures contracts they will put down ways facing

the Turning Basin, between the dra\vbridj;e and

the Pacific Steamship wharf.

This company has grown out of the old Alarine

Mechanical Works, and in a few short months, has

passed from a small waterfront repair shop to an

institution that calmly takes on the job of install-

ing the machinery, boilers, etc., in new ships, over-

hauls the mechanical equipment of big tankers, and

now wants to tackle the building game.

They are at present installing the engines and

boilers in the "Yehama", just launched from the

Fulton yard, have contracts for installation in four

more ships, three for the Government and one pri-

vate. They have just overhauled the "Lansing"

and the "Washtenaw", and will take on the "Oleum"
in a few davs.

LOS ANGELES SHIPBUILDING AND
DRYDOCK COMPANY

At midnight, Ajiril 13th the Los Angeles Ship-

building and Drydock Company launched their

Number Four, christened the "Wassiac", the fourth

steel ship they have launched for the Emergency
Fleet Corporation since the founding of the yard,

late last summer. Another keel was immediately

laid, making six under construction and four in

the water. Number One, the "Accomac", which

has been fitting out alongside the service wharf,

is now ready for her trial.

They launched vessels in December. January.

March and April, and now that they have gotten

into their stride, e.xpect to turn out a comjileted

vessel every thirty days with their present ways.

All vessels built by this company are the stand-

ard SSOO-ton type.

NEW DRYDOCK
President Baker and Manager Napthaly of the

Los Angeles Shipbuilding and Drydock Company
were informed this week that Manager Piez of

the Shipping Board had approved their application

to build a drydock in connection with the shipyard.

Dredging and filling for the location of the dock

and for additional ways has been going on for

some weeks, and construction will commence in

the near future. It will cost close to $1,500,000,

Avill be 540 feet long by 84 feet inside, and will be

located near the center of the yard.

The employees of the Los Angeles Shipbuilding

and Drydock Company subscribed $270,000 to the

Third Liberty Loan the first day of the dri\e.

Most of the Shipping Board vessels built on the

upper Coast stop here for fuel, but they come un-

announced and go away to unknown destinations.

The taking over of three ships of the Toyo Kisen

Kaisha will apparently have little effect on the

service to this port, as only one of those taken o\er

-was on the schedule calling here.

MUNICIPAL POWER
Municipal power lines are being installed all over

the harbor district and private power lines are iin

longer to be allowed to expand over city tidelands.

The L. A. Shipyard has been served with citv

power since its inception, and lines arc being in-

stalled to serve the Southwestern.

POINT VINCENTS LIGHT

The light on the Point Vincente light and fo^

signal station goes merrily on, with much calling

of names and other unpleasantries. There is no

question of the urgent necessity of the station, as

Point A'incente is undoubtedly one of the bad
points on the south coast, with dangerous rocks

and deep water close inshore at a bearing point.

The Palos Verde Syndicate asked not only a

stiff price for the land for the station, but $600,000

damages for the damage that would presumably
be done by the establishment of a fog siren in the

middle of a proposed colony of millionaires' homes.

Mayor Woodman of Los Angeles has taken up

the matter of getting the affair adjusted. Peti-

tions asking for the station have been sent in.

signed by shipmasters, owners and organizations

of all kinds.

Midnight, March 31st, the Port of Los Angeles
became absolutely dry, not even a wholesale house

or cafe being left to dispense the cheerwater. v'^o

far the best effect noticed is that the crews of ships

show up with considerable more regularitv.

The "Alexander Agassiz", reputed pirate and in-

cipient German raider, was brought into San Dicsjo

after being captured on the high seas with several

German sailors aboard and with considerable arms
and other equipment. Federal officials are hold-

ing a prize court on the boat, and the crew is await-

ing trial on the charge of piracy. It is thought that

their plan was to secure one of the German shi,)s

interned at Santa Rosalia and turn her into a com-

merce raider.

NEW FERRY FOR MARE ISLAND
The I,ake Washington ferry "Issequah" has

been purchased for ser\-iee between A'allejo an<l

Mare Island, and will be brought down the Coast

from the Sound right awav. The "Issequah" has

engines of 500 horsepower, and is certificated for

600 passengers, and also has a capacity for thirty-

live automobiles.

The United Lantl Company, a subsidiary of the

Union Lumber Company, has agreed to a dismissal

of the litigation over five blocks of land in the India

Ba.sin district. The India Basin improvement has

been hanging fire for years on account of litigation

over a great portion of the sixty-two blocks of sub-

merged or tidal lands involved. The settlement

with the United Land Company brings the ultimate

improvement of the basin much closer to hand.



In and about Xacoma

IN
the presence of hundreds of Taeunia liusincss

men and shipping' men from different Coast

ports, the steamship "Tacoma", the first steel

I

vessel to be constructed here and the initial ship

[to be placed into the water from the plant of the

'i'odd Drydock tK: Construction Corporation, was

liaunched at 5:30 o'clock in the afternoon of March

jlZSth. There was not a Haw in this launch, and

Iwhen the vessel started down the v\ays, it caused

!i fcelin.y; of mutual admiration for the builders who
jhad constructed this plant and ship within almost

ji year. 'J'o witness this launch, President William

IH. Todd came out from Brooklyn, and with the

-lending of the first ship into the water he announced

':hat contracts had been secured for ten more of

I similar type which would be constructed here.

The new vessel was christened by Miss Dorothy

Alexander, native daughter and daughter of Presi-

. lent and Mrs. H. F. Alexander, of the Pacific Steam-

'ihip Company. President Alexander is one of the

I iirectors of the Todd interests on the Coast. As
uponsor for the new ship, named by Mrs. Wood-
"ow Wilson, Miss Alexander was most charming
uiil did the honors with grace.

^I'he "Tacoma" is one of the single screw double

iHeck type of 7800-ton steamers called for by the

liCunard Line prior to the United States going into

the war. ,She measures 396 feet o. a. by 380 feet

between perpendiculars, and 53 feet beam and 29.3

I lepth. The propelling power is a single screw,

I riple expansion engine with cylinder dimensions

I'M by 40 by 70 and 48-inch stroke. Steam will

pe supplied by three single Scotch boilers. The
K'essel is of the double bottom type and has six

ivater-tight bulkheads.

Among those at the launch were William H.

irodd, William S. Doren and James Esplcn, of Mew
fork; W. P. Collings, Lloyd's surveyor for this

ilistrict; General Manager and Mrs. C. W. Wiley,

'f the Todd interests in the Northwest; Mr. and

Mrs. H. W. Kent, of Seattle; Mr. and Mrs. J. S.

Tines, "Pacific Marine Review" ; Mr. and Mrs. Wil-

iam Jones, Mr. and :\Irs. S. A. Perkins, Mr. and
Mrs.

J. H. Fox, General J. M. Ashton and Mrs.

N-shton, Mr. and Mrs. C. S. Holmes, T. E. Mc-

;
Mullen, Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Eves and C. W. Nickum.

:
Making the second vessel to be launched for

I'

he Government within a month, the steamer "Wah-
kiakum", built at the plant of the Seaborn Ship-

Hiilding Company, Tacoma, was successfully sent

•verboard March 12th. Mrs. W. A. Magee, wife
if Captain Magee, chief inspector for this division

n wooden shipbuilding stood sponsor for the vessel

nd did the honor in a most satisfactory manner to

he critical mariner.

The "Wahkiakum", like her sister vessel, "Qui-

nault", launched February 9th, is one of the Ferris

designed standard steamers, and it is believed the

second of this design put out on the Coast, the

"Ouinault" being the first of her type in the United

States. These vessels are 28L6 feet in length by
46.0 feet beam and moulded depth of 26 feet. As
soon as the vessel was ofif the ways she was shifted

to the builders docks, where the machinery will be

installed and finishing work put on the vessel. The
"Ouinault" is now being completed here.

The former passenger steamer "Magnolia" re-

cently purchased by George Marvin and associates,

is being fitted up in first class shape and will be

put in commission within a short time. The owners
have not yet fully decided on what they will do
with the boat.

W'ithin a few days the "Yakima", first boat to

be constructed by the Wright Shipbuilding Com-
pany, will be launched at their yards here, and
marks one of three that are well along toward com-
pletion. On account of difficulty in securing caulkers

to follow up on the work this vessel has been held

back considerably. The Wright yards now have
nearly 500 men employed.

Robert McCullough, secretary of the Tacoma
Tug & Barge Company, is beginning to come
around the office again, but is still under a doctor's

care, as the result of an automobile accident he
had two months ago. It was only the merest
chance on this occasion that Mr. McCullough was
not killed.

The Grace steamer "Santa Alicia" and barge "W.
J. Pirrie" were both in Todd drydock here the

latter part of the month, upon the completion of

this trip up from West Coast ports. The "Pirrie"

loaded a full cargo of lumber here for the South.

The "President" and "Governor" of the Pacific

Steamship Company, made a welcome sight to the

local shipping men when they returned here after

being on the San Francisco-Honolulu run. Captain
Thomas was shaking hands with old friends about
the docks here.

The departure of Captain Arthur Sewell and
Captain C. W. Ames in Government ships from
Tacoma, bound out under orders, takes two well

knoM-n Sound shipping men away. Captain Sewell

was in Tacoma for several days before his ship

sailed. Captain Ames' vessel went to the Columbia
River. Captain Ames has the "Elihu Thomson"
out of here for the Pacific Cold Storage Company
for a number of seasons.

Fred Doelker, Pacific Coast representative of

W. R. Grace & Company was in Tacoma recently

and visited among the different local shipping men.
W'hile here he was taken about the city by S. A.
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Hortan, manager of the Commercial Dock Com-

pany and local representative of the firm.

The American steamer "Chattahoochee", which

has been reported as sent to the bottom somewhere

in the Atlantic was in command of Captain Robert

Lawe, and loaded a large part of her flour cargo

here. The vessel sailed from Tacoma, December

17. It is believed that the vessel met with disaster

somewhere on the homeward bound voyage.

Plans are announced by Henry H. Rhoades,

president of the Tacoma Shipbuilding Company,

for the construction of shops and a finishing depart-

ment for the Government vessels and others now
in building at the yards of this company here. It

is stated that the Tacoma Shipbuilding Company
now has contracts to complete ten of the vessels

under way at present.

After spending several weeks in the East investi-

gating the possibilities of the concrete ship, Charles

B. Hurley, of the Hurley, Mason Company, con-

tractors of Tacoma, has returned and declared the

proposition feasible and that his firm will build

concrete ships. No definite site has as j^et been

chosen.

Through the purchase of the cold storage depart-

ment of the Pacific Cold Storage by the Northern

Sea Products Company, of Seattle, it is believed

that Tacoma will become the center of a large

amount of the business of this company. The

Northern Sea Products Company has several

whaling stations in Alaska, and operate vessels in

connection with this work. The firm recently pur-

chased the "Elihu Thomson" from the Pacific Cold

Storage Company to operate in connection with

their other vessels.

The old barge "Dashing Wave", one time full

rigged ship and the property of the Tacoma Mill

Company of Tacoma, was lifted at the Todd dry-

dock recently and given an overhauling preparatory

to work in Alaska this season. The "Dashing

Wave" is a product of 1853, and put out at the

Portsmouth yards of New Hampshire. An exam-

ination in dock showed the hull of the vessel to

be in good condition. Some of the keel was re-

placed. This was broken up last season when the

barge struck a rock in the north. .The "Dashing

Wave" has a record of seventy-two hours from

Cape Flattery to San Francisco when under sail

years ago. She is now owned by the Libby, McNeill

& Libby interests of Seattle.

After holding to her moorings in the harbor here

for over a month the Norwegian steamer "Storvi-

ken" was fixed the latter part of the month, to load

for somewhere, according to Captain Augenson

of the vessel. The delay of the "Storviken" caused

much speculation to local shipping men. It is

stated that the "Storviken" had been securing a rate

of $105,000 per month, and this rate would have

been continued, but charter parties desired to send

the vessel to the Atlantic. This was not desired

by the owners, it is claimed, with the result that

the vessel was held up and the Government refused

her bunkers.

Property covering a distance of 1500 feet along

the middle waterway at Tacoma and 250 feet deep

has been taken by Phillip Morrison of the Seaborn

Shipbuilding Company, who will have this for

fitting out yards for the Seaborn built boats and !

others of the Emergency Fleet from other yards not

so equipped for this work. The buildings are now

being erected here to house machines.

After being in the East for nearly two months,
,

President H. F. Alexander of the Pacific Steam-

ship Company, and his secretary, James S. Wal-

lace, returned home March 26th. President Alex-

ander expressed himself as highly satisfied with

The "Mahaska", the third Ferris type of wooden

business conditions as he found them on his present

trip.

ship for the Emergency Fleet Corporation, was

launched here from Babare Brothers shipyards at

7 o'clock the evening of March 31st. The vessel

slipped from the ways a few minutes ahead of

schedule, but this did not prevent a most success-

ful launch. The "Mahaska", when she went over-

board, was probably farther along than any of the

boats so far put out here. The second vessel to

be built at this yard is now well up in frames.

The "Mahaska" was laid down at the Babare yards

last fall. She measures 281 feet by 46 feet and

moulded depth over planking of 26 feet. Among:

the outside shipping men present at the launch

was William Pigott, district superintendent of the

Shipping Board; L. E. Geary, N. A.; A. R. Hunt,

chief of machinery; A. F. Wooley, resident engi-

neer; H. M. Shearer, plant inspector, and Captain

A. S. Ross, representing American Bureau of Shipping.

According to local shipping men the new motor

ship "General Pershing", turned out at the Ward

yards, Olympia, and which was hauled out at the

Todd drydock the latter part of March, will go in

the trade from San Francisco to Honolulu under

time charter to the Government.

The Mexican steamer "Korrigan III", it is be-

lieved will enter the ore trade between Tacoma and

Santa Rosalia in connection with the Mexican

steamer "Provedencia", which has been carrying

ore here. The "Korrigan" is a small carrier, and

brought North some 700 tons of freight. It was

expected that upon leaving here the vessel would

load lumber at Port Gamble for San Francisco. This

would make one of the first foreign vessels to enter

the casting trade out of here.

Plans are under way by the Foss Launch Com-

pany to hold a big marine picnic or open house

here on a date in August. All the tug boat owners

and crews from about the Sound will be asked to

take part in the festivities. The program of enter-

tainment will be made up of everything that the

Foss Company or friends can conceive.
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WHAT public S(.T\icc means in its fullest

application when honesth' administered

is proven through harbor activities of

(two important bodies, the Port of Portland Com-

mission and the Commission of Public Docks, while

'with them in numerous matters are allied the

.Chamber of Commerce and Portland Traffic and

Transportation Bureau.

'I The four organizations are prepared to undcr-

*take any betterment within the limit of their funds

'land jurisdiction, from channel work and tug ser-

vice at the entrance to the Columbia River, to the

'^erection and maintenance of some of the best docks

!iin the Union, as well as the 1,000,000-bushel grain

'elevator under construction, the assistance of ship-

' building and other waterfront industries, and finally,

in the movement of freight.

The Port of Portland Commission was ushered

'•in about 1891, under legislative authority, and while

'a municipal body, its taxation district does not

'conform to that of the City of Portland in all par-

' ticulars. Funds derived through taxation, the dry-

' dock and its towage service, are utilized in channel

I improvements between Portland and the mouth of

the Willamette River, twelve miles, with occasional

! assistance lent the Government in the way of

'dredging in the Columbia River, when the Federal

dredges require such aid.

1 The drydock, at St. Johns, is operated as a public

convenience, a fixed tariff being in force, and one

'ithat does not work any advantage over the private

'drydock owners. A tug service is maintained at

I

the mouth of the Columbia River for handling ships

I
to and from Astoria, and it has been the policy

' to operate another service on the river between
* Portland and Astoria, but the sale of its largest

'sternwheeler for that purpose more than a year ago

I has resulted in the towing being attended to by
'outside steamers. However, the Port of Portland
' is proceeding in the construction of the most power-

,

ful sternwheeler on the river, to be maintained e.x-

', clusively for towing purposes, and has already pur-

I

chased all machinery for the vessel.

Recently the Port interested inself in a traffic

I

survey of the entire river zone, extending from Port-

I

land inland to the head of navigation on the Upper
Columbia and v'^nake Rivers. Adequate steamboat
service is available between Portland and Astoria,

so the Lower Columbia is covered, and there is a

service between Portland and The Dalles, but the

desire of the port body is to see fostered a reliable

and sufficient fleet running to the points of the

Columbia and Snake River basins that should

benefit from water route patronage.

The personnel of the Port of Portland Com-
mission includes R. D. Inman, of the Inman-Poul-

sen Lumber Company ; Drake C. O'Reilly, of the

Regulator Line and Diamond O Line; Captain

James W. Shaver of the Shaver Transportation

Company ; Captain A. L. Pease, pilot of the San

Francisco it Portland Steamship Company ; Cap-

tain W. H. Patterson, pilot for the Associated Oil

Company, and Captain E. W. Spencer, former

steamboat owner and operator. All serve without

pay and directly under them in the administration

of the ports' affairs is John P. Dojde, general super-

intendent.

The Commission of Public Docks inaugurated its

work on the waterfront in April, 1913, with the

construction of the Stark Street Municipal boatland-

ing, a public landing place for small vessels and

pleasure craft, the onlj' one of the type on the

Pacific Coast. Rest rooms were provided, together

with an office for the harbormaster, but two years

ago a second story was added and today the head-

quarters of the Commission are maintained there.

Since it purchased property and erected the Fif-

teenth-street municipal terminal. East Washington-

street municipal terminal and warehouses at the

first named site, while, with an extension of the city

limits, the Pittsburg-street terminal was acquired,

and there improvements are under way to increase

its storage and open dock capacity, while the largest

undertaking yet put forth is the St. Johns munici-

pal terminal, where a 1200-foot pier is under way,

and a start is about to be made in the first municipal

grain elevator, which will have a capacity slightly

in excess of 1,000,000 bushels. The land acquired

there will permit of numerous additions in the way
of plant and industries. The Dinwiddle Construc-

tion Company has been awarded the elevator con-

tract, on a bid of $698,900, the plant to be finished

in 225 days.

The Commission is composed of C. H. Moores,

John H. Burgard, Ben Selling, A. H. Averill and
F. C. Knapp. G. B. Hegardt is chief engineer, and

F. I. Randall, ofifice manager.
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The Chamber of Commerce, though a commercial

institution, is always ready to aid harbor and water-

ways matters and, besides having an enthusiastic

membership among shippers and navigators, Presi-

dent H. L,. Corbett and Executive Secretary W. D.

B. Dodson are foremost workers for maritime bet-

terments and development.

Facilities at Portland for undertaking extensive

ship repairs, include two drydocks, one maintained

by the Port of Portland Commission at St. Johns,

which can lift a vessel 500 feet long and up to 10,000

tons, and the other, operated by the Oregon Dry-

dock Company, has a deadweight capacity of at

least 3500 tons.

The Port of Portland drydock was first operated

in May, 1904. It is a sectional dock, having five

pontoons, each 80 feet long, while at each end of

the dock are extensions, 20 feet long, so with the

spaces the total actual length is 469 feet. The

capacity of each pontoon is placed at 2000 tons.

The Oregon drydock was recently shifted from

the foot of Hull Street, alongside the plant of the

Willamette Iron & Steel Works, to a more desir-

able site on the East Side. It is located just below

the Broadway bridge in deep water, and, being par-

allel with the stream, instead of lying toward the

bank as a slip, the way it was previously, it is

decidedly more attractive for handling deepwater-

men. The dock has a length of 340 feet with a

width of 60 feet and its operation has been most

successful.

One striking illustration of the lifting capacity

of the Oregon drydock was afforded in 1916, when
the stern of the big turbiner "Northern Pacific" was

raised to permit her rudder being removed and re-

placed after being rebuilt, a task performed easily,

and the entire job was completed in good time..

Especially since the revival of ship construction

in the Willamette River district, there is no port

better equipped to take care of repairs on ocean

carriers than Portland. Even before new vessels

were in such demand the port was in the fore of

those able to take on such work, as was shown

when the Grace steamer, "Santa Catalina", was

fully repaired by the Willamette Iron & Steel

Works in 1914, having been seriously damaged by

fire when on her way up the river with a New
York cargo.

From cleaning and painting a hull, drawing shafts

and overhauling stern bearings, up to replacing steel

plates or any structural parts, the drydocks and

co-operative shops are capable of meeting the de-

mands. The docks are only one feature of the

advantages that culminated in putting the "port" in

Portland.

One of the most important transactions of the

past month was the sale April 9th of the widely

known excursion steamer "Bailey Gatzert", a stern

wheeler that has popularized the Middle Columbia

River trip, by Drake O'Reilly, president of the Regu-

lator Line, to Joshua Green, head of the Puget

Sound Navigation Company. She was taken to

Puget Sound to be operated between Seattle and

Bremerton. The "Gatzert" was built at Ballard,

Wash., in 1890, and was sent to the Columbia River

two years later.

Two wooden shipyards to announce increases in

their forces in April were the Peninsula Shipbuild-

ing Company of Portland, which is working a

double shift and added 250 men, and the George F.

Kodgers Shipbuilding Company of Astoria, where

100 men were enlisted, and as many more will be

employed in a few weeks. The Peninsula yard has

eight wooden steamers of the exclusive Penin-

sula type to deliver to the Emergency Fleet Cor-

poration, and the Rodgers' organization has four

hulls of standard vessels to complete.

As the American bark "Berlin" has boasted the

name since 1882, when she was built at Phipps-

burgh, Me., the Alaska-Portland Packers' Associa-

tion have found it impossible to change the name,

unless through a special act of Congress, so she

sailed about the middle of the month on her annual

cruise to Nushagak, Alaska, where canneries of the
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•orporation arc situated. Because of the war with

jermanv, it was thought licst to substitute a new

lamc, but the law prevents.

j
Because of the patriotic response of Northwest

lumbermen to the call for delivering ship timbers

Ito Eastern and Southern yards, so the wooden

Ussels contracted for by the Emergency Fleet Cor-

'3oration might be hurried to completion, the Gov-

't'nuncnt arranged for all disbursements to mills in

iMorthwest for material furnished under those orders

to be made through Portland.

Meyer Bloomfield, chief of the industrial depart-

Iment of the United States Shipping Board and per-

isonal representative of Chairman Hurley on a tour

'.of the West to report on general shipyard condi-

'tions, met with the superintendents and foremen of

ships and departments of the Columbia River Ship-

building Corporation, Northwest Steel Company,

Albina Engine & ]\Iachine Works and the Willa-

imette Iron & Steel Works, at a dinner arranged by

Captain J. F. Blain, district officer of the North-

west, and he complimented the workers on the

showing made to date. They in turn telegraphed

Chairman Hurley, praising his efforts to increase

ithe production of tonnage.

i'
Appointment of E. J. Griffith, publicity manager

fjof the Pacific Steamship Company, to the Shipping

Board's recruiting service, in assembling men for

i deck steward and engineroom departments for the

rnew fleet, was pleasing to Portlanders. Mr. Griffith

rwas stationed here as manager of the Associated

I

Press until he went to the Pacific Line, and has

I" many friends.

When Captain H. H. Rees left Portland with the

new 8800-ton freighter "Westbrook", he had aboard

the vessel thirtv-four native-born Americans out of

fifty in the crew, and he was satisfied that in patrio-

tism he had a 100 per cent crew.

Fir.st of the repair jobs on deepwatermen the

Coast Shipbuilding Company undertook was aboard

the schooner "Wm. H. JMarslon" last month. She

came in the latter part of March with a wheat

cargo from Melbourne, which was discharged at

Astoria, and on towing to Portland went to the

Coast yard for minor work, shifting from there to

Inman-Poulsen's to load lumber. Harry Pennell,

manager of the Coast yard, is managing owner of

the "Marston".

Adhering to the policy of having regular meetings

with all yard inspectors, Lloyd J. Wentworth, dis-

trict officer for Oregon in charge of wooden ship

construction, gathered the heads of departments and

outside men at his office April 13th for the second

"family" meeting since he was named to take the

Government's ship program here under his charge.

The business session in the afternoon was followed

bv a dinner in the evening. At the meetings "all

hands" exchange experiences and ideas, and it is

said the gatherings have proven highly productive

in speeding building.

Contracts have been awarded by the Northwest

Steel Company to the Hesse-Martin Iron Works
for steering engines or telemotors for steel ships

of the 8800-ton class. Up to the present the steer-

ing engines have been purchased in the East, so

the new order is a gain for home industry.

In the lumber fleet operating from the Columbia

River to California ports there reappeared last

month the steamer "Wahkeena" of the McCormick

flag, which made her first voyage since September.

Her long period of idleness was due first to damage

sustained at sea to her tophamper, then, while

Spar Company's plant, Portland, Oioson.
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under repairs at San Francisco, a serious fire broke

out.

One of the active marine plants at Marshfield is

the Coos Bay Shipbuilding Company, and another

is the yard of Kruse & Banks. The former had

contracts to build four Hough ships for the Govern-

ment, also two of the Ferris type, while the Kruse

& Banks force hold contracts for six Hough carriers.

The combined strength of the two as to working

force is 1200 men.

In river steamboat circles a change in berths dur-

ing the past month was the shifting of the Harkins

Line from Washington Street to the Alder Street

dock, where the steamers "Georgiana", "Lurline"

and "Undine" of the Portland-Astoria fleet, and the

"Jessie Harkins". operating to Camas, make their

headquarters.

At the Vancou\er wooden yard of the G. M.

Standifer Construction Company, a $30,000 fire was
experienced soon after April opened, the oakum
storage warehouse being destroyed and about four

cars of the material went up in smoke. It was
protected by insurance.

Another fire was that aboard the barkentine

"Chas. F. Crocker", at Westport, where she was
loading a cargo of laths. The cause of the blaze

was not ascertained. Fortunately, only a scorching

was sustained by the vessel that did not prevent

her dispatch on time for Australia.

Operation of the draft law has depleted steam-

boat forces on the river, and logboats are mainly

afl^ected, because some of the mates have been with-

in the draft ages, and it has been found no easy task

to replace them promptly.

Captain Jack Spcier, for several years harbor-

master of Portland, has made commendable pro-

gress with the dispatch of Government vessels from

Portland, which he is now responsible for as port

captain for the operating department of the United

States Shipping Board. He has been granted leave

by the municipal authorities, so as to handle the

Federal responsibilities.

"Portland" is the name of a new towboat the Port

of Portland has undertaken. She is to be 186 feet

long, has a beam of 40 feet and depth of hold of

8.5 feet. A boikr built by the Willamette Iron

& Steel Works will be installed, carrying 200

pounds of steam, and it is expected she will develop

1700 horsepower. Her engines were purchased

from the Western Pacific interests at San Francisco,

they having formerly been installed in the ferry-

boat "Telephone". "The Portland" is intended for

towing vessels on the ri\er and shifting ocean-

going steamers about the harbor.

PERSONAL MENTION
Henry B. Oatley of New York, chief engineer

of the Locomotive Superheater Company, was a

Portland visitor last month. Mr. Oatley has been
in the naval service, but obtained leave from train-

ingship duties on the East Coast, because his ser-

vices were imperative to the company for a time.

It is probable some of the steel tonnage being turned
out here will be fitted with the high degree type of

superheaters manufactured by this company.
As Captain E. C. Genereaux, general manager of

the Oregon Stevedoring Company, is looking after

French ships building by the Foundation Company,
being representative of the French Government, as

well as of the Bureau Veritas, he has been re-

lieved for the time of much of the stevedoring cor-

poration's responsibilities by D. J. Shanahan of

San Francisco. Mr. Shanahan is one of the best

known stevedores on the Coast, and was with the

American-Hawaiian fleet at San Francisco until the

Canal service was discontinued.

Richard Martin, steward on the steamer "Bear"
for a lengthy period, and who was aboard when she

went on the beach near Cape Mendocino, was fea-

tured in another marine mishap March 5th, when
the liner "Umatilla" went ashore in Japanese wa-
ters. He was a Portland visitor during the month,
being on leave from the Pacific Steamship Com-
pany's service for a short time.

Captain E. M. Trott, general superintendent of

the Bureau of Lighthouses, was at Portland for a

short time in April, on an annual inspection trip.

He expressed surprise at the strides made in the

shipbuilding industry along the Coast.

William S. Brown, national president of the Ma-
rine Engineers' Beneficial Association, attended the

Portland convention of the Pacific Coast District,

which adjourned April 10th. Mr. Brown makes his

headquarters at Buffalo, New York. He says that

the association is working with Government officials

in every way to help man the big war fleet, and

says in that connection there is no shortage of chief

engineers, but more subordinates could be im-

pressed. Delegates to the Coast convention from

Seattle were W. B. Jackling, Charles Follette and

D. W. Miller, and from San Francisco there were

Ernest Peeg, John S. Purdie and Vincent Carrol.

H. G. Wootten was the Honolulu delegate, with

Thomas Morris from Astoria and Barney Dionne

from Portland. Only general matters were taken

up.

Edward Patry, chief engineer of the Bureau Veri-

tas, the widely known French classification society,

was in Portland to witness the launching of the

French steam auxiliary schooner "Capitaine Guy-

nemer" April 9th. He is from Paris and was on a

tour of American plants handling French contracts.

The Foundation Company has forty of the wooden
fleet to build, twenty at the Portland yard and

the same number at the Tacoma plant.
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Captain Willis Snow, for years with the Colum-

j'ia River Pilots' Association, but who retired a

'w years ago, has consented to act as secretary of

lortland Harbor, No. 17, Masters', Mates' & Pilots'

issociation, which has headquarters in the Lumber

xchange Building.

Fred B. Pape, assistant district officer of the

'ivision of steel ship construction, who resigned

oni the general superintendency of the Port of

(irtland to accept the position, is rapidly gaining

iiastery over his new duties. He was succeeded in

be Port of Portland organization by John P. Doyle,

•ho has been in charge of the office for several

jears.

1 Captain William Dent is here from San Fran-

[isco, to assume command of the motorship "Mount

food", which the Supple-Ballin Shipbuilding Cor-

joration has completed for the New York firm of

jjaston, Williams & Wigmore.

MACHINERY INSTALLATIONS
Three contracts for the installation of machiner)'

1 new wooden hulls floated at Portland, had been

.warded up to the middle of April, when the Ore-

Ion District had eleven ships in the water of six-

jeen actually launched in the entire Northwest for

jhe Emergency Fleet Corporation.

i

One of the most important installation contracts,

;»ecause of the large plant to be erected so as to

i:xecute it, was the award to the Pacific Marine

jiron Works for machinery going into six ships, two
i'f them being Ferris type, building at the St. Helens

shipbuilding Company's yard, and four of them
lough ships, under construction at the Sommar-
Itrom Shipbuilding Company's property, Columbia
pity. The Pacific Marine Iron Works leased two
|)locks on the East Side waterfront, lying between

iiast Taylor and T'elmont Streets, where v^'ork is

jander way on six slips for the accommodation of

(he new fleet.

|i On the rear of the blocks, one of which was the

i)ld Supple yard, used for building and repairing

Hver vessels, will rise two large warehouses and
n the yard will be track connections for delivery

'f machinery from outside points, as well as tracks

;
or cranes leading to shops and between the slips.

iThe Pacific Marine Iron Works is backed by the

^upple-Ballin Shipbuilding Corporation, and has a

• nodern plant at the foot of East Main Street, where
priple expansion engines are under construction, as

fivell as Ballin watertube boilers. The equipment

I

s not alone intended for 4500-ton composite steam-
|"rs the Supple-Ballin organization is turning out
I for the Government, but for vessels building at the

I
two yards of the G. M. Standifer Construction Cor-

I poration.

:
The first Ballin boilers for the Standifer vessels

I

have been delivered at Vancouver, two of them,

I

they being for the first Ferris ship, which was
floated last month.

The Coast Shipbuilding Company, which has con-

tracts for eight Ferris ships and launched the first

during the month, was awarded contracts for in-

stalling machinery in four of them, and will look

after the machinery in the remaining four also. The
company has completed a fitting-out dock and has

an up-to-date machineshop organization planned to

care for the work.

Another machinery installation contract went to

the Astoria Marine Iron Works, that being for ten

vessels under way in the Astoria district. The con-

tractors are expanding their machine shops on the

big pier of the Astoria municipal terminal, where

there is abundant space in the slips for several ves-

sels at a time. There is 25,000 square feet of space

in a nearby warehouse under lease and, with new

additions now provided for, the plant will be one

of the best in the state.

The Grant Smith-Porter Ship Company is install-

ing machinery in the first vessel launched there, the

"Wasco", which went into the water February 17th,

and six others are in the water. A big fitting-out

dock is in course of construction, and not only will

twenty vessels under contract there be taken care

of as regards machinery, but eight building at the

Grays Harbor plant of the company will be towed

here to be engined.

NEW CONTRACTS

Awards of steel steamer contracts during April

by the Emergency Fleet Corporation drew eight

orders more to the Northwest Steel Company for

8800-ton vessels. Joseph R. Bowles, president of

the company, was called to Washington to confer

with the heads of the Emergency Fleet Corpora-

tion, which had accepted the company's ofifer for

its maximum output under present conditions, and

while there the contracts were executed. The com-

pany closed with the Government for eight of the

same type of vessels in the fall, and some of them are

on the ways.

The Columbia River Shipbuilding Corporation

was given eight contracts last fall also, and it is

expected the same number will be added to the

orders on the books, as Alfred Smith, president of

the corporation, is in Washington, and is prepared

to help the Government program to the limit of

the plant.

The Northwest Steel Company had put ten of

the 8800-ton carriers overboard since March 30,

1917, seven of them since November 4th, and

though no records have been striven for, it is appar-

ent a spurt could be made on hull work that would

give the company a place with the fastest builders

in the country. As with the first contracts handled,

only hulls are built, the installation of machinery

being awarded to the Willamette Iron & Steel

Works.



Greatest Contract Comes to tke Pacifi

NEWS that the Coen Company had been

successful in landing a contract for the oil

burning equipment for the one hundred and
twenty vessels to be built at the Hog Island yard

came as a distinct and pleasurable surprise to ma-
rine engineering and shipping circles in and about
San Francisco. Under this contract the Coen oil

burning apparatus will be used in connection with
some 570 Babcock & Wilcox boilers to be installed

in fifty 7S00-ton deadweight steel freighters and
seventy SOOO-ton deadweight steel troop ships. The
Coen convertible oil burning system is an exclusive

product of the Coen Company of San Francisco.

This contract is perhaps the largest single order

for oil burning equipment that has ever been placed

in this country and speaks volumes for the progres-

siveness and courage of the Coen Company, espe-

cially when it is considered that the work was
secured in the face of very keen competition from
all the manufacturers of this type of equipment in

the East.

The Coen Company has already been successful

in installing convertible oil burning systems in

many ships now in operation on the Pacific, and
also have orders for similar equipment for a large

number of the steamers building at Pacific Coast
yards at the present time. One interesting installa-

tion now being taken care of is that on the con-
crete ship "Faith", in whose future performance the

entire maritime world is deeply interested.

That this great contract should come to a Pacific

Coast maker of oil burning systems is not so sur-

prising, however, when we consider that it was on

this Coast that oil burning under marine boilers was
first carried out with a high degree of success. Since

this comparatively recent innovation, practically the

entire coasting fleet was rapidly converted from
coal to oil and several oil burning systems originat-

ing in the West sprang into prominence.

The "Coen" system has been built up from the

fruits of experience. The Coen Company recog-'

nized that while an efiicient and economical "bur-

ner" was essential to success that it was only by
linking up such a burner to equally efficient pumps,
oil heaters and furnace fronts that the system as a

whole could be brought to the highest state of

efficiency.

Where oil is atomized or difl:"used for burning in

the furnace by means of a steam jet or by com-
pressed air, it is necessary to figure quite an appre-

ciable loss of efficiency in the boiler, since steam
must be utilized for the burners either directly or

in running an air compressor. On the other hand,

the amount of steam required to put the oil under
sufficient pressure for mechanical atomization is

quite insignificant, especially so when it is consid-

ered that only for special cases does the pressure

required exceed 100 pounds. The first step in per-

fecting the Coen system was the designing of

burners for mechanical or "high pressure" burning

that possessed the necessary flexibility to take care

of the varying conditions found on shipboard, such

as the wide variation in the draft of cargo boats, etc.

In the latest "Coen" firing fronts for Scotch ma-

rine boilers a considerable heat saving has been

secured through a proper distribution of the in-take

V_i

Bftcd for Coal Fuel.

Coen comhinalion oil and coa! HrinB fronts, as they will be applied to the water-tube boilers to be fitted on the Gi
at the Hoe Island plant.
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ai In many oil burning installations, there is a

gilt radiation of heat from the firing fronts, and

b'loing away with this radiation to a great extent,

till Coen fronts have effected both a saving in

h<t and also lower fire room temperatures than

ccftld otherwise be obtained.

tv'hen the shipyards of the United States com-

niiced to book heavy orders from foreign owners

sci;ral years ago, a demand arose for furnaces

fill d for either coal or oil burning and so arranged

th the transition from one to the other could be

adjmplished at a minimum of time and expense.

T Coen Company took this matter up seriously

alit two years ago and have devised the simple

ar(ngement which is illustrated herewith as applied

tccotch boilers when using natural or forced draft.

Ir.naking the change from coal to oil, the regula-

ti(' coal fired fronts are not disturbed. The firing

dds are removed from their hinges or wired back,

th grate bars are removed and a removable steel

pie carrying the burner fits over the mouth of

thi furnace. The firing arch, shown in the sketches

hcrwith and marked "A", is constructed of cast

irij and made in four removable sections. Orig-

iitiy these arches were ribbed on the fire side to

re in a plastering of fire clay, but this was found
ui ecessary and discontinued. These firing arches

ai self-supporting and can be fitted in place in a

fe, minutes.

'he application of the combination "Coen" coal

ai oil fired front to water-tube marine boilers is

Sfivn in the accompanying cuts, which have been
t« n from drawings of the fronts as they will be
iij ailed on the shi])s being built at the great

H: Island yard.

AMONG THE WORKERS

MR. i:. J. (GRIFFITH, formerly head of the

publicity department of the Pacific Steam-

ship Company, and at one time manager
(if the .\ssociated Press office at Portland, Oregon,

has been appointed to the Northwest District Ship-

ping Board office, in special charge of securing men
for crews for Government vessels.

Captain G. B. Knight has been named a San

f^rancisco bar pilot to succeed the late Captain

George Scott. Captain Knight was formerly one

of the American-Hawaiian masters.

Mr. Alex Hynd, marine superintendent of"

the Gaston, Williams & Wigmore Steamship Cor-

poration of New York, was a visitor to San Fran-

cisco during the past month. Mr. Hynd was keenly

interested in the progress being made throughout

the country in developing the concrete ship.

Mr. R. D. Pinneo, formerly with the Pacific Coast

Steamship Company, has been named as the head

of the foreign freight department of the Pacific

Steamship Company.
Mr. J. S. Ford has been made the manager of the

vSeattle branch of the Norton, Lilly Company. He
was formerly San Francisco agent of the American
Steel Export Company.
The Estate of W. I. Babcock and Babcock & Pen-

ton, consulting naval architects and engineers, 120

Broadway, New York, and Penton Building, Cleve-

land, Ohio, have announced that their business is

discontinued from May 1st, and that communica-
tions in connection therewith should be addressed to

H. Penton, Penton Building, Cleveland, Ohio.

Mr. J. W. Hall, the last of the famous Hall

Brothers, a firm which will always remain famous in

the annals of wooden shipbuilding on the Pacific

Coast, has been named as general inspector of

wooden shipbuilding on the Pacific Coast, has been

named as general inspector of wooden shipbuilding

plants in the Washington district for the Emergency
Fleet Corporation. This is an appointment which
meets with the highest approval, as the vessels

turned out by the Hall Brothers yard, and there

were over one hundred of them, all reflected the

highest honor on their builders, both as to design

and workmanship.

The appointment of Charles M. Schwab as Direc-

tor General of the Emergency Fleet Corporation is

a mn\e which will result in general satisfaction.

Mr. Schwab will have charge of actual construction,

leaving the determination of types, the conduct of

the Corporation's business affairs, contract forms
and all other business matters up to Charles Piez

and Edward Hurley. One of the great problems in

the shipbuilding program of the United States is

keeping up a steady flow of material to the different

yards and seeing that this material arrives in its

proper sequence. In this connection the service of

Mr. Schwab should be of great benefit.
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EVAPORATED FOODS SAVE SPACE

Perhaps the greatest problem which the United

States has had to face, owing to her participation in

the great war, is that of transportation. To supply

a great army in France, over a stretch of 3000 miles

of water, is a stupendous t^sk. Not only are large

fleets of steamers necessary, but each steamer must

be utilized to its utmost capacity and must leave-

port on each trip with all she can carry of war ma-

terial, whether that material he munitions, clothing

or food.

This necessity of getting the fullest value out of

.our tonnage on the water and our freight cars on

land, has caused attention to be forcibly drawn

to certain articles of commerce, especially food

stuffs, in the carriage of which essential wastes ex-

ist. Perhaps no article of food is so surrounded

and depreciated by waste as the vegetable. Many

of our most common vegetables contain as high

as ninety per cent of water, they are shipped loosely

in crates, they are subject to rapid deterioration, and

while the deterioration can be obviated by canning,

the objectionable amount of shipping space is not

lessened and the weight is increased over that of the

natural product.

This problem of freight space wastage has caused

renewed interest in evaporated vegetables. This

process is the most simple of all food manipulations.

The water content of the vegetable is merely re-

moved by heat and when it is to be used the water

content is picked up again by soaking.

There are only a few vegetables which can be

safely shipped across sea in their natural state with-

out some degree of refrigeration. This difficulty

is readily overcome by use of the evaporated vege-

table. These products lend themselves with great

readiness to shipment by sea. Being light they

make excellent tween-deck cargo. The weight in

some cases being as low as four per cent of the

original green product. Unlike the ripe vegetable,

the evaporated article will keep indefinitely, and

is not subject to heavy wastes. Furthermore, sur-

plus vegetables which have hitherto been wasted on

account of the lack of an immediate market, can

be utilized and preserved for future use; waste

spaces now unutilized, owing to their distance from

large fresh vegetable consuming markets can be

planted and used as feeders for adjacent drying

establishments.

The savings in transportation and in the present

heavy wastage of vegetable products are too appar-

ent to need emphasis here, but it is apparent that

dried vegetable products will quickly attain a much

more extended use in the United States, and that

their light weight and adaptability will result in

an increased export trade, as well as a more gen-

eral use on shipboard as an item of food.

That the Government is fully alive to the possibili-

ties of evaporated vegetables as a war food, is evi-

denced by the placing of an order for $1,000,000

worth of these products to be shipped to the Ameri-

can Army. in France. The E. Clemens Horst Com-

pany of San Francisco has built up a large business

in this line, having their own vegetable farms and

operating their own drying plants.

LAUNCHING OF THE "POINT LOBOS"

Persons who have reached a state of mind that

prompts them to complain of being "tired of

launchings", indicating rather that they regard the

events as something to please the populace instead

of bearing, as they do, the terribly realistic signifi-

cance that every ship means another stride toward

the goal of liberty, could have found naught to re-

mind them of elaborately staged launchings when

the 3800-ton steamer "Point Lobos" took her

maiden dip April 11th.

The Albina Engine & Machine Works made the

customary arrangements as regards erection of a

substantial platform for the sponsor and her party,

also decorations were similar to other launchings on

both the platform and ship, but there were no

exercises besides the christening, nor was there a

band, it being strictly business-like in every par-

ticular. Mrs. Emery Olmstead, wife of the vice-

president of the Northwestern National Bank,

officiated as sponsor.

A. Reimann, manager in the United States for

.\. O. Andersen & Company, which corporation is

deeply interested in the Albina plant, received nu-

merous congratulations on the success of the launch-

ing. The gear for checking the ship was so ar-

ranged that she brought up in midstream, was

caught by the current and swung as though under

charge of a towboat. While in the East recently

William Cornfoot, president of the Albina Engine

& Machine Works, negotiated for two sets of

reciprocating engines, one of which is for the "Point

Bonita", launched March 27th, and the other for the

"Point Lobos", so both will be turned over to the

Shipping Board in a few weeks.

The Columbia River yard floated the hull of the

steamer "Westgrove" March 27th, in the record

time of sixty-one working days, and she was finished

in about eighty-two days, that being another rec-

ord. Up to the time the vessel was launched

sixty-four days was the best time on hull construc-

tion, and ninety-three days on a completed ship,

the records being held by the Skinner & Eddy force,

at Seattle. The company has floated six ships

since November 19th, when the "Westward Ho",

pioneer of its fleet left the ways. All boilers are

built at the plant, and much of the auxiliary ma-

chinery all being installed there.



Cost of Repairs

Till'", \cry heavy cost of repairs tn slii]is, is

still a matter (if sjrave concern to the under-

writers, but aparenlly the gravity of the

subject has not yet reached a point whert' the

underwriters have decided to take any action. Ke-

newals are being made all along the line al practi-

cally the same rates and valuations as in prexious

years, conditions remain unchanged, so far as the

"average" policy is concerned, and the ten per cent

or fifteen per cent "disbursement clause" is cither

being entirely eliminated from calculation, or

owners are being allowed latitude in other sub-

jects for insurance sufficient to offset the limita-

tions of the disbursement feature. Just why the

underwriters are satisfied to pay, albeit with ill

grace, the heavy bills which are presented for what

heretofore would be for minor repairs, and to take

it out in growling, is difficult to see, for certainly

they have the remedy in their hands, but possibly

a feeling of hope, in the illusions of which, Patrick

Henry has said, "It is natural to man to indulge,"

is the sustaining feature, or possibly it is that the pre-

mium income is so great that extraordinary calls

for particular average payments may be looked

upon with equanimity .

That the cost of everything connected with ship-

ping, whether in the way of new construction, of

repairs, or of equipment, is abnormally large, is too

well known to warrant comment. The demands of

labor, in the way of increased wages and of fewer

hours, in part, no doubt, justified by the con-

ditions, have, of course, added to the cost, but this

might in a way be considered as quite in order

and underwriters may feel justfied in bearing this

burden without any assistance from the shipowners,

but this could be borne with better grace, if effi-

ciency was maintained even to the old standard.

An example of the work now being done is given

by an eye-witness in one of the larger construction

and repair yards on the Coast, a witness who was

personally interested on the job under way. As the

whistle blew for one o'clock, a gang of riveters,

two men and a boy took their places leisurely

on the platform, and the boy started to find a rivet.

Having succeeded in this, he heated the rivet and

attempted to pass it to the holder-on, but unfor-

tunately the rivet fell to the ground, and it was

necessary to find and heat another rivet. This

being done and passed successfully, the boy pro-

ceeded to watch the process of fastening the rivet

until the work was about half done, when he pro-

ceeded to find another rivet. By this exercise of

great industry and application, this gang of two

men and a boy, who were being paid something

over $30.00 per day, succeeded, with the assistance

of a pneumatic riveter, in placing by actual count.

five ri\i.-ts in thirty minutes. In the eight liour.s

which this gang would work, and for which they

are getting nine hours pay, they would fasten eighty

1 i\ets. The foremen seem to be powerless, for if

a gang is discharged, it happens either that the suc-

ceeding gang is no better, or else a strike is started

which may spread throughout the works.

r.ut even this waste of time, and consequently

money . might be looked upon with some degree
of fortitude if, after the repairs are completed they

are found to be well and efficiently done, but there

is no certainty of that. Early in the present year,

a steamer was placed in dock for repairs, the larger

part of which consisted of renewing rivets in the

shell ])lates. Under ordinary circumstances, the

cost of these repairs would not have exceeded $40,-

000, but allowing for the abnormal conditions, an
estimate of fifty per cent over this amount was
made. When the repairs were completed, it was
found that the bills amounted to over fifty per cent

above the abnormal estimate. This in itself was
bad enough, but on the first trip of the steamer, the

newly fastened rivets leaked so badly that it was
necessary again to put the steamer in dock and do
over the work that had already been done. The
rivets as originally driven had been tested in the

usual way and, so far as could be ascertained, were
tight, but when the test of the sea way was applied,

they were found to be wanting.

Another example of the same kind, is that of a
new ship built for Government account. As soon
as she took the water it was found that she was
leaking so badly that it was necessary to hurry
her into dry dock to prevent her from sinking.

The management of the yards express themselves
as powerless. Time sheets are turned in showing
that a certain number of men worked a certain

number of hours, and that with the wage scale

justifies the charge for labor. The material sheets

show that certain material was used, and again the

price list is shown as justifying the charge. Fore-

men do what they can, but they point to the fact

that skilled labor in shipbuilding and repairing is

impossible to get in sufficient quantity to meet the

demand, and they must do the best they can with
what they can get.

As an example of this, a short time ago an ad-

vertisement was placed in Eastern papers for riv-

eters, and lured by the high wages oiTered, a num-
ber of men reported at a shipyard on the Coast and
reported themselves as ready for work. On being
shown the necessary tools for working, they ex-

pressed ignorance of their use, and on inquiry it

was found that the men had been employed as
riveters in the East, but their experience was con-

fined to riveting buttons on overalls.
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These incidents are not fairy stories, but facts.

But let us return to our muttons. The absolute

need for the successful prosecution of the war is

ships and more ships, but it is as essential that

damaged ships shall be repaired, as that new ships

shall be launched for every damaged ship that is

not repaired and again put into commission must

be replaced by new construction. If the repairs

are not made efficiently, or if the new ships are not

efficiently constructed, then there is that much time,

labor and expense absolutely lost, and any loss of

that nature in the present crisis is a crime. There

must be co-operation among all interests, and the

best way to enforce co-operation is to so arrange mat-

ters that each and all may suffer a monetary pen-

alty. So long as underwriters are content to hold

the sack and pay all of the bills the owners will

not take that interest they would if a portion of the

exhorbitant charges fell upon them directly. If

green hands must be employed at previously un-

heard of wages, let a foreman be placed with each

gang to see that the work is promptly and well

done, the men to be penalized in their pay for any

failure, and contractors also to sufifer a penalty for

delay or inefficiency. To successfully carry out such

a program, particularly in that it affects the workers

in the shipyards, would require the active partici-

pation of the United States Government and our

Uncle Sam is, at times, rather slow, but if under-

writers on hulls against all risks would insist on

higher valuations and more restrictions in connec-

tion with the amount of insurance that might be

carried : if underwriters of builders' risks were less

liberal in their policies of insurance, and if under-

writers on cargoes, particularly by new ships,

scrutinized more carefully the cause of the damage

to cargo and were less lenient in settling claims

for damage known to have been caused by faulty

construction, in other words, hasty and inefficient

riveting, there would be a mighty influence in favor

of regulation, one which the Government could not

ignore. The immediate effect would inure to the

benefit of the underwriters and they might be called

upon to swallow considerable abuse, but the ulti-

mate result would inure, under present conditions, to

the benefit of all mankind.

On the morning of the twelfth of April an attempt

was made to pump out the steamer "Admiral

Evans" sufficiently to enable her to be hauled

further on the beach, but it was found that there

were some holes in the saloon deck and the attempt

proved unsuccessful.

This steamer, while on a voyage from Seattle to

ports in Alaska, struck an uncharted rock off Hawk
Inlet, on March 9th, and was beached, but as it

was extreme low water at the time and she had

sunk rather deep at the time with the inflow of

water her position for salvage operations was not

very favorable. A contract for salvage was en-

tered into with the British Columbia Salvage Com-

pany on a "no cure, no pay" basis, the Salvage

Company to be paid $90,000 in event of success. At

this writing a small part of the cargo, only suf-

ficient for salvage operations, has been discharged"

and is being returned to Seattle. Prospects of float-

ing the steamer with her cargo are favorable.

MARINE MISHAPS

"HELENE", Schr.—From Honolulu February

26th, went ashore at Pt. Hudson on March 20th, and

was later assisted off b)' tugs. Cost of floating

about $3000, and of repairs about $4000. Vessel

insured locally.

"BERTHA DOLBEER", Schr.—From San Fran-

cisco November 3rd, for Lyttleton, has not been

heard from directly since sailing. Under date of

March 19th, advices were received from Napier,

N. Z., that a ship's boat, bearing that name, had

been found ashore near there. Wreckage thought

to belong to this schooner had previously been

found.

"GOVERNOR", Str.—From San Francisco, April

6th, for Puget Sound, was disabled by the breaking

of the I. P. cylinder and completed passage under

the starboard engine. Cost of repairs estimated at

$15,000.
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) BRITISH COLUMBIA, 264 COLMAN BUILDING. SEATTLE, WASHINGTON

Freight Report
By Page Brothers

I

San Francisco, April 24, 1918.

OUR last circular was dated March 19th,

and business has indeed been quiet since

then.

The owners of the schooner "Rose Mahony" have

decided to put her on the berth from San Francisco

to Auckland and Wellington, about May loading.

The owners of the "S. I. AUard" and schooner

"Zampa", have done the same thing, the first to

one port, New Zealand, and the second to the South

Sea Islands. The motor schooner "City of St.

Helens" will take cargo from San Francisco to

Manila at rates designated by the United States

Shipping Board.

No business has been done in Time Charters,

so far as we know.

Since our last, G. W. McNear, Inc., have bought

the barkentine "S. G. Wilder" at a reported price

of $75,000. The motor schooner "Anvil" is reported

to have changed hands again, but we do not know

the price. The gasoline boats "Atlas" and "Nep-

tune" have been sold to Williams, Dimond & Co.,

one to the Pacific Commercial Company, and one

to Atkins, Kroll & Co., for use in the Philippines

and the South Sea Islands. The published rate has

been given on the street as $35,000, which is no

doubt about the right price. The Northern Fisheries

Company have bought the schooners "Sequoia"

"Beulah", "Galilee", "Louise" and "Golden State"

from the Union Fish Company ; in fact, they have

bought the property of the Union Fish Company,

which included the above schooners. The prices

are not published. Stark, Mason & Co. have bought

the steam schooner "Centralia" for their Mexican

and Central American business, and the French

Government is credited with having bought the

McCormick motor schooners "City of St. Helens",

"City of Portland" and "S. I. Allard" at a price

reported somewhere about $450,000 to $500,000 each.

West Coast lumber freights continue to rule at

$45.00 per thousand feet, the last charter being the

"R. R. Hind" to a Peruvian port by Hind, Rolph

& Co.

George A. Moore & Co., have taken a new de-

parture in putting the large Norwegian motor ves-

sel "George Washington" on the berth from San

Francisco to Sydney and Melbourne.

No business in lumber has resulted either to the

Orient or to Africa of late, as the Shipping Board

prefers that our wooden schooners go to Australia

or West Coast of South America.

Latest advices from the steamer "Umatilla"

which sailed from Seattle, February 11th, for Singa-

pore, via Hongkong, and which went ashore on the

coast of Japan near Inuboyesaki, on March 5th,

are to the effect that the situation is critical, but

not hopeless. The cargo consisted largely of box

shocks with a quantity of wire, iron and tin plate,

most of which had been discharged and stored on

shore. It was reported that some of the bottom

butts were started, and several frames and rudder

were broken, but that the pumps were able to keep

the steamer free, indicating that the bottom was not

punctured. A contract was entered into with the

Tokyo Salvage Company on the "no cure, no pay"

basis, and with continued good weather the pros-

pects of floating were considered excellent.

The stranding of the steamer is attributed to an

unusual current that set her off her course and to

peculiar atmospheric conditions making, with an

apparently clear horizon, visibility of less than a

mile.
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SUPPLE-BALLIN
SHIP BUILDING CORPORATION

PORTLAND. OREGON.

BUILDERS of BALLIN COMPOSITE SYSTEM
WOODEN SUIPS

DIAGONAL PLANK.INO STEEL TOPSIDES .
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ON April Uth the Superintendents' and Fore-
man's Club of the California Foundrymen's
Association of San Francisco, held one of

the most interesting meetings of that body which
has transpired for some time. The club fulfills the
dual purpose of creating harmony and good fellow-
ship among the foundrymen, and at the same time
creates a common fund of experience upon which
each member of the association draws to improve
his foundry methods. At the April meeting, Mr.
Charles J. P. Hoehn, of the Enterprise Foundry
Company, delivered an address on the proper meth-
od of determining the height of bed for a cupola.
Mr. H. C. Macaulay of the H. C. Macaulay Foundry
Company, and John Hedley of the Western Foun-
dry, locked horns in a debate, and their differences
was referred to Mr. Edward J. Fowler of the
Pacific Foundry Company, who cleverly sidestepped
the decision, leaving both sides of the controversy
an equal claim on victory. Major E. H. Pearc'e
shiobuildinp: in this country. The California

spoke on the situation abroad and its affect upon
Foundrymen's Association issue a lively little house

organ, entitled "Chippings", which is devoted to
the interests of the association and also to the doings
of the vSuperintendents' and Foremens' Club.
Howard W. Bray of Oakland, advises us on the

I'.astern market conditions as follows : The mills re-
port an excessive demand for wrought iron pipe
very much beyond their capacity to supply. Opera-
tions among the pipe mills are on a larger basis
now than for some time past. One leading interest
is working up to ninety per cent of capacity. Most
of the mills rolling iron and steel pipe are sold
up for the remainder of the year. There has been
a material increase in operation of sheet mills turn-
ing out galvanized sheets. All the mills are far be-
hind in deliveries, and a few who figure some time
ago to be sold up to July 1st, now find that their
obligations will carry them into September. The
demand for light rail has been extremely active, with
very little material available. Nearly all the rail

mills refuse to book new business for delivery before
llie last quarter of this year.

The New York "Journal of Commerce" has the
following comment upon the tin situation : "What
the future is to be for tin many consumers and
dealers in this country would like to know. The
situation begins to grow serious. Straits and
Banka tin, upon which the main reliance of the
consuming trade in America rested, have been
withdrawn from the market : the former because of the
shipping tangle between Holland and this country, and
the latter because of the precautions taken by Great
Britain to conserve her own tin for herself. The
only other source of material consequence is China.
Chinese tin on spot cannot be had, but, figuratively
speaking, is probably worth eighty-nine cents a
pound.

The demand for fcrro-manganesc continues very
active, as steel companies are fully awake to the
necessity of providing ample alloy to meet their

requirements for several months ahead. The Gov-
ernment has proposed to reduce the standard from
eighty to seventy per cent alloy, on account of the
difficulty of obtaining high grade ores. Seventy per
cent alloy is being held at $250 per ton and eighty
per cent at $275. Spiegeleisen is also in demand,
and is firm in price at from $70 to $75 per ton.

There has been a growing pressure on the iron

and steel markets for material for war purposes,
and most mills are capacity sold well into the third

quarter of the year. Shipping conditions have ma-

BRASS AND BRONZE SHEETS, RODS, WIRE
SEAMLESS BRASS AND COPPER TUBES
HEXAGON NAVAL BRASS NUTS

F. J. KLENCK
55 New Montgomery Street SAN FRANCISCO
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The "War Mystery built on the laminated system and with diagonal planking.

terially improved over those obtaining in the first

two months of the year, and steel is going forward

at the rate of from eighty-five to ninety per cent of

production capacity which is somewhat in excess

of the output and is slowly clearing congested stock

material at the mills.

Government work still dominates the plate and

structural situation. The institution of monthly re-

ports of shipbuilding furnishes a basis for making
rough estimates of the consumption of steel in that

quarter. In March the deliveries of vessels

amounted to 166,700 tons deadweight, while the

launchings amounted to 201,286 tons deadweight of

steel vessels, with 31,500 tons additional in wood
and composite vessels. The steel vessels consume
fully one-half gross tons of rolled steel per dead-

weight ton of vessel, while the wood and composite

vessels consume much less. The vessels launched

in March therefore represented between 100,000 and

125,000 gross tons of steel, which, of course, was
Tolled and shipped long before March. Ship mate-

rial is moving to shipyards at a much greater rate

at present.

After a few more monthly reports of shipbuilding

have been issued it will be possible to estimate

roughly the rate at which shipbuilding is increasing.

Much of the steel now being shipped to shipyards is

for shipyard construction and equipment and as this

movement ends, the flow of ship material proper

will increase. The Submarine Boat Corporation is

about to request bids on approximately 100,000 tons

of fabricated ship steel in addition to the tonnage

it placed a couple of months ago. The Bethlehem

Steel Company also requires some 10,000 to 15,000

tons of ship shapes to be used in vessel construc-

tion.

In the month of January the value of the exports

from the United States amounted to $448,271,000,

and of this amount $76,160,000 represents the value

of goods transported in American ships, roughly

seventeen per cent. This shows that while the

American merchant marine is beginning to assert

itself once more, that it has not, as yet, become the

serious factor in international trade which it jirob-

ably will be inside of another year.

The five-masted schooner "Wergeland" built re-

cently in Olympia, came to grief at the commence-

ment of her maiden voyage, losing two masts and

200,000 feet of deckload lumber in a 100-mile gale

ofl^ Flattery. She was towed back to Port Blakely

for repairs.
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APPROVED BY THE U. S. GOVERNMENT

Humphryes is Specializing on
Handy Billy Deck and Drainage

^Humphryes Pumps are being manufactured in large

quantities for use on ships now under construction.

fl Increased facilities enable us to make prompt de-

liveries.

H732 SINGLE LEVER PUMP. H734 DOUBLE LEVER PUMP, as shown above

Cylinde Discharge

H732
H732
H732
H732
H732
H734
H734
H734

"Lift and force equals total dista

4 14 in.

4V4"
41/2

••

upply to point of delivery. Pu

Capacity
Per Full Stroke

.18 Gals.

Lift and Force* Cipher

Hcdij
Hcdik
Hcdil
Hcdim
Hcdin
Hcdkl
Hcdkm
Hcdkn

should be located not more than 25 feet above the liquiJ.

Detail description, net prices and deliveries on application

THE HUMPHRYES MFG. CO., Mansfield, Ohio, U. S. A.
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Among tke Importers and Exporters

TllE liullclin of the Rolph Mills Company
lor May contains tiic followinfr notes on the

tonnage situation and the machine tool mar-

ket. This company is the agent for the French

Government, and has already loaded man}- vessels

out of San Francisco for our Ally, and their ])osi-

tion gives them an unusual insight into ihe condi-

tions governing importing anfl exporting on the

Pacific Coast today.

During the past few months the congestion of

export freight has been \ery materially relieved,

if not well cleaned up. We do not mean by this

that all of the tonnage originally held here has gone

forward, as there are enormous stocks of plates par-

ticularly which were not licensed and which arc

still stored at Pacific Coast ports.

The regulations now in force, making it necessary

for exporters to secure advance steamer bookings

and move their shipments from Eastern mills on a

railroad permit is doing wonders toward keeping

the ports clear, and there is not a question of doubt

that it is easier, at present, to export from Pitts-

burgh or Chicago districts via Pacific Coast than

through New York or other Atlantic ports, on ac-

count of the war material and supplies constantly

moving eastward.

Rates are stiffening, and an adxancc to all ports

for steamer shipment of five dollars per ton, and

for Shanghai and Hongkong, possibly ten shillings

per ton over the present going rates would not be

surprising. In fact, we look for such an advance

in the very near future, and are basing our calcula-

tions accordingly.

Due to the very extensive Government program

of shipbuilding and the consequent increase in ship-

building plants, both as to number and size, there

has been a continual and unprecedented demand for

machinery and machine shop tools. All of the shops

are working to full capacity, and a great many of

them twenty-four hours a day, which naturally

means unusual wear and tear, calling for replace-

ment of present cfiuipnient in addition to new tools.

The Government is looking for men capable of

taking charge of branch offices of the Bureau of

Foreign and Domestic Commerce, Department of

Commerce ; also men to act as assistants in such

offices. These branch offices are located in the prin-

cipal commercial cities, the salaries ranging from

$1800 to $3000 for managers, and from $1200 to

$1800 for assistants.

Applicants should write at once to the Bureau of

Foreign and Domestic Commerce at Washington,

as a non-competitive examination will be held on

May 16th in various parts of the country. Full de-

tails will be furnished upon written application to

the bureau.

WHITE BROTHERS
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European Marine Developments

THERE appears to be considerable concern

as to what the Admiralty intends to do with

all its shipbuilding plants (including the

National Yards) when the war comes to an end.

Contractors naturally hesitate to offer opinions re-

garding the claims of regular docks- and communi-

ties, although one suggested that there is really

little justification for the fear that when peace

comes the pressure of repairs and overhauls will

relax. He expressed the belief that both naval and

mercantile overhauls and repairs will continue to

be abnormally heavy for a long time to come.

There is. however, no inclination to be uncritical

about the National Yards. Many shipbuilders quite

frankly say that the Admiralty ought to tell the

public what it intends eventually to do with these

establishments. It is taken for granted, of course,

that the State is not going into the market for work

in opposition to private shipbuilders. But interested

people are not so sure that the Admiralty is not

of a mind to use the National Yards for the con-

struction of fleet auxiliaries and service ships, which

would otherwise be given out to contract. The

Admiralty might obviously, without hurt to any

interest, make a definite statement regarding that

point.

Atlantic Passenger Pool

The setting up of a new .\orth .\tlantic Passenger

Conference is a step in the reorganization of Allied

shipping which Bremen and Hamburg will, no

doubt, regard as significant. As there were Dutch

and Scandinavian, as well as German lines in the

old pool, the disposition may be to assume that

when the war comes to an end Dutch and Scandi-

navian lines will join the new one. A good deal will,

however, depend on the course followed by the

German companies, which, shut out of the Cher-

bourg-Southampton route, will be in a sense obliged

to work whatever Central European traffic they

may be able to develop through North Sea ports.

The Holland-America line is the most important of

the North European non-German lines. It is now,

however, differently constituted from what it was

in pre-war days. Its ownership is exclusively

Dutch. Its ships in the New York trade had no

P.ritish port of call, but there is no reason why they

should not find it profitable when normal traffic is

resumed to call at both an English and a French

port. An arrangement on such a footing with the

British, French and American companies would at

any rate be preferable to the domination by Ger-

man interests, which adherence to a Teuton com-

bination would involve. The Allied lines are

strongly based for Central and South European

passenger traffic, and their intention is, no doubt,

and very properly, to make the most of the posi-

tions.

The Government and the Shipowners

Representations have been made by the Chamber
of Shipping to Sir Joseph Maclay (the British

Shipping Controller) about the low rates paid by
the Government for requisition steamers, and the

Controller has asked for a statement of working

results, vouched for by qualified accountants, since

the vessels were taken over. This investigation,

which naturally covers very wide ground and many
branches of the ocean-carrying industry, is now
nearing completion. In many cases it is said that

absolute losses have been disclosed, chiefly owing
to the increased cost of running since the Blue-

Book rates were fixed. One boat, which recently

completed a round trip to the East at eleven shill-

ing ($2.75) per gross register ton, made a profit for

the owners of not more than $2500, nothing being

set aside for repairs or depreciation, whilst the Gov-

ernment actually netted $450,000 from freight on

the homeward passage alone. The amount earned

in other cases has been about $7.50, instead of $150

a day. Another matter about which shipowners,

I understand, complain, is that the authorities con-

tinue to repudiate liability for damage incurred

through shipmasters carrying out official instruc-

tions, and it is likely that the law courts will be

busy in this connection soon.

Shipbuilding in Australia

As a result of an agreement between the Com-
monwealth Government and the trade unions, which

is said to accord the fullest measure of recognition

ever extended to organized labor in Australia, it is

hoped to make a beginning at once with shipbuild-

ing in New South Wales and Victoria, while a

start already has been made in Tasmania. If the

understanding arrived at is carried out, there is

said to be every reason to believe good progress

will be made with the industry, as it is not neces-

sary to import materials, which exist in abundance;

but there remains some doubt about the labor

situation. The superintendent of the Walsh Island

dockyard has prepared plans for a number of com-

posite wheat ships to be built of hardwood and

steel, and the designs will be standardized and

worked upon at other centers. So far the arrange-

ments have had no effect on actual production,

and even if, as is hoped, there is a large output of

tonnage, Australia will need many ships from this

country for the transport of the huge quantities

of perishable commodities already stored in the

Commonwealth.
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Japanese Shipping Profits

Sonic of the ligurcs of Japanese shipping' profits

published here are certainly remarkable, and they

have aroused widespread attention amongst ship-

ping men in this country. The record of the Nippon
Yusen Kaisha is startlingly good. It has, of course,

to be remembered that the enterprising and power-

ful undertaking has had matters very much in its

favor. Japanese shipping lines have been able to

carry on their activities without anything like the

handicap of our own and Allied shipping. Besides

this, there has been a big withdrawal of competition

with them owing to war conditions. Still, at the

same time to convert a gross profit of $4,921,500

in 1914, to a gross profit of $26,812,500 in 1917, is

something of a feat. The dividend has risen from

twenty per cent to sixty per cent, and the reserve

appropriation from $771,000 to $9,112,500. At the

same time the depreciation and other allocations,

which in 1914 aggregated about $3,000,000, are this

year $16,563,500. British shipowners have made
plenty of money during the war period, but it is

doubtful whether any native case can show such

remarkable advances as these.

Standard Ships Once More

The British Board of Trade appointed about

fifteen months ago a number of after-war trade

departmental committees. One of these was the

Shipping and Shipbuilding Industries' Committee

which has ever since apparently been concerned

very largely with the problem of standardization of

shipbuilding. Sir Alfred Booth is the chairman.

This committee has now issued its report and has

expressed strong views on the subject of the stand-

ardization of ships and marine engines. It declares

that standard vessels and standard engines have

been designed and are being built by a large num-

ber of firms, and the experience gained so far indi-

cates that under normal conditions successful results

might be achieved on similar lines. It should, how-

ever, be borne in mind that after the war efforts

at increased standardization will rest with individual

builders and not with the Government. Standard-

ization had been carried to considerable lengths

before the war in details of outfit, and even to the

extent of building complete standard designed ves-

sels. Generally, however, standardization had been

carried out works by works, and naturally in ordi-

nary cargo boats alone. As in the case of the hulls

of cargo vessels, so with marine engines, a con-

siderable amount of standardization has been ef-

fected within the works of individual firms building

marine engines, and the committee has learned

from the evidence of one of the witnesses that an

effort is being made further to standardize marine

engines of the reciprocating type for cargo vessels.

This standardization has taken the form of a guid-

ance specification, and is being drawn up under the

auspices of the North East Coast Institution of

luigineers and Shipbuilders. In any type of engine,

such as is adopted for the plain cargo boat, where
the general design is similar, differences being
chiefly of detail, the uni\ersal use of such a specifica-

tion should tend to an increase and cheapening
of production. In the case of turbines and oil en-
gines, where design is still in the early stages of

development, standardization is more difficult, but
should be attempted.

In its special recommendations the committee
says: "We view any movement towards standardi-

zation with satisfaction, and we are of opinion that

further efforts should be made to secure progressive

standardization in all directions. We are aware of

the very valuable work which has been done by
the Engineering Standards Committee for the bene-
fit of shipbuilding and marine engineering, in which
work shipbuilders and engineers have taken a large

part, and we therefore recommend that the Govern-
ment suggest to shipowners, shipbuilders and ma-
rine engineers, the desirability of forming a joint

committee under the Engineering Standards Com-
mittee to consider these proposals. Shipbuilders

and marine engineers who gave evidence before us

considered that the question of increased standardi-

zation of production depended largely upon ship-

owners and their marine superintendents, and that

it had not hitherto been practicable to carry it so

far as it could have been had shipowners and their

technical advisers been prepared to forego insistence

on their own ideas in general design and details.

It is for this reason that we recommend that ship-

owners (or their representatives) be joined with
shipbuilders and marine engineers on the above
Standards Committee. We recognize, however, that

even so far as cargo-carrying vessels are concerned,

the extent of standardization as to dimensions and
general design must necessarily be limited in ordi-

nary peace times by difference of the draft of water
at various ports, variations in the methods of load-

ing and discharging cargo, the nature of the cargo

itself, speed requirements, etc."

The Engineering Trades Committee, of which Sir

Clarendon Hyde was chairman, also dealt with the

question of standardization in its recently presented

report. This committee expresses the opinion that

"whilst over-standardization of patterns has a ten-

dency to the stagnation of improvement, there is no

doubt that a number of products in this country

could and ought to be reduced to a common stand-

ard, so that a needless variety of patterns should

be as far as possible reduced."

Work on the construction of the Puget Sound
& Baker River Logging Company's stern wheel

steamer "T. C. Reid" is nearing completion. The
vessel is being built by the Ballard Shipbuilding

Company. The installation of the machinery of

the old "T. C. Reid" is rapidly nearing completion

and the Texas and wheelhouse are ready to be put

into place.
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BUILDING REFRIGERATING MACHINERY

About thirty-one miles from New York, on the

Raritan River, is located the City of New Bruns-

wick, the home of the Brunswick Refrigerating

Company, manufacturers of the well-known Bruns-

wick refrigerating and ice-making equipment for

Si0'^'^'

k Refrigerating Company^ NGeneral view of the plant of the B

marine service. These marine refrigerating plants

include direct expansion or brine circulating sys-

tems for ship stores, cargo space, galley refrigera-

tors and storage compartments for the preservation

of food for passengers and crew on board ship.

In addition to this many of the refrigerating plants

also include ice-making sets and water-cooling out-

fits. This equipment has added to the comfort and

welfare of many thousands of sea-going men. The
sturdy, compact, construc-

tion of this machine has

recommended itself par-

ticulaily to the marine

field, with the result that

there are few marine en-

gineers who have not been

ship - mates with the

"Brunswick".

It has not been such

a great while since a

refrigerating plant was
regarded decidedly in

the light of a luxury

aboard ship, but ex-

perience has proven that

an ice machine is an ac-

tual money - saver, be-

cause produce of all kinds
^i.^^^^ i,.^^ ,, n,^. |_,.,,

is preserved in better

shape, the crews are much better fed, more con-

tented, enjoy better health, and are consequently

more efficient. This saving, by mechanical refrig-

eration, is not theoretical, otherwise the Brunswick

machines would not be on upwards of three thou-

sand vessels at the present time.

The factory of the Brunswick Refrigerating Com-
pany, as illustrated in connection with this article,

is not a large one, but the methods prevailing in

these shops is thoroughly modern. From a manu-

facturing standpoint there are several features of

the Brunswick compressor that are interesting and

unique.

In the first place the Brunswick machine has

a ground joint between the compressor crank case

and the cover, between the

crank case and the cyl-

inder and between the cyl-

inder and the cylinder-

head. These joints are all

thoroughly ground in by

hand, making it impos-

sible for a machine to re-

assemble with the parts

being out of alignment.

This, of course, costs

money, but the speed

and accuracy with which

these plants can be re-

ass e m b 1 e d accurately,

after having been taken

apart, more than repays the company and the engi-

neer who has one in charge.

Some entire machines are cast in one piece, con-

sequently if an outboard bearing should be broken,

an entire new machine would be required, whereas

with the Brunswick machine, a new outboard bear-

ing or a new cylinder can be supplied separately.

Another very important feature of the manufac-

turing of Brunswick machines is the test run. Every

Brunswick machine, of the steam or belt-driven

type, is run for a period of from twenty-four to

seventy-two hours, actually working on ammonia.

The steam-driven machines are tested under their

own power. This assures the purchaser of a ma-

chine that, not only looks as if it were in good

condition, but will actually work and continue work-

ing, in machinery of this nature, many a defect
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might well pass through the shop and not be dis-

covered, even by the closest inspection, but an

actual test will quickly reveal any defect that may
exist in any part of the apparatus.

The marvelous broadening of the marine field

has made it necessary for this company to build

a large addition to their original plant in order to

secure greater space for machine work, and still

further additions are now contemplated.

The plant of the Brunswick Refrigerating Com-
pany is well worth a visit and is located only one

hour's ride from New York. The officials of the

company always have a hearty welcome for marine

engineers, many of whom, while in New York, take

pleasure in looking over this modern and well-

appointed refrigerating machinery plant.

PACIFIC STEAMSHIP ACTIVITIES

Indicating its intentions to develop its activities

in the foreign trade on a large scale, the Pacific

Steamship Company has appointed R. D. Pinneo

to fill the position of foreign freight agent. Mr.

Pinneo, who is prominently known on the Pacific

Coast, assumed his new duties on April 10th.

The company is now operating vessels to Oriental

and South American ports, and it is the intention

to increase the number of ships on these routes

as soon as additional tonnage can be obtained. The
class of products which the company's steamships

are engaged in bringing to the United States are

essential to the war needs of the nation, such as

rubber from India and nitrates from Chile. Large

quantities of beans from the Orient have been de-

livered at Seattle to United States Shipping Board

vessels for transportation to the armies in Europe.

As soldiers in increasing number are sent to

France, it is believed that there will be a grow-

ing demand for the food products of the Orient,

and the Pacific Steamship Compan}' is preparing

to do its part in delivering them. When the

Pacific Steamship Company Was organized a year

arid a half ago, plans were immediately made to

branch out into the foreign trade, and these plans

were put into effect before the commandeering of

vessels by the Government was decided upon. At

present, the company has the steamships "Senator"

and "Umatilla" in the Oriental trade, and the "Ad-

miral Goodrich" in the South American trade.

Mr. Pinneo, who has taken charge of the Admiral

Line's foreign business, was a member of the for-

eign traffic stafif of the old Pacific Coast Steamship

Company for ten years. He came to this Coast

in 1898 from West Superior, Wis., where he was
in the transportation business on the Great Lakes.

For six years he was general freight and passenger

agent of the White Pass & Yukon Route. His new
headquarters are in Seattle.

H. P. Alexander, president of the Pacific Steam-

ship Company, returned to Tacoma recently after

an absence of several wtcks in the East. He vis-

ited both Washington, D. C. ,and New York, and

conferred with Government officials regarding ship-

ping problems on the Coast. Mr. Alexander found

all branches of industry speeded up to feverish

activity in the East. He said that Shipping BoarcJ

officials had been very impressed with the rapidity

of ship construction on the Pacific Coast, and that

they are counting on Coast shipbuilders to estab-

lish even higher records. Efforts will be made to

speed up shipyards which are lagging behind.

E. J- Griffith, attached to the general offices of

the Pacific Steamship Company, has been appointed

head of the Sea Service Bureau, U. S. Shipping

Board, for the Northwestern district of Washing-

ton and Oregon. Mr. Griffith, who until recently

made his headquarters in San Francisco, assumed

his new duties with the Government at Seattle on

April 1st.

He has charge of the work of recruiting and

placing officers and crews on all Shipping Board

vessels within his district. In addition his bureau

has undertaken to relieve the acute shortage of men
on privately owned vessels. During the first month
of the bureau's operation, hundreds of men were
listed, and many of them were placed on various

vessels in the Northwest. Shipowners and organ-

ized labor officials are co-operating in the work.

C. E. Flye, general freight agent of the Pacific

Steamship Company with headquarters in Seattle,

spent several weeks in California, during April, on

a trip of inspection to the various ports to which

the company operates. Mr. Flye was interested

principally in speeding up the work of handling the

immense amount of freight which is now moving

between California and Puget Sound ports.

Captain E. L. McNoble, formerly port captain

in San Francisco for the Pacific Steamship Com-
pany, and who now holds a similar position in

Seattle, returned from Hawk Inlet, Alaska, a few

days ago, where he had gone to inspect the salvage

operations on the steamship "Admiral Evans". The

"Admiral Evans" was driven ashore after striking a

rock in the inlet several weeks ago. Captain Mc-

Noble reported that the vessel lay in a favorable

position, and that there was no doubt about raising

her.

Mr. Wilbur L. Hiller, the West Coast representa-

tive of Chas. D. Durkee & Company, the well

known manufacturers of and dealers in marine hard-

ware, having joined the Federal service, Messrs.

Scott, Sugden and Lamont have been appointed to

succeed him in their various offices, which are lo-

cated in the L. C. Smith Building, Seattle; the

Monadnock Building, San Francisco, and the Pacific

Electric Building in Los Angeles.
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MR. CHARLES COLEMAN
The i-ecciit election of Charles Philip Coleman as presi-

dent of the Worthington Pump & Machinery Corporation,
calls attention to this large industrial enterprise and to

the new executive, who has had an experience which
exceptionally fits him for the position.

Mr. Coleman advances from the position of vice-presi-
dent, held since May, 1916, to the presidency. He was,
prior to that date, receiver of the International Steam
Pump Company and Associate Companies, which have
now been reorganized into the present corporation, whicli
owns and controls some of the best equipped works in

the country, and is the leading interest of the world in

pumping machinery and affiliated lines.

Mr. Coleman was born in Baltimore, both branches of
his family dating back to English colonists, who settled
in this country during colonial times. His education was
begun in Baltimore and continued at the Virginia Military
Institute and the Shenandoah Valley Academy at Win-
chester. Later he entered Lehigh University, from which
he graduted with the degree of M. E. After leaving the
university he entered the employ of the Lehigh Valley
Railroad Company and continued with that company in

the various positions of car agent, chemist, engineer of
tests, assistant to general superintendent and general
storekeeper, until 1903, having left the Lehigh for two
years during this time to serve the Bethlehem Steel Com-
pany as purchasing agent and assistant to the president.
Later he was made general purchasing agent of the Le-
high, with headquarters in New York.
The Singer Sewing Machine Company made Mr. Cole-

man its secretary and treasurer in 1903, and during his
incumbency of this position lie had charge of the construc-
tion of the Singer Building, which was at that time a most
imi)ortant and unusual undertaking and remains one of the
most conspicuous buildings in New York City.
After leaving the Singer Company Mr. Coleman became

president of the Saurcr Motor Company, and afterward
of the International Motor Company. He came to the
International Steam Pump Company in 1913, as vice-presi-
dent, and upon the outbreak of the war in 1914, was
made one of the co-receivers of the company, which had
been com])elled to go into the Federal courts because of
its financial difficulties, brou.ght about by the war con-
ditions.

Mr. Coleman became sole receiver of the company in

191.S, due to resignation of the other receiver, Mr. Grayson
M-P. Murphy, and handled its affairs until reorganization
in 1916, and in so satisfactory a manner as to secure the
warm commendation of the United States court. After
the reorganization into the present Worthington Pump
& Machinery Corporation, the vice-presidency was again
gi\en Mr. Coleman, and he continued in that position until
his recent election as president.

Mr. Coleman is married and has two sons. His wife
was Miss Helen Douglas Rulispn, a daughter of the Rt.
Rev. Nelson S. Rulison, Episcopal Bishop of Central
Pennsylvania. The sons arc both serving in the United
States army at present, one as captain, Third U. S. Field
Artillery, and the other as lieutenant, Aviation Section of
Signal Corps.
The Worthington Pump & Machinery Corporation, of

which Mr. Coleman has just become president, has been
and is now very active in its service to the Government,
covering large and important lines of product. The cor-

poration, with its eight large works in this country, and
a European works, is in an unusually good position to be
of great assistance to both the Lfnited States and its

.•\llies, and the equipment and size of its various works
have permitted of taking on responsibilities amounting to
millions for war work, and yet handle its heavily increased
regular business satisfactorily.

While the principal business of the corporation is pump-
ing machinery in all its varied types and developments,
yet the capacity of its shops is such that the war work
above referred to has been handled in most satisfactory
shape and still other and promising lines of regular
manufacture added.
The standard products, aside from pumping machinery,

cover mining and concentrating machinery, oil and gas
engines, air compressors, gas power engines and blowers,
crushing and cement equipment, water works engines and
special machinery.
The number of works now operated in the United States

by the corporation is eight, as follows:
1. The great Worthington Works at Harrison, N. J.,

which is the largest plant in the world, devoted exclusively
to the manufacture of pumping machinery.

2. The Blake & Knowles Works at East Cambridge,
Mass., now entirely rebuilt and producing principally ma-
rine pumps.

3. The Deane Works at Holyoke, Mass., which manu-
factures power pumps only.

4. The Snow-Holly Works at Buffalo, N. Y., building
the largest machines required in water works, blowing and
gas power engines and oil engines.

5. The Power & Mining Machinery Works at Cudahy,
Wis., which, as its name indicates, gets out a complete
line of crushing, concentrating and mining equipment.

6. The Laidlaw Works at Cincinnati, Ohio, given over
to air compressing machinery only.

7. The Jeanesville Works at Hazleton, Pa., working at

present on special products.
8. The International Gas Engine W'orks at Cudahy,

Wis., making a full line of gas and oil engines and acces-
sories.

The high reputation of the Worthington product, taken
in connection with its widespread scope in manufacturing
and sales and with additional lines being added, makes it

one of the most important industrials of the day.

THE PRICE-RATHBUN OIL ENGINE

William T. Price resigned as manager and chief engineer
of the De La \'ergne Machine Company, oil engine depart-
ment, recently, to become president of the P-R Engine
Company of New York, and second vice-president of the
Rathbun-Jones Engineering Company of Toledo, which
will undertake the sale and manufacture, respectively, of
Price-Rathbun stationary and marine oil engines, built in

accordance with a new principle of fuel injection devel-

oped by Mr. Price during the past several years. The
engine, it is claimed, operates v\'ith low compression and
solid injection on four-tenths of a pound of crude oil

per B.H.P. hour, and is free from hot caps, starting torches
and air compressor.
The P-R Engine Company has its main office at 110

West 40th Street, New York, and other offices in Phila-
delphia, Baltimore and Toledo.
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THE INTERESTING DEVELOPMENT OF "JOHN
CRANE" FLEXIBLE METALLIC PACKING

Seldom has an cngiiu-crinn iiivciilion or discovi-ry at-

tracted so imich attention and created so nmch interest

among operating engineers as lias the now well known
"John Crane" Flexible Metallic Packing. Since this pack-
ing is now firmly established and since the history of suc-

cessful products always furnishes inspiring reading mat-
ter, it is believed that the development of this packing will

stimulate other engineers to greater elTort for constant
bettermen of power-plan conditions.

"John Crane" Packing was invented by an operating
engineer named John Crane, in the early spring of 1912.

John Crane then had charge of a large power plant and
was directly responsible for maintenance and repair costs.

John Crane's first oliject was to dexelop a permanent

packing. From actual experience with his outside packed
plunger feed pump, he knew- that soft packings ordinarily

lasted only from four to five months, depending upon the

condition of his plungers. Of course, he desired to reduce
the bills to the very minimum, and, if possible, to make
his packing permanent. He noticed that where metal and
fabric were combined in packings, such as metal studs or

metal segments, the life of such packing was lengthened.

He noticed also that these metals were not affected by
heat or water, while the soft packings were. And not
only did he notice that the metal lengthened the life of the

packings, but it seemed to polish the plunger, and hence
the idea came to him of an all-metallic packing.

Flexibility and compressibility were also desirable,

necessitating some mechanical combination. Of course,

it was possible to take metal and shred it and twist it in

the form of rope or braid it in the form of packing. This
would give the flexibility. But would it be a packing
through which pressure could not pierce? Being a pioneer

he had to settle many questions with himself. So, after

much thought and experimentation, John Crane evolved
the idea of taking long, thin continuous strips of metal
foil and wrapping it spirally round and round, back and
forth, inijircgnating each sheet with a layer of lubricant

Figur

to permit the sheets to slide on each other and to allow
bending about the smallest diameter and giving it a com-
pressibility sufi'icient to compensate for wear and sufficient

to control any ordinary pressure. These spirally wrapped
sheets, he found, formed perfect barriers through which
pressure could not pierce and formed a strong, durable
construction.
The idea of simplicity did not get away from John

Crane. He had packed many stuffing boxes in his day,
and knew that a packing which would be a success must
be simple to install, one that coidd be installed in the
same stuffing boxes as soft packings and with equal ease.

He therefore used soft metal which could be cut with
a knife, took 'any form or shape under pressure of the
gland and bent about tlie plunger very easily. These
features, he knew, would appeal to every experienced
engineer.

Reduction of rod friction and elimination of wear were
also prominently borne in mind when this packing was
developed. That is why John Crane selected the best
anti-frictional metallic sheet combination with babbitt al-

loy he could find. No successful substitute for babbitt
and its anti-frictional qualities has yet been found for use
in an engine journal or other bearing. A mechanical con-
struction of these same babbitt sheets spirally wrapped
with additional reservoirs of lubrication between each
sheet naturally was successful in eliminating the wear on

Figure 3.

tlie rod. To date this saving in wear has amounted to

many thousands of dollars that would otherwise have
been spent for repairs, replacements and labor charges.
It does not require an expert to prove that permanent or
long-lived packing is highly desirable from the investor's
standpoint.
Thus was John Crane's ambition realized. His analysis

was correct. He was successful largely because he him-
self was an operating engineer and knew exactly what was
needed.

WANTED : First class loftsmen, template makers and layers out

for barge and steamboat work. Only those who are thoroughly

first class and experienced need apply. Write V. B. Edwards,

General Superintendent, The Dravo Contracting Company,
Coraopolis, Pa.

PLEASE MENTION THE PACIFIC MARINE REVIEW WHEN YOU WRITE
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"John Crane" products are now made up in all kinds

of forms, die pressed, hard pressed, straight lengths, rings,

coil form, spiralled from 1/32 inch thick to 2 inches, suit-

able for steam, air, ammonia, hot or cold water, high or

low pressure, hydraulic, oil, and acid service. The "John
Crane" line has been steadily developing, and today any
combination of metal alloys for special services can be
secured, either in form of a packing or in a gasket.

Figure 1 tells the story better than any description. It

is merely smooth babbitt sheets, thoroughly lubricated,

wrapped spirally, forming an all-metallic, flexible, com-
pressible, simple and lasting packing.

Figure 2 shows how "John Crane" looks in ring form,
and Figure 3 shows it in coil form. Rings are generally

preferred for large plungers, whereas coils are used in

smaller work, as in valves, traps, small steam rods, etc.

"BE AN AMERICAN"
This is the message that catches the eye of the visitor

to the Longshoreman's Club at the Bush Terminal, Brook-
lyn.

The slogan "Be An American" burns in electric lights

about a flag formed of incandescent bulbs, and occupies

the most conspicuous position in the big room, the wall

above the fireplace.

Carved in an oak panel below the Stars and Stripes is

a bit of sturdy American philosophy, believed by our fore-

fathers who built up this country and a maxim that holds

good today. It reads:

"Success is not an accident.

It comes to the man who does his work
better than the other fellow."

It was not purely as a matter of sentiment that the

business men who developed Bush Terminal placed our
flag and the "Guide-post to Success" before their long-

shoremen.
The importance of developing American citizens from

the mass of foreign-born workers was recognized by this

concern, one of the biggest employers of the country, with
thousands of men on the pay-roll, not alone as a patriotic

measure, but as a matter of increased efficiency.

Among the stevedores who load and unload cargoes at the

docks of New York harbor are foreigners from almost every

land, Ihougli enemy aliens are excluded now by a Federal
regulation. Slavs and Finns, Hungarians, Irishmen and
Italians; in short, men of nearly every nationality, are

busy rolling hogsheads and shifting bales and cases.

Formerly when stevedores were waiting for work, there

was no shelter provided against the snow and rain, except
the saloons, most of them run by foreigners. At meal
times these dirty and ill-smelling quarters were almost
the only places where the men could get hot soup, steaks,

stews and other hearty food. That is the condition today
at most of the docks.

But at the Terminal, this was discovered to be a mis-
take. The efficiency of the workers was lessened by expo-
sure to the weather for hours while waiting to be taken on
a job. Their physical condition was not bettered by herd-
ing in the waterfront saloons, bolting poorly cooked food
and buying drinks in order to be allowed to sit around
the greasy tables.

The foreigners who ran these places were likely to
foster an alien spirit, and agitators found there an oppor-
tunity to spread doctrines of discontent. The pro-German
feelings of many of these saloon keepers was shown in

their defiance of the law at Newark, w-hen they resisted
the Government regulations as long as possible. Such
resorts breed disloyalty.
The Longshoreman's Clubhouse was built to do avvay

with these condtions that lead to inefficiency and labor
trouble. It is a substantial brick building of one story,
and a great assembly hall occupies most of the interior.

At one side is an alcove with a kitchen and lunch counter,
where food is sold very near to cost price, substantial and
well cooked dishes suitable for a hard working dock la-

borer. Coffee, tea, milk and soft drinks are sold, but
nothing alcoholic. The tables and chairs in the hall are
movable, and serve for meals, and, later on, for games.
Each table has a checker board painted on its top.
The furniture can be arranged for amusements, as well,

and at one end of the room is a platform for the piano
or entertainers. It is well adopted to showing moving
pictures, in fact il is just right for social gatherings; light
and cheerful, well \> armed in winter and cooled in summer.

This is the only jjlace at the Terminal where smoking
is permitted. It is free to men employed there without
dues or initiation fee.

The club house at Bush Term
and foreign, a

All these matters are considered as business rather than
as philanthropy. It is not mere welfare work to see to
it that those who work for us are kept warm and dry
and sufficiently fed. We do that much for our draft horses.
It is a straight business proposition, but unfortunately
such good judgment is not foiuid in all business enter-
prises. The influence of such treatment upon the foreigner
is worth considering. He is here to stay. We need him
and we want his good will; for he does much of the work
essential to our success in the war.

Will lie do better work if he is heart and soul with
America? Not a bit of doubt as to that!

Therefore it is to the interests of all to win his affection
for this country.

In this clubhouse, the right way has been found. The
men are given these physical comforts and necessities, and
then when they see the American flag they are willing to
believe that it stands for "a square deal" for the working-
man. Americanization in practical form like this will bring
to naught the efforts of pro-Germans and baffle the de-
structive and insidious professional agitators.
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PABCO Bituminous Primer and
Enamel Assures Longer Protection

For Interiors of Steel Hulls

PABCO
PRODUCTS

PABCO Bituminous Primer and Enamel are made
by the original refiners of bituminous products on
the Pacific Coast. They are the result of thirty four

years of experience in the refining, blending and
applying of these very important and difficult-to-

handle products.

Experiments have no place in these days of record
breaking tonnage production — you must use
products of proven worth.

PABCO Bituminous Primer and Enamel possess a

great improvement over similar products—ease of

application in confined spaces, due to the marked
decrease of fumes. The primer may be applied

with an air spray machine. And, as a result of

retaining its heat, the enamel spreads easily and
evenly under the brush.

Write our Marine Department for prices, both for

PABCO Bituminous Primer and Enamel
and their application

'^E PARAFFINE COMPANIES, INC.
Paint, Poofing and Linoleum Division

34-40 First Street, SAN FRANCISCO
Manufacturers of

PABCO PRODUCTS
Paints, Roofings, Building Papers, Wall Board and Linoleum

PLEASE MENTION THE PACIFIC MARINE REVIEW WHEN YOU WRITE
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HEPPENSTALL FORGE & KNIFE CO.
PITTSBURGH, PA. •"-1""

'"aoe MAB*

FORCINGS
FOR

TURBINES AND SHIPS
MADE OF

ELECTRIC mid ACID STEEL

HEAT TREATED
DIE BLOCKS-SHEAR KNIVES

HEPPENSTALL FORGE CO.
^tOISTESj.- BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

''"aoc maw*

PHILADELPHIA
617 Bourse Bldg.

CLEVELAND
874 Rockefeller Bldg.

DISTRICT OFFICES:

BOSTON
200 Devonshire St.

NEW YORK
30 Church St.

DETROIT
1703 Dime Bank Bldg.

.PLEASE MliNTlON THK PAtlKK MAKINE KE\ lEW WHEN YOU WRITE
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6S00-ton deadweight
Dry Dock Company,

CURRENT PACIFIC LAUNCHINGS
March 11th—"Wainpiun", 880()-ton deadweight freighter,

hy Los Angeles Shipbuilding & Dry Dock Company.
March 18th—"Wallowa", wooden steamer, 308 by 44 by

26 moulded, 1600 horsepower triple expansion engines,
Rallin water-tidje boilers, engines and boik'rs by Pacific-
Marine Iron Works, Supple & Ballin Builders, Portland,
Oregon.
March 20th

—"Commandant Roison", wooden steamer,
.WOO tons deadweight, for French C.overnmcnt, by Founda-
tion Comjiany, Portland, Oregon.
March 23rd—"Canoga", 8800-ton deadweight freighter,

by Skinner & Eddy, Seattle, Wash.
March 24th—"Hull No. 151", 11,700 tons, 410 by .^6 by

41 moulded, triple expansion engines, 2600 horsepower, by
Alameda plant of Bethlehem Shipbuilding Corporation.
March 26th

—"Westboro", 8800-ton deadweight freighter
ty J. F. Duthie & Co., Seattle, Wash.
March 26th—"Quidnic", Hough type wooefen steamer,

by Kruse & Banks, Marshfield, Oregon.
March 26th—"Libby Maine", wooden motorship, 240 by

43 by 24.5 moulded, for Libby, McNeill & Libby, launched
by G. M. Standifer Construction Corporation, Portland,
Oregon. Power, two 320 horsepower Dow Diesel engines.
March 26th

—"Portland", Hough type steamer, Grant-
Smith-Porter Ship Company, Portland, Oregon.
March 27th—"West Grove", 8800-ton freighter, by Co-

lumbia River Shipbuilding Corporation, Portland, Oregon.
March 27th—Peninsula type wooden steamer for Gov-

ernment, Peninsula Shipbuilding Company, Portland,
Oregon.
March 27th — "Bremerton",

freighter, Seattle Construction &
Seattle, Wash.
March 27lh—79-foot cruiser "Canco" for the American

Can Company, by Elliott Bay Yacht & Engine Company,
Seattle, Wash.
March 27th—"Point Bonita", 3800-ton steel freighter, by

"Albina Engine & Machine Works, Portland, Oregon.
March 28th

—"Tacoma", 7S00-ton deadweight freighter,
by Todd Shipyards Corporation, Tacoma, Wash.
March 28th

—"Western Queen", 8800-ton deadweight
freighter, by Skinner & Eddy, Seattle, Wash.
March 30th

—"Mahaska", Ferris type wooden steamer,
by Babare Brothers, Tacoma, Wash.
March 30th

—"Capitaine Remy", wooden steamer, for
French Government, by Foundation Company, Portland,
<Jregon.

April 9th
—"War Cariboo", wooden steamer, 2800 tons

deadweight, by Lyall Shipbuilding Company, North Van-
couver, B. C.

April 9th
—"Peronne", wooden auxiliary schooner,

French Government, by Puget Sound Bridge & Dredge
Company, Seattle, Wash.

April 9th
—

"Capitaine Guynemer", wooden steamer, 3000
tons deadweight, for French Government, by Foundation
Company, Portland, Oregon.

April Uth—"Point Lobos", 3800-ton deadweight steel

freighter, 300 by 44 by 26.5, 1600 horsepower, by Albina
Engine & Machine Works, Portland, Oregon.
April 11th—Moritz, wooden steamer, Hough type, b-'

Grant-Smith-Porter Ship Company, Portland, Oregon.
April 11th

—"West D u r f e e", 8800-ton deadweight
freighter, by Skinner & Eddy, Seattle, Wash.
April 13th

—
"Elvira Stolt", auxiliary wooden schooner,

2500 tons deadweight, for Christian Christianson, Columbia
Engineering Works, Portland, Ore.
April 15th

—"Kickapoo", Hough type wooden steamer,
by Kruse & Banks, North Bend, Ore.

April 16th
—"Anoka", Peninsula type wooden steamer,

by Peninsula Shipbuilding Company, Portland, Oregon.
April 16th

—"Westmount", 8800-ton deadweight freighter

by Ames Shipbuilding Company, Seattle, Wash.
April 16th

—"Cyprus", cannery tender, 90 by 21 by 8

Johnson's Shipyard, Seattle, Wash.
April 17tli

—
"Bellata", wooden steamer, 281 by 48 by 27,

for Australian Government, by Patterson-Macdonald,
Seattle. Wash.
April 17th

—"Joan of Arc", 3000-ton deadweight wooden
steamer, by Rolph Shipbuilding Company, Eureka, Cal.

April 18th
—"Lieutenant Delorme", wooden steamer, 3000

tons deadweight, for French Government, by Foundation
Company, Portland, Ore.
April 18th

—
"Calala", 4800-ton deadweight wooden

steamer, by Supple & Ballin, Portland, Ore.
April 20th—"West Lianga", 8800-ton deadweight steamer,

by .Skinner & Eddy, Seattle, Wash.
April 20th

—"Mohave", Ferris type wooden steamer, by
Seaborn Shipyards, Tacoma, Wash.

The "Clari'mnnl" of the Hart-Wood Lumber Company's fleet.

THE CABINS OF THE "CLAREMONT", "HART
WOOD" AND "POINT LOMA"

The Mathews Shipbuilding Company at Hoquiam has,
within the last year turned out three steam schooners
for the Hart Wood Lumber Company. They are the
"Claremont", now in Cuba; the "Hart Wood", now on the
way to South America, and the "Point Loma", now being
fitted out for service.

Captain Christensen of the Hart Wood Lumber Com-
pany has always believed that the interior finish of the
cabin of a steam schooner should be given intelligent con-
sideration, with a view to providng as much of comfort
and refinement as possible, with, of course, a minimum of
expense. He believes that those who follow the profes-
sion of the sea can very well appreciate any addition to
their surroundings in the way of beauty or comfort on
their long and sometimes tedious voyages. He therefore
gave his particular attention to selecting the wood for
the cabins of the three Plart Wood vessels and decided
upon genezero. His foreman, E. F. Albee, made the trip
to San Francisco and in White Brothers' large hardwood
yards carefully selected the wood for dryness, figure and
beauty of grain. This was an easy matter, as White
Brothers' stock of genezero is very extensive and com-
plete. That he did his work well can be vouched for by
any shipbuilder on the Coast who knows Albee, and that
means every one of them.
The genezero after being installed in the cabins, was

given a flat finish in the natural, no stain being used at
all. This gives a most pleasing effect, and, being light in
tone, adds much to the cheerfulness of the interiors

Billy Wood of the Hart Wood Lumber Company says
these three boats are the finest steam schooners ever
titrned out on the Coast, and that any captain, mate, en-
gmeer or passenger who does not consider himself pretty
lucky to be aboard one of them is indeed a grouch.

BROWN BROTHERS SERVICE
The Brown Brothers \\'elding Company of San Fran-

cisco, have inaugurated a system of welding service, which
has proved highly gratifying to owners and establishments
who have frequent cause to seek the aid of a welder.
Through this service it is possible to secure a first class
welder or cutter ready, to start at an hour's notice with
portable equipment to the shop, power plant or vessel
where his services are required. This prompt service and
the strict policy adhered to of making repairs in place
where possible, have proved great time savers and saved
much expense involved in plants being tied up for repairs.
Brown Brothers have done successful welding on boilers

of the Scotch marine, Babcock & Wilcox, locomotive, re-
turn tubular and other types; welding patches in 'flue
sheets and door rings, fire cracks in corrugated furnaces
and fire boxes and building up wasted and pitted spaces.
Broken castings of all metals, cast iron, steel, brass, cop-
lier and aluminum are welded with excellent results and
the greatest care is exercised to preserve alignment of
parts in order that machining or reboring can be avoided.
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IlililNOIS
TOOIjS1 r

In the shipyards of the Pacific Coast,

the Atlantic Seaboard and the Great Lakes

"ILLINOIS" BRIDGE AND BOILER REAMERS
are being used in constantly increasing numbers, to expedite the building of ships,

freighters, transports and dreadnaughts. Standard Cutters and Reamers m
stock. Punctual delivery on specials.

Write or Wire for Quotations

ILLINOIS TOOL WORKS, CHICAGO.
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THE MULTIWHIRL COOLER

Only in the past few years has the cooHng of lubricat-
ing oil used in turbine bearing, reduction gears and similar
heavy duty work received from engineers the attention
which it deserves. In these days of large marine turbines,
it has become imperative to devise a means of cooling
lubricating oil, so that the same quantity of oil can be
used over and over again, and so that the oil supplied
to the bearings will be of correct temperature to maintain
an oil film of the proper viscosity between the bearing
surfaces.
The general subject of oil cooling is quite complex in

Figure 2.

that the variables encountered, which determine the trans-

fer surface for any given form of cooler, depend not only
on the character of the oil, the inlet and outlet tempera-
tures of the oil, the inlet temperature of the water and
the quantity ratio of water and oil, but also materially on
the temerature level or the portion of the temperature-
viscosity curve through which the cooling is to take place.

The viscosity of the oil plays an important part, since the

required transfer surface varies with it.

The engineering and designing staffs of the Griscom-
Russell Company, 90 West Street, New York, devoted
years of study and experiment to this problem, and finally

perfected the Multiwhirl Cooler shown in the accompany-
ing cuts.

Figure 1 shows a sectional view of the Multiwhirl Cooler.

The shell is of close-grained cast iron and the water head,
which is bolted to the shell, is made of either cast iron or
composition. The cooling surface consists of small diam-
eter smooth bore straight copper tubes expanded into

steel tube plates without the use of glands or packing.

One tube sheet is bolted solidly to the shell and the other
is bolted to a composition floating head which permits of
the expansion and contraction of tubes without strain on
tube joints.

The entire tube bundle and baffle are removable from
the shell for inspection without breaking any of the oil

connections.
Figure 2 shows the tube bundle withdrawn from the

shell. This feature also facilitates cleaning, if same should
become necessary, but the Multiwhirl Cooler is less liable

to accumulate sediment than any other type, for the helical

path of the oil causes a constant scouring of the tubes
and shell and tends to keep the surface clean.

Figure 3 shows the helical

baffle with the spacer rods
in place. This baffle is made
of sheet iron or brass per-

forated to permit the insertion

of the copper cooling tubes.

The spacer rods are disposed
near the outer circumference
of the baffle, to secure rigid-

ity and maintain an equal
cross sectional flow of the oil

throughout its entire path.

By the use of this form of
baffle a maximum length of

oil path is secured for a given
amount of cooling surface
and length of shell. The oil

pressure loss is a minimum,
for this type of baffle directs

the oil in its flow without
appreciably retarding its pro-
gress.

In operation, the lubricating

oil is constantly circulated

through the shell by pump pressure and is brought into

intimate contact with the cooling surface by means of the

baffle. The oil strikes the tubes substantially at right

angles, which assists in the scouring action and eliminates

the possibility of dead pockets.
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LIFE SAVING EQUIPMENT
Life Boats, Life Rafts, Life Preservers, Solid Cork
Ring Buoys, Self Igniting Water Lights, Distress
Signals. All complying with U. S. Government
requirements.

SHIPYARD SUPPLIES

Oakum, Calking Cotton, Locust Treenails, Spikes,

Clinch Rings and Shipyard Supplies.

Let us Know Your Needs

C. C. GALBRAITH & SON, Inc.
90 West Street, New York
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FERROCONCRETE SHIPS

TIic following i>i-cliiniii:iry instructions arc issued for the

information of the builders and owners of seaRoing ferro-

concrete ships and for the guidance of the Board's sur-

veyors.
These vessels will require to comply witli the require-

ments of the Merchant Shipping Acts.
All vessels which proceed to sea, except sailing vessels

and dumb barges under eighty tons register solely em-
ployed in the coasting trade, must be rr' rl:rd wi'h a

loadline as required by Section 438 of the Merchant Ship-
ping Act, 1894, and Section 7 of the Merchant Shipping-

Act, 1906. Tlie position of tlie loadline is regulatetl by
the requirements of the Tables of Freeboard (1909), and
depends on the' strength of the hull.

In order that the authority to whom application will be
made for the assignment of a loadline may be fully in-

formed of the structural arrangements upon which the

strength of the hull of a ferro-concrete ship depends, full

information as to the intended arrangements must be sup-
plied by the builder to that authority, and the vessel must
he built under the inspection of the surveyors of that

authority.
The builders of such vessels should accordingly make

application for the assignment of a loadline as soon as pos-
sible, and in any case before construction is commenced,
either to Lloyd's Register, the British Corporation; the

Bureau Veritas or to the Board of Trade.
The application should be accompanied by detailed cal-

culations of the strength of the vessel, drawings showing
the construction of the vessel and arrangements of rein-

forcements in detail, and a general specification of the ma-
terials to be used and the methods of construction to be
followed.
Board of Trade surveyors are instructed to bring this

circular to the notice of all persons building or proDOsing
to build fero-concrete ships and also to advise the princi-

pal ship surveyor as soon as possible whenever prepara-
tions for the construction of such vessels are brought to

their notice.

When an application for assignment of a loadline has
been received, the surveyors are to exercise a close in-

spection of the construction of the hull in all its stages,

and very full reports should be forwarded to the Board
as to the manner in which the work has been carried out

in each case.

The loadline disc, and the marks in connection therewith,

are to be permanently marked on a steel plate 33 inches

by 18 inches by % inch, imbedded in the concrete flusli

with the outside and suitably secured.

Instructions of a more detailed character will be issued

for the surveyor's guidance in due course.

If application for assignment of a loadline to an un-

classed vessel is made to the Board of Trade, a special

fee of £5 will be payable in addition to the prescribed fee

for loadline survey in the case of a steel or wood vessel.

STEAM TABLES FOR CONDENSER WORK
The Wheeler Condenser & Engineering Company, Car-

tarct, N. I., announce that the fourth edition of their

handbook, entitled, "Steam Tables for Condenser Work",
is now oft' the press, making a total of 20,000 copies.

One reason why this handbook has met with such suc-

cess is that the pressures below atmosphere are expressed

in inches of mercury referred to a 30-inch barometer.
Another is that it is complete. It includes a discussion

of the mercury column, the errors in such measurements,
and constants for their correction.

A complimentary copy of the handbook will be furnished

on request to those in responsible positions who are not

yet provided with a copy and who deal with steam and its

many problems.

ENLARGE OFFICES
The American Screw I'ropeller Company of 505 Pcnfield

Building, Pliiladelphia, Pa., designers of proper propeller

wheels, beg to announce the removal of their offices to

larger and more efficient quarters, at 610-11 Penfield

Building. This change being necessary, due to the greatly

increasing demand for the use of their services.

This company wishes to express thanks to their many
clients, whose co-operation, have enabled this expansion
to take place.

Fusible Plugs

Boiler Bushings

Air Ports

Deck Plates

Ships' Pumps
Whistles

Ship Bells

Gongs

Jingle Bells

Composition Spikes

Steam Cocks

Service Cocks

GARRATT Improved

Gauge Cocks

Hose and Pipe Fittings

Composition Valves

(ESTABLISHED /RSr) >

General Machine Work

in Steel, Cast Iron and

Composition Metals

Especially Equipped for

Quantity Production of Brass Goods and

Heavy Machine Work

There is a GARRATT product for vour requirements

Wo T. 'QMJm,^\:TT Bi CmMP^MT
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k on planking

THE "LITTLE DAVID" CALKING MACHINE
Shipbuilders will be interested to learn of the perfection

of a practical pneumatic calking machine. This tool,

known as the "Little David" Calking Machine, is being
placed on the market by the Ingersoll-Rand Comp-iny,
11 Broadway, New York, who report an enthusiastic recep-

tion wherever it has been introduced.

The pneumatic calking machine weighs but thirteen and
a half pounds, and observed performances show that it can
be easily handled and operated in any position. It auto-
matically tacks either machine or hand spun oakum in side

or bottom seams to any depth required for final horsing.

On deck planking it will do the horsing. - Its working
speed is about 1500 tacks per minute, either coiling or

running the oakum straight.

The "Little David" Calking Machine is controlled by a

trigger similar to a light scaling hammer. It differs, how-
ever, from the usual hammer in that the piston has an
extended rod fitted with a thin calking blade. This, being
a reciprocating iron with positive pull-back, has no ten-
dency to bind. The calking iron travels in guides which
prevent it from turning, the whole being fitted with springs
so that the workman can vary the penetration of the
calking iron with the varying depth of the scam. A unique
device automatically feeds the oakum with each movement
of the calking blade. Guide wheels run in the seam being
calked and keep the threading iron lined up. The tool
operates with negligible vibration and its design is such
that it follows without effort on the part of the workman,
in fact, machine calking is so simple that ordinary work-
men can do highly efficient work.
A demonstration was recently conducted before the

United States Shipping Board, Emergency Fleet Corpora-
tion, and the tool was approved by them.
The tool measures 22 inches in overall length. The

ordinary equipment consists of a calking iron of 1/16-inch
thickness, although a J-g-inch iron can be furnished if

desired.
This tool should immeasurably increase the speed of

wooden shi])building, which up to now has been hindered
by an inadequate supply of calkers.
Any device which will speed up shipbuilding, or, for that

matter, any war industry should be accorded whole-
hearted support. They place the country and our Allies
that much nearer the winning goal.

CREOSOTE AS A WAR TIME NEED
The dini.inds of the war have seriously affected the

l:il)or situation on the railroads. The high wages of the
inunition plants liavc attracted the men away from the
section gangs of the railroads and many of the laborers
have entered the military forces of our country. These
vacancies have not been filled in many cases, and conse-
(|ucntly the maintenance of the way work is being done
by a decreased number of workers. As an illustration

of the decrease of labor, one of the divisions of a large
Eastern railroad employed 544 men in section gangs in

December, 1912, and in December, 1917, the personnel of
these gangs totaled 358.

Having a lessened niunber of employees with which to

do the same amount of work as previously, the super-
visors were confronted with the problem of eliminating
some of the work and of getting greater results from the
labor expended. One of the chief duties of the gang is

to replace defective ties that have rotted through exposure
and wear. This changing of tics requires a large portion
of the time siicnt in repairing the road bed, and conse-
quently any saving in this work would decrease the
amount of labor required to a considerable extent.
The average length of life of a tie is about eight years,

and with the enormous number of ties used on the rail-

roads of America, this means an enormous number of
replacements each year, especially when one considers
that there are over 2,310,000 miles of track operated by
American railroads and that the ties required in this
stretch of steel amoimt to over 577,000,000.
This means tliat there are over 90,000,000 of ties re-

placed every year, and as the changing of each tie requires
an hour's work, a large amount of time is thus consumed.
The possibility of saving a large part of this time has

caused the supervisors of railroads to order all ties creo-
soted before being placed in service. Creosoting doubles
the life of the tie and proves a resistant against the rav-
ages of climatic conditions and other forms of decay.
The creosoted process consists of heating the tie to drive

off the moisture and then immersing it in a bath of hot
creosote. The creosote is absorbed into the cracks of the
wood and when taken out of the bath, the tie presents a
v/aterproof surface that will last for many years.

PLEASE MENTION THE PACIFIC MARINE REVIEW WHEN YOU WRITE
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PORTABLE OUTLET PANELS FOR ELECTRIC
WELDING SERVICE

For an electric welding outfit to be of its maximum
service, it must be so arranged that it can be taken to
the work, no mater where tliat may be located. For
instance, in a railroad shop there should be outlets adja-
cent to each stall in the roundhouse, one or more on the
washing tracks outside and others in places through the
shop. In a boiler shop there should be an outlet on every
other column and in a large machine shop there should
be an outlet adjacent to eacli of the larger machines in

order that work may be done in filling up blow holes and
other defects on large castings with the minimum amount
of crane handling.
One solution of the jjroblem would, of course, be to lo-

cate a panel outlet of a suitable type wherever it is antici-
pated that electric welding might be desired. However,
this is rather an expensive proposition, and many electri-

cal engineers would prefer to accomplish the same result

in a simpler manner. A recently developed portable out-
let panel manufactured by the Westinghouse Electric
& Alanufacturing Company takes care of this situation
with a minimum of expense and with all the simplicity
of the familiar distributing system for storage battery
charging.
Two types of portable outlet panels are furnished, both

being mounted on light trucks. They consist of a control
panel mounting a handle trip railway type circuit breaker
having overload release with magnetic blowout, and a
13-point face plate connected to a resistor mounted in

the rear of the panel. The face of tlie panel is protected
by a metal cover through which the handles of the rheo-
stat and circuit breaker project. The resistor is made up
of grids and is protected by a cage of expanded metal.
Type E panel is intended for metal electrode welding,
only, having a capacity of from 80 to 170 amperes. With
this outfit one metal electrode holder and one shield

are supplied. For a wider range of work a Type F
panel should be used. This will handle metal electrode
work from 80 to 160 amperes, and light graphite electrode
work up to 300 amperes. The outfit includes one metal
electrode holder, one graphite electrode holder and one
mask.

In installing an electric welding system using these
portable panels, the best method is to place a Westing-
house arc welding motor generator set at some central
point. Where suitable low resistance ground connection
can readily be made throughout the shop, as for instance,

where metal floors or cast iron bedplates are in general

<

|~1

w
Portable outlet panel.

use or in a railway shop where the track system can
be used, only one connector need be extended to the
various receptacles. The iron floor plates may be arc-
welded to each other and isolated sections tied together
bv an iron rod or heavy copper cable, while the track
rails may be bonded by arc-welding the fish plates to the
rails. Receptacles should then be provided at suitable
points throughout the shop of a capacity appropriate for
the service for wliich they are intended. These receptacles
may readily be mounted out of doors if they are pro-
vided with protection from the weather. Only single-pole
receptacles and a single wire cable to the portable panel
need be provided. This cable should be of sufficient
length, so that the panel may be placed as near as possible
to the work in order to save steps and valuable time for
tlie welding operator. The flexible cable leading from
the panel to the electrode holder should be as short as is

ordinary two-wire system of distribution with double-
pole outlets and two-wire cables should be provided.

LEAKPROOF BOATS
"How to Make Your Fishing Boat Leakproof", is the

title of an interesting little booklet put out by L. W. Ferdi-
nand & Company of 152 Kneeland Street, Boston, Mass.
To those who have been bothered with bailing leaky small
boats this book will prove a helpful boon. A copy will be
sent on request to L. W. Ferdinand & Company.

C. A. WATTS
CONSULTING ENGINEER

24 CALIFORNIA STREET SAN FRANCISCO

'Tli f^'Ii^I'A'Ii'L'Ii OIL

VENTILATOR COWLS
DIE PRESSED GALVANIZED VENTILATOR COWLS

MANUFACTURED TO MEET U. S. GOVERNMENT STANDARDS

A Modern Plant Equipped for Heavy or Light Marine Metal Work

S. F. METAL STAMPING WORKS
2269 FOLSOM STREET Theophile Lahaye SAN FRANCISCO
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ESTABLISHED 1880

c. BEvruss CO.
SHIP BROKERS

244 CALIFORNIA STREET SAN FRANCISCO

MARINE
PHOENIX ASSURANCE COMPANY

Ltd., of London

PACIFIC COAST DEPARTMENT,

E, C. F. KNOWLES. General Agent

INSURANCE
THE UNION MARINE INSURANCE

CO., Ltd., of Liverpool

222 Sansome St.. SAN FRANCISCO

S. A. LIVINGSTON. Underwriter

Howard W. Bray
IRON PIPE RELAYING RAIL GALVANIZED SHEETS

CENTRAL BANK BUILDING OAKLAND, U. S. A.

Van Arsdale-Hanis Lumber Company
FIFTH AND BRANNAN STREETS SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA

White Cedar, Spruce or Sugar Pine Template Lumber
Worked to Any Thickness Desired

Redwood Pattern Stock White Cedar
In All Grades and Thicknesses For Mould Loft Flooring

Long Clear Fir Timbers • Vertical Grain Fir Decking

Sugar Pine • California White Pine
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CONCRETE BOAT BUILDING IN SPAIN
Spain, the coimlry in wliii'li C'ulunihns contrix ud to gel
n.uh

.h
(inip tluH

jannl of
boats,

loss his-

toric interest along abont 1492, has turned to concrete as
a shipbuilding material in 1918.
The corporation known as Works & Pavements, of

Barcelona, Spain, is one which has accomplished in a rela-
tively short period of time some of the most important
public works of reinforced concrete, and in view of the
development that it believes will take place in maritime
construction, of reinforced concrete ships.
At the present time it has in course of construction the

first cargo boat in this field, some details of which will
be seen in accompanying photographs. This ship, while
the initial attempt of this kind of this firm has neverthe-
less led it to plan to construct in 1918 a gross tonnage
of 40,000, which corresponds to a displacement of 70,000,
consisting of standard types of ships of 300, 500 and 1000
tons each. Next year we propose to extend our opera-
tions to enable enlarging our plant, have acquired an

additional site on the shores of the Mediterranean, having
an area of 2.50,000 square meters with 2000 meters water
frontage that will |)ermit us to provide ways and at the
same time carry on construction of thirty boats, some
of which are planned to be up to 6000 tons capacity.

It has also been proved that algae and the various
forms of sea growths that are developed in sea water may
be removed from the surface of concrete very easily.
The company known as Works & Pavements lias ac-

'luired various patents that will permit it to build rapidly
and (((iiHiinieally reinforced concrete shii)s.

SCREW PROPELLER DESIGNING PROSPECTUS,
is the title of the latest catalog issued by the American
Sci^ew Propeller Company of Philadelphia, Pa. This inter-
esting catalog gives a clear idea of the scope of the work
undertaken by the American Screw Propeller Company,
the data necessary for the successful designing of pro-
pellers and a short history of screw propulsion. The cata-
log will be sent to anyone interested on request.

Cargo Surveyors and Appraisers

SHIP BROKERS

F. GRIFFIN & CO.
SAN FRANCISCO SEATTLE VANCOUVER, B. C.

WHITE CEDAR and HARDWOOD
FOR

IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT

J. E. HIGGINS LUMBER CO. San Francisco
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When the glass is falling, the seas

tumbling aboard over the bow, empty-

ing tons of solid water on the ship which

go hissing and roaring down the deck,

burying everything in a wild welter

—when the giant rollers lunge forward

with awe inspiring sounds and the

wind pipes a shrill battle cry in the

rigging— this is the supreme test for

your men and equipment and no sailor

should be required to risk his life on

rope which is not dependable.

Equip your ships with reliable

Columbian
MANILA ROPC

and in this way reduce the dangers

which your men are forced to face.

COLUMBIAN ROPE COMPANY
Auburn— "The Cordage City"— New York

Branches: New York— Chicago—Boston

Telephone Douglas 1082

Capt. Chas. J. Swanson
Nautical Books and Instruments

Dealer in

Steamship and Naval Officers Uniforms,
Clothing, Caps and Gold Wreaths,

Hats, Shoes and Furnishings

Oilskins. Rubber Boots, BeddinR and Blankets

36-40 Stcurt Si. SAN FRANCISCO

EAGLE LEATHER FILLET
FOR ECONOMY

Made from select, soft, pliable leather.

Perfect in size and cut. Edges feathered
to a thin sharp edge. Can be inserted
quicker than any other fillet.

EAGLE BELTING COMPANY
Sole Manufacturers

542 W. Jackson Blvd. CHICAGO

TOOL MAKERS' CONVENTION
The enormous problem of maiuifacturing and supplying

machinery and tools sufficient for the carrying out of the

Government program for the production of ships, shells,

guns and aircraft will be the subject considered at the

great "War Convention" of the machinery, tool and supply
industry of the country, to be held in Cleveland, the week
of May 13th.

One thousand men who are bearing the brunt of the
unprecedented demand for machinery will gather from
all parts of the country to lay out a plan, with the aid

of Government officials, to keep the great munition pro-
gram going at top speed. The big war convention will be a
joint meeting of four great national associations, the
American Supply & Machinery Manufacturers Association,
the National Supply & Machinery Dealers Association, the
Southern Supply & ^fachincry Dealers Association and
the National Pipe & Supplies Association, which will meet
together in order to co-ordinate their efforts toward one
goal, "More Ships, More Shells".

"No industry has a greater responsibility at this moment
than the machinery men", said H. W. Strong, president
of the National Supply & Machinery Dealers Association.
"We must have men, but behind the men must be ships
and munitions, and behind the ships and munitions, ma-
chinery—more machinery—still more machinery. We are
in this fight to a finish. The Germans have convinced us
that the only way out of the war is straight through, and
the American machinery industry is ready to carry on to
a knock-out."
The part played by drills in the game of war is shown

by the computation that 70 drilled holes are required in

every three-inch shrapnel shell, in every rifle 00, machine
gun ,?50, torpedo 3466, war plane 4089, war truck 5946,
war ambulance 1500, three-inch field gun 1280, gun caisson
594, and anti-aircraft gun 1200.

Students for Masters' Licenses

NAVIGATION
By GEORGE L. HOSMER

" ' ' Topograp' —
.Ma s Inslitule of Technology

is just the book for you. Pre-
s e n t s the subject in a
CLEAR and SIMPLE man-
ner, yet omits nothing essen-
tial.

214 pages. 4'/i by 6%.
Illustrated, including signal
codes in color. Cloth, $1.25
net, postpaid.
JOHN WILLEY & SONS, Inc.

Dept. P., 432 Fourth Avenue,
NEW YORK
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Official Organ 9/ The Shipowners' Association
or the Pacific Coast.

PACIFICm RWIE
Copyrighted 1918, in tlie United States, by Pacific Marine Review
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Development of tke East Bay District

THE most striking feature in the development of the San Francisco Bay district during the

past few years has been the remarkable advance made in manufacturing and shipbuilding

along the eastern shores of the bay. From Pittsburg, near the mouth of the San Joaquin

and Sacramento Rivers southward to Fruitvale, a steady and rapid development work has been going

forward. This section of the bay territory possesses the advantages of large tracts of level land,

ample rail connections, and, to an ever-increasing extent, good channel conditions for water shipment.

Oakland and its environs have become a great shipbuilding center with three large plants in

operation, two under construction, and still another in contemplation. The same region may also lay

claim to being the most important gas and Diesel engine producing district in Western America. In

the matter of industrial establishments intimately related with shipping, the list of activities in the

East Bay district is quite an imposing one. At Pittsburg we find the largest steel casting plant west

of the Mississippi River, and the greater portion of this firm's business consists of marine castings.

There are several large wood product manufacturers who maintain their own fleets of vessels and

have their own wharves and terminal equipment ; we find paint and varnish companies specializing in

marine paints, oxygen making plants with shipyards and marine machine shops as their chief cus-

tomers, and a large number of smaller institutions who depend upon shipping and shipbuilding to

furnish the backbone of their business.

To meet the growing requirements of the firms, either directly or indirectly, dependent upon

the ship and her activites, both public and private waterfront improvements are being pushed rapidly

to completion- The old feeling that the East Bay communities could not aiTord to have deep water

channels as an adjunct to their commerce, has given way before the truth that they cannot afford not

to have them and the day when the deep water ship will be able without difficulty and at any stage

of the tide, to berth at a dozen or more localities along the eastern shores of the bay is near at hand.

It will be seen that an analysis of Oakland's large business enterprises, and those of her neighbor-

ing communities cannot be carried very far without encountering the influence of salt water. Since

shipping and the waterfront activities of San Francisco's East Bay neighbors are assuming an ever-

increasing importance, no apology or explanation is in order for devoting a large portion of this edition

of the "Pacific Marine Review" to the maritime achievements of this growing commercial and manu-

facturing region.
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The Key Route Basin the Union Con-

Oakland as a Construction Center

B()\
S in their teens today can remember easily

when a million sounded big. But in these

times of wars and billions what was once

an awe-inspirint;" word causes liardK' a ri])ple h\ its

utterance.

Nevertheless, more than a ripple ran o\er Oak-

land the other day when it was announced that

Moore & Scott had been awarded a $35,000,000 Gov-

ernment contract to build ships. And when on top

of that came the news that the Union Iron Works
would do $.^0,000,000 more for Uncle Sam, the

ripple grew to a thunder of enthusiasm.

Now, this talk about millions is merely prepara-

tory to saying that Oakland is more than doing

its "bit" in building ships. It is doing its best.

Nearly 1,000,000 tons of steel vessels is under con-

struction and contract in the local yards. This is

one-sixth of the 191S program of the United States

Shipping Board.

This million tons of ships represents ninety-two

vessels.

They will cost $160,000,000.

.Ml this work is now being done along the Oak-

land Inner harbor, called bv old-timers the "creek"

1
1 nlBiTHBI M

inTiiiifinTnw

The Oakland power house nf the Southern Pacific Railway's
suburban system.

or the "estuary". So that takes us back into ancient

history, \vhich paradoxically is (juite modern his-

tory.

It is less than a tlecade since Oakland "Creek"

was a sort of "Sea of Saragossa", the Dead Sea of

ships, the graveyard of rotting hulks.

Along came "Me und Gott" with his U boat and

anything that could float became a prize to be

striven for. The graveyard gave up its dead.

Over night "Flying Dutchmen" turned into proud

sailing craft.

Now conservative reckoners figure that the East

Bay section is the greatest shipbuilding center in

California, and in the Alameda plant of the Union

Iron Works it has one of the largest shipyards in

point of area in the entire world.

Already nearly 15,000 workmen are engaged in

rushing out steel ships in the local vards. This

number will be increased by at least fifty per cent

before the end of this year.

The Union Construction Company, which re-

cently obtained contracts for ten 9400-ton standard-

ized ships from the Emergency Fleet Corporation,

will add at least .^000 to the shipbuilding ]iopula-

tion.

The Moore Shipbuilding Company, which only

recently increased the number of its employees by

at least twenty per cent, will add probably fifty

jier cent to the number within the next few months.

.Additional slips for the building of oil tankers will

soon be completed, which will require heavy addi-

tions to that company's payroll.

At the old Union Iron Works, now officially

known as the Alameda branch of the Bethlehem

Shipbuilding Corporation, Limited, extensive im-

provements are under way, costing hundreds of

thousands of dollars. When these are completed,

the number of workmen at that yard will be nearly

doubled.

The Hanlon plant is busy day and night and Sun-

(lavs, too—in fact, that is true of all the yards

—

and "Dan" Hanlon is now in the East conducting

important negotiations. He returned early in May
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of Oakland's shipyar

and announced $2,500,000 expenditures in improve-

ments, which will include a big machine shop and

drydocks.

Incidentally, Hanlon has reached out and taken

control of a large North Carolina yard.

In wooden construction, Oakland yards are not

lagging, though the amount of work being done is

not as large as at other shipbuilding points. This

is due to the demand for steel ships, and the re-

moteness from the lumber supply.

Nevertheless, the activity in wooden building is

regarded as gratifying.

Barnes & Tibbitts expect soon to be building on

the site of their new yard on the south side of

Oakland Inner harbor. They have some big con-

tracts for motor ships.

James Rolph, Jr., mayor of San Francisco, also

is preparing to hurry up work on his yard, along-

side that of Barnes & Tibbitts. He announced the

other day that he had purchased ten more acres of

ground and that work would begin immediately on

a $500,000 plant.

Oakland harbor has been selected as the site of

the Pacific Coast naval base, a great outfitting, re-

pair and supply station for United States warships,

to cost $36,307,000. This will be situated just

across the Southern Pacific's Alameda mole, the

south wall of the Oakland Inner harbor.

It is hoped that work on this naval base will begin

soon, as Senator James D. Phelan has offered an

amendment to the navy appropriation bill, calling

lor $6,000,000. The Helm Commission recommended
such appropriation annually for six years and urged

action at this session of Congress. The fact that

Senator Phelan has oft'ered his resolution at this

time is taken as an indication that Congress is in-

clined to follow the commission's recommendations.

Oakland's fame as a shipbuilding center, already

The largest plate of Alameda'B

nationally established for the quick and effective

turning out of vessels, has become materially

strengthened recently. The triple launching at the

Moore yard on March 14th did much in that direc-

tion. That event was considered of such importance

that the Associated Press, the International News
Service and the United Press, the three biggest
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nf the waterfront of the Hanlon Dry Dock and Shipbuilding Company taken before that
program.

ed its stei'l shipbuilding'

H%.-
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A hislorir picture: The United States Cruiser "Milwaukee" docking at one of Oakland's
evidence of the depth of water.

ipal piers. The big cruiser is ample
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General plan showing the Oakland and Alameda waterfronts; also the site of the 2160-acre Naval Ba
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news services in the world, served daily newspapers

all over the United States with accounts of the

launchings immediately after they took place.

The second triple launching in the history of the

world, set for the Fourth of July at the same yard,

will add to Oakland's shipbuilding fame.

Edward N. Hurley, chairman of the United States

Shipping Board recently took the triple launching

as a text to urge other shipbuilders to speed up.

Speaking before the National Marine League of the

United States at Delnionico's in New York, he said

:

"This record accomplishment shows what can

be done in live, wide-awake, efficient American

shipyards."

The Emergency Fleet News, the official publica-

tion of the Emergency Fleet Corporation, published

in a recent issue photographs of the triple launch-

ing and made this comment

:

"The sending of 28,200 tons of shipping into

American waters from one shipyard within the

space of a single hour is a record for other yards

to shoot at. It may be equalled, but the most san-

guine forecaster hardly dares to predict that it wnll

be beaten soon."

In the train of this maritime activity have come

many correlated plants, and many more are seek-

ing locations of plants because of the selection of

the Alameda site for the naval base.

Chief among such industries is the manufacture

of gas engines, both for marine and other purposes.

Oakland now leads in this line of manufacture.

Copra and cocoauut oil, chemicals used in aniline

dyes, automobiles, airplanes, lumber, food products

and steel are other important articles of manufac-

ture.

Oakland also has among its thirteen hundred fac-

tories the only cotton mill west of the Rocky Moun-

tains. Canneries of California fruit and vegetables

are doing hundreds of thousands of dollars' worth

of business, principally to feed the fighters in the

trenches.

In 1917 building permits for new factories and for

additions to established plants equalled the total

of the preceding twelve years together. The total

was something over $1,000,000.

The figures given below on shipbuilding activities

in Oakland shipyards convey in brief form a general

idea of the great task being performed here in help-

ing to win the war. Detailed information is not

possible, as that would be giving information to

the enemy.

The figures are

:

Ships under construction or contract^ 92

Tonnage (approximately) 1,000,000

Value of contracts $160,000,000

Men employed 14,500

3000 more will be added when the Unin Construc-

tion Company's plant on the western waterfront is

in operation.

Sunset amone the Alaska Packers. This great fleet of sailine ships has b
Arctic. The harbor was also used as a laying up place for old vessels,

sion the "bone yard", but today the bo

Oakland harbor its winte
ch could not earr dividends.
been emptied of idle ships.
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REINFORCED CONCRETE OPINIONS

The building of concrete ships was one of the
principal topics discussed at the last general meet-
ing of the Institution of Naval Architects of Great
Britain. Three important papers were delivered
on the subject, "A Preliminary Survey of the pos-
sibilities of Reinforced Concrete as a Material for

Ship Construction", by Major M, Denny; "Rein-
forced Concrete Vessels", by Mr. Walter Pollock;
and "Design and Construction of a Self-Propelled

Reinforced Concrete Sea Going Cargo Steamer
Building in Great Britain", by T. G, Owens Thurs-
ton,

As the subject of the reinforced concrete ship is

very much in the public mind at the present time,

the appended views of these three well known Brit-

ish naval architects and marine engineers will prove
of much interest.

Major Denny's view was that, in the abnormal
circumstances now prevailing, reinforced concrete

at once suggested itself as an alternative to steel,

and when it was added that its use made practically

no demand on the class of labor used for shipbuild-

ing, the justification for its trial in these times was
not only sufficient, but overwhelming. Already re-

inforced concrete vessels were being built to carry

fuel oil in bulk. Although it was scientifically

known that there was a disparity between the

weights of concrete and steel ships respectively, it

was impossible to state to what extent the loss in

deadweiglit would restrict the application of rein-

forced concrete to the construction of cargo carriers,

since the cost of construction in the latter material

was still somewhat conjectural. It might, however,

be said as to the question of weight that the bare

hull of the concrete ship was forty per cent greater

than that of the steel ship, while as to the ques-

tion of cost, it could be stated that reinforced con-

crete would not replace steel for the ordinary cargo

carrier unless the hull could be built for consider-

ably less than half the cost of building the same
hull in steel. In spite of all this, there appeared to

be a class of floating structure in which reinforced

concrete might well replace steel. Where the addi-

tional weight was more than counterbalanced by the

durability and reduced prime cost of the new ma-
terial, there was reason to expect its adoption would
naturally follow. There would, therefore, seem to

be a future for reinforced concrete in such struc-

tures as lightships, floating docks, landing stages,

hulks, depot ships, and similar craft, and it might
be confidently expected that even when the artificial

stimulus to reinforced construction provided by
present-day conditions was removed, the industry
would still persist on the second footing of com-
mercial and technical suitability,

Mr, Pollock emphasized the disparity in weight
between steel and concrete to the disadvantage of

the latter. The weight of reinforced concrete hulls,

he said, was the most serious problem in the adop-
tion of that type of vessel, the concrete being 143
pounds per cubic foot, plus reinforcement. The
bare hull with fittings of a coasting vessel of, say,

300 tons deadweight would weigh 130 per cent
more than that of a steel vessel, while the increase
in total displacement was about forty per cent. Put
in another way, if a concrete coaster was built of
the dimensions and co-efificient of fineness of a 420-
ton deadweight steel vessel, it would only carry
300-tnn deadweight on the same draught. Rein-
forced concrete ships would, no doubt, in time prove
their reliability and safety, their capability of mak-
ing ocean voyages, and of withstanding shocks due
to sea-going conditions, and of showing that dam-
age by collision would not be more serious than
in steel vessels. If so, they had a future for at least

some years to come, and for river and harbor work
for a much longer period, in spite of the great dis-

advantage of the extra weight that would always
be with them. Generally, the immediate future for

vessels in reinforced concrete seemed substantial

and most hopeful, and as a result of the many ex-

periments and construction now being made
throughout the world, great improvements would
be made as experience was gained ; the excessive

weight would be reduced, and the utility and earn-

ing power of the vessels increased.
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E
THE BUILDING PROGRAM

STI]\IAT]',S submitted by the Shipping Board

early in May call for an appropriation of $2,-

223,835,000. This vast sum is made up as fol-

For the cost of construction of ships authorized

by the urgent deficiency bill of 1917 the board has

requested an appropriation of $1,386,100,000, and

for the purchasing and requisitioning of plants and

materials, $652,000,000.

Other estimates include

:

For acquisition or establishment of plants for

shipbuilding, $5,000,000.

For acquisition of lands and buildings, $50,000,-

000.

For the operation of all ships proposed in the

estimates, $500,000,000.

For the acquisition of plants for the construction

of concrete ships and for construction of concrete

ships, $35,000,000.

For the recruiting and instructing of officers for

American vessels, $10,250,000.

For the cost of development of port facilities,

$25,000,000.

For construction or completing of ships in ship-

yards and foreign countries, $55,000,000.

The item of $55,000,000 for ship construction in

foreign yards was explained lated by Mr. Hurley

as part of the contract price of approximately $75,-

000,000 for 380,000 tons of steel shipping now being

built for the Emergency Fleet Corporation in Japan.

There are fifty vessels of between 6000 and 9000

deadweight tonnage now building in Japan, Mr.

Hurley said. In addition, 100,000 tons was acquired

by purchase and 150,000 tons by charter.

An item of $25,000,000 for port facilities will be

expended chiefly in the construction of docks,

which will be located in accordance with the recom-

mendations of a special commission appointed for

the purpose.

Production Director Charles M. Schwab has can-

celled the Submarine Boat Company of Newark's

cost plus contract for 160 5000-ton steamers and

has fixed a flat price of $960,000 each on these ships.

This sum is arrived at as follows : Material $400.-

000, labor $280,000, overhead $230,000, profit $50,000.

SHIPYARD SPIRIT

THE community spirit has been spreading

apace throughout the shipyards of the Pa-

cific Coast. Many of the yard organizations

are issuing their own publications, club houses are

being built, all manners of out-door and in-door

sports are being taken up with the result that the

get-together spirit has greatly strengthened. At the

same time there has been created a friendly rivalry

among the plants which is bound to result in in-

creased efficiency and better workmanship all along

the lini-. If the baseball team of one concern scores

a clean-cut victory over a rival organization, the

men in that yard determine to wipe out the defeat

in one way or another. They beat their rival at

driving rivets, launching a ship or subscribing to

the War Loan or Red Cross. It is a good, clean,

friendly rivalry and is carried on with the highest

sense of the best sportsmanship on all sides. It is

a healthy struggle for the greatest prize ever striven

for in the history of the world,—the winning of the

great war for freedom and justice.

CONCRETE DOCKS

THE use of concrete in the construction of

dry docks is a matter which will always

be determined by the individual require-

ments and the physical limitations which govern

each separate installation. Reinforced concrete for

dock work possesses many undoubted advantages,

such as durability and low upkeep cost, while on

the other hand, its weight necessitates a greater

depth of water than is required for a wooden or

steel dock of similar capacity. Recently we have

seen companion designs for a steel and a concrete

floating dock, each with a designed lifting capacity

of 7000 tons. The total displacement of the steel

structure was 12,000 tons, that of the concrete struc-

ture 23,000 tons, and the latter four feet more of

water in which to operate. In firm bottom, clear

water harbors this handicap is easily overcome by

digging a hole in which to operate the floating dock,

but in silt-bearing waters, minor dredged areas silt

up with great rapidity.

BARGE CONTRACTS IN VIEW

WOODEN shipbuilding plants in the Ore-

on district which are not now building

vessels for the Shipping Board have

been informed that the Government is in the mar-

ket for ocean-going wooden barges of about 2000

tons deadweight capacity. This move may be taken

as meaning that the Emergency Fleet Corporation

is of the opinion that considerable coastwise traffic

now being carried on by steamers could be handled

by large tow barges, and that the tonnage thus re-

leased for other work would be well worth while

looking after. There can be little doubt that the

large ocean-going tug with her two or three barges

form an economical means of transferring bulk

freights and the records made in this work on the

East Coast by such concerns as the Luckenbach

Steamship Company has probably influenced the

Emergency Fleet heads towards this mode of

freight transference by water.



Development of Foreign Xrade m
Manufactured Products

E. M. Herr, President Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company

WE «ire facing as serious and critical a

situation in our foreign trade, especially

our foreign trade in manufactured prod-

ucts, as the nation faced at the sinking of the "Lusi-

tania", and are doing almost as little toward real

preparation for the proper development of this trade

as did we as a nation at that time in preparation

for the terrible war in which we are now engaged.

There were many reasons why the beginning of

our preparation for war was delayed until its actual

declaration, but none of these reasons—be they good
or bad—apply as a justification for delay in prepara-

tion for our participation in the world's foreign trade

after the war.

To retain and develop the position we now hold

in the commercial and financial world—a position

forced upon us by the requirements of the belliger-

ents, and not b}' our own plans or exertions—is one

of our greatest problems.

Other countries regard their foreign trade as

absolutely essential to their future progress, and
consequently, notwithstanding the ravages of the

greatest war of history and the invasion of their

most productive teritory—as is the case with France
—they are diligently and steadily working and plan-

ning for the development of their foreign trade.

England is attacking this problem with an enthu-

siasm and thoroughness which should be both a

lesson and an inspiration to the United States.

All of the European countries have had their

facilities for pursuing foreign trade developed and
perfected by years of experience in this, the most
important and vital part of their commercial world.

With us the care and development of our domestic

trade, until now so engrossing, has prevented the

great majority of our manufacturers from making a

serious and continuous effort to cultivate the more
difficult field of foreign trade.

Whether we like it or not, we must now face the

duties and responsibilities of a world power and take

our place as such among the great commercial na-

tions of the earth. Fortunately the requirements of

the war are forcing us to build up and equip a mer-
chant marine, which in all probability will be en-

tirely adequate for our oversea trade at the close

of the war.

We also have in splendid effective operation the

Federal Reserve System of Banks, so successfully

handling the colossal banking operations which the

financing of this war requires. These banking facili-

ties and the credit system resting: upon them ade-

quately take care of the domestic iinancial situation,

but we still need a similarly adequate and compre-

hensive system for handling the financial operations-

abroad, which our development of foreign trade will

require—that is to say, such a financial system at

home and such banking facilities abroad as will

enable the American dollar to be maintained sub-

stantially at par throughout the world.

A financial system such as this would, of course,,

furnish American commerce with stable exchange

and credit facilities throughout the world. A bill to

accomplish the stability of foreign exchange, the

merits of which I will not attempt to discuss, has-

recently been introduced in the Senate of the United

States by Senator Owen of Oklahoma.
Legislation of this kind is of great importance to-

manufacturers and the American Manufacturers Ex-
port Association should at once begin to consider

how plans can best be laid to work out, through

existing commercial organizations and Govern-

mental agencies, the most effective treatment pos-

sible of this, not only the most important, but I

believe vital development.

A step in the direction of helpful legislation of

great importance to exporters is the passage of the

long-delayed Webb bill, which permits co-operation

and organization in foreign trade to be eft'ective and

removes what would have been a serious handicap-

to our manufacturers in their efforts to meet the re-

markably far-reaching plans of our competitors in

foreign fields.

With an adequate merchant marine, financial and
credit resources and satisfactory legislation, what
further is needed to enable our merchant and manu-
facturers to successfully develop our foreign trade

after the war?

Let us first consider what competition we will

find most difficult. Some light on this important

subject may come from an examination of the com-
petition met before the war. Then England and

Germany were the leading nations in export trade

the United States being third. In 1913 the combined

imports and exports of these countries in dollars

were

;

England $7,000,000,000

Germany 5,000,000,000

United States upwards of 4.000,000,000

I'rance and The Netherlands $3,000,000,000 each,

fdllowed by Belgium, Russia, Austria-Hungary

and Italy with $1,700,000,000 — $1,500,000,000—

$1,.^00,000,000 and $1,200,000,000 respectively.
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Imports exceeded exports in all the above coun-

tries, except the United States and Russia. For

Great Britain the balance of trade ag^ainst her was

$650,000,000; for Germany $160,000,000, and ft.r

France $315,000,000. This difference is paid for by

Great Britain through ocean freights, income from

foreign investments and the trade in manufactured

commodities among the countries. The other coun-

tries pay for their surplus imports in general in the

same way, a larger amount, however, being paid in

trade, which means that they are all vitally con-

cerned in their foreign trade and are, therefore, the

great trading nations of the world, and the largest

and best customers of the United States. We, how-
ever, take from them more of the manufactured

products—they from us more of our raw products.

As we develop in ability to reduce the cost of our

manufactured products and learn how to better meet

the exact requirements of their trade, we will grad-

ually increase our exports of manufactured products

to these countries. This is especially true now that

we have become a creditor instead of a debtor

nation.

The opportunity for such increase is, however,

much better in those countries of smaller industrial

development, like Russia, Japan, China, and the

South and Central American countries, all largely

dependent on imports from foreign countries to

supply their need for manufactured goods.

AH trade is reciprocal, and we must not forget

that if we are to supply a nation with the products

of our industry, we must take from them a con-

siderable proportion of this trade in their products

or establish some trade or financial relation which

will enable them to largely pay us in trade for our

goods. It requires co-operation among our manu-
facturing exporters to bring about the best results

in this as in other trade matters.

The favorable balance of trade which this country

has enjoyed since the outbreak of the war, amount-

ing in the past two years to upwards of six billion

dollars, has resulted in a gold reserve in the United

.States far exceeding all records. This gold after the

war will be a shining mark for the trade organiza-

tions of foreign governments. A portion of it will

undoubtedly go abroad, notwithstanding any efforts

we may make to keep it, but a violent reversal of

the flow of gold would rudely and disastrously dis-

turb the great structure of bank credits reared upon

it, and with the stability of which we as manufac-

turers are so directly and vitally concerned.

How can this situation be safeguarded? The pri-

mary safeguard must be a stimulation of exports of

merchandise required in times of peace to take the

place of the abnormal demand for munitions of war.

It will not only require the utmost effort on our part

in organization and co-operation in industry and the

support of our Government, but also the greatest

development of efficient production we have ever

attained.

In order to apj)reciate what we should do to

meet the situation, a knowledge of similar activit)

in other countries will be helpful. In Great Britain

the problem of rehabilitating her position in foreign

trade has been approached with an enthusiasm and

thoroughness in which there is both suggestion and

inspiration for us. In addition to the tremendous

activity incident to carrying on this great war, there

has been appointed a Ministry of Reconstruction.

This body, together with other Government
agencies, is arranging and carrying out a most com-

prehensive program for redirecting a nation's

energy, and refitting men and industries now en-

gaged in war work along such lines as will insure

the utmost development of every resource of the

nation. Production and economy are to be the key-

notes. By the first wealth is created ; by the second

a surplus acquired which will be used to extinguish

the national debt. In preparation for this intensive

development of her resources, Great Britain is tak-

ing, under the direction of the Ministry of Recon-

struction, the Ministry of Munitions, the Board of

Trade and other Governmental agencies, a com-

plete inventory of the agricultural, mining, indus-

trial and commercial resources of the nation. Nearly

one hundred committees are now busy on this great

work. A new department created jointly by the

Foreign Office and the Board of Trade known as

the Department of Overseas Trade (Development

and Intelligence) is also at work. By this means
a single body is to control and co-ordinate the

sources of information in regard to buyer and seller.

Better trained men are to be sent out to every cor-

ner of the world to stimulate and develop British

export trade. In many other ways and by unusual

and remarkably effective methods not only Great

Britain, but France and Italy as well, are already

hard at work on the upbuilding of their foreign

trade after the war. No one doubts that Germany
is doing as much or more, so that if the United

States is to take her place in the world's trade after

peace is restored, immediate action on constructive

lines is necessary. Much of this work lies beyond

the scope of the American Manufacturers Export

Association, but a great deal can be and should be

done through this association and its members.

Much missionary work must be done among our

manufacturers themselves as to the possibilities of

foreign trade, and the way in which it can best be

handled. Information relative to the kinds of raw
material each country produces and how those we
can use can best be obtained must be secured and

distributed. We must also know in what quantities

such raw materials are available and the quality as

compared with similar materials in our own and

other lands. The requirements of each country in

manufactured goods must be ascertained and the

habits and customs of the people studied and this

information, as affects their trade requirements,

fully reported.
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It must be remcmbcrccl that all trade to be en-

during must be reciprocal and that we cannot sell

to a people regularly unless we also, either directly

or indirectly, buy from thcni. The more nearly

imports and exports balance, the more stable and

enduring the trade relation.

Investment by our people in the business and

resources of a foreign country will powerfully aid in

our ability to cultivate and hold them as customers

for our products.

With our comparatively high wage scale, it is

of the greatest importance that every possible efifort

l)e made to increase production. Every labor-saving

device possible must be used and where practicable

others developed and our workmen encouraged and

urged in every legitimate way to make their pro-

duction as large as possible, consistent with the

highest quality.

It is not alone the workman. ln)wever, who is

responsible for the amount of production secured.

Much depends upon the management and the skill

with which the materials are handled and the work-

man kept supplied with materials, tools and facilities

and trained to use his tools with skill and considera-

tion for their maintenance. We in the United States

having long excelled any other nation in the design

and construction of our machine tools, should now
pay especial attention to the quality of our product,

for it is easier to produce very high grade product

efficiently with our excellent tools, and more broadly

intelligent workmen than can our competitors with

less efficient workmen and tools.

Completion of Bay Point Snipyard

O X Januar_\- (>. 1918,

ground was broken

for the yard of the

Pacific Coast Shipbuild-

ing Company, near Bay
Point, on the shores of

tile upper Suisun Bay.

In three months the

])l;uit was sixty per

cent complete, and in less than four the first keel

was laid, the great establishment with its dozen or

so main buildings, its two miles of spur tracks, its

cranes and machinery, being ninety per cent com-

pleted.

It is believed that never before was such a con-

struction job carried through with such speed

—

another feather in the cap of the Western ship-

builders in their friendly competition-for-results

with the Easterners.

And brief as was the period of yard building, be-

tween the start of the job and the actual beginning

of shipbuilding, proposals for the construction of

sixty steamers were received by the company, ac-

cording to its vice-president and general manager,

John T. Scott, pioneer steel shipbuilder of the San

Francisco region.

It was Henry T. Scott—who, like John T., is one

of those associated in the new company — who
started the steel shipbuilding industry in San Fran-

cisco, turning to it in the early eighties, and for

many years the Scotts were connected with big

work in this field, .\fter twenty-five years of service

John Scott retired, but the need of America for

vessels called him back again to duty, and his first

task, now that the Bay Point plant is in operation, is

the turning out of ten steamers of 9500 tons dead-

weight for the Government.

It meant top speed from first to last to get the

liig establishment in running order within tlie time

set upon, but there was not a moment lost, and the

machinery in the plate shop was in readiness—actu-

ally in use on preliminary work, in fact—before the

laying of the first keel, which was delayed for lack

of keel plates, due to the breaking down of a freight

car on the road.

Four hundred feet long and eighty wide, the plate

shop, with the mould loft above it, was erected in

eighteen working days, and from the start of work
on its foundations to its completion there elapsed

but forty days. The machine shop is equally long

and 120 feet wide: here, too, the record pace was
kept up, the entire job taking but 23 days and the

erection itself only twelve. The rest of the build-

ing work was finished at a commensurate speed

—

the powerhouse and the blacksmith shop, for in-

stance, are each fifty by one hundred feet, yet they

were built in six and twelve days respectively.

And all the time this top notch production of

buildings was being maintained, big tasks were

being completed in the other phases of the yard's

construction.

Witli an area of 247 acres, the site of the plant is

said to be the largest on the Pacific Coast and one

of the biggest in the country. Getting such an area

into working shape in less than four months is no
child's play. Even the lesser details make big tasks

in themselves: the fire protection system for in-

stance. .\ mile of six and eight-inch pipe was re-

(:|uire<l for this, thirty-five hydrants being served,

the source of water Iieing the bay itself. Tapping
the l)a\-, is a pipe ser\ice. screened, filling a 50,000

gallon settling tank of concrete at tide level, above

it being, on a steel frame, a 50,000 gallon tank high

enough to give high pressure.

The extent of the site—ten times what has here-

to fore been considered large—made the job bigger
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in some respects, but it is an asset. I'or one thint;,

the buildings have been so laid out, nut only that

they may be enlarged with ease as needed, but so

that each piece of material going into a steamer need

be handled l)ut once, against several handlings in

yards with comparatively smaller areas.

This scientific efficiency is not the only distinction

of the yard, however. It is one of the few in the

world in which the bases of the ways are of con-

crete. Scotland has one yard so constructed and

a fifth of the ways at Hog Island are similarly built.

Of the seven ways for which provision was made
in the plans, four were chosen for immediate con-

struction, keel No. 1 being laid in way No. 5, the

first steamer has been progressing in the initial

way, the other slips have been kept going ahead at

a rapid rate in their final stages.

The frontage of the site on the bay is more than

half a mile—2800 feet, to be exact, with more cap-

able of development. The location on the upper

Suisun Bay is not i_)nly advantageous in enabling

the company to hold ample land without paying the

sky-high prices of waterfront property in cities, but

has material advantages as well. The delta of the

Sacramento and the San Joaquin rivers is not far aff

—the site is about thirty-two miles east of San Fran-

cisco, on the uppermost reach of the chain of bays

hinging on the Golden Gate—and the fresh water of

the rivers gives assurance of long life for sub-

merged timbers, being inimical to toredos and bar-

nacles.

There is ample room for launcliing big steamers,

and tlie depth of water is twenty-sex'en feet.

That the general conditions of this part of the

San Francisco Bay region are favorable to the suc-

cess of large industrial establishments is shown by

^IT
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A Rlimpse of a part of the plant on May 1st. the day the first keel was laid, less th

Concrete bases of building ways in the foreground: machine shop at left; in cente
building; in the right distance is the planing i
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Keel blocks set up

the growth of the Suisun Bay shores activities of

this nature in recent years, many large factories

having been established.

The site was made by nature for a shipyard, ap-

parently—and improved by civilization, as if espe-

cially with such use in view .

Three railroads traverse the company's property

—the main lines of the Southern Pacific, the Santa

Fe and the Oakland, Antioch & Eastern Electric

system. Much freight has also been received dur-

ing the building period by water, and veteran river

boatmen are authority for the statement that the

channel at and above the site has never been closed.

To handle supplies arriving by water, a special

landing was built at the 750-foot fitting-out wharf.

Electric current is at hand, the Pacific Gas &
Electric and the Great Western Power Companies'

power lines paralleling the railroads. A 4000 horse-

power line has been run into the yard by the Great

Western. Besides this, the great California oil fields

are brought to the plant's door, if needed, the main

pipe lines of the Associated, the Standard and the

Shell Oil Companies being near by and a refinery

of the Associated at Avon, a neighboring industrial

community. Electricity is, however, the chief mo-
tive power of the shipyard.

It was, then, with the possibilities of a yard

worth looking at, that the construction of the plant

was taken up. In the building of it, the same system

was followed as in the construction of Camp Fre-

mont, field headquarters for the contractor being

established on the site itself and all work concen-

trated there. The Lindgren Company did the build-

ing, the superintendent being W. S. Gilbert, who

superintended the erection of the great Southern

Pacific Building in San Francisco, and that city's

auditorium in the Civic Center.

The architect of the plant was Frederick II.

Meyer, designer of many notable structures in San

Francisco and other California cities.

His plans were cleverly drawn, not only in regard

to the details of the buildings, but their relation

to each other. In addition to allowing for ultimate

enlargement and providing for the efficiency that

requires but one handling of each piece of material,

he placed the structures fifty to a hundred feet

apart, thus lessening the fire danger.

The plate shop, first of the buildings to be done,

is at one end of the yard, close to the ways. With-
in it and connecting it with the building slips is

an aerial trolley system which, when first announced

in connection with the yard, attracted no little

public attention, from its similarity to the trolley

systems used with such notable success of getting

supplies to Italian troops holding isolated positions

on Alpine crags. Two trolleys to each slip is the

allowance, the lines being run from masts 115 feet

high, mounted in bases six or eight feet high.

Aside from the battery of punches and the other

usual equipment, the plant has one noteworthy

tool—a portable counter sinking machine devised

by James Jardine, constructional designer for the

company. The secret is in the vertical movement of

the drill spindle.

The crane system of the yard is extensive. The
first in use were a four-wheel, fifteen-ton locomotive

crane and an eight-wheel twenty-ton, and they had

hardly been put to work before a duplicate of the
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larger was ordered. Beside the plate shop is a

gantry, with a span of 144 feet, traveling over 1100

feet of track by the shop and the plate racks.

Around three walls of the plate shop is a U-shape

track for a five-ton monorail, and a fifteen-ton over-

head crane has been provided for the machine shop.

Eight five-ton jib cranes outside the plate shop, an-

other in the machine shop, and twenty-four trolleys

in the plate shop are among the other items in this

equipment.

All this machinery—and the great deal more that

it takes to make such a plant as this—kept coming

in for many weeks by the trainload. And then the

shipbuilding material began to arrive, to say noth-

ing of the shipments of various kinds coming by

water.

In a period when the country was sorely in need

of cars, and every shipper and every carrier was

being urged to do the utmost toward keeping cars

in motion, it is regarded by the Pacific Coast Ship-

building Company as something of an achievement

that not a cent of demurrage has been incurred on

freight shipments.

There hasn't been much lost motion in getting

the plant ready and starting work on ships, as the

results attest, but there have been two celebrations

at the yard. They didn't interfere to any extent

with hard work : in some respects that went right

ahead, celebration or not. But these occasions are

worthy of note.

The first was the raising of the flag of the United

States Shipping Board on April 6th, when similar

services were held in all American shipyards. On
that occasion the county in which the yard is situ-

ated, Contra Costa, officially participated, the chair-

man being County Treasurer J. Rio Baker, and the

orator of the day District Attorney Thomas D.

Johnston. The message of Edward N. Hurley to

3SKSS

Portable countersinkinR machiiu
Pacific Coa»t Shipbuilding C

drill spindle gives tti:

Jardine of the
ment of the
tage.

the shipbuilders of the nation was read by John T.

Scott.

The second event was the laying of the first keel,

on May 1st. John T. Scott showed he could work

like a Trojan in putting in the first rivet, with R. N.

Burgess, president of the company, hammering

away opposite him. It was a distinguished rivet-

ing gang, all in all. Frederick H. Meyer, the archi-

tect, was passer boy
; J. S. Hamilton, representing

Captain A. F. Pillsbury, district officer of the Emer-

gency Fleet Corporation, was holder-on, and the

heaver was Charles Daly, naval architect. The rivet

was finished by J. P. Baloun, marine engineer.

;<fc»faiMt;rr-<' ttimm

ott, bareheaded. lu' Pacilic Coaat



HoAvden Combination xVater Tube Boilers
As Manufactured in Canada

By R. Forbes Campbell

AAl()-\(^i the industries of Canada whicli ha\e

received a decided impetus, due to the war,

are those connected with marine machin-

ery and shipbuilding; in fact, the Dominion bids

lair to dexx'lop into a great marine engineering

country.

Her great resources in timber on the \\'est Coast

made the manufacture of wooden ships in large

numbers possible, but the problem of supplying pro-

pelling machinery for same was more difficult, as

the majority of the manufacturing centers of the

Dominion, capable of handling this type of work,

are situated in the East. The major portion of the

machinery had to be transported through the Rocky
Mountains to the shipbuilders in the West. This
necessitated the adoption of a boiler which could be

easily transported overland.

Further difficulties which the Imperial authorities

in Canada had to consider in their fight against the

ravages of the U-boat, was a lack of large boiler

plates, as the steel mills in .\merica were o\-cr-

loaded with urgent (_^iOverniiient work, and were
unable to supply the heavy boiler plate in large

quantities in a limited time. The requirements were
e\-idently a boiler which could be manufactured
with as little boiler plate as possible. Further, it

A\as impossible to introduce, in the required time,

special machinery to the \ari()us boiler sjiops in

Canada, for the manufacture of special boiler parts.

The design of the boiler had to be of the simplest

A complete- Hnw d

type, and capable of standardization, and being

made in large numbers by the Canadian manufac-

turers.

After a thorough investigation by the Imperial

]\Iunitions Board of Canada, of a number of differ-

ent types of multitubular and water-tube boilers,

the Howden Combination Water-Tube Boiler was
selected. This decision was reached after investi-

gating the results obtained with this type of boiler

in serxice on ocean liners and tramp steamers, and

extending over a period of eight years.

General Description

The Howden Water-Tube Boiler was designed

by the late Mr. James Howden, of Glasgow, Scot-

land, and is very simple in construction, being ar-

ranged in sections, or elements, each being inter-

changeable, and a complete boiler may consist of

one, two, three or more elments, according to the

horsepower required.

Each element consists of a bottom water drum
and top steam drum with straight vertical connect-

ing tubes expanded into tube plates on the drums.

The elements are supported at the front end by

water drum resting on angles riveted to the heavy

front plate, to which are also attached the furnace

and ash-pit doors with hot air ducts to same. The

front plate is stiffened by its connection to sup-

porting ash-pit walls, which form boiler foundation.

The back end is supported by having each top

drum end connected to beam on top of heavy I-

girder stanchions which are connected to tank top.

It will thus be seen that elements are supported

only at bottom drum on front end and top drum

at back end, leaving the element, drums and tubes,

free to adjust themselves for expansion.

The surrounding walls, backs and sides are con-

structed of brickwork and magnesia, with outside

air easing to pre\cnt radiation.

The side casing in way of tubes consists of re-

movable doors for easy examination of same.

{''lemcnts are connected up by steam header

placed on the top of the steam drums, and equaliz-

ing pipes are fitted between each element on both

steam and water drums to insure equalization of

pressure uniformity in water lex'el.

The total weight of boiler with steam up ready

for working is approximatel}' two-thirds of the

Scotch marine type, of same power.
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General Characteristics

The essential difference between the ordinarx

water tube and the Howden boiler is the water-

tube boiler proper depends entirely on tube heat-

in.i; surface, while the Howden boiler is a combina-

tion ol plate and tul)e heatini; surface, as in the

Scotch multitubular boiler.

A distinct advantage is obtained by this arrange-

ment, as a portion of the heat of the furnace gases

is absorbed by the bottom drum, which contains

the main body of water and is directly above the

fire, before the gases reach the tubes, and the trouble

experienced by the o\'er-heating of tubes placed

directly in the extreme heat of the furnace is elim-

inated. Further, this design gives a greater degree

of reliability, as the boiler can stand r<iugh usage

and considerable forcing.

A novel feature in water-tube boiler construct-

tion is introduced in connection with the furnace

arrangement. The Howden boiler is fitted with a

proper brick-lined furnace of similar dimensions as

the multitubular boiler, being approximately three

feet six inches by five feet six inches, and has a

separate combustion chamber to each furnace, all

the fire doors being on the same level, insuring

comparatively easy stoking, as most water tube

boilers have a large grate surface which requires

skilful stoking. This essential point will be ad-

mitted by marine engineers who have to depend

on the unskilled stoker of the present day.

The amount of water contained in the Howden
boiler is in excess of that in any other water-tube

type, thereby giving greater reliability and reserve

capacity, also insuring against danger from lack

of water supply. Even in the event of feed stop-

page for a considerable period, all the water would
require to be evaporated before any injury could

result to the boiler. It is not necessary to fit feed

regulators with the Howden boilers, as the water

level is maintained without difficulty.

When the boilers are fitted in conjunction with

multitubular boilers, as in the steamships "Kan-

owna" and "Kyarra", of the Australasian United

Steam Navigation Company of Australia, it is not

necessary to fit special feed lines, as boilers work
perfectly on the same feed line as the Scotch.

In several ships where Howden boilers have been

fitted, the boiler has been under the care of Chinese

fire-room crews, with Chinese water tender in

charge of a battery of four boilers.

The boilers can be put on board in any shipyard

with the derricks or crane used there, or by the

ship's own derricks ; and the several parts of the

boiler can be put into the boiler room through

stokehold hatchways or the o])ening re(|uired for

the funnel.

The economy which the Howden boiler has at-

tained, working under the heater air system of

forced clraught, and burning coal, has only been

surpassed by the performance of the boiler under

The Howden boile

the heated air system and burning oil fuel ; the

results have been most satisfactory, and the oil

burning system has been introduced in several of

our latest ships.

The design of Howden water and steam drums,

having flat tube plates, is advantageous, as it per-

mits of the tubes being all the one length, and

throws a tensile stress on to the outside tubes, the

center tubes being in compression. Our experience

with the center tubes has been most satisfactory.

The Howden Boiler Company has not received a

report from any of the ships at sea of a tube hav-

ing given way, but in the event of a tube bursting,

it can be removed by stepping same into place in

tube plate.

Circulation

In the Howden boiler, a constant flow of water

over the heating surfaces is insured by the evapora-

tion taking place in the back portion of the lower

drum, and in the back rows of tubes local to the

combustion chamber, the steam globules rising up
into the steam drum, the colder water passing down-
wards through the front tubes, and sweeping the

bottom drum plate. This rapid circulation has the

effect of keeping the bottom drum free from heavy
scale, as proven by actual sea experience. In the

large Australasian United Steam Navigation Com-
pany's passenger steamship "Kanowna", this ship

is fitted out with a combination of vScotch boilers

and Howden boilers. On a trip from Australia to

England, the condenser began to leak, and the feed

water consequently became salted. The density

finally reached twelve ounces of salt per gallon of

water. On examination of the boilers on arrixal
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Longitudinal sectiiin of Ho boiler, showing path of the gases and circ

n forced draught system of air heating

at Southampton, the furnace crowns of the Scotch

boiler were found to be incrusted with over one-

thirty-second inch scale, while the Howden boiler

was found absolutely free from scale on any part of

the heating surfaces.

It will be noted from the general design that,

when the steam globules

form on the bottom water

drum, they are not re-

stricted in any way in

passing upwards into the

steam drum, due to the

large number of tubes lo-

cal to the radiant heat of

the furnace.

Cleaning Howden Boilers

A feature which will in- ,
•

"

terest ship owners in this

type of boiler is the short

period required in port

for cleaning. This can be

thoroughly done in twelve

hours from the time of

ringing finished with en-

gines until steam is up

ready for sea. Moreover,

as the tubes are vertical

and straight, they do not

require cleaning for long

periods.

Four Howden boilers

are fitted in the steamship

"Borneo", of the Nether-

lands Steamship C o m -

pany, Amsterdam, Hol-

land. In the first two
years of service, the boiler

was never scaled. The
cleaning consisted of hos-

ing out the drums with

fresh water.

The time required for

cleaning the Howden boil-

er, as stated above, is

twelve hours, while the

Scotch boiler requires at

least forty-eight hours

;

also any other types of

water-tube boiler where a

tube covering arrange-

ment must be removed to

enable cleaning to be ac-

complished, takes appro.x-

imately the same time as

the Scotch marine boiler.

Another notable feature

is the ability to raise

steam quickly without injuring or straining any

part. Steam can be raised from cold water in thirty

minutes without risk of damage.

Economy

The efficiency and economy of the Howden boiler

under normal conditions at sea, and working under

ngement of three-element Howden boiler with element fitted in place. Each element evaporates
approximatly 5000 pounds of water under hot air forced draught conditions.
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Three elements ted together by steam drum and equalizing pipes,
expand, being held at front and back end only

Howden forced draught, for which it was specially

designed, is a point of great importance, and should

be given full appreciation. A degree of efficiency

is obtained that is higher than in any other type

of marine boiler. This is due to the perfect com-

bustion of the fuel in the brick-lined furnaces and

the rapid absorption of the radiant heat in the

furnaces by the plate surface of the bottom water

drum.

The proper mixing of the gases in the brick-lined

combustion chamber is provided for by the extra

supply of heated air, admitted over the top of fire,

forming perfect combustion. The gases then pass

through a nest of vertical tubes.

Subsequently a valuable percentage of the waste

heat in the funnel gases is absorbed by the Howden
air heater, and returned to the furnaces through the

special Howden draught

arrangements.

Under working condi-

tions at sea, the Howden
boiler has shown a constant

efficiency of eighty to

eighty-two per cent for

long trips.

THE STEAMER "LAN-
CASTER"

The steamer "Lancas-

ter was launched from the

\ ards of the Sun Ship-

building Company, Chester,

Pennsylvania, May 5th.

This vessel was orig-

inally contracted for by the

Cunard Steamship Com-

l)any, but afterwards com-

mandeered by the United

States Government to form

a part of the Emergency
Fleet Corporation's fleet

of carriers. The general

dimensions of the vessel

are as follows : Length

between perpendiculars

435 feet, moulded beam 57

feet .6 inches, moulded
depth 38 feet to shelter

deck, draft 26 feet, dead-

weight capacity 10,000

tons, gross tonnage 7470

tons. She has a designed

speed of 10>4 knots, and
her engines are of 2600

horsepower.

The "Lancaster" has
three complete steel

decks, all fore and aft,

and has four large cargo holds, cross bunkers for

coal and deep tanks for oil fuel or water ballast.

The double bottom under the machinery spaces

and also the after peak tank are fitted for fresh

water, reserve feed. The propelling machinery is

fitted amidships.

Hinged king posts mounting four 5-ton booms
each are fitted fore and aft, with one 30-ton boom
at the main hatchway. There are also two king

posts fitted amidships with one 5-ton boom on each.

A telescopic topmast for the wireless attennae is

fitted amidships. The deck machinery consists of

steam steering gear, steam windlass, steam capstan,

four compound geared steam winches and six single

geared steam winches. She is fitted with the usual

protective armament against submarine attack and

also extra life-saving equipment. The engines are

of the inverted cylinder triple expansion type and

steam is supplied by three Scotch marine boilers.
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Marine Engine Work m an Oakland Shop
By Frank A. Stanley, Member American Society of Mechanical Engineers; Member American

Institute of Mining Engineers; Associate Member American Institute of Electrical Engineers

ONT'^,
of tlu' progressive engineering- plants on

tlu- hay at Oakland, California, is that of

the y\tlas Imperial Engine Company, whose
priMlucts include such important equipment as ma-

rine ami stationary engines operated by gas, gaso-

line and distillate; and a line of Diesel engines

for both marine and land service.

The plant referred to is most advantageously

situated in the well known industrial center across

the bay, and has marked facilities for shipping pur-

poses, both as regards rail and water transporta-

tion, the site of the institution being on deep water

frontage with private docks. In general character

of buildings and in respect to organization of de-

partments and arrangement of machinery the firm

has exhibited up-to-date and thorough-going char-

acteristics that are duplicated in the methods

evolved for producing the various parts of their

products by means of machine tools and other equip-

ment of modern design.

Some Shop Views

It is believed that a few views illustrating cer-

tain features of the shops and the work carried on

therein should be of interest to readers of these

columns, and a number of photographs are here-

with reproduced to show something of the interior

of the plant and some details of the machine shop

methods which are employed in connection with

the handling of engine work of both gas and Diesel

types.

With this in view Figure I is presented here as

illustrating one of the aisles in the main shop bay

where a considerable number of marine type gas

engines are shown under process of erection. The

bay is typical of several in the plant, so far as

concerns arrangement of shop structure and crane

equipment, etc., but is of course distinctive in that

it is an erecting section, without machine tools

which are employed in the other shop bays. A few

of these tools are, however, illustrated in other

views accompanying this description, although a

complete and adequate showing of the various ma-

chine departments is not feasible in this article,

which will therefore be confined particularly to cer-

tain operations in the construction of various mem-
bers of Diesel engines for marine service.

Engines on the Erecting Floor

An interesting view of a six-cylinder Diesel ma-

rine engine under process of erection is presented

in Figure 2. This particular unit as shown is built

in 350 horsepower capacity, with twelve and one-

half inch cylinders and sixtecn-inch stroke. The

crank shaft is made to seven-inch diameter for

main bearings and has a total length of twenty-

six feet, the shaft being in three sections.

The heads for the cylinders are shown in Figure

3, ready for installation, with springs, studs and

other parts awaiting the mounting of the heads in

place. These heads form an interesting example of

high grade machine work in the facing and fitting

up of the bearing surfaces which may be accom-

plished on the boring mill or in a heavy lathe, al-

though the vertical mill presents an opportunity for

seating the work upright conveniently on the rotat-

ing table of the machine with the best possible

means of l)ringing the cutting tools to the metal.

Cylinder and Crank Case Boring

The cylinders themselves are commonly bored

to size on the horizontal boring machine with a

head on the bar earring several boring tools. Simi-

larly, the crank case is conveniently han41ed by

placing it upon the big table of the horizontal bor-

ing machine and passing through the bearings a

boring bar with a single point cutter with which

three cuts, say, are taken in bringing the bearing

to the desired diameter. With certain construc-

tions, as with the gas marine' engines, the crank

cases themselves are bored to provide seats for

the bearing boxes proper, which in the cases re-

ferred to, are made up of a brass lower shell and

a babbit upper cap. These members are dowelled

in place after fitting them in the bored, crank case,

and then they are bored in position to the exact

size required for the scraping in to suit the crank

shaft.

Ordinarily in running, say, three cuts through

such work, the practice is to take about all of the

metal out to within a sixteenth of the diameter

wanted, in the first cut, then take at the second cut

a diameter down to about one-sixty-fourth of finish

size, thus leaving but a slight amount for the final

passage of the tool through, which has under the

circumstances referred to only about eight or ten

thousandths of an inch on a side to remove in its

finish cut. The rate of feed is also so regulated as

to leave a clean, smoothly surfaced material for

the bearing which is bored accurately in alignment

by the method described.

Another Piece on the Boring Machine

The type of boring machine lends itself to a

variety of operations, aside from those connected

strictly with the boring out of cylinders, crank

cases and the like. For example, in Figure 4, we
have an illustration of the method of facing a bottom

half of a thrust bearing for a Diesel machine with

the work held on the cross feeding table of the
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boring machine and the facing performed by a

large, inserted tooth milling cutter mounted on

the end of the spindle to allow the milling cutter

to pass freely over the end of the casting undergoing

machining operations.

This method of finishing large castings with the

milling cutter permits very heavy work to be han-

dled conveniently and with economy, as the amount
of metal removable under the process is practically

limited only by the excess that has to be taken off,

for the rate of feed can be adjusted to suit work

of any given requirements.

An operation on one of the main caps of the en-

gine base is shown in Figure 5, and while simple

of itself, is of interest as representing one way of

finishing such parts without recourse to complex

or expensive apparatus. The box, or rather caps, is

seen set up in the jaws of a shaper, where it is

squared up by resting upon suitable parallels, while

the face or end of the cap is surfaced by the shaping

tool. The opposite end is finished to length by

simply reversing the piece

upon its parallels in the

vise.

Other Erecting Opera-

tions

Another Diesel en-

gine nearing completion

on the erecting floor

is represented in Fig-

ure 6, this machine being

a four-cylinder, 125 horse-

power engine with cyl-

inders ten and one-half-

inch bore by thirteen-

inch stroke.

In conection with the

erection of such engines

an important feature of

shop practice is seen in a

special bench plate which is utilized for the sep-

arate assembly of the set of oil pumps required for

the engine. This plate is about six feet long by
four feet wide and stands near the point where
the main machine is under erection. Upon this

plate, which for the time

represents the case of the

engine, the oil pumps
with their plungers, rods,

rocker arms, etc., are as-

sembled as a separate unit

complete in all parts and
ready to test out so

tliat the final operation of

mounting upon the en-

L^ine proper is carried

out without delay of any

kind. For the whole af-

fair is attached to the en-

gine frame as a distinct

unit which when once in

place is a fixed part of the

engine, but when under

^
construction is manufac-

tured with all the advan-

tages adhering to the process of producing such

members as complete sections of the main machine

without necessity of fitting each and every piece

by itself in the final erecting process.

This bench plate is not included in the views

herewith, but it may be stated that it is cast with

a series of conveniently spaced T-slots to allow the

pump uprights or other members to be secured tem-

porarily upon its planed surface by simple bolts

and nuts and here the various pieces of the mechan-

ism are put together, just as a small engine might

be erected upon a floor plate of similar form if so

desired.

Fiffore 2. A 350 horsepower Diesel engine



Modern Terminal System Planned

T HE way has been definitely cleared for the

construction of the Parr Terminals on Oak-
land's western waterfront and this will be the

third large undertaking, the result of which will be

to make the present tide lands of the Key Route
Basin a busy industrial and commercial district.

The Key Route Basin lies between the Key Route
pier and the Oakland mole and, while it has often

been considered in Oakland's harbor improvement
programs, no great amount of development v/ork

aside from surveys has been carried out.

The three large leases of property made by the

City of Oakland on the Key Route Basin include

the Albers mill property, which is now in opera-

tion ; the lease of the Union Construction Com-
pany, which will be occupied by shops, building

ways,, fitting-out wharves, launching basin and

eventually a dry dock,—a description of which

improvements will be found elsewhere in this issue,

and the recently completed lease to the Parr-Mc-

Cormick Steamship Line on which will be built a

modern steamship terminal, coal handling and bun-

kering equipment and also a shipyard.

The terms under which the Parr-McCormick in-

terests are to take over and develop this large

property are substantially as follows : The City of

Oakland leases two contiguous parcels of land for

a term of twenty-five years. The first parcel is a

parallelogram, and is parallel to Seventh Street,

which furnishes the publicly owned entrance along

the Southern Pacific mole. The leased property is

separated from the street by a strip 200 feet wide,

which remains in the possession of the city, furnish-

ing entrance to the Albers lease and adjoining prop-

erty. This parcel has a waterfrontage along the

bulkhead line of 1114 feet and a uniform depth, par-

alleling Seventh Street, of 1668 feet. On this piece

of property will be located the terminal end of the

Parr-McCormick project. The second parcel ad-

joins the first and is parallel to it, having a water-

frontage of 894 feet and, like the first, a uniform

depth of 1668 feet. In short, the property has a

total waterfrontage of 2008 feet. The second par-

cel, described above, is intended for shipbuilding

purposes.

According to the terms of the lease, if the com-

pany does not establish a shipyard within one year

and expend $100,000 on improvements within two

years, parcel number two reverts to the City of

Oakland without, however, affecting the lease on

parcel number one. The city has also reserved

the right of taking back the second parcel of land

at the end of ten years by paying the cost of im-

provements thereon and reducing the rental pro-

portionately.

On parcel of land number one, the lessee is re-

quired to reconstruct wharf No. 2 and to build a

brick or concrete warehouse with not less than 60,-

000 square feet of floor space. Other requirements

call for the construction of a coal bunker and, with-

in two years of the conclusion of peace, to build

an additional wharf not less than 500 feet long nor

100 feet in width. With the return of normal ship-

ping conditions, the company agrees to furnish not

less than eighteen sailings a year. Three years after

the conclusion of peace it is guaranteed that dock-

age and tolls shall not be less than $3000 per annum,

and that the lessee shall make up the deficiency in

case this figure is not realized.

Mr. Fred D. Parr

While the minimum rental is $15,000 per year, it

is provided that this sum, together with taxes on
improvements and ninety per cent of the dockage
and toll charges shall be placed in an improvement
fund and expended on betterments and additions.

In short, practically all the direct revenue to the

City of Oakland is to be turned back into develop-

ing the property, all of which reverts to the city at

the termination of the lease. All vessels will be

permitted to use the wharves on equal terms, the

public is to be provided with convenient access for

delivering and receiving freight or passengers, the

streets of the terminal are to be connected up with

the city's belt line railroad.

While this outline of the conditions carried in the

lease for the protection of the City of Oakland are
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illustrative of what the Parr-McCormick Steamship

L,ine has obligated itself to do, it in no way outlines

the great project which is in view and which will

be gradually achieved as business conditions war-

rant the outlay.

A study of the engineer's plans show for immedi-

ate construction coal bunkers on a wharf 500 feet

in length. These bunkers will be 400 feet long, 40

feet wide and 80 feet high, and will be fitted with

modern machinery for the rapid unloading of coal

cargoes, as well as for bunkering vessels requiring

fuel. The coal supplied will be Alaskan anthracite

of high quality and will be brought down from the

North by vessels of the Parr-McCormick fleet. It

is expected that this hard coal will be brought to

the bunkers eventually at the rate of from 500 to 1000

tons per day, if the ik'niaiid re(iuires such an

amount.

The warehouse on reconstructed pier No. 2 will

be two stories in height and will be 1100 by 200

in size, covering five acres of ground. The piers

as planned call for structures 800 feet in length

by 200 feet in width with transit sheds 170 feet wide.

The plans as so far developed call for two such

piers to be constructed as needed. Back of this

pier system wiy be located large warehouses, ar-

ranged so that e.x'^hnsion of the entire system will

interfere in no way with the accessibility of the

structures and the proper utilization of labor saving

machinery. These warehouses will be of uniform

size, covering a ground space of 500 by 225 feet

and being four stories high. They will be connected

with the wharves by a complete trackage system.

To the rear of the warehouses there will be suf-

ficient area to accommodate a limited number of

industrial establishments.

The building of the Parr Terminals will mean
much to the waterfront of Oakland. The plan fol-

lows somewhat closely that of the Bush Terminals

in New York's harbor, and a really adequate wharf

and warehouse system to be maintained on an e(|ual

privilege basis is just the kind of development

which Oakland stands in need of. At the same time

there is nothing in the plans of the Parr-McCormick

Company which will interfere with the development

of adjacent waterfront by the municipality.

The idea of the Parr terminals originated with

Mr. Fred D. Parr, president of the Parr-McCor-
mick Steamship Line, who personally placed his

proposition before the City of Oakland and car-

ried the matter through to a successful conclusion.

Mr. Parr's career has been one of the most interest-

ing among San Francisco's younger steamship off-

cials. Fifteen years ago he entered the employ of

the E. J. Dodge Company and gradually rose until

five years later he was manager of the steamship

department of that firm. Upon the formation of the

Parr McCormick Steamship Line about three years

ago, Mr. Parr became its president, thus holding

the unique distinction of becoming president of a

large steamship corporation at the age of thirty.

After displaying keen judgment of conditions as

they existed in the purchase and sale of several

vessels for his company, it is not surprising that

the young head of the Parr-McCormick Steamship

Line should show a ready appreciation of future

possibilities and there is every reason to believe

that his vision of a really efficient and economical,

as well as complete and co-ordinated terminal on

Oakland's waterfront will be speedily and fully

realized.

TT'

-~nrJ^
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The •Yellowstone ShipbuildinK Company's standard 9400-ton deadweight ships,—a type which
omical, both in operation and amount of steel used in construction.

MORE INSPECTORS NEEDED

Speaking of his recommendations to Washington
concerning the increasing of the forces of the Steam-

boat Inspection Service in the first district, John
K. Bulger has made the following statement: "Dur-

ing my tour of inspection in Oregon and Washing-
ton to look over the work of the officers of the

Steamboat Service I found it necessary to recom-

mend to the department at Washington the im-

meiate necessity for the appointment of more
officers to increase the personnel of the Steamboat

Inspection Service in this supervising inspection

ditsrict. I have recommended to the Supervisiong

Inspector General, that the personnel be increased

by the appointment of six additional inspectors and

two additional clerks at San Francisco, Seattle and

Portland, and four additional inpsectors and one

additional clerk at San Pedro. The steamers under

construction or contracted for on this Coast up to

April 1st approximates 3,825,000 tons, of which

1,400,000 tons are in the Seattle district, 1,000,000

tons in the Portland district, 1,000.000 tons in the

San Francisco district and 425,000 tons are located

in the San Pedro district."

On her maiden voyage the new Osaka Shosen
Kaisha Company Liner "Africa Maru" arrived at

Tacoma the latter part of the month. The "Africa

Maru", listed as a 10,000-ton ship, and practically

the same size as the "Hawaii" and "Manila Marus"
of this line, has larger passenger accommodations
than the other vessels. She will be followed by the

"Arabia Maru".

Diesel Construction m Alameda

THE eastern shores of San Francisco and San

Pablo Bays have developed rapidly in the

past few years in manufacturing, and one

of the most important of these developments has

been along the line of engine building. One of the

most important achievements in the East Bav dis-

trict has been the adaption of the Dow Diesel en-

gine to marine work. The Dow Pump & Diesel

H"gine Company, or as it was formely known be-

fore taking up internal combustion engineering, the

Dow Pump W'orks, had long held an enviable rec-

ord for the manufacture of fine marine pumps, a

record that was built up by the performance of

pvimps furnished hundreds of both naval and mer-

chant vessels. With such a reputation to uphold,

the management of the Dow works only entered

the Diesel engine field after several years of close

investigation, at the end of which time they secured

the United States license rights for the Willans &
Robinson Diesel engine, which was being con-

structed in large numbers by one of the best known

of the world's famous engine building concerns.

Several stationary installations were made by
the Dow Pump & Diesel Engine Company, and the

success of the Alameda built engines was so marked
that it was decided to adapt the engine to marine

purposes by the introduction of efficient reversing

gear and such other minor alterations as would
satisfy marine usages.

The first of these engines to go into actual ma-
rine service is a pair of 320 brake horsepower six-

cylinder units in the motorship "Libby Maine",

which will be used in the Alaskan service of Libby,

McNeil & Libby. The "Libby Maine" is 240 feet

long, 43 feet beam and 24 feet moulded depth, has

a deadvveight capacity of about 2000 tons, and will

make about eight knots sea speed under power.

In commenting upon the main engines for this

vessel, Mr. Albert W. Lawson, surveyor to Lloyds

Register of Shipping, stated: "Dow Diesel engines

are built over-size throughout. The crank shaft

is TYz inches in diameter, while Lloyd's requirement
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A Dow Diesel engine plant of the Do« Dii'sel Kngine Company, Ala

is 7.175 inches; the intermediate shaft is 7j/^ inches

in diameter, while Lloyd's standard is 5.534 inches.

The crank shaft is in two sections, which are inter-

changeable, and these shafts can be removed with-

out removing the cylinders. The reversing gear is

managed by a special valve design, which facilitates

maneuvering of the engines. Lloyd's test showed

that the engine reversed in five seconds, while from

full power to reverse was covered in fifteen seconds.

In running there was apparently little or no vibra-

tion, this being due to the massiveness of construc-

tion, to uniformity and smoothness and the careful

balancing of the engine. An actual test showed 320

brake horsepower and 428 indicated horsepower at

250 revolutions."

The engines of the "Libby Maine" are of the six-

cylinder, four-cycle type. The engine frame is of

the A type, with removable oil-tight guards for the

crank pits. Long trunk pistons arc used, thus re-

ducing the height of the engine and the cylinders

are fitted with liners. The cylinder heads carry the

brackets supporting the rocker arms for operating

the valves. The cam shaft carrying both the ahead

and astern cams is on a level with the cylinder

heads, and the cams operate direct on the rollers

of the rocker arms. At the forward end of the

engine is a shaft operated off the crank shaft and

operating the cam shaft through helical gears. The
governor is mounted on this shaft and also the ec-

centric for driving the fuel pump. This is a constant

stroke, single plunger pump and delivers the fuel

supply to all six cylinders. The engine is governed

by a Dow centrifugal type governor which operates

directly on the supply of oil to the injection valves.

In practice it has been found that this governing

device gives accurate results between full speed

and thirty-five per cent of full speed.

The engine can be started with 200 pounds of air.

and the engineer ma^- apply this starting power ti>

three cylinders. All cams and valve mechanism in

sight, and can be inspected and adjusted at any

time, and the control station is conveniently and

simply arranged.

An innovation in the installation of the "Libby

Maine" is the introduction of a reduction gear be-

tween the crank shaft and the intermediate shafting.

The reduction is from 250 to 100 revolutions, thus

permitting of the use of a really efficient propeller.

This will prove of great advantage to the vessel

when bucking heavy head weather, as it has been

found that with small, high speed wheels, there is

a marked falling off in speed under these conditions,

as compared with a vessel operated by a slow turning

steam engine of similar power, but attached to a

propeller wheel with large surface. The added

efficiency of the wheel under all conditions will far

more than compensate for the slight loss of power

in the gearing.

In a 72-hour shop test carried out on the test-

ing stand, the Dow Pump & Diesel Engine Com-
pany's Alameda plant, the engines for the "Libby

Maine" showed a fuel consumption of .412 pounds

of 16 gravity oil per b.h.p. hour, or .3108 pounds

per i. h. p. hour.

The auxiliaries of the "Libby Maine" will be

driven by Standard gas engines, there being an 80

horsepower engine for generating electricity to op-

erate the cargo winches, a 30 horsepower engine for

the air compressors, auxiliary air pumps and fire

and bilge pumps, a 10 horsepower engine for the

lighting set and a 5 horsepower engine located on

deck for furnishing power for the wireless outfit

and for emergency lighting.

The "Libby Maine" was built by the North Port-

land plant of the G. M. Standifer Construction Cor-

poration.



Terminal Engineering for Inland Rivers

Located on High Ground
By H. McL. Harding, Consulting Engineer, New York, U. S. A.; Terminal Engineer, Upper

Mississippi River Improvement Association ; Terminal Expert for the State of

New York on Barge Canal Terminals

MANY of the ttTiiiinal cities and towns of

the Mississippi River and its tributaries,

also those of the Pacific and Gulf Coasts

are situated on high ground, far above tlie ordinary

river levels.

This is on account of the great and sudden rise

of the rivers, varying from fifteen to sixty feet.

These high lands in the interior are generally

called bluflfs.

On account of this height and of the steepness

of the banks, the transference of freight between

the river and the city has been in the past diffi-

cult and has resulted in greatly reducing the vol-

ume of river transported freight. Unless there is

a change in river terminal methods, the railway

freight stations will be preferred by the shippers

and consignees.

Cities are not often located on low-lying ground

on account of liability of overflow, but upon the

bluffs.

Near the foot of such bluflfs, especially where

there is low land on the other side of the river,

there is generally the river channel where is the

deepest water in the river opposite the city.

From the various illustrations, it will be noticed

that where there are steep banks the horizontal

distance from the top edge of the bank to the nat-

ural or dredged channel is in most cases less than

at seaports, so that the width of the river quay

is even less. As barges or other inland river ves-

sels are of small draft, berths with sufficient depth

can be found near the shore.

Where possible, quays are preferable to piers in

regard to the initial investment and the cost of

maintenance. They are less liable to injury from

ice or impact of vessels, and greater speed of dis-

charging and loading is possible.

It is necessar\' for the load to be raised to the

top of the bank, whether by drays, man power or

inclines. Free vertical freight movements are much

quicker in operation than any other method.

In some cases in ancient days wharves of dif-

ferent stories have been constructed, the idea being

to unload at different levels at different heights

of the river.

Where this design is consented to, it is generally

necessary to construct ramps or steep inclined road-

ways to these different levels which are flooded

at certain seasons.

The levels and roadways are expensive to con-

struct and to maintain, adding by the increased

number of freight movements to the operating

costs. Rehandling methods are not advisable.

Why there is not one direct vertical lift from

the barge itself to the upper level is difficult to

understand.

The height of the bank is no obstacle to speed,

and the lifting height adds little indeed to the

expense of operation.

The few quotations from the Government Re-

port, House Document 226, 63rd Congress, pages

980-981, will make clear some of the difficulties

of past terminal operation.

Grades even on a paved road over six per cent

are difficult to surmount. The terminal approaches

are generally in wretched condition.

The following descriptions refer to different

terminals

:

Grade of road 20 per cent, not paved, in ruts,

muddy in rainy weather.

Grade 20 per cent, very niuddj' if used in wet
weather.

Grade 13.8 per cent, very muddy, form ruts.

Grade 15.3 per cent, not room at bottom to turn.

Grade 22 per cent, muddy.
Grade 10.5 per cent, poor condition.

Grade 18 per cent, clay, very bad condition.

Grade 12.5 per cent.

Grade 11.4 per cent, poor roadbed, little better

than a ditch.

Grades at other places, 17.7, 13.7, 12.3. 17.2, 16.8

per cent.

These grades are horse-killing and gasciline-con-

suming.

The above are the reports of the Govcrnnicnl

engineers.

During most of the year the river is at the low
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level and the inbouiul ri\cr freig"ht must be carted

up these poor roads.

In larger cities where there are paved levels, the

hauling heavy loads up the levee grades is not

easy and very expensive.

It is interesting to note that in many reports too

little attention is given to speed of transference,

that is, the tonnage capacity per linear foot which

depends upon the operating speed.

There might be by some form of rope haulage

and winches and a platform a fair means of sur-

mounting the bank for a small tonnage of miscel-

laneous freight, chiefly limited, however, by the

congestion at the top of the incline, or the neces-

sity of having a large gang of men to bring from

various portions of the boat to the foot of the

incline and away from the top of the incline, for

the assorting, distributing and tiering. With one

incline there are many idle minutes.

In case there are large and prosperous communi-

ties with much earnestly desired river transported

freight, then there immediately arises great con-

gestion, a small army of men being required with

long detention of the barges. The increased un-

necessary terminal expense is more than the saving

in river transportation over rail.

The above kind of terminal designing is not ad-

visable, either from the stand])oint of first cost or

expense of operation.

With a correctly designed quay equipped with

such facilities as traveling gantry jib cranes of

great speed transferring capacity and adapted to

transfer and handle every kind of freight, then

the height of the bank is no obstacle to securing

most satisfactory commercial results and the objec-

tion to high banks or to the rise of the river is

eliminated.

Probably the average height of hoisting would

not exceed thirty feet, with a maximum of not

above seventy feet.

The standard specifications for the usual gantry

City wharf or wharf boa
is poorly paved. Littl

jib crane at steamship terminals require a lift of

eighty feet with a load of from two to five tons

at a hoisting speed of 200 feet per minute, and it

will be seen that the average of lift at these river

terminals is far below the customary height of lift

at sea ports.

At 200 feet per minute hoisting speed at thirty

feet, more or less, requiring about ten seconds, is

a negligible item in time or expense of transference.

As the volume of freight increases, more cranes

can be added up to the linear capacity of the quay.

The type of the substructure and its material will

depend upon the volume of freight, the importance

of the terminal and the appropriation available.

To determine the exact design and kind of con-

struction, a careful engineering study on the ground

is necessary.

As explained later, the waterfrontage of a quay

may be a unit of a length of 300 feet long, and

when properly equipped, will have an annual trans-

ferring capacity of about 100,000 tons to 125,000

Ions. In some cases, therefore, the quay frontage

can be two hundred feet in length, and possiblv

less.

The terminal unit comprises the quay, the rail-

way tracks in front of and
behind the shed, a space
some thirty-five feet in

width, between the shed
and quay frontage, served

by overhead traveling jib

gantry cranes, the shed of

sulificient height with in-

ternal loop cranes for as-

I

sorting, distributing and
tiering freight. There
should be a warehouse
forty to sixty feet to the

rear of the shed controlled

l)y the terminal authorities,

even when privately
owned.

Where the tonnatre of
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;her example of inland river waterfront. The muddy
of the load approach is plainly seen from the deep wheel

tracks. The width of the river indicates its commercial
possibilities

freight is small or mostly of one commodity and

especially when privately owned, various devices

have been employed, some of vv'hich are herein il-

lustrated, and which for the purpose intended are

excellent.

If, however, there is to be established a public

terminal where there are many different commodi-

ties of various sizes and descriptions to be trans-

ferred, and where the speed of transference and

handling is the most important feature of the ter-

minal, then it is evident that where there must be

such machinery, which by a continual succession

of movements, will rapidly and without manual

rehandling take the freight from its exact place

in the river barge and by mechanical co-ordina-

tion deposit it in its proper place at the elevation

of the top of the bank. If for delivery within

forty-eight or seventy-two hours, it is placed

in the shed, or in the warehouse if for long stor-

age, and from the shed into the warehouse after

seventy-two hours. v^imilarly freight should be

stowed in the barge with no rehandling.

There should be no man-handling on the barges,

that is, moving the freight from one place in the

barge to another, or man-

ual rehandling on the top-

level from one point to

another. This should be

done mechanically.

Principle No. 1

There should be pos-

sible free vertical move-

ment of freight to and

from its place in the

barge.

The level of the (|uay

should be about the same

as the top of the bank.

Any covering of the

barge should be con-

structed so as to be re-

movable in order not to

interfere with the \erti

Cal movements of the
^""andTa^lway "tl'a'cks w""!,

iicigui..
height under the t

It is not sufficient nu-rely to unload the barge

upon a wharf boat, but it must be taken by the

machinery to the upper level of the river bank.

It is (|uickcr, easier and less expensive to raise

the load vertically .to -the^ required level by one

movement and swing 'jiiip the shed or up on to

the car than to unload upon a houseboat, platform

or incline, and then by other means, as drays, man-

power, or inclines raise to the height required and

then move again by manual labor.

The investment is reasonable, if the terminal be

correctly designed and can be made proportional

to the 'size and needs of each community.

Principle No. 2

freight should be lifted or lowered vertically to

or from any part of the barge by such mechanism

as will take from the boat and place within the

shed or from the shed into the boat.

A far larger proportion of the freight than is

usually expected is commerce or through freight,

that is, freight between the barge and the railway

car for interior points.

It should therefore be possible to transfer freight

directly by machinery from barge to car and from

car to barge. To do this, there should be railway

tracks between the shed and the quay wall served

by the same mechanism which hoists from or

lowers into the barge.

.\s this freight is often for several cities, there

should be placement tracks nearby for a number

of cars.

Principle No. 3

There should be direct mechanical co-ordination

between water and rail.

The function of the steel shed is short holding,

and of the concrete warehouse, long storage.

There should be open areas for coarse freight,

that which is not affected by the weather and for

bulk material.

ad track approaches. The travelinc. half-arch. Eantrj
iirb on each track. The quay is of filled material and thirty-five feet

ms are four hundred feet long, sixty feet wide and thirty feet clear

ises. A small river steamer is shown below the level of the quay.
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prototypes of inland river quays. The lop iif the wliarf is at tiie

tlie top of the bank. The modem quay is parallel to the bank and equipped wil

an out-reach of gib of fifty feet and need not he so far out in the

This coarse freight and bulk material should be

transferred by the same mechanism which trans-

fers package freight and miscellaneous goods.

All the cubical contents of the shed and the un-

shedded areas should be served by overhead ma-

chinery, which operates in unoccupied air spaces,

not requiring floor space to be reserved.

Longitudinal movements of freight of every de-

scription, even far to the right or left beyond the

finished quay wall can be performed by correctly

adapted machines.

By such designing, the length of the quay wall

can be made less. The enclosed diagrams will

make this clearer.

The following figures represent actual conditions

and the tonnage transferred during a number of

years, both before and after improvements.

The examples herein given, as to the propor-

tional cost of terminal quays, will indicate the ad-

vantages attained by following terminal principles.

Similar advantages can be secured in other designs

and layouts, as in shed construction and in methods
of operation. The data from the following men-
tioned ports are official.

Certain portions of some of these ports were im-

proved and other por-

tions were allowed to re-

m a i n without change.

There were also the re-

ports covering the whole

waterfront of these ports

for a number of years

before any improve-

m e n t had been inadc,

vv-hich figures are used

for comparison.

The figures represent

actual conditions, and the

tonnage of the cargoes

transferred during a

number of years.

.At the present day, still

further :id\ ances have
been made in design and

ini])r()\e(l mechanisms.

foot lor the unimproxed

which will increase the

tonnage of the improved

sections still further over

those of the unimproved

sections.

From the data below

and similar reports, the

superiority derived from

the improved designs

and mechanisms is in

the ratio of about 450

tions per linear foot

frontage p e r y e a r for

the improved sections

to 150 tons per linear

sections.

Tonnage per lin

Before
ear yard per yea

After

Improvement
Tons

Improvement
Tons

Havre, France 385 1430

Marseilles, France 665 1694

Rouen, France 483 1121

To transfer and handle 150,000 tons per annum
would require a linear frontage of 1000 feet at 150

tons per linear foot. At 450 tons per foot, there

would be required only one-third the length of front-

age or quay, or 333J4 linear feet. This 333j4 linear

feet, all things being equal would require an initial

investment of one-third of what would be required

for 1000 feet, to handle an equal tonnage of 150,000

tons in a year. There would be better facilities

and equipments on the 333J/^ linear feet, so that the

investment for the 333 J/^ vvould average about one-

half the terminal quay cost for the 1000 linear feet.

If there be taken into consideration the purchase

price of the land, the dredging from the river chan-

nel to the quay and other conditions, it will be seen

that the cost for the 1000 feet will be much more
than twice the investment for the 333 J/^ feet.

.vs-"*ii;

End-retaining bulkhead wall from the
head will bo removed. To the right

wall is built out into the rive

before filling. When the quay is extended this bulk-
nside fare of the wall, and to the left the bank. The
B filled with material dredged from the river.
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Locomotives and cars operating on an incline are excellent for slo

of freiglit. How long would it take to transfer 1000 tons of
the top of the grade?

Conclusions

First.—Free vertical freight movements should

be possible. The elevation of the bank above the

river makes little difference in the time or cost of

<^)peration.

Second.—Machines of a universal type, capable of

transferring any kind of freight should be provided,

whereby the freight can

be ti'ansferred vertically,

the number of machines

being proportional to the

freight tonnage.

Third-—The cost of a

terminal quay of modem
standard design and fa-

cilities for transferring' a

given tonnage of freight

within a given time

will require an investment

of about one-half that

usually required and can

be constructed in less

than one-half the usual

time.

Fourth.-—The design of

the river terminal is an en-

gineering problem, a co-or-

dination of terminal princi-

ples, and the adaptation of

mechanical appliances.

Fifth.—The complete terminal should be con-

structed by units, that is, each unit, with a linear

frontage equal to the length of the longest barge,

and should be a complete terminal with all the ter-

minal elements and capable by itself of earning a

net income on the terminal investment.

Oakland Latest Skipbuilding Project

SIXTH among the concerns that have chosen

the east side of San Francisco Bay as a loca-

tion for a steel shipyard is the Union Con-

struction Company. This company will build its

plant on a tract of tide lands on Oakland's western

waterfront, the exact location of the tract being

indicated on the lay-out of buildings, wharves and

launching ways shown herewith.

While some delay was experienced through un-

foreseen foundation difficulties, the Union Construc-

tion Company is now rapidly moving ahead, con-

tracts for dredging and fills and for pile-driving

operations already having been let. After securing

the lease of a large tract of waterfront property

from the City of Oakland, test piles were driven and

it was found that the section of the property on

which it was proposed to place the shops and house

lay over an old slough bed, and that immense num-
bers of extremely long piles would be required for

foundations. This condition made changes in the

j)roperty lines of the lease imperative and consider-

able time was lost in making the necessary altera-

tions, which consisted in exchanging this section

of the site for anothfr piece of property where the

hard pan was much closer to the surface and better

foundations could be secured for buildings and

heavy machinery. Of the seventy acres in the site,

about one-third will be dredged for a launching

basin and for slips at the fitting out wharves.

Four building ways will be installed and these

will be served by Five Brown Hoist Company
cranes. These cranes will be of the portal type,

the towers traveling on wide tracks and not inter-

fering with the use of yard locomotive cranes be-

tween the building berths, there being head room

for these to pass under the portal crane towers.

The crane cabs are located fifty feet from the

ground giving the operator an unobstructed view

of his load and its destination, and the cranes have

80-foot booms allowing them to work lifts on either

side of a hull. Their capacity will be two and one-

half tons at eighty feet radius and seven and one-

half tons at thirty-five feet radius.

The plate shop is located across the head of the
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building ways with 250 feet of working space be-

tween. This building will be 380 feet long by 90

feet in width, with the mould loft occupying the

second floor. The monorail system of handling ma-

terial has been adopted for this building, the hoists

being electrically driven as will also be all the ma-

chine tools in the plant.

The plate and shape storage space is located on

the shore side of the plate shop and will be served

by a traveling crane with an eighty-foot boom,

which will cover an area of 750 bv 160 feet.

The Selas gas system, which has proven so suc-

cessful at the Hanlon Dry Dock and Shipbuilding

Company's plant, will be installed for service to the

angle and rivet heating furnaces. The installation

of this system results in lowering the compressed

air requirements as well as obviating some of the

troubles inherent in the oil fired furnaces.

The power house will contain two Ingersoll-Rand

compressors with a combined capacity of 5,000 cubic

feet of free air per minute and also the pumps for a

complete high pressure fire system.

A machine shop. .300 by 100 feet in size, will be

located as indicated on the accompanying plan.

There will be two fitting out wharves, one four

hundred and the other 800 feet in length. A power-

ful shear legs will be located on one of these

wharves for installing engines and boilers.

The preliminary work on this site is being rap-

idly pushed ahead, contracts having been let for

dredging and piling. The dredging contract, which

is held by the San Francisco Bridge Company,
calls for the handling of 700,000 cubic yards of ma-
terial. The contract for foundation piling and

wharf construction has been let to the San Francisco

Bridge Company.

Xaviar De Pinchon, San Francisco manager of

the Compagnie De Boleo, was in Tacoma recently,

inspecting the plant of the Tacoma Smelling Com-
pany,- where vessels of this company discharge ore

cargoes. The firm has the "Korrigan III" and

"Providencia" in the trade here from Mexican

ports and San Francisco. Incidentally the "Kor-

rigan III" was the first foreign vessel to go in the

coasting trade out of the Sound. They will be

operated at least for a time out of here.



Oakland As A Coming Port
By K. S. Heck, Harbor Engineer of the City of Oakland

THE progress and ultimate supremacy of a

modern world port may be said to depend

upon three fundamental conditions, viz

:

1. The existence and development of potential

tributary commerce.

2. An adequate, easily accessible and safe harbor

for ships during all conditions of weather, and

3. Facilities for the rapid and economical trans-

fer of commodities between water craft and over-

land vehicles of transportation.

It will be noted that the central portion of our

state consists of a vast oval shaped basin, extend-

ing from Mt. Shasta on the north, to Bakersfield

on the south, from the Sierra Nevada Range on the

east, to the Coast Range on the west, drained by

our two greatest rivers and their tributaries, the

waters of which converging at, and passing through

Carquinez Strait, wash the shores of our city on

their way to the sea.

It will be noted that all the main lines of rail-

way traversing this basin, are laid parallel to the

great San Joaquin and Sacramento Rivers, with

branches paralleling their tributaries, and finally

converging at, and passing over "water grades"

along the shores of the same Carquinez Strait, ter-

mirvate at Oakland's rapidly expanding gateway.

We find that entrance to this magnificent basin

from the south, requires a climb over heavy grades

to an elevation of 4030 feet at Tehachapi, while

entrance from the north is gained only by a similar

climb to an elevation of 4125 feet at Siskiyou (Ore-

gon), with a second climb of 1750 feet from the

Klamath River near Hornbrook, to Upton.

As compared with the above, we find that the

City of Redding, located near the northerly end of

the basin, at an elevation of 532 feet above the sea,

may be reached from Oakland over an average

grade of less than 2.3 feet per mile, and the City

of Bakersfield, near the southerly extremity at an

elevation of 421 feet, may be reached over an aver-

age grade of only 1.5 feet per mile.

Topographical conditions therefore justify the

claim to this entire basin, with an area of 58,266

square miles, including Alameda, Contra Costa and

Napa Counties,—somewhat larger than the entire

State of Illinois,—as the hinterland of the Port of

Oakland.

With our city located upon the shores of one of

the finest natural harbors in the entire world,

fundamental condition number two, as above stated,

requires no extended discussion.

Conditions numbers one and two have been supplied

by nature ; it remains only for us to supply the

third.

The present commercial supremacy of our sister

city across the bay, in the face of the overwhelming
strategic advantages of our own, is not at all

strange nor inexplicable.

Harbor improvements, like all other projects, par-

ticularly during the early stages of development,
follow the lines of least resistance, and when the

pioneers awoke to the fact that their bay had sud-
denly acquired a world-wide importance far exceed-
ing their fondest hopes; that labor for discharging

cargo from the numerous ships then in the har-

bor, together with those rapidly arriving from all

parts of the world, was scarce; and that if cargo
was to be discharged at all, facilities therefor must
be provided; nothing was more logical, even had
transcontinental railways been dreamed of as a

possibility of the near future, than the construction

of piers and wharves at the point where deep water
could be reached at least expense of time and money.
The construction of such improvements on the

western shore of the bay, adjacent to which nature
had placed, and by the erosive action of tidal cur-
rents, had maintained the depth of water essential

to navigation, was accordingly the purely natural
consequence.

For the same reason, the development of the Port
of Oakland has been comparatively slow in the
past, facilities across the bay were sufficient for

the time ; extensive dredging operations were neces-
sary before large vessels could reach our shores,

and the problem was too great for solution by the
Oakland of a few decades past.

Conditions have changed rapidly and radically

in recent years, however, the Oakland remembered
as a mere village by living men, has become the
center of a metropolitan district to be reckoned
with by those that may aspire to third place on the
list of urban districts of the Pacific Coast in 1920,

and while ship channels have been dredged to our
shores, and some three miles of wharves constructed

for the accommodation of our water-borne com-
merce (now exceeding three and one-half million

tons weight, and two hundred million dollars in

value per annum), the constantly growing demands
of our hinterland, with its population of 852,256 in

1910 (after an increase of sixty per cent during the

preceeding decade) conservatively estimated at

more than a million and a quarter today, and pro-

ducing orchard, farm, dairy and poultry products
valued at more than $150,000,000.00 per average
year, with mineral products adding another $50,-

000,000.00, has already brought the "Bay Cities"

to the point where, as was well said by the late

James J. Hill

:
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"The pressure upon existintr terminal facilities

is a future menace and a present handicap. . . .

The future will add to these difficulties as well as

til the losses which they invulve. . . . The only

probal>lc relief upon terminals, where the greatest

difficulty exists, is the decline of our export trade"

a statement, which in view of recent experience at

some of our Atlantic ports, might be said to have

been prophetic.

It is not our intention to await relief from the

source mentioned, however. The primary function

and object of a port, is to provide the most con-

venient and economical means of interchanging

water-borne and overland traffic, and while much
has already been accomplished, our facilities are

already overtaxed, and surveys and plans for im-

provements to enable the Port of Greater Oakland

to keep pace with continued commercial and indus-

trial exjiansion. are now under way.

Tke Future of the \V^ooden Ship
By E. W. Wright

Vice-President and General Manager of the McEachern Ship Company, Astoria, Oregon

THE old axiom that we should judge the fu-

ture by the past, loses much of its force in

the apalling era through which the world is

now passing. There is in all history no economic,

social or political precedent or criterion on which

we can base estimates of the future that will have

any value added through deductions made from

what has happened in the past.

It will be a different world, commercially, politi-

cally and socially, that will emerge torn, bruised

and dazed from the awful cataclysm through which

it is now passing. For this reason, the fact that

the metal ship drove the wooden ship from the

ocean more than a generation ago, does not neces-

sarily mean that the performance is to be repeated

as soon as the present war closes.

The American merchant marine, wooden and

metal alike, has been born anew and is re-entering

the world's ocean highways under conditions that

argue well for its continued success. There is

plenty of room on the ocean for both wood and

metal ships, and from present appearances it will

be many years before there comes about an eco-

nomic change that will force the world's original

commerce carriers from the sea.

The most enthusiastic wooden ship advocate

does not regard the product of the wooden yards

as a competitor of the ocean grayhounds, or the im-

mense cargo carriers that are turned out at the

steel shipbuilding plants. Physical conditions alone

bar this kind of competition out all over the world.

On the other hand, there are hundreds of short

routes between comparatively small ports where

the big .steel vessels would be as much out of place as

the smaller M'ooden ships would be in the special

fields of the large tramps and swift liners.

Out here nn the Pacific, even before the war be-

gan, the wooden ship had begun to "come back"

in a trade that is now growing rapidly and that is

susceptible of immense development. Beginning

at San Francisco and extending thence south along

the Mexican and Central American Coast to South

America and on to .\ustralia there is a large and

steadily increasing demand for lumber, not in im-

mense cargoes such as can be handled by big steam-

ers, but in smaller lots destined for comparatively

small ports. After discharging, these vessels make
a short run over to the Islands of the South Pacific

and pick up return cargoes of copra, fruit, etc..

or come back from Australia with coal or hardwooii.

To the lumber item on their outward manifests

has recently been added canned salmon, condensed

milk, flour and other products of this country.

There is absolutely no lost motion or misplaceil

tribute in this business. We build the ship and

supply the cargo outward and buy and distribute

the inbound cargo. It is true that small sized steel

vessels could be operated in these trades, but the

waste by war on sea and land has been so enormous
that it will tax the capacity of the mines and roll-

ing mills for several years to make up the loss.

Every year prior to the war five per cent of the

world's tonnage went out of existence through dis-

aster or old age. In round numbers this amounted
to 2,500,000 gross tons- In addition to replacing

this wastage, builders were called on for an addi-

tional three per cent, or appro.ximately 1,500,000

tons, to meet the needs created by the ever-increas-

ing growth of the world's commerce. Thus, under

normal conditions, we would have needed 16,000,000

tons of new shipping in the past four years. No
one knows exactly how much tonnage has been

built in that period, but it is generally believed that

it has liardl}' offset the loss caused by the subma-

rine.

A less tangible, but further loss of large propor-

tions, will be felt in the impairment of vessels

which, owing to the stress of war, have for months
and years been worked up to maximum capacity

with no opportunity for betterment, upkeep or over-

haul, thus shortening their period of usefulness.

We are thus confronted with a world-wide short-

age of tonnage which cannot be replenished for

many years. It is while this shortage exists and
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duriiii;- the reconstruction period tiiat will follow

the war that the wooden ship will bcconie firmly

intrenched in trades from which it would iic\cr

have been driven had commerce dexeloped in these

trades before the age of steel.

Flour, fruit, salmon, wool, lumber and other Pa-

cific Coast products find a big market on the Atlan-

tic Coast and returned cargoes of manufactured

products from the East furnish a field of employ-

ment for a big fleet of wooden steamers. Columbia

River builders have demonstrated that they can

turn out these wooden vessels of from 3500 to 5000

Ions capacity as rapidly as steel vessels can be con-

structed, and with an unlimited supply of raw

material within easy access of the shipyards, the

modern wooden steamer will not be crowded out

for many years.

'('here are also strong indications that the increas-

ing cost of fuel of all kinds may result in a return

to the sailing ship. Even at the present time on

some routes Pacific Coast built wooden sailers are

commanding the same freight rates as are paid to

steamers. It is extremely doubtful about there

being any more steel sailing vessels built, but there

is no question about the return to their old haunts

in considerable numbers of the wooden sailing

ships. They may not have the speed of the wonder-
ful clippers of the old days, but they will carry

our commerce and keep our shipyards busy.

xVooden Auxiliary Sen.uxiiiary
By Fridtjof Bryde

ooners

T-fERE has been much talk and much criti-

cism in connection with the building of these

ships. Making use of the space kindly of-

fered me by the editor of this paper, I venture to

make a few remarks from a commercial point of

view.

From our own personal experience we know what
splendid service the wooden sailing vessels rendered

in old days. As an example, in the days of the

eighties, one of these ships, a clipper of 2800 gross,

carrying 27,000 barrels of petroleum, made a record

trip from New York to Antwerp and from Quebec
to London in twelve days. On account of the im-

mense shortage of tonnage, wooden ships are agaii>

called upon. The idea of installing reliable crude

oil engines in sailing vessels has been carried out

and given very good results in steel square riggers,

as well as steel fore and aft schooners, and should

easily be advantageously adopted for the wooden
schooners.

This combination, however, points to a matter

which is of utter importance, namely—workman-
ship. Owing to the immense demand for tonnage,

yards have been established and the work has been

carried on by non-competent, and in some cases un-

reliable men. The circumstance has caused more
pain than many seem to realize. The results are

not only inferior work, making use of green timber,

bad rigging and poor installation of engines, etc.,

but the immediate result has been the yards' going

into bankruptcy, thereby causing incalculable de-

lays, increased cost of the vessels and all kinds

of trouble. It seems that the banks in certain lo-

calities have not attempted to use the necessary

conservative judgment which eventually would
avoid such calamities, while the middlemen have
been unscrupulous and incompetent and charged

exorbitant commissions. It thus seems necessary

that the U. S. Government, through its various

agencies, shall have to introduce a most careful

control of the establishment of yards. In many
cases, where foreign enterprise, such as Scandi-

navian, has been left fo the judgment of their

agents in this country, severe losses have been the

result, owing to circumstances mentioned above.

Personally, I know of not less than three yards
which went into bankruptcy proceedings, being ab-

solutely unable to fulfill their contracts. The foreign

owners have thus been forced to take the yards
over and complete the vessels at considerably

increased cost. ,,

As pointed out before, there is no reason why
the wooden auxiliary schooners should not prove
a first-rate useful cargo vessel. Extraordinary cir-

cumstances should, however, be kept in mind, such
as green timber having been used in many of the

vessels, and it consequently would be. advisable for

the first two or three years to employ the vessels

in a suitable trade. As such, there is none as suit-

able as the Pacific trade and the Eastern trade, as

I look upon the wooden schooners as the most use-

ful tonnage in the trade between Pacific ports and
Australia, Hawaiian Islands, the Far East, etc.,

preferably, though, in a trade where they have not
to cross the equator. They will thus be able to

release for the transatlantic trade the tonnage so

badly required—fast going steamers.

The auxiliary wooden schooner* possesses many
advantages, such as comparatively small crew, use-

ful in most kinds of weather, and economical in

operation. As regards the latter question, however,
much depends upon the rate of insurance, and here
lays the point, that the insurance companies will

have to alter their opinion of the quality of these

vessels. Practical results obtained in the trade will

soon prove the efficiency of the wooden schooners,

which no doubt will form one of the great helping
factors in winning this war.
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PaiUTH shop at the Skandia Pacific Oil Engine Company's works. Oakland. California.

A Skandia engine on the test floor. Splendid facilities for thoroughly testing large engines have been installed at the Skandia plant.



Building Internal Combustion Motors

AMONG the many engine building plants

located on the Pacific Coast, there are sev-

eral which are worthy of special study on

account of the high character of shop equipment

which has been provided and the progressiveness

of the management and one of these is the plant of

the Skandia Pacific Oil Engine Company, at Oak-
land, California.

At the time the Skandia Pacific Oil Engine Com-
pany was formed, the management looked carefully

into the possibility of obtaining a plant already in

-operation and at the same time susceptible of en-

largement and improvement. The works of the

Gorham Gas Engine Company were finally secured,

-and the work of changing, enlarging and improv-

ing the shops of this well known gas engine con-

-cern was undertaken immediately.

The Gorham works at the time of their absorp-

tion by the Skandia Pacific were well equipped

with a good line of machine tools and, as this com-

pany had been keenly interested in the heat treat-

ment of metals, there was also a complete installa-

tion of heat treating furnaces.

The Gorham plant consisted of two parallel main

"buildings, and the first additional floor space was
secured by the Skandia Pacific by housing over the

space between the two shops and extending one

of the buildings to the water front.

The original main building is now utilized for

heavy tools and the erection of finished engines.

The extension which was built on to this main

building houses a well equipped testing stand with

room on the floor for six large engines. Some of

the large tools in the main shop include forty-two,

forty-eight and sixty-inch lathes with thirty-foot

beds.

The case hardening department, store room for

finished parts, drawing office and general shop

office are also located in the main building. The

extensions of the main building carry the structure

from the waterfront of the property through to

the inner line along the Southern Pacific Railroad

Company's tracks. The tracks for the traveling

electric cranes covering the main bay of this shop

have been extended out over the concern's spur

tracks and also the length of the wharf on the

estuary so that material coming in or being ship-

ped by water, railroad shipments, engines being

erected or placed on the test stands and the heavy

tools in the main machine shop are all served

by the two ten-ton electric traveling cranes which

have been installed. Numerous jib cranes are

provided for handling the work in and about in-

dividual tools. While it will be noted from the

picture of the main bay of the large tool shop that

the belt drive is used, the large new tools will be

individually motor driven.

The second of the buildings in the original Gor-

ham plant has been divided into a pattern shop

and a machine shop for small work. This machine

shop section is served by a five-ton overhead trav-

eling crane and numerous jib cranes. The pat-

tern shop, picture of which is shown, has been

fitted up with the latest wood working tools all

driven by independent motors and here all Skandia

patterns are made in duplicate.

In building over the space between the two orig-

inal shops, the Skandia Pacific Oil Engine Com-
pany has secured an excellent all-around shop ar-

rangement. One end of this structure, located

directly between the pattern shop and the case

hardening and heat treating department, has been

utilized for a brass foundry, all the brass castings

used being made right on the premises. The op-

posite end of this structure has been fitted up with

a battery of screw machines a splendid collection

of semi-automatic tools having been secured for this

department with men trained in the use of these

now almost indispensable tools. Located between

the brass foundry and the space for these semi-

automatic machines is the tool room, situated in

the heart of the plant. The tool room thus faces

every department of the plant, and this highly im-

portant adjunct of the modern shop is reached

direct from any section of the works.

Despite the enlargements, both in the matter of

shop equipment and floor space, the increasing de-

mand for Skandia engines, forced still further ex-

tensions to the plant. There is now under con-

struction a new erecting and testing shop for large

engines. This building is 290 by 110 feet in size,

and the center bay will be served by a thirty-ton

traveling crane, and the side aisles with five-ton

traveling cranes. The new machine shop which

has just been completed, is 50 by 290 feet in di-

mensions, is served by a five-ton overhead crane,

and the shop is equipped with batteries of heavy

turret lathes, boring machines and milling ma-

chines.

About one year ago the Skandia Pacific Oil En-

gine Company secured the building rights on the

Pacific Coast for the Werkspoor Diesel engine.

This will eventually mean still greater extensions

to this splendidly equipped plant, since in building

the Werkspoor, the Skandia Pacific Oil Engine

Company will be in a position to construct engines

for vessels of the largest size.
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Raised Decks for Lumber Senooners
By R. Z. Dickie, Naval Architect

CAPTAIN Al.lvXAXDKR WOODSTDlv lias

])i()nt'cre(l the movement towards raised

decks on the present-day sailing lumiier

schooners, and the "Bertie Minor" is now on her

way to Australia with a cargo of case oil. On
her return trip the vessel will bring a copra cargo-

The Pacific Coast lumber schooners are designed

for the purpose of carrying most of their cargo

as a deck load, this is done primarily to secure

greater carrying capacity through the lowering of

the free board requirement, the lumber cargo serv-

ing the purpose of topsides, and secondly, because

a deck load of lumber is much easier to load and

unload than one that has to be stowed below. The
natural result is that in making return voyages

with untlerdcck cargo the \essel cannot be loaded

to anywhere near her deadweight capacity.

The "Bertie Minor", a photograph of this schooner

being shown herewith, is 130 feet 3 inches long by
32 feet 6 inches beam by 9 feet 8 inches deep, and

has a gross tonnage of 273.4 tons, and a net register

of 223.5 tons.

Plans for a raised deck about 62 feet long by 7

feet high in the clear were drawn several months
ago for this vessel by D. W. Sc R. Z Dickie, and

the contract for the work was awarded to Barney

Lanteri of Pittsburg, California.

Lanteri agreed to finish the work in eighteen

days, while the next lowest bidder wanted thirty

days. The Lanteri yard made a splendid record

on the job, the work being finished complete in

nasttd schoon

fifteen days, which somewhat surprised the local

ship carpenters.

On her first voyage out to Australia after receiv-

ing her new raised deck amidships, the "Bertie

Minor" took on board 13,000 cases of oil, and was
practically loaded to the same water line as had the

cargo been a lumber deck load.

Other owners are considering altering their ves-

sels in the same manner as Captain Woodside has

treated the "Bertie Minor" in order to take advan-

tage of the present rates that are being obtained for

carrying case oil to the South Seas and returning

with copra, and the performance of the "Bertie

Minor" is being watched with considerable interest.

Port Development at Pittsburg
By Charles A. Vogelsang, Secretary Pittsburg Chamber of Commerce

PITTSBURG, California, like Pennsylvania's

great iron, steel and manufacturing city, is

located at the junction of two rivers, the Sac-

ramento and San Joacjuin, and possesses certain

natural advantages which have attracted some large

manufacturing concerns and which will doubtless

draw many more factories to its neighborhood in

the near future.

The two main waterway arteries of California

come together in the Suisun Bay basin, flow through

to Carquinez Straits, thence through San Pablo

Bay to the Golden Gate and the broad Pacific. It

is this waterway combination, together with excel-

lent rail facilities, room for expansion and unlimited

fresh water that has attracted industries to Pitts-

burg and its environs.

While Pittsburg as a name for a California city

has only been in real existence since 1908, the names
Pittsburg Landing, New York Landing and Black

Diamond, and still more remote, "The New York
of the Pacific", all held places of high importance

in the early annals of California.

The historical importance of the site of Pitts-

burg may be briefly summed up as follows : In 1848,

General John C. Fremont picked this site as the

most advantageous point in California at which to

build a great city. Colonel J. D. Stevenson secured

the services of Lieutenant William Tecumseh Sher-

man to lay out a town site and survey the best ship

channel through Suisun Bay. A strong and closely

contested fight was made to have the state capitol

moved from San Jose to this site, which at that
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A portion of the waterfront of Pittsburg. California, a city which has grown greatly in importance during the past few years.

time was the junction of the only routes between the

three chief centers of population in the state, Sac-

ramento, Stockton and San Francisco. Large de-

posits of coal were uncovered on the slopes of

Mount Diablo, and this coal, which was of fair

quality, was furnished the river and bay steamers

at a landing on the New York Slough, this water-

way being a cut-off channel furnishing the shortest

route from Suisun Bay into the main channel of

the San Joaquin River. These coal mines
were known as the Black Diamond mines, and the

landing and the settlement which sprung up around
it, were known for many years as Black Diamond.
Later, the remarkable development of fuel oil in

California superseded the coal, proving more eco-

nomical. The shipments and its general use then

declined to a point that the mining and transporting

of it became unprofitable, leaving, however, millions

of tons of an excellent grade of commercial coal

in reserve for a later day.

Following the closing of the coal mines and the

large ship bunkering business, the development of

this naturally favored region moved slowly until

its natural facilities for establishing large industrial

and manufacturing plants attracted the attention

of level headed business men who possessed the

happy combination of capital and vision, resulting

first in building the largest rubber works west of

Chicago, the Bowers Rubber Works, with a capital

of $600,000; next, the Redwood Manufacturers

Company, with a capital of $1,000,000; the Colum-

bia Steel Company with a capital of $800,000; the

F. E. Booth Company, packers, with a capital of

$500,000; the Great Western Electro-Chemical

Company, with an investment of $1,500,000, and

many other enterprises.

In addition to large rail tonnage, the water-

borne commerce of this region is far in excess of

any period in its history.

While there had been two previous efforts to in-

terest the U. S. Government in providing a direct

and deep-water channel through Suisun Bay and
New York Slough, neither were successful. The
first report was submitted December 12, 1900, but

it was not favorable to the improvement; the sec-

ond survey was made in 1908, in connection with

a survey of the San Joaquin River. That report

was favorable to work in the San Joaquin River,

but did not recommend any appropriation for Sui-

sun Ba}'. The third effort has been entirely suc-

cessful, as the preliminary examination and sur-

Thomas H. Rees, the district engineer. This e.x-

Congress in March, 1915, has been carried out, and

a complete endorsement of the project resulted.

A very thorough and comprehensive investiga-

tion was made by Captain Richard Park, Corps of

U. S. Engineers, Asst. to Lieutenant Colonel

present needs of the industries located along the

amination covered every phase of the subject; the

present neds of the industries located along the

south shore of Suisun Bay and New York Slough,

their probable expansion if better water transpor-

nnnufnclure of lumber products ha
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tation was afforded, the likelihood of new enterprises,

being established, comparisons between present ton-

nage traversing these waters and that of preceding

years—not a single detail was left untouched.

This report was submitted to the Board of U. S.

Engineers at Washington, and by them given

unanimous approval, concurred in on March 21st

by the Chief of Engineers, War Department, and

by him presented to the Secretary of War, who
recommended that the project be undertaken, and

on March 26, 1918, submitted it to the Speaker of

the House of Representatives, who immediately re-

ferred it to the Committee on Rivers and Harbors

for Congressional approval.

As our Government has expended large sums on

the upper navigable stretches of both the Sacra-

mento and San Joaquin Rivers, it is only natural

that it will take care of the outlet of these improved

waterways, an easy and inexpensive task compared

with the river work already accomplished.

The project provides for the improvement by the

United States of the channel in Suisun Bay and

through New York Slough, from Martinez, via

Pittsburg, to Antioch. It provides for a channel

with a minimum width of 300 feet throughout, and

a depth of twenty-four feet across the shoal, near

Bull's Head Point, thence twenty feet deep across

Point Edith Shoal and Middle Ground Shoal, and

thence 18 feet deep through New York Slough. All

depths referred to, mean the lower low water. To
this, however, must be added the usual extreme

tidal range of seven feet.

It is the intention of the engineers to dredge close

up to all existing wharves to avoid extending them

•channelward. The survey also provides for

straightening the west entrance by cutting through

the low point of marsh land and dredging a chan-

nel to have a depth eighteen feet at low water

and a width of 300 feet, and then extend the same
of like dimensions throughout the other portions

of the slough, where less than eighteen feet of

water at low tide exists. The east entrance to

the slough will also be materially improved and

widened, where it communicates with the San Joa-

quin River, to about 500 feet. The effect of this

will also be materially improved and widened,

where it communicates with the San Joaquin River,

to about 500 feet. The effect of this will be to at-

tract a larger volume of the water of the San

Joaquin River to flow through the slough, and, as

the San Joaquin has a depth at that point ranging

from thirty-four to fifty feet, and the slough at the

west end empties into depths ranging from forty

to sixty feet, it is apparent, especially as the San

Joaquin carries little or no silt, that there will be

no shoaling in New York Slough, but rather a de-

cided tendency to scour deep enough to equalize

with the depths about each entrance.

According to carefully compiled records, which

.are substantiated by the report of the U. S. Engi-

neers, the commerce of Suisun Bay and New York

Slough for the year 1916 amounted to 2,184,307

tons, valued at $34,530,535, not including the freight

trafific of the Sacramento and San Joaquin Rivers.

But the most important result to follow the

carrying out of this project will be in shortening

the travel for ocean-going vessels about four and

one-half miles between Martinez and Pittsburg.

One can readily appreciate the tremendous advan-

tages ,to be derived from deep water extension to

the mouths of the two great natural commerce

carriers of the State of California—the Sacramento

and San Joaquin Rivers.

It will be the first unit of deep water extension

for ocean commerce carriers toward the center of

the state and will, beyond doubt, hasten its further

extension. It will give renewed courage to the

enterprising people of the growing prosperous cities

of Stockton and Sacramento, and bring to a nearer

realization their hopes that sea-going ships may

soon dock at their wharves. In short, this project

is not alone of local or county benefit, but is state-

wide in present importance and future significance.

While manufacturing in California has been mak-

ing great strides of late years, it must be remembered

that this feature of Western development is as yet

in its infancy. The large demand for local con-

sumption is just beginning to make itself felt, and

our foreign outlets are increasing in number and

volume. The West Coast had just begun to feel

the benefits of the Panama Canal when the outbreak

of war in Europe practically nullified the benefits

of that great waterway, as far as it affected the

old channels of peaceful trade. The fact remains,

however, that the benefits which were expected to

accrue from the Panama Canal will be vastly accen-

tuated with the return of peace and the Pacific

Coast States will all be in a far better condition

to grasp their opportunities in this regard than they

ever were before.

This will mean much to such a manufacturing

center as Pittsburg. The community is served by

three railroads, the Southern Pacific, Santa Fe and

Oakland, Antioch & Eastern. These rail lines, to-

gether with the water transportation available pro-

vide all the elements for a splendid future develop-

ment of Pittsburg.

Charleston is very happy over the decision of the

Committee on Naval Affairs of the House of Rep-

resentatives to have $9,000,000 authorized for the

construction of a huge drydock at the Charleston

navy yard, and the dredging of a forty-foot channel

from the yard to the sea. A first appropriation of

$1,500,000 for channel work has already been

adopted by the House of Representatives as part

of the rivers and harbors bill, and the maximum
authorization for this work is $5,000,000. The

channel will be 1000 feet wide from the navy yard

to the sea.
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The treat plant of the Columbia Steel Cimipany at Pittsbure. Califor

Tke ^Vest's Largest Steel Foundry

FROM a marine point of view, perhaps the most

interesting- of the numerous plants which

have been built up around the town of Pitts-

burg, California, is that of the Columbia Steel.

This company secured a twenty-five acre tract with

river frontage at Pittsburg some years ago, and

such has been the increasing demand along the

Pacific Coast for steel castings that the building

of what was generally believed to be the final

addition to the plant was practically a ctintinuous

operation.

The two large buildings which house the foundry

operations, core room, furnaces, drying ovens, etc.,

are of standard steel construction, while the smaller

sized units, such as power house, laboratory, trans-

former stations, etc., are housed in substantial brick

structures. A large extension of the main plant

buildings is being completed at the present time,

and the latest sand blast machinery will be installed,

superceding the present sand blast arrangements

and obviating a haul of several hundred feet from

the foundry.

Upon the remoxal of the sand blast to the new

addition, the Columbia Steel will be divided by the

state highway into two distinct units, the works

proper on one side of the highway and the Columbia

Steel clubhouse and living quarters on the other. It

is worthy of note that while the housing question

for workmen has been agitating the country, espe-

cially in new shipbuilding localities, that this con-

cern has quietly gone ahead and solved this problem

in a most satisfactory way.

The main bay of the foundry is 600 feet long by

bO in width, and is served by three 30-ton and one

10-ton electric traveling cranes, the side bay, used

for small work only, is 450 feet in length, and is

served by two 5-ton traveling cranes. These cranes

are fitted with contact bars to avoid the melting

down of wiring over heats.

Compressed air is furnished throughout the plant

by a battery of five Ingersoll-Rand air compressors.

These machines have short belt drives with idler

pulleys on the upper side of the belts. l''acli unit

has a capacity of 500 cubic feet of free air per

minute. Air driven labor saving tools are used

wherever practical, the foundry being completely

equipped with air rammers and tampers, air mould-

ing machines, etc. Electricity is taken off a neigh-

boring power line and stepped down to the proper

voltage in the transformer house. The system is

practically in duplicate through a switching arrange-

ment whereby the power line is tapped at two

points.

The handling of material in and about the plant

is facilitated by locomotive cranes operating on a

complete system of broad gauge tracks. One
Browning 10-ton and one Link Pult 15-ton crane

are employed for this work. These cranes carry

transformers for direct current when using the

magnet lift.

There is a 20-ton basic and a 10-ton acid furnace

in operation, and an additional 20-ton basic furnace

will be completed about the middle of July, adding
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Still further to the output, which at present is close

to 1000 tons of finished steel castings monthly, a

larger output than that of any other steel founders

in the West. This additional furnace will also serve

to relieve the necessity of relining and cleaning the

present basic furnace while it is still very hot. A
large Wellman-Sea\er-M organ charging machine

is operated on the furnace working platform and

performs the double function of charging the fur-

nace and hauling the material carriages up the in-

clined rails to the platform le\el.

The production of a thousand tons of castings

requires the use of a thousand tons of sand, and

this large amount of material is handled and new
sand brought in by the company's Packard trucks,

which perform this work mainly at night.

As most of the patterns used are furnished by

customers, the pattern shop on the premises is small,

the principal work entailed being repair work.

Wooden flasks of small sizes are also turned out

in large numbers, the large flask work being of

pressed or cast steel. A large structure with three

floor levels is employed for patttern storage, and

is practically full of patterns at all times.

As so much depends in steel castings on the chem-

ical properties as well as on the physical character-

istics of the metal, it is extremely interesting to

note the splendid and uniform results that have

been secured and maintained at the Columbia Steel

Company's plant. Quantitative analysis regularly

shows a remarkably low sulphur and phosphorus

content, while the excellent physical qualities of

test bars are shown in the high tensile strength and

excellent elongation and diminution of area under

stress. These results from the acid furnace may
be partially accounted for by the fact that the heats

in this furnace are made up largely of the risers

and heads from basic steel castings. The plant

laboratory is well equipped with high capacity test-

ing apparatus and a Tinius Olsen anchor testing

machine, with a capacity of 400,000 pounds, one of

the very few similar machines in the United States,

was recently installed. This machine is operated

hydraulically, and in this connection it is worth\

of note that an excellent fire fighting system is in-

stalled throughout the entire plant and is served

by high pressure pumps located in the power house.

Never in the history of the Pacific Coast has

there been such a great demand for steel castings

for marine purposes as exists at the present time,

and the Columbia Steel Compan}^ is turning out

a heavy tonnage of stems, stern frames, bed plates,

rudder posts and other work of this character. The
plant has its own river landing and wharf for

shipping out this material by water and direct con-

nections with three rail lines as well, these being

the Southern Pacific, Santa Fe and Oakland, Antioch

& Eastern,

Nothing has been left undone by the manage-

ment of the Columbia Steel Company to promote

the community interest among its employees. This

concern has steadily forged ahead along lines which

are gradually becoming recognized as indispensable

in securing at once the highest efficiency of the

workers and a clearer understanding of the mutual

obligations of employer and employee,

A receiving hospital with a trained nurse in

charge is located inside the works, and is fitted

out with the most modern of first aid equipment,

such as pulmotors, etc. Living quarters for about
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120 men, or approximately one-fifth of the present

working force, are provided adjacent to but sep-

arated from the plant. These quarters, together

with the clubhouse, will form an entirely independ-

ent unit when the sand blasting operation is removed

to the new building, now nearing completion. In

addition to these living quarters, the company has

built about twenty attractive cottages in the town

of Pittsburg proper, and these have been sold to

employees on extremely easy and favorable terms.

The clubhouse has been planned with both utility

and comfort in view. There are billiard, card and

game, library and lounge rooms, as well as a lecture

hall, where practical courses in steel foundry work

are carried on, special care being taken in the in-

struction of apprentices. There are three dining

rooms, one for the foremen and officers of the com-

pany, one for the men, and a small, private dining

room for committee meetings, etc. Highly compe-

tent help is always secured for the clubhouse force,

and the kitchen is a model of sanitary cleanliness.

The management rightly believes that a well fed

man is a better investment than a poorly fed one,

and that even when looked upon in a cynical way
from the standpoint of dollars and cents alone, that

the clubhouse is a paying institution, since it raises

the all-around efficiency of the men, and those in

charge of them as well.

The living quarters for the men are close to the

clubhouse and have been laid out so as to secure

a maximum of sunshine and fresh air. Each man
has his own room with a separate, individual en-

trance. All windows are completely screened, so

foundry showine the appeaisnce of the fur the foundry door.
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that the rooms can all be thrown open to the air

throughout the day and there is a general appear-

ance of cleanliness and good living about the quar-

ters. Adjacent to each set of quarters, there are

large, well kept wash houses with toilets and

shower baths, while swimming may be had in the

river a few hundred feet away.

Mr. Creed, president of the Columbia Steel Com-

pany, and those who are associated with him in

shaping the destinies of the concern, can show for

their labors and forethought, not only the largest

steel casting establishment in the Western part

of the United States, but also have merited the inner

satisfaction that comes through the realization that

their work has resulted in something that is not

merely a steel casting plant, but which is regarded

as an institution in the community in which it is

located.

CHARLESTON'S NEW DOCK

THE United States Government has requisi-

tioned 2000 acres of land at North Charles-

ton, and will immediately begin work on

the Government's development of Charleston into

the principal seaport of the South Atlantic, at a

cost of $20,000,000. It is known that 4000 acres are

eventually to be used by the Government at North

Charleston, the present 2000 acres for the purposes

of the quartermaster department and the ordnance

department, and other lands for a great base hospi-

tal and a remount station for 20,000 horses. Actual

work on the remount station has already begun.

Permanent concrete warehouses and piers will

be built for the quartermaster department. They

will be hurried to completion for use during the

war, but will continue to be used after the war as

well. The plans call for a concrete pier, with a

frontage on the Cooper River of between 3000 and

'WOO feet, with facilities for handling the very largest

vessels afloat, and all kinds of freight. Concrete

warehouses will be built in a continuous line, with-

out slips, so that vessels will load and unload

lengthwise. There will be room for continued ex-

pansion of this immense pier, it is understood.

Major J. L. Lee, who has been in Charleston for

some time awaiting orders, will be the engineer

officer in charge of construction.

For the ordnance department, large ammunition

storage depots will be built, and other construction

probably undertaken. This, it is understood, will

be on part of the 2000 acres already requisitioned.

The remount station, which will be for 20,000

horses and mules, will be rapidly constructed, work

having already commenced. It will be equipped

with corrals, quarters for the men, a large horse

hospital and other buildings.

^^-"''"'IIT

of the concrete ship "Faith", showing steel stern frame cast

by the Columbia Steel.
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SAN FP^"^" CISCO
±L±_.

SAX l'"l\A.\CISCO shipping circles lost one of

its well known figures during the month
through the death of Captain I. E. Thayer,

whi) was at one time sur\eyor for the Bureau \'eri-

tas at this port. Captain Thayer sprang into na-

tional prominence in the shipping world through

his successful salvaging of the British ship "Pyre-

nees", which he afterwards rechristened the "Man-
gareva" after the name of the island on which he

was wrecked. Captain Thayer retired from active

business life some years ago, his business interests

being cared for by Philip Thayer, his son.

The Emergency Fleet Corporation has contracted

with the San Francisco Shipbuilding Company for

seven addtional 7500-ton concrete ships. This with

the first contract will make eight of the big rein-

forced concrete craft in all. A site will soon be

selected on San Francisco Bay, where this work
will be carried out.

The most interesting event on San Francisco Bay
during the past month was thr trial trip of the con-

nd G. M. Jossflyn ,<:

Crete ship "Faith" on May 5th. The Trial.—The
vessel was given several runs over the measured
mile course and made about ten to thirteen knots.

She was light when tried, but as her engines and

boilers are in the stern making her trim deeply

by the stern when not loaded, it is expected that

she will come very close to her trial speed when
fully loaded. There was a noticeable absence of

vibration in the hull, and the trial was a complete

success in every way. The "Faith" is fitted with

Murray winches and an electrically controlled steer-

ing gear made by the Herzog Electric Company.
The engines were held at eighty-four revolutions,

and the steam pressure carried was 155 pounds.

Mr. Claude Daly, manager of the Australasian

department of Comyn, Mackall & Company, will

leave for Sydney early this month to make a per-

sonal survey of port conditions, etc., for his com-

pany.

The four master bark "Monongahela". which

cleared for a trans-Pacific voyage some time ago, is

carrying thirty-six cadets who will be taught the

rudiments of seamanship by Captain Rasmussen.

Under the name of the Tugboat Securities Com-
pany a group of local shipping and business men
have purchased the stock of the Ship Owners &
Merchants Tugboat Company, the Red Stack boats.

The purchase price was $952,000. Those directing

the affairs of the new company are E. A. Christen-

sen, president ; Tom Crowley, vice-president and

general manager
; Joseph J. Tynan, Herbert Fleish-

hacker, John H. Rosseter, Andrew F. Mahony, W.
I.. Comyn, B. F. Mackall, James Rolph, Jr., J. J.

Haviside, George A. Moore & Company, Balfour,

(aithrie & Company, James B. Smith and the Pa-

cific Freighters Company.
A great deal of interest was manifested along

San Francisco's waterfront in the consolidation of

two of the oldest and best known ship chandlery

iirnis on the Pacific Coast, Johnson & Joseph Com-
])any and G. M. Josselyn & Company, under the

cur]i()rate name of Johnson, Joseph & G. M. Josse-

l\n & Com])any. Both of these firms have enjoyed

an enx'iablc reputation for many years and their

consolidation results not only in one of the strong-

est business organizations in the ship chandlery line

in the United States, but also unites two highly

skilled forces which will now be of added useful-

ness to the shipowning and shipbuilding fraterni-



ties. The new firm holds many valuable agencies,

such as Plymouth Rope, Smooth-On and Woolsey
Paints, etc., and carries a large and complete line

of ship, yacht and motor boat supplies of every

description.

The Lafayette Shipping Corporation, a New York
concern with considerable French capital, has pur-

chased the "City of Portland", the "City of St.

Helens" and the "S. I. Allard", and will place these

vessels on the run from San Francisco to Port Said

via Saigon in French Cochin China. Fermin Tris-

tan, managing direction of the corporation will re-

main in San Francisco as general manager of the

business which will consist largely in moving Co-

chin China products to the

Mediterranean and Ma-
nila cargo this way. The
Lafayette Corporation

is closely allied to the

great French steamship

organization, the Messa-

geries Maritimes. The
three big motorships pur-

chased were controlled by

the Charles R. McCormick
Company, and have been

objects of considerable in-

terest ever since they

went into commission.

The first of the vessels

built, the "City of Port-

land" was the pioneer of

the large auxiliary
schooner w i t h internal

combustion engines, a

large fleet of which have

since been constructed on

this Coast.

Tt is practically certain
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I hat the Java-Pacific Line
will be resumed at full

r: , swinp and J. D. Spreckels

iS: Brothers' Company are

getting read}' for further

visits of the "Tjisalak",

"Bintang", "Hi Hi ton",
"Ceylon" and "Nias", all of

which have been laying up

in Javanese ports waiting

the perfecting of some
arrangement under which

they would be permitted

lo operate from San Fran-

cisco to the East Indies.

In order to assure the

liroj^er movement of the

1 lawaiian sugar crop, the

Matson Navigation Com-
])any has been awarded

some new tonnage by the

Shipping Board ofificials. Four vessels will start

their ocean careers under the guidance of the Mat-
son Navigation Company as follows, the Hough de-

sign wooden steamer recently completed by Kruse
i,t Banks, and which has been laying at San Fran-

cisco for some days, having her engines installed by
the Main Iron Works. The other three boats are

steel steamers, the "Silverado", recently completed

Bonita" and "Point Lobos", built by the Albina

at the Craig yard at Long Beach, and the "Point

vShip & Engine Company of Portland.

A unique bit of rigging was carried out on May
16th on the barkentine "Conqueror", James Rolph's

big new windjammer, fitted out at Islais Creek.

Shop of the Herzoe Electric & Engineering Company of San Fi
and other marine equipment. (Waltei A. Scott. Photo.)



Oakland's Recent Activities

DISCUSSING the Oakland harbor appropria-

tion, carried in this year's Rivers and Har-

bors Bill, Colonel Newcomer of the U. S. A.

Engineer Corps stated: "This is for the improve-

ment of the tidal canal connecting the inner basin

at Oakland harbor with San Lcandro Bay. The

main project for Oakland harbor is a thirty-foot

channel into this basin, which is lug to a depth

of twenty-five feet, and then the tidal canal, eigh-

teen feet deep, is being built into San Leandro Bay.

That was intended to serve merely as a sort of flush-

ing system for the harbor, on account of the tidal

eiifect of the flow; but, as a matter of fact, it has

become a matter of much commercial importance

now, on account of the works that are established

on the tidal canal. We have begun its improvement

with available funds and the amount will be suf-

ficient to complete that element of the project."

May 18th was Oakland day on San Francisco

Bay, hulls representing some 36,000 tons of dead-

weight shipping being launched on the high tide

of that evening. The "Fresno"' and the "Oshawa",

9400 tons deadweight carriers were launched at
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the Moore Shipbuilding Company's plant, the

"Volunteer" of 11,800 tons deadweight left

the ways of the Alameda plant of the Bethlehem

Shipbuilding Corporation, and the "Governor John

Lind" of 5500 tons deadweight was launched at

the Hanlon Shipbuilding & Dry Dock Company's

plant. The Oakland district's contributions to the

fleet of the Emergency Fleet Corporation have as-

sumed very large proportions, and with the advent

of the two new shipyards now under course of

construction, Oakland will have attained an exceed-

ingly proud place in the American shipbuilding

field. Multiple launchings seem to be a favorite

scheme among Oakland's shipyards, the triple

launching at the Moore yard on March 14th is now
followed by the launch of four ships in one evening

and a second triple launching is planned by the

Moore management for the Fourth of July.

The municipalities of Oakland and Alameda have

settled their dispute in connection with the title of

Federal Island in the tidal basin of the Oakland

Estuary. The reason for quieting title on the prop-

erty was the Government's desire to create a ship-

yard on this property, which consists of about

sixty acres, for the purpose of establishing a large

plant for building concrete ships.

The Union Construction Company, Oakland's

latest shipyard, has been awarded a contract for ten

9400-ton deadweight freighter. Delivery of the first

vessel will be made in the spring of 1919.

An idea of Oakland's growing importance as a

shipbuilding center will be gathered from the fact

that there are ninety-two vessels under construc-

tion or contracted for in Oakland yards, that these

have an approximate dead weight tonnage of 900,-

000 and an approximate contract value of $160,000,-

000. Some 15,000 men are now employed directly

in the shipbuilding industry.
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THE 4200-t(.n wooden ship "Bellata", the first

vessel to be launched by the Patterson-Mac-
Donald Shipbuilding- Company and the first

cargo carrier ever launched for the British flag by
any yard on the Pacific Coast, was sent into the
water at 9:00 a. m., Wednesday, April 17th, and
constituted one of the most thrilling and spectacular
launchings ever staged in this city. As the water-
way of this point is only 700 feet wide, great care
and thought was necessary in preparing the drags,
but the big vessel slid rapidly down the ways,
slowly described a great curve and came to rest

at right angles to the line of the ways.
The "Bellata" is 281 feet 6 inches long, 48 feet

wide and 27 feet deep. She is a full powered steam-
ship with a twin set of 500 horsepower triple ex-
pansion engines. Nine other vessels of the same
design are also under contract at the Patterson-Mac-
Donald yard, all for the Australian Government.

NOTES
Mr. D. W. Burchard has been appointed assistant

to J. D. Lownian, director of operations of the U. S.

Shipping Board for the State of Washington. Mr.
Burchard has for years been agent for the Northern
Commercial Company in this city, and is one of
the most prominent men in this section of the coun-
try to join the staff of the Shipping Board. Up
until the outbreak of the war he was agent for

the Kosmos Line and the Hamburg-American Line,
but at that time severed his connection with the
powerful German lines.

With the outfitting and dispatching of the Alaska
Salmon Packers fleet, Seattle harbor has presented
an appearance similar to that of the daysof old when
America's goods were transported in great stately

clipper ships and the sight has caused the mind of

many an old-timer to hark back to the glory days
of windjammers. As many as fourteen big square
riggers have been counted at one time in the bay
and at the docks outfitting for the summer cruise

in Alaska waters.

The Russian ships "Toula", "Nijni Novgorod"
and "Kishinev", lying in Seattle harbor, have been
requisitioned by the U. S. Shipping Board for war
work. These vessels will continue to fly the Rus-
sian flag and will be operated by the Rus-
sian \'olunteer Fleet, which represents the former
Russian Government in America, and still remains
intact.

R- D. Pinneo, widely known shipping man of the

Pacific Coast has been appointed to develop the
foreign trade business of the Pacific Steamship
Company, and has been given the office of Foreign
Freight Agent. The Pacific Steamship Company
has been operating the steamships "Senator" and
"Umatilla" in the Oriental trade, and the "Admiral
Goodrich" in the South American route.

Additions and alterations to the big plant of the
Pacific Construction & Engineering Corporation
are now being made to increase by over one hun-
dred per cent its present output. The main building
has been lengthened 400 feet. Five more furnaces
are being installed, making a total of twelve, two
additional overhead cranes are being installed, mak-
ing a total of four. Orders for two large rough
turning lathes have been placed. A second spur
track is being built into the plant, and when it is

completed the shops will have a spur at each end.

It is expected to turn out fifteen tons of ship shaft-

ing a day, as against the five at present. At
present the plant consumes 800 to 1000 tons of

forging ingots a' month and has made guarantees
of 2000 tons per month upon completing additions.

Launch of the big wooden steam ds of the Patterson-MacDonald Shipbuilding Company. Seattle.
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The famous old stcniwheclcr "Bailey Gatzert"

again is back in Seattle, having been purchased by

the Navy Yard Route to augment their service and

take care of that company's rapidly increasing busi-

ness. The "Bailey Gatzert" was built in Ballard

in 1890, and in 1891 and 1892 ran between Tacoma

and Seattle in competition with the fast stern-

wheeler "Greyhound", and many an exciting race

was run between the two old time flyers. In 1898

the "Bailey Gatzert" was sent down to the Columbia

Ri\er, where she has been engaged in active service

ever since.

As a means of speeding up shippping as a war

essential the Transporation Club has drawn up a

set of resolutions and appealed to the Secretary

of \^ar to lift the old law forbidding the inspection

of passengers at quarantine before and after sun-

rise. These resolutions were unanimously indorsed

at the regular meeting of the Chamber of Com-

merce and Commercial Club Board of Trustees.

Captain John A. Obrien has returned from the

Atlantic Coast, whence he took the steamship

"Westerly", and is to take the "Ossineke" to the

East Coast and return in time to make the first trip

north June 1st on the steamship "Victoria".

Captain Omar J. Humphrey, long prominent on

the Coast as a shipping man, has again heard the

irresistible call of the sea and will command the

steamship "Bremerton" on her maiden voyage to

the East Coast.

J. W. Hall, the last of the famous Hall Brothers,

wooden shipbuilders, has been appointed by Wil-

liam Pigott to the position of general inspector of

wooden shipbuilding plants for the Washington

district of the Emergency Fleet Corporation.

J. S. Ford, veteran of Seattle's Trans-Pacific,

Alaska and Coastwise routes, has returned to Seattle

to take up the position of manager of the Seattle

office of Norton, Lilly & Company of New York,

agents for the Great In-

dia-Pacific Line of Eng-

land.

Cleaned and painted from

stem to stern, her hull

sheathed in ironbark and

fitted with a new engine,

the sturdy power schooner

"Bender B r o t hers" of

"Bender Brothers" o f

the Kuskoswim Fishing &
Transportation Company

is ready for another sea-

son's work amid the ice

floes of the lonely Uering.

where for years She has

carried the messages of

civilization.

Captain J. S. Gibson,

presidentof the Inter-

national Stevedoring Company, has been appointed

as master of the steamship "West Alsek" by Cap-

tain John F. Blain, Northwest .district officer of the

Emergency Fleet Corporation.

The famous old steamboat "Flyer", which for

years plied the Seattle-Tacoma route, and in the

past the pride of that run, is now having all her

upperworks renewed and her engines overhauled

at a cost of $50,000, and will be in the future known
as the "Washington", application to change her

name having been made by the Puget Sound Navi-

gation Company, her owners.

Frank Walker, prominent marine surveyor, naval

architect and consulting engineer, has recently

moved his offices to suite -104-405 Central Building,

his business having greatly outgrown the old quar-

ters in the Grand Trunk Pacific Dock. Associated

in the business with him is his son Kenneth M.

Walker. Mr. Walker is also surveyor to Bureau

Veritas in the Northwest, represents the French

Government on ship construction in the Puget

Sound district and the Australian Province in Se-

attle, building ships at the Patterson-MacDonald

vShipbuilding Company, besides being the agent for

a number of private manufacturing concerns.

The well known coasting steamer "Beaver'V

which has done so much to popularize the sea trip

between San Francisco and Portland, has been

commandeered by the Government.

The local passenger steamer "Nisqually", Cap-

tain Fred Wilson, was overhauling here recently for

the summer business. The "Nisqually" is operated

between Seattle and Olympia, but owned by the

Merchants Transportation Company and Olympia-

Taconia Navigation Company of Tacoma.

•Mallahat", at Seattle. WashinRlon. for the Ehrlich-Harrison Co.
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wwT -OS ANGELES HARBOR is rapidly bc-

^

coming an important shipbuilding center
on the West Coast", said C H. Matson,

traffic manager for the harbor department recently.'
'•With the record breaking Los Angeles yard in-
creasing in size, production and contracts, the
Southwestern yard nearly ready to lay down ships,
applications in for sites for another big steel con-
struction yard and one for concrete, with the possi-
bility of a Government yard here, we are rapidly
moving into the front rank as a construction center.
"This is the logical result of the excellent condi-

tions for work here. Climatic conditions give the
yards here more working days with less yard con-
struction cost and overhead. Material is no more
costly, labor is plentiful, and the rapid increase in
permanent yards is the result.

New Steamer Lines Coming
The possibility of new steamship lines to this

port, even under war conditions, is increasing. Rep-
resentatives of Norwegian and Holland lines have
recently visited the port and inspected the facilities
for handling cargo here, and announced that their
companies would send ships here as soon as cer-
tain details can be arranged.

Mr. G. M. Bryde of Christiana, representing Nor-
wegian shipbuilding and operating companies, while
here recently, stated that his people were now
building a large fleet of twin screw 10,000-ton ships,
which they will run from Norway to the West
Coast via the Panama Canal, making the ports of
Los Angeles, San Francisco and Seattle.
A representative of the Van Omeron Company,

a Holland concern operating in the Oriental trade,
was in conference with harbor officials recently'
and announced that his company was ready to
establish a service between here and the Dutch East
Indies when matters can be so arranged that their
ships will not be requisitioned by the Government.

Fisheries and Canneries
All the space at the Fish Harbor that has been

available for cannery sites has been leased bv the
harbor department, and applications for a 'large
number of additional sites are on file.

Owing to this keen demand the Harbor Commis-
sion plans an enlargement of the space available
"1 order to care for the rapid increase in the
industry.

Two of the latest industries along this line are
the plant at Fish Harbor being constructed for the
Seacoast Canning Company, a big concern operat-
ing a large number of canneries on the East Coast.
The plant under construction here is their first ven-
venture on the West Coast. They expect to be
ready for the opening of the tuna season.

The Graham Packing Company plant, being built
between Fourth and Eighth Street, Terminal Island,
is a distinct departure in the line of fish packing
establishments here. President W. H. Graham,
formerly a resident on the Bay of Fundy, is erect-
ing a plant for the purpose of producing .Scotch
cured herring and smoked bloaters. Four smoke-
houses are being provided, each capable of caring
for 10,000 fish at a smoke, giving the plant a pos-
sible output of ten tons of smoked fish per day.

The "Phyllis" Wreck

The steamer "Phyllis", Captain Bender, loaded
with timbers, consigned to a South American port,
struck a submerged pinnacle rock near Point Vi-
cente on a hazy morning, and hung fast. The wreck
occurred at 9:15 a- m. on April 17th, and the point
where she struck was less than half a mile from
where it has been proposed to establish a fog signal
on Point Vicente, which has been held up by the
owners of the adjoining land through a demand
for excessive damages. The presence of the fog
signal would undoubtedly have prevented this acci-
dent, as the lookouts could neither see or hear the
present whistling buoy or the coast line until the
fog lifted after she struck, not more than 1000
feet from the foot of the bluff.

After most of the deck cargo had been jettisoned,
the weather holding smooth, the "Phyllis", was
pulled off the next morning by the "Wapama" and
towed into port. Examination of her bottom re-
vealed that she was literally punched full of holes,
and divers worked for weeks putting temporary
patches on her so that she could be towed to a
dock and rebuilt.

This wreck has done more to bring to a head
the agitation for an adequate light and fog signal
station at this dangerous point than anything that
has happened recently. Secretary Redfield of the
Department of Commerce is expected to visit this
port shortly and inspect the site of the proposed
aid to navigation.
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New Shipyards Proposed

The Craig-Wilde Shipbuilding Company, com-

posed of Geo. L. Craig, formerly of Cleveland, and

Louis J. Wilde, mayor of San Diego, have applied

for a space of thirty-five acres on the Wilmington

Basin in the inner harbor, for the purpose of estab-

lishing a new yard for the construction of steel

ships of a standard type, and have announced that

they will proceed with the construction of the yard

as soon as the harbor department can complete the

lease.

Carl Leonard, a well known builder of concrete

buildings, and W. H. Powell of the Southwestern

Cement Company, have applied for a site in the

West Basin for the establishment of a yard for the

building of concrete ships of the type of the "Faith",

and have announced their intention of going ahead.

on private construction, taking Government con-

tracts if desired.

The Emergency Fleet Corporation has under

consideration the establishment here of a Govern-

ment yard for the construction of concrete ships.

The city, through Mayor Frederic T. Woodman,
has offered them a free site for the industry and

the use of the big monolith cement plant belong-

ing to the city, and used for the construction of

the aqueduct.

Mr. E. E. Parker, a cement engineer now working

for the Emergency Fleet Corporation, accompanied
by President Gordon of the Harbor Commission
and others, inspected possible sites May 10th.

Abundant supplies of cement, sand, rock and lum-

ber and fine climatic conditions make this port an

ideal place for the rapid production of the new
type of ships, according to Mr. Parker's statement.

The Southern California Shipbuilding Company,
composed of Los Angeles and San Francisco capi-

talists and shipbuilders, have applied for a site for

a shipyard embracing seventy acres, with a front-

age of 3000feet. According to Traffic Manager Mat-
son it will hardly be possible to grant so large an

area to individual companies at present, owing to

the demand for sites, but later expansion will be

possible, as more frontage is developed.

Among the representatives of the new company
who have looked over the ground and are pushing
the application for a site at this port are A. E.

Cronenwet, H. M. Bernard, A. H. Bergstrom, Geo.

M. Kyle and M. S. Hill.

Increased Ferry Service

The great influstrial growth on both sides of the

harbor has created a demand for increased ferry

service, which is being met by the construction

by the harbor department of larger landings, to be

of reinforced concrete, and by the construction by
the San Pedro Transportation Company of a num-
ber of rapid small ferries on an ingenious plan. The
new boats are sixty-five feet long by twenty wide,

shallow draft, and so constructed as to come under

fifteen tons measurement and to be, therefore, under

the size that will be supervised bj- the Steamboat

Inspection Service. They are expected to carry

250 passenger and run in rapid relays.

Change of Inspector

Captain Thomas P. Deering has been appointed

inspector of hulls for this port, vice Captain John
C. Ansell, resigned. Captain Deering was formerly

stationed at St. IMichaels, Alaska.

Channel Widening
Captain T. C. Leeds, of the engineering depart-

ment, has announced that the actual dredging work
for widening the main channel to the Inner Harbor,

will begin this summer, probably within sixty days.

An appropriation of $175,000 is available to begin

work.

The channel is to be widened to a minimum of

1000 feet, instead of its present minimum of 500

feet. The first work will be done in front of the

location of the Southwestern Shipbuilding Com-
pany, clearing the old jetty out of the way of launch-

ing vessels and creating by filling more land on

the seaward side of the plant. Some of the silt

will be used to enlarge the Fish Harbor, giving

more sites for canneries.

Shipbuilding

The Los Angeles Shipbuilding Company is ex-

pected to have the four ships they have in the water

complete and ready for service not later than July

of this year, one year from the time the yard was es-

tablished, and to turn out a completed ship every

three weeks on their present contracts up to the

end of 1919. The first ship they launched, the

"Accomac", is in her war paint, and will sail at

some time in the future with a cargo for Belgian

and French relief, which is now being assembled

and stored in one of the harbor department ware-

houses.

The Southwestern Shipbuilding Companj' is mak-
ing fine progress in plant construction, and will lay

their first keel about June 1st, delivering two com-
plete ships this year. It is reported that they are

to take contracts for ten more ships, making twenty

in all.

The Fulton Shipbuilding Company on the 11th

launched the second Hough type wooden ship

turned out by this yard for the Government.

It was christened the "Catawba" by Mrs. J. H. Kru-

ger, wife of the Government inspector in the yard,

and was launched at night, the third ship to be

launched here at night. A ship of the Ferris type

was immediately laid down.

The "Eldorado" was launched from the Craig

yard at Long Beach on May 7th, and was chris-

tened by Miss Sylvia Merrill, sister of the man-
ager of the yard. This ship is 260 by 42—3200tons, and

was laid down for the Eldorado Transport Com-
pany, but requisitioned by the Government. She

is a sister ship to the "Silverado", recently launched

from the same yard, and which will be ready for

service soon.



In and Atout Tacoma

FOR tlu- first time in the histors- of the port,

Tacoma had two launchings in one day at

the wooden shipyards. The first offering to

the Allies was the auxiliary schooner "Gerbeviller",

at the Foundation Shipbuilding Company plant

No. 4, and the second, which took place at about

10:30 o'clock in the evening from the Wright Ship-

building Company plant. Both launches were suc-

cessful. This makes seven vessels from the Ta-

coma yards since February 9th, and five of these

are the Ferris type.

The "Gerbeviller" will be a twin screw auxiliary

vessel of 3000 tons. She will have five masts and

rigged as a baldheaded vessel. Her power plant

will be two 400 horsepower steam engines, with

steam supplied by two Roberts type water-tube

boilers. The vessel is one of ten now under con-

struction of a lot of twenty to be built at this

yard. She measures 280 feet over all by 249 be-

tween perpendiculars, and beam of 45.6 feet; depth

of hold 22.5 feet, moulded depth 24.11 feet, and

loaded draft of 23 feet. The vessels are being

built under the Bureau Veritas rating.

The vessel was christened by Mrs. Frank Walker,

wife of Frank Walker, representing the French

Government in this district in their shipbuilding

program. There were several out-of-town shipping

men present to witness the launch.

The "Yakima", launched at the Wright yards, is

a Ferris type ship, and the first of four under con-

struction there to go into the water. Others will

follow in short order. The vessel was christened

by Mrs. A. W. Lohmann, daughter of President

George P. Wright, of the company.

The work of dredging a berth in the middle water-

way at Tacoma upon land recently taken by Phillips

Morrison and associates for a dock and shops where

the vessels built at the Seaborn yards will have

their engines installed, has been completed, and

the "Quinault", the first vessel to be built by this

company for the Government, is now there. The
company has property here covering a distance of

1500 feet by 200 feet in depth. There are machine,

wood-working and blacksmith shops constructed,

while spur tracks run through the yards. Outside

vessels will also be finished up here.

The Osaka Shosen Kaisha, who have recently

moved their offices into the ground floor of one side

of the Tacoma Building, now have quarters for the

service intended as finely fitted out as any steam-

ship company on the Coast. On account of the in-

creasing business of this line out from Tacoma and

the Sound, it has been found necessary to increase

their quarters at frequent intervals. M. Higuchi,

general manager of this company, with headquar-

ters in 'i'acnnia, left for the East the latter part

of the month on a trip of inspection.

Nicholas Babarc, one of the Babare Brothers,

shipbuilders, has been confined to his home for sev-

eral weeks with an attack of pneumonia. Mr. Ba-

bare is now reported on the road to recovery.

On account of rush work the Pacific Steam Boiler

Works has enlarged its plant and is busily engaged

on a large amount of work in boiler lines. The
working force has been increased by a number of

Eastern boilermakers.

Captain Omar J. Humphrey, one of the oldest

and best known shipmaster in North Pacific waters,

has been a visitor in Tacoma for several days, re-

cently. Captain Humphrey, though sixty-one years

of age and retired some time ago from active ser-

vice, has again taken to the sea in command of one

of the Government ships.

The situation between the different craft engaged

in the construction of wooden vessels and yard

owners is declared to be in this district the most
satisfactory that it has been since the active build-

ing program was started. The question of caulkers

and what action they might take, made an uneasy

feeling for a time, but this has now all been settled,

it is claimed.

Making the first moonlight launch to be ever

held at Tacoma, and possibly on the Sound, th^.

wooden Ferris type steamer "Navajoe" was,,

launched from the Seaborn shipyards Sunday morn-
ing, April 21st, at 1 a. m. The best of success at-

tended this launching. The vessel was christened

by Mrs. Phillips Morrision. This makes the third

Ferris type vessel turned out from these yards.

Launch of the "Gerberviller", at the Foundation Company's Tacoma
plant.
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OFFICIAL action of the Fnu-rgcncy Fleet

Corporation early in May in the selection

of plans for a SOOO-ton wooden steamer,

which, it is announced, is to replace all standard

and special designs of less deadweight tonnage now
under contract that have not actually been laid

down, carried with it a signal victory for the Pacific

Coast builders, though more particularly for Port-

land, as one of two designs adopted was that of

Fred A. Ballin, of this city, for a composite ship.

It is really the second time Mr. Ballin's type has

been accorded the stamp of executive approval, for

there are now 4500-ton ships being built on the

same lines and character of construction, eight of

them at the Supple-Ballin Shipbuilding Corpora-

tion's yard here and six more at the Vancouver,

Wash., plant of the G. M. Standifer Construction

Corporation. To comply with the Emergency Fleet

Corporation's call for a larger vessel, Mr. Ballin

mainly extended the length of the ship. He has said

that he would gladly provide plans for a 6000-ton

ship, believing that the composite plan is fully cap-

able of meeting the requirements of that size of

vessel as in the smaller types.

The Ballin ship is not unlike the Dougherty de-

sign, known as the "Texas ship", which the Emer-

gency Fleet Corporation has adopted, insofar as

the use of diagonal planking on the hull is con-

cerned, but the Ballin steamer has a number of

other features, and one most striking to practical

builders and mariners is the steel topside construc-

tion.

Mr. Ballin was the first Western builder actually

accepting ship contracts from the Government to

have his design adopted. The Hough design was
the pioneer on the Coast as far as the Emergency
Fleet Corporation had acted on plans of naval archi-

tects alone, that having been more or less stand-

ardized in the West, as well as the Ferris ship,

but Mr. Ballin is both a naval architect and builder,

so actually laid down the vessel in his own plant

that he had passed on.

The Peninsula Shipbuilding Company is another

Portland organization to have a design adopted,

eight of those vessels being under contract now at

that yard. The vessel is of 4000 tons deadweight,

and the only steel feature is the keelson construc-

tion, the main body of the hull being given strength

through the use of big timbers and long lengths,

the latter applying in the ceiling of the vessel, as

well as in the outside planking.

There have been changes in the Ferris design,

based on suggestions from Western builders, one of

them eminating from the G. M. Standifer Con-

struction Corporation, which succeeded in having

the stern lines altered to better accommodate a

twin screw gear. The standard Ferris type pro-

vides for a single screw.

The feeling among wooden shipbuilders of the

Oregon district is that the experience of West-

Coast constructors, not alone with the exceptional

timber available, but as well in the kind of vessels

that have been fully tested in the past, is winning

for them recognition, though, in the opinion of

some, it is tardy, nevertheless it augurs for the

future of the wooden ship. Just as the Pacific has

held to the wooden "fore and afters" of the sail-

ing fleet, so is it expected the big wooden steamer

has come to stay. Whether the East regards them

as unfitted for trans-Atlantic requirements. North-

west builders and shippers see in them relief from

tonnage shortages in normal times and carriers that

will prove their worth in many trades.

Nor is a comparison made with steel, for experi-

ence at all ports has long ago proven the value

of the big steel merchan,tmen, yet as a one-ton truck

has its place in shore transportation with the
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ays at the Foundation

vehicles of several times the capacity, so is thu

conviction that the wooden steamer will retain its

standing after the war, in the days that are antici-

pated for the greater development of the trade that

is almost dormant now.

OREGON DRYDOCK SOLD
Sale of the 3500-ton dock of the Oregon Drydotk

Company to John T. Hefifernan of Seattle, head of

the Heffernan Machine Works, has opened the way
for the construction of a Government drydock at

Portland. It is understood that the Emergency
Fleet Corporation officials, at Washington, ha\ e

been informed that the Port of Portland drydock at

St. Johns, a iive-pontoon plant, capable of lifting

10,000 tons deadweight, will be unable to care for

the dozens of vessels to be floated in the Oregon

district during the next year, and that if the Oregon

drydock was not retained, a Federal plant was
indispensable.

The Oregon drydock has been in operation since

January, 1910, and in offering it for sale the owners

asserted they were actuated principally by a desire

to convert unprofitable property into cash for the

relief of creditors. They contended that because of

competition of the public drydock, they had been

unable at any time to derive gains from the plant.

but instead it had proven a losing venture.

There was talk of the Port of Portland Com-
mission purchasing the property, even after Mr.

Hefifernan had completed negotiations and deposited

the initial payment. It transpired that the Port of

Portland charter did not accord such jurisdiction

to the Commission, so Mr. Hefifernan completed the

transaction. His idea in acquiring the dock was to

add to the facilities of his vScattle plant. A sug-

gestion that he retain it at Portland and establish

a machine shop, as a means of gaining contracts for

installing machinery in new Government veS(Sels,,

met v\ith the argument that about all the ships had

been contracted for by Portland plants.

In former days the Hefifernan Drydock Company
operated a drydock at Seattle and sold the dock

a few years ago to another concern. It transpires

that the Heffernan Urydock Company is an Oregon

corporation, having, for some reason not apparent

now, found it expedient to begin its life under the

laws of the Beaver State. So, in taking over the

dock here, Mr. Heffernan was "right at home" and

concluded all contracts entered into by the Oregon

Drydock Company.

Contributing to the output of steel ships during

the last month, the Northwest Steel Company
launched the "Western Spirit" May 6th, she being

the eleventh carrier of the 8800-ton class that com-

pany has released from the ways, and the ninth

hull for the Government, as the first two were for

the Cunard Line. Mrs. Charles F. Beebe, mother

of Walter B. Beebe, vice-president of the company,

was sponsor for the vessel.

One decidedly important event with the wooden
shipbuilding fraternity in the Oregon district was
the launching of the first Ferris ship, the "Barabos",

which the Coast Shipbuilding Company released

from the ways April 29th. It was also the pioneer

of the carriers under construction at the Coast

plant and five-year-old Elizabeth Pennell, daughter

of H. E. Pennell, general manager of the company,
admirably carried out her part in christening the

carrier. Afterward the diminutive miss was pre-

sented with two Liberty Loan Bonds, gifts of the

men in the employ of the management.

The "Wallowa" on the ways at the Supple-Ballin shipyard, Portland.
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Launch of the "Western City", built by

PORTLAND NOTES
May 11, 1918, Marks another memorable occa-

sion for the men and women employees of the

Foundation Company, for they were presented at

noon that date with a beautiful silver cup, the

trophy awarded by the Third Liberty Loan Bond

Committee for the shipyard in the state subscrib-

ing to the greatest amount. The Foundation Com-

pany bought a total of $426,650 worth of bonds, the

per capita being $144.53, which is said to be the

highest among shipworkers in the United States.

The cup was presented following the launching of

the steam auxiliary schooner "Lieutenant Granier",

which was the sixth carrier that plant floated

for the French Government.

There is one pastime shipbuilders of the Oregon

district have taken hold of with marked zest, that

being baseball, and managers of the plants are no

less enthusiastic fans than the men. At Vancouver,

the G. M. Standifer Construction Corporation has

laid out a diamond, grandstand, bleachers and club-

house, the latter having the most modern conveni-

ences in the way of showers and attractive quarters.

It was while the ball park was being inspected by

Lloyd J. Wentworth, supervisor of the Oregon

district in wooden ship construction, that it was

suggested that the office force of the Standifer yard

play the office force of the Emergency Fleet Cor-

poration. That was followed by a challenge from

the Standifer staff May 13th, and the game promises

to draw more attention than one between the regu-

lar yard nines.

Back to the entrance of the Columbia River went

the Government dredge "Chinook" May 6th, and

the probabilities are it will h^ the final season for

the veteran channel digger, f r with forty feet of

and her sponsor.

water there over a con-

siderable area it is ex-

pected it will be carried to

the projected width, half

a mile by September.

There is every reason to

expect the entrance chan-

nel to maintain itself, and

future dredging may be

spasmodic. The "Chin-

ook" was formerly the

United States transport

"Grant" and did duty dur-

ing the Spanish-American

war. She was looked over

last year by military au-

thorities, but it was deter-

mined that the estimated

c<jst of reconverting her

into a troopship was pro-

hibitive.

Until after the custom-

ary high water in the Wil-

lamette and Columbia Rivers, in June, the Govern-
ment dredges "Wahkfakum" and "Multnomah" have
been withdrawn from channel operations. The gen-

eral light fall^of snow in the low lands during the

winter lessened the amount of water to be carried

off and it is not believed the freshet will cause in-

convenience this year.

Ship contracts held by builders of the Oregon
district represent more than $160,000,000, and it

is estimated that close to $100,000,000 worth of

ships have been floated when 1918 ends.

Portland marine plants were visited during the

month by Colonel L Thord Gray, late commander
of the Eleventh Northumberland Fusiliers, who is

chief military speaker for the National Service Sec-

tion of the Emergency Fleet Corporation. A. R.

Parkhurst, Jr., secretary of the section, accompanied

him. Colonel Gray spoke at several plants, telling

the men of the need for continued application on

their part, and how they stood as the second line

of defense behind the armies of the Allies, which

could not exist if transportation was not assured.

They proceeded to California, and Colonel Gray
is to be in the Oregon district again part of June.

Mayor Baker of Portland, has, after a meeting

with heads of various shipbuilding plants, an-

nounced that on the occasion of the visit of Charles

M. Schwab, new head of the United States Ship-

ping Board, he will be greeted by an unique pro-

gram, as every yard will endeavor to launch a ves-

sel that day.

Tiring of being held on the Columbia River light-

vessel at $60.50 a month, when their brethren of

the coastwise and offshore fleet were being paid

$75.00, sailors of the Government vessel gave notice

in April that they would leave the vessel May 1st.
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lI()W(.-\-or, wlu'ii the May payday iiilU-d arnuiid. the

Bureau of Lighthouses had seen the wisdom of

meeting the going wage, as the only means of keep-

ing full crews, so the lightvessel remained on station.

Jacobs & Gile, dealers in iron and steel products,

have caused a silver cup to be manufactured to be

presented to the shipyard in Oregon that makes

the best progress on Federal vessels by October

1st. The judges are to be selected by district offi-

cers of the Emergency Fleet Corporation.

One of the Port of Portland Commission's tugs,

the "Oneonta", has left the Columbia River to join

the navy, she having been chartered by the Govern-

ment and transferred to the Bremerton navy yard.

The tug "Wallula" is attending to towing sailing

vessels to and from the river.

In these days of records in marine construction

no small number of them are falling to the Port-

land and Oregon builders, and a sample of fast

work that is classed as the best yet attained in

America was placing all of the frames, seventy-nine

of them, on one of the Supple-Ballin composite

ships in forty-four v^'orking hours. The vessel will

be of 4660 tons deadweight. The night the last

frame went into position the Washington headquar-

ters of the Emergency Fleet Corporation was in-

formed and the builders were congratulated. The

Oregon builders have completed and launched a

wooden hull in record time, fifty days, also another

in fifty-three days, and have the greatest number

of wooden vessels floated of any single district.

Then the completion of the steel steamer "West-

grove" in eighty-three working days was another

mark that led the country until well along in May.

Resulting from shipwork at Astoria, where the

McEachern, Wilson and

R o d g e r s plants are
located, also that of the

Astoria Marine Iron
Works, the S p o k an e

,

Portland & Seattle Rail-

road was forced to put

additional trains from

Portland last month, the

regular summer sched-

ule going into eflfect al-

most two months in

advance of the customar}-

period. Besides the

steamboat service has
been augmented by an

extra vessel.

After thirty years op-

erating between Portland

and Upper Willamette

River points as far as Cor-

vallis, the Oregon City

TransporatationX^ompany

withdrew its last steam-

er Mav 9th. The reason

assigned lor the nunc was excessive operating costs

and lack of patronage. The steamers have been of-

fered for sale, they being the "Grahamona", "Po-
mona" and "Orcgona", rated among the best light-

draft, swift-water sternwheelers in the West.
First of the outside vessels the Motorship Con-

struction Company has turned out at its Vancouver
yard was the cannery tender "Shepard Point",

which was launched April 27th, and less than a

week later left for Cordova. She is owned by the

Canoe Pass Packing Company. The vessel is sixty-

five feet long, has a beam of fifteen feet and depth
of hold of eight feet. When launched she was
ready for operation, her twin Standard 30 horse-

power engines being turned over immediately after-

ward.

On a recent visit of inspection of Captain John
K. Bulger, supervising inspector of the Western
district of the United States Steamvessel Inspection

Service, he approved the Corser one-man releasing

hook, which Irving Corser, an employee of the

Pacific Lifeboat Company, designed and patented.

The device was tested on a lifeboat swung from the

liner "Beaver", being later successfully operated

on the new 8800-ton steamer "Western City", built

by the Columbia River Shipbuilding Corporation.

After the steamers "Western Light" and "Western
Main" are equipped by the Willamette Iron & Steel

Works, there is not expected to be any more of

the 2500-horsepower turbines used in that type of

ship, as the "Western Comet", which follows the

"Western Main" into the water, is to have an en-

gine of 3000 horsepower. The Curtis engines are

now being installed and the more powerful mechan-

ism is the De Laval design.
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to build h\t' m o r c

steel steamers fcir the

Government, making- fif-

teen vessels in all the

Government will be fur-

nished with there. Five

of the ships have been

launched. The standard

vessel there is of 3800

tuns, but throutjh the

hulls being "fined up"

the deadweight has been

cut down tci about 350O
Lowering a 300 horsepowc

That those who are earning their daily bread in

the marine plants are capable of exerting greater

financial strain on their incomes than meeting the

patriotic drives has been decided by the Foundation
Company's personnel and that of the G. M. Standifcr

Construction Corporation, through determination to

contribute the yearly cost of caring for a war orphan
every time their respective yards launch a ship.

The Foundation Company women employees alone

will undertake the care of a French baby, each at

$87.00 a year, and the Standifer men and women
workers will contribute their support to a Belgian

child.

Second shifts are being added by wooden ship-

yards of the district to speed up construction. For
a time ten-hour shifts were in effect, but the Emer-
gency FMeet Corporation decided to eliminate the

extra work until the season advanced and then add
the second shift. .'Ml yards are equipped with light-

ing facilities, so gains in building are valuable.

Dr. A. C. Smith of Portland has purchased from
Dr. Robert Ellis, also of Portland, the palatial yacht

"Eloise", brought from the East Coast via the Canal
two years ago, and she is being converted into a cod-

fishing vessel for use off Unalaska. The "Eloise"

was built at Boston in 1915, and is said to have cost

about $35,000, exclusive of much of her expensive

appointments.

Changes in the fleet of the San Francisco & Port-

land Steamship Company have moved Captain
Oliver P. Rankin, master of the "Beaver", for a

lengthy period, and Captain Clyde T. Parker, on
the "Rose City" for a year, as master, to the navy.

Captain Tibbetts, who was chief ofificer of the

"Beaver", is now in command, and Captaain T. J.

Magenn, the "Poet of the Pacific", and for years

on the steamer "Breakwater", has taken the "Rose
City". Chief Engineer Townsend, of the "Rose
City", is also a navy officer now, and all assistant

engineers under Chief Jackson, of the "Beaver",

have been drawn into the service, new men being

in those berths.

Contracts have been closed by William Cornfoot,

president of the Alhina Engine &• Machine Works.

BOTTLE NOT "FULL PROOF"
\\ hen shipping interests at I^rince Rupert, B. C,

reported early in May the finding of a bottle mes-

sage, purporting to ha\'e been thrown overboard

from the ship "Ivanhoe", which was lost oft' Cape
Flattery in September, 1894, the message being

signed "Captain Sam Thurston" and asking that

Mrs. Thurston be notified at 88 Van Ness Avenue,

mariners recalled the disappearance of the vessel,

and were inclined to accept the message as one

that had, after many years, gotten back into the

current that flow shoreward and landed, as it was
expected to, in probably as many days by the man
who wrote it.

The message was dated October 4, 1896, so E. W.
Wright, now manager of the McEachern Ship Com-
pany, at Astoria, who has had many years experi-

ence in Northwest marine channels, pointed out that

he was on Puget Sound the time the "Ivanhoe"

foundered, and asserts positively that the time was
two years previous to the date on the message and

that the master of the vessel was Captain Edward
D. Griffin. A passenger on the "Ivanhoe" was Fred

Grant, then owner of the Seattle Post-Intelligencer.

A few months after the vessel went down, one of

her nameboards was washed ashore at Vancouver

Island. It was reported from San Francisco that

no record could be uncovered of a Mrs. Thurston

at the Van Ness Avenue address.

Two other well known sailers were lost in Decem-
ber of that year, the "Montserrat" and "Keewenam".

They were last seen five miles off Cape Flattery,

heading into a big southerly blow.

THE Y. M. C. A. IN THE SHIPYARDS
Portland is the first city on the Pacific Coast to

introduce the industrial program of the Young
Men's Christian Association into its shipyards.

This has been made possible very largely by the

ready co-operation of some of the plant executives,

who have 'SJudied the problems confronting them

with regard to their employees, and realize that the

social side of their nature must be reckoned with.

In the same spirit, the workmen have responded to
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the proposal and already considerable progress has

been made in the installation of the summer pro-

gram of the Association in the yards, where plant

secretaries have been installed.

Plant secretaries ha\'e been installed al the North-
west v^teel t'onipan)-. of which J. U. Howies is

presidi'iit : the Albina luis^ine \: Machine Works,
William Cornfoot, president, the Peninsula Ship-

buildinj;- Company, P. C. Knapp, president; the

Grant .Smith-Porter Company, l'',ric V. Hauser,

presicK'iil, and the Columbia l\i\er .^hipbiulding

Corporation, A. F. Smith, president.

In addition to the plants already named, the fol-

lowing are co-operating in the city-wide industrial

program : 'Phe G. M. Standifer Construction Cor-

poration, Guy M. Standifer, president; the Coast

These arc to be efpiipped with cafeterias, billiard

tables, bowling alleys, assembly rooms, motion pic-

ture outfits, etc., so that all manner of interesting

e\xnts may be put on and the men be afforded under
capable management and careful promotion the
op])ortunity to keep in fit form in every way.

In connection with the city-wide program, it is

contemplated to publish an interplant newspaper
for the purpose of supplying information and foster-

ing clean competition between the shipbuilders. It

will in no way interfere with any of the plant papers
already established.

All of the Association's industrial work, Mr.
Nichol states, will be conducted strictly on a mutual
basis, as a co-operative unit between employer and
employee, seeking to further the interests of both

Shipbuilding Company, H. E. Pennell, president; in an unselfish manner and promoting harmony and
Supple-Ballin Shipbuilding Corporation, Joseph good will. At no time will it interfere with the
Supple, president. rights of either, but will assist in any sphere of use-

Representatives of all these plants make up the fulness possible in this field, as it has in the army
central industrial department committee.

I. G. Nichols, executive secretary of the industrial

department of the Portland Y. M. C. A., is handling

the installation of the program in the plants.

The Assocition program for this summer consists

of a series of athletic events, family picnics and such

recreational activities as will promote clean compe-

and navy work and other activities.

SHIPBUILDERS AND OWNERS
One of the surprises of the past month came in

the form of new contracts for nine 4500-ton steamers
of the Ballin type, they being the same as are build-

ing at the Supple-Ballin yard, though it was an-
tition between the various shipyard crews, to the nounced a few weeks before by the Emergency
end that the building program may be speeded up Fleet Corporation that no additional contracts
and thus help Uncle Sam win the war.

It is the chief aim of the Association program to

speed up the shipbuilding program by supplying

the welfare features necessary to the best physical,

mental and social well being of the workmen. This

is being accomplished in all of the yards where sec-

retaries have been installed, and is proving success-

ful in every case.

During the summer months, out-door features are

being promoted, while looking forward to the com-

would be placed until after plans were ready for

the new 5000-ton vessels. Five of the new ships

will be laid down at the Mill Street yard of

the big steam schooner "John Kiernan" is being
finished. The other four Ballin vessels are to be
built by the Columbia Engineering Works, at Linn-
ton, where three auxiliary schooners are now being
constructed, two of them for Christopher Hannevig
of New York, and the other on the builders' account.

Among important developments of the month in
ing winter, it is the hope of those interested that Oregon was the perfecting of arrangements between
buildings will be provided in the larger yards, the Port of Astoria Commission and the Emergency
equipped with the neces-

sary features for social,

recreational and educa-

tional activities.

This feature of the pro-

gram is of great import-

ance and for the purpose

of making a careful study

of building already put in-

to service on the Atlantic

seaboard and in other in-

d u s t r i a 1 centers. Mr.

Nichols is now traveling

throughout the country.

He will obtain all possible

data upon the subjects

and ujion his return, it is

the intention to start

work on nlant structures ^*" »'«""" "WestErove"; this 8800-ton deadweight steamer was launched in sixty-one days and completed
' in eighty-three days from the laying of the keel.
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Fleet Corporation, through which the Astoria mu-

nicipal bunkers are to be filled with coal brought

from Nanaimo in Government vessels. The steamer

"Wasco", launched by the Grant Smith-Porter Ship

Company February 17th, and not only the first

wooden carried floated in the Oregon district for the

Emergency Fleet Corporation, but the pioneer of

the completed wooden ships, was selected to make

the trip north for coal. She is a Hough ship, and

such a load was regarded as an excellent test for

a new carrier. As all wooden vessels building for

Government account are to be coal burners, they

will be given their fuel at Astoria.

Two classes of contracts closed in May by the

Commission of Public Docks had to do with equip-

ment for the St. Johns municipal terminal and grain

elevator, a forty-ton locomotive crane being ordered

to handle heavy cargo and a fifteen-ton crane for

lighter loads, while smutters and cleaners were pur-

chased for the grain elevator.

To the Portland Shipbuilding Company, which

deals in the construction of inland vessels, has been

awarded a contract by the Port of Portland Com-

mission for a new sternwheel towboat, which will

be the most powerful of her class in the Northwest.

The port is to furnish the boiler, engines, steering

gear, shaft, hog chains and such equipment and for

building the hull and cabin, finishing the interior

after the machinery is placed, the Portland Ship-

building Company is to receixe $45,000. The vessel

is to be ready in six months.

Longshoremen on the Willamette and Columbia

Rivers, from Portland to Astoria, have been granted

an increase in wages from 65 to 80 cents an hour

straight time, and $1.00 to $1.20 an hour overtime,

as well as an eight-hour day, instead of a nine-

hour day, by a board of arbitration made up of

Captain Schumacher, Quartermaster Corps, U. S.

.A..; Robert Shaw of the Hammond Lumber Com-

pany, Astoria, and William Olson, a longshoreman.

Shipworkers of Portland who evince more than

a perfunctory interest in their labors have been

accorded opportunity for technical training through

the establishment of special classes at the Benson

Polytechnic School, which are being conducted un-

der the joint auspices of the Emergency Fleet Cor-

poration and the Portland School Board. Fred A.

Ballin of the Supple-Ballin Shipbuilding Corpora-

tion
; J. L. Hubbard, superintendent of hulls for the

Emergency Fleet Corporation, and J. H. Abbott,

superintendent of the Grant Smith-Porter Ship

Company, are instructing the men.

"Issaquena" is the name of the second Ferris ship

launched in the Oregon district, the event having

taken place at the St. Helens Shipbuilding Com-

pany's plant, May 8th. Mrs. H. F. McCormick,

whose husband is in charge of the property, was

sponsor for the vessel. Manager Heyworth, of the

wooden ship division of the Emergency Fleet Cor-

poration, telegraphed the company his congratula-

tions May 9th, saying that out of forty-three wooden

hulls afloat that day twenty of them were in waters

of the C^regon district. The first Ferris ship

launched here was the "Barabos", which the Coast

Shipbuilding Company floated April 29th.

Additional ship plants are budding forth with

weekly papers, the George F. Rodgers Shipbuilding

Company of Astoria, having joined the clan last

month with the "Rodgers' Spirit-Oft the Ways".

The Supple-Ballin force has announced a new publi-

cation for which a prize of $5.00 is offered to the

employee offering an appropriate name. The North-

west Steel Company issues "HeaveTogether"; the

Foundation Company, "Do Your Bit" ; G. M.
Standifer Construction Corporation, "Over the Top"
and the Grant Smith-Porter Ship Company, "Chron-

icles of the St. Johns Shipyards".

In spite of reports that the Shipping Board con-

templated curtaining its nautical schools and that

the Portland branch might be shifted elsewhere,

W. J. G. Rambs of Seattle, in charge of the North-

west district of the recruiting service, says the Port-

land institution will be continued as long as it is

needed, and material is available to be developed

into deck officers.

May was a busy month among copra ships at

Portland, the barkentine "Retriever", the British

schooner "David Evans", auxiliary schooner "Mar-

garet" and the schooner "Geo. E. Billings", all being

at discharging berths at the same time. The "Re-

triever" is the ship Captain Peter B. Kyne, now of

the army, made famous through his stories of

"Cappy" Ricks and Captain Matt Peasley.

Wooden shipbuilders have been asked to prepare

to bid on fifty wooden barges, each of 2000 tons

capacity, which the Emergency Fleet Corporation

is to contract for, presumably for service on the

Coast. The contracts are to be placed with plants

now turning out steam tonnage for the Government.

On a run from the outer buoy at Grays Harbor

to the Columbia River Lightvessel May 7th, the

new motorship "Mount Hood", built at the Supple-

establishment for the New York firm of Gaston,

Williams & Wigmore, made nine and seven-tenths

knots with 1,400,000 feet of lumber underdeck. She

came here to complete her cargo with a deck-

load and to have minor work done. Alexander

Hynd, marine superintendent for the owners, ex-

pressed himself as highly pleased with the show-

ing. On her way to Grays Harbor in ballast, the

vessel exceeded ten knots an hour. The "Mount

Shasta", her sister ship, was gi^•cn a successful

trial trip May 9th.

Quietly a check has been made in the Oregon

district of the probable output of hulls and com-

pleted ships up to December 1, 1918, based on

existing contracts ; also on what could be accom-

plished up to July, 1919, and even to the opening

<if 1920, so it would appear as if Uncle Sam is
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"lining; up" his furccs fur a prdluntjcd cotitinuatimi

of the speedy construction iirogram.

Up to May iStli, there had not been an active

response to statements published that 800 laborers

and skilled workers were wanted in Oregon ship-

yards and the situation may necessitate Eastern

cities being called on. It is said approximately

26,000 men were employed in marine plants when
May was ushered in.

Rather a departure featured the steel shipbuild-

ing" business in May, when it became known that

the 8800-ton steamer "West Indian" had been or-

dered turned over to the navy, and that she was

to be manned by an entire navy crew. She was
the fourth ship launched by the Columbia River

Shipbuilding Corporation, having gone into the

water February 28th. The "Westhampton",

launched by the Northwest Steel Company Febru-

ary 8th, and completed by the Willamette Iron &
Steel Works, was ordered turned over to the Ameri-

can-Hawaiian Steamship Company.
Part of the piling the Pacific Marine Works will

use for its big fitting-out plant between Belmont

and East Taylor Street, has been purchased from

the army engineers at Fort Canby, where it has

lain ashore on racks since the completion of the

trestle of the north jetty at the mouth of the Colum-

bia River. Some of the piling has a length of 124

feet, and in these days of short stocks of such

material, is viewed as a rich find.

Departures during the month included the new
3S00-ton motorship "James Timpson", which the

G. M. Standifer Construction Corporation completed

at its Vancouver, Wash., yard for I. T. Williams

& Son of New York. She left May 8th for Coos

Bay to load her initial cargo, which is intended

for San Francisco. The vessel was planned for

the mahogany trade on the East Coast.

War requirements have drawn another of the

well known Coast fleet into the service of the

Shipping Board, the steamer "Ernest H. Meyer",

owned by the Broughton & Wiggins Navigation

Company of this city, having been commandeered

May 3rd at about the hour she entered the Columbia

River from San Francisco, with a general cargo

consigned to the Parr-McCormick Line. The
"Meyer" is regarded a "home" vessel in other ways
than because she is owned here, as she was built

at the Wilson yard, Astoria, and named after a

Portlander. E. H. Meyer, manager for the Charles R.

McCormick Company.

Captain John Peterson, for more than twenty-five

years a vessel master and Columbia River pilot, died

at his Astoria home last month. He was one of

the best known pilots in the service and to the

scores of Coast skippers whose ships he had handled

he was known as "Captain John".

When the 3800-ton steamer "Point Adams" was
launched by the Albina Engine & Machine Works
May 11th, she vacated the last set of ways on

whicii a hull remained, delayed delivery of steel

having prevented the management from laying

down additional vessels, but about the time she

took the water there were better receipts of ma-

terial, and in a short time the four ways are ex-

pected to be busy again.

Meanwhile William Cornfoot, president of the

plant, who was in Washington, closed with the

Emergency Fleet Corporation for five additional

vessels to be similar to the 3800-ton vessel in gen-

eral, but with finer lines, so their deadweight is re-

duced to 3500 tons. The idea being to give them

greater speed. In fact, the "Point Adams" was the

last of the 3800-ton class to be undertaken, Nosj 7

to 15 being of the new size. The "Point Adams"
was the sixth vessel to be floated there.

Congratulations have been showered on Port-

land marine plants by the Third Liberty Loan Bond

Committee, because of the excellent showings made
during the drive. The Foundation Company won
a silver cup in attaining first place. The standing

of the principal plants was as follows:

The Foundation Company—2952 subscribers ; to-

tal subscriptions, $426.50; per capita subscription,

$144.53.

Grant Smith-Porter Company—3444 subscribers;

total subscriptions, $425,200; per capita subscrip-

tion, $123.46.

Standifer—Vancouver steel yards, 613 sub-

scribers; total subscriptions, $56,950; per capita

subscription, $92. Wooden shipyard, 1252 sub-

scribers; total subscriptions, $150,150; per capita

subscription, $129.90. North Portland yard, 883

subscribers; total subscriptions, $100,000; per capita

subscription, $113.

Peninsula Shipbuilding Company — 996 sub-

scribers ; total subscriptions, $102,250 ; per capita

subscription, $102.66.

Albina Engine & Machine Works—1469 sub-

scribers; total subscriptions, $120,650; per capita

subscription, $82.13.

Northwest Steel Company—3085 subscribers
;

total subscriptions, $253,100; per capita subscrip-

tion, $82.

Supple-Ballin Corporation—576 subscribers ;
total

subscriptions, $44,850; per capita subscription,

$79.60.

Columbia River Shipbuilding Corporation—2496

subscribers; total subscriptions, $161,150; per capita

subscription $64.52.

PACIFIC MARINE IRON WORKS
A really new plant is that of the Pacific Marine

Iron Works, as their present shops were started

on August 1, 1917, and the machinery was started

up in the latter part of December last. This concern

is now operating one of the largest engine and

boiler building establishments on the Coast. At

the present time there are fourteen engines under

way for vessels of the Emergency Fleet Corpora-
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tion's rtcet, eight of which are (jf 1600 horsepower,

and the other six of 1400 horsepower, all being

three-cylinder triple-expansion units. The boilers

on order at the present time number fifty-two, two

of which are for private interests.

The main shop is 300 feet long by 95 feet wide,

the main bay being served by a 2S-ton Browning

crane, and is fitted with the most modern machine

and boiler shop tools. The company has leased all

adjoining property in order to secure room for fu-

ture expansion, and at the same time secured 800

feet of river frontage, which will be arranged as a

fitting-out dock, served with a 75-ton shear legs

and also with locomotive cranes. The vessels being

built by Supple & Ballin, and also Emergency Fleet

Corporation vessels will be brought here to be out-

fitted with their engines and boilers.

At the present time the Pacific Marine Iron

Works furnishes steady employment for over two

hundred mechanics.

PACIFIC MARINE REVIEW

PORTLAND AND THE CONCRETE SHIP
San Francisco's added fame, through the flatter-

ing performance of the concrete ship "Faith", which

has demonstrated that American ingenuity is al-

ways capable of extending ideas of others, as well

as its creative ability that is so generally conceded,

has stirred her sister states in the North to casting

about for concrete ship materials and sites. Port-

land has been concerned about that class of con-

struction of late, and it has a promise that Federal

representatives will survey the territory with a

view to ascertaining if it holds any advantages tor

that class of work.

The Chamber of Commerce has gone into the

matter from a practical standpoint and has asked

the experienced cement and marine constructors

Flacins a 500 horsepoMcr Wiiilon Diesrl eiiBinc into
of the "Mt. Hood" with the 75-ton shear lees at

Marine Iron Works. Portland. Oregon
legs at the Pa

nachine tool bay of the Pac
machine shop.

to lend a hand. Defining this city's position and

need for taking up the subject actively and seri-

ously, is a statement made by W. D. B. Dodson,

executive secretary of the Chamber, as follows

:

Portland must get busy immediately with some
plan whereby our people are enlisted in the work
of developing the concrete ship business. Practi-

cally every other seaport of the United States is

endeavoring to get this industry established, and

many of them are making splendid progress. The
Government accepts this progressive spirit on the

part of the various shipbuilding centers as an evi-

dence of help in the national crisis and is very prone

to consider such communities first in the big pos-

sible work that is likely to follow in concrete ship

construction.

Portland has a remarkable combination of advan-

tages for reinforced concrete ship construction.

These have been presented to the concrete depart-

ment of the Shipping Board, but the most effective

argument that we can make is the fact that we are

actually going ahead, taking some chance, showing

our faith in the business and our willingness to do

a fair part in proving the great problem which

may mean an enormous production of tonnage to

relieve the shortage existing throughout the world.

Among the important advantages we have pre-

sented are the same price for cement that may be

found in other ports of the Pacific, the best sand

and gravel at the cheapest prices that may be had

on the Pacific, an enormous quantity of side-cut

lumber which is in sore need of a market for mak-

ing the forms for the concrete ships, a very satis-

factory labor condition and wonderfully cheap liv-

ing costs, and a climate where concrete construc-

tion may continue without interruption throughout

the year and without the necessity of continuous

sprinkling or spurring of the work during hot

-summer months,

Tn addition to these conceded ad\ antages there

,ire several materials in this immediate vicinity

which have been pronounced b}' experts as of very
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great value to the industry- One of these is the

tufa and other rocks which are lighter than the ordi-

nary sand and gravel for use as aggregate in con-

crete construction. The tufa when incinerated and

crushed gives a concrete from twenty-tive to

twenty-nine per cent lighter than that of the ordi-

nary type. The rock quarried in Baker County is

also pronounced a very excellent element for aggre-

gate and it is only about half the weight of sand

and gravel and from the early reports it may not

have to be incinerated before being used.

The community is preparing a very careful and

thorough argument that will be made to the ex-

perts of the concrete department of the Shipping

Board when they arrive here, this work being under

direction of the Oregon Society of Engineers.

However, we cannot afford to wait until the Gov-

ernment decides whether it will place a yard here.

The industry seems to have such promise that it is

very important that we should immediately go

ahead and start work on our own account, as Cali-

fornia and a large number of other districts are

doing. There should be money raised immediately

to start work on a concrete ship according to ap-

proved plans. Reports arc published that a very

large price has been offered for the "Faith" after

her trial trip in San Francisco. This indicates to

a certainty that there is a good profit in the ships

built on private account and the work that would

be involved in this construction would be a great

help to us in our efforts with the National Govern-

ment.

Just as the community, under a leadership, organ-

ized to build steel and wood ships when the de-

mand arose, it should immediately organize to

finance and build at least one experimental concrete

ship and get ready for the larger opportunities.

Miss Blanche Walker, a stenographer of this

city, has entered the office of United States Steam-

vessel Inspectors Edwards and Wynn as an extra

clerk. She is the first woman to be employed in

that office in Oregon.

Captain and Mrs. J. W. Shaver have returned

after a month's visit in California. Captain Shaver

is head of the Shaver Transportation Company.

Drake C. O'Reilly, of the Port of Portland Com-
mission, and who is interested in the Diamond O
fleet, has returned home after a hurried visit to

San Francisco.

pleted. and l»
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FIREMAN'S FUN
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JOSEPH HADLEY, European Agent
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HOME FIRE AND MARINE INSURANCE
COMPANY RE-ESTABLISHED

The insuring public and undenvritcrs have noted
with interest the announcement of the re-establish-

ment of the popular Home Fire & Marine Insur-

ance Company of California, and its almost
immediate entrance into the fire, marine and auto-

mobile business throughout the United States.

The company is rapidly establishing a highly
efficient agency plant, having already been licensed

in twenty-seven states:

The headquarters of t he company have been
established in the Fireman's Fund Building. A city

office has been opened in the Insurance Exchange
with Mr. P. W. Lord in charge as manager.
The capital stock of the Home Fire & Marine

is $500,000. which is divided into 50,000 shares.

with a par value of $10 per share. As the stock
was subscribed to at the rate of $30 per share, and
carrried no promotion expenses, a surplus of $1,000,-

000 was thereby created, which placed the com-
pany at once upon a sound financial basis and
provided a wide field for activity during the first

years of its existence. Although this company
ceased active operations twelve years ago, its

reputation is exemplified by the rapidity with which
the stock offered in the reorganized company, wa.=;

taken up.

After the conflagration of 1906, it was planned
by the directors in the Home Fire & Marine to con-
tinue in business, as all claims had been honorably
settled. To do this the capital stock was heavily

assessed, but it soon became apparent that the esti-

mated salvages and reductions in the gross amount
at risk, incidental to all large conflagrations, could
only be obtained by arbitrary action, which the

company did not feel justified in undertaking. So
it was decided, for the time being, to temporarily
discontinue the business and invite cancellation of

all outstanding unburned risks, and pay the return
premiums in full.

Speculation has been rife throughout insurance
circles since 1906 as to when the Home Fire &
Marine would again assume underwriting responsi-

bilities and take up the burden where it was laid

aside m 1900. Year after year the agents who had
represented this company, looked forward to again

bearing its standard ; but the time was not con-

sidered ripe to re-establish the Home Fire & Marine
until the present day. Now everything favors such

a step, and the re-established company is starting

out again with a brighter outlook than ever before,

particularly from the standpoints of a more profit-

able field for exploitation and firmer financial back-

ing.

Prices of nearly everything have gone up,—that

is, values of merchandise stocks, real estate, food

and personal property have greatly increased, there-

by affording the underwriters wider and more
profitable interests to cover; and it is confidently

predicted that the officers of the Home Fire &
Marine will conduct a campaign that will rapidly

acquire a satisfactory and profitable business.

J. B. Levinson, president of the Fireman's Fund
Insurance Company, left for the East, April 19th.

Stops will be made at Chicago, Boston, New York
and Atlanta, where are located respectively the

Central Department, the Eastern Department, the

Atlantic Marine Department and the Southeastern
Department. Mr. Levinson was accompanied by
Mrs. Levinson. It is expected they will return to

San Francisco early in the coming month.
B. G. Wills, superintendent of the Automobile

Department of the Fireman's Fund Insurance Com-
pany, is completing a trip through the Rocky Moun-
tain district, covering several of the Western States

and Texas, in company with the state and special

agents.

The Harbor Commission has completed arrange-

ments for the right of way for the widening, by
trading some acreage on the beach side to the Salt

Lake Railroad Company for the land that will be

taken away by the dredging operation. The dredg-

ing will be done behind the present wharf and
tracks, new bulkheads and wharves constructed

along the new harbor lines, and the old wharves
then removed and their present location dredged
out to complete the job, thus disturbing business

but very little while the improvement is in progress.
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O. G. ORR & CO., Managers
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37-43 WALL STREET NEW YORK

BRITISH COLUMBIA, 264 COLMAN BUILDING. SEATTLE, WASHINGTON

Freight Report
By Page Bros.

San I'ranciscd. .May 12. 191S.

OUR last circular was dated April 20th, and
"general business continues quiet.

The Xorweg-ian steamer "George Wash-
ington" has just completed a charter from here to

Honolulu with general cargo and sugar back, mostly

from Honolulu and part from Plilo. She took down
8000 tons of general cargo from this port, and

brought back 10,700 short tons of sugar. From
the day she commenced to load until she was again

discharged in San Francisco took less than thirty

da_\s. She was loaded and discharged by the Mat-
son Navigation Company. The "Bayard" and "Bra-

zil" also are making the same round, one from the

North with coal down, and the other from here,

and both with sugar back. The rate of freight from

San Francisco to the Islands is about $8.00 per

ton. The coal rate from Nanaimo is $11.00 a ton,

and the steamers arc paid $7.00 a short ton with

sugar back to this port which, considering the short

time of the trip, is good money for these steamers.

These three steamers are to proceed hence to Aus-
tralia with general cargo, and then it is reported

they are to load wheat from Australia to Norway.
The Overseas Shipping Company have put on the

.\uxiliary sailer "Fanestrand" from the North Pa-

cific to Bombay and return. We understand she

is chartered back from Calcutta with gunnies at

$80.00 per ton, measurement.

The steam schooner "Stanwood" and the steam

schooner "Horace X. Baxter'" have both been char-

tered for nitrate from Chile, the first to San Fran-

cisco and/or San Pedro at $22.50, and the second

for Victoria at $24.00 per ton.

Copra charters are still in demand at rates of

$40.00 from Sydney and $45.00 from any of the

vSouth Sea Islands.

W. R. Grace & Co. have chartered steam schoon-

ers "Fred Baxter" and "Horace X. Baxter" for

lumber from North Pacific to the West Coast, and

.\lohns Commercial Co. chartered steam schooner

"Stanwood" to Callao direct, all at $45.00. A small

sensation has been caused on the "street" by the

charter of nine sailers belonging to the Chas. Nel-

son Company for lumber from the North Pacific

to Sydney, Melbourne or Adelaide by J. J. Moore
&• Co., most of them for late 1919 loading, and one
or two for early 1920 loading, at rates, we under-

stand, to be approved or not approved, later, by the

United States Shipping Board. The latter does

not care to make any decision as to rates for ves-

sels loading later than this year. A. O. Andersen
& Co. are reported to have chartered schooner

"Else" to Sydney at $42.50, and the Pacific Export
Lumber Company the auxiliary "Korsnaes" to Syd-
ney at the same price.

Nothing has been done since our last report, at

least to our knowledge, on time charters, nor has

anything been chartered for lumber to Africa or to

the United Kingdom.

No tonnage has lately been fixed for the Orient,

beyond Japanese tonnage, which is arranged in

Japan.

The Western h^uel Company have sold their tug-

boat "Henry J. Biddle" to the Hawaiian Sugar Re-
finery Company at a reported price of $125,000. An-
other large sale has taken place in this city, namely,

the Red Stack Tugboat Company, as it is popu-
larly- known, having turned over all of its tugs with
all the paraphernalia belonging to them, and the

goodwill of the company to a syndicate composed
of Mr. Tynan of the Union Iron Works ; Mr. Fleish-

hacker, the banker; Comyn, Mackall & Co., Balfour,

Guthrie & Co., and Tom Crowley, and though the

Red Stack Company has for years had a practical

monopoly in this harbor ; it has deservedly won the

highest reputation by not having taken advantage
of its position in imposing high rates on ship-

owners for the work the tugs performed.
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THE decision of the Shipiiiiii;' lioard to adopt

larjjer types of wooden steamers than those

railed for under the Ferris desiijn will be

^(.•nerall}- accepted as a wise nio\e. In taking;" up

the Ballin desigfn as one of those to be favored, a

vessel is secured which promises many superiorities.

Of all types of wooden craft in which a limited

amount of steel is introduced as reinforcing^, the

Ballin design, to our wa\ of thinkino-, shows the

best method of utilizing this material }et ]iut for-

ward. The main features of the Ballin design have

been thoroughly described in previous issues of

this magazine, and this design has already proven

that it overcomes most of the hull weaknesses

which are inherent in the verv large wooden vessel.

The lai)anese Goxernment is rapidly expanding

its scheme of standardization of exports, as it is

felt that thi- Japanese export trade has suffered

in the past through the wide \ariation existant in

the grade and quality of goods shipped. The De-

partment of Agriculture and Commerce of the

lapanese Government has issui'd ordinances with

a view to maintaining the quality of five classes of

export articles as follows: Matches, glassware,

enameled ware, hosiery and braid. According to

these ordinances the exportation of all manufactures

which do not pass inspection by the trade associa-

tion or by the prefectural authorities, is prohibited.

These exported articles must bear a certification

stamp. Where there is no ofificial means of super-

vision, permission for the export of goods is to be

given by the prefectural authorities and the wrap-

pers or boxes must bear a permission stamp.

With a view to speeding the arrival and departure

of ships in American ports, Government depart-

ments having to do with overseas transportation

have created a Port, Terminal and TTarbor Improve-

ment Commission, to he put in charge of all port

facilities. The commission's first aim will l:)e to

control the railroads and shippinglines that unneces-

sary delays will be eliminated.

l'",dwar<l F. Carry, director of operations for the

Sliii)ping ISoard, heads the committee, which has

as its other members Benjamin E. Winchell, repre-

senting the Railroad Administration ; S. M. Felton,

representing the War Department ; Captain A. C.

Hodgson, representing the Xa\'y ; Dr. Ivlwin F.

Gay, of the ^^'ar Trade Board ; J. H. Kossiter, of the

Pacific Mail Line, and George S. Dearborn, of the

American-Hawaiian Line.

The Commission will put into full operation a

system, already started, of freight diversions under

which ships will load and unload at the less con-

gested ports. The plan calls for an arrangement

b_\' which both exports and imports will be handled

through ports \\'hich will require the least amount

of railroad transportation.

As ])art of a program for utilizing more fully

Southern ports, the Commission will be gi\en au-

thority to build dry docks and ship repair plants

for the Shipping Board. In impro\ing port facilities

it w'ill work with municipalities, man}- of which

already have spent large sums in harbor improve-

ments. A Shipping Board announcement, setting

forth the purposes sought in creating the Commis-
sion, said:

"The appointment of the Commission is one of

the results of the transportation and shipping con-

gestion of last winter. The port facilities were

found to be inadequate, this condition being respon-

sible for some of the railroad delays. Secretary

McAdoo and Chairman Hurley of the vShipping

Board, have been co-operating to equalize shipping

conditions, untilize all port facilities in the most

economic manner and correlate rail transportation

with overseas traffic."

Three Fine Light Draft Stern Wheel River Boats
FOR SALE

150 feet X 30 feet x 5 feet

130 feet X 25 feet x 4 feet 9 inches
130 feet X 26 feet x 4 feet 6 inches

Draft 22 inches 24 inches 16 inches

Write A. B. Graham, 89 East 16 Street, Portland, Oregon

PLEASE MENTION THE PACIFIC MARINE REVIEW WHEN YOU WRITE
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A CAPABLE ELECTRICIAN
who has had years of thorough txperienie in repairing and maintainine
uencral electrical apparatus, seeks position in shipbuilding industry as
chief electrician. Thoroughly acquainted with supplies. Executive
ability. Best of references. Address Chief Electrician, Pacific Marine
Review.

AT the meeting of the Foremen's Club of the

California Foundrymen's Association, held

on May 9th, Mr. Charles J. P. Hoehn, of

the Enterprise Foundry Company, was the princi-

pal speaker, completing a remarkably scientific and
exhaustive study on the subject of the best method
for determining the heighth of a cupola bed. Mr.

Hoehn proved conclusively to his auditors that

there were many factors entering into this prob-

lem which they had not known of before, let alone

made provision for in their calculations. Mr. Hoehn
not only carried the problem into the realms of

physics, but boldly plunged into the supernatural

and ended up with a sage dissertation on the psy-

chological influence exerted on the problem by a

certain unnamed Irish teamster. As Mr. Hoehn's
auditors were so overcome by his eloquence that

they forgot to take notes, the conclusions arrived

at have been lost to the scientific world, but there

is a unanimity of opinion that they were most
learned and profound. The Foremen's Club have

mapped out a series of discussion on core-making

for future meetings.

The fact that the United States holds practically

onehalf of the known iron and coal resources of
the world, furnishes a comforting thought. The
great problem of the war is a complete utilization
iif these tremendous resources and we are quickly
solving the problem. Shipbuilding, railroad require-
ments and the users of tin plate, in fact all the metal
using manufacturing agencies whose work is a di-

rect contribution to the carrying on of the war,
require over 20,000,000 tons of steel as fast as it

can be supplied to them. While the net earnings of
the United States Steel Corporation fell off nearly
one-third for the quarterly period ending March
31st, this was largely due to the extraordinary diffi-

culties encountered on account of the extreme se-

verity of the winter, with the consequential tie up
of railroad facilities.

While the steel mills are pledged to essential

Government work, the Government taking all the
way from seventy-five to one hundred per cent of
the output of the principal producers, non-essential
industries are still being supplied from stock. As
stocks are depleted, these industries will begin to
feel the pinch, and such great industries as the
manufacture of pleasure automobiles will in all

probability be greatly cui-tailed.

The production of new shipping for April
amounted to 240,000 tons and as nearly two-thirds
of this is credited to the latter half of that month,
marked increases in the monthly output may be
confidently looked for.

Tn the steel industry, competitive selling has
given way to competitive manufacture. With but
one customer taking the lion's share of the output,
paying one price to all, and seeking the speediest
possible delivery, steel mills are turning their at-

tention solely to the problem of increasing output.

T^eon Mannoni of Washington, D. C, inspector
of navigation for the French Commission, has
reached the Coast and is spending his time be-
tween Portland and Puget Sound, inspecting ves-
sels building by the Foundation Company for the
French Government.

IRON ANB STEELi PRODUCTS

AI.Z. VO^ES

PLEASE MENTION THE PACIFIC MARINE REVIEW WHEN YOU WRITE
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THE COMMERCIAL IRON WORKS
The Commercial Iron Works was established in

November, 1916, at Portland, Oregon, by William

T. Casey, Robert W. Boggs and Otto H. Hoak,

for the purpose of specializing in engineering, foun-

dry and machine work. At the present time this

concern, not yet two years old, has on hand about

$200,000 worth of contracts calling for castings and

machinery for Government vessels.

The Commercial Iron Works has designed, and is

building bolt heading machines and two-inch alliga-

tor shears, which have found a wide use in Coast

shipyards. Making a specialty of this class of out-

put, the concern is in a position to design and build

special machinery of all kinds for shipyard use.

The demand on the facilities of this new shop

have been so great that plans are being made to

double the present capacity in order to properly

care for the orders now on hand which call for

capacity output for several months to come.

The accompanying photograph, taken in the ma-

chine shop shows the method employed for turning

rudder pintles, a large number of rudder castings

for vessels being built in the Northwest being ma-

chined at this shop. This method of handling rudder

pintles is recommended to others who may have any

appreciable amount of similar work to handle. The

pintles arc machined in considerably less than an

hour each.

ICE MACHINES
FOR SHIPS

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

"QUALITY FIRST"

BEDELL ENGINEERING CO.

Engineers, Manufacturers, Contractors

LOS ANGELES

We offer our experien

B8 specialists in Mar
of many years

} Refrigeration.
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Faith" showed very satisfactory results, both in the

tered a very heavy northerly grale and g:ave a good i

Portland Personais

C \\ . Tchault, one of the best known waterfront

reporters among- Portland papers, accepted an im-

portant place \\ ith the National Service Section of

the Emergenc>- Fleet Corporation early in May,
representing that department in the Oregon district.

He is to arrange for speakers and other special

features in shipyards.

J. R. Johnson, who was a foreman on one of the

vessels building at the Grant Smith-Porter Ship

Company's plant, has changed his vocation to that

of a speaker with the National Service Section. He
was heard one day early in the month, when ad-

dressing his brother workmen on Liberty Bonds,

and A. R. Parkhurst, secretary of the National

Service Section, employed him on the spot. He has

been summoned to New York to try his oratorical

powers on men of Eastern plants.

Bert Eddings, traveling freight agent for the San

l^^rancisco & Portland Steamship Company, has

barkened again to the voice of the sea and returned

to the liner "Rose City" as purser.

Edward Campbell, who was assistant fire marshal

of Portland, has been named fire marshal of the

Oregon district shipyards under Lloyd J- W ent-

worth, supervisor, and is organizing fire fighting

units in every plant.

G. M. Brede, shipping commissioner from Nor-

way to the United States, who was in Portland

the first of the month on his way along the Coast,

complimented Portland shipyards on their cleanli-

ness and speed of operation. His home is in Chris-

tiania.

J. W. Hall, assistant supervisor of the Oregon

district in wood construction for the Government, is

again at his desk after a month's absence at Wash-

ington and Eastern shipyards. Mr. Hall was called

East to confer regarding the adoption of a 5000-

ton wooden steamer.

Captain and Mrs. M. Moran are visiting at San

Francisco, where one of their sons has joined the

colors. Captain Moran is with the Columbia River

Pilots' Association.

H. T. Groves, formerly superintendent of

dredges for the Port of Portland and latterly con-

nected with the Foundation Company, has gone

to Miami, Fla., in connection with a dredging pro-

ject.

Alexander Winton, president of the Winton Com-
pany of Cleveland, was in Portland during May
in connection with the installation of Winton Diesel

engines in privately owned vessels. The same ma-
chines were installed in the "Mount Hood" and

"Mount Shasta", motorships the Supple-Ballin

Corporation built for Gaston, Williams &: Wigmore
of New York.

DIRECT CONNECTED
STEAM

GENERATING SETS llOV. -DC
NEW AND USED FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

Herzog Electric and Engineering Co.

150 Stewart St. SAN FRANCISCO

For Sale—FOUR NEW LAUNCHES. 45 x 11 feet with 50 H.P.

MTANDARD engine.

LAUNCH. 52x12 feet, with 65 H.P. STANDARD engine.

LAUNCH, 65x18 feet, with 11 H.P. STANDARD engine.

CAR-FLOAT BARGE, 272x50x15 feet, net tonnage 1374 tons.

FOUR WHALEBOATS, 30x6^ feet, very cheap.

CROWLEY LAUNCH & TUGBOAT COMPANY,
Howard St. Wharf, San Francisco, Cal.

PLEASE MENTION THE PACIFIC MARINE REVIEW WHEN YOU WRITE
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Tke South Pkiladelpkia Works of tke Westing-
kouse Electric and Manufacturing Company

THE greatly increased demand for
electrical apparatns has led natu-
rally to an increased output of

steam turbine generator units and
their accessories.

In order to facilitate the manufac-
ture of this line of apparatus, the
Westinghouse Machine Company was
a short time ago consolidated with
the Westinghouse Electric & Manu-
facturing Company, and is now known
as The Machine Works of the Elec-
tric Company.

Manufacturing facilities at
Pittsburgh, the location of
plants, have about reached their
and further increases there
deemed inadvisable, on account of the
lack of available land, and the fact
that there are already over 2.S,000
people employed in these works.

It therefore became necessary to
select a new site which would be cap-
able of expansion to a size comparable
with East Pittsburgh.
Among the prime requisites kept in

view when the selection was made,
were: a bountiful supply of good wa-

East
both
imit,

were

tcr necessary for building and testing
of marine apparatus, abundance of
ground for present manufacturing
purposes, future expansion and the
housing of employees.

_
A large number of locations in the

Eastern States were visited, and their
qualifications carefully considered, and
finally the one at Essington, or South
Philadelphia, was selected. This prop-
erty which embraces .SOO acres, with
a frontage of 4.S00 feet along the
Delaware River, lies nine miles south
of Philadelphia, and can be reached
by the Pennsylvania, The Philadel-
phia & Reading Railroad, or the
Philadelphia Rapid Transit Company.
The Delaware River affords a means
of transportation, but as yet no docks
have been built.

The plant, a considerable portion of
which is now in operation, is devoted
entirely to the production of shin
propulsion machinery for the Subma-
rine Boat Corporation and the Mer-
chant Shipbuilding Corporation as
agents for the Emergency Fleet Cor-
poration, and also for the United

Erwting one nf (1

".U'rv. '"f'
'""^'•.'"'^ machine shops for Ihr n,,.v plant of the Westinghouse Electrand IM.nufactunng Company at Essington. South Philadelphia. Pa.

States navy.
Throughout the plant ample i>ro-

visions have been made for the wel-
fare, comfort and safety of the em-
l-iloyees.

There have been erected so far
seven buildings, including the pattern
storage shop, foundry, forge shop,
power house, two machine shops, and
an erecting shop.
The power and lighting systems

possess a number of features of un-
usual interest. Profiting by the ex-
perience of many industrial plants, the
power system of which were not
adaptable to expansion, the engineers
in charge of this feature, made pro-
vision not only for present require-
inents but so designed the system that
It is capable of readily being expand-
ed to meet future needs.

Desiring to make use of central sta-
tion po\\er, and at the same time
-secure steam for heating the build-
ings economically, the management
has effected an arrangement with the
Philadelphia Electric Company, which
that promises to work out unusually
distributes current in this territory
well for both couipanies.
Steam heat is required in the winter

months, but this demand falls off,
naturally, in the summer months,
when no steam is required except for
testing purposes.
On the other hand, during the win-

ter months, tlie Philadelphia Electric
Company has a very heavy load,
which is materially lessened during
the summer luonths. An agreement
was effected whereby the Westing-
house Company operates its own
plant, non-condensing, during the win-
ter and utilizes the exhaust steam,
and when there is no need for heat,
current for the operation of the works
is secured from the Philadelphia Elec-
tric Company.

Three-pliase, 60-cycle current is de-
livered at 66,000 volts to an outdoor
substation, where it is stepped down
to 6600 volts, the distribution pressure
over the works, and sent to the power
house through lead covered cables
carried underground.
The power house contains at pres-

ent three three-phase, 6600-volt, 60-
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cycK', 151)0 kva. slc;iiii liiiliiius uliirli,

as aboM' stated, opi-rati' iioii-coiulcns-

ing.

A swilclihoard of two i)anc'ls «itli

the necessary incasiiring and switcli-

ing devices, controls tlic onliiut of the

plant. Space is provided for the addi-

tional installation of three 3000 kva.

units.

Steam is supplied from six 625-

horsepowcr Stirling boilers, using
Westinghousc automatic underfeed
stokers.

Excitation for the generators is

supplied from both motor and steam-
driven exciters, while direct current
for the operation of the switchboard
and the high tension switch in the

outdoor substation is furnished by a

storage battery of sixty cells witli a

capacity of eighty ampere hours.
Distribution to the various buildings

is accomplished by means of substa-
tions, four of which have been in-

stalled.

The 6600-volt current is here step-

ped down to 440 volts for all constant
speed motor applications, such as ele-

vators, air compressors and machine
tools. For operating blowers, fur-

naces, cranes and other variable speed
applications, direct-current 250 volt is

obtained from rotary converters in-

stalled in the substations .

In order to improve the power fac-

tor, the rotary converters are operated
at 100 per cent power factor, and the
synchronous motors used for driving
the air compressors in the substa-
tions are slightly over-size, the excess
in capacity being used also as a cor-

rective measure.
From the substations, current is

carried to the various buildings
through underground cables to

switchboards, from which it is dis-

tributed to the motors.
The lighting system is entirely sep-

arate from the power being supplied
through separate transformers in-

stalled in each substation, by which
the potential is reduced to 440-volts,

the distribution pressure throughout
the buildings. To reduce this poten-
tial to that of the lamps, 110 volts,

transformers are installed on the out-
side of the buildings.

In order to secure an ample supply
of water for manufacturing purposes,
a seven-foot canal from the Delaware
River was dug, with a surface at high
tide of forty-five feet. A settling basin
of concrete, serves to remove the mud
and silt. The canal ends in a concrete
receptacle on the testing floor or the
erecting shop where a large amount
of water is required for the testing
operations. This box also serves as
the distributing center for the other
buildings.
Waste water is emptied into a simi-

lar receptacle located above the one

mentioned, from which it is dis-

charged to a sev'enty-eight-inch con-

crete pipe that connects with the dis-

charge canal, which also acts as a

storm sewer for the plant.

Fire protection is obtained from the
reinforced intake flume and pumped
to a tank from which it flows by
gravity.

For taking care of the sewage, an
elaborate plant has been installed em-
ploying the Imhoff system with lime

as a precipitant, sludge basins being
used to dry the effluent from the
tanks.

Water for drinking and cooking
purposes is obtained from the City
of Philadelphia Water Works.

All of the buildings are well lighted

and equipped with the most modern
tools and facilities for the comfort and
convenience of the workmen. Toilet

rooms are separate from wash rooms,
and both are plentifully distributed

throughout the works.
Transportation between the build-

ings and the yards is effected by stor-

age battery trucks, some of which are

equipped with Edison batteries and
some with lead batteries.

Standard gauge tracks are laid

throughout, so that they may be used
by railway and works equipment alike,

and the disadvantage of maintaining
tracks and equipment of different

gauges is obviated.
livery machine in the shops is elec-

tric motor driven and all are equipped

with the latest and most approved
safety devices.

Mr. H. T. Herr, vice-president, was
entrusted with the selection of the

site and general direction of the con-
struction and operation of the plant.

Mr. R. B. Mildon, assistant to vice-

president, has been in direct charge
of the construction work.

All business relations with Westing-
house-Church-Iverr & Co., the build-

ers, have been handled by Calvert

Townley, assistant to President E. M.
Herr, who has had final approval of

all arrangements.

CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS
The Wheeler Condenser & Engi-

neering Company of Cartaret, N. J.,

have just published their Bulletin No.
103-B, embracing exclusively their

line of centrifugal pumps. The bul-

letin shows the latest Wheeler tur-

bine-driven geared centrifugal pumps;
bi - rotor, tri - rotor, electric driven,

small belt driven, small high speed,

side, end and bottom suction, vertical

shaft, pumps for either series or par-

allel operation, and special slow speed
engine driven pumps. Test curves

made by both manufacturer and cus-

tomer are included in the bulletin,

giving the characteristics of Wheeler
high grade design. Wheeler pumps
are made for all services and espe-

cially where large volumes of water
must be pumped economically against

low heads.

i'^^^TtflMBTl-ifcT

First uits of the EssinRlon plant as the.v appeared
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UTILIZING LOGS

Conceded to be one of the most
striking features of the great exposi-
tion of the National Railway Appli-
ances Association at Chica'go this
week, is the cross section of a Doug-
las fir log displayed by the West
Coast Lumbermen's Association.
The Government reports Douglas

fir, which comprises twenty-five per
cent of the remaining stand of mer-
chantable timber in continental United
States, has been termed "America's
most useful wood". The log section
sent to Chicago by the Association
was so manufactured as to illustrate
this point. It illustrates the produc-
tion of lumber for more than forty
purposes from a single log.
The log was selected for grade, but

not for size. It constitutes a visual
index of Douglas fir's great utility.
In all the years of lumber and railway
exhibits nothing like it has ever be-
fore been attempted.

_
When it was decided that the West

Coast Lumbermen's Association
should participate in this year's big
Lastcrn railway appliances show, in-
structions were given that the West-
ern exhibit should be orignal, educa-
tional and attractive. C. J. Hogue,
the Association's district secretary for
Oregon, developed the log section
idea and submitted the problem to
Frank H. Ransom, manager of the
Eastern and Western Lumber Com-
pany of Portland.
The originality of the scheme so en-

thused Mr. Ransom that he called J.
W. Fowler, superintendent of the
Eastern and Western mill, into con-
sultation, and it was decided to cut
a four-inch drum od the end of a
forty-cight-inch yellow fir log with a
drag saw and then put the drum
through a resaw which would permit
the convenient re-assembling of the
various cuts for mounting back into
the original log shape here illustrated.

Insofar as demonstrating the possi-
bilities of the utility of the fir log is

concerned, it was found that the re-
sult was just as practical as if the log
section had been run through the head
saw and then further manufactured
as in general practice.
Of course, every Douglas fir would

not be of a grade capable of develop-
ing all of the material represented in
this particular cross section—the log
used being somewhat above the aver-
age in that respect—and no log would
be cut into such a variety of material,
but it serves the purpose, excellently,
of showing the portion of the log
from which the various grades and
kinds of material come.

THIS CHART SHOWS THE
MONEY LOST UP A CHIMNEY
This handy and useful chart lias

been developed by the Uehling In-
strument Company, 71 Broadway,
Xcw York. It is of unusual interest
and value at the present time when
the coal i)roblem is so important, for
it enables anyone to quickly and
closely estimate the money now being
lost up almost anv chimney due to
low C02.
Simply connect the percentage of

C02 (shown in Column C) with the
money now being spent per year for
coal (shown in Column A) and the
intersection of the connecting line
year for coal burned in a furnace
whose average C02 registers 9.3 per

_, LATH «TO<Si;Xw-

Diagram showing the capabilities of a Douglas fir log.

with Column B immediately gives the
dollars rolling out of the chimney in
the form of heated gases.
Example: If $20,000 is spent per

cent, what is the approximate money
lost up the chimney per year?

Solution: Connect the $20,000 (Col-
umn A) with the 9.3 per cent (Column
C), as indicated by the dotted line
drawn across this chart, and the inter-
section with Column B shows the
approximate yearly loss to be $5000.
The object of this chart is to show

that a high percentage of C02 is most
desirable. To be sure, even where the
C02 is as high as 21 per cent, the
theoretical maximum, there is a loss
because in the average power plant the
flue gases leaving the boiler have a
temperature as high as 500 or 600 de-
grees F. Loss therefore is inevitable
unless a blower is used for exhausting
the gases and some sort of inter-
change system is installed for either
heating the feed water or preheating
air and leading it imder the grate.

It is well to know all about these
\arious things and the Uehling Instru-
ment Company advises that its engi-
neers will gladly co-operate in what-
ever way possible with responsible
concerns to secure maximum returns
from every dollar invested in coal.
Being combustion specialists, the ad-
vice of the Uehling people will be of
particular value in showing how to at-
tain the highest possible percentage of
C02. It would be borne in mind that
combustion is a chemical process, and
for that reason should be studied from
the viewpoint of the chemist.

It is significant that most of the
large power plants of today have
adopted C02 instruments tbat'irecord
automatically and continuously. The
reason for this is to keep constant tab

on the workers in the boiler room and
the efficiency of combustion. The re-
corder may be placed at any conveni-
ent distance from the boiler in the
ofTice of the chief engineer, owner,
manager or superintendent, while an
auxiliary C02 indicator is placed on
the boiler front in full view of the
fireman. The function of the indica-
tor is to keep the fireman constantly
informed as to the efficiency of his
own work. This feature is most com-
mendable.

Coal cannot be saved by a C02

iSooo.

$4oo

-$5oo

$2ooo

$3Qoo

^20,000

$3o,ooo

<-
g-t5o,ooo
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niacliinc alone. If no attention is paid

to the indicator or recorder, tlie in-

stallation of such apparatus borders
on foolishness. The records should
be carefully watched and studied and
adjustments should constanly be made
in firing methods until the best per-

centage of C02 is obtained. .After

the best mark is reached, fluctuation

of the C02 line below that mark to

any great extent should not be al-

lowed.
This chart is based on a flue gas

temperature of 600 degrees l'"aliren-

heit, and an outside air temjjerature

of 60 degrees Fahrenheit. Where the

flue gas temperature is higher, or the

outside air temperature lower, the

money loss wil'I be correspondingly
increased. On the other hand, with
a higher outside air temperature and
a lower flue gas temperature, the

money loss is proportionately di-

creased. Further, in the construction
of this chart, it has been assumed that

the coal has a calorific value of 14,.S0()

B. I. u. per pound of combustible.
It may also be interesting to point

out that where there is only three
per cent of C02 in the flue gases,

seventy-six per cent of the heat value

of the coal passes up the chimney as

waste under the conditions outlined
above. It is impossible, however, for

these gases to contain as low as two
per cent, because it would require
more than the original quantity of

heat in the coal to heat the enormous
surplus of air to a temperature of 600
degrees Fahrenheit.

A NEW AIR PLANER
The air planer which is pictured

herewith is one of several standard
air planing machines manufactured by
the Shipbuilders Pneumatic Tool
Company of Portland, Oregon. These
planers are rotary machines operated
by compressed air driven turbines, the

turbines operating at from 8000 to

15,000 revolutions per minute. There
is only one movable part and the cut-

ters are easily removed and replaced,

they being the only part of the ma-
chine that is subject to any appreci-
able wear. In a contest at the Foun-
dation Company's Portland plant, a
workman planed 385 square feet in

five hours, using one of these ma-
chines, while eight men with hand
planers finished 275 square feet in

seven hours. The great advantage of

this portable air machine is that it

can be conveniently carried to the
work while it is often difTicult or im-
possible to bring the work to a sta-

tionary planing macliine.

THE ENTERPRISE ENGINE
While the engine known as tlu

Enterprise is one of the latest gas en-

gines to enter the marine field, it

has met with instant recognition
among a clientele which has come to

recognize the Western built heavy
duty gas engine as the best for ma-
rine purposes. While the Enter])rise
engine is new, the experience which
has been put into its design and
manufacture covers a period of

twenty-five years. Those directly in-

terested in the Enterprise include Mr.
H. Morgan, formerly superintendent
of the Imperial Gas Engine Company
of San Francisco; Mr. J. Donlon,
formerly superintendent of the Cor-
liss Gas Engine Company of Peta-
luma, and Mr. Charles Lubcke, form-
erly in charge of all design for the

f'^ulton Iron Works of San Francisco.
Furthermore, the Enterprise foundry,

where these engines are being con-
structed, has been making gas en-
gine castings for the past twenty-
five years.
The Enterprise engine is built on

a one-piece cast iron base, which is

very massive and carries the reverse
gear as well as the engine, making
an integral unit of the two. The
cylinders are cast en bloc and mount-
ed on steel columns, making a very
rigid construction. Cast iron splash
plates inclose the entire crank case,

which also contains the cam shaft
and gears. The cylinder heads, which
contain the inlet and exhaust valves,
as well as the ignitor, are cast sep-
arately and are interchangeable. The
by-pass for cooling water is on the
outside of the casting and connects
to the top of the cylinders. The ex-
haust pipe is bolted to the cylinder
head in such a manner that the heads
can be removed without taking down

' constructed by the Shipbu
Tool Company of Portlanc

Oregon.

k boat fitted with an 85 horsepower

the pipe. The reverse is of the spur
gear type with pinions of ample face

and low pitch, insuring a quiet gear.

A multiple disc clutch is used for the
go-ahead and a ring carrying all four
dogs is used for adjusting the tension
on the disc plates. In short the en-
gine embodies all the latest and best
features of heavy duty gas engine de-
sign and accessibility of working
parts and econom}' of operation have
been held paramount qualities in the

design.

DECK COVERING
In an effort to speed up the ship-

building program of the country, the
shipbuilders are put to it to find ma-
terials entering into the make-up of
the ship which will save time in the
building. When such a material is

found, it is of still greater value when
it proves to be, not only a help toward
quick delivery, but also a better ina-

terial for the purpose than the kind
previously used. The Marine Decking
& Supply Company of Philadelphia
states that it owes its ever-increasing
list of orders to the truth of the fore-
going statement.
This firm lays decking called "Lito-

silo", which has all of the advantages
of other decking materials and none
of their drawbacks. It can be laid

four times as quickly as wood decking,
and is therefore in tremendous de-
mand at this time. The use of "Lito-
silo" has grown by 'leaps and bounds
since its introduction into this coun-
try four years ago, and more espe-
cially since the present demand for
ships began.
This firm is an organization which

has specialized in ship work for a long
time, and is at present taking in or-
ders for no composition other than
ship decking, believing that the efforts

of the entire stafif should be concen-
trated on this all-important matter of
helping to get the ships off the ways
and imder way.
The members of this organization

arc all young men who have a full

realization of what is needed to make
and keep a reputation for good work,
and are proceeding in the right way
to do it. It may be that within less

than a year, branch factories and con-
tract organizations will be started by
this firm on the Gulf Coast, in the
Lake Region and on the Pacific Coast.
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LOCUST PINS FOR TIMBER
FASTENING

Attention is called to a by-product
in the manufacture of locust treenails
which, during the present scarcity and
high price of metal bolts and spikes,
could be utilized to the utmost advan-
tage. The material referred to is lo-

cust pins for timber fastenings and
other uses.

The shipbuilding industry at tlie

present time is taking enormous quan-
titcs of locust treenails, the principal
lengths used being twenty-four inches
and longer. In the manufacture of
these treenails a great many treenails
shorter than twenty-four inches, such
as twenty inches, eighteen inches, six-
teen inches, fourteen inches and
twelve inches are turned out. These
short treenails have no use in ship-
building, but make most excelleni
fastenings for wharves, bridges or
heavy wooden construction of any
kind.

Locust, as is well known, is a wood
which does not rot and tests made by
the United States Forest Laboratory
at Madison, Wis., show it to have the
least shrinkage of any commercial
wood. This is the reason it has been
used from lime immemorial for the
fastenings of wooden ships.

There are millions of these short
locust treenails which can be turned
lo one and one-eighth inches or one
and one-fourth inch diameter and
which can be had at a very nominal
cost, as they are at present a drug
on the market. On this Coast one-
half inch gahanized iron spikes ten
inches long cost about seven cents
each, while one and one-eighth inches
long and one and one-fourth inch
turned locust treenails twelve inches
long can be had for two and one-half
cents to five cents each. The iron
spikes are scarce, whcrta'. the mills in

the East have millions of short tree-

nails on hand and here in San Fran-
cisco large quantities are available.

Under these conditions will it not
pay to go back to wooden fastenings,

wherever their use is possible?

THE HOWARD TERMINALS
The Howard Company, a plan of

whose property is shown herewith,
lias operated a terminal on Oakland's
waterfront for some years past. The
svstem includes the Howard Terminal
Railroad, together with rolling stock,

roundhouse, etc. The system is dou-
ble tracked throughout and is fitted

with a 100-ton track scale.

In connection with the warehouses,
a modern grain cleaner is operated,
a considerable grain exporting busi-
ness being carried on through this
terminal.

Pier number one is equipped with
large coal bunkers and has a berthing
space of 425 feet on both sides. This
pier is operated by the Western Fuel
Company and serves as a distributing
coal center for the San Francisco Bay
district, and also as a bunkering point
for vessels. The pier is equipped with
modern coal handling machinery elec-

trically operated.

Pier number two has a berthing
space of 475 feet on the eastern side
and 300 feet on the western side.

These piers have a depth of 25 feet

alongside at low water. The commer-
cial pier has a modern warehouse
with 18,000 square feet of floor space
and an addition will shortly be added,
giving 30,000 square feet. The first

vessel to use this dock was the Dan-
ish motorship "Peru", which unloaded
her entire cargo of copra and raw
sugar at this terminal. The dock was
completed at two p. m., and the
"Peru" was berthed alongside at six

p. in. of the same day.

BENSON ELECTRIC TELE-
MOTOR

A thorough understanding of the
Benson Electric Telemotor is essen-
tial to the salesmen. Once they
clearly comprehend this telemotor, its

operation and great advantages over
any other known telemotor, they can-
not help but become enthusiastic over
it, and not only be able to explain if

clearly to prospective customers, but,
also imbue them with the same en-
thusiasm.
The Benson electric telemotor con-

sists of the following equipment: A
master controller, located in the wheel
house; auxiliary controller, when re-
quired, in the upper wheel house; tele-

motor proper coupled to the steering
engine in the fan-tail; remote control
relay cabinet, also in the fan-tail; and
the necessary conduit, pull boxes,
wire, etc., to connect these electri-
cally.

The master controller has a heavy
cast brass base securely bolted to the
wheel house floor. The neck of this
base is threaded and a brass bowl
screwed onto it. This bowl is nine
inches in diameter, seven inches high
and contains the contact disc, con-
tacts, ratchet device, etc. It is cov-
ered by a heavy brass plate, througli
the center of which projects the cen-
ter shaft. The controller lever is fast-

ened to this shaft. When required an
au.xiliary controller can be placed in

the upper wheel house. This con-
troller has the same base as the
master controller but no bowl is re-

quired, merely the round brass plate.

The controller lever is fastened to a

rod running down through the auxil-

iary controller and coupled to the cen-
ter shaft of the master controller.
Thus the lever of the auxiliary con-
troller can operate the master con-
troller.

The quarter-master steers the boat
by rotating the controller lever. There-
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heavy demand for

are seven points on either side of the
midship line of the controller. By
moving the lever to the first point on
either side, the rudder is given a three
degrees travel from midship point on
the same side.

The second position gives tlic rud-

der a further movement of three de-
grees, the third three degrees more,
the fourth five degrees more, the fifth

ten degrees more, the sixth ten de-

grees more, and the seventh ten de-
grees more, or a hard over position

of the rudder. The lever can be in-

stantly rotated from any position it is

on to any other position on the con-
troller, and the rudder automatically
follows until it reaches the corres-

ponding position, and always on the

same side that the lever is. Thus it

can be seen that no reversing switch
or mechanism is required.
To the bowl of the controller is at-

tached a small round cylinder contain-

ing a lamp which lights when the rud-

der is moving.
From the base of the controller,

one and a half inch galvanized conduit
is run to the relay cabinet and from
these to the telemotor in the fan-tail.

This conduit contains eighteen Num-
ber 14 B. & S. gauge rubber-covered
copper wires. Pull boxes are provided
every fifty feet and between every
two bends so that wires can be easily

pulled without danger or chafing the
insulation. These wires are connected
from the contacts in the master con-
troller to corresponding contacts oi.

the follow-up disc of the telemotor,
wliicli will be described later.

The telemotor has a heavy cast

iron base, approximately twenty-eight
inches by thirty-four inches. On this

base are cast crosshead ways, gear
bearings and pads for a motor and
follow-up disc casing. A one horse-
power motor is mounted on this base
and drives a crosshead by means of

a train of gears and a screwshaft. The
same gears also drive a wormshaft
which engages a worm gear that in

turn rotates a center shaft, to which
a follow-up disc is attached. The
telemotor is completely enclosed by
a heavy sheet steel cover, in which
are hand holes with cast iron covers,
so that access may be had to grease
cups and motor commutator without
removing the main cover.
The crosshead of the telemotor which

is connected to the slide valve of the
steering engine has a rotary valve,
the crosshead and screwshaft are re-

placed by a straight shaft and outer
bearing. This shaft rotates the valve

of the steering engine by suitable

gearing, wdiich is provided with the

telemotor.

A relay cabinet is placed in any
convenient place in the fan-tail. In

this cabinet are two double pole and
one single pole remote control relays.

When the controller lever is placed

on any contact in the controller, an

electrical circuit is completed through

a contact on the follow-up disc to

a controller ring in the follow-up cas-

ing, and from there to one of the

remote control relays, selected by the

direction in which the lever is moved.
This immediately closes the primary
circuit through the motor starting it

running in that direction. As the

motor runs it operates the crosshead
and also the follow-up disc. When
the follow-up disc reaches the position

corresponding to the controller lever,

the circuit is opened through the re-

lay causing the motor and the cross-

head block to stop at this position.

At the same time the single pole re-

lay closes and places a dynamic brake
on the motor to insure its stopping
instantly at the right place, tt stays
at this position until the controller
lever is shifted, when the operation is

repeated.

Conduit is run from the relay cabi-

net to the switchboard in the engine
room, here the power is derived to
operate the telemotor. There is a cir-

cuit breaker placed in the engine room
with alarm bell attachment so that if

there should be a failure of the tele-

motor, the circuit breaker would open
and the alarm sound to instantly
notify the engineer.

The possibilities of a failure are
very remote, as every part of the
Benson electric telemotor has been
designed with so high a factor of

safety as to practically eliminate all

chances of failure, as far as they can
ever be eliminated in any machine.

The motor is an interpolar com-
pound wound machine, running
equally well in either direction. The
relays are designed and built espcT
cially for the service required, and arc
the very best than can be produced.
No cost has been spared anywhere to

make the Benson electric telemotor as
fine a macliine as can be produced. In
fact, cost has not been taken into
consideration at all, as it should not
be in equipment whose service is so
important.

SEALTITE PRODUCTS
Tlie Bituminous Products Company

of Number one Drumm Street, San
Francisco, have placed upon the West-
ern market three products under the
trade name of "Sealtitle", as follows:
Marine glue, bituminous cement and
liquid glue. Sealtite marine glue is

a tried and proven material for deck
and hull seams. It adheres firmly to

timber and combines a high melting
point with exceptional elasticity. It

will not check or crack in cold
weather and does not become too soft

in the tropics. The bituminous ce-

ment is an acid and waterproof com-
position with high insulating qualities

and is used for lining battery tanks,

junction boxes, steel and concrete
tanks for drinking water, etc., the
preparation is odorless, sanitary and
permanent. The sealtite liquid glue

is used for waterproofing canvas or
other fabrics and for cementing can-

vas, lineoleum or asbestos to wood,
concrete or steel.

The bituminous cement may be ap-

plied to anj' desired thickness to
wood, steel or concrete and is usually
coated to a thickness of one-sixteenth

of an inch. Surfaces to be treated

are first thoroughly cleansed of scale,

rust, grease or moisture and then a

coating of sealtite primer is applied.

After allowing this primer to set for

several hours, the cement is applied

at about 360 degrees Fahrenheit.

The sealtite marine glue is solid at

ordinary temperatures. The glue

should be melted over a slow fire

and should be applied at from 320 to

325 degrees Fahrenheit. In using it

caution should be taken that sufficient

glue be melted only for the work on
hand, as continued heating causes the

glue to become brittle.

These preparations are now being-

manufactured locally and the results

obtained are fully equal to those ob-

tained with the finest quality of im-

ported glues.

The Hewitt Dry Dock and Ship-
building Company is the latest con-
cern to appear in Tacoma's prospec-
tive shipbuilding records. The plans
of this concern embrace both wooden
and concrete construction and a site

is in contemplation at West Tacoma.
The entire stock of the Wester-

man Iron Works of Seattle passed
into the hands of Mr. C. H. Bacon
of Galbraith, Bacon & Company. The
name, policy and output of the con-
cern will remain unchanged, and Mr.
W. Scott Malhewson will continue
as manager of the property.
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Finishing department in the plant of the Standard Brass Foundry,
tions which are backing up the great wori< of that coi

I'.M-ry cfFort is made to keep a com-
jilite line of marine paints, varnishes,
bituminous enamels, etc., always well
stocked, so that the shipyards can
have their wants filled at the shortest
possible notice. The general ofTiccs
of the Paraffine Paint Company arc
located in the Parafifine Building, 34
to 40 First Street, San Francisco, and
the main factory plant is located in

Oakland. Other plants are located in

San Francisco, Antioch, Los Angeles,
California, and in Sumner and Pt.
Angeles, Washington.

BUSINES PERSONALS
The Alberger Pump & Condenser

Company on April 24th elected the
following officers: George Q. Palmer,
Chairman of the Board of Directors;
William S. Doran, president; William
R. Wilson, vice-president; Richard C.
Williams, secretary, and Frederick A.
Rrockmeier, treasurer.
Mr. Frank Walker, well known .Se-

attle naval architect, who represents
the French Government in the build-
ing of wooden steamers, the American
Engineering Company of Philadel-
phia, the Welin Marine Equipment
Company of Long Island City, the
Submarine Signal Company of Bos-
the marine account of the T-rr\

le of Oakland's bu
nunity's shipyards

Steam Turbine Company with offices
ton. the Wm. Cramp & Sons Ship &
Engine Building Company of Phila-
delphia, and who was formerly lo-

cated in the Grand Trunk Dock,
moved on the first of the month to
the Central Building, Seattle, Wash-
ington.

Mr. H. D. Wright, manager of the
San Francisco office, has been ap-
pointed Pacific Coast representative
of the Brown Hoisting Machinery
Company of Cleveland, Ohio.
Norton, Lilly & Company, Steam-

ship agents and brokers, maintaining
offices in New York, Seattle and Chi-
cago, have removed their headquar-
ters to 485 California Street, San
Francisco.

\rr. Frederick D. Herbert has been
elected president and general man-
ager of the Kearfott Engineering
Company, Inc. For a number of years
Mr. Herbert has been identified with
marine industries and for the past
ten years was New York manager
for the Terry Steam Turbine Com-
pany. He will continue to handle
at "5 Libertv Street, New York.

Mr. C. R. Monahan of Hill, HubbeP
& Company, San Francisco, has op-
ened Portland headquarters for that
firm in the Pittock Block. Mr. Mona-
han is well and favorably known up
and down the Coast and has a splen-
did future before him in the Portland
territory.

Joseph Supple has disposed of his
interest in the Supple, Ballin Ship-
building Company to Portland and
Eastern capitalists. It is said that
Mr. Supple received $200,000 for his
interests or five times his original in-

vestment.
The Shipping Board has let a con-

tract for four Ballin type steamers of
4.S00 tons deadweight, to the Colum-
bia Engineering Works, and five simi-
lar crafts are to be built by Kiernan
& Kern of Portland, Oregon.
The properties of the L'. S. Steel

^liipbuilding Corporation have been
taken over by the ,San Diego Ship-
building & Dry Dock Company, a
corporation headed by John Parkin-
son, Los Angeles architect.

The International Shipbuilding
Company of Columbia City, Oregon,
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lias coniplctfd its first set of ways anil

according to (jcorge W. Mc Bride is

now ready to go ahead witli a con-
tract. The concern ho|)es to l)nild for

cither the American or Frencli lio\-

ernments.
Irving Corser of the I'ucific Life-

boat Company has lieen working for

some time on a releasing gear and
Captaain John K. Biilkcr has exam-
ined and tested the device and a])-

])roved it for the United States Steam-
boat Inspection Service. The device
was tested out on the steamer "Rose
City", and is a one-man gear, it being
impossible to release the ends of the

boat except simultaneously.
Two new ways are being added to

the four now in use at the Todd Dry
Dock & Construction Company, Ta-
coma. The plant is laid out with the
ultimate expectation of eleven ways
being installed.

Douglas Brothers, who have oper-
ated a foundry at Aberdeen, Washing-
ton, for many years, are erecting a

large machine shop and installing ma-
chinery for the construction of steam
engines and deck machinery. This
will be of considerable service to tlu

nt. A full li)

shipbuilders in the Aberdeen district.

Mr. A. L. Martin has assumed
charge of the San Francisco office

of the Liberty Steel Products Com-
pany, Ltd. Mr. Martin will be Pa-
cific Coast manager for this big cor-

poration and his offices will be located

in the Newhall Building.
One of the biggest engineering

deals of the present year in the
Northwest was the purchase this

month of the holdings of the Vulcan
Manufacturing Company of Seattle,
b" Frank Waterhouse & Company.
Ten large structures form the ma-

jor portion of the plant. The list

consists of the laying-out shop, 60 by
100 feet; the riveting shop, 51 by 100
feet; the heavy storage shed, 50 by
160 feet; the light storage shed, 52 by
160 feet; the machine shop, 90 by 150
feet; the foundry, the pattern shop,
the forge shop and the bolt and pipe
shops, all buildings of 100 by 13(1

feet.

In the last eighteen months, the
plant has turned out between 400 and
500 cargo winches for ships and is

now working on a new order for 500
more such \Ninches. In the last

twenty months, the plant has built

nearly all the deck machinery for the

Skinner & Eddy ships, and all the

shaftinsr and heavy forgings required

bv the Skinner & Eddy plant in fill-

ing its contracts. In its foundry, the
\'ulcan plant is turning out the main
engine castings for the Ames Com-
pany's ships. The average "heat" in

the foundry is 50,000 pounds a day.

In addition, the Vulcan plant is

building hea\y overhead traveling
cranes for a number of the big ship-
yards.

L'nder the Waterhouse ownership,
a third shift is to be put at work as
soon as possible.

The Independent Towing Company
has Durchased the fleet of the Everett
Tuge & Barge Company which in-

creases the fleet of the Seattle con-
cern by five tugs, the "Delta", "C. B.

Smith", "Nellie Pearson", "Gold
Finch" and Mountaineer" and two
barges. The Independent Towing
Company has also purchased three
1000-ton barges from the Columbia
Contract Company of Portland.
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CUSS OF SERVICE SYfWBOL

Day Meseajie

Day Utter Blue

Night Message Nile

Niaht Utter NL
If none of these ttiree symbols
appears after the check (number of

word3)thi8 isa da/ massage. Othor-
wiBo It! cfaracter is Indicated by the
symbol appearlns after the checlc

WESTEj^L UNION
AM

SIEWCOMB CARLTON.

CUSS OF SERVICE SYMBOL

Day Message

Day Utter Blue

Night Message Nlt«

Night Utter NL
If none ol these three symbols
appearaafler the check (number of

words) this isa day message. Other-

wise its character is Indicated by the

symlwl appearing after the checlc

KECEIVEO AT S. E. CORNER PINE AND MONTGOMERY STS., SAN FRANCISCO *^£7'

199W V;G 53 GCYT

WASMI'TGTCN DC 730P APRIL 27 1918

1303

ANDREW MCCRE
MCCRE SHIP BUILDING COMPANY SANFRANCISCC CALIF

IN LOCKING OVER 1E1S WEEKS EIvIERGENCY FLEET NEWS I NOTICE THAT

YOU ARE THIRD ON THE LIST OF RATINGS OF YARDS ON THE BASIS OF

RATE OF CONSTRUCTION FOR MARCH NIJIETEEN EIGHTEEN STOP IT IS

VERY GRATIFYING AND I HEARTILY CONGRATULATE STOP

C H SCHWAB

524P

As the manufac-
turers of PABCO
PRODUCTS, we
are highly gratified

that our Marine
Paints, Bituminous
Primerand Enamel,
and Seam-Tite (a

packing for seams) played

their part in earning the

splendid tribute paid the

Moore Shipbuilding
Company by Charles M.
Schwab, Director-General

of the Emergency Fleet

Corporation.

"The paraffine companies, inc.
Scin Francisco. California

Paint, Roofing and Linoleum Divisio

PLEASE MENTION THE PACIFIC MARINE REVIEW WHEN YOU WRITE
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THE PRESENT WOODEN SHIP
By William C. Bristol

F(Jli every successful task, there is

one great fundaineiital jirinciple:

A definite plan and certain time
for its acconiplislinient. Finance, la-

bor and materials are the foundations
of every industry. The directive and
forceful means to use them success-
fidly involves that principle. So with
shipbuilding.

In the midst of confusion, indeci-

sion, incompetency and uninformed
optimism, the country, without any
definite plan or any certain or known
time for accomplishment, set about
the building of ships of wood, and of

steel, and lately of concrete. As if

to magnify purposely the difficulties,

no established design or plan has
been adhered to nor lias there been
any co-ordination of work nor any ap-
parent consideration of the human
factors which so seriously affect all

undertakings. While the means of

propulsion has been either wanting
altogether in type or design, or as

varied as location and privilege seem-
ed to achieve favor. The results have,
therefore; been disastrous to success,

and fulsoniely disappointing.
Ciranted, tliat the first requirements

are carriers for war purposes. Let
that subject alone. The Goverment
has its own policies and purposes. But
what of maritime localities within our
domain entirely deprived of shipping.

Wth all industry supposed to be em-
ployed to Government purposes, the

question is always made, what of pri-

vate interests? Well kept, subordi-
nate. Yet to aid and support the

(.(neruuiiiil and themselves, maritime
communities must li\e. To li\e they
must produce shipping. The shipping
to be produced must not interfere

with finance, labor and materials
needed by the Government for similar
work, so the shipping necessities to be
supplied must be those which will not
interfere with the Government re-

quirements but will fill the needs of
the communities dei)ending on sea
service for their maritime existence
and prosperity.
Kere is the climax of wooden ship-

building. A well built, staunch, wood-
en three or four-masted topmast
sailer, equipped with three or four
double drum donkey engine, for winch
and hoist work, of not more than 2000
tons burthen, and designed to sail at

an average speed of ten knots, in-

volves in its design, construction and
equipment no competition with the
Government; and private interests
could naturally expect ready permis-
sion from the authorities to build and
operate such craft for actual maritime
needs. That there is such maritime
need on the Pacific Coast, count up
your available tonnage. Look over
the so-called ports that have spent
millions for ship accommodation and
do not get a bottom to pay for paint
on the dock and pier signs. In 1912
hundreds of thousands of sailing ton-
nage was doing business for the North
and South Pacific Coast in lumber,
grain and coal and kindred shipments,
but today you cannot find one ton of

such shipping with a microscope.
Less time spent in talk, and more in

action. More time spent in satisfying

exports with imports. Some time de-
voted to working out Pacific sea trade
to get in trade on terms would ac-
complish results. Watch Japan. Scare-
heads are written that the wood sailer
is doomed. Who is interested in cre-
ating that belief? In 1854-1861 our
own windjammers ruled the seas
against Britain's own steamships; and
had it not been for Congressional ne-
glect and miserable politics and out-
rageous laws, our national, mercantile
marine would liave existed to this day.
It would have been our strength in
this time of terrible trouble.

Before twelve years are over, a good
sailer of the type outlined would have
paid for herself many times, and if

the steel steamer "tramp" or "line"
put her out, she could well afford to
go to the boneyard for profits made
and freight reductions brought about
through her cheapness of ocean opera-
tion. She would live and work well
ten years. Authorities are now agree?
ing this to be the probable reconstruc-
tion period of the world. If by that
time steel tonnage drove the sailer oflf

the seas, cheapened steel vessels could
be secured to replace them, say one
for four or more.
Alleged maritime communities where

thousands have been spent on port fa-

cilities to waste in depreciation and
upkeep, these still wait, for what? It

is plainly evident that these communi-
ties owe themselves the duty in this

war time to drive, and drive hard
"over the top" to prevent their mari-
time death from inanition and inac-
tion. Shipyards are going idle, good

(Continued on Page 148)

PURCHASING AGENTS

For Export Only

'T^EN years of successful pur-

chasing experience for

Railways, Shipyards, Mills

and Mercantile Houses.

American and Oriental com-

mercial and bank references.

We also quote C. I. F. prices.

Guy T. Slaughter & Co.

EXPORTERS AND
IMPORTERS

234 PINE STREET SAN FRANCISCO

All Standard Codes U*ed.

Cable Addrei,: SLAUT San FrancUco

Largest Stock

ELECTRIC
MOTORS
On Pacific Coast

ALL SIZES AND TYPES

A. H. COX & CO.
309 First Ave. South

Seattle, Wash.
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Expanding xV^ith the i imes
The paraffine paint division of tlic

Paraffine Companies, Inc., now one of

the largest industrial concerns in the

\\'est, was organized in 1884 for the

manufacture of preservative paints

and pile coverings. A small plant

was established in Oakland, and the

foundation of the present great busi-

ness was laid. At the present time

its mills, refineries and factories, cov-

ering large areas, arc located at

widely separated and strategic points,

and its products go to the four cor-

ners of the earth. The growth of the

business has been consistent and con-

stant and the the result of the sound
business policies originally established

and rigidly followed through a long
term of years.

The satisfaction given by this coni-

panys' products is attested to by their

extended use by large corporations,

steamship companies, shipbuilders,

railroads, oil and mining companies,
lumber companies, and in fact, all

manner of industrial organizations.
The Parafifine Companies have

greatly extended their lines in the

past few years, and large and com-
pletely equipped plants have been
built to manufacture roofings, build-

ing papers, deadening felts, sheath-
ing papers, wall board, specialty

paints, marine paints of all kinds, as-

plialtum waterproofings, dampproof-

ing and linoleum. These products

are distributed throughout a large

part of the world.

The Paraffine Companies have
gradually widened their scope to meet
changing conditions and to take ad-

vantage of new opportunities. Conse-
quently when the great sliipbuilding

expansion reached the Pacific Coast
these factories were ready to meet
and supply the needs of the ship-

builder for various products coming
within the range of their output.

No small element of the success of

the ParatYine Companies, in taking
care of the demands of shipbuilders,

has been due to the strategic position

of their plant, which can serve the

various shipbuilding centers along the

coast at a minimum of time for car-

riage and expense for freight. Their
factory facilities are also large

enough to cope with the large quan-
tities required. Shipyard orders are

treated the same as Government or-

ders and are given precedence over
all others. The Paraffine Companies
aim to co-operate in every possible

way for the furthering of the Govern-
ment's great shipbuilding jirogram.

(Conliiiucd from Page 145)

workmen are going afield, and ma-
terials are waiting for use and devo-
tion to actual need; but still "unpre-
pared" we wait, for what? To satisfy

the constant craze for Government
work? To get Government contracts?
To suage our irresponsible methods
by a handful of public money ineffi-

ciently applied and expended.

Then these communities so boast-
fully claiming maritime supremacy
should have no heritage from Tyre.

In the wooden fast sailer is the
present help of the Pacific Coast. No
Government prohibition will be made
against it. The price cannot fairly

be more than $165.00 per ton equipped.
No worry with materials, engines, ma-
chinery or like uncertainties affecting
the large vessels of Government de-
sign. No question about lumber or
timbers because the Government has
about fulfilled its contracted quota of
wooden ships, and the announcements
have been numerious in the press that
the Shipping Board would not con-
tract more. The difference in the
sizes of lumber and timbers for keeels.
keelsons, frames, planks and whatnot
for the lighter and smaller vessel re-

moves any obstacle to Government
requirement. The saw mills are look-
ing for new orders. The outfitters,

riggers and chandlery men want to

sell and deliver lighter rigs and out-

fits. And a standard design fast sailer

can be rapidly built and equipped, and
community backing would enable

quick purchase and ready delivery of

materials. Responsible contractors

could be found for any maritime com-
munity vigorous enough to undertake
to thus help itself; and the empire of

the Pacific seas could be opened for

the wooden ship, and to the aid of the
,.—M.

oREGO^

'^OTOQVtKfV0

E]S^'^^ ^aiiteifc.. tiS
.(CnAlL

Portland, Oregon
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A Hundred Million People with One Idea

Irom the painlins in llic Milrofolitan Museum oi Ail

Ycu remember that wonderful picture of Joan of Arc by Bastien

Lepage? Do you remember the eyes that look out of the picture with

a fixed gaze, unmindful of everything except the object of her heart's

desire, to save France?

It has its lesson for us today.

We, too, must look into the future with unfaltering gaze—unmindful

of everything except our one great object.

One hundred million Americans must fix their eyes on one goal.

It is not given to all to serve alike, but each can buy more Liberty

Bonds, and still more; more War Savings Stamps, and still more—use less

wheat, cat less meat, and spend as little as possible for personal needs

—for thrift and saving will help win the war.

Thus shall we attain to that oneness of mind and purpose which is

an irresistible force—against which mere selfishness struggles but vainly.

^Wc arc proud of the vast economies in time, labor and money which the

i:Ee (f Linde oxygen has made possible in the prosecution of the war.

^ Collier's for March 2nd published a double-page illustration with the title,

"An Impossible Plan that Worked."

^ h showed how oxy-acetylene apparatus was used to cut the Lake steamships

apart so they could be tro.ight through the canal locks, and weld them together

again when ihey reached the seaboard.

LINDE AIR PRODUCTS COMPANY
( PACIFIC COAS r

)

KOHL BUILDING. SAN FRANCISCO
LOS ANGELES EMERYVILLE PORTLAND
1405 Mission Road 452 Watts Street 15th and Hoyt Streets

SEATTLE
530 First Avenue South
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Seattle, the ''C^ueen City

WHEN the urgx-nt appeal for more ships was sounded throughout the country, there were

but few localities which were in a position to respond. We were not a shipbuilding nation.

Our prowess as exponents of the best in the art of maritime construction had dwindled

as our nation deserted the sea. There had always remained a nucleus, however, and while the big

steel shipbuilding plants of the country could be counted upon one's fingers, these yards turned out

the highest class of workmanship.

In the expansion of the shipbuilding industry and the subsequent remarkable record of produc-

tion, the Puget Sound district has taken a truly wonderful part. It is with justifiable pride that

Seattle points to her shipbuilding achievement and to the records that have been hung up around

her by neighboring communities. Five splendidly equipped steel shipbuilding establishments are now
launching vessels into the waters of Puget Sound, while still other plants will soon send the first

products of their handiwork down the ways. Nor are the wooden shipbuilders behind their steel work-

ing brethren in energy, foresight and determination to strain every nerve towards record production.

Important as the expansion of steel and wooden shipbuilding activities has proven, these indus-

tries form but one phase of Seattle's remarkable commercial and industrial advancement of the past

few years. With an energy that has perhaps not been equalled by any other Pacific Coast com-

munity, Seattle has reached out after her foreign trade opportunities, and of late years has shown
records of imports and exports that have proven a series of surprises to the entire country.

Such records are too often ascribed to natural conditions. It is true that the City of Seattle is

favored by the existence of a selection of transcontinental rail arteries, that she possesses a truly

strategical position relative to the most favorable ocean trade routes to the Orient, and that she is

the center for a region with a rapidly developing purchasing power, but all of these condi-

tions combined are not sufficient in themselves to produce results. Even her undisputed title, the gate-

way to Alaska, would not in itself have much effect upon her commercial life.

Seattle has achieved her own greatness. It has not been thrust upon her or presented as a gift

of the gods, but it has been planned for, fought for and fairly won. Her merchants have accepted

grave risks and gone far afield in the realms of foreign trade, her steamship companies have maintained

the necessary sea connections to contribute to her greatness and her dock authorities have left nothing'

undone in the way of terminal facilities. Seattle has been busily co-ordinating the elements that make
for success, her people have stood solidly back of those in the forefront of commercial advance-

ment and the result has been an achievement of which not only Seattle, but the entire Pacific Coast

may well feel proud.

On the following pages will be found just some brief mention of a few of those firms which

are helping to make Seattle such a remarkable shipbuilding center. It is hard to realize that only

a few short years ago there was but one steel shipyard in the entire Northwest, and that yard,

while splendidly equipped, received but a portion of the work necessary to keep it fully occupied.

Seattle did not wait, however, for opportunity to knock more than once, but swung open her hos-

pitable doors and welcomed the shipbuilder, both in steel and wood, as she had already welcomed
foreign trade, determined that nothing should be left undone to make the Puget Sound country a

great industrial region surrounding the beautiful expanse of water which she had already dedicated

to foreign trade.

Seattle's remarkable growth has been a revelation, let us hope that it will also prove an inspira-

tion and an object lesson to all our Coast cities, and that they may all learn the use of her talismian,

—the community spirit that abides among her people.



Future Development of Hartor and Rail

Facilities for Seattle
By G. F. Nicholson, Chief Engineer, Port of Seattle
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p r i n c i p 1 f s have been

tonnulatcd for thi- He-

velopment of a first class

seaport, such as deep and

ample channels to the sea,

and accessibility to an

extensive agricultural and

industrial t e r r i t o r y.

Equally important is the

proper location of the har-

bor lines, the establish-

ment of public waterways,

a wide waterfront marg-

inal street paralleling the waterfront and a terminal

railway. These principles should be of first con-

sideration, as they form the foundation upon which

is developed an efficient terminal and industrial

system.

A port terminal, to the average person, means
wharves and docks. As a matter of fact, a wharf

or pier is more or less a detail in a general terminal

scheme. The complete port terminal system is a

combination of wharves, transit sheds, warehouses,

railway tracks, marginal streets, and all the facili-

ties that have to do with the transfer of commodi-
ties between land and water carriers. Each one

of the facilities mentioned is a detail unit which, to

be fully efficient, must be co-ordinated with other

units so as to make of the whole a well-balanced

terminal system. The articulation of the water-

front with railroads, warehouses, and industrial

sites, is of particular importance.

The modern port terminal should comprise not

merely a group of well designed and equipped

wharves, but it should have good waterside ware-

house provisions, as close to the transit shed as

possible, to decrease the distance of trucking the

cargo for storage. The space between the transit

shed and warehouse should be taken up with only

sufficient trackage to accommodate both facilities.

The most important requirement of this layout, and

which should be emphasized, is that the long di-

mension of the warehouse should parallel the long

dimension of the transit shed. These warehouses

will take care of the overflow cargo held pending

the arrival of ships, or be used for storage on ac-

count of delayed delivery through the tributary

country. In this group of warehouses should be

found cold storage facilities in order to retain the

perishable commodities until ready for market.

Sufficient streets of access to .ind from the piers

should be constructed with good grades for vehicu-

lar traffic in distributing freight locally, and also

land areas provided for the future location of indus-

trial establishments nearby the warehouse and

terminals, from the piers of which they could ex-

pect to import their raw materials, and in turn

export their surplus output of manufactured goods

at a minimum rehandling cost. It is a well known
fact that a general terminal plan without adequate

railroad facilities for receiving and handling freight

is useless. The intimate physical relation between

the railroads and the waterfront, and its facilities

for the prompt interchange of freight between the

piers and all the railroads entering the city practi-

cally means a terminal railway or belt line.

- Economical freight handling equipment is one of

the most essential requirements of the modern port,

and the necessity for more efficient methods of hand-

ling freight at marine terminals is increasing daily,

and is due, in a large measure, to the passing of

cheap labor and the increasing proportion of time

lost in terminals, as compared with the time con-

sumed between terminals. To offset rising costs,

not only the cost of handling must be reduced, but

more freight must be handled in a given space than

ever before in order to reduce the liability of con-

gestion resulting from the increased amount to be

handled. As the terminal acts as a sort of elastic

reservoir between carriers, its area must be utilized

to as large an extent as possible in order to reduce

the terminal charges by reducing the overhead, and

to reduce the time element so as to keep the

ratio of time during which the carrier is at the

terminal to the time consumed between term-

inals as low as possible, thus increasing the returns

on the carrier itself.

Comprehensive Development of the Seattle

Harbor

Nature has endowed Seattle with a deep harbor

and channels, and with the necessary dredging

from time to time will be able to provide more

waterfront as she needs it. Five transcontinental

railroad lines and its branches connect the harbor

with rich agricultural lands and busy industrial cen-

ters. The harbor lines, along the waterfront, with

a few exceptions, have been well located, and nu-

merous public waterways and street ends have been

established, giving the public access from the water-

side ; also a wide marginal street parallels the water-

front. However, the two features that are most

notably lacking are, first, a comprehensive plan of

development of adetjuatc terminal facilities, as is
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seen from the few modern wharves and warehouses

scattered on the main waterfront ; second, a terminal

railway operated under one management.

Although the Port Commission has fought hard

to remedy these evils, the first step taken by the

commercial organizations of the city was the ap-

pointing I if a 'l\riHinal Sur\ey Commission by the

Seattle Chamber of Commerce. The Honorable

Richard A. Ballinger is chairman of this Commis-

sion and a very thorough and complete report has

been submitted. At the outset the Port Commis-

sion were called upon for suggestions as to the

most efficient development for the future needs of

the Seattle harbor.

In order to obtain the maximum of terminal ef-

ficiency a comprehensive plan should be prepared,

approved, and followed, and the carrying out of

such a plan in its fundamentals would insure the

various sections of the waterfront to be utilized to

the best advantage for the purpose to which they are

best suited. In considering the future development

of any port, two fundamental facts can be learned

with the experience of port development in the past.

1. The lack of planning ahead has nearly always

proven to be very detrimental to the growth of port

cities and to the well-being, and especially to the

pocketbooks, of the city inhabitants.

2. Since the needs and ideals of modern port

development differs fundamentally from the ideals

of past centuries, even the best plans made for

great cities in the past can be adapted to the growth

of modern cities only after \ ery material changes

to fit local conditions.

Improvements along certain definite lines is

most desirable. Where large amounts of given

kinds of freight are handled, the wharves and docks

can be profitably specialized. Overseas commerce

should be handled in the outlying districts, namely,

the Smith's Cove territory and the South City dis-

trict on either side of the East and West Water-

ways, including Harbor Island, thus relieving the

central waterfront from congestion.

Between Yesler Way and Broad Street, this sec-

tion of the central waterfront should be reserved for

what we might term local freight and passenger

traffic, such as coastwise and Alaskan trade, to-

gether with the small local boats plying on the

Sound. Through freight should not be handled

along the central waterfront, as is the case now.

Since a large percentage of the local freight that

comes into the harbor is transferred in motor trucks

or horse-drawn vehicles, the location of these local

docks should be near the business section. Rail-

road facilities should be provided for convenience,

however, to take care of the small percentage that

goes out by car, but the fact that this district is

reserved for the local freight docks would relieve

congestion of railroad traffic along the marginal

way. A public terminal station is also suggested

at the foot of Union Street to accommodate the

ferry and Sound boat passenger and freight traffic.

Proposed plan for coastwise and local passenger and freight traffic wharf.
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Proposed wharf and tr it shed plan adapted to overseas traffic.

The district between Broad Street and the Smith's
Cove Waterway should be reserved for piers to

take care of the overseas business and through
freight, and the warehouses should be excluded.
The addition of warehouses on this section of the

waterfront would only add to congestion of the
marginal way.

South of Yesler Way, as far as Spokane Street,

this east shore of the East Waterway should be
reserved for piers, backed by six-story warehouses,
and the slip system should have preference over the
quay wharf plan. There seems to be an idea that

the main waterfront, especially south of Yesler
Way. should be developed along the quay wharf
plan. It would be a serious mistake to adopt the
quay system on any part of the mainland waterfront
between Spokane Street and Smith's Cove.

Notwithstanding the general opinion, to the con-
trary, Seattle's waterfront will be limited in a few
years for overseas commerce. It is only by includ-
ing Lake \\'ashington, Lake Union and narrow
strips of shore line under the many blufifs, that we
approach the extent of a commercial waterfront
of many large cities.

'I'he strip of waterfront along the east side which
has a large warehouse and industrial area to the rear
of it. should be made the most use of. Pier de-
velopment gives four times the berthage on this

high priced frontage that quay wharves would.
Besides the increased berthage and transit shed

space, better access can be had to the different

terminals by trucks and railroad trafific. The de-
pressed tracks along the quay wharf would inter-

fere materially with team trafific or motor trucks
operating between the main thoroughfare and the
wharves and warehouses. In other words, the quay
system requires street ends for railway and team
access. Street ends tend to be wasted, while the
slip street end is more valuable than the land street

end. The quay system also necessitates berthing
ships in a channel under conditions effected bv
tidal currents, and in the above case also river cur-
rents ; then too, lighters alongside ships would tend
to congest the fair way. No modern engineer advo-
cates the quay system where it is possible to develop
piers. A survey of the plans of the great river

ports of the world show that in later years dock
basins have been dredged alongside the river to

expand the port's facilities, and in these dock basins
the pier system has been uniformly adopted; also
along the ri\erfronts slips have been dredged and
the pier system adopted. The advantages of the
slip system are so evident that there should be no
question about the adoption of this scheme along
the main cast front of the East Waterway.
The quay wharf system should be adopted on the

east and west side of Harbor Island; also on the
west side of the West Waterway on the main land.

The pier system should prevail on the north end of

Harbor Island and the main land to the west of
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West Waterway. Harbor Island affords a fine

opportunity for industrial development to the rear of

the quay wharves and warehouses alongside the

waterways. Waterside warehouses should be one

of the first considerations in future development

planning, and we should profit by the mistake

made by other ports in the adoption of the head

house plan, where freight has to be trucked the full

length of the transit shed to reach the warehouse.

The trackage on Railroad Avenue, the marginal

street back of the terminal facilities, should be re-

arranged and some eliminated, in order to obtain

a through street from end to end, upon which

the vehicular traffic will not he obstructed by

switching. That property east of the east line of

the marginal way can be utilized for warehouse

and industrial purposes as far as the street line.

A coaling station should also be provided in the

general scheme, preferably in the south end of the

bay, in order to relieve congestion along the main

waterfront. The point where the mainland west

of the West \\'aterway forms an abrupt angle with

the West Seattle district would be a good loca-

tion, since it is well protected by Duwamish head

from the sweep of winds across the bay, and the

track facilities in connection with coaling station

would run on the west side of the Duwamish
waterway and cross well to the south in order to

avoid any congestion on the east side of the

Duwamish. The latter should be the ])rimary

reason for the location of coal dock as sug-

gested. This pier should accommodate four ves-

sels and several barges at the same time, and

be equipped with the latest mechanical devices to

reduce the cost of handling to a minimum.

Street ends are not taken into consideration in the

planning of the future development, because there

is no connection between the street end and the ter-

minal facilities beyond the bulkhead.

Modern Piers and Wharves

The development of modern marine transporta-

tion has necessitated the corresponding develop-

ment of marine terminals. This has meant piers

and pier sheds of greatly increased size, heavier

construction, fire resisting qualities, and equipped

with extensive freight handling equipment. Since

there is a tendency for ships to increase their freight

carrying capacity by adding to their length and

beam, the effect is to require wider piers and sheds

of greater capacity than have been constructed in

the past. Although the Port Commission sheds

are even wider than the majority of the privately

owned piers along the waterfront, we consider

that the 90 or 100 feet is not sufficient width, and

that 120 feet would be the proper width for such

a shed. Since an 8800-ton vessel requires approxi-

mately 60,000 square feet of floor space, a 120-foot

shed would accommodate such a vessel to good

advantage. A shed wider than this would cause

an increase in the cost of handling, due to the fact

->^%:
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Proposed plan for quay wharf connected up with warehouse facilitii
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that cargo would have to be trucked a greater dis-

tance than necessary. Assuming that the length and

physical construction of the quay wharf is fixed

by the length of the vessel it is to berth, a pier

should have double its capacity, since a pier may
be considered as two quays placed back to back,

and can take care of double the number of ships.

Heretofore, it has been the custom to construct

a pier wharf the same size as a quay wharf, when, as

has been pointed out. i1 should be twice the size.

Two-Story Transit Sheds

The Port Commission in the construction of its

latest transit sheds has adopted the two-story plan,

and this type of construction should most certainly

be carried out in the future. As valuable a piece

of waterfront as the wharf and transit shed is con-

structed upon, it should be recognized that this

area should be put to fullest use possible. The
additional cost for providing heavier foundations to

carry a second floor is comparatively small com-
pared with the additional space gained. If a me-
chanical freight handling equipment would permit

a third floor to be as adaptable for the transfer

and short time storage of transient freight, then

it would be advisable to make such an addition. At
present the Port Commis-
sion is adding mechanical

equipment in order to

place the second floor on

a par with the first floor,

and, in fact, with the

aid of gravity wooden or

steel chutes, loading out

can be done cheaper from

the second floor to

car or ship than from

the first floor. T h e

two rciws (if posts neces-

sary to support the

second floor are not

an objectionable feature

at all. They do not inter-

fere with trucking, and

the electric tractors with

their fourwheel drive

and steer make the sharp

turns with ease. A very

gra\e mistake has been

made in some of the large

ports, especially those

with a limited waterfront,

in the adoption of the

one-story shed idea. In the

past year a noted Eastern

terminal engineerdesigned

and constructed a ter-

minal with a high ceiling

(ine-story transit shed, 60

^ feet in width, in order to

acconinindate an over-

head mechanical freight handling device, thus de-

creasing, instead of increasing, the capacity of shed

room to meet the demands of present day modern
freighters. From experience, we should realize that

it is only possible to load a very small percentage

of a ship's cargo direct from ship to car, even with

the best of track facilities. The cargo has to be

sorted, and there is a limit to trackage alongside

shed, so that adequate space is needed to take eare

of this transit freight.

Why Timber Docks and Concrete Warehouses are

Preferable

The trend of modern port construction is to the

wooden type of dock and concrete warehouse. Be-

fore a port terminal is improved, there is always an

agitation for concrete docks, especially when funds

have been voted for improvements by a munici-

pality, the public generally making a strong plea,

and many engineers contending that it should be

used, thereby making a more substantial and per-

manent structure. But even so, wooden docks are

still being constructed, and even those ports which

have built the expensive concrete type, have in

many cases changed their construction to wood,

recognizing the value of the latter. Port engineers
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have- been sent on extensive tiii>s tn ascertain the

best type of construction, and f,fenerally come back

strongly convinced that wooden docks are the liest,

and recommend such. In Seattle, a thorouj^h in-

vestigation was made before building the Port

Commission terminals, and timber wharves on creo-

soted pile foundations, carrying freight sheds of

timber frame with board walls covered with corru-

gated iron, and wooden roofs coxered with tar and

gravel or other fire retarding roofing, were decided

upon. A good argument in favor of the cheaper

creosoted pile and timber construction is that in case

of fire the loss to such a dock would not be so

great, and there would be some salvage, while in a

concrete structure there would be scarcely any.

and the cost of wrecking the latter would be expen-

sive. There is no doubt that there are advantages

in the concrete structure, which we should all recog-

nize. The insurance rate on a concrete structure,

is. of course, lower, and I am informed by the

.State Insurance Rating Bureau it is approximately

one-half of the rate on a timber wharf. The main-

tenance cost of a concrete structure is also lower

than of a timber building, and in the Middle West

and Eastern territory, they are compelled to pay

more for lumber, probably three times as much in

some inland cities, so that the difference in cost

between the timber and concrete structure is much

less. Again, in some tropical ports, such as Hono-

lulu, the marine borer is much more prevalent than

here, and even creosoted piles are very short lived.

However, the advantages of the timber wharf in

Seattle should overrule the advantages of the more

permanent structure. Wharves and transit sheds,

as have been built by the Port Commission, will

have a life of probably twenty-five or thirty years,

which is about the economically useful life of such

a structure, while in that length of time a concrete

dock may become antiquated, since conditions of

water transportation and mechanical freight hand-

ling equipment for the quick dispatch of cargo are

constantly changing. Then again, at some time in

the future, when labor costs rise to such a level that

the shipper will make a radical change from the

present day methods, ships will be loaded in a

systematic manner,—in fact, loaded the same way

as they are unloaded,—so that instead of several

markings in one sling, there will be only one mark-

ing. A one-package continuous conveyor may be

employed for cargoes of the same commodity, or

even the handling of soine mixed freight. There

are new mechanical appliances being experimented

with every day in order to decrease the handling

cost. In time, it may be only five years, some very

efficient handling device may be perfected to take

care of mixed freight. It may be that this new-

handling device could not be installed in a concrete

structure, making same obsolete, whereas in the

timber structure necessary changes might be made

to take care of same, or on account of the saving

in labor, it might even pay to dismantle the struc-

ture and erect one suitable to the mechanical hand-

ling device. Too much emphasis cannot be put on

this argument for timber docks. There are several

European concrete docks which are not now in use

on account of them not being adaptable for im-

proved mechanical handling equipment. The creo-

.soted foundation piles of the timber dock can al-

ways be replaced or changed at any time, as well as

any other part of the dock, at a nominal expense.

In the Northwest, on the Pacific Coast, a timber

structure will cost approximately one-third that of

a concrete structure. This being the ca.se, the same

amount of money can be made to produce more ter-

minal facilities to invite new business than could be

provided if the more expensive type of construc-

tion were adopted. In our case in Seattle, the Port

Smith's Cove terminal. The 100-ton shear leg derrick loading

passenser coaches for Federal Railway in Alaska.

Commission instead of having six terminals would

have two, if concrete had been decided upon. It

has not been demonstrated that concrete made of

Portland cement is permanent in salt water. If

it does not prove to be permanent, then the added

cost of concrete is not in any way justified, and if

it does prove permanent, then the physical life of

the wharf would exceed its useful life, which is not

economical.

No serious criticism has or can be well made of

the use of the Port Commission reinforced concrete,

fire proof warehouse construction, in view of the

resulting longer life, decreased maintenance repairs,

and fire insurance over any type of timber construc-

tion. On account of being relieved of the difficul-

ties of foundation construction that we have in the
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The Hanford Street terminal, showing cargo shed and the 1.000,000-bushel grain elevator.

The water side of the Sla
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5,000,000 Kalians of soya bean ail. worth approximately $6,000,000, piled on Srnit^ Cove terminal'i open wharf ready for bulkine-
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concrete wharf, such as salt water, tiihil changes,

riprapping, etc., the difference in cost between con-

crete and timber construction for warehouses is not

sufficient to warrant the adoption of timber ware-

houses. Again the warehouse is not subject to the

radical change on account of improved mechanical

freight handling devices as is the transit shed.

Terminal Railway

In the first place, the term "Terminal Railway"

should be adopted and used instead of "Belt Line

Railway", which has been used in this connection

heretofore. The term "belt line railway" is mis-

leading, since it is doubtful that a terminal proposi-

tion of this kind in Seattle would encircle the city.

A terminal railway should consist of all the track-

facilities on the Seattle side of the classification

yards, so that when cars are delivered to the above

yards they are picked up by the terminal railway

company and switched to terminal facilities and

industrial plants.

That the terminal tracks on the Seattle side of

the classification yards should be controlled and

operated by a single management cannot be ques-

tioned. Also that same could be operated more
efficiently and more economically cannot be ques-

tioned. That such articulation of the waterfront

with railroads, steamships, warehouses and factory

sites would be advantageous to commerce there is

no doubt, advantageous to the terminal and indus-

trial facilities without the least doubt, and advan-

tageous to the railways there is also no doubt. At

New Orleans the municipality, through a belt line

railway commission, operates a 58-mile public belt

line along the entire riverfront, with a large number
of industrial sites, wharf and railroad switch con-

nections, and provides almost complete co-ordina-

tion between the wharves, railroads and industrial

establishments, and ultimately will encircle the

entire city. Although the Southern railroads

fought the establishment of this railroad, the leading

officials of these same railroads today consider it

a step in the right direction, and agree that it has

been beneficial and satisfactory in regard to their

operations and traffic considerations. The v^eattlc

terminal railway would co-ordinate the public and

])ri\a1e harbor im])rn\cnu'nts. railroads and steam-

ship lines in a thorough and t'fficient manner, by

simplifying and decreasing the operation cost and

facilitating the quick delivery of cars. The terminal

railway would also equalize competitors on all

waterfront and industrial sections of the city by

establishing a new form of flat switching rate,

abolishing the zone system of exorbitant charges,

making impossible the duplication of switching bills.

It would also invite new railroad and steamship

lines to Seattle on a basis of absolute equality with

the existing companies, and would be advantageous

to the individual and the Seattle industries in as-

sisting them in competition with other cities.

At the present time there is very little car dray-

age, for example, car movement from one industry

or wharf to another industry or wharf, on account

of the car shortage, especially since the railroads

have been taken over b)' the Government. In fact,

there has never been very much, because the rail-

roads are not interested in this business—only in

the long haul. However, after the war, in normal

times, the terminal railway would increase this

car drayage and build up the outlying industrial

sections and put them in communication with the

central portion of the city by cheap transportation,

which would do more to build up Seattle than any

one thing.

It is extremely important that all track and ter-

minal facilities be operated under one management
in order to eliminate a duplication of trackage and

to develop industrial waterfront property.

The yards of the transcontinental railroads enter-

ing Seattle are not well laid out from a terminal

point of view, and the various tracks of the different

roads cross one another entering the business sec-

tion of the city. In planning for a terminal railroad

under one management we should have one well

located classification yard instead of four, and also

parallel all trackage and eliminate the conflicting

crossings that we now have. Another evil of the

present system that pre\'ailed before the Federal

Go\'ernment took' <)\er the railroads was the dupli-

cation of operation. Almost any day along What-
com .\\enue in the East Waterway district one

could see the four railroads each operating a switch

engine, and ser-, ins.^ the East Waterway properties

w itli the use of the Milwaukee passing track, which

is now a comnion user, whereas, a single locomo-
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iif llu- Haiifiird Street le

tix'i' uperatcil cfficicntlx l)y (ine organization cuuld

lia\c taken can- of all the switching" without any

troul)lc whatever.

The hite Mr. \'irgil C F)Ogue, former New \'ork

consulting engineer and chief engineer of the North-

ern Pacific Railroad Company, is quoted from his

report tcj the Seattle Municipal Plans Commission

under the heading "Transportation", as follows :

"A terminal railway, owned and operated by the

Port of Seattle would give all railways equal access

to the districts served thereby, and new railways

entering the city instead of gaining access to the

waterfront by condemnation, could use the terminal

tracks. This would invite new railroads to enter

the city, while now, it would he almost prohibi-

tive.

The plans suggesting metiiods of developing in-

dustrial and waterfront property all provide for

switching tracks wherever necessary, whether along

marginal ways or other streets. It is important that

all these tracks and facilities be co-ordinated and

operated under one management, serving the entire

city and vicinity, for the following reasons

:

1. It would eliminate the duplication of trackage

and terminal facilities.

2. It would be an economic advantage to the

community as a whole in the reduction of the

amount of land used for yard purposes, and the

land thus released would, in most cases, be desir-

alile business or industrial property.

3. It would simplify and reduce the cost of

operation.

4. It would greatly facilitate prompt deliver}^ of

cars.

5. It would make of the port and the city a

terminal unit, which should work to the advantage

of Seattle's industrial and business concerns, and

assist them in competition with other cities."

The mere construction of terminals will not alone

give the full advantage of the harbor which the

people have a right to expect. There should be a

comprehensive system of co-ordination for the

interchange of freight between the railroads and

the harbor, and it should be so provided that the

beneficial effects of the cheapness of water trans-

portation shall not be lost or even minimized as

a result of such interchange.

v'^ince we ha\e increased our commerce in the

last five years from $120,000,000 to over $500,000,-

000, we have the adxantage of Montreal, San Fran-

cisco, New Orleans, and other cities operating a

public belt line, and we are handling more business

over nur terminal facilities. The three ports men-
tioned are now all making a profit from charges of

$2.00 to $2.50 per car for switching, and are hand-

ling less commerce over their docks, so there is

no reason to believe that Seattle cannot do as well.

.\nother advantage that Seattle has over these cities

is that our private and public terminals are lim-

ited to a seven-mile waterfront, whereas at Mon-
treal and New Orleans, especially, the terminals

are more scattered, necessitating a belt line of over

fifty miles, making the operation and maintenance

most costly. Another extremely important advan-

tage that Seattle has over these competitors is that

we do not have to condemn practically any land

for right-of-way purposes. Out of the $5,000,000

appropriated by the Dominion Government oi

Canada for a municipally owned belt line at Van-

couver, $2,000,000 has to be spent for the con-

demnation of land for right-of-way and yard pur-

poses.

Lighterage

In studying the engineering problem of freight

transference along our waterfront, it is apparent

that much study should be given to "lighterage".

A "lighter" is a vessel with an open dock, used for

the movement of freight about harbors or con-

tiguous waters. .A "barge" is a covered lighter.

The term "barge" is used with a great deal of

freedom, and is often misused. In planning our

future harbor improvements, careful consideration

should be given to affording ample facilities for the

transferring of lighterage freight between vessels

and between whar\-es and vessels, and vice versa

There should be slip room between piers equal to

four or five times the widest steamship to be

berthed, so that there may be sufficient space for

the lighters on the off pier side.

The lighter is really a water dray, and works in

coniix'tition with a land dray. There is no question

but that lighterage is more economical than the

railroad car or motor truck drayage. since the usual

harhnr lighter can transport from 500 to SOO tons
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Olid of Smith's Cov one-half mile in length.

of miscellaneous frei,t;ht. while the land dray only

carries from two to four tons. One lighter load

may equal 200 or more dray loads. Including load-

ing, delays, congestion and unloading, the time

consumed by drayage would average several times

as long. The one dominant provision to which

everything else has been sub-ordinated, so as to

secure rapidity, economy, and the least breakage,

has been freedom from rehandling by manual labor.

Again, this mode of transportation would relieve

congestion of car and vehicular traffic in the water-

front and industrial districts. The narrow strip

of land paralleling the main waterfront is practi-

cally wholly occupied b)' the marginal street known
as Railroad A^'enue, so that it is very difficult to

connect the north and south waterfront districts by

rail on street grade without congesting this main

thoroughfare and obstructing vehicular traffic that

plies between the local passenger and freight docks

and the business section of the city. Also, Harbor

Island being separated from the mainland, as it is,

makes railroad connections more difficult. The
lighterage system will go a long ways toward solv-

ing this problem. Lighters are being used success-

fully and economically in New York, Baltimore

and other United States harbors, also Oriental

ports, so there is no reason why they should not be

used just as advantageously in the Seattle harbor.

At the Port of New York, seventy-five per cent of

the freight is mo\ ed on lighters and similar vessels.

It is true, of course, that some of this is caused by
the few connections between the railroads and the

piers. Railroad cars could also be lightered and

freight loaded and unloaded direct between ship

and car. Gondolas could be used in this manner,

and if the method of lifting car roofs from box
cars were adopted, as done in European coimtries,

then the latter could be used likewise.

Public Ownership of Waterfront

Where the traffic of a jiort includes freight of a

similar commodity or a few bulky articles, and is

in the hands of a few large industrial companies
and railroads to whose interests it is that the ter-

minal facilities be adequate and unified, private

ov\nership and management of wharves and track

connections may meet the requirements. At Duluth

on Lake Superior, which is pronounced the best

harbor on the Lakes, the waterfront and wharves

are largely owned and administered by railroads

and private concerns ; at Galveston, Texas, a private

\vharf company, to whose interest it is to provide

facilities and direct connections with railroads and

industrial concerns, is meeting the demands.

At other American ports, however, with a large

general trade, industrial, as well as commercial, the

private ownership of waterfront and wharfage is

unsatisfactory. Frequently it is not to the interests

of the railroads, navigation companies, or private

concerns owning the waterfront to promote a large

general moxemcnt of freight b>' water, and it is

difficult at times for independent vessels to find

wharfage facilities. At all such ports it would seem
that the necessary- facilities and harbor unification

can be best obtained by some degree of public

ownership and administration. It is no mere coin-

cidence .that two of the most efficient ports in the

LTnited States arc New Orleans and San Francisco,

where state ownership and administration of

wharves prevail. It is also significant that probably

the best river terminal in North America is the

Port of Montreal, which is operated by a public

trust, a board of three Harbor Commissioners, ap-

pointed by the Dominion Government. When prac-

tically all the water terminal facilities are publicly

owned and operated, as they are at the above three

ports, conditions approaching the ideal are obtained,

although the operation of the Port Commission
facilities are upon an advanced plan, they being

operated entirely by the public. In fact, Seattle

is the only port in the United States where terminals

arc publicly operated. This method gives equal

rights to all steamship companies, and will attract

commerce to this port. The leasing of iniblic

wharves for long periods of time has proven inad-

\isable, and short term leases or leases revocable

at the will of the port district may be advisable for

a portion of the public frontage, but the major por-

tion should be open to all vessels seeking loading

or unloading facilities. The experience of the many
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/Vmcrican terminals makes it clear thai ulurcx cr

a large {!;eiieral shippiii},' busiin'ss exists, the neces-

sary harbor unihcation is best oljtained throui^h

public control.

It is essential, whatever \h- the form of port ad-

ministration, that the combined terminal charg^es

on vessels and freight be reasonable. It has been

th policy of the Port Commission from the begin-

ning to reduce these rates in order to compete with

other Pacific Coast ports. There is no doubt that

this alone accounts for a large share of the increased

commerce coming to our port. The rates should

he at least as low as those of our ri\al ports.

Gradually the entire main waterfront of Seattle

should be municipalized in order that the ma.xiniuni

use may be obtaineil from it at the niininiuni cost.

Private corporations inxoKe the necessit}' nf prci-

ceeds over and above interest, and are subject to

taxes, while public terminals are not subject to these

additional burdens. Profits from public terminals

can be returned to those who paid it, in the shape

of increased accommodations and appliances for

the benefit of trade. Under public ownership,

charges are le\'ied upon all classes of goods, and

e(iually upon all individuals. Favoring of particular

lines of trade is avoided.

Conclusions

Summing up the most important recjuirements for

the future development of harbor and rail facilities

of Seattle, it may be said that the following con-

clusions are most important, and no delay should be

made in putting them into effect.

1. That the terminal railway plan, operated un-

der one management, should be permanently

adopted and made to include all track facilities on

the city side of the classification yards, since it

must be conceded that greater harbor efficiency will

be obtained if a terminal railway is owned and

operated by a single management.

2. That a comprehensive plan covering all the

Seattle waterfront, including the Elliott Bay water-

front, Harbor Island district, Duwamish waterway,

Washington Canal ami I,akes Union and Wash-
ington, should be prepared and approved by a ma-
jority of the representatives of the public boards

and private companies interested and that same be

followed as nearly as possible in the construction o*

new terminal facilities.

?i. Since our harbor can only be built up by

united effort, harmony, order and methoil, so essen-

tial to its development and successful operation, it

is desirable that its waterfront improvement should

not only be planned in a comprehensive way, but

a municipal policy of control and administration

should be in\(il\e(l with the development of tin-

physical plan, which shall look to the gradual sub-

stitution of public for private ownership without

undue hardship to the private companies.

4. That especial attention should be given to

mechanical freight handling equipment, and that

such installations which will lessen the handling-

cost of cargoes should be installed on our present

harbor facilities.

5. That the timber construction type of wharf

and transit shed be used in the building of new
terminal facilities until such time that it is cer-

tain that a more permanent structure meets all re-

cjuirements. Also that wooden construction be used

in the building of temporary warehouses, and that

reinforced concrete construction be adopted in the

erection of permanent warehouses.

A general description of the Seattle Port Com-
mission's terminal units follows:

Smith's Cove Terminal

Smith's Cove, lumber, heavy machinery and gen-

eral merchandise terminal, is one-half mile long and

310 feet wide, the largest pier on the Pacific. It is

equipped with three miles of public railway tracks,

a $40,000 gantry traveling crane, which is elec-

trically driven and lighted for night loading, and

covers a section of the pier nearly 900 feet in length,

and will reach the depressed tracks in the center

of the dock, also 40 feet from face of pier, so that

(Contiinicd on Page inj.)

The Spokane .Street terminals. showinK the seven-story cold-storage warehouse in the background.
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CONCRETE SHIPS AND THE CEMENT GUN

NOW that our Government has undertaken

the construction of a considerable tonnage
in concrete ships of large size, the matter

of their economical construction has become a live

issue. Naturally, a large, if not the largest, item

in the construction of a reinforced concrete ship is

the preparation of forms. In the consideration of

forms, the question naturally arises as to the use

of an outer form, guide wires as thickness gauges
and the concrete gun for placing the mixture. The
inner surface could be smoothed oiif, and the scrap-

ings thrown into the mixture in order to avoid

waste of material. In the matter of cost it must
be remembered that the concrete construction of

a vessel pertains to the hull only, and that engines

and auxiliary machinery, outfit, etc., costs the same
as in the steel ship. Thus, if it were possible to

construct a concrete hull for a cost of forty per

cent less than a steel hull of the same dimensions,

this percentage would be very materially lessened

when applied to the costs of the finished ships.

Just what concrete hulls will cost per deadweight
ton of carrying capacity is a matter of guesswork
at the present time, since sufficient data has not

been obtained upon which to base any close esti-

mate. The first ships have naturally -cost consider-

al)l\ more than their successors will., but it is to

tbv interest of the concrete .stiifsbuildrrtg industry

to show as low a hull cost as possible, and for this

reason every method which gives promise of sub-

stantial sax'ings should be thoroughly investigated.

OUR WATERFRONT PROBLEM

THE special Committee on Harbor Survey

has reported to the Board of Directors of

the San Francisco Chamber of Commerce,
and this report forms a splendid basis from which

- to set out in the task of discovering just what San
Francisco needs at the present time to enable her

to take full advantage of her geographical position

relative to the Orient and South America.

The function of the harbor authorities at San
Francisco has been to supply wharves with transit

sheds upon them and a belt railroad which allows

a very free interchange of freight between wharves
or from wharves to railroad systems and vice versa.

In the carrying out of this function the body gov-

erning our waterfront has been highly successful.

We have a splendid wharfage system. A study

of the table below will show that our total tolls

on ship and freight compare favorably with those

of other Coast ports, while in the matter of dock-

ing capacity it was found that the dockage space

was only fifty-four per cent occupied during Jan-

uary, 1918, which would indicate that there are

enough wharves to take care of present conditions.

If we were to pick out one sentence from the

report as carrj'ing the crux of the entire situation,

it would be, "Storage so close to the piers that

freight can be handled to and from it by hand or

electric trucks, thereby saving the present expen-

sive drayage charge, is a necessity to this harbor

in order to put it on an equality with other ports."

Not only would an adequate system of waterfront

warehouses materially reduce the total cost of

freight handling on San Francisco's waterfront, but

it would also remove the most prolific cause of

freight congestion on our wharves,—the using of

the wharf shed as a warehouse.

The Maritime and Harbor Committee of the San

Francisco Chamber of Commerce which will follow

up the Committee on Harbor Survey is made up

of the following gentlemen : Miles Standish, chair-

man ; Seth Mann, R. H. Swayne, A. T. DeForrest,

T. A. Graham, J. R. Hanify, W. G. Barnwell, J. H.

Polhemus, Lee Bayson, W. N. Moore, J. H. Ros-

seter, A. E. Anderson, A. C. Reid, W. T. Smith

and F. S. Moody In conjunction with the work of

this able committee there will be another body of

well known men studying the administration of cus-

tom affairs at the port in an effort to smooth out

any custom house procedure which tends to re-

strict foreign trade. While these two committees

are working, two other independent committees rep-

resenting importers and exporters and river and

bay commerce interests will be at work and pre-

sent their findings to the Harbor Board for consid-

eration. One of these committees will take up the

matter of port tolls and the distribution of the

burden between ship and freight and the other

will take iij) tlie matter of cargo handling facili-
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tics. 'I'lu- work of tlu-sc- four lar,t;f and able com-

mittees should result in much valuable data from

which can be based the essentials necessary to

complete port success. The work of the commit-

tees will not conflict, as each is striving for a solu-

tion of a different phase of harbor management, and

the Harbor Board itself is acting in a wide open

manner and welcoming the work of these com-

mittees by the aid of which the Board will be

able to shape the future policy of the waterfront

administration.

In the matter of different port charges, the table

below will be found of great interest. This table

was compiled by the Harbor Survey Committee,

and gives a comparison of the loading and unload-

ing costs at Pacific Coast ports, including handling

to cars; showing amounts borne by vessel, amounts

borne by cargo and total costs, taking a typical

case, a vessel of 2800 net registered tons : draft 23

feet, 6500 tons of cargo from the Orient, pilot em-

ployed, 1000 tons of bunker coal taken, 100,000

gallons of water taken at the dock and time of dis-

charging 10 days. The Puget Sound wharves make

no extra charge above published rates for high

piling and long trucking, while for such work in

San Francisco an extra charge is made.

OUR COVER

WE are indebted for our cover picture this

month to Mr. Albert E. Price, whose

ofifices are located in the Arcade Building,

Seattle, Washington. It has been a great pleasure

to us to use this beautiful photograph on our cover,

as it is one of the best we have yet seen. The

photographer secured the picture while on board

the Sound steamer "H. B. Kennedy", and if any-

one is interested in obtaining a hand-colored copy,

Mr. Price will be glad to furnish same.

For Through Rail Haul
Railroad Absorption Out

For Local Rail Shipments For City Delivery

Vessel O ° Cargo ll Total ll Vessel ll Cargo ll

zS.

Total ll

Z =•

Vessel ll Cargo II Total ll

ZO-

SAN
FRANCISCO 6472,50 1.00 325.00 .05 6797.50 1.05 6472.50 1.00 3250.00 .50 9722.50 1.50 6472.00 1.00 325.00 .05 6797.50 1 05

SEATTLE
R. R. Dock .. 3330 00 512 3330.00 .512 3330.00 512 4225.00 .65 7555.00 1.162 3330.00 .512 4225.00 .65 7555.00 1.162

SEATTLE
Private Dock. . 3323.00 .511 .3900 00 .60 7223.00 1.111 3323 00 .511 7800.00 1.20 11123 00 1.711 3323.00 .511 5525.00 .85 8848.00 1 361

SEATTLE
Port. Dock 3328.30 .512 3575.00 55 6903.30 1.062 3.328 30 512 5850 00 .90 9178.30 1.412 3328.30 .512 3575.00 .55 6903.30 1 062

VANCOUVER
R. R. Dock 3012.00 .463 3012.00 .463 3012 00 .463 8775.00 1.35 11787.00 1 813 3012.00 .463 5525.00 .85 8537.00 1.313

VANCOUVER
Private Dock . . 3012 00 .463 2275.00 .35 5287.00 .813 3012 00 463 8775.00 1.35 11787.00 1 813 3012.00 .463 5525.00 .85 8537.00 1 313

VANCOUVER
(iov. Dock 2997 00 .461 650.00 .10 3647.00 .561 2997 00 .461 7150.00 1.10 10147.00 1.561 2997.00 .461 3900.00 .60 6897.00 1.061

TACOMA
R. R. Dock 3330.00 .512 3330 00 .512 3330 CO 512 4225.00 .65 7555.00 1.162 3330.00 .512 4225.00 .65 7555.00 1.162

TACOMA
Private Dock. . 3445.00 .529 1300 00 .20 4745.00 .729 3445 00 .529 7800.00 1.20 11245.00 1.729 3445.00 .529 5525.00 .85 8970.00 1 379

PORTLAND
R. R. Dock. . . . 3332.50 .512 3332.50 .512 3332 50 .512 4225.00 65 7557.50 1.162 33,32.50 .512 4225.00 .65 7557.50 1.162

PORTLAND
Private Dock . 3332.50 .512 3332 50 512 3332.50 .512 6500.00 1.00 9832.50 1.512 3332.50 .512 4875.00 .75 8207.50 1.262

PORTLAND
City Dock 3332 50 .512 3332.50 .512 3332.50 .512 6500.00 1.00 9832.50 1.512 3332.50 .512 4875.00 .75 8207.50 1 262

FUEL PRICES
COAL

SAN FRANCISCO
British Columbia Coal, barge, $12.50 plus $ .35 trimming $12.85

SEATTLE
British Columbia Coal, barge, 7.20 plus 1 .00 trimming and loading 8.20
Washington Coal, barge, 6 50 plus 1 00 trimming and loading 7.50
Washington Coal, bunkers, 6 50 plus .30 trimming 6.80

VANCOUVER
British Columbia Coal, bunkers, 6.50 plus .15 trimming 6.65

TACOMA
Washington Coal, bimkers, 6 .50 plus .35 trimming 6.85

PORTLAND
Washington Coal, bunkers, 7 75 plus .20 trimming 7.95
Washington Coal, barge, 8 25 plus 20 trimming 8.45

Oil cost eciuivalent to
1 ton of coal

San Francisco. . . $ 1 .48 per bbl. $4.81

Richmond 1 .45

Seattle 1.72
Vancouver, B. C. 1.78

Tacoma 1.74
Portland 1.72

Note.—3J4 barrels of fuel oil are equivalent in

steaming value to 1 ton of best British (Jolurabia or
Washington coal.

4.71
5.59
5.78
5.65
5.39
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THE FIRST SHIP

OREGON has gathered in the honor of deliv-

ering to the Emergency Fleet Corporation

and sending to sea the first completed

wooden ship of the mighty flotilla that will com-

pose the merchant marine of the United States,

and which is intended to aid in winning the war.

The vessel was the "Wasco", 286 feet in length,

46 feet in width, and capable of churning along

with 3600 tons of freight under her hatches at the

rate of twelve knots each hour. The big wooden
freighter was registered under Government owner-

ship at Portland, Oregon, June 9th, and left down
the Columbia River for the open sea at 10:15 a. m.

on Wednesday, June 10th. Every pin, rope and

item of equipment was in place and ready for use.

The dates are particularly set down, because it is

an historic event. It was the first response to the

undersea murder campaign of the Hun. It was the

answer to President \\'ilson's call to labor. It was
the contribution of a man who is building ships

without retaining a nickel of the profits for him-

self, but who is putting portions of his private

resources into Red Cross Work and giving other

gobs of the coin for the relief of suffering among
the allied nations, and to the support of Govern-

ment activities. Doubtless there are other Ameri-

can citizens who are backing the boys in the

trenches, as is Eric V. Hauscr, hotel man and con-

tractor, and their stories ought to be told for the

encouragement of American spirit. The stories of

such work are worth telling. Portland and Oregon
were first over the top in the Third Liberty Loan
Drive because of having organized a working ma-
chine in advance of the date for securing the money.
Mr. Ilauser gave Portland the honor of furnishing

the first wooden ship to the Government, because

of ha\ing organized his shipyard into a machine
for whipping the everlasting tar out of Germany.
So earnest are the men that they will have deliv-

ered four more wooden ships to the Emergency
Fleet Corporation on or before July 10th. They
are the "Biloxi", "Kasota", "Blandon" and "Boils-

ton", the "Biloxi" ha\ing been delivered to the

Go\ernment under full steam and in perfect and

complete operating condition on June 18th, nine

days after the "Wasco" was delivered. They are

sisters to the "Wasco" and of the same type and

size. Seven others are in the water, and men are

swarming over them in the work of fitting their

equipment. Enthusiasm is the keynote of opera-

tions out at the shipyards where those boats were

constructed. Heavy timbers swing into place to

the music of popular war songs, as whistled by the

men. Mechanics are on edge to get their particu-

lar job completed, because they realize that the

boat on which they work is needed to carry for-

ward the supplies the army wants, and because

*he people of Portland honor the men in the ship-

yards, as they do the men in the trenches. That

combination of workers and sentiment is what is

going to give the Emergency Fleet Corporation

a fleet within the next six months. So strong is

their belief in themselves that the men of the St.

Johns shipyard have placed a certified check for

$10,000 in the hands of Meyer Bloomfield, of the

Fleet Corporation, to back up their claim that they

can build more ships and build them faster than

any other wooden shipyard in America. These

men are the sort of fellows who "eat this war

stufif". When a Red Cross subscription is an-

nounced, or a Liberty Loan, the shipyards' boys

say "how much from us". Then they set aside so

many day's pay for each man. And just inside

the front gate of the big yard is a liberty rail,

painted red, white and blue. On it an\' slacker

is ridden from the enclosure. It was not always

thus. In the summer of 1917, Eric \'. Hauser

happened to be living in the big fir district of

America, when the necessity for wooden ships was
announced from Washington. He had retired after

years of railroad building as a member of Grant

Smith & Co., of St. Paul. Hauser had no ship-

builders at hand, but he knew the men of the old

Grant Smith crew. Messages over the wires brought

them together at Portland. They looked at the

plans for a wooden ship of the Hough type, and

said they could build it. Hauser took their word

for it, and accepted contracts from the Government

for about thirty ships. In September the keels

were ready to be laid down ; but workmen who
had been assembled got some kind of grievance in

their minds and went on strike with shipyard

workers at other plants. After the men went back

to work in November, 1917, Mr. Hauser devised

a plan to put them on edge, giving them "pep",

and make them see the importance of their labor in

the great scheme to win the war. He arranged

for the foremen of each shift to meet him at lun-

cheons and dinners, spread at his great Multnomah

Hotel, the finest institution of its kind in the North-

west. At these dinners he convinced the men of

his friendship and interest in their prosperity; he

had Dr. Wm. T. Foster, among others, tell them

of the horrors he had seen along the German trail

in Belgium and in France ; soldiers from the front

told the shipbuilders their stories, and every speaker

asked for ships, and quick delivery. Out at the

yards a band was organized to entertain the men

during luncheon hours, several times each week

patriotic speakers addressed the men, baseball teams

were organized, a newspaper was printed, carrying

only shipyard news ; bonuses were given workmen
who were drawing a minimum of $3.25 and a maxi-

mum of $6.00 each day ; a community house was

constructed where the men are furnished shower

baths, amusements and lockers for their clothing.

The "Wasco", first ship delivered to the Emergency

Fleet Corporation, and her sister ships, are the first
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. Portland shipbuildf

syllable of the answer the men made. When the

representatives of the Emergency' Fleet Corpora-

tion, Lloyd J. Wentworth and J. W. Hall, cast

loose the hawser and seized the halyards to raise

the pennant of the corporation over the first wooden

ship to be delivered to the Government, 3000 work-

men stood on the wharf and clung to the ribs of

embryo ships on the ways to cheer the departure

of their first gift to Uncle Sam. They were proud

of it.

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION PROPOSED

THE Pacific Shipping and Maritime Commit-

tee of the Associated Chambers of Com-
merce of the Pacific Coast has been seeking

the concensus of opinion among the steamship

owners of the United States in reference to the

formation of a National Association of Steamship

Operators. The suggestion is made that perhaps

the American Steamship Association of Nev\- York

might serve as the parent institution, that branch

organizations be formed on the Gulf Coast, the

Pacific Coast and the Great Lakes. That these

branch organizations would be composed of coast-

wise and deep sea subdivisions and that these divi-

sions could formulate local policies. The central

organization would serve as a sort of clearing house

for American steamship opinion.

The reasons why the formation of such an asso-

ciation should be carried out are many and impor-

tant. In reading over the many hearings which

have been helcl in \\'ashington on legislation affect-

ing steamship interests, one is struck by the wide

differences in opinion nut with in the arguments
of steamship owners and the extreme range cov-

ered in these arguments must have been more or

less confusing to the Congressmen and Senators

who were carrying on the investigations. A National

Association of Steamship Owners, however, could

speak authoritatively on legislative matters as the

steamship operator as a whole saw them. The sug-

gestions of such an association to Congress or to

the Shipping Board would carry more weight and

be more to the point than the more or less con-

tlicting suggestions of numerous individuals.

The close of the war will find the United States

Government in possession of a great fleet of mer-

chant \essels and the country must then face the

problem of their retention under public ownership,

their distribution among private owners under strict

Government regulations as to their operation or

their unrestricted return to private trade. Either

one of these problems will be a difficult one to

solve, and no matter which course is adopted by our

Government, the advice and co-operation of an

Association of Steamship Operators would prove of

untold benefit to the entire country.

SHIPBUILDING PROGRESS

THE announcement by the Shipping Board
of the completion of 263,571 deadweight tons

of shipping during the month of May has
proven welcome news to the allied nations. While
the tonnage is large, larger than many critics would
have conceded possible several months ago, there
is a deeper significance in the announcement than
is carried by the mere completion of so much carry-

ing capacity. This output means that the shipbuild-

ing industry, which has undergone the throes of

what has been perhaps the greatest expansion of

a single industry which has ever taken place in

history, has at last struck its stride, and when we
remember that there are a considerable number of

new yards which have yet to launch their first

ship, and that production is becoming more rapid

in every other yard in the country, we may rest as-

sured that each succeeding month will show an
ever-increasing output. The shipbuilders, engine
and machinery makers, the steel producers and the

Shipping Board officials are all worthy of the high-

est commendation of the country for the splendid

showing which they have already made and for

the certainty that they are ever forging upwards-

towards the high-tide mark.

Commissioner Bainbridge Colby of the United

States Shipping Board is expected to visit Seattle

sometime during July, according to word receixed

from Washington, D. C. Mr. Colby is on an in

spection tour of the Pacific Coast shipbuilding

plants.
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Mr. David Rodgers, general manager Skinner & Eddy Corporation.
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at the Skinner & Eddy yard Namber On«.

Seattle s Record Makers

IT
is a long cry from a sand lot to a shipyard

with 225,000 tons of completed tonnage to its

credit, yet it is only a little over two years ago

that the Skinner t^ Eddy Corporation began the

construction of its plant on a bare piece of ground,

consisting of about five acres, and covered with one

foot of snow. At about the time they engaged in

this business, the excessive demand for ships began

to set in, and Mr. Skinner, foreseeing clearly the

demand that would surely follow as a result of the

undersea activities, began to provide liberally for

steel and equipment with which to construct a num-

ber of these vessels. Realizing that in massed pro-

duction the greatest possible speed in output was

obtainable, they developed the now famous 8800-

ton type, and the keel of the "Niels Nielsen", the

first of this fleet, was laid on May 2, 1916. Since

that time this firm has built twenty-one vessels

of this type, and three 10,000-ton oil tankers, or a

total of 225,000 tons, which is thirty per cent more

than the entire amount built in all of the shipyards

in the Tnited States in 1915.

When the keel of the "Niels Nielsen" was laid,

there began a career of rapid ship construction

which was never witnessed before and, continuing

on down through these two short years, has been

accelerated until the time now consumed in the

construction of these vessels has been reduced to

fifty-five days for launching, and an average of

twenty days for commissioning or, a fully equipped

vessel, coinplete with all military requirements as

now developed to combat the submarine menace,

and capable of carrying 8800 tons deadweight, is an

actual reality in seventy-five working days.

The notoriety given to the launching of a vesse.

has created the erroneous impression in the minds

of the public that this achievement marked the

addition of new tonnage to our merchant marine,

whereas, if a vessel is launched, only it is of no

more service to the nation than if she had never

left the keel blocks. The acid test is the actual

completion of the vessel, tried and delivered and

entered upon the service. For publicity purposes,

effort has been centered on some vessels to launch
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them in record time. That the Skinner & Eddy
Corporation has not resorted to this kind of pub-

licity is evidenced by the consistent manner in

which they have gradually reduced their buildinjj

time over their entire program. When one reflects

that some ten or twelve months were consumed

in the construction of a ship of this size in the pre-

war days, some idea of the remarkable achievement

may be gained.

When this firm entered the shipbuilding business,

their energies were largely employed for the first

three months in 1916 in preliminary work of creat-

ing an organization and the assembly of equipment,

a task accomplished in a remarkably short time,

w^hen all of the difficulties of securing machinery

and equipment are considered, since the manufac-

turers of implements of war had engaged the ca-

pacity of the builders of such tools as were essen-

tial for installatii)n in shipyards. These difficulties

of the Skinner & Eddy hospital,
complete shipyard hospital units
the Northwest.

were further aggravated by the congested condi-

tions of the railroads prevailing at that time. Yet,

in spite of these handicaps, a prompt accumulation

of the necessary facilities was accomplished and

these obstacles overcome by the creation of effec-

tive purchasing departments and the installation of

a traffic division.

Mr. Skinner's remarkable ability for surrounding

himself with efficient associates was again demon-
strated in the selection of David Rodgers, who,

today, is known around the world as one of the

greatest masters of the shipbuilding industry. His

wonderful knowledge of fashioning a ship, his de-

termination to over-ride obstacles that would halt

the progress of a man of less resource, his firm but

kindly disposition toward his men, his record for

fair and square dealing, act as a magnet, and he

promptly surrounded himself with able and loyal

lieutenants and an organization of efficient ship-

builders who ha\e set the pace for the country

ever since.

Realizing the necessity for freedom of action, this

lirni adopted unconventional methods that the work
might be pushed forward to completion with the

greatest celerity and the usual red tape and routine

that shackled progress heretofore was promptly dis-

pensed with. Entering upon their work with a

s]Mrit of enthusiasm and goodfellowship this or-

ganization soon began to make its efforts known.
(Jn September 21, 1916, the first vessel took the

water and was delivered on November 9th. From
that day on they gradually shortened the time until

(in November 1, 1917, they startled the country

t)\- the launching of the S. .^. "War Flame", built
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for the account of the Cunard Company, and com-

mandeered by the Shipping Board and renamed

the "West Arrow", in sixty-four working- days.

On November 24th they launched, for the account

of the United States Emergency Fleet Corpora-

tion, the first direct contract ship to be built for

their account and named in honor of the city in

which she was constructed. Since that time they

have delivered nine direct contract ships to the

United States Shipping Board, six of which com-

pleted the first contract taken, and three of which

apply on a contract taken as late as January 15th,

of the present year. These vessels averaging about

four months earlier than the promise outlined to

the Government at the time of negotiating the busi-

ness. In fact, the first contract for six vessels was

completed before the Board had received a direct

contract steamer from any other source in the

United States with the bare exception of one small

vessel built on the Great Lakes and delivered one

day previous to the completion of the sixth ship.

The last turn of their building berths has been ac-

complished in fifty-five working days. If this rec-

ord were maintained over the entire steel ways now
in existence in the United States a most gloomy

aspect would present itself to the Kaiser's undersea

pirates.

In August, 1917, this corporation, extended their

ways from three to five sets to help answer the

call of the nation for more ships, and on June 1st

their facilities were increased to ten building berths

by absorbing the plant of the Seattle Construction

(S; Dry Dock Company. During the month of May

this firm was awarded a contract approaching one

hundred million dollars, the largest contract ever

given to a private yard by the Shipping Board, in

recognition of the very valuable services they had

rendered to the nation. One thing that has con-

tributed largely to the success of their program

has been the installation of their overhead facili-

ties for handling steel on to the ships. A unit de-

signed and patented by General Manager David

Rodgers. There further developed under his guid-

ance a scarphing machine, which has now been

placed on the market and sold freely to the Ameri-

can and English shipyards.

The organization has depended solely on indi-

vidual efforts in obtaining materials with which to

A Button l/i^/uB£PRom£D.
Each Member Upon Signing Sup.

^^^H SttSpteBliitta H

Bulletin board in the yard of the Skinner & Eddy pla
notice in regard to providini; buttons for members refer:

to the Employee's Relief Association, now com-
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Mr. J. W. Eddy, vice-president Skinner & Eddy corporation. Buihnell phot«»
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Mr. D. E. Skinner, president Skinner & Eddy Corpo
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The "Ossimeke", "Trontalite" nnd "Western Queen", three recent products of the plant of the Skinner & Eddy Corporati(
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Mr i:. C. Seaborn, second vice-prtsident Skinner & Eddy Corporation. Bushnell photo.
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of some of the pipe-cnttine machines

construct their vessels, and has spared no expense

in securing deliveries, expressing where necessary

at an extreme cost, several units in order to avoid

an interruption in their building program. At one

time it ran a through train from Schenectady, New
York, to Seattle, Washington, with three turbines

which arrived on the eleventh day.

The loyal manner in which the men have re-

sponded is evidenced, not only in their untiring

efforts, to give the best in them to the concern,

and through them to their country in its hour of

peril, but is further reflected in their generous con-

tributions to the Red Cross Funds and the Liberty

Loan drives. In addition to the liberality expressed

through these two chan-

nels they have organized

"The Employees' Relief

Association of the Skinner

&Eddy Corporation",now
comprising over 10,000

employees, and they do-

nate each month a sum far

exceeding $10,000 to this

work. The motto of the

firm is "Play Fair", and

this spirit pervades the

entire organization.

One reason for the tre-

mendous success attained

by the Skinner & Eddy

Corporation is due to the

fact that the employees of

this organization work

"with" and not "for" its

executives, and there is

a vast difference between

the two standards.

David Rodgers knows

his men, knows them by

name, knows their needs,

participates in their pleas-

ures, sympathizes with

them in their sorrows, and

tliis intimate touch hasled

til the greatest co-opera-

tion through all depart-

ments. From each rivet

boy to every departmental

head, he is honored and re-

spected. His word goes,

and his every reijuest is

nu-t with an "I will" so,

uncler his management,

the plant swings merrily

along, happy in the knowl-

edge that each day's labor

contributed is helping

to bring to a satisfactory termination this world's

conflict, and as long as this need exists, they can

be depended upon to answer and will be able to say

to the world their part is performed.

The task of putting in slip and building founda-

tions, assembling equipment and organizing the

working forces of a shipyard is a most difficult

one, and the remarkable speed with which the

Skinner & Eddy Corporation accomplished the

bringing together of a group of competent men
to head the different departments, assembled tools

for their large ship tool shed, rushed buildings

and slips to an early completion, secured a force

of competent draughtsmen, and simultaneously
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while the addition of the

plant of the Seattle

Construction & Dry Dock

Company will more than

double the potential out-

put of the firm.

Some idea of the re-

markable growth of the

work turned out is evi-

denced by the fact that

the concern was forced

to construct a large new

machine shop and foun-

dry building to care for

its needs along these

lines.

Of all the buildings in

the big plant, however,

perhaps none holds a

greater interest than the

hospital, a splendidly

equipped building with

started the design and construction of large steel doctors and nurses in constant attendance,

ships, will always remain one of the most marked The employees of Skinner & Eddy have always

among the many remarkable feats which have evinced great loyalty to the firm, and it is this

featured the conduct of American industry under spirit of co-operation and comradeship which has

,, , c ,.,. enabled the big Seattle shipyard to create so many
the stress of war conditions. .... , , ,

. , ,
.,

building records and to have attained such a wide-
Large punches, flanging presses and bending ^^^^^^ ^^^^ throughout the length and breadth of

rolls, to say nothing of timber, piles and steel-
^^le United States

construction material, were secured despite the

chaotic comlition of the world's markets, founda-

tions for slips were rushed and actual construc-

tion commenced within a space of time that sur-

prised the most optimistic.

As will be gathered from the accompanying il-

lustrations the Skinner

& Eddy Plant is in many
respects an unusual ship-

yard. The buildings are

of the heavy mill con-

struction, so usual to the

Northwest, and the usual

extensive trackage sys-

tem is found through-

out the yard with large

locomotive cranes for

general handling. Over

the building ways is

the trolley system, this

m e th o d so universally

used now by shipyard in

the Northwest, was prac-

tically originated at the

Skinner & Eddy plant.

The three original

building ways have now
been increased to five.

It is the emulation of this spirit throughout the

shipyards of the United States which has resulted

in a material i ncrease in tonnage output being

shown with each succeeding month's returns, and

it is this spirit which has written the word "futile"

on the Hun's inhuman methods of maritime warfare.

11 equipped joiner shop of the Skinner & Eddy plant.
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Mr. J. F. Duthie. president and general manager of J. F. Duthie & Company



One of Seattle s Great Institutions

ONE of the largest and most imposing of

Seattle's steel shipyards is that of J. F.

Duthie & Company. This company might
well be called one of Seattle's pioneer shipbuilding

firms, for it was established over nine years ago,

and with Mr. J. F. Duthie as its president and
general manager, has forged steadily ahead to the

position it now occupies as one of the most im-

portant shipyards on the Pacific Coast.

The yard is situated on a twenty-four acre tract

on what is known as Harbor Island. The four

ship ways divide the plant, the steel shop being
located on the one side, and the machine shops,

woodworking shops, pipe shop, outfitting wharf, etc.,

on the other. At the end of the ways is a storage

space for fabricated steel and back of this is the

steel construction tool room, the superintendents'

offices, plant hospital and power house.

The steel storage yard, 250 feet by 500 feet, is

situated on the south side of the plant. Adjoining
this is the lay-out shed, 50 feet by 350 feet. This
shed is fitted with overhead traveling cranes and
individual wall cranes for each of the tools. Next
are the two steel shops, each 64 feet by 500 feet,

and at one end of these are the bending slabs and
furnaces. At the other end, convenient to the lay-

ing-out shed, is the mould loft, 80 feet by 210 feet.

Thus, the steel follows a straight path from the

storage yard through the lay-out shed and steel

shop, then direct to the ships.

in llu' steel shop, whicli is ser\ed by overhead
traxeling cranes ;ire sixteen punches, four shears,

gate shears, angle shears, thirty-foot bending rolls,

two large phnu'rs. countersinking machines and
riveting machine, ani])le equi;)inent to handle steel

for twenty ships a year, which is the program
planned. At each machine are fitted cantilever

wall cranes, propelled ])y air motors, a great im-
provement on the old fashioned method of ]iiling

and hauling around by hand. Air hoists are also

provided in place of the time worn chain blocks.

This equipment enables the workmen to turn out
thirty per cent more work with a minimum of effort.

Aerial cableways, so popular in the Northwest,
serve to hoist material aboard the hulls, but unlike
most yards, J- F. Duthie & Company has installed

four cables over each ship, instead of the customary
two, which will of course handle more steel than a
two-line system.

/adjoining the ship ways at the north is a building
55 feet by 350 feet, in which are located the pipe
shop, copper shop and electrical shop. Ample
space is provided for storage of ])ipe, and the loca-

.tion is most convenient to the outfitting wharf. Im-
mediately north of this building is the blacksmith
shop, 100 feet by 100 feet, and machine shop, 100
feet by 250 feet. These two shops, located in one
long building, are served by 10-ton overhead travel-
ing cranes, and the forge shop is provided with
necessary jib cranes to handle heavy material at
the hammers. North of this building is the boiler-

makers' shop, in which J. F. Duthie & Company
do all of the work on the boilers, except the as-

sembling, then the woodworking shops, 75 feet by
300 feet, in which are located the patternmakers,
joiners and shipwrights.

All of the above mentioned buildings face upon
the outfitting wharf, 125 feet by 600 feet. Two
ships can easily be handled at one time at this

dock, which is equipped with shear legs and a trav-
eling gantry. The shear legs will handle 75 tons
at ()0-foot reach, and the gantry, which is of the
tower whirler type and travels at full length of the
dock, will lift 5 tons at 75-foot radius.

\^'ork has been started upon an addition to the
plant, consisting of three additional ship ways, with
all of the shops necessary to take care of the addi-
tional material required to supply these ways, in-

cluding two plate shops, each 64 feet by 400 feet,

lay-out shop, pipe shop, power house, tool room,
offices, etc. There will also be an additional stor-

age yard, served like the present one with circular
cranes, which cover circles of 80-foot radius. The
mould loft, 80 feet by 200 feet, has already been
built, and work has been started upon the moulds
for a new type of ship which will be built on the
new wavs.
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Four big freighters at the fitlins-iml wharf of the J. F. Duthie & Company shipyard.

A close-up of the building ways at the Duthie plant, with the "War Ceneral" ready for launching.
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Looking down upon four steamers being fitted out at the J. F. Duthie & Company's shipbuilding plant.
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A battery of lath

The plant has outgrown the present restaurant,

and has started work upon a new one, which will

accommodate 1500 men at one sitting.

J. F. Duthie & Company broke ground for their

new plant on September 10, 1916, and on November
29, 1916, the keel of the first vessel reposed on

the keel blocks, and a completely finished jdant

stood ready to turn steel into ships as fast as it

arrived.

This company has a great many fine vessels to

its credit, as well as several records for delivery,

among them being the S. S. "\^'estcrn Sea",

launched on May 25th, and completel)- finished and

inspected on June 7th.

Mr. Duthie, president of this company, not only

possesses the experience necessary to make a suc-

cessful shipbuilder, liut

he is to be admired

for his courage and
tenacity in de\-eloping the

huge organization now
bearing his name, de-

spite tremendous odds to

be ox-ercome during his

first few years as a ship-

builder. He has accom-
plished much, and has

largely contributed to

making Seattle the center

for an industrial acti^it\-

in shipbuilding such as

has never before been

known in the history of

the Pacific Coast.

His company has adopt-

ed for its slogan : "Speed,

efficiency and co-opera-

tion", and has been able to _ . . .,„„„„ ,„.„.The plate storage spaee

accomplish wonderful re-

sults with utmost s]_)eed,

consistent with high effi-

ciency, and has been for-

tunate in the choice of its

men. who have given their

heartiest co-operation to

make this possible.

(Continued from Page S3)

FUTURE DEVELOP-
MENT OF HARBOR
AND RAIL FA-
CILITIES FOR

SEATTLE

cargo can be loaded di-

rect from car to ship, and

vice versa. Also a $16,000

structural steel 100-ton

shear leg derrick for heaxy

lifts, and two locomo-

tixe cranes of 15 and 35-ton capacities each, which
are indispensable for handling freight on the open

wharf. Two sheds of 140,000 scjuare feet, protected

by an automatic sprinkler system, supply a large

area for dry storage of lumber, bag grain, salmon
and general merchandise. The open wharf has

proven advantageous for the transshijiment and

storage of lumber, oil, steel and machinery. Two
utiderground concrete oil storage tanks, of 8000-

barrel capacity, have been constructed to facilitate

the handling of oil. This type of construction does

not take up valuable dock space, and the several

compartments formed by the roof supporting walls,

are very necessary on account of the many small

shipments of the different kinds of oil. Also pipe

lines have been provided together with dumping

pany*s shipbuildinc plant
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shop, showing the character of thi

table and centrifuijal |)unips tor the economical

handlint;" of oil lo tank cars.

Bell Street Terminal

Bell Street public wharf and transit shed is a

two-story sprinkler protected dock with nearly 1200

feet of deep water frontage. The two floors each

have approximately 00,000 square feet of space. The

shed is ecjuipped with three Barlow marine eleva-

tors, so arranged as to be lowered to the water's

edge at any stage of the tide, enabling vessels to

easily load or discharge freight from port hatches.

Each elevator has a lifting capacity of ten tons.

Five public spurs connect the wharf with railway

tracks running parallel to the waterfront.

The Bell Street reinforced

concrete warehouse is

422 feet long and 80 feet

wide, and is used mainly

as a general storage ware-

house, although the north

100 feet is ecjuipped as a

modern cold storage plant

with compressor machin-

ery in the basement, and

fi\e floors of cold storage

r o o m s above. About

thirty strictly modern of-

fices occupy the top floor.

Approximately a dozen of

these are required as the

headquarters for the Port

Commission, and t h <

remainder are rented oui

That portion of the \\a

terfrimt where the I'.ell

Street terminal is located,

was jiractically cut off

from the adjacent part of

the cit_\' by very steep

.grades. In order to over-

come this, a system of

inclined roadways has
been built, which makes it

possible to reach the busi-

ness and ])ul)lic market

district from the water-

front on grades not ex-

ceeding ii\e per cent. In

connection with these in-

clined roadways, provision

is made for a truck stand

serving the third story of

the warehouse.

Stacy Street Terminal

The Stacy and Lander

Street wharves and tran-

sit sheds are 90 feet wide and 750 feet long, with

the roof carried on trusses spanning the full width

so the floors are unobstructed by columns. A slip

212 feet by (SOO feet separates the wharves. Two
railroad tracks on the open wharf and four de-

pressed tracks serx'e these wharves.

The Stacy Street warehouse, situated at the head

of the abo\e mentioned slip, is a modern, reinforced

concrete fireproof building, four stories in height.

Each floor has a storage capacity of about half an

acre. Pro\ision has been made for handling freight

within the warehouse by the installation of three

electric elevators, two spiral chutes, one electrical

vertical conveyor and portable electric tractors and

trailers.

he J. I'. Diithie & Company plant.
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Hanford Street Terminal

The Hanford Street wharf is located on East

\\'aterway at Hanford Street. The transit shed is

of timber construction, covered with corrugated

,i;al\anize<l iron. Floors are double plank construc-

tion. An asphalt driveway 20 feet wide extends

down the center. The transit shed is fitted with an

automatic sjjrinkler system throughout. The lengtli

of the transit shed is 1278 feet, and the width 90

feet. The second floor is 780 feet long and 90 feet

wide. Moth floors are lighted with conlinuous rows

of windows live feet high on each side, and with

300 electric lamps for night work, lierthing space

on the south side is 1000 feet, and on the \\est

side is 479 feet, with water de])th 3.^ feet at ex-

treme low tide. This clock is well ecpiipped with

mechanical handling equipment, such as Brownhoist

portable conveyors, gravity rolls, electric elevator,

and inclined chutes for the economical handling of

sacked grain and baled hay.

The Hanford Street grain elvator is a reinforced

concrete building and consists of 55 circular l)ins

of 16,000 bushels each, 46 interspace bins of 3^)00

bushels each, and 32 workhouse bins. The height

of the storage bins is 90 feet, and height of work-

house, 165 feet,—the highest solid concrete grain

elevator in the United States. The bulk receiving

capacity per day of 24 hours is 95 cars, and the

bulk shipping capacity per hour, 20,000 bushels.

The machinery is of the most modern type, driven

by electricity. The total capacity of the grain ele-

vator is 1,050,000 bushels. Bulk grain is delivered

by a conveyor from the elevator to a conveyor

house on the roof of the Hanford Street transit

shed, where it is spouted into vessels by means of

two traveling cranes, and spouts anywhere along

780 feet of its length.

The Hanford Street hay shed is constructed at

the extreme west end of the Hanford Street prop-

ertiesr It is equipped with two large hay balers.

The largest of the two balers is capable of com-

pressing one ton of hay into fifty-fi\e cubic feet,

and the total hay baling capacity is SO tiins ]ier

eight-hour day. The shed has a floor area of 4()00

square feet and will accommodate twenty-live car-

loads of hay for storage, and since it joins the

Hanford Street transit shed, the latter can be used

for storage if found necessary. A vertical conveyor

has also been installed to convey the hay for stor-

age to the second floor of the Hanford Street dock.

Spokane Street Terminal

The .Spokane .Street fruit storage building is a

seven-story concrete, fireproof building, 150 feet

wide and 200 feet long, having a floor space of

nearly 210,000 square feet. It is a strictly modern

cold storage building, built for the storage of fruit,

and has a net capacity of 20,000 tons. It is equipped

with three high speed electric elevators, and is

sprinkler protected. The building is completely in-

sulated with cork lioard, and the insidation of the

outside walls is practically continuous. The build-

ing is operated on what is known as the forced air

circulating system, the air being cooled and put in

proper condition as regards moisture content in

Inmkers overhead in the corridors of each floor.

The air then is forced through the bunkers and

rooms by means of electrically actuated blowers,

the air being conducted into the rooms in sjjruce

air ducts, which are placed along the floor at the

walls where possible, and taken out of the rooms

by means of a similar duct on the ceiling near the

center of the room. This system has proven to be

most satisfactory for holding fruit and other com-

modities in cold storage. The humidity of the air

in the rooms can be accurately governed, and any

contamination in the outside air used can be re-

moved by the application of the brine spray pro-

vided in the bunkers.

The fish and ice storage building is of timber

construction, approximately 120 by 200 feet in plan,

and insulated with granulated cork, which is re-

tained in place and protected from moisture by tw(j

thicknesses of tongue and groove lumber ancf two

thicknesses of waterproof building paper. The tish

storage building is one story in height and contains

lour sharp freezers for the freezing of fish, six large

rooms for the cold storage of fish, and a car pre-

cooler for the cooling of refrigerating cars, and is

capable of freezing 120,000 pounds of fish per day.

and has a storage capacity of about 2,000,000 pounds

of fish. Two electrically operated derricks, of five

tons capacity each, have been installed adjacent to

the fish freezers and storage to facilitate the unload-

ing of fish from boats. Two electrically actuated

elevator ice crushers, with necessary spouting and

conveyors, having a capacity of 75 tons per hour,

also have been installed for the icing of boats and

the packing of fresh fish on the wharf. The ice cold

storage building, approximately 35 by 100 feet in

plan, and 50 feet high, has a capacity of 5000 tons

of ice, and a temperature of twenty-eight degrees

Fahrenheit can be maintained in this room. It is

equipped with two automatic ice elevators, one of

which elevates the ice as it is delivered from the

ice tank in the compressor building, through a

tunnel for ]Mling in the ice storage room. The other

elevator serves to deliver the ice from the storage

room to car icing platforms or to inclined chutes

on the roof of the fish storage building, which car-

ries the ice by gravitv to the ice crushers from

where it may be distributed to vessels or to the

fish ]>acking rooms.

The compressor building is a one-story, reinforced

concrete building, approximately 100 by 120 feet in

jdan, and contains the refrigerating units, which

consist of three horizontal, double acting ammonia
compressors, each having a capacity of 110 tons at

20 pounds of evaporated pressure and 175 pounds

of condensing pressure at 70 r.p.m., also a single

{Ciiiiliuiicd on Pin/c JJS)



Tacoma s Place m Steel Shipbuilding

Launch of the "M

THE Todd shipbuilding plant at Tacoma em-

braces a highly modern plant situated on a

tract of 105 acres, and interest attaches to

this yard for several reasons aside from the char-

acter of its equipment, as it forms a part of one

of the largest shipbuilding and repair organiza-

tions in the country, and at the same time is an

entirely independent plant, and again the plant was
constructed and steel steamers built and launched

in remarkably fast time, considering the condition

of the shipbuilding site when taken over b}' the

Todd interests.

The original site was a large expanse of mud
flats, necessitating the construction of heavy retain-

ing bulkheads and extensive and heavy fills. Actual

work v^-as started on March 9, 1917, when se\-eral

dredgers began filling in the entire site, this fill

averaging eighteen feet in depth. In this made
ground, an immense amount "of piling,for founda-

tions, not only for building's ^nd ways,. but also for

spur tracks and \r'oad ways," was necessary. This

work was rapidly, comi.ileted, however, and shops

and building berths liegan to assume shape.

There are four parallel building ways constructed

on one hundred foot centers, and planned to accom-

modate vessels up to 600 feet in length. Material

over and about the ways is handled by means of

overhead aerials, which are operaterl by electric

winches placed on top of the crane shed, the opera-

tors having a full \ ieu of the destination and the

path of travel ni material l)eing handled at all

times. This method of material handling has found

great favor amonj; the shi])yards of the Northwest,

and is .ilmost uni\'ers;illy used. The present sys-

tem of building ways and luindling e(|uipnumt at

the 'I'odd plant is being douliled at the i)resent

time, the four additional \\a_\s being well under

way.

The present fabricating shop and punch shed is

MO feet long and 250 feet wide, including a 50-foot

craneway on each side, these craneways being

served by live-ton electric traveling cranes. In

order to take care of the recjuirements of the four

new l)uilding vvavs, four bays of the same construc-

tion are to be addefl, increasing the length of the

building by 13(i feet, the new addition to have the

same width as the original building. This large

shop is fitted with the latest and heaviest fal^ricat-

ing machinery, punches, shears, rolls, flanging ma-

chines, etc., and is efficiently served with powerful

overhead cranes, as well as with individual crane

service to the heavier tools. Above the fabricating

shop and covering its entire area is the mould loft.

The main equipment in the power house consists

of four Ingcrsoll-Rand compressors of a capacity

of 2100 cubic feet of free air per minute each, and

all motor driven. Orders have been placed for

doubling the present compressed air capacity in or-

^-.~ V

Mmsmssasaamr-

View in plate shop, showing larse bending rolls.
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Mr. C. W. Wiley, president Tndd Dry Docl< & Construction Corporati(
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Mr. W. H. Todd, president Todd Shipyards Corporation. James & Merriliew pliolo.
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dcr til take care of tlic needs of tlie four new ways

and the new shops which are mentioned later in

this article. The main switchboard and the trans-

tiirnuTs for power and lii^'ht are located in the power
house, the entire electric control being from the

one station. High pressure fire pumps are also lo-

cated here and connected with a complete system

for the most efficient fire protection.

Material entering the yard is stowed in plate

racks back of the fabricating sho]) and from there

is picked up by oxerhead cranes, and is carried into

the laying off shed adjacent to the fabricating shop.

When the plates or shapes are marked for the work
to be done upon them they go directly through the

shop onto the assembling floor, thus avoiding extra

handling after material has been punched or

sheared. This sho]) has made some splendid records

in tonnage of worked-up material.

The first vessel to be launched at the Todd plant

was christened the "Tacoma". She is a 7300-ton

deadweight capacity freighter and was originally

ordered by the Cunard Steamship Company, being

commandeered by the United States Shipping

Hoard and finished to the order of that body. Her
launching date was March 28th, or just slightly-

over a year from the time that the dredger started

in to fill in the tide flats which now comprise the

T<Hld plant.

The second \-essel to be launched, the "Masuda".

was put oxerboard on May 23rd, and is of the

same type as the "Tacoma", being 396 feet long,

by 53 feet beam by 29 feet 3 inches moulded depth,

and is powered with 2400 horsepower triple expan-

sion engines, steam being furnished by three Scotch

marine boilers. The "Masuda", a picture of whose

launching is shown herewith, was christened by

Miss Ethel N. Eves, the fourteen-year-old daughter

of J. A. Exes, the general manager of the plant.

This launching was a gala event, being attended

by Mr. \V. H. Todd and a party of guests from

the East, as well as by officials of the shipyard, and

other business executives who are prominent in

Northwestern afifairs.

When the Todd plant was planned for Tacoma, it

was the original intention to construct engines and

boilers for the vessels built here, at the plant of the

Seattle Construction & Dry Dock Company, which

has become a part of the Todd organization. The

sale of the latter jdant to the United States Ship-

ping Board, however, necessitated a new arrange-

ment, and the ct)mpany immediately undertook a

complete shop equipment at the Tacoma plant to

take care of the needs of all vessels which might

be built there. These improveinents and additions

now under way consist of a boiler shop 400 feet by

100 feet in dimensions, a blacksmith shop 250 feet

bv 100 feet, a modern iron and brass foundr\- build-

Virn of the four building ways now being utilized at the Todd shipbuilding plant at Tacoma
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ing 230 feet by 120 feet, a niacliinery storage ware-

house 250 feet by 100 feet, a great machine shop

500 feet long by 120 feet wide, a store rodni of two

fl )ors 100 feet by 140 feet and a general ofliee

building 80 feet by 200 feet in dimensions, the ujipir

door of which will be utilized as a draughting room.

This extinsix e shop s\>teni in eonjinictinn with

the eight building ways will make the Todd ](lant

at Tac'ima one of the most completi.' and uji-to-date

in the entire country.

In addition to the plant i-mpro\ements and addi-

tions not^'cl abo\X-. this company is erecting a hotel

to accinnmodate sonu' of its em]iloyees. This hotel

will be in two units of three stories each, with a

large restaurant in lictwecn. The restaurant is

being planned to accommodate 1500 people, and

besides serving the men staying at the hotel will

serve luncheons to the other workmen. The hotel

units themsehes are each arranged to care for .lOO

men.

In addition to the shops and buildings for hous-

ing and feeding lalior, there will be S50 feet of addi-

tional fitting-out wharf constructed, gix'ing a total

berthing space of about 2000 feet for outfitting

purposes.

Another addition to the plant which is worthy of

more than passing notice, is the splendid hospital

now under construction. The hospital building is

60 feet by 40 feet in size, and contains ten beds,

a sick diet kitchen, operating room, and is fitted

with all the e(|uipment necessary for prompt and

efficient treatment of accident cases.

A rather unusual unit of the handling ecjuipment

is an electric traveling derrick car for handling

weights up to 1000 pounds. This little traveler is

independent, goes anywhere, and is operated by a

storage battery.

traveler with lOOO-pound hoist at work.

The property at Tacoma is one of a grou]) of

plants forming the Todd Shipyards Corporation,

whose recent remarkable expansion, both in the way
of increasing the equipment of its old plants and

building new establishments, has furnished one of

the chapters in the recent history of America's re-

turn to the business of shipbuilding. The Todd

Shipyards Corporation at the present time controls

the Robins Dry Dock Company, The Tietjen &
Lang Dry Dock Company, the Tebo Yacht Basin

Company,' the Ouintard Iron Works, and the White

I<"uel Oil Engineering Corporation, all situated

within the boundary of the city limits of New
York, and some idea of the magnitude of their

work may be estimated, when, by actual count, it

has been found that they ha\'e round New York

harbor as many as one hundred and fifty vessels

under repair at one time and employ in the neigh-

borhood of six or seven thousand men. When these

Four new way
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busy plants are- taken in

conjunction with tin- fdr-

poration's W estcrn yard,

the Todd Dry Dcds .^

Construction Corporal inn

at Tacoma, Washington,

it will readily be con-

ceded that this concern is

playing a highly import-

ant part both in the mat-

ter of new constructi<.>n.

and also in keeping the

great merchant fleets of

both the Atlantic and Pa-

cific Coasts in good work-

ing order.

There is probably no

dry dock or repair plant

in America today, where

there is being undertaken,

and successfully too, so mucli that is unusual and

out of the ordinary, in the way of repairs and con-

version of ships, as at the Robins Dry Dock &
Repair Company, Erie Basin, Brooklyn, N. Y. It

is also one of the largest plants of its kind, not

only in America, but in the world, its controlling

genius being Mr. W'm. H. Todd, president of the

Todd Shipyards Corporation.

Under Mr. Todd's skilfull management, the busi-

ness of the concern has advanced by leaps and

bounds, necessitating vast enlargements and im-

provements, such as larger machine shops, black-

smith shops and boiler shops and the installation of

many of the largest types of new and up-to-date

tools.

The plant is equipped throughout for electric

drive, which includes the running of all shop tools

ong, 1 1 feet wide, 30

ong, 110 feet wide, 27

g-oir floor.

Plans ha\e been prepared for increasing the size

of one of the graving docks to a length of 100

feet, and at the same time giving it a depth of

32 feet of water over the sill. In all there are

five dry docks connected with this plant, as follows:

No. 1.—Graving, 510 feet long, 115 feet wide, 26

feet deep.

No. 2.—Graving, 620 feet

feet deep.

No. 3—Sectional, 370 feet

feet deep.

No. 4.—Sectional, SuO feet long, 127 feet wide,

]7y2 feet deep.

No. 5.—Sectional, 370 feet long. 101 feet wide, 12

feet deep.

The plant is jjrovided with a complete industrial

railway system, extetiding to all parts of the yard.

by individual motors, as well as the operation of All work, such as chipping, caulking, riveting, etc.,

the new centrifugal pump system which drains two is done by pneumatic tools, operated by a com-

of the large graving docks. pressor plant of three large electrically driven

Ingersoll-Rand air com-

pressors. There is also a

complete acetylene gas

burning system.

The plant covers about

thirty acres with a water-

frontage of 3000 feet, ex-

clusive of piers, and em-

ploys between 3500 and

4000 men at all times.

When in 1913 it looked

as though we would have

trouble with Mexico, the

War Department turned

over to this concern three

large merchantmen to

be converted into troop

and animal transports.

This conx'crsion, whicii

was almost a rebuild-
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A steamer at the fitt

Dodge, of Dodge llros.,

automobik' concern, one

III' the finest _\achts now
nn the Great Lakes.

The yard is conveniently

located for steamers en-

tering the port of New
\'ork, has plenty of water

at all stages of the ti<le.

andisthoroughly equiiiped

throughout for any and

all classes of ship work.

The Tietjen & Lang-

Dry Dock Company is

situated in Hoboken, New
Jersey, in a cove off the

Hudson Ri\er : the pro])-

erty consisting of twenty-
about the yard and on to the three acres of land, docks

and piers. The waters

of this cove are under the jurisdiction of the New
York port authorities and the plant enjoys good

rail connections with all the principle Eastern rail

lines, as well as' free literage within the limits of

the harbor of New York. The plant is equipped

with nine dry docks, all of the floating type, of

which the largest is of 10,000 tons capacity. There

are five piers with deep water alongside for vessels

to lay at while outfitting or waiting their turn at

the docks. The buildings at this plant are new

and modern and consist of a plate shop for steel

work, a well equipped machine shop for engine

work and a complete saw mill and joiner shop

take care of necessary replacements or changes

where wood enters into the construction of the

vessels being repaired. In addition to these there

are two floating derricks, blacksmith shop, paint

shops, store rooms and power plants. The com-

ing, was completed in every respect on all three

ships in the unprecedented time of four days and

nights, both army and navy officers marveling at

the organization and capacity of the plant which

could do a job of this sort in such a short period

of time. It is but another indication of American

ingenuity and ability to accomplish the unbeliev-

able.

Colonel E. H. R. Green, son of the late Hetty

Green, who recently purchased a Great Lake pas-

senger steamer, brought the vessel way from the

Lakes to the Robins Dry Dock & Repair Company
yard for entire rebuilding; this included lengthening

by forty feet and fitting up as a palatial steamer

for his private use.

Lengthening ships, or as it has been termed,

"ship surgery", has been developed to a fine science

in this versatile yard. The following is a brief out-

line of a recent "operation". The S. S. "George E. pressed air equipment is very complete and includes

Warren", a steel ship of 2306 tons, 246 feet long, three steam, one' electric and one floating air com-

43.5 beam by 25.3 feet

deep, arrived at the dry

dock 11 a. m. one morn-

ing, and by 4 p. m. the

following day was ready

to receive her fifty-two

feet of framing and plat-

ing, etc., the "operation"

taking but twent^'-nine

hours for cutting and

drawing the fore and

aft sections, the en-

tire pulling being ac-

c o m p 1 i s h e d in the

incredibly short time of

eleven minutes.

\A'hile this yard does

not make a specialty of

new work, it recently

completed for Mr. Horace Th*^ '"e* "^'^"°"''' """""^ ^'''^'"''- '
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t the launch of the

pressor with a combined capacity of 5863 cubic feet

of free air per minute. About three thousand hands

are kept steaddy emphjyed at this plant, the work

comprising Government, foreign and coastwise

steamers, as well as local harl:)or and railroad work.

A general ^•iew of the plant is shown herewith.

The Tebo \'acht Basin Company's establishment

up to the middle of last year had been used exclu-

sively for storing yachts during the winter and lit-

ting them up in the spring and for general storage

and winter quarters. Recognizing the urgent need

for facilities and that all available equipment suit-

able for shipbuilding should be turned in that direc-

tion, the Todd Shipyards Corporation fitted this

plant up as a small shipbuilding yard ; putting down
three shipbuilding ways, at present being occupied

with Government mine sweepers, the engines for

which are being built at the (Juintard Iron Works
plant of the corporation. Private yachts which have

been turned over to the Government for patrol or

mine sweeping purposes are also being prepared for

their new duties at this plant. A new wharf and

storehouse are under contemplation here, the new
work to be designed with the special \iew to fitting

out wooden hulls with machinery. Air compres-

sors with a capacity of 2500 cubic feet of free air

l)er minute have been installed, and at the present

time a force of over one tliousand men find emplo\'-

meiit at this estalilishnient.

One of the most interesting of the Tcnld plants

is that of the (Juintard Iron Works. This old and

justly famous iron works was established in 1865,

and has carried on a large, and from the engineer-

ing and scientific standpoint, highly important busi-

ness ever since its establishment. The concern

operates completely equipped shops, its forge shop

being specially fine and has to its credit some splen-

did examples of both marine and stationary engi-

neering. As an adjunct to its repair work, the

fjuintard Iron Works owns and operates two piers

on ICast l\i\er. The works comprises boiler shops,

machine shops and erecting shop, as well as a large

forge shop, and is a complete engineering plant, as

is evidenced by the many splendid marine jobs

turned out in the long history of this famous New
York plant.

The specialty of the White Fuel Oil luigineering

Corporation branch of the Todd Shipyards Cor-

poration business is fuel oil burning installations.

This system is well known and widely used, espe-

ciall\' on the East Coast, where it is considered to

be fully equal to any of the present systems for

burning fuel oil mechanically. The shops of this con-

cern are situated in New York City and a large

force is kept busy designing, building and install-

ing the White system. At present the full capacity

of the plant is nearly taken up with orders from the

.^hipping Board and Emergency Fleet Corporation.

It will be seen from the foregoing that the Todd
Shipyards Corporation possesses in its various

plants an exceedingly flexible group of concerns,

and is well equipped for practically any kind of

construction in the ship line, and has practically

unlimited facilities for repair work. That this

corporation is doing its full share in the gri'at ma-

rine construction and reconstruction program now
before the country goes without saying, and when
the time comes when it is possible to tell the com-

plete story of America's shipbuilding achievement

during the war, it is certain that this combination

of yards and repair plants will be accorded a high

and honorable place among those concerns that

worked hard and earnestly in the face of their

country's need.

of the punch bay of the ship shed showing a battery of punche



The Marine Pipe and Macnme NA' ork{

THIS i-muHTiistartrd

in ;i MiKill \\a_\ in

]')()() at llio ciiriKT

(if kaili'dail A\ (.-lUK- >Siiiitli

ami Kin.L; Slrcrt. .Scatllc,

undrr llir nanu- nf tin-

Seattle .Marine I'ipe Shop,

and cns^as^ecl in stcani-

littin.L;'. larj^e pipe' cutting;'

and tlircadinf;-.

Three years later, ovv-

inii t(i increased business,

the firm moxed to S7'>

Uailroad A\enue South,

addin,i; more inachiner\'

and tools and enterin.^' in-

to the i^eneral machine

repair work. At the same

time the com])any was
incorporated under the

riame of Marine Pipe iX: Machine Works, and en-

joyed a lucrati\e liusiness from the start.

In the sprin.s;" of the present year, owing to the

rush of new work, the_\' were compelled to seek

still larger quarters, so purchased a tract of land,

IdO by 180 feet in size, at the corner of West
Spokane .Street and East Marginal W ay, and pro-

ceeded to erect thereon a building 100 by 150 feet

in dimensions. This building is a model in con-

struction. The designer, Mr. J. F. Swanbcrg,

manager of the firm, realizing the advantage of

Interior of the Marine Pipe & Mach

efficient lighting in shop work, spared no expense

in his design, and the result has been a wonder-
fully lighted sho]i that well deserves the phrase

that is often apjjlied to it
—

"the sunli,ght shop of

the Pacific Coast".

In planning the building, Mr. Swanberg provided

for a spur track running into the rear of the struc-

ture, where a twenty-ton overhead crane, which
traverses the entire length of the shops, is utilized

for loading and unloading freight. Some time ago
the firm entered into the manufacture of the H. W.
Sumner Company Marine Heavy Oil Engines, and
an erecting stand has been provided at the rear

of the plant with ample provision for the erection

of six Sumner engine units at one time.

A m o n g the special

e(|uipment secured for the

new shop is a hori-

zontal boring mill, 60

by 60 by 30 inches, with

4-inch spindle and platum
(. feet by 12 feet. A 52-

nich Pittsburg compound
gear heavy duty lathe,

a 27-inch La Blonde lathe,

t\\ (I 20 - inch American
lathes, one 16-inch Ameri-

can lathe, and one crank-

pin turning machine, the

latter an inxention of Mr.

L. D. Crossett, the super-

intendent of the works. A
Northern 20-ton electric

crane has also been in-

stalled.

At the present time the Marine Pipe & Machine
Works is working on seven sets of shafting for

vessels building for the Shipping Board, and is

running night and da\', including Sunda\s. There

battery of large lattie:
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the foreground.

ics busy nii^Iit and da}' at

this plant.

Tlic manaijc-nK'nt of the

^Marine Pipe X: Jilachine

Works is prii,t;Ti.'Ssi\(.' and

efficient and did ncit hesi-

tate to strike out l)oldly

wdien the country's need

called tor expansion in

all the existing engine

building plants. In erect-

ing a new building and

securing new shop equip-

ment, the one aim was to

secure the best, and the

result has Ijecn a shoj)

that is a cretlit to the en-

tire Northwest.

is also under way two (>00

horsepower internal com-

bustion engines for H. W .

Sumner, and two 1200-

horsepower steam engines

lor the Anderson Shi|i-

building Company, the

latter contract including

shafting, propellers and

condensers. Patterson &
MacDonald and Meach-

am & Babcock are also

ha\'ing a large amount
ol engine work done

at this plant and over-

haul work on some of

the vessels taken over

into Government ser\ice

has helped to keep a

large number of mechan-
iidt bays devoted to tools, tiling and bench work. Note tlii lit:hting effect.

3ne of the big lathes at work turning line shafting. A large am
here for the shipyards.

Mr. \\\ A. Chapman,

assistant manager of the

Western Department at

Chicago, paid the head

office of the Fireman's

Fund Insurance Company

a visit during the latter

part of June.

Assistant Secretary H.

P. Blanchard of the Fire-

man's I'und Insurance

Company has just returned

from his semi-annual \isit

to the Northwest, where

he was formerly special

agent before his appoint-

ment as assistant secre-

tarv.



Completion of tke Ne^w^est Yard

SI'.ATTI.i". Xorth I'acific Sliiphiiil.Iin,-- Coin-
|iany is the new iianu' takrn hy the Kricksoii

Knginecrinj,'- Cdiiipany wlun Mr. C. J. Erick-
s(in joined fon-es with the Twnhy Brothers of

PortiaiKh Orei^on. the resulting- personnel of the

shiphuiliHiit;- company l)ein,L;- an exeeedin.^lv slront;-

and capalile one. whether vit'wed from the nieeliani-

cal or linancial \ie\\point.

The phmt of the Seattle Xorth Pacific Shiphuild-
in.o- Company is located on some 31 acres along the

West Waterway, Seattle. The principal building is

the punch shop, which is U.O by 370 feet in dimen-
sions. The layout shoji, 50 by 450 feet in extent
rs served by two bridge cranes. Plate storage is

taken care of liack of these buildings by three
stiff leg derricks, each having an 80-foot beam
swinging a complete circle, and thus covering a

large amount of storage space. The punch shop
is fitted out with batteries of the most Urodern
punches, shears and rolls, all with independent
electric drives. The angle shop is located in the
south bay of the punch shop and the next bay
contains a battery of modern oil fired angle fur-

naces and a large extent of bending slab. In con-
nection with the punch shed, each bay is served by
a bridge crane and the entire shop has been de-
signed with a view to speeding up production to
the last notch.

The punching machines are all served by Lysholm
spacing tables, an arrangement which enables one
man to do the work of four on an ordinary punch
without mechanical aids for feeding the work. The
assembling tables are served by overhead bridge
cranes which run the entire length of the punch
shop and are carried out beyond the end of the
building for a hundred feet.

The mould loft is a two-story building covering
SO feet by 336 feet and situated just north of No. 1

way. This loft is extremely well lighted and has
been pronounced one of the best lay-out floors in

the Northwest. The ground floor of this building
IS utilized as a pattern shop, joiner shop, electrical

shop and also contains ofifices for yard superin-
tendents and Government or private inspectors. The
tool equipment in the pattern and joiner shops
has been very carefully chosen and gives the plant
a splendid wood-working department.

There are five building ways at Seattle's latest

shipbuilding plant, each 470 feet in length by 80
feet in width. In handling material over and
about the ways the aerial trolley system is used,
this method of handling having become practically
the standard in the Pacific Northwest.
The general office is a modern building 54 feet

by 108 feet in size and two stories in height. The

Mr. J. E. Sheedy, general manager Seattle North Pacific
Shipbuilding Company.

lower floor is devoted to timekeeping, accounting
and executive offices, while the upper is given over
to the draughting room and blue print making es-

tablishment. The blue print room is fitted with
the most modern printing, developing and drying
machinery. In connection with the office, a two-
story fireproof safe takes care of the office books
and accounts on the lower floor and serves as a

tracing file for the draughting room.

In the matter of providing safeguards of every

kind for those employed about the plant, the man-
agement of the Seattle North Pacific Shipbuilding

Company has been exceedingly thorough and has
not limted itself merely to the requirements of state

laws or the suggestions of liability insurance offi-

cers. Among other welfare features, a modern hos-

pital has been erected with dispensary, operating
room and a well equipped ward. Trained nurses

are in attendance here night and da\-.

Due to the location of the plant being a little

ways out from the built-up sections of Seattle, it

was deemed advisable to take care of the eating

requirements of the employees as far as jiossible.

^^'ith this end in \iew, a splendidly equipped kitchen

and dining room unit was planned and built. This
consists of two dining halls, 40 by 110 feet in size,

with a large kitchen unit between them. This part



Placing llie i'lr&l keel platt in pusitiim at the plant of the Seattle North Pacific Shipbuilding Company.

Mr. (. J. Kri?ksnn. president of the Seattle Nnrth Paciftc Shiphuildinu (ompany. dri% ing the first rivet.
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of tlu' yard equipment is one of wliieli tlie niana^i.'-

nient has e\ery reason to fei'l prouii and w hieli

tiiey are always glad to show \isitors.

The housing of ei|ui])nient intended for futiu'e

use and of materials whieh must In- kept away from

the weather is taken eare of at the north end of

the ]dant 1)\- a storeroom dO hy 1 K) feet in size,

and a warehouse dO by 235 feet in dimensions.

The pipe sho]i, eopper shop and shei't metal shop

are all loeated at the north end of the works adja-

cent to the litting-out wharf. This wharf is loeated

north of Xo. 1 ways, and has suhieient l)erthinii'

space for tv\-o large steamers. The litting-out wharf

will he fitted with a 75-ton shear legs derrick.

The power house is loeated at the south enil of

the steel or punch shed, and is a building 40 In'

150 feet in size. Here will be found a battery of

modern air compressors and provisions for the ex-

pansion of this branch of the power serxice to an

ultimate capacit}' of 15,000 cubic feet of free air

per minute. Here also are located transformers

and switchboard control for the different voltage

systems used throughout the yard. High pressure

fire pumps form another part of the power house

equipment and feed a high pressure system which

furnishes ample fire protection to every section of

the property.

South of No. 5 building ways is a building 40

bv 240 feet in dimensions, containing the steel con-

struction tool room, rigging and shipwright depart-

ment and stores and a large number of wash rooms,

locker rooms and toilet facilities. In the matter

of lockers and wash rooms, a great number of

these are scattered about the establishment, par-

ticular c.ari' ha\ing been taken that the men would

feel no kick of these aids to their comfort.

The machine sho]) is (SO feet by 400 feet in size,

and is modern in e\ ery sense of the term, being

titteil with a very high class of equipment, includ-

ing s])ecial machines for turbine work.

'i'lie personnel of the management of the Seattle

North I'acitic Shipbuilding Company, formerly the

lu'ickson k'.ngineering Company, Inc., is as fcdlows:

ludge lohn Twohy, chairman of the board; C, J.

ICrickson, president; j, Iv Sheedy, general manager;

). F. Twohv, secretary and treasurer; A. E. Wood-

ruli', assistant general manager; Arthur McDou-

gall, naval architect, and 1'., O. Brown, chief engi-

neer.

The concern has been very fortunate in securing

the services of Mr. Sheedy just when construction

operations have commenced, as his experience has

peculiarly fitted him to this class of work. Mr.

Sheedy was manager for the Inter-Island Steam

Navigation Company at Honolulu for several years,

his work for this company including the designing

and erection of modern powered coaling barges and

other marine work of an important nature, aside

from caring for the repairs and upkeep of the com-

pany's fleet of steamers. Later Mr. Sheedy came

to Seattle as assistant to the president at the Seattle

Construction & Dry Dock Company, a post which

he left but recently to accept a place in the Erickson

organization.

Those who have been watching steel shipbuilding

progress in the Northwest closely and critically pre-

dict a splendid building record for the new yard.

A
Seattle s Big Radio Factory

N inspection of the plant of the Kilbourne brings to light many points of interest to manu-

& Clark Manufacturing Company, the big facturing and shipping men.

Pacific Coast producers of radio ecpiipment. The initial manufacture is begun in the stock

room where indi\idual

parts are roughed out

ready to be turned o\er

to the machinist and

brought down to exact

size. After the fin-

ishing required the y
are turned over to the

polishing department to

polished, plated, and

all metal parts lac(|Uered

to prevent corrosion Ijy

the salt atmosphere, to

which they will be ex-

;ed. As the parts them-

selves are completed they

are turned o\'er to the

finished parts stock room,

and when re(|uired for
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enters as raw material and

is automatically passed

thrciutjh each department

in turn, ending' at the

shipping department as a

completed product. De-

partments are so arranged

that handling of the appa-

ratus is reduced to a

minimum.

\\'ith regard to testing.

For example, a 2 K. W.
complete equipment is

operated at approximately

100 per cent overload for

a number of hours. The
severe test means the

elimination of all troubles

at sea after installation.

the assembly of gixen ap-

paratus they are issued

to the assembling depart-

ment. After completion

by the assembling de-

partment, the apparatus is

turned over to the testing-

laboratory, wlure it is

given tests approximatel}-

twice as rigid as would

be required in actual ser-

vice.

The factory covers a

floor space of 42,240 square *

feet, and is convenient!)

arranged on two floors.

The work is so routed

through the plant that it
Girl mechanics at work finishing small parts at the Kilbourne & Clark shops.

The greatest possible

care must be taken in ma-

chining, and in the care

of certain essential parts

an accuracy within one

ten-thousandths of an inch

must be maintained. A
cor])S of inspectors insures

the maintenance of this

accuracy before the parts

are accepted for the finish-

ed parts stock room. The

result of this careful man-

ufacture is rertected in

the highly successful op-

eration of the equipment.

Appioximately one hun-

dred young women are
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successfully cnipli)\c(l in many positions heretofore

held \>y men. In the employment of women on

the heavier machine tools, it has been ohIn found

necessary for the skilled machinist to set up the

tools, as women are fully capable of performinj;

the requisite operation after the machine has been

adjusted.

A force of fifteen to twenty toolmakcrs is continu-

ousl\' maintained in prox'iding' punches, jigs ami

tools for \arious machines. A great deal of the

\Mirk requires so high a degree of accuracy that

many precision instruments, including several man-

ufacturing jeweler's lathes, are necessary.

Approximately four hundred employees make
available an output of ten to twelve complete sets

per day.

One of the most important functions of the Kil-

bourne & Clark Manufacturing Company is the

service which it supplies to ship owners, through

the medium of the Ship Owners Radio Service. Inc.,

the latter company relieving the owners of the

equipment of all details of operation, including

maintenance, auditing of accounts, furnishing of

operators, and the dissemination of radio informa-

tion. The Service Company publishes monthly the

Ship Owners Radio Bulletin with the object of

keeping the shipping men in touch with radio opera-

tion, new legislation and existing regulations. A

novel feature of the bulk'tin is that it is in no way-

intended to ser\e as an advertising medium, but

contains only information of general value to all

users of radio e(|uipment regardless of the manufac-

ture of the apjiaratus used.

The com])any has manufactured large amounts of

e(iuipnu-nt for the United States Navy Department
and for \essels of the Emergency Fleet Corpora-

tion, in addition to supplying the commercial needs

ot the rapidly growing American merchant marine.

Prior to the beginning of the war the company
was manufacturing and shipping radio equipment
to all parts of the world, including England, the

Scandinavian countries, Australia, Canada and the

Orient. Branches are at present maintained in

New York City and San Francisco, in addition to

the Seattle factory.

The factory site now occupied has recently been
acquired of the company by the Skinner & Eddy
Corporation to permit the enlargement of the

latter's yards, and it is rumored that the new loca-

tion, not yet made public, of the Kilbourne &
Clark Manufacturing Company, is a five-acre tract

on the East Waterway, on which will be erected

several factory buildings of the most modern type,

which will permit the company to greatly enlarge

its capacity.

A group of the "boys" at the Ci
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bome Scenes in tne Commercial Boiler Works

Shittins a plate into the hydraulic plate-bcndinB niach
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The Seattle home of the Rothweil

MODERN HOME OF ROTHWEILER
RIVET SETS

IT
is with the meter that a i^reat portion of

the responsibility in speecHng; up the ship-

buildin.tj program lies. Work may be laid oti:

in the mould h>it. jilates and channels may be

shaped and punched in the ship sheds, but the

riveter is the factor governin^t;- the speed with which

this material shall be built into the hulls of vessels

for Uncle Sam.

Since the riveter is of so much importance m
modern shipyards, those who arc engaged in mak-

ing the tools wherewith he works hold an equal

claim on the public's attention, and some photo-

graphs are shown herewith depicting the factory

at which the Rothweiler Rivet Sets are manufac-

tured.

This factory is located at First Avenue South

and Hanford Street, Seattle, and has direct rail-

road spur track facilities at the rear of the building.

The factory building itself is of the modern type

where the matter of efficient lighting is given para-

mount importance in the design. The budding is

of heavy mill and concrete construction,

exceedingly high percentage of the wall

given over to glass.

with an

surface

plant for heat-:

Metals.



i he Ames Snipyard is Answering

THE erection of the shi])\vay.s and buildint^s

comprisini,^ the Ames Shipbuildinjr ^K: Dry-
dock Company's plant at Seattle, may be

looked upon as an achievement even in the North-
west, where shipyard construction records have been
plentiful. Work on this larg-e plant was started on
DeccnibL-r 1, ]')\(,, the site then being a vacant
sand fill. By the middle of March, three and one-
half months later, many of the shops had not only
been built and equipped, but three of the four build-
ing ways had been installed and the keels of two
8800-ton deadweight steamers laid. Despite the
rapidity of this work, the construction employed
was heavy and substantial, and the grouping of the
shops and the building ways was carefully worked
out with a view to co-ordinating the entire yard
and securing the utmost efficiency which could be
obtained for a shipyard of the size and character
proposed.

Differing from some of the yards which are spe-
cializing on hulls only, the Ames Shipbuilding &•

Drydock Company are shipbuilders in the fullest
sense of the term, both boilers and engines for the
vessels under contract being built at the yard, as
well as the hulls themselves. This necessitated an
extensive shop equipment, so we find a large ma-
chine shop, blacksmith shop and boiler shop, in

addition to the usual outlay of plate shop, pattern
shop, joiner shop, carpenter shop, electric repair
shop, coppersmith shop, pipe shop, etc. There is

also a large power house, boiler house, office, gate
house, various buildings for the use of the work-
men, etc. As might be expected in this ultra-mod-
ern yard, the outfit of machine tools of all capacities
includes the very latest ideas of the leading tool-
makers of this and other countries.

The handling of material at the plant of the Ames
Shipbuilding & Drydock Company follows to a
certain extent the usual shipyard practice of the
Northwest. The trolley system is used over the
ways, the shops are fitted with overhead electric
traveling cranes with the usual individual jib crane
service to the heavier tools, while a complete sys-
tem of broad gauge tracks with locomotive cranes
and cars solve the problem of handling miscellane-
ous material around the yard between the shops.

In the matter of looking out for the personal wel-
fare of the employee nothing has been left undone.
A splendidly equipped hospital has been erected
inside the works and a doctor and a trained nurse
are always at hand. Accident prevention has also
received a great deal of careful attention, and every
well proven preventive measure has been introduced
both in working rules and in the safeguarding of

A iieneral view of the Ames Shipbuilding
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gi'ars, hoists anil all mdvins;' ])arts (if machinery.

Aniitlu-r feature which illustrates the desire of

the nianai^enieiit of the Ames plant to make tlu'

surroumlinti' of their workmen as cc.inducixe to com-

fort and lidod feelini^ as possible, is the well ap-

pointed dining- room serx'ice. the restaurant room

heins; 55 1)>- 120 feet in size.

The yard is well situated from the accessibility

\ iewpoint, being reached from the main residential

districts of Seattle and surrounding communities by

c'ther trolley, steam road or ferry service.

The Ames Shipbuilding & Drydock Company's

plant covers an area of about twenty acres, having

a waterfrontage with ample depth alongside of 1200

feet and a somewhat irregular depth of about 850

feet. One of the principal buildings is the machine

shop, which covers an area 110 feet by 450 feet in

extent. This shop is served by one forty-ton and

one twenty-ton overhead electric traveling crane,

and is equipped with tools capable of handling prac-

tically any class of machine work. Worthy of

mention among the larger machine tools are a 110-

inch, double-end lathe with a sixty-six-foot bed,

a sixteen-foot boring mill and a fourteen-foot planer.

The entire equipment of the shop has been based

upon the necessity of turning out one 3000 horse-

power, triple expansion steam engine per month, as

the Ames plant has been calculated throughout on

the basis of the delixery of twelve large steamers

per annum.

The boiler shop has an area of 100 by 100 feet, and

is well fitted with hea\y tools for handling plate

up to one and fi\'e-eighths inches in thickness. In

addition to the service of a forty-ton overhead

tra\eling crane, this shop has a separate twenty-

five ton crane serving the large hydraulic bull riv-

eter. The rated capacity of the boiler shop is three

large Scotch marine boilers, or the steam generating

plant of one of the 8800-ton deadweight freighters

which the yard is building, per month. The black-

smith shop is the same size as the boiler shop,

being 100 by 100 feet, and among other tools is

ec|uipped with a battery of seven steam hammers,

the largest being a 5000-pound and the smallest a

250-pound hammer.

The plate shed covers an area of 90 by 450 feet,

and is equipped with the regular assortment of

punches, shears, rolls, etc., notable among the latter

class of tools in this shop being a set of thirty-foot

Hilles & Jones plate bending rolls. Many of the

tools in this building, such as beveling machines,

countersinking machines, scarph.ing machines and

others, have been designed and built at the plant,

and some of these machines are of considerable

interest and show great ingenuity on the part of

their designers. One attractive machine in tise in

This view gives a good idea of the general layout of shops and building berths.
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Machining the flange of a big propeller blade.

tlic plate shed is a portable electric countersinking;"

machine. This machine was pictured at \\<irk in

the May. 1''17. issue of the "Pacific Marine Review".

There is tool capacity in the punch and bendin.i;"

shed to take care of the workint; up of si.xty tons

of material every eight hours.

The pattern shop, joiner shop and pipe shop oc-

cupy the lower floor of a building 90 by 360 feet in

size. These shops are all fitted with the latest

woodworking and pipehandling machinery, and al-

though the yard's contracts are all for freighters,

as much care has been taken in furnishing the joiner

shdi) as if passinger vessels were to lie built. 0\er
these shops and occupying the entire upper story

<>i ihe Iniilding. is a well lighted mould loft with a

splendid, clear lloor. 90 by 3()0 feet in extent.

The power house is a substantial structure, and

here is centered the power ctmtrol for the plant.

There are se\en Ingersoll-Rand air compressors, all

electrically dri\en and furnishing an ample supply

of compressed air throughout the sliops and ship-

yard. Here is also located the main electrical

switchboard. ser\ing as a central power control sta-

tion, and the transformers for the ilifterent power
currents recjuired throughout the plant. High pres-

sure centrifugal pumps for lire service are also

located in the power house always ready to pump
high pressure water through the extensive fire

Shipbuildinir &

main system, which covers the entire yard and re-

duces the fire risk to a minimum.

The plate storage yard is adjacent to the plate

shop, and is thoroughly covered by cranes which

handle the material directly into the plate shed,

where it is fabricated, there being no lost motion

during the transaction or at any time during the

progress of the steel from the plate racks to its

place in the hull structure of a ship. The racks

pro\ide a hull stt'cl storage capacity of 9000 tons.

Miscellaneous handling about the yard is taken

care of by three powerful locomotixe cranes which

operate on an extensive track system which coxers

not only the yard itself. Iiut also the shops and

tiUing-out dock.

'I'he general office building is conveniently anil

centrally located and contains the accounting and

timekeeping departments and executive ofifices on

the ground floor and a well lighted draughting room

inerhead where some fifty draughtsmen are em-

plo}'e<l at all times.
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Tlu- liiiildinu; ways are fmir in miinln-r. hciiiL; 450

Ifct ill Iciii^th and 5S frrt widr. all tin irc ju,!;hl_\ i)ilcd

and furnishing' a \ery rigid Idundaliim fnr tin- l)nild

ing i)f slii]is. Material is hanillrd l)y douhlc aerials

(i\H-r each set of \\'a_\s. 'I'he ])oles nn which the

tnilley cables are carried are 103 feet high, and tlu'

winch station Ircun which the handling for each

hiiilding berth is carrit'd on is higii almxe tile work,

giving the winchnian a clear \ iew of the passage

and destination tii his load at all times. The hoists,

which are of fourteen tons eai>acit_\'. are operated

either se|)aratel\ or in unison, gixing a wide range

in handling of hea\ y weights.

As the waterway on which the Ames Shipbuilding

X; Drydock Company's ])lant is located is somewhat
narrow. ])recaution has been taken to pro\-ide suit-

able brakes to check the speed of a \essel during

her passage down and after she has left the wa}S.

I'or this purpose fne-ton concrete blocks, from six

to eight in numlier. are taken up by the moxing
\essel. these strains ha\e been found sufficient to

check the headway of <nie of the big freighters all

that is necessary.

(Jnce launclied. the N'cssel passes to the fitting-out

dock, which has been arranged to accommodate two

large steamers at cmce. On this dock there has

been installed an electrically operated set of shear

legs of 100 tons capacity, while the coppersmith

shop, sheet metal shop, rigging loft, electrical repair

shop and pipefitters' shop are all located immedi-

ately adjacent to the outfitting wharf, thus making

conditions ideal for the speedy outfitting of vessels.

At the present time the Ames Shipbuilding &
Drydock Company employs over 5000 men, and has

just reached its stride in production. The plant is

engaged in the building of a large number of 8800-

Machining a large bed plate in thi hine shop of the An

ton deadweight freighters for the United States

Shipping Board, and is turning over its share of

ships, all of which have borne testimony to careful

designing and high class workmanship.

Mr. \\". P. Cassell, special agent of the Home
Fire iv Alarine, with headquarters at 264 Colman
Building, Seattle, is paying a short business visit

to the head office in the Insurance Exchange Build-

ing, San Francisco.

In the boiler shop of the A
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Panorama of the Meacham & Babcock Shipbuilding Company, on Salmon Bay, Seattle.

A W^ooden i ard \V^ith a Purpose

WORK on the present site of the Meacham

& Babcock Shipbuilding Company was

started on June 6, 1917, the location

being on Sahnon Bay, near Ballard, and the condi-

tion of the site being that of a marsh filled with

backwater pools. After a month of dredging and

filling, the first foundation pile was driven on July

4th, SO that actual construction of the plant started

just one year ago.

The site consists of twenty-two and one-half

acres, and its exact location is at Fifteenth Avenue,

West and Emerson Streets, Salmon Bay, being lo-

cated on Seattle's inner fresh water harbor. Six

building ways have been installed, and on these

are six Ferris type wooden steamers in varying

stages of completion. The firm holds a contract for

ten of these vessels, and such satisfactory progress

has been made that there is little doubt of their

receiving as much more work as they care to handle.

The shipbuilding site has been leased from the

City of Seattle for a period of seventeen years, and

improvements have gone steadily forward from the

time of the driving of the first foundation pile. A
new blacksmith shop and a new finishing building

have only recently been installed, also a shear legs

and derrick of fifty tons capacity, it being the inten-

tion to fit the ships out complete at the yard.

A very complete system of broad gauge tracks

has been installed throughout the property, it being

possible to reach every part of the yard and con-

nect with all the overhead handling equipment by

means of freight cars or hand-car trucks.

The building ways are served by big traveling

tower derricks. There arc three of these traveling

on wide spaced tracks, one being located between

each pair of ways, and traveling the full length of

the hulls. As these derricks are fitted with seventy-

four-foot booms, it is possible to utilize two of the

derricks on one hull at the same time if so desired.

A great deal of attention has been paid to labor-

saving devices at the Meacham & Babcock yard,

and there is little doubt of the company living up

to its proclaimed program of a ship a month. Per-

haps the most interesting feature of the yard in this

respect, and certainly one that is unique, is their

underground waterway for handling ship timbers.

From the company's water storage area on Salmon

Bay, a canal was constructed leading to the mill

supply pond alongside the mill in the shipyard it-

self. This canal is entirely planked over and is,

of course, smooth-sided and without bends. The
Meacham & Babcock yard is located about one

mile above the Lake Washington canal locks, lead-

ing to the Sound, and is on fresh water, and is about

eighteen feet above the water level of the Sound.

Located just to the rear of the yard is a six-foot

municipal sewer which is also at a considerable

lower level than the Salmon Bay water. Permis-

sion was obtained from the city to connect the canal

up \\ith a large gate valve to this sewer, and when
it is w ished to transport a piece of timber from the

log storage to the mill pond, the valve is opened,

and the resulting flow drifts any log or timber that

is started along the canal into the mill pond.

The first of the Meacham & Babcock ships, the

"Boulton" was launched on May 18th, Miss Jessie

Monk, the little daughter of George Monk, super-

intendent of ship construction, officiating as spon-
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sor. The "Ijiuiltdii" was Monk's one hundred and

first ship.

The "Boulton", like the other nine vessels which

are to follow her, is a Ferris type ship of 3500

tons deadweight capacity, and is 281 feet

() inches over all, 46 feet moulded beam,

and 26 feet moulded depth. She is being

equipped with a 1400 horsepower triple expansion

engine which will give her a load speed of ten

knots. The keel was laid for this vessel on October

10th.

It is understood that no other vessels of the Fer-

ris type will be built by Meacham & Babcock

when those now on the ways are launched, but that

4700-ton deadweight ships of either the Dougherty
or Ballin type will be constructed.

The executive organization of the Meacham &
Babcock Shipbuilding Company is as follows

:

W. H. Meacham, president; Otto A. Case, vice-

president ; L. E. Meacham, secretary, and H. G.

Babcock, treasurer.

PERSONAL MENTION
The China Mail Steamship Company moved into

its spacious new quarters at Sacramento and Mont-
gomery Streets on July 1st.

The "Santa Flavia", W. R. Grace & Company's
latest motorship, held a successful trial trip on the

bay during the latter part of the month. The
"Santa Flavia" is fitted with twin 320 horsepower

Bolinder engines.

The Robert Dollar Steamship Company has char-

tered the new motorship "Alabama", the auxiliary

powered schooner "Bowles" and the steamer "Oak-

wood", the three vessels aggregating 9600 dead-

weight tons capacity.

After a recent conference with the United States

Fuel Administrator and the United States Fuel

Company at Salt L,ake City, Mr. James B. Smith,

president of the King Coal Company, has stated

that there need be no anxiety over bunker fuels at

San Francisco this year.

The steamer "Boullun". Seatlle
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View of the mill pond, showing entrance of the covered canal which connects with the Meacham & Babcock's Salmon bay lumber storage.

Loss are floated into ,hi, p„„>, i„ the heart of the shipyard, thus saving the cost „f handling heavy logs b, truck



\Vken tke \Var Ends
By John Clausen, Vice-President The Crocker National Bank of San Francisco

WIII'.TIII''. U the end of llic war is near or

far, not tlir K-ast aimmi; tlu- many c\ils

(if a pr(>liinL;c(l international strui;L;ie

imi^l Ik' consiclernl tin- artiliciai \\nrlil-wiilc con-

ditions wliiL'li such a stale of affairs lirinf^s about.

Th.c usual relationships of commerce ha\e been

disru|iteil and altered to the extent that new means

for carryini^" on any form of inti'rnational tradin!4^

ha\e become a (hiily issue and of constant neces-

sity.

The test, in so far as it has served to rouse

American public opinion in international affairs and

to an understanding' of commercial iuterdepenflence

of nations, has been of especial lienelit to the

L'uited Stales. While there may be too much o].i-

timism as regards our opportunities, there will

doubtless Ise a change in our commercial and finan-

cial position when the present wcirld-wide strife

comes t(.) a close. It may be safe to predict that

the \olume and direction of our trade will be dif-

ferent. The ability of European nations to furnish

ca]iital to develop other countries will, in all proba-

l)ilit}', be lessened, perhaps for a period of many
years to come. South and Central America, China,

and ]\Ic.\ico may turn to us more than ever before

in the purchase of goods and for their fmancial

needs.

It resolves itself into a complex and practical awak-

ening for a scientific development of the trading and

investing powers of our country. Mutual co-opera-

tion and study, therefore, of our ability to meet and

sohe the numerous new problems wliich are pre-

sented to the American people seem both timely

and worth while.'.

America's Opportunity for International Trade

The international commerce of the United States

in the past has not been far different from that of

any new country which had great natural resources

and was sparsely populated. There was more to

lie made bv de\'eloping our own resources and do-

mestic trade than in producing manufactures for

export in comi)etition with the chea]) lalmr of older

countries. As time went on and our popula-

tion grew, we became the greatest consuming nation

in the world. (Jur manufacturing interests rose

to more importance until in many lines we lead

all rivals, not onlv in volume of product, but in

economical proiluction, because of so \aried an<l

abundant a supply of raw materials, which made it

possible to organize production upon a great scale.

The automobile Inisiness affords a familiar illus-

tr.-'tion. The wa.ges ])aid in the automobile fac-

tories are \ery high, and far beyond the pa>' to

mechanics for similar work in other coinitries, but

owing to the scale u])on which the automobile in-

dustrv is organized, the cost of production h;tve

been lower here than abroad, with the result that

our manuf.icturers ha\e actually lead the world in

low-]iriced cars. The advantages of mass jjroduc-

tion are now well understood, and our home mar-

kets are given a strong position in this respect.

Wages are higher in the United States than in

most countries, and probably will remain so, but

coupled with high organized capital and equipped

with most moilern appliances of production, the

labor factor may be low—notwithstanding high

wages.

The United States is now the richest, most highly

equipped and most jiroductive country in the world.

Un<ler the pressure now laid upon our industries

their capacity is being expanded rapiilly and

their efficiency increased by the adoption of every

possible labor-saving method and device. Our pre-

eminent position in the manufacture of steel is

shown by the fact that our output is now approxi-

mately four times that of Great Britain, and prob-

ably equal to that of all the rest of the world put

together. In the making of machinery, we have

a similar position of leadership.

When the war is over we cannot, however, ex-

pect to employ all this capacity in simply supply-

ing our home markets. In order to keep these

works busy and the wage-earners employed, we

must find markets abroad, and there is every rea-

son to believe that other countries will be in great

need of all the things with which we are bounti-

fully blessed. In the years to c<une there will

literally be no en<l to the needs of the world for

steel, machinery and many other products which

we will be wanting to sell. But this demand for

goo<ls will undoubtedly be accompanied by frequent

requests for credit and by appeals for the people

of this country to take their pay for these products

of our factories in securities, which will virtually

represent an interest—either as lenders or proprie-

tors—in foreign enterprises.

Capital Demand and Credit After the War

It may not be possible for other countries to

buy of us and make payments in gohl, nor will we

want them to send us large shipments of goods of

a class which will interfere with our own indus-

tries. The only way, therefore, that we will be

able to make the export sales hoped fi r will be by

using our capital to finance the purchases.

While this will be a new policy for us to adopt,

it is that b\' which Great Britain has made herself

pre-eminent in foreign trade, and brought Ger-

many in the field as the chief rival of that nation

for commercial supremac}'. This is the natural course
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of action fur any county when its internal develop-
ment has gone so far that there is greater pnitit in

aiding the development of other nations than in

expending all of its accumulating capital at home.
This is now the situation of the United States.

At the end of the war we will be a creditor na-
tion, with a large balance due us annually on in-

terest account. The natural policy for a country
thus situated is to invest the income abroad, and
if the investments are directed into industrial en-
terprises they may serve to promote advantageous
trade relations and to enlarge the outlet for Ameri-
can goods.

In wealth, our superiority is undeniably great, l)ut

It IS not yet certain to what extent this wealth
will be available to support our international trade
and other activities. In England there is found a
large body of investors accustomed to buy the se-
curities of enterpri.ses in all parts of the world. A
similar body, although less numerous, has been de-
veloped in Germany, France, Holland and Belgium.
The question with us is whether we will know how
to use our new position in world affairs, and our
new wealth in such manner as to internationally
strengthen ourselves and develop such a constitu-
ency behind our industry.

Our people have not been generally accustomed
to make investments at a distance. With all parts
of the country rapidly developing, their natural
tendency has been to invest in lan<l and local enter-
prises. Such investments have served the country
best in the period of its early development, but as
the country grows older and richer there is danger
that the preference for land investments may carry
prices of the soil above conservative values, and
it is desirable that new channels for the disposi-
tion of the country's accumulating capital be opened
up. The distribution of the Liberty Loan has
shown that there is enormous buying power in the
country for securities that have the confidence of
the public, and which are energetically brought to
their attention, particularly if a patriotic purpose
is to be served. It is of the highest importance
to familiarize our people with the fact that after
the war is financed, the next important task for
this country will be that of financing the rehabili-
tation of industry throughout the world.

Effects of Wars and Commercial Systems Upon
Foreign Trade

The immediate effect of war upon industrial an.l
commercial policies is undoubtedly to prompt na-
tions to make themselves as nearly as practicable,
independent, in all things necessary to life and the
national defense. When the war broke out, Cxreat
Britain found that the product of the Australian
lead and zinc mines was under contract to German
firms, and that neither in Australia nor Great
Britain were there reduction works adequate in

capacity to convert the Australian products into the

munitions of war which were needed for the de-
fense of the Empire. Likewise, the great textile

industries of the United States, Great Britain and
France were foun.l to be largely dependent uix.n
German dyes.

In the long period of peace, international trade
relations had expanded and confidence in the main-
tenance of peace had grown, until in many instances
the industries of countries had become more or
less interdependent. Even the neutral countries,
as those of South and Central America, have found
themselves seriously inconvenienced by the diffi-

culties attendant upon transportation, and manifest
an inclination to diversify and develop their home
in.lustnes to a greater extent than ever before. In
all conferences between representative men of the
various dominions of the British Empire, there is

expressed a sentiment favorable to more intimate
trade relations, and to reciprocal policies which will
tend to bring this about. It seems probable that
steps in this direction will be taken, although seri-

ous difficulties arc certain to develop when the
attempt is made to reduce such a policy to tangible
terms. In Russia the sentiment is verv strong for
a polic\- which will develop the country's resources
and make it industrially independent.

It may be expected that the alliances established
durino- the war will influence trade policies to some
extent after the war, and that commercial treaties
will be made with a view of recognizing and pro-
moting the friendly relations which exist. The
antagonisms in turn which have been developed be-
tween enemy countries will, no doubt, affect trade
relations for many years, no matter what the terms
of the treaty of peace may be. On the whole, it

may be expected that protective tariff's will be in

favor after the war, and that trade will be infiu-

enced to a considerable extent by commercial
treaties. In this connection, it is to be considered
that the United States, by reason of the great pur-
chasing power of the people, is the most desirable
market place in the world, and should be able to
obtain as favorable terms for trade as are granted
to any countrx'.

Advancement of International Trade Through
American Banks in Foreign Countries

There has been much discussion regarding the
Imancial assistance available for American traders
in their relations with foreign countries, and to

those who take a far-sighted view of the situation
with the power of perception and intellect, it ap-
pears that wc, as a nation, are still inclined to

pride ourselves upon our isolation and abilitv for

self-sufificiency in thought.

No measure has been of greater importance, as
affecting not merely the local financial conditions
in the United States, but the entire situation from
an international standpoint, than the Federal Re-
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s(.r\t' Act. Its facilities f(ir branch-banking' in for-

t'if^n cdunlrics espcciall>' accord a great improve-

ment 111 system in our local and international

relations. lii<el>' to gixe the L'nited States greater

power in foreign trade.

If the United States succeeds in establishing a

system of banking, thoroughly suited to modern

conditions, a great step forward will have been

taken in consolidating the progress already achieved

through the financial and industrial energies of our

population.

The banking element in our country should deal

with these problems as seriously as \s deserving and

seek what help may be given to make the purpose

of the law concrete facts by the scientific employ-

ment of capital in the shape of organized facilities,

\\-hich in turn react to the benefit of the public

from the t)peration of a well-regulated and uniform

banking system.

Our foreign relations cannot successful!}' be

developed so long as it is necessary to operate

through banking institutions of competing coun-

tries, and while the Federal Reserve Act provides

for the establishment of branches by member banks

in foreign countries, and. permits co-operative par-

ticipation in the organization of banking interests

beyond our borders, strange to say but few institu-

tions are taking advantage thereof. Jointly owned

banks would appear to best serve the requirements

of the country as a whole, in that co-operation

thrives well where action through association is

legally possible and practically safe.

As a striking example of the great activity for

the advancement of international trade relations,

it is of greatest importance to recognize that Brit-

ish Overseas Banks alone have capital exceeding

fi\e hundred million dollars as against about five

or six millions dollars so invested by North Ameri-

can interests. Our bankers must be determined to

modernize their methods in this direction, particu-

larly as the lack of far-sighted interest to further

the system of American banking in foreign coun-

tries may seriously check the work of trade expan-

sion.

The new Bank Act is essentially intended—as a

commercial banking system—to assist in the financ-

ing of our domestic and foreign trade and provide

a market for commercial acceptances, based upon

the importation and exportation of goods. Such in-

struments, executed to cover specific purchases of

commodities which are to be converted into cash

during the life of the document, will tend to create

a basic condition for autooiatic recording of com-

mercial operations—an inherent factor to prevent

over-extension of credit. In the case of time bills

of exchange drawn on and accepted by banks or

l)ankers of high standing, there is practical uni-

formity of seciirity—not readily claimed when
considering "commercial paper" with which the

financial markets here are supplied— in that the

strength of such obligations are based upon tht'

standing of appro\ed commercial interests.

'The superiority of the trade acceptance over the

open l)ook account for the purchase or sale of goods
— its jxiwir to broaden the buying field for the mer-
chant and enable the seller to handle his business

at a smaller operation cost—is becoming more and
more apparent to all interests alike. Whether that

feature with us in business and banking will show
a development of as huge dimensions as it has in

luirope or take a secondary position, remains a

matter of conjecture. The main point, however,
for the people of a great nation to keep in mind is

that the demand for modernized credit facilities is

becoming universal and increasingly urgent, with

the rightful expectation that it will place the eco-

nomic position of this country on a firm and secure

basis.

The power of a bank to accept a draft or bill

of exchange enables it to make use of and to sell

its credit, and so lend—for legitimate use in trade

—vast sums without depleting its reserve or im-

pairing its capability for making additional loans

and advances to its clients.

A merchant, for instance, instead of borrowing
cash on a note from his banker, can arrange—for

a stipulated commission charge—to use the bank's

credit for a certain length of time and a given
amount. The small merchant's paper—endorsed by
his bank—is as acceptable as that of the largest

corporation, backed as it is by the security of the

bank, and therefore readily discountable by virtue

of its high intrinsic value as the most liquid form
of investment.

Commercial Education

The general prosperity of foreign trade expansion
can only be guaranteed by a ready co-ordination

in all elements of our national and commercial
strength. There is no -more important national move
than that which aims to make scientific study di-

rectly applicable to practical life, and to this it

would seem that our first thought should be di-

rected.

There is a very general acknowledgment that edu-
cation is essential to business as it is to other de-

partments of life, and viewing the subject from
that standpoint it becomes apparent that a neces-
sity exists for training our young element in the
early stages of their development for business and
labors which devolve upon them when at manhood
they enter upon an active career.

The business world today is vitally interested in

this problem, for no organization can succeed in

a material degree whose workers are not efficient.

The foundation of national prosperity clearlv rests

upon the result accomplished by its people to serve
real purposes in sympathy with current industry,
science and government. If we can encourage
early, direct business training, the usefulness of the
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populace of our country will assure both trading

power and wealth.

The interest shown by our younsjer element m any

subject pertinent to foreign trade, forcefully reveals

the necessity of educational preparation, especially

for the teaching of commercial languages of the

world, and above all for the study of business

fundamentals. Such training would have far-reach-

ing ccfnsequences and give to our rising young men

not only superiority as a means to augment the

value of their work to those who purchase it. but

the capacity for conciliation in national and inter-

national affairs.

While it is probable that after the war this coun-

try will start less handicapped—commercially and

financially—than any other nation in the world, if

we are to retain this advantage and improve it, by

no other means can it be than making ourselves

more efficient—introducing into practice new and

improved methods and providing the elasticity and

securitv necessarv in credit to our business affairs.

W^kat tke i acomans are Doing

IN
keeping with the records of other shipbuild-

ing ports throughout the United States, Ta-

coma had a series of launchings during the

month of May, which resulted in three vessels being

added to the w^ooden fleet of the American mer-

chant marine, one wooden vessel to the French

fleet and a steel steamer to the list of American

ships. All the launches were successful and the

vessels are now being rapidly fitted out at the

various yards.

The Tacoma Shipbuilding Company was among

the first to put a ship overboard during May, this

being the first launching from the yard of that

concern. This vessels was the "Beloit", named

after the Wisconsin city of Beloit. The "Beloit"

is a Ferris type ship and a sister to the other craft

being turned out at the Tacoma Shipbuilding Com-

pany's plant. She was launched on May 15th and

among those who attended the ceremony were Ar-

thur G. Prichard, treasurer of the company; John

S. Baker, vice-president; Judge W. H. Snell, Cap-

tain Bustad of the Shipping Board, and J. S.

Whitehouse.

The Wright Shipbuilding Company launched the

Ferris type steamer "Yakima" from their plant on

May 1st, this also being a first launching.

On the evening of May 22nd, the "Noyon" was

launched at the Foundation Yards Number Four,

and is the second auxiliary schooner for the French

Government to be turned out here.

The "Cheron", a Ferris type wooden steamer, was

sent into the water from the Seaborn yards on May

9th.

At the plant of the Todd Dry Dock & Construc-

tion Corporation, the "Masuda", the second steel

steamer to be turned out by the plant, was launched

on the evening of May 23rd. Tlie launching was

witnessed by President William li. Todd and a

large number of Puget Sound and New York ship-

ping men. The vessel was christened by Miss Ethel

Eves, daughter of 1. .\. Eves, general manager of

the shijjyard. Among those present were James

Barber of the Barber Steamship Company, New
York; H. F. Alexander, president of the Pacific

Steamship Company ; William Jones, treasurer of

the Pacific Steamship Company ; C. W. Wiley, gen-

eral manager of the Todd interests in the North-

west; C. S. Holmes, assistant treasurer of the ship-

building company, and C. M. Riddell, mayor of

Tacoma.

Following the launch of the "Masuda", President

Todd announced that $2,000,000 would be spent

here by the company in enlarging the plant. The
improvements will consist in the installation of

boiler, foundry and machine shops, so that vessels

can be fitted out entirely at the yard. The number
of building ways will be increased to ten.

After having two Fairbanks-Morse hca\y duty oil

engines installed the freight steamer "T. W. Lake",

owned by the Merchants Transportation Company,

is expected to go into service within a few days.

The operation of this boat, which was formerly pro-

pelled by steam, will be watched with interest by

local freight boat and tug operators.

Damage to the extent of $100,000 was suffered

by the cargo on the Osaka Shosen Kaisha steam-

ship "Burma Maru", which put back here on May
22nd, after sailing for the Orient, with her cargo

on fire. The fire was discovered when the vessel

was 216 miles out and was confined to the after

hold. The freight in this hold was made up of

cotton, automobiles and tin plate. The damaged

cargo was discharged at the Balfour docks and the

vessel reloaded and sailed on May 29th. Several

deck plates were buckled by the heat, and one deck

beam was damaged slightly.

Vessels of the Osaka Shosen Kaisha and other

Japanese craft which have been chartered to W. R.

Grace & Company, by the Emergency Fleet Cor-

poration officers, arc taking on fuel and coal car-

goes here. The ships are stated to be listed for

West Coast ports on the outward voyage, and

ihcnce to the Atlantic. Among the vessels leav-

ing Tacoma were the "Kunijiri Maru", "Java

Maru". "Pcnang Maru" and "Indo Maru".
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from the plant of the Todd Dry
pany's plant, Tacoma.

The Osaka Shosen Kaisha during- Ma\- had the

larjjest number of vessels at Tacoma in the history

of the Hue's activities at this port. There were six

ships berthed at the Milwaukee docks in one day,

or an aggregate tonnage of 24,000. During the

entire month there was at all times from two to

four of the company's vessels in port.

Coastwise lumber business out of Tacoma has

been very light when compared with former years.

There is some movement by steam schooners and

the Peruvian bark "Belfast" got away with 1,600,000

feet of lumber for the West Coast. Local exporters

declare that the oiif-shorc markets are extremely

quiet.

The auxiliary schooner "Roye", named in honor

of the French city of that name, was launched at

the Foundation Company's Plant Number Four on

June 1st. This makes the third vessel launched at

these yards since May 1st and the tenth wooden

vessel to be launched by Tacoma builders since the

Shipping Board's great shipbuilding program was

started. At present it looks as though the Tacoma
yards would average one launch per week. The

"Roye", like her sister ships from this yard, is 280

feet long over all by 45 feet 6 inches beam. She

will be rigged as a baldheaded five-masted schooner

and powered with two triple expansion engines of

400 horsepower each. Among those present at the

launching were Captain H. H. Williams, Captain

Mannoni, Frank Walker of Seattle; Colonel Frank

Ross and Mr. Cox of Cox & Stevens, the New
York naval architects.

The "Gerberviller", the first vessel to be launched

by the Foundation Company, she having gone

down the ways on May 1st, was put through her

trial runs on June 1st. The engines were in charge

of George Kingsbury, who is superintendent of in-

stallation at the plant, and the shi]) in the hands

of Captain H. H. Williams, French Government

'"epresentativc here. According to those in charge

for the French Go\ernmcnt, the trials proved highly

satisfactorv.

FUTURE DEVELOPMENT OF HARBOR ANI>
RAIL FACILITIES FOR SEATTLE

(CoiiliiiKi-d front I'at/c 1114)

acting vertical ammonia compressor at LSO r.p.m.,

which is being used as a pump-out machine and
general scavenger. All necessary equipment, such

as condensers, pumps, etc., are installed in this

building. In consideration of the human factor,

safety appliances have been installed in the piping-

and on the compressors. The ice plant is located

m the west half of this building, and has an ice

making capacity of 100 tons of ice per twenty-four

liours. The coils in the tanks are operated on what
is known as the flooded system, and all the mechani-
cal ice handling machinery and conveying appli-

ances for the economical and convenient handling

of the ice, have been installed.

The fish handling shed is one-story high, 101 feet

by 109 feet, with a net floor area of 9640 square

feet. This shed is used for the accommodation of

fish brokers handling their fish in our cold storage

plant.

Salmon Bay Terminal

On the south shore of Salmon Bay, about a mile

.bovc the locks in the l,ake Washington Ship
Canal, is located the Salmon Bay Improvement,
comprising thirty-six acres of very valuable land.

This occupies a strategic location in that it is the
first site abo\e the locks which is adapted for a
terminal to accommodate large ships. Its ultimate

development will await the coming of commerce
through the canal, and will be governed largely by
the nature of this commerce. A dock, net ware-
house, and transit shed have been built to accom-
modate the fleet of Northwest fishing boats, and
at times, there have been as high as 350 boats
berthed at this terminal. One 300-ton and one 50-

ton marine ways have been installed, and have been
put to almost constant use by the fishermen, which
makes it convenient to have such equipment near
the mooring basins ff)r their vessels.

A large area of this improvement, which was filled

by hydraulic means recently, has been leased to the

Meacham & Babcock Shipbuilding Company, who
are building wooden vessels for the Emergency
Fleet Corporation.

WIRELESS MANUFACTURING PLANT
IN SEATTLE

The Kilbourne & Clark Company has purchased
a three and a half acre site in Seattle, which will

1ie de\'cloped into one of the world's largest wireless

plants.

The old location has been purchased by the

Skinner i*(: Ed(l_\ Corporation, who occupy the adja-

cent area.



Oakland s Progress RevieAved

OAKLAND, the city of opportunity and of

commerce,—how often have we heard this

phrase,—yet, one has but to look at the

map of the great State of California to realize that

Oakland, situated on the continental side of the

Bay of San Francisco, is destined to become one

of the great harbors of the world.

A close observation of the map will show that

San Francisco is situated like the small end of a

funnel. Two great rivers and their tributaries, flow-

ing from the high Sierras to the sea, empty into

this bay. The great valleys of Sonoma, Sacramento,

San Joaquin and Santa Clara, containing millions

of acres of the most fertile soil in the world, all

slope toward this point. These great \allevs are

capable of producing food sufficient to feed a nation

the size of France. But as yet the surface has

scarcely been scratched, and millions of acres await

the hand of man. The two great ranges of moun-
tains, one on each side of both the Sacramento

and San Joaquin \'alleys, running from north to

south for a distance of over fi\e hundred miles, con-

tain minerals of all kinds, ready to be mined and

turned into the hands of the manufacturers and

made into articles of commerce and trade.

The natural and most economical route to the

markets of the world for these products from the

mountains and valleys is to the bay b}- the natural

water grades, the land grades and land passes.

Oakland, situated as she is, is the natural terminus

for these products, as all grades and passes center

here. Her waterfront stretches for ten miles along

the western and southern sides of the city and can-

not be surpassed as a terminal and manufacturing

center. These facts are borne out when we stop

to consider that the great trans-continental rail-

way systems, the Southern Pacific, the Western
Pacific and the Santa Fe Railway Companies ha^•e

selected Oakland as the terminal for their several

lines, and they have each spent millions of dollars

in building up the facilities to handle their business.

During the year 1909 the city officials and com-
mercial bodies, realizing the value of this extensive

watcTfront, ad\ocated and finally bonded the city

tor two and one-half millions for impro\-ing and
developing the natural harbor. At this time miles

of the waterfront weri' lield and claimed b\- pri-

vate parties, some with \a1id and others without

any title whatever. I'.l'forts were made to acquire

these holdings, and finally, during the year 1911.

the titles tf) most of the frontages were acquired

by the city.

During the years 1010 to 1914 the city had led

contracts for building a 2000-foot quay wall, ex-

tending from Myrtle to Clay Streets, on the F.stu-

ary of San Antonio, and lor dredging and con-

structing a retaining wall in the Key Route Basin

and the building of three apron wharves and one

pier. The bulkhead in the Key Route Basin was
moved out towards the deep waters of the bay 2000

feet, the city thereby acquiring 268 acres of marsh
land, which has been partially filled with dredged

material, making available land for factory sites.

The Southern Pacific, Western Pacific and Key
Route Railway Companies were each granted a

1000-foot strip for terminals under fifty-year fran-

chises, with certain stipulations as to their use and

development. These three companies have spent

se\ era! million dollars in harbor improvement and

will ha\e to spend much more in order to carry

out the terms of their several franchises.

During all this period and up to the year 1914

the tonnage passing over the few wharves the citv

owned and operated in the Estuary was ver}- small

and mostly of local nature.

Early in the 3'ear 1914 it was realized by the

progressive men of the city that the Panama Canal

would be opened \ery shortly, and with this open-

ing would come ships with and for cargo, and an

efifort was made to get ready more axailable wdiarf-

age space. So the dredging in front of the quay

wall in the Estuary was completed, and a large

wharf shed was built. The old wharves were re-

paired and negotiations were entered into with

several large shipping concerns with a \iew of get-

ting them to make Oakland a port of call. Then
came the war and the closing of the Canal, which

put a damper on things of this nature.

During the latter part of 1914 and earl}- in 191.t.

optimism having again taken hold, the city appro-

priated and spent in construction work, dredging

and repairs some $250,000. About this time efTorts

were made by outside capital to lease portions of

the waterfront, and after some length of time in

negotiating with the city officials, a lease was

granted to the Albers Brothers Milling Company
on the western waterfront, where said company
has erected at a cost of one-half million dollars a

wh.art with warehouses, mills and grain elevators,

co\ering a space 1026 by .^00 feet, and housing

the most up-to-date cereal mill on the Coast, and

during the coming year this jilant will he running

at full capacitw This was the start.

During the earl)- part of the }ear 19l(i it became

ai)parent that the ship tonn;ige to carry supplies

to the allied army was far from being adequate, .'ind

through the activities of the L'-boats, was liecoming

;ilarmingly less.

In the b'stuary were fixe shiiiyards. Hanlon's.

the I'nion Iron Works, Moore and Scott's.
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Stone's and liarncs X: 'l'il)l)(.-tts'. 'I'lu'sr plants alto-

i^H'tluT did not at this time employ more than lOtX)

men. With the demand for x'essels. however, the>-

inimt'diately heeame aeti\e. and while most ot the

work done by them was the building of small

Coast steamers and sailing vessels and the re])air

of vessels that had become inxaluable. owing to the

lack of bottoms, these plants were doubled in size.

'Then the demand for large steel vessels became so

threat that during the fall of 1916, ant! when finally

we entered the great war, these yards ex-

panded until now they are emjiloying o\-er 15,CXX)

men and are turning out the largest t_\-pe of modern

steel cargo carriers. With the demand for ships

came the demand for food and clothing, and into

Oakland harbor has come an enormous increase

of tonnage of merchandise and millions of feet of

lumber to be manufactured and distributed.

Realizing the advantages of the western water-

front as a deep water terminal, the Parr-McCor-

mick Steamship Line applied for and obtained a

lease to sixty acres of this property, on which it

is to erect a system of wharves and warehouses,

creating a terminal of the most up-to-date pattern.

Every facility for the use of the shipper and manu-

facturer will be furnished here by this company.

Its jdans call for piers of the most modern type,

warehouses of the most modern design with rail

connections, so that the shipper can have his pro-

ducts handled in the most economical manner.

Two thousand feet north of the Parr-McCormick

Company, sixty-four acres have been leased to the

Union Construction Company, which, according to

the terms of its lease, is to build one of the most

modern shipbuilding and manufacturing plants on

the Pacific Coast. It is now at work on this site,

and having secured ten contracts from the Shipping

Board is bending every effort to have its plant in

working order. This plant, with that of the Parr-

McCormick Company, will employ about 5000 men.

The Howard Company has, during the last year,

erected at a cost of $80,000 on property leased from

the city, a modern wharf and warehouse, and dur-

ing the month of April received the first cargo of

sugar and copra, of 7200 tons, at this new wharf.

This company does a business over its leased

wharves that returns to the city an average of $3000

per month in dockage and tolls, and this will greatly

increase during the coming year.

The Southern Pacific Company, under its fran-

chise agreement, was to erect a system of quay

wall docks which its engineer reported to be of an

obsolete type. The company obtained permission

from the City Council to abandon this type of con-

struction and erect five piers in their stead. These

piers are to be 800 feet long by 400 feet wide, with

sheds and warehouses with all the up-to-date facili-

ties for handling freight. This construction will be

commenced at once and two of the piers will be

completed before January, 1919, in order to take

care of business over l.ong Wharf, which wharf

will be reuKixed at that lime.

hi the inner harbor, in what has been known as

r,rookl\n I'.asin. the C.overnment has, during the

List two years, built out of dredged material an

island a mile long and 2000 feet wide, with a 300-

foot ship channel on both sides to a depth of

twenty-five feet at low water.

The housing, feeding and clothing of the enormous

armv of labor in the different plants now operating

and in course of construction is a task of great mag-

nitude, and every eft'ort is being made to care for it

in the best ]H)ssible manner. The enormous ton-

nage of food, clothing and material will necessarily

ha\e to be shipped from the source of supply to

Oakland, and a large percentage of this tonnage

will have to be handled over our wharves. This

means that during the coming year new wharves

will have to be built to accommodate this increased

shipping, and in view of this fact the Commissioner

of Public Works is now busily engaged with his

harbor engineer and staff" planning improvements

for Oakland harbor, which are absolutely necessary

and will have to be provided for.

In order to show the great increase of business

done in Oakland harbor during the last four years

the following figures will be illustrative, showing

the tonnage received during the years 1914, 1915,

1916 and 1917, and the amount of revenue derived

bv the city over its wharves while handling this

tonnage

:

No. of Tons Feet

\'essels Cargo Lumber

1914-1915 1495 181,795 3,875,000

1915-1916 2526 398,498 80,925,000

1916-1917 3983 719,021 154,236,805

10 months of fiscal

year 1917-1918 4759 775,642 179,409,893

Revenues

1913-1914 $14,155.10

1914-1915 24,322.75

1915-1916 55,288.56

1916-1917 : 95,841.68

10 months of 1917-1918 110,967.06

Xote—An increase in five years of 713 per cent.

Mr. Charles M. Schwab, in his recent visit to Oak-

land, made the gratifying announcement that con-

tracts to the extent of $35,000,000 had been awarded

the Moore Shipbuilding Company's plant.

Mr. Schwab witnessed the launching of eight

steel freighters at Oakland yards. San Francisco

Bay's part in the colossal Fourth of July launching

program consisted in sending seventeen vessels into

the water.
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MR. HARRY H. COSGRIFF, who succeeded

L,eo V. Merle as secretary to the Board

of Harbor Commissioners in April, 1917,

has been appointed commissioner to succeed Thom-
as S. Williams, resigned. Cosgriff was formerl}'

in the real estate business.

The Shipping Board have definitely assigned to

Struthers & Dixon for management, the four-masted

bark "Moshulu", the three-masted ship "Arahapoe",

the four-masted bark "Monongahela", the "Chil-

cothe", the "Flying Cloud" and the "Montauk".

Eight concrete hulls of 7500 tons deadweight

capacity will be constructed for the Government on

San Francisco Bay, under the management of the

San Francisco Shipbuilding Company.
On June 10th, Havesidc, Withers & Davis were

given the contract for rigging seventeen of the five-

masted auxiliary schooners building at the Founda-

tion Company's Portland, Oregon, yard, for the

French Government. This is one of the largest

rigging orders ever let on the Coast.

Messrs. J. R. Hanify, Fred Linderman, Arthur

Cahill, Ralph Meyer and Oliver J- Olson have all

returned from Washington, where they went for

the purpose of securing a readjustment of the

Government charter rate for steam schooners of

$6.25 per deadweight ton per month. The commit-

tee argued for $7.00 as a fair rate for steamers of

over 2000 tons deadweight carrying capacity, and

$8.00 for vessels under this size. The matter has

been taken under advisement by Mr. Charles R.

Page of the Shipping Board, who is thoroughly

familiar with Pacific Coast shipping conditions, and

a favorable adjustment of the rate is looked for.

• Mr. Drew Chidestcr, president of the Trans-

Oceanic Company, returned recently from a three-

months' tour of the West Coast ports.

Amongst the changes along California Street,

noted in the past month, is the appointment of D. F.

Mahaflfy as branch manager of the Ship Owners
Radio Service, Inc., the sales and service depart-

ment of Kilbourne (,^- Clark Manufacturing Com-
pany, makers of wireless apparatus. Mr. Mahaffy

has been identified with transportation interests in

San Francisco ever since the fire, and with his wide

acquaintance in shipping circles here, should p^o^-e

a valuable addition to the staff of the Seattle firm.

On account of the rapidly increasing business they

are doing in radio manufacturing, the Kilbourne &
Clark Manufacturing Com])any are considering it

necessary, both for their own good and for the

benefit of their patrons, to establish service branches

in the principal ports of the country ; and their

selection of a well-known local man of the ability

and knowledge of local conditions, possessed b_v

Mr. Mahaffy, is to be commended.

When the Home Fire & Marine Insurance Com-
pany of California made application to the various

states for re-admission, it was discovered that the

Home Insurance Company of New York had filed

an objection in practically every state in the Union

on account of the similarity in names.

Up to the present time the Home Fire & Marine

Insurance Company of California has been licensed

in thirty-six states ; and as the State of New York

has just licensed the California company, it is fair

to assume that the Home of New York will make
no further objection and that the company will

shortly be doing business in every state in the

Union.

During the ])ast month the King Coal Company
took o\er the entire San Francisco Bay plant of

the Western Fuel Company, including seventeen

coal barges, two tugs and two lines of bunkers on

the Oakland Estuary. The King Coal Company
will supply Utah coal almost exclusively for ships

bunkers, while the W'estern Fuel Company will

confine its activities to production at the Nanaimo

mines.

Articles of incorporation of the Concrete Boat

Company of San Francisco have been filed, with a

capital stock of $250,000. The directors are Alfred

B. Swinerton, C. J. Hillard, George S. Forderer,

P. J. Herold and F. A. Kales. The purpose of the

corporation is to build concrete and fabricated ships.

W. R. Grace & Company have received six of the

Japanese steamers turned over to the Emergency

Fleet Corporation to compensate for steel from this

country for the Japanese shipyards. The six vessels

turned over to W. R. Grace for the nitrate trade are

the "Java Maru" of 7920 tons, "Shakano Maru",

7000 tons; "Penang Maru", 8325 tons; "Shinsei

Maru", 6800 tons ; "Kunashari Maru", 6386 tons,

and "Ceylon Maru", 6-WO tons. These tonnages

being deadweight in each case.

The "Nanking", formerly the Pacific Coast

Straniship Company's coaster "Congress", and re-

built in Seattle, following her burning off Eureka,

Cal., in 1916, was one of the arrivals in port during

the month which attracted a great deal of interest.
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The Wallace pipe-bending machii
of the type of work it turns out.

|. Aron & Company, the large and well known
importing and exporting house with headquarters

in New York, and branches in London, Chicago and

New Orleans, opened a San Francisco office in the

Merchants Exchange Building on the first of the

month, with Mr. Louis Potter in charge.

"Peterson Number 20", the newly completed

launch of the Peterson Launch Company, which was

built by George Kneass, San Francisco's veteran

boat builder, and powered with a 125 horsepower

open cross-head Union engine, has been comman-

deered by the Government. The launch, a big

powerful fellow, and the latest word in combination

bay and ocean work craft. The Peterson Launch

Compan}' will order a duplicate boat.

The power barge "W. R. Fletcher", a part of the

Fletcher-Wheeler river transportation fleet, was

given a successful trial recently, her twin forty-five

horsepower Acme engines driving her eight miles

an hour from Oakland to Stockton.

Frank Stone, Oakland's well known wooden ship-

builder, launched a fine shallow

draft river freight boat from his

yards last week. The craft is sixty-

five feet long, twenty-five feet beam,

and is equipped with twin thirty-five

horsepower Union open-crosshead

engines.

The former Lake Washington

ferryboat "Issaquah", which was

purchased recently for the Mare

Island ferry run and towed down
the Coast from Seattle, was pulled

out on the Barnes &; Tibbit

ways during the month and found

in excellent condition. She will

soon be doing ferry service be-

tween the Island and \'al-

Icjo.

The half yearly report for the

term ending December 31, 1917.

of the Osaka Shosen Kabushiki

Kaisha >li(jws profits of 22,192,248.17 yen.

.\fUr deducting the customary reserves for

insurance, repairs and depreciation of fleet,

the net profit remains 18,347,248.17 yen,

which with the balance brought forward

from the previous term gives a tutal uf IS.-

482,149.74 yen for distribution. The fol-

lowing disposition of this sum was made ; to

fund for adjustment of value of fleet, 2,500,-

000 yen; special depreciation of fleet, 1,500,-

000 yen; business extension fund. 1,.500,000

yen; di\idend equalization fund, 1,500,000

yen; 10 per cent dividend, 1.553,125 yen;

extra 40 per cent dividend, 6,212,500 yen;

fund for retiring land and marine officers,

1 ,000,000 yen : extra allowances to staff,

()00,000 yen ; leaving a balance to be carried

,.ver .if 2.116,524.74 yen.

ALAMEDA PLANT TO EXPAND

THE most significant development in the East

Bay district during the past month was
the announcement of the Bethlehem Ship-

building Corporation of plans for a great enlarge-

ment of the Alameda plant. Ten new ways will

be installed, 160 acres having been secured along-

side of the former Alameda plant properties, and

this will carry the waterfront control right to the

property of the Alaska Packers Association.

This expansion will call for an augmentation of

the present army of shipbuilders which is employed

at this huge yard that will be reckoned in the

thousan<ls.

The shop and yard equipment will also be brought

up to a standard which will permit of the fullest use

of the additional building ways.

•Herbert L. Pratt", torpedoed off Cape Henlopen. southeast of Lewes. Delawar

s a mile off when hit, but managed to keep afloat and make her way to si

5he lies in seven fathoms, her stern high in th" air. This vessel has alrea

been salved. International Film pholo.
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Exclusive Correspondence of the "Pacific Marine Review'

SIXCl'", my last article we ha\ c had all kinds

of alarms and excusions in the shipbuilding

world. There have been further outpourings

of talk about speeding up, with an occasional sug-

gestion that speeding down in some cases might

be useful. The Government has been blamed for

one thing or another in connection with shipbuild-

ing, and the shipbuilders have also come in for

their share of castigation, although the critics at-

tacking both are as often as not very badly in-

formed as to the real facts of the situation. Further

new important efforts have been made to secure

more labor for shipbuilding and that industry in

particular will not be one to suffer by the new
Man Power Bill. This new measure increases the

age up to which men can be compulsorily enlisted

in this country to fifty-one years. The old age

limit was forty-one years. Whilst many trades

will be further denuded of male laborers as a conse-

quence, in order that the fighting forces may be sup-

plemented in the great struggle now proceeding

on the Continent, shipbuilding will carry on as be-

fore, owing to the fact that it ranks with food grow-

ing and munitions making as an essential industry.

Government committees and controllerships in con-

nection with shipbuilding still undergo flux and

change. This man resigns and that committee

hands in its credentials, but other men come for-

ward to correct the mistakes of their predecessors

or perhaps upon the principle that a new broom

always sweeps clean. Less and less of tradition and

convention is allowed to rule in the Government's

control of shipbuilding, but of course there naturally

still remains quite a sufficient amount of red tape.

Most people are very glad to welcome Lord Pirrie,

who has just accepted the post of Controller Gen-

eral of Merchant Shipping. This peer was born

poor as regards wordly goods, but he had a remark-

able advance. He entered the firm of Harland and

Wolff—which owes so much of its amazing develop-

ment to him—when he was fifteen years of age, as

an apprentice draughtsman; within six years he

was head draughtsman, and at the age of twenty-

seven a partner. A characteristic story is told about

him which may not be strictly true. It is said that

after one of Pirrie's visits to Liverpool, a ship-

owner wearing a more serious face than usual when
he met his colleagues on the Exchange. He was
asked "What is wrong?" His reply was, "Well,

the fact is Pirrie has just been over and has per-

suaded me to order a ship, and 1 haven't the least

idea what to do with it."

Lord Pirrie

The above remarks about Lord Pirrie may very

effectively lead up to the statement that he is by
many people here regarded as-.-the greatest ship-

builder in; the world. In his. new post he is respon-

sible to the First Lord of the Admiralty, is at lib-

ert\- to attend meetings of the Board of Admiralty,

and will have direct access to the prime minister

and the war cabinet. A good deal of comment was
heard in the lobby of the House of Common on this

unique freedom of action. Those who have littherto

identified themselves with distrust of the admiralty

on matters affecting merchant shipping are frankly

delighted with an arrangement which, as one mem-
ber puts it, "robs the bold braid of its power to

obstruct". Others, like Sir Edward Carson, fear it

may lead to friction between the Controller of the

Admiralty and the Controller-General of Merchant
Shipbuilding. But the general opinion is dis-

tinctly favorable to the Government proposal. A
shipbuilder with a magnificent record behind him

—

and the crucial test on this great problem can be

summed up in the one word "results"—is to be

given a free hand, and almost everybody believes

that he will succeed.

Shipbuilding Competitions

I believe that there is a strong naval backing for

the idea of helping merchant shipping construction

by making a definite appeal to the competitive

spirit of the workers in the various shipyards. One
suggestion, which seems to be sensible, is to put

in every shipyard a sort of chart showing each week
the amount of tonnage sunk, the amount of new
tonnage constructed, and also the tonnage turned

out each week in the various shipyards of the dis-

trict. The workmen would thus have before their

eyes a first rate stimulus to efifort. They would see

at once whether they are beating or being beaten

by their rivals of the nighborhood.

Germany's Shipping Outlook

If statements in the Hamburg newspapers are to

be relied upon, and to a large extent they are con-

firmed by information available on this side of the

North Sea, German shipowners' prospects after the

war are very uncertain. For some years it is con-

sidered probable that they will have a difficulty

in again obtaining a footing in several important

trades which they at one time almost monopolized,

quite apart from any restrictive measures that may
be adopted by the Allied Governments. Herr Bal-

lin, director general of the Hamburg-American
Line—who, it is believed, did his utmost to prevent

war, knowing, as few did, the magnitude of the
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CDmiiuTcial inti rests at stakr, and who is iincliT-

stood to lia\c fallen out with the Kaiser a year or

so aj^'o lor his outspoken opinions on the siiljjcct

—

takes, 1 hear, a very pessimistic view of the future,

and appears to think that North and South Amer-

ican, as wtdi as Far Eastern, traffic will lie hard to

recover, whilst tiiere will also he serious ohstacles

to oxereonK' hefore business is resumed with the

I'.ritish dominions. h'or the purpose, theretori-. ol

dexelopim; new enterprises, he is at present on a

visit to the Baltic provinces, where, ai)parently,

he hopes to take every advantai^^e of Russia's lireak-

(lown. The possibilities of the situation are not,

however. beiuL;' overlo(_)ked by shipping people here,

and cirounstances may yet chan!.;e for the better.

War Shipbuilding Designs

lames Craig;, one of the ship survey^ors on the

(ilasgow staff of Lloyd's Register of Shipping, has

lieen talking very interestingly to the members of

the Institution of Engineers and Shipbuilders on

some of the effects of war on merchant shipbuilding.

In his address Mr. Craig said the interruption of

international trading had not adversely affected the

shipbuilding and engineering trades. If the trades

manufacturing steel castings and forgings home
])roduction had increased because these trades suf-

fered no longer from the peaceful penetration of

Continental rivals. Many large extensions of steel

works were in hand, and in the near future the (out-

put should be increased by from fifty to sixty per

cent over pre-war capacity. Supplies of imported

timber had ben reduced, but home grown woods

were taking their place, and ash, beech and harder

pine woods were being used for cabin fittings and

framings, instead of finer imported woods, while

reinforced concrete was being used for keel and

bilge blocks. The high cost of spelter lias led to

economies in galvanizing, and the scarcity of cop-

per to an increased use of steel piping. British tex-

tile manufacturers were now in a position to meet

all requirements in the way of carpets—their pro-

ducts being equal to those obtained from Germany
before the war. Practically all merchant vessels

now had their double bottoms and other tank spaces

adapted for the carriage of oil, and experience

showed that all kinds of cargoes could be carried

safely when the tanks were filled with oil.

Perhaps the most notable effect of the war on

shipbuilding, Mr, Craig suggested, had been the

increased development of standardization. It was
highly improbable that by the adoption of standard-

ization originality of thought and design would be

arrested. There were large tramp-building firms

who had standardized for many years, progress-

ively maintaining their best types, and producing

vessels rapidly by means of well organized methods

and the best equipment. The routine of shipbuild-

ing practice did not differ much from that of pre-

war times, but there was a steady increase in the

preparation of work from loft moulds, and a few

l)uil(K-rs had prei)are<l the inner strakes of outside

plating right fore and aft from moulds, thereby

economizing in the labor required for fairing the

vessel when framed. 'I'his practice might be ex-

tended so as to include casings, deck houses, hatch

coamings and shaft tunnels. In general designs

the most striking departure was that which aimed at

substituting stright lines for the curved lines of

tlie normal vessel. This, it was claimeil, would

lead to economies in construction. Another tlesign,

proposed liv -Mr. Isherwood, showed a vessel with

a long, parallel, midship body, arranged to make

the work easily adaptable to the templating sys-

tem, so that men trained to structural bridge work

could <leal with it. This was a departure entirely

due to the war, and it might have an important

eft'ect on the output of standardized vessels. Wil-

liam Miller, O.B.E., of Greenock, Scotland, had

introduced a notable change in framings.' which was

a combintnon of the transverse and longitudinal sys-

tems, and which would probably show a saving

in assembling and erecting. One vessel of this

type was nearing completion, concluded Mr. Craig,

and her behavior on service would be noted with

much interest.

Hospital Ships for the Tigris

Apart from men in the business, probably few

people know that in India there are extensive ship-

building facilities, and that, when the present war

difficulties regarding the supply of materials are

removed, the shipbuilders of Calcutta and Bombay

and other Indian ports may be capable of playing

a not unimportant part in the reconstruction of

shipping, especially of the class of tonnage required

for the waterways of Mesopotamia and India and

the coastal enterprise of Indian traders. The geo-

graphical position of India and her wealth of money

and of labor may lead to India becoming a ship-

building center of the future, and much interest has

been created in that country by the recent visit

of an Admiralty Commissioner to inquire into the

possibrlities of the industry in the Far East. So

far production has been mainly in the lighter class

of vessels, but the shipyards on the Hooghly River

and in other parts of India are capable of expans-

sion. and there is no reason why these should not

construct the larger types of ships.

All that modern science and skill can do to alle-

viate the lot of men suffering from wounds or from

the disease prevalent in Mesopotamia, has been ap-

plied to the construction and equipment of these

floating hospitals. The Red Cross is conspicuous

on the ships' sides, and, in addition, there is an

ingenious illuminative arrangement above the ship

which at night shows out brilliantly in the form of

a cross, visible ten miles oft", on either side of each

\essel, so that the enemy cannot possibly plead

ignorance of its marking as a hos]iitaI shi]>.
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Mr. Fred A. Ballin, president Supple-Bnllin Shipbuilding Corporation.

WITH THE SHIPBUILDERS

MR. JOSEPH SUPPEK, head of the Supple-

Ballin Shipbuilding Corporation since its

inception, has disposed of his interest in

the ])lant tu Mr. George C. W. Low, a New York
business man and nephew of Seth Low, former
mayor of Greater New York. 'J'he retirement of

Mr. Supple has resulted in a reorganization of the

executive stafif of the concern, Mr. Fred A. Ballin.

designer of the Ballin type of composite or steel

topside ship, being elected president; Judge Ar
thur Langguth, vice-president and secretary, ami
Mr. G. C. \A'. Low, treasurer. Mr. Supple has been
identified with the maritime development of the

Portland district for the past thirty years, and

previous to his arrival in the Northwest was en

gaged in ship construction at San Diego, California.

He retains an interest in the Pacific Marine Iron

Works and in the original Supple shipyard at the

foot of Belmont Street, Portland.

Mr. J. A. Waddell of Washington. D. C, repre-

senting the Division of Production of the Emerg-
ency Fleet Corporation, and Mr. William A. Fan
nan. Northwest manager of the division, are in

specting machine shops and boiler shops on tin-

Coast, having been in the I'urthnid district durin,L;

the middle of June, ami from tliere coming to San
Francisco.

Mr. Franklin Remington, president of tin-

Foundation Company at New York, which con-

trols eight shipyards throughout the country,

reached Portland on June 15th to inspect the first

ot the au.xiliary schooners building by the Founda-

tion Comjiany at the Columbia River seaport, the

"Capitaine Remy". He was accompanied by Cap-

tain Keo, marine expert of the French Commission.

who inspected the l-Vench contracts under way at

Tacoma.

Air. E. W. Wright, manager of the McEachern
Ship Company of Astoria, Oregon, returned to the

Northwest early in June, following a trip to the

East and South, where he inspected a large number
of shipyards engaged in Government work.

Mr. .A. F. Smith is back at the president's desk

at the Columbia River Shipbuilding Company's
Portland ])lant. after a trip of several weeks to the

ICast.

Mr. Joseph vSupple, until recently associated with

the Supple-Ballin vShipbuilding Corporation, is now
in Northern California looking after mining inter-

ests, and incidentally enjoying a well earned rest.

Captain E. D. Parsons, a well-known mariner,

and formerly a Columbia River pilot, is back on the

old job once more, after an absence of over a year.

Mr. Charles R. McCormick of San Francisco

spent part of June at Portland and St. Helens,

Oregon, attending the annual meetings of some
of the McCormick interests incorporated in the

State of Oregon.

Mr. Wilfred F. Smith, United States employment

director at Portland, has been in Washington, at-

tending a conference of the agents of \-arious states

in reference to the suppl\' of shipbuihU'rs.

cretary Supple-Ballia
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^Vkat tke Columbia River Metropolis is

Accomplisning i oaay

FLATTERING recognition was accorded a

Portlandcr, Fred A. Ballin, tlurinj^- the month,

by the selection of his design of a composite

ship, by the Emergency Fleet Corporation, for one

of the new 5000-ton types. Mr. I'allin is building

4.500-ton vessels of the same kind at the Supple-

Ballin plant, and the G.

M. Standifer Construct-

Corporation has com-

menced the first of six of

the same plan.

The Ballin ship was

considered with t h e

Hougherty vessel, also

with the reported new

Ferris ship, which is an

improvement on the orig-

inal Ferris plan and an in-

crease in size from 3500

to 5000 tons. The first of

the Ballin ships is about

ready here, and her final

performance w'ith cargo is

being awaited.

H. D. Sandstone, a

naval architect, and H. Y.

Freedman, an attorney,

have completed plans for

an all-wood ship of 6200

tons capacity. They have

sent the drawings on to

the Emergency Fleet
Corporation, after having

conferred with Oregon

representatives of that
branch of the Govern-

straight-grained material is specified for the sides

and lower sections. The vessel is to have a length

of 350 feet, beam of 50 feet and depth of hold of

28.6 feet.

Assurances that Portland's battery of steel ship-

building ways will be increased from seventeen to

twentv-three. has created

OREGON SHIPBUILDING

December 10. Jiinc.T,

1916 1918

10,800

11

48,000

I'lants building steel ships 3

Plants building wooden ships .. 6

Number of employees 4,200

Monthly payroll $302,400

Steel cargo ships launched
Tonnage of steel ships launched
Wooden ships launched 3

Tonnage of wooden ships

launched
Cargo ships in ways
Tonnage of sliips in ways
Total amount of contracts $22,250,00(1

Steel ships contracted for and
to be delivered exclusive of

above vessels launched

Wooden ships contracted for

and to be delivered exclusive

of above vessels launched
* 1 under construction.

t3 under construction.

t Portland 26,150
Outside of Portland.-. 6,200

*4

tl7
$32,350

$3,493,800
24

184,800
72

276,500
94

370,400
;200,000,000

98

32,350

Steel 76,800 tons

Wood 293,600 tons

370,400 tons

Number of Vessels Launched
Wood
Steel

1916
3

1917
31

1918
42
16

Tonnage

Wood 10,800 117,800 158,70(1

Steel 61,600 123,200

Total Tonnage 10,800 179,400 281,900

ment. Mr. Sandstone has

been connected with various Northwest yards dur-

ing the past three years, and it was after such

experience that he turned his attention to the new

ship. Double diagonal planking is provided for

on the outside of the frames, as well as over the

deckbeams, and in the construction of frames

the greatest interest in

construction and indus-

trial circles of any <level-

opment during June, the

gain being brought about

by the announcement of

the establishment of a

complete new plant by

the Northwest Steel Com-
pany on a tract of forty

acres, immediately adjoin-

ing the yard of the Coast

Shipbuilding Company,

where four ways will be

installed, and an addition

to the plant of the Colum-

bia River Shipbuilding

Company of two ways,

giving the latter five.

The Northwest Steel

Company already has a

complete yard, with four

ways on which thirteen

of the 8800-ton steel hulls

have been finished, but the

Emergency Fleet Corpo-

ration, in extending the

yearly output of ships in

every possible w'ay, called

on the company to take

charge of the second plant. Under the present sys-

tem the Northwest builds hulls and the Willamette

Iron & Steel Works installs machinery and fits out

the vessels. The new plant will have all facilities

for that work, so vessels will be completed with-

out shifting from the property.
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During the month the Columbia River v^hipliuild-

ing Corporation closed with the Pi^mergency P'leet

Corporation for fourteen contracts, making a total

of thirty-two ships in all, of which six have been

completed. The Corporation now has another in

the water, the first of the Isherwood type floated,

and three more of that class are on the ways, with

the fourth representing a return to the original hull

construction. All are of the 8800-ton design.

Total contracts at the Northwest plant also

number thirty-two ships, thirteen of which have

been floated, and of the number ten have been deliv-

ered. The Albina Engine & Machine Works is

credited with fifteen contracts, six of which have

been launched and four delivered.

The understanding here is that the new yard of

the Northwest Steel Company will be started with

twenty contracts. The G. M. Standifer Construc-

tion Corporation's plant at Vancouver, Wash., hav-

ing five ways, is to start with ten ships of 9500

tons. Steel for the vessels is being rolled, and early

in July the first will be delivered. The plant, which

is nearing completion, is said to be one of the best

laid out in the West. Advantage is being taken of

the time to attend to all details, and it is felt cer-

tain that once steel is on the ground, it will be

fabricated and go into place with speed.

And all of the improvements at the Columbia
River Shipbuilding Corporation's property are not

confined to ways, for there will be a second plate

shop erected to care for the extra building berths

and the fitting-out dock is being extended. Also

the corporation has almost rebuilt its administra-

tion building. The lower floor is given over to

general and executive offices, with enlarged quarters

for the auditing department, a rest room for the

women and such additions. On the upper floor the

drafting room has been e.xpanfled and more light

provided, also blue print rooms are more commodi-
ous. With fireproof vaults and indirect lighting,

the various rooms are modernly equipped.

NOTES

Breaking the ice with its Government contracts,

the G. M. Standifer Construction Corporation is

hurrying its first Federal ship, the "Kineo", which

was floated from its wooden yard at Vancouver,

Wash., the last day of May. She is a Ferris type,

but, unlike the standard ship, has twin screws. On
the ways vacated by the "Kineo" the first Ballin

ship was laid down. The company has five other

Ferris ships on the stocks there, and four more at

the North Portland wooden yard. The Ferris fleet

will all be in the water before July ends.

Ship construction is a course added to many
taught at the Benson Polytechnic School, that fea-

ture of the school being maintained at night for the

benefit of shipworkers in the various plants. J. H.

Abbott, supervisor of hulls at the Grant Smith-

Porter Ship Company, gave twelve lessons to the

students, and of fifty examined June 6th, there were

thirty-eight passed. The enrollment is 225.

Captain E. S. Edwards, United States Inspector

of Hulls, a position he has filled for twenty-nine

years, departed from his hobby of collecting marine

souvenirs in June, by presenting virtually his entire

museum to marine societies and others. Numerous
pictures of t)ldtime steamers were given to the

Columbia River Pilots' Association and to Portland

Harbor Masters', Mates' and Pilots' Association.

Fire aboard the sternwheel steamer "Paloma"

June 7th, which broke out as she was lying at her

berth, damaged the vessel to the extent of about
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$20,000. An investigation discldsvd tliat it was due

Id an inc.\])cricnce(l fireman. Tlir ciwnrrs of tin-

xe.s.sel purchased the tui; "!,. I'",. Thumpsdn" a few-

days later, and will use iier in liarhor work, 'i'lie

"I'aloma" is to he reliuilt, as well.

At \ aneiiu\er, \\ ash., a start has been macU' by

the Great Northern Cnnertte l'>arge Company in

stone vessels, l-'nr the present, elt'orts of the force

will hv confined to barges and inland \essels.

In preparation for the \isit in July of Charles M.

."^ehwab, director-general of the Emergencx' h'leet

Corporation and Charles I'iez,\ice-president and gen-

eral manager, and others from Washington, Oregon
shipbuilders are preparing to launch at least one

ship at every plant. Some will send two \-essels intu

the water. The Grant Smith-Porter Ship Compan}
jiropose to depart from the ordinary program in

ha\ing fi\e completed steamer ready for the in-

spection of the \\ ashingtonians. The combined

l.aunchings are expected to represent mure than

40,000 tons.

During the month, the Oregon drydock, which

was purchased by the Hefifernan Drydock Companw
of Seattle, left the harbor, and after a short stay

at Astoria, dejiarted from there June 13th, in tow
of the tugs "Tyee" an<l Holyokc", bound for

Seattle.

Return of the liner "Beaxer" to the Portland-Cali-

fornia service, after she had actually been com-

mandeered by the navy department, caused satis-

faction among shippers and the trav'eling public.

Though proven patriotic in exery wa\', Portlanders

did not take kindly to being cut off from water

transportation with only the liner "Rose Cit}" to

depend on, so their cry to Washington was heeded.

It is said the na\y was a\ erse to relinquishing the

"lUaMr", she being rated an excellent type for

transport pur])oses.

In a re]iort of tonnage turned out for the Gov-
ernment between January 1st and May 31st, aggre-

gating cS05,00() tons, it is shown that the Oregon
district's share was approximately t \venty-se\'en per

cent.

After the executive board of the Portland Metal
Trades Council had gone on record in favor of men
in all shipyards working Saturda)' afternoons dur-

ing June, July and August, in opposition to privi-

leges granted under the Macey Wage Adjustment,

a referendum vote of seventeen unions affiliated

untler the Coutieil, defeated the proposal. The con-

tention ot the men is that such a movement should
be initiated at Washington, 'i'he present arrange-

ment provides for the men being paid double time

if they labor Saturday afternoons during the sum-
mer. As a result, plants are not working all shifts

that day except in emergencies.

Repairs were completed June 15th to the steamer
"Daisy", which was damaged early in the month,
when attempting to enter Willapa Harbor. A new
sternpost, new rudderpost and repairs to her rudder;

also caulking, summed up the damage.
Two Ferris ships built on Grays Harbor by the

Grant Smith-Porter Ship Company are here for

machinery installation, the "Manada" and "Ban-
croft". The work is being done by the Grant Smith-

Porter plant at Portland.

Captains Silvertsen and other Navy Reserve Offi-

cers arrived June 14th, to join the freighter "West-
ern Ocean", on trial, and her performance was .such

she was turned o\er to the navy the following day.

One iif Ihf recentl} c.impleled (it tit freighters fitting out at the wharf of the Northwest Steel Company, Portland.
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A recent launchins at the plant of the Northwest Steel Company.

She was built by the Xorthwcst Steel Com-
pany and Willamette Iron X: Steel Works. She

vvas the vanguard of the 8800-tonners completed

here that will burn coal.

French interests have purchased the big steam

schooner "John Kiernan", the only vessel so far

undertaken by the Kiernan & Kern Shipbuilding

Company. .She is to be decked over here, so as to

provide a shelterdeck for the entire space between

the houses. The builders are negotiating with the

Emergency Fleet Corporation for six contracts on

5000-ton steamers, and in anticipation of the busi-

ness being closed for, ha\c arranged to enlarge

their plant and increase the building berths from

one to four.

One of the few delays the tank steamer "J. A.

Chanslor" has met with look place June 7th, when
it was found one of the straps on the rudder had

snapped. By putting the ship "down by the head",

repairs were made without the necessity of dry-

<iocking.

Plans are under way for the construction of a

Government drydock here with a lifting capacity of

12,000 tons. The understanding is that it will be

built of steel. The Port of Portland drydock is now

the onh plant here, and that is sorely taxed at times.

Since steamboat transportation has ceased on the

Columbia River above The Dalles and on the W'il-

lamette River, between Portland and Corvallis, the

matter has been brought to the attention of the

\\ aterways Commission, at Washington, and spe-

cial reports have been filed with that body. Since

the (Tinernment is exerting eiiforts to relieve rail-

road lines on local business, the lack of steamboat

ser\ice is being felt.

Interest in concrete ship construction has residted

in the Paipiet Concrete Shipbuilding Company
being formed with Joseph Paquet, pioneer steam-

boat builder, at the head. Associated with him are

Julius Black and George N. Black, the latter hav-

ing been connected with the American Shipbuild-

ing Company, at W'arrenton. Elwood Wiles, a

concrete expert; George W. ]\IcBridgc, head of the

International Shipbuilding Company ; A. S. Ki.x of

the same corporation, and Carl H. Jackson, have an-

nounced their determination to start a concrete

plant, after having inspected the new concrete

steamer "Faith" (_)n her arrival at Seattle, late in

May.

Coos Bay interests arc reported interested in a

mo\'e to bring shipyards thereinto what is known
as the Oregon district. Though the waterway is

within the state, it was classed with the California

district from the start of the Emergency Fleet Cor-

poration's program. One argument advanced in

favor of the change is that Portland is easier of

access than San Francisco these days.

Progress is rapid at the new East Side plant of

the Pacific Marine Iron Works, where a fitting-out

yard is being established for installing machinery

in Government vessels built at yards where only

hull contracts are held. Slips are being provided to

accommodate six ships at a time. A dredge is

of boilers ready for shipn at the plant uf the Willan & Steel Works. Portland, Oregon.
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Draushting nd cost-keeping department at the Willamette biff Portia

clearing the openings tn tin- ni'ccssary depth and

piling has been driven for the piers, virtually all

of them being planked and in readiness for the

tracks for cranes. Besides installing machinery it

is building for the vessels, the Pacific Marine Iron

Works is to place machinery made by other plants

that will be delivered under orders of the Emerg-
ency Fleet Corporation.

Contracts held by the Oregon Brass Works are

said to exceed $1,000,000, and the organization has

been forced to obtain space at the foot of Flanders

Street, so that its plant can be duplicated. It is

estimated that the brass and bronze work on one

of the 8800-ton steel ships represents about $20,000.

For vessels building at Portland, there arc 110

bronze propeller blades under order, and an addi-

tional forty-two blades for steamers being turned

nut on Puget Sound.

Aboard the freighter "Western Wave", which

was delivered to the Government the first week in

June, is a De Laval turbine engine, the only one

of the design so far placed aboard one of the 8800-

ton carriers here.

In the most recent addition to names for wooden
vessels building in Oregon, the following have been

selected by Mrs. Wilson, wife of President Wilson

:

"Umatilla", "Montezuma", "Belding", "Arvonia",

"Kince", "Benzoia", "Moosabee", "Kangi", "Okiya"

and "Aimwell" at the yards of the Standifer Con-

struction Company. The "Braeburn", "Braxton",

"Brazos" and "Brentwood" at the plant of the Pe-

ninsula Shipbuilding Company. The "Cabeza",

"Cabura", "Boxbutte", "Boykin", "Boylston" and

"Boyonton" at the yards of the Coast Shipbuilding

Company. The "Airlie", "Ashburn", "Owensdaw"
and "Birchleaf", at the plant of Supple & Ballin.

The "Matlapan", "Maratanza" and "Manzu", at the

plant of Sommarstrom Bros., Columbia City. The
"Lonoke" and "Bonifay", at the yards of the Rogers

Shipbuilding Company, Astoria. The "Blue Eagle",

"Capines", "Munra" and "Wanahbe", at the plant

of tile Wilson Shipbuilding Company, Astoria.

As the wooden hull of the thirty-inch dredge

"Columbia" has outlived its time, the Port of Port-

land Commission is investigating the advisability of

having a concrete hull built. Hulls under the

dredges "Tualatin" and "Willamette", also thirty-

inch types, are of steel, but difficulty of obtaining

that material today for such purposes has turned

attention to concrete.

Eight of ten records held among wooden ship-

yards in the United States were captured by Ore-
gon builders, at least credit for them has been given

by the Emergency Fleet Corporation. The three

leading points gained was the Supple-Ballin record

of placing eighty frames in thirty-four working
hours ; the laying of a keel in five minutes by the

McEachern Ship Company's force, and the comple-

tion of the hull of the steamer "Caponka" in forty-

"Tr^

mw
^«*fX' .

is%;3^;j
in the G. M. Standifer Conatruction Corporatit

shipbuilding yard at Portland.
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nim- working <lays, at the Grant Smith rortcr Shi])

Company's yard.

Expecting to close for Govcrnnifnt contracts tor

wooden barges of 2000 tons, of which there are

to be 200 awarded, the International Shiphuildin.i;

Company, at Columbia City, has proceeded with the

completion of three more ways. The first set have

been in place several months, but adhering to its

policy of not granting business to yards not already

engaged in building Government tonnage, the

Emergency Fleet Corporation has not favored the

plant. Under a recent ruling, it is said such yar<ls

will be permitted to bid on the barge contracts.

Harry Humphreys, manager of the boiler depart-

ment of the Willamette Iron & Steel Works, who

was selected to represent the plant at Philadelphia,

the new headquarters of the Emergency Fleet Cor-

poration, was the honored guest at a dinner at the

University Club on the eve of his departure. The

affair was attended by Emergency Fleet Corpora-

tion officials, as well as officers of the Willamette

plant. Mr. Humphreys had been connected with the

organization here seventeen years.

Barracks have been completed by the Columbia

River Shipbuilding Corporation and the Northwest

Steel Company; also by the Supple-Ballin Ship-

building Corporation, for h< .using members of the

Oregon State Police, who are on .luty at the yards

as guards.

SHIPYARD ACTIVITIES

The "Wasco", a product of the Grant Smith-

Porter Ship Conij.any. had her trial trip early in

|une, and on lune Sth, sailed to Nanaimo, B. C, to

load a cargo of coal back to Portland, the coal to

be used in bunkering her sister ships. The "Wasco"

is a Hough type wooden steamer, twelve of which

have been launched by the Grant Smith-Porter

Company. A few invited guests were permitted to

make the run down river to Astoria on the "W'asco"

and expressed themselves as highly pleased with the

vessel's performance. Since the trial of the "W asco",

the Grant Smith-Porter Company has been awarded

an aditional contract for six additional ships of the

I'erris design.

For the second time this year a frame crew at

the Supple-Ballin Shipbuilding Corporation's plant

has broken the record for placing frames, having

lowered the former mark of seventy-nine frames

in fort_\' four liours to eighty frames in thirty-four

hours. The ship on which this record was made

was of the I'.allin steel topsides type of the 4,^00-

ton deadweight class.

Colonel Gray, late commander of the 11th Xorth-

umberland Fusiliers, and the first speaker sent to

the Oregon and California shipyards by the National

Ser\ic(.' Section of the l\mergcncy Meet Corpora-

tion, is meeting a warm reception in the shipyards,

the Portland jilant of the Foundation Compan\-

turning out an audience of over three thousand to

listen to one of his impressive speeches.

Among those performing special services in

Portland shipyards is Mrs. Lulu Dahl Miller, a well

known contralto singer, who is conducting almost

dail}' concerts in the shipyards during the noon

hour.

PORTLAND SHOP EXPANSION
vShops in the Portland district, whose facilities

are now dexoted to the production of ship equip-

ment will be expanded wherever possible and those

which are only devoting a part of their capacity to

this worlc will be given additional orders. Shops

devoting their equipment to purely commercial

purposes will probably be drawn upon in part to

aid the division of production of the Emergency
Fleet Corporation.

Mr. William A. Fannan, manager of this division

in the Xorthwest. recently spent a week in Port-

land looking o\ er the situation and establishing

an agency. He was accompanied on his rounds by

representatixes of the Emergency Fleet Corpora-

tion and the Portland Chamber of Commerce. An
index system was called into service and an entire

check made on the facilities on hand. A general

gathering of the heafls of the concerns is planned,

at which foundations will he laid for substantialh'

increasing the shop output of tjie Portland district.

W'hile many Portland shops ha\e done their utmost,

others, not having receix'ed direct orders for work,

had imagined that their efforts were not required

and that all work was already taken care of. It

is now planned to turn the facilities of any shop

which may be of use to good account.

TRIALS OF THE 'CAPITAINE REMY"

The steam ;ui.\iliar\- schooner "Capitaine Remy",

built by the I'oundation Company's plant at Port-

land, was gixen a trial spin on June 11th. The ves-

sel steamed from Portland to the lower end of

Martin Island, thiity-two miles, and made eleven

knots at times, whereas her contract sjit'ed is nine

knots.

The Foinidation Compan\' undertook the con-

struction of twent>- \-essels of this class and nine

of these are now alloat. The tenth and possibly the

elexenth \essel will be launched before the firm's

tirst annixersary, which falls in the latter part of

the present month.

Among tli<ise on boanl the "Capitaine Remy" dur-

lier trial were Charles F. Sweigert, manager of the

Portland yard : Theodore Knudson, plant superin-

tendent ; \\ W . Drury. assistant Pacific Coast man-

ager for the Foundation Company ; Captain Leon

Mannt)ni, inspector for the French Commission at

Washington ; Ca])tain \'.. C. Genereaux, representing

the Bureau \'eritas. and ins]>ector for the French
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Goxcrnmcnt at the plant, and Captain Kildall. who

was in charge (if the \c'SS<.'l during hvr trial.

On the run, the machinery was fmind In function

perfectly and no minor trouhk's occurrecl. 'I'lu-

"Capitaint' Ki'nn" was away ticnn llu- yard loi- six

hours, co\ ering the thirty-twn mile course down

stream in two hoiu's. fifteen minutes and fifteen sec-

onds anil returning against a freshet current on the

Columhia in three hours, three minutes and thirt\-

i\\v seconds.

The main engines are two triple expansion, in-

\erted c\ Under, xiTtical engines of 350 horsepower

each, and steam is supidied hy two Roberts w^ater

lulii' hollers working at 225 pounds jiressure. No
t-ffort was made during the trial to extend the

e(|uipment to its fullest capacity, the engines being

held to liiO revolutions against their full power

speed of 175 turns.

The "Remy" is furnished with a turbo generatcjr

for wireless and electric lighting set, and the air

pumps and other engine room auxiliaries have inde-

])endent dri\es. The vessel is 280 feet over all, 46

feet beam and 27 feet depth of hold. She has a

deadweight capacity of 3000 tons and a lumber

capacity of 1,500,000 feet, although the arrangement

of her deck houses do not lend themseh-es to hea\'y

lumber carrying, as only about 200,000 feet could

be stowed on deck. She is built of Oregon fir

throughout with Eastern oak as trim in the cabins.

PORTLAND PERSONALS
Mr. Lloyd J. W'entworth, supervisor of wooden

ship construction for the Portland district, spent

the early part of June in the San Francisco dis-

trict, while !Mr. T. L. Tomlinson, .supervisor of

wooden construction for the Emergency Fleet Cor-

poration in the California district, inspected the

Oregon plants at the same time.

Mr. \\\ G. Tait, assistant manager of the di\ i-

sion of transi)ortation of the Emergency Fleet Cor-

lioration, with headquarters at Seattle, has estab-

vesspl of the EinerKenc,v Fleet Corporation
delivered at Portland, Oregon.

e Supple-Ballin Shipbuilding Corpor
iKht.v hull frames in thirty-four hours.

lished an agency at Portland, with Mr. W. P. Walso,

formerly with the Union Pacific Railroad, in charge.

Mr. James McKinlay, general manager of the

Columbia River Shipbuilding Corporation of Port-

land, was a \isitor to San Francisco during June.

Mr. G. A. Hemstreet of San Francisco has opened

Portland, CJregon, offices for the Oliver J. Olson

Company.
]\lr. John L. Nield has gone to Everett, Washing-

ton, to accept the position of superintendent of

the Norway Pacific Construction &; Dry Dock Com-
pany. Mr. Nield was for twelve years with the

Moore & Scott shipyard. Oakland, Cal.

The many friends of Mr. J. A. Tomkins along

the Coast will lie interested to learn that he has

departed for Manila, where

he will occupy the import-

ant position of engineering

sales manager for the Pa-

cific Commercial Co. for

the Philippine Islands, and

superintend the construc-

tion of several motorships

for that firm and clients.

]\Ir. Tompkins has had a

world wide engineering

experience, his principal

actix'ities on this Coast

being with the Seattle

Construction & Dry Dock
Co., where he was works

manager, and with the

Skandia Pac. Engine Co.
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Freignt Report
By Page Brothers

OUR last circular was dated May 22nd, and

there has not been a great volume of busi-

ness done. We have not a sing-le time char-

ter to report.

For miscellaneous charters, we have to report

steamer "Flavel", from a nitrate port to San Fran-

cisco, at $22.50. American shiji ''Aryan", from

Wellington to San Francisco, private terms, by J. J-

Moore & Co., and the "McLaurin" from a New
Zealand port to San Francisco, on private terms,

also by J. J. Moore & Co. The "Aryan" is now
being loaded on the berth from here to Wellington

by J. J. Aloore & Co., and the "McLaurin" direct

from here to a New Zealand port, is being loaded

by the Union Steamship Company.

Copra freights are still in great demand from

Australia, and especially from the South Sea Is-

lands to this port. The "Dauntless" and the "Reso-

lute" have been chartered from Sydney to San

Francisco by Burns, Philp & Co., at $40.00. Austra-

lian parties have chartered the British schooner

"Alexa", from San Francisco to Sydney at a lump

sum of $22,000, which on her case oil capacity,

means practically $2.00 a case. American vessels

are only allowed $1,375 per case for the same voy-

"1
Launch of th hipyards at South

age, which leaves a wonderful margin of profit for

buyers in the Antipodes when they buy on basis

of U. S. Government rate of freight.

The steam schooner "Daisy Matthews" gets $7.00

per ton of 2000 pounds for sugar from Honolulu

to San Francisco, and was paid $20.00 per thousand

feet by the S. E. Slade Lumber Company from the

North Pacific to Honolulu.

The latest nitrate charter has been that of the

auxiliary sailer "Suzanne" from a nitrate port to

Honolulu at $25.00 a ton. The new schooner "Rose

Mahony" has been commandeered by the United

States Government, after discharging her present

cargo at a New Zealand port, to load wheat for

San Francisco at 95/ per ton, and on the latter

account has been obliged to decline very high rates

of freight for tallow and hemp from New Zealand

to this port.

The Japanese Government has tendered about

fifteen or twenty steamers already, as per agree-

ment between the Governments of Japan and the

United States to the latter, in exchange for per-

mission to ship a certain amount of steel from

this country to Japan. Several of these vessels were

allotted to W. R. Grace & Co., to Wessel, Duval

and M. E. Kinsley, New York, and though most

of them have gone and are going in ballast from

Puget Sound to Chile. Coal cargoes for four of

them have been arranged in New York. The Ship-

ping Board rate on their vessels to Chile with coal

has been $15.00 per ton of 2240 pounds with, in

some cases, 750 tons per day discharge.

Several steamers have been chartered for lumber

at $45.00 per thousand feet, from the North Pacific

to Peruvian and Chilean ports, namely, the "West-

ern Wave", by Braden Copper Company, "San

Diego", by W. K. Grace & Co., "Flavell", by Bal-

four, Guthrie X: Co., "Stanwood", by Mohns Com-

mercial Conipanv, and steamer "Faith", by Bal-
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JSURANCE COMPANY
'eights and Disbursements
EETS, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA

W. H. WOODRUFF, Special Agent
220 BYRNE BUILDING
LOS ANGELES, CAL.

O. G. ORR & CO., Managers
ATLANTIC MARINE DEPARTMENT

3743 WALL STREET NEW YORK

BRITISH COLUMBIA, 264 COLMAN BUILDING. SEATTLE, WASHINGTON

four, Guthrie & Co. 'I'hc latter (concrete steamer)

liad been intended to K(' to Cuba with rice, etc.,

at about $20.00 a ton, but the insurance companies

(Hd not consider that she had (|uite proven herself

enoug:h to encourage them to give particular aver-

age insurance on rice to Cuba. Therefore, the

owners resolved to charter her for lumber to Chile,

and intend, after that, to load her with nitrate to

the East Coast of the United States, and if results

are as good as they have been on her first voyage,

presumably she will have established herself as a

complete success.

For Australia, nothing new has been done, nor

for Africa, nor for the Orient.

Purchases of vessels have fallen off, partly for the

reason of the United States regulations just passed,

which do not allow of any American vessels over

100 tons register t-o be transferred to foreigners.

Then, again, there is a lack of speculation because

rates of freight have been pretty well established

in different parts of the world, and there is no

chance to re-let at higher prices.

FIRST NEW JAPANESE VESSEL SOLD AND
DELIVERED TO U. S. SHIPPING BOARD
S. S. "Eastern vSun", formerly "Taifuku Maru",

No. 20, had the honor to be the first new Japanese

vessel sold to the United States Shipping Board,

with Seattle as its port in receiving this first of

fifty vessels to be sold to the Shipping Board and

Emergency Fleet Corporation.

This vessel was transferred by Suzuki & Com-
pany, Colman Building, head office of which is

Kobe, Japan. The vessel's capacity is 9000 dead-

weight tons, and was built by the Kawaski Dock-

yard Company, Ltd., Kobe, Japan.

Through two agreements, the first of which took

place April 24th, between Ambassador Morris and

Japanese shipbuilders, Japan will transfer about

fifty new vessels, fifteen to be covered by the first

agreement, which is the exchange of one ton of

steel for one deadweight ton of vessel, while thirty-

one vessels will be covered by the second agree-

ment of one ton of steel for two deadweight tons

of vessel.

Dockyards throughout Japan are now worKii.g

at their full capacity in building these vessels for

United States Government and Allies.

The spirit of co-operation in the full prosecution

of war is now prevailing in Japan, with a combined

effort of both Government and private companies.

Air. W. P. Cassell, special agent of the Home
Fire &• Marine, with headquarters at 264 Colman

Building, Seattle, is paying a short business visit

to the head office in the Insurance Exchange Build-

ing, i^an Francisco.

The "Eastern Sun", formerly the "Taifuku Maru", sold and delivered to the U. S. Shipping Board at Seattle in Jun
new Japanese vessel sold to the United States under the new steel supply understanding between the tv
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Mr. William F. Fletcher, sales manager Cutting & Washington.
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A RADIO WITH A RECORD

There was a time when radio appa-

ratus was considerable of a mystery
to the lay mind, but nowadays the

wireless is accepted with the same
feeling as the telephone or telegraph,'

it is an accomplished fact, is the prod-

uct of several well known makers of

apparatus, and is an essential part of

every sea going-vessel's equipment,
unless her small size or the nature of

her business exempts her from carry-

ing it. The user of wireless, then, has

but to ask himself, is this apparatus
which I am considering reliable; is it

efficient, what are its initial and up-

keep costs and what guarantee do I

get that it will give satisfaction?

From the owner's point of view, these

are the four cardinal points from
which his wireless apparatus will be

judged.
As the wireless apparatus of today

is a proven article, it is rather sur-

prising to see that one company is

demonstrating a marked superiority

in the working of its sets on one
branch of the marine service. This
firm is that of Cutting & Washington
of Cambridge, Massachusetts, and the

point where they have demonstrated
the superiority of their mechanism is

in its application to small boats. The
wireless on small craft had never been
wholly a success, owing largely to the

limited antenna field. Cutting &
Washington saw a chance to prove
something- distinctive in favor of their

wireless apparatus by invading that

part of the wireless market which was
most beset with difficulties, since any
radio apparatus that achieves a full

measure of success on a small craft

will be even more successful when
placed on a larger boat. The success
achieved by the Cutting & Washing-
ton sets on small craft, of both steel

and wood, was very marked and drew
immediate attention to the other ex-
cellent qualities possessed by this ap-
paratus.
The silence of the Cutting & Wash-

ington apparatus is a strong point in

its favor when in use on passenger
ships, while the low voltage used
makes for safety. This apparatus is

favored by operators on account of

its extreme simplicity and ease of

operation, and at the same time, gives
the owner some cause for very seri-

ous thought on the matter of initial

cost and upkeep charges.
In their decision to sell their appa-

ratus outright rather than lease it to

vessel , owners, Messrs. Cutting &
Washington were influenced by many
considerations, among them being

that radio operators were plentifu'

and easy to secure, and that therefore

it would be as easy for an owner to

secure his own operator, as it would
be for a company to secure one for

him. The prime reason, however, was
based on the matter of costs. Com-
paring a rented and an owned appa-

ratus over a period of ten years shows
a differential in favor of the privately

own set of $7500. Such a saving is

not to be despised by any means, and
in the days when normal competition
shall return once more to the ocean
highways and byways it is the man
who watches out for and takes advan-

tage of such savings who will retain

some profit out of his ventures upon
deep water.

STRATTON AIR SEPARATOR

The question of how to increase

the number of rivets driven by every
pneumatic hammer, is receiving con-
siderable attention at the present time
when everyone is endeavoring to do
everything possible to speed up the

shipbuilding program.
In this connection the Stratton Air

Separator is of particular interest.

Water in compressed air is detri-

mental to the efficient operation of a

pneumatic riveting hammer. This
water occupies valuable power space
in the cylinder of the tool, thereby re-

ducing its driving force and sooner or

later, causing damage to the tool.

Therefore, an apparatus which will

insure a dry compressed air supply,

will assist in increasing the number of

rivets per hammer.
The Stratton Air Separator is de-

signed to mechanically remove water
from compressed air. It is simple in

construction, has no internal movable
parts and will operate indefinitely

with practically no attention.

The air and water entering the sep-

arator are caused to pass through a

helical path formed about a central

cylinder, resulting in a swirling mo-
tion. As water is several hundred
times heavier than air, it is thrown
out of the curving air current by the

action of centrifugal force, meets the

wall at an angle without any spatter

or splash, and adheres, to trickle down
to the receiver space at the bottom.
The air passing on its way out of the

separator is free from moisture.
This separator is constructed of

close-grain cast iron suitable for a

working air pressure not exceeding
160 pounds per square inch.

The Griscom-Russell Company, 90

West Street, New York, who are the

manufacturers of this separator, have

published a bulletin. No. 1109-C, re-

garding it.

WESTERN DROP FORGE
COMPANY

To tell the story of the origin of

the Western Drop Forge Company
is to repeat that of many other plants

that sprang into being far above the

fondest anticipation of their founders.

When Mr. R. E. Lunkley started

out with the idea of a small shop,—
just a couple of small drop hammers,
to take care of local work, he little

dreamed of the demand that would
come from all points on the West
Coast; and to meet that demand it be-
came necessary to change the first

plans, and build on a much larger
scale,—and yet the dream had not
ended, for hardly had the roof been
closed in before it became necessary
to again extend the shop. So the
acorn planted gives evidence of be-
coming a large oak, and so the first

plans of two hammers grows to forty,

and the end is not yet.

The shop is intended to help in the
great game that is before us all, to
help win the war. And as soon as the
equipment can be secured and set up,
they will be placed in motion, making
marine forgings to help in fitting

ships for sea by delivering to the
West Coast yards the small forgings
required without the delay and haul
from the East.
The plant is situated at No. 301

Horton Street, east from First Ave-
nue South, and extends from Horton
Street to Hinde Street. The present
shop is 40x200 feet, with the office

on Horton Street. A receiving roonj
for material has been built at the
east side of the shop, with racks for
material. Plans are out for a large
power plant to be built between what
will be the two shops, with a die sink-
ing room in the rear of the boiler

house. At the Horton Street end
will be a receiving room for material,
where material will be cut into lengths
and distributed to the hammer units
of the various shops. The shipping
room will be at this end also and
will be built adjacent to the No. 2

shop. The shop is not yet equipped
to deliver forgings, but every effort

will be made to get the die sinking
machinery and hammers going as
soon as possible.

The officers of the company are
R. E. Lunkley, president; Wm. R. Lc
Blond, vice-president; Jos. A. Hyde,
Jr., secretary and treasurer, and L.
Ashworth, general manager.
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one housing arc made in capacities
from 2000 to 10,000 boiler horsepower.
For larger units up to 60,000 horse-
power the pump and turbine are built

separatelv but mounted upon a com-
mon base plate. The pamplilct also
describes electric motor-driven units.

ked shear frame ready for welding.

A BIG WELDING JOB
A good illustration of the value of

the oxy-acetylene torch is shown by
the repair of a shear frame at the

Youngstown plant of the Pacific

Coast Steel Company. This repair

was made by the Davis-Bournonville
Company's branch ofifice, Seattle.

The frame was broken, due to an

improper adjustment of the cutting

jaws, which allowed a heavy piece of

steel to become wedged in such a

manner that the strain was thrown on
the lower corner of the frame. This

caused the frame to crack along the

lower side for a distance of fifty

inches, with a depth at the tliickest

point of thirty-six inches.

As the frame weighed thirty-five

tons, it was decided to weld the break

without moving the frame any more
than was necessary. The shear was
dismantled and the break was cham-
pered on both sides with an air chisel.

A furnace was then built around the

break and the casting brought up to

a red heat by means of a coke fire.

One side of the break was welded,

and the frame was then allowed to

cool. When cold, it was turned over

by means of a crane, and again heated,

and the balance of the weld made.
When it was thoroughly cooled, the

weld was touched up on the rough
spots, and the casting was ready to

put back into place. The weld re-

quired 600 pounds of cast iron filler

rod, and during the welding opera-

tion two torches were used continu-

ously. Due to the intense heat radi-

ated from the casting, water cooled

torches were used, because of the

better protection of the operators and
the greater ease of welding, as it was
not necessary to stop at any time to

cool the torches, and the operators

were not troubled by flashbacks du(

to hot tips.

sure steam boilers for a nimiber of

years, but the machine here described

differs from those previously used in

that the steam turbine rotor and the

pump impellers are mounted upon one
shaft with only two bearings, and
are enclosed within one housing. The
combined turbine pump casing is split

horizontally, and by lifting the cover
all internal and working parts are ex-
posed. The steam and water connec-
tions are in the lower part of the cas-

ing and are thus not disturbed when
the pump is opened. The turbine is

of the velocity-stage type and the
pump contains either two or three
impellers, according to tlie boiler
pressure.
One of the most remarkable fea-

tures is the extremely small size and
weight of this type of pump. A pump
for 300 boiler horsepower occupies a
floor space of only two by three feet,

as against about eight times that
space for an ordinary duplex pimip.
Turbinc-dm rii c > iil lifuga! jiumps in

BUSINESS PERSONALS
TIr- Bank Line Transport & Trad-

int; Company of San Francisco, has
moved its ofi'iccs to the American
National Bank Building, 485 Califor-
nia Street, in order to secure larger
quai-ters.

The Overseas Shipping Company
has removed its Chicago headquar-
ters from 327 South La Salle Street
to 332 South Michigan Avenue, Chi-
cago.
The Pacific Coast sales offices of

the Bethlehem Steel Company, the
Bethlehem Steel Products Company
and the Bethlehem Steel Bridge Cor-
poration have been transferred to the
Monadnock Building, 681 Market
Street, San Francisco.
The Columbia River Shipbuilding

Corporation of Portland, Oregon, has
received an order for thirty large
Scotch marine boilers for vessels of
the Emergency Fleet Corporation's
fleet.

The prominent import and export
house of Gaston, Williams & Wig-
more, Inc., of New York, have organ-
ized an affiliated corporation, to be
known as Gaston, Williams & Wig-
more Pacific Coast Company, to oper-
ate on the Pacific Coast. The head
office of the new company will be in

the Monadnock Building, San Fran-
cisco, and Mr. James C. H. Ferguson,
who is well known in shipping and
export circles, will be the Pacific

Coast manager. Mr. Ferguson will

continue to act as local representative
of the Cramps Shipbuilding Company
of Philadelphia and the American En-
gineering Company of the same place
and, in his new capacity, will also
look after the afTairs of the Gaston,
Williams & Wigmore Steamship Cor-
poration (Globe Line) of New York,
which concern lias several ships oper-
ating on this Coast.

r-"-

CENTRIFUGAL BOILER FEED
PUMPS

In a pamphlet entitled "Centrifugal

Boiler Feed Pumps", tlic De Laval

Steam Turbine Company, Trenton.

N. J., describes tlio Dc Laval com-
bined steam turbine and centrifugal

boiler feed pump. Centrifugal pumps
have been used for feeding liigli-pres-
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Mr. Cliarles A. McCunc li;is re-

signed Ills position as chief engineer
of tlic Commercial Acetylene Com-
pany to become sales engineer of the

I'agc Steel & Wire Company, at 30

Church Street, New York, where his

efforts will be devoted to sales and
service in connection with Armco
welding rods.

The I'arsons Marine Steam 'Pin-

binc Company, Ltd., has mo\ed its

American headquarters to 2 Rector
Street, New York.

R. D. Finneo has been appointed
Atlantic Coast manager of the Pacific

Steamship Company, and has opened
offices in New York, his former title

was foreign freight agent and his

headquarters Seattle.

BUILDING SPOT WELDERS
The new factory of the Pacific Elec-

tric Welder & Manufacturing Com-
pany has been erected at Renton, near
.Seattle, Washington, and close to tlie

shores of Lake Washington. The main
building is 147 by 200 feet in size,

and is thoroughly modern in every
respect, great care being taken in its

design to secure the maximum of
light and the closest co-ordination
of the different departments so that
the articles manufactured on the prop-
erty should have every advantage,
both from an economic and workman-
ship viewpoint. The factory site has
direct rail connections with the
Northern Pacific and the Chicago,
Milwaukee & St. Paul Railways, as
well as water connections with the
entire maritime world.

one of the bays of the Pacific Electric Welder & Manufactur
Renton, Washington.

Company's pla

The principal object of manufacture
is the Pacific Electric Welder, a ma-
chine invented and perfected by Mr.
Carl Hugo Thornblade, who is presi-

dent of the corporation and chairman
of the board of directors, as well as
being in full charge of the company's
industrial plant.

This machine, letters patent on
which were granted on September 5,

1916, combines great efficiency with
simplicity and safety in manipulation,
and is intended to take the place of
riveting and other forms of joining
metal. The process of operation is

very simple and easy. The two or
more pieces of metal required to be
joined are placed under the points of

electrodes, electrical contact and the
welding instantaneously accomplished.
The machine is noiseless, makes a
smooth joint and is exceedingly eco-
nomical of power. The machine can
be adapted to butt or seam weldini'.
and can be operated automatically.
The machine is adapted to a pecu-

liarly wide range of work and its

economy and reliability has won for
it a wide and growing use in metal-
working plants of every description.

"QUALITY FIRST"

BEDELL ENGINEERING CO.
Engineers, Manufacturers, Contractors

LOS ANGELES

We offer our experience of many years

as specialists in Marine Refrigeration.

ELECTRIC PLANT

FOR SALE
Used One Year
First Class Condition

Complete Westinghoitse Turbine Generating Set

One Turbine 50 K.W. Ill [ 200Amp. 1200R.P.M.

One Turbine 25 K.W. 100 Amp. 1800 R.P.M.

Two 110 H.P. Boilers Two Pumps

One Westinghouse 2 H.P.M. 115 V. Speed 1 100

One 3 Panel Switchboard

Henry Broderick, inc.

Hoge BIdg.

SEATTLE, U. S. A.
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783-803 ATLANTIC AVENUE

Established in New York— 1844

A. SCHRAOER'S SON. Inc.
BROOKLYN, N. Y.

Manufacturers o(

DIVING APPARATUS
Large Stock Alwavs on Hand
Furnishers to U. S. Navy and

U. S. Army Engineer Corps
Outfits for Cc.ntraclc.rs, Waterworks,
Sponge and I'carl Fisheries. Etc.

Pacific Coast Representatives
Seattle. Washington

Pacific Net & Twine Co.
San Francisco. Gal.

Foard Barstow Ship Chandlery Co.

THE ENTERPRISE BRASS
FOUNDRY

The- Enterprise Brass Foundry is

the largest foundry on the Pacific

Coast devoting its main resources to

casting bronze propeller blades for

shipbuilders. The photograph here-
with shows a group of bronze blades
which have been cast and are bein''

assembled for testing purposes, these

th. andpeller work d

coming seasons.

THE GEORGE R. COOLEY
ELECTRIC COMPANY

The fieorm' R. Cooley I^lectric

Company of 81,5 Western Avenue,
Seattle, has just finished its contract
for electrical installation on eight ves-

sels for the J. F. Dtithie & Company
sh.ipyard, and at the present time is

A big bro

blades being made for the Ames Ship-

building Company. Another well-

known shipbuilding firm which uses

Enterprise blades is the Skinner &
Eddy Corporation. The superiority

of bronze blades over cast iron or

steel is well known, and the Enter-

prise Foundry is looking forward to

an ever-increasing business in pro-

ndry. Seattle.

working on contracts for eighteen
additional 8800-tonners for the same
company.
The Cooley Manufacturing Com-

pany, of which the George R. Cooley
Electric Company is the sales agent,

has just issued a catalog of its electric

marine fittings and fixtures. This
catalog is splendidly illustrated with

very clear cuts of the company's out-
put, and will prove both interesting
and valuable to those who purchase
electrical equipment for ships. The
concern's Seattle factory is working
to capacity filling local marine
orders for both wooden and steel
ships, and those interested in the out-
fitting of vessels will find the plant
well worth a visit.

SEAMLESS SHAFT TUBES
SLEEVES

Seamless tubing of from four inches
to twenty-two inches outside diame-
ter with a maximum length of approx-
imately 200 inches for shaft sleeves are
difficult to make, if they are to ma-
chine sound and free froin imperfec-
tions.

Ship engine builders are constantly
confronted with the problem of how
to have perfect sleeves on hand when
they are needed, and are often forced
to recast and remachine tubes which
did not show signs of defects until
the last stages of machining were
completed.
The Sandusky Foundry & Machine

Company of Sandusky, Ohio, insure
their customers against expensive ex-
perirncnts by furnishing sleeves all

finished, machined, bored smooth and
true, ready for shrinking or pressing-
on, rough turned to within.
The internal stresses being uni-

formly distributed by the compressive
action upon the fluid metal during
the process of formation, expansion
and contraction take place uniformly
without undue distortion of the tubes
and an even grip on the shaft is thus
obtained.

Their shop practice permits neither
peening nor plugging.
Every sleeve is carefully inspected

prior to shipment and only perfect
sleeves are allowed to leave the estab-
lishment.
The Sandusky Foundry & Machine

Company can furnish sleeves of any
description or composition meeting
Lloyds or the Bureau Veritas require-
ments. For all around purposes they
recommend what is termed propeller
shaft sleeve composition No. 1, which
is approximately 85 per cent copper,
6 per cent tin, 6 per cent zinc and 3
per cent lead, as this metal has proven
itself particularly well suited for ma-
chining, shrinking or pressing on and
for wearing qualities.

The Propeller Question Solved is

the title of a new leaflet just issued
by the American Screw Propeller
Company, Penfield Building, Phila-
delphia, Pa., designers of screw pro-
pellers and propulsive experts. "This
leaflet contains many interesting facts
in regard to the above company and
its work, as well as a list of its promi-
nent clients. All those interested in
propellers should obtain a copy of
this leaflet and learn how the propel-
ler question can be solved.

WANTED—Assistant Superintendent for wooden

shipyard. Must have thorough experience in large

construction work and handling of men. None but

experienced shipbuilder wanted. State experience.

Address Box 937, Astoria, Ore.

For Sale—FOUR NEW LAUNCHES, 45 x 11 feet with 50 H.P.

STANDARD engine.

LAUNCH, 52x12 feet, with 65 H.P. STANDARD engine.

LAUNCH, 65x18 feet, with 11 H.P. STANDARD engine.

CAR-FLOAT BARGE, 272x50x15 feet, net tonnage 1374 tons.

FOUR WHALEBOATS, 30x6 V4 feet, very cheap.

CROWLEY LAUNCH & TUGBO.\T rn\rr • XY.

Howard St. Wharf, San I r iiic i.-co, Cal.
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"As it should be.

The

"CORN SYSTEM"
OF

Mechanical Oil Burning

Up to date, this system has been ordered for over three million tor

of steel shiooing commandeered by, and being constructed

for, the United States Shipping Board

Emergency Fleet Corporation

Ships Tons

American International Shipbuilding Corporation. Hog Island 180 1,385,000
Seattle Construction & Dry Dock Company, Seattle, Wash 10 75^000
Skinner & Eddy Shijibuilding Corporation^ Seattle, Wash 68 59o!400
Los Angeles Shipbuilding & Dry Dock Co., Los Angeles 30 264^000
Schavv-Batcher Company, San Francisco 28 246^400
San Francisco Shipbuilding Company, San Francisco 1 5^000
Crajg Shipbuilding Company, Long Beach, Cal 2 18^000
Jahncke Shipbuilding Company, New Orleans 12 60^000
Hanlon Dry Dock & Shipbuilding Company, Oakland, Cal. 6 32,100
Oscar Daniels Shipbuilding Company, Tampa, Fla 10 95,000
Columbia River Shipbuilding Corporation, Portland, Ore. 22 195/300
Bayles Shipyard, Inc., Port Jefferson, Long Island 4 2o!oOO
Albina Engine & Machine Works, Portland, Ore 4 10^000
Pensacola Shipbuilding Company, Pensacola, Fla 10 90^000
Pacific Coast Shipbuilding Company, San Francisco 10 94^000
Virginia Shipbuilding Company, Alexandria, Va 12 108^000
Downey Shipbuilding Company, Staten Island, N. Y 10 75^000

T^'^ta' 419 3,363.500

Write us for information regarding " Coen " Combination
Coal and Oil Firing Fonts

COEN COMPANY, Inc.
SEATTLE OFFICE

115 Grand Trunk Dock

PORTLAND OFFICE

51 First Street

OIL BURNING SPECIALISTS

EXECUTIVE OFFICES

SAN FRANCISCO

NEW YORK OFFICE
50 Church Street

PLEASE MENTION THE PACIFIC MARINE REVIEW WHEN YOU WRITE
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WHITE BROTHERS' BULLETIN
A good part of the activities of tlie

business world for the past few weeks

havebeen centered on the Third Lib-

erty Loan Drive, which is coming

through in fine shape. This earnest

concentration for the big cause is iust

what is needed in all lines in order

to put it over.

'1 he- building business is practically

nil at the present time, as all our en-

ergies have been diverted to war work.

This, of course, is as it should be.

Getting down to the specific con-

ditions in the hardwood business, we

find a growing scarcity of dry hard-

woods in the hands of dealers and

mills in the East. One inch quartered

oak eight inches and over wide is

practically impossible to obtain in the

Eastern markets on account of the

Government using it for aeroplane

work. A strange fact in the matter,

however, is that the Pacific Coast

yards, far frotn the scenes of activity,

have good stocks of this material.

Heavy plain oak also is scarce in the

East.

Mahogany, i. e., straight grain stock

suitable for propellers, has been taken

by the Government. About sixty-five

per cent of the mahogany in the hands

of dealers will go for this purpose,

leaving the most highly figured stock

for sale to the general trade. In the

wood, also, there seems to be a better

stock on the Pacific Coast than in the

East.

All woods are going up in price and

users should be prepared to pay more

for their hardwoods very shortly. The

rise in prices of hardwoods has not

kept pace with the rise in other com-

modities, but it is our opinion that

practically all liardwoods arc due for

a sharp advance very shortly.

Regarding the general hardwood

situation nothing very definite can be

said, of course. Each day brings new

developments and demands, but as we

get accustomed to the straining in dif-

ferent directions, so do we also be-

come adept in solving the problems

and adapting our resources to the

conditions at hand. Following these

lines, the San Francisco market has

kept up a good sized stock of the

regular hardwoods and by constant in-

dustry in maintaining an adequate as-

sortment for supplying the enormous

needs of the present time.

lished eventually near Boston, one
now under construction at Wilming-
ton, N. C, and one already in opera-
tion at Brunswick, Ga., that will

reach an aggregate of $20,000,000
within a year, according to present es-

timates, was consummated recently
at Washington, between the United
States Shipping Board and the Lib-
erty Shipbuilding Corporation of Mas-
sachusetts.
The principal officers of the com-

pany are Boston men and the general
manager is Lewis R. Ferguson, form-
erly a member of the L'nitcd States
.Shipping Board and for nearly fifteen

years secretfiry of the Cement Dealers
.Association of the United States. The
officers of the company are: President,
Wm. J. McDonald, a prominent Bos-
ton real estate operator; vice-presi-

dent, Matthew Hale; treasurer. Max
.Shoolman.
The contract completed yesterday

is an agency contract, supplementing
a previous conditional contract award-
ed the company. Lender the new con-
tract the Government will own the
properties, but the ships will be con-
structed by the company and bought
by the Government. The contract is

to continue until the end of tlie war,
or as long afterwards as required.

The main plant of the company will

be at Wilmington, where the construc-
tion work is now under way. At this

plant ten ways will be built, and it

is estimated that the first concrete
ship will be turned out within three
months. After that it is hoped to

launch one ship a week, or an aver-

age of fifty a year. The ships will be
completely fitted out at the Wilming-
tion plant, all the installations being
]iut in there. The ships will range in

size from 3500 to 7500 tons deadweight
and will be launched from channel
ways, sideways launching being pro-

vided for in the contract. It is prob-
able that the company will be called

upon to furnish about eighty vessels

in all.

The contract is the first made by
the Government for reinforced con-
crete ships, though it is expected an-

other contract will be awarded im-
mediately to another company build-

ing similar vessels on the Pacific

Coast.

A HOTEL RANGE TURNED OUT
COMPLETE EVERY THIRTY

MINUTES

How a Seattle Firm Made Good on
Government Contract

On July 5, 1917, the United States
Government at Washington called for

bids for supplying ranges for the
Camp Lewis Cantonment with cook-
ing capacity for 50,000 men.
The F. S. Lang Manufacturing

Company of Seattle, submitted their

bid, and on August 1st was awarded
the contract calling for 460 hotel

ranges, 460 sets of oven pans and 5000
feet of stove pipe; contract to be com-
pleted and final delivery made by Oc-
tober 1st.

LIBERTY SHIPBUILDING COR-
PORATION

A contract for the building of con-

crete ships at three shipyards along

the Atlantic Coast, one to be istab-
leading institution
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This was i|uiU' an iimU-rtaking for

lliis coiiipaiiy. wliicli only a few years

ago was a strnggling "infant indus-

try". Mr. Lang iiiarslialU-d liis forces

and began tlic work of getting out

tlie largest order of hotel ranges ever

placed on the Pacific Coast. More
than .SOO tons of iron were used, and
a large nuud)er of men wert- em-
ployed in making and mounting these

ranges.
The work had only gotten fairly

under way when word came from
Wasliington that it was imperative

that delivery be made more rapidly

than called for in the contract.

This request from Washington was
proniptly and efficiently made, and
the contract was complete and final

delivery made on September 11th,

twenty-two days ahead of schedule,

an achievement that places the F. S.

Lang Manufacturing Company at the

head of the list for promptness among
contractors furnishing cantonment
supplies and equipment.
The F. S. Lang Manufacturing

Company is now supplying nearly all

of the shipbuilders on the Pacific

Coast with a specially built ship range,

which has been found to be a wonder-
ful fuel saver. The Ames Shipbuild-

ing Company, Grays Harbor Motor-
ship Company, Seattle Construction
& Dry Dock Company, J. F. Duthie
& Company, the Foundation Com-
pany, and numerous other concerns
are installing the Lang ship ransres

in the bottoms now being constructed,

and they have been found to be the

most practical and elificient ship range
on the market.
The Lang range, by its new prin-

ciple of burning all fuel from the

top, is guaranteed to save from 35

to 50 per cent on fuel bills. It is

built with one fire box only for heat-

ing one, two and three ovens at the

same time.

That the range is more efficient

than other ranges is proven by the

fact that the factory is running to its

utmost capacity and cannot keep up
with the demand.
By the Lang system of heating, all

smoke and gases are consumed before
entering the smoke flue and all ranges
built along these lines by others are

an infringement on the Lang system
of fuel burning.

THE FORREST PLANT
Retiring from active business in

1916, Mr. Edwin Forrest, who had been
identified with the machinery and
metal working industries of San
Francisco for many years, decided to

take a long rest in the Hawaiian Is-

lands, but when the L'nited States

entered the war, he heard the old call

and was soon re-established in what
rapidly developed into the largest

forge plant on the Pacific Coast.

Mr. Forrest's connection with the

metal industry in San Francisco cov-

ers a period of twenty years, he hav-
ing been foreman of the old Pacific

Rolling Mills and for ten years gen-
eral foreman of the Risdon Iron &
Locomotive Works, This work was
varied by his taking charge of the

Tajo mines in Rosario, Mexico, for

several years.

In building up his latest business
venture, Mr. Forrest has made good
use of years of experience which
taught him that good work and large

output went hand in hand with the

highest type of shop equipment. In

this regard he has been fortunate in

securing some very heavy equipment,
despite the difficulties encountered in

filling requirements in many branches
of machine and metal working tools

today.
Among the tools to be found in the

ICdwin Forrest Forge Company's
Oakland plant are a 1200-ton hydrau-
lic "United" forging press; 8000-

pound, 4000-pound, 2500-pound and
two 1500-pound steam hammers; a

1200-pound and a 600-pound Bement
hammers. The steam supply is taken
care of by four 100 horsepower boil-

ers, while duplicate sets of hydraulic
pumps take care of the presses. An
IngersoU-Rand compressor supplies

air for a full assortment of air tools.

The main bay of the forge shop is

served by a twenty-ton steam crane,
and there are bracket cranes and
hoisting tackle wherever required.

There are sixteen oil fired furnaces
and the fuel supply for these is stored
in two 50,000-gallon oil tanks. The
company also has its own water sup-
ply drawn from deep wells on the
premises. The present shops, two in
number, are 200 by 100, and 100 by
100 feet in size. The handling prob-
lem through and about the building
is taken care of by a system of nar-

row gauge tracks and cars, which con-
nect with a Southern Pacific Rail-

way spur track, where heavy weights
are handled by stiff-legged derricks

and steam winches. Water shipments
are handled in the same way, the shop
being only 200 feet from the Oakland
Kstuary.

n the shop of the
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Albina Engine and Machine Works, Inc.
WM. CORNFOOT, President.

Ship and Engine Building
4;t Shipbuilders Macliinists Boilermaiters Copper Smiths Founders

QUICK SERVICE AND SPECIAL ATTENTION GIVEN TO
ALL SHIP AND ENGINE REPAIRS

OFFICES AND YARDS,
Lewis and Loring Streets,

PORTLAND, OREGON, U. S. A.

NEW YORK AGENTS,
A. O. ANDERSEN & CO.,

50 Broad Street.

.. . rr*

+-r*-;-+-;-*-:*-i-+-;-+-;-+-!-*-;-4'-;-+-;-+-;-*-;-*-!-+-^*-i-*-!-*-:-*-r+-r*-:-*-;-+-:-*r:-*-;-*-;-*-:-+-;-*-;-*-;-*-;-*-:-*-;-^

Tonnage 500.000 Ton. Fleet-99 Vessels

Head Office: Tokyo, Japan

TRANS-PACIFIC PASSENGER SERVICE
Between Seattle and Hong Kong via Japan Ports.

Shanghai and Manila, with direct connection for all points
in the Orient and Australia.

First-class passenger steamers with all modern con-
veniences "will sail from Seattle as follows:

KAMO MARU July 5, 1918

FUSHIMA MARU July 25. 1918

For further information, rates, tickets, berth reserva-
tion, etc.. apply to any office of the principal railways
in the United States and Canada, also any office of
Messrs. Thos. Cook & Son, Messrs. Raymond & Whlt-
comb Co., and other tourist agencies in all parts of the
world, or to the

Nippon Yusen Kaisha
Colman Building, Seattle

Railway Exchanee Bide- Equitable Bids.,

Chicago New Yoi"

ENGBERG GENERATORS
'riic Engberg Electric & Mechani-

cil Works, St. Joseph, Mich., have
publislicd a booklet descriptive of

their direct current generating sets,

especially adapted for marine service.

This booklet, which is designated as

Bulletin No. 102, should be in the

liands of every builder of ships, as

well as prospective builders and own-
ers, because the owner of obsolete

cquipnient will undoubtedly profit by
knowing what he should have, and
sooner or later, see the wisdom and
economy of possessing modern appa-
latus.

After twenty years of experience in

designing and building of engines and
generators, the Engberg Electric &
Mechanical Works can well say: "We
invite carefid inspection and investi-

gation, because the general principles,

as well as the smallest details, have
never failed to attract the attention of
the most critical buyer."

Ideals formulated after twenty
years' experience have produced an
engine and generator that for depend-
ability, economy in steam and oil at

low cost of maintenance, stands as a

remarkable piece of equipment.

Mr. I'xlward Looker has resigned
as assistant district auditor attached
to the Shipping Board office in the
Northwest, and has become general
manager of the Wooden Shipbuilders
Association of the State of Washing-
ton.
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THE GULOWSEN-GREI ENGINE

The A. Gulowscn A/S of Cliris-

liaiiia, Norway, has recently organ-

i/c(l and incorporated the ("iiilousen

C.rei Engine Company, under tlu- laws

of the State of \^'ashington, and is

erei-ting a half million dollar jilant

at Seattle, where the (Uilowsen Cirei

hea\y oil engines will be manufae-
tiired for the American trade.

'I'he A. Gnlovvsen A/S was estah-
lished in 1889, and is thus one of the
jiioneer heavy oil engine manufactur-
ing concerns of Europe. The Gulow-
scn Grei engines have been developed
to the highest standards of European
engine practice, repeatedly carrying
off the highest honors for oil engines
in many of the great engine exhibits
<if Scandinaxian and other countries.

It was the only make of engine that
received the (>rand Prix at the Nor-
wegian Centenary Exhibition in 1914.

The Gulowsen Grei engine is of the
two-cycle hot-bulb type, heavily built

and slow running, with large bearing
surfaces and capable of burning crude
or residual oils. It will be interesting
to American engine users to know
that the use of Gulowsen Grei en-
gines among the fishing and work-
boat fleets of Northwestern Euro|>e
is extremely extensive, and this be-
speaks a large measure of success for

the makers of this engine among tlie

similar fleets which have their head-
quarters in Puget Sound waters. The
engines are simple in operation, and
highly efficient under the most trying
conditions of service, as they are of

sturdy build, with high factors of
safety governing the design through-
out. Governing of the engine is taken
care of by control of the quantity of
oil admitted to the combustion cham-
bers, thus avoiding waste of fuel

when the engine is slowed down. An
extended variation of speed has been
secured in the Gulowsen Grei, and they
will run without lamp, electricity or
other mechanical means of ignition,

whether at full load or running idle.

The Gulowsen Grei Engine Com-
pany will have at Seattle, when com-
pleted, one of the most modern and
up-to-date manufacturing plants in

the country. The Gulowsen Com-
pany in Norway has always stood for

service and all that this name implies.

and this ]:iolicy will he continued in

A tivo-cylinder Gulowsen-G

the American factory. No innova-
tions or radical departures in struc-

ture or design are embodied in the

Gulowsen Grei engines until they
have been proven practical by the

most thorough and exhaustive tests.

One of the latest makes of Gulow-
sen G'r.ei, one hundred horsepower en-

gines is now on exhibition at the

Seattle demonstration rooms of the

company. This engine has been fav-

ored with the critical inspection of a

large number of Northwest engineers,
fishing and tugboat owners, etc., and
has been highly praised.

As tlie Gulowsen A/S is one of

Norway's leadjng industrial establish-
ments, there is every indication that
the Seattle factory will meet with flat-

tering success, and that the Gulowsen
Grei engine will rapidly assume an
important place among the marine
engines in use on the Pacific Coast.

igine on the lest stand.

IMPORTANT MANUFACTURING
DEAL

The Westinghouse Electric & Man-
ufacturing Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.,

has purchased the property, business,

and good-will of the Krantz Manu-
facturing Company, Inc., Brooklyn,
N. Y., manufacturers of safety and
semi-safety electrical and other de-
vices, such as auto-lock switches, dis-

tribution panels, switchboards, floor

boxes, bushings, etc.

The Supply Department of the
Westinghouse Electric & Manufactur-
ing Company will act as exclusive
sales agent for the products of the
Krantz Manufacturing Company,
whose business will be continued
under its present name.

Mr. H. G. Hoke, of the Westing-
house Electric & Manufacturing Com-
pany, will represent the supply dc-

Iiartmcnl at the Krantz factory.

WHITE BROTHERS
lARDWOO"

LUIVIBER
TIIVIBER
I^UOOmiMG
PAIMELS

INDIANA BENDING OAK-TEAK-ASH
WHITE CEDAR-IRON BARK-MAHOGANY

LONG OAK KEELS - - -
EASTERN WHITE AND RED OAK. ETC.

FIFTH and BRANNAN STREETS
THE LARGEST STOCK OF HARDWOODS. IN THE WEST g;^!^ FRANCISCO CAL
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SAN FRANCISCO NEW YORK

A Simple Plan ThatWorks
FOK the niamii'acturcr, the (lifticulty ol' obtaining im-

portant suppHes under al)noniial eonditions does not

lessen as time goes on.

If he does his share in maintaining Linde Service, he is able

to meet tliese conditions as regards one highly imijortant

item—Oxygen.

The matter of promjitly returning empty cylinders is be-

coming one of increasing importance. Not all manufac-

turers aj^preciate how particularly vital it is in times like

these.

Some of the largest consumers of Oxygen make use of a

very simple system that enables them to tell at a glance the

daily oxygen consum])tioii. whether more should be ordered,

and how many empty cylinders are waiting to be returned.

^Manufacturers now paying a rental charge for cvlinders

could, by adopting such a simple system, save money.

If you care to see the details of the plan, we will gladlj' send

them on request. A plan that is helping others may very

well help you.

The Linde organization from coast to coast has never been

so well equipped to render the intelligent service which is

the ambition of everyone in our employ, but Linde Service

with its hundreds of thousands of cylinders demands your

cooperation.

Ilel]) us to help you I)y returning the empties promptly.

The Linde Air Products Company
The Largest Manufacturers of Oxygen in the World

42nd Street Bldg., New York City

LINDE
OXYGEN



E are building ships. We are doing

the best we can, and we are going

to do still better in the future. This

is the Pacific Coast's attitude to-

wards the Nation's great need, and

this attitude had reached such a

stage of fulfillment that we were

proud to welcome Charles M. Schwab and Charles

Piez to the Pacific Coast. We are measuring up

to their requirements of us, and if the Pacific Coast

had not one other single thing to show in the meas-

ure of her contributions towards the great struggle

for the freedom of the world, her shipbuilding alone

would enable her to hold her head high among all

peoples. But the end is not yet, for in our ship-

building records, as in our other achievements, we
shall not rest upon our past laurels. We shall

strive forward mightily with a full consciousness

of the gravity of our task, and if, in the end, we
shall hear that portion of the world which is dedi-

cated to decency murmur "well done," we shall

feel that we have stiiven honestly and well in a

righteous cause.



Mr. Charles M. Schwab. Copyrighted Mushnell Studio.
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The Highest Esteem of the Pacinc Coast Is His

JOllX Rl'SKIX has sai.l that it is far nioi'L-

(Hfficult to 1)0 simple than tn bf coiiiplicated

and it is this i<iiul nl simplicity which has

enabled C harles Schwab to ijecome a great na-

tional tit^nre. ilis open and direct manner of car-

ryinti" on the great work which has been entrusted

to liim, and his honest and ardent desire that due
crecUt be given those wlio are assisting him have
coniliined to open a pathway for "Charlie" Schwab
straight into the confidence and esteem of the

American people.

Mr. Schwab's visit to the I'acifice Coast has

already been productive of much good. It has

made for a better understanding" between employee
and employer, it has already affected output favor-

ably and when it is considered what the West
has already accomplished in shipbuilding this is

speaking' volumes.

Xot so man}- months ago the Shii^ping lloanl

was being censored to c|uite a considerable e.xtent

throughout the length and breadth of the land

and at that time we made the prediction that

everything would come out all right, that the board
was facing the most gigantic task in history and
that it must be given time to find itself. Since
that time the affairs of the Emergency Fleet Cor-
])oration and the Shipping' Board have been shaped
into a cohesive working unit. Vast expansions
have been made in the country's shipbuilding fa-

cilities, great multitudes of rnen have been trained

in the shipbuilding trades and production has ad-

vanced month by month until it is now well o\-er

the 3,000,000 tons a year rate. In short, the Shij)-

ping Board has found itself and the final act wdiich

placed that body in its present highly efficient

condition was the impressment into its ser\ice of

Charles M. Schwab.

From Seattle on the North to San Diegt) on the

South, the tour of the Schwab party on the Coast
has niet with results that cannot help but inspire

confidence. We all know that the country must
have ships, ships and yet more ships ana Ave

knew this before Mr. Schwab's visit among us,

but we now have the added confidence that all our
efforts to produce these ships are being expended
in the right direction, that there is no lost motion
anil that not one iota of the shipbuilder's labor

shall be expended unwisely. With this conviction
firmly fixed in our niinds is it any wonder that

"Charlie" Schwab's plea for e\'en more strenuous
work is meeting' with an instant and hearlv re-

S])f)nse.

The Shipping Board has immeasurai)l\" strength-
ened its ])osition with the public l)y all of its re-

cent appointments to positions of great responsi-

hilit}- and high trust and its operating and con-

struction departments are headed by men who not
only enable us to look upon the present with satis-

faction and trust but also to look forward into the

future without fear or misgivings, for the men who
are so ably creating and operating our rapidly ex-

panding fleet may be trusted to see that it is main-
tained anfl used for the fullest Ijenefit of the en-

tire countrv wdien peace has settled upon the

world (jnce more.

I
AM aching and dying to get back East and
tell the men back there what I ha\e seen

out here with my own eyes of what you are

doing in building ships here."

Thus did Mr. Schwab voice his appreciation of

what the West is doing.

'AN'lien 1 was asked to undertake this work I

said there were two things that would help tre-

mendously in producing' ships—enthusiasm and
competition. We found that the men had the en-

thusiasm and now we have the competition. Ad-
miral Fletcher was placed at tlie head of a board
to keep check on what the different shipyards are

doing and to decide each month which yards were
entitled to the honor of a special award for the

work accomplished. W'hile on our way here we
received a telegram saying that the six flags for

the month of May were all won by the Pacific

Coast and that two of theni came to the Pacific

Northwest.

"During the past sixty days we have l)een turn-

ing out ships at a rate equal to the production of

one 10,000 ton boat every day. ^^'e niust go on
and on and on ; we must build ships and ships and
ships, for we need a tremendous amount of ships

after the war to gain and maintain the commerce
to which America is entitled. And I don't want
you to get the impression that we are going to have
a little war that doesn't call for the best you have,

and we have got to go to it with a spirit that

we have nothing else that is worth our attention

'except to win the war.

"This flag" of ours has never gone into an unjust

war: it ne\er will. It never has been defeated and
it never shall be. There are no longer doctors, or

lawyers, or preachers. We are all just plain Anier-
icans, giving all there is in us to win the "war.

"Money doesn't bring comfort. Riches bring
only responsibility and sometimes the abilit\" to

do something foolish. I am going to tell \"on that

there is nothing worth while in this world but the

consci(.)Usness of ilutv well ])erformed."
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Rapid Progress m New Yard

WORK at the Seattle plant of the Seattle-

North Pacific Shipbuilding' Company has
been progressing remarkably well and the

site, which only a few short months ago
was partially under water, has been developed at

such a rapid rate that it is now occupied by one
of the most modern shipbuilding plants on the

Pacific Coast.

From the accompanying photographs it will be
seen that this yard is rapidly hitting its stride in

steel fabrication, making remarkable progress de-

spite the fact that construction work on the plant

itself is still under way. The plant work will prac-
tically be all completed by the middle of the pres-

ent month, very much to the gratification and
credit of General Manager J. E. Sheedy. In fact,

on their recent visit, both Mr. Charles Schwab and
Mr. Charles Piez of the United States Shipping-

Board expressed their warm approval of the splen-

did progress achieved by the Seattle-Xorth Pacific

Shipljuilding Company in such a short space of

time.

In planning- the yard layout, a vast aniount of

careful consideration has been given to the prob-
lem of efficient material handling. The steel sto-

rage yard is immediately adjacent to the plate shop

The site of the big shipbuilding plant. Photograph taken on April 10, 1918

and punch sheds and plates and shapes are handled
directly into these buildings by a series of long-

boomed whirlers which cover a large storage area.

In the plate and punch sheds the overhead service

is very complete and this is augmented by efficient

feed tables for handling the work into the punches.

Over the building berths the handling is taken

care of bv an aerial system similar to the many
installations of this kind now in operation on the

Pacific Coast. These various systems of handling-

are supplemented by a complete system of broad
gauge tracks on which are operated several loco-

motive cranes.

The plant of the Seattle-Xorth Pacific .Shipl)uild-

ing Company is located on some 31 acres along the

^^'est \\'aterway, Seattle. The principal building- is

the punch shop"; which is 160 by 370 feet in dimen-
sions. The layout shop, 50 by 450 feet in extent,

is served by two bridge cranes. Plate storage is

taken care of back of these buildings by three stiiif

leg derricks, each having an 80-foot beam swing-
ing a complete circle, and thus covering a large

amount of storage space. The punch shop is fitted

out with batteries of the most modern punches,
shears and rolls, all with independent electric

drives. The angle shop is located in the south bay
(if the ])unch shop and the

next hay contains a battery
(if n-iO(lern oil-fired angle
furnaces and a large extent

of bending' slali. In C(in-

nection with the punch
shed, each bay is serxed b_\-

a bridge crane and the en-

tire shop has been designed
with a view to speeding up
production to the last notch.

The ]3unchiiig machines
are all serxed b\- Lysholm
spacing- tallies, an arrange-

ment which enables one
man to do the work of f(.iur

on an ordinarx' punch with-
out mechanical aids for

leeding the wdrk. The as-

sembling tables are served
1)}- oxerhead bridge cranes,

which run the entire lengtii

of the punch shop and are

carried out l)eyond the end
of the building for a hun-
dred feet.
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The mold hift is a two-

story building covering 80

feet by 336 feet and situ-

ated just north of No. 1

way. This loft is extremely

well lighted and has been

pronounced one of the best

layout floors in the North-

west. The ground floor of

this building is utilized as a

pattern shop, joiner shii]x

electrical shop, and also

contains offices for yard
superintendents antl llox-

crnnient or ])ri\ate inspec-

tors. The tool eipiipnient

in the pattern and joiner

shojjs has been very care-

fully chosen and gives the

plant a splendid wood-
working department.
There are five building

ways at Seattle's latest slii])-
'^^'

ing plant, each 470 feet in length In

width.
There is a machine shop. SO by 400 feet in size,

fitted with modern tools, including manv special

tools for turbine work.
The fitting out wharf is fitted with a /.^-ton shear

legs derrick and has sufficient l)erthing capacity
for two large steamers at one time.

The power house is located at the south end of

the punch shed, and here will be found a battery
of modern air compressors and provision for ex-

pansion of this branch of the power service to an
ultimate capacity of 15,000 cubic feet of free air

per minute. Here also are located transformers
and switchboard control for the different voltage
systems used throughout the yard, all tools, cranes,

etc., being" electrically driven by individual motors.
High pressure from pumps form another part of

the power house ecjuipment and feed a piping sys-

tem which affords ample protection to all parts

of the works.
There are fifteen humlred men employed at the

Seattle-Xorth Pacific Shi])l:)uilding Comjiiany's plant
at the present time, and, although the plant has
been handicapped by the lack of machinery, it has

been putting the work out with machines that have
been rigged up on the premises to perform the nec-
essary operations. The boys in the yard have been
"hitting the ball" in grand stjde, and special credit

is due to Superintendent of Hulls Thomas Nielsen
and Superintendent of Machinery M. Black, both
of whom have been untiring in their efforts to in-

crease efficiency. During the past few weeks the
store room, pipe room, copper and sheet metal
shops and timekeepers' office have all been finished,

equipped and occupied and a few weeks more will

witnness the final completion of Seattle's latest

shipbuilding establishment.

While the plant of the Seattle-North I'acific

Company is the newest shipbuilding unit in the
Puget Sound district, a fact which might be in-

terpreted as presaging a difficulty in securing
labor, a study of the progress pictures shown
with this article will show that the concern has

made remarkable progress for a yard working on

its first contracts. There is every reason to be-

lieve that this plant will take a prominent place

in a district which already has manv records to

its credit.
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View through one of the bays of the punch shed showing the use of Lysholm spacing tables for feeding the mach

Assembly bay with overhead travellers assembling floors for vessels starting on the stocks
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of the Winslo
ership of D. W. Ha

the famous Hall Brothe

Famous Old Shipyard Remodeled

UNDER the guidance of D. W. Hartzell, Inc.,

the plant of the Winslow Marine Railway
and Shipbuilding- Company, formerly the

famous Hall lirothers' yard, is undergoing
\-ast improvements and additions. This work will

perpetuate one of the most noted wooden ship-

building yards on the Pacific Coast and serve to

connect up present shipyard activities with the ef-

forts of the past masters in the art of wooden ship

construction.

The firm of Hall Brothers was started in San
Francisco in 1872, although the shipbuilding his-

tory of the Hall family antedated that year by sev-

eral decades. The Hall brothers established a yard
at Port Ludlow, Washington, and by 1896 had con-

structed a fleet of eighty-three sea-going vessels,

all of which were known far and wide for their

graceful lines and the fine character of their work-
manship. In 1882 the firm moved to Port Blakely,

hine shop at the shipyard of D. W. H

and in 1902 to the present location of the plant at

W^inslow, Washington, the Srm name becoming
Plall Brothers Marine Railway and Shipbuilding
Company. The site consisted of ninety acres on

the north shore of Eagle Harbor, with a half mile

of water front. This was an ideal site, as it is thor
oughly protected from heavy weather at all seasoni
of the year. In June, 1916, the business of the old

firm was taken over by the Winslow Marine Rail-

way and Shipbuilding Company and later passed
into the control of D. W. Hartzell.

While the plant was well eciuipped with machine
shops for steel repairs, tail shaft work and engine
fitting, complete electric light system, forge and
boiler shops, saw mill, joiner shop and shear legs,

it can only be regarded as a nucleus for the present
plant. All of the old outfitting docks have been
completely rebuilt with new piling and decking and
an equal amount of new outfitting dock space has

been added, so that the ca-

pacity of the old plant is

more than doubled and at

present six large ships can
be handled at any one
time.

Through the assistance
of the Priorities Board
in Washington, new iron
chains were secured for

the old marine railway,
which is of the Crandall
type, having a steel cradle
,i25 feet in length, making
it possible now to handle a

ship of 4,000 tons dead-
weight without difl^iculty.

The small marine rail-

way, which had been prac-
tically abandoned, was re-

constructed and a new cra-

dle installed, this marine
railway enables the firm to

take care of Puget Sound
craft of all descriptions up

tzeii, Inc. to 500 tons deadweight.
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he yard has a splendid stretch of watertroi

placing the plant in an enviable position
ell equipped
yard.

'ith shops and fitting out docks

A new office building has been l)uilt (.ni the prop-

erty which assures adecjuate space and facilities

for the proper accounting and carrying on of the

firm's business afifairs. A Hollerith accounting ma-
chine is being installed in this Iniilding, and it is

interesting to note that this is the first time that

one of these machines has been used in a shipyard.

It is expected by this means that an accurate ac-

counting can be secured on a few hours' notice at

any stage of a job while it is in progress towards
completion.

New and splendidly ecjuij^ped pipe and copper-

smith shops have been added to the general equip-

ment of the plant, while all of the old machines,

boilers, engines, etc., have been completely over-

hauled. The plant is fitted with shear legs on one
of the outfitting docks, having a capacity of 35

tons, and a AIcMyler locomotive crane is used for

handling material throughout the yard, there being
a complete system of broad gauge tracking tapping

all parts of the property. Enclosed storage sheds

have been constructed for storing the material and
equipment.
The ship ways are vacant at the present time,

but with the large mold loft and saw mill equip-

ment it is momentarily expected that contracts will

be secured for the construction of large barges,

scows, etc., which will serve to furnish steady em-
ployment to the many ship carpenters who have
their homes in this neighborhood.
A contract has been recently secured from the

Emergenc}' Fleet Corporation for the installation

of the machinery in ten of the wooden hulls under
construction by Messrs. Sanderson and Porter and
the delivery of the first hull at the yard is expected

within a week or two.

Mr. F. F. Sinks is general manager of the prop-

erty and has direct charge of the entire organiza-

tion, while Mr. Arthur Jones, one of the most widely

known ship repair men in the country, is general

superintendent in charge of ship repairs and ma-

chinery installations.

With modern and efficient machinery and a cap-

able, up-to-date organization, this firm is perhaps

as well equipped to handle rejjair work as any yard

on the Pacific Coast.

MR. CHARLES PIEZ
In his tour (if the Pacific Coast shipyards with

Mr. Charles M. Schwab, Air. Charles Piez proved

a very welcome visitor. As president of the Link

Belt Company, Mr. Piez won a great reputation

as an efficiency man and organizer and his direct

approach at problems presented to him and his

frank comments on conditions has led to his being

accepted up and down the Coast as a really big

man. In short, Mr. Piez is on the job every min-

ute and that appeals strongly to Americans these

davs.

-president of the Emergency Fleet Corporation.
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View of the marine railway and one of the fitting out docks at the plant of D. W. Hartzell, Inc.. Winslow. Washingti

of the pipe shop in the Hartzell plant showing pipe cutting and thrcadii

available for bending work.
chines and the extensive floor space
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BEAR THE FREE PORT QUESTION
IN MIND

IX
the various efforts towards proper co-ordina-

tion of port facilities at San Francisco now be-

ing made, nothing' should be allowed to detract

attention from the free port question. In the

recent report of the committee on free port of the

San Francisco Chamber of Commerce, the advan-
tageous points in connection with the city's loca-

tion and local surroundings were ably set forth, as

well as a hint of the advantages to be gained by
the community through the estal)lishment of a free

port zone. In this connection we cpiote the dcicu-

ment, as follows

:

"The trans-shipment business of the world runs

annually into billions of dollars. Good authority

makes the figure over four billions. Up to the

world war much the greater part was done in free

ports. It is well worth the effort to get our share.

"Comparatively but a \'ery small proportion of

America's present trade with foreign nations comes
under this head, but its growing importance has
l)een made more and more manifest by the devel-

iipments and changes due to the present war.

"That business in the C)ccident has heretofore

centered in the neighborhood of the Piritish Chan-
nel and the North Sea, and in the Orient at Singa-

])ore and Hongkong.
"If American ports want to compete successfully

with European and Asiatic ports in this rich sphere
of trade, we will be handicapped in the race just

in so far as that trade is artificially hindered by the

manner and method of the enforcement of the cus-

toms laws. Nothing is here said or intended for

or against either a high or low tariff or for or

against a protective or revenue system of tariff'

la.xes. We mean to confine ourselves solely to the

manner and method of enforcing the collection of

the tariff taxes, whatever be the particular policy

in force, as to the kind or amount of the customs

dues. W'c are familiar with and know from expe-
rience the costs, delays, vexations and losses due
to customs red-tape and supervision. They are,

we believe, a very serious impediment to the re-

e.xiMjrt trade and foreign commerce generally. If

removed, the gain will be enormous. If they can
be removed by the simple process of putting the

customs house and its red-tape wholly outside the
'free zone" or 'free port', witliout any loss to the

government in re\enue, without any increase in

the cost of collecting the taxes and without any
greater risk of smuggling, surely nothing remains
of the argument, except the single c|uestion as to

whether in the older ports the change can lie ef-

fected without too great a cost for the physical

constructions or re-arrangements necessary to in-

stall the free port system. In the newer ports,

where there is much virgin territory to work on,

of course this part of the problem is of easier solu-

tion. In the latter aspect, it is proper to point out
that on San Francisco Bay the present situation

lends itself admirably to the proposed change. It

would be idle to go too deeply into that question
at this time. If the policy be a wise one nationally,

the natural advantages above adverted to, an in-

spection of San Francisco Harbor on both sides of

the Bay of San Francisco, a consideration oi the
commercial propensities and aptitude of our peo-

ple, the evidence furnished by immense recent out-

lays for harbor improvements and the superior fa-

cilities now available, all combined demonstrate the
justness of the conclusion that San Francisco Bay-

is an ideal site for a 'free port.'

"This conclusion should be constantly borne in

mind by those working for the betterment of our
waterfront system. Any general warehousing and
cargo handling scheme adopted for the waterfront
should be based definitely on the possibility of the

'free port' zone becoming an actuality. If the free

port does come, there is no reason why any im-
provements now undertaken should not be carried

out in such a manner that they will fit snugly into

the new scheme of things."

ATTENTION FOR OUR HARBOR

WHEX one considers the method adopted for

governing the waterfront of San Francisco,

he will be forced to admit that the results

have been remarkable. If, howe\'er, the

waterfront is considered as a working unit per se,

the results have not been altogether satisfactory.

A\'here a harbor commission is appointed by the
Governor of a State, the result is usually either a
political board, a board lacking knowledge of the
business in hand, or both. Some of the boards of

harbor commissioners in charge of San Francisco's
harbor made an honest effort to administer their

trusts to the best of their ability, others operated
from a purely political standpoint. When these
facts are considered, and also when it is realized

that the law under which the Harbor Commission
is appointed expressly provides that no member of

the board shall know anything about shipping or
harbor matters, what has really been accomplished
on the front is little short of remarkable.
During the past few months a great deal of pub-

lic interest has been aroused in San Francisco's
waterfront problems. This interest has been stim-
ulated by the investigations carried on by com-
mittees of the Chamber of Commerce and through
articles in the daily press, and people are asking
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themselves what it is that is wrong with the water-

front. The answer is that as a terminal unit the

San Francisco waterfront is incomplete. Furnished

with a splendid system of wharves and docks, we
lack the essentials necessary to bring these wharves

and docks up to their full efficiency. The answer

to the problem lies in the fuller utilization of the

present water front rather than its extension.

The efficiency of a dock or wharf varies directly

with the speed with which commodities are moved
over it and just as long as all commodities are

moved by hand the efficiency of the wharf will re-

main at "a low level. Again if the functions of

the transit shed on a wharf become confounded

with the functions of a warehouse, the result is

stagnation.

Handling machinery is the crying need on San

Francisco's waterfront today. It must not be in-

ferred, however, that all that is necessary is the

installation of a few carriers for transporting goods

from the transit sheds on the wharves to adjacent

warehouses. The mechanical handling of diversi-

fied freight is an exceedingly difficult one as com-

pared to the handling of such bulk freights as

grains, ores or coal. An adequate warehouse sys-

tem back of the wharves and cargo handling facil-

ities which will make the structures on the wharves

transit sheds in fact as well as in name, is what

San Francisco needs today. As to shear legs and

a hoist for handling heavy weights, this is not a

problem, as its installation is a simple matter and

its cost will not be excessive.

The present study of San Francisco's waterfront

problems should be productive of much good, as

the present Board of Harbor Commissioners are

frankly and openly co-operating with the various

committees representing the city and Chamber of

Commerce, and development jilans will be formu-

lated which will adequately meet the situation.

A COMMENDABLE APPOINTMENT
Satisfaction at the appointment of J. H. Ros-

seter as director of the department of operations

of the Shipping Board, succeeding Edward F.

•Carry, who becomes chairman of the Port and

Harbor Commission, is by no means confined to

the Pacific Coast, where the news was acclaimed

with genuine enthusiasm. The following extract

from the Marine Journal of New York is indica-

tive of the general trend of comment throughout

the East:

"Another able, practical shipowner has been

drawn into the service of the government in the

appointment of J. H. Rosseter as director of the

department of operations of the Shipping Board,

succeeding Edward F. Carry, who becomes chair-

man of the Port and Harbor Commission. Mr.

Rosseter has been the vice-president and general

manager of the Pacific Mail Steamship Company,

and has had a very successful career in the sea-

borne trade of the Pacific Ocean. He is thor-

oughly familiar with international shipping con-

ditions, and is particularly well acquainted with

the commerce of the Orient. It was Mr. Rosseter

who, twenty years ago, was chiefly instrumental

in establishing the first regular steamship service

between San Francisco and Pacific ports and the

west coast of South America. It is said of Air.

Rosseter that he was 'virtually drafted into the

government service by the Shipping Board,' be-

cause his experience and abilities were so highly

regarded. He will devote all his time to the ser-

v^ice of the government, severing his present steam-

ship connections.

'Chairman Hurley and his colleagues please the

country greatly by every such appointment as

this, of which the selection of Mr. Schwab is a

notable example. We do not know Air. Rosseter's

politics—that is really a matter of little account.

But of very high consequence is the fact that a

strong, practical shipping man is put at the head
of the bureau of operations, where his knowledge
will be of the utmost value to the merchants and
shipowners of our country and to the nation itself.

More and more, steadily through the months, the

policy of the Shipping Board in matters like these,

is indicative of high ambition and sterling practical

sense. It is not without reason that the recent ap-

propriations asked for by the Shipping Board were
granted by Congress without a word of adverse

criticism."

SAFETY AT SEA

I\
these days of war and the saddening and

sobering influence of daily casualty lists, it is

a pleasure to note the record made for the past

year by passenger boats. Out of a total of over

300,000,000 passengers carried in vessels coming
under the jurisdiction of the United States Steam-
boat Inspection Service only 71 lost their lives.

This low figure has occurred for several successive

years and bears eloquent testimony to the safety

of travel by sea. The low loss rate on passenger

vessels is a matter for congratulations both to the

inspection service and the steamboat operators.

There is no mode of travel nearly as safe as by
water, and a study of statistics will readily explain

why a passenger at sea in a storm may say with

reason, "God help the poor devil on shore tonight."

HANDLING HEAVY WEIGHTS ON THE
WATERFRONT

THE harbor facilities controlled liy the Board

of Harbor Commissioners at San Francisco do

not include any facilities for handling such

heavy weights as boilers, marine engines, cars,

heavy machinery, or, in fact, any weights which

are beyond the capacity of the ordinary ship's

tackle. This lack on our waterfront has often been

seriously criticised, especially since Seattle has pro-

vided such gear on one of her municipally-owned

piers.

The location of shear legs or a crane for heavy

handling on some particular wharf along the city

front would be open to serious objection, however.

It would often be necessary to shift a large vessel

to hoist a locomotive on board and then shift her

back tn the wharf from whence she same to finish

her loading. This would be an expensive proi)Osi-

tinn b(itli in nKmey and time, and it is an (ipen

question whether a heavy floating crane which

could be moved along the front wherever needed

would not be a far more profitable piece of equiji-

ment for the harbor to own.
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Another Fourth of July Contribution

As a CLintril)Utii)n to the great Fourth of July

lauuching program, the Meacham & liab-

cock Shipijuilding Company of Seattle

launched two Ferris type steamers, the

"Daca" and the "W'ayucan," while still another

Ferris type steamer was launched on July 17 . The
yard also owns the distinction of launching the

first Ferris type steamer in Seattle, the "Boulton,"

she taking the water on May 18.

An interesting feature of the double launching

on Julv Fourth at the Meacham & Babcock plant

was that the day marked the first anniversary of

the founding of the yard. During the launching

ceremonies a telegram was received from Edward
H. Hurley, chairman of the Shipping Board, which
aroused great enthusiasm, the message reading as

follows :

"Our historic launching today is a new Declara-

tion of Independence. The big splash will go
round the world. Your yard helped make it. Your
employees are behind Pershing's men. Behind the

faith of France. Behind the dogged courage of

England. Behind the vim of Italy. Thanks and
hearty good wishes from Mr. Schwab and myself.

Let us all go back Friday morning to work for

greater records."

The Meacham & Babcock plant is one of the

most modern and complete wooden shi]ibuilding

establishments in the Northwest. Modern ma-
chinery and handling mechanism have been in-

stalled in every department and the yard has ex-

jjanded rajiidly, the original ground lease of the

C()m])any having been extended four times until at

present all the twenty-two acres available for ship-

building purposes at the Salmon Bay Terminal.

The engineers of the Meacham & Babcock Ship-

building C'om])any found themselves handicapped

by their inability to secure yard equipment on sev-

eral occasions and promptly supplied the lack by
designing and constructing contrivances of their

own, thus avoiding all delay incident to the con-

dition of the machinery market.

The plant has six building ways served by three

large gantry cranes arranged so that each crane

serves two ways. The wood-working machinery

equipment is very complete and a large machine

shop takes care of tool repairs and the necessary

metal work in connection with the wooden hulls

and their outfitting. A powerful shear-leg derrick

has been erected on the outfitting wharf for the

purpose of hoisting engines, boilers or other heavy

weights into the vessels.

An unusual feature of the Meacham & Babcock
plant is a canal running imder the planked floor

of the yard for seven hundred feet and used for

transporting heavy timbers into the sawmill. This

gives the yard somewhat of a metropolitan aspect,

there being three levels for transportation of ma-
terial, the gantries overhead, trucks and cars on

the surface and the canal under the yard floor.

The concern holds contracts for ten steamers

of the Ferris type, 281 feet 6 inches long. Mi feet

beam, 26 feet moulded depth, 3300 tons dead-

weight capacity and powered with 1400 horse-

power triple expansion engines.

The yard employs some 1200 men at the present

time and the organization is headed by W. M.

Meacham, jaresident : Otto A. Case, vice-president:

L. E. Meacham, secretary; H. G. Babcock, treas-

urer; George R. E. Monk, superintendent, and

James E. Bradford, general counsel.



"And Yet More Ships

IX
September, 1M17, 'I'lie l'"iiuiulatii)n Ctinipaii}'

started operations on the tide flats just out-

side of Tacoma, Wasliing'ton. On Xovemljer
5 the first keel was laid and work started on

the construction of twenty auxiliary schooners for

the French government.
These boats are apprdxiniaicU- 3.000 tons dead-

weight capacity, contain twt) recipi'ocating steam
engines with a total capacity of 750 horse power,
using water tube boilers with coal for fuel, and
have developed an average speed in excess of ten

and one-half knots on their trial trips.

At this writing, four boats have been completely
equipped and delivered to the agents of the French
government. The remaining sixteen, it is antici-

pated, will l)e deliveied api)r(iximatel}- at the rate

of one e\ery ten dajs.

The yard employs ap])rciximately two thousand

men and is one of three operated by The I'ouiula-

tion Company on the Pacific Coast, the other twci

being at \'ictoria, P.. C, and Purtlaiid, respec-

tively.

The Foundation Company is a Xew York or-

ganization wdiich first came to the Ci^iast for the

purpose of shipbuilding in July, 1**17. It now has

three ship yards in operation cm the Pacific Coast,

building 45 wooden shi])s. and an i^rganization of

approximately 7,500 men.

The personnel of The l'"iiniulation Company is

as follows: Air. Franklin Remington, president;

Air. John W. Doty, \ice-president and general

manager: Air. C. A. D. liayley, vice-president in

charge of shipbuilding. The Pacific Coast opera-

tions of the company are in charge of Mr. Bayley

Hipkins as Pacific Coast manager; F. ^^^ Drury,

assistant manager, and J. E. AlcCormick, assistant

secretar\- and treasurer.

The property cumprising the Tacoma plant of

The I'oundation Company faces on two parallel

waterways and the ground was built up from six

feet below the high tide level. The building ways,
ten in numlier, were laid out facing the Hylabos
waterway on a spacing of 78 feet centers and a

cant of three-quarters of an inch to the foot. These
ways are served by ten gantrys fastened together

and anchored to concrete anchorages. The crane
masts are 100 feet high, 3 feet in diameter at the

butt and 24 inches at the head. This mast car-

ries a boom 80 feet long and 60 feet elevation. The
operator's cage is located at the juncti(jn of the

mast and boom, thus giving him a complete \ievv

of all operations. This system was adopted only-

after careful consideration of the various methods
of handling materials for shipbuilding. Experi-
ence has shown that the rigs are adequate for the

work and are thoroughly satisfactory in their o|)er-

ation.

Deli\eries of rough luiulier are made to the Ta-

coma }-ard I)y both rail and water. Water delix'-

eries are handled by stiff leg derricks from the

scows to a power feed roll way leading to two

Stetson-Ross timlser sizers, which handle all plan-

ing for the \ar(l. From the sizers the timl)er is

transferred by distributing rails to an aerial tram-

way serving a lumber storage yard 60 feet by 800

feet, with a cajiacity of ten million feet.

At Portland the lumber mills furnish ship tim-

ber already planed. S(_i that deliveries are made to

the yard by motor truck. Yard derricks handle it

directly froiu the trucks to the storage piles.

The property layout at The Foundation yard on

the Pacific Coast is highly similar and is the result

of careful study to the end that there would be no

lost motion in the progress of the heavy timbers

as they are being worked into shape.

The ten ways of the plan d ways from the left end has just be
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Tlic lai'i^e mill huildiri.^

in tlic (.(.liter (if iIk- jird])-

(.Tty Contain.'^ the fdilnw

Jul;' c(|uipinent (in the

^I'diind floor:

I'ivo I'ay (.^ KL;a)i hand
.^aws, one Aine-rican 34-

inch hand .-^aw : two .\iikt-

ican hand rip saws; i.ine

(ireenlee railway cnt-off

saw: one 34-inch cut-off

saw.
I^ach of these saws is

drixen hy a t\\eiU\-fi\-e

horse-jxiwer electric motor.
( )n tlie ii|ii)er floor of

tlte mill hiii](Hn^- are the

mold Idft and the joiner

shop, the latter eipiipped

with the followint;- ma-
chines :

( )ne American 3fi-inch

hand saw: one .\nierican

X'ariety saw, Xo. U); one
I lohhs pony planer; one
hnincible buzz planer: one
Xo. 2 American power
chisel ; one No. 3 Ameri-
can double spindle shaper

;

one wood lathe; one Pryibi
ican tennoning machine;
motor; two /'-j horse-power motors

.\djoininj4" the mill buildint;- is a two-story air

tool h(.iuse, 30 feet hy 100 feet. The lower'floor
is devoted entirely to the storage of air tools, and
the upper floor is equipped with saw filing and
setting machines

There is a fully e(iuipped machine sho[) capable
of taking care of machine repairs about the yard
as well as turning out many articles of equipment.
.\ storage warehouse and a large spar shop com-
plete the list of the main structures in the plant.

As protection against fire, a high-pressure pipe

Lumber

wing saw ; one Amer-
one 20 horse-power

line has been laid out with numerous hydrants, sup-

plied by motor-driven pumps. The fire marshal at

each yard has a crew of trained men. The com-
pleteness of the system has caused the Insurance
Bureau to give the Tacoma yard the lowest rating

of any wooden shipbuilding plant on the Pacific

Coast.

A description of the I"(:iundation Company's
Portland plant appeared in the July issue of the

Pacific Marine Review, the two plants being sim-

ilar in every respect. The shipbuilding record of

this company is an (.ibject lesson in .American ver-

satility and energy.

^'kj^.

r I
.^J^- -2
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The Mcintosh and Seymour twin 500 brake horse-power Diesel en;;ines on buard the motorshjp -Cetli.

Motorship for Australian Government

THE new niotur ship "Celhana". which was
recently built at the Olympia yards of the

Sloan Shipbuilding Company, has had her in-

stallation of Mcintosh and Seymour engines
completed. The "Cethana" measures 280 feet long
over all, 46 feet moulded beam, has a load draft of

22 feet and has a gross registered tonnage of 2341.

She is the first of four similar craft building for

the Commonwealth Government line of Australia,

the names of her sister ships to follow being the

Culbura, Chalamba and Coolcha. It is understood
that these vessels, for the present at least, will be
operated from Seattle to Sydney with cargoes of

steel plate.

The power plant consists of two 500 lirake horse-
power, six cylinder, four cycle reversible iMcIntosh
and Seymour engines of the full Diesel type. These
engines are designed to operate at 183 re\olutions

and to work on heavy crude oil from 16 to 24 de-

grees Baume.
The ship is equipped with 60,000 gallon oil tank

supi)ly amidships, and there are two 800 gallon

settling tanks in the engine room. This gives the

Cethana a forty-day cruising radius.

The air for atomizing the fuel for the working-
cylinders, also that required for maneuvering, is

furnished by a three-stage cunipressor, located at

the forward end of the engine and directly driven

from the engine. In cases where the engines are

used for twin screw vessels, this compressor is of

ample size to supply atomizing and maneuvering
air for both engines in case of necessity. It is

substantially built with inter-coolers and after-

coolers arranged according to the most modern
practice. The valves and cages are all accessible

and removable as a unit, making their removal or

renewl a simple operation.

The thrust bearing is carried in a substantial

base, bolted securely and doweled to the engine

base, and contains a large bearing located at its

after end, making it possible to carry the fly wheel
overhung. The main working cylinders are bolted

to the top of the engine frame and are of a simple
design provided with removable liners. The heads
are separate from the cylinder, each containing an
inlet exhaust, fuel and starting valve.

The cam shaft is carried in a housing bolted to

the engine framing, and driven by spur gears from

the after end of the crank shaft. From the forward

end of the cam shaft a fuel pump and s])eed lini-

itine' Pnvernor is dri\cn.

The motorship "Cethana" built at the Olympia yards of the Sloan Shipbuilding Company for the Commonwealth Line of Australi:
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npletely

The nianeuvering ,L;"ear is located at the fdrvvard

end of the engine. The maneuvering, which is ac-

complished l)y simple operations, is all done in the

proper sequence, due to the interlocking features

of this device, thereb}- preventing the operator from
damaging this equipment, in any way, due to the

misunderstanding of its functions. The supply of

fuel and the consequent control of the ship's speed
is accomplished by one single lever.

There is arranged a control lever, within easy
reach of the operator, which -is devised to relieve

the cylinders of any pressure and, when brought
into operation, automatically shuts oiif the atom-
izing air when these relief vaives are open.

Tlie lubrication for the working cylinders, piston

pins and compressor is effected by the use of a

Richardson Phenix force feed lubricator, driven b}-

gears and suitably timed, so that the luljricating

oil is delivered to the \anuus paits duimn that

Gauge board and engine room telegraphs on board the "Ceth

liiirtiiin (if the cycle that is most beneficial. The
oil fur the crank jjins, main bearings and other

journals is supplied from a gravity system, through
gang oilers conveniently located. As the engine
is entirely enclosed, the base having a bottom cast

in, the oil is all collected in the base, and is re-

turned through a filter to the bearings by gravity.

A small pump driven from the cam shaft is ar-

ranged for automatically handling this oil.

The principal features of this engine are: The
thorough preparation of the fuel, which has proven
to be very effective both on the marine and sta-

tionary engines, built by the JNTcIntosh iH: Seymour
Corporation. The thorough cooling of the up]5er

part of the liner and cylinder head is also a point
nijt to Ije overlooked in the selection of an engine
for continuous marine service. The cooling system
on this engine is so arranged that salt water can
be used for cooling purposes without coming in

contact with steel studs or any parts liable to be
affected by it. It has the same eiifective cooling.

The Richardson-Pho
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however, as on stationar}- engines and the same

even flow and proper circulation through the head.

The design and operation of these engines are

such that an engine room crew of seven men is all

that is required for continuous operation ; one en-

gineer and one oiler per watch and a chief engineer.

Two additionel men are re(|uired to operate the

donkey boilers ami winches while in port loading

or discharging.

In a recent trip on T'uget Sound, the Cethana

developed a speed of eleven knots and the ^•essel

handled well, being maneuvered in and out of her

flock without assistance. A speed even better than

eleven knots is expected on the vessel's official trial.

It was found in operation that the engine could

l)e reversed from full speed ahead to full speed

astern in nine seconds and the absence of vibration

attracted "the attention of all those on board to

watch the performance of the machinery.

The construction of the Cethana was superin-

tended by Captain J. Alclntosh and her machinery

installation wasmade under the direction of M. H.

Sanderson. Mr. C. .\. Asplund was the engineer in

charge for Alclntosh & Seymour.

Special Features m Big Tacoma Yard
PHILLIPS MORRISOX, C. N. Seaborn and

11. 1'. (Jstrander are operating in Tacoma,

Washington, what thev claim to be the best

located, best ecpiiiiped and must efficient four-

way wooden shipyard now ojierating on the Pacific

Coast. The yard occupies an area of appro.ximately

twenty-five acres with a long stretch of waterfront.

Tn the layout of the plant special attention was

jiaid to the outfitting wharves and to the necessary

equipment for the installation of machinery, the

idea being to eventually turn this part of the estab-

lishment into a highly efficient repair unit.

The four building ways, which are at present

occupied by four hulls of the Ferris design, are

served by two large gantries, one placed between

each set of wavs. P)ack of the wavs is a large area

for material storage and laying out work served l)y

a long boom revoh'ing crane, which handles mate-

rial from the storage to within the sweep of the

cranes serving the shi])s. The outfitting wharves

are served I)y two ])owerful stiff-leg derricks, while

a coni])lete system of Ijroad-gauge tracks and loco-

motive cranes take care of miscellaneous handling,

shunting cars about the vard, transptirting work

Ijetween the shops, etc.

At the present time there are four United States

Emergency Fleet Corporation vessels outfitting at

the docks and splendid progress is being made in

this work.

The machine shop and saw mill installations are

\er}- coni])lete, and labor-saving devices have been

adopted where\'er practical.

Shipbuik'ing Company. Ta
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View in the shipyard showing building ways, storase and laying out space and the traveling gantry used for handling
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Erects Large New Boiler Shop
TlIE Puget Sound Alachinery Depot, one ut

the largest houses in the Northwest dealing

in machinery supplies and carrying on the

manufacture of various shipyard and ship

eciuipment, as well as making Scotch marine and
watertube boilers, recently completed a fine new
boiler shop where a large amount of marine \\(irk

is now being turned out.

The new boiler shop is 240 feet long and \(>0

feet wide, being divided into three main bays by
the arrangement of overhead handling equipment.

(ireat care has been exercised in selecting the ma-
chinery equipment for this shop, and among the

larger tools are a set of plate tools accommodating
work fifteen feet wide, two hvdraulic bull riveters,

one i:if the largest h\-(lraulic flanging ]M"esses on the

Pacific Coast, several six-foot radial drills, punches,

shears, etc., as well as the smaller tools and equip-

ment required in the manufacture of water-tul)e

boilers.

There are eight electric travelling overhead
cranes serving the boiler shop, the largest crane

in the main bay of the building having a fifty-foot

span, travelling the full length of the structure, and
having a capacity of 30 tons with a clearance under
the hook of forty feet. The other cranes are located

in the main and side bays. Cars are run in at the

rear of the shop and handling both to and from
them is accomplished direct by the shop cranes.

The facilities ha\e been ]irovided for a heav}- out-
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])iit of both Scotch marine and watertuhc Ixiilcrs

and the demand is snch that the firm has 1)een cm-
])hiyint;;' three sliifts jier day in order ti> kee]) u|i

with orders.

Jdie I'n.net Sdund .Machinery ]-)e])(it lias carried

on a hu'Lje l)usiness in ]iower and transmission ma-

chinery liiron.L;hont the Xortliwest for years, its

present ]>rogTessive management inchidiuL; Edward

]. (iarrett, president; John W. Ivhly. lirst vice-

president; A. ]]. Sliafer, second vice-president;

and Georee 1!. (ienimill. assistant secretary.

HEAVY DEMAND FOR LOCAL MAGNESIA
Owing to the enormous demand for magnesia

steam pijJC and boiler insulation, the \\'estern ship-

builders are installing large quantities of Pacific

Coast manufactured magnesia insulation. The vast

magnesite deposits in California have made it pos-

sible for the shipbuilders of the Pacific Coast to

obtain their magnesia requirements from their

home market, thus avoiding great delays incident

to oversold conditions of the Eastern manufacturer

and dela\s caused bv overland rail shipments.

The National Afagnesia Manufacturing Company

enjoy the (hstinction of being the only Western

manufacturer of 83 ])er cent magnesia steam pipe

and Ijoiler insulation. The National Magnesia fac-

tory, located in Redwood City, is producing quanti-

ties of this material to supply the requirements of

the Pacific Coast consumer.

To properly serve the ever-increasing field for

the National Magnesia line, this enterprising com-

pany has appointed agents along the Pacific Coast,

their latest connection being F. T. Crowe & Com-
pany of Seattle and Tacoma. F. T. Crowe & Com-
pany ha\e built up a large business in building

materials and contractors' supplies, and are to be

congratulated upon obtaining the agency for Na-

tional Alagnesia in the Puget Stmnd territorv.
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With a tractor, loaded trucks can b nuch more quickly and economically than with horss
ed at the Grant-Smith Porter yards at Portland, Or

( Jbout 15,000 pounds

Using a Prescott tractor instead of a locomotive at the Foundation Company's Ta
pulled or pushed with a tra'

plant. Loaded cars or empties can be either
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The Tractor s Place m Shipyards

Is
it a job of moving a lot of timbers, or chains,

or plates, or lumber—or any of the scores of

hauling jobs that come up daily in the ship-

yards? These days you'll find a tractor doing
them all, and with ease.

These little giants have been adopted by the

shipbuilding business on the showing they made
of indispensability in the lumber yards of the Pa-
cific Northwest, where there are hundreds now
in use. There, for the past few years, they have
been supplanting horses because they were able

so clearly to demonstrate their economy in com-
parison with the old method When a little ma-
chine proves that it can do the work of six horses
at a maintenance cost of less than the "overhead"
on one horse, naturally it is "good night" to the

horse. Also, it is only a question of time until

such a machine finds employment in other indus-
tries, always looking for money-saving short cuts.

So last year the Sumner K. Prescott Company
of Seattle began to note a considerable interest on
the part of shipbuilding men in their powerful
tractors. And as everybody knows now, the need
for them in shipyards was a real one, for there are

so many things to be moved that cranes and der-

ricks do not easily reach ; loaded and empty cars,

wagons, refuse carts, besides the many heavier

loads that may be piled on a truck and hauled

easily with a tractor

Now they are in shipyards in all parts of the

country. Grant Smith Porter Ship Company, for

example, in their famous yard which in June had
first place in wooden shipbuilding in the United
States, is using eight Prescott tractors, and the

Foundation Company, now using twenty of the
same type of machine, have just ordered five more
for their New Orleans yard.

Their quick recognition and the rapid extension
of their use are proof of the service that tractors

can give. They have been greatly improved since
their early days and the late models, among other
features, are made with a shortened wheel base
which, of course,, means a smaller turning radius

—

a detail that has been found to be a convenient
one in both lumber and shipyards.

As an efl^icient means of making short hauls, the
tractor has unquestionably made a permanent place
for itself.

The tractor with its truck trailer is becoming
more and more general among the items of ship-
yard handling equipment. No matter how com-
plete a system of trackage is laid for the use of

locomotive cranes and railway cars, there will al-

ways be many out of the way corners which can-
not be reached by these big machines, while the
tractor will go anywhere, thus insuring that no
valuable storage space is lost. In the handling

those weights too heavy for manual carriage

yet too light to send :i big locomotive crane all

over the plant with, th tractor is also very valua-

ble in releasing the l:nL;cr machine for work that

is more in keeping witli its size and cost.
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View of the building ways at the Babare Brothers Shipbuilding plant at Old Town, Tacoma, Washington,

Tacoma s Pioneer Shipbuilders

THE plant of Babare llruthers at Old Tuwn,
Tacoma, is at present occupied on the hulls

of two of the Ferris type ships for the Gov-
ernment. These ships are both well along,

one of them being scheduled for launching during

the present month and the other is to go overboard

in Se]5tember. These ships will be followed imme-
diately bv two more vessels of the same class.

'J'lie first ship finished for the Government by
llabare Brothers, the Mahaska, has just completed

outfitting and has been turned over to the Alatson

Navigation Company under charter to carry a load

of bunker coals from Vancouver Island tc^ the

Hawaiian Islands, from whence she will return

with sugar to San Francisco.

The ^lahaska is of the standard Ferris type of

3500 tons deadweight capacity and her 1400 horse-

power engine will give her a S])ced of ten knots

at sea.

The Babare Brothers' plant is located on five

acres of ground at Old Town, Tacoma, facing the

entrance to Tacoma harbor and possessing an ex-

cellent water-frontage. There are two building

slips, each served by a large gantry crane, while

a pair of locomotive cranes handle lumber and

shapes in and about the yard, where an extensive

system of trackage reaches every part of the es-

tablishment.

The saw mill has been fitted with the finest

heavv wood-working machinery, the members of

the firm, who have originated several widely-used

wood-working tools, being very particular about

this branch of their yard equipment.

Electric drive is used throughuut the plant for

all tools and also for driving two cnmpressors

which furnish air for a rnnsidcra1)le number of

pneumatics.

Perhaps the most unusual feature of the Babare

plant at Old Tacoma is the unusual extent to which

the machine shop has been dexcloped. 'I his has

Ijccn occasioned by the demand made by other

builders for some of the tools perfected and pat-

ented at this plant. An electric planer gotten out

here has found its way into numerous Gulf and
Atlantic Coast yards, as well as becoming popular

along the Pacific, and the resulting demand has

necessitated a large machine shop, and the institu-

tion of factory methods. A caulking machine has

also been brought out here which has met with

a hearty response and is finding its way quickly

among the yards of other wooden builders.

The Babare plant employs about three hundred"

men, and it is worthy of note that the institution

has been singularly free from labor troubles.

The I'abare Brothers are looking sanely to the

future and quietly laying their plans to discount

any probability of a sudden cessation of the de-

mand for new vessels along the Pacific Coast. Pre-

vious to building large wooden steamers for the

Government, this firm was constructing cannery
tenders and purse seine boats for the fishermen and
canneries of Oregon, \\'ashington and Alaska, and
in the spring of 1917 their output of this class of

tonnage amounted to sixty hulls, averaging from
fiO to 65 feet in length, and powered with gas en-

gines, ranging from -10 to 80 horsepower. These
seine boats and tenders are always in demand in

the Xorthwest, the business for them steadily in-

creasing, while the natural wastage has tn be taken

care of at the same time.

It is the intention of the Babare Brothers to

return tn this class of work as soon as the ( icriv-

ern 111 cut's need for more vessels ceases. .\t the

same time, good use will be made of the cNcellent

shop equi[)meiil that has been built up tor the

])uri)ose of manufacturing certain ship yard tmils.

as the firm is perfecting its own type of gas engine

and intends to furnish its fishing craft complete,

Babare built and Babare equipped from stem to

stern.



Remarkable Developinent of Moore Yard

Tl I I''. (lo\ cldpniont of tlu' Alonrc Sliipljuildiii!^-

riiiii])an\ properties from ihc oris^inal .Moore

and Scott ])lant installation on ( )akland I'.s-

tiiary furnishes a faeinatin.L;' story of perse-

verance and accomplishinenl, for today tlie Alodre

."Shipbuilding' plant may be com])areil favorably with

anv steel fabricating' institution in the L'nited

States.

It was an ancient Dutch con^re^rition which one
dav jiassed the resolution to build for themselves
a new church, to Iniild 'he new cliin'ch out of the

materials from the old one and to use the old

church while the new one was beini; built. It Avas

HI a somewhat similar ])'edicament that the Ab)ore

Shipbuilding' Company fotnnl itself. The equip-

ment of the plant was good, but it was inadecjuate

for the work in hand. The shojis were too small

and the erection of new building ways left them
rather poorl}- located, but des])ite all this work
must progress and the machines in these shops
must be utilized to their fullest efficiency at the

same time that new structures were being built

to house them, nevv handling ec|uipment being
installed throughout the yard and notable addi-

tions to Ijoth shtij) antl building wa\s ec|uipment

were being made.
In short, the Aloore Shipbuilding Company's

property has been metamorphosed from an ordi-

nary construction and repair yard to a really great

shipbuilding establishment, and the fact that dur-

ing this period of change and growth the plant has

stood in the very front rank of shipj'ards distin-

guished for their output record speaks volumes for

the skill and energy of the management of Oak-
land's greatest shipbuilding" unit.

The firm of Aloore and Scott, now the Moore
Shi])building Company, prior to the present great

shipbuilding boom, had iDeen engaged for years in

large ship repair work, many notable jobs having
lieen handled here, and in the construction of mod-
erate sized vessels, such as the \Vestern Pacific

ferry "Edward T. JeiTery" and other well known
craft. The plant is situated at the foot of Adeline
street in Oakland and the available water front has
been g;reatly added to by purchase of adjoining
l^iroperty from time to tinie. With the acceptance
of orders for large freighters, the shops of the con-
cern, while possessing many high-class tools, were
found to be inadequate and the plant was entirely

remodeled, the old shops being moved or disman-

tled as the nevv ones were erected. Five ship

ways were installed and a system of stationary

tower cranes adopted for handling material about

the ways. These cranes consist of a large square

franie work tower with a boom on each corner

and are so arranged as to reach all parts of a hull

on the stocks, the operators being high enough to

have a full view of the load and its destination at

all times. These cranes, in conjunction with a

complete system of broad-gauge railway tracks,

niake a complete, sim|)le and economical hand-

ling s\stem.

Large Additions Made
()wing to the great amount of work entrusted

to this plant, however, the three building ways

|)roved inadequate and two more were added. Even
this fell short of the requirements, and upon receiv-

ing their recent large order from the Shipping
lujard, the Moore Shipbuilding Company proceeded
to install three more building ways, the new struct-

ures to be si.\ hundred feet in length and able to
acconimodate such \essels as the large new troop
transports of which the Shipping Board has ordered
a large nundier and which will be utilized as ocean
j)assenger liners when the war is over. This gives
the plant facilities for laying down eight large steel

steamers at one time.

At the .Moore yard, material is Ijrought directly
into the i)late storage racks by spur tracks connect-
ing with the Southern Pacific and Western Pacific
Railway systems and is handled from the cars to
storage or to the plate shop h\- a travelling gantry
which directly serves the entire storage space.
Alongside of the jilate shop is a large open space
for assembling bulkheads and other outdoor ])late

work, and this space is served by a powerful re-
volving crane with a long arm.
The plate sho]) and mold loft are well designed

and the plant has some excellent records to its

credit in the matter of weekly tonnage of material
fabricated. The plate shop contains a very fine
set of punching machines and also some noteworthy
bending rolls, one of these roll sets being twenty-
five feet between bearings and with rolls twenty-
eight inches in diameter. Some large flanging
presses will also be found which bear" witness to
the excellent class of work turned out in the Moore
shops, these being of the firm's own design and
make.
The clerical, timekeeping and managerial forces,

draughtsmen and government inspecting forces are
housed in a modern, well-lighted office building,
attached to which is a large concrete and steel fire-
proof safe, the upper floor of which is utilized as
a tracing storage and file.

A new joiner shop fitted with the highest class
wood-working machinery was installed with the
first large expansion of the plant, and the power-
house equipment was greatly added to, especially
in the way of new air compressor equipment.

New Boiler Shop
AVith the recent imrchase of waterfront on which

to erect their sixth, seventh and eighth building
ways, the Moore Shipbuilding Company secured
sufficient land to accommodate a large boiler shop.
This shop, which is nearing completion, is 200 by
200 feet in size and is being fitted with the heaviest
and most modern boiler-making machinery, the*

company having accepted contracts for a large

number of Scotch marine boilers of the general
size and type adopted for all the large vessels for

the Shipping Board, which are to be equipped with
steam raising units of the Scotch marine type.

r)ne of the interesting developments at the Moore
plant was the determination of the Shipping Board
to fit out several of the vessels built here as refrig-

erator ships and this work is now under way; the
vessels ostensibly are for the purpose of carrying
frozen meats to Europe.

.Another interesting feature of the work of the

technical stafif of the shipyard was the development
of the 9400 ton deadweight ship. This type of hull

has met with high approval, and the fact that the
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Robert F. Moore, Chairman of the Board of Directors. Moore Shipbuilding Company.
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George Armes, President, the Moore Shipbuilding Company
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Mr. Schwab's visit to the Moore Shipbuilding Company's Plant on July Fourth. The central group in the picture including Charles
A. Piez. vice-president cf the Emergency Fleet Corporation, George W. Dickie, resident Government inspector at

the Moore plant, and Charles M, Schwab.

Yamhill." "(02. .5 l>y 53 by 26.5 feet, molded dimensions, ready for launching at the Moore Shipbuil.Hng Company's
plant on July Fourth, she being one of three launchings from the Moore plant on that day.
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extra dcadwciwlit capacity

over the 7,100 ton dead-

weii^lit types was secured

with the expenditure (if a

\ory few tons ol steel,

speaks volumes ft)r the de-

si,L;nin,L;- skill of "I'lenny"

lledstrom and his assist-

ants.

In addition to their ( )ak-

lan<l yards and shops, the

Moore Shipbuildini;' t'oni-

l)any maintains one ol

the best e(piipped ma-
chine sho|)s in San h'ran-

cisco at (yS Second street.

The ecpiipnient of this

shoi) embodies the results

of many years of ma-
chine shop experience and
is an important adjunct '"' '^'» "osnters -uuim

to the plant on the east-

ern side of San Francisco
Hay. A great deal of stationary work, as well as

marine engine repair work, is carried on here, and
the shop is well known up and down the Coast.

Several months ago the directors of the Moore
Shipbuilding' Company decided that the tremendous
amount of work devolving upon Mr. Robert S.

Moore made an enlargement of the managerial
forces imperative. Some time previous to this,

Mr. George Armes, formerly chief engineer of the

Union Plant of the Bethlehem Shipbuilding Cor-
poration, had entered the services of the Shipping
Hoard, and that body expressing its opinion that

Mr. Armes could be even more helpful to his coun-
try as the head of a great shipbuilding concern
than as a member of the Shipping Board's con-
struction forces, ]\Ir. Armes consented to join the

"Vaquina" launched at the Moore Shipbuilding Company's
plant en July Fourth.

Moore Shii)bnilding Company as president, Mr.

Robert Moore becoming chairman of the board of

directors. This arrangement served to relie\'e

somewhat the great pressure on Mr. Moore, with

the result that the big plant is operating more

smoothly than ever.

The Moore Shipbuilding Company has built up

a compact, well-arranged shipyard, the manage-
ment is progressixe and improvements are steadily

under way, the class of ship and machinery work

being turned out is very high, and there is every

reason to beliexe that the firm will hold a high

place among the shipyards of the country when we

begin to take stock of our shipbuilding achieve-

ments a few years hence.

The Diesel Engine as Related to Wasted Power
By Philip Lane Scott

AT the time of this writing the whole country-

is suffering greatly from a lack of fuel to

produce power. Those of us in the East,

laboring under the present coal and oil

restrictions, have learned the lesson by the severest

e.xperience. In some districts the supply of fuel

is sufficient, but distribution facilities are sadly

lacking. This lack is, itself, also to a considerable

extent, a result of lack of power both motive and
industrial. An obvious solution is an increase in

the transportation facilities, but a second thought
shows that this is not at all a remedy for the

jirimary cause of the trouble, wastefulness. It is

merely dodging the issue.

If we could obtain three times the aiuount of

power from the same amount of fuel the difficulty

would l)e overcome. It would be a cure for the

disease and not a temporary alleviation. If the

ships now waiting in Xew ^'ork harbor for fuel,

re(|uired l)Ut a third or fourth the ;imount of fuel

for the journey, then three or four vessels would

sail for every one that sails now. The |)roper solu-

tion lies in a jiroper economic use of the available

supply- and not in adding tremendous burdens to

transportation and mining operations to keep up

the criminally wasteful power production.

It is with this latter aspect of the problem that

this article deals—a means of more economic use

of our fuel supply by closed retort distillation of

bituminous coal and the use of some of the oils

obtained in Diesel and surface-ignition engines.

Last vear about 550,000,000 tons of bituniinous

coal we're mined in this country 502,191,000 tons

from January 1 to November 30, report U. S.

Bureau of M'ines). About 35,000,000 tons of coke

were produced in the same period in bee-hive coke

ovens and about 15,000,000 tons in by-product

ovens. The by-product coke production is thus

but 30 per cent of the total, Avhich means that 70

per cent of the valuable by-products of the tlistil-

lation of coal, drugs, dyes, disinfectants, explo-

sives, pitch and (most important of all for the pur-

pose of this article) fuel oils were completely lost

I)ecause 70 per cent of the coal was coked in bee-

hive ovens. Coke produced 1)_\' the bee-hive sys-

tem amounts to about 50 per cent of the weight

of the coal. The 35,000,000 tons of ct.ke rei)resent

about 70,000,000 tons of coal. Good fuel oils in
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this coal are about 2 per cent of the weight or

1,400,000 tons (3,800,000.000 pounds) of oil. One
brake horse power hour in a Diesel engine is pro-
duced on about 0.45 pounds of this oil. There-
fore this oil represented 6,200,000,000 horse power
hours literally thrown to the winds. This repre-

sents 2,500,000 tons of shipping ( fast freighters)

in operation, without a day's cessation, for a full

year. And yet we cannot supply our ships carry-
ing war supplies with sufficient fuel. This waste-
ful practice can hardly be corrected by arbitrary
laws or regulations. Our government operates
upon the sum of the actions of individuals. If the
individuals are intelligent and well educated, our
form of government is a success. The improve-
ment of our power production methods thus seems
to be a matter for self-undertaken education.

It is quite true that by-product distillation of

coal is now, in many cases, commercially unprof-
itable because only 10 per cent of the coal tar can
readily be used for drugs and dyes. For the other
90 per cent we have but a small market at present.
The pitches are used as road binders and the cre-

osotes as preservatives and disinfectants, but we
still import a large proportion of our creosotes
from abroad. We have been able to buy our coal
tar drugs and dyes cheaply from Germany. This
source is now closed and will probably remain so,

due to the development of the dye industry in this

country and to public sentiment. But the demand
for coal tar products for these uses is rapidly in-

creasing.

So far there has been very little demand for the
so-called "dead" oil distilling between the fractions
used for dyes and drugs and the pitches and creo-
sotes. This "dead" oil is a good Diesel engine
fuel. Such a use would create a market, now lack-
ing, for another of the by-products of the distilla-

tion of coal and increase the possibility of making
by-product distillation profitable.

Germany has very little crude oil. She has.

however, a sufficient supply of coal and she has
accomplished with her coal what we have failed

to accomplish with our tremendously greater coal
and oil resources. The by-product distillation of
coal is carried out to a highly successful point in

Germany.

The following material on the production and
use of tar oil in Diesel engines was gathered b\'

the writer while working on the problem in that
country in the year 1915-1916.

The German tar oil is a mixture of the second,
third and fourth fractions in the distillation of coal,

"middle," creosote and anthracite oil. It represents
about 35 per cent of the coal tar and from 2 to

5 per cent of the coal. In it the characteristics of
creosote oil predominate.

For use in the Diesel engine, tar oil should meet
the following specifications

:

Xot more than 0.7 per cent sulphur.
Xot more than 0.05 per cent ash.
Not more than 0.2 per cent of sul)stances in-

soluble in xylene.
Not more than 1.0 per cent water.
Xot more than 3.0 per cent coke.
Lower heating value about 8.800 calories/kg.
Specific gravity 1.0 to 1.1 (waters 1).

Average 1.4 to 1.06.

Carbon about 90 per cent.

Hydrogen about 7 per cent.
Flash point about 65 degrees Centigrade.

Ten cubic meters of air are required for the com-
plete combustion of one kilogram ( 160 cubic feet

of air per pound of oil).

It has been observed that it is much more dif-

ficult to induce combustion in tar oil than in gas
oil. One possible explanation of this peculiarity

lies in the fact that the hydro-carbons in tar oil

belong to the benzol "ring", while most of the pe-
troleum hydro - carbons belong to the benzine
"chain". The molecules have different atomic con-
struction, an actual physical difference of some sort.

The gra])liic formula fi.ir benzol (CgH„) is

A complete bond is supposed to exist between
all atoms.

The grajihic formula for hexane (C,;Hi^), a mem-
ber of the other tvpe, is

:

H CH,—CH,—CH,—CH,—CH,—CIL H.
A "loose" hydrogen atom at each end.

It is possible that more energy is re(|uired to

tear down the completely closed molecule than the
one with loose atoms.

Another peculiarity of tar oil, which, however,
does not afTect the combustion, is a slightly acid

reaction. This is due to the presence of hydro-
carI)ons resembling carbolic "acid" in structure.

Tar oil will slowly attack tin, zinc and copper, and
therefore these metals even as alloys (solder, for

instance ) should not be used in the piping or

valves through which the tar oil is to flow.

To secure good combustion in a Diesel engine
using tar oil the following conditions should be
observed : Both injection air and the oil should
be i^reheated. The spray valve should not be
cooled. The angle of advance of injection should
be from one-half to three degrees greater than for

gas oil. The amount of injection air must be re-

duced to the minimum compatible with good atoni-

ization, to reduce the cooling action on the spray.

The compression and cylinder temperature should
be high. Hot elements in the cylinder are advan-
tageous. .\tomization must be good.

There are other oils suitable for heavy-oil engine
fuels obtainable from illuminating gas i)lants, from
lignites, shales and peat. They are:

\ertical oven lar oils.

S|iecific gravity 1.10 to I.IS.

i'rce carlion 0.2 to 4.3 per cent.

i'lash ])oint 40 to 70 degrees C.

\'iscosity 18 to 45 degrees Engler.

Horizontal oven tar oils.

Specific gra\ity 1.16 to 1.25.

Free carbon 14,'' to ,i,i per cent (very objec-

tionable ).

b'lash point 71 to 'lO degrees C.
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Viscosity 16 to 51 dci^rees Engler.

Lignite oils:

Solar oils.

Specific gravity 0.82 to 0.835.

Light tar oils.

.Specific gravity 0.845 to 0.870.

Heavy tar oils.

Specific gravity 0.875 to 0.900.

Paraffin oils.

Specific gravity 0.808.

Creosote oils.

Specific gravity 0.957.

Heating Value 9,790 cal./kg.

Peat oils.

Specific gravity 0.853.

These oils burn more sluggishly than lignite oils.

Shale oils.

Specific gravity 0.740 to 0.980.

These oils are a source of fuel which we have
scarcely touched and which make possible very
economic production of power when used in Diesel

or surface-ignition engines.

There is a great opportunity for the develop-
ment of this source of power along with our newly
established coal tar product industries. We must
study the problem with care and patience.

Keeping the Flag on tke Seven Seas
By Douglas Erskine, of W. R. Grace & Co.

SLXCE being- asked to aiklress you on the sul)-

ject of how to keep the American Flag AHoat
on the Seven Seas after the War, this ques-
tion, which has been the .subject of much

thought on the part of those interested in the Na-
tion's maritime welfare, has been brought to a con-

crete form. A week ago the United States Ship-
ping Board announced the appointment of John
H. Rosseter of this city as director of operations.

The press dispatches contained the news that this

department of the Shipping Board's activities, in

addition to the colossal task of directing the move-
ments of all the vessels flying the American flag,

will devote its attention to the evolution of a plan

for keeping the American mercantile marine em-
ployed after the war and of increasing its scope,

so that we may e.xpect suggestions for legislation

from this source that will Ijenefit shipping.

Merchant Marine National Necessity

The war has shown that this country must main-
tain a mercantile marine commensurate with its size

and importance. Even before America entered the

war, the lack of a merchant navy was keenly felt.

Other nations, both belligerents and neutral, needed
all the tonnage they could control to minister to

their own needs. America found itself cut off from
many of the sources of its supplies and also from
the markets to wiiich it had been shipping its pro-
ducts and manufactured goods in foreign bottoms.
AVar conditions made it imperative that a large

fleet of merchant vessels be built and be built

quickly. The nation's shipbuilders have responded
nobly, and the numerous launchings, which are

dail}- reported from all our seaboards, are proof
that the L'nited States will l)e able to handle the
herculean task of transporting its troops, muni-
tions and supplies to the war zone and at the same
time take care of the ocean transportation neces-
sary to the sustenance of the country itself.

Before the war opened our eves to the fact that

a mercantile marine was a Xational necessity, this

Country had treated the shipping industry with
indifl^erence. Development of the great resources
and manufactures occupied the attention of the
great bulk of the people, who were satisfied with
the accumulation of wealth internally and did not
realize that beyond the shores of the L^nited States
there lay a fertile field. This field was not being

" .Nddi-ess flclivererl lulv S ]wU,rv Foniun Tva.U' Conference at
.\nmi;il Convention of Ailvi-i lisiiiL- Chilis of Woil.l. M San Francisco.

overlooked by other maritime nations, and, while

America remained inactive as regards ocean trans-

portation, enormous revenues were acquired l)y

the countries which recognized the imjiortance of

the shipping industry.

Our Clipper Ship Achievement
In the days of the clipper ships, when American

builders and American sailors made ocean-going
carriers flying the Stars and Stripes the envy and
admiration of maritime nations, Yankee ships were
the prize freight carriers of the world. Their speed
enabled them to make more regular passages than
the less efficiently handled ships of other countries,

and the national wealth was increased by the

freight money which came to this country as the

result of the carrying activities of these ships.

With the advent of steam this advantage was lost

to American seafarers. The British government,
recognizing the fact that power-driven vessels

must eventually supplant those depending on the
wind and weather, encouraged its shipowners by
enacting favorable legislation and also by direct

subvention.
The American government, after a short sjiell

of lukewarm su[)port, left the shipowners of this

country to shift for themselves, and American ship-

ping was practically driven from the seas on ac-

count of its inability to compete with the govern-
ment-aided vessels of other nations. The higher
standard of living in this country was the cause
of legislation which made wages higher on Ameri-
can ships and made the upkeep of the vessels

higher than in other lands. The great majority of

our citizens outside of those directly interested in

ships did not know that in making it compulsory
for American ships to pay more wages than their

competitors and to compel shipowners to comply
with many costly restrictions, they were throttling

a great industry.

Merchant Fleet Manufacturing Asset

When American producers, manufacturers and
merchants ship their goods to foreign lands in for-

eign bottoms, the transaction is complete as far as

this country is concerned. The foreign vessel has
Ijeen provided with an American cargo and from
the time she leaves a dock in this country the rev-

enue from the transaction goes to the country own-
ing the ship. If goods were shi|)ped from this

country in ships flying the American flag", the

.American shipowner and the American sailor and
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all the pei)])k- cnniK-i'tcd with shi|.|)int;- in its mi-
mennis phases would be interested in the transac-
tion until such time as the goods were landed on a
foreii^n wharf, and the freight money would be
earned by this country and would go to swell the
wealth of the Nation and increase its general ])ros-
perity. Similarly, when goods are brought to this
country in American ships the freight "monev on
the imported goods, which is of ciiurse added to
the cost and is eventually ])ai(I liv the American
consumer, remains in this country as a part of the
earnings of the shipping industry.' That this source
of income is a productive one is shown by the fact
that in one year the profits to (Jreat Britain from
the shipping industry added ninety million pounds,
or about S450,OCO,000, to the national wealth. lie-

sides the men who actively operate and sail the
ships, the bigger the fleet of vessels that can be
properly^ employed under the American flag, the
larger will be the number of men occupied in ship-
building and its allied industries and the busier
will be the cities of the seaboard where the hand'
ling of shi])s and their cargoes is the main business.

National Prestige Maintenance
.After the war, America will have its fleet—that

is, it will have a fleet suital)le for the emergency
which called it into being—a fleet constructed for

the purpose of meeting conditions caused by war.
After the war it will have to be augmented by ves-
sels which, while necessary in time of peace, could
not be properly provided during the rush and stress
of war times. The flag of a nation when borne by
vessels to all parts of the world is a potent factor
in establishing the prestige of that nation in other
countries. The warship carries the impression of
power; a merchant ship suggests wealth and busi-
ness energy. What deepens the impression and
makes it permanent is the regular liner. These
vessels coming and going with the regularity of
clock work instill into the mind of the foreigner the
idea that here is a nation that knows how to do
business—nothing spasmodic, nothing haphazard.
These vessels ride over all difficulties that human
power can remove or overcome and are only di-

verted from their schedule by the act of God or
the perils of the sea.

The American mercantile marine can only main-
tain its place on the seas if it is given a chance to
go after the trade of the world on an equal basis
with the ships of other nations. The laws which
hamper the operation of ships must be modified
or the higher standards imposed by the law and
wdiich act as handicaps in world competition must
be offset by government supi)ort. When the ships
of this country shall be given the opportunity to

start even with their competitors, American effi-

ciency may be trusted to do the rest. The govern-
ment needs the mercantile marine in time of war,
and it is incumbent upon it to support it in time
of peace, so that when a crisis such as the Nation
is now passing through arises, we will not again
be found unprovided with such an imjKjrtant -weap-
on of defense.

The producers, manufacturers and merchants will

also have to do their bit to aid the ship])ing indus
try of the country. By shipping their freight in

vessels that carry the Stars and Stripes, the}' will

be helping to maintain a merchant marine which
will be of vital im])ortance to the country when
trouble arises. The farmer, the miner, the stock

raiser, the packer—in fact, everybody who has

goods to ship—must remember that it is his dut}'

to support the merchant marine with the same
cheerfulness that he supports the army and navy.
In time of war, when the country calls upon its

resources, the merchant marine that is ready is as

important as the army and navy that is read\-.

Without the speedy liner and the steady tramp,
the efficiency of the Nation's fighting forces may
be seriously crippled, if not rendered absolutely
ineffecti\'e.

Governn-:ent Operation of Ships

Operation of ships under go\'eniment direction

is necessary in time of war, when every vessel is

in the Nation's service. In time of peace this

would be impracticable, when foreign competition
has to l)e met with educated foresight and instan-

taneous decision, with knowdedge of ships and
ports and ocean routes, of cargoes and costs and
the thousand-and-one details that make the dift'er-

ence between a profitable and a losing venture
on the sea.

These ships will have to be manned. They \\ill

have to be manned by America. Seafaring must
be made worth while to the kind of men who will

make the .Vmerican merchant marine worth while.

Government aid will enable shipowners to pro\iile

their seamen with good quarters and good food.

AX'ith the wages now paid on American ships, and
which will in all probability continue after peace
has been achieved, men will be attracted to a

healthy and honorable calling wdnich holds a place

second to none in the history cif the world. The
days will be revived when young men will once
more feel the fascination aptly descrilied by a

famous novelist when he referred to "the glories

of the seas, the magic of ships, and the wonders of

a thousand harbors."

Relapse to Pre-War Conditions Impossible

The Nation is aroused. The methcid of its awak-
ening to the \ital importance of ships has been too

rude and too thorough to make a relapse to som-
nolency possible. The iiidifl:"erence of former years

will not recur—at least within the days of the gen-
erations who have had actual contact with war
conditions during the present gigantic struggle.

.\merica has the will and the power to resume its

place in the front rank of maritime nations—aye,

even to go beyond that and take the leading place.

When the chains that have bound American ship-

ping shall have been sundered, then the Lhiited

States of America will stand forth as it always
shotild have stood forth, and we shall no longer
suffer embarrassment \vhen our children ask us,

"Why do they call Columbia the gem of the

ocean ?"



What Will Ocean Delivery Service Mean to You?
By Edward N. Hurley

C'hairniaii I'nitcd States Shippiiu

AMI-:kKA.\ liusincss lias tlic licsl delivery

^erxice in the Aviirld— fur customers at

luDiie. The dei)artnient store not only de-

livers a spool of thread to a remote suburb
on schedule, but delivers it through an interlock-

in.L;' svsleni of motor trucks, light vehicles, branch
distriiiuting stations and wagon routes, which
speed up service and cut costs. The manufacturer
and jobber reach their customers by flexible rail-

road service extending from the loaded freight car

to the emergency exjjress shipment to fill out

missing stock number.s—and if these do not suf-

fice they get closer to the customer with branches.

This tvpical American delixery service has been

extended to soil products, like California oranges,

Colorado cantaloups, northwestern red ajjples,

Morida grapefruit, Ceorgia peaches. I]y means
of the refrigerator car and modern grading and
packages, new trade has been built by serving

new customers in new ways.
r>ut all this delivery development is for our

home trade. Xo country in the world hauls a

ton of freight on the railroads as cheaply as we
do. Xo country in the world has linked up such
\ast territorv as ours on a modern delivery liasis.

.Almost anything we raise or manufacture any-

where in the United States can be hauled profit-

ably, cpiickly, right side up, in good order—at

home. We are not daunted by distance, bulk, ex-

pense, or difficulties. If one delivery method
d(.>esn't work, we invent another.

lUit always for ourselves.

\Mien we liave prime American jjroducts to de-

liver to a foreign customer, it has been our prac-

tice thus far to call in a rnstv ocean trani]) steamer,

turn the job over to a foreigner, and forget

about it.

Imagine a great factory or dei)artment store

with iKj deliver system for its customers. When
goods are packed, the shipping clerk ste]3s to the

door, whistles for any old expressman or teamster,

and hands the goods over to him. That is what
we have been doing in foreign trade. The more
dilapidated the expressman's rig, and the cheaper
his bid on the job, the better we thought it.

Meanwhile, the Briton and the German ha\e
been reaching some of the best trade in the world
by the best ' ocean-delivery service. We started

our jobbing teamster to South America with our
goods and forgot all about him. He promises to

get there as soon as he could. While he w-as on
the road, the Briton and German sped past him
with fast delivery trucks of the latest type.

Hut the war is going to change all this. \Mien
we get done with our job of making the world
safe for democracy, we will have 25,000,000 tons
of merchant ships, or the equivalent of England's
mercantile marine, which is the largest. Today
we are building ships for war. But each improve-
ment in war shipping brings its corresponding im-
])rovement in merchant shipping. .\ year ago we
would have been glad to get our hands on ships
of any size or type, and our holies were centered
on a large fleet of wooden steamers of moderate
capacity. Today, while still keeping all our wooden
slii])yards busy, we hax'e increased the size to

.^,000 tons, and ik.w know that most of thi> wooden
tonnage will be kept in coastwise trade, releasing

the steel ships for the war zone. Where we were
glad to get steel ships of 5,000 to 7,000 tons a

vear ago, now we are building them in 8,000 and
10,000 ton types, and planning troop ships of 12,000

and 15.000 "and even 20,000 tons, with sjieeds of

Id to 20 knots an hour.

It is none too early for the American business

man to begin thinking of these sliijjs in terms of

modern deliver}' service to foreign customers. And
not the business man alone, but the farmer, the

consumer, the community—the wdiole American
Xation. We must get ships into our thinking, plan-

ning, aufl work, just as we have got railroads into

the .American consciousness.

When the war ends, there will be work for ships

all over the world. Peace will soon make the

British mercantile marine as strong as ev'er. The
.Xorwegians and Japanese are building ships. The
Germans will undoubtedly rebuild their mercantile

marine. So it is possible to look ahead and see

times coming when we must comjjete with these

nations. .And we shall nev-er hold our own un-

less both our ships and our foreign trade are or-

ganized along the efficient delivery lines that fa-

cilitate business at home.
We must have ships running to all our custom-

ers in Latin America, the Pacific, and Europe on
regular delivery schedules. Germany had the

greatest international department-store delivery

system in the world before the war. See how her

merchant marine was tied up in foreign harbors.

The Hamburg-American line had in 1913 a total

of 192 ships, and with these ships it covered 74

regular steamship routes. The North German
Lloyd had 133 ships, and its regular routes cov-

ered practically the wdiole world. Iiritish ship-

ping is on the same basis of regular routes and
regular deliveries. ^^'e would not undertake to

give service to customers at home without our

fast freight lines, express facilities, and special

cars for special goods. W'e cannot hope to get

close to foreign customers, and keep close, and
give service, unless we organize our new ships to

run on regular routes and embody the idea of

regular service into the new foreign trade which
we must build.

Regular service on regular steamship routes will

be vitally necessary if we are to hold our own
either in shipping or export trade.

The other day a steamship man in my office

painted a somewhat gloomy picture of after-war

shipping rivalry. (Jur war wages and higher costs

would make it impossible to compete with British,

Japanese, Norwegian and German ships, he feared.

"Suppose we run our ships on regular lines to

all foreign countries wdiere trade can be built," I

suggested. "Suppose that instead of keeping the

traffic on a basis of cheapness and irregular sail-

ings, we extend our fast railroad freight service to

the ocean, and afford .American business mei the

same facilities for reaching custtmiers abroad. Sup-
pose we also carry passengers on combination
cargo and passenger sliijis, and make it easy for

those customers to visit our markets, just as the
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southern and western merchants visit Chicago and
Xew York. Would that overcome the disad\an-
tages of cheap ocean competition ?"

"That is our only salvation," was his reply.

It is not only our l)ig opportunity for holding
our own in shipping competition, but it is the only

business-like way to build up foreign trade. You
may take jjast statistics of our foreign trade to

different countries and see regular delivery ser\'ice

and export trade growing together. Because
steamship service to Europe was on daily schedule

we were able to deliver our goods to customers
there as regularly as we sent them over the border
to Canada l)y our railroad service. Because \\ est

Indian and Central American countries could be

served by our coastwise ships on regular sched-

ules we built lasting and growing trade with these

neighboring nations. .\ii(l on the same jirinciple,

because our steamshi]) service to South .\merica,

Australia and the ( )rient was irregular, when it

existed at all, and in the control of competitors
reaching those countries by regular lines, our sales

were spasmodic and unbalanced by return shi])-

ments of raw materials.

Now we -are rapidly building the mechanical
equipment for regular steamship lines all over the

world. The fast troop ship can be converted for

combined passenger and cargo service and placed

on regular lines, reaching the whole of Central
.America. South .\nierica, the Pacific, and the

British Colonies, \\'e shall undoubtedly haxe our
own liners to Creat ISritain, Euroiiean, and Medi-

terranean ports. Our refrigerator shops, now car-

rying meat and dairy products to feed the Allies,

will carry meat, fruit, butter, eggs, and perishables

to other countries. Our cargo ships can be organ-

ized on the triangular system, which has made
British and German shipping profitable. That is.

a British ship left Wales with a cargo of coal for

South America, picked up a cargo of nitrates for

the L'nited States, and returned with a cargo of

wheat to England. Thus British export and im-

port trade were both facilitated, and on the third

leg of the triangle the British ship did a delivery

job for a foreign nation, thus adding to tonnage
and revenue. If 25,000,000 tons of American ship-

ping can be kept busy in our own export and im-

port trade, then the development of this third leg

in the triangle will keep 30,000,000 to 35,000,000

tons of .American shipping employed. That is the

tonnage which 1 estimate will ge needed by the

L'nited States after the war.

To keep this great new merchant marine busy
we must have a radical change in .American busi-

ness thinking. Every manufacturer and trader in

the L'nited States, every laanker, farmer, miner,

and consumer must begin to think now about
.American merchant shi])s as a great modern inter-

national deli\'er\- service. \'o longer must we be

content to let our railroads stop at the ocean

—

they must be extended to reach clear around the

globe.

WashinLiton : (iovernment Printing Office : T'lS.

Machining Crank Shafts
By Frank A. Stanley,

Member American Societv of Alechanical Engineer;

MACllIX'E shop jjractice in the handling of

crank shafts varies in different localities

and still further varies in any given sec-

tion in accordance with the size of the

work, the design of the shaft, and the character

of the rough material as it comes to the shop.

Where closely formed drop forgings are availa-

ble, as with many kinds of smaller sizes of crank
shafts, much lalxir and machine work in the shop
is eliminated and the general system of manu-
facture is entirely different from that followed
where, as is often the case, the finished work is

produced from roughly hammered forgings, or

again from jilain slabs, which, while hammered
down at the ends, are yet in such form as to re-

quire heavy machine operations at all points be-

fore the_\' assume the outline of a crank shaft.

With the heavier sizes of shafts there is, of

Course, less possibility of working" down the rough
shaft in forging dies, but at the same time such
shafts are often forged under the hammer to re-

markably close lines for work of such size and
.general contour.
The accompanying engravings niav be of inter-

est as illustrating characteristic methods of hand-
ling various kinds of shafts in a number of (lifter-

ent plants on the Pacific Coast.
The view in h'ig. 1 sliows a fi\-e-thro\v shaft. 11

feet long. S^^^ inches diameter, for a four-cylinder
Diesel engine, the fifth throw seen at the front

being used for o]5erating the compressor. The
turning of the main bearings of such a shaft is

accomplished with the same degree of facilitx a;-

if the throws were all in one plane. But for the

pin-turning operations the additional throw at right

angles to the other four requires a pair of lathe

fixtures in which provision is made for securing
three ofifset positions for the work, corresponding
to the angular relationship lietween the fifth crank
and the others.

Thus two of the offset centers on the chucks
which carry the work on the lathe centers would
lie on the same center line but equi-distant at o])-

posite sides of the center. The third center in each

chucking fixture would be located at right angles

to the line ilrawn throtigh the first two centers

referred to.

l"or smaller sizes of crank shafts, lathes are

sometimes specially equipped with heads carrying

holding" fi.xtures, which, after the work is once
chucked, can be set or indexed through any neces-

sary angle to give the correct position for the re-

s))ecti\e ])ins. In I'ig. 2 an arrangement of this

character is shown, with a four-throw crank in

place for the turning of the pins. These shafts,

it will be noticed, are drop-forged closely to size,

only aliout one-fourth inch of metal being left by
the dies for turning down in the lathe.

Where crank shafts are not forged out in the

throws, the ])rnl)le:n of getting rid of the stock

between webs before the pins can he turned in-

volves some interesting" processes. Sometimes the

webs are drilled with a series of holes closely

siiaced and outlining fairlv closeh" the block of
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Fig 5. Planing operation on a crank shaft.

Steel which is to be knocked out after the driHiui;"

is completed. Sometimes the holes are drilled only

along' the bottom line for the web and the job then

placed in the power saw or cold saw, where the

side cuts are made to run down into the drilled

holes and thus allow the piece of rnetal to be re-

moved. W here these side cuts are made in a power
hack saw. it is the practice in some shops to carry

two saw blades in the machine by means of a spe-

cial head and so permit the two cuts to be made

Fig. 4. Cranks cut out in the web by the oxy-hydrogen torch

This shaft is 9 inches thick through the web,

the gap cut out by the torch being 6 inches wide
by 8J/ inches deep. In other words, the length

of cut made to remove the block of steel and so

outline the inner sides of the webs is equa^ to twice

Syi inches plus 6 inches, or a total of 23 inches,

and the area of the section cut out by the torch

equals the above figure multiplied by 9, or 207

square inches.

A better idea of this is (jbtained from Fig. 4,

Fig. 6. Grinding crank pins.

simultaneously, this saving half of the time e.x-

pended with the single saw.
With heavier shafts especially, the flame-cutting

head is found very serviceable in many shops.

Thus Fig. 3 shows an oil engine shaft as it appears
in the lathe for the turning of the main journals

after the webs have been roughed out by cutting

out of the material between by applicatimi of the

oxvhvdrogen torch.

Fig. 2. Turning crank pins.

which shows two of the solid blocks of metal as

removed by the cutting torch. The view also gives

a good idea of the reasonably smooth surface ob-

tainable by careful application of the flame.

The apparatus used for such work may consist

of a base plate carrying a movable slide for the

cutting torch or head and a feed screw for travers-

ing the slide and cutting head along the required

]3ath. The S.xtnre is clamped to the face of the
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crank, with the head in line with the cut to be

made, and then by means of the screw the cutting

head is fed steadily across the job. With the fix-

ture once set, it takes only a short time to make
tlie cut around the work, and two operators can

cut out four webs of the kind shown in a half a

day's time, including the setting up of the appa-

ratus, adjusting, etc.

The photograph in Fig. 5 shows a jilaning o])er-

ation on a similar crank shaft after the lathe work
is completed, the operation here consisting of secur-

ing the work to the side of a large angle plate for

the finishing of the flat ends of the webs wdiich

serve as counterbalances.

The grinding machine is coming into use in

numerous places for the finishing of shafts and
crank pins, and much time is saved by this type

of machine, which not only accomplishes results

very rapidly, but further gives an assurance of ac-

curacy in results not easily obtainable by other

means.
A multi-throw crank shaft is seen in Fig. ft on a

modern grinik-r with a large wheel in operation

on the pins, which are brought to exact size in

remarkably quick time. For example, the shaft

illustrated, which has a pin diameter of 2 15-16

inches, is ground on the four pins in about one-half

hour. The turning operation on the pins, which

precedes the grinding, is performed in a little over

an hour, the lathe tool leaving about 0.020 inch for

finishing in the grinder. The ].)ins are held to a

limit of accuracy of 0.001 inch in the grinding

machine.

A grinding wheel -10 inches in diameter is used

on this work, the wheel face being nearly as wide

as the pin, so that the wheel is first fed straight

in to depth, as indicated in Fig. 6, and then moved
sidewise to finish out the fillet at each side.

The main bearings of the shaft are also finished

by the grinding process in another inachine. but

with quite similar conditions as to amount to be

renio\ed liy the wheel and limits of accuracy rc-

(juireil in the finished work.

Manning the New Merchant Marine
How the United States Shipping Board is Training Deck and Engineroom Officers and Crews for

the New American Ships

By Henry Howard,
Director of Recruiting, U. S. Shipping Board

PRI^.'^I'IXT construction i)lans for our merchant
marine call for more than 8,000,000 tons of

new shipping to l)e completed within two
years. At the beginning of the world war,

August, 1914, seven nations were credited with
more than 1,000,000 tons of shipping each. (Ireat

Britain headed the list with 19,799,119 tons, the

United States stood ne.xt with 7,928,688 tons^ Ger-
many third with 4,892,416 tons, France 2,173,544

tons. Norway 2,425,47(i tons, Sweden 1,114,048 tons

and Japan I,l(i7,2ii4 tuns. Austria had less than
l,OOOlO0O tons, with only 998,130. Of the tonnage
of the United States, something more than 2,000,-

000 tons was available for deepwater service in

the Atlantic.

The first year of the war was sufficient to show
the United States that the process of attrition in

the world's supply of tonnage, due to normal war
causes and to the illegal use of the submarine by
Germany, was creating a shortage of ships. This
shortage became acute wdien the United States

entered the war in April, 1''17, iherchy adding to

the already pressing problem of logistics this coun-
trv's vast needs of sea transportation for troops
and supplies, and the quickened need of sending
more and vet more supjilies to our allies.

Urgency of Measures Understood
r>y the time this situation had dexelopcil. the

nation, as a whole, understood the urgenc}- of

measures, long advocated by students of maritime
conditions, residents mainly of the seaboard states,

for developing our merchant fleets in accordance
with the pressing demands of the times. Indeed,
steps had been taken in that direction some months
before, with the creation of the I'nited States

ship])ing board, bv act of congress, in .'~>e])tem-

ber, 1916.

In the following winter months the shipping
board had been duly organized for business, and
when the Linited States entered the war it was
ready to exercise its functions as sponsor lor a

new, nationalized merchant marine. The powers
conferred cm the board liy Congress were suffi-

ciently broad to enable it to take sweeping steps

toward the desired end. and to insure the accom-
plisht:ient in a few months or years of war time
of what would not, and probably could not, have
been accomplished in generations of peace.

Immediately after the country had become a

party of the war, suggestions poured in on the

ship])ing board as to ways and means of adding
largely and rapidly to the nation's tonnage in mer-
chant ships. One plan early adopted called for

the building of 1000 wooden vessels, to carry cargo
across the Atlantic, and oiifset, in large measure,
the destructiveness of the German submarines.
It was with the adoption of this plan that the

shipping board took first steps in a construction
program, afterward greatly enlarged, intended to

produce several million tons of merchant shipping
in record time.

Coincident with the sudden awakening nl the

nation to the vital need for more cargo ships, and
the energetic initial steps of the shipping board
to ]5roduce them, came forward the unportant
(piestion of manning the new merchant marine so

soon to Collie into being. The country as a whole
not having been accustomed in recent times to

think in terms of shipping, ajipeared doubtful of

its ability to produce the mariners needed to han-

dle its new fleets. We were no longer a sea-going

]ieople, said the doul)tful ; we had lost the art of

the sailor when the .\merican scpiare-rigged ship

went out of use as a leader among the world's
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ciiryo carriers. Surely, our war nceil was |)rcssir,L;'

ciiiiiii^li t(i a])|)cal tn llic patridlisni of Americans
with a likiu.t;' fnr the sea, hut wniiM any cnnsider-

ahle nnnil)ers come furward fur service nn mer-
chant ships?

I'hcse c|uestiuns reflected a natural cnnditiDU in

the public mind, which as yet was unable ti> \is-

nali/e the merchant marine in true ])erspecti\e as

one lit the primary arms of the country's new eiiui])-

ment for progress. Relatively few men having
knowledge of maritime atifairs and a brnad view
I if the trend of ex'ents in the world war, were able

tn grasp both the needs of the hnur .iml the means
iif meeting them, and to take an nptimistic view
I if our country's aliility effecli\ely tn turn liack

tn the sea, where it wnu its lirst laurels in cuni-

nierce. Such men there were, liiiwe\er, in the

l"nited States shijiping Imard, ,'is 1 learned mi a]!-

proachiug that body with a plan fnr manning nur

new merchant tieets.

Formulates Plan Early

It had been my good fortune to be reared in a

Xew England community in which shipping was a

subject of common knowledge, and to have made
some study of cause and elifect in the condition of

nur merchant marine as it was at the opening of

the war. By the time the United States cast its

Inl with the allies, I had formulated a plan for

manning the new ships that we must build to win,

and when Congress declared that a state of war
existed I laid my plan before the shipping board.

It provided, in brief, for a training system to

prepare Americans for service on American mer-
chant ships, the work to begin with the training

of officers and e\entually to extend to the train-

ing of crews. I pointed out to the board that

there were many thousand fishermen on our coasts,

there being not less than 100,000 on the Atlantic

and Gulf seaboards alone, among whom could be
fnund excellent material for merchant officers and
sailors. Furthermore, former sailors were to be
fnund in almost all the states, engaged in various

occupations. Among them were former captains

and mates of sailing vessels and not a few former
officer!^ of merchant steamers. There were also

many marine engineers working ashore, and other

engineers wdio could be prepared in a short course
of special training for service at sea. By estab-

lishing free schools in navigation at important
ports, and free classes in marine engineering at

some of the leading technical colleges, I proposed
to train enough men of the types indicated to meet
the forthcoming increased demand for American
deck and engine room officers for the new Amer-
ican cargo ships. I proposed reaching the men
needed by statements in the press of the oppor-
tunities thus ofTered them for patriotic service and
a chance ,for advancement in positions that would
be as numerous after peace returned as during
the war.

On May 29, 1917, I was authorized by the ship-

ping board to inaugurate the training plan, and on
June 1 was sworn in as director of recruiting ser-

vice for the board. Three days later tlie first free

navigation school to be conducted under the direc-

tion of the United States shipping board was open-

ed, with twenty students, at the students" astro-

nnnrical labnrator)-. Harvard University, kindly

inaned for the purjjose by the college facult}-.

Later this schnnl was transferred tn the ^fassa-

chnsetls Institute of Technulogy, where it has
since been maintained.

The wiirk of organizing additional schnnls went
nn Ihrnn.nh succeeding months, until forty-nne in

all were established on the Atlantic. Gulf and Pa-

cific Coasts and the Great Lakes. The response of

men (pialified to enter the schools was (|uick and
gratifying as to numbers, and, notwithstanding
that no man was accepted as a student who had
not served two years on a deep-water vessel, the
])ercentage nf men whn qualified for admission,
nut nf the tntal number nf applicants called for

preliminary examination, was large. Many of the
ap]ilicants, actuated by patriotism, expressed a

willingness tn leave lucrative positions ashore in

order tn tit themselves for service in the merchant
marine in war time. Others frankly hailed with
delight an op])ortunity to get back to the sea,

which they had left because of unpromising con-
ditions in the decade [jreceding the opening of the
great war.

National headquarters of the new training ser-

vice were established at Boston, where a floor in

the Boston custom house was set apart for its use
by the treasury department. For administrative pur-
poses in establishing and maintaining the schools
the country was divided into sections, following
closely the geographical divisions employed by the
L'nited States steamship inspection service, which
from the first co-operated heartily with the recruit-

ing service of the shipping board in maintaining
the standard set by the regulations of the depart-
ment of commerce as to the experience required
of a candidate for a merchant officer's license.

Each section was placed in charge of an official

designated as section chief, in whose hands were
placed all details as to the administration of the
schools in that section. The board was fortunate
in securing as section chiefs men of professional
or business training, whose patriotism led them
to donate their time to this service, their compen-
sation being merely nominal—in most instances
five dollars a month. Important positions at na-
tional headquarters also were filled by volunteers
with special capacity for administrative work. The
section chiefs of the service are as follows : Sec-
tion I, Horatio Hathaway, Jr., twelfth floor, cus-
tom house, Boston; Section H, John F. Lewis, 108
South Fourth street, Philadelphia; Section HI,
Hardy Groom, 130 Riverside avenue, Jacksonville,
Fla. ; Section IV, Ernest Lee Jahncke, 814 Howard
avenue. New Orleans ; Section V, Farnham P. Grif-

fiths, 465 California street, San Francisco ; Section
\T, William J. Grambs, 860 Stuart building, Seat-
tle ; Section VII, Captain Irving L. Evans, 933
Guardian building, Cleveland.

Direction of instruction in the navigation schools
was placed in the hands of Prof. Alfred E. Burton,
dean of the Alassachusetts Institute of Technology,
who was formerly connected with the coast and
geodetic survey, and who is a practical navigator
of wide scientific knowledge. Professor Burton
selected his instructors from among men of prac-
tical training, astronomers, explorers, and former

sea captains being among- them, with recognized

standing as teachers.

The system of instruction perfected for the

schools was in accordance with the most approved

methods of teaching navigation. It was therefore

possible to impart tn a student in six weeks' study
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a groiTidwork of the theory and practice of iia\i-

Kation to enable him to pass the examinations of

the L'nited States steamboat inspection serxice, en-

titling him to a license as a second or third mate.

The examinations were conducted withont an\"

modification of the regulations, applying to ordi-

nary applicants for a license. After they had been

passed the student in need of practical experience

on a steamer was sent to sea in the capacity of a

reserve officer, for a period of two months, to learn

the ropes before actually assuming the full res])on-

sibilities of the position for which he was licensed.

During this period he was paid $75 a month.

Afterward he received the usual pay for his grade

in the merchant service.

Since the opening of the first school in naviga-

tion by the recruiting service of the shipping board,

thirtv-nine others have been opened, as follow.s

:

*.\iachias. ,Me.. Rockland, Me., *Boothbay Har-

bor, Ale., Portland, We., Gloucester, Mass., Cam-
bridge, Alass., *.\ew Bedford, Mass., Provincetown,

Mass., Providence, R. I., *Greenport, L. I., New
Vork Citv (2). Atlantic City, N. J., *Cape May,
X. J., Phi'ladelphia, Baltimore, *Crisfield, Md., Nor-

folk. \'a... =^'.\ewport News, Va., *Wilmington, X.

C, *Charleston, S. C, *Savannah, Ga., Jackson-

ville, Fla., Tampa, Fla., Mobile, Ala., New Orleans,

Galveston. Tex., San Diego, Cal., *San Pedro, Cal.,

Los Angeles. San Francisco, Portland, Ore., *Asto-

ria, Ore., Bellingham, Wash., Tacoma, Wash., *Du-
luth, Chicago, Cleveland, Buffalo, Detroit.

The graduates from these schools, in the ten

months from June 1 to April 1, numbered 1300.

Engineering Schools

The development of the engineering schools was
^.'ontemporaneous with that of the schools in navi-

gation. The training of engineers was placed in

the hands of Prof. Edward F. Miller of the Alassa-

chusetts Institute of Technology, and classes were
established at the following places

:

Massachusetts Institute of Technolog}', Cam-
bridge, Mass.

Stevens Institute of Technology, Hoboken, X. J.

Bourse building, Philadelphia.

John Hcipkins University, Baltimore.

Tulane University of Louisiana, New Orleans.

Case School of Applied Science, Cleveland.
Armour Institute of Technology, Chicago.
University of Washington, Seattle.

The school at Hoboken was later discontinued,

and one was started at the Seamen's Church Insti-

tute, New York City.

The course in the engineering schools is of one
month's duration. The qualifications for admission
to these schools differ slightly from those recjuired

for admission to the navigation schools, as men
with pro])er technical experience are admitted who
may require as much as six months' added training

at sea before becoming eligible for licenses.

Experience required for an applicant to qualify

for admission to enter one of these shipping board
engineering schools is classified as follows

:

Three years as fireman, on ocean coastwise steam
vessel.

Two years as oiler or watertcnder, or c(.inibined

service of two years in these positions.

Six months as chief or assistant engineer, on
lake, bay or sound steamer.
One year, chief or assistant, river steamer.

* Only one term was held, which is now con-
cluded.

( )ne vear as locomotive or stationary engineer,

with six months' sea service, which may be (ib-

tained after finishing school course.

Graduation from engineering class of nautical

schoolship.

(Iraduation in mechanical engineering from a

technical school, with six months' sea service.

( )ne year in charge of stationary plant of not less

than 1000 horsepower.
Three years as apprentice to machinist's trade,

with six months' sea service.

.\hout 1200 marine engineers were graduated
from the ship])ing board free engineering schools

in the first ten months of their existence. Like the

deck officers graduated, all were American citizens.

One noticeable effect of the recruiting service's

call for Americans qualified to serve as officers in

the new merchant marine, was the stimulation

given men qualified to take examinations for li-

censes, without special schooling. Large numbers
of such men, excellent mariners and citizens, se-

cured licenses on their own initiative, without at-

tending the shipping board schools, as is shown by
the unprecedented number of licenses granted from

June 1, 1917, to February 1, 1918, by the steam-

boat inspection service. Not less than 3600 original

licenses were issued in that period, including those

issued to the men specially trained by this service,

while not less than 900 licenses were extended or

transferred from fresh waters to salt ; while to

.April 1, 1918. the number of new and extended

licenses was more than 5000.

The Sea Service Bureau

As a necessary adjunct to its training serx'ice

for officers, the recruiting service in July, 1917,

established a department whose functions are indi-

cated by its title, the sea service bureau. Grad-

uates of the schools were placed on board ship

by this department, at first entirely through co-

operation of private steamship interests, and later

also on ships controlled directly by the shipping

board. The work of this bureau showed at an

early stage of that without the supply of officers

created by the shipping board schools there would
have been at times in 1917 a shortage of mates and
assistant engineers for American merchant ships,

even before the shipping board's construction pro-

gram began to bear the fruit of new vessels in

commission.
Representatives of the sea service bureau were

established in various important ports, and the

bureau exercised increasingly broadened functions

m placing American officers, and also crews, as

the demand for them increased with the launching

of increased numbers of merchant ships.

Training Merchant Crews

lly the autumn of l'']7 the construction program
of the United States shipping board by which con-

siderablv more than 1000 new ships will be com-
missioned under our flag had advanced sufficiently

to warrant the develo]:)ment of the second phase
of the training plan originally submitted to the

hoard for manning the new merchant marine—
namelw the training of crews.

During the period devoted exclusively to the

training of officers, I had received such a large

number of communications from young men with-

out sea experience, asking if provision was to be
made for training men of their type for service in

luerchant crews, that I became convinced there

would be no difficulty in securing all the material
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nccilcil t(i mail (Hir new merchant ships with all-

American crews. 'I'liese cnmmunicatii ins came from
all sectiiins (if the country.

.Much thiiu.i;lit was given b}- the recruitint;' ser-

vice staff to working- out a system of intensive

training- for crews, by the use of a sc|uadron of

training- ships. In Decen-iber, the shi])ping- board

approved the resulting detailed plans, and on iJe-

cember 12, I'M", announcement was made in the

press that the recruiting service was prepared to

recei\e applications from young .Vmericans lie-

tween 21 and 30 who wished to be trained for ser-

vice on merchant ships as sailors, firemen, coal-

])assers, oilers, water-tenders, cooks and stewards.

In the three months following this announcement
more than 7500 ajiplicants sent their names to the

recruiting- service headc|uarters.

The number of uien recjuired for this branch of

the training service was at first estimated to be

S.T,000, but events subsequently led to a modifica-

tion of this figure. The transportation of an im-

mense .\merican army to France, and of its sup-

plies, called for the taking of a great many ships

from the merchant marine. The need of arming
all ships entering European waters with naval guns
led to a proposal that all ships crossing the sub-

marine zone be manned by the navy. After several

conferences on this point between officers of the

na\-y de]jartment, the war departnient—then oper-

ating the troopships—and the shipping board, a

decision was reached by which control of troop-

ships, animal transports and freighters carrying

unbroken cargoes of munitions and supplies for

military uses were placed in control of the navy,

to be manned 1)y naval crews, while .\tlantic pas-

senger liners, freighters with general cargoes for

our allies and all merchantmen plying outside the

war zone, were left in the control of the shipping

board.

This arrangement imposed on the shipping board
the work of training niany thousands of young men
for crews on these vessels.

Work in training the new crews was begun the

day the board's authority was granted me to pro-

ceed with the plan. To administer the training

service a department was created, termed the sea-

training bureau, with a supervisor in charge.

For the training squadron two steel screw steam-

ers were at once secured, the "Calvin Austin" and
the "Gov. Dingley", twin ships, formerly in the

passenger trade on the New England coast, each

being of 3800 tons gross register, 299 feet long and
60 feet wide, with reciprocating engines and 2700
indicated horsepower. Each vessel had a rated

capacity for 780 passengers. Being speedily con-

verted into training ships, the vessels each had
capacity from 500 to 600 apprentices. Because of

the large number of applicants, it was possible to

select su]ierior material for their complements,
which filled rapidly in the first weeks of 1918.

^^'hile these two ships were being filled, a third

was being fitted out at Newport News, Va. This
was the former transport "Meade," ex-City of Ber-

lin, a graceful old Atlantic liner, with a sound hull

and capacity for something more than 1200 appren-
tices. It was planned to take this ship also to

Boston, to be used as a station ship, while the

other two made frequent training trips to sea.

Later a fourth .ship, the "Gov. Cobb," of the type
of the two first named, was put into the training

squadron, and plans were put on foot for placing

a ti'aining shi|i on the l^acitic Coast anti another

at .\e\\' ( )rleans.

'i"he training course is of an intensive character.

There is an instructor to each ten apprentices, and
he is held responsible for the progress of his group.

The apprentices virtually go to school all day, and
everv day, except Sunday, during their stay on the

shi]), which is not less than a month in any case,

and will ])robably exceed two months in few.

Daily routine followed by the first classes for

sailors on board the ships was as follows

:

6:00 a. m. All hands tidy room.
7:00 a, m. I'.reakfast.

8:00 a.m. (General work.
'):30 a. n-i. Discipline, instruction.

10:00 a. ni. Inspection.

10:30 a.m. I'.oat drill.

11 :45 a. m. Clean up.

12:00 noon. Dinner time.

1 :0O p. m. Fire drill.

2:00 ]). m. Steamship.
3:00 p. i-n. Boat drill.

4:00 p.m. (jeneral work.
4:45 p. m. Clean up.

5 :0O p. m. Supper. .

6:00 p.m. Muster and liberty.

6 to 9 p.m. Recreation, bathing ,etc.

Recreation includes singing, for each ship is sup-

plied with a piano. The musical program includes

old-time chanties, in which the young men are

instructed by a veteran deep-water chantie man.
When the apprentices have finished their inten-

sive training, they are added to regular crews in \

the merchant marine, on a given ratio to the expe-

rienced men carried. By this method it is ex-

pected that no difficulty will be experienced in se-

curing full crews for all ships added to the mer-
chant fleet by the shipping board, as well as for

any existing ships that may need men.
In perfecting a plan for enrolling apprentices for

its training ships, the recruiting service availed it-

self of the offer of a patriotic citizen of Boston,
Louis K. Liggett, head of large interests in the

drug trade, controlling nearly 6900 drug stores, in

6393 cities and towns. These stores were placed

at the disposal of the recruiting service for use as

enrolling stations. The stores in New England,
numbering 526, were first used for this purpose,

with signal success, followed by those in New
York, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania.

OUR COVER
(Jur cover this month was made up from a par-

ticularly attractive photograph of the launching
of the "West Ekonk," one of the 8,800-ton dead-
weight carrying capacity freighters recently launch-

ed by Skinner and Eddy at their original Seattle

plant. The frequency with which these big fellows

are being slid overboard along the Pacific Coast
is one of the most gratifying of the many spjen-

did war production records that are being made
throughout the length and breadth of the country.

It was not onh- the launching of many such
craft which pleased Mr. Charles M. Schwab on his

Fourth of July visit, but also the fact that these

launchings were not in the nature of a mere record-

making attempt, as a study of the launching list

found elsewhere in this number will show that

many vessels w'ere launched either a day or two
before or a day or two after the Fourth.
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Work on the Inter-Ocean Barge and Transport Company's concrete barge June 8, 1918, finishing the deck pour

Condition of the same barge on April 19. 1918, showing general arrangement of major reinforce
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A Large Concrete Barge
By W. L. Hill, Jr.,

Assistant District Engineer, Portland Cement Association, Seattle, Wash.

and snpixirtini; ilcep lure- ami aft ^Iriii.^L-rs w hi

frame intu the main cross members at e\'ery four-

fdiit inter\al.
'1 he flames, s]iace<l exery fmir feet, are ci>ntimi-

cius ariiiind the hull, framing intu the ileek l)eams,

lliiiir beams, stanchions and bnlkhead stiffeners

with ample knees, which add materially t<;i the

strent^th and stiffnes.s of the strnctiire. Side frames

are calculated to carry the '' foot (> inch by 4 foot

])anel of the sides at fnll immersion; lloor beams
are desig'ned to carr_v hxclrostatic loading of the

Ijottoin panels, which are 4 feet b)- 8 feet (> inches;

and the deck beams are figured to take the total

l(iad of the barge, distributed over any one-cpiarter

the area of the deck. The 50 per cent allowance
for shock was also made in figuring lieams atid

^lab on deck.

Five longitudinal stringers in both deck and bot-

lom carry the main reinforcements for resisting

Ixigging and sagging stresses, and this system is

thoroughly connected with the main members of

the transverse framing by knees or gusset plates,

each carrying one ^-inch bar, bent on a long ra-

dius and heavily stirruped.

Ample stirruping and shear bars are features

maintained throughout the design. With slab

thickness of but 3'/ inches throughout, live loads

ranging u]) to 1000 p(]Unils per foot and \'erv prob-

d up la

FnRESEEIXG the demand for a commercial
substitute for wood and steel vessels of ail

lyjies, the Inter-Ocean llarge and Transport
Com])an\- of Seattle, which controls the con-

struction of a patented type of wooden hull, has

recently turned its attention to concrete as a ship-

iinilding material, and iias launched its first con-

crete N'essel—wiiich is also the first to be launched
in Seattle—a 330-ton deckload scow, 114 feet iiy

.i4 feet by 9 feet 6 inches. As this is being writ-

ten, tiie scow is docking at the end of its first voy-
age—a two hundred mile tow from Blaine, Wash.,
loaded to within a foot of its deck with box siiooks,

and reported to be behaving perfectly.

In undertaking the design and construction of

concrete ships, Mr. W. C. Muldrow, consulting en-

gineer for the I. O. B. & T. Co., decided upon the

scow as the most readily analyzed form of com-
mercially useful floating structure and therefore as

the most suitable form of vessel from which to

gain the information of experience. Notwithstand-
ing the apparent simplicity of the design and con-
struction of a rectangular scow, Mr. Muldrow went
at the problem e.xactly as he would have gone at

the design of an ocean-going carrier, which lends

a deal of interest to the boat.

In the preliminary designs, the assumptions usual
to marine practice were used. Overall bending
moment was taken at W. L. divided by 30, which
is common in ship design, iDUt considerably greater

than the stress assumed by the U. S. Navy for its

concrete scows; the side and bottom slaljs were
computed to take care of hydrostatic pressure at

full immersion of the vessel, with the addition of

30 per cent for shock e.xcept at the heel of the ends,

where 100 per cent was added ; collision bulkheads
were provided at each end, and the hull divided

into six main compartments with all bulkheads fig-

ured to carry from either side a head of water up
to the deck.

At first, three longitudinal i)ulkheads were con-
templated, but consideration of the comparative
weights caused this plan to be abandoned in favor
of one central longitudinal bnlkhead and two lines

of concrete stanchions spaced four feet on centers

X
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able shocks of unknown intensity or direction to

be met, provision against sliear, and also against

the excessive web stresses set u]) in tlic sides of

the vessel, in the center bulkhead, and in all beams,
becomes the determining factor at many points.

Notwithstanding that lightness is so much a fea-

ture to be desired, and although a fairly compre-
hensive series of cylinder tests of the mix and ag-

gregate proposed to be used had shown compres-
sive strengths of concrete well in excess of 5000
pounds per square inch at thirty days, it was con-

sidered better to be safe than sorry in a first trial.

and \-ery conservative stresses were adojited. Con-
crete is stressed at 750 pounds in compression, and
the reinforcement.s—billet steel, structural grade

—

are designed for stresses of 12,000 pounds per square
inch below water anfl 16.000 pounds on deck.

(-'oiicrcte was poured between forms whicii were
built up around the steel in much the usual way.
great care being taken to have it thoroughly set-

tled and compacted, and no joints being allowed
at any point below deck. The pour was continu-

ous up to the springing line of the upper system
of knees, no concrete being allowed to become more
than twenty minutes old before fresh concrete was
placed upon it. The result justifies the extra ex-

pense, r.oth inside and out, the concrete is ]:)er-

fect. .\o waterproofing, either integral or applied,

was used, but. to quote the tugboat captain who
went through the scow very thoroughly after it

was loaded at Blaine : 'T could bail her out with

my pocket handkercliief and only have to go on

deck once."

The construction throughout is as nearly perfect

as it could be made, and already the scow has been

tested mechanically. I)oth as to design and con-

struction, by an accident of a sort whicli seems to

follow in the wake of concrete ships of all sizes.

The ways, apparently amply strong to carry the

weight of the boat, failed during launching, allow-

ing one end of the scow to fall to the beach, while

the other was hanging in cantilever, the center of

the boat being supported hit-or-miss on the several

jagged ends of the way timbers. She hung there

for two days, with the tide shifting the lower end

about, and was finally jacked into the water with

no visible damage done except one minute crack

on deck, which started at a manhole frame amid-

ship and extended for about four feet directly

across the boat. It is in\isil)le now and was never

visible on the under side of the deck, indicating

that it extends downward only as far as the steel.

Her further i)erf(irmance will be watched with

great interest, for as the ])ioneer in Seattle's pro-

posed program of concrete shipbuilding. \o. 1 is

quite a local celebrity ; and although her first trip

has suggested minor changes in the form of suc-

ceeding barges, she is \\drth\' of the tireless effort

and vigilance which it cost to build her. and the

lessons learned during her construction and still

to be learned from her behavior will be of real

value to the new industry as well as to her builders.

barge of the Inter-d arge and Transport Company tied up at her dock.



The Possibilities of the Large Wooden Ship

SHll'i!UlLDI':RS of the OroKnii District of

wooden sliij) construction of the iMners^ency

Fleet Corporation have won sitjnal recogni-

tion from Charles M. Schwab, director L;cn-

eral, and Charles Tiez, vice-president and j^eneral

manager of the Emeri^-ency l'"lect C(>r])i jratiim,

throug'h being authorized to send a cnnnnittec In

the Philadel]jhia headc|uarters with a design fcjr

a 5000-ton all-wood steamer.

Such a design had been worked out in adxance

of the coming of the Schwab ])arty under the direc-

tion of Lloyd J. Wentworth, sui^ervisor, and J. W.
Hall, assistant supervisor, of the district. Air.

Piez said, during a conference with the wooden
builders Ju!\- 15, the C(irpi uation's technical de-

partment was at wiirk (in ,i 5000-ton vessel, the

original of which was the Dougherty type, and
that information he received after reaching Ore-

gon was that the ship would require 50 per cent

of the material to be brought from the Northwest
in the way of timbers and long stufif.

K. ^\'. \\'right, manager of the jMcEachern Ship

Plant, at Astoria, was selected to make the pre-

sentation to the officials on behalf of the Oregon
builders. He spoke as follows:

"Our distinguished guest, in his speech at last

Saturday's luncheon, among other interesting things

told us that the country was still in need of ships

and ships and more ships. Nothing in his attitude

or in the inspiring sentiments he has expressed in-

dicate the slightest intention to make any discrim-

ination against any type of ship that can aid in

moving the world's ever increasing tonnage.

''On behalf of the wood shipbuilders of this dis-

trict, I am here to state that we are prepared to

supply, in large numbers, first-class wooden steam-

ers of any required size up to 5000 tons. With the

finest material on earth for wooden ship building

and with skilled workmen of steadily increasing

efficiency, we can build an immense fleet of first-

class wooden ships in a comparatively short time.

"I am using the word "build" advisedly, for in

making that statement I am reminded of an inci-

dent which happened while I was on a recent irtp

to a shipbuilding region, some thousands uf miles

away from the Pacific Coast.

".\s I was strolling along the waterfront, my
attention was attracted by a new wooden vessel

whose uneven decks resembled an old-fashioned

corrugated washboard. Her hatch coamings were
not at all neighborly, as they had pulled away
from each other at the corners, and the uneven
planking seams had apparently disgusted the oak-

um, which was crawling out in a hundred places.

"'Where was that craft built?' I asked of an

aged sailor man, who was gazing at her in dis-

gust. 'Built? Hell,' said he, 'she wan't built no-

where; she was jes' rafted together at old Blank's

yar<l, up the river.'

"Now, we do not intend to waste any of our fine

timber in that kind of construction, but will turn

out the best wooden ship that can be built. In

order to get these ships out rapidly and in great

numbers, however, it is highly essential that we
have some definite understanding as to what is

expected of us. To make the best arrangements
f(jr material, men and equipment, we should be

gi\'en ample time tn ])lan our share of the build-

ing ]jrogramme.

".\s the Pacific Northwest is the home and hab-
itat of the wood ship, I would like at this time to

make it clear that we have never regarded this

shi]) as any nmre nf an emergency craft than the

steel ship.

"()regiin has been in the wood ship business a

Icing time. It was seventy-seven years ago, down
on Swan Island, almost within a stone's throw of

the present plant of the Peninsula Shipbuilding
Company, that Joseph Gale built the schooner Star

of Oregon. ller keel was a single stick, hewn
from a stately fir- that grew on the bank (if the

river, where Portland now stands. Planking and
decks were whipsawed lumber, and in due seasmi
Oregon's first wooden ship sailed awa}^ going first

to San Francisco and from there to the Hawaiian
Islands.

"Forty-four years ago, down on Coos Bay, where
two modern shipyards are now building vessels

for the Emergency Fleet Corporation, A. AI. Simp-
son built the full-rigged ship Western Shore, (jn

her maiden voyage this vessel carried wheat from
San Francisco to Liverpool and returned with
general cargo, making the round trip of about .'^O,-

000 miles in 205 days, a sailing ship record that

was never equalled by a metal ship.

"Since those old days, there has been an end-

less procession of wood vessels leaving North Pa-
cific ports and they have done so much for us that

instead of regarding them as emergency make-
shifts, we consider them permanent necessities.

"We can build and operate them, steam or sail,

in competition with the metal carriers. They have
always played a prominent part in our commer-
cial development and they will continue to do so

for an indefinite period after the close of the war.
"\\ ith full knowledge of what we can do in the

construction and operation of wood steamships, we
do not intend to make any promises that cannot
be fulfilled. We know the limitations of the wooden
ship as we know its advantages. We cannot suc-

cessfully build Lusitanias in our wooden yards,

Init we can build and guarantee 5000-ton ships that

will meet with the approval and the rigid require-

ments of both American and British Lloyds.

"In selecting a standard type of wooden steam-
ship of greater tonnage than those which we have
been building, we appreciate the fact that we must
build something that is satisfactory to the gov-
ernment. Naturally, we all prefer a type of con-
struction that will enable us to utilize to the full-

est advantage the magnificent ship tim1)er with
which we have been favored.

"In other words, we would prefer not to have
the quality of our ship impaired by attempting to

standardize it with ships built where the available

timber will not admit of the best class of wood
construction. We would rather have the other

fellow try to build up to our standard than for us

t(i lie obliged to build down to that which a poorer
timber supply compels him to adopt.

"When I speak of our standard, I mean the best

ship that can be built from our high-grade timber.

We do not want to cut that splendid timlier into

small pieces in order to meet specifications pre-
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pared for localities where i^nnd ship timber is

not availal>le.
' "If we are compelled to Iniild a ship that does

not call for the maximum strength which our Pa-

cific Northwest timber could give it, we are aid-

ing- the objectors to the wooden ship to prove that

it is a temporary alifair.

•\\e do not care to be put in this position, and

if it is ])ossible for him to be spared from his post,

we most earnestly desire that Afr. Heyworth come

to the Pacific Coast at the earliest possible mo-

ment and make a personal inspection of our wood

ship material and go over the plans with us.

"We understand that Mr. \Vcntworth and Mr.

Hall have prepared plans for a 5000-ton ship that

is so designed that it can use Pacific Coast timber

to the best possible advantage. We would like to

build such a ship because we know what can be

done with this material, and we are satisfied that

if Mr. Heyworth will examine our timber- and facil-

ities for handling it, he will agree with us that the

Pacific Coast wooden ship should stand in a class

bv itself.

'"In thus asking consideration lor a larger type

of wooden steamer than we are now liuikling, we

are not taking any chances on failure. We are

guarded and guided not alone by the skill and

ability of our 'builders, but by past experience in

construction and operation of large wooden steam-

ers. Nearlv forty vears ago, the woixlen steam-

ship Great 'Republic, 378 feet hmg. 44 feet beam,

and with a carrying capacity of more than 5000

tons, was in operation between the ( )rient and San

l-'rancisco and between Portland and San Fran-

cisco. Not onlv was she a big carrier, but her

wooden hull had' strength sufficient to Support ma-

chinery that gave her a speed of nearly twenty

miles per hour in the river.

"Before and after the appearance of the Repub-

lic and for years after the metal ships became

numerous, the wooden steamer continued to play

a prominent part on most of the ocean highways

and is still doing so.

"The durability of the wooden shi]5 is another

feature that has 'been time-tested. ( )wned_ on the

Pacific Coast and engaged in the coastwise and

off-shore trade out of Pacific ports are 350 steam

and sail wooden vessels that have seen from twenty

to sixty-eight years' service. Of this list sixty-

eight have passed their twentieth birthday ;
fifty-

three are from 20 to 25 years old; seventy-eight

are from 25 to 30 years old; forty-six, from 30 to

35; forty-two, from 35 to 40; forty-four, from 40

to 45; ten, from 45 to 50; five, from 50 to 55

years, and still in service are three wooden sailers

which were built 61, 65 and 68 years ago. In this

list is the steamship Areata, built in San Francisco

forty-two years ago, and in her long career having

tested her'strength on every bar between Panama

and Alaska.

"With anything like proper care and np-keep,

most of these vessels are good for many years.

"It is a noteworthy fact that salt water, the

very element that rusts and ruins the metal ship, is

the best known preservative for a wooden ship.

"I'rinr to beginning work for the Fleet Corpo-

ration in our yard, we were building wooden motor

ships for Xor'wegian owners and in every case the

specifications, ba.sed on Lloyd's recpiirements, called

for fifty tons of salt to 'be placed between the

frames. These same requirements are made on all

wooden vessels built for private owners and the

ship thus "pickled" will be staunch and siiund for

many jears. In the up-keep cost, an occasional

caulking and painting on the wooden ship is much
cheaper than the endless chipping and painting",

which must be kept up continually in order to pre-

vent the salt water eating holes in the metal ship.

"There is so much at stake in this war that

cannot be measured in dollars and cents or by
any dunmercial }'ar(l stick that it seems almost
inapprnpi-iate to touch on the commercial aspects

of the situation, and }et, as in times of peace we
prepare for war, there is much that compels us in

time of war to make at least some preparation for

C( iming peace.

"The conntr}- is now somewhat in the position

of the man who rushes out of his store, lea\-ing

regular business to take care of itself while he
assists his neighbor in extinguishing a fire that

threatens to wipe them both out. We intend to

extinguish that blaze that now threatens the lib-

erty and safety of the world, and after that is done
we are going back to the store to resume business.

Then will we need ships, wood, steel, concrete,

large, small, and medium size. The truth of that

old adage that history repeats itself never had a

better prospect for verification than in the shipping

outlook that will confront us at the close of the war.

"When the Civil War ended, a big fleet of gov-
ernment transports were turned loose and many of

them came around the horn to the Pacific North-
west. These old wooden steamers opened up new
trade fields and aided enormously in the develop-

ment of those already open. They ran to Alaska,

to Central America, to Mexico, Hawaii and the

Orient, and had the government at that time en-

couraged and protected ship]nng as it is now doing,

our ocean prestige would never have been lost.

"It will require an immense amount of tonnage
of all sizes and types to restore the commercial
equilibrium of the world after the war closes. We
wish to do our part in turning out this tonnage
and we desire that the output of our yards be of a

size and type best adapted to your present war
needs and to the demands of the peaceful com-
merce that is. coming.

"Five years before the war began, the late James

J. Hill, master of transportation, made the remark-
able statement that the business of the country

was increasing so rapidly that it was imperative

that the railroads immediately expend $5,000,000,-

000 in betterments and equipment, this in the face

of an increasing traffic at Panama and Tehuante-
]iec. The extraordinar}- business due to the war
is not needed to demonstrate that Mr. Hill was
accurate in his predictions, and the close of the war
will find our railroads swamped with traffic out of

all pniportion to the railroad facilities for hand-

ling it.

".Some relief from this inexitahle congestion must
be found in the water routes between the two
coasts and the shipyards of the Pacific Northwest
can supply tonnage to take care of a large amount
of this traffic. Shortly after the completion of

the Panama Canal, while passing along the Hud-
son Ri\er, T noticed an Oregon-built steamer dis-

charging lumber at a port a short distance below
Albany.'

"That steamer was built at St. Helens, a few
miles down the Columbia Ri\'er from Portland, and
the hnnber from which she was built and the cargo

she carried was all logged and sawed within ten
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miles uf the point wIktc tlu' \csscl was hiiilt and

lier cargo asseinl.)leil.

"'Jlicrc is no lost motion in this kind ol trans-

portation, and as tliis vessel and many others then

in the trade with her brought return cargoes to the

Pacific Coast, they aided materially in relieving the

congestion of the railroads.

"There are immense pt)ssibilities for the devel-

opment of this kind of traffic between the Atlantic

and Pacific Coasts and no other craft is so well

adapted for this trade as the economically built

and economicall\- ojieraled wooden steamer of

from 3000 to 30(J0 tons.

"I am here before you today as a representatix'e

of the wood ship builders. Regarding strictly from

a mercenarv standpoint our desire to build ships,

it might be said that there was a selfish nioti\e

behind it. lUit behind this little bunch of ship-

builders who are doing their best to do their bit

in these dark days, are thousands of business men,

and behind the business men, interested in the gen-

eral welfare of the country, are millions of pro-

ducers who will ex])ect something from this war
fleet after the immediate and all-important mission

for wdiich they are being built is fulfilled, and these

thousands and millions of producers and business

men do not care a rap wdiether the vessels are of

wood, steel or concrete, so long as they deliver

the goods.

"We want to use these vessels in getting into

the rich trade fields from wdiich the Huns have

ousted themselves by their own folly and wicked-

ness. No one e\'er heard of a cargo of copra reach-

ing Portland prior t(_) the war, but in the past year

fourteen full cargoes have been received here, and

more is on the way. These cargoes have been

brought here from the South Sea Islands in P'acific

Coast-built wooden vessels, which have taken tliis

business that offers return cargoes for our lumber

carriers, away from the Germans, and the volume
would have been much greater had we had suffi-

cient vessels to handle it.

"We must have ships if we are to keep this trade.

W'e must have ships for the exploitation of new
fields. We want to help in the removal of those

"Made in Germany" signs that the unspeakable

Vandals have sprinkled so liberally throughout the

South Seas, in the Orient and in the Pan-American
countries.

"We need more ships to carry the American flag

and the trade that follows it into the numberless

ports of the Far East, where more than 400,000,000

of the earth's population dwell.

"That immense shore line reaching from \ lad-

ivostock down through the China Seas and Bay
of Bengal and on around up the Malabar Coast,

is dotted with hundreds of ports for wdiich the 4000

to 5000-ton steamer is much better adapted than

the larger carriers. We want to get into these

ports with both wood and steel vessels. We want
to go on to Australia, to Africa, to South America
and to all other countries on earth, in many of

which we are now comparative strangers.

"We want to make the industrial and commer-
cial conquest that will follow in war in keep-

ing with the splendid effort that is now clinching

for all time our proud title as 'the greatest coun-
try on earth."

"

F. C. Knapp, president of the I^eninsula Ship-

building Company, told the visitors of the lumber
out])ut of Northwest mills and that the allotment

lie had made lor shi]) construction would not de-

tract from the amount of lumber a\ailal)le for other

pur])oscs. lie offered the fulk)wing interesting

c( impilation :

"l'"ir production of sawmills on an 8-hour basis,

( ),000,000,000 feet: suitable for ship construction,

20 per cent, or 1,200,000,000 feet, or equivalent to

50,000 carloads; estimated amount of lumber per

ship, 2,000,000 feet ; estimated number of shins

which can be built from the product of the mills

when running on an 8-hour basis, 600; building

ways of wooden shipyards in the Pacific North-

west, 184; capacity, based on three ships per year

per way, 554; leaving an over-supply of material

sufficient for building 60 vessels; estimated annual

production of tonnage from shipways of wood yards

in the Pacific Northwest, 3,000,00(3 tons."

Charles V. Swigert, vice-president of the G. ^I.

Standifer Construction Corporation, was chairman

of the session, and others who attended were : Guy
M. Standifer, L. B. Menefee, R. V. Jones, W. D.

Davidson, Frank GoUan and James F. Clarkson of

the G. M. Standifer Construction Corporation; H.

E. Pennell, Harry Sherwood and Don Green of the

Coast Shipbuilding Company; George C. W. Low,

Fred .A. Ballin and Judge Arthur Langguth of the

Supple-Ballin Shipbuilding Corporation; P'red L.

Knapp and James Kerr of the Peninsula Shipbuild-

ing Company ; Eric V. Hauser and Superintendent

Carlson of the Grant Smith-Porter Ship Company;
Judge C. W. Cuthell, general counsel of the Emer-

gency Fleet Corporation
; J. W. Miller, secretary

to Mr. Schwab; C. H. McCarthy, secretary to Mr.

Piez; Robert D. Heinl, chief of the publicity sec-

tion of the Emergency Fleet Corporation ; Doctor

Brown, Mr. Schwab's physician; Max H. Houser

and E. W. Wright of the McEachern Ship Com-
pany; S. M. Mears, Arthur Mears and Dr. E. C.

Hedlund of Columbia Engineering Works ;
Antoine

Labbe of the \\'illiamette Iron & Steel Works
; J.

A. Byerley and A. J. Brix of the Wilson Shipbuild-

ing Company; Captain E. C. Genereaux and H. C.

Campbell of the Foundation Company ; Judge John
H. Stevenson of the Emergency Fleet Corporation;

Daniel Kern and Arthur Kern of the Kiernan &
Kern Shipbuilding Company ; Auditor Fleming and

J. Y. Richardson of the Emergency Fleet Corpora-

tion ; H. L. Corbett, president of the Chamber of

Commerce; Frank H. Ransom, H. B. Van Duzer
and J. J. Hamilton of the Fir Production Board;

William Killingsworth ;
Manager Feeney of Feeney

& Bremer Shipbuilding Company: Manager Som-
marstrom of Sommarstrom Shipbuilding Company

;

H. F. McCormick of the St. Helens Shipbuilding

Company; Lloyd J. Wentworth and J. W. Hall of

the wooden construction division of the Emergency
Fleet Corporation ; H. B. Beckitt, E. B. MacNaugh-
ton, also a number of foremen from the plants.

Mr. J. M. Cory of the War Trade Board at San

Francisco has been appointed chief of the Bureau

of Transportation, and will have charge of vessels

operating out of San Francisco.

Mr. James C. PI. Ferguson has been named as

manager of the newly-formed Gaston, \\'illiams it

Wigmore Pacific Coast Company, an affiliated cor-

poration with the big New York concern. Mr.

Ferguson's headquarters will remain in the ^Mo-

nadnock building, San P'rancisco.



Pelliam Bay Training Station
By Chester W. Lockwood

S'l'AXDJXC out as one of the shining hyhts
' if the Xavy Department's efficiency as

brought out l)y the recent congressional in-

vestigating committee, is the Xaval Training

Station at Pelham Bay Park, Xew York City.

Ten months ago the site of this remarkable insti-

tution was a picnic ground, where the inhabitants

of Xew York were wont to come, to bask "neath

the elms and eat their noonday meal, \\here less

than a year ago was a green, wooded spot, made
boisterous by the ringing of laughter or rollicking

children, there are now hundreds of low, racy,

gray buildings.

Long, low, racv frame buildings, housing the

aristocrat of tomorrow, the \dlunteer of today.

It is to this camp that thousands of young Ameri-
cans come, who have chosen the Xavy as the

branch of the service in which to serve their

country.

Without a doubt the outstanding feature of this

camp is the opportunity offered to every efttrant.

There are maintained several schools, among them
the Quartermaster School, the Radio Operator
School, School for Cooks, the Winch School, and
the Oft'icer School, also a listening School, a Me-
teriological School and a Diving School and the

Officers' Schools, respectively, the Officer Mate-
rial School, the Naval Auxiliary Reserve, the Sig-

nal Officer School, and the Oft'icer Training School.

The mere mention of these numerous schools

will show the reader the remarkable stride taken
since the station was oft'icially opened last Sep-
temlier. Entering the camp, the prospective sailor

is i)ut in the probation camp for twenty-one days.

It is there that he receives his vaccination and in-

noculations and is taught the fundamentals of the

naval service. The career of an enlisted man en-

tering the camp might be briellv outlined as fol-

lows :

The inoculation period, during which the re-

cruit must pass an examination in the fi;)llowing

subjects: Naval regulations, care of clothing,

school of the squad and the manual of arms, gen-

eral orders for sentry, knots, splices and hitches,

signals (semaphore and wig-wag), parts and use

of a small boat, United States naval ranks and
ratings and insignias, log and lead, compass, set-

ting-up drills, and the relative bearing of an ob-

ject from the ship by points and degrees. Passing
an examination in the above-named subjects, the

Instructing sailors at the Pelham Bay Training Sta

recruit is sent to the main camp. In this camp
he is gixen a more advanced course of instruction.

Oualifying in the examination given at the end
of a month's training, he is given a station rating

as petty officer and is assigned to command a

squad for a month.

Examination for an entrance into one of the of-

ficer training school, follows a successful perfLirm-

ance of duty as petty officer. The course in the

officers' school is two months in length and the

studies of a wide and varied nature. There are

o\'er two hundred and fifty graduates of the Offi-

cer Training School, which is under the guidance
of Lieut. Lincoln De G. Moss, U. S. N. R? F.

The Xaval .Au.xiliary School has a large class

every fortnight, who have been fortunate enough
to be recommended for commissions.

The man under whose guidance this remark-
able institution has been built up is William B.

Franklin, commander, N. ' N. V. Commander
I'ranklin is an Annapolis graduate and has per-

formed an unparalleled feat in bringing the station

to its present standard. He has proved himself

to be one of the most efficient officers in the

service. Not only does he hold the respect of

his fellow officers, but the respect of every man
in the camp. He is popularly known as the

"Skipper," and is described by the enlisted men
who are ttnder him or have passed under his com-
mand as a white man. Could any tribute be

greater? The skipper is a hard worker and is al-

ways found at his desk by 7 :30, where he re-

mains visibly engrossed in his work until late at

night. Conmiander Franklin has a beautiful home
in Xew York City, less than an hour's ride from
the station, but caring little for social life, he oc-

cupies a small room just off his office. He pos-

sesses all those qualifications that go to make an

ideal na\al oft'icer, efficient, upright and a gen-

tleman, lie remains not only an asset to the sta-

tion, but is a credit to the same. An efficient

executive off'icer, Lieut. Commander Eckford De-
Kay has been of valuable assistance to Commander
I'ranklin.

A base hos|)ital, one of the most modern of its

kind, is umler the direction of Medical Director

C. r. Kindleherger. The hospital has space for

one hundred beds. There has been very little ill-

ness in camp, owing to the continued eft'orts of

Medical lns])ector \\'right, who, with an excellent

staff" of surgeons, has been very successful in mak-
ing the camp, one of the most sanitary of its kind

in the world.

The harracks arc kei)t scrupulously clean and

the mess halls are models of sanitation. Through-
out the Xavy the "grul)" at Pelham Bay is known
to be the very best. Delicacies, cooked to a turn

b\ chefs, who before their entrance into the service

were employed Ijy the finest hotels and restaurants

ill the countrv. .\ fully equipped bakery and

liutcher shop are maintained, while a large modern
rcfrogerator keeps the more perishable foodstuffs

fiesh. The entire personnel of the camp is served

in less than thirty minutes. The Navy Depart-

ment, realizing the ideal spot for a large naval

training camp on the cast coast was at Pelham
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ground hold ratio

ISay, decided to enlarge the station. The addition

is completed and a formal opening of the new
camp was reviewed hv Secretary Daniels on
July 4th.

Despite the increase in cost of materials and
labor since the erection of the original camp, the

cost per cubic foot of the new work, including
everything entering into the construction, such
as heating, sewers, roads, water supply, lighting,

fire alarm systems, fire engines and a large part of

the office eciuipment is over 10 cents less than
the cost per cubic foot of the original camp.

In other words, the new camp had been com-
pleted nearly si.x weeks ahead of schedule and at a

cost of considerably over $1,000,000 less than the

appropriation for same. On a cubic foot basis,

a saving of approximately $2,000,000 is shown as

against the cost of the original camp on the same
basis.

The camp has been built as vv'ell, both as to

material and workmanship, as is physically pos-

sible and will require an absolute minimum of

repairs.

The whole credit for this remarkable showing is

due to Civil Engineer E. C. Brown and the staff

of assistants with which he has surrounded him-
self.

With a ninety-acre hospital, accduimculating one

tliousand l^eds, with a large swimming pool, with

a capable staff nf instrucli>rs and ihc mutual feel-

ing of democracy that exists lietween officer and
man, I'elham 15ay Naval Training Station will be

be nu)re than able to carry her burden in the

war and in doing so U> raise to still higher levels

those cherished ideals of which the Navy is so

justl}' iiroud.

THE LIFE OF CONCRETE VESSELS

I.\

discussing the probal)le life of concrete ves-

sels, the lingineering News-Record of New
York for July 11th contains the following in-

teresting editorial:

"The life of a concrete sliip depends, more than

on an\- other thing, on something about which we
liave little knowledge; that is, the ability of the

hull to withstand the rack and the wrench of the

sea, the terrific strains and twists imposed on a

rigid structure under reversal of stresses and sud-

denly applied loads. Computations of great elab-

oration based on the best naval architectural knowl-
edge of the day liave been made to take care of just

these cond.itions of stress. Scientific foresight has

done its best, but so far our sole practical informa-

tion on the subject is the behavior of the "Faith"

on its exceptionally rough voyage up the Pacific

about six weeks ago. Minor defects, due to obvi-

ously weak design, appeared, but structurally it

survived this most severe test and as a ship it re-

ceived the commendation of the Lloyds agent who
was aboard.

"Possibly one of the new concrete ships will

l^reak its back in its first storm. Steel ships have
l5een known to do so. Possibly, but hardly prob-
ably, it may make its first port with so many and
serious cracks as to incapacitate it for future ser-

\'ice. But these things will not mean a life of one
to three years: it will be a question of days or

weeks. Assuming the ability of the ship to stand
up under such conditions, the good concrete we
now know how to make should guarantee a ship's

life of indefinite length. Early disintegration, the

mortal disease of the Atlantic City dispatch, need
not be considered.

"Sea water has had a deteriorating effect on cer-

tain concretes in the ]3ast. but, i)roperly made and
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protected, no such troul)le is to lie anticipateil in

ship concrete. Such concrete must be made dense
to attain the necessary high strength. It is not
subject to abrasions which will expose the steel

or the possibly vulnerable sub-surface concrete, ex-

cept in above-water parts which are readily in-

spected and repaired, and it will l)c ])rotected Ijy a

surface paint. Furthermore, there will be some of

our anti-corrosion coating on the steel. In the

light of c)ur present knowledge, these precautiLuis

assure its immunity from saline attack, always pro-

vided that the concrete is a first-class product.
"Concrete ocean-going ships arc radically nexv.

and all new things in engineering must ultimately
stand or fall on their behavior in service. So far

as theor}' goes, it can now be definitely stated that

the concrete ship can be designed more accurately
than has been the custom with the steel ship. As
for practice, in one case at least a concrete shi]:) has
been built that can withstand the battering of high

seas. \\ hile one would be rash indeed to in>i>t on

the impossibilit}' of its failure, no one can restrict

its |)ossihle life to a sliort and delinite term of \ears

and certain!}- no one can predict its failure from

disintegration within a period of economic use.

. \
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THE POSITION OF THE METACENTRE
AND CENTER OF BUOYANCY OF

SIMPLE FLOATING BODIES
By David W. Dickie

The two tables and the chart re])niduced liere-

with illustrate to the practical man what the gen-
eral effect of the shape of a vessel is upon the po-
sition of the center of buoyancy. With a base line

plotted at an angle of forty-five degrees, the draft

is read along the left hand side of the figure. A
level line is run along to meet the forty-five degree
line and upon the ^•ertical line passing through
their intersection is read the height of the center
of buoyancy and the metacenter abo\e the base of

the figure.

]\Ir. C. Harry Monet, one of the students in ma-
rine engineering and naval architecture at the L"ni-

versity of California, plotted the curves shown
herewith, assuming a vessel of 100 feet long, T:^

feet beam and 10 feet draft under the following
conditions and variations: First, using a rectangu-
lar section like a barge, the curve is a full line in

each case for the center buoyancy and the meta-
center above base. It will be noted that as the

draft decreases the metacenter rises, which is due
of course to the association of the moment of in-

ertia of the water plane divided by the volume
below it with the height of the metacenter above
the center of buoyancy. As the volume decreases
the metacenter rises on account of the moment of

inertia of the water ]ilane remaining the same.
.Similarly with the same data for the triangular

section, the metacenter falls as the draft decreases.

For the circle the metacenter cur\e is a level line

and for the combination of the rectangle and the

triangle the metacenter rises as the (lr;ift decreases

in the region of the rectangular |)art and then de-

creases throughout the triangular p;irt below.
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SAIN FP'^'^" CISCO

Activities Around San Francisco Bay
the Cull 1

Nl'..\'r
iiKiiitli the ?ti)ckhi)l(k'rs ol tlie

.Mail Stcain^hi]) C'(:)m])any will \ utc iiimn

the i|iiesliiiii of increasing' the capital stock

,.l the cnneeni from $350,0000 to $730,000.

C. .M. C'ii\ell. manager of the San Francisco

branch of l.imham and Moore, freight brokers,

has been in Seattle establishing a branch for his

tirm in that ]i(irt.

(.'harles R. I 'age, California's member of the

Shi])iiing I'.nard, was a visitor to San Francisco

(lurin.g the ninnth. his trip from the East being

partially in the natnre of business ami ])artially

to enjoy a well-earned rest.

Tlie Aiitoine Chiris Company, a h'rench concern

with connections which are world wide and which
has been in o]ieration for 150 years, has opened
offices in the Fife building, with Mr. R. S. Hoyt
in charge. This ciincern deals in essential oils and
operates two fine schooners, the "Tiorgyn" and
"Aloana" from San Francisco to Tahiti.

Despite the recent heavy demands on Inmker
coals at San P'rancisco, the King Coal Comjmny
has the situation well in hand, it being this firm's

intention to carrv a stock of bunker coal of 40,-

000 tons.

Captain Emery Rice, formerly master of the

Pacific Mailer "Mongolia and one of the best

known of the Pacific skippers, has been honored
with the command of the Leviathan, the largest

of all v)asseng"er liners.

Mr. Roliert S. Hague, superintending engineer of

the marine department of the Standard Oil Com-
pan}-, has been im]iressed into the service of the

Shipping Board and will have charge of speeding
up steel construction at the Pacific Coast shipyards.

Hague has been with the marine department of the

Standard Oil for nine years and his appointment
is considered an excellent one in shipping and ship-

building circles.

The big sailing ship "Katherine", now being al-

tered to a five-masted bald-headed sclujoner and
being powered with two 320 horsepower Bolinder
engines, will he fitted with a boilen and heating
pipes through her cargo tanks. She will be used
in the cocoanut oil trade and is owned l)y the Phil-

ippine A'egetable Oil Company. Cocoanut oil so-

lidifies in transit and the usual method of unload-
in.g has been to introdnce heating pipes from shore
and bring the car.go to a consistency where it can
be pumped, lly having the heating ap])aratus iin

Ijoard the ship, it is belie\'ed large ecimomies can
be effected both in the matter of unloading costs

and time consumed, as the cargo can be pre])ared

for mdoading before the ship docks.

Mr. W. 11. I)onne\', formerlv with the .Missouri

'acific Railway's Chicago office, has joined the

local staf? of the Toyo Kisen Kaisha.

The receiving shi]) Ocean Wave, Captain J. H.

Ansell, has now gone into commission and is hand-

ling 250 seamen and engine room students at a

time. FrtMU this vessel the men are shifted to the

training ship under the command of Captain I. N.

Hibberd.

George Kneass has laid the keels for two new
Peterson launches, which will be

feet moulded. They will be fitted

power engines.

^0 by 12 l)y 6

with OO horse-

MR. DE SOUSA GOES EAST
Mr. George S. DeSousa, wIkj has for a number

of years been the division superintendent of the

Marconi Wireless Telegraph Company of America,

has left their San Francisco office and goes to the

executive offices of the company in New York.

Before leaving San P^rancisco, Mr. DeSousa had
great pleasure in announcing that his company
had completed the renewal of their contract with

the Pacific Steamship Company for }iIarconi \\'ire-

less Service.

Afr. DeSousa made a host of friends while in

The Woodin and Little "Pump House," 33-41 Fremont street. San
Krancisco, one of the best known establishments on the

Pacific Coast, where the firm has been in

operation lor thirty-seven years.
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San Franciscii. who res;"i"et ver\' much liis ii'>\

l^ut he takes with him the best ut .!;ock1 wishes.

CONCERN HOLDS UNIQUE POSITION

Service with the hiijhest (|uality ni materials has

been the big factor in the success of C. \\ . Mar-
wedel in the tool, metal and shop supply business

in San Francisco. This firm was established in

1872. and their's has been a study devoted to the

.special requirements of the purchaser of mechan-

ical goods. A complete stock of supplies for the

worker in metals, also a varied stock of brass, cup-

per, bronze, aluminum, nickel siUer in sheets, rods

and tubes, is carried.

It is difficult to realize the extent of items and

variety of stock carried by C W. Marwedel. Their

complete catalog shows special items which pre-

sent great difficulty to the purchasing agent when
it is necessary to obtain same. Special fittings,

gears, rivets, burrs, tools, bearings, abrasive mate-

rials, welding materials, machine and cap screw'S,

and a tremendous line of e.xperimenter's materials

are carried.

. "If you can't get it at Marwedel's, give it u]),"

has become proverl)ial to jnirchasing agents in the

San Francisco metal and tool market.

ANOTHER RAISED DECK SCHOONER
Captain .Alexander Wdodside has awarded a con-

tract to Barney Lanteri of Pittsburgh, Cal., to put

a raised deck on the schooner "Fsther P.uhnie^^

similar to the one installed on the "liertie Alinoi"

some months ago, to enable her to carry ca.-e oil

to Australia and return with copra.

Captain Woodside originally intended to install

a raised deck on the schooner "( )ttilie I'jonl," but

.,,^

he afterwards concluded to use this \essel in the

fishing trade, and transferred his contract to the

schooner "Esther Buhme," which is e.xi>ected here
in September.

Plans for this work were made by D. \\". iS: R. Z.

Dickie last December, and Lanteri was awarded
the contract in February, and it will l)e remem-
l^ered that on the "IJertie Alinor" the work was
completed in fifteen days, which was five days
ahead of the contract time.

The schooner will be taken to Pittsburgh as soon
as her cargo is discharged and the work will be
done u]) the ri\er, where the labor conditions are
more stalde.

SHIPBUILDING ACTIVITIES
( )nc of the \isitors to San Francisco during the

jiast month was Mr. J. R. Wig of the concrete sec-

tion of the Emergency Fleet Corporation's person-

nel. Mr. Wig stated that there were forty-two
concrete vessels on the Government's shipbuilding

program and that eight 7.500 ton deadweight car-

riers would be built at the Government's new con-

crete shipyard at .Alameda.

The first meeting of the full committee appointed
by Charles Piez to work out shipyard labor classi-

fications for the Pacific Coast yards and recom-
mend wage scales has just been held here. The
ccimmittee consists of George Armes. president of

the Moore Dry Dock and Shipbuilding Comiiany
of ()akland; H. J. Anderson of San F^rancisco;

J. V. Duthie, president of J. F. Duthie & Co., .Se-

attle, and David Rodgers, general manager of Skin-

ner X: F.ddy, .Seattle.

( )n a recent \'isit to San Francisco Mr. Walter
-A. Gompertz, general manager of the Chikloon
Coal Company made the following statement re-

garding the progress of that concern in the .Alaskan

coal fields : The work of the Chikloon Coal Com-
pany, of wdiich AI. J. Fontana of the California

Packing Company is president, is in the develop-

ment stage at present. The coal deposits are

ow^ned by the I'nited States and our company has

leased a certain area from the Government A\'e

will have coal mined and ready to ship by next

spring. We will then be in a position tn su|)ply

the entire west coast ports of North and South
America and Mawaii, and the work of con-

structing bunkers at the principal ports will be

under way. The coal is an excellent smokeless

coal, which is usable for steam and bunkering, hut

not for home sup]jly.

Ship ])roduction in the United States in June
amounted to J80,400 deadweight tons, making the

total production to date 1,084,670 tons.

The June production, which is at the rate of 3,-

364,800 tons a year, is a new record for the L'nited

States, and is the greatest output of ocean-going
tonnage ever completed in any one month by
an\' nation. It conies within 1.^,000 tons of the

woidil's record for shi]ibuilding made by the British

\ ards in Ala\-. but which includeil all classes of

Ncssels.

In the fii'st week six ships of 24,4,50 deadweight
tons were ilelivered, the second week ten more of

( i4. 7.-12 tons were added, and in the third week the

average for the month was made one a day by the

completion of five ships totaling 61,260 tons. It

was in the last week of ihe month. ho\\e\er. that

the builders realh hit their stride and ga\e evi-
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The "Faith's" first trip northward from San Francisco furnished a
thorough test of her sea-going qualities.

dence of the tremendous output which may be ex-

pected. Deliveries in the last week totaled 129,978

tons, which is at the rate of nearly 7,000,000 tuns

a vear.

SOME OAKLAND HAPPENINGS

ACTUAL work has l^een started on the Rolph
shipyard at the foot of Willow street, Ala-

meda, and the hulls of the two big ocean-

going tugs, which will be built there, will

soon begin to take shape. Captain Clem Randall
is in charge at the plant.

Mr. C. H. Fischer, president of the Union Gas
Engine Company, has been honored with re-elec-

tion to the presidency of the National Gas Engine
Association. This is a splendid tribute to the in-

tegrity and popularity of the jiresident of the big

Oakland gas engine building plant.

An innovation in shipyard work is being pre-

pared for the Pacific Coast Shipbuilding Company's
plan by R. L. Silvey, foreman of the burners and
welders. He is going to conduct a school of in-

struction among the men in his department during

the noon hour.

This scheme, it is believed, will set a worth while

example in the continued building up of America's

great war-time industry. Men with an aptitude for

this phase of skilled shipyard work will find in the

class an opportunity to test their capabilities, and
those with small experience will be shown the fine

points of burning and welding by a man who is

rated as one of the best workmen in that field in

the country.

Such a school at the lunch hour has not been

established under similar cnnditinns in other yards,

it is declared.

]\Iuch interest is being shown in the plans foi

the experiment among the employes of the plant,

who now number more than a thousand.

Silvey had a reputation before he went to the

Suisun Bay yard, where the fourth keel was re-

cently laid, six months to a day, from the time

ground was broken for the construction of the

plant. Not long ago he engaged in a contest of

skill with Charles Molas, who is recognized as

one of the most qualified cutters of France. Silvey

cut 266 inches of 7-16 steel in 12 minutes and 14

seconds, while .Molas cut 242 inches in 22 miiuites

and 45 seconds. ( )n a second test Silvey cut a

|)iece of steel 7 inches thick and 12 inches long in

.1 minutes and 10 seconds, using Molas' tools,

which he had never seen before. In this test he

beat .Molas by l.i seconds. During the test the

iiose used by Silvey was broken.

That the twn-day strike nf boilermakers at the

East r.as siiipyards will have little effect on tlie

ont])Ut of the three establishments aft'ected, is the

opinion of the shipbuilders. At the Moore yard,

w hile no attempt is being made to make a sj^ecial

record, efforts are bent to turn out a vessel every

alternate week, and the interruption of two days
is expected to be made up. It is expected that

the two days lost in the strike will not be counted

in figuring the time on the building of the "Challen-

ger" at the Alameda plant of the Bethlehem Steel

Company. The aim is to complete this boat, the

keel of which was laid July 4, in twenty-eight days.

FAR EASTERN TRADE DIVISION

The Bureau of Foreign Commerce at Washing-
ton has announced the creation of a Far Eastern

Division with C. M. Bishop of New York at its

head. The new division has been formed in offi-

cial recognition of the closer relations between
America and the Oriental nations and the first gov-

ernmental step towards promoting commercial in-

tercourse with them on a large scale.



In Coast Transportation Circles

Tk.WSPORTATlOX by water is receiving

an impetus from this world war that wih
carry it throuirh generations as one of the

ni(]st important fields of human endeavor,'"

said A. 1-'. Mairies, general manager of the Pacific

Steamship Company, in a paper which was read at

the recent international convention of the Rotary
Clubs in Kansas City, Mo.

-Mr. Haines was chairman eif the water transjior-

tation section of the convention, but was prevented
from presiding by pressing business affairs, and
the address v hich he had prepared was read by
the vice-chairman. Mis address in part follows:

"We are engaged in the most imijortant voca-

tion in the world today. Transportation has al-

ways been one of the three primary factors in the

scheme of human existence—first, agrictdture;

second, transisortation ; third, manufacturing.
"Today the world is engaged, first in war, sec-

ond in transportation, third in manufacturing. To
win the war there must be transportation of men
to the battle fronts and transportation of the

wounded to the rear : transportation of materials

to the factories and the munitions and supplies to

maintain our armies.

"This necessary transportation is not, howe\'er,

confined to the troop trains to the front, nor to the

steamers that carry the men across the seas, nor to

ihe bridge of vessels that supplies them. It reaches
the furthermost corners of the earth. It includes

transportation of timber from the forests, of rubber
from the plantations, and of cotton to the gins and
of the grain from the fields. E\en the youngest
junk on the Yangste Kiang and the crudest lighter

on the i\Iississippi River are units in the great
proljlem of transportation today.

"Transportation by water is receiving an impetus
from this world war that will carry it throttgh gen-
erations as one of the most important fields of

human endea\(ir. We shall use the seas and wa-
terways of the world as never before.

"It is a far cry from the log raft propelled by
a stick to the modern ocean steamer, but our pres-

ent-day methods of water transportation w-ill cause
onr grandchildren to pity our benighted ignorance.

Look backward at the improvement and changes
in the last generation and marvel at nothing the

future may bring. We are passing through a won-
derful process of exuhuion. Many of the principles

of the government and the principles of interna-

tional life are undergoing great changes. >\'hat

the outcome will be is Init dimly outlined in the

misty future. It is certain, however, that we are

ad\ancing, that our present sacrifices are not in

\ain. Our profits will be commensurate wMth our

ser\'ice.

"This Convention should give us insjiiration. Let

us therefore counsel together and devise ways and
means that we may improve the relation of our vo-

cation in the winning of the war and the eventual

establishment of a peaceful world with a Council

of Xations."

The freighter "Major Wheeler" taking the water
and Shipbuilding Company on Sai

11. F. Alexander, j^resident of the Pacific Steam-
shij) Company, was host at a luncheon at the Rain-

ier Club in Seattle recently in honor of J. H. Ros-
seter, newly appointed director general of the di-

vision of operations of the L'. S. Shipping Board.

Mr. Rosseter was in Seattle on a tour of the Pacific

Coast before assuming his duties in Washing-
ton, D. C.

The luncheon was attended b}- all the prominent
shipping men of the Puget Sound ilistrict, places

lieing laid for sixty-five guests. In adclition to Air.

Rosseter, Mr. Alexander called on Captain Robert
Dollar, .\. J. Rhodes, jjresident of the Seattle Cham-
ber (if Commerce, and Captain j. 1'". lUain, Xorth-

western head of the steel construction department
of the Shipping lioard, to address the gathering.

.\11 the speakers, including Mr. Rosseter, laid

emphasis upon the necessity of planning for the

future needs of the nation as well as for the im-

mediate war needs. Mr. Rosseter pointed out that

the one is a necessar}- part of the other. Mr. Ros-
seter declared that to win the war was the con-

trolling moti\'e at this time, but that neither now
nor after the war could the nation get the full ben-

efit of its efforts if its products were not carried

ill .-\merican vessels and if their operation was not

placed on par with the ef-

ficient methods of other

maritime nations.

Captain Dollar stated

that American vessels
Could not operate in suc-

cessful competition with

Japanese and other foreign

nations after the war if

such vessels were to be

handicapped b}- laws which
placed them at an iiisur-

m o u n t a b 1 e disadvantage,

lie expressed his belief,

liowe\er, that the people

of the Cnited States were

awakening to the necessity

of maintaining a large mer-

chant marine for its eco-

nomic dex'elopment and as

a means of national de-

fense.
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A. F. Haines, i;ciicral

manaj^er uf the I'acitic

Steamshii) Coni])aiiy, re-

turned to Seattle recently

after spending over two
months in the East confer-

ring" with ( KnernnK'nt of-

ficials and looking after the

business interests of his or-

ganization.

Mr. Ifaines di\'ided his

time between \\'ashington,

I). I'., and Xew York. He
found all industries on the

.\tlantic seaboard keyed
u]) to a high pitch, but he
<leclare<l that the activities

of the West in industrial

war work compared most
favorably with the most ef-

ficiently handled undertak-
ings in the East.

:ila Works. Uni.
s. Challe n^ er Defiar ce an d Independe ice ready for la in chi
Plant o i tilt Bethl hem Shipbu .Idinn Co rpcration on

1
Jly

of ships c in-j titutes
fi reatest tonnaSe yet launched

a single d iy from any A mericar yard

.\fter attending a meeting of U. S. Sea Service
liureau representatives in Boston, I*^. J. Cjriffith,

head of the bureau in the Northwest, returned to

Seattle with the announcement that the increasing

need of seamen to man new vessels would result in

the expansion of the work being performed by his

office within a short time. While East he spent a

few days in Xew York and Washington, D. C,
where he conferred with other Shipping I'.oard

officials.

Of unusual interest in ship])ing circles was the

recent announcement b}- I'resident II. F. Alexander
of the purchase of two auxiliary powered wooden
schooners for use in trans-Pacific trade. The \"es-

sels were purchased before completion from their

builders, the Puget Sound Bridge and Dredging
Company of Seattle.

Mr. Alexander named them in honor of two dis-

tinguished naval officers, Admiral Sims and Ad-
miral Alayo. Each has a deadweight carrying ca-

pacity of 3000 tons. The Admiral Alayo was still

on the ways when the sale was made, and at her

launching on July 3 prominent officials of the Ad-
miral Line were in attendance. The schooner was
christened by Miss Ruth Haines, the 13-year-old

daughter of General Manager A. F. Haines of the

Pacific Steamship Company.

Mr. Haines stated that the vessels were pur-

chased primarily to help bring to the United States

the products of the Orient that are necessary to the

nation's war requirements, such as rubber and food

products. He pointed out that if the full benefit

in the exchange of products with the Orient are

to accrue to the United States, as much tonnage
as possible must be carried in American bottoms.

Shortly after the purchase of the Admiral Sims
and Admiral Mayo, the Pacific Steamship Com-
pany announced that it had chartered the newly
built wooden steamship Lovejoy for a period of

three months for use in the Seattle-Southeastern

Alaska trade. ^Ir. Haines stated that this action

was in line with the company's determination to

provide adequate tonnage for the Alaska trade de-

spite the high charter rates and the demand for

vessels elsewhere.

The Lovejoy was built by the Ballard Shipbuild-

ing Company of Seattle. Her launching was unique

Imcriiatii.nal Film Service Photo

in that she was 100 per cent complete and had
Steam up when she slid down the ways. She has
a deadweight carrying capacity of 2000 tons. She
sailed on her first northern trip the latter ])art

of July.

The Admiral Sims, which was launched on May
25, was delivered to the Pacific Steamship Com-
l)any in July and sailed on her first trip to the
( )rient a few days ago. The launching of the Ad-
miral Mayo was attended by President H. F. Alex-

ander, Cieneral Manager A. I". Haines, E. A.

Stuart, M. .\. Arnolil, William Jones, directors,

and \\'. C. Morrow, general counsel.

A. O. .Anderson & Company have moved into

new quarters at 242 California street, the mtjve

l)eing necessitated by the need of more room to

take care of the rapidly developing business.

The Oakland-built South S>



Far Eastern Condition!
By Thomas Fox, F. R. S., Singapore

IX
the markets here there are siyns tliat Ameri-

can manufacturers and exporters are awaken-
ing to a realization of the possibilities that lie

within their grasji. In the Straits and the
Hntch East Indies one comes across the American
merchant, and the representatives of the American
manufacturers far more frequently than was the
case even as recently as a year a"go. Before the
war the position of America was not a strong one
here, and, what is surprising, it was some time
after the commencement of the war that American
exporters displayed any real interest in conditions.
It may be an exaggeration to state that if it had
not been for the imjjorters at this side clamormg
in the American markets the American exporter
would not have taken the trouble to find out wdiat
was happening in the East Indies, but it is onlv
stating facts to put it that it was the insistent de'-

mands of the people here for goods that thev could
no longer secure from Europe that made the Amer-
ican appreciate the situation. I am speaking in

general terms. It may be that even before' the
war there were a few exporters at your side who
in a way realized the possibilities of Eastern mar-
kets lying beyond China and Japan, but in general
these markets were a closed book.
Even now, are the Americans doing all thev

might do? I do not thing that they are" Some of
the larger firms are appointing representatives to
solely represent them. They are sending men from
their own staffs, men who' understand their con-
ditions of trade, who have been made conversant
with not only the particular lines handled by their
firm, but the particular way in wd:ich this firm
does business. This has an advantage, but at the
same time a disadvantage, as all systems must
have. It has the advantage that the representa-
tive sent over knows what his firm can supply,
he knows how they will execute any particular
order, and he knows, as a consequence, just how
far he can go in taking orders and pushing goods.
Further, he realizes how far he can go in making
suggestions which he thinks might lead to im-
pnn-ed trade through an attempt to meet the con-
ditions at this side. But he can only have a very
limited knowledge of the market here, of the lan-
guage, of the people. Conditions are entirely dif-
ferent to those existing at your side, and' your
methods will not work here without considerable
modification. So if your man comes over saturated
with your traditions (wdiich for your domestic trade
are excellent), if he attempts to work on lines he
would follow in America, he will soon find that he
is up against a proposition that bristles with diffi-

culties, lie will Lipset the Chinese, the Arab and
the Indian traders—and they are in the majority.
The European houses may understand him. timugh
evcii these are a little parochial through their as-
sociation with Eastern races. Your representative
will find that our Chinaman is cautious to the de-
gree of irritation. He will find that the Arab and
the Indian are suspicious, and this may hurt the
dignity of yonr representative. The suspicion will

be shown in many peculiar ways. What has to he
remembered is that the \^'estern and the Eastern
mind are moulded on different lines, and when he
shows his suspicion the Arab or the Indian does

not mean to insult either your representative or
your firm. He is suspicious in self-defense, lie
throws out his suspicion just as the porcupine
throws out its bristles, as a safeguard.
Your representative will be faced with dela\s,

procrastination, suspicion, and a bland exterior!
which will upset him unless he tries to throw aside
some of his ^^'estern business ideals. It is a diffi-
cult situation, and can onlv be handled bv the
most tactful. I'duff and bluster will not act It
merely means that vou shut vourself out ..f the
market.

Now. on the other hand, if the exporter places
his goods with a firm here, he has the assurance of
being represented by people wdio understand the
market. They know how to deal with the ( )rient»l
races. They know what every move means. But
they_ may not know the American market. It is
possible that they may not be conversant with the
particular lines of goods in which vou deal, and
that is a disadvantage.

The question, then, is whether it is better to
send a man from America who not only knows
American conditions, but knows our conditions, or
to be represented by a firm here tliat knows the
conditions of marketing but does not know the
American conditions. That is a question for indi-
vidual firms to decide. What strikes me as prob-
ably being the best arrangement if one wishes to
spare expense is to place the lines with someone
vvho knows conditions both here and in America.
But It is difficult to secure such a representative
it IS simpler for the British firms to secure such
a person because the majority of the men in busi-
ness at this side have had business experience in
Britain.

But the .\mericans will be missing their opijor-
tunities if they refuse to consider the markets here
simply because there are difficulties in the wav of
proper representation. On the one side, vour man
direct from the American house in time will be-
come conversant with conditions here. lie will
pick up the language and he will learn the preju-
dices and inclinations of the Eastern races On
the other hand, the man at this side will soon make
himself conversant with American conditions, and
if he is supplied with ample literature and full in-
structions cannot go far wrong. The man at this
side, too, will prove the less expensive at the start.
The volume of business can later decide wdiether
It IS worth while opening a direct office here.

Sudden iV Christenson are expected to enter the
oft"shore trades as operating agents for several of
the Shippmg Board vessels in the near future.
I his will be the second venture of this company
on long voyage business on a large scale, they
having formerly operated vessels on the Coast to
Coast run for some time.

The War Trade lu)ard have placed cocoanut
meat upon the list of restricted imports. All out-
standing licenses for the importation of cocoanut
meat in any form have, by a new ruling fW. T.
]'. R. 148). been revoked as to ocean shipment after
June .50. l'>18.
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On and About Puget Sound

THE Puget Suund Navy Yard at Uremerton
has received orders fr(jm the CiDvernment for

two ammunition ships and 7 mine sweepers.

For the first six months of 1918 the rec-

ords sliow that 669,000 tons of freight pass through

Seattle's public terminals. This is a gain of 38

per cent over the first six months of 1917.

Captain J. G. Ludlow, f(jrmerly port captain of

the Pacific Steamship Company in Seattle, has

been given a lieutenant commander's commission

in the I'nited States Naval Reserve.

Air. J. Ray Moore has been appointed chief

wharfinger of the Pacific Steamship Company at

Seattle to succeed James S. Grant, who has be-

come superintendent of the East Waterway Dock
and Warehouse Conii)any's Oriental oil terminals

on Harbor Island.

Captain Makita, manager of the foreign trade

department of the Ocean Transport Company, Ltd.,

was a recent visitor to Seattle and had the follow-

ing to say about his company's plans : "Among
the services planned are lines to the east and west

coasts of South America, to New York, to Galves-

ton, New Orleans and the West Indies. W'e are

building 60,000 tons of shipping in Japan and now

have 30,0U0 tons under charter. .My mission on

the Pacific Coast and my tour of the world has

for its object the consideration of trade routes for

the new vessels and those we have under charter.

Our company is now operating vessels of large size

between the' Orient and Seattle, the Orient and

San Francisco, to Australia, the Dutch East Indies

and the Straits Settlements. I expect to make a

general study of trade conditions, and after spend-

ing considerable time on the Pacific Coast will go

to Chicago, New York, the Gulf ports and the east

coast of South America. We now have more than

thirty vessels in the trans-Pacific trade, but expect

to make still further increases in the service.

Larger carriers will be placed on the Seattle-Ori-

ental route, which is now the most important

served by our company."

At a recent meeting of the Port Commission,

Chief Engineer Nicholson was instructed to pre-

pare tentative plans for the duplication of the

Smith's Cove terminal.

The proposed extension of the existing pier, one
of the largest in the United States, would give it

a total length of 2,600 feet. The plans provide for

extensive dredging on the inner section. At pres-

'•'^C^^'^-
large ana interesting plant of the Inicrnatiunal ipar Company, Seattle
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of the Elliott Bay Shipbuilding Company, Seattle, sho

ent this pier has bertliiii^" space for sex'eral ncean
freighters. The extension would give space for

eleven of those ships. Ihc ilirt removed by dredg-
ing would be used by the city in filling in Railroad
avenue and Elliott avenue in their northern sec-

tions. A resolution providing for such an agree-
ment is to be introduced in the City Council next
week. The city and the port, under the tentative
plans, will split the expense of dredging. Al)ont
1,000,000 yards of dirt would be removed.
The duplicate of the Smith Cove pier is to be

2.700 feet long. On the Jand end two 1,000-foot
transit sheds, each of two stories, will be built if

the commission decides to go ahead with the im-
provement. As business demands, the sheds could
be extended seaward along the open wharf. The
proposed duplicate will have berthing space for

fourteen ocean carriers. The commission in Sep-
tember will ask the voters to authorize a bond issue

of more than .$2,000,000 for the proposed improve-

ment. Originally the commission planned to du^

])licate the Smith Cove pier and to build another

great terminal in the East W'atcrwav. The instruc-

tiuiis to .Xichdlson recently indicate that the com-
mission will drop the East \\'aterway proposition
and coiiceiUrate on a \'ast terminal system in

Smith Cove.

C. K. Magill, formerly connected with the Am-
erican-Hawaiian Steamship Company and with
Williams-Diamond Company, has been appointed a

captain in the corps of army engineers, having in

charge the transportation of the National Army.
The Northwest Motor Company, a concern of

which A. P. Xute is president, has decided to erect

a plant for producing heavy iron and steel cast-

ings for ship work. Three acres have 1)een se-

cured on the Duwamish A\'aterway and an original

expenditure of $150,000 is planned.
H. A. Kimball, for seven years assistant general

freight agent of the Great N^orthern Railway, with
headquarters at Seattle, has joined forces with Mit-
sui iK: Company and will have charge of their rail

traffic. Kimlmll went with the big Jaiianese firm

on the first of July.

The .i.tUO-Ioh ilcadweight motorship Cethana,

liuiU 1)_\- the .'^loan plant at C)lyinpia, and powered
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e taken to secure the

complete decking of the yard, etc.

with twin 500 liorsepower Mcintosh and Seymour

Diesel engines, has under gone successful trials

and has started on her maiden voyage.

At the close of June the Seattle Port Commis-
sion adopted several raises in the port's rates to

meet the added cost of transacting^ husiness.

Wharfage on ocean cargo remains at 35 cents per

ton, hai'idling rates on ocean cargo were increased

from $1.20 to $1.50 per ton, or including wharfage

from $1.55 to $1.85 per ton. Handling charges on

coastwise freight have been raised from 35_ to 4.-i

cents per ton, local wharfage from 20 and 25 to 30

cents per ton, and ice from $2.50 and $3.00 per ton

to $3.00 and $3.50 per ton.

The Seattle Pipe and Galvanizing Company is

erecting a galvanizing plant at First Avenue South

and Stacy street, where marine work will be spe-

cialized in. Mr. M. M. McElwaine, for five years

manager of Crane Company at Seattle, will be in

charge of the ])lant.

Mr. John \\'ilson, one of the organizers of the

Ames Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Company, re-

signed recently as general superintendent of that

concern's big Seattle plant. Mr. Wilson is head

of the Wilson Shipl)uilding Company, which has

three ways for wooden vessels and is at present

devoting all his attention to the affairs of the

wooden yard.

Contracts to build four topsail schooners of 2,200

tons deadweight capacity each have just been

awarded by private parties to the South Bend Ship-

building Company, a new concern which has just

completed a shipbuilding plant at South Bend,

\\'ashington.

Mr. W. H. Pierson, a brother of R. E. Pierson,

superintendent of the Alaska Steamship Company,
has just been appointed port engineer for W. R.

Grace and Company, with headquarters at Seattle.

The shipment of 100,000 tons of steel plates and

shapes to the Orient in lieu of the turning over of

tonnage by Japan to the United States, will add

considerably to the i)resent burden on Seattle's

]3ort facilities, and exporters who are clamoring

for licenses may find some difl'icult_\- in getting

l.>ottoms for the Orient.
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ting prepared for Mr. Charles Schwab by the employees of the Todd Dry Dock and Shipbuilding Co., Tacon

The Past Month m Tacoma
TACOMA'S offering t.. the Allies and the

United States in the shipyard splash of July
Fourth amounted to five vessels, one steel

ship, one auxiliary schooner and three of the

Ferris type vessels, or a total of 21,000 tons. This
made the Tacoma list since the first vessel was
launched here for the Emersencv Shipping Board,
21 ships or 82,500 tons.

The Tacoma builders started the celebration on
high water just after midnight of July Fourth
when at the Seaborn Shipbuilding" Company plant

the "Chino," sponsored by Miss Josephine Fran-
sioli of Seattle, went into the water. A few min-
utes later the "Bourneville," at the Wright ship-

yard, was launched and christened by Miss Miriam
\\'right, daughter of President Cieorge F. \\'right

of this company.

The other launches occurred almost simultane-
ously, all being set for 4:00 o'clock on the after-

noon of the Fourth. The Tacoma shipyards as

their oflfering sent the "Coloma" overboard, spon-
sored by Miss Murial Prichard, with the Founda-
tion Company No. 4 sending the "Dunkerque"
into the water with Mrs. Dean B. Johnson doing
the honors for this ship. At the Todd yards the

launching was in the hands of the men who chose
for their sponsor Miss ^Margaret Allison, sixteen-

year-old daughter of F. C. Allison, apprentice

fitter. This vessel put out here was one of the

standard 7,500 tons type and named "Anacortes."
After the launch Miss Allison was presented with
a $500 Liberty Bond bv the yard through General
Manager A. J. Eves of the plant.

Capt. \\". I'rank .\ndrews. one of the best-known
shipping men on the sound through his connec-
tions with the International Stevedoring Company,
of which he is vice-president, was recently given
his commission as lieutenant commander in the

Navy and placed in charge of the "West Cohas.
Captain Andrews took up seafaring life when fif-

teen years of age and at twenty-four was in com-
mand of the brigantine "Pronto," sailing out of

Yarmouth, N. S. For sixteen years he was in

the bark "Glenalvon." He has made his home in

Tacoma for a number of years and is a member
of the Rotary and Commercial Clubs. For five

years he was commander of the State Naval
militia.

It was expected that the "Uuinault" built by
the Seaborn Shipbuilding Company would be form-
ally taken over by the Government or the Matson
Navigation Company, to whom this vessel has
been awarded for operation on July 6. The
"Ouinault" made a speed of a little better than
eleven knots on her trial runs. She will go out in

command of Captain Covell and (4iief Engineer
Jdhn Ilulen.

Eugene Stewart, who has operated a towing and
livery business at Tacoma for a number of years,

has gone with the Foss Launch Company as port

engineer for their steam tugs and combined their

launch interests. Mr. Stewart is one of the old-

time steanilioat men out of Tacoma,

According to United States Tea Examiner Leon-
ard G. Fenton of the Puget Sound district, with
headquarters in Tacoma, this district will lead

the Lbiited States for the fiscal year in the amount
of tea imported. Tacoma's imports amounted to

45,576,000 pounds, with New York and San I'"ran-

cisco several million pounds less.

In the case of Cj. Noots, who brought suit in

the Federal Court here to recover damages amount-
ing to some $65,000 against the Grays Harbor
Shi])bnilding Company, Andrew Peterson and the

]\Iassachnsetts Fire & Marine Insurance Company,
the jury held against the plaintift", but who has
announced that he will appeal and has until Au-
gust 2 to file exceptions. According to Mr. Noots,
a native of Holland and owner of the motor ship

"Suzzane," this vessel stuck on the ways in launch-
ing and was hadiv ho.g.ged. This and the delay to

the ship caused the action to be lirought.

The freight steamer "T. W. Lake," which has
recently been fitted with heavy oil motors, is de-

clared by her owners, the Merchants' Transporta-
tion Company, to be making much better time and
handling larger amounts of freight at a more
economical rate than with the old steam pnwer.
This vessel is one of the interesting ones of the

sound. It is declared that upon this vessel Joshua
Green, president of the Puget Sound ^ Navigation
Company, laid the foundation for his fijrtune.
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There has lieeii little hiinlier mi)\einent mit nl

here diirin.t,' the past nnmth and iU)l many in-

(|niries with chance of business, exporters declare.

'I'here has been a little business with the West
Coast and would be nmre. it is stated, il tiinna,L;e

could be secured.

On acciiuiit of the .i^reat auKnnit nf inijiruvc-

nients being made at the 'I'mlil Drydock \- Con-

struction Cor])iiraticiii plant the \ isilor nl two

months ago would hardly reccjgni/.e the big iilant.

At jiresent new machine shops are .going u]): a

,iUO-unit hotel building is being constructed: addi-

tions to the steel sheds arc muler \\a\- and new-

building berths and launching ways constructed.

The iilant is now emi)loving close to ."^,000 men.

The tirst steamer to come here with nil for the

Xorth Sea Products Company was the "(iray,"

operated bv the Victoria end of the company,

which brought down about 22,000 drums. There

was also some bone in the shipment. The Xorth

Sea Products Company is now having its oil tanks

completed here and rapidly arranging to carry on

an extensive trade. At present the firm has large

orders for whale meat from Boston and for the

canned product. There will be several steamei^s

call here during the season with the company's

product.

In connection with the northern fishing it is

not expected that the "(dory of the Seas," operated

and owned liv the ( ilacier Fish Company of Ta-

conia, will be taken north this season as a cold

storage shi]). War conditions anrl possilile need

for the N'cssel are lioMing the shi]) here, it is

slated.

r.( ^hook shipments to the Hawaiian Islands

will run fairly hea\y during Jidy, according to

])resent indications. There will at least be two
cargoes of 4,000 tons each, wdiich it is believed

will be of material benefit to the pineai^ple indus-

try. Tonnage was promised nearly two months
ago to move this freight, Init the vessels were de-

laved in getting here.

While not definitely settled _\et, it has l)een ex-

]iected that additional contracts would be awarded
the Foundation Company for the construction of

other vessels at the yards here. The Foundation
vard No. 4 is planning to put a ship each week
in the water and to have trial runs in practically

the same rate. In the "Gerbeviller," put out here,

the machinery was installed within a month. This

is believed to be a record for auxiliary vessels.

The work is in charge of (ieorge Kingsbury.

Edward W. Heath, who has been with the Ta-
conia Shipbuilding Company since its inception as

superintendent, has resigned and it is understood
will take a position carrying greater responsibility.

Air. Heath is one of the best wood ship builders

on the Pacific Coast. Among his vessels is the

"JefTerson," now in the Alaska service, and the

dredge "Pacific."

Mj Notes/uropean iviarme
Exclusive Correspondence of "Pacific Marine Review"

The White Star Deal

NF(;C)TI.\TJ()XS have beeri concluded by a

British syndicate, with wdiich it is under-

stood Lord Pirrie and Sir Owen Philipps

are associated, for the purchase of the Brit-

ish interests in the International Mercantile Ala-

rine Company, but the transaction has still to be

ratified by stockholders. The reported transfer

price of $125,000,000 is much below the present

market value of the ships, which aggregates about

960,000 tons, the concerns included in the agree-

ment being the Oceanic Steam Navigation Com-
pany (W'hite Star Line), the Atlantic Transport

Company, the British & North Atlantic Steam Nav-
igation Company (Dominion Line), and most of the

c'apital in Frederick Leyland & Co. By an under-

standing arrived at between the Admiralty, the

Board of Trade and the late Pierpont Morgan in

August, 1903, when the famous combine was
formed, none of the vessels could be transferred

to foreign registry for tw-enty years from that

date, and I believe that as the result of a recent

arrangement it was decided that the restriction

should be operative for three years after the end

of the war.
Ships Growing Cheaper

Those Norwegian firms who last year placed

orders with Northeast coast shipbuilders for, it

is estimated, about 700,000 tons of shipping at the

high price of $135 a ton, have, I hear, been endeav-

ormg to sub-let their contracts. Some have man-
aged to get out of the business at a profit, but,

on the whole, their efforts have not been success-

ful. A few months ago also certain French ship-

owners signed agreements in the United States

for the construction of a number of vessels at $225
a ton, for delivery after the war, and, judging by
present appearances, their position is serious. They
paid one-sixth of the contract price as deposit.

The inner meaning of these transactions is that

the shipping world now holds that the Anglo-
American national shipbuilding programs are bound
to overtake destructian by submarines, and to leave

the world at the end of the war with shipping
enough for its needs.

Warships as Merchantmen
The proposal to transform, after the cessation

of hostilities, some of the surplus war vessels into

cargo carriers has caused much discussion in ship-

ping quarters, but the possibilities of the idea can
only be realized by the careful consideration of the
actual facts. Naval architects and shipbuilders

generally are not o]:)posed to the idea, though
they admit that the cost of the alteration will be
great, but not so heavy as that of building new
ships. It is likely, however, that the scheme will

be submitted to a committee representative of the
Admiralty, the Naval Construction Corps, the
Board of Trade, the Institution of Naval Archi-
tects, the Chamber of Shipping and Lloyd's Reg-
ister. Some years ago the Navy Department at

W^ashington considered the question, I believe,

when merchant tonnage was short, and actually
took some action in the matter. It is said that

the former Spanish gunboat Nueva Espafia, wdiich

was built at Cadiz nearly thirty years ago, is about
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to begin a new career as a cargo boat, and also
that the government of Argentina has decided to
convert several obsolete warships into traders.

Suggested State Auction of Ships

It will be found that strong support exists in

the shi])ping industry for the suggestion made in

the London "Times" that the large number of

ships purchased by the State should now be sold
at public auction and the State recouped for a
part of its enormous outlay in tonnage. There is

general recognition of the truth that "responsibility
for a large program of mercantile construction
can only rest with the State. The competing de-
mands of the Xavy and the Merchant Marine for
men and material in the shi|)yards are such that
the allocations must be agreed upon by central
authorities. The Government is in a more favor-
able position than private owners for arranging
terms with builders in the ISritish Isles, and it

is certain that only the (Government could have
afforded the very high prices paid for some of the
ve.ssels built abroad. But when the vessels are
ready for service the advantage of individual man-
agement, even in time of war. is recogiiized, and
experienced steamship managers are appointed, at
nominal fees, to act as "ships' husbands."
There need be no possibility of any question of

large profits accruing to owners, if the vessels
are now sold to the State. There were those who
in the earlier months of the war proposed that
their shi])s should be requisitioned by the State
on the basis of a return of interest on the capital
expended. If this plan had been adopted there
could have Ijeen no charge of "profiteering" against
the industry. It should be quite practicable for
the (Government and owners to agree within a
very short time on prices for the new ships which
would simply allow the buyers a fair rate of inter-
est on their money and permit them to set aside
the usual amount annually for depreciation. Tlie
employment of the vessels would be directed l)y

the State precisely as it is now. By such a plan
the State would recover the bulk of its vast ex-
penditure in tonnage and money would again be
diverted into shipping which may now be" put to
a far less satisfactory use. And much would he
done to put the shipping industry in fighting trim
and prepare for the time when the welfare of the
nation will depend, more than ever before, on in-
(li\iilnal brains, skill and enterprise.

Shipping After the War
Sir ( )\ven Philipps, chairman of the Roval Mail

Steam Packet Company, took the opportunitv af-
forded by the annual meeting of that undertaking
to tender to the Government some advice regard-
ing its relations with the shipping industry "after
the war. At the present time, he said, the com-
pany's business was more completely under Gov-
ernment control than at any previous period of
the conflict, and admitted that after the return
of peace a certain amount of Government control
over shipping might be necessary for a verv brief
period in order to ensure essential supplies, but
the si)here of Government control should be lim-
ited to enforcing proper rules and regulations in
regard to the construction of ships, their sea-
worthiness, equipment, manning, etc., and to se-
curing as far as practicable fair play for I'.ritish

shipping in competition with foreign nations—more
especially where foreign shipping is either direcilx-
or indirectly Stale aided. \o British industrv.

said Sir (Jwen, is less adapted to State ownership
than shipping. It has been created and built by
successive generations of strenuous and enterpris-
ing men, and it is difficult to conceive that the
world-wide ramifications of Britain's maritime
trade could possibly be upheld and expanded by
("lovernment ofl^icial's, however able and efi"icien't

in their own sphere. In the case of an industry
so highly specialized as shipping, with interests all
over the world open to universal competition, the
chairman expressed his conviction that bv taking
it out of the hands of those who have won for i"t

the high position it has occupied hitherto and plac-
ing it in the hands of a Government department
the nation would be running a grave risk of losing
that maritime supremacy which, whether in peace
or

_

war, was essential to the maintenance of
Britain's position as a world power. A measure
of Government control in many industries will un-
doubtedly be necessary in the early days of peace,
but it should be restricted to the actual needs of
the situation, and be terminated the moment that
course can be safely adopted.

Fabricated Ships
One of the most interesting developments of

the shipbuilding push in which Great Britain has
led the way is that of fabricated ships. A fabri-
cated ship is a vessel the component parts of
which are manufactured in other than shipbuild-
ing yards. These component parts are transported
to shipbuilding yards, assembled there and put
together as complete ships. There were many
nidustrial establishments in the country doing-
work closely resembling shipbuilding and marine
engineering. Among them were bridge-building
yards and land-engine factories. The majority of
these were in centers remote from launching water,
and how to utilize them efficiently was a difficult
problem. It was solved by the adoption of fabri-
cation. .\ ship was designed whose material could
be satisfactorily made in the bridge yards. This
vessel is larger than most of the " standard s]ii]is,

and it has not a curxed frame. Size and weight
of unit construction are limited, so that transport
is easy and powerful gear for placing it in position
unnecessary. In order to avoid the difficulties as
regards machinery, geared turbines are being used
instead of reciprocating engines. Everv part of
the complete ship can be made in inland 'establish-
ments near steel mills, and transported bv ordinary
means to the seaboard.

With all the slips in private yards filled, it was
necessary to look elsewhere for sites for assembling
yards. The national shipyards in the West of
England were laid out for the new purpose, and
private undertakings of the same character exist
or are projected. In carrying out its plans the
State has a call on labor which is not available to
contractors. The bulk of this labor is unskilled,
but it is being trained in the use of jjuenmatic
riveters and caulking tools, and will be suft'iciently
expert to put the fabricated ships together.

The fabrication of the materials of ships and
engines has now been organized over a consid-
erable area, local committees being responsible in
certain districts for definite deliveries of a shi]),

or a number of ships, within specified periods.
P'esides, fabricated ships are taking shape in sev-
eral assembling yards, and before "long vessels of
the type should represent a considerable addition
to the tonnage output.
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The Peninsula Shipbuilding Company

LESS than two years ago the Peninsula Ship-

building Company began laying out its plant

at the fiiDt of McKenna avenue, and today

its four building ways, complete fitting out

dock and its favorable position adjacent to a large

and modern sawmill make it one of the leading

plants of the Columbia River district.

This company has specialized from the first. Of

the eight vessels so far launched from the Penin-

sula plant the first four were auxiliary schooners,

in which Winton engines were installed, and these

were followed by vessels of the exclusive Penin-

sula type of 4,000 tons deadweight capacity, and

both larger and of different construction than either

the Ferris or Hough type ships.

Mr. F. C. Knapp, president of the corporation,

has been the guiding spirit in the development of

the plant, and interested with him are some of the

best known financial and business men in Oregon.

For the Emergency Fleet Corporation, the Pen-

insula Shipbuilding Company has launched the

steamers Clackamas, Hell I'.rook, Anoka and Cre-

sap. These vessels are 287 feet long over all, 269

feet between perpendiculars, 49 feet 8 inches ex-

treme beam, and 27 feet 6 inches depth of hold.

They are designed for 26 feet load draft, have en-

gine's of 1300 horse-power and an estimated load

speed of 10.5 knots. Their bunkering capacity will

give them a radius of 4500 miles.

The vessels are being powered with Scott water

tube boilers and the latest type of Westinghouse

turbines with reduction gearing, which will give

Laying the keel timbers for a big wooden ship

Shipbuilding Company's plant.

them a distinct advantage over the reciprocating

engine-driven ships, in that the wear and tear on

the vessel wdiich would result from using recipi^

eating machinery is entirely eliminated. It is also

being dailv demonstrated in vessels of all types m
operation "that the geared turbine can successfully

compete with the reciprocating engine as regards

economical running.

Although the Peninsula ships exceed the stand-

ard government ships in deadweight capacity by

about 15 per cent, they also have an excess of

about 225 horse-power, which will enable them to

carry this additional cargo at a slightly increased

speed, both of which points are of great value un-

der present conditions.

The lines of these ships have l)een worked out

with somewhat greater deadrise than the average

cargo vessel and the entrance and run have been

made extremely easy. These features will make

the vessels much easier in a sea when running light

and will undoubtedly prolong their lives by elimi-

nating excessive pounding.

As regards hull strength, the addition of a steel

box keelson, wood-filled" and thoroughly protected

from corrosion, while in no way decreasing the

cubic capacity of the ship, gives additional center

line stififness, which is invaluable.

The method of kneeing the 'tween deck shelf

both above and below in way of the machinery

space and hatches also stiffens up these points to

a degree considerably in excess of either Lloyds,

Bureau Veritas or American Bureau requirements.

Additional steel fore and aft peak tanks have

been incorporated for ballast purposes when run-

ning light. It has been demonstrated that the

worst feature of the war zone trade, outside of

the submarine menace, has been the excessive

strain to which vessels returning light across the

Atlantic have been subjected. In a great many
cases no ballast whatever has been available and

almost invariably these vessels have had to pay

the dry docks an extensive visit. The tanks men-

tioned" aljove will reduce this trouble to a mini-

mum.
The plant has a fitting-out dock 1000 feet long

and arrangements are under way to provide an

inside basin so that fitting-out berths will be avail-

able for six vessels at one time. It is understood

that the Peninsula Shipbuilding Company will con-

tinue to turn out its own type of craft for the pres-

ent, though later, when all the details are worked

out for the government's five thousand ton wooden
carriers, the plant may be called upon to take up

this type of construction.
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OREGON DISTRICT LAUNCHINGS
Rc-ciinls inadc in slii|iyar(ls df the ( )ioL;nn tlis-

ti-ict since January 1 lia\c drawn attentiim fr..ni
many sections, l)Ut cne in which there is i;encral
pride, and overshadows some of the work done on
the East Coast, was the launching of six Ferris
ships July 13 by the G. M. Standifer Construction
Corporation. Four of the ships, the Alvonia, Mon-
tezuma, Umatilla and Belding, were floated from
the Xorth Portland yard, where the present organ-
ization started under the name of the Standifer-
L lark-son Company, and two of them, the Aloosa-
bee and I'.enzcinia. left the ways at the X'ancou-
ver plant.

They were Ferris ships of the twin screw design
and represented a combined deadweight capaci\y
of 21,000 tons. There have been yards floating
more tonnage in a day, as two or three of some of
the big steel ships would equal that in deadweight,
but numerically it is believed the showing sur-
Jiasses any a single shipbuilding corporation has
acci.implished.

In fact, the total was onlv one less than was
floated m the entire Oregon district July 4, one
ship being launched at the (Irant Smith-Porter
Ship Company's yard here, the Necolah, and si.x
were launched on the lower Columbia—the Beii-
vola and Cotteral by the McEachern Ship Com-
I)a!iy: the llonifay, at the Wilson Shipbuilding
Company's plant, and the Blue Eagle at the vard

i>f the (George F. Rodgers Shipbuilding Company,
all of Astoria, while the Wanzu and" Maratanza
were floated at Columbia City bv the Sommarstrom
Shipbuilding Company.
The Columbia River Shipbuilding Corporation

launched the 8800-ton steel steamer Western Coast
July r,. and July S the fourmasted schooner Geor-
gette was launched by the Columbia Engineering
\\ orks

;
the Western Alain was sent down the

A\ays by the Northwest Steel Company, and the
I-erris ship Nashtoh by the Grant Smith-Porter
Ship Company. The Ferris ship Cabeza went over-
l)oard at the yard of the Coast Shipbuilding Com-

Shipbuilding

ig c
,hn W

l>any July 10, and the St. Helens Shipbuil
pany floated the five-masted schooner
Wells July 9.

The original PViurth of July programme provided
tor about 90,000 tons of ships being released from
the ways, but above Columbia Citv freshet condi-
tions were such it was decided not to risk whole-
sale lannchings.

this

Waterfront of the fe

THE RIGHT KIND OF RIVALRY
Rixalry between wooden shi])builders in

State has been heightened, following the action of
the Emergency Fleet Corporation 'in annotincinL;
the award of a "best progress" prize e\er\- two
weeks, that to be in the form of a string of code
flags, spelling the words "best progress."
The (irant Smith-Porter Ship Company has held

first i)lace since the inauguration of the practice,
which was after the work in all yards for the first
two weeks in June had been checked. The Supple-
Hallin Shipbuilding Corporation of I'ortland and
the McEachern Shiji Company of Astoria have
been in second jilace at times, biit tlie (irant Smith-
Porter force manage to hold their own.
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In (Iccidin.L;- to adopt the system, r,li.i}il j. \\ ciil-

worth, supervistn- in ( )re,L;(in for wooden ship con-

struction, advised each com])any as Rillows:

"It lias been decided hv the iunergency I'leet

Corporation tliat in order to create enthusiasm and

friendly rixali'y amont^- the em|)loyes of \onr \'ari-

ous yards in the l'",le\eiith i)istrict, to donate a

lla^, or set of international code llai;s, spellim; out

the words "llest I'ro^ress," which will he awarded
to the yard showing- the best per cent progress in

construction per hull of all hulls on the ways under
construction every two weeks for that period.

"This set of flags will travel from yard to yard,

according to the best progress of work, as shown
l)y the reports submitted to this office on the 15th
and last day of each month. The award to be based
solely u]5on the per cent of gain per hull on ways
irrespective of all other consideration and conditions.

"These flags will be flown by the successful

builder on their flag stalif immediately below the
I'nited States Shipping Board official flag, for a

period of two weeks, until the next award is made
to another yard, unless the yard holding the same
by the showing made by the reports for that period
is again shown to be the winner for best progress.
"Yards will be furnished each period with a

statement showing the pro rata standing of all

yards in the district l:)ased on the percentage of

work completed per hull average for ])eriod just

elapsed."

MR. SCHWAB'S VISIT

He came, he saw and con(|uered, might fittingly

be applied to the mission of Charles j\l. Schwab,
director general of the Emergency P^leet Corpora-
tion, who was in Portland July 13, 14 and 15, for

his arrival created a stronger and newer interest

in affairs maritime, and his survey of the field, al-

\vays with the counsel of Charles Piez, vice-presi-

dent and general manager of the corporation,

brought about a sj^eeding up in work, as well as

the completion of details concerning the new steel

plant of the Northwest Steel Company.
There was no shipyard establishment in the

Portland zone, wdiich is engaged on Federal work,
that escaped the presence of the officials, nor were
there any managers who wished to. Mr. Schwab
and ]\Ir. Piez proved they were outspoken in ad-

^'ising speed or asking as to the reasons for delays

in some instances, mostly because they did not ap-

preciate some conditions aflfecting machinery de-

liveries and the like, while they were most gener-

ous in their commendation of work and workers.
There was nothing said by them of a praise-

worthy application that was regarded as insincere,

l)ut, coming as they did into such a large field of

wooden shipbuilding, standing at the gateway of

the forests of the Northwest, and being afforded

every opportunity to study the wooden ships at

close range, they would not have been human had
they not shown appreciation of what such a situa-

tion insured in the programme for ships.

Then Mr. Schwab witnessed the launching of the

Aloosabee at the Vancouver plant of the G. M.
Standifer Construction Corporation, it being the

first wooden ship he had seen take the water, antl,

she Ijeing one of six floated that day in his honor,

an arrangement that broke the record for a single

shipyard management, he was doubly pleased.

It was inipai-ted to the builders of wooden and
steel ships that there need be no fear of the future

work, it being estimated that in the next year

,i^200,000,000 w'orth of vessels would be turned out

in this district, and that all ways would be kept

supi^lied, except at yards falling behind in their

schedule. It was not said that any such jdants

were numbered in the Oregon district.

The officials, in addresses to shipyard forces,

talked as plainly as to the employers, and it was
set forth that each might comprehend that all were
engaged in laboring for the government. The po-

sition of the employers was held up for the enlight-

enment of the men, it being told that all were
striving for the same end and any dissatisfaction

as regarded wages would be justly adjusted, so

there was not, at any time, occasion for strikes,

even should such be suggested by unwise leader-

ship.

There was one matter that stood out promi-

nently in connection with the presence of the offi-

cials, that being their willingness to go into con-

ferences with builders on all subjects. Hours were
arranged that subjects might be taken up, and in

some cases they no doubt saved trips to \\'ashing-

ton or else lengthy periods of correspondence,
with chances that the end sought might not be
attained them.

PLANT FOR CONCRETE BARGES
Provision for the construction of concrete ves-

sels is being made by the Great Northern Concrete
Shipbuilding Company, of which Joseph Paquet, a

man who figured in the building of inland vessels

for years, is president. G. VV. Gilbreth, manager
and chief engineer, is at Washington to close con-

tracts with the Quartermaster Department for

building five concrete tank vessels, to be 100 feet

long. The company was the lowest bidder on five

of eleven vessels wanted and the total bid is said

to have been $399,990.

The plant has been started at Vancouver, Wash.,
and the first vessel is to be ready in five months
and one each month thereafter until all are ready.

They are to be fitted for carrying half of their

deadweight capacity in oil or water and the re-

mainder of the space is reserved for general freight.

They are to have a beam of 12.6 feet and depth of

hold of 10 feet.

The Standard Gas Engine Company of San Fran-
cisco is to furnish gasoline power for the vessels,

they being designed for twin gasoline engines of

250 horsepower.

Mr. Paquet had formed the Paquet Concrete
Shipbuilding Company in June with the intention

of obtaining permission from \\'ashington to lay

(jut a plant, and then joined interests with the

(ireat Northern corporation.

The new concrete steamer Faith was in the har-

bor for a week during the early part of Jul}', and
her appearance and operation have attracted others

toward that class of construction.

E. R. Adams, of Seattle, manager of the firm of

.Alexander & Pialdwin and Puget Sound agent for

the Matson Navigation Company, was here early

in the month to accept delivery of the .iSOOton

steel steamer Point r)onita, built 1)\' the Albina I'"n-

gine & Machine ^^'orks.



The Shipping Director Visits Portland

OXE event nl the past nnnitli will long be

retained in the memory of shippingmen of

Portland and the Columbia River region,

that being a visit of John H. Rosseter, man-
ager of the W. R. Grace Company marine and im-

porting business, i)aid this city Jul}- 12. lie came
as John Rosseter, newly appointed direct' n- oi the

bureau of operations of the Emergency Meet Cor-
]juration, and as such he was doubly welcome,
first because of his acquaintance with the port,

its facilities and conditions; and second, because
he was in a ]3nsition to impart valuable advice in

connection with the study he was making of wliat

is most needed for the (iperatitm of the big Amer-
ican fleet after the war.
About forty of the most prominent shippers,

grain exporters, port officials and representatives

of commercial bodies, who met Air. Rosseter at a

complimentary dinner, as well as a few others who
were with him on an inspection of the harbor and
shi]) plants, were made to feel as if San P^rancisco

and Portland were closer than before. In fact, it

was just such a closer relationship that Mr. Ros-
seter argued for in a most pleasing talk he gave
following the dinner.

Stress was placed by him on the great get-to-

gether movement that must follow the war in the

interest of the future operation of vessels. He
said, necessarily, such a fast acquaintance and re-

gard between cities would be productive of male-
rial gains in an ordinary commercial way, as, for

example, exchange of commodities between them,
but it needed just such a change in every area of

the broad union to bring the interest in the mei-
cantile marine to a point that justified the o].)era-

tion of the big fleet.

"What are we to do with from 13,000,000 to 20,-

000,000 tons of shipping after the war?" was the

text of a query he propounded.
There were some present who had thought the

fear uppermost was that we would not have enough
ships. Mr. Rosseter's exposition of changes he ex-

])ected to follow altered their ideas. He said it was
not a matter for Portland, San Francisco and Sec
tie to face alone as regards the Pacific side, nor for

Xew York, Galveston and Xew Orleans to worry
about on the other side, but the inland localities

were no whit less concerned. The Rocky Moun-
tain regicm must come to the assistance of the

Coasts as well as that territory immediately bor-

dering on the Coasts.

"After the war, if you of Portland come to Wash-
ington for ships to operate from the Columbia
River, what sort of an argument will you advance
to obtain them?" he asked. "I regard Portland as

one of the most sulistanlial and law-abiding com-
munities on the Coast and her one fault is that she

has suffered from ultra-conservatism. You have
specialized in dee])-water trade. The time has

arrived in which \ariety is the keynote and that

sort of business must be established to warrant a

continuou.^ and dependable movement in after

years, when peace again is our's."

Low rates, perhajis not such as ])re\ailed imme-
diately before the European conflict, yet much
below the present charges, must be looked for. he

reminded them, (ireat Pritain must maintain her

trade and Japan was Imikling her licet into \ast

proportions and harlKiring a working fund to meet
competition, and other nations would be in the
trade arena, so the United States, with all of her
])o\ver and resources, would be pitted against oth-
ers in another war, a war for trade, not one of

liloodshed and possession or control of countries
by force.

In going through the harbor, Mr. Rosseter was
as frank and helpful in pointing out suggestions
for impro\ements and additions in facilities as he
was in a mijre general talk of varied necessities.

He told the I'ortlanders that the new St. John's
municipal terminal, where a grain elevator, to have
a capacity of 1,000,000 bushels, is under way, and
a 1200-foot pier and slip is about ready, should
number with its features an adequate fuel oil sto-

rage, also an oil barge, so the liquid fuel could be
conveyed to vessels as the}' were discharging or

loading. He told them oil storage for soya bean
and cocoanut oil should be ]M-ovided, also refrig-

eration for 2500 tons of commodities would be an
asset in the kind of trade that must be handled
later.

He made a most v\elcome impression when he
rated the 10,000-ton Port of Portland's Commis-
sion's drydock as insufficient for the present pur-

poses, to say nothing of later calls for lifting ships,

and advised tliet there should be a larger dock as

well as a smaller one. As Mr. Rosseter is a mem-
ber of the Port Facilities Committee at Washing-
ton, before which applications for new drydocks
are considered and which body authorizes appro-
priations for drydocks, providing communities
wanting them prove they are qualified to operate

them and have convincive arguments why they
should be estalilished. it is most probable that an
early application will be made along the lines he

suggested.
In that connection he said his experience had

_

shown one of the most necessary adjuncts to a

port's working gear was a barge equipped as a

machine shop, having a plant aboard also to fur-

nish power for working winches, supplying electric

energy for lights and power and pumping water,

so when a large vessel arri\es from an off-shore

voyage the barge might go alongside and all func-

tions be performed as regards cargo machinery,
with the other equipment ready to make repairs,

wash down boilers and the like.

John II. Rosseter left a bountiful supply of food

for thought in Portland. His ideas and oft'ers of

assistance were in accord with what interests here

ap])reciate must be done. He ofl:ered to assist only

So far as his experience enabled him, and he asked

for hel]) for the operation of the new fleet, asking

for aid in a manner that can only mean that in

helloing him as an official of the Emergency Fleet

Corporation to creditably carry out his obligations,

this Community and the entire .State would simply

be hel])ing the future of Oregon and insure its

stability.

Harry L. Corbett, president of the rortlaiid

Chamber of Commerce, arranged the dinner for

Mr. Rosseter at the Arlington Club, and other

guest were: Mayor George L. Paker; William D.

^\'heelwright. president of the Pacific Export Lum-
ber Comi)anv: ^^'. J. Purns, resident manager of

lialfour, (luthrie \ l/ompany : W. J. (ianong, vice-
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prosiilent and t; c n c r a 1

maiiai^er of the I'ortland

[•"louring" Mills Company ;

W. IS. Ayer, president uf

the Eastern & Western
1.umber Company and
I'nited States Food Ad-
ministrator for Oreg'iin:

L'olonel ( ieorg'c A. Zinii,

L'or])s (if Engineers, I .

S. A., in cliarg'e of har-

hi ir impr( >\ements : L'ol.

ilrice r. l)is(|ue. Signal

Cor])s, L'. S. .\.. in

charge of s])ruce produc-
tion in the Northwest:
Jiiseph R. Howies, presi-

dent, and Walter l'>.

Heebe, vice-president, of

the Northwest Steel Com-
pany : Nathan Strauss,

manager of Meischner,
.Ma\er ^; Company and
chairman of the Trade
and Commerce Bureau of

the Chamber of Com-
merce; Captain John F.

Blain, supervisor of the
Northwest on steel ship
construction for the
Emergency Fleet Corporation ; Lloyd j. Wcntworth,
supervisor of wooden ship construction in the Ore-
gon district ; C. D. Kennedy, manager in Oregon for

the bureau of operation of the Emergency Fleet Cor-
poration ; H. B. Van Duzer, head of the Fir Control
I'.oard in the Northwest; Charles B. Moores, chair-

man of the Commission of Public Docks ; B. F. Stone,
president of the Port of Astoria Commission ; Max
11. Houser, manager in the Northwest for the
United States Food Administration Grain Control
Corporation ; ^^'alter L. Lang, surveyor in charge
of Lloyd's Agency in Oregon ; Bert C. Ball, presi-

dent of the Williamette Iron & Steel W' orks ; J.

C. Ainsworth, president of the United States Na-
tional Bank; Emery Olmstead, president of the

Northwestern National Bank ; ( ieorge McDowell,
shipping and brokerage ; C. C. Ct)lt, president of

the Union Meat Company; G. M. Trowbridge,
managing editor; and B. F. Irvine, editorial writer
of the Oregon Journal ; Guy Talbot, president of

the Portland Gas & Coke Company and Pacific

Light iS: Power Company; L. Allen Lewis, presi-

dent of Allen & Lewis ; Charles F. Swigert, vice-

president of the G. M. Standifer Construction Cor-
jioration ; A. F. Smith, president of the Columbia
River Shipbuilding Corporation; L. B. Smith, in

charge i)f the Oregon agency of the \\'ar Trade
Bureau; Peter Kerr, president of Kerr, Gifford &
Company; C. Vi. Woodruff, manager of W. P.

h'uller & Compau}- ; \\'ill II. Moore, Collector of

L'ustoms; G. B. Hegardt, chief engineer for the

Commission of Public Docks; K. D. Inman, presi-

dent of the Port of Portland C'onimission and the

Inman-Poulsen Lumber Company; and (ieorge C.

W. Low, of the Supple-Ballin Shipbuilding Corpo-

ration.

SHIP DELIVERIES
h"or si.x months ending June M). Portland ])lants

delivered to the L'nited States Shipping Board 20

completed vessels, 17 of them steel carriers. T1k-\-

had a combined deadweight tonnage of l.i'',40(J.

During jime four steel freighters, each of 8800
tons, and two of ,i800 tons each, were delivered,

as well as three wooden ships of 3500 tons each.

The ships delivered and their tonnage were as

follows

;

Vessel, type, when delivered : Tonnage
Westwind, steel, January 2. 8800
Point Arena, steel, March 2 3300
A\'estward Ho, steel, March 4 8800
Westchester, steel. March 17 8800
Point Loma, steel, March 20 3300
Westbrook, steel, March 30 8800
\\'estshore, steel, April 15 8800
Westgate, steel, April 23 8800
Westgrove, steel, April 26 8800
Westiiampton, steel. May 13 8800
West Indian, steel, May 22 8800
Western City, steel, June 3

Western Wave, steel, June 8

\\'asco, wood, June 4 3600

^^'estern Ocean, steel, June 17 8800
Point Bonita, steel, June 24 3800

Bilo.xi, wood, June 25 3600
Point Lobos, steel. Tune 30 3800
Western Chief, steel, June 30 8800
Kasota, wood, June 30 3600

W. D. B. Dodson, executive secretary of the

Chamber of Commerce, is again at his desk after

a tour of the East, where he went on business con-

nected with shipbuilding here and prospects for the

introduction of new trade and steamship facilities

following the war.

S. A. Stuart has been named safety engineer

of the Oregon District of the Emergency hdeet

Corporation, his responsibilities being to carry out

'"safety first" principles in plants as to machinery

and look after sanitation at the same time.



Among the Portland Shops and Shipyards

IT
is estimated that the new fittiny-out plant

nf the Pacific .Marine Iron Works, located on

the East Side waterfront, between Belmont

and East Taylor streets, two blocks north ol

the main machine and boilershop oi that corpora-

tion, will entail an expenditure of $200,000. Berths

will he a\aila1)k- fnr ten vessels, and besides thiise

of the Supple-llallin fleet, those turned out l)}- the

St. Helens Shipbuilding Company and the Colum-

bia City yard of Sommarstrom I'rothers are to lie

fitted out there under contracts with the Emer-
gency Fleet Corporation.

The first of the Supple-Ballin ships, they lieing

composite vessels designed by Fred -A. llallin, was
turned over to the Emergency Fleet Corporation

during the month, she being the Calala, launched

.April 18. The vessel is of 4500 tons, deadweight,

and has a triple expansion engine built by the Pa-

cific Marine Iron Works; also two liallin water-

tube boilers constructed there after the design of

Mr. Pallin.

Arrival with the Schwab party of Ur. Charles

.\. Eaton, well known New York divine and head

of the National Service Section of the Emergency
Fleet Corporation, lent new impetus to the work
of that section in Oregon, wdiich is directed here

by C. W. Tebault. At the time of the coming of

Dr. Eaton, Dr. Da\'id Hughes, chai^lain in the

I'.ritish -\rmy, with eighteen months' service, ami
Eieutcnant C. R. D. Schagel, also of the British

forces, were touring the yards, and they made de-

cided impressions on the men in unfolding some
of their experiences with the Germans.

Relative to recent visits of members of the

French High Commission, who are interested in

the work of the Foundation Company, where steam
auxiliary schooners are building for the French
government, it is said the French are considering-

awarding contracts for twenty additional carriers

of the type, making forty in all for the Portland

]3lant. Of twenty first contracted for, eleven have
been floated and one completed ship was deli\'ered

in June, followed by four others in July.

( )f fourteen steamers floated by the Gr^nt Smith-
Porter Ship Com])aiiy, six ha\-e been delivered, the

fourth finished, the lihuidon, having been assigned

to the San Francisco <.\: Portland Steamship Com-
])any to ply between this city and the Golden Gate
in the freight service. She was turned over be-

cause of the Xavy having impressed the liner

I leaver into ser\ice. The plan of the line is to

use the Rose City for passengers as far as Lo>
Angeles, carrying freight mostly for the southern

port, with small amounts for San Francisco. It

is the understanding here that the use of the I'lan-

don is to establish whether there is sufficient busi-

ness these times to warrant a second carrier be-

ing operated.

One change record early in July was the elec-

tion of Charles !•'. Swigert, manager of the l-'oun-

dation Company's i^lant, as vice-]iresident of the

G. M. Standifer Construction Corporation, with

which he is now actively associated. The Pacific

Tiridge Company, of which Mr. Swigert is presi-

dent, is a partner with the Foundation Compan\
in the Portland plant, so Mr. .Swigert does not

se\er his relations altogether. In his stead H. C.

Lamiibell, secretary of the Pacific Bridge Com-
pany, is acting as manager of the yard.

.\nnoimcement was made during the month by
the Pacific Coast Coal Company that it would
erect a modern and larger plant and bunkers here

;

plans have been prepared providing for a maxi-
mum storage capacity of 20,000 tons of fuel, 5000
tons of which would be in the bunkers and 15,000
tons in flat storage. There will be a special high
tower constructed so that new vessels, "flying

light" so they stand high above the dock and in-

terfere with ordinary loading chutes, can be gi\en
coal regardless of the stage of water. The Port of

Portland Commission has agreed to dredge in front
of the property to facilitate the foundation work.
It is estimated the new plant will be finished in

four months, the work being prosecuted so as not
to interfere with the operation of the existing
bunkers.

Completion of the annual Sunuuer survey- of the

entrance to the Columbia Ri\er Jul}- 11 showed
the 40-foot channel project completed, for there
is a least depth of 40 feet at low water for a width
of half a mile, while on the entrance ranges the
depth is 41 feet. Though Congress provided tor

ro additional work on the project wdien that de]ith

and \' idtli had been attained, the dredge Chinook
is to be c intinned there to maintain the waterwav
at the present de]ith and area. Since the June
freshet has subsided, dredging is under way on the
lower Columbia to maintain the 30-foot depth.

United States Steam vessel Inspectors Edwards
and Wynn shifted their moorings last month from
the Custom House to the tenth Poor of the new
( iasco building, Fifth and .Alder streets. .A collec-

tion of steamship and steamboat mementos, also
souvenirs of the seven seas and elsewhere, that
graced Captain Edwards' office for thirty years,
was disposed of through presentation to friends
and various marine societies before the move, so
the new <|uarters have bare walls in contrast to

the old offices.

William Cornfoot, president of the Albina En-
gine c'v: Machine Works, has displayed his desire

to help voungsters in his employ by offering free

scholarships in shipbuilding to men of the machine
shop force. .Already some ha\'e been granted.

\'accination of all shiji^ard employes against

smalli)ox is urged bv the Oregon State Board of

1 lealth, the L'nited States Shipping Board having
rec|uested such a step because of the fear of an

outbreak of the disease in some cities where hous-

ing conditions are not satisfactory.

Payment was made during the month to long-

shoremen of N'arious amounts, from 15 cents to

$26.90, representing back pay allowed by the gov-

ernment between .\i)ril 1,\ when they asked for

an increase, until May .i, when an adjustment

board granted a raise from (i5 cents an hour

straight time 1o SO cents and from $1 an hour
overtime to SI. '0, It was estimated that the total

])avments at Portland reached $3000.

Robert (lra\' and associates ha\e formed the

Williamette lirass Foundry and are negotiating

for a lease on waterfront property- from the South-

ern Pacific. Iving north of the llarriman bridge on

the West Side. .\i>i)lication has been made to the
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C'(ininiissi( 111 of I'lililic Docks for aiitlmrily tu |)rii-

cccd with the cifctii ui nf l)uihlint;s. The ])laiit is

t(i lie established in ci inneetinn with the war wurk
(111 vessels. The ()rc,^cin I'.rass Works, which has

added a second unit to its plant because of the

rush of business, has ap])lied to increase the size

of a storage building at the foot of Everett street,

where the old plant of the I'ortland Gas & Coke
L'oinpanv has been turned into a foundry tein-

])orarily.

When the new steel steamer W estern Spirit was
deli\-ered by the Northwest Steel Company the

latter part of July, she was turned over to the

Xa\y by the Emergency Fleet Corporation, and
her commander is Lieutenant Commander How-
ard II. Rees, erstwhile Captain Rees of the old

steamer Portland and more recently master of the

8S00-ton freighter Westbrook, which he deli\ercd

on the otiier side. The executive officer aboard
the Western Spirit was Lieutenant Robert Ches-
iiey, better known on the Coast as First Mate Bob
Chesney, who sailed in the McCormick fleet and
other lines.

It has been determined not to ajjply the ])rehx

" Point" to more of the 3800-ton steel steamers
liuilding at the plant of the Albina Engine & Ma-
chine \\'orks, so that Point Adams, to be delivered

shortly, will be the last. The names of the next

four \'essels to be launched there will be Cadaretta.

Caddopeak, Callabasas and Calamine. New names
for hulls to be built by the Xorthwest Steel Com-
pany will include the West Cherow, West Celeron,

West Chana, West Chaska, West Chatala, West
Lhestoa and West Cheswald.

It has been reported that George C. W. Low,
treasurer of the Supple-Ballin Shipbuilding Com-
])any, wdio became identified with the plant several

weeks ago through his purchase of the stock ui

Joseph Supple, had also acquired that of Fred A.

llallin. The corporation has delivered one of eight

ships under contract for the government.

Members of the Grainholders' Union have peti-

tioned dock operators for an increase in the wage
scale, but conferences between representatives of

each at the Merchants' Exchange resulted in a de-

cision to await action on Puget Sound, with the

expectation of having an equitable scale in effect.

What is said to be the largest sailing vessel of

her design built on the Pacific side is the five-

masted topsail schooner John W. Wells, intended

for the Charles R. McCormick fleet, which took

the water at the yard of the St. Helens Shipbuild-

ing Company July 9. It is said she will carr}'

about 3,000,000 feet of lumber, and while originally

laid down as an auxiliary, it is not intended to in

stall propelling machinery at present.

So rushed are boiler plants here that the gov-

ernment was unable to ol^tain bids for a new boiler

to be installed in the steamer Mathloma, used for

dredging and snagging on the LTpper Williamette

River, so contracted with the Ruemmell-Dawley

Manufacturing Company of St. Louis, for one at

$7320. delivery to be aboard a car at St. Louis.

.After a suspension of several months, the Dalles-

Columbia line has resumed a daily steamboat ser-

vice between Portland and Arlington, the L'ltter

point being on the Cpper Columbia, abo\e the

Dalles-Celilo locks.

Principally in the interest of salmon fishermen,

Rcibeit W arrack, superintendent of the Se\euteentli

Lighthouse District, has caused a bell buoy tcj be

established to mark the end of the south jetty at

the entrance to the Columbi;i Ki\er. In the ]iast

a mm aid lias been niaiiitained there.

L'nder a contract entered into with the G. M.
Standifer Construction Corporation, the Hesse-

Martin Iron Works will furnish $104,000 worth of

equipment for new vessels at the former's yards.

Maiiufaclure of anchor and cargo hoisting machin-

ery has been specialized in by the Hesse-Martin

organization for a lengthy period, and they ha\e

filled a miniber of contracts since the war rush

started.

To determine whether to provide a concrete hull

f(]r the dredge Columbia, a 30-inch machine which

has a wooden hull that is deteriorating, the Port

of Portland Commission has entered into a contract

with Rasmussen & Grace to furnish prelminary

plans and s])ecifications for a stone hull.

Statistics show that for the cereal year the value

of exports from F'ortland exceeded those of the

preceding period by almost $6,000,000.

Managers of yards not having Federal shijis to

turn out received a shock early in July, when in-

formed by the Emergency Fleet Corporation that

a programme to build a number of ocean-going

wooden barges on the Pacific Coast had been drop-

ped. It was promised that such yards would be

favored and bids had been solicited for the work.

The original intention was to have about 200 of

the vessels. It is reported that some are yet to

be ordered on the Atlantic Coast.

To meet the demands of its rapidly-increasing

business, and at the same time centralize its stores

as near the main plant as possible, the Williamette

Iron il- Steel Works has under way a warehouse
adjoining the administration building that is 300

feet long and 70 feet wide, having a height of 40

feet. It will contain three galleries, with an ele-

vator and crane bay, also two railroad tracks, for

the convenient handling of the equipment.

Having four new keels in place, all started the

same day, was the way the .\lbina Engine tK: Ma-

chine Works led oft" in July. The plant had been

inconvenienced for some time because of the tardy

arrival of steel, so wdien sufficient of the fabricated

material was ready it was arranged to start the

Iceels together.

Interior of foundry at Hesse-Martin Iron Works. This concern ha
just received large orders for ship equipment.



Oregon's Place in the Nation's Shipbuilding

T(
) ac(|uaiiit tlit- inaritimc wurM with facts rel-

ative to Oregon's share in shi]) construction,

as well as to undertake the postiui^- of the pub-

lic elsewhere on varied topics from this region,

the Chamber of Commerce has opened a news ser-

vice bureau, in charge of which is Sydney 15. \'in-

cent, for several years manager in ( )regi)n for the

.\ssociated Press.

Mr. \'incent has issued the appended resume of

shii)work here :

"The history of sliii)lniilding in Oregon for the

past thirty UKiiiths is one of remarkable achieve-
ment. .Almost unknown as a shipbuilding" center
in 1916, Portland today occupies a ]3re-eminent po-
sition as a producer of wood and steel vessels.

Shortly after war was declared, a few scattering
contracts were placed. So splendid was the record
that more and more contracts became available,

with the result that today four immense plants are
building steel vessels, while in the district seven-
teen yards are building ships of wood.

"July 11, according to statistics compiled by the
Chamber of Commerce, Oregon had produced
twenty-six steel cargo vessels and ninety-six wood
ships had been launched. Ships on the ways, un-
der construction and awaiting launching, numbered
ninety-four, of wdiich eleven are steel ships. Un-
fulfilled contracts on hand in the Portland district

totaled the immense sum of $200,000,000.
"The development of the steel ship industry in

Portland is worthy of s]jecial note. In Oregon,
and directly tributary to F'ortland, the greatest

lumber manufacturing city in the world, is a stand
of commercial timber officiallv estimated in excess
of .^60,000,000,000 feet,' and yet Portland has in

less than three years become one of the steel ship-

building centers of the country. This remarkable
development partly is attributed to the climatic

conditions which prevail. Men can work ever_\- day
in the year. There are no extremes of heat or cold,

and workers, not only in the steel and wood ship-

building industries, but in all lines of industrial

activity, produce more work in a given time than
in climates not so favorable.

"The statistical bureau of the Chamber of C\)m-
merce has com])iled the following table, which
tells in figures just what has been accomplished in

the shi]5building industry in Oregon :

Dec. 10. '16 July 9. '18

Plants Iniildiiig steel sliips 3 5

Plants building wooden ships 6 17*

Xumher of employees 4,200 41.400f
.Monthly payroll $302,400 $3,974,400
Steel cargo ships launched 26
Tonnage of steel ships launched 202,400
Wooden ships launched 4 96
Tonnage of w'd'n ships launched 18,500 349,800
Cargo ships in ways not launched 1

1

94
Tonnage of ships in ways not

launched 48,(XI() 370,400^
Total amount of contracts unful-

filled $22,250,000 $200,000,000

*Three under construction.

t Portland
Outside of Portland

35,200

6,200

Total 41 ,400

±Steel 76,8(X) ton
Wood 293,600 ton

Xo. of ve^
Wood
Steel ..

Tonnage:
Wood
Steel ..

launched: 1916
4

1917
31

8

117,8CX:)

61,600

1918
61

18

213,500
140.800

Total 18,5(XI 179,4<M 353,300

INTEREST IN HYDRAULIC PLATE
TIGHTENER

.\o patent applied for during the present war
has caused as much comment in shipljuilding cir-

cles as has the hydraulic ])late tightener that has

just been patented by .Mr. .\. 1!. Clark, president

and manager of the Hydraulic .\i)])liance & E(|uip-

ment Company.
It is a very compact machine, weighing only 4.i

pounds, and is guaranteed to lift thirteen tons.

( )ne man can draw a steel plate in place in five

minutes, while it would take a bolter up crew four

hours. It is estimated that it will take the place

<if twent}- men and will cut down the time of a

\-essel ten days.

The best recommendation for Mr. Clark's plate

tightener is that he sold every steel yard in .Seattle

within thirty days after applying for his patent.

The offices of the Hydraulic Appliance & Equip-
ment Company as located in Seattle.

SHIPPING LEGAL CASES
( )ne of the notaljle features of current litigation

is the large number uf shipping cases. C)n the

cause list of the House of Lords there are no
fewer than seven appeals bearing on the many-
sided aspects of this branch of the law. The re-

cent experience of the High Court shows an un-
usually high proportion of important ship])ing

cases. The war and the effect of Government
recpiisitioning has been apparent in much of this

litigation. For instance, the extent to which own-
ers of rec]tiisitioned vessels are able to claim

awards for salvage services is one of the matters
on wdiich the decision of the Law Courts has just

been sought. One very interesting case is under
appeal to the House of Lords. A vessel was left

by her crew under threats of violence from an

enemy submarine, and notice of intention to aban-
don was given. The means wdiich the Germans
took to sink the shi]) failed to accomplish that end,

and the vessel was eventually salved and brought
into ])ort. In determining the rights of parties

under these conditions the Cc")urt of .\ppeal was
not unanimous. There are several jioints of great

interest to shijiowners in the case.

.370,400 ton

FRENCH IN THE FAR EAST
"Jiiuniv" h'rcnch, chief surve}-or to Lloyd's Reg-

ister in this country, and who maintains his head-
cpiarters in .\'ew ^'ork, is at present in Japan look-

ing after the classification of new tonnage. Mr.
French is well known on the Pacific Coast, where
his \'isits are looked forward to with i>leasure liy a

wide circle of acc|uaintances.

Mr. J. 11. Mull, formerly vice-president of the

\\ illiani Cramp & Son Ship & Engine P>uilding

\\'orks of Philadelphia, has been elected president

to succeed Harry W. Hand, who has resigned after

a life-long association with the bi.g Philadelphia

shipyard.



Exports and Our National Duty
By Geo. Ed. Smith,

l're.sideiit American .M;iiuil'acturers l{,\]i(irt Association

T(
)^).\^ the l)usiness man of the L'niteil .States

is on the crest of a tidal wave of priisperity.

The people of the United States are makinj;
more money than they ever made before, and

they are spending- it here inAmerica. The nation
is piling up a colossal debt in order to purchase
the products of .-\mericaii factories. Millions of

men have been called into the army and by that

act have assured employment for those who stay

at home. In the last three years there has been
a steady stream of gold into the nation from abroad
until this nation's credit balance, which in 1914
amounted to $324,000,000, has increased more than
tenfold to the stupendous sum of $3,230,000,000.

W'e have more gold todav in the United States
than was ever held by any nation since the begin-
ning of civilization.

To meet the demand upon .\merican factories,

both in munitions of war and in staples which here-

tofore have been manufactured abroad, there has
been an enormous expansion of American plants.

Xew buildings have been erected, new machinery
has been liought and put in place, and capital has
been hea\ily invested in these e.xtendecl plants.

Much of this capital invested has been written ofT

and more will be written of¥ by war profits. But
it must be remembered that our economic life has
already adjusted itself to these new conditions and
the capital involved is only^ one phase of the prob-
lem presented by these extended plants.

h\ir the ten years preceding the European war,
the domestic trade of the United States increased
at a rate of approximately one billion and a half a

year. During the same years, America's foreign

trade increased at the rate of approximately $250,-

000,000 a year. A comparison of this natural in-

crease with the sudden increase brought about by
the war gives us food for thought. During the

past year the increase in the domestic trade of the
United States was $18,300,000,000, or more than
twelve times the natural yearly increase before
the war. Similarly the increase in our foreign

trade during the three years of the war has been
at the rate of $1,700,000,000 a year, or nearly seven
times the former rate.

When peace comes, as come it must, it will bring
with it a readjustment which we must prepare to

face with wisdom and courage.
The domestic markets of America, after that re-

adjustment, will be opened once more to foreign

manufacturers: the world trade, which now in-

\ites us, will afford the warring nations of Europe
the opportunity to rebuild their fortunes. At home
and abroad, the American business man will find

himself engaged in a competition more energetic
than he lias ever known before.

There is no occasion for me to draw a picture of

what a ])eriod of contraction would mean to the
country, but the effects of this contraction would
touch not the manufacturerer alone, but woidd
ramify through natural channels into every line of

activity, into every field of endeavor, and affect

with equal loss the laborer and the banker; the
mechanic and the merchant ; the man who adver-
tises, as well as the man who does not advertise.
There is a way, a clear way and a straight way,

for the United Sttes to avoid the economic dangers
of tomorrow. The loss of markets, which we can
now foresee, may be counterbalanced by the crea-
tion of new markets. The future prosperity of the
nation may be assured by seizing the present op-
portunity to create new and permanent markets
for American goods in every quarter of the globe.
With the rest of the world sharing our domestic

markets with us after the war, we must arrange
to share foreign markets with the rest of the world.
We must make ready now to put American pro-
ducts into Europe, Asia and South America, wher-
ever the demand for our products exists or can
be created.

To discuss the desirability of such a course is,

I feel, academic. The big question is the possibil-
ity of accomplishing this result.

To doubt that it is possible is to doubt the ini-

tiative, the energy and the will of the American
nation. There may be difficulties in the way, but
they are not difficulties which America cannot sur-
mount. The battle for world trade will be a battle
between foreign producers who have been accus-
tomed to paternal assistance from their govern-

"

ments and American producers, who have learned
to stand upon their own legs and to win to the
goal without fear and without favor.

The rest of the world is preparing for world-
wide competition after the war. Pushed by the
goad of stern necessity, the people and the govern-
ment of every warring country are now maturing
plans to recoup their fearful losses by entering into
foreign trade as the}- did before. No one expects
that they will be able to start the wheels going the
moment peace is restored, but for self-preservation
they cannot long delay in inaugurating some broad
plan of world trade.

In England the various industries are lieginning
to organize for export under the stimulation of the
British Board of Trade, which roughly correspoi-ids
with our own Department of Commerce. Practic-
ally every industry has been carefully investigated
by committees appointed through the Board of
Trade, and recommendations have been made as
to the precise form in which each separate industrv
should conibine for overseas trade.
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Quite apart from this governnientally inspired
organization is the ])roposecl liritish ^Nlanufactur-
ers Corporation, which has already been provision-
ally organized. Tliis corporation is to consist of
approximately one thousand manufacturers, banded
together for the general benefit of British foreign
trade. The subscription, or dues, in this corpora-
tion is to be SI ,000 a vear, which will provide a
fund of $1,000,000 annually. The object of this
corporation is to represent the British manufact-
urer through an agent in every principal city of
the world. This agent is to transmit all manner
of information to Liritish manufacturers and co-
operate, in his particular field, with the private
agents of each Britisli firm.

In addition to these two organizations is the
British Trade Corporation, authorized by Royal
Charter in 1917, with an authorized capital' of $50,-
000,000. Under the charter of this corporation, it

is to act as agent for the government, or for any
British banker, merchant or shipper. It is to carrv
on business on its own account. It is to finance
undertakings of every description in de\-elo]Mng

the trade of the British I£mpire in every part of
the world. That this trade corporation is already
fairly under way may be seen from the fact that
it has made its first annual report, showing a gross
profit of $85,000.

Supplementing these organizations at home is

the Empire Producers Association, which is an
organization of the producers of raw materials
throughout the British possessions. The purpose
of this Empire Producers Association is to control
the raw products of England's far-flung colonies,
in order to give preferential supplies of raw mate-
rials to British industries in the period following
the war.

."-jo much for ])rivate liritish enterprise. The
activity of the British government along the same
lines is no less sweeping. The Board of Trade has
been reorganized, with a particular eye to develop-
ing foreign commerce. The Department of Over-
seas Trade has been added to the government,
which comprises the former Department of Com-
mercial Intelligence of the Board of Trade, and
the Foreign Trade Department of the Foreign
()ffice. It has its own parliamentary secretary, and
is headed by an official appointed jointly by the
Board of Trade and the Secretary of State' for For-
eign AlTairs.

The commercial attache, formerly attached to
• the Foreign Office, has been handed over to the
new department and the number of and activities
of these attaches has been increased. It has ex-
tended the Imperial Trade Commissioners service,
established by Lloyd George while president of the
Board of Trade. These trades commissioners rep-
resent the dominions and crown colonies in keep-
ing England informed on openings for British trade.

In addition to the Department of Overseas Trade,
a ministry of reconstruction has been established,
'ine of whose chief functions is to have charge of
lommerce after the war. The minister now has in

hand plans to reconvert 5000 British factories, at

l)resent making munitions, to direct a resumption
ol normal commerce and to centralize the activities
of the entire government in hastening the resuni])-
lion of British foreign trade.

I'rom the fragmentary information available, it

is apparent that (iermany is already making des-
perate preparations to regain the place in world
trade which she occupied before the war.

The cartels or trade associations through which
Germany built up her foreign trade have been
maintained.

The proposal has been made that all these asso-
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ciations for foreign trade shall be consolidated into

one central foreign trade institution with branches

in all export centers.

The German chemical industry has been more

closely united than ever before, and the German
steel syndicate has worked out plans for the con-

solidation of all the iron and steel industries of

Germany.

In fact, Germany has gone so far along this line

that protests have been heard in many quarters

against the practical elimination of all individual

effort.

More than one million tons of marine shipping

have been booked by German shipbuilding con-

cerns during the war. Subsidies are to be con-

tinued and the routing and loading of all German

vessels are to be placed under the absolute control

of the German government.

The Imperial Industry of Economics was created

on April 1st, 1917, to bring together all Germany's

social and economic problems under one head for

what is known in Germany as the "transitional"

period after the war.

From the evidence on hand, it is clear that_ Ger-

many intends to restrict her import of practically

everything but raw materials, pool her production

and direct her entire energies to restoring her ex-

port trade.

In seeking new markets for American goods we

shall have an abundance of competition. But if

we recognize the opportunity that now is ours, if

we take" advantage of the possibilities that now-

open before us, we can be in a position to defy this

competition and to make America one of the fore-

most exporting countries of the world.

In the first place, we have the money to finance

our foreign operations. Today we are the world's

senior creditor nation. In the second place, we

have, in the Federal Reserve Act, a credit machin-

ery which gives the American manufacturer the

means of competing upon equal terms_ with the

manufacturer of any other country. Finally, for

the first time since the iron ships of Great Britain

drove the American clipper fleet from the seas,

we now have in great measure, and will certainly

have within a very short time, a merchant marine

which can carry American products in American

bottoms to the four corners of the globe. The

rest is up to the American salesman, and with the

equal opportunity that is now afforded him, and

with proper organization behind him, the American

salesman, as we know him, can walk away from

any salesman in the world.

There is one other thought I would leave with

you. To prosecute this war, we have built and

are still building in Washington a great co-opera-

tive machinery. We have attempted to gather the

best brains and initiative of the country for a com-

mon effort in winning the war.

When the war is over, the machine which has

been constructed with so much labor should not

be permitted to disappear. What will have proved

a tremendous engine of war may well become a

powerful instrument for the nation's peaceful pro-

gress. And I know no better use to which the

nation may place the trained and co-ordinated in-

strument it now is shaping than to employ it in

assisting in the development of the nation's ex-

port trade.

With private manufacturers and governmental

agencies working in patriotic harmony, the way

should be easy. Where the nation's prosperity is

at stake there is room for the united service of

every American.



Oriental Oils at Seattle

SEATTLE today possesses the largest veg-
etable oil terminal facilities in America, and
the plants of the East Waterway Dock «S;

Warehouse Company are being rapidly ex-
panded to meet the requirements of the phenom-
enal increase in the iniixirtation of the oriental
oils each month.
Today the East Waterway Dock lK; Warehouse

Company possesses, or has in course of construc-
tion 32 storage tanks with a capacity of 7,000,000
gallons of oil. This company is a subsidiary com-
pany of Rogers Brown & Company, importers of
oriental oils. The dock and warehouse are situ-
ated on Harbor Island, Seattle. The dimensions
of the dock are 1,100 feet by 125 feet. Two ware-
houses 600 by 100 feet are in the process of con-
struction, with a total capacity of 20,000 tons.
Immediately adjoining the property of the East

^Vaterway Dock & Warehouse Company, Swift &
Company have erected five steel storage tanks of
3,000 barrels capacity each, and other large eastern
houses are considering the erection of tanks for
the storage of their oil. In addition to the tank
storage the company has space for 1,000,000 cases
of 10 gallons each in open storage, and are now
figuring on further warehouses.
The dock company is making a specialty of

handling oil cargoes, either in bulk or packages.
The company started construction February 2bth,
and within four months have taken delivery of
over one-half of the oil which arrived on the' Pa-
cific Coast during the past year. The com])any
now has facilities for loading 48 tank cars at one
time and when their facilities are completed they
will be able to discharge bulk steamers at the rate

of 1,000 tons per hour. No other terminal in

America, according to foreign trade experts, has

ever come within striking distance of the record

of the East Waterway Dock & \\'arehouse Com-
pany, I if which Mr. C. Rogers Brown is president.

The terminal is believed to be the greatest vege-

table and bean oil terminal in the world. Xo one
in the trans-Pacific trade has ever heard of any

other terminal of tlie kind that challenges com-
parison with it.

The dock company recently handled a 12,000-ton
bulk shipment from the Orient, the first of the
kind ever brought to the Coast. This shipment
left Seattle in a series of trainloads, numbering an
even dozen.
The vegetable and bean oils are imported for

the manufacture of soap, also for edible and other
purposes.
The East Waterway Dock & Warehouse Com-

pany was organized by Air. C. Rogers Brown and
associates last year. The site covers ten acres.
The tremendous concentration of shipments at the
present time at the Harbor Island terminal con-
sist chiefly of soya bean oil, cocoanut oil, and pea-
nut oil

; also large shipments of rapeseed and more
expensive oils.

There is also considerable oriental fish oil which
is beginning to arrive at Seattle in increased (|uan-
tities.

In handling bulk shipments brought in bv tank
carriers, the system installed by the Harbor "island
terminal operates with a despatch and eflficiency
unequaled in any other port. The tank carrier tie's

up at the dock and there a powerful suction hose
is run from the ship's tank to the mouth of an
eight-inch pipe line more than 250 feet long. The
pipe line empties into the tanks and also inito addi-
tional pipe lines, which are built over railroad
tracks, where the oil is poured into tank cars. The
distribution of oil is controlled by valves. With
this system the oil can be pumped from the steam-
ship into both the storage tanks and the railroad

tank cars at the same time. It can also be shut

off from the cars and diverted whollv into the

storage tanks, or vica versa. There are five dif-

ferent railroad tracks, with a capacity of forty-

eight tank cars. The oil can be shut off from any
storage tank or from any car. The svstem can
confine the flow of oil to one car, or can turn the

oil into all of the storage tanks and all the tank
cars simultaneously. This system was designed
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PURCHASING AGENTS

FOR EXPORT ONLY

TV.X years nf successful pur-

chasiui;- experience fur l\ail-

\va\s. Shipyards. .Mills ami

Mercantile llduses.

.\iuericati and ( )rieutal com-

mercial and liank references.

We also quote C. I. F. prices

GUY T. SLAUGHTER & CO.

EXPORTERS AND
IMPORTERS

234 PINE STREET SAN FRANCISCO

All Standard Codes Used

Cable Address: SLAUT. San Francisco

Telephone Sutter 4805

UNITED COMMERCIAL COMPANY
EXPORTERS

MACHINERY
FACTORY AND R. R. EQUIPMENT

RELAYING STEEL RAILS

TIES AND TIMBERS

WAREHOUSE AND YARD, SOUTH SAN HRANCISCO

OFFICE:
901 AMERICAN NATIONAL BANK BUILDING

SAN FRANCISCO

AXELSON
LATHES

AXKI.SOX 16 and 18-incli-

II E A V V D U T V ci u i c

change gear LATHES are

distinguished for ACCUR-
ACY and RIGIDITY, two
vast essentials of a good, re-

liable lathe. Send for booklet.

Axelson Machine Co.
Dept. MV. LOS ANGELES, CALIF.

THOS. ROLPH H. B. MILLS

ROLPH, MILLS & CO.
San Francisco

GENERAL
SHIPPING AND COMMISSION

MERCHANTS
Cable Address

"PATNOBLE"
All Standard Codes Used

liR.WCII OFFICES

SEATTLE LOS ANGELES PORTLAND. ORE.

CHICAGO NEW YORK

C. A. WATTS
CONSULTING ENGINEER

24 CALIFORNIA STREET SAN FRANCISCO

OLIVER J. OLSON & CO.

1 Drumm St. at Market, San Francisco

AGENTS

Str. Westerner Str. Virginia Olson

Str. Florence Olson Sch. Annie Larsen

Portland Office: NORTHWESTERN BANK BLDG.
K

STEAMSHIP AGENTS
AND

SHIP BROKERS
WHOLESALE LUMBER

CARGO and CAR SHIPPERS
,os Angeles Office: VAN NUYS BUILDING

PLEASE MENTION THE PACIFIC MARINE REVIEW WHEN YOU WRITE
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unloading her vegetable the plant of Roge and Company. Se

by .Air. James K brown, consulting engineer, and mission, is general manager of the dock company,
mstalled under ^Ir. Brown's direction. The prominence of the East Waterway Dock &

Ihe oriental oil movement is receiving a vigor- Warehouse Company has placed Seattle in a posi-
ous impetus and Rogers Brown &: Company have tion which has excited favorable comment and at-
taken an active part in its importation. Mr. Geo. tention not only in this country, but throuohout
B. Cireen, formerly connected with the port c(Jin- the Orient. '^

Import and Export Trade Notes

OLIVER J. ULSOX & COMPANY, recently
received advices of the loss of the schooner
"Annie Larsen" in the South Seas, having
been wrecked on Maiden Island. This firm

is now agent for the steamers "Westerner" and
"Florence Olson". The "Virginia Olson", recently
sold to the French government, has been twice tor-
pedoed in French waters, but is still in active ser-
vice, a splendid testimonial to the f|ualities of the
Western-built wooden ship.

Within the last month several sailers arrived at
San Francisco, bringing grain from Australia, and
found plenty of freight for the return voyage.
These, together with the ships sent by the govern-
ment, have aided very materially in" clearing up
a large part of the freight which' has accumulated
in this port, for .\ustralia.

The government has established a rate of $32.50

per ton on these sailers, under control of the
United States Shipping Board. Steamer space for
Australia and New Zealand continues to be booked
far in advance.

Space for Singapore, Shanghai and Hongkong is

still e.xceedingly hard to obtain, and booked well
in advance. The rate remains the same as last
quoted. The addition of the Matson steamers,
"Maona" and "Lurline", on the run to Manila, will
aid greatly in reducing the large (|uantities of ac-
cumulated freight for that port. The government
has made a rate of $25.00 per ton to Manila on all

steamers under control of the Shipping I'.oard.

Due to the subsidence of the submarine menace
on the East Ccjast, insurance rates have eased off
to some extent on vessels bound for the West In-
dies and South America. Rates for the west coast
of South America are now quoted at 2 per ecnt

K. 1 t sap Avenue

East V/aterwav
=» h N-^-^

Seattle Harbo'

ehouses and oil terminal of the East Waterway Dock and Wa

Docks, War.ehou5E3,Oil TERjvAihfAL.
East ^VATtR.wAY Dock 8,NAMR.tHoust Company.
SE-ATTUE V/ASHINGTON . J UNt 6 , 1918.

Out Inch t.Qv/ALa CNt- H^wpR.^D rt-e-x.

Company. Seattle
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for neutrals and I'j piT cent for arnu-il 1)cllii;cr-

ents, a reduction of about 'A per cent in each case.

For the East Coast, a similar reduction has been

made for outward and inward voyat^es, quotations

being- 2 per cent for neutrals and 1 per cent for bel-

ligerents to lira/.il, while outward rates to the River

pTatte are 2 per cent and Ij/^ per cent for neutrals

and belligerents respectively. For the West Indies

and the "north coast of South America, prevailing

rates are 1K> l^er cent and 1 per cent. Trans-At-

lantic rates, however, remain unchanged, those to

the L'nited Kingdom and Havre being 4 per cent

for neutrals and'2>4 per cent for armed belligerents.

The Tacitic war risk rates are, for Australia, y^

Tjcr cent; Orient, not beyond Hongkong, l-n per

cent: beyond Hongkong but not beyond Bombay,

j4 per cent. The marine rates are about as fol-

lows, on first-class steamers: Australia, >1 to fs

per cent: Japan, 40 cents: China, "^ per cent: In-

dia, M per cent, and Dutch Indies or Straits Set-

tlements are 65 cents.

Hereafter no licenses for the importation oi

broken cocoanut meat which is shredded, desic-

cated or prepared (otherwise known as Ceylon

Copra), will be issued except for ocean shipment

on or before June 30, 1918.

Licenses for the importation of a limited amount

of copra (cocoanut meat broken, not shredded, des-

iccated or prepared), will be issued for shipment

after June 30, 1918, from Australasia, the East In-

dies the West Indies, Central America and Mexico

The amount of copra permitted to be licensed

will be allocated by the Bureau of Imports in ac-

cordance with suggestions made by the United

States Food Administration.

LABOR COMPETITION DISAPPROVED
The War Industries Board has adopted the fol-

lowing resolution :

"First that the practice of manufacturers using

competitive peace-time methods in the procurement

of labor, resulting in the withdrawal of labor Irom

war industries, is"^ strongly disapproved, and hence-

forth this Board, through its Priorities Division,

will in proper cases withhold priority assistance

from employers who persist in pursuing such

methods."

Underlying Principles:

(a) Tliat, in time of war, all the labor resources

of the country should constitute a common supply

for the benefit of all industries connected with the

(d) •Ihal recruiting of labor for war work

should be .so conducte.l as not lo take men away

from employers doing war work, from the railroads

or farms.

(e) That the central agency must have accur-

ate information as to the total demands for labor

in all war industries and the location and charac-

ter of such demands.

(f) That a concerted national effort should l)e

made to secure all the men needed for war work,

at whatever cost.
, , , , ,

(g) That movements of labor should be made

from places as near as possible to the demand.

(h) That competitive increases in wages should

be ])revented and the rates of wages in war work

stabilized so far as possible.

Scope of the New Plan

The program will be expanded to cover recruit-

ing skilled labor, of which the supply is less than

the demand, and "hiring at the gate" when and

where the Employment Service shall have suffi-

cient branch offices to maintain this work :
but it

will applv to non-war only in case competitive re-

cruiting by em])lovers in such work proves in-

jurious to war industries. In the meantime em-

ployers are permitted to do their own recruiting of

skilled labor except as forbidden by the following

restrictions, which apply to employers engaged m
non-war work as well as war industries:

(a) No solicitation in any way, direct or indi-

rect, by advertising superior inducements or other-

wise, of men already employed in other war work.

(b) No advertising should be done except with

the authorization of the local representative of the

United States Employment Service.

(c) Not to advance, pay or arrange for inter-

state transportation of labor, except through the

agency or with the consent of the L'nited States

Employment Service.

Restrictions on Employers

Employers not engaged in war work are not per-

mitted to take labor from the Government or em-

ployers engaged in war work. The central recruit-

ing progra'm does not yet apply to women work-

ers, nor to those engaged in war wiirk if their

maximum force is less than 100 men.

Employers are not restricted in their choice of

the men recruited for them by the United States

Employment Service. They can exercise choice

either 'at the plant when the men are sent there

or preferably by arrangements with the State di-

rector at the office where labor is recruited.

(b) That all industries not directly connected

with the conduct of the war should contribute

their equitable share of the labor which is needed

by war industries, so that such work may at all

times be fully manned.

(c) An equitable distrilnition of the contribu-

tions required from non-war industries for war

work and a proper distribution of available sup-

plies of labor among the war industries, according

to their relative needs, can be secured only when

conducted bv a central agency. Such an ag-ency,

as stated bv the President, must "have sole direc-

tion of all' recruiting of civilian workers in war

work," and further, in "taking over this great re-

sponsibility, must at the same time have power

to assure 'to essential industry an adec|uate sup-

ply of labor, even to the extent of withdrawing

workers from non-essential production.

WANTED—Men and Women Sales Agents every-

where, to sell on commission to wdiolesalers, re-

tailer.s' and consumers Horst's perfected process

Dried California Vegetables. No waste or work

in preparation. Everybody buys and repeats or-

ders. Wonderful opportunity for live sales

agents. Address, E. Clemens Horst Co., Dept.

B, San Francisco.

S. L. KREIDER
Exports SHIPPING Imports

Purchasing for Export Trade
Pacific Electric Buildine

Los Angeles California
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AU Codes

MACHINERY
Machine Tools Shop Equipment

Electric Cranes

Shipyard Tools
Plate Shop Tools
Boiler Shop Tools
Heavy Lathes
Heavy Turret Lathes
Screvi^ Machines and Turret Lathes
Boring and Turning Mills

Automatic Machinery
Grinding Machinery
Slotters

Milling Machines
Cold Saws
Rivet and Forging Machines
Punches and Shears
Steam Hammers
High Speed Steel Reamers and Cutters
High Speed Steel Twist Drills

LOUIS G. HENES
Title Insurance Bldg.

Los Angeles

Monadnock Bldg.

San Francisco

nUCOMMUM
U SINCE 1849l\

METALS
In Stock for Immediate Delivery

BRASS—COPPER—BRONZE
Sheets. Rods. Tubes, Wire'-

GENUINE TOBIN BRONZE RODS
Wl'LDl.VC WiRK.S ami R( )i:).S

COLD ROLLED STEEL
R'HiiKls. .Squares. Flats. Hexagons. Sheets

SHELBY SEAMLESS STEEL TUBES

COXDENSER TUBES. FERRULES
and CIRCT.KS

Ducommun Hardware Company
SAX FR.VXCISCO LOS AXCJELES
656 to 666 Townseiul St. 219 to 235 Central .\ve.

BRASS BRONZE

Rods, Tubes and Sheets

Machinists' and Engineers' Supplies

C. W. MARWEDEL
76-80 FIRST STREET ^'*'*^^ '"^

COPPER

iraae mark

SAN FRANCISCO

Howard W. Bray
Iron Pipe—Steel Rail—Galvanized Sheets

CENTRAL BANK BUILDING OAKLAND, CAL.

PLEASE MENTION THE PACIFIC MARINE REVIEW WHEN YOU WRITE
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THE tcjtal amount of war steel miw ordered

by the government and undelivered, or about
ready for ordering, is in the neighborhood of

20,000,000 net tons. Most of this material is

required for early deli\'ery. The tonnage of course
refers only to the certificates and priorities, not to

the preference list recently established, and that

list will inxolve a very large tonnage.

Pig Iron: Shipments of surplus pig iron, if there

are any, must have the written approval of the War
Industries Board. ' A general survey of the pig
iron trade is now under way and after this is com-
pleted officials will be in a position to state ap-
proximately what will be required for war needs.

Inquiry is heavy, but sales are few.

Plates: Practically the only export business
placed during the past month has been the allot-

ment for the Japanese government in return for

its ships. Under the new ruling the government
has commandeered almost the entire output of

plates.

Billets : The demand for billets continues, but,

as in the balance of the iron and steel market, the
only sales are for government work.

Bars: Bar iron is not included in the War In-

dustries Board's resolution, but the mills are hav-
ing extreme difficulty in making shipments for

other than government work because of the neces-

sity of obtaining railroad permits.

Structural Shapes : All the fabricating shops are

busy with government orders, especially for the
shipyards. Any lots which are ofTered occasionally

are immediately sold.

Galvanized and Black Sheets : We have nothing
new to report except that the output of the sheet

mills is being restricted, to sumc extent, by the
shortage of sheet bars. It is rumored that llie gov-
ernment is contemplating placing some large black
and Corrugated sheet orders. The mills are abso-
lutely refusing to take orders unless b\ pri(_)rity

certificates.

Brass and Copijer Tubing: ^^lost of the pro-
ducers are consideralsly behind in their deliveries
cpf brass and copper, which naturally holds up man-
ufacturers nf tubing. \t the same time the de-

mand for Ijrass and cojjper products continues. All
ipiotations made by the factories are with the un-
derstanding that the government price will apply
at time of shipment.

Steel Boiler Tubes: The mills are sold up for

nujuths in advance, practically all of the orders
being for government work, and there is a great
shortage in the supply of seamless steel tubing.
( )ne iif the leading mills is said to have a good
part of its next year's output already under gov-
ernment contract.

Wire Roi)e : Wire rope also comes under the
new ruling made by the AN'ar Industries Board,
and no new orders will be taken on unless for gov-
ernment work.

Steel Rails : Quite a number of the rail mills

are devoting their entire resources to the produc-
tion of shell bars, and those which are rolling rails

are heavily booked.
Bolts and Xuts : The shortage in the supply of

steel and labor is restricting the output of bolts

and nuts to a large extent. The demand is very
heavy, especially for government work. Up to the
present time, however, no government priority cer-

tificates are necessary.

Steel manufacturers throughout the United States
have been instructed by the government to furnish
no more steel to any consumer except where it can
be shown that it is to be used under one of the
following classifications:

1. United States Government Orders.
2. Railroad Business.
3. Coal Mining Business.
4. Steel Manufacturing Business.
5. Manufacturers of Food Products.
A resolution provides for weekly reports stating

whether the products shipped during the week
were for war or commercial account. For some
weeks past these reports have been retpiested on
pig iron and steel plates, on which the shortage
is most acute.

Manufacturers of tubing are obliged to make bi-

monthly statements showing for which of the fol-

lowing classes the tubes were furnished

:

1. Emergency Fleet Corporation.

2. Xa\'y Department.

3. W ar Department.

4. Allied Governments.
.T. Other Government \\'ork.

It is quite apparent that there will not be very
much iron and steel on the open market for some
time to come.

Stationary—ENG I N ES

—

Marine

50 H.P.-500 H.P.
FUEL OIL. DISTILLATE. GAS. KEROSENE

For Quick Delivery

A. H. COX & CO., Inc.
SEATTLE WASH.



Engineers, Shipbuilders and Others

OM- "t tlic recent appointments u> a hi-1
l"-'siti..n m the shipbuilding field that has
anmsed a -reat deal of gratification amont^
niar.ne en,<nieers is the selection of .Mr

Luther D. Lovekin as a vice-president of the \ni-encan International Shipbuilding Corporation atHog- Island, Philadelphia. .Mr. Lovekin is a nia-
ruie fnt^ineer of the highest repute, as well as the
onguiator of several widely used machines and
improvements ni steam generating plants and en-
gnies. His first prominent connection with ship-
building interests occurred some eighteen vears
ago when he became chief draughtsman of the
\\.ll.am Cramp & Son Ship & Engine IJuildin,Company of Philadelphia. .Mr. Lovekin then joined
the newly formed .Vew York Shipbuilding Com-pany of Camden, New Jersey, as chief engineerAbout one year ago Mr. Lovekin was appointed t.i
fie position ol consulting engineer of the .American
International Shipbuilding Corporation, an<l it wasfrom this position that he was advanced in a vice-
presidency of\he concern.

S ^7^Sv^'^"•
P''?'dent of the Williamette fn.n

cV Steel Works, who was in the Last for a fewweeks, spending part of his time at Philadelphia
where an agency has been establishe.l, in charge
ot Marry Humphreys, former manager of the boiler
department, has returned.
Emergency Fleet Corporation officials of Seattle

Cant.r7i'"^ P,"-''
''"''"S" ^'^^ '"""th included

Captain John F. Blain, supervisor of steel construc-
tion m the \orthwe.st: Captain W. A. Magee incharge of wooclen construction in the State' of
J\ashington: D. M. Callis, assistant to Captain
Blain and L. U. Egbert, traveling inspector.

'

fh^v\ '"^ '"^Pe<^ted turbine engine plants in

cuL^r, r S"n'n"-''
''''^'^ representatives of other

districts, Fred B. Pape, assistant supervisor of steel

Port In?'T
'" "'^ ^;orthwest, headquarters atfortland, has returned. In his absence HenrvCave formerly marine superintendent f.ir the \ortfi

Pacific Steamship Company, was in charge of
tlie work. '^

.Joseph Supple, i.ioneer boatbuilder and seniormember of the Supple-liallin Shipbuilding Corpo-
ation unt. his retirement several weeks ago, when
he disposed of his stock to George C. W. Low ofNew York, and Daniel Martin, president of the
Hes.se-Martin Iron Works, is back after an auto-
mobile tour through .\orthern California
During part of July, H. T. Whigham of London,

European representative of the United States Steel
Corporation, was in Portland. He is on a vacation
a ter having spent several years on the ,^her side
of the .Atlantic.

Arthur A. Isbell, whose photograph is rei)roduced
lierevvith, has just taken over the duties of division
.superintendent for the Marconi Wireless TelegraphCompany of America, succeeding Mr. George SUeSousa, who goes to the executive offices ,',f thecompany in .\ew York.
While Mr. Isbell comes here from the .\eu Wnk

headquarters of the Marconi, he needs no intro-
duction to the Pacific Coast, as he spent eleven
years in the wireless .service along the Pacific He
first came out as operator on the steamer "Presi-
dent the first wireless ship, making the trip to
accept th.. managership of the old .\Iassie Wireless

iekyraph Company. .Mr. Isbell recentlv spent
fourteen months doing special radio work a't Wash-mgton for the Bureau of Steam Engineering C
S. .\a\y. ^^ >-

Mr i.sbeirs return to the i'acific Coast enableslum to resume pleasant and close relations with agreat ntimber of men in shipping circles from Se-
attle to San Diego whom he counts as his friends

ew Division Superintendent for the
Telegraph Company of America.

Several changes in rank and oft'icial duties of the
officers in the local t.ft-ices of the United States
Shipping Board went into effect a few days ago.
A. J. i^rey, formerly district supervisor, is desig-

nated assistant district manager.
Robert L. Hague, formerly of the engineerinsr

department of the Standard Oil Company, is ap^
pointed and designated assistant in charge of steel
siiip construction.

r. L. Tomlinson, formerly district supervisor is
designated assistant in charge of w.u.d ship con-
struction., '

P. J. Chapman, formerly a.ssistant district super-
visor, becomes a.ssistant to the assistant in charge
ot wood ship construction.
A general order from Charles Piez, vice-president

"I he hoard, has been received defining the powers
an,l jurisdiction of the <listrict which has been en-
larged to include sui)ervision of concrete ships pro-
jec ed by the San Francisco Shipbuikling Company
and the Scoheld Engineering Company of San
Jiego, I he order gives District .Manager Pills-

I'liry juris.liction and supervision over all'shipvards
and plants m the district holding Emergency Fleet
Corporation contracts. He is given discretionary
anth,,rity in matters relating to the cuitinuance o'r
cessation ot work.



Convention of Leading Hoist Manufacturers

THE Electric Hoist Maiuilacturcr>
Association held its June meeting
at iMontour Falls, New York,

where the members of the association

were the gnests ot the Shepard Elec-

tric Crane & Hoist Company, Twen-
ty-two members were present, repre-

senting the following eight companies:

The Brown Hoisting Machinery
Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

The Detroit Hoist & Machine Co..

Detroit, Mich.

The Euclid Crane & Hoist Co..

Euclid. Ohio.

The Link Belt Co.. Xicetown. Pa.

The Roeper Crane & Hoist Works,
Reading, Pa.

The Shephard Electric Crane S:

Hoist Co., Montour Falls, X. V.

The Sprague Electric Works, Xew
York City.

The Yale & Towne Manufacturing
Co , X'ew Y'ork City.

The general topic of the meeting-

was war service and the general dis-

cussion was directed along the lines

for co-ordinating the experience and
facilities of the electric hoist manu-
facturers to be of the most direct and
efficient service to the government
for war requirements. 1 he electric

hoist manufacturers are heavily book-
ed up on government orders lor wai
purposes and the problem of securing
raw material sufficiently in advance
to properly meet government require-

ments, has become a critical one. The
concensus of opinion of the electric

hoist manufacturers is that the gov-
ernment orders for war purposes
should take precedence over all other
orders, and if war requirements call

lor the complete output ol all ol the

manufacturers of electric hoists, it

will be desirable to refuse all other
Inisiness.

The most instructing and interest-

ing event of the meeting was a de-

taUed insDection of the plant of the

Shepard Electric Crane & Hoist Co.,

covering design, manufacturing, shop
costs, testing, technical history of in-

stallations and welfare work.

The visiting members of the .Asso-

ciation were delightfully surprised by
the program of entertainment which
had been prepared by the Shepard
Electric Crane & Hoist Co., to take

place after the regular business meet-
ing. The program consisted of lunch-
eon at Glen Springs in Watkins. au-

tomobile trips to Ithaca and dinner at

the new Ithaca Hotel, followed the
nc.\t morning by an automobile trip

from Watkins to Keuka Park via

Tyrone. Keuka Landing and Penn-
Yan, with a noon fish dinner at Al-
leys Inn, Keuka Park. .\t 1 ;30 p. m
the part}- left in autornobiles for Dres-
( en, Geneva and Valois, arriving at

the latter place on Seneca Lake at

4 p. m., where preparations had been
made for the party to enjoy trout
fishing and motor boating. At 7:30

p. m. the guests sat down to a chick-
en dinner at the Sagoewatha Inn.

.At 9:30 p. m. the party left in auto-
mobiles for Montour Falls after en-
inving for a day and a half the most
charming hospitality of the Shepard
Electric Crane & Hoist Co.

The visiting members were tre-

n-iendously impressed by the frank
and open manner in which the offi-

cials of the Shepard Electric Crane

& Hoist Co. opened their entire plant

to the visiting con-ipetitors. This ex-
perience is unparalleled in the history
of electric hoist manufacturers.

A distinct loss was felt by the

members in that the secretary-treas-
urer, Mr. R. T. Turner, could not
have been present, as he had been
suddenly called to the colors of his

countr}'.

HOT DIP GALVANIZING IN
SEATTLE

The Pacific Metal & Galvanizing
Company of Seattle was started to

meet the demand for hot dip gal-
vanizing, created by the shipbuilding
program of the allies and neutral
countries.

Originally, the plant, located at 2-

4-6-8 Hanford street, Seattle, was a

single kettle one

—

sufllciently large,

however, to meet all the den-iands

then placed upon it.

The entrance of our Government
into the great world war, with the

quickly following increase of the

shipbuilding program, produced an

enormous additional demand upon

all industry allied or subsidiary to the

building of ships.

Realizing the importance of pre-

paredness, the Pacific Metal & Gal-

vanizing Company enlarged their

plant by adding a second complete

hot dip galvanizing equipment, which

was almost immediately followed by

a third.

Best Steel Casting Company
Incorporated

STEEL CASTINGS
BEST Castings HOBART BUILDING, SAN FRANCISCO
Are Cleati, Sound and

True to Pattern.
WORKS: OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA

Converter Process

Castings Up to

5,000 Lbs. Each.
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l1 and Galvanizing Co

Our illustrations gi\e an idea of

the size of the plant and of the
work ganvanized; a visit shows a

large, well - lighted, well - ventilated
building—an equipment that is mod-
ern and replete with labor-saving de-
vices—carloads of bars, drift bolts,
spikes, clinch rings are handled eas-
ily: miscellaneous forgings, castings,
etc.. are loaded on boats, and all

work conveyed into pickling tanks
by overhead cranes, through the gal-
vanizing kettles by monorails and
thence on other cranes and convey-
ors to cars or trucks, as desired.
The visitor sees pipes, with every

variety of bends, galvanized; cast-
ings galvanized as smoothly as lathe
work and bright as new silver: nails
and brads, wood screws, with slots
and threads, as smooth as when they
came from the screw machine: thread-
ed work (bolts and nuts), threaded
cast iron flanges, and threaded pipe

galvanized so that the threads retain

their symmetry.
A specialty of this plant is the gal-

vanizing of iron and steel castings,

and of brads, nails, screws, etc.,

bringing to this class of work a per-
fection long demanded by the trade,

but hitherto not furnished by any
hot dip galvanizing plant on the
coast.

Though today the Pacific Metal &
Galvanizing Company has the largest
hot dip galvanizing plant on the
Pacific Coast, tliey are preparing a

further expansion to meet whatever
demands the shipbuilding industry of
the Northwest may make upon them.
Their past indicates their ability;

their sincerity and earnestness create
a feeling of security that their future
will be one of e.xpansion; greater ser-

vice, adequate service, the best of
service, to those who would be
served.

Exhaust Type of Skip Ventilators

WE are presenting cuts of the
Keane Patent Exhaust Ship
Ventilator, which has recently

been approved by the U. S. Shipping
Board in Washington, and is now be-
ing installed on the Hough type ves-
sels now building for the Emergency
Fleet Corporation by the Kruse &
Banks Shipbuilding Co. at Xortli
Bend, Oregon.

The owners of this patent, E. M.
and Eugene H. Simpson, of San
Francisco, have had tests of their
ventilator made at the Aerodynamic
Laboratory of Stanford University,
which have demonstrated that wheth-
er the wind strikes the "Keane" either
square or at an angle, the dravvin.n
power is the same, which cannot lie

said of a cowl or any other ventilator
now on the market.

The actual test on a 14 incli ven-
tilator with a 25 mile wind striking
it at an angle of 45 showed an ex-
haust of 736 cubic feet per minute.
or 44.160 cubic feet per hour. Tn
other words, 1-14 inch Keane \cnli-
lator would change the air in an
empty hold 55 feet by 40 feet by 20
feet, once every hour; but. of course,
we cannot always figure on having a

25 mile breeze, but taking 10 miles
as an average, the same ventilatorA group

will exhaust 18.000 cubic feet per
hour.

The construction of the Keane
ventilator (which is stationary) is ex-
tremely simple, and its powerful ex-

haust is caused by the wind rushing
by the deflector plates, thus ciusing

a partial vacuum in the body of the
vent, which is immediately filled by
the air or gases rushing up from the
hold or other space to be ventilated.

The French Government is equip-
ping the 20 vessels now building by
the Foundation Co. of New York at

Portland with Keane ventilators, rec-

ognizing the fact that they have se-

cured a perfect uptake ventilator.

From the many testimonials at

hand from ship owners, masters and
marine surveyors and engineers, the
Keane has evidently proved its worth
on hundreds of vessels, especially
those in the sugar, coal, copra and
lumber trade, as it absolutely pre-
vents sweating of sugar and food-
stufifs or heating of coal and copra
cargoes, thus doing away with the
one big dread— fire from spontaneous
combustion.

l^or case oil cargoes, when there is

always a leakage, the Keane will not
only carry away the gases, but can
be made proof against any back fir-

ing by covering the outlets with a

60 mesh brass wire screen. This, of

course, would reduce the efficiency of

the ventilator to a certain degree,
which can be overcome by increas-
ing the sizes used.

In every respect, the Keane is fool-

proof, as it is impossible to acci-

dently drop lighted cigars or matches
down into the hold as one might eas-
ily do with a cowl.

.Although the old Keane ventilator
has been in use for the past si.xteen

years, it has never had an equal, and
the new improved Keane, on which
patents are now pending, is rapidly
gaining in favor with the ship own-
ers, since the recent activities in

building, and it bids fair to known in

every port where an American bot-
tom goes.

.All captains and owners who have
ever sailed vvitli a Keane are loud in

their praises of its efficiency, and the
good, clean conditions their cargoes
invariably came out in, claiming this

make of ventilator more than pays
for itself on each trip.

BUSINESS PERSONAL
W. H. Callan, general manage

plants, and W. P. Prcssinger,
eral manager of sales, have
elected vice-presidents of the
cago Pneumatic Tool Conip.-m)

r of
gen-
heen
Chi-

Patent Exhaust Ship Ventilators
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Galvanizing pipe at the plant

The li>t of pulilications put out b\-

the l'"iieman's l''uii(l Insurance Com-
pany for the benefit of its agents and
the insuring public is unusually com-
prehensive and consists of the fol-

lowing: Fireman's Fund Record, a

magazine for the company's agents;
Automobile Tour Book of California;

Fireman's Fund 1918 Register of Ves-
sels; Tractor Rate Folder; Annual
Calendar; folder containing rules

and regulations governing the en-

trance of automobiles and motorcy-
cles into the Yosemite; and an "Army
and Xavy Insignia" folder.

WHITE BROS.' BULLETIN NUM-
BER TEN

In tliis bulletin we are taking the

liberty to quote from an editorial of

the "Hardwood Record" of Chicago,
under date of June 25th, 1918. This
editorial describes the condition of

the hardwood market as brought out

at the convention of the National
Hardwood Lumber .Association held

at the Congress Hotel, Chicago, June
21st and 22nd:

".\s it is today, the unanimous pro-
nouncement is that hardwood lumber
is sold up, that prices are governed
merely by ability to furnish stock,

that there is not the slightest chance
of production over-topping demand.
The situation might be best described
by the statement that very few hard-

wood men today would be willing to

sell stock that they did iiol have act-

ually bou.ght. The significance of this

description lies in the fact that prices

climb so rapidly that it would not be
safe to sell at a certain ligure with-

out knowing definitely that the mate-
rial sold could be purchased at a fig-

ure leaving room for a reasonable
profit. It is so difficidt to locate any
quantities of salable material in al-

most any line that in the length of

time necessary to locate stock with
which to cover an order, it is likely

that the price would have climbed to

such an c.Ntcnt that the delivery would
be made at an actual loss."

These are the conditions in the

East today; prices have jumijed out

of sight in certain lines; quartered
oak is more scarce than it has ever
been in the history of the business,

and a rise in the retail price on tlie

Pacific Coast of five or si.x cents a

foot is imminent. Plain oak, asii and
poplar are also due for a very de-

cided advance, and that very shortly.
'] he two raises in freight rates, with-
in the last several months, have placed
an additional burden on the cost of

hardwood to Pacific Coast cimsumers.

Owing to the scarcity of dry stocks

and the unsteadiness of prices, it is

advisable for all users to take ad-

vantage immediately of any material

they can lipcale.

The truly wonderful achievements

of our gu\crnnicnt in the prosecution

of the war, in the way of getting our

boys over, building ships, airplanes

and munitions, have shown the world

what Uncle Sam can do when he gets

into his stride. The L'liiteil States is

the greatest nation in the world, in-

dustrially ;itid energetically, and we
are marching rapidly on to complete

victory.

A shipment of Loeb ship kn Shipbuilding pla

MIESS COPPER AND BRASS TUBES

Ilii^^MllBIB

SEATTLE MACHINE WORKS, Inc.

BUILDERS OF

Marine, Mining, Mill and Dredging
Machinery

GENERAL REPAIR WORK A SPECIALTY

Office and Plant

37 to 51 WEST LANDER STREET
On the East Waterway

SEATTLE, WASHINGTON
Res. Phone East 2339 Tel. Elliott 3960
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Plant of the P

LLOYD'S REGISTER OF AMER-
ICAN YACHTS, 1918

Condition* in England at the be-
ginning of 1915. after six months of
the great war, left no ground for

question as to the necessity for the
suspension of Lloyd's Register of

British and Continental Yachts; and
after continuous publication for 3iS

years the work was discontinued for

the duration of the war. When tlie

same question arose last fall in rela-

tion to the Register of American and
Canadian Yachts, the answer was not
so obvious, and after serious consid-
eration of the condition of .\merican
yachting at the end of last season,
and of the war outlook, it was de-
cided to issue the Register as usual
in 1918. Whether this was a wise
decision from a financial standpoint
for the publishers depends now upon
.American j-aclitsmcn and the yacht
clubs, but in any event yachting is

the gainer in the very complete rec-

ord which was sent out last month.
The new Register of .American

Yachts is identical with its prede-
cessors in all respects e.xcept in tlie

omission of the plates of flags, mak-
ing a somewhat thinner volume. The
I)rinting of the flag plates, usually
some 600 club burgees and the pri-

vate signals of some 2,000 yachtsmen,
is, under the most favorable condi-
tions, one of the serious nroblems
connected with the production of a
yacht register. The one process by
which satisfactory results can be ob-
tained is that of litlui.graiihy—print-
ing from stone—a seiuirate stone Ic-

in.g nece>sary for each color. In the
case of the Vacht Register, seven
sets of stones are used, and every
flag must be re-drawn on stone eacli

year. The process is not only slow,
necessitating the cummencement of

higlil}' undesirable in tlie present
state of yachting.

The compilation of the book has

been a matter of exceptional diffi-

culty this year; many yachts are un-

der Government ownership or con-

trol, and it is not permissible to pub-
lish definite information concerning
them. A large number of yachts

liave been sold for commercial pur-

poses, their new owners having no
interest whatever in yachting and
taking no trouble to answer inquiries

concerning them. Many yachtsmen,
both individual owners antl club offi-

cers, are in active service, and in-

quiries have failed to reach them, or

there has been no opportunity for a

reply. The new book, however, con-

tains the particulars of 3,490 yachts,

only 136 less than last year, though
building has practically stopped. The
usual complete particulars are given,

including much information as to new
engines, but in some cases it has

been necessary to omit the names
of owners. The list of clubs and as-

sociations includes 556 organizations,

only 27 less than last year.

shipyard

the work early in the year, but very
expensive, even in ordinary times;
the cost of such work today makes
it out of the question without an in-

crease of price, whicli is in itsell

There is the usual list of the own-
ers of all the yachts, with clubs, ae-
dresscs, etc.; a list of former names
of yachts and a list of signal letters.

The Trade Directory section has been
thoroughly revised and offers a com-
|)lete guide of all manufacturers and
dealers concerned in the production
of yachts and yacht supplies, from
the largest steam yacht down to a

nark plug. The book is published
by I^loyd's Register of Shioping, 17

Battery Place, New York, the prices

being $8.50 for the blue cloth edi-

li(ni and $7.00 for the plain canvas.

AIDING THE SHIPBUILDER
The shipyards in the Poi eland dis-

trict are being hacked up in their

efforts towards record production by
the good work being done by many
foundries and machine shops through-
out the Northwest, and among these
is the plant of the Peninsula Iron
Works at Portland. This concern en-

tered the foundry and machine shop
field some nine years ago and met
the great demand for marine work by
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VERY SPEEDY
AND

DUST-PROOF

The Heart of a Pneumatic Tool is the Main Valve upon the steady and

precise action of which depends the successful operation of the hammer.

The Cleveland Tubular Valve is actuated by live air in both directions

insuring a uniform supply of air at each stroke of the piston : The Cleve-

land Tubular Valve is short, light in weight, has solid walls free from

portholes from which breakage develops, and has unusually large bear-

ing surfaces. Cleveland construction overcomes ]'alvc breakage.

CLECO "Y" HOSE FITTINGS
ings are made in two types—"With Air Seated Shut-off Valve," and "Without
rpe is made with Male or Female Outlets and Inlets and all types interchange

iplings in sizes ^/4-in. to 3/^-in., inclusive. Especially adapted for Ship Yards.

LIGHT IN WEIGHT
AND

NO RECOIL

BOWES AIR HOSE COUPLINGS
OVER 1.500.000 IN GENERAL USE

The Bowes is instantly connected
or disconnected and air tight in

all pressures.

The Bowes is interchangeabl;
in sizes ^4-in<^h to 3,4.inch in-

clusive.

Cut Show CI CO Never Slip Clamps Attached to Bow( =

CLECO AIR SEATED VALVES
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THE CLEVELAND PNEUMATIC TOOL COMPANY
NEW YORK PHILADELPHIA CLEVELAND, OHIO PITTSBURGH CHICAGO

Clyde Equipment Co.
SEATTLE. WASH.

515 Mission St.

SAN FRANCISCO
Smith-Booth-Usher Company, Los Angeles

Clyde Equipment Co.
PORTLAND. ORE.

PLEASE MENTION THE PACIFIC MARINE REVIEW WHEN YOU WRITE
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Forward end of double reduction marine gear for Compound Turbines,

2,800 S. H. P., 3,600 to 90 R. P. M. including Kingsbury Thrust Bearings.

ORGANIZED ESPECIALLY

FOR MARINE WORK
We have provided and have in operation a large number of very

powerful, SPECIAL precision machines for producing HIGH SPEED
GEARS and gear cases FOR MARINE WORK.

Our exceptional facilities for handling Marine

work have enabled us to produce gears for this

field aggregating more than 600.000 H. P. and

we are now v/orking on contracts amounting to

over 2^ MILLION H. P.

THE FALK COMPANY
MILWAUKEE WISCONSIN, U. S. A.

M. p. FILLINGHAM
SOChurchSt., N. Y. City

F. W. GRIMWOOD
Rialto Bldg., San Francisco

W. O. BEYER
1024 Park Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa.

PLEASE MENTION THE PACIFIC MARINE REVIEW WHEN YOU WRITE
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cxpaiidinij; lliclr plant and adding l"

its e(|uipMicMt.

Situated adjacent to the Grant Smitli-

Porter Sliipbuikling Company, the

Peninsula Iron Works has been per-

forming a great deal of work for thai

concern and has aided materially Ji

the fine delivery records made at that

plant. At the present time about 95

per cent of the work turned out is

for marine purposes, the firm special-

izing in gray iron castings, cast iron

condenser shells, and in their machine
department turning out auxiliary deck
machinery and main engines.
At present tlie Peninsula Iron

Works is turning out from twelve to

fifteen tons of linished castings per
day and are contemplating further en-

largements to meet the growing de-
mand.
Those responsible for the splendid

showing made in the past few years
by this establishment are Mr. W. .\.

Bennett, president; Mr. A. Larrowe,
secretary and treasurer; Mr. L. .A.

Campbell, at the head of the foundry
department, and Mr. M. R. Morron,
plant superintendent.

BIG STEEL BARGES
On July Fourth part of the patri-

otic celebration of the Dravo Con-
tracting Compau}-, engineering works
department, was the launching at

their Neville Island yard of a 600-

ton steel barge.
To comply with President Wilson's

request, that as many launchings as

possible be made on the Fourth, work
was forced ahead until it was insured
that this boat would be the "Beat the

Kaiser" contribution of the Dravo
Company for the national showing
on that dav.

Launch of a large steel barge at the Neville I

Howexer, tliis is tlic third steel

barge to be launched at this yard

during the past three weeks.

Immediately after the launching,

the keel was laid for a stern wheel

tow boat (Warren Elsie) and another

record broken. It was just seven

minutes and forty seconds from the

start until the keel was laid. This

record was due to storage yard effi-

ciency, enhanced by the speedy use
of Dravo whirlers (machines design-

ed, built and standardized by Dravo
engineers for their own construction
work, and now sold commercially).
This company is building one more

600-ton barge and three additional

tow boats similar to the Warren E\-

sie, started July Fourth.

;land plant o{ the Dravo Contracting Company.

Within a week or two, on an or-

der for seven, maneuvers lioats for

the United States Government will

be launched for operation on the

Ohio River.

The barges built by the Dravo Con-

tracting Company, engineering works

department, are of the sealed air com-

partment type, with cargo decks

above the water line. The design

has proved its superior efficiency in

river work because of its added buoy-

ancy and eliminated danger to cargo

from small leaks in hull.

The plant covers an area of an acre

and has excellent shipping facilities,

having both rail and water connec-
tions.

Industrial Engineer

\\'ith succes.sful reciTi'd in plant lay-ont, reorganization and

administration probleni.s in a wide range of large industrial

plants completing service for Emergency Fleet Corporation in

connection with standardizing shipyard construction methods.

Available for consulting ser\'ice for Coast shipways and

shops on management and production problems. Competent

and practical service of this nature esi)ecially valuable to ex-

ecutives burdened with details of operating routine.

IVrite or wire "ENGINEER"

Care PACIFIC MARINE REVIEW, San Francisco.
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Westingkouse Brings Out Small Turbo-Generator Unit

,.9

C-firi^'i

H^^^p
A small turbo-generator set complete.

TODAY it is the duty of everyone

to do his utmost in winning the

war, and therefore no stone shouUl

be left unturned in obtaining a greater

production with the same numljer of

men. or the same production with

fewer men; and no waste in mate-

rial, time, nor money should be per-

mitted. To aid in furthering work
in many lines, the Westinghouse
Electric & Manufacturing Company
has recently produced a small turbo-

generator unit for direct current ser-

vice. This unit is designed for ten

kilowatts output, although a tempo-
rary load of approximately 12.5 kw.

may be obtained. A smaller unit of

8.S kw. gives a range of capacity

suitable not only for lighting work,

but also for the majority of electro-

ntagnet work.
Its range of capacity, its range of

operating conditions and its construc-

tion make this an admirable unit for

many uses. Among some of the

fields of service for which it is adapt-

able, some of the more prominent
are surface mining, where flood light-

ing for night work has come into

such general use. Its range of oper-

ating conditions (80 to 235 lbs. inlet,

and from zero to ten pounds back
pressure) make this a suitable unit

to install in oil refineries where it can

be used as a reducing valve between
sufficient light for his plant as a "by-

product" in his oil refinery.

Since the energy developed is di-

rect current, it is finding great favor

on steam locomotive cranes, where it

is used for lifting magnets. Today
locomotive cranes are in demand as

never before: and as many of these

cranes are now equipped with electro-

magnets, this unit enables the pur-

chaser and the user of these locomo-
tive cranes to have all the advan-
tages of the electric locomotive crane

in handling scrap and pig iron. It is

necdness to say that today, with the

scarcity of labor, any labor device in

handling raw material in yards and
factories is of high importance in

getting out larger production. Its

simple, rugged and reliable construc-

tion enables it to be used at great

distances from machine or repair

shops, as there are no reciprocating

parts to wear out, and as practically

the only attention which it requires

is to have its oil well filled occa-

sionally.

In building this 10 kw. set, the

manufacturer has recognized that it

must operate under the most trying

conditions. For that reason, it is as

simply constructed as possible, while

yet having many of the features found

desirable in larger units. Among

these is a liand and automatic throt-

tle valve and an emergency overspeed
governor. This latter feature is

placed on the generator end of the

unit and automatically closes the

throttle valve of the turbine, if the

unit should show a disposition to

overspeed. The device consists of a

small weight placed in the shaft of

the unit which, at a predetermined
.•=peed, engages a trip leaver connect-

ed in such a way to the tlirottle

\alve that it is automatically closed,

thus stopping the unit.

The most important feature of this

unit is that it is but one revolving
element in which the generator shaft

is extended so that it also carries

the turbine rotor. This not only
makes a very compact machine, but

eliminates all coupling and misalign-

ment troubles, and dispenses with tur-

bine bearings and packing.
The turbine rotor is made of a

high-grade, open-hearth steel forg-

ing, accurately finished, in the periph-

ery of which are placed blades of

electro furnace steel, which are held

ire fitted i

0{ the la

•ith all the

in place by pins tightly driven in

through blade and rotor. The blades
are of the impulse type and although
tliere is only one row of blades, yet

by means of a reversing ciiamber
the same steam is passed through
the blades a second time, thus al-

lowing complete expansion of the

steam.
Since the unit is designed to oc-

cupy tlie least possible space, the

manufacturer has equipped the gen-
erator with ball bearings (no bear-
ings being required on the turbine
instead of the usual type of surface
bearing, thus saving in bearing fric-

tion, with a consequent decrease in

length and weight of the unit is ef-

fected. Moreover, these self-aligning

ball bearings on small units are suit-

ed for a variety of services, particu-

larly for marine work, which often-

times compels the unit to ojicratc at

an angle, due to tlie pnsitiim of tiie

ship.

As is shown in the illustration, all

open places on the unit have been

covered with pieces of expanded

metal which protects not only the

operation but also the generator

parts from incoming foreign matter.

Its coinpactness (the unit is only 3

feet SYi ins. long, 23 ins. wide and

18^4 ins. high), together with its

lightness, is to be used where space

is valuable or for portable work.

WESTINGHOUSE MAN PRO-
MOTED

A. B. Cole has been appointed as-

sistant to manager, department of
publicity. Westingliousc Electric &
Manufacturing Company, East Pitts-

burgh, Pa., to succeed M. C. Turpin,
who has accepted a i)Osition in the
ordnance department at Washington,
D. C.

Mr. Cole will have charge of the
editorial work, including the prepa-
ration of literature, and suppiynig in-

formation to the press.

He started his career as general
car-shop laborer for the Grand Raji-

ids„ Grand Haven & Muskegon Rail-

way, Fruitport, Mich., with the idea
of obtaining a first-hand working
knowledge of electric railway opera-
tion. In June, 1909, he graduated
from the School of Electrical Engi-
neering, Perdue University, Lafayette,
Ind., where he made a specialty of
steam and electric railway studies.

On July IS, 1909, he entered the
engineering apprenticeship course of
the Westinghouse Electric & Manu-
facturing Company, and completed
this work February 5, 1911. Wliile
on the course he was engaged, in

addition to the regular shop testing,

on railway project work in the gen-
eral engineering division and as a
railway sales correspondent at East
Pittsburgh and afterward in the Cin-
cinnati district office.

In November, 1912, Mr. Cole was
transferred to the department of pub-
licity to prepare railway publications
and a year later was placed in charge
of railway and large power apparatus
publicity. Later he was given charge
of railway, power, marine and R. D.
Nuttall Company publicity, which po-
sition lie held up until the time of
his appointment as assistant to man-
ager.

Recently Mr. Cole has been co-op-
erating on publicity matters with the
.American Electric Railway AssocTit-
tion War Board at Washington. D. C,
spending one - half of his time in

Washington and the remainder in

East Pittsburgh.
The Westinghouse Electric & Man-

ufacturing Company a few months
ago delegated Mr. Cole to make a

general freight survey of a large
number of the electric railways of
Indiana, Ohio, Michigan, Illinois. Wis-
consin and Iowa to determine what
possibilities existed for a more ex-
tensive use of transportation facil-

ities for Iiauling freight, relieving the
steam road congestion, and thus help-
ing win the war. The results of this

investigation recently appeared in the

Electric Railway Journal, co-ordinated

with data secured by the .American

Electric .Association War Board.

Mr. W. A. Haines has been ap-

pointed district representative at De-

troit of the automoliile equipment de-

partment of the Westinghouse Elec-

tric & Manufacturing Co. .Among
the automobile manufacturers of the

Detroit district, Mr. Haines is well

and favorably known through his ser-

vice for some years as assistant dis-

trict manager of that department of

the Westinghouse Company.
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CONCRETE MODEL BOAT

Tlic model boat "Concrete" is the

first concrete vessel built in Milwau-
Uee, and as far as known in the first

boat of nioiikled or poured concrete
conii)Icted on the Great Lakes. It

was built by the Kewton Engineering
Company at its Milwaukee Yards and
was designed by George C. Newton
vice-president of this company.
This boat was built to test out

certain construction methods involved
in the Newton system of ship con-
struction, and among tlie objects
sought under these methods are the
securing of as thin a concrete skni

as possible and with special design
of reinforcement. The Xewton sys-

tem aims to secure a practical meth-
od of concrete ship construction and
one wdiich will permit of using the
forms for a number of times for

standardized ship sections.

The "Concrete" has a length of
sixteen feet, beam of forty inches,
and moulded depth of twenty inches.
The concrete skin is three-quarters
of an inch thick and is supported
at intervals of twelve inches by fab-

ricated concrete frames. Its draft
light is about seven and one-half
inches and it has a total displace-
ment of about two tons. There is

also a concrete keelson and keel cast

together with the skin, and one row
of longitudinal concrete girders mid-
way between the keelson and bilge.

There is a concrete decking for three
feet at the bow and for two feet at

the stern, and a small section of deck
amidships in connection with a con-
crete bulkhead. The lines are mod-
eled on those of a cargo carrying
barge, and in spite of blunt bow and
stern the "Concrete" goes through
the water with surprisingly little

resistance.

For testing it out with power, a

three and one-half horsepower Evin-
rude row boat motor is used. A
speed of from four to five miles per
hour is secured with this motor. A
noticeable feature of the concrete
construction is the freedom of vibra-

tion of the boat wdien the motor is

running. Various collision tests have
been made, such as ramming docks
when under way. which have had no
effect on the boat at all.

An interesting feature of the con-
struction of this boat is the fact

that all the methods used in the
building of this boat were exactly
the same that will be used for large
ships. No difficulty was encountered
in securing very good results on so
thin a layer of concrete as three-
quarters of an inch poured between
forms. The proof of this is the
water-tightness of this boat, which
is never taken out of the water and
which will remain perfectly dr}- for

weeks at a time without even a trace

of dampness on the inside.

The officers of the Xewton En-
gineering Company believe that there
is a big future ahead for the concrete
boat construction. There are many
advantages of this type of construc-
tion over steel and wood, such as
the possibility of reinforcing to prop-
erly meet stresses in any direction,

greater facility for making repairs,

low'er maintenance, freedom from
rust and rot, absence of vibration,
etc. Just as pleasing lines can be
secured with concrete as with either
of the other types of construction,
and the outer surface so smooth as

to of-fer the least frictional resistance
when travelling through water.

^ ^^ Mi .o^ 'm \^ ^^

FORM NEW ORGANIZATION
The Dravo Contracting Company,

Pittsburgh, Penna., have announced
they will operate their Neville Island
plant as a separate department, to be
known as The Dravo Contracting
Company, Engineering Works De-
partment. They have been manu-
facturing whirlers, steel towboats and
barges for some time, and, due to

very much increased business, they
have found it advisable to make this

change. They have contracts for 2si

towboats and barges, the majority of

which are for use by the United States
Government. In addition to this,

they have a large number of orders
for tower whirlers for handling mate-
rial at shipyards.

An entirely separate purchasing,
accounting and engineering organiza-
tion has been installed. Mr. J. D.
Berg has been made vice-president
of the Dravo Contracting Company
in charge of the engineering works
department.

Evidence of the prosperity of the
working man and skilled labor under
the new war-time conditions through-
out the United States is revealed by
the view of the situation taken by the
automobile underwriter.

B. G. Wills, superintendent of the
automobile department of the Fire-
man's F'und, in commenting upon the
increased volume of automobile prem-
iums of the company, is authority for
the statement that a large percentage
of the business from San Francisco
brokers and business firms is on cars
purchased by shipyard workers at
the Union Iron Works and other
plants.

Automobile salesmen are taking ad-
vantage of the sudden prosperity of
this class of workmen, approaching
the men when they emerge from the
shops. Sales are often closed on the
spot, the purchaser driving his new
car home.

te ship of the Newton Engineering Company, Milwaukee,

A. Xiedermeyer, for many years con-
nected with the Worthington Pump
and Machinery Corporation, most re-
cently as works manager of the
Snow-Holly Works of that corpora-
tion at Buffalo, New York, resigned
on May 31st to devote his entire
time to enterprises of his own.
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Only As Good As the Man Behind It

L. H. Bill, president of the Fageol
Motors Company.

F.\GEOL force had been felt be-
fore, but a year ago it blesv out,
and it broke the ground to stay.

The new factory of the Fageol Mo-
tors Company of Oakland stands
there now like the Rock of Gibraltar.
Any factory measured by the qual-

ity of its product is only as good as
the man behind it. The Fageol truck
comes from men who are makers.
From its inception, L. H. Bill, now

tlie president of the Fageol Motors
Company, has been a factor felt in

the automobile industry. His e.xpe-
rience includes all phases of the bus-
iness. Probably no man has had a

wider scope. As salesmanager for
Rambler and general manager for
Jeffery and Nash, Mr. Bill stamped
his personality on the motor car bus-
iness of this country. Wherever he
went success went with him. His ex-
perience carries him back to kindred
industries. Before the automobile was
made, Mr. Bill was known through-
out the country for his ability as a

bicycle distributor.

Eighteen years ago F. R. Fageol
and his brothers built the first auto-
mobile in Iowa. That was in 1900.
His entire time has since been given
to the making and marketing of au-
tomobiles and trucks. The Oakland
people bought cars of Frank Fageol,
because he sold them rather than be-
cause of what he sold. The name
of Fageol stood for undisputed integ-
rity. I^'agcol service became a pat-
tern, and by this method he so com-
pletely succeeded that he continually
won the national factory bonus for

the best dealer in the United States.

The Panama-Pacific International

Exposition added botli fame and for-

tune to the Fageol name. Fageol
genius conceived the idea of trans-

porting the crowds around the grounds
in trains. On his Fadgl auto trains

he pulled ten tons of i)cple at a time
with a l^'ord motor.

i^ater he produced the famous ba-
geol touring car, using the Hall-
Scott air plane power plant. This car
is the highest priced motor car built
in America. Its production has been
discontinued until after the war, be-
cause of the government's demand
for the motors.
A premature production is a dan-

gerous thing. Xo product was ever
given more careful consideration by
men wdio are masters than the Fa-
geol heavy duty truck. Seventeen
years of truck knowledge is concen-
trated in the Fageol. Once produced,
the most gruelling and long-continued
tests could discover no "bugs." Ser-
vice by users for the past two years
has proven the judgment of the men
behind it.

Improvements in truck design have
been few and far between. Most
trucks of today are practically tne
same as those of five years ago. It

is safe to say that the two most im-
portant advances made, both exclu-
sive to Fageol trucks, are the result
of Fageol genius.

Vital to the life of a truck is the
lubrication of the chassis. In the

cretary and gene:
Fageol Motors Company.

springs have been lubricated by grease
cups, provided the driver attended to
it. Neglected springs soon become
stiff. They lose their ability to ab-
sorb road shocks. Instead they act
as vibrators, transmitting road shocks
through the truck frame to the vital
parts, thus loosening, crystallizing
and deteriorating.

The Fageol spring oiling system is

automatic. Oil reservoirs, securely
fitted to the spring and frame, carry
an aboundant quantity of oil, which
is fed automatically to the si)rin;4-

bearing surfaces and spring leaves bv
a wick and capillary attraction. Oil
is not wasted. One filling lasts a

month.

This system precludes a common
truck disease — "hardening of tlie

springs." It kee|)s the springs flexi-

ble and active. -And with its springs
working smoothly and naturally, the
vital parts of the Fageol truck receive
the absolute minimum of road shock.

The result is added life for the
truck, better tire mileage, and greater
comfort to the driver.

The Fageol compound gearset was
developed to overcome the difficulties
of operation on the heavy grades of
mountain hauls and of the very bad
road conditions in some parts of the
country. In many instances, it even
makes it possible to go into the field

for loads where there are no roads
at all.

This compound gearset is installed
"amidship" on the chassis, back of
the regular transmission, which is of
the unit type. The construction is

very similar to that of a regular
transmission. The functions of this
compound are controlled by an aux-
iliary lever mounted at the driver's
left. This lever has but two posi-
tions. When it is forward, the slid-

ing gears of the compound are en-
meshed, multiplying the ratio of the
regular transmission gear by 2K' to 1,

regardless of what gear the regular is

in. Thus, if on a two and a half ton
truck, the total reduction when in low-
gear on the regular transmission is

24 to 1 ; if the compound lever is

thrown forward the gear reduction is

then 60 to 1.

Higher gear ratios in the rear axle
are installed when the compound
.gearset is used, enabling the truck to
lie operated faster without increasing
the motor speed or fuel consumption,
thereby making the earning capacity
far greater.

There is nothing complicated in

the construction of this unit and tne
operation is simplicity itself. With
the great range of gear reductions
made possible by it, giving six speeds
lorward and two speeds reverse, the
I'ageol truck, fitted with tlie Fageol
L-i impound .gearset. can be operated

Fageol Sales Compa
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with iircil'it on hauls and in service

that wouUJ be inipossilile to ntlier

trucks.

Both of these features are the re-

sult of P'ageol force, the iiiinils of

dynamic men. The Fageol factory
maintains a corps of engineers, head-
ed by Horace VV. Smith, who arc con-
tinually at work on the one idea—
improvement. And their accomplish-
ment has already been felt througii

these two inventions, more than the
efforts of the vast multitude of like

departments maintained in the East-
ern factories. It is interesting to no;c
tliat the Fageol patented spring oiling

system was adopted by the Govern-
ment for use on the Liberty truck.

That the entire force of Fageol
factory could be turned over to pro-
duction and advance, the matter of
sales has been placed solely under
the control of Butler- Veitch, which
organization is reluctant to claim any
credit for the rapid recognition ac-
corded these trucks. Since the hrst

of October almost two hundred heavy
duty Fageol trucks have been deliv-

ered to users in Northern California.

.\ year ago ground was broken for

the new Fageol factory; already they
are building a truck a day and tliat is

not enough. Three times this year
new units have been added to the
Fageol buildings to accommodate the
necessarily increased production. Plans
are now under way to so arrange
matters that sufficient trucks can be
provided for distribution on the en-
tire Pacific slope.

Southern California is already be-
ing given its share of Fageol prod-
ucts. The Fageol factory also pro-
duce an orchard tractor with a new
tractive principle, known as the Fa-
geol walking tractor.

A casting recently had to be moved
for Uncle Sam. This casting alone
weighed 33,000 pounds. The equip-
ment on which it was carried—a spe-
cial built solid oak axle, two-wheel
bull trailer—together with the tim-
bers and rigging weighed 7,000 pounds
more. The task of moving this 20-

ton load fell to a 5-ton Fageol ecjuip-
ped with a compound gearset. If this
400 per cent unload could have been
handled on light grades, or even mac-
adam roads, the task would have been
different. But this casting had to go
over a narrow-winding dirt road, up
a continual grade, with pitches as
high as 17 per cent and an average
grade of 10 per cent. At first an ef-
fort was made to carry this load on
a second truck with the trailer hand-
ling the heaviest weight. The carry-
ing truck was to use its power and
the Fageol to tow in front. It was
too big a job. They could not work

pany factory at Oakland, Californi,

together, so they gave the entire task

to the Fageol alone—eight tons bal-

anced on the rear over the wheels
and 12 tons balanced on the trailer.

In places the bull wagon wheels un-
der the tremendous load buried in the
a|)parent hard dirt.' And again the
rear wheels of the Fageol would spin
with eight tons to drive home their

traction, but the one S-ton Fageol
alone walked up the hill with the 20-

ton castin,g'.

It was a tremendous task. Xo
truck is designed for such work, but
tlie safety factor was great enough.
The Fageol hauled this 400 per cent
unload for over ten miles.

Another time a 2^-ton Fageol,
loaded to capacity with zeroline,

made the round trip into Yosemite
and return from Oakland in the
month of January in 46 hours elapsed
time—four hundred and eighty miles,
half of it in the mountainous roads
of the high Sierras, in winter, in less

than two days. And still again a 2^-
ton Fageol, returning from Los An-
geles with a capacity load of cased
olives, covered the distance of almost
500 miles in less than 24 hours, total

elapsed time.

The many fleets of Fageol trucks
that have gone into the hands of
careful buyers in the past six months
evidence its merit in normal use as
well as for these feature stunts.

Nothing succ?eeds like success. The
minds of the men behind the Fageol

products are being stimulated to

greater achievement by the recogni-

tion accorded their present accom-

plishments.

A DRIFT BOLT DRIVER FOR
SPECIAL WORK

While shipbuilders are bending
every effort to speed up each step
of ship construction, the builders of
the tools that play so important a
I)art have not lieen idle. Their task
is the development of new and better
machines, so that a few seconds may
be cut from the time rei|uircd for
each operation.

The Ingersoll-Rand Company's lat-

est contribution is an air hammer es-
liecially designed for drifting up
I'olts. This tool enables one work-
man to do in a short time that which
would otherwise be a relatively slow
task needing two men. There is also
the consideration that the new ham-
mer makes the work far less fa-
tiguing.

The tool in (piestion is styled In-
gersoll-Rand No. CC-2S1 Drift Bolt
Driver. Its distinguishing feature is

a telescoping leg or air feed. This
portion of the device consists of two
sections of seamless steel tubing, one
of which slides witliin the other and
is provided with an air-tight cup
leather. Air' when admitted extends
the tool until it is against the bolt to
be driven, where it is firmly held by
air pressure while the bolt is being
driven. A single three-way throttle
controls both functions of the tool.

The hammer element is identical

with that of that other member of

the Ingersoll-Rand line, the No. CC-
25 Drift Bolt Driver. The new tool

is very powerful and will drive bolts

of one and a half inch diameter up to

ten feet in length. It weighs ninety

pounds, is hfty-h\e inches in length

when air feed is closed, and seventy-

seven inches in length when fully ex-

tended.

In its special field it is of distinct

advantage and should he a welcome
addition to tlie air tool equipment of

the yards turning out wooden hulls.

Johnson & Higgins, the well-known

marine insurance house, have opened

an office in Montreal with P. L.

Roberts, a well known Canadian in-

surance man, in charge.
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TOWER WHIRLERS
In one of the large Delaware River

sliipvards can be seen (if vou are
lucky enough to secure a pass—and
passes are scarce), an interesting in-
stallation of tower whirlers, which
are playing a very important part in
speeding up the shipbuilding pro-
gram.
This particular installation consists

of live tower whirlers, opcratins;
alongside of and between four ship'^
ways. Xormally each shipway is

served by its own tower whirler.
those on the outside also handling
material in the storage yards at
either end of the line of ways. Wlien
necessary, however, each shipway can
be served by two tower whirlers. one
on each side.

It is further planned to run an ad-
ditional track at right angles to the
present tracks and install a si.xth
whirler thereon, to handle material
from the yard at the head of the
ways to flat cars, which will be
pushed along so that the tower can
unload and place material either di-
rectly upon the vessel under con-
struction or in the stor^ige space be-
tween tracks and ways.
"Tower Whirler" is a term that is

compelling much attention at pres-
ent, as it applies to a type of ma-
terial-handling tool that is rapidly
finding a hearty welcome in both
wood and steel shipbuilding yards
and in outtitting yards. It repre-
sents a traveling tower, on which is

mounted a standard Dravo Whirler
with a 5S-foot boom, which can be
rotated through about thirty seconds.
These towers are built of timber

(though all-steel machines are also
built), and range from 30 to 55 feet
in height. They are mounted on a
16 to 20-foot gauge track, and are
so built that a gondola car can easily
pass undernealh. Towers travel
along the track at about 300 feet per
minute.
One of tlie most iniijortant ad\an-

tages of mounting the whirler on a
SO-foot tower is that it places the
operator in the most advantageous
position possible. He is located
high, yet at one side, where he can
watch his load every instant. His
position is better than if he were
directly over the load, because he
can judge vertical distances eijually
as well as horizontal. This is a
great advantage in the placing of
heavy plates and machinery within
the hull of a ship (where reliance
upon signals, which have to be
passed through two signalmen before
they reach the operator, is extremely
dangerous both to tlie load and to

the men handling it.

The mounting of the whirler on a

high tower makes unnecess.iry tlie

construction of extensive and e,\pon-
sive runways for the operaticjii of
traveling cranes high above the ship.
In this case the only "runway" tliat

is bnilt is one long enough to carry
the traveling w^hirler and tower.
Whirlers are built in various sizes,

up to those that will lift ten tons
7i feet from the center line of the
track. Those of this particular in-

stallation are capable of hoisting Ave
tons at 53 feet, on a two-part line
at the rate of ISO feet i)er minute.

One of the tower whirlers built by the Dr
work in an E

They can raise a two-ton load at
200 feet per minute.
For the hoist motor, a 65 horse-

power, 230 volt D. C. General Elec-
tric motor is used. The swinging
and traveling motors are of twenty
horse-power each. The traveling
motor is located on a deck part way
up the tower, connected with the
tower wheels by chains and sprock-
ets. All are controlled by the
simplest possible arrangement, di-
rectly before the operator at the
base of the roof. He never has to
take his eyes from his load. Iml is

able to control every move with
great precision and safety.

Two angle iron "third rails" are
used, well protected by wood covcr-
i n .g.

The electrical ec|uipment makes
necessary the use of but one man to

operate the whirler. Where electrical

power is not available as at many
plants, whirlers are equipped with
standard steam-hoisting and swinging
engines and boiler.

Many yards are being built tliat do
no shipbuilding at all, merely outfit-

ting the ships built at other yards.
These yards are giving the tower
wliirler very serious consideration;

some already have been equipped
with this apparatus. They rind the
machine with the long boom of great
advantage, as it is able to span the
beam of ships at the dock, and be-
cause of the favorable locition of the
operator.
The order for the rive tower whirl-

ers above mentioned was placed with
the Dravo Engineering Works, of
Pittsburgh, October 25, 1917. The
lirst machine was loaded on two 46-

foot gondola cars and ready to ship
from Pittsburgh December 21. Tiie
entire order was completed and
ready for rinal shipment bv March
14. 1918.

The August number of the hire-

men's Fund Record, the ofricial pub^
lication of the Fireman's Fund In-

surance Company, will soon be mail-
ed to the agents of the company.
This little magazine embodies in its

new form a distinctive change in size
and sh.-ipe from former numbers. It

is i)laiined to make the Record a

clearing house for the e.xchange of
ideas in underwriting as well as mat-
ters of importance concerning the re-

lations of the company and its agents.

1
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The temperature of your up-

take gases TELLS THE
STORY—there is a correct

stack temperature which

should be determined by the

expansion pyrometer—not by

guesswork.

Draft regulation in the fire

room is another factor of the

utmost importance in obtain-

ing combustion efficiency. To

obtain maximum economy

your draft regulations should

be balanced to meet the load

and to secure complete com-

bustion.

Temperature and Furnace Gas Analysis Testing Equipment

perts in our service department will help you solve your

fire room problems

Write for full intormation

CHEMICALS
Sal Ammoniac
Caustic Soda
Hydrofluoric Acid
Muriatic Acid
Sulfuric Acid

San Francisco

PLEASE MENTION THE PACIFIC MARINE REVIEW WHEN YOU WRITE

Sodium Sulfide

Copperas
Sodium Silicate

Quicksilver
Cyanide for Fumigation
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Quarterly Review of Pacific Coast Launclimgs

HEREWITH IS given a list of

launcliiiigs from the shipyards in

the three Pacific Coast States
for the three months' period from
April 20th to July 20th. While tn,s

list may not be entirely complete, it

is sufficiently so to give a good idea
of just what the Pacific Coast is do-
ing to fulfill the country's demand
for tonnage.

April 21st—Full wooden motorsliip.
Alabama, 4200 tons, by Pacific-Alaska
Construction Company, Seattle, Wash.

April 24th — Ferris type wooden
steamer, Caponka, 3500 tons dw., by
Grant Smith-Porter Company, Port-
land, Ore.

April 24th—Wooden Hough type
steamer, Astoria, by the McEachern
Shipyard, Astoria, Ore.

April 25th—Wooden steamer. Oak-
wood, 3000 tons dw., by Pacific

American Fisheries for their own ac-

count.
April 25th—Wooden steamer. War

Haida, 2800 tons dw., by Cameron-
Genoa Shipbuilding Company, vic-

toria, B. C.

April 29th—Wooden h'erris type
steamer, Barabos, 3500 tons dw., by
Coast Shipbuilding Company, Port-
land. Ore.

April 30th — Steel tanker, W. S.

Rheem, 11,400 tons dw,, by the .Ala-

meda plant of the Bethlehem Ship-
building Corporation.

.'\pril 30th—Steel freighter. West-
ern City, 8800 tons dw., by Columbia
River Shipbuilding Corporation. Port-
land, Ore.
May 1st — Wooden Ferris type

steamer, Yakima, 3500 dw., by Wright
Shipyards, Tacoma, Wash.
May 1st—Wooden au.viliary. five-

masted schooner, Gerbeviller, i2V,')

tons dw.. by Foundation Company,
Tacoma. Wash.
May 4th— Point Judith, steel freiglit-

er, 3800 tons dw., by the .Albina En-
gine and Machine Works, Portland.
Oregon.
May 4th—Wooden steamer. Kas-

kaskia, 4000 tons dw., by Grays Har-
bor Motorship Corporation. ,\ber-

deen, Wash.
May 6th—Steel freighter. Western

Spirit, 8800 tons dw., by Xorthvvest
Steel Companv, Portland, Ore.
May 8th—Wooden steamer, Issa-

quena, Ferris type. 3500 tons dw., hy
St. Helens Shipbuilding Company,
St. Helens, Ore.
May 8th — Wooden Ferris type

steamer, Cheron, 3500 tons dw., by
Seaborn Shipyards, Tacoma, Wash.
May 11th—Steel freighter, We-t

Alsek, 8800 tons dw,. by Skinner &
Eddy, Seattle, Wash.
May 11th—Wooden steamer. War

.-Xtlin, 2800 tons dw., by Lyall Ship-
yards, Vancouver, B. C.

.May 14th — Wooden Hnngli type
sttcamer. Musketo, by Sommarstrom
Shi])lniilding Company, Columbia
City, Ore.
May ISth—Wooden steamer, I'.Uu'k-

ford. 4000 tons dw., by Grays H.-irbor

Motorship Corporation, .Xberdeen,
Wash.
May 15th — Wooden Ferris type

steamer, C.itawba, 3500 tons dw., by
Fulton Shipbuilding Company. Eos
.\ngeles, Cal
May 16th — Wooden h'crris type

steamer. P>eloit, 3SU0 tons dw., Ta-
coma Shipbuilding ConiiJany, Tacoma,
Wash.
May 16th—Wooden steamer, Har-

rington, 3500 tons dw.. Coast Ship-

building Company, Portland, Ore.
May 18th—Steel freighter, Fresno,

9400 tons dw., by Moore Shipbuild-

ing Company, Oakland, Cal.

May 18th—Wooden steamer, Da-
lana, 4500 tons dw., 308 by 44.5 by 2t>

feet, by Supple-Ballin Shipbuilding
Company, Portland, Ore.
May I8th—Steel freighter. Osliawa,

9400 tons dw., by Moore Shipbuild-

ing Company, Oakland, Cal.

.May 18th—Steel freighter. Volun-
teer, 11,800 tons dw., liy Alameda
plant of the Bethleliem Shipl)uil(ling

Corooration.
May 18th—Steel freighter. Gov-

ernor John Lind, 5500 tons dw., by
the Hanlon Drv Dock & Shipbuild-

ing Company, Oakland, Cal.

May 18th — Wooden Ferris type

sreamer, Boulton, 3500 tons dw., by
Meacham & Babcock, Seattle, Wash.
Mav 18th—Wooden steam schooner,

San Diego, 1,600,000 feet, 250 by 45

by 21, for Hart-Wood Lumber Co.,

by Matthews Shipbuilding Compan\,
Hoquiam, Wash.
May 18th — Wooden F'erris type

steamer, Quoque, 3500 tons dw., by
McEeachern Shipyards, .Astoria, Ore.
May 18th — Wooden Ferris type

steamer, Quoquo, 3500 tons dw., ny
Wilson Shipyard, Astoria, Ore.
May 20th—Wooden steamer, Bun-

darra, 4200 tons dw., for .Australian

Government, by Patterson-MacDon-
ald Shipbuilding Company, Seattle.

W^ash.
May 23rd—.Au.xiliary four - masted

schooner, Samuel H. Hedges, 3000
tons dw., by the Puget Sound Bridge
& Dredging Company, Seattle, W'ash.
May 23rd—Steamer, West .\spum,

8800 tons dw., by Skinner & Eddy.
Seattle. Wash.

.May 24tli—Freighter. Vittorio Em-
manuele. 7500 tons dw., by the Se-
attle Construction & Dry Dock Com-
pany, Seattle, Wash.
May 25th—Freighter, Western Sea,

8800 tons dw., by T. F. Duthie &
Company, Seattle, Wash.
May 27th—Freighter, Western

Light, .8800 tons dw., by Xorlhvvest
Steel Comoany. Portland, Ore.
May 27th—Wooden ste.amer, Capi-

taine de Beauchamp, 3000 tons dw..

by Foundation Company. Portland,
Oregon.
May 29th—Wooden steamer, \',vo-

mela, 4000 tons dw., by Grays Har-
bor Motorship Corporation, .\)icr-

deen. Wash.
May 29th—Freighter, Willimantic.

7500 tons dw., by Seattle Construc-
tion & Dry Dock Companv, .Seattle,

Wash.
^'av 30th—Wooden steamer. Kiiieo,

3500 tons dw., by the G. M. Standi-
fer Construction Company, Vancou-
ver, Wash.
May 30th—Freighter, Westford, 8800

tons dw., by the .Ames Shii)building
& Dry Dock Company, Seattle, Wash.
May 31st—Steam auxiliary wooden

schooner. Lieutenant Pegoud, 3000
tons dw., by Foundation Company,
Portland, Ore.
June 1st—Roy, wooden live-masted

schooner, steam au.xiliary, 3000 tons
dw., by the Foundation Company,
Tacoma, Wash.
June 2nd— Isanti, freighter, 8800

tons dw., by the Schaw-Batcher Com-
pany, South San Francisco, Cal.

June 6th—West Cohas, freigliter,

8800 tons dw., by Skinner & Eddy,
Seattle, Wash.
June 6th — Fonduco, Ferris type

wooden steamer, 3500 tons dw., by
Sanderson & Porter, Raymond, Wasli.
June lOth — Lonoke, Ferris type

wooden steamer, 3500 tons dw., by
Wilson Shipyards. .Astoria, Ore.
June 11th—Mattapan, Hough type

wooden steamer, 3500 tons dw.. by
Sommarstrom Shipbuilding Company,
Portland, Ore.
June 11th — Mazama, I-'erris type

wooden steamer, 3500 tons dw... by
Seaborn Shipyards, Tacoma, Wasli.
June 11th—Dannermarie, auxiliary

steamer, 3000 tons dw., by Founda-
tion Company. Tacoma, Wash.
June 12th—Alakanda, Hough type

wooden steamer, 3500 tons dw., b}-

McEachern Shij) Company, .Astoria,

Oregon.
June 12th — Eyota, Ferris type

wooden steamer. 3500 tons dw., by
the Wright Shipyard, Tacoma, Wash.
June 15th—Montrolite, tanker, 427

by 54 by 31 ,mouIded, 2500 h. p., by
.Ames Shipbuilding Company, Seat-
tle, Wash.
June 15th— Bonnafon, Ferris type

wooden steamer, 3500 tons dw., by
Kilson & Kelez, Seattle, Wash.
June 18th—.Adjutant Dorme, wood-

en steamer, 3000 tons dw., by Foun-
dation Company, Portland, Ore.
June 18th—H. B. Lovejoy, wooden

steam schooner. 2200 tons dw., by
Ballard Shipbuilding Company, Se-
attle, Wash.
June I9th—Reims, auxiliary steam-

er. 3000 tons dw.. by Foundation
Company. Tacoma, Wash.

Tune 20th—Deranof, steel freighter,
7500 tons dw., by Seattle Construc-
tion & Drv Dock Companv, Seattle,
Wash.
June 22nd—West Ekonk, freigliter,

8800 tons dw., by Skinner & Eddy,
Seattle, Wash.
June 23rd—Coconino. Iliuigh type

wooden steamer, by Kiuse & Banks,
North Bend. Ore.
June 24th—War Xicola, wooden

freighter, 2800 tons dw., liy Lyal
Shipyards, Vancouver, B. C.

June 26th—.Arras, wooden steamer.
3000 tons dw., bv Foundation Com-
pany, Tacoma, Wash.

June 27th—Diriwu. wooden steamer,
4200 tons dw., by Patterson Ship-
building Company, Seattle, Wash.

Julv 4th—Dunkerke, wooden steam-
er, 3000 tons dw., by Foundation
Comnany, Tacoma, Wash.

July 4th — Western Cross, steel
freighter, 8800 tons dw., by J. F.
Duthie & Company, Seattle, Wash.
July 4th—Osprey, wooden steamer,

3250 tons dw., by .Anderson Sliip-

building Company, Seattle.
Julv 4th—Independence, freighter,

11,800 tons dw., liy .Alameda plant.

Bethelehem .Shipbuilding Corporation.
July 4th—Victorious, freighter, 11.-

800 tons dw., by .Alameda plant,

Bethlehem Shipbuilding Corporation.
July 4th—Defiance, freighter II,-
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W. T. Cleverdon

Average Adjuster

FOR SALE

Salvage from the Passenger

"S. S. Bear"

430n I-I. r. Engines, Anclicir and C'ari;o

Winches, and Cicncral R(|nii)nient

Alsd numerdus other Engines and Ilnilers

(up to 1200 H. P.) from

other vessels

Steamers and Tugs for Sale

Nickel Steel Hull, 170x17x3' 11"

Torpedo l)oat "Rowan" and

3 Thornycroft Boilers, 3200 II. 1'.

FIEE liUILDlXt; SAN FRANCISCO

Stratford Special No. 1

Marine Oakum

is guaranteed to he equal to the

best quality Oakum produced

before the war. I'ronipt shi])-

ment unspun ( )akuni guaran-

teed. More of this Oakum is

being used l)y the U. S. Ship-

ping Board Emergency Fleet

Corporation contractors than

anv other make.

GEORGE STRATFORD OAKUM CO.

JERSEY CITY, N. J.

ICE MACHINES
FOR SHIPS

ON-TIME" DELIVERY

Approved by Shipping Board

BEDELL ENGINEERING CO.

LOS ANGELES

We offer our experience of many years

as specialists in Marine Refrigeration.

COMMERCIAL BOILER WORKS
SEATTLE

J. H. FOX and WILL H. JENKINS
Established 1887

Marine Work a Specialty

Manufacturers and Repairers of All Kinds of

Boilers and Every Kind of Sheet and Iron Work.

53-81 LANDER STREET
Phone: Main 1127 East Waterway

PLEASE MENTION THE PACIFIC MARINE REVIEW WHEN YOU WRITE
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CHAMPION CRANES
THE CHAMPION ENGINEERING CO.

ENGINEERS MANUFACTURERS
KENTOV, OHIO

SIMPLICITY, SAFETY, ACCESSIBILITY AND INTERCHANGEABILITY
are Champion leading features

Champion Cranes are designed to meet even the most severe requirements called for by STEEL
MILL CRANE SPECIFICATIONS and at the same time producing a machine from the stand-
point of high efficiency. Get acquainted with CHAMPION specifications when in the market
for cranes. You will be convinced that Champion is the LEADER.

The Champion Engineering Co.
KENTON, OHIO

R. W. VALLS. Vii and Chief Engii

Pacific Coast Representatives

LOUIS G. HENES
Monadnock Building
SAN FRANCISCO

Title Insurance Bldg.
LOS ANGELES

PORTLAND MACHINERY CO. HALLIDIE MACHINERY CO.
Portland Seattle

Eastern Representatives

New York Pittsburgh Chicago
J. N. KINNEY, Contracting Engineer THE LAUGHLI N-BARNEY MACHINERY CO. HAWKINS & COMPANY

30 Church Street Union Arcade 79 West Monroe St.

PLEASE MENTION THE PACIFIC MARINE REVIEW WHEN YOU WRITE
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800 tons (lu„ l)y Al:iuK-cla plant,

llctlilcheiu SliipliuildinH: Corporalu>n.

July 4tli— Challoiik'cr, froiglitcr, li,-

OOtoMs ihv., liy .Alameda plant, lU-lh-

Iclicni Shipbnildinfj Corporation.

July 4tli—Major Wheeler, frci.i{liter,

5300 tons dvv., by llanlon Dry Dock
iS: Shiplinildin).; C.nnpany, O'akland.

Cilifornia.

hdv 4tli— ^,lnlllill. rcfriger.itor -lii|i.

<M00 'tons (Iw., by Moore Sliipbnild-

inii Company, O.akland. Cal.

July 4th—Vaquina, refrigerator -.hip,

'14(10 tons dvv., liy Moore Shipbiiild-

in,y Company, Oakland, Cal.

lulv 4th—Gniniba, refrigerator shii),

"4(10 'ton.s dvv., by Moore Shipbuild-
ing Company, Oakland, Cal.

July 4th— Xantahak;i, freighter, 8,-

800 tons dvv., by Scliavv- Hatcher Shii>-

building Company. South San h'ran-

cisco, Cal.

July 4th—West Galeta, freigliter,

S(Si:0 tons dw., by Los .Angelas Ship-
building & Dry Dock Company, l.o>

Angeles. Cal.

July 4th—West Zula, freightei;, 8.-

800 tons dW'., by Los .Angeles Shi])-

Iniilding & Dry Dock Company, l.os

Angeles, Cal.

July 4th—Western Star, freighter,

88(;0 tons dw., by J. F. Duthie &
Comoany, Seattle, Wash.

July 4th—.Anacortes, freighter, 7500
tons dw., by Todd ShiplniiUling &
l)rv Dock Comoany. Tacoma, Wash.
July 4th—Delight, freighter. 7500

tons dw., bv Seattle Construction &
Drv Dock Company, Seattle, Wash.

luly 4th—West Ganibo, freighter,
8800 tons dvv., by Skinner & Eddy,
Seattle, Wash.

July 4th—Mono, Hough type wood-
en steamer. 3500 tons dw., by Fulton
ShiDbuildin,g Company, Los .Angeles,

California.

Julv 4th—Sosvvorth, wooden steam-
er, 3500 tons dw., by Allen Ship-
luiilding Company, Seattle, Wash.

July 4th — Wihalia. Ferris type
wooden steamer, 3500 tons dvv , by
(".rant Smith-Porter Ship Company,
• Mierdeen. Wash.
July 4th—Ttanca, Ferris type wood-

en steamer, 3500 tons dw., by Grant
.Sniith-Porter Ship Company, .Aber-
deen, Wash.
Ju'v 4th— Brompton, wooden steam-

er, 40C0 tons dw.. by Grays Harbor
Motorship Corporation. Aberdeen.
Wash.

July 4th— Broncho, wooden steam-

er, 4C00 tons dw., by Grays Harbor
-Motorship Corporation, .Aberdeen,

Wash.

July 4th—Daca, Ferris type wooden
steamer, 3500 tons dw., by Meachani
& Babcock, Seattle. Wash.

July 4tli — Wayucan, Ferri's type

wooden steamer, 3S00 tons dw., by

Aleacham & Babcock, Seattle, Wash.
July 4th — Forster, Ferris tyne

wooden steamer, 3500 tons dvv., by
Xilson tS: Kelez. Seattle, Wash.
July 4th— B 1 y t h e d a 1 e. wooden .

steamer, 3500 tons dvv., by Pacific

American Fisheries, South Belling-

ham. Wash.
July 4th— Kenoslia. b'erris type

wooden steamer, 35(!n tons dvv., by
Sanderson & Porter. Willipa llar-

br>r, Wash,
July 4th—Cliimo, I'erris type wood-

en steamer. 3500 tons dw., by Sea-

horn Shipy.irds, Tacoma, Wash.
July 4th—Sevvickly. h'erris type

vMiiiden steamer, 3500 tons dw., by
Sloan Shipyards Corporation, Olym-
pia. Wash.

July 4th — Coloni.i, h'erris type

wooden steamer, 3500 tons dvv., by
Tacoma Sbipljuilding Comp.my, Ta-
coma, Wash.

July 4th—F'assct. h'erris iviie wood-
en steamer, 3501) tons dw., by Ta-
coma Shipbuilding Com]).iny, Ta-
coma, Wash.
July 4th— Bourneville, Ferris type

wooden steamer, 3500 tons dw., by
Wright Shipyards, Tacoma, Wash.

'^uly 4th — Hloomington, wooden
steamer, 3500 tons dw., by Hammond
Yards, Eureka, Cal.

July 4th—Georgie Rolph, live-mast-

ed barkentine, 3500 tons, by the

Rolph Shipbuilding Company, Eu-
reka. Cal.

July 4th

—

.Anette Rolph, live-masted
barkentine, 3500 tons, by the Rolph
Shipbuilding Company, Eureka, Cal.

Julv 4th—Cotteral, wooden steam-
er, 3500 tons, by the McEachern
Ship Company, Astoria, Ore.

July 4th—M a r a t a n z a, wooden
: steamer, 3500 tons, by Somarstrom
Shipbuilding Company, Columbia
City, Ore.
July 4th—B e n v o 1 a. Hough type

wooden steamer, 3500 tons dw., by
McEachern Ship Company, Astoria,

Oregon.
July 4th—X e c o 1 a h. Hough type

wooden steamer, 3500 tons dw., by
Grant Smith-Porter Ship Company,
St Johns, Ore.
July 4th — W a n z a. Hough tyoe

wooden steamer, 3500 tons dw., by
Somniarstrom Shipbuilding Company,
Columbia Citv, Ore.

July 4th—B o n i f a y. Ferris type
vvoden steamer. 3S00 tons dw., by
Wilson Shipbuilding Company, .'\s-.

toria. Ore.
July 4th—Blue Eagle, I-'erris tyie

wooden steamer, 3500 tons dw., by
George F. Rodgers & Company. As-
tor'a. Ore.

Julv 4th—C o 1 i n d o, Ferris tyne
'vooden steamer, 3500 tons dw., by
St. Helens Shipbuilding Company,
St. Helens, Ore.

July 4th— Braelnirn, wooden steam-

er, 40;'0 tons dw., by Peninsula Ship-

huiiding Company, Portland, Ore.

July 5th—Admiral Mayo, wooden
auxiliary schooner, 2500 tons dw., by

Puget Sound Bridge & Dredge Com-
pany, Seattle, Wash.

July 6th — AX'estern Coast, siv-el

steamer. 8800 tons dvv., by Columbia

River Shipbuilding Corporation, Port-

land, Ore.

July 6th—Western Comet, freighter,

8800 tons dw., by Columbia River

Shipbuilding Corporation. Portland.

Oregon.

July 8th — Western Main, steel

freighter. 8800 tons dvv., by North-

west Steel Company, Portland, Ore.

Tuly 8th—Georgette, four-masted

schooner, 2500 tons dw., by Columbia

Engineering Works, Portland, Ore.

Jidv 6th—Xashotah. wooden steam-

er. 3500 tons dw., by the Grant Smith-

Porter Ship Companv, Portland, Ore.

July 9th—John W, Wells, live-mast-

ed schooner, 4000 tons dvv., by St.

Helens Sliipljuilding Company, St.

Helens, Ore.
July 9th — Commandant de Rose,

wooden steamer, 3000 tons dw., by
I'oundation Company, Portland, Ore.

July 10th—C a b e z a, Ferris type
wooden steamer, 3500 tons dw., by
Coast Shipbuilding Company, Port-

land, Ore.
July 12th—Arvonia, wooden steam-

er. 3500 tons dw., by G. M. Standi-

fer Construction Corporation, Xorth
Portland, CJre.

July 12th — Montezuma, wooden
steamer, 3500 tons dvv. by G. M. Stan-

difer Construction Corporation, North
Portland, Ore.
July 12th— Belding, wooden steam-

er, 3500 tons dw., by G. M. Standifer

Construction Corporation, N o r t h

Portland, Ore.
July 12th

—

M o o s e b e e, wooden
steamer, 3500 tons dvv., by G. M.
Standifer Construction Corporation.
Vancouver, Wash.
Julv 12th—Benzonia, wooden steam-

er. 3500 tons dw.. by G. M. Standi-

fer Construction Corporation. Van-
vouver. Wash.

July 12th— Coliasset. wooden steam-
er. 3500 tons dvv.. Hough type, by
Coos Bay Shipbuilding Company,
Marshlield, Ore.
July 13th — U m a t i 1 1 a, wooden

steamer, 3500 tons dw., by G. M.
Standifer Shipbuilding Corpor.ation,

Portland, Ore.
Julv 16th—.Airlie, composite steam-

er, 4500 tons dw., by Supple & Bal-

Hn. Portland, Ore.

July 17th—West Gotomska, freight-

er, 8800 tons dw., by Skinner & Eddy,
Seattle. Wash.

April 20th—Steel steamer, Western
Chief, 880O tons dvv.. by Northwest
Steel Companv. Portland, Ore.

April 20th—Wooden steamer, .Ano-

ka, 400 tons dw., by Peninsula Ship-
bu'lding Company, Portland, Ore.

April 20th—Wooden steamer. Wa-
1-an, 3500 tons dw., by Grant Smith-
Porter Ship Company, St. Johns. Ore.

.April 27th—Woode nsteamer, Shep-
ard Point. 3500 tons dw.. by Motor-
ship Construction Company, Van-
couver, Wash.

April 28th—Wooden steamer. Coos
Bay, 3S00 tons dw., by Coos Bay

Shipbuilding Company, Marshfield,

Oregon.

April 30th—Wooden steamer. Com-

mandant Challes, 3500 tons dvv., by

Foundation Company, Portland, Ore,

May 2nd—Wooden steamer, Cresap,

4CC0 tons dw., by Peninsula Ship-

building Company, Portland, Ore.

May 11th—Woo'len steamer. Lieu-

tenant P.ranier, 3500 tons dw., by

Foundation Company, Portland, Ore.

May 11th — Steel steamer. Point

Adams, 3800 tons dvv., by Albina

Engine & Alachine Works, Portland,

Oregon.

May 15th—Wooden steamer, Kuwa,

3500 tons dw., by Grant Smithl Porter

Ship Company, St. Johns, Ore.

May 25th—Wooden steamer, Wau-
kam, 35CO tons dvv.. Grant Smith-

Porter Ship Company. St. Johns. Ore.

June 24th—Wooden steamer. Lou-

isa Bryne. 3000 tons dv\ , by Colum-

bia Engineering Works, I'lirtlaiul,

Oregon.
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try especially lits liini for the work
whicli has been assigneil to him.

WAINWRIGHT MARINE FEED
WATER HEATER

111 tlie con>triictic:ni ilhij-lrated, as

niaiuifactured by the Alberger Pump
& Condenser Company, 140 Cedar
street, New York City, the Wain-
wright corrugated copper tube is

used.
The general range of heating is

from 90 to 212 degrees, using hve
pounds gauge pressure in the heater,
although a selection can be made to
heat the outgoing feed water to a

temperature of about 222 degrees
with live pounds back pressure (with
steam temperature of 227 degrees),
and with higher back pressure, of
course, the temperature of the water
leaving the heater would he propor-
tionately increased.

It is claimed that the Waiiiwright
corrugated copper tube agitates all

particles of the water, throwing them
against the hot tubes so that a much
higher rate of transmission is se-
cured in a heater of this style than
with plain tubes.

All tubes are straight, may be in-

spected by moving a bonnet at end
of heater farthest from the water
connections and the construction jier-

mits replacing of tubes with a mini-
mum of efifort and delay.
As no steel or wrought iron is

used inside the tube heads, and as
the water comes in contact only with
cast iron and copper, it is claimed
that corrosion, which is common in

heaters having steel shells, is avoid-
ed, and that owing to the fact no
floating heads are used, accidents due
to pulsations of the boiler feed
pumps are avoided.
The manufacturers would be glad

to supply bulletins on request, illus-

trating and describing the construc-
tion more fully.

WAINWRIGHT TURBINE BEAR-
ING OIL COOLERS

The use of ^.teain turbines fur ship

propulsion has increased greatly the
use of turbine bearing oil coolers as
an auxiliary apparatus in marine
work. In such installations re(|uiring

forced feed lubrication of bearings
better results are obtained at high
oil velocities, as it is of advantage to

circulate a large quantity of oil

tlirough a small range of tempera-
ture, thereby keeping the oil moder-
ately near the bearing temperature
for the reason that warm oil absorbs
heat more readily than cold oil.

With the exception of the tuhe>
Wainwright oil coolers are made of
cast iron throughout, thereby elimin-
ating the possibility of corrosion
from sea water in marine work and
assuring durability and long service.
By the use of the Wainwright cor-
rugated copper tube a considerably
higher rate of licat transmission is

obtained in the cooler as the tube

corrugations cause a turbulent action
and force all particles of the oil

against the wall of the tube.

Wainwright coolers are designed
on the counter-current principle with
horizontal baffles cast into the shell,

the warm oil entering the cooler near
the point of discharge of the warm
water, and the cool oil being deli\-

ered from the cooler at a point
where the coldest water enters. This
assures a uniform rate of heat trans-
mission through all parts of the cool-
ing surface. The tubes are expanded
rigidly into both tube sheets, the
small amount of expansion being
taken up by the corrugations them-
selves. All flanges are fitted with
special oil-proof gaskets. The tubes
used are straight, easily cleaned or
replaced, and oil connections are lo-

cated in separate cliannels with cov-
ers on the ends, making it possible
to open the entire outfit for inspec-
tion or repair without breaking any
pipe connections. The tube heads
are cast separately and bolted to the
shell, eliminating any chance of

breakage due to shrinkage strains of

the castings.

The manufacturer of the Wain-
wright oil coolers, the Alberger
Pump & Condenser Company, 140
Cedar street, New York, states that

the construction oflfers compactness
and maximum heat transmission with
minimum requirements of cooling
water and friction losses. They will

be pleased to receive inquiries for

equipment of this sort with full spec-
ilications of requirements.

The Chicago Pneumatic Tool Com-
pany announce the appointment oi

Mr. L. C. Sprague as their spe.-ial

representative in connection with the

sale of pneumatic tools to railroads.

Mr. Sprague was formerly connected
with the Tool Company, but more
recently has been connected with the

railroad department of the H. VV
Johns-Manville Company, New York
City.

His long connection and associa-

tion with tlie railroads of this coun-

P. B. I-'indley, technical editor in

the department of publicity, Westing-
house Electric & Manufacturing Com-
pany, has resigned from that posi-

tion to enter the training school at

the University of Pittsburgh, where
he will take a special course in radio
work, with the Signal Corps.

Before going to the Westinghouse
Electric Company, Mr. Findley was
editor of the Electrical .\ge, in whicli

position he made a large number of

friends in the electrical held who
will wi^h him success in his mili-

tary work.

BAY POINT PLANT BUSILY AT
WORK

The new yard of the Pacific Coast

Shipbuilding Company on the upper

Suisun Bay has been cited by Charles

Piez, vice-president of the Emerg-
ency Fleet Corporation, among the

examples of notable accomplishments
in the shipyard industry on the Pa-

cific Coast. Reviewing his recent

tour with Director General Charles

M. Schwab in the current number of

the official Emergency Fleet News,
just received, he places the new plant,

situated near Bay Point, among those

w'hich "deserve high commendation
for excellency of design and celerity

of construction."
Piez was among the official guests

of the men at this yard when the

fourth keel was laid early this month,
the event marking exactly half a

year from the breaking of ground

for the construction of the plant.

The steady increase of the number
of employes of the Pacific Coast

Shipbuilding Cotnpany has necessi-

tated several times enlarging the spe-

cial train run daily to and from the

plant, over the Southern Pacific, for

the workers who live in Oakland.
Berkeley and Richmond. When it

started, it was a two-car train; now
ten cars are being used. Moreover,
there has been an increase also m
the number of employes resident in

towns near the plant.

Copies of a letter written by Presi-

dent Wilson to Edward N. Hurley,

chairman of the United States Ship-

ping Board, commending the Na-
tion's progress in shipbuilding and
disclosing the fact that the Presi-

dent has watched that progress is

detail, have been received by officers

and employes of the company. This

letter, with one from Charles M.
Schwab to the employes of the

Emergency Fleet Corporation, is be-

ing sent from eastern headquarters to

the various vards.
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A BILGE WATER BALLAD
By M. A. T.

Ik- had (l.illicMl l.in:^ and ofu-n willi

the fotivc Japaiiose,

( )ii tlie lovely slopes of Hong Kong
he had won a Cantonese;

lie had been a most high loved one
of a jealous-minded Sikh,

He had met Seattle's fairest as tbcy

strolled along the PiUe,

He had triHed the affections of a big

Alaskan siiuavv.

Loved a dusky scnorita down in

tropic Panama;
With the lime-juice girls of Sydney

he was there to beat the band.

Till he met this brown affinity on

Tahiti's coral strand.

Where the hula drums sound loudest

you will find him every night;

If he's less than six vahines he'd

consider it a slight,

.\nd you'd search all o'er the jungle,

try and coax him back to work,

lUit he'd only smile and grumble as

his shoulders he did jerk,

"Though they say hack there in Imms-

co I am somewhat of a bum,
I'm .1 prince here in Tahiti just for

lialf a jug of rum,
And the maidens back in Frisco they

can lieat it in a drove,
l''iir its me to my vahine and my

own small cocoanut grove,

b'or I'm thinking that I'll never sail

the briny any more,
r.ut stick quite close to nature on

Tahiti's coral shore."

We missed him one fine morning
when the farewell wdiistle blew;

He had fled ofT to the jungle to a

spot that he well knew,
l''cir a thirsty dusky charmer had

him anchored in her toils

In the valley of l-'utaua, where the

water breaks and boils.

He has donned a brilliant pareu and
his head is wreathed with flowers,

.And the scent of tropic blossoms fills

his sunny waking hours.

He has fled, this oiler greasy, to this

dreamy, sleepy land,

To a life's that's free and easy on
Tahiti's coral strand.

L'envoi

Mention not his n.ime in Coghlan's,

nor in Harder's—even so,

For the places that have known him
ne'er again his face will know.

For he's sleeping in the jungle where
the serried palm trees wave.

With his brown Kanaka children

romping noisily round his grave.
^

May the voice of First .Assistant's

ne'er disturb the sleeping dead
And the sound of Hula Hula ever

echo o'er his head.
Still they whisper that bis iih:;nt<im

haunts the iungle as of yoie,

Where the Hula drums sound loudest

down on fair Tahiti's shore.

necessary to increase the size of the
book to accommodate the additional
tonnage documented on the Coast
during the previous year, while the
growing popularity of this publication
has made it adx'isalile to cnbarge the
1918 edition.

The Register, which is the only
publication of its kind in this field,

lills a peculiar place in the business
structure of the shipping fraternity

and is regarded by them as indis-

pensable.
That the Pacilic Coast is commenc-

ing to be a large factor in the ship-

jiing world, is indicated by the num-
iier of requests for this book coming
from Eastern shipping and brokerage
firms, as well as from abroad.
The 1918 Register contains in part:

.A complete list corrected to January
1, 1918, of all vessels documented on
the Pacific Coast of North America
and the Hawaiian Islands; a complete
list of dry docks and marine rail-

ways on the Pacific Coast and the

Hawaiian Islands; Northern Pacific

weather statistics; pilotage and tow-
age rates of the various ports on the

Coast, and accurate locations of all

Coast guard stations.

1918 EDITION FIREMAN'S FUND
REGISTER NOW OUT

The bireman's Fund Register,

larger than ever, and full of addi-

tional information invaluable to the

shipping fraternity and kindred inter-

ests, is now off the press and ready
for free distribution. Copies of this

Register may be obtained at any ma-
rine agency or at the head office of

the Fireman's l-'und Insurance Cnni-

pany, 401 California street.

The enormous increase in sbii)ping

on the Pacific Coast has made it

Among the new features are details

of unit offsets for a great variety of

vessels and an exhaustive chapter on
steam heating as applied to ships.

The press work and arrangement of

the book leaves nothing to be ae-
sired and the latest edition of Simp-
son's Naval Constructor is destined
to be more popular among naval ar-

chitects and marine engineers than
ever.

A SAN FRANCISCO STOCK OF
HARDWOODS

The July 1st Stock List of White
Brothers, the large hardwood deal-

ers of San Fraticisco, has just come
from the press. This list shows a

very strong line of the dry hard-
woods that are now scarce through-
out the East, such as quartered oak,

plain oak and mahogany. It also

shows a fine stock of Jenisero, the

popular wood for inside finish. Jeni-

sero is the hardwood used in the

beautiful interiors of the Rialto and
Monadnock buildings, the Hotel Whit-
comb and the F'airniont Hotel, all of

San Francisco, as well as for the in-

teriors of many fine residences and
boats built up and down the Coast.

This wood embodies the qualities of

great beauty, hardness, which means
durability and the taking of a fine

finish, and moderate price, which
combination accounts for the ever-

increasing demand for Jenisero for all

beautiful interiors.

REVIEWS
"Concrete Ships" is the title of an

interesting booklet issued by the

Portland Cement .Association and
consisting of a pictorial history ol

t'le marine uses of concrete from
1849 to 1918, showing the gradual

advance from the concrete row boat

to the large concrete ocean-going
vessel.

"The Naval Constructor," by Geo.
Sniipson, M. I. N. A., fourth edition,

880 pages, bv D. Van Nostrand Com-
pany, 25 Park Place, New York,

$5.00 net. Simpson's Naval Construc-

tor has become a highly valuable and
standard handbook, and the new edi-

tion bears out the renutation of the

first three issues of this work. Ad-
vantage has been taken of the ex-

haustion of the first three editions to

prepare some new matter for the

present issue as well as completely
revising the former text where ad-

vances in ship design or marine en-

gineering have made this advisable.

Attack. By Edward G. D. Liveing,

Ijublished by the Macmillan Com-
pany, New York. Price 75 cents net.

This is graphic and a splendidly
written account of an infantry subal-

tern's impressions of July 1, 1916,

and makes splendid reading for any-
one wdio wishes to secure a right

impression of just what a modern
Ijattle is like.

A War Nurse's Diary. Anany-
mous. I^ublished by The Macmillan
Company, New York. Price $1.25

net. This book consists of a series

of sketches showing vividly the work
of the nurses at the front in the

great conflict. The book has a grip-

ping, throbbing interest, and gives a

keen insight into the work of the

noble women at the front.

Rego Welding and Cutting Appa-
ratus is the title of the new catalog

issued by the Bastian- Blessing Com-
pany of West Austin avenue and La
Salle street, Chicago. Since the in-

troduction of the oxy-acetylene in-

dustry in .America, Rego oxygen, ace-

tylene and hydrogen regulators have
been standard equipment on many of

the high-grade welding and cutting
manufacturers' apparatus. With ten

\ears of intensive investigation and
experience behind them, this firm is

in a unique position relative to the

welding and cuttin.g business and their

latest catalog will be found of great

interest to the managers of all plants

where the oxy-acetylene process of

welding or cutting is utilized.

Dry Steam is dealt with in the

Tracy Engineering Company catalog

No. 11, which is just off the press,

and deals with the application of the

Tracy Steam Purifier in boilers. The
catalog contains a valuable discus-

sion on the causes of wet steam from
boilers and the principles on which
the Tracy purifier works in obtaining

dried steam. There is also a partial

list of the large number of vessels

Iniilt on the Pacific Coast wdiose boil-

ers have been fitted with Tracy puri-

fiers.

The Acme Engine Company cata-

lo.g has just been issued, and is an

active and pleasing exponent of what
this firm, young in organization and
old in experience, has accomplished
already in the marine and stationary

field. The catalog is devoted to the

marine output of one, two, three,

four and six-cylinder engines, a de-

scription of the special features, pic-

tures of individual parts and a thor-

ough discussion of the design. Any-
one interested in power boat, tug-

boat, fish craft or pleasure boat con-

struction or operation should have
this catalog and a copy can be se-

cured through application to the

Acme Engine Company, San Fran-

cisco.
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PACIFIC BOAT & IRON WORKS
129-135 EAST WATER STREET, PORTLAND, OREGON

CORSER'S ONE-MAN SIMULTANEOUS RELEASING

LIFEBOAT HOOKS
The Corser has recently been perfected and approved by the United States

Steamboat Inspection Service

Either liook in the Corser dexice forces the opposite hook open instanta-

neously both before or after- the Ijoat becomes water-borne, without the
necessity of fine adjustment This new and exclusive feature explains why
the Corser is being adopted so rapi

Installation simple—cost moderate

PACIFIC DERRICK ^t!F

HOIST CO.

PLEASE MENTION THE PACIFIC MARINE REVIEW WHEN YOU WKITE
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LINDE
OXYGEN

Your Personal Duty Toward
Essential War Work

BP'AR in mind Avhen you consider the oxyoen
situation that there are 118 fully-e(iui])i)e{l

shipyards in the United States, of which 48

are on tlie Pacific Coast, 38 on tlie iVtlantic Coast,

1() on tlie (ireat Lakes and 16 on the (iulf Coast. In

addition, li more yards are nearing completion.

A considerahle part of the time saved in construct-

ino- ships in these yards is due to the use of IJnde
Oxygen in the Oxy-Acetylene process for welding

and cutting metals.

We are heing urged by the Government to con-

tribute more oxygen—as the amount of production

in essential lines is limited by the extent to which
they can use the Oxy-Acetylene process.

It is extremely difficult to get more cylinders from
the manufacturers, no matter how much we increase

our production. To maintain our output Ave must
therefore ^-drn over cylinders far more rapidly than

ever liefore.

While we are charging rental for cylinders not re-

turned promptly, that does not entirely solve the

situation. Important work is making constant de-

mands for more oxygen, and the Government has a

right to expect that you will make the return of

empty cylinders the subject of an especial order to

your employees.

tfTT We ask you and urge you to do this, as a patri-

tU otic meaure.

The Linde Air Products Company
The Largest Manufacturers of Oxygen m the H orld

42iid Street Bldg., New York City
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A Tribute to the Memory of Geo. W. Dickie
By C. E. Grunsky, President The American Engineering Corp.

Thnse wild knew Mr. ( Icd. W. Dickie ninurn with his faniil_\-. His death has removed
from the engineering profession a man of rare attainments and attractive personality

whose achievements in his life work of shipbnilding and whose writings on related sub-

jects have given him an international reputation.

When in the Spanish-American war the "Oregon" of the United States Navy made
that famous dash around South America from Pacific Coast waters to the Carribean Sea,

he became known in every household of this country as the "Builder of the Oregon."

He was called to his final rest on August 17th, without warning and while still remark-

ably vigorous in mind and body and actively engaged in the service of the United States

as Chief Inspector at the Moore shipbuilding yards, Oakland, California.

Having known Mr. Dickie for over thirty years and deeply appreciative of his human
qualities, I may be permitted a few words relating to his character and his professional

standing without attempting a review of his achievements. Xo one ever came into close

contact with Mr. Dickie whether socially, professionally, or in business without profiting by
such contact. His personality was an inspiration. Always kindly and helpful and absolutely

fair in his dealings with his fellow-man, he could claim the confidence, respect and esteem
alike of those whose industrial afifairs he directed and of those who worked under him. This
\aried and long experience and his contact with afifairs and with men of prominence from
all parts of the world and a habit of close observation coupled with a retentive mind and a

happy faculty of expression made Mr. Dickie a most charming companion and an entertain-

ing writer. As related by him with a flavor of Scotch humor, the sitnple story of how as a

boy upon the suggestion of his schoolmaster, who spent much time on scientific .work, he
acquired the necessary lenses and built himself a telescope to view a comet, then in the sky.

and how at a penny-a-look he turned its construction to financial profit is not alone a delight-

ful reminiscence but a forecast of his later connection with the installation of the great Lick
telescope on Mt. Hamilton, for which he designed and built the dome in which it is housed.

Mr. Dickie, wdio was born at Arboath, Scotland, on July 17, 1844, came to the United
States with his parents in 1869 and in the same year reached San Francisco. Very soon
after his arrival here, he had an opportunity of showing his confidence in his ability to do
well any problem of mechanical construction that was presented. Answering an advertise-

ment for some one skilled in the construction of a gas plant, he was employed to erect one
at Xorth Beach. By following the usual practice of benefitting by experience of others as

related in professional papers and particularly by reference to the details of a gas plant

recently completed in an English city and well described in a Scotch journal the work
was carried to successful completion.

Soon thereafter a mechanical engineer to design marine engines was wanted—possibly

at the Risdon Iron Works, San Francisco, but the place does not matter—and Mr. Dickie

presented himself. "You will not do," he was told, "we need a mechanical engineer and you
are a gas engineer." Thereupon he confessed that his attainments were all along the lines

of mechanical engineering, he having served his apprenticeship in a railroad engineering shop
in Scotland, with special attention to locomotive construction. He was thereupon or soon
after employed at the Risdon Iron Works, where his work took a wide range. On one occa-

sion he secured for his firm a large contract for mining machinery, making a proposition
which was accepted over a proposal by Mr. Irving M. Scott for the Union Iron W'orks. This
kind of successful competition won Air. Scott's admiration and resulted in an offer to 'Sir.

Dickie which was accepted and made him a member of the stafif of a concern in which he
had ample opportunity to applv his constructive genius. Fie was manager of the Union
Iron \\'orks from 1883 to 1905.^

-As a narrator of his personal experiences he was uni(|ue. He knew how to present them
in a humorous vein and with a lesson nicely turned. And he was always ready when oppor-
tunity presented, to let others have the benefit of this fund of experiences which seemed inex-

haustiljle. How eiTectively he could make his point appears from the following v^diich hap-
pens to be before me. After returning from the Columbian Exposition in 1893, he told the
Technical Society of the Pacific Coast of his impressions, and in the course of his remarks,
U< dri\e home the fact that local conditions must be duly weighed, he related the following
nccurrence: "()ne day at the engineering congress, in discussing a paper on river steambciat
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C(inslnK-ti(in, 1 was eiulcavoriiii; to point out the aiKanta.i^e of conipouiuliiiL;- stern-wheel en-

gines, recommendini^' tandem coni]joun<ls on each side, either condensing or non-condensing,

when the author of the pa])er remarked that the first cost was the most important consider-

ation in the construction of a western river steamboat: efficiency or durability being of sec-

ondary im])ortance. 'l>ut,' said 1, 'the every-day expense of running must be an important

matter, especially where transportation was efifected so chea]:)ly.' '\\'hy,' said the author of

the paper, 'I am afraid that the gentleman from the Pacific Coast has had but a small expe-

rience with western river practice. As an example of economy let me give you an instance

of a freight stern-wheeler in my district that made her daily runs for the last season of

eight months on a total expense of ^2.25 for fuel, and this expense was caused by the care-

lessness of the crew one night not securing wood enough for the next day's run, necessitat-

ing the captain's buying wood enough to last until dark, as his method of taking on fuel

would not work in daylight. In this case what would be the advantage of compounding?'
"

That Mr. Dickie had an eye to the aesthetic even in the design of the engine or other

machinery can hardly be better expressed than in his own words:

"1 am often told that the useful only should he retained in any design. That is true,

but who can say what is useful? Your best poet says

—

"Notliing useless is or low,

Each thing in its place is best;

And what seems but idle show
Strengthens and supports the rest."

,Vnil then, after referring to several illustrations, asks the question: "In regard to our

other surroundings, we are not satisfied with the bare necessities of existence, and why
should we l)e so in mechanics?"

- And so we find, too, that Mr. Dickie was a great lover of books and took much pleas-

ure in collecting- rare volumes. It was quite pathetic to hear him tell how his valued col-

lection was destroyed in the San Francisco earthquake and fire of 1906. At that time

Mr. Dickie was in the East supervising the construction of ships that were being buijt

from his designs. The collection of rare books had meen boxed and deposited for safe-

keeping at Mr. Dickie's office in San Francisco, where they were reached by the fire

and destroyed. Had they been left at the Dickie home in San Mateo they would have

been preserved. A year later there came from England an agent of a dealer in rare

books commissioned to purchase from Mr. Dickie certain rare volumes which it was
known were in his collection. He was prepared to pay some thousands of dollars,

and, like Mr. Dickie, was distressed when he learned that the trade could not be made
because the books no longer existed.

Mr. Dickie wrote many papers bearing upon marine architecture and engineering, and

also on matters relating to the American merchant marine. He was recognized as an

authority on such matters and was widely quoted. He was thoroughly imbued with

American ideals and was ever ready to serve this country to the limit of his abijity.

Immediately on the outbreak of the war he offered his services to the United States Gov-

ernment. His fertile brain was active and he sent on a number of propositions dealing

with the protection of allied shipping against attacks by submarines. He was appointed

chief inspector for the Government at the Moore Shipbuilding Works, as already stated,

and despite his 74 years was rendering most efficient service when the last call came.

He possessed in a high degree the best character traits of the Scotchman. An idea

of his probity and fairness to his fellow man will appear from the following circumstance

related to the writer some months ago. Mr. Dickie had some time in the seventies loaned

a few hundred dollars to a stranded Canadian who gave his note for the loan and left as

a pledge certain shares of stock of no market value in mines located on the Comstock
ledge. Neither interest nor capital were repaid. The note was outlawed. Meanwhile the

Comstock properties came into prominence, the value of stock was soaring, and one day

it occurred to Mr. Dickie to take the stock wdiich he held to the Nevada Bank to ascer-

tain whether it had any value. \\'hen he was told that it was worth $75,000 he was so

taken by surprise that his knees came near giving way, and he with difficulty withdrew

from the bank. The stock was at once sent to the former owner, from whom, despite a

fair oflfer, Mr. Dickie would accept nothing but a repayment of the loan and interest.

Mr. Dickie married Miss Anna Jack in 1873, and established a home in San IMateo,

which has always been well known for its open hospitality. After the death of Mrs. Dickie,

a second marriage followed in 1901 to Miss Louise Barney.

Mr. Dickie is survived by his widow, a daughter. Miss Anna Belle, and five sons—
William S., chief of the draughting department at Mare Island ; .\lexander J., a rancher

in Santa Cruz and Santa Clara counties, California; George W., Jr., who is with the

Union plant of the Bethlehem Steel Corporation ; James S., who is assistant to the presi-

dent of the American Shipbuilding Company at Cleveland, Ohio; and Frederick M,, editor

of the Pacific Marine Re\ie\v.

Mr. Dickie has been a useful man in the community. He had the esteem and lo\-c

of those who knew him. He has left a iilace which none other can fill.



An Appreciation of tke 8th Emergency Fleet District

01^' all the varied activities which the entry uf

the United States into the world war sud-

denly threw into bold relief as the big out-

standing industries which required herculean

efforts, enormous expansions and untiring devotion

and effort, none present a more remarkable specta-

cle of true American energy than shipbuilding.

The suddenly arisen and undreamed of task of

providing ships in which to carry on transporta-

tion, soldiers, food and supplies and munitions of

all kinds to France from the United States, made
it necessary to form what is known as the United
States Shipping Board Emergency Fleet Corpo-
ration.

\\'ith the organization of this corporation came
great responsibilities, but such has been the suc-

cess in carrying out the task for which it was
formed that today the Emergency Fleet Corpora-

tion stands among the most important of the vari-

ous branches of government service. This won-
derful work has been given such wide publicity

that little can be added here to what has already

been well told in thousands of journals and papers

throughout the country.

The Emergency Fleet Corporation has been very

particular in the selection of its personnel, striving

to secure the best experts for each particular ser-

vice to be performed. The entire organization

rests, of course, on the men in the hundreds of

plants which are building the ships and the main
work of the forces of the corporation is to help

these men Ijuild the best ships, in the quickest

time and in the greatest numbers. There are one
hundred and fifty plants under the direct jurisdic-

tion of the Emergency Fleet Corporation, employ-
ing approximately three hundred thousand men,
who are building steel, wood, concrete and com-
posite ships. The plants are too scattered to be

helped and guided in their work from the central

office, so the Emergency Fleet Corporation has di-

vided the United States into eleven geographical
districts along boundaries determined by geograph-
ical and transportation line reasons.

There is a central office for each district which
acts as a clearing house of information and guid-

ance, keeping the local plants and the home office

of the corporation at Philadelphia in touch with
each other. In this central office, as well as in the

local plants, are such representatives of the dif-

ferent activities as may be necessary. The home
office work, rec|uiring about two thousand employ-
ees, is on such a large scale that it is divided into

two main branches, each in charge of a vice-presi-

dent. ]\rr. Charles Piez is vice-president in charge
of construction and Mr. Howard Coonley is in

charge of administration. Upon each rests the en-

tire responsibility for all districts, and in turn the

specialized divisions and sections. The Capstone
of the pyramid is Mr. Charles M. Schwab, director

general, whu. representing the board of trustees of

the corporatiDU and through that body of men the
United .*^tates Shipjiing lioard, has been given the
responsibility for the ship production program in

its entirety. Each of the eleven districts, however,
is a complete unit by itself, and each of these dis-

tricts rcj)orts directly to the home office in Phila-

delphia. Such in brief is a limited outline of the

activities of the Emergenc}- Fleet Corporation, and
those who wish to ascertain the various correla-

tions between the many divisions and subdivisions,

the division of duties and the responsibilities rest-

ing upon each officer of the corporation, should
consult s^me of the Emergency Fleet Corporation
management diagrams which have recently been
issued. The present article deals only with the

work of one of our Pacific Coast districts, that des-

ignated as Number Eight.

For District Number Eight, embracing the States

of Oregon and Washington, Captain John F. Blain

was named as district officer, and William Pigott,

district supervisor. Mr. Blain takes charge of steel

production, while Mr. Pigott devotes his attention

to the furthering of the vast wooden shipbuilding
industr}' in the State of \\'ashington.

In the selection of Captain Blain to take charge

of the Northwestern district, the Emergency Fleet

Corporation has picked a man with wide and va-

ried experience, and under his guidance the ship-

yards of the Northwest have made many remark-
able records, records which are all the more nota-

ble when it is considered that three short years

ago this section of our country boasted but one
shipyard. Captain Blain has had a very varied sea

experience since 1892, when he went to sea at the

age of fifteen. His first command was the brig
"Pitcairn" in the Pacific Coast-Philippine Islands

trade in 1901. Prior to that time, and starting as

cabin boy, he served on the "John .\. Dix", "Sara-
toga", "Benmohr", "Henry Failing", "Kong Sing",

and "Gerard C. Tobey".

From 1901 to 1903 Captain Blain served as mate
or master on the Pacific Mail steamer "City of Syd-

nev", the "Valencia", the American - Hawaiian
steamer "Californian", the transports "Thomas",
"Sherman" and "Meade", and the "New York",

"St. Louis", "St. Paul", "Haverford" and "\'ater-

land of the American and Red Star lines.

He was master of the steamer "Custer" of the

Philippine Islands Service and master of the steam-

er ".Atlantic" during part of 1903-1904; executive

and chief officer of the S. S. "Mejida" of the Im-
perial Ottoman Navy, and the steamer "Minnesota"
of the Great Northern Steamshi]) Com])any. From
June, 1903, to January, 1906, he held the position

of navigating officer and instructor in navigation

on board the Pennsylvania nautical school ship

"Saratoga". Captain I'lain then coninianiled the

S. S. "Pennsylvania" in tiie Atlantic, Pacific and
Alaska trade.

On leaving the sea in September, l')08, he acted

as inspector on two small government steamers
constructed in Portland. On the completii>n of

these vessels he accepted the position of manager
of the Oregon Dry Dock Company. In I'Hl Cap-
tain Blain entered the government service and acted

as assistant inspector of hulls, for the steamboat
inspection service at Norfolk, Virginia, and from
there went to Boston as the I'nited States Icical

inspector of hulls.

Captain Blain was then with the Pacific Criast

Steamship Company for three years, coming out

from the East to become assistant general manager
in ciiarge (if operations. In 1916 he severed his

ciinnectidu with the steamship company to become

J
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vice-president and niana.i^er nf the Washinijton

Stevedoring^" C'drporatinn. it was this latter posi-

tion which Captain Blain left in May, 1917, to take

charge of District Number Eight, consisting of the

States of Oregon and W'asjiington. for the I'.nier-

genc}- I'deet Corporation.

.\t first Cai)tain lUain had charge of all worl<,

l)oth wood and steel shi]) construction, in ( )regon

and Washington, l:>ut later divisions were formed
which resulted in a distribution of labor and detail,

wlien the Wood Di\-ision was formed for Oregon
and Washington. Captain Blain appointed Captain

Magee temporarily in charge ; the home office of

the Emergency Fleet Corporation afterwards named
Mr. \\'illiam I'igott as district supervisor, with Cap-
tain Magee as his assistant, with jurisdiction over

all wood ship construction on all points on Puget
Sound and Willapa Harbor and an additional dis-

trict was created for wood ship construction at Co-
lumbia River points, followed by the appointment
of Mr. L. J. \A'entworth as district supervisor.

The officers of District Xumbcr Eight found
themselves promptly deluged with work. The ship-

yards were rapidly filling up with work and the

commandeering order of August 3, 1917, gave the

newdy-formed Shipping Board forces quite a fleet

to look out for. Subsequent to the commandeering
order and prior to the first of the present year, the

Eighth District turned over 52,800 deadweight tons

represented in six steamers, four of which were
constructed at the Skinner & Eddy plant, Seattle,

and two at the plant of the Northwest Steel Com-
pany, Portland.

During January, 1918, three steamers of a total

deadweight tonnage of 25,100 were turned over in

the Northwestern district. Duthie & Company
turned over an 8,800 tonner that had been com-
mandeered, the Seattle Construction & Drydock
Company produced a 7500-ton steamer, and Skin-

ner & Eddy tnished the "Seattle", of 8800 tons

deadweight, the first direct contract vessel to be
turned over to the Shipping Board from any yard
in the United States. The keel for this ship was
laid on August 21, 1917; she was launched on No-
vember 24th, and sailed from Seattle on her first

voyage on January 5, 1918.

During February the ship deliveries rose to eight

ships, of a total deadweight tonnage of 70.600. Of
these one of the 8800-ton deadweight standard type

came from the Ames Shipbuilding & Drydock Com-
pany, two from J. F. Duthie & Company, one from
the Northwest Steel Company, Portland : one from
the Columbia River Shipbuilding Corporation, Port-

land; and three from the Skinner & Eddy plant.

Of the Skinner & Eddy vessels delivered this month
two were commandeered vessels, one being a tanker

and the third a direct contract vessel. The keel of

the direct contract vessel was laid September 4,

1917' she was launched on December 22nd and de-

livered on February 12, 1918.

During March the district produced ten ships of

a total deadweight tonnage of 75,700. These were

divided as follows : The Albina Engine & ]\Iachine

W^orks, two vessels of 3300 tons deadweight each ;

commandeered steamers which were building for

Norwegian interests ; Ames Shipbuilding & Dry
Dock Company, two steamers of 8800 tons dead-

weight each ; Duthie, one of the same tonnage

;

Columbia River Shipbuilding Corporation, one 8800
tonner ; Northwest Steel Company, one 8800 ton

freighter; Seattle Construction & Dry Dock Com-
pany, one of 7500 tons' capacity ; and Skinner iSi

Eddy, two 8800 ton deadweight ships, one of wdiich

was a direct contract vessel. The keel of the lat-

ter craft, the "Canoga", was laid on Decem1:ier 1.

l'M7; she was launched on i^'ebruary 2fith and de-

livered on March 25th.

The records for April show that eight vessels of

a total of 69,100 tons were turned over, and of these

the Columbia River .Shipbuilding Corporation were
responsiI:)le for two 88000 tonners; the Northwest
Steel for one vessel of the same type ; the Seattle

Construction & Dry Dock Company, one; J. F.

Duthie (."t Company, two ; and Skinner & Eddy,
two. The latter concern again delivered one direct

contract vessel this month, the "Ossimeke", lier

keel being laid December 26, 1917; she was launcli-

ecl on March 14th and delivered April 13th.

The month of May saw six ships of 52,800 tons

fleadweight delivered, they being all of the stand-

ard 8800 ton deadweight type. Of these the Ames
Shipbuilding & Dry Dock Company, J. F. Duthie

& Company, the Northwest Steel Company and the

Columbia River Shipbuilding Corporation each de-

livered one ship, wdiile the Skinner & Eddy plant

again had two to its credit. Both of the Skmner
& Eddy vessels were direct contract boats, that

firm having finished the commandeered ships on its

hands. In the case of one of these craft, the "West
Lianga", her keel was laid on February 14th; she
was launched on April 20th and delivered May 4th.

June proved a record month for ship deliveries

to the Shipping Board in the Northwest, the lists

showing that fourteen steel steamers of 112,300

deadweight tons were turned over to the service

of the nation. The Seattle Construction & Dry
Dock Company turned over the 10,000 ton freight-

er, "Walter A. Luckenbach", the largest freighter

that had yet been constructed on Puget Sound, and
also a 7500 ton standard freighter. The newly-com-
pleted Todd plant at Tacoma finished another
7500 ton deadweight steamer, while of the 8800 ton
class the Columbia River Shipbuilding Corporation
contributed one, the Northwest Steel finished three,

Duthie one, Ames one, the Albina Engine & Ma-
chine Works two of 3800 tons each, and the Skin-
ner & Eddy plant three 8800 tonners.

This gives a total for the district in the first six

months of 1918 of forty commandeered vessels of

326,400 deadweight tons, of which Seattle delivered

twenty-three of 197,800 tons and Portland seven-

teen of 128,600 tons. There were also nine direct

contact vessels of 79,200 tons, all delivered by Skin-

ner & Eddy. This gives a total for the six months
of 49 vessels of 405,600 tons or, counting the steam-
ers delivered prior to the first of the year, a grand
total of 55 vessels of 458,400 deadweight tons.

From the first of August, Skinner & Eddy expect

to deliver four vessels, or 35,200 deadweight tons

of shipping per month. The plant of J. F. Duthie
& Company is also making some splendid speed
records, but it is by no means certain that the prize

for record production will remain with the Puget

Sound Ijuilders. If the past splendid records which

have been made in the Portland district are any

indication of the future tonnage to be turned out

on the Willamette. Seattle will have to look to her

laurels. However, the rivalry between the yards is

as friendlv as it is keen.
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During- the month nf June the Shipping linard

(liscontinned its direct operatic m of vessels and as

fast as the new ships are completed they are either

turned over to the Xavy l)e])artment or else to

pri\-ate firms for ojieration. and we know that any

ship manned hy American sailors will certainly

give a good account of herself when she is ])assing

through any danger zone.

During the month of June the Shijiping ISoard

began drawing tonnage from a new source, taking

over four Ja])anese vessels of a total deadweight
tonnage of 31,663, these ships being turned o\er

as part of the tonnage which Japan agreed to de-

li\er in exchange for steel.

In order to .appreciate the development which
has taken place in the shipbuilding industry, it is

onl\- necessary to go back a little over two years,

when we find that the only steel shipyard on Puget
Sound was the Seattle Construction & Dry Dock
Company's plant, while Harbar Island was unoc-

cupied with anything more protentious than the

clay pigeon traps of the gun club which were lo-

cated on the present sites of the Ames Shipbuild-

ing & Dry Dock Company and the Seattle Xorth
Pacific Company's shipyards.

At the present time the total value of vessels

under direct contract with the Shipping Board or

commandeered by that body represents a value for

the commandeered vessels of $''0,000,000 and for

the direct contracts of $250,000,000. This repre-

sents a total of seventy commandeered steamers
and 188 direct contract vessels, and when it is con-

sidered that up till the first of July only nine of

the contract vessels had been delivered it will be

understood what a splendid future is ahead of the

shipyards in the Northwest district during the next
year or two. In addition to this tonnage, four

steel steamships, fortnerly German, have been
commandeered.

^^'hile the steel shipbuilders of the X(_irthwest

have been covering" themselves with glory and
arousing the heartiest commendation of the entire

country, the builder of wooden vessels has by no
means lagged behind.

The wooden shipbuilding district embracing the

Puget Sound territory is designated as District

Number Eight, with headquarters in the Securities

Building, Seattle, and is under the direction of Mr.
William Pigott, district supervisor of the Division

of Wood Ship Construction. On Mr. Pigott 's staff

of assistants are W. A. Magee. district manager;
A. R. Hunt, chief machinery inspector, and C. Y.
Rice, technical assistant.

The work coming under the direction of the Div-
ision of Wood Construction in District Number
Eight is being carried on at fourteen shipyards

;

four of which are at Seattle, four at Tacoma, two
at Aberdeen, one at Bellingham, one at Raymond,
one at Anacortes, and one at Olympia.

The Emergency Fleet Corporation officers, with

their assistants, have personally supervised and
assisted the construction of all wooden vessels in

these yards, District Number Eight ranking among
the first in efficiency of all eleven districts, hav-
ing launched up to and including July 4th, 1918,

thirty-three vessels of a total deadweight tonnage
of 119,000. In addition to the hulls already launch-
ed, there are under construction in the district 283.-

.501 deadweight tons of wooden vessels, which will

be launched as quickly as completed on the stocks.

Including the Julv Fourth launchings, the rec-

ords show the following output for the different

yards in Number Eight District wdiich had launch-

ed vessels up to that date: llabare P.rothcrs at

Tacoma had launched one vessel of 3.500 tons dead-

weight; the Grant Smith-Porter Ship Company, six

vessels of 21,000 deadweight tons; the Grays Har-
bor Motorship Corporation, seven vessels of 28,-

(X)0 deadweight tons; Meacham & ISabcock, three

vessels of 10,.500 deadweight tons- Nilson & Kelez

Shipbuilding Corjioration, two vessels of 7000 dead-

weight tons; the Pacific American Fisheries, one

N'essel of 3500 deadweight tons ; Sanderson & Por?

ter, one vessel of 3500 tons ; Seaborn Shipbuilding

Company, six vessels of 21,000 deadweight tons;

the Sloan Shipyard Corporation, one vessel of 3500
deadweight tons ; the Tacoma Shipbuilding Com-
pany, two vessels of 7000 deadweight tons ; and the

Wright Shipyards, three vessels of 10,500 dead-

weight tons.

Segregating the launchings Ijy months, we find

that there was one ship of -1000 deadweight tons

launched in December, 1917; nothing in January,
1918; one ship of 3500 tons deadweight in Febru-
ary; four ships of 14,500 tons in March; two ships

of 7000 tons in April ; eight ships of 29,500 tons

in May; seven ships of 25,000 deadweight tons in

June, and ten ships of 35,500 deadweight tons dur-

ing the first four days of July.

While further contracts are being let to the

wooden shipbuilding yards of this district as fast

as the ways are cleared to accommodate new con-
struction, the new craft are a larger type of vessel

than those built hitherto. Difficulty has been ex-

perienced in getting the material for the 3500 ton-

ners and the vessel has also been judged too small
for long ocean voyages, her bunkers accounting for

too large a percentage of the total deadweight ton-
nage. The new wooden ships are either of the
Daugherty or the Ballin type, with deadweignt ton-
nage in the neighborhood of five thousand.

All the employees of the Emergency Fleet Cor-
poration and all the executives and workmen in the
shipyards as well feel that to win the war our first

need is ships and to build ships successfully we
must have earnest, skilled labor. Everj'one is co-

operating to avoid delay, as delay in some matters
of minor importance may hold up the delivery of
the ship. Everything is fabricated and all moves
are made by schedule and the Emergency Fleet
Corporation system keeps inspectors in touch all

along the line of construction, from the raw ma-
terial of the forest to the finished product of the
shipyard. The task has been and still is a stupend-
ous one, but it is being conducted in such a man-
ner that the American people can point with pride
at this important branch of our war activities.

CONCERNING OUR COVER -

The launching picture used on our August num-
l)er cover has called forth considerable comment
and in answer to several inquiries we wish to state

that we received this photograph through the cour-

tesy of Mr. H. G. Seaborn, vice-president of the

Skinner & Eddy Corporation, and that the vessel

shown is the "West Ekonk", one of that firm's

fifty-five-day 8800-ton deadweight ships and the

tenth direct contract vessel they have constructed
for the Emergency Meet Corporation.
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WHAT WE OWE THE PIONEERS

WESTERN .shipbuilders are receiving many
congratulation.s these days and the praise
that has been showered upon them l)y

Shipping Board officials and others has
been fairly won and richly deserved. When Irv-
ing M. and Henry T. Scott and their associates
started steel shipbuilding in San Francisco and
laid the foundations for the old Union Iron Works,
they little dreamed that the day would come when
shipyards would spring into existence from one end
of the Coast to the other.

Laying aside the inspiring race for speed in

launchiiig a ship, a race that is highly spectacular
and which has aroused keen interest in the ship-
building program throughout the country, the dead-
weight tonnage output per set of ways will show
that the Western yards as a whole have a most
remarkable shipbuilding performance to their credit.
The wonderful showing that has been made has not
been confined to the older yards, but firms that
have been in existence for a short year or two and
even those which are at present putting together
their first hulls have not lagged behind in the" great
race for shipbuilding supremacy.
The showing made by the West has usually been

attributed to favorable climatic conditions and per-
haps a considerable measure of our success can
rightly l)e put down as a result of good working
climate throughout the year, but there are other
and deeper causes than weather that have contrib-
uted their factors to the splendid results obtained.
A noted British shipbuilder toured the United

States in the nineties and upon his return to Eng-
land addressed a meeting of engineers and ship-
builders on the subject of possible American shijj-
biulding competition. He stated that if competi
tion stated the .American yard which he would
fear most was the Union Iron \\'(,rks at San I'ran-

cisco, and when asked for a reasmi for his state-

ment answered with the one word "initiative".

Up to the time when Robert ]\Ioran started his

steel shipyard at Seattle, the Union Iron Works
was the only large steel shipbuilding establish-
ment along the entire western coasts of both North
and South America. In common with the other
great metal working establishments in San Fran-
cisco, such as the Risdon Iron Works and the Pa-
cific Rolling ]^Iills, it was brought up on and sur-

vived b}' pure initiative. The scope of work un-
dertaken by these concerns was tremendous. Their
mining departments undertook the construction of

deep mining machiner}' such as engineers had never
attempted elsewhere and in shipbuilding the same
daring prevailed. Not only did this concern con-
struct ships—it also built the engines, winches,
made its own castings in iron, brass and steel

;

built its own electric power plants, and even con-
structed its own dynamos and motors. Removed
thousands of miles from the source of supply, this

plant made many large tools for its boiler and
machine shops, and, in short, through the energy
and daring displayed by its management and fore-

men and the skill of its mechanics—and they were
real mechanics, being called upon to do almost
everything in the way of machine and erecting

work—the Union Iron Works was able to discount
the disadvantages as to material and labor which
it was forced to meet in competition with the old-

established shipyards in the East. What was true

of the Union Iron \\'orks was also true in a lesser

degree, this plant starting business much later, of

the Moran plant at Seattle, now the Seattle Con-
struction and Dry Dock Compan}'.

In commenting upon the remarkable progress

being made by our shipyards today, it is only just

to recall these old concerns, for they furnished a

nucleus of men and experience from which nearly

every shipyard on the Pacific Coast has drawn
heavily. These men had accomplished the seem-
ingly impossible in the days gone by—they had

met both success and failure with a smile—and
when the country called upon them a few short

months ago to perform another seemingly impos-

sible feat they met the problem with a warm hand
clasp, for to the most of them "seemingly impossi-

ble" was an old friend.

THE CONTRIBUTION OF MR. FERRIS TO
SHIPPING BOARD DESIGNS

A(;Rh:AT measure of the credit for starting

the present huge shipbuilding program of

the United States Shipping Board, in so

far as the .selection and perfection of types

is concerned, belongs to the former Naval Archi-

tect of that body, Mr. Theodore E. Ferris.

Mr. Ferris entered upon a shipbuilding career at

an early age, being first employed at a wooden

shipyard on Long' Island. Later at the famous

old Roache yard at Chester, Pennsylvania, he be-

came acquainted with steel construction, studying

draughting and designing. From that time on Mr.

Ferris began adding rapidly to his store of steel

shiijbuilding and designing experience, being em-

ployed in turn at large shipbuilding yards at Bal-

tininre, Philadelphia, Chicago and Detroit.

A1)iiut 1890 ]\Ir. Ferris became definitely identi-

fied with the designing and superintending end of

the steel shipbuilding business becoming associat-
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cd with the late A. Car}- Sniitli and was in the

(iffiee of this noted na\ai architect I'm" se\en years,

(hiring which time he worked on the designs of a

hirs^e number of river and sound steamers and
man}' of America's most notetl yachts.

Al)out 18')8 Air. Ferris became Chief Constructor
and Superintendent for the Townsend and Dow-
ney Company-, now the Standard Shipbuilding

Company, at Shooters Island, New York. In 1903

he again joined forces with A. Cary Smith, this

time as a partner, and this arrangement continued
under the firm name of Cary Smith and Ferris un-
til 1''10. From 1910 until' the present time Mr.
l'"erris has designed and supervised upwards of

three hundred steamers and yachts and at the time
when the United States Government's comman-
deering order went into effect there were thirty-

five ships building in American yards f(.ir which
he was the naval architect.

Mr. Ferris was appointed in .\pril 1''17 by Gen-
eral Goethals as Naval Architect and Consulting
Engineer to the Emergency Fleet Corporation of

the U. S. Shipping Board, and he not only de-

signed ships of many types and sizes that are lie-

ing built in the Government-owned y-ards, but it

was also a part of his duty to examine and pass

on all the plans and specifications submitted by
private shipbuilding concerns in all parts of the

country. These plans had to meet with his ap-

proval before the contracts were given for the

Iniilding of the ships. He has designed and ap-

proved the plans of about 1,000 merchant vessels

for the Government which are now in process of

construction or for which the contracts have been
awarded. At the Newark Bay shipyard, which is

operated by the Submarine Boat Corporation, fifty

5,000-ton vessels designed by Mr. Ferris (known
as the Ferris type) are being built and another
100 will follow. These are the first of the steel

vessels constructed under the new system of stand-

ardization which was worked out by Mr. Ferris

and which was approved by the United States
Shipping Board. Mr. Ferris also designed 7500-

ton vessels of standard type, 50 of which are be-

ing built by- the American International Ship-
1)uilding Corporation, and the Standard 8000-ton,

15 knot ships building by the same company. Mr.
Ferris designed the 10,000-ton, 17 knot, special

troop ships, several of which have been contract-

ed for by the Government. He also designed some
300 Standard wooden ships, of 3500 tons dead-
weight, known as the Ferris type, now building
for the Government.

Just at a moment when the work of Mr. Ferris

was beginning to prove most useful, circumstances
arose which led to his resignation and return to

private practice. In common with various other
prominent executives who have left the Govern-
ment service, he found himself unable to adapt
his personality and methods to his surroundings.
Mr. Ferris, therefore, turned over his vast under-
takings to other hands and resumed an interrupted
task in other channels, wdiere he felt that he could
render a larger measure of usefulness.

xAlthough it has been far from the wishes of

Mr. Ferris to introduce the personal element into
his services to the Government, a number of his

friends have felt that his position should be made
clear. In professional circles it is generally rec-

ognized that he did more than almost any other
one man to launch the Federal shiubuililing pro-

gramme, and that it nnist be largeh' due tr> his

plans that further work along this line will ha\e
liad such an excellent start.

WHERE DUTY AND OPPORTUNITY
COINCIDE

Tl I

['. element of surprise has come to play such
an important part in the fighting on the

\\ estern front that the German press ex-

plained the backing up of the late lamented
trip toward Paris by charging that "Deserters from
our army ga\e the enemy the time and ])lace of

the attack."

One gigantic offensive may be seen in the offing

which is vioating the accepted rules of the game
of war by giving the Huns full information. It is

an American drive and there appears no desire to

hide the date, the points of attack and the objec-
tives. It is generally agreed that the operation
will be successful although victory must come
with the hardest kind of effort.

The campaign will begin at noon September
28th : the front on which the attack is to made
is from the Pacific to the Atlantic, Mexico to

Canada ; the objectives are six or eight billion dol-

lars and the time allowed is three weeks. The
divisions to be engaged include every red-blooded
American.
Our part begins now. Plan at least to double

the investment you made in the last Liberty Loan
because the Fourth will be at least double the
size of the last one. Our boys never lag in the
attack. They meet the Boche and his bullets more
than half way. Let's back thern up with our pal-

try dollars. Let's give them a square deal. Let's

lend as they fight and that means crowd the banks
the very first hour of the Fourth Liberty Loan
oft'ensive.

OVERTIME TO BE LIMITED

THE recent action of the Shipping Board in

curtailing overtime on vessel building for the
Emergency Fleet Corporation except where
such work can be shown to be absolutely

necessary is a step in the right direction. Ship-
yard overtime has been productive of serious evils
and at the same time its eiifect on expediting work
has been highly doubtful. It is only natural that
the efficiency of a workman falls off materially
after he has worked a certain number of hours
with the result that his wage and a half or double
wage becomes a triple wage if not more when
measured in results obtained. Overtime cannot be
evenly distributed. The demand for extra work
falls almost entirely on certain classes of men.
This means that the monthly wage return of these
men becomes very heavy in comparison with the
pay of those who are never called upon to work
after hours. Dissatisfaction immediately makes
itself felt and dissatisfaction quickly effects the
output of the entire plant. Overtime pay may be
"easy money" and it may not, but the man who
does not get a chance to put in any overtime and
hears about the lucrative returns of the man who
does, certainly looks upon overtime pay as easy
money and becomes envious of his fellow work-
man. Except in special and isolated cases there
never was anything gained through overtime work
that in any way compensated for the extra cost of
ha\ing the work done.
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NEW ANGLES ON THE LAUNCHING RACE

W\i reproduce herewith a chart and a short

article from the Emergency l'"leet News
which is self explanatory. 'I'he article is

as follows

:

The accompanying chart, showing the steel ships

launched in the shortest time from date of keel

laying, was prepared by the Statistical Section of

the L'nited States Shipping Hoard ICmergencv
I'leet Corporation on informalion contaiuecl in re-

])orts of District Officers.

It shows that the "Tuckahoe," the 4,900-ton col-

lier launched h_\' the Xew York .Shipbuilding Cor-
poration in 17 days, still holds first |ilace, with the
"Lake Narka," built by the Cleveland plant of the
American Ship Building Company, the '"South

I'ole," the 6,200-ton refrigerator sliiji built bv the
Baltimore Dry Docks and Ship Building Company,
;uid the "Defiance," the 12,000-ton cargo carrier

hnlt by the Union Plant of the Bethlehem .Ship-

building Corporation, in a virtual tie for second
l)lace.

The "Defiance" was built in 38 actual working
days, according to the District Uft'icer's report,

although 46 calendar days passed from the date of

keel laying to launching. The "Defiance" was one
of four vessels launched for the Emergency Fleet
Corporation at the Alameda jilant of the Union
Iron Works on July 4th.

The District Officer's report shows that the keel
of this boat was laid on May lyth. From that

date to July 4th there were six Sundays and two
legal holidays. Memorial Day and the Fourth of

July. Thus there were eight days in which no
work was done on the "Defiance," and this reduces
the actual working time to 38 days from keel
laying.

It will be noted in this chart that the Eastern
and Clreat Lakes yards are in the lead in point of

fast shipbuilding. The American Ship Building
Company's Cleveland plant holds fifth and sixth

places with the "Lake Gedney" and the "Lake
Duncan," built in 61 and 65 days, respectively, and
the same company's plant at Superior, Wis., is in

seventh place with the "Lake Aurice," built in

approximately 66 days. Then comes the Bethle-
hem Union Plant again with the "Victorious,"
built in about the same number of days.

The .Skinner tv Eddy Corporation holds ninth,

tenth, eleventh and twelfth places, with four 8,800-

ton vessels.

In interpreting this chart it should be Iiorne in

mind that the records are based entirely upon the
count of calendar days. This explains the discrep-
ancy between the chart as printed herewith and
the previous reports of record-breaking perform-
ances from the shipyards, which had to do only
with actual working days on hulls.

A slight study of this table however will con-
vince anyone that it is a very poor basis on which
to study shipyard output. We have prepared a

second table, for instance, which is reproduced
herewith which takes the twenty-five record
launchings and arranges them on a ton per cal-

endar day basis which results in some remarkable
changes in the order of production such as number
one becoming numer three and number four be-
coming number one, while even more startling
number two becomes number fourteen and num-
ber twenty-five becomes numl)er eight.

( )ii the original list of twenty-five of the

Country's most ra|)i(l launchings, the Pacific Coast
yards occn])ied eleven places as follows: fourth,

eighth, ninth, eleventh, twelfth, fifteenth, seven-

teenth, twenty-first, twenty-third and twenty-fifth,

h'iguring these same launchings on the basis of

ton per calendar day, (the original table published
in the Emergency Fleet News taking no account
of the size of the vessels) we find that the Pacific

Coasts ])laces in the record would be as follows:

first, second, fourth, fifth, seventh, eighth, ninth,

ele\'enth, twelfth, and thirteenth.

It must always be borne in mind however in

Comparing time clasped between the keel laying

and launching of any vessel that the data has a

N'cry limited tiseftilness in determining the speed

with wdiich shipbuilding operations are going on
in any particular yard.

There are many factors wdiich might make for

the speedy launching of a certain vessel; she might
l)e rushed ahead while the vessels alongside of her
lagged behind ; the ways on which she was built

might have been occupied for an unduly long time
by the vessel immediately preceding her with the
result that a great deal of material might have
been fabricated for her hull long before her keel

was laid, and then again there is a wide range in

the percentage of com])letion at which a vessel is

launched.

For these and many other reasons, the splendid
launching records made by so many of our Ameri-
can shipyards while worthy of the highest praise

as individual feats of industry and organization
have very little use as a basis on which to form
opinions as to the relative speed of our different

shipbuilding establishments.

Perhaps the most satisfying comparison could
be arrived at by using as a basis the deadweight
tonnage actually delivered per set of ways per
vear.

RIVETS AS A CONSTRUCTION GAUGE

AT THE banquet of the Emergenc}' Fleet

Club on August 1st at Philadelphia, in the

course of a speech Mr. Daniel Cox stated:

That while July deliveries were short com-
pared with June, the corporation was not behind in

its program, but only a little out of step. He said

that much energy had been devoted to making rec-

ords between keel layings and launchings ; that

this was very spectacular and served to cheer the
country up and that perhaps it was proper because
thus far we have not lost much in our final pur-

pose—delivery of tonnage. The number of steel

ships actually under construction on August 3rd,

1917, was 132 of a total deadweight tonnage of

1,073,000. Today there are 352 steel ships under
construction of a total deadweight tonnage of 2,-

500,000. The average daily drive or rivets last

April was 646,000; in May, 751,000, and in June,
860,000. Mr. Cox also stated that in January it

required 295 working days on the average to com-
plete a ship ; between January and June this time
had been reduced to 270 days, while in June the

average time taken to complete a ship was 240
days. There is cause for a deep feeling of satis-

faction in these figures. We may reasonably ex-
pect the deliveries to fluctuate and the fact that

June deliveries exceeded July deliveries does not
mean that there was less accomplished in July
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than in June. The result of the July shortage will

probably be seen in a great increase for August.

As far as the amount of steel entering into the

construction of hulls is concerned, the monthly rec-

ord of rivet drives will give a steadier and more
dependable record in regard to the rate of con-

struction than monthlv delivery figures.

AMERICAN CREWS FOR SHIPS

WITH the success of its huge shipbuilding

program assured, the United States Ship-

ping Hoard will now concentrate its power
iin the manning of the merchant marine

with ail-American crews.

The Shipping Board's etticiency methods in put-

ting the American shipyards on the may will be

paralleled by j\lr. Hurley in creating an adecpiate

personnel for the merchant ships built and con-

trolled !)}• the Shipping Board.
Not only the war needs of the merchant marine

will l)e considered in the launching of an extensive

educational campaign, but a broad foundation will

be laid by organization for maintaining a 100 per

cent American personnel in the great peace fleet

with which the United States will take a command-
ing place in world trade after the war.

The Shipping Board's manning program is based

on the present and potential needs of the merchant
service in coastwise and overseas traffic, for both

existing and for new tonnage.
Since the war began the new tonnage has been

divided between the Shipping Board and the Navy,
virtually on a 50-50 basis, the ships assigned to

the Navy being used in its overseas transport ser-

vice.

Division of Tonnage
"This division of tonnage is liased on an agree-

ment between the Shipping Board and the Navy
Department dating from last year, which has not

been changed," said Mr. Hurley.
"The ships used by the Navy for transporting

troops and animals as well as cargoes of war ma-
terials through the war zone are manned by naval

crews. Ships making commercial voyages through
the war zone and to all other parts of the world
are manned by ci\ilian crews.

"The Shipping Board recently gave the Navy
Department an estimate of the number of men the

Navy will probably need for the merchant ships

turned over to it by the Shipping Board. It is

now meeting its own needs for the country's com-
mercial vessels by recruiting and training men for

service in the civilian crews of the merchant ma-
rine.

Training System for Crews
"The Shipping Board since the war began has

been building up a training system for merchant
officers and crews that will now be used to its

fullest capacity for producing the men needed in

the merchant marine.
"This system, under the direction of the board's

recruiting service, now has 10 training ships and
receiving ships actually in commission, and 3
others authorized, 2 of the latter for the Gulf and
the Great Lakes, respectively.
"The board's Atlantic training squadron, based

at Boston, has 3 cruising training ships which
make regular visits to PhiladelphTa. New York,
Norfolk and to other ports. A receiving ship is

maintained at New York and another at Norfolk.
"In a Pacific scpiadron are 4 training vessels, 2

based at San Francisco and 2 at Seattle. The
Gulf training ship will be based at New Orleans
and the Great Lakes ship at Cleveland.

Three Thousand Men Monthly

"The ouiijut of these training vessels will be

3,000 men a month. Young Americans from all

sections of the country are wanted for this ser-

vice. The board maintains more than 6,000 neigh-

borhood recruiting stations at drug stores, where
they may enroll. Their transportation will be paid

to the nearest training station, and they will re-

cei\e an intensive course in sea training that will

fit them in the shortest possible time for service

in the merchant fleets of their country. In the
next 12 months approximately 36,000 will be ac-

cepted for training. Several thousand have al-

ready been trained."

Study of man power for the merchant marine
from every angle presented by war conditions and
the future trade requirements of the country is the
duty of a special committee of the United States
Shipping Board, the appointment of which Avas an-
nounced on August 2nd.

The committee is composed of George Nichols,

of Boston and New York, cotton manufacturer and
business organization expert; A. S. Hebble, of New
York, connected with the Southern Pacific Ship-
ping Service, and Dr. E. M. Hopkins, president of

Dartmouth College, a recognized authority on
labor problems, at present connected with the \\'ar

Department. William C. Ewing, of Boston, form-
erly connected with the Boston Chamber of Com-
merce, is secretarv. James Thompson, of New
Bedford. Mass.. will assist the committee, which
has opened headquarters at 45 Broadway, New
York, room 705.

Chairman Hurley has ordered that the commit-
tee make a searching study of all conditions in the

merchant marine affecting the standing of Ameri-
can merchant officers and crews as a body, and to

report on ways and means of putting American
merchants' crews on the highest level of character,

iliscipline. and efficiency.

CONTROL OF THE LABOR SUPPLY

ON August. 1st, the supjilying of war indus-

tries with common labor was centralized in

the v. S. Employment Service of the De-
partment of Labor, and all independent re-

cruiting of common labor by manufacturers hav-

ing a jiayroll of more than 100 men was diverted

to the I'. S. Employment Service. This is in ac-

cordance with the decision of the War Labor Poli-

cies Board and approved by the President on June
17th. (The War Labor Policies Board is com-
posed of representatives of the War. Navy, and

Agricultural Departments, the Shipping Board and

the Emergency Fleet Corporation, the War In-

dustries Board, and the Food. Fuel, and Railroad

Administrations. Its chairman is Felix Frankfurter.

Assistant to the Secretar}' of Labor.)

The above action was found necessary to over-

come a perilous shortage of unskilled labor in war
industries. This shortage was aggravated by an

almost universal practice of labor stealing and

poaching.

While the restrictions against the private em-

ployment of labor apply only to common labor at

the present time, these restrictions will, as soon as

possible, be extended to include skilled labor. In
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thf meantime, rccniitiiiL; nf skilled labdv fur war
|ir(i<hK-liiin will he subject tn federal rei;iilatiims

iiiiw heinj; prepared.

'I'liis drastic chani;e in the Nation's lahor pro-

gram has been found necessary in order to protect

the emi)loyer and the employed, to conserve the

labor supjjly of the communities and to cut down
unnecessary and expensive labor turn-over (which,

in some cases, is as hiijh as 1009c a week), and to

increase the production of essentials.

While non-essential industries will be drawn
ujjon to supplv the necessary labor for war work,

the withdrawal will be conducted on an ecpiitable

basis in order to protect the individual emplo\er
as much as possible.

Under the operating methods adopted, the

country has been divided into thirteen federal dis-

tricts, each district in charge of a superintendent
of the U. S. Employment Service. Tiie States

within each district are in turn in charge of a

State Director, wdio has full control of the ser\ice

within his State.

In each community there is being formed a local

community labor board, consisting of a representa-
tive of the U. S. Employment Service, a represen-
tative of employers and a representative of the
employed. This board will have jurisdiction o\er
recruiting and distributing labor in its locality.

A survey of the labor recjuirements is being
made, and in order that each community may be
fully protected, rulings have been issued that no
labor shall be transported out of any community
by the U. S. Employment Service without the
approval of the State Director; nor shall any labor
be removed by the Service from one state to an-

other without the approval of the U. S. Employ-
ment Service at Washington. Every effort will

be made to discourage any movements from com-
munity to community or state to state bv any
other service.

This lalxjr program has the approval of all pro-
ducing Departments of the Government, through
the \Var Labor Policies Board.

It must be understood that farm labor will be
protected, for the industrial program distinctly in-

cludes special efforts to keep the farmer supplied
with labor.

The requirement that unskilled labor must be
recruited through the sole agency of the U. S. Em-
])loyment Service does not at present apply in the

following five cases

:

1—Labor which is not directly or in-

directly solicited.

2—Labor for the railroads.

3—Farm labor—to be recruited in

accordance with existing arrange-
ments with Department of Agri-
culture.

4—Labor for non-war work.

5—Labor for establishments whose
maximutn force does not exceed
one hundred.

W hen the survey of labor requirements has
been made anil the aggregate demand for un-
skilled labor in war work is found, each State

will be assigned a quota, representing the com-
mon labor to be drawn from among men engaged
in non-essential industries in that State.

These State tpiotas will in turn be distributed

among localities. \\ itliin each locality, employers
in non-war work, including those who are only
])artially in war work, will be asked to distribute

the local (|uotas from time to time amongst them-
selves. Quotas by localities and individuals are to

be accepted as readily as they are for Liberty
Loan and Red Cross campaigns. This plan of

labor quotas is a protection for all communities.
The object is to keep any community from

being drained of labor, and to use local supply, as

far as possible, for local demand. The situation,

however, is stich that in certain cases some men
may have to be transported over long distances.

You will note from the above outline that this

is probably the most drastic action that the Gov-
ernment has taken since putting the Xational
Army draft into effect. The absolute necessity

for this program can be seen when it is realized

that in Pittsburg, for instance, there are adver-
tisements calling for men to go to Detroit; while
in Detroit street cars there are posters asking men
to go to Pittsburgh. This same condition is ap-

parent all over the LInited States and in the conse-
quent shifting of labor a great part of our war
effort is dissipated.

THE FOURTH LIBERTY LOAN
The biggest financial achievements of a nation

accustomed to big finances, the first three Liberty
Loans, are to be eclipsed by the Fourth Liberty
Loan. The coming loan will be at least twice as

large as the third loan and perhaps larger, depend-
ent upon whether it is finally decided to call for

six or for eight billion dollars.

It is for statisticians and economists to enlarge

upon the extent to which individuals have respond-
ed to their country's call and to set forth to what
extent history's greatest war chest was furnished

by present and what by future generations and to

dilate upon direct tax levies and bonded indebt-

edness.

We, the general patriotic American, only know
that six or eight billion dollars is needed, and that

we will raise it.

Germany's people, faltering at home as their sol-

diers are faltering beneath Foch's blows in the

field, only raised enough in their last loan, we are

told, to pay interest on previous war levies. Tur-
key's last feeble effort before she quit the Central

Powers was to raise twelve million dollars of a pro-

posed $32,000,000 loan.

America, summoning its latent financial strength

for a task unprecedented in history, will answer
with confidence to the call from \\'ashington for

whatever sum is set at this time.

Real sacrifice of many comforts will be the

means by which many American families swell

their purchase of Fourth Liberty Loan bonds.

Those whose service flags bear a star of gold will

not be inclined to sympathize with those who com-
plain at slight economies in the interest of war
funds.

Those who stay at home can make no sacrifice

comparable with that which those who go on board

ship for overseas duty ma}- be called U]ion to make
at any moment.



Waterfront Needs of San Francisco
By F. M. Dickie

WUEX the early San Franciscans filled in

\ erba IJuena Cove they thou.^ht that thev
liad created a waterfront area sufficient for
all times, but during; the past decade or two

we have begun to realize that the modern accept-
ance of the term '•port" calls for something more
than good anchorage ground and plenty of wharf
space. Undeniably necessary as these 'two essen-
tials are, they do not by anv means constitute a
modern port. Nature has been extremely lavish
to the port of San Francisco, and if this community
had been forced to create a harbor rather than
accept one already at hand, perhaps the necessitv
of continued effort would have held the interest of
the people, who, as it is, have considered the har-
bor as something which a kind providence had
provided and which thev need not trouble their
heads over.

If we accept it as a truism that the Pacific Ocean
IS to become the highway for a mightv commerce,
a commerce which manv sound reasoners argue
must become the greatest in the world, then it also
stands to reason that, other things being equal,
those ports will prosper most which are best fitted
to receive and handle the commodities which ""o
to make up the bulk of the freights to be coin-eved
on the great ocean.

\\'c have been hearing a great deal lately of the
splendid progress being made by our northern
neighbor, Seattle, as a foreign trade port. Vege-
table oil shipments are going largely to the north-
ern city, and the reason for this is that Seattle has
been and still is preparing herself to take care of
•his class of cargo. She has provided for her ex-
port grain trade by building a modern elevator
1 he Fuget Sound city has also amply provided for
Its export lumber trade. Inducements of various
kinds have centered the Sound ports as the focus
for most of the vast fleet of Japanese steamers en-
Raged in the tran.s-Pacific carrying trade \ laroe
percentage of Seattle's waterfront^ business is now
being carried on over the municipal sections of her
waterfront, for it must be remembered that the
metropolis of the Northwest is operating several
distinct waterfront units which are separated from
each other by stretches of privately-owned docks
and terminals, while San Francisco has practically
her entire waterfront under single control. It ma"y
well be that the stimulating effect of competition
between the publicly and privately owned sections
otSeattles waterfront has in a measure helped tobring about the recent remarkable expansion of
that city s commerce.

,

--^t Portland we find less extensive but still nota-
ble efforts to provide for future expansion in tlie
e-xport and import trade. Two modern and well-
e(|i,ipped municipal docks have been constructed
ami a 1.000,000 bushel grain elevator built At
the same time the Columbia River Bar has' been
practically eliminated, as far as any deterrent in-
fluence upon ocean commerce is concerned.
Los Angeles has also been cpiietlv getting reach-

to make her bul for some of the coming commerce
ot the Great Ocean. The southern city set ener-
getical y to w,,tk to improve not only 'the harbor
nsclt. but also it.s surroundings. Several splendid

piers have been constructed, large industrial areas
have been developed, permanent and well-equipped
warehouses have been built, and, like Seattle, Los
Angeles has extensive refrigeration facilities linked
up with her waterfront.

Indeed, it is a fact not to be lost sight of that
all the ports cited above have built up large level
land areas adjacent to deep water channels for use
as industrial sites and that these sites have been
taken up by shipyards, canneries and manufactur-
ing plants almost as quickly as they could be made
ready for occupancy.

_

There has been a great deal of discussion and
investigation anent San Francisco waterfront dur-
ing the past few months, and able reports have
been turned m by committees appointed from
among the membership of the Chamber of Com-
merce and other business bodies. The question
naturally arises. What is it that the port of San
I^rancisco lacks in comparison with other Pacific
Coast ports? Undeniably, this port lacks many
things, but on the other hand it possesses many
advantages over the cities to the northward It
IS the intention of the writer to try and point out
some of the things in which San Francisco has
fallen short of the requirements for a true world
port. In this connection the matter of port charo-es
dock dues, and in fact all ship and cargo charges'
that are levied in the interest of harbor works
maintenance, will be ignored. Inequalities between
different ports m such taxes on shipping and frei-^ht
are matters of financial adjustment and more '"at-
tention is now being paid to the division of whatwe might term "port ta.xes" between the ship and
her cargo than to the total which they together
pay. In this article we shall confine ourself to the
merest generalities concerning the operalino- costs
and fixed charges for the terminal e(|uipment of
eacli port as a complete unit.

Freight Transference As It Is

Let us first consider San Francisco's waterfront
system merely in the light of an arrangement for
the transference of cargo from ship to shore and
vice versa, and as nothing else. At the iiresent
time this is largely the sole function of our water-
front. (_)ur problem relative to the improvement
of waterfront conditions divides itself naturally into
two distinct phases—first, wdiat shall we do' with
our present improved front? and second, what
course shall we pursue when we extend its boun-
daries? As mentioned above, the waterfront of
San Francisco as at present constituted consists of
a set of piers and bulkhead wharves, most of which
are surmounted by one-story transit sheds and
have either one or two sets of depressed railway
tracks upon them, together with the connecting
.system of trackage known as the belt railroad.
.As far as wharves are concerned, our piers are
mostly splendid structures and leave little to be
desired. The belt railroad as a means of inter-
communication between the different piers and a
connection with our trans-continental railroad sys-
tem is good, although it could undoubtedly 'be
inade even more useful than it is at present thr'ough
increasing the present equipment and trackage.

'

The steamer landing at a San Francisco' dock.
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Some of the labor saving devices to be found on the waterfront and in the warehouses of Puget Sound's principal port
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whether she be a coaster or a vessel engaged in

the oflf-shore trades, is generally fitted with highly
efficient ships' tackle, and while similar tackle

located on the dock itself might help her out con-
siderably, the time saving possible by this arrange-

ment is necessarily limited. The ship, however
fortunate she may be, can only unload a very small

portion of her cargo directly into railroad cars and
must place the great bulk of her commodities on
the deck of the dock to be trucked away, sorted

and piled. The reason for this lies in the diversity

of the cargo as well as the diversity of its points

of ultimate destination, and also to the fact that

the landing area covered by ships' tackle is neces-
sarily limited. In short, the ship places freight

upon the dock by means of highly efficient hoists

and tackle : from the land end of the dock it may
be transported away by means of the etiually effi-

cient locomotive and train, but in between the ship
and the railroad we employ the most obsolete and
costly mode of cargo transference in existence

—

the hand truck.

The evils arising from the use of the hand truck
are many, the principal ones being excessive cost

for a given result ; a heavy wastage of dock space,

since freight cannot be tiered except at prohibitive
cost, and the inability to keep the ship's tackle
working to its full capacity, once all the surround-
ing floor space is occupied and the men have to

make unduly long trips ere they can dump their
truck loads.

If the freight is not to be removed from the
wharves by railroad cars, the teamsters now take
a hand with drays or motor trucks and hundreds
of these vehicles may often be seen waiting pa-
tiently for a chance to get in upon some crowded
dock. These teams and trucks are sometimes left

standing all night in line in order to preserve iheir
place, and when it is remembered that all this

standing by time has to be paid for it can be read-
ily understood why it is sometimes more expensive
to move your goods from the ship to the ware-
house than it is to move them from Xew York to
San Francisco via the canal.

This movement from the floor of the dock
through to the railway or to the city warehouse
is the weak link to the chain of freight movemeni
over San Francisco's waterfront. Unfortunately,

in the past, whenever this condition has been

brought to the attention of the people, they have

responded by providing more chain instead of re-

placing the weak link with a strong one.

Extension versus Concentration

Is it not true that on each occasion where ex-

tensive improvements for San Francisco's water-

front have been undertaken that it has meant the

creation of additional wharves and never the out-

fitting of a dock that could really be considered

in the light of a modern terminal? The people of

California came to believe that the terms marine
freight terminal and wharf were synonymous, and
the news that a couple of new modern wharves
were going in has always relieved the most of us

of all anxiety relative to congestion on the front.

As a matter of fact, the San Francisco wharf sys-

tem as a whole has not been seriously congested
with ships for a good many years ; some of the

structures, in fact, are very little used, while others

have often been heavily congested, not with ships,

but with cargo. We believe that it can be demon-
strated that if our wharves were all properly equip-
ped with machinery for general freight transfer-

ence purposes, and if we had an adequate system
of adjacent warehouses into which freight was
transferred from the wharves entirely by machin-
ery, that the present waterfront would handle with
the greatest ease at least four times the cargo ton-

nage which now passes over it.

Harbor Control

If one cares to split hairs, he can easily prove
that San Francisco is not a sea port at all, since

the boundaries of the city for the major part of its

extent stop considerably short of the inboard end
of the wharves. The fact that the waterfront is

administered and controlled entirely by a State

Board of Harbor Commissioners is one that has
given rise to much discussion as to the merits of

such control as compared to local control by the

city government. There is much to be said on
both sides of this question. At the time of the

formation of the State Harbor Commission it was
of distinct advantage to San Francisco to have the

credit of the State at her disposal when money was
being raised, and the oft-repeated statement that
many of the State administrations simply utilized

San Francisco's waterfront as a grazing ground for

deserving politicians may be offset by the reason-
able supposition that many of the city administra-
tions would have done exactly the same thing.

But aside from the politicians, there has been one

distinct disadvantage of State control, and that is

that bond issues for improving the waterfront do

not carry the appeal to the general population of

the State that thev would to San Francisco. Ac-

kes. This class of machinery is adaptabli
ave the great volume of traffic in heavy
the installation and up4Kep of such mac

bulk fr

hinery
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tiun un nccdcil aUcraliuns could l)c secured uuirc

readily and more quickly under city coutrdl than

under State control, and the necessity of falling,'

hack upon the State's credit to secure horrowinj;'

power has ])assed.

The act creating' the llarhor C'ommission ex-

pressly forhids anyone who would naturally l)e

conxersant with harhor matters from becoming a

commissioner. A study of the personnel of the

man}' boards which have served as managers of

San I'Vancisco's waterfront will reveal the pres-

ence of farmers, lawyers, real estate men, grocers
and undertakers, but one may look in vain for

shipi)ing men, general contractors who have had
experience in dock building, civil engineers or ter-

minal experts. The natural result has been that

the personnel of one board would just begin to

grasp the rudiments of harbor front management
when a change of administration would sweep them
out of office. LTnder the circumstances, it is a won-
der that the waterfront of San Francisco has been
improved as well as it has.

Meager Handling Equipment Now Available

With a splendid wharf system, a ])ractically com-
plete belt railroad, unlimited anchorage area, free-

dom from violent climatic conditions, dredging
problems that are small and easily solved, anil

with but a six-foot tidal range to contend with,
what is it then that the San Francisco waterfront
lacks? Considered merely as a transfer platform
for freight, our front is devoid of every modern
contrivance for avoiding congestion. Some of the
steamship companies holding certain sections of the

front under lease from the Harbor Commissioners
have installed small electric wharf tractors which

haul trailers. These machines ha\'c a certain \\c\\-

detined scope of usefulness and within their limits

they will go a long way towards preventing con-

gestion immediately at the points where ship tack-

les are discharging freight on the wharf, their use

])ermitting a wider spreading of commodities than

is economically possible with hand trucks. These
surface travellers work under certain handicaps

when compared to the monorail system or other

means of overhead transference. The surface shift-

ing of freight means the loss of considerable floor

space, since numerous runways must be left open
in order that the machines can reach every portion

of the wharf that is being used to pile freight.

Again, the surface machine is not capalile of tier-

ing freight wdiose nature will permit of high piling

and hand tiering cjuickly reaches a height where
handling costs become prohibitive. These electric

travellers with trailers and adjustable cargo ramps
for use in unloading or loading through a vessel's

side ports are practically the only aids to handling
which have as yet been introduced as far as general
freight is concerned. A section of one of the cargo
ramps in use at the piers occupied by the Pacific

Steamship Company is shown herewith.

The Heavy Weight Problem
If a steamer has to transport heavy machinery, a

large boiler or any single piece freight consign-

ment wdiich is too heavy to be handled by her own
tackle, she finds it necessary to shift to some pri-

vately-owned shear legs, shift back to the original

wharf, perhaps, to complete her loading and pay
for the use of the shear legs. This is expensive
both in time and money, but the steamer is lucky
if this is all the incident amounts to. A \-essel

may be fitting out under the shear legs which are
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an ports both locomot

to be used, and in this case the bill of shifting this

craft away and back again would also be charged
against the freight handled. To overcome this dif-

ficulty seems to be easy, but a little thought will

show that the problem is an intricate one. If the

city constructed a heavy set of shear legs in &. cer-

tain locality vessels would still havc to face the
delay and e.xpense of shifting to reach the appa-
ratus. The floating crane would be a much more
flexible adjunct to our harbor machinery, but, if

self-propelled and self-powered, would represent
a high first cost and a very high operating cost ii

comparison to the rex'enue which could be deri\-ed

from its use. If the floating crane, on the other
hand, was not self-propelled, but power connectio'is

were arranged for it on each of the wharves and
the harbor tug towed it wherever its services were
re(|uircd, the oiierating costs of the apparatus would
be cut down to a niininnini, but its usefulness would
also be curtailed, since it would not be able to work
alongside ships in the stream. In any case, how-
ever, the floating crane is to Ije preferred to the

shear legs, as it has a wide range of possibilities on

harbor work itself, such as pulling piles when
wharves are to be reconstructed, etc.

The Ideal Wharf Structure

Much has been written concerning the compar-

ative merits of diiiferent types of wharf construc-

tion. Roughly speaking, such construction mav lie

divided into three classes—temporarv, semi-per-

manent, and permanent. The wharves at San

I'rancisco arc of the temporary and semi-perma-

nent classes. Only the semi-permanent and tlie

permanent types of construction need to be con-

sidered here. liy semi-permanent wharves are

meant structures with a concrete slab or hea\'y

mill construction i>la;form resting either on high-

class creosoted piling, concrete piling or concrete

piers. The transit shed would be of either timber
or concrete construction. Permanent construction

is taken to mean a solid, filled, stone-lined wharf,

the initial cost of which under San Francisco Cay
conditions would be absolutely prohibitive, or a

concrete slab structure resti ig on heavycast-iron
drums sunk into the mud and filled with piling

and concrete. Such a wharf construction would be
jiractically indestructible, and although it would re-

i|uire a liea\'v initial e.xpenditure the upkeep would
he nil.

Ilie advocates of the semi-permanent as opposed
to permanent construction, advance the arguments
that a wharf will outlive its usefulness in about

twenty-five years, since the advance in handling

methods and the changes in size and characteristics

of cargo carriers would make complete wharf alter-

ations necessary in that space of time. This is

entirely true, but if the slips on either side of the

wharf are of ample width and the wharf itself is

of ample width, it is inconceivable that any change
in conditions would make it necessar} to change

the underwater construction, if it were permanent,'

either as to its character or its location. The ideal

wharf stri'.cture then would be a permanent floor

and foundation work surmounted by a semi-perma-

nent transit shed of one or two docks in accortlance

with the character of the traffic to be served.

.^ucli a wharf resting on caissons five feet in di-

ameter protected b}- cast-iron drums would l)e jirac-

tically indestructible, and if provided with a dou-

ble cargo deck in the transit sheds, a vessel could

be unloaded entirely either onto the u]i|ier floor

or else directly onto cars at the wharf's edge.

The lower floor would be merely used as a distrib-

uting medium. Trucks, flat cars and ex'ery vehicle

for outside road con\-e\'ance would recei\'e their
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loads friiin oxcrliead, wliile goods destined for sto-

rage would lie conveyed directly by t)verhcad con-
\eyers over the marginal street and into the ware-
lunises there constructed for its reception.

What would be the conditions surrounding the

use of such a wharf? 'I"he answer is that the flex-

ibility of the system would obviate all congestion.
In cases where the wharf itself became overcrow-d-

cd with trucks awaiting freight, these could be

diverted to the adjacent warehouse and the ip\cr-

Iiead conveyors would deliver the frci.^lit tn them

at this point. I'l'dui the truckage standpnint, the

warehouse is nuich more (lesira])le than tlie wharf

as a shipping point, since, if it be a large structure,

all four sides (jf the building can be worked at

once, while a wdiarf has but a single entrance and

exit, and in the case of single deckers the a\aila-

ble space for teaming is usually very restricted.

( )n such a wharf as we are describing, all hand-

ling would be by power. \\]r should power hand-

ling end at the wharf, but its adjoining warehouse

system should be fitted similarly so that teams,

cars or trucks arriving with consignments or re-

moving goods should ha\'e their loads lifted out

or dropped on board, as the case might be.

It has been amply proven that vertical travel is

cheaper than horizontal travel, at least when \er-

tical travel in both directions is considered and it

is the adoption of machinery which will make both

horizontal and vertical movement of freight cheap

and expeditious, which will change the present ar-

rangements on the San Francisco waterfront from a

splendid wharf- system to a splendid terminal sys-

tem. As to just what handling system wi.iuld best

suit the needs of San Francisco there is room for

considerable argument, but questions of this kind

can be safely left to the harbor engineer and his

advisors, since they must be conversant with the
details of our present difficulties.

( )ne thing is certain, and that is that the cure
for the waterfront troubles existing at present lie

in the pro])er utilization of the present wdiarfage
system rather than its extensions. Our wharves
are seldom crowded with ships, but a good many
of them are often crodwed with merchandise.

When a single steamer lying at a large wharf can

create a cungcstinn by unloading with no ai<l but

her (iwn tackle at a (piicker rate than the wharf

can be cleared, then there is something decidedly

wrung at the shure end of the transfer. ( )iir har-

b(ir facilities are not al(}ne in their shortcomings

and C(i)isi<lerable factors in the delay at wharves

nia\- be laid at the door of freight car designers.

Why do ,\merican l)ox cars have to be loaded

thriiugh side doors? It would be a simple matter

to ha\-e the roof of the car removable so that a

crane could ])ick it off. load the car in a few min-

utes and ])lace the roof on agin and the roof could

be so designed that its removability would detract

in no way from the structural strength of the up-

per part of the box car.

The i^resent lioard of State Harbor Commis-

sioners is fully alive to the necessity for cargo

handling facilities on our wdiarves and in conjunc-

tion with the harbor engineer that body is work-

ing out an extensive scheme of improvements along

constructi\'e lines. Cargo masts with electric

hoists to work in conjunction with the regular

ship's tackle are to lie erected on three of the

piers and this will materially aid in the actual

loading and unloading of vessels and wdien this

end of the cargo movement is speeded u]5 the

need for mechanical handling on the wharves them-

selves will be more a])]3arent than ever. Double

A typical Pacific Coast dock cutside of the transit shed
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Typical wharf construction, showing deepressed tracks, cross bracing and platform work

deck transit sheds are to be built on several of the

wharves and after careful consideration of the

various systems of mechanical handling that ha^•e

been adopted by other cities a selection will be

made of the apparatus best suited to the needs of

our port.

Warehouse Problem Difficult

So far we have only touched upon waterfront

problems the solution of which lie mainly with the

cpiestion of finance and economics since the me-

chanical cures to be applied for relief are well-

known and it only requires careful calculations

based on original cost, interest and sinking fund

on one hand and the operating cost per ton of

freight handled on the other to determine whether

they are advisable or otherwise. The tnal unit

of a marine terminal system, the warehouse, pre-

sents problems, however, which are peculiarly dif-

ficult of solution in San Francico. Property ad-

jacent to the highly improved section of tlie water-

front has become highly valuable and also minute-

ly divided as to ownership. For these reasons a

system of publicly controlled warehouse facilities

back of the present improved waterfront will be

exceedingly difficult to obtain. That such a sys-

tem will eventually be installed goes without say-

ing, but whether it will be a State or city venture

or else a series of closely controlled private cor-

porations working in conjunction with the man-
agement of the waterfront authorities remains to

be seen.

The Industrial Aspect of Our Waterfront
In addition to the transfer and shipping uses of

a marine terminal, a waterfront should be made

to serve directly the industrial and manufacturing
life of a community. The amount of manufactur-

ing immediately adjacent to the improved section

of San Francisco's wharf system is very meagre
as the level land in this section of the city has

been largely used for other purposes and has now
become too valuable to hold out attractions to any
industry requiring large space. Indeed the street

system, having been completed through to all

wharves, practically excludes any really large in-

stitution from securing sulTicient contiguous space

along the waterfront. The desire for cheap sites

and the necessity of securing sufficient space for

all developments which the future might bring-

forth has led most manufacturs in the San Fran-

cisco Bay region to locate outside of San Francisco
itself, it being considered that these advantages
offset the disadvantages of removal from the lar-

gest labor reservoir. If the city would retain her

present manufacturing interests and attract others

there is but one thing to do and that is to create

out of her unimproved waterfront a great indus-

trial terminal.

The largest area (if tidal and march lands which
could be utilized as sites for industrial plants,

vegetable oil terminals and the other uses which
the vast expansion of Oriental trade is making
necessary, lies to the south of China Basin and the

Islais Creek channel. If Hunters Point were
leveled ofT in order to acquire the necessary ma-
terial for filling, some two thousand acres would
be made available as well as a long stretch of wa-
terfront which could be utilized for new wharf
structures as needed. This improvement could be

extended on southward in San Mateo county to

Cargo ramps are fitted on some wharves for the purpose of expediting the transference of cargo through the side ports of steamers
and these ramps constitute about the only aid to cargo handling that has yet been introduced on our publicly owned wharves
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South San branciscu thus securing many more
Inuuh-eds of acres, in fact the possibility of such
(Icvclopnient to the southward is practically unlim-
ited.

While such improvement work as that which
has been outlined by the San Francisco Civic

League and others may not be carried out in the

near future owing to the desire of the Government
to conserve capital, still such improvements might
well be called to a large extent war improvements
and it is surely necessary for every port on the
Pacific Coast to do its utmost towards preparation
for making the great commercial use of the Pacific,

which has already given our ports a sure indica-

tion of its future frowth, as far as possible Ameri-
can. To do this we must utilize to the fullest ex-

tent with waterfront with which nature has so

bountifully supplied us.

In regard to the development of this couthern
waterfront area, Mr. C. E. Grunsky, who has been
carrying out the preliminary estimates for the crea-

tion of new land for industrial sites at the request

of the Civic League, a local body of public spirited

citizens, has made the following statement

:

That there was a lack of vision and foresight

when the rectangular system of streets was laid

out in the hill districts of certain business and
residence sections of San Francisco, as also in the
adopted policy of establishing street grades in close

conformity with the natural surface of the ground,
has often called forth comment. The prospective
requirement of industries, of commerce and e^cn

of ordinary intercummunicatiijn between different

])arts of the city received apparently but scant con-
sideration.

This is a large subject and only alluded to here
because the embarrassing result of the lack of

vision is again to the fore as the need for larger

developement of the city's waterfront becomes
pressing.

The progress of extending improvements over
the low flats along Mission creek was slow and
unsatisfactory, largely due to a lack of proper ma-
terial with which to make the necessary fill.

Rincon Hill, which could have afforded much
material, after more than a quarter of a century
of agitation for its removal is still an obstacle in

the way of business interests.

And now attention is seriously directed to the
barrier imposed to development of industrial areas
by the long, narrow Hunter's Point ridge, which
rises to a maximum height of about 260 feet, and
by the hills within the city on the bay front near
the county line.

At large expenses and with great difficulty the
owners of the mud flats along Islais creek are
making these flats available for commerce and for

manufacturing establishments. Their lands are
flanked by high hills, which should be graded to

reasonable slopes, but which, by reason of owner-
ship in small areas and the difficulty, yes, impos-
sibility of securing grade changes can not provide
the material which would have been available at
flatter slopes and with which filling to higher ele-

for freight insurance
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cific port—Pr nee Rupert- which has not
"world port.' but which nevertheless bo
fifty-ton shear legs on one of its wharves

vatidii Could have been done. Xaturally, tliere-

f(ire, the gradinj; operations are leaving these

lands, as they have left the Mission creek lands,

at lower levels than would have been desirable

and would have been prescribed if a sur])lus of

material had been conveniently obtainable.

.'^'an Francisco has unusual natural harbor ad-

vantages. These were early recognized .and have
been extolled to the full. Had they been less ap-

parent and had it required initiative and effort for

San Francisco to provide for and hold the business
of the port the place of San F"rancisco in the lead

of coast ports in foreign commerce would not be
in question today.

A glance at the map will show that San F'ran-

cisco has never had a proper outlet toward the

South. .\ broad strip of practically level water
front land is neded, beginning within the citv and
extending to and beyond South San Francisco.

Consideration and discussioin of the project for

the improvement of the Hunter's Point district,

which will ultimately bring this about, it not only
timely, but the project involves the taking of a

logical step in the direction of the ultimate devel-

opment of the San Francisco l)ay port. .An accep-

table procedure for carrying out the [jroject should
be worked out without unnecessary delay.

That the project of cutting down Hunter's Point
and the two other hills nearer the city boundary
is feasible and that the excavated material could
be used in filling in the shoals that lie both to the

north and south of Hunter's Point goes without
saying.

Viewed from the financial and economic as])ect

the project is large and its features must be care-

fully thought out. It must be made a community
enterprise in which the present owners of property
will participate without being unduly burdened.

Of the engineering problems which are involv-

ed, but little can be said at this time. The large

extent of low land on the water front, much of

which is submerged by the waters of the l)ay, will

be made useful by being raised above the water
level of the ba\-. This area to be reclaimed with
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In studying this vill be noted tlia shifting cargo into the

the material olitaineil Ijy cuttini;- clown the liills

is of such lireadth, extending as it ihies inland
more than a mile at some points, that much of

its surface should be raised considerably higher
than its water front margin. How high the fill on
this land should be made is one of the questions to

be answered by the engineer who will, in his final

conclusion, so adjust the cut into the hill area and
the fill upon the tide marsh and into the ba}- that,

while fulfilling the main requirement of attaining
fair street gradients, the aggregate amount of ex-
cavation and the ultimate cost will be kept at a

minimum.

As an interesting fact it may l.)e noted in this

connection that the removal of the Hunter's Point

ridge easterly from Railroad avenue will provide

sufficient material for filling in the low areas

within San Francisco, leaving an abundance of

material from the more southerly hills for the flats

beyond the county line.

In working out such a project as this, county

boundaries should be ignored. San Francisco and

San Mateo, the property owners and the State

should all work together, confident that a satis-

factorv result can be achieved.

When the wtjrk is done, manufacturing estab-

lishments will avail themselves of the facilities

offered to the extent that they are as good or bet-

ter than found elsewhere. Commerce will do like-

wise, and the foundation will have been laid for

the larger general development which throtighout
the bay region is bound to keep pace with the

growth and prosperity of the State and of the

Nation so long as we but do our share to provide
the facilities which are needed.

Hindsight is much more prevalent in this world
than foresight and it is easy to look back over the

development of San Francisco's present waterfront
and see where grave errors of judgment were
made. It was an entirely dift'erent matter for

those who built up the present waterfront to look
forward and gauge clearly the requirements of the
future. As to what our waterfront possesses we
are proud to compare it with similar facilities else-

where while those things we lack are the out-

growth of unavoidable or unforseen circumstances.

The present Board of Harbor Commissioners are

working wholeheartedly with the city's shipown-

ers and shippers to improve the present freight

handling conditions and great developments along

these lines are confidentlv looked forward to.



The Western Shipbuilder

By Charles Piez, Vice-President Emergency Fleet Corporation

WHILE en route to the East from his re-

cent visit to the Pacific Coast, Charles

Piez, vice president of the Emergency
Meet Corporation, issued the following in-

teresting statement

:

"The Pacific Coast is a land of superlative

superlatives of climate, of scenery, of energy and

enthusiasm and latterly of ship construction. For

the West Coast was awarded all six pennants for

ship construction in the month of May and all of

its yards rank so high in rate of production that

the competition during the next three months, at

least, will be largely between the yards of this

section. Climate that presents favorable condi-

tions for out-of-door work all the year round is, of

course, a factor, and a considerable factor, in ship

output, but in justice to the eastern and southern

yards it must be said that the West owes its

present sujiremacy not so much to the climate and

the enterprise and energy of its people as it does

to the fact that a considerable number of its yards

were established going concerns when the Fleet

Corporation began operations. Skinner & Eddy,

Bethlehem, Moore and Scott, Columbia River,

Northwest Steel, Ames, Duthie, and the Seattle

Construction Yard were all well under way be-

fore even the plans !iad been devolved for such

large yards as the P>deral, Submarine Boat, Bristol

and Hog Island. When these yards get into full

swing, which should be the case before another

90 days, then the question of whether Western
climate and energy can surpass the resources of

the East in actual ship output will be given a fair

test. But miracles have been accomplished even

in the new yards on the Pacific Coast.

"The yard of the Los Angeles Shipbuilding Com-
pany is a marvel of speedy accomplishment. In

both yard and ship construction the same can be

said of the Western Pipe and Steel Company's
yard, and the yard of the Todd Company at Ta-

coma. Even the newer yards, like those of the

Southwestern Shipbuilding Company at San Pedro,

the Pacific Coast Shipbuilding Company at Bay
Point, and the Standifer Company at Vancouver,
Wash., deser\e high commendation for excellency

of design and celerit}" of construction.

Applies to Both Wood and Steel

"The West impresses one as the land of accom-
plishment in shipbuilding and this applies to both

wood and steel construction. If the wood ship

survives, it will survive because of the timber re-

source and the enterprise and energy of the West.
The wood shipyards are real yards well laid out,

well equipped, well managed and well manned,
and the variety of designs developed by the W'est

Coast shipbuilder bears testimony to the ingenuity
and invention of the Western people

"We have spoken of wood ship construction as

a lost, or at least a suspended, art, but the West
has always found some place for the larger wood
craft, and wood shipbuilding on the Pacific Coast
has been in a model way an active industry for

many years. It is not to be wondered at that the

first delivery should be registered by the West
Coast and that our largest hope for this kind of

craft centers around this favored section, for a

section is indeed favorable that within a radius

of 10 or 20 miles can cut the trees, saw the timber

and build the ships without outside aid for timber.

"Though the West has accomplished much, her

ambition is insatiable. There is not a shipyard

that is not prepared to expand. There is not a

community with a stretch of dater front that is not

eager to rival the Clyde. Everywhere there is in-

tense interest and enthusiasm in shipbuilding. It

has gripped the popular imagination, and it has
offered this vast coast line an opportunity for in-

dustrial development, an opportunity that is be-

ing embraced with customary Western vigor.

There exists there no fear that shipbuilding su-

premacy will ever be wrested from, its hands. There
is nothing but pride in vast performance, confi-

dence that results in future will set a new mark in

ship production, and it is this very confidence,

backed by the conviction that shipbuilding has

opened up a new industrial era, that will make the

\Vest Coast a worthy and dangerous foe to the

Eastern yards.

Ovation Reflects Ambition
"The splendid ovation given j\lr. Schwab and

his party, in addition to being a high personal

tribute, did reflect the ambition of the West to

become the world's leading shipbtiilders. Mr.
Schwab brought the opportunity, and the West
responded generously and whole heartedly, as only

the West can.

"Los Angeles, San Francisco, Portland, Tacoma
and Seattle were ordered to add to existing facili-

ties, and organized labor, itself, was interested in

the expansion. It was at one of the largest and
most enthusiastic meetings of our whole trip that

a prominent leader of organized labor, after a most
patriotic and generous introduction, stated that

labor not only was interested in the expansion of

the yards, but in the contracts for ships that were
to be placed. He recognized that high wages could
be maintained only if there was abundant oppor-

tunity for employment, and he cautioned his men
to keep their heads and not to spoil the best

chance they had ever had in their lives.

"This same advice can be given to the business

interests of one or two of the shipbuilding com-
munities, for there is just a tendenc}- to overcapi-

talize opportunity, and thus to destroy the best

chance for industrial development wdiich the West
coast has ever had. Labor that does not exist

cannot be created by bidding up wages to prohibi-

tive figures. After all, the output of the entire

community is what really counts, and this output
is maintained and increased by husbanding re-

sources oi both labor and material and using

them for the common good. The old conditions

of competition must no longer be permitted to

exist in the shipyards if we are to win out. Every
advantage in method, or facilities, or design owned
or controlled by one yard must be placed unsel-

fishly at the disposal of all. That this truth is

recognized and acted on is shown by the kind of

information and data gathered and distributed

among members of the Northwestern Shipbuilders'

Association, and was exemplified, too, by the gen-

erous response made by Joe Tynan, General Man-
ager of the Bethlehem Shipbuilding Corporation,

when, in answer to my request to submit a com-
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Launch of the West Hohomac
On July 27th the Skinner and Eddy plant No. 1

launched its twenty-first steamer, the 8,800-ton

deadweight freighter, "West Hobomac." The keel

of this vessel was laid on May 29th. forty-nine

working days lapsing before her launch. In this

connection it is interesting to note that the Skin-

piete set of oil tanker drawings which his company
had developed to two other yards to whom we had
just awarded contracts for this class of vessel he
said, 'sure, and tell them they need not make any
new patterns. They can use ours.'

"There is the spirit that is quickly developing
our shipbuilding industry to meet our national

needs, the spirit that forgets temporarily the ad-

vantage over a competitor and makes everything
subordinate to the nation's necessity. It is this

spirit of generous co-operation, of recognition of

the new order of things that makes us confident
of success.

ner and Eddy plant No. 1 has been remarkably
consistent in the time occupied by each hull on

the ways. Taking the last eight ships launched
from this plant we find the following construction

records ; the West Lianga 55 days. West Alsek
58 days, West Apaum 55 days, West Cohas 55

days. West Ekonk 57 days. West Gambo 59 days.

West Gotomska 50 days and West Hobomac in

49 days.

The launching of the ^^'est Hobomac closed

Skinner and Eddy's launching program for the

month of July, the firm being credited with three

8,800 tonners launched during that month from
their original yard and two 7,500 tonners from the

plant of the Seattle Construction and Dry Dock
Company.
The \\'est Hobomac was christened by Mrs.

Henry G. Seaborn, wife of H. G. Seaborn, vice-

president of the Skinner and Eddy Shipbuilding

Corporation. The launching was an unusuall}'

successful one, and was witnessed Ijv a bc\y of

distinguished guests.



Petroleum Distillates Suitable for Diesel and

Surface-Ignition Engine Fuel
By Philip Lane Scott

WHAT is fuel oil?

\\'hat petroluem products can be useil for

fuel in Diesel and surface-ignition engines?

We have considered the first question to

some extent in purchasing fuel oil (which varies

rather widely in (|uality), but we seldom consider

the second, though it is far the more important.

Fuel oil is. under most divisions of distillation,

the third primary- fraction. The general division,

as connnonly practiced in Germany, where the sup-

ply of petroleum is very limited and must be used

to the best advantage, gives the most profitable

amounts of each distillate. The temperatures are

usually a little lower for each period than in com-
mon American practice, since the heavier fractions

find more use there than in this country and the

proportions of the fractions are, in this way, better

divided against the demand.
It is possible to sectire as high as 10 per cent of

fuel oil from a good grade of crude oil. Our aver-

age production is about 4 per cent. The production

of crude oil in the United States is now about

300,000,000 barrels a year and we obtain about

12,000,000 barrels of fuel oil from this yield.

Twenty per cent of the crude petroleum is suita-

ble, however, for use in Diesel and surface-ignition

engines. This amounts to 60,000,000 barrels, which
represents 42,000,000,000 horsepower hours of Die-

sel engine service.

A good fuel oil has the following characteristics:

Its per cent of carbon is 86.2 and of hydrogen 12.65.

Its lower heating value is from 9,800 to 10.500 ca-

lores per kilogram (17.500 to 19,000 thermal units

per pound), average about 10,000 cal./kg. (18,000

T U./lb.). It reqtiires 11 cubic meters of air for

complete combustion of one kilogram (175 cu. ft.

per lb.), Its flash point is usually about 53 de-

grees C. (127 degrees F. ), but it runs as high as

100 degrees C. (210 degrees F.).

It is a mixture of the heavier meml^ers of the

methane and naptha hydrocarbons (methane group
CnH.jnx^—naptha group CnHn). In the Ameri-
can oils the methane group predominates. The
specific gravity of these oils is about 0.860.

For the proper combustion of fuel oil certain

conditions are necessary. The temperature must
not be too high; no preheating of either oil or air

is necessary. Glowing points in the cylinder are

to be especially avoided, for these will induce ex-

])losive combustion, which is not desirable—dis-

tinctl\- undesirable—in the Diesel engine. .\ hot

valve or heated oil or air will result in rapid ac-

cumulation of soot or coke in the valve. The
angle of advance of injection (point of opening-

fuel valve before inner dead center) must be rather

small til prevent pre-ignition. The angle runs from
1 to 15 degrees of the crank circle, according to

the speed of the engine, the compression pressure
and the type of injection. Xot so much excess air

is required as in the case of residue and coal dis-

tillate oils. Twenty-five per cent should prove
sufficient, although from 15 to 50 per cent is used
in different engines. For ordinary use the distil-

lation should he carried out thoroughly, because
an apjirccialjle aniciunt of the lighter fractions will

cause too explosive a combustion. If it is desired

to use oils containing these lighter fractions, con-
sideration must be given to the fact and the com-
pression reduced accordingly. The specific weight
and flash point are good measures of the character
of the oil in this respect.

The possible power production from Diesel and
surface-ignition engines can be increased in total,

by using the lower grade fuels. As the specific

gravity, flash point and viscosity of the oils in-

crease, certain changes are necessary in the en-

gine to sectire good results. In general, as these
factors increase, the compression and the temper-
ature in the cylinder must be increased and for

\ery viscous oils preheating is necessary. The
higher the asphalt or tar content the oftener must
the pistons be examined and cleaned. Conserva-
tive specifications for oils suitable for fuel follow.

These are taken from Technical Paper. Xo. 157,

Department of the Interior, Bureau of Mines, and
notes have been made v\-here actual practice up-
holds an increase in the latitude.

Solidifying Point and Fluidity
The oil should be mobile at 32 degrees F.

If it is not, or if it is extremely viscous, or con-
tains a considerable amount of asphalt or paraffin,

a preheater must be used. If very heavy oils are

used the engine should be first run on a more fluid

fuel and the heavy oil introduced only after the
engine is hot and running well. This process
should be reversed wdien shutting down, and the
heavy oil shoukl be washed out of the engine
valves and pipes with a lighter oil, the engine be-

ing run for a short time on one of these lighter oils

before it is allowed to become cold. ( Xote : W'arm-
ing the injection air is sometimes useful for oils

with a high asphalt content.

)

Tar Content
An oil should not contain more than 0.4 per cent

of material insoluble in xylene, as a larger propor-
tion of insoluble material will tend to form coke
in the cylinders. Ten grams of the sample mixed
with ten cubic centimeters of xylene, shaken and
filtered, should not show more than 0.04 gram in-

crease on the filter. (Xote: The higher the com-
pression and the oftener the pistons are cleaned,

the more insoluble material is permissabie, but no
definite figure can be gi\-en f(^r an extreme limit.)

Coke Residue
The residue on coking should not lie greater than

3 per cent. {.Vote: An increase is ])crmissal)!e, a>

noted under Tar Content.)
Free Carbon

There should not be more than trace of free

carbon in the oil, as free carbon tends to clng the

\'al\es and to deposit on the surface (if the c\ linders.

Volatility

.\t least 80 ]ier cent of the oil should distill over
at 350 degrees C. ; for oil leaving more than 20 per

cent residue at this temperature will show a large

carbon content by coking. (Xote: Latitude is

permissabie, as noted under Coke Residue. Con-
siderable progress has been made recently in Imrn-

ing residue oils, but high compressions were used
and combustion conditions were fa\'orable.

)
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Distillation

llcax'v nils ami residues, thnii^h tlicv may !)(.

successfully luinKMJ in a heavy-oil engine, should

properly he distilled (not refined) before using,

because it is cheaijer to |)repare the oil before in-

troducing it into the engine than it is to dismantle

the engine or a iiart of it for cleaning. (Xote:
l'rim;ir\' C'alifornian, Mexican and Russian resid-

ues ha\e been burned without tun excessive de-

|)osit in some high com])ression fJiesel engines,

but it is un(|uestionably better with these oils to

subject them to distillation, even at temperatures
as high as 450 degrees C. This is especially true

for surface-ignition engines, since the temperature
of the air is considerably lower and there is always
a tendency for particles of the oil to come into con-

tact with the hot surfaces and coke.)

Flash Point
The flash point should be between dO and 100

degrees C. (Abel-Pensky closed tester). A small

proportion of oil of low flash point is necessary to

secure ignititin. (Xote: Mixed fuels, containing

a small pi'oportion of low flash point oils, do not

operate so smoothly as an unmixed oil of moderate
flash point. It is better to raise the compression
than to add low flash point fuels.

)

Specific Gravity
The specific gravity, although in itself of little

significance, should not be more than 0.920, be-

cause when greater the large proportion of resid-

ual matter would gi\'e trouble in the engine. In

general, the boiling point or distilling proportion
is of more significance. (Note: For oils coming
from the same locality the specific gravity is a good
comparative measure, but for oils coming from dif-

ferent fields the flash point and distilling propcir-

tion should be considered.)

Calorific Value
The heating value should not be less than 9,000

calories per kilogram and hydrogen content not
less than 10 per cent, as lower values are approach-
ing the values of pure carbon and would give poor
combustion.

Sulphur Content
The sulphur content should not be more than

0.75 per cent because a greater proportion attacks

the cylinder walls and tends to pit them, making
them rough. Brass, zinc and co])per are to be
avoided in surfaces exposed to combustion. Nickel
steel seems to be the most resistant material.

(Note: The corrosive action due to sulphur in the

oil does not take ])lace unless water vapor is pres-

ent. Dry steam, a product of combustion, will not
aid the reaction, and therefore, if the exhaust
gasses are blown from the cylinder when shutting
down, before the steam has an apprecialjle chance
to condense, this action will be reduced, it is (|uite

actix'e in the exhaust headers, however, l)ecause of

the condensation, and therefore cast iron is the
only suitable material.)

Acid and Alkaline Content
The' oil shduld contain no free ammonia, alka-

lies or mineral acids, because of their pitting effect

on the surfaces exjjosed to combustion.

Ash Content
The nil should not contain more than 0.05 per

cent of nn)i-comlntstible matter, because such mat-
ter tends to hasten carbonization in the cylinder
and tn i)re\cnt combtistion.

Water Content
Tlie water content should not be greater than 1

per cent. < )ne ])er cent nf water reduces the calo-

rific value by about one i)er cent. Moreover, to

raise the temperature of 1 gm. oi water from room
temperature, say, 30 degrees to 100 degrees C, re-

(|uires 70 calories, and to eva])orate 1 gm. of water

at 100 degrees to steam at 100 degrees re(iuires

5,56 calories. Hence 1 gm. of water causes a total

destruction of 536-f-70=606 calories; and to raise

the temperature of the steam to that of the cylin-

der re(|uires still more heat.

The absorption of heat in raising the tem])era-

ture of the steam is partially compensated by the

action of the steam in expanding and performing
work on the piston. In short, 1 per cent water in

the fuel itself will cause a loss of approximately
l.Of) per cent in the calorific value of the fuel. It

must als(.) be remembered that a drop of water
suddenly generated into steam within the spray
itself at the instant of ignition may lower its tem-
])erature and prevent ignition.

Resin Content
The resin content should be Inw, as resins have a

tendency to carbonize readily and would tend to

coke in the cylinders.

Creosote Content
Oils containing creosote up to 1- per cent,

though causing smoke, can be burned. A higher

percentage of creosote gives trouble by coking.

( Note : Again it is true that the high compression
makes greater latitude possible.

)

Paraffin Content
A paraffin content of 15 per cent will give some

trouble. An oil containing a still higher percent-

age of paraffin, because of the large quantity of

oxygen necessary for complete combustion, will

burn with more difficulty. ( Note : By raising the

compression and increasing the scavenging pres-

sure, if possible, a high paraffin content can be
taken care of successfully.)

Asphaltum Content
The heavy-oil engine, as far as the use of as-

phaltum oils is concerned, is still in its experi-

mental stage; but it can fairly be assumed that

when the mechanical difficulties are surmounted, it

will be practicable to burn anv fuel oil containing
asphaltum that is sufficiently fluid to flow, provid-
ing the oil be free from solid matter and water.
An oil containing 21 per cent asphaltum has been
successfully used. ( Note : This experimental stage
can be said to have passed. The writer operated
an engine which burned an oil having 45 per cent
asphaltum.)

Atomization
Fine atomization is essential, for if the fuel en-

ters the cylinder in drops of appreciable size, which
can burn only from their surfaces, it will not have
time to complete combustion. The fuel will con-
sequently strike the sides of the cylinder and the
piston head and there carbonize. (Note: This
point will be briefly touched in a succeeding article.

Much time can be profitably devoted to its study.
A drop of oil burns on its surface onlv and the
products of combustion cling around the unburned
nucleus. ( This means that the drop must be al-

most infinitesimal in size. Further, the greatest
possible area of spray must be exposed to the air.

This last point is almost universally overlooked.)

Commercial Oils Suitable for Fuel in Diesel
and Surface-Ignition Engines

llenzines (expensive and recpiire a \ery kiw
compression").
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Specific gravity 0.700-0.755.

Distilling between 140° and 160° C.

Kerosenes (some are expensive, compression
fairly low.

Specific gravity 0.85-0.95.

Distilling between 150° and 300° C.

"Solar,,' gas or fuel oil.

Specific gravity 0.800-0.930.

Distilling betwee'n 300° and 360° C.

Lima fuel oils, "eagle" oil, gas oil, tar distillates,

Austrian and Russian residues.

Specific gravitv 0.943-0.952.

Distilling 350^' and 450° C.

Paraffine oil residues.

Specific gravity 0.860-0.890.

Californian and Texas fuel oils.

Specific gravity 0.840-0.900.

Asphaltum oils containing as high as 45 per cent

asphaltum have been used.

Mexican fuel oils.

Specific gravity 0.878.

Mexican residues. These are usually high in

asphaltum.

Vegetable oils.

Cottonseed, specific gravity 0.913-0.920.

Peanut, specific gravity 0.916-0.920.

Cocoanut, specific gravity 0.925.

Castor oil, specific gravity 0.960-0.967.

Palm oil, specific gravity' 0.850-0.860.

These are usually expensive, but may be used
in emergencies and peculiar cases.

Animal oils, such as lard oil, can be used, but are

expensive and can only be considered in an emer-
gency.

These points answer the second question with
which we began.
Owners and those contemplating the purchase

of either heavy oil engines or steam engines should
get into touch with oil men and the engine build-

ers, with a view to investigating the possibilities

of power production from low-grade and cheap
fuels.

We must use the available fuel more economic-
ally. We have great plenty of oil. We have only
to use good sense in the method of converting i1

into work.

Marine Repairs m a Railroad Shop
By Frank A. Stanley

Member American Society of Mechanical Engineers; Member American Institute of Miniiu
Engineers

THE shops of the Southern Pacific Company,
at Sacramento, occupy an unique position
among Pacific Coast plants in that they ac-

complish the repairs of marine equipment
in addition to overhauling and building locomo-
tives and cars. It may be said in fact that the
operations involved in the upkeep of ferry boats,

river steamers, and other floating equipment con-
stitute a very important part of the activities of

the plant referred to.

As readers are aware, the types of engines used
on much of this equipment have very long stroke
cylinders and the reboring of such parts forms an
interesting problem in shop practice. There have
been two methods followed at the Sacramento
shops ; one consisting in placing the cylinder hori-
zontally in a big lathe and operating the boring
bar and head between the lathe centers; the other
involving the setting up of the cylinder on one end
and placing a special boring rig in vertical posi-
tion to operate the boring head from top to bottom
of the cylinder casting.

Both methods have their advantages and of

course certain disadvantages as compared with one
another. With the very long cylinders the placing

in horizontal position in the lathe means that the

work must be set up with care and judgment to

avoid posibility of sag and corresponding distor-

tion during the boring process, and at the same
time some attention must be given to the clearing

of chips from the several cutters in the boring
head. AVith the vertical method of boring, con-
siderable more difficulty is found in setting up the
portable bar in the first place than is experienced
in placing a similar piece of apparatus between
the centers of the big lathe. Also it is a more
serious matter to adjust the bar central with the
work bore and support it in that location as spec-
ial spiders and housings are required for the pur-

pose while in the lathe the fixed centers of the
machine give immediate facilities for such pur-
poses. But the vertical method has at least the
advantage that the cylinder to be bored, or re-

Ibored, as the case may be, stands in the best

possible position to retain its original condition
without likelihood of becoming sprung or deformed
because of its own weight' with the result conse-
quently that its bore will be correspondingly ac-

curate when the casting is returned to place in the
boat. Also the use of the special vertical boring
apparatus eliminates the necessity of tying up a

very expensive machine tool during the period

when the cylinder boring operation is being carried

out.

But, as stated before, both methods have been

used here as elsewhere, extensively, and both have

given entirely satisfactory results because atten-

tion has been given to certain features of practice

as pointed out, and the selection of the specific

method at any given time for the boring of some

individual cylinder depends upon shop conditions

at the moment, and on the particular piece of ma-
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The present article illustrates a few cif the in-

teresting steps in the finishing of a new crank
shaft for a steamer, and shows certain operations
on the wheel shaft itself.

Referring to Fig. 1 herewith, this represents the
new crank shaft of cast steel, set up in the big
engine lathe which as seen in Fig. 2 has been
jacked up on blocks for head and foot stocks to

give an increased swing of at least four feet in ad-
dition to the regular swing over the bed. These
views show the shaft set for the turning of the
cliank pin which is accomplished with a special

machine which is split in halves and adapted to

be slipped over the big crank pin and so act as
a turning medium for finishing the pin tn refjuired

diameter.

From the detail of the crank shaft it will be
seen that the main bearings and pin are 16 inches

in diam"ter; the throw from axis of shaft to center

of crank pin 48 inches ; the width between webs
10 inches; the length over all 10 feet % inch. The
estimated weight of the finished crank shaft and
crank is 14,000 lbs.

Referring now to Fig. 4, this photograph shows
the crank shaft blocked up in the lathe and located

therein by the centers of the lathe which enter

liberal center holes counter sunk in the ends of the

steel casting. The crank pin is located at a con-
venient height by means of a steel bar wdiich is

slipped through the hole in the pin and rested at

its ends upon the cross blocking below.
The turning machine for the pin is, as stated,

in halves to allow for placing over the work after

which it is closed up and ready for operation by

chine apparatus that happens to be available at the

time when the job is required. It is in this con-
nection sometimes entirely possible to determine
which tool shall be used for a given repair job
and then put the job through as soon as the ma-
chine is available for the purpose. On the other
hand it is more apt to be the case that the repair

work must be attended to immediately and the

machine tool or special apparatus available at the
moment is the one that must be utilized even
though in some respect it might be more desirable

could the job be deferred for a time until certain

other shop equipment could be made use of.

Fig. 4. The special rig for turning the crank pin

means of the electric motor shown on the floor to

the left of the head of the lathe.

The motor is connected by a belt with a jack
shaft erected at the left of the pin turning outfit

and this in turn is belted to a small pulley on a
worm shaft at the front of the turning apparatus.
The worm shaft serves to rotate a big worm ring
which is formed on the outside of the device which
carries the pin turning tools and thus motion is

imparted from the motor to the turning outfit.

The tools are secured in the face of a ring which
forms a chuck like member, and which is rotated
as mentioned, Ijy worm teeth on the periphery en-
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gaged by the worm on the driving shaft extending

to tlie front. The machine with the cutting tools

is thus driven at the rate of four revoUitions per

minute, the tool being fed sidewise in its holder

for taking the cut. at the rate of 1-32 inch per

revolution about the crank ]>in.

This means for the pin with its 10 inch face

that the tool swings around the work 10 times

32 or 320 times to complete one pass across the

surface of the pin. Four cuts were required in all

to complete the turning from the rough steel cast-

ing to the finished pin. Three of these may be
considered as roughing cuts and the bulk of the

metal to come ofT was divided fairly uniformly
!)etween them. The finishing cut removed say
\-(A inch on a side. The total amount of metal
turned off was aliout 1 '4 inch deep over all.

The actual time taken for handling the jol) de-

scribed was about four working days, of wliich

two were re(|uired for rigging and setting up and

getting ready for machining operations. It will be

understood that on account of the nature of the

work there was necessarily a very limited amount
of space about the turning device and the pin itself

so that the cutting tools were held down to rather

short dimensions. And, too, with the narrow
limits for the application of the apparatus to the

nin between the webs, the housing for the rotating

clnick or tool head, it also restricted as to width
and with the limiting depth necessitates the use

(if a fairly slow rate of feed during the cutting

operation. The work shows remarkably good re-

sults and the time required under the circum-
stances formed an exceedingly good record.

The turning of the main bearings and the crank
as a whole is illustrated by Fig. 5 which shows the

application of liberal counterweights to the lathe

face plate to offset the weight of the throws and
pin.

.After the crank shaft was removed from the

lathe it was planed up on the webs by placing it

in the draw-cut shaper Fig. 6 where the shaping

tool will be seen in operation on the rounded end
of one of the webs. The tool is shown at the end
of the extended shaper ram which as the name in-

dicates cuts on the draw stroke or return stroke of

the ram. This type of machine is a very useful

affair in any shop, particularly where a variety of

work must be handled requiring dit?erent opera-

tions and this cannot be better illustrated than by
the photo Fig. 7 which shows the same type of

tool equipped with a milling cutter for cutting the

kej' ways in the wheel shaft, a detail of which is

gi\en in Fig. 3. The key cuts are 2 inches wide
and extend for a length of about 13 feet. The
draw cut shaper ram is fitted with a rotating
s])indle adajited to receive a milling cutter and in

this case the machine is particularly convenient
for the long heavy undertaking illustrated.

"Pyrometers—Past, Present and Future"—In

Relation to Heat Treating and Annealing
By Richard

President The Brown

AS far as we know, the Ancients, wIkj baketl

excellent bricks and forged iron in their

crude waj', made use of a form of pyrom-
eter used today with ever diminishing suc-

cess, the "eye." Doubtless the Egyptian looked into

a kiln and guessed the fire must be about right.

He probal)ly wasn't off more than a couple of hun-
dred degrees, and very probably he guessed the

temperature a great deal more accurately than
some so-called pyrometers of later date. His eye
was also much clearer than the eye of some of the

modern furnace men who see almost any tempera-
ture in a furnace, depending on the amount of slee])

they have had the night before.

One of the early devices to measure tem])erature
was the mercurial thermometer, with which every
one is familiar. Mercury thermometers for temper-
atures up to 600 degrees Fahr. have a vacuum
above the mercury column. .\s mercury lioils at

674 degrees Fahr., thermometers graduated above
this must have the mercury column under ])ressure

to prevent boiling. .\ mercury thermometer grad-
uated to 1000 degrees F. has 200 ])ouiids pressure

P. Brown,
Instrument Company

above the mercury column. This is about the limit

for a mercury thermometer, as the glass tubing

will soften at temperatures above this, and the

pressure necessary to prevent boiling becomes
excessive.

The first mechanical pyrometers operated through

the difference in expansion of iron asd brass. An
iron tube containing a brass rod projected into a

furnace, and these were mechanically connected to

a multiplying movement which caused the pointer

to pass around a dial. The difference in expansion

of about on.e-eighth inch was sufficient to move the

pointer up 800 degrees Fahr. This form of pyrom-
eter has a tendency to change in its reading with

time and temperature, due to the co-efficient of ex-

pansion of the metals changing through continuous

heating and cooling. This occasions frequent re-

adjustments of the ])ointer to compensate for this

crr<ir.

The metallic expansion pyrometer was the most
largel}- used in heat treating, glass annealing and

blast furnaces during the period between 1860 and

(Confmued to l.agc- 123)



Mobilizing Our Man Power To Fill Our

Merchant Ships
By Edward N. Hurley,

Chairman United States Shipping Board

w nil suinctliiii- like 23,000,000 tmis ,if nicr-

chaiit .slii])i)inj,; to be employed inside of

two years, the United States Shipjjins' ISoard

feels that it is none too early to look arotmd
for car^des, both in this country and ahrnad. With
the task of huildin.L; the ships in ch:irL;e nf the

ICmert;ency I'deet Corporation, under the leatlcr-

ship of Charles M. Schwab, this fimctioii of the

Cnited States Shipping Board begins to attain

prominence—and that is what the siiipping board

was originally created for by Congress.

'r\vent\--fi\-e million tons is a lot of ship])ing.

In one \-oyage tliese ships woidd carry all the li\'e

stock, dressed meats, packing-house products,

poultry, game, fish, wool, hides, and leather car-

ried on our railroads in one year. In less than five

trips they would carry our whole }-early railroad

haul of grain, flour, cotton, ha}-, fruit, vegetables,

and other farm products; in three and one-half develaps and makes products most economically

trips all our lumber: in seven trips all our manu- and will perform a world service by making goods

factured goods; in sixteen trips all our coal and
coke. The total tonnage hauled on our railroads

is about 1,200,000,000 tons.

So. amid all his sjilendid etTort in pr^

ec|uipment to win the war, the American

With the l)Ugal)oo of cheap foreign labor haunt-

ing us in former years, we got into the way ol

thinking" that export trade necessitated some low-

ering of wages and American living standards.

l'roi)ablv that was crooked thinking before the

war. Certainly it is crooked thinking now, for

the war is bringing other nations closer to our

.American standards of wages and living.

True develoi)ment of foreign trade in our fac-

tories means better and better American standards.

In most of the countries of the world there will

be a decided shortage of labor after the war. That

country will best succeed which protects its work-

men by improving their living conditions, guaran-

teeing a fair return for labor, protecting workmen
and their families against accidents and idleness,

and making workers better citizens. The country

taking those measures will be the country that

lucmg
manu-

facturer must be asked to take thought for tomor-
row and think in terms of shipping and foreign

trade. This might appear like a distraction now
—something which will take the attention from
the supreme duty of winning the war. But far

from being a distraction, it fits in with war pro-

duction and war psychology. While our factories

and factory employees are building war material

today, they are also building foreign trade, if we
can only see things whole and make one factor

work with another.

^^'hen the business man turns his attention to

export trade he looks abroad and thinks of foreign

customers. But foreign trade actually begins in

his own factory. He looks abroad and studies such

factors as ocean freights, foreign exchange, export

packing, and international salesmanship. If he
would look into his own factory first, and study
factors close at hand, such as labor turnover,

wages, manufacturing costs and efficiency, he

would be laying solid foundations for export trade.

In a recent study of factors that make success-

ful, lasting foreign trade. Prof. Taussig places first

of all the element of manufacturing" "effectiveness,"

as he calls it, which he defines as a combination
of capital, labor, invention, salesmanship, and
transportation, all working together under first-

rate business leadership, to make goods capable of

holding markets in competition with the products
of other nations. These elements of effectiveness

are largely right at hand in our factories—it is not
necessary to send anybody abroad to find them.
And as an illustration of how nations make mis-

takes in trying to build foreign trade at the other

end. Prof. Taussig shows that real effectiveness in

manufacturing almost invarialdy holds its own
against artificial devices for building foreign trade,

such as export bounties, special railroad rates on
ex])ort shi])ments, cut jarices, discriminatory tar-

iffs, etc.

at the prices fair to other nations.

Nobody has yet suggested sending cheap Amer-
ican soldiers over to France to win the war. Our
men at arms are the pick of the country, physic-

ally and mentally. We take plenty of time to

train them, make them specialists in every branch

of/fighting. We study them individually to find

wnich are best suited for flying, or signalling, or

bombing, or bayonet fighting. We recognize that

modern war is a swift game, constantly changing",

and that our soldiers must be prepared to learn

new trades and new tricks from month to month,
and we get ready to teach them these new trades,

and also ]nit them in a receptive attitude toward
improvements in the fighting game. We feed them
like fighting cocks, and spare no expense in cloth-

ing them or providing the latest fighting tools.

In the Army and the Navy we have a visible

mobilization of man power for results in a foreign

country. If we could have the same .visible mob-
ilization of man power in our factories for foreign

trade it would be a splendid object lesson for those

who manage the factories and make the export

goods.

To think of cheapness in connection with foreign

trade is just as wrong as trying to pin bargain

tags on soldiers. Foreign markets are not going

to be won or held by cheapened American work-
ers, or bargain methods in American life. As man-
ufacturers, we have got to lay the foundations for

foreign trade by going out into our factories and
studying labor and costs together. We can sell

our export products at reasonable prices by in-

creasing wages along with output, and decreasing

the losses caused by labor turnover, untrained

workers, spoiled materials and other "inefficiency.

Our experience along these lines in the Emer-
gency Fleet Corporation has been most encourag-

ing. With the task of creating new shipyards in

a few months, and manning them with sex'eral hun-

dred thousand workmen, most of whom came froni

other trades, we ran into a1)out every difficullw

and i)roblem, and tangle, that could conceixably

arise in management, (hi a large scale wc eft'ectecl

an ailjustment of man ])o\\er such as is called for
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now in preparing the average American factory for

the export trade which we will need to keep our
ships employed.
To get production at unheard of speed and in

record-breaking quantity, we did something simple
and fundamental—and thoroughly human. This
was nothing more nor less than arranging wages
so that, while our workers produced more for us,

they were also able to produce more for themselves.
We established the rule that a piecework wage rate

set by any shipbuilder must stay in force during
the period of the war. Any manufacturer who sets

a piecework rate, and then reduces that rate if he
finds that he has made a mistake against himself,

is doing a great injustice to his employees. Profit-

ing by our experience in the shipyards, I should
like to see Congress pass a Federal law making it

compulsory to keep every piece rate in efi'ect one
year. That would protect workers and furnish a

real basis for increased production.

We found ourselves confronted with enormous
losses and dangerous delays through lack of skill

in special trades needed by workers in the ship-

yards, and also through the cost of labor turnover.
To find 100 capable shipbuilders who would stick

on the job, it was necessary to hire and try, dis-

charge or loose 1,000. Every manufacturer will

recognize in these difficulties exactly the difficul-

ties that he himself faces from day to day, and
which put excessive burdens of cost upon his pro-
ducts. In the shipyards we got around those dif-

ficulties by establishing training centers for the
various trades we needed, and also b}' appealing
to the splendid spirit which lies in the a\erage
worker. We had to train everybody, from the boy
who heats rivets right up—foremen and superin-

tendents, and even executives. Starting with a

little nucleus of skilled riveters, caulkers, reamers,
carpenters, and so forth, we took them out of the
shipj'ard for a time and taught them how to teach
their trades to others. Then they went back into

the yards to teach green recruits, not in any school
or class, but on actual ships, while doing the reg-

ular day's work. Under this systeni it was possi-

ble to quickly bring green gangs up to about 80
per cent of the efficiency of skilled workmen. As
fas as these men learned their trades, and accjuired

high earning power under our protected piece rates,

they became steady enough, and the costly item of

labor turnover began to drop. After that, nothing
more was needed but the appeal for patriotic ser-

\ice. ^\"e found that the shipworkers would not
only stick on the job like soldiers, but that in their

inherent spirit as fighters and lo3'al .\mericans
there was an enormous reserve of man power to

draw upon—a reserve capable of meeting every
demand and every emergency, with power to spare.

That reserve of spirit exists in every American
industry. War has brought it to light where exec-
utives can see it and to develop this great reserve
for foreign trade is distinctly the executive's job.

To fill our merchant ships with goods after the
war and hold our own in foreign markets, we must
begin now to mobilize and train our man power
in manufacturing along the same broad lines fol-

lowed in training for military purposes, ^^'ake up,
American business men ! Begin to study the man
power in your own organizations. Not with the
Prussian viewpoint, which counts human life its

cheapest raw material in both the factory and the
fighting line, but with the American viewpoint of

decent living, opportunity, humanity, serx'ice.

Motor Drive at Newburgh Shipyard

TriE Xewburgh Shipyard, which will special-

ize on standard 9,000-ton steel cargo ves-
sels, is one of the shipyards made necessary
by the present war demands for all kinds of

ships. A year ago the shipyard's site was a marsh-
land, while today on made ground that required
thousands of cubic yards of fill, there are numer-
ous buildings and four shipways, while the actual
construction of four large steel ships is well under
way. The launching of the first standard 9,000-

ton steel cargo vessel -will take place in August
and the other three ships will be completed st.ion

afterwards.

The structural steel shop leads the various de-

partments in active operation. The system of mo-
tor drive employed in the shop is of special in-

terest at this time, because of the typical example
of the emergency war installation.

Some of the conditions, which were taken into

consideration, in laying out the drive follows: (1)
The machinery must be arranged to allow rapid
and economical production. (2) The machines
were to be managed by more or less unskilled men
and they have to be safeguarded as completely as

possible. (3) Time was a vital factor and as de-

liveries of special apparatus was at that time very
slow, the best possible use had to l)e made of sucli

available equipment as coidd be nl)tained within
a reasonable length of time.

Power being available frdui the I'entral lludson
Gas iS: I'^lectric Co.. it was nf course used, and
thus the erection nf an insolated ])lant was nut

necessary. It saved the labor to run it, eliminated

the handling of fuel and ashes, and helped to econ-

omize on coal. In order to insure maximum out-

put for each machine, it was decided to use indi-

vidual motor drive throughout and to provide com-
plete flexibility as to the arrangement of the ma-
chines in the shop.

The Central Station only supplies the alternat-

ing current, as practically all the machines in the

shop—namely, the punches and shears—are of the

constant speed type, and squirrel cage motors are

used exclusively. The only exceptions are the
furnace blower and the bending rolls, both of

which require speed variations. The furnace
blower, which supplies air for the crude-oil plate

and angle furnaces, is driven by a slip-ring motor
with a drum-type speed controller. The bending
rolls where originally driven by a motor generator
set, but due to the fact that this equipment was
c'.ecidedly antic|uated (war conditions making it

impossible to secure modern apparatus, at the
time when it was wanted), a Westinghouse vari-

able-speed, alternating-current motor is installed to

fill its place.

From the accompanying illustrations, it can be
seen that all the machines are belt dri\-en. This
it not the best practice for such machines, as a

])uncii or a shear. Engineers generally favor

mounting the motor on the machine and driving
by means of gears. However this type of drive

rc(|uires sjiecial machine work and a special high
starting tcircpie motor, and had these been de-
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Type of wire cages used as safety guards on belt drives

cideil upmi, it would ha\e added UKintlis td the

<late of delivery of the equipment. For the above

named reason standard motors with belts are in

use.

The hit;h starting tor(|ue motors would have

been desirable, because oi their consideralile fly-

wheel effect, but it was thought that the belts would

slip enough in starting to relie\-e the motors of the

excessive stresses that occur at this time and so

far this has proved to be the case, as none of the

motors have given any trouble. This result has

been gratifying to the engineers in charge, since

time did not allow a power list to be made of each

machine. The motors were selected largelv bv

judgment and the supply (if motors a\-ailalile for

early delivery.

\\ ire screens carefully jjrdtect all gears, pulleys

and belts. .Ml oi the UKjtcrs, that are started and

st(ip])ed bv the steel wnrkers are controlled by

autii starters nr nil switches, which have nn ex-

|iipsed li\c i)arts and can not be im]M-operl_\' ma-

nipulated by the must careless jjcrson. I'rotection

against (i\-erliiads and failure of power is pr(.)\'ided

for b\- .'lutomatic means.

i'lie central station supplies the current at 5.700

\ olts. A small substation in the shipyanl, which

consists of a bank of transformers and a panel

carrying the necessary switches and meters, re-

iluces the voltage to 220 volts, for use around the

plant.

The Making of Templates
By Fred N. Nelson

\'ice-l're>ident of the ."^cattle Metal Trades
L'ouncil

IX
this national crisis, when ships are the

Nation's first need, anyone who can save time

in their construction and utilize the necessar-

ily diluted labor to best advantage is perform-

ing a real service to his country. For that reason

the following suggestion is offered in the hope

that it *nay be found useful in simplifyitig and

standardizing ship-construction methods. .\'o de-

lays or radical changes are involved in the plan;

It is simply an evolutionary improvement over old

Ttie Newburgh plant represe
dirve and belt drive of

motors gove

npromi
,. abilil

choice

A set of big plate rolls in the Newburgh shipyard

w-ays of doing things, a result of practical exper-
ience, and a proved success in saving time, money,
tools, and material.

The evolution of shipbuilding has led to an
ever increasing proportion of the hull of the shi]j

being developed in the mold loft and laid oft' from
templates, showing all the details recjuired. Prac-
tical shipfitters have followed their work into the
mold loft and now make their templates there in-

stead of "lifting" them from the ship as thev
used to do.

It pays to do this work carefully, as every ])art

developed must fit every other part, and mistakes
mean wasted precious time and material. In these
days of duplication of any number of hulls oft' the
same molds, mistakes are multiplied in proportion :

also, the same duplication makes it desirable and
economical that the templates be as light and
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strong, simple and yet complete as possible for

handling in laying off the work.
If the developing, making, marking, and check-

ing of templates is done by ship-fitter loftsmen

who know their business, who know how to make
their templates '"foolproof," a less skillful class

of workmen can lay off the required number of

plates, shapes, etc., without a reasonable excuse
for making mistakes, one template, perhaps, doing
duty for various parts of the same hull and any
number of hulls, all the details given on the tem-
plate "foolproof."

This means a great deal in these days of abnor-
mal demand for ships, and consequently for skilled

men to build them. It saves mistakes and helps

to solve the problem of making the really skilled

men go as far as possible.

The principal reason for this article is the fact

that there is such a wide variation in the methods
of various yards and sections in the construction
and use of templates, which can be improved upon
and save time in the construction of ships, and
therefore have an important effect in winning the
war.
The writer learned his trade at I'.ath, Me., when

steel shipbuilding was in its infancy. Methods
were crude, and nearly everything was "lifted."

The custom there at that time was to mark loca-

tion of holes with pieces of brass tubes dipped
in whiting, which often gets rubbed oft' or mis-
placed, which causes omission of holes or holes
punched in wrong places. Loft work was limited
to fairing lines and making "scrieve board," be-
sides templates for stem and sternpost, and later

frames, though not on the universal system The
standard template wood used was three-sixteenths
inch to one-fourth inch thick, of suitable width,
mostly local pine

Experience has taught us that templates made
of Douglas fir or sugar pine are best, because
these woods do not shrink or swell lengthwise,
and therefore are not aft'ected by moisture, like

paper and other material exjjerienced with.' Also,
work can be laid oft' more cpiickl}- and safely from
wooden templates, and they can be stored' away
for years without changing.

Properly constructed, they also stand rough
handling, such as they are bound to get, espec-
ially where outside men work piecework.

.\t San Francisco the template wood used is

similar, and the system there is to bore five-thirty-

seconds inch holes for centers of holes, and the
loft work is developed so that nearly all the hull
is laid off from template furnished from the loft.

The system is quite satisfactory, except that five-

thirty-seconds inch holes make it necessary to
"ring" the location and to first jirick punch the
holes, then take the temjilatc off and center punch
them, making two operations: also, the prick-
punch marks being very light, holes are often
missed, causing extra drilling and counter-sinking
when work is assembled. The five-thirty-second
inch holes were bored through templates in place
on the flonr with hand drills"

Seattle System
.\t Seattle the system in vogue was to bore

templates the full ^ize of the hole to be punched
in the plates or shajjes, which they thought made
it necessary to make the templates of heavier
wt)od. from three-eighths inch to one-half inch
thickness, which made them \-erv clums\- and

hard to handle, and because of the big. holes and
the cut-outs leaving cross-grained pieces unsup-
ported the}- were actually weaker than the tem-
plates made of lighter wood, which need not be
cut-out except to working edges, and also can be
more easily braced diagonally.

The chief objection, however, is the fact that

this system required the use of duplicating punches
of all the various sizes used, and type for wood
for use in the mold loft, and other type for steel

for use in the yard, of which each workman should
have a full set. so that his time would not be
wasted to borrow or steal the particular sizes

needed.
The punches were too heavy to carry even one

of them conveniently in the pocket. They are

also quite expensive to make and easily spoiled

;

also the shoulder of the punch often catches on
the side of the hole and tears the template when
inexperienced workmen try to work fast. The
output of the mold loft was often limited to the
capacity of the boring machine, and at times tem-
plates otherwise ready to go out and needed were
piled up for days waiting to be bored

Improved San Francisco System
Now the writer, on going to work in a new

shipyard in Seattle, discovered an opportunity to

improve on the San Francisco system without los-

ing any of its advantages.

He saw that the center punching could be done
with one operation by simply boring the holes

% inch and touching up the center punch to fit

that size hole. This simple act also disposed of

the many sizes of duplicating punches and made
the center punch, which a ship fitter always car-

ries in his pocket, his duplicating punch for all

sizes, for no matter how large or small the hole,

it is always punched from the center and the size

is marked by the ship fitter. It also permits the
construction of templates both lighter and stronger
than the Seattle system previously used and saves
lumber and tools

;
^4-inch template wood is prefer-

able, using ^-inch tacks for nailing.

The holes can be spotted on the top template
and bored through all adjoining laps, butt laps

or butt straps, stift'eners, bounding angles, etc.,

in ])lace on the floor most conveniently by using
a small drilling machine, either air or electric,

which all shipyards have nowadays. There are

other minor advantages which for brevity's sake
we will not mention, but which in the total count

The 3/^-inch bitts are not as easily broken as the

.^-32-inch and can be prevented from boring into

the floor by slipping a piece of waste wood under
template while boring and also by filing threads

off, leaxing the point. Boys (piickly get to be
experts at boring holes fair through several thick-

nesses at a time.

The plan is absolutely practical and will hel])

solve the problem of utilizing the less skilled

shij) fitters to best advantages; it will save hun-
drads of thousands in mone}^ tools, and materials.

and save time, which can not even be calculated in

terms of monev at this time.

Mr. W. 11. Woodruff, the Fireman's Fund s]}ec-

ial agent in Los .\ngeles. is ]iaying a \ isil to the

head office. He re]iorts marked activity' in the

shipbuilding;' industries of the southern chv.

I



Electric Hoist Controllers

Tl I
!; rapidl}' iiK-rcasiiiy tise df electric iikhhi-

rail hoists and the widened fiehl of ai)piica-

tion will bring with it a pvoportionate in-

crease in complaints regarding mot.ir and

other kindred troubles, much of which will be

caused by the lack of knowledge on the i)art of

the operator, oi the disregard of mdinary precau-

tion in using the electric hoist.

As the operator must manipulate the hoist by
means of the controller, it is essentially necessary

that he should have some knowledge of this most
important jjart. To this end, the following is of-

fered as the purpose of the controller.

'I'he variable speed and foundry C(Tntnillcr on an

electric hoist may be compared with a \al\c im a

steam engine, insofar that it regulates the flow

of steam into the engine cylinder, in starting the

engine, and is used to control its speed while

running.

If there were no means of contrdlling the cur-

rent, it would enter the motor at its full fnrce and
e.xert a very sudden and heavy pull. The hoist

would then start to lift violently, which might
cause serious damage, either by burning out the

motor, breaking the gears or tearing the liftnig

cables. This applies to the larger motors. Small
motors have more of a choking effect on the cur-

rent flow so that they may be started without any
means of controlling the current, without an}" of

the above-named bad results. To insure a grad-

ual rather than a sudden speeding up, a resistance

is provided in the circuit which may be compared
to a throttle on a steam engine which is opened
slowly when the engine is started, and in some
cases is used to control its speed.

When the operator moves the crank or pulls the

operating cord on the controller from one notch
or step to another, it cuts out more and more re-

sistance and allows more and more current to

enter the motor, which causes a proportionate in-

crease in speed, until, when the last notch or step

is reached, all the resistance is cut out and the

full pressure of the line is exerted upon the motor,
which causes it to attain its maximum speed.

The operator should not move the handle nor
the crank from one notch or step to another until

the hoist has attained the speed provided for l)y

the preceding notch, and yet there should be no
umiecessary delay in moving from one notch or

step to another, if the resistance is provided for

starting purposes only.

If the operator is careful in manipulating the

controller, the hoist can be started and the speed
increased to its ma.ximum without any perceptible

jar or bolt, as at all times, except when the hoist

is lifting at full speed, the entire current passes

through the resistance. This resistance is built in

several parts or sections, each one of which is rep-

resented by a notch or step in the controller, and
the movement of the crank or handle from one
notch to another regulates the increase or de-

crease of speed and also determines the evenness
and smoothness of the hoist's motion as well as

its freedom from violent jolts or jars.

The Eingle Speed Controller

.'-o-called, is in reality nut a controller at all,

but only a re\'ersing switch, withnut anv resistance,

bv means of which the power is thrown on and

(iff, thereby starting, stopping or reversing the

hoist, and does not afford more than one speed,

except that the speed will vary on direct current

hoists, with the load being lifted. Light loads

will be lifted very much faster than full loads.

When alternating current is used, the speeds

arc ])ractically uniform for all loads.

With this controller the motor is thrown di-

rectly across the line, or, in other words, the full

force of the line voltage is exerted Upon the mo-
tnr, without any resistance being interposed.

Single speed controllers are not recommended
for motors larger than 3 h. p., as larger motors

cannot be operated safely by throwing in the full

line current without waiting for the armature or

rotor to attain its full speed.

As it is in a sense merely a line switch for mak-
ing and lireaking connections to the line wires,

the complication of controller resistance and mul-

tiplication of controller details is eliminated.

The advantage of the single speed controller is

its simplicity and low price.

The disadvantage of the single speed controller

is the liability of the motor starting with a jerk.

Usually this jerk is negligible with small motors.

The single speed controller may therefore be

recommended for use, except where delicacy of

movement is desired, such as in drawing patterns

and hoisting and lowering copes or setting cores

in a foundry.

Variable Speed or Rheostatic Controllers

The variable speed controller is one which in

addition to starting, stopping and reversing the

motor, enables the operator to obtain a number of

dift'erent speeds in lifting the same load. W ith

it, the load can be started slowly and then speeded
up or lowered rapidlv until nearly landed and then

slowed down for setting the load. The number
of speeds obtainable varies according to the num-
ber of switch points connected to resistances,

which regulate the flow of current into motor.

In effect, when the switch is thrown on the first

point, owing to the resistance, only a small per-

centage of the line voltage is exerted on the mo-
tor, the motor then running at a speed correspond-
ing to that voltage. A further movement of the

switch cuts out more resistance and throws on
more current until, when the last point is reached,

all resistance is cut out and the full line voltage

is exerted on the motor, driving it at its full speed.

For running motors any length of time, at any
other than maximum full load speeds, the current

must be kept running through some of the resist-

ances, and to do this safely, resistance of large

proportions must be used so that dangerous heat-

ing will not result.

Foundry Controller

A foundry controller is somewhat smiilar to the

variable speed controller, only with a greater lati-

tude of control or operating speeds, and it is avail-

able at present for direct current hoists only. This
controller enables the operator to lift and lower
the load at a very slow and even speed, such as

is needed in drawing patterns, setting cores and
raising and lowering copes, without jarring or

jolting, which might cause damage to the mold.
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WIIEX Congress enacted, as a part of the

income tax law of 1917, a provision requir-

ing employers of labor to report to the fed-

eral government the names and respective

earnings of their employes whose wages exceed

S800 a year, a majority of emjilnycrs in general

and "big" employers in particular were totally un-

prepared to meet the requirement.

(Occupied with co - operation in Liberty Loan
campaigns, lending their aid to Red Cross and
other ]5atriotic movements, coping with abnormal
conditions in commerce and industry, the majority

of big business men were too busy, at first, even
to foresee the difficulty that was to attend their

compliance with the income tax law. It was when
the time approached for filing their returns that

they began to realize the seriousness of the sit^

uation.

The difficulty was a mathematical one. Employ-
ers disco\ered that their time-keeping and pay-
master's departments had been using systems of

accounting that, without the expenditure of much
additional time and labur, cciuld not lie made to

yield the data demanded.

in the great majority of cases the names of em-
pliiyes iiad been massed on the pay roll books,

without thought to a continuity of record for in-

ilividuals—since such a record had never before

been deemed necessary. To ascertain the year's

earnings of any employe, such a system made it

necessary to analyze the payrolls for an entire year,

"pick up" each employe from among the many oth-

ers at the first pay day in the period, and compile
his record from the succeeding pay days.

In the cases of many concerns, this difficulty was
further complicated by the fact that emjiloyes were
"carried" by number and not by name. Since num-
Ijers had, in some instances, been "handed down"
as em]5loyes had left the concern, a given ntmiber
during the course of a year might indicate se\-

eral persons.

Small concerns found sti ramified a search an

arduous task. For enterprises wdiose working
forces ran into the thousands, the difficulty nuib

ti])lied itself to grave proportions.

To the general rule there were a few rare ex-

ceptions. A small numl)er of concerns, either

thrdugh foresight or by fortunate accident, had

adopted pay roll accounting systems that made
easily available the exact information the govern-

ment recjuired. One of these was the Williamette

Iron and Steel \\'orks of Portland, Oregon.

Although this Portland concern, which employs
upward of 1,200 men and is engaged in the manu-
facture of logging and marine machinery, experi-

enced the extraordinary expansion of lousiness and
acceleration of activity of the extraordinary times,

it found itself in a position in which to make its

report to the treasury department on the earnings

of its employes was virtually as easy as figuring

a single pay roll.

Individual ledger cards for employes—ime fur

each workman—constitute the secret of the Wil-

lamette Company's plan. In theory and practice,

every employe is a creditor of the concern. His

account is kept ]30stcd up to date, not UKinlhly,

nor l)i-\\eekly, but (lail_\-.

Record Searching Eliminated
T(i ascertain, at the end nf the year, month nr

week, an employe's earnings for the period in ques-

tion, it is necessary only to total the entries on

his ledger card. Thus is eliminated, entirely, the

need of tracing each employe's name through a

mass of records and figures for the entire year,

month or week. In that way there can arise no

confusion of identities of employes from the chang-

ing of designating numbers.

Not only in its adaptability to the demands of

the government, but in its thoroughness as a com-
l)ined time-keeping and cost-accounting system,

the i)ay roll plan of this Pacific Coast manufactur-
ing concern is remarkable. Daily this conqiany
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lias hefiire it these faets.

1. The total amount owed, in wattes, to each

employe.

2. The total of eaeh day's |)a\- roll and the pro-

gressi\e total since the last pay <lay.

3. The cost of each workman's labor as assii;ned

to each job in progress in the ])lant and eacli days
total of labor cost on each job.

How It's Done
Hookkecpin^!;' and hi^iirini; machines are niakini.;'

these facts available to the Willamette Com])atn'.

These machines arc figuring' and posting daily the

]iay roll ledger cards of em])loyes, totaling the

hours shown on workman's clock-cards, totaling

work tickets of job labor, totaling the day's ])ay

roll, and balancing the day's work to a pennw
Every workman is given a clock-card which

checks his attendance at the plant. In addition,

he is given a work-ticket for every job to which
he is assigned. This ticket shows the number of

the job, the time—in hundredths of an hour—at

which he is assigned to the job and leaves it, the

workman's hourly wage rate and his designating
number.

-At the end of each day, time-keepers assemble
the work-tickets, segregate them as to workmen.
figure the expended time and labor cost indicated
on each ticket and total the tickets of each w ork-

m.-m on the machine. I'.y the use of the duple.\

feature of the adding machine, consisting of two
sets of ;idding wheels, or virtually of two adding

machines in one case, a total of each workman's
ticket is t.-ikeii in one set of wheels and printed.

This total is then stored in the other set of wheels.

This "accumulated" t<ital must agree with the total

of the day's labor cost as shown on the clock-cards.

I'ay roll ledger sheets are machine-posted daily
from the emphjyes' clock-cards. By the use of the
injector lever, each sheet is placed in proper posi-

tion in the high-ljacked carriage of the machine.
The o])erator pi'ints first the date, then the old lial-

ance in hours (jf w-oi'k and amount due the work-
man, then the day's hours and wages. Automat-
ically, the machine adds the two groups of figures,

and in the new balance column is printed the ag-
gregates of the two groups of figures—hcjurs and
amounts.

Simultaneously, operation of the Duplex feature

transfers the two totals to the "accumulating" ad-
ding wheels, where they are "stored." Thus a pro-

gressive total pay roll is accumulated. Yesterday's
total subtracted from toda_y's gives today's pay,
which must agree with the predetermined total of

work-tickets.

There remains only the posting to what is known
as a "labor controlling" account the items of labor

^T"
UL'yim-'i-vJtm-' ^o <^ h»u^ „..„..,

>-^ CONTROLLING LABOR SHEET

12.00
15.00
3 0.0 t

E4.0 0^

4.0 0^
8.00'

IS.OO'

i-JL_ai:oJt_lroiiJorlts _

600 5.3 5 ?ni
8.0 5.2 5 i-Hl
1.5 I-HI
3.0 1.5 ?H1
8.0 4.8 PR1
80 4 00 ?H1
750 3 98 i•H^
8.0 ?B 1

3.0 125 PHI
400
8.0 4.0 PH1
8.0 400 ?R1
1.5 .7 5
3.0 ?H1
S.OO 400 ?H
8.0 3.6
800 3.6
210 1.0 5
4 00 2.0

Lets 80

L680 80
5 9 4 6-0

59.19^81322

5.3
8.0
800
3.8
5 00
530
5.2

3.5
80
3.0
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on each job. I-'ur this purpose, the work-tickets

are assembled as to order numbers. In the con-

trol ledger the adding machine prints the date

of each entry automatically. The operator lists

the number, hours and money amount of labor

of each employe who was assigned to the par-

ticular job that day. Automatically, the machine
totals hours and amounts and transfers the two
totals to the accumulating wheels. AVhen this

posting has been completed, the total accumulated
must agree with the pre-determined totals of the

pay roll and work tickets.

Thus, it may be seen, the pay roll of the Wil-
lamette Company is triple-checked before a work-
man is paid.

Shows Labor Cost

I^edger posting and figuring machines are not

only enabling the Willamette Iron and Steel Works
to comply easily and quickly w-ith the income tax

law, but are providing the company with a wealtli

of figure facts concerning the most expensive of all

expense sources in manufacturing—labor.

Figure facts supplied by adding machines to this

concern have enabled its officials to meet the de-

mands of the government on schedule time and
without' employing additional office help or the in-

stallation of other records. Making returns to the

federal officials in this or any succeeding similar

occasion is merely a routine matter. No confus-

ing haste is entailed because this firm has inside

facts concerning its pay roll that make a basis for

all such reports instantly available.

For any employer the machine-posted, employe's

wage ledger will provide an easy solution for the

income-tax-return problem.

TEAK ON SHIP BOARD
By J. H. Dieckmann, Jr.

Teak, technically known as Tectona (Irandis.

grows in British India, including Burmah and
Siam, and eastward into the French colonics of

Cabodia and Cochinchina, then southward to the

Dutch Indies and Java.

The best wood is that which grows in Siam
and which is shipped from the ports of Saigon,

Bankdk, Rangoon and Moulmein. The good that

grows farther south, coming from the island ports,

is- not considered in any way equal to the wciod

shipped from the above mentioned ports.

The trtis grow in the forest, not close together,

among an endless variety of other woods, so it is

necessary i.) cut them and gradually accumulate

the logs in .^niall quantities for shii>ment.

In India plantations of teak ha\e l:)een tried,

but the cultivated wood has been found to Ije not
as good as the natural wild growth.

The transportation from the mountains wrere
it grows wild is an expensive problem. Of course,

where there are rivers conveniently situated, the
logs are floated down by water during the flood

seasons of the year. This is particularly true in

Indo-China, where the wood coming out of Saigon
is cut many miles in the interior (in fact, in East-
ern Siam where the best wood grows) and floated

down on the Makong river and its tributaries. At
other shipping ports, the wood arrives partly by
water and partly by rail, carts and dragging, in

which latter case elephants are very extensively

used.

Teak is a wood of medium coarse grain, greasy
to the touch and having a strong aromatic odor
of oil. It is moderately hard and of medium
weight, averaging in its seasoned estate, about 45

pounds per cubic foot.

The sap wood is light in color, while the heart

wood has a dark golden yellow or brown color,

and darkens considerably with exposure to the

air. It seasons very well; does not split, warp
or shrink when thoroughly dry. It is easily

worked, takes a beautiful polish and is admirably
adapted to carving, as is shown by its extensive

use in Chinese and Burmese woodwork. In the

Orient it is extensively used for furniture, house
trim and other decorative purposes; for example,
the noted monasteries of Burmah, where the most
gorgeous carved work is to be seen ; but its prin-

cipal use is in shipbuilding, where it has no equal

nor substitute.

The oil in the w'ood resists the entrance of wa-
ter into the grain and prevents it from becoming
water soaked, even when long exposed to submer-
siiin. One of the most important characteristics

(if the wood, however, is its low free acid con-

tents, which feature, in ,connection with its oily

nature, prevents corrosion of iron and steel when
placed in contact with the wood. These are such
important qualities in teak that no other wood is

used on warships for decking, armor plate backing,

joiner work, etc. We have all seen the beautiful

decks of our big war vessels and palatial Trans-
atlantic liners, and probably but few of us were

aware that these clean spotless surfaces were all

c<n"ered with teak.

The wood has been scarce in the markets of

the L'. S. for some time on account of its dilii-

cult transportation, Init it is now coming into the

Pacific Coast markets very freely and in the con-

structiim of our new fleet of steel and wooden ves-

sels we slmuld use this most remarkable wood
extensi\el\' and add largelx' to the long life nf

iiur new merchant marine and at the same time

materially reduce its depreciation and upkeei) e.x-

iienses.

The regular monthly meeting of the emplo}ees

of the I'ireman's Fund head -(.iffice took place in the

assembly room at -S p. m., August 6th, when they

were addressed by .\. W. Follansl)ee Jr., ^Marine

Secretary, upon marine insurance and correlated

subjects.



A Solution for the Merchant Marine Problem

As any iircsent extension of Pacific overseas

trade is impossible on account of scarcity

of vessels, which condition will remain dur-

ing the period of the war, our considera-

tion must necessarily be directed to the extension

of Pacific overseas trade after the war is over, and

satisfactory peace terms have been secured.

Our first move in this direction should be di-

rected to wards ])lacing and maintaining in trans-

pacific carrying a substantial and suitable Ameri-

can fleet. ^'Trade follows the Flag," as is being

thoroughly demonstrated by the enormous exten-

anese commercial influence during the last two

vears. Approximately 89 per cent of the vessels

now operating between Pacific ports of the United

States and the ports of Japan, China and Manchu-

ria, and a slightly less per cent between the Pacific

Dorts of the United States and the Philippines, Ma
lay Peninsula and British India, are Japanese.

Japanese Nation Supports Its Lines

The Japanese steamship lines are liberally sup-

ported by the Japanese nation, for the purpose of

extending and developing the foreign trade of Japan

for the benefit of Japan. They consistently favoi

their own contrymen in the allotment of steamship

space by preferential rates and in other ways. They

are shrewd, capable, energetic—always working

towards and keeping in constant mind their ulti-

mate goal—namely, the complete domination oi

trans-Pacific carrying trade and, through such con-

trol, the lion's share of the trade of the Orient.

I view with great misgiving the increashig powe-

and influence of the Japanese on the Pacific.

A very few years ago, the cotton trade with

Japan was handled in this country by American

houses, who sold the cotton to Japan c. i. f. Now
practically all this cotton is purchased at, and con-

trolled from, point of origin to utiimate user by

Japanese. The same applies to other important

commodities, particularly soya bean and wood oils,

imported from Manchuria.

The Japanese are seeking control of the jute ancl

gunny importations from British India. I am reli-

ablv 'informed that one Japanese firm alone, which

had no direct representation in Calcutta prior to

191.2, has exported over 50 cargoes from that port

during the last two years.

First Establish the Flag

"Trade follows the flag,' ; therefore we must es-

tablish the flag before we can hope to secure the

trade. This war has taught us that we can no

longer depend on the merchant fleets of other na-

tions with which to develop our overseas trades.

How are we going to develop and siiccessfuUy

maintain a large American merchant marine in for-

eign trade?

Surely this is a very debatable question, to which

experience and capable thought should soon be di-

rected. Would it not be well to request the Presi-

dent to appoint a commission to consider this ques-

tion, and to recommend a policy for the country to

adopt as soon as circumstances permit?

Within the next two years the United States

hopes to possess a large merchant marine available

for foreign trade expansion. For many years prior

to the present war it was found impossible to op-

By Frank Waterhouse

crate successfully under the Stars and Stripes in

foreign trades, owing to the extra cost of American
construction and to the increased expense of opera-

tion under our navigation laws. Can these diffi-

culties be overcome without repealing the Seaman's
Act and completely revising the navigation laws of

the United States, and without adopting a policy
of ship subsidies to which so much strenuous oppo
sition has been directed in the past?

Changes Desired in Seaman's Act

An}- attempt to repeal the Seaman's Act will

meet with great opposition. The influence which
secured this legislation is probably more powerful
today than at the time the act was passed. There
is no doubt that it should be repealed or materially
changed, and that our entire navigation laws should
be reconsidered and liberalized so as to more nearly
conform to the navigation laws of successful mari-
time nations.

Is this the proper and best time to attempt such
changes?

Is it wise to invite further controversy with the
labor unions, if that can be avoided?
Would it not be better first to allow our Govern-

ment to satisfy itself by practical demonstration
that these laws should and must be altered?
Would not the following plan be a practical and

better one to recommend in the meantime?
Existing law gives the President authority to sell

in whole or in part, to lease or charter the' vessels
now owned, under construction, and to be built by
and for the Emergency Fleet Corporation. It is

obvious that the item of cost can receive little con-
sideration in employing these vessels for commer-
cial purposes after the war is over. The cost of
these vessels is a war expense and will have to be
so changed.

United States Should Retain 'Vessels

Now, instead of selling this emergency fleet in

whole or in part. I suggest that the United States
should continue to own it; that it should charter
the vessels to responsible individuals, firms and
corporations citizens of the United States, to be
operated in trades approved by the Shipping Board
under United States Shipping Board's form of Bare
Boat Charter, running three or five years, with re-

newal options; annual hire to be based on 15 per
cent of a valuation fixed for chartering purposes at

£14 per deadweight ton carried.

The maximum price for building an ordinary,
good cargo boat in England for some years before
the war was about £9 per deadweight ton carried;
the present price for similar boats row being built
for the British government is £16. It is not ex-
pected that the price will be less than £16 for

some years to come.
Therefore, if the modern Britisch cargo boat is

valued at £16 per deadweight ton, and our Emer-
gency Fleet is valued for chartering purposes at

£14 deadweight ton, the American charterer would
be quite on an equality with the British shipowner,
as the latter would have to earn at least 15 per cent
for interest, depreciation and insurance on £16 pel

ton valuation, while the American charterer wouW
be paying in hire 15 per cent on a £14 valuatioi\
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which would be sufficient to equaHze the increases'

expense of operating under the American flag.

Returns to the Government

Of course, this agreement is Ijased on the vahie

of new tonnage. .Such a plan would allow the gov-

ernment .^ per cent per annum for depreciation of

vessels, 6 per cent for insurance and 4 per cent for

interest. The charter rate would decrease each

year as the value nf the vessel was written down.

If the use (jf g..vcrnment furm of time charter was

preferred, this form could be easily utilized on

somewhat similar lines.

1 believe the idea of government ownership of

public utilities will increase- in favor as time passes,

or at least it will increase in favor during the next

few vears. Through the ability of the United

States to properly finance the railroads, rehabili-

tate and operate them as one system, without legal

restriction, such good results and such enormous

saving should be effected that the people of this na-

tion may.]3refer to at least experiment further in

the direction of government ownership of puldic

utilities.

The plan of the go\ ernment retaining possession

of at least the bulk of its merchant fleet will pro!)-

ably meet with popular approval, and the govern-

ment wiiuld be able to demonstrate for itself the

disadvantages of some of our existing laws and the

necessity of such additional legislation as may be

needed from time to time to place our ocean car-

riers on a competitive basis with the ocean carriers

of other nations.

Fund for Building More Ships

The depreciation fund and the ])n)fits earned

from the insurance fund would provide means for

building further vessels as time i^assed. The go\'-

ernnient would be able to regulate the trades in

which its x'cssels should be emplo3-ed and would

at all times be in jjossession of a large fleet in case

of national emergency. This jilan cciuld Ije adopted

under the existing law without an\- further legis-

lation.

In order to stabilize rates and to control, as far

as possible, ruinous competition, I think our go\-

ernment should ai)pro\-e and encourage the forma-
tion of steamship conference agreements, which
have proved of such tremendous importance in

building up British and other foreign merchant
marines. These agreements would, of course, be
made w'ith government approval and under govern-
mental regulation and supervision.

American vessels should be allowed to use Chi-

nese, Japanese and Filipinos as sailors, firemen and
in the steward's department when in competition

with foreign vessels using similar crews.

It seems to me that if these suggestions should
be adopted, there is hardly any limit to the possi-

1)ilities of expansion of an American merchant ma-
I'ine and of Pacific and other overseas trade.

Power Plant of the "Libby Maine
COXSIDER.-VBLE interest "has been displayed

in local shipping and engineering circles in

the initial voyage of the motorship "Libby

Maine," the fi'rst vessel on the Pacific to l)e

ecpiipped with Dow-Willans Diesel engines made

bv the Dow Pump and Diesel Engine Company of

.\lameda, California.

The "Libby Maine" was constructed at the

North Portland wooden shipbuilding plant of the

G. M. .Standifer Construction Corporation and is

built of Oregon fir and is rigged as a two-masted

schooner with cargo bin mis on l)oth fore and aft

main masts. She is 240 feet long over all, 43 feet

beam, 24 feet moulded depth and has a carrying

capacity of about 2,000 deadweight tons.

The main power plant consists of two 320 brake

horse power Dow Diesels, four cycle, direct re-

versible engines, having each six cylinder, 12 inch

bore by 18 inches stroke and operating at 250 revo-

lutions'. This speed is geared dciwn on the ])ro-

lieller shafts to 100 revolutions, thus enabling the

use of large and efficient propellers. The voyage

from Portland to Seattle and later from Seattle to

Bristol Bay, Alaska, demonstrated the fuel con-

sumption of the engines to be .42 pounds per brake

horse power hour.

The engines were given a dock trial, subsequent

to shop tests at Alameda, the starboard engine

being run for twenty hours and the jjort engine

for six hours. Then followed an unofl:'icial short

trial run on the Willamette, the vessel being ac-

cepted without formal trial, and then the vessel

proceeded to Seattle and later to Alaska. It was
found that mi the Wilamette and Columbia river

channels that the "Libfiy Maine" handled niceh'

and that the manoeuvering qualities of the engines

were all that could be desired.

Owing to a high keelson passing betgeen the

engines a one-man control station was arranged,

the operating station being on top of the keelson
l)etween the engines with air pressure, circulating

water and fuel oil gauges set on a single board.
The engine room telegraj^hs are located on the
upper part of this board and the levers for con-

troling the ]iort and starboard engines on either

side. The air C(.)mpressors are driven directl}' olt

the forward end of the engine crankshafts ai)d are

of the three-stage Revall type with cylinders and
inter-coolers entirely immersed in water. The
au.xiliarv air compressors are driven by 30-horse

power Stanilard distillate engines, which also drive

bilge and fire pumps of the plunger type with

belts. Power for the wireless outfit is supplied by
a five-horse power Standard distillate engine.

The deck machinery inlcudes a powerful anchor

windlass and four cargo winches, all electrically

operated, current being supplied from a 12.^-volt

General Electric generator driven by a three-cylin-

der, 80-horse power Standard distillate engine, this

engine also furnishing power for the electric light-

ing system.

The main engines are governed by the Dow cen-

trifugal governor, which operates directly on the

supply of oil to the injection valves. This type

of governor had been thoroughly tested on the

Dow Diesel furnishing power at the Dow shops

and \\a^ found- to take care of the sudden varia-

tions of load in the shop in good style, keeping
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tlie engine exceeding!}' close to any predetermined
nnmljcr of revolutions.

The full complement of the "Libby Maine's" crew
is eighteen men, the engine room being responsible
lor seven of these, three engineers, three oilers

and a wiper. Accommodations for both otTicers

and crew are \ery spacious, as these boats are

(iften called npim td transport large numbers of

cannery hands. In addition to the officers' cpiar-

ters there are six state rooms supplied with hnt

and cold water and heated and lighted by elec-

tricity.

^\'hile on her initial voyage, the engines of the

"Libby Maine" were not operated continuoush' at

lull s]5eed, running for a considerable time at 230
instead of 250 revolutions, the vessel maintained a

seven-knot sea speed, which is very good consid-

ering her power.
There has been a tendency on the motorships

built on the Pacific Coast toward- under powering
and results of this underpowering have been some-
what accentuated by the fact that propellers oper-

ating at from 20O to 300 revolutions are not well
suited to slow-moving craft. The showing made
in the case of the "Libby Maine" would indicate

that the slight loss of power through gearing is

more than compensated for by the increased effi-

ciency of the slow-turning propeller.

The performances of the "Libby Maine" so far

have been highly satisfactory both to her owners,
the Dow Pump and Diesel Engine Company, and
the Pacific JNIachine Shop and Manufacturing Com-
pany, which concern constructed the deck ma-
chinerv.

The Gold Situation
By John Clausen

\'ice-Presi(lent the Crocker Xational Hank of San Francisco

Xo more interesting chapter will be written in

economic history than that which deals with the

l^roblem of the proper distribution of the world's
gold supply. F^robably there was never greater

need than now for co-operation of our industrial

and financial elements to devise a workable plan

for control of an increased production of that pre-

cious metal.

A great man one said, "Necessity opens our eyes

to the ad\-antage of fresh principles," and as I see

it this is now our position. The greatest war that

the world has ever known has so altered condi-

tions that new methods and customs must neces-

sarily take the place of the old in order to keep
aljreast of the times. In reality, a very important
issue is presented ; namely, wdiether the standard

of value of the world will in future be gold or be-
come a combination of silver and gold, and if so,

what efifect such changes would have on the trad-
ing powers of nations. It is obvious that if a bi-

metallic standard were adopted as media, ' the
question of the value between the metals them-
selves would become one of vital issue. Then
again, there may be a scarcity of gold available
as money for the purpose of effecting the sale or
purchase of commodities, or as affecting the jjosi-

tion of governments and banks and the availabil-

ity of that precious metal in proportion to lialiili-

ties.

There are many interesting angles from whicli

to \-ie\v this important subject, hut it ma\- be nf

general benefit to recount what happened in ibis
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C(_>iiiitry (luriiii;- and after our L'i\il War, and in

Europe since the Ijei^inninij of the present hostih-

ties.

As an inevitable result of tj-overnment ])(dicy

which had placed upon the banks a burden too

heavy for them to carry, the financial institutions

in New York and other sections were, during the

Civil War. forced to discontinue specie payments,

which subsequently brought about the suspension

of the National Treasury.

At the beginning of 1862 a bill was introduced

which had for its purpose the making of govern-

ment notes legal tender, it became law in Febru-

ary of the same year. The issue of greenbacks

|)ayable to bearer, after several amendments of

this bill, was authorized up to a maximum of four

hundred million dollars. When the greenbacks

were issued it was expected that they would cir-

culate at par with the gold dollar, containing 23.2

grains of pure metal, but a year after the Legal

Tender Act had been passed paper money had an

exchange value equal to only 14.5 grains of gold.

Its value rose in August, 1863, to 18.4 grains, but

fell in Julv. 1864, to 9 grains, which was its lowest

jioint. Tlie premium on gold was then such that^a

dollar in paper money was not worth more than 36

cents in gold coin.

The most striking example of profiteering dur-

ing that period was the Black Friday Conspiracy

of September 24, 1864, when a group of specu-

lators bought up large quantities of gold—creating

an artificial scarcity—and as a result that com-

modity could only be obtained from this clique at

ruinous terms. This brought about many failures,

and to check gambling in gold and reduce the

premium on it, the Anti-Gold Law was passed,

but as it did not materially bring the premium on

gold to a lower level, it was very soon repealed.

In June, 1862, Congress authorized the use of

"postage and other stamps of the United States"

because of the enormous increase in demand for

small currency, notwithstanding the circulation of

the so-called '"'shin-plasters," which were issued in

denominations of 5, 10, 20, 25 and 50 cents.

In some of the Western States attempts were

made to maintain specie payments, after they had

been given up in the East, but California alone

had tile distinction of remaining on a gold basjs

during the Civil War. and it was not until 187(i

that gold again sold at par thrc .ugli( mt the I'nited

States.

Since that period the more notable event was

the panic of 1893, which was followed l)y a depres-

sion throughout the Nation, with the result that

a large amount of gold was drained from this

country to Europe. The Treasury's reserve be-

came so low in November, 1894, that a sale of

(iovernment bonds was resorted to; in fact, the

stock of coin was reduced to such an extent that

there were outstanding more gold notes than coin,

leaving a part of the certificates represented by

bullion in the form of bars. Again during Feb-

ruary of 1895, and also in July of the following

year, strong "syndicates headed by leading bankers

in New York accomplished the difficult task of

bolstering up the finances of the United States

Government and it was largely due to their activi-

ties that the United States remained on a gold

basis. The success of the.se combinations had a

far-reaching inlluence on business and as soon as

it was seen ihat the gold obtained from abroad

was not going to he lost at once as in pre\ious
bond sales, confidence was again revived and the
financial position of the L'nited States improved
so favorably in the eyes of Europe that it was
possible to float large blocks of American securi-

ties abroad.
In August of 1914 foreign exchange became de-

moralized, and to remedy that situation a gold
pool was again created, when leading banks and
bankers throughout the country joined in an agree-
ment to provide for mail and telegraphic transfers

to Europe in lieu of gold for export, which proved
a helpful factor in restoring order and confidence.

For several years prior to the declaration of

war in Europe the countries of France. Russia and
Germany especially had been engaged in an eager
competitive scramble for gold, which resulted in

the holdings of their great state institutions ex-

panding rapidly. On this account, at the outbreak
of the war we found them with what was up to

that time the peak of their gold reserves.

The embargo was universally adopted clearh'

demonstrates the desire of every commercial nation

to control and retain its supply of gold.? As far

as the United States is concerned, other than the

necessity of obtaining Government permission to

export gold in coin or bars, its circulation in this

country has not been restricted—although the ef-

'forts of banks and individuals alike are directed

towards harmoniously co-operating w'ith the Fed-
eral Reserve Banks.

One of the most curious economic features of

the present situation has been the strong light

which it has thrown on the fact that it is possible

to have too much of a good thing, even when that

thing is gold. This is forcefully demonstrated if

we glance at the financial position of the Scan-
dinavian countries where the law has been carried

so far as to relieve the government banks of the

statutory obligation to buy gold, and coin it for

all those who bring it in. This naturally prevented
other countries dealing with Scandinavia from pay-
ing for purchases in gold, and the barter of com-
modities was the only means open for concluding
commercial transactions.

It has lately been said that the world is di\'ided

into two classes of countries ; those which refuse

to accept gold and those which refuse to part

with it. Some times it is asked how any one can

possibly refuse to take gold in payment, but this

is easily explained by the fact that gold in bars

or foreign coins is not legal tender anywhere. No
person in Scandinavia, for example, could be made
to take gold bars or American eagles in reimburse-

ment for goods to meet a required payment in legal

tender currency of that cotmtry.

There are comparatively few wdio realh- under-

stand to what a great extent more credit can be

made to do the work of w'ealth, although the time

Avill come when credit will assuredly break down
unless it is built upon a solid foundation. The
issue and circulation of paper credits throughout

the leading nations of the world has been propor-

tionately far greater than their holdings of gold

and has naturally resulted in inflation on an alarm-

ing scale.

The thought. howe\er, that Europe may possibly

re])udiate her war debts for the sake of reducing

the amount of currency ciutstanding against gov-

ernment bonds or notes is obviously sujierficial.

I'inance has become an international, rather than
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a national {|uesliiiii ami tlic iimnctary liistury nl

any cme ccnintry tends to become more and more
nuTtjed in tlie monetary history of the whole civ-

ilized world. International credit is firmly_ estab-

lished on a gold basis and unless the flow of gold

is not too strong in one direction no country has
any interest in upsetting the present standard, al-

though it is contended that notwithstanding a great
liroduction of new gold it may not necessarily make
miiversal gold standardism possible, as it would be

a mere drop in the bucket of t)ur future needs. If

the world's credit, therefore, is to be carried on
after the war with gold, every ounce that can pos-

sil)l_\- be produced will be re(iuircd.

duced will be required.

The production of gohl is a \italh- essential in-

dustr)- which, for obvious reasons, should be pro-

moted to the fullest extent. It is \-ery apparent,

however, that whh a fixed \aluc for the yellow
metal, together with the rapidly increasing cost

of material, labor and transportation, this particu-

lar industry as now developed is seriously affected

and it would seem inevitable that unless some form
of government relief—but only as a temporary war
lueasure—is given to the producing mines, many
of them will be compelled to discontinue opera-

tions.

In a letter addressed to the Honorable Charles

A. Sulzer relating to the present conditions con-

cerning" the production of gold in Alaska, the Sec-

retary of the Treasury clearly voiced the attitude

of our Government wdien he stated, "I fully appre-

ciate that with the rising cost of raw material and
labor and with a fixed value for their output, the

gold miners are facing difficult conditions. I

should be sorry, however, if for this reason there

were any relaxation in the effort to produce gold.

.\t no time has this country so much required the

largest possible production of gold as at present.

.\ext to food and ammunition, gold is one of the

most needed war essentials."

There are people who argue that if the Govern-
ment would agree upon a plan to increase the

A-alue of gold "from $20.67 to say $40 or $50 a

fine ounce, it w'ould make a settlement of obliga-

tions possible with only half the metallic require-

ment otherwise necessary to redeem outstanding
jiaper credits. This course, radical to say the

least, would have a disastrous effect upon all

credits and especially reflect upon the cost of

living which, in all probability, would climb to

limits beyond the reach of the average citizen.

Increasing the value of gold or giving it a pre-

mium does not necessarily give it a higher pur-

chasing power but, on the other hand, in the final

adjustment seriously disrupts the basis of interna-

tional credit.

\\"hen peace comes all the world will be faced

with a period of great financial and industrial un-

certainty and to pass through it successfully will

be a task that will need all the statesmanship civ-

ilization can muster. To increase this uncertainty

by tampering with the standard of international

[layment would be a:i extraordinarily futile means
of handling the situation and would only make the

confusion worse confounded.

The principal nations of the world have adopted
gold as the basis of their currency system. The
market price for it is everywhere the same and
everywhere equally certain at the standard price

of $20.67 an ounce. It may be an anomaly that

economic civilization should depend for means of

payment on the snjjjjly of a particular metal, Init

it will take much ingenuity to find a practical sub-
stitute and secure for it the popularity and ccjufi-

dence that gold now enjoys. The mere fact that

it has been chosen by the most enlightened com-
mercial nations is strong proof that it is the best

single commodity for practical use as a standard.
The flisjiroportionate distribution of gold among

World nations attracts attention to the study of

the part that this metal plays and is to play in

future in the world's economic aff'airs and the
(|uestion naturally arises whether the production
of gold is keeping pace with the world's expansion
of credit.

The vast obligations piled up by the nations at

war; the huge issues of paper currency; the re-

funding" of debts and resumption of specie pay-
ments after the war, are among the most urgent
and difficult problems with which the world will

be confronted. This makes it only too apparent
that gold is a necessity for the credit and financial

unity of nations and it is therefore essential that

an adequate foundation of gold must be created to

uphold that system.
One of the first acts of the British government

after England was plunged into war was to insure
that the gold which was being turned out of the
mines should be safeguarded, and steps were taken
for the deposit of their new holdings in Canada,
South Africa and Australia to the credit of the
Bank of England. This arrangement had many
advantages and tended greatly to facilitate the con-
centration of the metal where it was most needed
for the settlement of liabilities and Great Britain

has in this way used her gold unsparingly to meet
obligations to neutral creditors.

The United States stands in the unique position

of possessing more gold than any nation has ever
before owned at one time, but if we are to per-

form the part that destiny seems to have laid out
for us as the world's banker, it will without doubt
be necessary to further increase our gold holdings
and for this reason encourage to the fullest extent
the production of that metal.

The end of the war will find the old world not
only disorganized industrially, but with a volume
—just how large no one can foretell—of paper
currency that can only be compared with our own
greenbacks in the years immediately following the

contest between the North and the South. "The
problem of the world's currency after the war,"
says a great economist, "is not of course decipher-

able at this time. It involves the question, 'When
will the war end?' " There is little fear, however,
that Europe will demonitize gold and carry out an
economic revolution in changing" the present stand-

ard, as it is evident that the effect of such a move
would be almost as far-reaching as that of the war.

We are at the dawn of a bigger financial and
commercial tomorrow and while the situation is

fraught with a great many difficulties, because
there are no precedents for us to follow, we must
face conditions as they exist and through frank
and free discussion arrive at a practical and sound
solution.

Let us hope that our united efforts will crystal-

lize into a practical plan for the alleviation of the

present critical situation, and that in the process
of correction we may establish those principles

which lie at the base of national welfare.
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On and About San Francisco Bay

MR. F. GRIFFIX, head cif the well-kiiuwn

house of F. Griffin and Company, large

ship operators, was recently in San Fran-

cisco on a business trip. This concern re-

cently established offices in Portland and will dis-

l^atch vessels from that port, \'ancouver, B. C,
and Seattle, Vancouver being the hea<lquarters of

the firm. The South American trade of the con-

cern will have its terminus at Portland. F. Griffin

and Company have established a reconditioning

warehouse at San Francisco, where cargoes may
be segregated and put in salable condition. The
San Francisco office is located at 341 Alontgomery

street and is in charge of Mr. W. X. Tofift, who has

been connected with the Vancouxer offices of the

concern for some years past.

The consul general of the Xelherlands at San

Francisco received advices during the early part

of August that the government was in a position

to consider the granting og export licenses through

the War Trade Board for commodities at or near

San Francisco consigned to the Xetherland East

Indies.

The announcement is of interest because of the

vast tonnage that has accumulated recently await-

ing shipment across the Pacific. Several months

ago, before the embargo seriousl}^ affected offshore

shipments, orders for entire shiploads of goods

were placed in this country and the result was that

many cars of freight piled up at the port.

Then the Dutch ships were seized, and for a time

the movement of goods to the East Indies was dis-

continued. The essential list was cut down and for

a time it appeared that many of the shippers antl

shippers' agents would incur big losses, for their

bills of lading proved to be without value because

the goods could not be sent.

.X'umerous shippers interested hailed the an-

nouncement of the War Trade Board with delight,

for they can now go ahead with the forwarding of

goods and also make additional purchases of essen-

tial merchandise. Incidentally, there will be freight

in abundance for all the Dutch steamers, and each

will have a full cargo for every sailing.

.\ccording to "Motorship", the Emergency Meet
Corporation has decided to build immediately thir-

ty-si.x motorships equipped with main engines of

2,000 horsepower. The vessels will be 344 feet 9

inches long over all, 333 feet between perpendicu-

lars, 46 feet moulded beam and 2'' feet 9 inches

moulded depth. It is understood that the Mcintosh
and Se}-mour Corporation of Auburn, Xew York,

will construct fifty-two 1,000 horsepower Diesels

for this imr])ose and the .Skandia- Pacific Company
will construct twenty. Presumably the engines

constructed liy the western concern will be of the

\\'erks]ioor ty]ie.

The action of the Emergency Meet Corporation
in taking" up the Diesel engine is a highly impor-
tant one, as it indicates not only a full realization

of the advisability to taking advantage of all the

engine building facilities of the country, but also

wiil prove of vast Ijenefit to the Diesel engine
building industry in the United States. As has

often Ijeen pointed out in the columns of the Pa-

cific Marine Review, there has been a tendency
lo underpower the vessels fitted with Diesel or sur-

face ignition engines on the Pacific Coast, and this

has placed a certain handicap on the performances
of these marine power plants. The practice of op-

erating the steam engines on vessels at slightly

under their full rated power would be an e.xcellent

one to follow in the case of the motorship, but in

our underpowered motorships this has not been
altogether practical.

The vessels undertaken by the government will

be large enough to be connnercially useful in many
trades and at the same time will be sufficiently

powered to give them e.xcellent 'lispatch as ocean

freighters. There is no reason why these vessels

should not make the same excellent showing cred-

ited to \essels powered with Burmeister and Wain
and Werkspoor engines and this will insure such

of them as survive the war of a high com])etitive

value in operation against steamers of other nations

possessing the advantage ')f low wage standards.

W. T. Xe\-ins, formerly general superintendent

of the Buffalo Dry Dock (.'nmpany (American Ship-

building Company), and of recent years marine

architect and ship sr'-veyor of Chicago and San
h'rancisco, has been appointed superintendent of

shi]) construction of the Chickasaw Shipbuilding

Company, the U. S. Steel Corporation plant now
in jjrogress of construction at Chickasaw, the new
industrial chv near Mobile, .\la.

LARGE BUSINESS MERGER
The firm of Stewart, Lowery and Company has

been jjurchased by Willcox, Peck and llughes of

.\ew York, one of the large insurance brokerage

and average adjusting firms of the country. Messrs.

Stewart. Lowery and Company were formerly agents

for Willcox, Peck and llughes in this country.

The change was, in a way, forced through the

patriotic ambition of .Mr, i.owery, who has insisted

in finding some sort of niche for himself, where his

initiative and energy may be oi use to L'ncle Sam.

He has been temporarily balked in a desire to vol-

untarily enlist, by the abrogation of the enlistment

campaign, but he is making ex'ery effort to ,get into

the service and his friends say he will "break in"

where his well-known organizing and managerial

abilitv can be of signal use to his purely patriotic
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nil itixi'S, and sli'anL;c as it may sccni. 11. S. Hates.

wliii is well and fa\(ii'alily kiiuwii ti i tlK' hiisiness

wiirld. was practicalh hrmi^ht hack iiitu tlu' busi-

ness nil accmint n\ ilic same reasmis of ]iatrii itisiii.

Mr. Hates has heeii taken I'mm the plnw. like

C'inciniiatns dl" old, and Iir(]UL;hl hack tn the city.

wluTc ill the niaiiaL;enieiit nf a hiisiness whose ram
ilicatic nis cnxer a treiiiendc lus area and will S( >i Jii he

extended tn reumte |iarts uf the ( )rien1. in which he

is lamiliar hecause uf his earlier assuciatii nis with

the firm. .Mr. Hates, in fact, was mainly instru-

mental in hriii,L;in,L;" the hiisiness ni W'illcn.x. i'eck

and Hughes to this coast in \'I07. .\t that time

.Mr. II. S. Hates was associated with .Mr. ."stewart

Low cry.

'idle firm of Messrs. W'illcox, Peck and Hughes
of California will be dissolved and will me amalga-
mated with that of W'illcox, Peck and Hughes of

New York. Mr. Bates will be resident director and
representative. The combination of the \\'illcox.

i'eck and Hughes interests, everywhere, under one
firm style, is in the line of better cooperation and
efficiency. .Mr. Williams, so thoroughly actpiainted

with the marine insurance business, will retain his

old position and have the scope of his duties much
enlarged. Mr. Cortelyou will have charge of the

brokerage end of the business under the immediate
direction of H. S. I'ates.

It is expected that, with the reorganization, the

business of the company will run even more
smoothly than in the past.

SHIPYARD TOWN BUILDING

.\ town es])ecially for shipbuilders is being built

ill the ."^.iii h'rancisco Hay region, work having

lieeii started a few days ago. It is Clyde, situated

in C'ontra Costa county, Cal.. and designed for

employees of the Pacific Coast .Shipbuilding Co.

dlie initial imestment. it is aiinonnced, will ex-

ceed $1,000,000. .\ feature of the plan is to be a

special track between the town and the yard gates,

|iro\iding raj'id transit capable of much expansion.

The project is being carried out with the backing

of the Pacific Coa.st Shipbuilding Company and

with the assistance of the United States Shipping

Hoard. Pmergency Fleet Corporation.

.\ hundred and eighty-five acres are included in

the townsite. wdiich has been laid out on lines em-

Ijodying the latest ideas of town-making.

The work has been started on a scale calling for

the completit)!! of two houses a day. Within a

short time of the beginning of work, it was an-

nounced when the start was made, 150 men would

he on the site. The h(nises, to be so placed over

the town that present and future crowding is

avtiided, are to lie [uit uj) in units of twenty to

facilitate construction.

The project, which is in the hands of the Clyde

Company, is to be de\'eloped with the least possi-

ble delay. It is hoped to make a speed record

ships which it is understood the
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Josephine Tynan driving the first pile

Liberty Shipbuilding plant at A

in the building of the town commensurate with

that established by the Pacific Coast Shipbuildin.L;

Company in the construction of its plant, where
the first keel was laid less than four months- after

ground was broken. Six months to a day from
the ground-breaking for the yard, four keels were
down. The shipyard is building ten 9400-ton d. w.

cargo steamers for the government. While it has

been actually at work on steamers only since May,
its force, constantly growing, was more than 12UU

when the housing project was begun.

Clyde is two and a half miles from the shi])yard,

which is about thirty-five miles east of San Fran-

cisco as the crow flies. On one side the townsite
is flanked by the main line of the Oakland, An-

tioch & Eastern Railway's electric system, and by

the Clayton Railroad and the concrete highway of

Contra Costa county.

The main avenue of the town, already given the

name of Trafalgar, will lead from the railroad to

a civic center, which has been ])rii\i<lcil fur as part

of the beautification scheme. In the latter the Ints

are also included. The houses are to be in the

main of the English style of architecture, adapted

to California conditions and \-aried to gi\e ])leasing

effects individually as well ;is unit}- as a whole.

K. \\. Cannon of Oakland and (I. .\. .\i)i)legartli

of San Francisco are the architects.

.\ $7.^ .('''I hotel will be put ii|) immediately, as

such featui. - ,-is stores, a school, ball grdiiiuls. mii\-

ing picture theatres, lodge rooms, and sn fnrth.

will folldW as rapidly as possible. The plans lia\-i

been drawn tn make Clvde a cuniplete little cits,

modern in all respects, and having the latest sys-

tems and equipped in such necessities as lighting,

fire protection, sewers, street work, water suppl}-.

The entire scheme has been worked out with
special consideration for the requirements of ship

builders ami from the niatter of transportation be-

tween town and yaril down to minor details it will

l)e a shipliuilclers' town, made to order.

OLD IRON FOUNDRIES BUSV
The shipbuilding industry's rapid increase in im-

portance has brought new prosperity to the Sier-

ras, and the old iron foundries of the mining
country are being kept busy on shipyard orders.

The Pacific Coast Shipbuilding Company, which is

building ten y400-ton cargo steamers for the Gov-
ernment at its new Bay Point lard, is getting some
of its iron work from these old foundries, al-

though in the work of keeping things running
at top speed it has placed orders as far off as El

Paso.
In some instances Sierran fnnndries have been

able to underbid those even in the heart of the
Alabama ore country. For years the mimntain
plants have been gathering stores of iron from did

mines, sometimes getting it merelv for the cost

of cartage.

In direct benefit to Contra Costa county from the

location of the shipyard on the shores of Suisun
I'.ay is seen in the establishment of the Bay Point
Iron I'onndry. which is to have a large force.

Ship_\-ar(l orders will give it considerable work.

FIREMAN FUND NOTES
;\Ir. Chas. R. Thompson, general adjuster of the

h'ireman's Fund, has returned from his trip through
the Northwest.

The growing- grain season in California and the

Northwest, from an insurance standpoint, was very
successful, showing a marked increase over last

year's business, notwithstanding the fact that the
crop this year was not up to general average in

this territory. Fireman's Fund crop agents report

that farmers as a rule showed a marked desire

to carry insurance on their crops on account of the
high prices of grain and fear of fires of an incen-

diary origin.

.\ statistical survey of the automobile business

transacted during the first six months of this year
by the automobile department of the Fireman's
blind Insurance Company justifies the expectation

that the total automobile premiums for 1918 will

show an important increase over those of 1917, un-

less production is radically cut down for the re-

mainder of this year. This preliminary showing
is \-ery satisfactory, owing particularl}- to the fact

that the Fireman's Fund wrote the largest volume
of automobile premiums in 1917 of any conipany
in the LInited States.

.-\ccording to Captain Louis Turner, marine sur-

\-eyor of the Fireman's I-'und, and other competent
authorities, the temporar)- repairs made to the

"l'h}-llis", which stranded at I'oint Vincente, Cab,

Consisting of ,1.^00 scpiare feet of patches put on the

bottom while the steamer was lying close to San
Pedro Harbor, was the best job of under-water
patching that has e\-er been brought in San l-'ran-

cisco harbor. The time reipiired for this extensi\-e

job was one calend.-ir month.
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|. 1'.. Lcxison, president <if tlie iMreuian's Iniml,

nmlDred to I. (is Anijeles to speiiil tlie week-end

witli liis oldest son, John ( lerstle Lcvison, who is

stationed at tlie I'nited States Naval Trainin,^-

t'anip at San Pedro. Mr. Le\ison was aeeoni])anicd

h\' his wife.

.Mr, .\. r.. Swett. of the lirni of 1 lu^son-Swett &
Keiss of I'Vesno, Cal.. recently visited the head

i the Fireman's l'"und ou bnsiness. Mr.
formerlv special a.L;ent of the iMreman's

from the oliun

which he wa^
tarv ill l'H)7.

into the field as special agent, from
called and elected assistant secre

olhc

."^welt \\ a

Inmd.

Th I'mid will he

l'"ire Insurance

(iolf Tournament, which will take place

head office of the iMrenian'

well ie]iresented in the forthcoming

Men'
at the llaiemont Country Club on h'riday, .\utjust

23i-d. W. J. Button and Bernard h'aymon\ille,

former presidents of the Fireman's h^md, and J.

S. l.e\ison, present president, together with C. C.

Wright and others will ably represent the head
office, -\lread_\- a list of forty-si.x of the fraternity

are entered in the tournament, which promises to

be a big success.

The Fireman's Fund has recently dispatched Ma-
rine Claims Agent G. Kirkham Smith, together

with its general agent, Frank G. Taylor, of Seattle,

to Fsc|uimault, B. C, to assist at the salvaging of

the valuable cargo of the "Canada Maru", stranded

at Cape Flattery on 30th last.

The latest reports from former I<'ireman's h^und

employees have entered the service of their coun-

tr\- are as follows: Chester Clarke, lieutenant,

.\merican air service, Ellington Field, Texas; Leon-
ard Fischer, Fort Eustice, Va. ; Alfred E. Sassus,

machinists mate. Naval aviation corps, Gulfport,

Miss.; ^^'arren Landon, Camp Fremont, and Chas.

Krause, acting" sergeant, Camp Lewis.

The board of directors of the Fireman's Fund
Insurance Company at their meeting held Atigust

22nd last placed Secretary Louis Weinmann on the

retired list as of September 1st, and elected As-

sistant Secretary FL P. lilancahrd to the pcisition

of secretary.

Mr. \\'einmann has earned his retirement, ha\-ing

served the company lo_yally and conscientiously lor

thirt\- years. He was appointed special agent in

1888; elected assistant secretary in 18'*2 and sec

retai-y in DOO.

Mr. Idanchanl requires ik.i introduction to the

com])an}-'s agents and friends. Me has sjient his

entire business career in its ser\-ice, having gone

SAN FRANCISCO IN EXHIBIT
San l'"ranciscb is to participate officially in the

Pacific Coast Land and Lidustrial Exposition,

which opens in Oakland September 9th and will

continue until ( )clol)er dth.

According to j. Cal J>Lwing, secretary of the or-

ganization. Mayor Rolph will appoint a committee
immediately for taking charge of the exhibit, which
will l)e a civic one, and will be particiuated in by

the \-arious departments of the cit}'.

San Francisco will occupy si)ace next to Ala-

metla county in the States and counties pavilions.

THE CASUALTY LISTS

I^ow do you read the casualty lists.-'

Do you begin at the top, turn to the right hand
column and scan the heroes by home towns? Or
do yon look at the names, and, meeting a familiar

one, look to the address to see if it is the boy you
know, and, if it is, then read the subhead to see

his fate?

Perhaps you start with the slightly wounded and

read up to the deeper tragedies where you glance

gingerly as on dangerous ground, hoping and full

of faith that none of the names there will bring

you face to face with a supreme sacrifice made by

one close and dear to you.

When the list has been read without any start of

recognition, yovi feel happy—but only for a second,

because you know that every name represents a

splendid American who has given his blood for

you here at home. You share the grief and the

pride of the folks w ho know those names with

heavy hearts.

Are you worthy of their sacrifice?

You are not worthy if you do not give the best

that is in you in backing them up. Those boys
were asked to stop the German drive on Paris.

They did it, and in addition drove the Huns be-

yond their starting point toward the Rhine. You
are asked to more than double your last Liberty

Loan investment, because the government needs at

least six billion dollars. Think of that daily cas-

ualty list and then dare to put down one cent less

than vou can afford to iiu'est.



Activities m Oregon Ports

OF sexenty \-essels of the new fleet lying" at

\aricius ])oints Ijetween Portland and the

sea. August 13, all having work performed
relative to machinery installation or the ap-

plication of finishing touches, sixty - seven were
ships launched since January 1. However, there

were others floated during the period that are now
at sea, ninety-five being the full list, representing

approximately 400,000 tons.

Returning to Portland about the middle of the

month, after a few weeks spent in the East, 'Mr.

Jack llelser. of the Helser Machine Works, started

the machinery for turning out 500 winches, to be

completed at the rate of 65 winches a month, a

contract he undertook with the Emergency Fleet

Corporation. It is the largest of the kind placed

in the Northwest territory. The winches are for

steel shii)s, ten for each vessel.

Airs. C. D. Howies tjf Seattle was a Portland

guest August 12, when she christened the steel

steamer Western Scout, launched l)y the North-
west Steel Company. The vessel was the fifteenth

to leave the ways there.

Delivery of the steamer Point .\dams early in

the month, by the Albina Engine t\; Machine
Works, cleared berths at the fitting-out dock, there

being no more of that fleet in the water, but five

are on the ways and will l)e launched in close

order. The Point Adams will fly the flag of the

American-Hawaiian line and no doulit remain in

the Pacific trade.

Three times in succession the Grant Smith-Por-
ter yard won a "best progress" pennant in vogue
in the l)regon district, and as the Emergency Fleet

Ciirporation decided to have national pennants, the

district idea was discontinued. The winner is al-

lowed to keep the flags, which dift'er from the

national pennants, inasmuch as the Uregon award
was made up of international signal flags to spell

"Best Progress". As the company received the

first national pennant, that being for work in June,
it drew the following telegram from Director Gen-
eral Schwa!)

:

"I'hiladeliihia, I'a.. .\ug. 5, I'MS.

"Grant Smith-I'orter Compan\-;
"The West again made clean sweep of

all flags for June, and I wish to offer my
congratulations to your company for win-
ning first and second prizes two months
in succession. This is fine work and I

hope you will keep it u]).

(Signed) "C. M. SCHWAB."

When na\y tars on the freighter West Coast re-

ceix'ed a ceistly talking machine from Miss Helen
.Smith Ijesson, through the Red Cross, and were
supplied with stationery and all kinds of reading"

matter by Harbormaster Prehn, they began to

doubt if war was all General Sherman alleged.

A campaign has been undertaken here to keep the

crews entertained at sea and there is no question

but that the efforts of the land forces are ac-

ceptable.

- Women are ])laying a larger part every month
in shipwork in the Oregon district. There are

twelve engaged at the Standifer Vancoux-er wooden
yard and three in the North Portland yard of that

organization spinning oakum.

Port of Portland Commissioners have deter-

mined to proceed with the construction of a coal

clock at the St. Johns dry dock property. Steps

have been taken in that connection to provide a

locomotive crane. The ])robabilities are fuel will

be barged from British Columbia. The Pacific

Coast Coal Company is going ahead with the re-

construction of its bunkers, the old plant having
been damaged by fire early in the month. The new
bunkers will have a capacity of 6000 tons and there

will be 5000 tons held in reserve in flat storage.

John W. Doty of New York, vice-president and
general manager of the Foundation Company, was
a Portland xisitor the latter part of the month,
making a Western trip in coimection with the

l'"rench High Commission having exercised its op-
tion for twenty more steam auxiliary schooners.

He also had important business at San Francisco
bearing on shore construction work.

Calculations of Alfred F. Smith, head of the Co-
lumbia River Shipbuilding Corporation, where the

fourth and fifth sets of ways are going in, provide
for the first keel going into ])osition on one in

Se]itend)er, which is about two months ahead of

earlier prognostications. \\ ith three ways the cor-

]iijration has completed eight hulls since 1918 open-
ed and the two extra berths will make an a])pre-

ciable increase in the production.

Lieutenant Harold C. Jones, of tlie Oregon Naval
Militia, has been named Portland representative of

the National Service Bureau of the C'nited States

Ship]Mng P.oard. Alreach- a number of retired

skippers in the State have called and registered

to return to acti\-e life on the briny deep and many
foniier sailors are reporting for war duty.

Hesse-Martin Iron ^^"orks have been awarded an

order In- the Grant Smith-I'orter Ship Company for J
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all ik'ck niacliinery to ,l;c) ahoard ten I'V-rris shii)s.

The cuiitract ciuiipriscs 1 _'() units and dclixcry is

to be completed in three nionllis.

Cheering news frnni W'ashin^tnn reached vessel

owners and commercial interests three weeks ago
to the effect that the creation of the Eleventh dis-

trict of the United States Steamvesscl Insjiection

Service on the Pacific side wonld lea\e ( Jregon

with California and the Hawaiian Islands in the

present territory. The new zone is to be made up
of Washington and Alaska. ( )regunians lia\e

sought to have such an arrangement carried out

ever since a bill was introduced in Congress three

years ago, their stand being that as Oregon waters
have been served for years by deepvvater vessels,

either owned or controlled in California, there was
UKjre in common between the two States, and
whether a matter of sentiment or business the_\-

wished it carried out.

(i. 1.. Tilair, of San Francisco, general manager
of the San Francisco & Portland Steamship Com-
pan}', spent the forepart of August in Portland on
business having to do with the present service.

With the liner Rose City, the only passenger ves-

sel of the fleet, and the Blandon, a government
wooden ship, in the Portland-San Francisco freight

service, gone are the old days when the Beaver and
Bear were the popular carriers.

Doubt as to the character of vessels to be built

for the government at the plant of the Kiernan &
Kern Shipbuilding Company was dispelled on the

receipt of an official telegram from Philadelphia

conveying information that four of the Fred A.

Ballin design of composite ship had been closed

for. The preliminaries are now under way and as

soon as material arrives construction will be begun.

Theodore Knudson, superintendent of the Foun-

dation Company's yard since its establishment in

July, 1917, has resigned and is identified with the

wooden department of the Standifer corporation.

His place has been taken at the former plant by
Paul B. Thompson, formerly of the purchasing

department of the company's Tacoma plant.

David E. Lofgren, an attorney, who recently re-

turned from Washington, announces that concrete

ship construction is soon to be undertaken here

and the AlcXamara system of moulds used. The
latter is a pontoon mold operated much the same
as a dry dock and can be used for innumerable \-es-

sels, so long as it is kept

in repair. The Great

Northern Concrete Ship-

building Company is rapid-

ly getting its yard in con-

dition for work at \'an-

couver, where five \essels

will be built for the quar-

termaster department. Am-
brose Scott, treasurer of

the company, has returned
from San Francisco after

closing contracts for fi\e

sets of Standard gasoline

engines for the vessels.

Machinery is beginning
to arrive for the new 1,-

000,000-bushel grain ele-

vator being erected on the
St. Johns municipal term-
inal property by the Com-
mission of Public Docks.
1 he f(jundation has been

Launch of the "Gartln

ad\ancrd so thai the work of waterproofing that

portion is progressing.
( )iie change during the month at the Su|)ple-

Kallin yard was the return of J. K. C. Lockwood,
one of the original three incorporators of the cor-

poration, who accepted the billet of plant manager.
Mr. Lockwood had spent considerable time in

Washington on business connected with a 5000-

ton steamer .Mr. Ballin designed. He was also con-

nected with the Drummond Lighterage Company
on Puget .Sound, and has sex'ered his connections

there so as to tlevote all his time to the shi]))ar<l

responsibilities.

In a glass case at the office of J. A. Sim, gen-

eral manager of the steel plant of the G. AI. Stan-

difer Construction Corporation, is contained the

first flag raised o\er the ])ro])erty, the date ha\ing"

been January 17, I'McS, when the acreage that now
embraces one of the largest and most modern steel

plants on the Coast was low and lacking an im-

mense fill and other improvements necessar}- I)e-

fore plant installation could be commenced. The
flag is faded and whipped by the wind, but it has
the place of honor for service.

Portland's delegation to the Philadel])hia and
\Vashington conferences having to do with the

Pacific Coast wage scale change, was made u]) of

Joseph R. Bowles, president of the Northwest Steel

Company; James McKinlay, general manager of

the Columbia River Shipbuilding Corporation, and
Bert C. ISall, president of the Willamette Iron iK:

Steel Works, on behalf of the steel builders, with

James B. Kerr, treasurer of the Peninsula Ship-

building Company; E. \\'. \\'right, vice-president

and general manager of the AIcEachern Ship Com-
pany, and James F. Clarkson, general manager of

two wooden plants of the Standifer interests, for

the wooden constructors.

A bottle message picked up by E. W. Mears on
Mapia Island is said by Oscar W. Schwarz, nauti-

cal expert in charge of the branch hydrographic
office here, who received it, to have been the long-

est on record. It drifted from April 9, 1914, to

June 16, 1918. The message was thrown overboard
by Captairi F". L. Hanson from the schooner Kona,
and he lost his life when the ship was wrecked
Feliruarv 3, 1917, on Kangaroo Island, South .\us-

tralia. The message was dropped into the sea in

latitude 1 :.^3 north, longitude 132:50 west, and

Columbia Engineering Works
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difer Corporation yard at
Pape driving a rivet

Mapia Island is in latitude 0:49 north, longitude
134:17 east. Adrift four years and two months
and travelling virtually in a straight line, at least

with the currents as charted, is taken by Mr.
Schwartz as the best evidence of the accurac}' of

the hydrographic office charts.

Chief Hull Inspector Hubbard and Chief Drafts-
man Reed, of the wooden division of the Emer-
gency Fleet Corporation, are in the East in con-
nection with plans for a 5000-ton wooden steamer
designed by J. W. Hall, assistant supervisor, and
others. The plans will be submitted to the Amer-
ican Bureau and Lloyds for approval before being
taken before the experts of the government at Phil-

adelphia. Oregon builders are back of the plans
and they hope speedy consideration will be ac-

corded them in the East, so they may lay down
the new type in place of the 3500-ton ships now
worked on.

Captain William C. jMcXaught has been formally
seated as a member of the Oregon State Board of

Pilot Commissioners, succeeding Captain J. .Speier,

who resigned June 30. Captain JMcNaught repre-

sents the San Francisco Board of Marine 'Under-
writers in the Oregon district and is among the

best kniiwn deep-water men on the Xorth Pacific

Coast.

In line with action taken by San Francisco tug
owners having vessels on short runs, the Port of

Portland Commission has increased the pay of its

deck and fireroom force from $75 to $85 a month
on the tug A\'allu!a.

That the new steamers Western I 'ride and West-
ern Scout will be assigned to the Luckenbach
Steamsliip Company is the te.xt of official advices
received. It was assumed all of the 8800-ton ships
would go to the Navy, so the orders came as a

surprise. The Western Comet, W'estern Maid and
Western Plains will fly the Navy flags.

Establishment of offices here by Sudden & Chris-

tensen, of San Francisco, is a step toward the op-

eration of some of the new government ships in

the Pacific trade. At this time Portland interests

are desirous of inaugurating some of the proposed
trade routes tin- Shipping Board has had under
consideration and the impression is that .^udden iK:

Christensen will have much to do with such

matters.

A. Reimann, head of .\. O. Anderson & Com-
^)any and vice-president of the Albina Engine &
Machine Shops, is home after several weeks spent

in the East in the interest of steel ship construction.

Responding to the request of the Shipping Board
a port survey has been undertaken by the Com-
mission of Public Docks, to indicate what facilities

are to be had here for vessels in the deepwater
trade, also for the storage of various commodities.

Fire that broke out aboard the Port of Portland

dredge, Portland, the forepart of the month, dam-
aged the superstructure considerably, but the de-

mand fo\ dredges in the interest of shipyard im-

provements prompted the commission to order the

immediate repair of the machine and she will be

back in service early in September.

Trial of the new steamer Katia, formerly the

John Kiernan, was conducted August 15. She

proved all that was. expected of her. The vessel

was constructed at the Kiernan & Kern yard and

before her completion was purchased by French

terests. Originally a steam shooner type, the new
owners ordered a shelter deck built.

.\nother block of ground, lying between the east

approach of the Morrison street bridge and the

Belmont street plant of the Pacific Marine Iron

Works, has been leased by the latter and a fourth

slip for the accommodation of wooden steamers is

being provided. .\t the East Main street plant the

new ships receive their machinery and then shift

to Belmont street for the completion cf the instal-

lation labors. All of the Supple-Ballit. ships are

fitted out there and contracts are held for sixteen

others, the latter representing about $2,400,000.

The fourmasted topsail schooner Gardner Wil-
liams was launched by the Coliunbia Engineering
\\'orks, August 6, Betty Jones, seven - year - old

daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Carl R. Jones of this

city, essa3-ing the role of sponsor. The vessel is

owned by the DeBeers Consolidated Mines Com-
pany of Capetown, South Africa, and is 190 feet

long, with a beam of 36 feet and depth of hold of

19.8 feet, and is to be delivered early in September.

Delivery of the 4500-ton composite steamer Ca-
lala to the Emergency Fleet Corporation August
13 by the Supple-Ballin Shipbuilding Corporation
recorded the entry of the pioneer of the type, which
was designed by Fred A. Ballin and is equipped
with watertube boilers, of which he is the pat-

entee, while the engine was built by the Pacific

Marine Iron Works, in which Mr. Ballin is the
principal stockholder, so more than passing interest

attaches to the future operation of the vanguard
from the yartl.

On her official trial the Calala made 11>4 knots
with ease, and all main and auxiliary machinery
was reported to have operated with remarkable
smoothness. Five others are in the water and two
on the ways will soon be overboard. As a result

of a visit to the plant paid by Director General
Schwab and Vice-President Piez of the Emergency
Fleet Corporation, in July, another set of four con-
tracts was awarded the management and those

ships will be laid down as soon as possible.

The Ashbnrn was launched there August 8, Miss
Eleanor Thompson, whose father is superintendent,

liaxing started the ship riverward.



Portland Ship Deliveries

C().\.^l<:R\'A'ri().\'
,,1" man power and limited

supplie.s of steel that are said to have largely
inllueneed the decision of Director General
Schwab and \''ice-President Piez, of the Em-

ergency Fleet Corporation, not to proceed at pres-

ent with a second shipbnilding' plant to be controll-

ed by the Northwest Steel Company, did not deter
that corporation from g'oing- ahead with a lar^e
fitting-out dock with ade(|uate machine shop fa-

cilities.

Property has been obtained adjoining the North-
west Company's yard on the north, the frontage
being 523 feet and with an additional 100 feet

drawn from the company's own holdings, a dock
of suitable length will be possible. The dock is

to have a width of 150 feet and a modern plant
will be built in conjunction with it, the expecta-
tion being that in October or November the first

vessel will be taken care of there.

The arrangement now is for the Willamette Iron
X: Steel Works to fit out the 8800-ton freighters

until the new facilities are ready for use. After
that it is expected the Willamette will accept wood-
en vessels for machinery installation and probably
some other steel ships, while they will continue
on an extensive scale with boiler manufacturing
and building donkey boilers and auxiliary ma-
chinery.

The Willamette has added to its speed at such
a rate in the past year that the latest reports show
eighteen boilers had been tested during August
and probably twenty will be included in the com-
plete check, more than double the output of a

year ago.

The company entered into a contract with the

G. M. Standifer Construction Corporation early in

August to fit out the first six wooden steamers
launched at the former's North Portland and Van-
couver yards. It is the first time the Willamette's
force has been assembled to put driving power into

one qf the wooden carriers since the European war
drew on their facilities, yet such an excellent rec-

ord has been attained in the fitting out of the big
steel freighters that it is felt certain the Willa-

mette's men will be among the leaders in the dis-

trict in the matter of quick delivery of vessels.

To keep the steel fleet moving as briskly as pos-

sible, three slips have been used when machinery
was going into place, while a fourth big slip has

been obtained from the Commission of Public

Docks through permission to use that at the Fif-

teenth street municipal terminal, where the wooden
steamers are to be taken care of for the present.

Deliveries of steel tonnage by Portland plants

to the Emergency Fleet Corporation have been sat-

isfactory so far this year. Of the Northwest Steel

Company's fleet, in which the Willamette has

placed tlie machiner}-, 11 had been turned over to

the government up to August ISth, while the Col-

umbia River Shipbuilding Corporation had deliv-

ered seven of the same type, 8,800 tons, and the

Albina Engine & Machine Works had finished six,

two of 3,300 tons and four of 3,800 tons.

The following shows important dates from the

time of the keel going into place until the \essels

were delivered

:

Northwest Steel Company

Ve.s.sel Keel Launched IXdi ere J

Westward Feb. 1 •17 Nov. 4, '17 Feb. 4, •18

Westshore Aug. 3 '17 Ja. 13, IS April 15, •18

Westlaiid Oct. 8 16 Sept. 14, '17 Dec. 26, '17

Westchester Apr. 4 '17 Dec. 5, '17 Mar. 17, '18

Westhampton Sept. 17 '17 Feb. 8, '18 May l-l '18

Western Wave Nov. 5 '17 Mar. 4, '18 June 8, '18

Western Ocean Dec. 6 '18 Mar. 19, '18 June 18, '18

W^estern Cliief Jan. 14 '18 April 20. '18 June 30, '18

Western Spirit Feb. 9 '18 May 6. •I

8

July 6, '18

Western Light Mar. 5 '18 May 27, ^18 July 29, '18

Western Maid Mar. 20 18 July 8, '18 Aug. 15, '18

Western Comet Apr. 22 '18 July 23, "18

Western Scout May 7 '18 Aug. 12, '18

Westview May 28 '18

West Yaquina June 11 'IS

West Zeda July 24 'IS

Columbia River Shipbuilding Corporation

Vessel Ke d Launched Deli •ere d
Westward Ho Vlarch 26 17 Nov. 19, '17 Mar . 4, '18

Westlirook April 26 '17 Jan. 13, '18 Mar. 30, •18

WestKate May 25 '17 Jan. 27, '18 April 23, •18

West Indian Nov. 20 '17 Ftb. 27, '18 May 22, •18

Westgrove Jan. IS •18 Mar. 27. '18 April 26, •18

W'estern City Jan. 29 '18 April 30, -18 Junf 6, •18

Western Coast Mar. 2 'IS July 6, '18 July 31, '18

Western Plains May 3 '18 Aug. 10, '18

Western Pride Mar. 30 •18 July 20, •IS

Western Belle June 20 •18

Albina Engine anc Machine Works

Vessel Keel Launched Deli 'ere d
Point Loma April 18 '17 Nov. 3, ^17 Mar. 12, '18

Point Arena April 25 '17 Nov. 29, •I

7

Mar. 30, '18

Point Bonita May 29 •17 Mar. 27. '\S June 24, •18

Point Lobos May 29 •17 April 11. 'IS June 30. •18

Point Judith Nov. 3 17 May 4. ^18 July 27. •18

Point Adams Nov. 30 17 May 11. •IS Au^ . i: , •IS

Keel laying at the Standifer yard. Mr. Sims handling the



The Progress of Shipbuildmj

VI'.S.SELS actually uiuler cunstructii m ami
CDiitracted for in the Portland District Au-
.^ust 15, 1918, a total of 91 wooden ships,

(A steel steamers and five concrete vessels

represented expenditures unde way and authorized

of ,S149,5<;9,990. At points between Portland and
Astoria and including one plant at Tillamook, 38
wooden ships were being' Iniilt or were contracted
for, adding $20,750,000 to tli expenditures, a total

for the Oregon District of $170,349,990.

Oregon lands the world in speedy construction

of wooden vessels, the record of 49 days building

a Hough design hull, of 3,500 tons deadweight
capacity, having been attained by the Grant Smith-
Porter .Ship Companv, the vessel being the Ca-
ponka, launched Apri'l 24, I'US.

A splendid record for steel ships was estalj-

lished .March 27, 1918, by the Columbia River
Shipbuilding Corporation, when the hull of the

8,800-ton steamer \\'estgro\-e was floated, Til days"

work having been required; she was finished in 8.i

days.

The third wooden hull launched in the I'nitec

States under the program of the Emergency b'leet

Corporation was the Wasco, February 17, 1918,

she being a product of the Grant .Smith-l'orter

Ship Vompany's plant. That firm also won first

place in Alay among the wooden shipyards of the

United States for progress made and in June the
Columbia River Shipbuilding Corporation was
among the steel plants of the country in progress.

.\ sinnmary of shipwork in the Portland terri-

tory, which includes all plants within streetcar

radius, shows four steel yards, eight wooden yards
and one engaged in concrete construction, em-
ploying approximately 40,000 men. In the entire

Oregon District, which is e.\clusive of Coos Bay
because the latter port was attached to the Cali-

fornia District there are 128 wooden vessels build-

ing or contracted for, the aggregate working force

being close to 50,000 persons.

Since the revival of shipbuilding in the District.

due to the Eurojjean war, the folhTwin.g" indicates

what has been acccim])lishe(

be completed

:

Steel Plants

Xortlnvest Steel Comp;iny
Columbia River Shipbuilding Corp.
.Mbina Engine & Macliine Works
G. M. Standifer Construction Corp.

Wooden Plants

Crant Sniitli-Porter Ship Co.
Supple- Hallin Shipbuilding Corp.
Peninsula Shipbuilding Co.

'''

Coast Shipbuilding -Gpj,
G. M. Standifer Construction Corp
Kiernan & Ktrn Shiplniilding Co.
Columbia Kngineering Works
Foundation Company

Concrete

Great Xorthern Concrete Sbbld.a;.

Outside of Portland

—

Wooden Yards
St. Helens Shipbuilding Co.
McEachern Sliip Co., .Astoria

Wilson Shipbuilding Co., .Astoria
George F. Rodgers Co., .Astoria

Fteney & P.remer, Tillamook

irders U

Building
and

Ships contacted
elivered For

12 2(1

7 25
6 9

( new ) 10

8 IS

3 ~>W
4 - 12.

^- 8
"i 20

1 , 4
6 5

8 12

Co.

d Steel Work?

.'\ugust 3, 1918, will go d(jwn in the archi\'es of

the Cr. 'SI. Standifer Construction Corporation as

one of its most notable days, because at 10:05 a.

m.. that date, the first keel was started of ten steel

steamers, each of 9500 tons, that the corporation
has undertaken to construct for the Emergency
Fleet Corporation. At the same time twenty
wooden steamers are under way in the name of

these builders, and as si.x of them took the water

July 13. affording Director General Schwab, of the

Emergency Fleet Corporation, his first \iew of

a wooden ship leaving the ways.

The laying of the first keel was figured in by
Director General Schwab, though he was not pres-

ent. ^Vhen he visited the new steel plant July 13,

the first plate was ready at a punching machine
and he was accorded the distinction of operating
it to punch the first hole. So when the plate went
into position last month, Fred B. Pape, assistant

supervisor of steel ship construction in the North-
west, under Captain J. F. B. Blain of Seattle, was
asked to drive the first ri\et. That he did in a

manner that proved he had tujt forgotten his ear-

lier training. J. A. Sim, general manager of the
steel plant, drove the second rivet, Mr. Standifer
jilaying the role of coach to both, as he consider-

atel_\- declined to ])lay ri\eter. preferring that the

men who are to be responsible for the practical

features attend to that. Charles F. Swigert, vice-

president, was also on the sidelines, the event of

the da\- being under control of "the boys."
In a week three keels were laid down and the

fi\e ways will be htisy as soon as all steel mate-
rial is I in the grotind. I'rom less than 1500 men,
the force is to be added to until there are at least

5000 on the jiayroll and the building of ten ships,

even though the largest yet to be laid down in the
Ciiltimbia River district, promises to be cmly a

starter for a large fieet.

Mr. Schwab remarked, after going o\er the prop-

erty, that at least twenty steamers a year should
be iirodticed, which is taken to mean he intends to

keej) the organizatinn btisy.



What the Seattle Shipyards are Accomphshmg Today
( IJy Special Correspondent.)

WHILE Seattle shipbuilders, both wood and
steel, participated mightily in the Inde-
pendence Day splashing of the Kaiser, the
forthcoming Labor Day repetitiim of the

event locally will practically be confined tn the
wood shi])}-ards. At least there will not be as

many steel hulls slipped at local plants as marked
the Jul}- Fourth episode, and this condition is due
principally to the delays experienced in deli\-er)-

of steel.

At this writing it looks as though the Ames
Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Company and the
Skinner & Eddy Corporation would virtually be
the only local steel plants participating in the com-
ing splash, and it is not any too certain that the
latter concern will be in the program with more
than one contribution, whereas it was hoped that
two S. & E. ships would take to the water.

From July 4, when the plant launched two ships,

until the second week in August, the J. F. Duthie
plant had three of its four shipways vacant simply
because the yard could get no steel. This, how-
ever, commenced to arrive during the latter part

of the month in a satisfactory manner, and Duth-
ie's expect to participate largely in the C)ctober

launchings. Before this shall have appeared in

print, this plant will have launched its last com-
mandeered hull, and the twelfth 8800-ton craft pro-
duced by the company for the Emergency Fleet

Corporation. Three direct contract ships are now
well along in frame, and the fourth shipway will

see the starting of another as soon as the last of

the requisitioned ships is launched. With steel as-

sured, the Duthie plant promises to average five

ships every three months from the four ways.

Returning to the Skinner & Eddy plant, its per-

formance hardly needs a summing up, but the fact

that prior to .August 20 this concern had delix'ered

tvventymne completed ships of a total deadweight
tonnage of 186,000 tons to the United States Ship-

ping Board. Starting with the recjuisitioning ol

the Norwegian steamship Jeannette Skinner, com-

pleted in August, 1917, the Skinner & Eddy plant

has completed to the last minute detail its twenty-

first Shi]jping Board vessel, and the list includo

the 10,000 tanker Trontolite. Charles M. Sclnval)

is the authority fur the assertion that ship deliv-

eries are what count, and not the mere humching
of a vessel. That is the reason Skinner iK; Eddy
is reckoned as the must productice plant in the

Country. The twentv-one ships completed in tutu

and deli\ered by this concern are: Jeannette Skin-

ner, Lieut. DeMissiessy, Indiana, West Haven, Se-

attle, Absaraka, Trontolite, West Arrow, Westlakc,

Canoga, Ossineke, \\'estern Queen, West Durfee,

A\'est Lianga, \\'est .\lsek, ^^'est Apaum, West
Cohas, \\'est Ekonk, West Ciamljo, \\'est Gotomska
and West Hobomac. Thirteen of these ships are

direct contract vessels, while the other eight were

requisitioned contracts.

The August program for Skinner & Eddy calls

for l)ut two launchings, and this is due to the fact

that the plant is engaged in rebuilding three of the

shipways at plant Numljcr 2, and the two other

slips at that plant were not completed until alKiut

August 1, rendering the additional unit to the 1)ig

shipyard unproductive during this month. The
Skinner & Eddy story in September is expected to

lie entirely different.

At the .\mes plant all is hustle from now on.

neral of Shipbuilding Charles M. Schwab anrl J. F Duthi,
ad of the J. F. Duthie Shipbuilding Company, taken on the

occasion of Mr. Schwab's recent visit to Portland
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It was a big relief to tlie officials

of that concern to get the two big

oil tankers off the wa}s during

July, and the jirogram now calls

for the construction (if a lung
series of standard type freighters

upon which the concern hopes to

make some speed in building soon.

The efficiency of the plant is be-

ing increased every day, but it is

slow work, since the Ames force

was recruited mostly from inexpe-

rienced men.
Diverging from the shipbuild-

ing program locally for the mo-
ment, it might be said here that

the Wilson Shipbuilding Company-,
a subsidiary of the Ames corpora-
tion, has been granted the con-
tract for the hull repairs to the
Pacific Steamship Company's liner

"Admiral Evans," which lay suIj-

merged for nearly two months
at Hawk Inlet, Alaska. This
is rather an extensive job and the Ames interests
have arranged to perform the work at the Winslow
plant of the D. W. Hartzell Company, Inc. This
contract only calls for the replacing of the damaged
steel plates in the ship's hull, the replacing of the
woodwork and superstructure not yet having been
decided upon. Theie is some talk in waterfront
circles to the eft'ect that the Admiral Line may de-
cide to reconstruct the Admiral Evans as a freight-
er and eliminate her passenger accommodations.
but the absence of General Manager A. F. Haines
in the north makes it impossible to confirm this
until his return the latter part of the month.

Progress is being made rapidly at the new plant
of the Seattle North Pacific Shipbuilding Company,
formerly known as the Erickson Construction 6c

Engineering Company. Since its formation the
concern has found it difficult to get started thor-
oughly, and a recent reorganization whereby Two-
hy Brothers, contractors of Portland and Spokane,
and James \V. Black, of the Black Construction
Company of St. Louis, joined forces with Erickson
with a view of firmly establishing the enterprise
and pushing the construction of ten 9500-ton steel

ships for the United States Shipping Board. Since
the coalition the progress has been most noted

—

four of the five shipways are now the scene of

active ship construction, since that many keels

have been laid, and the fifth will be placed early

in September.

All Seattle wood shipbuilding plants expect to

have slipped a wood vessel during August as well
as to participate in the coming Labor Day splash,

which latter program, as far as these yards are con-
cerned, is expected to eclipse their July Fourth ])er-

formances by nearly 10,000 tons of ships.

The rapidity with which the Northwestern wood
plants are turning out ships is bringing about a

serious problem for the United States Shipping
Board's sea service bureau, and that problem is

how to supply these vessels with engineers cpiali-

fied to hold the berth as chief.

Already the available waiting list of the bureau
has been exhausted, and the frequently issued calls

for chief engineers brings only an occasional re-

sponse, and the vessels are being commissioned

Schwab and Mr. Skinner, pho
Shipping Board party to S<

quite rapidly. E. J. Griffith, in charge of the sea

service recruiting bureau fur this district, is now
in Boston conferring with Henry Howard, national

chief of the bureau, regarding this problem. Early

last spring the bureau feared a shortage of com-

petent masters, but to date there has been no dif-

ficulty in securing plenty of navigators to handle
the vessels, but the engineer shortage occurred
long before it was anticipated. It is estimated here
that there will be fifteen wood ships, not to men-
tion the big steel vessels, which will be readv for

commission by September 15, and all these must
be supplied with a chief engineer. In the case of

the steel ships the shortage, while serious, is not
so pronounced, since most of these vessels enter

the naval auxiliary service and are supplied from
the naval reserve personnel.

The Alaska fishing season this year promises to

eclipse the big product of last year, at least as far

as the Southeastern Alaskan enterprise is con-

cerned. Every liner arriving from Alaska during
the past month has reported big runs of fish and
a larger pack at the Southeastern Alaskan canner-

ies than for the same period last year, and already

the big salmon warehouses here are being called

upon to accommodate the packed output from
the North.

Since Captain C. P. Magill, for years the North-
western representative of the Williams, Dimond &
Company, answered the call to colors, the affairs

of that concern have been turned over to W^ C.

Dawson & Company. The latter concern is also

agent for several lines of coasting vessels and the

Osaka Shosen Kaisha. Dawson has recently been
named as agent for several of the new Shipping
Board's vessels shortly to be commissioned.

The unfortunate death of Captain Y. Yamamota,
master of the Osaka Shosen Kaisha liner Canada
Maru, is genuinely regretted here. The Canada
Maru ran ashore one mile south of Cape Flattery

while inward bound, and Captain Yamamota is pre-

sumed to have followed the custom of his race by
expiating his error in the time-honored custom of

the Orient, though he had been exonerated from
all lilame. The Osaka Shosen Kaisha has offered
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a liberal reward for tlie recovery of his hoilv, hut

at this writing all search has jiroven fruitless. On
examination in dry clock at Tacoma the Canada
.Maru was found to have sustained serious damage
to over sixty plates, extending a distance of over
120 feet along her hull. She has been successfully

discharged and four-fifths of her cargo is undam-
aged, or slightly so, if any.

The employes of the various Seattle shipyards,

who subscribed a total of $1,840,000 to the Third
Liberty Loan, are engaged in organizing for the

forthcoming drive starting in September, and on

this occasion llu'\' ha\'e adopted the slogan calling

for the beating of that mark. In charge of the

drive at various plants as named at this writing

are: Skinner & Eddy, J. E. Fallon, who was sec-

retary of the Skinner & Eddy Employes' Associa-

tion for the Relief of Soldiers and Sailors and their

families; William R. Jewell, Ames Shipbuilding c^

Dry Dock Company; IT. F. Zila, Patterson Mac-
Donald Shijibuilding Company, and George R.

Markley, Meacham i'<: Babcock Company. George
McGillivray, of the State Industrial Division, is

assisting the ship\'ards in organizing for the drive.

New York Port Facilities Expanding

THE port of New York can handle more than
twice its present volume of business, accord-

ing to the New York, New Jersey Port and
Harbor Development Commission. Contrary

to the impression created by last winter's conges-

tion, the commission officially announces that the

studies and investigations already made demon-
strate the fact that the capacity of this port for

the handling of outgoing and incoming tonnage
equals several times the present extraordinary war
demands upon our port facilities.

This important official statement of the commis-
sion appointed by Governor Whitman and Gov-
ernor Edge last year and of which W'illiam R.

Willcox of New York is chairman, and J. Spencer
Smith of New Jersey vice-chairman, is based on
the broadest and most searching and scientific sur-

vey and study of port facilities, of the operations

and of the needs of the port of New Y'ork that has

ever been made.

The importance of the commission's announce-
ment is of particular significance, as it makes ab-

surd the claim being made by interests located in

other Atlantic seaports, that the limit of New
York's port facilities has been reached. The sur-

vey has disclosed the main causes leading" to last

winter's congestion, which is the basis of all re-

ports alleging that the full capacity of the port of

New York has been reached. These causes, Chair-

man Willcox declares, were due to abnormal weath-
er conditions, lack of steamships, coal shortage,

and the absence of anything approaching co-ordi-

nation or co-operation in the tremendous shipment
of war materials toward the end of last year.

Speaking for the commission. Chairman W^illcox

said recently at the office of the commission, 115

Broadway, that the port of New Y^ork has a water
front length of 770 miles, of which 320 miles have
been developed. Of the 450 miles remaining for

development at least 50 miles are located in almost
the exact center of this port.

''The commission has already obtained," said

Chairman Willcox, "through its experts and invest-

igators in the field and in the records of the car-

riers, a large amount of data and information which
clearly indicate that the port of New York, if prop-

erly developed, will be able to handle several times

the amount of freight now entering and leaving

the port.

"For the first time this commission will have
placed before it correct statements as to the pres-

ent cost of passing commerce through this port.

'This information is fundamental and it has

never been known in the past what these costs

were ; until these costs are known it is impossible

to make an economic proof of the necessities of

additional facilities at the port and more scientific

methods of conducting commerce.

".\11 of this work is being performed in the work-

ing office of the commission, located at 14 John
street, New York City, which is under the direc-

tion of the consulting engineer of the commission,

B. F. Cresson, Jr.

"The problems presented by this port are more
complex and involved and of vastly greater mag-
nitude than those existing in any other seaport.

"We have, for instance, nine trunk lines having

separate terminals here. Our system of investiga-

tion requires that each of these be studied sepa-

rately, and our groups of experts, statisticians and
inspectors take up one unit after the other and
secure first-hand and absolutely authentic records

and make checks from the books of the respective

railroad or corporation. One of our first steps

was to have conferences with presidents and exec-

utive officers of the trunk lines and shipping in-

terests using this port.

"We are investigating and resolving into maps,
charts and records every other interest affecting

port use or the use of its facilities. Our experts

are studying truckage freight movements and the

causes of delay in handling freight and we have
under way a survey to locate a belt line in New
Jersey for the interchange of freight outside the

congested Hudson River area. Other experts are

at work on the electric power situation for inter-

change of commerce on the New \''ork barge canal

;

on barge canal terminals ; locations for supple-

mental terminals ; on coal bunkering and local coal

deliveries. We will also take up inquiries into

methods and regulations pertaining to pilotage,

stevedoring, weighing public and private ferries,

sewerage disposal and the purification of harbor
waters, the handling of building materials, the

handling of grain, the disposal of municipal wastes,

available warehouses, litherage, markets and the

distribution of food products, ice, the methods of

financing our commerce and many other elements
of the problem.
"The scope of our work comprehends every in-

terest making use of the port. It is therefore na-

tional in its importance. I may say, in conclusion,

we believe that the Federal government realizes

and appreciates the wide range and practical as-

pects of our investigations."



The Month m Tacoma

THE visit (if Charles M. Schwalj ami \'ice-

I'resident Charles Piez, of the Emergency
Shipping Board to Tacoma was the means
of bringing about a better understanding on

the part of builders and the government represen-

tatives as to just what could be done here in the

building line and what the government asked of

the builders. All the yards were visited by the

heads of the Emergency Board who expressed

themselves as greatly pleased with the plants.

Of the greatest moment was the final adjust-

ments of work for the Todd Drydock & Construc-

tion corporation plant. Just how much work this

steel yard had, has been problematical as contracts

have been reported and then apparently dismissed

nntil the management themselves were at a loss as

to tonnage to be constructed here. Following a con-

ference between President Todd and Vice-Presi-

dent Piez it was stated by President Todd that

the plant here would construct twenty-five 7,500-

ton steamships of the Masuda type and three scotit

cruisers. The extension of the plant as announced
some time ago would be carried out involving the

expenditure of some $3,000,000 on improvements.
At the present time new work is being carried

rapidly ahead. Among the buildings under way
are boiler shops, machine shops, the second of the

300 housing hotel units and restaurant to seat

1,400, which is an addition to the present res-

taurant.

Heavy shipments of whale iiil are being received

here at the plant of the North Pacific Sea Pro-
ducts Company. This company has orders for

1,000 tons of whale meat from the eastern states.

The barge Fresno recently brought 750,000 gal-

lons of whale oil in here which was stored in the

new tanks of the firm.

A motion for a new trial has been filed in the

federal court here in the case of G. Noots against

the St. Paul Fire t^* Marine Insurance Company.
This case was recently tried before a jury in

which they returned ,a verdict in favor of the

Insurance Company. The case is involved around
the launching of the auxiliary schooner Suzanne
at Gray's Harbor in which the vessel stuck on the

ways when they sunk and was badly damaged.
-Minut $65,000 is involved in the suit.

Two Ferris type ships from the Seaborn )-ards

here have ben turned over to the government by
the builders. The ^^'ahkiakum, the last of the
ships sailed from here early this month. It is ex-

pected that the machinery for the local vessels will

be arriving in better shape and consequently in-

stalled in quicker time than has lieen the case with
the first two ships turned out.

The tug Echo, of the Foss Launch Company and
the \'igilant of the Milwaukee Tug Ijoat Com])any
were at the stranding of the Canada Maru, of the
O. S. K. line at Cape Flattery. The tugs took
barges down from here. They stood by until the
ship was floated.

President George P. Wright, of the Wright Ship-
building Company was one of the Tacoma builders
atteniling the meeting of the Macey board in Phil-

adelphia on matters relative to wage questions in

the yards here. .-Xfter this meeting President
\\'rigln visited several of the Atlantic Coast
yards.

Tacoma's ships launched for July amounted to

nine vessels or 38,000 tons. Of this number there

were three auxiliary schooners, two steel \essels

and the remainder Ferris type ships.

The Ferris ship Wahkiakum, put out b\' the

Seaborn yards underwent successful trial runs re-

cently and has been turned o\-er to the government
and will be operated by the Matson Navigation
Company. The fitting out of the other vessels

here is proceeding more rapidly than the first shi])s.

Captain L. Gordan, of the Alilwaukee Stevedore
Company with headquarters in Tacoma spent sev-

eral days of hard work at at the stranded Osaka
Shosen Kaisha steamer Canada Maru. M. Higu-
chi, generl manager of the steamship compan_\' was
also at the wreck.

Captain O. B. Lindholm, of Tacoma has lieen

appointed marine superintendent of the Grace line

vessels on Puget Sound and will make his head-
quarters in Seattle though maintaining his home
here. Captain Lindholm is one of the best known
navigators sailing out of Tacoma. He has followed
the sea for the past Z7 years and for 17 years re-

sided on Puget Sound. He has been in the

Santa Alicia for the past five years and for three

years in the West coast trade. Captain Lindholm
has had command of the following old time
Hooper vessels; Courtney Ford, Polaris, Ameri-
cana and John A. Palmer.
Work on an extension of the plant of the Philli-

pine Vegetable Oil Company will be started, it is

expected within a few days. The company re-

cently took out a ])ermit for buildings amounting
to $50,000. The company already have extensive
tanks and pumping arrangements.
There is a movement among certain shipping

interests and members of the transportation board
of the Commercial and Rotary clubs to provide
more shipping facilities at Tacoma. Just what
form this movement will take has n<it been de-

termined. It is possible that the tpiestion of a port

district and commission will be put up to the
voters again. The port commissiion was \dted
down two years ago. It is believed now with the

influ.x of a lot of new blood in the various ship-

ping industries that such a proposition on another
election would carry.

During the past two months there have been a

number of heads of \'arious shipping firms in town
inspecting the port facilities. They declare that

while Tacoma has all the natural advantages a

port could desire that the business interests must
add to this. Like other Sound ports the dock
facilities during the past year have been crowded
to the utmost. Much cargo has been refused on
account of the lack of dock space.

The first ' cargo of wheat to be recei\-ed from

Australia this season has arrived here. Last year

Tacoma had one cargo amouting to 4,000 tons.

It is stated that there is an aboundance of wheat
in .-\ustralia but the transportation has been the

hindering item. It is believed that the recent ac-

tion of the .\ustralian government in permitting

vessels to sail with a more varied cargo, rather

than all! \\heat will have the effect of m()\-ing some
of the grain. ( )ne \essel was held uj) six months
while the master expected each da>- to receive

s.'iiling orders.



Pyrometers Past, Present and Future

IS' Ml. ami this type of p)TOinctcr is still lari;cly used

tii(la\- in bread baking ovens where an accurac}-

within 50 degrees is sufficient.

The gas (ir air thcnnometer. annther form of ex-

luinsiiiii instrument, was the dexice originally used

to determine the true temperature scale, yet it

seems strange that it is comparatively recently that

this t}pe of instrument has been used to any extent

to measure temperature commercially. 1 lia\-e a

common form of this instrument here. It consists

of a copper bulb containing nitrogen gas, connected

to a rect)rdin,g .gauge b_\- a \ery small bore capillary

tube, which is protected by a heavy flexible steel

tul)e. The recording gauge contains a spring sim-

ilar to the Bourbon springs in steam gauges. When
the bulb is heated in a furnace the gas inside ex-

pands and the ]3ressure exerted along the capillary

tube expands the spring in the instrument and
causes the pointer to read across the chart or scale.

For a temperature of 400 degrees Fahr. the pres-

sure exerted on the spring is about 200 pounds. In

consequence, a heavy spring can he used and the

instrument is of very robust construction. Temper-
atures, however, with this instrument cannot be

measured above 1000 degrees Fahr. or 450 degrees

Cent. Future development work may result in de-

signing an instrument of this type for practical use

at temperatures above this.

An early form of temperature measuring device,

and one which might seem exceedingly simple, con-

sisted of a pipe which was run throu.gh a portion

of the furnace, and water passed through this pipe

under a constant pressure. Thermometers at the

inlet and outlet measured the temperature of the

water, and the rise in temperature of the water
while passing through the furnace was equivalent

to a certain actual temperature in the furnace. The
trouble with this form of temperature measurement
was the leaks which frequently developed in the

l)ii:>e, working havoc with the interior of the fur-

nace. While the pipe heated up \er\- little, due to

the Cool water passing through it, it seemed im-

possiljle to ol)viate leaks entirely.

An instrument used quite largely thirt}- or forty

years ago was the Siemen's water pyrometer. A
copper ball weighing exactly 137 grams was
placed on a piece of steel in the furnace, and after

it had fully attained the temperature, it was quickly

renuived fiom the furnace and dropped into a ves-

sel containing a thermometer and exactly one pint

of clean water. The rise in temperature of the

thermometer in the water could be read off in act-

ual temperature degrees on a corresponding scale.

The accuracy of this instrument necessarily de-

])ended upon exact measurement of the Cjuantity

of water in the vessel and the wei,ght of the copper
ball which scales away slowly under heat; also the

time taken to remove the ball from the furnace and
drop it into the water must vary slightly. An ac-

curacy within about 25 degrees Fahr. was, however,
usually attained with this instrument.

The Siemen's water inronieter is still used today
by armor ])late manufacturers, as they can readily

place a number of cop]3er balls on a jnece of armor
plate which cannot be easily reached by more im-
prnxed ])yriimeters. I noticed one of these instru-

menls in use al the armor plate department of the

I'.ethlehem .'-^teel L'om])any a few days ago.

Optical Pyrometers
There have been a nundjer of different forms of

ojjlical pyrometers developed, all of which compare
either a light or diff'erent colors to that of the piece

of steel in the furnace, the temperature of which is

to be measured.
Instruments hax'e been developed by Alorse, II ol-

burn-Kurlbaum and Wanner in wdiich a bright fila-

ment of light is compared with an incandescent

l^ackground. Mesure and Xouel. the shore pyro-

scope, the eye-rite, and other similar instruments,

compare colored glass or colored suljstances to the

color of the piece in the furnace.

The trouble with all these instruments is that no
two operators using the instrument .get the same
result. They are supposed to help the eye in de-

termining temperature by comparison. They very
frequently seem to do more harm than good. Where
no other form of temperature measuring device can
be satisfactorily used it may be necessary to resort

to an optical pyrometer, but they are hardl}- to be
recommended otherwise.

Resistance Thermometers
The ])rinciple on which resistance thermometers

o]ierate is the change in resistance of metals due to

change in temperature. A coil of platinum or pure
nickel wire protected with a suitable protecting
cube is inserted at a point where the temperature is

to be measured, and with a constant source of cur-

rent passing through the coil of wire the resistance

increases or decreases, depending on the tempera-
ture. This change in resistance can be easily meas-
ured as an adjustable resistance is used to balance
the resistance of ' the bulb, and a galvanometer
shows when the balance is reached. The adjusta-
ble resistance with sliding contact arm can have a

temperature scale for direct reading.

This instrument is an exceedingly accurate one
for measuring low temperatures, but is hardly to be
recommended for high temperature service. The
nickel bulb can be used for temperatures up to

300 degrees, Fahr., but al)o\e this platinum has to

be resorted to, and, in consequence, the bulbs are
necessarily very expensive. Furthermore, an out-

side source of current is necessary with this in-

strument, and this current must be reasonably
constant. Dry-cells, storage batteries or lighting

circuits must be utilized. While this form of tem-
perature measuring instrument has been used to

some extent for higher temperatures, its chief ap-
plication is for tem]ierature below 300 degrees Fahr.

Thermo-Electric Pyrometers
For measuring temperatures above 1000 degrees

Fahr., the thermo-electric method has come to be
by far the most largely used. Possibly some here
may not be familiar with the manner in which a

thermo-electric pyrometer operates, and it might be
well for me to describe this briefly.

A thermo-electric pyrometer consists of a thermo
couple, a measuring device, and the wires connect-
ing the thermo-couple and the measuring device.

If yon take two pieces of wire of different ma-
terials, for instance, one wire of copper and one of

iron, and join one end of the wires together, then
heat the junction, \ciu will generate a small cur-
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rent of electricity. This is known as thermo-

electricity and the wires comprise a thermo-couple.

It is true that the current generated is very

small. Wires of precious metals for high temper-

ature measurements, such as one wire of platinum,

and the other of 90 per cent platinum, 10 per cent

rhodium, generate only ten-thousandths of a volt

or 10 M. V. at a temperature of 2000 degrees Fahr.

Wires of base metal, such as iron and copper nickel

for measuring moderate temperatures, generate

several times the voltage of a platinum thermo
couple, or about 50 M. V. or fifty-thousandths of a

volt at 2000 degrees Fahr.

Experience seems to show that for measuring-

temperatures up to 200 degrees Fahr. a thermo-

couple of bismuth and antimony is best. For tem-

peratures to 1000 degrees Fahr. a satisfactory

thermo-couple consists of one wire of iron, the

other 60 per cent nickel and 40 per cent copper.

I'or the measurement of temperatures as high as

18000 degrees Fahr. a very satisfactory base metal

thermo-couple consists of one wire of 90 per cent

nickel and 10 per cent chromium, the other wire 98

per cent nickel and 2 per cent aluminum. The
General Motors Company of Dertoit have develop-

ed a base metal thermo-couple of their own, known
as simanial, and its name indicates that this ther-

mo-couple consists of silica, magnesia, nickel and

aluminum.

While it is possible for short periods of time to

run base metal thermo-couples about 1800 per cent

Fahr., for constant service above this a thermo-

couple, one wire of which is chemically pure plati-

num, the other platinum 90 per cent, rhodium 10

l)er cent, is to be recommended.

Thermo-couples of base metal are manufactured

of all diameters running from one-hundredth of an

inch up to one-quarter inch wires. Some particular

tests require thermo-couple wires of exceedingly

small diameter to secure sensitiveness and quick

readings. There is no doubt but that heavier wires

forming the thermo-couple will increase the life

where a base metal thermo-couple is in constant

service at temperatures up to 1600 or 1800 degrees

Fahr. While a heavier thermo-couple slightly in-

creases the lag, this is not noticeable in heat treat-

ing furnaces.

Platinum - rhodium thermo - couples, usually are

furnished with wires of a diameter of two-hun-

dredth of an inch. I can recollect, however, a

thermo-couple of platinum rhodium with wires less

than one-hundredth of an inch in diameter, which

was used by the manufacturer of Welsbach gas

mantels to run up and down over the delicate man-
tle to determine the hottest point of the mantle.

The diameter of these platinum wires must neces-

sarily be small on account of their great value.

If you should wish to make up a base metal

thermo-couple and procure a coil of iron wire and

another coil of a nickel copper alloy, and make up

a number of thermo-couples, and you later procure

additir.nal coils of the same wire to reproduce these

thermo-couples, you would be surprised to find that

the voltage produced by the various thermo-couples

might vary as much as 50 degrees Fahr. at a tem-

perature of 1400 degrees Fahr. If you should make
up thermii-couples of nickel chromium wire, you
would find that these would also vary as much
as 30 degrees Fahr., that is, 15 degrees plus or

minus, depending on the particular coils from which
the -wire was cut.

For a long time we attempted to duplicate the
wire in order to procure thermo-couples which
would reproduce the voltage of the previous ther-

mo-couples, but this gave an excessive amount of

trouble, and no g^reat precision could be secured.
Several years ago we adopted the policy of shunt-
ing each thermo-couple with magnanin wire, re-

ducing the voltage at the terminals of the thermo-
couple about two millivolts. Each thermo-couple
is adjusted in an electric furnace to a standard,
and a maximum error of one-tenth of a millivolt

or four degrees is permitted. In this way a ther-

mo-couple as sent out produces a definite voltage
within 4 degrees Fahr., and we are not subjected
to the trouble of endeavoring to reproduce exactly
the voltage produced by each coil of thermo-couole
wire. This method of shunting the thermo-couple
also permits of the customer re-standardizing it at

intervals. He can take the thermo-couple in con-
stant service and check it up once a month or oft-

ener in an electric furnace in comparison with a

standard thermo-couple, and if the voltage has
fallen off slightly, he can readjust the shunt ac-

cordingly. Instead of scrapping the thermo-couple,
as in the past, because the voltage has fallen off

slightly, it can be used again after adjustment.

Some other thermo-couples have resistance wire
placed in series with the one side of the thermo-
couple. I think this method is disadvantageous,
since the resistance will only operate satisfactorily

where the thermo-couple is used with instruments

of exactly the same resistance, and they must be
of low resistance. With the shunt method the volt-

age produced at the terminals of the thermo-couple
will be the same whether used with a high or low
resistance instrument.

This method of shunting thermo-couples has not

been adopted with thermo-couples of precious met-

als, such as platinum and rhodium. This wire is

supplied from uniform ingots and reproduces the

voltage of previous melts. It would be desirable

to have a shunted rare metal thermo-couple to per-

mit re-standardizing after continuous service. The
platinum thermo-couple, however, generates so lit-

tle voltage at best that there is none to spare to

permit of shunting the voltage produced by the

thermo-couple.

The wires forming a thermo-couple must be in-

sulated from each other throughout their length.

This insulation must withstand high temperature,

must be a good insulator, and must withstand rea-

sonably severe handling. A common method of

insulating base metal thermo-couples is to v.-rap

these with asbestos and paint the asbestos winding

with a solution of sodium silicate. Another method
is to fit lava <ir porcelain beads over the thermo-

couple wire, and I consider this a better form of

insulation, as it does not disintegrate as rapidly as

the asbestos insulation. For the platinum thermo-

couple the insulation must be of porcelain or high-

grade fire clay, free from impurities.

The life which will be obtained from any thermo-

,couple installed in a furnace will very largely de-

pend on the protecting tube over the thermo-

couple. For temperatures up to 1200 degrees Fahr.

a high-grade wrought iron tube gives satisfactory

results. The life of this tube can be increased by

calorizing, a process recently developed by the
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(iciicral I'.k'ctric Ldiiipany, which iinpix'giiates the

pipe with an aluiiiiiiuiii oxide. This will increase

tile life of the pipe about three times where used

at temperatures around 1400 degrees Fahr.

Tubes of nickel chromium give excellent results

for temperatures as high as 1800 degrees I'^ahr.,

and they are to be recommended for the prcjtcction

iif base metal thermo-cou])les where the tempera-
ture exceeds 1200 degrees I'^ahr. Their cost is

many times higher than the ordinary wrought iron

pipe. It is about four times as much as calorized

pipe, but their increased life would well justify the

first increased cost.

riatinum thermo-couples must always be pro-

tected with a tube which is impervious to gases,

such as tubes of porcelain, quartz or alumdum.
Quartz tubes have a softening point at about 2400
degrees Fahr., but for temperatures below this they
are the most satisfactory, as they will withstand
sudden changes in temperature without breakage.
.Above 2400 degrees Fahr. it is essential to use a

tube of porcelain or alundum, and these tubes
should preferably be protected with an extra fire

brick or graphite tube, to prevent breakage of the

porcelain or alunduin tube with sudden changes in

temperature. The fire bricfi or graphite tubes simply
increase the lag slightly, but increase the life of the

tubes and thermo-couples.
It is one of the properties of a thermo-couple

that the voltage which it generates is dependent on
the difiference in temperature of the hot junction,

that is, the one placed in the furnace, and the cold

junction, which is the poitn at which the alloy

wires of the thermo-couple join the copper leads

of the instrument. It is therefore particularly im-
portant that the cold junction be maintained at a

constant temperature, for if a base metal thermo-
coui)le is in use. and this cold junction increases in

temperature ten degrees, the decreased voltage gen-
erated by the thermo-couple will cause the instru-

ment to read ten degrees lower. If the cold junc-

tion decreases, the pyrometer will read higher to

the same extent.

Until a few years ago no particular care was
taken to take care of the source of error catised by
changes in temperature at the cold junction of the

thermo-couple. In recent years, however, it has
been customary to run compensating leads of the

same material as the thermo-couple to a distant

point, where the temperature is uniform, instead
of having the cold junction, just outside the furnace
wall, where it might vary several hundred degrees.

These compensating leads in duplex form with as-

bestos insulation can be run into a pipe driven into

the ground, ten or fifteen feet, where the tempera-
ture will will remain constant withm five degrees,

winter or summer. From my experience I con-
sider this the best method to take care of cold

junction temperatures, as it only takes a few hours
to drive a piece of pipe into the ground, pointed at

the lower end, and when once installed there is

nothing to give trouble with this method.
It has been common practice to maintain the cold

junction at as nearly a constant temperature as

])ossible by running water around the cold junction.

This maintains the temperature at that of running
water, which unfortunately may vary at least

twenty to thirty degrees from winter to summer.
This method has been very largely abandoned
lately, and is hardly to be recommended.
Where it is impossible to place the cold junction

in the ground, on account of the furnaces being on
an iijiper lloor of a building, a compensating box
can ])v u^eil, consisting of a lamp and thermostat,
wliich will maintain the temperature constant with-
in two degrees. These compensating boxes can be
supplied to maintain the cold junction constant for
any temperature from 50 to 150 degrees. The tem-
peraure for which the compensating box is set
must necessarily be higher than the atmospheric
temperature of the room in which it is located.
Some pyrometers are supplied now with resist-

ance which is cut in or out by a switch to adjust
by hand for the actual temperature of the cold
junction at the end of the compensating leads. No
matter what type of pyrometer is used in connec-
tion with a thermo-couple and compensating leads,
the instrument must be adjusted for the actual tem-
perature of the cold junction of the thermo-couple,
whatever this may be, and the instruments have a
zero adjuster to permit of adjusting the pointer for
the correct cold junction temperature.
There are two distinct methods of measuring the

voltage produced by a thermo-couple, i. e., the milli-
voltmeter method and the ]iotenti< mieter method.

The Millivoltmeter Method
This instrument consists of a permanent magnet

with its pole pieces, in the field of which a copper
wound coil swings in jeweled bearings. Instru-
ments of the millivoltmeter type were in extensive
use commercially abroad, and to some extent in
this country, as much as twenty years ago, but the
instruments were of such delicate construction as
to be hardly suitable for general commercial use.
Usually the instruments were supplied with the
moving coil hung between fine wire suspensions,
and they were liable to be easily broken through
jars or handling in transit. These' instruments were
were of high resistance, approximately 300 ohms.
On account of the delicate construction of this

tA-pe of imported instrument, a standard form of
switchboard millivoltmeter, frequently used as an
ammeter, came into extensive use about 1905, and
these instruments are still used today. The instru-
ment has a resistance of about five ohms, and each
individual instrument must be calibrated for a
thermo-couple of a certain length and for use with
leads or wiring of a definite length. Slight changes
in resistance, due to changes in the length of the
thermo-couple, or length of the wiring, naturally
afifect the indications of the instrument, as the in-
ternal resistance of this type of millivoltmeter is so
low. Serious errors are also liable to occur due to
atmospheric changes in temperature along the wir-
ing, which naturally afifect its resistance. Actual
tests show that with a low resistance millivoltmeter
of five ohms, an atmospheric change in temperature
from 50 to 100 degrees Fahr. along fifty feet of wir-
ing from the thermo-couple to the instrument, will
make the galvanometer read 18 degrees low. It is

impossible to procure great accuracy with this type
of instrument.

In the last few years it has been possible to de-
velop a high resistance millivoltmeter, which for all
practical purposes overcomes this trouble entirely.
High resistance pyrometers of 300 ohms can be
made today with pivoted joweled bearings, and of
robust strength construction to meet ordinary shop
conditions, and an internal resistance of 300' ohms
as compared with five ohms, for the low resistance
pyrometer, will reduce to one-sixtieth the errors of
low resistance instruments. A change in the at-
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mospheric temperature along the wiring nf 30 de-

grees Fahr.. producing an error of 18 degrees I'^alir.,

in a low resistance ])yrometer of five tons, becomes
one-third of a degree where you have a resistance

of 300 ohms. The millivoltmeter directly reads the

temperature across the scale, and is calibrated in

actual temperature degrees. It indicates the tem-

perature from zero to the maximum scale range,

and it relies entirely on the voltage of the thermo-
couple for its operation. Xn outside sources of cur-

rent are necessary.

In this method of temperature measurement, the

electro-motive force produced by the thermo-couple
is measured by opposing to it a known variable

electro-motive force, usually that of a dry cell con-

tained in the instrument, so that when a balance is

reached, no current flows. A galvanometer is used
to indicate the point at which no current is flow-

ing, and the pointer on the gahanometer then in-

dicates zero, the voltage of the tjiermo-couple be-

ing opposed to the dry cell.

The resistance of the current from the dry cell

to the galvanometer in the instrument is very small

and constant. After the thermo-couple voltage has

been opposed to the voltage of the dry cell and
])alanced in the potentiometer, the actual measure-
ment is that of the dry cell circuit ; hence, this

measurement is entirely independent of the resist-

ance of the circuit, including the thermo-couple,
lead mires and ganvanometer. As a consequence,
compensating leads can be run to the instrument
.SOO feet distant if desired. Changes in resistance

of the various parts of the circuit, due to changes
in the length, or atmospheric changes, will not

affect the indications.

The advantage of the potentiometer method of

measuring temperature is in its extreme precision

and its independence of resistance changes through-
out the thermo-couple circuit. It has the disad-

vantage as compared with the millivoltmeter meth-
ed that it is not direct reading, and that some out-

side source of current, a dry cell ,or example, is

necessary as a source of current to oppose the

thermo-couple, and this dry cell must be replaced
from time to time.

Radiation Pyrometers

The radiation pyrometer is a de\-elo])ment of the

thermo-electric p}rometer. Instead of placing the

thermo-couple inside the furnace, where the tem-

perature would be so high as to destroy it, it is

placed in the back of a tube in front of a mirror.

The rays or heat from the furnace enter the tube

and strike the mirror and are brought to a foctis

on the thermo-couple junction. This attains a heat

.,f only 200 or 300 degrees.

This instrument has a particular field where tem-
peratures must be measured from 2800 degrees

Fahr. up, and it is possible to secure an accuracy
within one to two per cent with this type instru-

ment, if the instructions as to its use are properly

carried out. It is not recommended for service

where a thermo-electric pyrometer with Ijasc metal
or platiniun thermo-couple can be used.

Methods of Standardizing Pyrometers

It is \Lry essential, if accurate results are to be

secured from pyrometers, that they be re-standard-

ized at fre<|uent intervals. If a thermo-couple is

installed in a furnace and allowed to run for six

mfjiiths without being retested, sooner or later it

will fail, and the user will find he is a\\a\ off in

his tempeiatures. This is simply caused by the
falling oft" in the \oltage of the thermo-couple with
continuous usage. It is therefore of particular im-
jjortance that the thermo-couples, whether base
metal or platinum, be checked at frequent intervals.

The frequency depends on the precision necessary
in the work and the equipment available. Some
plants make a point of checking their thermo-
cou])les once a week, Ijut it is advisable if this can
be done at least once a month.

This checking can be very satisfactorily done by
maintaining a standard platinum thermo-couple
used for checking secondary standards of base
metal. An electric furnace should be used not less

than 10 inches deep so that a base metal thermo-
couple can project at least 6 or 8 inches inside the
furnace. The base metal thermo-couple can be tied

together w ith asbestos string to the standard ther-

mo-couple, with the junctions almost touching each
other. The thermo-couples should never be tested

in their protecting pipe. A base metal thermo-
couple should never be tested in a furnace with an
insertion of less than 6 inches, for the reason that
the cross section or the thermo-couple wires is

large, and the outer end of the thermo-couple wires
in the cold air conduct the cold along the wires into

the furnace and will reduce the indications at the
thermo-couple junction on this account. The tem-
perature of an electric furnace should be main-
tained constant for at least fifteen minutes before
a reading is taken, and the tests should preferably
he made at the working temperature of the ther-

mo-couple.

If the thermo-couple under test reads low, and it

has no adjustable resistance, it will have to be
junked. If it is furnished with a resistance for ad-
justment purposes, this adjustment can be easily

made with a soldering iron.

The freezing point is pure salt is an excellent

method of testing thermo-couples, or of the com-
plete pyrometer, consisting of the thermo-couple,
leads and instrument. Insert a thermo-couple in a

small crucible containing pure salt ; ordinary table

salt is satisfactory, and heat the salt to about 1600

degrees Fahr. Remove the crucible from the heat

and allow it to cool oft'. At the freezing point of

the salt, which will be indicated by the temperature
remaining reasonably constant for four or five min-
utes, the pyrometer should read 800 degrees Cent,

or 1474 degrees Fahr.

The melting point of a number of different met-

als is quite satisfactory for the checking purposes.

The metals most generally used for this purpose,

and their melting points follow:

Tin 450 degrees Fahr.

Zinc 787 degrees Fahr.

SiKer 1761 degrees Fahr.

Gold - I'H.T degrees Fahr.

The Bureau of Standards at Washington is in

good position to test pyrometers and thermo-coup-

les for manufacturers in this country, and it is a

good plan to have a standard platinum or base

metal thermo-couple tested at the Bureau of Stand-

ards, and they can furnish the millivolt values for

tlie thermo-coiqile. This can be retained as a pri-

mary standard to test the secondary thermo-cou])le.

The cost of such a test by the lUireau of Stand-

ards is usually about $10, and the expense is well

warranted.
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CONDITIONS IN THE BRITISH METAL
MARKET DISCUSSED

OX July 31st, Syren and Shipping, a British

CDntemporary, had the following to say re-

garding the condition of the iron and steel

markets in Great Britain:

"At the week-end no decision relative to the re-

sult of the negotiations between the respective

trades and the iron and steel controller has been

conmiunicated to those chiefly interested. In the

meantime an inspection of the books is to be made,

in order to ascertain the effect on working costs

(if the advance in the ].)rice of coal and coke. If

the views of leading firms throughout the country

are of any value, an all-round adjustment of maxi-

mum ])rices and subsidies is absolutely necessar}-.

if work is to be carried on without actual loss.

Midland and Staffffordshire ironmasters are very

hopeful that the advances granted to the Clevelaad

makers in respect of exports will also be extended

to their districts, hey are also agitating for in-

creased subsidies for home markets. The finished

iron and steelmakers have likewise put in a claim

for consideration, a not unreasonable proposal, il

we have regard to the steady increase in the cost

of production. There is another very live consid-

eration which is causing great anxiety, to-wit, the

acute shortage of coke at all the chief manufactui

ing centers. Foundry iron is none too plentiful:

on the other hand, there is an amjile supply of forge

qualities. Heamtite pig iron.mnrc especially North

Fast Coast Ijrands, is [)rocura1)le in larger tonnage

than at any time since the war started. The out-

])nt of basic pig is also consideral)ly larger, so that

ciinsumers of steel, particularly in tlic Midlands and

in the Cleveland district, are relie\cil nf much of

their recent anxiety about supplies. With produc

lidu liiicikci] up well iutu the last (|uarter (if the

\car, linished irdinnakers are (juitc independent of

new business. Steelmakers occupy the same for

lunate position. The growth of the aircraft indus-

try is the (lUtstanding feature of the extraordinary

-ituatidn created by the war. Its activity and de

el(i])ment will rather increase after the war. \\'ork

IS now fully resumed in Scotland, wdiose all de

partmenls of the metallurgical and constructive

ir;ules ha\e a h'nix spell of increased activity ahead
•if them. in Suntli Wales the tinplate trade is

,\( irking tnidcr lira\y pressure, and the rail and bar

niill>, as aNd the furnaces, are behind with deliv-

(ries. Tin gained another £12, making the c|uo-

lation £380, or within a few points of the record

price paid earlier in the year. Copper rose another

2 cents ])er pound in Xew York, but made no

nio\e here."

Ways and means of increasing steel production

have been carefully studied, but coal and coke labor

IS still the key, rather than extensions of rolling

mill capacity. So far as the latter is concerned,

probably 1,000,000 tons more will be ready by Jan-

uary 1, chiefly in plates, but partly in large rounds.

the Steel Corporation now having a $750,000 mil'

for this purpose under construction in the I'itts-

liurgh district. The coal situation is far from sat

isfactory and warning of an impending fuel famine

during the coming winter has been issued within

the last few days.

The C'nited States Fuel Administrator issues

the following order

:

"United States Fuel Administration,

"Washington, D. C, June 27, 1918.

"It appearing to the United States Fuel Admin-

istrator that various additional regulations should

be put in force for the better control of the distri-

bution of coke, and the prices at which the same

may be sold,

"The United States Fuel Administrator, acting

under authority of an executive order of the Presi^-

dent of the United States, dated August 23, 1917,

appointing said administi-ator, and of subsequent

executive orders, and in furtherance of the purpose

of said orders and of the act of Congrej^s therein

referred to and approved August 10, 1917,

"Hereby orders and directs that until further or

other orders of the Fuel Administrator, and sub-

ject to modification by him at any time and from

time to time hereafter, the following regulatitan

additional to those already set forth shall be in

effect begmning at 7 a. ni., June 28, 1918.

"The maximum price f. o. b. cars at ovens, per

ton of 2.000 pounds for 72-hour selected foundry

coke made in beehive ovens at the plant of the

Newcastle Coal Comj^any, at Newcastle, in the

county of Jefiferson, in the State of Alabama, shall

be eight dollars and twenty-five cents ($8.25).

"The expression "72-hour selected foundry coke"

shall cover only coke selected in accordance with

the usual trade practice for foundry use, and the

price named for 72-hour selected foundry coke shall

in no case be charged for any shipments to blast

furnaces for smelting iron or other metal.

"H. A. GARFIELD,
"L'nited States Fuel Administrator."



The im]jorting and hanciliiiLC of ves^etable oils

which generally consist of such products as cocoa-

nut, soya bean, china wood, china nut, cottonseed,

hemp and rape seed, peanut, olive, palm and other

oils, is fast becoming a highly important industry

on the Pacific Coast. That the long-felt want of

facilities for handling these products is fast being
overcome is evidenced by the illustration herewith.

The exterior appearance of a vegetable oil storage
tank is no different from the usual petroleum con-

tainer and an uninformed person might pass many
times the tanks of W. R. Grace and Company, op
posite Pier 46.

On San Francisco Bay there is at the present

time a total storage capacity of 22,950 tons—13,-

800 of which are in San Francisco. The locations

are as follows:

\V. R. Grace and Companv, San Francisco, 4,-

800 tons.

Pacific Oil and Lead \\'orks, San Francisco, 3,-

000 tons.

Philippine \'egetable Oil Company, San Fran-

cisco, 6,000 tons.
\\'. P. Fuller and Company, J-^outh San Fran

cisco, 1,650 tons.

Clements and Sons. Oakland, 3,500 ti>ns.

Pacific Oil and Lead Companv, Richnidnd. 4.-

000 tons.

There are under construction or planned at the

present time, tanks in various locations to accom-
modate 26,000 tons which when completed will

make a grand total of 48,950 tons for the vicinity

of San Francisco.

In February and March of this year at Seattle

there were available, for vegetable oil storage, tanks
having a capacity of 16,500 tons. There were un-

der construction at that time 2,250 tons of capacity,

making a total of 18,750. It is not probable that

the future planned construction in Seattle will out-

strip that of San Francisco.

In addition to the storage facilities on the Pen-
insula, there is an enormous volume of barrel and
case shipments of oil to this port being handled
at China Basin by the Breck Mitchell Company.
While this business has been heretofore handled
without a high degree of efficiency there is now
being constructed in this location a well arranged
j)lant to handle this class of goods and w'ill be
capable of handling one-half million cases at a

time. The plant is being equipped with an inclined

apron to permit of trucking from lighters to tlie

storage yard which is floored with concrete and
equipped with drains for collecting any oil which
may leak out of the cans. There are two large
dumping tables, each having a capacity of 500 cans
and equipped with steam pi]5es for heating the
heavier kinds of oil. The plant will be equipped
with a boiler and oil pump to convey the oil direct

to tank cars, which, under ])resenl conditions can

be loaded at the rate of two cars an hour. The
plant is so arranged and located that its capacity

can be indefinitely extended and increased. There
is immediately adjacent additional channel front-

age and land for storage purposes with spur tracks

already constructed and available in case a larger

plant is required to handle the business.

Altogether, with the facilities for handling bulk

goods from ship to tank and from tank to car and
with the well planned equipment for the receipt of

importations in cans and barrels to be transformed
into bulk goods and loaded in tank cars, the port

of San Francisco is fast becoming prepared to

ing eastward across the Pacific.

TO CONTINUE THROUGH EXPORT BILLS
OF LADING

It has l)een decided, after due deliberation, to

continue the issuance of through export bills of

lading via Pacific Coast ports after September 30.

Announcement was made that through export

l)ills of lading would be discontinued September 30,

due at that time to the shortage of shipping space

and rr"ultant congestion at Pacific Coast ports,

which -rvorked a decided hardship on the rail, lines

and slowed up their handling of war traffic.

Conditions have since improved, and it has now
been decided that after surrounding the issuance

of through bills of lading with certain reasonable

rules to protect and relieve the carriers of the pres-

ent burdens, the arrangement can be continued.

Announcement will be made to the public in the

near future as to the new rules.

COPRA IMPORTATIONS
Figures compiled by the National City Bank of

New York show that the quantity of copra brought
into the L'nited States in the fiscal year 1918 just

ended was approximately ten times as much as in

the year before the war. From a modest 55,000,000

pounds in the fiscal year 1914, all of which preceded

the war, the figures grew to 90,000.000 pounds in

1915: 110,000,000 in 1916, 247,000,000 in 1917, and
about 530,000.000 pounds in 1918.

The tropical sections of the whole world are

being ransacked for the cocoanut, and the imports

into the United States are drawn from more than

thirty countries and islands, representing every

grand visision of the globe. Oceania is by far the

largest contributor and our own Philippine Islands

supplied nearly one-half of the appro.ximately 550.-

000.000 pounds entering the L'nited States in the

fiscal year 1918.

The recent orders of the government upon this

subject again permit the im]iortation of all copra

except that classed as "shredded' desiccated or pre-

pared," which has formed in the past but an ex-

tremely small proportion of the copra imported into

the United States. The quantity imported in 1''18
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(if this class, which is still excluded, was but about

20,000,000 pounds out of a grand total of 550,000,-

000 pounds im]joi-teil.

Mven this tremendous increase in the importation

of copra tells only a part of the story of the in-

creased demand for the product of the cocoanut.

The quantity of cocoanut oil imported has also

rapidly increased, from 74,000,000 pounds in 1914

t,, abo'ut 250,000.000 pounds in 1918. andOf this our

riiili])pine Islands also contributed more than half.

The L'nited States ap])arently consumed in the

fiscal year 1918 the product of more than 2,000,-

000,000 cocoanuts. .Accepted authorities indicate

that one pound of copra represents the meat of

three average sized cocoanuts, and as the impor-
tation of copra for the year is about 550,000,000

pounds and of oil about 2'5O,00O,OOO, the total num-
ber of nuts represented by these two importations

would be ap])roximately 2,400,000,000 cocoanuts,

while the number of nuts imported in the natural

state from foreign countries and our own islands

during the year amounted to about 100,000,000,

bringing the total of the nuts represented by these

three classes of imports up to approximately 2,500,-

000,000 against about 500,000,000 in 1914. The
value of the cocoanuts, copra and cocoanut oil im-

ported in 1918 is about $60,000,000 against approx-

imately $12,000,000 in 1914.

Analysis of Exports and Imports, Port of San Francisco, Years Ending June 30, 1917 and 1918

Compiled by Foreign Trade Department, San Francisco Chamber of Commerce

Exports Imports

TOTAL ASIA S JI.235.398

OCEANIA

Other British

French Octania
Gernun Ocnia

S 9.835,072

4,648,849

TOTAL OCEANIA $ 23.550,612

AFRICA
Brii.jh South
Egypt
British East
British West

.-.$ 58,680

TOTAL AFRICA .1 72,076

CRAND TOTAL . $137,652,380

TOTAL EXPORTS AND IMPORTS $28!
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Mr. A. W. Leonard. President of the Puget Sound Traction. Light and Power Company, who has been pr

identified with War Camp Service in the Northwest



Seattle s Showing in War Camp Service

That Seattle is one of the lirst

comnuiiiities in the country in war
camp service is clue to the under-
standing, sympathy and initiative of

one man in particular—A. W. Leon-
ard, president of the Puget Sound
Traction, Light & Pov^'er Company.
It is not that Mr. Leonard has
brought this about unaided, for he
has not. He has had the co-operation
of the public spirited men of Seattle

in bringing that city into promi-
nence as a war camp community vi-

tally interested in and committed to

the promotion of the welfare of the

men in service uniform, whether of-

ficers or privates. Mr. Leonard has
been and is the most prominent fig-

ure and the leading spirit in this par-
ticular work. He is chairman of the
committee that established the Sol-
diers & Sailors Club and is president
of the Army & Navy Club.

The call came to J\Ir. Leonard
from the head of the army and navy
commission on training camp activ-

ities, as these commissions were call-

ed originally, now the commission
on war camp community service, Mr.
Raymond Fosdick, to become the
active head of these organizations,
since merged, for the Northwest.

Mr. Leonard's response was imme-
diate, practical and pointed. It was
the Soldiers & Sailors Club, a home
for the man who up to that time had
been homeless visitors in the city.

The organization of the club awoke
in Seattle a deep and permanent in-

terest in the soldier and sailor boys,
and insured them against either ill-

treatment at the hands of the thought-
less or greedy, or indifference on the
part of the general public.

A large building, erected originally
for the Seattle Athletic Club and
appointed for the sole and only pur-
pose of housing that organization,
was unoccupied at the time Mr. Leon-
ard was appointed. His first act was
to secure these quarters, which means
that he promptly made a lease of the
building for the period of the war,
advanced the first quarter's rent and
then organized the Soldiers & Sailors
Club. He was promptly and heart-
ily seconded in his efforts by sucli
men as C. E. Peabody, J. W. Max-
well, C. .\llen Dale, Nathan Eckstein.
Raymond Frazier, O. D. Fisher, Sol
Friedenthal, Geo. F. Russell, Josiah
Collins and many others, with the
result that the club was an estab-

lished institt'.tion withiii tA'O or three
weeks from the time it was first con-
ceived, not only under operation, but
financed and in popular good will.

It is quartered in a seven-storj'

building, with a lobby, reading,

lounging, writing, smoking, billiard

and bed rooms, a dining room, a

Turkish bath, a swimming tank,

shower baths and a ballroom. It

has accommodations for 350 men in

sleeping quarters, but has been so

popular that it became necessary to

take over the old courthouse as an
annex arid put in 500 additional
beds. The quarters are fine, clean,

well-ventilated, splendidly furnished
and attractive. The club is very pop-
ular and is known and famed among
men in both branches of the military
service over the entire country, for

go where you will the men encoun-
tered have lieard about the Soldiers
& Sailors Club of Seattle.

Having disposed of the men in the
ranks in this manner, the question
then arose: What about the offi-

cers? The answer to this was the
Army & Navy Club, also organized
by Mr. Leonard, who is its presi-
dent. Interested with him as aids
in the second enterprise are practic-
ally the same men who helped him
establish the Soldiers & Sailors Club.
The Army & Navy Club has the

finest appointed club rooms in Se-
attle. Like the other club it is sup-
ported by civilians, and neither sol-
dier, sailor or officer pays any dues
in his own club. It is in each case
his home. To be sure, civilian Se-
attle reserves the privilege of meet-
ing the nation's defenders in these
places. I'i is there they find their
social diversions and get acquainted
with Seattle people. The men in uni-
form, one and all, are delighted with
the arrangement, and so are the peo-
ple of Seattle, who are supporting
the institutionf, unreservedly and
most generously. No appeal made
in the name of either club goes un-
heeded; public response, on the con-
trary, is instant and enthusiastic.

ROBERT J. TOD COMPANY
ACTIVITIES

The Robert J. Tod Company, which
concern has been very much in evi-

dence lately, owing to Mr. Tod's ao-
pointment as general manager of the
Intercontinental Navigation Corpora-
tion, is again making strides in further

business connections. ^Ir. Todd now
announces that his firm has been ap-
pointed New York agent for Messrs.
Colin & Turner, who are bunkering
agents of Philadelphia. Mr. Alfred
Turner, the sole member of the firm

of Colin & Turner, has been well

known in shipping circles for the last

forty years, having been for a num-
ber of years in the old, well-known
firm of Peter Wright & Sons of Phil-

adelphia, and for a number of years
trading under his own name in the
Byrne Building, Philadelphia.

The firm of Colin & Turner, during
the early part of the war, held all the
coal contracts for account of the
British government at ports on the
Atlantic seaboard and still hold a
number of these. This firm has one
of the best reputations in bunkering
circles on the Atlantic seaboard, and
Mr. Tod has been instrumental in

concluding several large contracts
with British and Norwegian ship-
owners for their bunker coals to be
supplied to steamers in New York,
and it has therefore been found nec-
essary for Messrs. Colin & Turner
to establish an agency here.

The handling of all these ship-

ments will be attended to by Mr.
Lynch, who for a number of years
has personally attended to any of

Messrs. Colin & Turner's bunkering
in New York.

Any steamship owners requiring
bunkers, also economical, prompt and
efficient handling of same in New
York Harbor, will have the benefit of

the allied experience of Messrs. Colin

& Turner and the Robert J. Tod
Company at their disposal.

This connection has further en-
larged the offices of the Robert J.

Tod Company, who are taking more
space at No. 25 Beaver street.

SEAMAN INSURANCE
Practically 80,000 officers and sail-

ors on American-owned and register-

ed vessels trading in the waters where
the German submarines operate have
been insured by the Treasury De-
partment. The aggregate of the pol-

icies total well over $100,000,000.
This insurance is made compulsory

by law, and since the submarine be-
gan to infest American waters it ap-
plies to all vessels trading to or from
our .Atlantic and Gulf ports. Small
fishing vessels are exchuled.
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Washington
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Department of Commerce Endeav-
oring to Locate Harry M. Beachy

The Department of Commerce is

endeavoring to locate Harry M.
Beachy, an American seaman who
lias been awarded by the British

Government a silver medal in rec-

ognition of the part which he had in

saving the crew of the British

schooner "Busy Bee." Mr. Beachy
was born December 22, 1894, either

at Baltimore or at Grantsville, Mary-
land.

Every effort to locate Beachy has

been made but so far without suc-

cess. The iTiedal is now being held

in the Department of Commerce in

the hope that soine trace of Beachy
may be found.

HANDLING EQUIPMENT AT
THE STANDIFER PLANT

The readers of this magazine are

no doubt familiar with the different

inethods employed in handling ma-
terial for steel ship construction. In

the Northwest the best-known sys-

tem is the overhead aerial tramway,
while in the Southland the locomo-
tive crane as well as the aerial has
been thoroughly tried out.

There are shown herewitli photo-
graphs of the "A" frame type of

wooden traveling tower derrick whicli

has been installed in the G. M.
Standifer Construction Corporation's
plant at Vancouver, Wash., this be-

ing a six-way steel yard. These ma-
chines went into operation about the

first of August when the first keels
were laid on the ways.
These derricks are self-propelling,

being equipped with 9 by 10-inch
steam engines. The total height
from ground to boom is 45 feet; the
length of boom 80 feet; capacity
ranging from 10 tons at 40 feet radius
to 5 tons at 70 feet radius.

Witli a derrick of this kind it will

be found possible to serve two ships
and also, instead of bringing the ma-
terial to the derrick itself for placing,
the track is so arranged that the der-
rick can propel itself to the steel
plate shop, taking the material from
that point and handling it by its

own motive power direct to the point
of placing. At the present time there
are six ways in the Standifer yard,
the four derricks being placed be-
tween the ways. The final arrange-
ment will be completed by the plac-

ing of an additional derrick on the
outside of the two end ships; thus
making it possible for two derricks

to serve one ship while the greater

part of the tnaterial is being placed,

and when the construction is well

under way so that the material does

not have to placed in large quanti-

ties the other derrick can be released

for the ship on the next ways.

Tests of these derricks on the steel

construction work already completed
at this yard have demonstrated the

capabilit}' of the derricks and the

management of the plant have been
thoroughly satisfied with the service

record of these devices.

Derricks of this type can be seen
in operation in almost any wooden
shipyard in the Puget Sound district,

but we believe that this is the first

installation of this character in a

steel shipyard. One of the great
advantages is found in the shortness
of the time required for the installa-

tion of one of these machines. In
one instance where another type of
derrick was to be replaced, the Pa-
cific Derrick and Hoist Company
completed the work twenty-one days
after receiving the order.

REVIEWS
Ross Products. Tiie Ross Heater

and Manufacturing Company, witli

offices in the Mutual Life Building,
Buffalo, New York, has issued some
interesting pamphlets dealing witli

the Ross crosshead-guided expansion
joint, surface condensers and multi-

head water heaters. This apparatus

is of a highly interesting nature and

should interest marine engineers who
will be mailed copies on application

to the Ross Heater and Manufact-

uring Company.

A group of "A" frame derricks in the shipyjul ol ihe G, M. Standifer Construction Corporation
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Manual for Local Defense, by Hen-
ry A. Bellows, Major, 13th Battalion,

Minnesota Home Guards. The Mac-
millan Company, 66 Fifth Avenue,
New York. $1.(X1 net.

This book aims to make clear the

principles underlying the organiza-
tion and tactical work of all types oi

local defense units, and to suggest a

specific program by which these prin-

ciples can be applied. The problems
of local defense, organization, equip-
ment, tactics and drill are taken up
in successive chapters. The illustra-

tions include photographs as well as

diagrams in the text.

Handbook of Practical Shipbuild-
ing, by J. D. MacBride, Superintend-
ent of Yard No. 1, Hog Island Ship-

yard. D. Van Nostrand, 25 Park
Place, New York. 200 pages, 100 il-

lustrations. $2.00 net.

This work deals with present-day
shipyard practice as applied to the

standard carriers which are being
built in such great quantities for the
government. The book is intended
primarily for the man on the job
who wants to know "What he has to

do, why he has to do it and how he
should do it." The work, which is

divided into three main sections, fol-

lows actual working conditions
throughout. The division of contents
is arranged as follows: Hull con-
struction, including shipyard tools,

shipways, keels, shell plating, frames,
etc.; engine installation, including
boilers, machinery, piping, etc., and
hull engineering, including steering
gear, deck machinery, ventilation,

etc. The book has been gotten out
in convenient size and should appeal
strongly to the men who have just

taken up shipbuilding as a profession
as the descriptions of the work are
couched in language that the begm-
ner will readily understand.

LAUNCHINGS FROM JULY 20th

TO AUGUST 20th, INCLUSIVE
July 21st— Kenosha. ,^500 tons dw..

Ferris type. I""roni Sanderson and
Porter, Raymond, Wash.
July 23rd—Braeburn, 4000 tons dw.

From Peninsula Shipbuilding Com-
pany. Portland, Ore.
July 23rd—Western Comet, 8800

tons dw. From Northwest Steel Co.,

Portland, Ore.
July 24th—General Baratier, 3000

tons dw. From Foundation Com-
pany, Portland, Ore.
July 2Sth—Gaffney, 7500 tons dw.

From Skinner & Eddy Corp., Seattle,

Wash.

July 24th—Toul, 3000-ton auxiliary

vessel. From Foundation Company,
Tacoma, Wash.

July 25th—Fassett, 3500 tons dw.,

Ferris type. From Tacoma Ship-

building Company, Tacoma, Wash.

Julv 26th— Brisk, 3500-ton auxiliary

schooner. From National Shipbuild-

ing Company, Seattle, Wash.

July 26th—One cannery tender.

From the Sehrs Shipyard, Port

Townsend, Wash.

July 26th—One barge. From the

Sehrs Shipyard, Port Townsend,

Wash.
July 27th—West Hobomac, 8800

tons dw. From Skinner & Eddy
Corp., Seattle.

July 27th— Barringa, 4200 tons dw.
From Patterson MacDonald Ship-
building Company, Seattle, Wash.

July 27th—L. J. Drake, 10,000-ton

dw. tanker. From Ames Shipbuild-
ing and Dry Dock Company, Seattle,

Wash.
July 27th—War Stikine, 2800 tons

dw. From Cameron-Genoa Mills

Shipbuilders, Ltd., Victoria, B. C.

July 29th—Western Hope, 8800 tons

dw. From J. F. Duthie & Co., Seat-

tle, Wash.

July 29th—Kangi, 3500 tons dw.,

Ferris type. From G. M. Standifer

Construction Corporation, North

Portland, Ore.

One of the derricks at work on the newly constructed building ways
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ILLINOIS

has strongly emphasized the thorough
merit of "Illinois" Tools.

ILLINOIS TOOL WORKS
C H ICyVGO^ U.S.A..

Represented by LEWIS G. HENNES, Monadnock Building, San Francisco, and Title Insurance Building, Los Angeles
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July 3()tli—Tilhimook, 3500 tons

(l\v., I'crris type. l'"rom Grant Smith-
Porter Ship Company, Portland, Ore.
August 1st—Cabura, 3500 tons ihv.,

Ferris type. From Coast Shipbuild-

ing Company. Portland, Ore.
August 1st—Ashburn, 45(X) tons

dw., Ballin type. From Snpi>le-Hallin

Shipliuilding Company, Portland,

Ore.
August 4th— Invincible, 12.000 tons

dw. From Bethlehem Shipbuilding
Corp., Alameda, Cal.

August 4th—Aiken, 3500 tons dw..

Ferris type. F'rom Grant, Smith.
Porter Ship Company, Portland, Ore.
August 5th—Gardner Williams, top-

sail schooner. h'roni Columbia V.n-

gineering Works, Portland, Ore.
August 7th—Nupolela, 3500 tons

dw., Ferris type. From Grant, Smith.
Porter Ship Company, Portland, Ore.
August 10th—Western Plains, 8800

tons du. From Columbia River
Shiplniihling Corporation, Portland,
Ore.
August 12 — Wakanna, 3500 tons

dw., Ferris type. From Seaborn Ship-
yards Corporation, Tacoma, Wash.
August 12th—Westport, 8800 tons

dw. From Ames Shipbuilding and
Dry Dock Company, Seattle, Wash.
August 15th—West Hosokie, 8800

tons dw. From Skinner & Eddy
Corp., Seattle, Wash.
August 17th—Zirkel, 9400 tons dw.

h'rom Moore Shipbuilding Company.
.Alameda, Cal.

August 17th— Bobring, 3500 tons
dw., Ferris type. From American
Fisheries Company, Bellingham,
Wash.
August 19th— Latoka, 3500 tons

dw., Ferris type. F'rom Grant Smith-
Porter Ship Company, Portland, Ore.
August 19th—War Chief, 8800 tons

dw. From J. Coughlan and Sons.,

Vancouver, B. C.

August 20th—War Tanoo, 2800
tons dw. From Western Canada
Shipyards, Ltd., Vancouver, Wash.
August 20th—Braxton, 4000 tons

dw. From Peninsula Shipbuilding
Company, Portland, Ore.

The Work of Seattle's Great Forge Plant

Tl 1 F Pacific Construction and En-
.yineering Company's big Seattle

plant has now increased its equip-
ment and efficiency to the point
where it is able to turn out from
si.xteen to eighteen ship's shafts per
day. All of these shafts are for the
new vessels of the Emergency Fleet
Corporation and includes shafting,

rudder stocks, rudder posts and arms,
stern frames and engine forgings for

some two hundred of the Govern-
ment's new cargo carriers.

While this plant was only estab-

lished last year it is now operating
full blast twenty-four hours a day
turning out orders for the Federal
Government and for every shipyard
on the Coast from Vancouver on the

North to Long Beach on the South.

The main building was recentl>'

extended to a length of 700 feet and
ten more furnaces will be installed,

giving a total of twenty. Work is

also under way on two additional

overhead cranes, which wUl make six

cranes in the main building. A third

spur track is being built into the

works, which will furnish excep-
tional trackage facilities, giving a

spur on either side of the works and
one in the center. Mr. R. C. Mont-
eagle, founder and president of the

works, recently placed orders for five

heavy rough-turning lathes and ad-

ditional equipment to accompany
them. When these improvements are
completed, the company will have
three quick-acting, steam hydraulic
presses in a few weeks, the third

machine having been ordered, eight
large, heavy hogging lathes, six trav-

eling cranes in the main shop and
four in the wings, twenty heating
furnaces and two annealing furnaces
with all tlie equipment that goes with
them.
At the present time the plant is

using one thousand tons of steel a

ery in three months against the guar-
antees of eighteen months made by
heavy forging plants in the East.
The concern has accepted orders for

heavy roll forgings and is making
good on its delivery guarantees to
the Seattle North-Pacific Shipbuild-
ing Company of Seattle, the Todd
Dry Dock and Construction Com-

fifty-o ingot at the plant of the Pacific Construction and
Engineering Company

month in forging ingots and has
guarantees of two thousand tons of

ingots per month in the future.

Recently the Pacific Engineering
and Construction Company was asked
to figure on forgings for large plate
bending rolls for the new Alameda
plant of the Bethlehem Shipbuilding
Corporation, and guaranteed deliv-

pany of Tacoma, the Standifer Con-
struction Corporation of Vancouver,
Wash., the Moore Shipbuilding Com-
pany of Oakland and several other
large Coast shipyards.

1 he Pacific Construction and En-
gineering Company stands as one of

the pace makers of the country in

heavy forge work as a result of the
splendid efficiency obtained through
the untiring efforts of President
Monteagle, James Bingham, general
superintendent of the forge shops,
and Harry Smith, assistant superin-
tendent. Every machine in the plant
is kept turned up to produce the
maximum output and the force of
some two hundred men are working
heart and soul with the management
to keep the plant in the blue ribbon
class. Hard efforts and consistent
team work by all concerned has built
up an organization which the North-
west justly feels proud of and the

plant is serving the country well

not only in the matter of turning out

high-class heavy forgings at a re-

markable rate, but also in subscrib-

ing for Liberty Loan securities and
other ways. On the last Liberty

Loan the employes of this plant won
the pennant for per capita subscrip-

tions in plants of its class.
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General view of the launch used for experimental purposes
with a reversing rudder

on the same plate showins
shortness of possible turnii
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Rudder in normal position for
ordinary cruising

Rudders in position for

quick turning

"™^.-

of the rudders for backing the boat with the eng
still going ahead

rdseye view showing the two quadrant wheels for handling the rudde
These lock and work together or separately as desired
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Reversing Rudders lor Boats
r|~\llE Geiu'ral Electric Company

I
lias recently equipped a 2S-foot* motor boat, owned by Mr. VV. B,

Landretb, deputy state engineer of

New York, with a reversing and con-
trol rudder, with a view to showing
the possibility of eliminating revers-
ing turbines from turbine propelled
ships.

This boat is capable of backing up
with the engine running in a forward
direction, but the most valuable fea-

ture is its ability to turn around in

its own length. With this rudder the
boat can be maneuvered without
steerageway^—that is, with the rud-
ders placed at right angle to the
axis of the keel and with engine run-
ning at full speed, the boat will stand
perfectly still and then, by making a

slight adjustment of the rudders, the
boat will turn around in its own
length and continue to do so until the
adjustment is changed and during the
process of this circular motion it can
leave for any point of the compass
at full speed.

As an illustration of the maneuver-
ing qualities of the rudder, this boat
was run into a 40-foot slip full speed
ahead, turned around and came out
bow first without touching either side

of the slip.

The rudder on the Landreth boat,

the invention of H. O. Westendart of

Boston, consists of two steel plates,

3/16 of an inch thick, each plate the
same size as the normal rudder on
this type of boat. The rudder post
consists of a steel rod inside a steel

tube, one plate of the rudder is at-

tached to the tube and the other to

the rod. The boat is euipped with
two steering wheels, arranged side by
side, one wheel to operate the rud-
der affixed to the tube, and the other
the rudder fastened to the rod. The
manner in which the rudders are af-

fi.xed to the stern of the boat is best
shown in Fig. 1. This shows the two
rudders close together in the position

for normal cruising when they are

used the same as an ordinary rudder.

The two steering wheels are on
the same axis and when locked to-

gether operate as one wheel for ordi-

nary cruising (see Fig. No. 2). But
when the boat is to be turned sharply
or reversed, the wheels are instantly

released so that they may be revolved
in opposite directions to manipulate
the rudder plates.

It is truly remarkable how easily

the boat can be made to turn within
its own length. Bly placing the rud-
ders in the position indicated in Fig.

No. 3, the boat will turn around in

a few seconds and travel back up its

own make. How easily this maneu-
ver is executed is proven by the re-

markable photograph reproduced in

Fig. No. 4. This picture shows three
exposures on one plate, depicting tlie

Landreth motorboat turning in ap-
proximately its own length while
travelling full speed. The exposures
were made a few seconds apart and
the boat made a complete turn in ap-
proximately twenty seconds.

With a few turns of the wheels the
rudder plates are set in V-shape, as

illustrated in Fig. No. 5, and with
the propeller running full speed ahead
the boat almost instantly stops and
starts to run backwards. The boat
was brought from full speed forward

to backing in nine seconds. With the

reversing gear originally installed on
this boat it took twenty-six seconds
to back. The reversing speed can
be controlled to any degree by in-

creasing or decreasing the angular
positions of the rudders. The re-

versing motion is imparted by a

stream of water thrown back against

the rudder by the propeller and pro-

jected thereby forward along the

sides of the boat toward the bow.
The speed of this water is sufficient

to propel the boat backwards at about
30 per cent of the full speed ahead.
It will be noted that there is a steel

plate, or fin, above the rudder which
prevents the water thrown back by
the propeller to escape over the top

of the rudder. This fin assists in di-

recting the water forward along the

sides of the boat.

The manner in which this experi-

mental boat was equipped with the

new rudder is shown in Figs. Nos. 6

nad 7. It was discovered in these ex-

periments that the angle of the sup-
porting rod must be 90 degrees, or

more, with tlie propeller shaft.

MATTRESS CONCERN
EXPANDS

The story of the expansion of the

Washington Mattress Company, Se-

attle manufacturers of berthing equip-

ment, is a story that is in close har-

mony with and typical of the ex-

pansion of the Queen City.

This company was established in

1908, in which year they began opera-
tions in a small one-story frame
building, 60x100 feet. Three years

later the business had so increased
that they moved to a new location at

Western avenue and Pike street, oc-

cupying a five-story brick building.

In the fall of 1916 the Washington
Mattress Company commenced con-
struction of a modern reinforced con-
crete building in the Seattle tide-

lands, 80x200 feet, three stories and
basement. Electrical operation which

137

included separate motors for eacli

machine was installed. Beginning
with the outfitting of ships in a small
way in 1908 a specialty was made of
overhauling and fitting out of ves-
sels operating on Puget Sound; since

that time they have completely sup-
plied nearly every lar,ge steamship,
newly constructed or rebuilt, in the
Northwest district.

When Seattle undertook the whole-
sale construction of steel ships the
company entered this field and today
lays claim to a record of completely
outfitting with their equipment every
steel ship from Seattle's yards. In

June of 1915 the furnishing of the

S. S. "Nanking," formerly the S. S.

"Congress," was completed by the
Washington Mattress Company. All

mattresses, pillows, steel berths and
cushions throughout this beautiful

steamship were furnished by this

concern.

The Washington Mattress Com-
pany, which is under the manage-
ment of F. C. Lamb, maintains ar»

enviable reputation for delivery
promptness and take justifiable pride
in the fact that their splendidly com-
plete organization can assume the
shipbuilders' burden in so far as
berthing equipment is concerned.

INDEPENDENT PNEUMATIC IN
NEW GENERAL OFFICE

The Independent Pneumatic Tool
Company have leased tlie entire sixth

floor in the Otis Building at 600_-W
Jackson Boulevard, Chicago, 111. This
space contains 12.000 square feet and
will be occupied by the lessee Com-
pany for their General Offices.

Mr. John D. Hurley, President of
the Company stated that the great
demand for Pneumatic Tools for
Government work and Shipbuilding
had forced his Company to seek lar-

ger quarters. The space now occu-
pied at 1307 S. Michigan Avenue con-
tains 6,000 square feet while the new
quarters provide just double this

area. Removal into the new quarters
will be effected about September 1st.

Plant of the Washington Mattress Company at Seattle
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The Best Steel Casting Company

SERVIXG the customer pleasantly

and well and backed up with a

thorough knowledge of the busi-

ness at hand with a strong determi-

nation to succeed, are the important

factors which make for the success

of the business enterprise of today.

A noteworthy example of these fun-

damental business principles at work
is seen in the organization of the

Best Steel Casting Company.

From a very small beginning the

Best Steel Casting Company has de-

veloped during the past five years

into one of the large steel-making

concerns of the Pacific Coast, em-

ploying over two hundred men and

operating a steel plant located in

East Oakland which covers si-x acres.

This industrial plant is admirably sit-

uated on the main line of the South-

ern Pacific Railroad with spur track

connections with the Western Pa-

cific road.

The building construction of this

plant has been a program of repeated

expansions, the most recent structure

being a new unit of sixty by two
hundred and fifty feet. Two units

seven hundred and forty feet in

length are now occupied by the

moulding and finishing departments.

These modern buildings are designed

so as to utilize the maximum day-

light and fresh air, which factors are

of great importance in securing the

full efficiency of the workers. Other
buildings house the flask and pattern

shop and two pattern storages.

"Best" steel castings are manufact-

ured by the converter process and a

survey of the equipment and tools of

the Best plant show a wise and mod-

ern selection of labor-saving machin-

ery. Two steel converters of two

ton capacity each with two sixty-inch

cupolas are used at the present time.

Plans are being completed to increase

the monthly capacity of four hundred

and fifty tons to twice this amount.

The moulding and finishing depart-

ments are now served by four ten-ton

and one five-ton traveling cranes.

Six large steel ladles are used in

pouring the moulds. Other equip-

// i/

ment includes four tumbling barrels,

two sand blast machines, four drying

ovens and an annealing furnace for

heat treating purposes.

The finishing department is equip-

ped with twelve swing grinding

wheels and four stationary grinders.

Thor air chippers are served by three

Ingersoll Rand compressors.

The executive personnel of the

Best Steel Casting Company is com-
posed of well-known steel men of

the Pacific Coast. H. H. Whiting,

the vice-president and general man-
ager, was formerly treasurer of the

Columbia Steel Company. Superin-

tendent John Twohy, who was also

connected with the Columbia Steel

Company, is widely known on this

Coast as an authority on the subject

of steel making. The company's sales

department is directed by George
Gunn, who for several years was in

charge of steel castings at the Union
Iron Works.

Until April, 1917, the Best Steel

Casting Company was a subsidiary of

the C. L. Best Gas Traction Com-
pany, at which titiie the C. L. Best

Company relinquished all connections
with the steel plant and complete
control is now vested with the pres-

ent management. Since this reor-

ganization has taken place the Best

Steel Casting Company has enjoyed
a remarkable expansion and increased

business, which places this concern
among the leading industrial organi-

zations of the West.

NEW INSTRUMENT AND RE-
LAY CATALOGUE

Anmn.^' the new types of apparatus
li-.led for the first time in the revised

edition of Westinghouse Catalogue
.!-!! are the types AW and FW du-

plex instruments, wliich consist of

any two of the standard types AW
or FW' instruments, respectively, con-

tained in attractive dull black metal
cases; the types EH and PH amme-
ters, which are hot-wire instruments
suitable for operation on either di-

rect - current or alternating - current

circuits of any frequency; the type

OA watthour meters for switchboard

service, which are similar to the well-

known standard house-service type

0.\ watthour meters, except that they

are designed for switchboard service;
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the motor-operated type M graphic
instruments; type CV voltage rehiys,

which can be furnished to operate
either on under-voltage or over-volt-

age, as ordered; the type CP reverse-

phase relays to provide against phase
reversals; type BT transfer relays,

which operate with the excess cur-

rent relays, such as tlie Westinghouse
type CO and type CR, to directly

energize the operating coil of the
circuit-breaker from the current trans-

former, no separate operating circuit

being required, and type CT temper-
ature relays, which depend for their

operation upon the temperature ol

llie apparatus on tlie circuit as well
as the amount of the overload.

Tliis catalogue, issued by the West-
inghouse Electric & Mfg. Co., East
Pittsburgh, Pa., listing instruments
and relay in standard 8J/Sxll size, is

a departure from the original edition
of the same catalogue, in that wher-
e\er possible each particular type of
apparatus is listed on only one page,
and where more than one page is re-

quired, the several pages necessary
are confined to a description and list-

ing of only the one particular type,
so that it is very easy to find what
you are looking for in this catalogue.

Making Americans on the Railroad
By Samuel Rea

President, Pennsylvania Railroad Systems

This statement was furnished by
Mr. Rea to Hon. Franklin K. Lane,
Secretary of the Interior, following
the Americanization Conference, called
by Mr. Lane, and held at Washing-
ton. It tells some of the methods
adopted, and results achieved, in per-
suading and fitting foreign-born em-
ployees of the Pennsylvania Railroad
to become loyal and useful citizens of
the United States.

AS one of the largest employers
of labor in the United States,
the Management of the Penn-

sylvania Railroad System has natur-
ally felt keenly the importance of
adopting practical means for encour-
aging the Americanization of as

many as possible of its foreign-born
employes. This subject has, in fact,

for a long period occupied a most
important place in the labor policies

of the System.
The task of producing good United

States citizens from the millions of
men and women of alien birth who
are in this country, and who in nor-
mal times come here by the hun-
dreds of thousands yearly, appears
to resolve itself into two problems:

First, America must be made to
seem to these people a good place,

not merely to make money in, but
to live in.

Second, they must be induced to

give up the languages, customs, and
methods of life which they have

ig the wide range of steel castings that a large Western steel foundry
is called upon to produce

brought with them across the ocean,
and adopt instead the language, hab-
its and customs of this country, and
the general standards and ways of

American living.

Had the solution of these problems
of assimilation been successfully

achieved along broad lines in the

past, possibly there would not, for

so long a period, have been wit-

nessed the familiar phenomenon of

large numbers of foreigners coming
to this country, working a few years
and then returning with their savings
to live in their native lands. Nor
would there today be foreign colonies
in all large American cities, and dis-

tinctively foreign areas of agricul-

tural settlement in other portions of

the country. In sort, the dream of

the "melting pot" would be realized

in the America of today.
How far that dream actually is

from realization is only too clearly

attested by the unfortunate fact tliat

in many of the typical foreign colon-
ies of American cities—such as Ital-

ian, Greek, etc.—even the second and
third generations still remain dis-

tinctively Italian or Greek, speak the

languages of those races more readily

than English, and substantially are
foreigners, though born and living in

America.

Practical Ends in View
The Management of the Pennsyl-

vania Railroad System has consist-
ently endeavored to solve the prob-
lem of Americanizing its foreign-
born workers along purely practical

lines, having in mind the two chief
points of successful assimilation
mentioned. In- addition to the im-
portant patriotic considerations in-

volved, which alone would unques-
tionably more than justify all the
efforts made in this direction, the
Pennsylvania Management believes
that it is in the highest sense good
business to persaude and assist
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This Portable Scarphing Machine was
developed and has been in successful
daily operation in our own yards for
eighteen months. It has been adopted
by a number of progressive shipyards in

this country and England to spcf.d up
shipbuilding.

This new invention will cut a smooth, accurate scarph in 10 MINUTES.
Is portable, handled over a plate by jib crane and trolley, reducing operations to minimum.

Is light in weight, speedily operated by electric motor.

Will cut, at any angle, a scarph of any length up to 1
6" and any width up to 8".

Is readily adjustable for any thickness of plate.

Prompt deliveries on anp number of these machines. Wire or write for prices.

BUIIHERS OF STEEL STEAHSHIPS
M M M M ikWASHINGTON
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Evening cl

foreign-born employes to become
citizens of the United States.

The task has proved to be one of

very considerable magnitude, as may
be judged from the fact that there

are at present, on the whole System,
both East and West of Pittsburg,

over 33,000 men of foreign birth.

Before the war this number was
greater by some thousands. It has
been very materially reduced, of

course, by the large number of un-
naturalized foreigners — principally

citizens or subjects of the Allied Gov-
ernments—who have in the last three

years returned to their homes to

take part in the defense of their re-

spective countries.

This drain on the supply of-foreign-

born laborers has, in fact, been one
of the most serious difficulties en-

countered in maintaining a sufficient

working force under war conditions.

Distribution of Aliens

On the Penn.>iylvania Lines East
of Pittsburgli, at tlie present time,

about 16 per cent of the total em-
ployes are of foreign birth. On the

Lines West of that city, operating

chiefly in Ohio, Indiana and Illi-

nois, the proportion , is somewhat
smaller, but it is still quite material.

Of the more than 33,000 foreign-born

men working on the entire System,
about 25.700 are employed east of

Pittsburgh, and 7,500 west of that

point.

Some years ago, prior to the com-
mencement of the great conflict in

which the United States is now one
of the leading participants, a canvass
was made of the alien employes on
all portions of the Pennsylvania
Systems. This investigation showed
that Italians greatly predominated
in numbers. Today they make up
nearly one-third of all employes of

foreign birth east of Pittsburgh. It

was found, also, that large numbers
of the Italians, while they could not
properly be termed illiterate, since

they could read and write their own
language, were nevertheless unable

to understand English at all, either

in written or spoken form.
With the feeling, for these rea-

sons, that Americanization work was
more urgently needed among the

Italians on the Pennsylvania Rail-

road than among the representative

mployee nportant part of the

of any other nationality, a corre-

spondence course in Italian-English
was inaugurated on the Lines East
of Pittsburgh.

Teaching Italians English
This work was placed in direct

charge of a native-born Italian, who
is also a graduate of Yale, and is an
enthusiast on the subject of ."Xmeri-

canization. A similar course in Ital-

ian-English has also been establishe.l,

under the charge of a native-born It-

alian, on the Lines West of Pitts-

burgh.
The original purpose in establish-

ing these courses was to make Ital-

ians, who are largely einployed in

track maintenance gangs, more effi-

cient workmen by teaching them the

English language so that they might
better understand the orders of their

Foreman. The language courses are

also utilized to instruct the men in

proper use of their tools, and in the
fundamentals of safety, health and
sanitation to aid them in raising

their standards of living.

Methods of Instruction
For this reason all of the language

lessons, beyond the most elementary,
deal with practical subjects. As the

course advances the work consists
largely in rendering from Italian
into English brief instructions rela-

tive to the use of tools and imple-
ments, and information regarding the
proper method of laying and repair-
ing track and the fundamental safe-

ty rules. One entire pamphlet is

devoted to the use of signals and
signal rules, and two others to tne
use of track tools.

-Altogether there are eleven pam-
phlets in the Italian-English course,
and the last one of the series is de-
\ oted to the subject of Naturaliza-
tion.

4307 Italian Students
On February 20, 1918, tliere were

4,307 students enrolled in the Italian-

English course on the Lines East of
f'ittsburgh alone, or more than one-
balf of all the employes of Italian
liirth working on that portion of tlie

Pennsylvania System.
Experience on the Pennsylvania

Railroad has shown that the best
results in endeavoring to teach
foreign-born employes the use of the
English language are attained by
measures which will practically com-
pel them, in the course of their

everyday work, to accustom them-
selves to speaking and thinking in

the new tongue. For this reason, in-

formation especially intended for em-
ployes of alien birth is usually print-

ed in English instead of in their
own language. Practically every
gang of workmen has at least one
man besides the Foreman who can
read English. Printed information
in English is deciphered by him and
explained to the others, so that the
double purpose is served of impart-
ing useful information and at the
same time giving a language lesson.

In a similar way, lectures on safety
and similar subjects, while necessarily
given at times in Italian and otlier

foreign languages, are always ac-

companied by lantern slides and
other illustrations in which English
words are used.

Employment of Mexicans
After the first few months of the

War, as is well known, the labor sit-

uation in this country became very
acute, and it was necessary for the
Pennsylvania Railroad to find and
open up new and hitherto untouched
sources of labor supply. After care-

"

1

gradually
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WANTED—Position as purchasing
agent or office manager for ship-
yard building wooden ships. Qual-
ified to take charge of office end
of new concern. Experienced in all

parts of the work. Address Box
10, Pacific Marine Review.

FOR SALE FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
4 NEW 8"xI0" Double Cylinder Spur Geared
Steam Anclior Windlasses with hand raising at-

tachment and chain Stoppers complete. .Suit-

able for chains up to 2" diameter. Will make
wildcats to fit sample chains.

THE VULCAN MFG. CO. SEATTLE, WASH.

tul invc.sligation a considerable num-
ber of Mexicans were induced to en-
ter the service. They have been
chiefly located along the Main Line
between Pittsburgh. Philadelphia
and New York. While they have
been found efficient and satisfactory
workmen in the whole, they, like

the Italians, were greatly handi-
capped by the fact that few could
speak any language except their na-
tive tongue, which is Spanish.

To meet this condition, therefore,
a special course in Spanish-English
was prepared for the Mexicans, simi-
lar to the Italian English course.
On I'"ebruary 28, 1918, there were
451 Spanisli - speaking employes
le.irning English in this way.
The Mexican laborers have been

chiefly concentrated in camps locat-
ed at various points along tlie lines.

--\U modern features to promote san-
itation and health are adopted. In
addition, provisions have been made
for amusements and recreation, in-

cluding camp recreation rooms, vic-
trolas, etc. Instructive entertain-
ments are given from time to time
under the auspices of the Young
Men's Christian Association. Wher-
ever possible religious services for
the Mexican employes are conducted

under the direction of a Catholic
church.

In addition to the language courses
carried on through the educational
organization of the Pennsylvania
Railroad, instruction is also provided,
by correspondence, in electricity (in-

cluding elementary mathematics)
and in stenography. Altogether, out
of approximately 166,000 employes
on the Lines East of Pittsburgh, 18,-

769, or 10.7 per cent of the total,

were on February 28, 1918, enrolled
in the educational courses.
While a large proportion of these

students, outside of the language
courses, are naturally men and
women of American birth, a con-
siderable number of foreigners are
also included in the other courses,
especially such men as have mastered
the language work and so fitted

themselves for advancement to
Foreman, and are now preparing for

further progress by educating them-
selves in some of the more techni-
cal matters relating to railroad op-
eration.

"The Americanization of Tony"
Supplementing the correspondence

courses, numerous safety lectures
are conducted solely for the benefit
of alien employes.

To sustain interest in these ef-

forts, and to comliine entertainment
with educational features, consider-
able time and money were spent in

the preparation of a moving picture
film, entitled "The Americanization
of Tony."

This film depicts the career of a

young Italian who comes to this

country, goes to work on a railroad,

develops habits of carelessness in

spite of many warnings, and finally

is seriously injured. He then takes
his lesson to heart, develops into a
model employe, becomes interested
in Americanization, and finally is

naturalized as a good citizen of the

United States. This film has been
exhibited thus far to gatherings of

foreign-born employes at eighty of

the principal points along the Penn-
sylvania Railroad System, and has
carried its messabe to thousands of

individuals.
While special efforts have been

devoted to the Italians, on account
of their great numbers, Americaniza-
tion work has also been directed
among the employes of the other
foreign nationalities represented in

the working forces of the Pennsyl-
vania Railroad. Broad opportunities
along these lines have been, of

Better Lubrication Service and Economy Combined
EVERY lubrication requirement of powered ships

is fully met in the design, construction and op-
eration of the McCord Force Feed Lubricator.

The McCord is built up in units. Each pump is

complete in itself and may be removed for inspec-
tion or cleaning without disturbing the regulation or
operation of the other puniijs. .Made in from one to

eighteen feeds.

The McCord feeds on live nil, liecause it can feed

oil but once. .And it will feed the oil uniformly and
positively to all parts of the power unit or units.

It operates perfectly regardless of temperature, vis-

cosity of oil. pressure, vacuum or length of feed lines,

enabling your engine to stand up to full capacity.

McCord Lubricators will not corrode in salt wa-
ter service.

Write or wire for other McCord advantages as

applied to your particular needs. .\sk for catalog.

lyicGord Manufacturing Company^ Inc.
DETROIT
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course, presented in connection with
the Liberty Loans.
During the offering of the first and

second Liberty Loans, systematized
campaigns were carried on among
the alien workers with substantial
and gratifying results. Some of the
figures applying to the I*"irst Loan
will be sufficient to indicate the ex-
tent to which participation of the
foreign-born employes was secured.

.\t tlie time when the First Liberty
Loan was offered to the public, the
Pennsylvania Lines East of Pitts-
burgh and Erie had a total of 25,827
employes who had been born in for-
eign countries. Of this number, 8,-

140 employes, or almost 32 per cent
of the total foreign-born, purchased
Liberty Bonds, and this was within
2per cent of the proportion of em-

ployes of American birth who sub-
scribed.

The inquiry also brought out the
interesting fact that there were in

the service of the Pennsylvania Rail-
road, men of 42 different nationalities,
besides native-born Americans, and
that members of 30 alien races were
included among the buyers of Lib-
erty Bonds of the First I..oan.

The good showing made by em-
ployes of alien birth in Liberty Loan
subscriptions may doubtless be con-
fidentlj- accepted as evidence of true
love for America, no less than as a

high degree of thrift on the part of
the foreign born. The latter charac-
teristic, moreover, is further empha-
sized by the figures for the Penn-
sylvania Railroad Employes' Saving
Fund, his fund at the present time
has about 9,700 depositors, and of

this number approrimately one-third
are employes of foreign birth.

As early as 1904, the Pennsylvania
Rairoad, with the idea of encourag-
ing thrift among its foreign - born
employes, opened a campaign to in-

crease its Saving Fund depositors,
and as a result a great many Italian

and Irish employes opened accounts
in the Company's Saving Fund, and
large numbers of them are depositors
today. To assist in this work a

special pamphlet of information was
issued in both English and Italian.

To ascertain the proportion of

foreign-born employes who had been
naturalized, or were in process of

becoming citizens, a special analysis
was made as of June 30th, last. At
that time, there were in the service
of the Pennsylvania Lines East of
Pittsburgh, 25,721 men of alien birth.

Of this number it was found that
8,003 had been fully naturalized, 3,-

069 had taken out their first papers
and 5,064 had definitely announced
their intention of applying for na-
turalization. In other words, nearly
63 per cent of the total had either
become LTnited States citizens or had
declared tlieir intention of so do-
ing.

On the Lines West, out of a total

number of 7,500 employes of alien

birth, about 1.900 are naturalized, 1,-

700 have taken first steps toward na-
turalization and 1,300 have definitely
announced their intention of apply-
ing for citizenship.

Altogether, experiences on the
Pennsylvania Railroad System in the
effort to interest foreign-born em-
ployes in American citizenship have

been encouraging. The United States
must, necessarily, rely on people of
foreign birth to keep up its labor
supply, if the processes of further
settling and developing the country
are not to come to a standstill. It

is, therefore, a clear duty to take
care of the foreigners who come to
these shores, to make life worth
while for them here, and safeguard
the mfrom being spoiled and degrad-
ed.

A condition approaching the ideal

will have been realized when "Little

Italys" and other foreign colonies
disappear from American cities and
when the children of immigrants, in-

stead of being known by the nation-
alities of their parents, will simply be
American boys and girls.

SPECIALIST IN CHARGE OF
THOR SALES IN SOUTH

F. H. Charbono, who has for many
years been engaged in selling Pneu-
matic Tools to the Shipyards along
the Eastern Coast, traveling out of

the New York Office of the Inde-
pendent Pneumatic Tool Company,
has just been appointed Manager of

the Southern District, with head-
quarters at 1721 Jefferson Bank Build-

ing, Birmingham. Alabama.
Mr. Charbono is a Specialist in

Pneumatic Tools for Shipyard use

and on account of the enormous in-

crease in Shipbuilding in the South,

was selected for this position.

George C. Wilson, the former
Birmingham i\Ianager, has resigned

to look after his own interests in the

North.

SPEED UP PRODUCTION
WITH COMPRESSED AIR TOOLS

BOYER PNEUMATIC HAMMERS
For Riveting, Calking and Chipping

Made in three parts—Cylinder, Mandle and Valve—a con-
struction which facilitates examination, cleaning and re-

pairs, and extends the life of the tool indelinitelv.

Send for Bulletin 124

LITTLE GIANT AIR DRILLS
for Drilling, Wood Boring, Reaming, Tapping
and h~lue Rolling.
Little Giant .Air Drills are 1:)all-bearing.

The Increased port areas
Directness of port passages, and
Increased diameter of thrust bearing,

result in high power, long life and economical
upkeep and air consumption.

Giant Fuel Oil, Gas

1054 Fisher Building
CHICAGO

CHICAGO PNEUMATIC TOOL COMPANY

BRANCHES EVERYWHERE
52 Vanderbilt Avenue

NEW YORK
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PURCHASING AGENTS

FOR EXPORT ONLY

TEX years of successful pur-

chasing experience for Rail-

ways, Shipyards, Mills and

IMercantile Houses.

American and Oriental com-

mercial and bank references.

We also quote C. I. F. prices

GUY T. SLAUGHTER & CO.

EXPORTERS AND
IMPORTERS

234 PINE STREET SAN FRANCISCO

All Standard Codes Used

Cable Address: SLAUT, San Francisco

MACHINERY
Machine Tools Shop Equipment

Electric Cranes

Shipyard Tools

Plate Shop Tools

Boiler Shop Tools

Heavy Lathes

Heavy Turret Lathes

Screw Machines and Turret Lathes

Boring and Turning Mills

Automatic Machinery

Grinding Machinery

Slotters

Milling Machines

Cold Saws
Rivet and Forging Machines

Punches and Shears

Steam Hammers
High Speed Steel Reamers and Cutters

High Speed Steel Twist Drills

LOUIS G. HENES
Monadnock Bldg.

San Francisco

Title Insurance Bldg.

Los Angeles

CAST IRON

Mooring Fixtures

General Marine Castings

FOR

Deck, Dock and Pier

EMERGENCY FLEET STANDARDS

Mooring Posts, Belay Posts, Bollards, Capstans, Cleats,

Snubbing Posts, Chocks, Mushroom Vents, Scuttles, Fairlead-

ers. Hawser Reels, etc.

General Castings of every description made to your own
specifications and blue prints, in Foundries with ample facili-

ties for most exacting requirements.

CENTRAL FOUNDRYCOMPANY
ATl-ANTrA. DALLAS. SAMFRANCTSCa.

FOR SALE
A COMPLETE

WOOD SHIPBUILDING PLANT

4 Ships' Ways
Machine Shop

Blacksmith Shop

Plate Shop

Wood Working Shop

Fitting-out Dock
R. R. Sidetrack

13 Acres—920 Feet Deep-

Water Frontage

A going business with a sound
reputation and a record

of 9 ships

In one of the best locations in the

Portland District

PENDLETON & BURPEE
1314 4th Ave
SEATTLE

Hawthorne & Water St.

PORTLAND, ORE.
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Book Reviews
Strength of Ships, by J. Bertram

Thomas. M. M. Inst. C. E. 300 pages,
114 diagrams, 31 tables. D. Van Nos-
trand Company, New .York. $3.00 net.

In writing this little work on the
strength of ships, one of the chief
(lifliculties was to decide what knowl-
edge may be assumed on the part of
the reader. Some years of experience
in lecturing and private coaching of
students of naval construction have
led tlie author to conclude tliat no
work of this nature would achieve its

purpose if it were not complete in

itself. To this end it lias been neces-
sary to draw largely on the standard
works on Tlieory of Structures for
the principles, formulae, and proofs
which were essential to a clear under-
standing of the structural problems
in a ship. The aim throughout has
been to present everything in the
simplest language, and to arrange
each chapter so tl-.at the student may
see tlie applicability of the theoretical
matter to his own profession. It has
been impossible to avoid altogether
the use of the Calculus, but only a
very elementary knowledge of that
subject is required to follow the solu-
tions with ease.

Modern Seamanship, by Austin M.
Knight, Rear .-Xilniiral, United States
Navy. 700 pages. 160 full-page plates.
$3.00 net. D. Van Nostrand Com-
pany, 25 Park Place, New York.
The seventh edition of this valuable

work has been brouglit thoroughly
up-to-date by the addition of much
valuable matter, but in order to keep
the volume down to a convenient bulk
it lias lieen printed on thinner paper
with very happy results. The work
includes chapters on the hull and fit-

tings of a ship, rope knotting and
splicing in manila, hemp and wire,
mechanical appliances on shipboard,
blocks and tackles, handling heavy
weights, the compass, log, lead and
submarine signalling, boats, handling
boats in a surf, ground tackle, carry-
ing out anchors, the steering of
steamers, the rules of the road, ma-
neuvering to avoid collision, piloting,
handling a steamer alongside a dock,
placing a ship in dry dock, weather
and the laws of storms, handling
steamers in heavy weather, the hand-
ling of torpedo vessels, keeping sta-
tions and maneuvering in squadron,
towing, rescuing the crew of a wreck,
man overboard, stranding and hints
for junior officers doing line duty.

Werthington Pump and Machinery
Corporation, 115 Broadway, Nek York,
has issued Bulletin D-702, dealing
with single and double acting vertical
triplex power pumps. This bulletin
contains a full description of the va-
rious types of power pumps turned
out by the Deane Pump Works of
Holyoke, Mass., and will be found of
great interest both to the engineer
and the prospective pump buyer.

Modern Navigation, by Frank Sey-
mour Hastings. D. Appleton and
Company, New York. 75 cents net.

Tliis work was prepared with a de-
sire to educate the navigators of the
merchant marine in the Sumner and
St. Hilaire methods employed in the
Navy. At this time, when the mer-
chant marine and our Navy are work-
ing so closely togetlier and so many
young men are seeking commissions

as deck oflicers, this little book should
lind a wiile use.

CONTRACTS LET FOR THIRTY-
THREE 3500-TON WOOD

VESSELS
Contracts for the construction of

thirty-three 35(X)-ton wood cargo ves-
sels, seven wood barges and three
wood harbor tugs were made week
ending .August 10, according to an-
nouncement made through Chairman
Hurley's office of the United States
Sliipping Board Emergency Fleet
Corporation.
The contracts were as follows:
Two wood cargo vessels, 3500 ton-

nage, Fulton Shipbuilding Company,
iVlornion Channel, Wilmington, Cal.
Two wood cargo vessels, 3500 ton-

nage, Seaborn Shipyard Company,
Tacoma, Wash.
Two wood cargo vessels, 3500 ton-

nage, St. Helens Shipbuilding Com-
pany, St. Helens, Ore.
One wood cargo vessel, 3500 ton-

nage, George F. Rodgers & Com-
pany, Astoria, Ore.
Two wood cargo vessels, 3500 ton-

nage, Nilson & Kelez Shipbuilding
Corporation, Seattle, Wasli.

Five wooden barges, 2S()() tonnage.
Coastwise Shipbuilding Company, Bal-
timore, Md.

Six wooden cargo vessels, 3500 ton-
nage, Kruse & Banks Shipbuilding
Company, Nortli Bend, Ore.
Three wooden tugs (harbor). Lea-

thern & Smith Towing & Wrecking
Company, Sturgeon Bay, Wis.
Eighteen wooden cargo vessels,

3500 tonnage. Universal Shipbuilding
Company, Houston Ship Canal, Har-
ris Company, Te.xas.
Two wooden barges, 2500 tonnage.

Tliis contract supersedes and can-
cels former contract with Universal
Shipbuilding Company.

CONLEY DISCOURAGES WORK
IN SHIPYARDS ON SUNDAY
Tlie obscrxance of Sunday as a daj'

of rest, ratlier than one of work, in

the shipyards, is encouraged by Vice-
President Howard Coonley, United
States Shipping Board Emergency
Fleet Corporation, in a special order
to District Executives, August 12.

The Vice-President says that work
should not be done on Sunday ex-
cept in cases of emergency or to
complete special and necessary work,
and the corporation therefore expects
the Sabbath to be as free from work
as^ circumstances will reasonably per-
mit. For such work as is performed
on Sunday, the rates of pay author-
ized in the decisions of the Ship-
building Labor Adjustment Board
are to prevail.

WIG TELLS CALIFORNIANS
THAT CONCRETE SHIP

HAS FUTURE
R. J. Wig. lie.ul of the Department

of Concrete Ship Construction, at-
tended a flag raising recently at the
new concrete shipyard at San Diego,
Cal. Mr. Wig made the chief ad-
dress, during which he declared that
San Diego was indeed fortunate in

obtaining a yard and predicted that
concrete ships may have important
bearing not only on the outcome of
the war, but on the future of human-
ity. He compared the concrete sliip

with the steel ship by likening a con-
crete building to a steel building.

COMPETITION OFFERS GREAT
OPPORTUNITY TO SHIP-

YARDS
if all shipyard managers were able

to know the facts which lead this

committee to award championship
pennants to the yards which have
won them thus far, there could be
no difference of opinion. Our only
problem was to decide among the
few plants, which, it might be said,

were really in the race for produc-
tion honors. There can be no doubt
that the West Coast yards thus far

are leading all competitors.
The Skinner & Eddy Corporation

and the Union Plant of the Bethle-
hem Shipbuilding Corporation are
doing magnificent work. Then, too.
the Moore Shipbuilding Company, the
Northwest Steel Company, the Co-
lumbia River Shipbuilding Company,
the American Yards on the Great
Lakes, the Newport News Shipbuild-
ing & Dry Dock Company, the Great
Lakes Engineering Works and the
Manitowac Shipbuilding Company are
steel plants tliat are making the lead-
ers set a swift pace to retain their
honors.
For the wood yards, the two plants

of the Grant Smith-Porter Company,
the Seattle Shipyards, the Allen Ship-
building Company, the Peninsula
Shipbuilding Company and the Sup-
ple-Ijallin Company on the West
Coast, and the Foundation Company
and Traylor Shipbuilding Corpora-
tion in the East, are coming up fast
and pressing the, leaders.

1 think that this competition gives
the shipbuilders of America a great
opportunity. It is the hope of our
committee that the succeeding months
will see more and more enthusiasm
and closer results. The more diffi-

cult it may be for us to decide the
winner, the more successful we feel
this competition will be. We are all

working for the same purpose—to
quicken our construction program and
speed the ships to France.—Rear Ad-
miral F. F. Fletcher, U. S. N.

REQUIRES WOOD HULLS NEAR
COMPLETION AT THEIR

LAUNCHING
R. H. Beattle, .Assistant Manager

Division Wood Ship Construction,
has notified District Managers and
Supervisors that liereafter, in order
to avoid unnecessary risks, each hull,

before launching, must be at least

75 per cent complete. It is recom-
mended that they be at least 85 per
cent complete before launching. De-
tailed requirements are as follows:

.All outside caulking completed up
to bulwark rail and up to planksheer
at forecastle, bridge and poop.

All upper deck to lie fastened and
caulked.

All of bulwark rail in place and
fastened.

All athwartship bulkheads below
upper deck in place and fastened.

All pointers and riders in place
and fastened.

.'\11 fastening in hull |iroi)er entirely
completed, includin.g fastenings in

outside planking; side, bilge and bot-
tom ceiling; shelf and clamp tim-
bers; liold beams, etc.

All hold stanchions in place and
fastened.

Shaft tunnel in place .'ind fastened
except clocking on t(i|i.
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Something New m Ships Rigging

WHOEVER heard of rigging a

ship on dry land? Well, it is

being done right now and has
been going on for more than two
years. If you will go down in the
basement of the Central Building,
which is four or five blocks away
from the waterfront, in Seattle, you
can smell the real smell of tar, and
rope, and spun yard, and hear the

- vernacular of rigging lofts, and see
the heavy cables that are fashioned
into the various parts of a sailing
vessel's rigging, for there is the place
where for two years Gust Isaacson
has carried on an extensive rigging
and sail business.

Isaacson is an old hand at the rig-
ging game, having been before the
mast in his youth with Scandinavian
sailing vessels. In the early days in

Seattle, when the waterfront was
mostly water and little front, he help-
ed rig some of tlie famous old ships
that were built and sailed from here,
such as the "Sterling." When the
renewed activity in shipbuilding came
to Seattle. Isaacson sensed the op-
portunity and went after tlie work.
In the summer of 1916 he establislied
his loft in the basement of the Cen-
tral Building and there it has been
ever since. He makes all the rigging
there and and then ships it down to
the yard, where it is hung on the
masts and the masts stepped while
the ship is still on the ways. De-
spite the fact that Isaacson is an old-
timer in the business, he has new
ideas and keeps them working all

the time.

For one concern, the Puget Sound
Bridge & Dredging Co., he has com-
pletely rigged twelve vessels of the

fourmasted baldheaded schooner type.

In each one of these boats he has
stepped the masts with the rigging
hung, Ining the blocks, reaved the

manila ,nid bent the sails before the

boat has left tlie ways. This is a

record which has not been approach-
ed, not to mention not being equal-

ed anywhere on the Pacific Coast,
and it is doubtful if the Atlantic

Coast can display such a feat.

With a Gin pole he picks up a 120-

foot mast on whicli are hung the
shrouds, back stays and spring stays
and raises it into place from the
ground beside the hull on its ways.
Long before the hull is ready for

launching, the rigging has "been set

and the other rigging work, even to

bending the sails, has been com-
pleted.

In order to rig these twelve ve--

sels a very great amount of materia!
w.'is needed and here are some of

the larger items: 60,000 feet of gal-

vanized cable of all sizes, 90,000
pounds of manila rope, which, if

stretched out end to end, would ex-
tend for more than fifty miles; 48,-

000 yards or 240,000 square feet of
canvas, were needed to make tlie

sails, and 1.500 blocks were used on
the masts, gaffs and cargo gear.

A USEFUL BOOK ON HARD-
WOODS

To everyone interested in hard-
woods in any form, whether it lie in

the way of lumber, logs, panels,

flooring or veneers, etc., etc., the

hardwood booklet issued on August
1st by White Brothers the large hard-
wood dealers of San Francisco is of

great value and interest.

This booklet combines the com-
plete price lists on every variety of

hardwood lumber, panels, flooring,

veneers, etc., and all valuable infor-

mation such as weights, various
tables for the measurement of logs,

lumber and panels, the botanical
names and habitat, etc., together with
a list of the complete hardwood
stock on hand at White Brothers
spacious yards.

This combining into one booklet of

the stocks of hardwoods actually on
hand with their prices is a particu-

larly happy idea just now inasmuch
as the only commodity of interest

to the trade is the stock wdiich is ac-

tually here and ready for immediate
delivery. Anything else can hardly
be relied upon. White Brothers
stock of hardwoods is an extraordi-
narily complete one and one which
probably cannot be duplicated in any
part of the country and certainly not
nn the Pacific Coast. In fact, this

firm prides itself on being styled
"Hardwood Headquarters" and it is

surely a fact that anything in the
hardwood line can always be had
at White Brothers.
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W. T. Cleverdon

Average Adjuster

FOR SALE

Salvage from the Passenger

"S. S. Bear"

450n H. p. Engines, Anchor and Cargo

Winches, and Ceneral Equipment

Also nunier(_)us other Engines and Boilers

(up to 1200 H. P.) from

other vessels

Steamers and Tugs for Sale

Nickel Steel Hull, 170x17x5' 11"

Torpedo Boat "Rowan" and

3 Thornycroft Boilers, 3200 H. P.

FIFE BUILDING SAN FRANCISCO

ICE MACHINES
FOR SHIPS

''ON-TIME" DELIVERY

Approved by Shipping Board

BEDELL ENGINEERING CO.

LOS ANGELES

We offer our expe

as specialists in

of many years

Refrigeration.

The Annual
Cost of Roofs

Lower first-cost always compels interest and

consideration — but is often a pitfall that

proves costly. The annual cost is the only

standard by which your selection tif a rncif-

ing and siding: can be guided, if real, ultimate

economy is to be accomplished.

Roofing and Siding

develops the lowest annual cost of any mate-
rial that can be used for roofs and siding,

because

:

1. Its first-cost is moderate, and it recpiires

a minimum expenditure for labor to erect it.

2. It never requires painting to preserve it

from corrosion—there is no annual mainte-

nance expense as with other materials.

3. It will last indefinitely under practically

any conditions of use — its first - cost can be
distributed over twice as many years of ser-

vice as plain or galvanized sheets, even where
the latter are constantly painted.

The First-Cost of APM is the Only Cost.

And we shall fix your first-cost, if you de-

sire, by contracting for APM Roofing or Sid-

ing erected complete.

Send for Bulletin 5522 before deciding upon
roofing or siding for your new or old buildings.

AgpioniA^Cbmpapjr
Formerly Asbestos 'DiVfc'KlTrci'Vl T T ** 2V First Natiom
Protected Metal Co. iTnioUUryil.U.OwM. Bank Buildin

Canadian Asbestos Co., Montreal

Dock House, Billiter Street, London 208
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STEWART BROS. CO.
"Yellowstrand" Wire Rope

STEWART LOGGING BLOCKS
TOOL STEEL MILD STEEL SHIP FORCINGS

SHOP AND YARD
ENTIRE BLOCK

13th & 14th, Raleigh & Quimby
BROADWAY 1469

OFFICE AND STORE
271 Pine Street
BROADWAY 1523
HOME A 1523

Portland, Oregon

WESTERN SUPPLY COMPANY, Inc.
W. C. GULLIFORD. Pi 61-63 First Street, Portland, Oregon F. I. GULLIFORn. Sc

DECK PLUGS—PACKING—OIL CUPS—HANGERS
SUPPLIES FOR THE CONTRACTOR, ENGINEER AND MILL

AGENTS—HYATT BEARINGS AND ALBANY GREASE

Lacy Manufacturing Company

Marine Tanks for Oil and Water

General Sheet and Plate Work

LOS ANGELES CALIFORNIA

BRASS

iraae mark

COPPERBRONZE

Rods, Tubes and Sheets

Machinists' and Engineers' Supplies

C. W. MARWEDEL
SINCE 1872

76-80 FIRST STREET SAN FRANCISCO

iraae mark

Howard W. Bray
Iron Pipe—Steel Rail—Galvanized Sheets

CENTRAL BANK BUILDING OAKLAND, CAL.
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RYAN TRIPLE GRIP ANCHORS
We present this month ;i cut of

the new stockless anchor for which
letters patent have l)een applied in

all the foreign countries as well as

the United States. This is the in-

vention of Mr. Patrick J. Ryan of 30
Church street, New York City, well
known throughout the country for

tlie past twenty-five years as the rep-
resentative of various steel casting
concerns, and for tlie past five years
representing the Hammond Steel
Company and the Detroit Steel Cast-
ing Company in the Eastern territory.

Mr. Ryan was originally a part
owner of the Baldt Anchor in con-
junction with the elder Frederick
Baldt of Chester, but through cir-

cumstances he parted with his inter-

est in the Baldt Anchor to Walter
Bickley and William Gelston.
Mr. Ryan claims that there has al-

ways been more or less fault found
with tlie various types of stockless
anchors on the market. A common
fault recognized by naval architects
was that the anchor would drag for

a considerable distance before taking
hold, or w-ould foul or roll over on a

sandy bottom. At the suggestion of
one of the naval architects connected
with a large shipbuilding plant in the
South, Mr. Ryan was asked to devise
an anchor that would prevent fouling
or dragging and which would likely

meet with the approval of the Amer-
ican Bureau of Shipping and have a

very large and ready sale. As an

authority on the subject, well conver-
sant with the needs of the service,

and in order to meet all the require-
ments of the U. S. Navy specifica-

tions, Mr. Ryan hit upon the trip

piece on the back of the crown.
The illustration shows the trip

piece in position to take Iiold the
moment it is grounded.
The shank has staggered teeth

which operate in conjunction with
the staggered teeth on the trip piece
and each acting in an opposite direc-

tion to the other.

It is claimed for this anchor that
absolutely no machine work is re-

quired, which brings the cost of same
down to a minimum. It is simple in

its construction and can be put on
tlie market as cheap as any other.

1 W wL Ml MH
1 ^^^^^^^^^^^^9fl

[•1 _||-^^^_l^_l^^__^— ^^^^—^^l^^_ ^^^B^^^^^l
"El jctrical Contractors and Manufacturers of Marine Fittings, Switch Boards, Panel Boards, Cabinets"

NePAGE, McKENNY CO.
SEATTLE PORTLAND SAN FRANCISCO

Jixmxn Muxm Knxxlmm
*%\^t ^tmhnxh of tl|p fartftr"

lie Pacific Ct

Braun Marine Lubricating Oil Cooler

Manufacturing Mechanical Engineers
Condensing Apparatus
Feed Water Heaters

Oil Heaters and Oil Coolers
Evaporators and Distillers

C K Iraun $c (Ha,

©ffirp: 503 Jflarkpt Attest, &an IFranrtarn

liorkB: (Cornpr Jffolanm, Alirr ani &lit}ilpy &t0.
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Provision is also made that if the

trip piece should by any means be-

come broken the flukes would still

operate, as the pin would form the

seat of the shank.
The anchor will be made in all

weights, from the smallest to the

largest sizes.

Among some of the advantages
claimed for this anchor is that the

anchor takes hold instantly the mo-
ment it is grounded. The side flanges

take hold simultaneously with the

flukes and the more pulling strain put
upon the shank the deeper the flukes

sink into the mud, this being upon
scientific principles, as the flukes

being inclined downward, the more

pulling strain put upon the shank the

deeper they must go down.

The only way to release this an-

chor is by "heaving to" and the an-

chor can never foul or roll over.

A core is provided in the back of

the trip which allows the free trans-

mission of water.

The strain on the head is equally

distributed throughout the entire por-

tion of the crown piece with strength-

ened fillets, insuring perfect solidity

of metal and an equal strength

tliroughout.

A number of orders has tlius far

been received and the outlook is

very promising.

electric welding for
shipbuilding

Reprinted from "LLOYD'S LIST,"
July 26, 1918

.\ special meeting of the Technical

Committee of Lloyd's Register of

Shipping was held yesterday to con-

sider the subject of the application

of electric welding to shipbuilding

to the extent of eliminating by this

method the use of rivets for impor-
tant structural connections.

Electric welding has, of course,

been employed for many years for

ship-repair work, but its use has

been practically confined to parts of

the structure not likely to be ex-

posed to important stresses. It is,

in fact, only since the early days of

the war that such appreciable de-

velopments have been made as to

appear to afiford justification for the

extension now contemplated.
In view of the importance of the

subject to the shipbuilding industry

of the world, the Committee of

Lloyd's Register of Shipping have
recently carried out a series of care-

fully-devised experiments to deter-

mine, as far as can be done by
means of tests and analysis, the gen-

eral trustworthiness of structural

connections effected by electric weld-
ing and their capacity to stand the

strains to which they would be sub-

jected in practice.

The Technical Committee had be-

fore them a report from the Society's

Cliief Ship Surveyor, setting forth in

detail the results of these experi-

ments, and dealing very fully with
the whole subject.

In order to assist the Technical
Committee in their deliberations, and
to afford others interested an op-
portunity of witnessing the system
in operation, a demonstration was
given yesterday at the Society's of-

fice in Fenchurch street.

Speaking at the informal luncheon
wdiich took place after the meeting
of the Committee, Sir Thomas L.

Devitt, Bart., said:

—

"I would like to say in a few words
how very pleased we are to liave

with us today the friends who have
lionoured us with their company to
see what we have to show tliem re-

garding the proposed application of

electric welding to shipbuilding. This
subject is one of far-reaching possi-

bilities, and when it came before our
Committee some months ago, they
considered that the Society should
undertake some practical experiments
with a view to testing the reliability

of the process.
"These experiments have been car-

ried out under the direction of Mr.
Abell, our Chief Ship Surveyor, and
with the kind co-operation of Messrs.
Cammell Laird & Co.. Ltd.
"They have been fully considered

JEFFERY'S MARINE GLUE
1.1 Motor Boats,
filling deck antl hull

ing boats

Use No. 1 E.xtra Oualilv for filling deck an.l hull s.anis of Yacht

Use No. 2 First Quality Ship Glue or No. 3 SiJccial Navy t,lue

'^'^"use No. '7 Soft Quality or Waterproof Liquid Glue for falling and waterproofing

and canoes, cabin tops, decks and flying boats.
,. .

, ^
No canoeist should be without an Emergency Can of our Special Canoe Glue.

For Sale by all Yacht, Boat and Canoe Supply Houses, Hardware and Sporting Goods Dealers

Send for New Booklets "Marine Glue—What to Use and How to Use It," an.l "How to Make Your Boat Leak-Proof."

L. W. FERDINAND & CO. '52 KNEELAND ST.. BOSTON. MASS., U. S. A.
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ESTABLISHED 1880

c. BEvruss CO.
SHIP BROKERS

244 CALIFORNIA STREET SAN FRANCISCO

MARINE
PHOENIX ASSURANCE COMPANY

Ltd., of London

PACIFIC COAST DEPARTMENT,
E. C. F. KNOWLES, General Agent

INSURANCE
THE UNION MARINE INSURANCE

CO., Ltd., of Liverpool

S. A. LIVINGSTON, Underwriter

St., SAN FRANCISCO

PETER BLOCK, Pres. & Mgr. S. R. ANDERSON, Secy.

Peerless Foundry Co., Inc.
Iron and Brass Work
Ship Work a Specialty

Rudder Frames, Etc.

Propellers, All Sizes
TELEPHONE ALAMEDA 2298

OAK STREET AND CLEMENT AVENUE, ALAMEDA, CAL.

THE BLOCK BRASS FOUNDRY CO.
BRASS AND BRONZE CASTINGS

PACIFIC COAST SMELTING AND REFINING CO.

\

^VILBUR L.HILLER CO.inc
New Headquarters,

90 First Street

PORTLAND, OREGON

Representing:

Geo. F. Marchant Co.
nches. Dies, Couplings. Rive
Machine Gripping and Head

Sets
Heatproc

Dies
f Compression Rive

Keller Pneumatic Tool Co.
Rivetine: Hammers and Holdcrs-on
Chipping Hammers and Sand

John E. Hand & Sons Co.
Nautical Equipment

Zelnicker Crayon Works
Shipyard and Lumber Crayons

American Forge Company
Forgings of All Descriptions

National Twist Drill & Tool
Company

Carbon and High Speed Drills
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SEATTLE MACHINE WORKS, Inc.

BUILDERS OF

Marine, Mining, Mill and Dredging

Machinery

GENERAL REPAIR WORK A SPECIALTY

Office and Plant

37 to 51 WEST LANDER STREET
On tfie East Waterway

SEATTLE, WASHINGTON
Res. Phone East 2339 Tel. Elliott 3960

Telephone Sutter 4805

UNITED COMMERCIAL COMPANY

EXPORTERS

MACHINERY
F.VCTORY AND R. R. EQUIPMENT

RELAYING STEEL RAILS

TIES AND TIMBERS

WAREHOUSE AND YARD, SOUTH SAN EfRANCISCO

OFFICE:

901 AMERICAN NATIONAL BANK BUILDING

SAN FRANCISCO

C. A. WATTS
CONSULTING ENGINEER

24 CALIFORNIA STREET SAN FRANCISCO

T'£iA'£)!ii'^''^'SLIii^lQ muM ^U'QliM.'i

GEO. R. COOLEY, President E. T. S. COOLEY, Secretary

GEO. R. COOLEY ELECTRIC CO., Inc.
(Furmerlv Buxbaum & Coolcy, Inc.)

Engineers and Contractors

We Manufacture the Buxbaum & Cdoley Incandescent Searchlight

813 WESTERN AVENUE

Water-tight Electric Fixtures for Ship Lighting

SEATTLE, WASH.

WANTED—Men and Women Sales Agents every-

where, to sell on commission to wholesalers, re-

tailers and consumers Horst's perfected process

Dried California Vegetables. No waste or work
in preparation. Everybody buys and repeats or-

ders. Wonderful opportunity for live sales

agents. Address, E. Clemens Horst Co.. Dept.

B. San Francisco.

S. L. KREIDER
Exports SHIPPING Imports

Purchasing for Export Trade
Pacific Electric Buildine

Los Angeles California

PORTLAND BOILER WORKS
JAMES MONKS and TOM MONKS

ESTABLLSHICI) IKSS

Manufacture

Marine, Stationary, Fire Box Boilers—Tanks, Pipe, Chutes, Stack Breaching
Specialize in

17th and Pettigrove Repair Work and Tube Welding PORTLAND, OREGON

ALABAMA HEWN OAK LUMBER
TRADE MARK REGISTERED U. S. A.

THE S. K. TAYLOR LUMBER COMPANY
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DO IT

Electrically
"Riveting without Rivets"

OUR WELDERS WORK AUTOMATICALLY
THEY ARE SIMPLE, EFFICIENT AND

ABSOLUTELY GUARANTEED

SPECIAL WELDERS MADE FOR VARIOUS
CLASSES OF WORK

THE ADVANTAGES OF A PACIFIC

ELECTRIC WELDER
The tensile strength of the

s any other section of the m
The work can be held in a(

It is faster and more eco

eld is practically

The dirt and is always

I mechanic—any boy o

- stronger than

ready to

girl can

process causes
operate.

It requires no high pr
operate it.

Its welds are all good jobs
smoother and cheaper.

It is absolutely safe. The operator cannot re

slightest shock or injury.
It rivets without the use of rivets.

It is all done quicker than we can tell about it.

Welding points can be made for varying kinds
There are no mechanical parts to get out of oi

Die points can be changed in a minute's time.
We supply die points at a reasonable cost.
Give the welder a trial.

Send for price list.

SEND SPECIFICATIONS FOR PRICES

Pacific Electric Welder
and Manufacturing Co.

R e n t n Washington

Gust Isaacson

SAlLMAKEIi

Rigging Fitted and Shipped to

All Parts of the Pacific Coast

Central Building
Seattle Washington

SPRAGUE ELECTRIC
ADJUSTABLE LOOP SYSTEM

For Handling Miscellaneous Freight

Repaii

Protected by Patents

Sprague Monorail Tractor with Trailers

Lckage and Bulk Freight handled at Rail or Water
lals

so adapted for handling materials at Railroad Shops and
Yards, Industrial Plants. Shipyards, etc.

Write for particulars.

SPRAGUE ELECTRIC WORKS
of General Electric Company

MAIN OFFICES; 527-531 W. 34th St.. New York. N. Y.

Coast Offices—San Francisco. Rialto lildg. ; .Seattle, Coin

BIdg. ; Los Angeles. Corporation BIdg. ; Portland,

Electric BIdg.; Spokane. Paulsen BIdg.
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by our Technical Committee at their

meeting today, with the result that
it has been decided to recommend to
the General Committee that, under
certain conditions to be adopted as
a tentative measure, welding may be
approved in vessels intended for clas-

sification in Lloyd's Register of Ship-
ping.

"I need not enlarge upon the im-
portance of this decision, which will

be fully appreciated by this eminently
practical assembly: I will only say
that the Committee of Lloyd's Reg-
ister of Shipping are pleased to place
at the disposal of the shipping com-
munity of this country, and of all the
Allied nations, the services of the So-
ciety's highly trained staff of survey-
ers, and of its distinguished Technical
Committee, in the consideration of

the many complex problems which we
have constantly to face in naval ar-
chitecture and marine engineering.

"The war has brought with it fresh
problems in the realm of Naval ar-

chitecure; and, speaking with a long
experience in shipping, I can say
without hesitation that never at any
time has the Society of Lloyd's Reg-
ister of Shipping been more anxious
to act as 'the guide, philosopher and
friend' of the great shipping interest,
and never has it been better equip-
ped to handle all such problems than
it is at the present time.

"It affords me particular pleasure
to welcome here today the honored
representatives of our .Allies in the

great struggle in which we are en-

gaged.

"We have with us today ]\Ir. Stev-
ens, the Vice-ChairiTian of the Ameri-
can Shipping Mission, and Mr. Gor-
don, another member of that Mission,
who is also a member of the Ameri-
can Committee of Lloyd's Register
of Sliipping, as representatives of our
cousins and allies across the Atlantic,
who, in pursuance of high ideals and
in full recognition of the claims and
humanity and civilization, are dis-

playing such vast energy and vigour
in support of the cause of liberty and
international justice.

"We are likewise honoured with
the company of representatives of
heroic France, valiant Italy, and gal-
lant Japan, and we join with them in

praying for victory to our arms.

"May I say how pleased we are to

have tlie company of Sir Joseph Ma-
clay, and of the able members of his

staff in the Ministry of Shipping?
Sir Joseph Maclay has brought to the
discharge of his most arduous office

abilities of a high order, wide prac-
tical experience, and shrewd com-
mon sense, and he has done much by
his capable handling of shipping to

make it possible, like Joseph of old,

to feed the people; for, in realitj'. Sir

Joseph Maclay, as Shipping Control-
ler, has also been the Food Control-
ler, as without a proper use of our
ships there would have been little

food to control."

Remarking jocularly that he had

prepared a beautiful speech when he
was getting up that morning, but
that the only word of it that re-
mained in his memory was the word
"welding," Sir Thomas Devitt pro-
ceeded:—

•

"I have looked up the dictionary to
see what welding means, and I find

that to weld means, 'to unite or join
together,' as two pieces of metal, by
liammering or compressing them
after they have been raised to a

great heat. It also means 'to unite
very closely,' and a paragraph out of
an old paper dated 1885, dealing witli

the Irish question, states that it is

desirable 'to weld the three king-
doms into an inseparable union of
sentiment and heart, as well as of in-

terest.' That sounds rather a nice
sentiment for today. What is in the
hearts of most of us is the desire
for peace, a lasting peace, not such
as the pacifists would give us, but
a peace which would be an honour-
able one to this country. If we are
united, or welded together like the
samples we have just seen, then, with
the help of the United States—and I

cannot tell you what I feel about the
United States, or where we should
have been without that help — we
shall achieve a speedy and decisive

victory.

"On behalf of the Committee, 1

thank you very cordially for your

presence here today, and I bid you
a hearty welcome."

Air Occluders For Use With Condensers

THE successful development of
ejector type of air removal ap-
paratus within the past few

years for use in connection with con-
densing equipment has been such that
it is now recognized by the engi-
neering profession as the best for
this purpose. Its light weight, small
space occupied and simplicity of op-
eration make it particularly suitable
for Marine Work requiring a high
degree of vacuum to be maintained,
operating with a minimum amount of
steam and freedom from possible
breakdowns on account of absence of
moving parts.

The apparatus consists of two ex-
hausters arranged in series, with an
intercooler of either the surface or
jet type placed between them. The
first exhauster, known as the Primary

Xozzle, is connected to that part of
the equipment from which the air

and non-condensible vapors are to be
removed, and is so constructed that
the impelling steam entrains the air

and non-condensible vapors and com-
presses them to the pressure exist-
ing in the intercooler.
The mi.xture of steam and ejected

air and non-condensible vapors are
then discharged into the intercooler,
which by condensing the steam and
cooling the air and non-condensible
vapors, reduces the volume to be
handled by the final or Secondary
E.xhauster. This in turn reduces the
amount of steam required for operat-
ing the Secondary Nozzle, permitting
the handling of high ratios of com-
pression and, as a result, the quantity
of steam required by the Primary

Nozzle is relatively small. W'ithout
the intercooler, the same quantity
of air and non-condensible vapors
would be handled, but a much larger
quantity of steam would be necessary
for operating the Secondary Exhaus-
ter.

The quantity of intercooler water
required is small and it can be util-

ized for boiler feed make up. When
used in connection with a surface
condenser, provision must be made
in the design of the condensate pump
to handle the additional amount of

cooling water necessary for tlie op-
eration of a jet intercooler, although
this item may be neglected if a sur-

face intercooler is used. The tem-
perature of the intercooler water
should be the same as that used for

condensing purposes.
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The Lysholm Patented Plate Punch Table
Punching 4000 Holes Per Day in Steel Plates

Rapid production in punching holes in b

ments are under the lever control of the

work, ei Plates up to 30 ft. x 8 ft. froi

shops have reported records that averag

Full information on request.

iler plate is made possible on this r

operator. C|The tables are built

^4 in. to lYs in. in thickness may be 1

4000 holes per nine-hour day. 6700 hoi

by means of a roller table. Lateral and sidewise move-

oiler bearings to facilitate rapid movement of the

handled readily. CI Various shipyards and plate

1 nine-hour day is a common occurrence.

Companies Now Using or Having on Order Lysholm Plate Punch Tables

American International Corp Philadelphia, Pa. ..

The Atlantic Corporation Portsmouth, N. H
Atlantic Refining Co Philadelphia, Pa. .

.

Balto. Dry Dock & Shipbuilding Co Baltimore, Md. ...

Bayles Shipyard, Inc Port Jefferson, L.I. ,N.

Bethlehem Steel Company Sparrows Point, Md
Bros. Boiler & Mfg. Co., Wm Minneapolis. Minn.

The Brownell Co Dayton, Ohio .

Camden Iron Works Camden, N. J..

Carnegie Steel Company Pittsburgh, Pa.

Carolina Shipbuilding Corp Wilmington, N.

Case Crane & Engineering Co Columbus, Ohio

Chandler & Taylor Co Indianapolis. In

Chickasaw Shipbuilding Co Mobile, Ala. . . .

Coughlan & Sons, J Vancouver, B. C

A. H. Cox & Co Seattle, Wash.
Dayton Steel Construction Co Dayton, Ohio .

Detroit Shipbuilding Co Detroit, Mich. .

John Eichley, Jr., Co Pittsburgh, Pa.

Erickson Engineering Co Seattle, Wash.
Farrar & Trefts Buffalo, N. Y.

.

Federal Shipbuilding Co New York, N. \

Foundation Company New York, N. \

Ferguson Steel & Iron Co Buffalo. N. Y. .

.

Gem City Boiler Co Dayton, Ohio .

Great Lakes Engineering Co Detroit, Mich. .

Groton Iron Works Groton, Conn. .

McAleenan Bros. Co Pittsburgh. Pa.

McClintic Marshall Co Pittsburgh, Pa.

The Masillon Bridge & Structural Massillon, Ohio

Merchants Shipbuilding Co Bristol, Pa

Merril-Stevens Co Jacksonville, Fla.

Mitsubishi Goshi Kaisha Tokio, Japan ...

Morgan Engineering Co., The Alliance, Ohio ..

New Jersey Shipbuilding Co Gloucester. N. J.

Newport News Shipbuilding Co Newport News, V
Newburgh Ship Yards Newburgh, N. Y.

New York Shipbuilding Corp Camden, N. J...

Osaka Iron Works Tokio, Japan ...

Pennsylvania Engineering Works New Castle, Pa..

Pennsylvania Shipbuilding Co Gloucester. N. J.

Pennsylvania Steel Export Co Philadelphia. Pa..

Pittsburgh-Des Moines Steel Co Pittsburgh, Pa. .

Pressed Steel Car Co Pittsburgh, Pa. .

Petroleum Iron Works, of Ohio Sharon, Pa
Pusey & Jones Company Wilmington, Del.

Ralston Steel Car Co Columbus, Ohio

The Reeves Bros. Co Alliance, Ohio ..

Riter-Conley Mfg. Co Pittsburgh, Pa. .

Standard Car Construction Co Sharon, Pa
Standard Steel Car Co Butler, Pa
Sun Shipbuilding Co Chester, Pa
Tennessee Coal, Iron & R. R. Co Birmingham, Ala

Toledo Shipbuilding Co Toledo. Ohio ...

Vincennes Bridge Co Vincennes, Ind.

Virginia Bridge & Iron Co Roanoke, Va. . . .

Virginia Shipbuilding Corp Alexandria, Va.

Wellman-Seaver-Morgan Co Cleveland, Ohio

Western Steel Car & Foundry Co Pittsburgh, Pa. .

Manufacture
by The Norbom Engineering Co., Denckla Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa.
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Newton Deck Plate Scarf Milling Macliine

THIS machine has a spindle five

inches in diameter, through the

driving gear sleeve. The spindle

has a vertical adjustment by hand
through rack engaging the sleeve of

ten inclies. The maximum distance

from top of table to end of spindle

is 10 inches; the width between up-

rights is 9 feet 2y^ inches; the length

of feed available for the head on the

cross rail is 9 feet.

The head has gear feed in both di-

rections, and the spindle has hand-
cross adjustment on the rail.

The top surface of the base is fin-

ished to serve as a work table for

clamping the plates, and this is 9

feet 2 inches between uprights, and
4 feet 9 inches wide at right angles

to the cross rail.

The base has an oil pan cast solid

which is equipped with pump, piping

and attachments for carrying the

lubricant to the point at which the

milling cutters operate.

In the top surface of the work
table are the tee slots, running par-

allel with the rails from end to end

of the table, and a sufficient quan-

tity of drilled holes for locating stops

to take the side thrust of the cut an<l

aligning slots are planed in the top

surface of the table at right angles

to the cross rail, to permit of locat-

ing the plates in the most conven-
ient position and holding them square.

'The De Laval Type
Of Marine Power Plant

Is Becomino Universal J^.

..„ soon as turbine and gear building
with shipbuilding capacity, the De Laval
turbine will be the only kind of power pla

boats particularly.
^ ,^

We already have orders for 3.000,000 h. p. capacity of De
Laval Marine Gears, over 200,000 h. p. of which are for com-

plete De Laval turbine units.
. ... ta

The Canadian cargo ship above shown is equipped with a De
Laval geared turbine and was designed for 9 knots per hour.

On the trial trip it developed 9J4 knots
Many boats are bein^ fitted with De

rnent throughout, including propeller dri

boiler feed pumps, lighting sets, bilge ;

This apparatus is fully described in ou)

M-57, which will be sent upon request.

DE LAVAL STEAM TURBINE CO.
TRENTON -"" NEW JERSEY

NORTHWESTERN DISTRICT OFFICE
Smith Building Seattle. Wash.

HERZOG ELECTRIC & ENGINEERING CO.
San Francisco. Cal.

TAYLOR ENGINEERING CO., Ltd.
itish Columbia

ired steam
instalfed. on cargo

Laval turbine equip-
re, circulating pumps,
nd cargo pumps, etc.

new Marine Catalog

Plate Scarf Milling Machine

The cross rail of this machine was
originally designed to be portable,

and is, therefore, self-contained.

The drive to the spinile is by
means of a worm and worm wheel,

the worm wheel having a bronze ring

with teeth of steep lead, and the

driving worm is of hardened steel,

fitted with roller thrust bearings, and
are both encased for continual lu-

brication.

The motion for tlie drive is fur-

ther transmitted through spur gears,

and a speed box giving six changes,

in which the gears are mounted on

sliding sleeves controlled by latch

levers in the cover in the rear, which
gives changes without removal of

gears, and motion is transmitted to

this box from the 25 h. p. driving

motor mounted on the rear of the

upright.

The motion for the feed is taken

from the right-hand side of the cross

rail, and three changes are changed

by means of change gears. This feed

is available in both directions by

means of a clutched double train of

bevel gears at the right-hand end of

the cross rail, but which are fully

covered by guards.

As the bevels this machine mills

are of various angles, it has been

found convenient to have separate

sets of uprights, which are shown

mounted between the rail and the

base, and each pair of these is of a

suitable angle for the respective

scarfs, and provision is made tlirough

the use of aligning keys to insure the

duplication of position when changes

from one set of uprights to another

are made.

The spindle saddle of the above

make is a very heavy construction,

has the narrow guide aligning fea-

ture, and the vertical spindle sleeve

is adjusted by means of a rack con-

trolled by a worm and worm wheel

by hand movement.





Your Personal Duty Toward
Essential War Work

BEAR in niiiul when yon consider the oxygen
sitnation that there are 118 f'nlly-e(]viipi)e(l

shipyards in the United States, of whieli 48

aie on the Pacific Coast. 38 on the Atlantic Coast,

1 () on tlie (rreat Lakes and 16 on the Gulf Coast. In

addition. M more yards are nearing completion.

A considerable part of the time saved in construct-

ing ships in these yards is dne to the use of I.inde

Oxygen in the Oxy-Acetylene process for welding

and cutting metals.

We are being lu'ged by the Government to con-

tribute more oxygen—as the amount of production

in essential lines is limited by the extent to which
they can use the Oxy-Acetylene process.

It is extremely difficult to get more cylinders from
the manufacturers, no matter hoAv much we increase

our production. To maintain our output we nuist

therefore turn over cylinders far more rapidly than

ever before.

While we are charging rental for cylinders not re-

turned promptly, that does not entirely solve the

situation. Important work is making constant de-

mands for more oxygen, and the Government has a

right to expect that you M'ill make the return of

empty cylinders the subject of an especial oider to

yom- employees.

JTTWe ask you and urge you to do this, as a patri-

^ otic ziieaure.

The Linde Air Products Company
The Largest Manufacturers of Oxygen in the World

42nd Street Bldg., New York City

^\.--m^
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CoDyrighl. 1918. by J. S. Hines

The Design of Coastwise Shipping

W\'.
arc li\ini; in the day of slandanli/.cd ship

design. Our Government has undertaken

the construction of a vast fleet of freight-

eis, which is, generally speaking, divided

up between a comparatively few sizes and types;

a ciinsiileraiile number of refrigerator ships; a fleet

(if nil tankers and last, but by no means least, an

ap|)reciable number of big troop transports which

at the close of hostilities will be transformed into

trans-oceanic passenger liners.

Just what may be expected in the way of ship-

building economy through the adoption of standard

sizes and standard lines for ocean going freight

ships remains to be seen. With the present pre-

vailing high costs of material, labor and overhead
there is but little actual or useful data to be ob-

tained which can be applied to any prediction of

future conditions obtaining with a return to normal
world relations. It is possible to carry out fabrica-

ti(.in on a large scale during war times when inter-

ior factories are attracted to such work, but during
the piping times of peace the interior factory has

other things to bother about besides turning out

certain specified and finished pieces of material

for ships' hulls. Again, the idea of the fabricated

ship presupposes the necessity for turning out

vessels in \ery large numbers and this necessity

will always be with us. We believe that it can

be clearly demonstrated that, as far as shipbuilding

is concerned, that fabrication is a time saver rather

than a labor saver, for no matter whether all the

riveting on a hull is done in the shipyard itself

or if half of it is done by outside shops wdiere

material is being fabricated, the total amount of

riveting remains the same.

On the other hand, whether the really standard-

ized ship comes with us to stay or not, the adop-

tion of fixed sizes and types for ocean freighters

will result in the cheapening of this class of vessel

as many savings are eventually possible on con-

tinued repeat orders for the same boat. If we

attempt, however, to apply the standardization

idea to all classes of ocean transport service we

run upon seriovis difficulties.

The operators and designers of large trans-

oceanic passenger steamers will never take kindly

to the "manufactured" ship. The spirit of rivalry

in the matter of creature comforts for passengers

;

the old, and ill advised, hankering after speed on

the part of both owners and passengers and the

still more potent desire on the part of govern-

ments that their mail be transported as quickly as

])ossible will all continue to demand special design

and special construction for the big express passen-

ger liners. l'"or these reasons it is highly improb-

al)le that the big ocean greyhound will ever lose

her identity. \Ve do not think that the vessels

sailing on the great "Atlantic ferry"' system will

ever have numbers instead of names-

The vessel built for coastwise work, whether she

be for freight, for passenger or for a combination

of the two, is the least susceptible of all sea-going

craft to standardization. The coaster deals with a

great number of variables. The conditions to be

met on different runs diverge widely. The char-

acter of the freight to be handled is difl^'erent for

each section of the coast and changes frequently

even on the same run. The prevailing sea condi-

tions call for variations in hull types and the cli-

matic conditions necessitate a wide latitude in the

matter of passenger accommodations and ventila-

tion matters. Another and an almost insurmount-
able obstacle to standardization, especially among
the smaller classes of coastwise vessels, is the con-

dition of the bars at the mouths of many of the

smaller harbors to say nothing of the wide diverg-

ence of port facilities once the vessel is inside the

smaller coast roadsteads.

The best standard coasting vessel that could be
designed for service along the North Pacific Coast
of the United States and British Columbia might
be very far from what was deemed proper for

East Coast work and she certainly would not be
anything like the best craft for Gulf of Mexico
service.

It is the intention of this magazine to take up
the discussion of certain types of steamers well

fitted to Pacific Coast service and to illustrate

these discussions with plans and the first type

of vessel to be taken up will be the large passenger
and freight steamer designed for the long round
trip from Seattle to San Diego and return, calling

en route at San Pedro and San Francisco.

Determination of Type and Size

There are certain peculiarities along this exten-

sive stretch of coast which effect the design of

steamers as well as their construction. The coast-

ing steamers in these waters are called upon to face

a great deal of heavy head weather when running

north from San Francisco and this heavy weather

prevails practically throughout the Summer
months. This is the reason why vessels built

especially for this service usually have the hull

plating carried right forward the full weight rather

than taking advantage of the classification rules

which permit of lightening of the plating fore and

aft. The presence of a great deal of head wind

and head seas on the run north also makes it ad\is-
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able from the passenger point of view to have a
large amount of freeboard forward.
The waters of the Pacific ocean in the path of

coasting vessels are quite cold, ranging from fifty
to fifty-eight degrees from the northerly end of the
Santa Barbara Channel to Puget Sound. This
slight range in temperatures probably covers Win-
ter as well as Summer conditions, but the ship
making the round trip from Seattle to San Diego
is called upon to traverse several hundred miles of
warm waters on the southern end of her trip.
This creates an interesting ventilation problem-
The question of freight and passenger capacity

IS naturally a difficult one to solve. Coasting ves-
sels are subject to wide fluctuations from trip to
trip in the amount of freight offered and also in
the number of passengers transported. Both items
seem to vary from natural and well understood
causes. South bound freights contain a large
proportion of cereals, flour, canned salmon, and
other crated, sacked or canned goods, while north-
bound general merchandise makes up a large pro-
portion of the cargo. On account of these" varia-
tions it is not a bad thing to have the measure-
ment capacity of the vessel's holds exceed to an
appreciable extent the actual tonnage carrying
capacity.

The fluctuations in passenger traffic are quite
marked. Vacation season, weather conditions and
the economic situation all aft'ect travel heavily and
for this reason a large vessel should be as 'com-
fortable as possible and be fitted with every con-
venience that would tend towards enabling her to
hold the cream of the traffic for herself against
competitors when travel was slack. If possible,
tlie second class passenger accommodations should
be done away with, or at least compromised so
that the passengers occupying second class state-
rooms eat in the first-class dining salon. Limited
third class accommodations are practically a neces-
sity as there is a fixed demand for this class of
travel.

We believe that on the large passenger boats
on Pacific Coast runs that the three berth state-
room should be entirely done away with on new
vessels as practically the same total accommoda-
tion can be secured in two berth rooms. Greater
attention should also be given tn the design of
special staterooms on shipboard and their number
on the large steamers should be materially in-
creased. The extra revenue to be derived from
such rooms more than compensates the original
cost and the number of passengers who are anxious
to pay for special accommodations is always in-
creasing. All of these questions will be taken up
later and discussed in detail when describing the
vessel whose general arrangement plans are shown
herewith.

It will be noted that our proposed vessel is
fitted with an electric drive. In this connection
we may state that the main reason for adopting this
drive is that it is comparatively new, that \t has
been and still is being widely di.scussed ; that, aside
from the question of economy and its mechanical
advantages and disadvantages, it has many things
to recommend it for passenger ship use, and finalTy
that its use does not necessitate any structural
change in the ship here shown that could not easily
be altered to suit either rccipmcating engines or
steam turbines.

General Description of Proposed Passenger and
Freight Coaster

The plans shown herewith call fur a vessel 42'J
feet long betwen perpendiculars, 33 feet moulded
beam and 32 feet moulded depth to the upper
deck. The engine room installation contemplates
the electric drive, twin screws with 5,000 horse-
power on each shaft.

Referring to the plans, the main or "E" deck
shows some radical departures from the usual
coaster design where the engines are amidships.
Of the four main holds, three are located forward
of the forward boiler room and Number three hold
is served by side hatches which are trunked up
through to the bridge deck, the cargo being handled
by electric cranes. Aft of number three hold is the
forward boiler room with three double ended
Scotch boilers, fired fore and aft. In order to
assure low boiler room temperatures, the boilers
would be cased with an air film and this air be-
tween the boiler and the outer casing would be
utilized for forced draft. Between the forward
and after firerooms, wdiich are identical, would be
located the steward's cold stores and refrigerating
space. This permits of excellent arrangements
from the point of view of the steward's depart-
ment as the major part of the stores are centralized,
elevator service provides ready access with the
pantry for delivery and with the thwartship pas-
sage for the acceptance of all classes of steward's
supplies. Separate refrigerating compartments are
provided for foodstuffs requiring different tempera-
tures jnd the refrigerating machinery itself is

located right alongside the refrigerating space.
Aft of the after boiler room is the engine room,
a description of which will be given lafer on. and
on this deck one engine room wing is occupied by
firemen's quarters and the other bv the ship's
machine shop. Aft of the engine room is number
4 tween decks and then sleeping quarters for the
third-class passengers. Right aft on this deck is
the steering gear.

The Upper Deck
Commencing forward on the upper, or "C". deck

we have first the crew and petty officers' wash
rooms, then the carpenter's and boatswain's rooms.
Abreast of number one and two hatch trunks and
extending aft to the forward end of the main
dining saloon are twentj'-two staterooms, together
with toilet accommodations and large linen "room.
There is a large double stairway connecting these
quarters with the shelter or ''C" deck. 'Aft of
these accommodations and extending the full width
of the ship for a length of 112 feet is the main first
class dining saloon. This room is reached from
the main passenger deck above by means of a
double grand stairway, one at either end of the
forward boiler room hatch trunk- Two large light
domes would add materially to the richness of the
main saloon, while the side hatch trunks for
number three hold would serve to relieve the room
from monotony due to its great extent and at the
same time furnish the means of securing fine side-
board effects at a location in the saloon where side-
board would be of the most benefit to the waiters.
It will also be noted that the deep frames, neces-
sary in such a long space without bulkheads, form
side alcoves which would be susceptible of fine
architectural treatment. In the seating arrange-
ment shown herewith it will be noted that there

i
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arc furtv tables provided inv two each, thirty-ci.i^lu

tables for four each, the chief engineer's table

seatintr ten and the Captain's table seatuig sixteen,

a tota'l seating capacity of 248, or on two sittings

suffKicnt accommodations for about 490 first

class passengers. Aft of the dining saloon and

occupying the full width of the vessel for a distance

of 60 "feet 8 inches are the main galley, vegetable

room scnllerv, wine room, butcher's shop, steam

table,' steam kitchen, etc. All of the galley tlierc

would be the third class dining room, officers mess

rooms, seamen's and firemen's me.ss rooms, quar-

ters for a large section of the steward's crew, etc.

Right aft on this deck there would be (puirtcrs for

waiters, also a waiter's lounging room.

The Shelter Deck.

The shelter or -(-" deck is the main passenger

acc<.n.mo,lation deck on the ship. Right lorward

is the windlass on the center hue and large sea-

men quarters and abreast of number one hatch

trunk quarters for the carpenter, boatswain quar-

termasters, watchman and deck boys. A bulkhead

at the after end of number one hatch casing sep-

arates these quarters from the passenger accom-

modations which extend from this point clear aft-

linmediatelv aft of this bulkhead are quarters for

the purser and freight clerks, together with toilets

and shower baths. Aft of number two hatch casing

and on the center line is the ship's office, freight

clerk's oflfice and specie room. Aft of the alter

o-rand stairwav leading to the main dinmg saloon

below is a lobbv. Forward of the after boiler room

hatch and on the center line is a battery of toilets

tubs and shower baths, while a second group of

these is similarly located between the engine room

hatch and number four hold hatch trunk. A state

room and ofl:"ice for the chief engineer is provided

on the port side of this deck abreast of numoer

four hatch casing. The side plating is cut away-

making the after end of this deck a weather deck

for about 108 feet and this provides a promenade

deck for third class passengers and members of

the steward's crew. The after end of this steel

enclosure between the shelter and bridge ( C and B )

decks has been arranged as a third class smoking

room and is- reached directly by a stairway from

the third class quarters below. The first class pas-

senger rooms on this deck are arranged in double

tiers, the inside room having an alcove to the

side of the ship with a port light, virtually making

all the rooms outside rooms. There are 114 two-

berth state rooms on this deck and two special

state rooms, giving accommodations for 232 first

class passengers. It will be noted that the arrange-

ment of these rooms brings the wash basins m
state rooms all on one line, thus simplifying the

piping system for running fresh water and the

sameidea has been carried out on the deck above.

Bridge Deck

On the bridge deck a circular steel bulkhead with

dead lights separates the cargo working space on

this deck from the passenger accommodations and

permitting promenade space entirely around the

steel deck house on this structure without interfer-

ing with the working of ship or cargo forward.

There are four main entrances to this house from

the promenade space, two being just aft of the

main lounge and the others somewdnat aft of aniid-

shii>s. Toilet and shower bath accommodations

for this deck are arranged in three groups along

the center line and large linen lockers are arranged

around the accommodation ladders to the shelter

deck promenade aft. There is a large lobby for-

ward opening directly on the main lounge and

also to the toilet promenade entrance lobbies- The

ni;iin lounge is 32 feet long and 38 feet wide,

fitted with large plate glass windows and also

lighted from overhead by the glass dome on the

smoking room above. Aft of the main lounge and

lobby there are forty outside staterooms for two

passengers each, six two-berth rooms with private

toilets' and shower baths attached and a special

i)artv suite arrangement comprising seven state-

roou'is with bath, "toilet and shower bath arrange-

ments. This special suite has its own entrance

and lobbv and its own parlor, 22 by 12 feet in

size. The passenger accommodations on this deck

then comprise 53" staterooms for 106 passengers,

thirteen of which are fitted with special features.

\11 the passenger accommodations on this ship are

divided by three complete fire walls. The accom-

modation ladders shown over the hatches from

number three hold are of course removable.

From the curved bulkhead aft of number two

hatch, the side plating has been carried up to the

boat deck, forming an enclosed promenade in the-

way of the main lounge.

Boat Deck

The boat or "A" deck extends for about 310

feet and furnishes additional promenade space as

well as several unique features. At its forward end

is the first class smoking room communicating

directly with the lobby at the head of the forward

grand stairway. In the way of the forward boiler

room casing are provided four special staterooms

with baths attached and six similar staterooms

are provided in way of the after fire room casing.

This gives a total of 209 staterooms or 418 pas-

sengers at two to the room. The accommodations

have been made elastic, however, and one hundred

of the rooms have wide settees arranged with rods

and berth curtains, all of which would be utilized

in case of a rush. The space aft of the forward

fidlev, 31 'feet wide and 44 feet long, has been

utilized as a music and ball room. Far aft on

this deck there is an electric grill and veranaah

cafe, the roof of this enclosure serving as the after

bridge-

The bridge house over the forward end of the

boat deck contains the enclosed bridge forward,

the chart room, the captain's quarters and living

accommodations for the deck officers and wireless

operators.

It will l)e noted that there are several departures

from the accommodations usually found on ves-

sels engaged in the coasting runs on the Pacific.

Perhaps the most radical of these is doing away

with a large number of tub baths in favor of the

shower baUi. We believe that the shower bath

is preferable on short trips. Again, the pubhc

rooms are planned practically devoid of built m
furniture, as a ship of this size should be steady

enough at sea to permit of the use of all loose

furniture. The boating arrangement, as shown,

calls for twelve thirty-foot life boats.

A further discussion of this type of steamer and

of some of the details of her design will be gone

into more extensively in a later article.
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BACK THEM TO THE LIMITWE have been ready for a year to give up
the St. Mihiel .salient," said the Kaiser,
and the world for once agrees with his
utterance, having observed for manv years

that any burglar is willing to give uj) anvtliiiig he
cannot carry off.

Had the Cruwn Prince (or the able generals
whose credit he steals) been able, however, to
sweep past Verdun, the Kaiser would long since
have •Germanized" St. Mihiel as thoroughlv as he
has "Germanized" .\ntwerp and Louvain.
And while the Kaiser, protesting, in his latest

peace offensive, that Germany did not want France,
Belgium, or indemnities, the Kaiser's men, in their
thorough German way. carried oflf all the able-
bociied males in their retreat before Pershing's vic-
torious army.

It is this utter inability to observe the smallest
decencies that reveals the German character, un-
changed from the day of the "scrap of paper"' pro-
test, and from the day the Lusitania medals were
struck off in readiness to commemorate the mur-
der of the women and children on that shii).

Peace with Germany will come when the Ger-
man nation, like its weakening soldiers, grovels on
Its knees and cries, "Kamerad", and another '•un-
conditional surrender" will be written down in his-
tory.

The German is not yet beaten. The Allies do
not expect to end the war before next year. Our
casualties have been large and will he larger. Our
sacrifices have been great and must be greater.
Victory will be won one step at a time.
The next step toward victory, and the one whose

success depends, not upon our army, but upon civ-
ilian America, is the Fourth Libertv Loan. The
call must b" met promptly for the' glorv of the
Lnited States and the inspiriting of our men abroad.

THE VALUE OF STANDARD TYPES

Tl I E decision of Charles AI. Schwab that each
shipbuilding yard in the East stick to one
type of ship and perfect and standardize that
type as far as possible will result in consid-

erable speeding up in those plants which are now
building vessels of various kinds and sizes. In

_
this connection, Charles Piez, vice-president and
.general manager of the United States Shipping
Hoard Emergency Fleet Corporation, made the
following statement: ••There is not a single old
yard on the Atlantic Coast which is devoted wholly
to the construction of a single type of vessel.
1 ankers, cargo and passenger ves.sels are found
m one yard multiplying the problems of manage-
,inent and putting heavy brakes on the output. But
everywhere in the East there is developing the
spirit that the West Coast records shall not go
unchallenged, and an aggressive determination
to surpass the western records is manifesting
Itself". The wide divergence of ship tvpes always
found before the war in the older American ship-
yards was the result of the small shipbuilding
output of the country rather than the cause of it.

It was not until the starting of the present ship-
building program by the United States Shipping
Board that there was any demand for one type
of vessel sufficient to warrant a shipbuilding com-
pany m going in for specialized work. In this
respect the British shipbuilder had a distinct
advantage owing to a continuous demand for ton-
nage, a large proportion of which was in tramp
freighters- However, there are a large number
of American yards building one class of vessels
and the number of such yards is rapidly increas-
ing as the vessels on order before the United
States entered the war and those appearing on
the first programme of the Shipping Board" are
gradually finished and a more careful distribution
of work among the yards is being carried out.
Prom the standpoint of efficiency of the yards and
speed of output, the one ship type to 'the plant
idea will be productive of good results and while
the idea has the drawback of destroying, to a
certain degree, the initiative among ship designers,
this drawback can be safely overlooked during the
present conflict.

SHIPYARD PLANT GROWTH
At the end of August the shipbuilding facilities

of the United States stood as follows:" There is
a total of 171 shipyards, 76 of which are for steel
construction, 86 for wooden ships, seven for con-
crete construction and two which are building
composite vessels. One hundred and thirty-two
of the yards are practically completed and are
actively building ships or now laying keels while
the remainder have passed the 'half-way mark.
These yards have a total of 846 building ways. If

we accept two ships per year per set of ways,
and this is moderate enough, and 5,000 tons dead-
V eight as the average size of vessel, the potential
outinit of these ways when all are working would
be 8,000,000 deadweight tons per annum.
The American .ship deliveries for the month of

August totalled sixty-six ships of a deadweight ton-
nage of 340.145 as compared with 295.000 dead-
weight tons in June, the best previous month.
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WORK FOR THE REAR GUARD

THE upcniui;' ^-ti the present nioiith funis us

in the midst of a great Liberty I.nan clri\ r.

I'he people of the Ihiited States ha\e been

asked to make the most immense investment

of funds ever attempted in the worhl's history. Xo
one has attempted to belittle the task before us and
its success can only be accomplished throujuh the

wholesale co-operation of every man, woman and
child within our borders. There is onl\' one sum
that any American has the rii^ht to subscribe and
that is the absolute limit of his means.

It is now so well understood what we are fi,L;ht-

iui;' for that it is almost banal to repeat the many
artiuments that are usually presented to induce

us to buy liberty bonds. A man usually feels some-
what like a t^'aniloler when investing his money and
most ])eople like to take a "flyer" at something or

other in the liojie that it will pan out "bi.g". It

is alwa_\s an excitable ami |)leasural)le feeling that

possesses one wdien he plunges into some business

proposition head over heels, and here is a chance
for us all to be "plungers", and plungers in the

safest investment in the world.

Every one of us had high expectations of what
our boys would accomplish in France, and the boys
have already made some of us feel foolish because
tluw have done so much better than we thought
the\- would. Armies of trained veterans who have
seen years of service in the intricacies of modern
warfare are loud in their praises of the American
Soldier, and it certainly adds to our pride that the

tierman soldier has become heartily sick of him on
a very short acquaintance.

The American army has left us with a grax'e re-

sponsibility. We constitute the rear guard. The
man at the front has not failed us, and if we fail

him we are no longer worthy of the name Ameri-
cans. Let each and every one of us put his or her
shoulder to the wdieel and prove to the German au-

tocracy that it has the American people at home,
as well as the American Army and Xavy abroad,
to deal with.

the rc<|uiremenls, this fact will ,go a long ways to-

wai'ds coinincing the powers that be at Washing-
ton that San h'rancisco is a i)r()per Icjcation lor a

world mart.

HARBOR IMPROVEMENTS AND THE
FREE PORT

THE tentative announcement by the head of

the State Board of Harbor Commissioners in

reference to the proposed improvements at

Islais Creek and India Basin bears a double
significance at this time, when the free port ques-

tion is still an issue with the shippers and mer-
chants of several large American ports. The first

and essential need of any free port is a large

amount of level land adjacent to deep water front-

age, where factories and warehouses can be con-
structed to take care of the reconditioning and
manufacture of materials destined for re-exporta-
tion out of the country. While no one can at the
present time venture to predict wdiether San Fran-
cisco will be named at some time in the future as
a free port or not, it is fortunate that any water-
front preparations that may be made in anticipa-
tion of free port conditions will not be wasted, as
there is nothing to be lost one way or the other in

preparing a large factory and warehouse water-
Ircjnt district. If, when the question of free ports
is finally decided by Congress, San Franciscii is

l>repared with a waterfront district which will meet

RIVETLESS STEEL STRUCTURES

Tl I
!•'. first steel vessel constructed entirel)- with-

iitil ri\'ets was recently laiuicheil at a }'ard on

the Siiutheast Coast in the presence of Lord
I'irrie, the Controller -( ieneral of Merchant

Shipbuilding, and other representatives of the Ad-
miralty and War Office. She has since been in ser-

vice with full cargo during exceptionally rough
W'eather, and satisfactorily answered in every way
to the severe tests imposed. The object of the ex-

periment, to which considerable importance was
attached by shipbuilding authorities, was to prove

the ability of welded construction to withstand the

strains peculiar to a ship at sea. This principle

ha\ing been established, it is not proposed alto-

gether to dispense with riveting, wdiich in certain

sections is cheaper and quicker than welding. It

is intended, however, that future vessels should l^e

a combination of riveting and welding. The L'niteil

States Shipjaing Board, for instance, having been

in close touch with the experimental work, are

making arrangements for the construction of a

number of 10,000-ton standard ships in which the

use of rivets will be reduced to 2^ per cent of the

number originally required. The vessel welded was
a barge 125 feet between ])erpendiculars and 16

feet beam, with a displacement of 275 tons. The
hull was rectangular in section amidships, with only

the bilge plates curved. It was built up of 71 trans-

verse frames and contained three bulkheads, those

fitted fore and aft being watertight, and the one

amidships non-watertight. The shell plating was
one-quarter inch and five-sixteenth inch. With the

more difficult welding, such as the vertical butt

joints on each shell plating and overhead work un-

derneath the keel and on bilge plates, it was notetl

that the quality of the welds was excellent. For
this overhead work special electrodes were em-
ployed, and proved well worth the slightly in-

creased cost. All watertight joints up to and in-

cluding the underside of bilge plates were contin-

uously welded both inside and outside, the other

watertight joints being welded continuously on one

side and tack welded on the other. On the shell

plating, the continuous welding was on the out-

side in all cases. For internal non-watertight joints

and frame construction, tack welding was adopted,

the length of welding being carefully calculated to

give a margin of strength over a similar riveted

joint. The following details of the comparative

cost of the electric welded and riveted barge are

interesting:

In labor 245 man hours were saved in construc-

tion, wdiich can easily be improved on in future

work. More than 1000 pounds of metal was saved,

owing to the absence of rivets, but greater economy
will result when the design is modified to suit elec-

tric welded ship construction. The total cost of

welding was $1500, detailed as follows: Electrodes,

$890; electric current, $300: men's time, $310 ; to-

tal, $1500. It is realized by the Admiralty experts

that the proportion of cost for electrodes is high,

but this is mainly due to the present limited de-

mand. Demand and competition will have the usual

eft'ect and should reduce the cost of this iteni hv
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at least 60 per cent. It will then be possible to THE FLUCTUATIONS OF WAR RISKbuild a vessel of this size with an estimated sav- INSURANCE
ing of from 25 to 40 per cent of time and about 10 __ ^t „ ,,.,-
per cent of material. As a result of this demon- \\/ '

' '-^ \J'; '"^en readmt;- m the daily papers
stration. the yard has prepared a new desio-n of Vv '^"^^ allied vessels of the world have been
barg-e in which it is proposed to incorporate^'elec-

ilestroyed from month to month, the fisj-

tric weldini^- and riveted construction to the fol-
"""^^ generally being given in tonnage and

lowing e.xtent: To be welded—Coamings, shell
""."""'"g "P '"to such tremendous figures that at

seams to frames, deck butts to beams, bulkheads times it would seem that no boat could be expected
(including boundarv bars), keel plate butts to be '° arrive at her port of destination in the much
welded overlaps, after shell seams welded. To be

^'aimted prohibited zone of the enemy,
riveted— Floor riveted to frames, beam knees to ^or quite a period of time before the jilan was
frames and beams, frames clear of shell seams. adopted of convoying the vessels, a great number

were sunk and this is shown in the table given
below by a comparison of the rates of insurance

FIGURING SHIP COSTS charged at that time with those at the present

DTTRIvr ti-,» iotf<>. .t c c ^ 1 .1
time, when comparatively few are sunk, due to

VuLa iltJ ^V
^ V ^^.'^PJ^"^'^^'-

t'^^ the wonderful work of the allied and the UnitedL nited States Shipping Board has been ap- states destroyers
praising the construction costs of the various . ^, "^ Vni. i- , ,-
types of ships being built. In this connec- /" .^'^^ Jears 1914. 1... r, 1/ and the hrst half

tion it must be remembered that the task of arriv- ? ,,

-'^^^ 1 rans-Atlantic rates varied as

ing at actual ship costs under present conditions
*°'lows

:

is well nigh impossible. There are many elements October 1, 1914.. _ 1%
entering into the problem which are susceptible January 1, 1915 ., i^%
of many modes of figuring that the purpose of the -^P"l 1. 1915 I^%
appraisement—securing relative ship construction October 1, 1916. 1%
costs between vessels built here and in other coun- October 25. l')16 1>4%
tries—may not be attained with any degree of cer- Xovember 2, 1916 IH%
tainty. Labor, material and overhead costs are Xovember 28, 1916 2>4%
all inflated while the costs of maintaining armed December 1, 1916 4%
guards at shipyards and Shipping Board district January 1, 1917. 6^
offices and corps of inspectors alf call for special January 17, 1917 ..._ 6>^%
treatment. While these same items of expense January 1<), 1<)17 9>4%
exist in other shipbuilding countries as well as February 7. l')17 g^
here, there always remains the possibility of their February 14, 1917 7/^%
being treated differently for appraisement pur- March ' 1, 1917 8%
poses, thus making the comparisons arrived at in- ]\Iarch 15, 1917 10^2%
correct. In speaking of the Shipping Board's March 26, 1917 954%
efforts in this direction, Mr. Hurley stated: .\pril 10, 1917 .................10%
"The cost of producing ships during the war Alay 1, 1917 ntv

is by no means confined to labor and materials. June 1, 1917 Hc^
The cost of both inevitably has been high, but the June 13, 1917 10%
trouble we anticipate in getting our approximation July 12, 1917 9V ^
is due to certain extraordinary measures that had .August l[ 1917. \(W
been taken, the cost of which had to be imposed September L 1917 109^
on the yards. .Armed guards to protect shipyards September 20,' 1917 9V <¥and ships under construction, and establishment October 9^ 1917 7^^
of district offices which provide means of Govern- Xovember l' 1917 '^V

V

ment supervision form typical items of extra ex- Xovember 15," 1917 5^
pense. Segregation of many such items from the January \'. 1918

'

41/ (v
actual cost of constructing a ship involves many I'ebrua'ry l" 1918 <^^
accounting difficulties. Delays in the arrival of March ' ll' 1918 AV o/
material, cost of training new labor—all must be March 21* 1918 4^
figured out in terms of dollars. It is a tremendous .April l' 1918 Xi/<v
job, involving possible amortization of actual war .April ^4 1918 Xw
costs after the war, but a start has been made and ]\me ~\ 1918 73/07
the job will be carried through to completion."
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'I'lii-- reader will note that on the first of July the

ADVANCES AND LOANS I;'^!.7"f
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^ '-e'l "' "\"er 18 knots, a reductum of 1>^% was
I lie -Allied .Nations are making promising ad- allowed, bringing the rate down to the ^erv low

vances on all the war fronts. The military situa- figure of l''4 7f.
tion has assumed a phase that has caused every The al^.ve rates apply only to the voyage fromAmerican a deep sense of satisfaction. In the Atlantic United States ports' to the United Kn"-mean while, however we have our own drive to dom. A\-hile the Pacific Ocean has never beenattend to at home the Fourth Liberty Loan Drive, considered as dangerous fS a un krwriter-l'.so let us show the boys at the front that we can ^oint ,.f ,-,V, fi . r j

"nuerwriter s

put one over on the enemy right here and with
"^ "^

'l"^'''
*''*" ^^'"^ "^t'" °^ deductions in rates

the drives over there and over here working in
piexailed, varying from IO9; at the outbreak

harmony the war will only be ended in one wav "' t'"-' "-'r for the voyage from San Francisco to
and that way will be the right way. ' Oriental ports, to the present rate of 1/5%



Our Freight Handling Problems

A\^'
(liscnssidii of liandliiiL; facilities a])i)lica-

hle to the needs of such a port as San i'"ran-

ciscd must necessarily assume that it is a

far easier task to point out what is lacking

than to specify what should be done to remedy
that lack. The crux of the situation is that we
lia\c splendid wharf accommodations for vessels,

hut that we do not use modern or efficient metliods

of moving freight to and from these wharves—in-

deed, our methods of moving freight from the

wharves is so slow that congestion often occurs.

I'.very seaport of importance the world over has

had to face the same problem and the methods em-
])loyed in overcoming the difficulty have variefl

wi(lelv. However lax we have been here in San
[•"rancisco in attempting to increase waterfront effi-

ciencv, we at least have the advantage now of

surxeying what other ports have done, choosing
that which has proven efficient elsewhere and dis-

carding' those elements of freight transference

which have proven costly experiments.

\\'here ample level ground is available and a

long, continuous stretch of deep water frontage is

to be had. the quay wall provides undoubted ad-

\antage as compared to the wharf structure jutting

<iut into the harbor. The wharf, it is true, increases

the berthing space available in a given length of

water front, but at the same time it creates a num-
ber of "bottle mouths" through which freight is

compelled to ebb and flow. San Francisco, how-
ever, as far as the present waterfront is concerned,

is a wharf problem and could not well be other-

wise, and as to the utilization of the present unim-
proved water fronts there is an excellent opportun-
ity to apply the quay wall in these localities.

In order, then, to apply the experience of other

ports to San Francisco's problem, we must accept

the wharf as a part of that problem and only use
other wharf systems in comparison. The port facil-

ities of the City of Greater New York have been
developed largely by private enterprise, but such
has been the magnitude of some of the works car-

ried out that certain private terminal systems will

bear comparison with the entire water front of

ports enjoying only a fraction of the amount of

trade flowing through the great eastern metropolis.
The oldest and most important dock development
in New York is that of the New York Dock Com-
pany, situated on the Brooklyn shore of East river,

directly across from the lower end of Manhattan.
This company's property covers approximately two
and one-half miles of water front. The company's
piers total 34, the longest being 1193 feet in length
and covering 175,000 square feet (a wharf, it will

be noted, which is rather narrow for its great
length) and the total pier dockage is 61.5 acres.

The berthing measurement is 9.36 miles. The
berthing" measurement on San Francisco's water
front is about 12 miles and the pier dockage about
120 acres. Roughly speaking, 7,500,000 tons of

ocean-going, coasting and bay craft were accommo-
dated at San Francisco in 1916, while some 12,-

000,000 tons, made up of 1422 ocean-going steam-
ers and 57,549 berthings of barges, harbor boats

and small craft of all descriptions,' were taken care

of by the New York Dock Company's system. The
percentage of all dock capacity at San Francisco

utilized in January, l'M8, was 54 jjcr cent, so it is

evident that the New York Dock Comi)any's per-

centage must have been considerably higher than

this. The higher tonnage accommodated at the

New York Dock Company's wharves on a consid-

erably lower berthing space is partly accounted

for by the very large size of the ocean steamers

and the use of lighters on the of¥-side of the vessel

for unloading, this practice l)eing the same in efifect

as a considerable increase in berthing space would
be, but the real reason for the major portion of

the discrepancy will be found in the great ware-

house system maintained by the New York con-

cern immediately adjacent to their wharves.

The New York Dock Company owns and oper-

ates 150 bonded and free storage warehouses which
have a total capacity of approximately 55,000,000

cubic feet, or, roughly, 1,400,000 tons of merchan-
dise. They also own twenty manufacturing build-

ings with a total rental area of 1,134,000 square

feet. In addition to these facilities there are ex-

tensive cold storage jjlants and three distinct term-

inals connecting up with most of the large rail-

road systems centering at New York.

It is this great warehouse system which chiefly

interests San Francisco, for the wharf system itself

has nothing to oft'er in the way of improvements
over the structures at present doing duty on our

own water front. In this connection we will quote
from the report of the special committee on Harbor
Survey submitted to the board of directors of the

San Francisco Chamber of Commerce on Alav 28,

1918, as follows:

"The committee is of the opinion the e^'idence

shows that there is sufficient berthing and wharf-
age space for the present normal requirements of

the port and that any congestion that has occurred
was largely due : First, to the unwarranted use of

the wharves for storage purposes ; second, the

shortage of cars for shipment ; third, the embargo
put on movement of cargo by the railroads; fourth,

the shortage of ships."

The shortage of cars for shipment, the embargo
by the railroads and the shortage of ships are mat-
ters that need not be dealt with here, as they are

obstacles which can in no way be remedied by
alterations in our water front. It will be noted that

the one reason for congestion assigned that can be
laid to the doors of our water front system is the

use of wharves for storage purposes—or, in other
words, the lack of an adequate warehouse system
immediately adjacent to the water front.

In the small cuts shown herewith, it will be noted
that the water front proper, with its wharves, is

only separated from an extensive warehouse sys-

tem by the usual marginal street. San Francisco
is perhaps better supplied with marginal street fa-

cilities than most American seaports, since the Em-
barcadero is very wide and capable of taking care

of all the traffic which it may be called upon in the
future to bear. It is the warehouse system illus-

trated in these views which enables the rapid turn-

over of ships at the wharves, as it furnishes a
highly important direct outlet for freight in addi-

tion to the railroad cars and drays. In short, the

warehouse system acts as a reservoir for both in-

coming and outgoing freight and b}- absorbing the
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buildings

surplus on rush dnys helps to obviate the condition,

often found on our wharves, of several days of fev-

erish rush followed l^y a similar period of abso-

lute stagnation.

In the page group oi pictures shown herewith
is illustrated some of the apparatus installed at

American ports to aid in the handling" of freight.

One view illustrates a double monorail arrange-

ment for the transference of warehouse hand trucks

across the marginal street. These loaded hand
trucks are picked up from the bulkhead wharf,

transported overhead across the marginal street and
deposited on a movable platform on a level with
the warehouse floor, from whence they can be

wheeled direct to their destination on the ground
floor or onto the freight elevators inside the ware-
house for storage on some upper floor.

Another view illustrates a pair of 3000-pound
capacity revolving, travelling gantry cranes. These
machines move along on tracks, their frame being
of the bridge type to operate over the usual rail-

road tracks for freight cars. They unload or load

direct from the vessel's hold onto railroad tracks

or at the doors of the wharf shed, or vice versa.

A lumber handling gantry, located at one of our

northwestern ports, is shown in another view. This
machine has been found very useful as a labor-saver

in loading, distril)uting, piling and sorting lumber

>lii|)niciits. Its range of action can co\er an entire

wharf and as far inshore in line with the wharf as

is desired, while the amMUiit of wharf space lost

Dwing to its use is |iracticall\' negligible.

There is one ])oint in connection with the in-

stallation of cargo handling machinery which is

bound to receive more and more attention as the

development of ])orts ])rogresses and that is the

effect that will be manifested on ships' tackle. It

must be conceded that if a vessel is operating reg-

ularly between ports which are all ])rovided with
mechanical means for loading and unloading ves-
sels, that the ship, as long as she is o])erating on
that run, is carrying a great deal of unnecessary
tackle. ( )n the other hand, sliould she be sold, or
her run changed, she would need the tackle, and
therefore it must be provided. l"he saving which
would be effected through doing away with carry-
ing unnecessary weight back and forth would be
considerable, and yet, since a ship cannot be built

with the e.xpectation of staying in one trade for the
full span of her natural life, the idea of doing away

Cold storage faciliti

idjunct to

with cargo winches is, for years at least, decid-

edly Utopian.

The Islais Creek and India Basin Project . .

That the California State lioard of Harbor Com-
missioners and their chief engineer are fully alive

to the importance of a warehouse system, the ad-

vantages of the bulkhead wharf and rapid increase

in the average size of ocean-going freight carriers

is evidenced by their latest move. According to

the announcement of acting President John H. Mc-
Callum, berthing space will be provided at the

outset for at least two 15,000 or 20,000-ton steam-
ers. On the Islais Creek channel, which will be
dredged to the recjuired depth, there will be con-
structed from the Third street bridge eastward to

the bay 3000 feet of bulkhead wharf.

In speaking of the projected improvements and
extension of San Francisco's water front, Mr. AJc-

Callum said: "From the Third street bridge, which
bisects the Islais Creek channel, to the Government
pier head line, there will be length for at least two,
possibly more, 20,000-ton freighters to berth at one
time. The Harbor Board is taking cognizance of

the probable increase in the size of ships to go into

the trans-Pacific trade after the war, and will pre-

pare in advance to accommodate them. This is
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apid bunkering of vessels in the stream

only one of the pliases of the port's development

that is being rapidly worked out. Incidental to the

wharf construction to be quickly developed will be

the establishment at the Islais Creek terminal of

extensive warehouse facilities along the channel

landward of the main bulkhead wharf. Shipping-

men and other experts who have been examining

the site express favorable opinions of it. There is

no cjuestion of the adaptability of the location. For

many classes of ship cargo it is ideal. It will bring

within easy reach of the railroads through freight

which will be transferred from the ship to the ca^s

at the minimum of cost and time. This goes to the

benefit of the ship in reducing the cost of operation
'

as well as to the consignee. The outstanding phase

yet to be worked out will be the linking up of the

railroad systems with the ship facilities. The

Southern Pacific, \\'estern Pacific and Santa Fe

Railroad systems are all readily accessible."

Thus we see that the first part of the long stretch

of water front lying to the southward of the pres-

ent highly improved front is being seriously studied

i.iut in the true light of a freight terminal rather

than as merely a site on which t(_) buikl more

wharves. The opportunity for creating a real ma-

rine freight terminal on India Basin and Islais

Creek cannot be seriously questioned. Basins lo-

cated on San Francisco Bay are apt to silt up rather

quickly and require occasional dredging, but this

does not entail enough expense to be considered a

serious drawback. \\'e predict that if a properly

co-ordinated wharf, warehouse and rail terminal

system is installed at Islais Creek that these new

harbor works will be fully utilized and that the

project will pnne an umiualified success.

For the use of pictures showing handling equip-

ment used in this article, we are indebted to the

courtesy of the Brown Hoisting Machinery Com-
pany" and the views are all of actual installations

made by that concern in this country. In future

articles we will illustrate handling equipment suit-

able for harbor work manufactured by other firms

which make a specialty of such machinery.

adily be solved

actly meet the r
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Backing American Ships WitK American Dollars
By Edward N. Hurley

I'liairnian I'nitcd Stales Shii(])ini ll.ianl

Till''.
L'liited States is the i^rcatcst cdITit coii-

uiiiiiif? nation in the world.

We liuv every year from I'.razil ahmit .SlOO,-

. 000,000 Worth' t)f coffee. Potentially, that

should he the greatest influence for sales of our

own products to Brazil. .Xctually this coffee con-

suni]:)tion has yielded to the I'nited .States only a

fraction of its potential benefits.

European shipping ctmcerns have cnntrnllcd

practically all shipments from Rio de Janeiro and
Santos to New York and New Orleans. .\l.)out

two-thirds of the coffee comes to New York and
one-third to New Orleans. An average of three

ships a month were required in normal times to

carry to New Orleans the 2,000,000 bags for the

South and Middle West. In a well-balanced trade,

these ships would have been available for return

cargoes of American products.

The Middle West, especially, might have been
in an advantageous position, because it could com-
mand lower railroad rates to New Orleans than

New York. But the ships of this coffee fleet, all

under foreign flags, made no effort to secure re-

turn cargoes. After discharging coffee, they loaded

with cotton and other raw materials for European
manufacturers. They steamed away to Europe,

took on cargoes of manufactured goods made
largely from American raw materials, and carried

these back to Brazil.

Lacking ships to South America and banks on
that continent our coffee importers had to pay ex-

change and commission to European banks. The
foreign ships upon wdiich we depended provided a

smooth highway for Brazilian coffee into New
Orleans, greased the way for American raw ma-
terials to reach European mills, .and carried Euro-
pean goods to Brazil, where they were paid for

with the Brazilians' profits on sales of coff'ee to

the United States. These foreign ships were so

routed that they rendered their first service to the

European exporter, their second service to the

Brazilian coffee grower—and we came in for ser-

vice after that.

Our foreign trade has been full of opportunities

like this. But. lacking American merchant ships

and American banking facilities in other countries,

we have let the foreigner improve the opportuni-

ties.

Now we are building a real merchant marine.

American banks are establishing foreign branches.

The American ship and the American dollar are

going to work together, and the more attention we
pay to this great field of business the harder they

will work for us.

Shipbuilding for war purposes has made a tre-

mendous appeal to the American imagination, ^^'e

must now put our merchant marine into the Na-
tion's thought in just the same way. These are the

Nation's ships. They will increase prosperity for

pople in the corn belt even more than those on
the seaboard. They will serve the farmer and
consumer even more than the manufacturer and
exporter. When we get the American merchant
marine into the daily thought of e\-ery producer.

;ind nur boss and girls pla)- with shipping toys,

and .\merican youth consider the sea in choosing
a career, then we shall have something upon which
to build fijrcign trade, foreign exchange, foreign

imeslnient.

War lias made us a real creditor Nation. We
have bought back from European investors billions

of dollars worth of American securities. We now
own our own railroads and factories, and hold the
bonds issued by our State, county, and municipal
gijvernments. We have lent billions of dollars to

the .Vllies, and will lend them billions more before
the war ends. We have opened book accounts with
nations not actively engaged in the war who want
to buy goods on credit from us. Best of all, we
have begun to learn new habits of thrift and invest-

ment through buying Liberty Bonds, so that peace
ought to find us with the mortgage of foreign in-

vestments on this country paid off and money in

pocket to lend other nations.

The world owes us a great deal of money. But
our principal debtors are the great manufacturing
and exporting nations, like England, France and
Italy. Naturally, they will pay their debts in

goods as far as possible, and much of the trade

which grows out of these obligations will take the

form of shipments of American raw materials to

make the goods with which they will pay us.

Necessity will also lead them to be active sellers

of manufactured goods in South .America, the

British colonies, and the Orient, and in that trade

there will never be either American competition
or jealousy over business that properly belongs to

them, because we realize the enormous sacrifices

they have made for humanity, and wish to see
them return to peaceful prosperity as fast as pos-
sible.

But there is trade to be built on new shipping
routes between this and other countries. More
than that, there is service to be rendered other
countries by our ships and money.

Let us take Brazil as an illustration. When
American ships go to Rio and Santos for coff'ee,

they will carry American oft'icers and seamen.
There are no better salesmen or creators of good
will in the world than the men who man merchant
ships running on regular lines from one country
to the other. For their employment depends
largely upon freight traffic. With our coffee,

brought to us in American ships, and paid for in

American manufactures sent back to Brazil, our
officers and sailors will work like those of other
nations to get freight.

With our manufacturers making payments in

goods to Brazil, there will be a direct money ex-
change between Rio and New York, Santos and
New Orleans, instead of the old triangular pay-
ment of money by American coffee importers to

Brazil through European banks. So American
dollars will be working with American seamen to
safeguard the trade that belongs to us.

What sort of manufactured goods will our ships
carry back to Brazil?

Some of the stuff will be for consumption, such
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as textiles, shoes, hats,, niillinury. agricultural im-
plements, office equipment, hdusehold furniture.

But Brazil needs production and public service

etjuipment as well. The I'.alkan war diverted Eu-
ropean capital from her industries and communi-
ties. The world war has put her on still shorter

allowances. Her prosperity thus far has rested on
two products—coffee and rubber. The develop-

ment of rubber plantations in the East Indies has

decreased her sales of crude rubber and awakened
her to the necessity of wider agricultural develop-

ment—cattle raising, grain growing, and the like.

This calls for investments in agricultural enter-

prises, the settlement of new lands, the building

of new railroads, the financing of new communi-
ties. Brazil also possesses vast undeveloped water
power, and is endeavoring to establish manufactur-
ing industries. She will need a market for her

bonds and stocks asd if the Ameriacn dollar helps
her create the basis of prosperity, it will be fol-

lowed by American electrical machinery, railroad

equipment, and other apparatus, thus creating

freight for the return voyages of American mer-

chant ships operating regularly in the Pirazilian

coffee and passenger trade.

Ships are the keystone of this whole elaljorate

structure.

Our trade abroad has grown haphazard, like

Topsv, and Iiecome lopsided in many ways. It

has been unbalanced financially, so that our profits

have gone to pay foreign shipping companies, bank-
ers, and insurance brokers. It has been unbal-

anced in tonnage, so that while we bought products

of other nations and should have been building

trade with them in finished goods, w-e have merely
supplied raw materials for other manufacturing na-

tions. \\'e have been set aside on one leg of the

triangular vo\age when we should have been do-

ing business direct, give and take, as we do it

at home—you deal with me and I deal with you.

Our foreign trade has grown against every handi-

cap simply because of excellent American products

which overcame competition on merit.

Ships are the rallying point round which we
must pull all this business together, and now is

the time for every American to begin studying our

merchant ships and all that goes with them in

the way of ocean delivery service, foreign exchange
and investments, sales of American products for

the out voyage, and purchases of raw materials

for the return trip, ^^'e will shortly have the ships.

It is time to acquire the knowledge of ships which

will enable us to utilize our new merchant fleet

for the service of this and other nations.

The Diesel Engine and the Surface Ignition Engine

By Philip Lane Scott

THE heavy oil - burning engines are divided

into two main classes—the true Diesel and
the surface ignition types. The latter class

often goes under the name of '"semi-Diesel",

but this word is neither accurate nor descriptive,

while surface ignition is both.

The history of the invention and early develop-

ment of the Diesel engine is fairly well known,
but the scientific and technical considerations lead-

ing to this invention are not often discussed, and,

because they are of great interest and have a direct

bearing on the comparison of the two types of

heavy oil engines, I venture to review them.
Dr. Rudolf Diesel, a Bavarian engineer, was ab-

sorbed in the idea of producing a heat engine which
should operate on the Carnot cycle, the most effi-

cient thermal cycle known. This cycle consists of

an adiabatic compression ( no transfer of heat to or
from the working fluid), an isothermal addition of

heat (addition of energy at constant temperature),
an adiabatic expansion and an isothermal subtrac-
tion of heat. All heat engines operate between
two heat "planes", the temperature of addition of

heat energy (combustion) and the temperature of

loss of heat energy fexhaust). The interval be-
tween these "planes" and the method of attaining
them determines the thermal efficiency of the en-
gine. The combination of processes mentioned,
called the Carnot cycle, is the most efficient; and
Dr Diesel believed it could be attained by com-
pressing air in a cylinder to a point where its tem-
perature would be sufficient to ignite a hydrocarbon
fuel. The fuel was to be introduced in such a wav

that the comljustion would take place over an ap-

precialile length of the piston travel. It was thus

hoped to obtain an approximation to constant tem-
perature addition of heat, the tendencj' for a rise in

temperature due to combustion being compensated
for by the simultaneous expansion of the gases.

He intended to use powdered coal as a fuel, and,

since the coal would burn before the desired mo-
ment if introduced at the beginning" of the compres-

sion stroke, due to the rapid rise in temperature,

he sought to inject his fuel at the end of conqjres-

sion, using air only as a working fluid during the

first part of the cycle.

In 1893 his first engine was built and placed on

the test block. It was turned over by power and

50 successful was the idea that the fuel not only

burned, but exploded, breaking the engine and

nearly killing the inventor. He immediately built

another engine, and it was not long before success

seemed fairly assured, but operation on the Car-

not cycle had not been obtained. Instead, the so-

called constant-pressure cycle represented the en-

ergy flow. This cycle consists of an adiabatic com-
|)ression. a constant pressure combustion (instead

(if constant temperature), an adiabatic expansion

and a constant volume of heat (instead of constant

temperature). This constant pressure cycle is the

distinguishing feature of the Diesel engine. The
condnistion takes ])lace during an appreciable length

:if piston travel and at such a rate that the ])ressure

neither rises nor falls, although the teni])erature

rises.

The surface ignition engine ojierates in an cu-
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tirely ililTcrcnt way as far as tlic thermal cycle is

concerned. The same cycle as thai fur i^asoline and

f^as motors is used. They are prciperly termed ex-

plosion motors in contradistinctinn tn cunihnstii in

motors. The cycle is called the (Jttu <ir "ci instant

v'olume" cycle. The name constant volume indi-

cates that the energy is added at constant C) Under
volume or during no motion of the piston. The
cycle consists of an adiabatic compression, a ci in-

stant volume addition of heat (explosit)n ), an adia-

batic expansion and a ccmstant volume of loss of

heat.

A simple pciint (if dislinctiun between the two
cycles is in a com])arison of the relation of the

compression pressure to the combustidu ])ressure.

In the constant pressure cycle the combustion pres-

sure is about the same as the compression pressure,

while in the constant volume cycle the combustion
pressures are from two to three and u half times

the compression pressures.

These technical considerations are of practical

value, as follows : Just as the constant pressure

cycle is less efficient than the Carnot cycle, so is

tile constant volume cycle less efficient, thermally,

than the constant pressure cycle, because of the

nature of the periods in the cycle. The thermal
efficiencies in each cycle depend on the distance

between the temperature planes and on the work
consumed in compression and given up in expan-
sion (the means of approaching the two planes).

It is possible with the constant pressure cycle to

use a higher compression, securing a higher aver-

age temperature plane during combustion and a

larger expansion ratio than is possible with the

constant volume cycle. This for a mechanical rea-

son. If the constant volume cycle in which the

fuel burns explosively were to have as high a

compression as is customary in Diesel practice,

say 500 pounds per square inch, then the explosion

pressure would reach at least 1000 pounds per

square inch, and the cylinder, shaft and bearings

would have to be designed to carry this instantan-

eous but very extreme load. In the constant pres-

sure cycle the cylinder, shaft and bearings are

required to stand a pressure only slightly higher

than the compression pressure. Therefore the com-
pressions in surface ignition engines run from I'l:^

pounds per square inch to 250 pounds per square

inch, but in Diesel engines from 450 pounds per

square inch to 700 pounds per square inch. It is

a fact commonly known that the higher the com-
pression in an internal combustion motor the more

efficient the operation.

This gives the Diesel engine a clear thermal

advantage. Its practical value lies in the fact that

it indicates the direction of development. At pres-

ent this advantage is not great in many cases, par-

ticularly in small powers and the surface ignition

engine has features which make it better suited

fqr many purposes.

To get operation on the constant pressure cycle

careful regulation of the injection of the oil is nec-

essary. It is not a question of squirting the re-

quired amount into the cylinder, but of admitting

continually varying amounts during equal succes-

sive time intervals of the injection period and also

of beginning and ending the injection at accurately

()redetermined points. Since the time during which

llie nil is injected (fniin .SO to 40 degrees on the

crank circle) is fniin 1-lX to 1-80 of a second, ac-

curate ciinstruction is demanded. In the surface

ignitiiin engine this matter is not so important.

'I"he time of beginning the injection must be pretty

carefully determined, but after that point is reached

the fuel should be shot in about as rapidly as pos-

sible. This means that the oil-injecting mechanism
is not so delicate in the surface ignition engine as

in the Diesel. I-'urther, and far more important,

it has so far been found imjjossible to atomize the

oil sufficiently by direct injection to secure com-
bustion in heated air alone, which is the case of the

Diesel engine. Therefore, compressed air is nec-

essary to aid in the fuel injection for the latter

type. The air compressor must deliver air at a

pressure 50 ])er cent higher than in the cylinder

—

that is, from 800 pounds per square inch to 1500

pounds per square inch. The air compressor is one

of the most prolific sources of trouble in the Diesel

engine because of the high pressures and high

speeds. There are now several compressors which
are perfectly reliable, but it has been a slow de-

velopment.

The smaller sizes of surface ignition engines can

inject the fuel directly with success. There is,

however, an appreciable loss in the efficiency of

combustion. A good Diesel engine develops a brake

horsepower on about 0.4 pounds of oil, while a sur-

face ignition engine requires from 0.45 to 0.55

pounds with direct injection. The larger sizes of

surface ignition engines, however, do not escape

this trouble and must have compressed air injec-

tion. This is due to the difficulty, even with air,

of atomizing the fuel properly with large cylinder

diameters.

Water has sometimes been used with success to

aid in the proper burning of the fuel. This pre-

sents an interesting, but not a new idea, having
already been applied to kerosene engines. One
foreign firm used water with the oil for some time,

but has now returned to air, finding that water is

difficult to regulate, requires an extra pump and

causes rapid erosion of the cylinders. Apparently

water has a catalytic action on the oil vapors.

It can then be said that the surface ignition en-

gine presents the advantages of lack of an air com-
pressor, but only in small sizes, of being more rug-

ged and reliable, particularly with unskilled attend-

ance, and usually of being cheaper. It has the dis-

advantages of consuming more fuel, sometimes a

great deal more, than the Diesel engine and of

being confined to small and medium powers- About

the largest horsepower obtained to date is commer-

cial work is 125 horsepower per cylinder. The

Diesel stands alone for large powers.

For small powers, 50 to 500 horsepower, where

strict fuel economy is not essential and experienced

labor unavailable, the surface ignition engine is bet-

ter. Rut for large powers, 500 to 10,000 horse-

power, the Diesel engine is unquestionably the

only choice and above 1000 horsepower the only

type available.

There is now some revolutionary work under

way with surface ignition engines, which may
change the earlier reports. Only a single cylinder

engine has been built so far, but it holds very great

pnimise.
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The New Weiss Engine
By Rex W. Wadman

MR. CARL W. WEISS, who for many years

was associated with the Mietz and Weiss
Engine Company, and who is now connect-

ed with the "\\'eiss Engine Company of Chi-

cag(]. III., is crethted with having in 1894 designed,

hnilt and patented one of the first practical surface-

ignition, medium compression, two-cycle oil engines
produced in this country, and since that time Mr.
Weiss has been designing and building this same
type of engine, gradually refining his design, per-

fecting details and widening the scope of the heavy
oil motor.

His latest developments have been incorporated

in the new series Weiss engines, now coming
tlirough ])roduction. The engine, illustrated here-

with, is a 400 brake horsepower, four-cylinder en-

gine, the same type being built in four, six or eight

cylinders. The engine is one of the two cycle, sin-

gle action type, two-cycle, embodying the new
Weiss method of scavenging.

In the ordinary type of surface ignition, medium
compression oil engines, a baffle plate piston is

normally used in conjunction with crank case com-
pression for scavenging. The baffle plate piston,

by its very construction, led to uneven thicknesses

of metal, which in turn led to uneven contraction
and e.xpansion and frequently resulted in cracked
piston lieads. Mr. Weiss experienced this trouble,

as have all designers of heavy oil engines, and has
ex])erimented extensively in an effort to do away
with this rather serious defect.

liy referring to the accompaiiving illustrations, it

will be seen that the piston in tins new engine is

Conical, which is a rather radical deitarture from

accepted designs. A little later it will be explained

how this conical ])iston operates in conjunction with

the new scavenging method
Referring again to the drawings nf the fcmr-cylin-

dei" engine, there is a crank case cast in one piece

tn which the c\ linders are bcilted. There are five

bearings with regular bearing caps for access to the

bearing bushings, and the removal of the crank
shaft sidewise, which can be done without interfer-

ing with any of the piping or fittings attached to

the engine, and recjuiring much less room than is

necessary for engines in which the shaft can only
be taken out lengthwise, or in others where the

entire upper engine—that is, all the cylinders com-
plete with upper part of the crank case—must be
raised. The air suction valve in this size is at-

tached to the crank case cover.

The bone of contention regarding the relative

efficiency of the surface-ignition, medium-compres-
sion, two-cycle oil engine (it is now generally ac-

cepted that an efficient descriptive term for this

style of engine is "Weiss-type", in view of Mr.
Weiss' undisputed originality in designing this

style of engine, consequently in the balance of this

article the term "Weiss-type" will be used to sig-

nify the surface-ignition, medium-compression,two-
cycle oil engine) has been scavenging, it being con-
tended that previous types of this style have not
completely burned the charge or completely cleared

the cylinder of burned gases after each e.xplosion.

In this nev\- engine Mr. Weiss has incorpiirated an
entirely new method of scavenging. There are

three annular sets of piston control parts— ( 1 ) tiie

exhaust, (2) the supplementary, and (3) the craid<

case port. The supplementary ports are open to

either atmospheric or under low pressure of air

sup])lied (as in this instance, see illustration) b\' a

small ])ressure blower. .\s the |)iston uncovers the

first series—the e.xhaust port.s—near the end (:)f the

expansion stroke, the pressure in the C}linder drops

t(i atni(is]ihere, and due to the abrupt discharge and

the f(ircil)Ie cooling of the gases, the pressure at

once goes down to several points below atmos-

phere. .\t this ])iiint the supplementary ports open,

allowing a charge of pure air to sweep in radially

o\'er the conical piston head, displacing the ex-
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luuist leases left in the

cylinclers. .\lni(]st iiiinu'-

iliately fdllowint;' this as

the crank moves through
tlic lower dead center,

the crank case air un-

der approximately fi\e

]) o u n d s ])ressnre per

s(|uare inch, also llovvs

in o\'er the conical ])iston

heads by way of the an-

ntdar scries of purls

formed 1)\- the spirally

ribbed lower parts of the

cylinder liner. In this

way three completeh- sep-

arate and distinct charges
of air are introduced into

the cylinder during the

scavenging' jirocess. which,
undoubtedly, a c c o u n t s

for the remarkable fuel efficiency of this new Weiss
ty])e engine, and its ability to operate indefinitely

without undue heating of piston head.

The oil injection system of this multi-c_\ linder

engine is reduced to the utmost simplicity. In

place of direct driven governor contrid iniecti(_)n

pumps, there is an independent duplex ])ump to

keep the oil under constant high pressure and a

compensating distributor \alve driven from the

engine shaft, arranged for timing adjustment for

dili'erent grades of oil and either direction of

rotation. This ])um]) is connected to the air

receiver used for starting and re\'ersing the en-

gine. \\'ith a normal air ]iressure of 200 pounds
in the receiver, the oil pressure is kept at 1000

pounds by a reducing valve in the air line. Heavy
oils require high pressures for efficient spraying.

The governor is designed to act directly on the

compensating valve, and is in fact carried by the

distributor valve and submerged.
There is a s])iral .gear mounted on the front

end of the crank shaft which drives the oil dis-

trilmtor on one side and the air distributor for

starting and reversing on the other. Each cylinder

has an air check valve piped to the air distribut(_ir

and a relief valve open to the atmosphere. These

The Weiss engine, four cylinder, erected and ready fi

relief valves can be operated either mdependently
or simultaneously by a lever at the front end of

the engine, so that the entire control of speed,

starting and reversing and pressure relief is

brought within easy access of the engineer.

Forced feed lubrication is used for the cylinder,

main bearings, crank pin and wrist pin, each pipe

terminal fitted with a lubricating sight check.

These lubricators are of the single plunger, dis-

tributor disk type, furnished by L. T. ^\'eiss of

[irooklyn and used in large quantities by the

United States Government on single and multi-

cylinder engines and guaranteed to force oil against

200 pounds pressure. The illustration shows an
eight feed circle mechanism. A hardened steel

worm engages a worm wdieel disk, which latter

carries a steel plunger with its operating yoke. As
the checks turns, the two diametrically opposite

])rojections of the yoke and the fixed star wheel
ojierate as an escapement, reciprocating the plunger,

to draw in and discharge oil through a hole in the

disk, registering alternately with the suction and
discharge hole in the base. Each discharge has a

screw coupling for copper tubing. The whole
mechanism being very simple and substantial, sub-
merged in oil, with an extremely slow movement,

these lubricators run for

man}' years without the

least wear or adjustment.
The Weiss direct re-

versible marine engine
requires no fly wheel and
no special scavenging
inimps. The weight per
h.p. is reduced to approx-
imately 150 pounds with-
out sacrificing a reliable

factor of safety within
the limits of working
i:)ressure. At a pressure
of ."^CO lbs- ])er scpiare

inch, the maximum main
bearing pressure does not
exceed 509 pounds per
sipiare inch projected
area. The shaft in the
](,i:>x22 unit is S'4 inches
in diameter. The bearing
length is in-'4 -inches,

ihere is a centre bear-

ing between each cvlinder
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|inin]is. The wci.^lit per lip. is reduced to appnix-

iiiiateK 15(1 \]». wilhdUt saeririeini; a reliable

faetcjr df safety within the limits of wurkin.iL;-

pi'essiire. At a ])ressure of 500 lbs. per scpuire

inch, the inaxiimini main bearing' pressure does

not e.xeeed .^0'' pounds per scjuare inch projected

area. The shaft in the 16j4 X22 unit is 8y4 inches

in diameter. The bearing length is \2-}i inches.

There is a centre bearing between each cylinder

in the multi-cylinder type. The bearing jires-

sure, therefore,' is 500X214=107,000 divided by
210=50') lbs., as stated above, while the mean
pressure is below 10(1 ll)s. |)er square inch ])ro-

jected area. The mean crank pin pressure ec|uals

2'.'0 lbs. per inch projected area. The connecting
rod being 5 clank lengths, the side thrust at crank
circle tangent is below 40 lbs. ])er sc|uare incli

projected area- The piston is 16j/4 inches diameter,

and 33 inches in length, giving a ]irojected area

of 3.iX16i2=544 sc[viare inches. The mean wrist

pin pressure a\'erages 475 lbs. per inch. The size

of the wrist jjin is 5J/X8 '4^-^5.37 sipiare inches

projected area.

Referring back again to lubrication, which un-

doubtedly is one of the most important features

of any engine of the Weiss-type, it should be

noticed that this engine uses a pressure system
very similar to that adopted by high speed gaso-

line engines. The shaft is drilled all the way
along the main bearings, crank checks and crank
pins, with an outlet at each bearing and crank

pin. s(_) that with oil under pressure connected
to the end of the crank shaft all the bearings are

llooded with oil and the wrist pin receives its

lubrication frimi the crank pin through a hole in

the connecting rod, provided with a check rod

running the entire length of the hollow connecting
rod. \\'hen the engine is in operation this rod

plays about one-eighth of an inch between the

wrist pin and the crank box for the purpose of

checking the oil which has once passed the rod,

and retaining some for wrist pin lubrication. With
this pressure system there is really no need for

a special check rod for the oil in the connecting
rod, but this provision is of considerable advantage
inasmuch as there is no oil in the rod, wdieii the

engine has been standing for a sufficient time

to enable the oil to leak out. With the oil in the

rod, the wrist pin will get its lubrication right

from the start, and this jirevents any cutting of

the bronze bushing which bears against the steel

hardened and ground wrist pin. In the customary
way of putting the wrist pin directly through the

piston which is cast with heavy bosses on each
side, the chances oi conducting heat to the wrist

pin are much greater than in the wrist pin carrier

arrangement used in this engine. Particular

emphasis is drawn to the illustration showing the

conical piston with its even thickness of metal,

to the connecting rod, to the piston pin carrier

and to the ]nston pin, whereby it will be noted that

the wrist pin is mounted in a separate carrier which
is locked inside of the piston by means of a snap
ring, thus dispensing with the ordinary piston

construction calling for heavy bosses on the body
of the piston and inasmuch as there is less heat

conducted with the Weiss arrangement, the lubri-

cation of the wrist ]3in and durability of it is ma-
terially increased. The heat tlowing from the

liiston wall to the wrist ])in in the old style engine

necessarily makes the lul)ricating oil \er}' thin,

and when the engine is shut down, the lubricating

oil feeds ceasing, the pin becomes perfectly dry.

When the engine is started later on there is a

N'cry good chance of trouble because it takes se\'-

erai minutes l)efore the oil can reach the i)in. but

with the new Weiss method of wrist pin carrier,

the temperature is lowered and with a check rod

in the connecting rod the lubricating oil is kept

at a level wdiich will provide lubrication for the

])in immediately the engine starts.

In referring a.gain to the ])iston illustration, there

is aiK)ther feature in the new Weiss jiiston which
is worthy of notice, and that is the absolutely uni-

form distriljution of metal. It is inipossiiile to

maintain a true circular piston with the tdd method
of wrist pin supporting bosses, and baffle wall

lirojection, because the heat would immediately
throw the piston out of round, and the constant

distortion of the [jiston, due to temperature differ-

ences is apt to loosen the wrist pin in its bearing-

To rcmoN'e this coiitingenc\' justifies the amplica-

tion of a cross head far more than the much exag-

gerated wear of the cylinder, due to the side pres-

sure of the piston. In the new \\ eiss piston the

wrist pin carrier is independent and there is no

chance for the wrist ])iii to run against the wall

of the cylinder, and any expansion of the piston

shell, due to teni])erature differences, is perfect!}'

uniform. Particularly is this uniform distribution

of metal necessary at the head where the temper-

ature is highest, and wdiere the baffle plate in the

old one-sided design sets up ver}- great strains,

frequently causing cracks in the piston head.

The 4-cycle method of operation was created

because it was looked upon as the easiest and
most direct mechanically for the compression type

of engine. Its disadvantages were well known and
it has never been accepted as final. It soon be-

came very evident that for the large powers, par-

ticularly for marine propulsion, the 2-cycle method
offered the best solution. Indeed, it has always
been well known and has ne\'er been disputed that

the mechanical side of the proposition is far more
attractive in the 2-cycle type with piston control

led ports. WTiatever failures there may- be on
record in the development of the internal com-
bustion engine in the large units for ship propul-

sion, the 4-cycle has at least an equal share. The
main reason for 2-cycle failures is found in insuffi-

cient scavenging. The high volumetric efficiency

of the scavenging idea, as used in the 4-cycle, was
too quickly accepted and applied in an indirect

manner to the 2-cycle engine. The movement of

air currents in the cylinder during the scavenging

period cannot possibly be followed along fixed

lines of the designer's imagination, as he lays ^out

an exhaust port on one side of the cylinder and
a scavenging port on the opposite side and a

baff'le plate piston to direct the flow of incoming
air, or when he used a vah'e in the cylinder head
for the scayenging air inlet.

This \'al\'e in the head scavenging cannot lie

accepted as an improvement, either \'olumetric

or mechanical, ox'er the old baffle ]date in siiite ol

the fact that it is used in large units of recent

design. The port arrangement in the \\ eiss engine

is the logical step in the direction of securing

high x'olumetric efficiency without sacrificing the

ad\'antages and simplicity of piston control led

ports.
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As the liner is independent of the water jack-

eted portion of the cylinder, its expansion
axially is taken care of without any strain in the

liner or the cylinder. The strain set up in cylinders

cast integral with the jacket, due to temperature

differences, has been the cause of many failures,

especially in ens^ines of the larger sizes. Cracks
are fre(|uently developing in the port section of

the cylinder and jacket in sizes over 9 inch bore

even before they leave the foundry.

The system of scavenging in the Weiss engine,

supplying as it does a supplementary scavenging
port for the purpose of supplying a greater volume
of air than can be effected by the crank case com-
pression method, still uses the crank case com-
pression, however, for manipulating at low speeds
at which the auxiliary air supply may be at only
atmospheric pressure. The crank case gives a

fixed and dependable volume at all speeds of the

engine, which is used for starting and manipu-
lating.

The volume of the auxiliary scavenging air is

supplied by a centrifugal pressure blower driven

from the engine shaft direct. There is, therefore,

swept through the cylinder a volume of air equal

to approximately twice the piston displacement.
While it is true that the same high ratio of scav-

enging air to piston displacement can be had by
low pressure' piston air compressures, driven from
some convenient reciprocating part of the engine
through a walking beam, such as is emploved in

large 2-cycle Diesel engines, it should not be
overlooked that the complications are verv much
greater involving as it does a com])lete sca\'enging

engine of lOO'r greater displacement than the

main engine.

With the engine scavenging pump we are get-

ting further away from the solution of the problem.
The 2-cycle simplicity cannot be saved by loading
it down with the complications of 2-cycle scaven-
ging pumps, or step pistons. The single engine
with two revolutions to one effective stroke is

mechanically a better proposition than two engines
with only one elifective stroke per revolution, which
we really get with the separate piston pump scav-
enging idea. The centrifugal pressure blower can-
not be duplicated b}- any other means for large

volume, simplicity and reliability.

Not depending upon ignition by compression
and on account of the high volumetric scavenging
of the 16JXX22 inch cylinder at 245 r.p.m. the

compression pressure of 200 lbs- per square inch

is well within the practical temperature limit.

16J/1X22 cvlinder volume minus the port x'olume is

214X19X245
="576 cubic feet per minute and the

1728

combustion of .703 pounds of oil equals 14564
b.t.u. calorific value 18,600 b.t.u per lb. This is

approximately 30 b.t. u. per cubic feet of piston

displacement. Assuming 80% net volume (allow-

ing for increase volume due to somewhat higher
initial temperature and 10% exhaust mixture in

the charge) we have 37.5 b.t.u- per cubic foot and
expansion ratio of 7. The temperature is there-

fore very low considering that as high as 60 b.t.u.

per cubic foot are successfully used in large gas
engines.

J. H. Rosseter s Farewell Address

0.\' .\ugust 28th, this being on the eve of his

departure to take charge of the shipping
jM'oblems confronting the United States

Emergency Fleet Corporation and Shipping
Board, Mr. J. H. Rosseter was tendered a banquet
by the San Francisco Chamber of Commerce.
Here, before some si.x hundred of the city's leading
citizens, Mr. Rosseter delivered an address that

is remarkable for its simplicity, clearness and grasp
of the problems which will face the United States

in the operation of a huge merchant fleet. Air.

Rosseter's remarks were, in part, as follows

:

In defense of our rights, and to crush the evils

of military rule and ruin, it was our responsibility

to provide a bridge of ships. After a year o{

feverish effort and activity, with a result standing
unparalleled in the records of industrial acconi])-

lishment. it was time to face the problem of what
was to be done with out ships when peace would
come. To this task Mr. Hurley set himself some
months since, well realizing that to organize for

activity of such properties would take much time
and effort- However, it is doubtful if any man
can realize or appreciate one-half of the difficulties

and problems to be encountered.
You are all aware from the interesting statements

of Chairman Hurley that by 1921 it is expected
that the United States will have a mercantile fleet

of 25,000,000 tons. In these days of great effort

numbers pall on us. and it is difficult to grasp the

meaning of 25,0')0.000 tons of shi]:ping. In a

word, it means equal to all of the shijis under the

British flag prior to the outbreak of the war. It

means, for successful management, we must organ-
ize in one way or another to carry on a business
which the British operated or functioned through
all of the great steamship organizations, well

known to you, including the White Star, Cunard,
Allen, Cape Castle, P. & O., British India, Royal
Mail, China Mutual, Holt Line, and hundreds
of others, too numerous to mention. In a word,
a combination equal to all the big British shipping
companies, the smaller companies and the indi-

viduals. And it must be remembered that this is a

problem to be faced, as it were, over night, and by
a people suddenly emerging from a \'ery small
sphere, in fact the smallest circle on the shipping
horizon, to that of first magnitude, representing
possibly one-half, surely more than one-third of

the world's shipping. As against the many world-
wide shipping companies of other nations expand-
ing slowly throughout the years, we have to face

this problcb all at once, and for the essential per-

sonal element have to draw on only a handful of

experienced .Americans, who during the years be-

fore the war were interested in foreign trade. It

requires the building up of an enormous organiza-

tion of capable executives and men experienced in

the various branches of the service, such as cap-

tains, deck officers and seamen; engineers and their

assistants: and not forgetting such essential ele-
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Rosseter, newly appointed Director of Operations for the United States Shipping Board. Mr. Rosseter i

recognized as one of the country's leading shipping men and an enthusiastic exponent of foreign trade
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nieiits as the ]3iirsers. freis^ht clerks, sturekeepers.

stewards, etc.

It means alsn a studv ami de\elii|)nient ni the

type of ship Isest suited for ecoiidiiiic (iperatinii ami
the needs of the \ar_ving' trades.

It means also the de\'elopnient of a sujipiirtiiiL;

influence by merchant and manufacturer.

And last, but not the least, the upbuilding- of

public sentiment so that there may be an under-

standing through the country that as a national

enterprise the ship as surely touches the prosperity

of the farmer, the miner and the manufacturer as

it does the business man (ir the people at the sea-

ports.

I confidently believe that when peace comes
again to this troubled world we will experience an

enormous increase in the movement of goods 1)\'

sea. I also beliex'e that under the most frien<lly

and considerate conditions of business rivalry be-

tween our -Allied friends, competitive conditions

will bring about a very great reduction in freight

rates- Xot only a great reduction from the present

high levels, but in course of a very short time we
will see ocean freight rates as low as those pre-

vailing during the ]jeriods of depression in shipping-

prior to the war. Of course, we must always expect

to encounter a great change in social conditions

among all nations, such as higher wages and
higher standards of living, which translate into

o]5erating costs per ton per mile. Even so, I

firmly believe we will see freight rates at a very

low figure, and to endure as against foreign com-
petition, the highest efficiency in ships and men.
.Vlso we n-iust lia\-e a great home market for the

purchase as well as the sale of goods.

Much has been said about our Sean-ien's Laws,
but while I am confident that we must face the

issue of changes in such laws, I would n<it change,
if it were in my power to do so, the wage or living

conditions to be provided as an inducement for

young Americans to follow the sea. We must
face some oiTset to make up for the economies of

other nationals nn the item of wages, and the

care and keep of the men. 1 am a strong believer

in efficiency, and that our .\merican boys will rally

to sea ser.x'ice and will bring a fine spirit and an

efficienc}- which will go a long way to oiYset their

extra cost, .\gain we must a]3]jly .\n-ierican ingen-

uity to the problem of accomplishing advantages in

our ships and while this had of necessity to be

overlooked in the beginning because of urgency,

it is now being carefully studied, it may be that

we can discover soi-i-ie improvements in propulsion,

and this is a very important item in overseas

carrying trade. W'c haxe a \-ery great offset in

oil, and our European friends, especially those in

the Scandinavian countries, have shown us the

enormous advantages of the use of oil in internal

combustion engines. It might not be amiss to

say that as between an ordinarj- reci])rocating en-

gine and a Diesel motcjr the economies are such
as to pay more than the entire wage and jjrovi-

sioning of the crew, tn say nothing ni the differ-

ence between the .\merican, lun-oijcan and .\si-

atic scale.

In this ]3roblem of our cnmmerce the Pacific

])lays a leading role. It is trul\- the ocean of des-

tiny. Here we haxe nut (ndy immediate benefits,

but enormous prospective gains. With the men
of the Pacific Coast rests in the first instance the

adxantage, nay, 1 may say the responsibility nf

developing that great comi-nerce with the Indies,

with China, with Russia, as well as with .\iistralia

and .Africa.

Chairman Hurley has issued to all of }-ou a

call fur teamwork. 1 am happy to see that the

San I'rancisco Chamber of Commerce is sending
Mr. Hurley's letter to all of its men-ibers and
organizations throughout the county. Please read

that letter ver} tarefully. I would ]iarticularly

direct \-(iur attention to some of the paragraphs,

viz :

The farmer must \-iztialize ships carrying

his wheat, cotton, breeding animals, dairy

products and fruit to new world markets.

The .American boy must think of shijjs and
foreign countries when he chooses a calling.

-Are you applying the new world visiiin to

the interests represented in your organization

and learning what ships can do toward widen-
ing your markets?
These are your ships, and it is ynur dut_\-

to spread knowledge about them.
Public neglect ruined our old n-iercantile

marine. Congress was not to blame. It sim-

])ly reflected indifference toward shi])s.

-\nd 1 would particularly en-iphasize Mr, lliir-

le3''s reference to "Xew World \'ision."

From a nation of domestic prol)lenis we find our-

selves suddenly translated into international atfairs.

The plain truth is that notwithstanding all of our

pride of achievement, we have been a nation of

pr(i\-incials. This must now change. Son-ieone

in }-our organization n-iust be detached from the

daily routine ai-id grind of the order book to the

respoi-isibility of studying and developing" foreign

trade. This applies to all classes—the banker and
the manufacturer as well as the merchant.

-Again, and this applies particularly to the peo])le

of the seaports, you must study your conditions

and facilities for interchange of cargo between
rail and ship-

To n-iv fellow-ti iwnsmen of San h'ranciscn, I will

say: Vou start with ever}- natural advantage nf

geographical position and port conditions, but

these alone will not bring \-ou a due share oi the

new commerce unless you set yourselves resolutely

to the task of development and of equipping your-

selves to do your share. Xatural advantage or the

grace of the Shipning Hoard will never bring that

measure to which you are justly entitled.
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A typical oil tanke lith Westinghou

Floating Frame

Tl 1

1<". tremendous deniaiul fnr sliips has auto-

niaticallv placed the buildinsj' i>f sailing craft

in the jjackground. This is true not only

due to ship speed requirements, l)ut also that

the crew for handling;- a steam vessel can Ijc

trained in a shorter time than say for a fast

clipper. Hence the threat impurtance of the

steamer. Above these considerations is the fact

that efficient ship propelling' machinery is now
axailable and in everv da}' use. of such a txjie

that it may be considered e])och making in marine
circles.

These days of fuel conservation and also cargo

space demands makes imperative the use of every
de\ice that can replace a less efficient one, thus

passes the reciprocating marine engine to gi\'e

])lace to the steam turbine. The steam turljine

lias long ago proved its superiority o\'er the famous
Corliss engine for stationar}' and central station

woj'k. due to its high operation economies, and
small space recjuirements per unit of output.
The application of W'estinghouse steam turbines

with reduction gears of the eating" frame type
for ship propulsion is well carried out in the

machinery of the tank and cargo steamers built

and building at the yards of the Chester Ship-
liuilding Company, Chester, Pa., and other shi])-

liuilding plants on both the Atlantic and I'acific

seaboards.

(ieared turbine ]M-o]ielling machinery ma\- be
li>cated in the stern of the vessel as has been
found e-xjiedient in the case of oil tankers, or its

location may be amidshi]5s, which is usual for

cargo ships.

As a ty|)ical example, in the case of a tanlccr.

take the "Alahnangcr" ( su1)marined ), wliicli was
a vessel with the principal dimensions:

Length 401 feet

l>eam 54 feet

Draft 2S ft. <' inches
Displacement 12,630 tcMis

Cargo capacity 9,000 tons
Speed _ _ 10.5 knots

The boilers and propelling machinerv are located
aft and C(im])rise three single-ended Scotch boilers,
a \\ estin,L;hi>use cross-com]K)und unit, consisting
<if a high pressure turbine and a low pressure
turbine and two single-jjinion first reduction gears,
and one two-pinion second reductinn gear. The
arrangement is as follnws: each turl)ine is cciupled

Reduction Gears
to one of the first reduction gears, wdiich in turn

are coupled to the second reduction gear, this

latter gear being directly connected to the jjro-

lieller shaft. By means of this arrangement of

double reduction 'gears, comparatively high speed
turbines (3600 r.p.m.) are utilized for driving a

slow speed propeller (70 r.p.m.). The propeller

thrust bearing is of the Kingsbury marine type
and located at the forward end of the second
reduction gear. The lubrication of the main
turbine bearings and the gear teeth and bearings

is effected by a continuous supply of oil through
a gra\'ity system. Two oil pumps driven olT the

gear shafts, a cooler, strainer and storage tank,

also comprise |.iart of the nil s_\stem.

Floating Frame Reduction Gears.

The reduction gears are of the W'estinghouse
floating frame type. At 'the designed full ]3ovver,

the first or high-speed gears reduce speed from
3600 to 450 r.p.m. and transmit 1250 horsepower
each. The second or low-speed gear reduces the

speed from 450 to 70 r.p.m. Each pinion transT

mits 1250 horsepower. The total speed reduction
from the turbine sjieed nf 3600 r.p.m. to the jjro-

peller speed of 70 r.p.m. gives a ratio oi 51.4 to 1.

3use floating frame reduction ge
upper half of casing removed
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The gears are completely enclosed in an oil-tight

cast iron gear housing, and are of double helical

type, the teeth being indued at an angle of 30
degrees. The teeth are of involute form and are
cut with the utmost precision to obtain reliable
and quiet operation.

The pinions are of the three bearing type and
are carried in a floating frame, which automatically
maintains the alignment of the pinion and gear
under all conditions of load, thereby producing
uniform distribution of the pressure over the
entire length of tooth face. Each pinion is driven
by a flexible shaft which extends through it and
is secured to the end remote from end\vise. The
flexible shaft allows the pinion to adjust itself

without restriction to maintain its alignment with
the gear wheel. The uniform distribution of pres-
sureat all loads made possible by the use of the
floating frame permits the use of higher pressures
and smaller pinions and gears than is the prac-
tice with reduction gears of the fixed bearing type.
The flexible frames are of rugged construction

to avoid deflection, and are supported by feet under
the middle bearing, this support being amply
flexible to permit the required movement in a

vertical i)lant. The ends of the floating frame
are held in the correct vertical plant by horizontal
struts. The frames are divided and bolted to-

gether horizontally, a longitudinal channel for

supplying oil to the pinion bearings and teeth
being formed in the joint.

The gear wheels are composed of a heavy forged
steel shaft, a cast iron center and steel rims.

The gear and pinion bearings are composed of
heavy cast iron bodies lined with genuine babbitt.
The bearings are supplied with oil at a pressure
of about 5 pounds per square inch which is intro-
duced at the sides. No oil piping is contained
in the gear housing. A trough which is supplied
with oil from the channel in the floating frame
distributes the oil to the teeth from above as
shown. Oil is supplied to the teeth from below by
sprays which are directed against the back of
the pinion from the channel in the frame. The oil
being carried around with the pinion and drawn
into the meshing teeth.

-One of the accompanying illustrations shows
group of first and second reduction gears as
applied to geared turbine equipments for ships
having their engine rooms located aft. With this
arrangement, the gears are plaecd forward of the
turbines, and the intermediate shaft passes be-
tween the turbines, enabling the tail shaft to be
drawn inboard for inspection without displacing
any part of the turbines or reduction gears.

In the case of ships having engine room located
amidships, the turbines are placed forward of
the gears. The gearing for the two-speed reduc-
tion is contained in one housing.

Navy Crane Made Sale by Generative Braking

M.\.\T;F.\CTL'RERS are fast beginning to
realize that American made goods are the
best to be had, and also that the}- are
built on integrity, and will not collapse

like the German character has and the German
floating cranes did for the Panama Canal. One
wonders where the limits are to the immense work
our Yankee shops are doing what would have been
declared impossible two years ago. But nothing
is impossible now. In the next breath, we find
a great giant massive crane had been built that
will lift a complete tugboat from its berth on the
river or harbor bottom after sinking. A complete
boat

!
This, too, seems nearly impossible. This

'-Made in America" crane is said to be the largest
ever constructed in this ccniiitr\-.

Floating cranes generally are of the bridge tvpe
and when operating, the whole crane including
the pontoon is maneuvered to bring the hoisting-
cables to the proper position for lifting. Three
other floating cranes have been built for the Navy,
by the \\'ellman-Seaver-AIorgan Company of Cleve-
land, Ohio, but none as large as this "one. The
new crane is of a different type, namely, the re-
volving, and it operates on the principle similar
to that of the ordinary derrick.

To give a more concrete idea of the amount of
work this apparatus can accomplish it may be
said that its capacity is equivalent to the weight
of 100 of the largest touring cars. The emptv fift-

ing hooks weigh about two tons, or the equivalent
of a large touring car. When the jib is raised to
its maximum height is over 200 feet above the
water level, a height greater than that of an 18-
story building. As previously stated the whole
structure is mounted on a flatboat, or floating pon-
toon, and nuist not be endangered by handling
these immense loads.

To proportion the parts of the crane, superior
engineering skill was required. If the boat is tip-

ped sidewisc, it is still absolutely safe against turn-
ing (i\-er.

The boat contains a complete Ixiiler plant, and
an engine-driven generation which supplies the
electric current for operating the various motions
of the crane, which are controlled from a small
house niiiunted high above the deck. By the means
of a few levers and master controllers one operator
is able to control all the functions with the utmost
delicacy.
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of the 150-ton revolving, pontoon crane, showing great outreach lide of the pontoon

The speed can always be controlled by the means
of the electrical mechanism of the crane. When
heavy loads are lowered, the motors are turned into

generators and thus the speed is controlled with
great accuracy. In the case of an accidental inter-

ruption of electric current, all of the crane's mo-
tions are automatically locked by means of brakes,

and so ensures the impossibility of dropping the

load. Safety and accuracy are essential, as the

crane is used to handle large guns and turrets on
battleships, and if through carelessness or inaccu-

racy these should be damaged, it would mean a

loss of hundreds of thousands of dollars.

The illustration (Figure 2) shows the first work
which the crane did. The navy tug "Massasoit"
was suddenly sunk in one of the harbors. Aftei"

divers had passed the necessary cables under the

tug, the crane rapidly and quickly lifted it to tlie

surface, as shown. Westinghouse motors driving

the hoisting drums are shown in Figure 3.

It might be interesting to add that the Panama
Canal Commission purchased two similarly large

cranes for heavy work. The cranes were pur-

chased from a German corporation, but when the

test load was applied (which was the same as ap-

l)lied to the crane shown in the illustration) it

didn't pass muster. The first collapsed and was
wrecked owing to a faulty design of structure.

The following data will give a good idea of the

enormous size of this machine : Size of pontoon
140 feet long by 85 feet wide by 15 feet deep; size

of engine generator set, 150 kw.; the crane has a

main hoist consisting of two hooks of 75 tons,

each, fixed on the jib; an auxiliary hoist of 25 tons

capacity movable up and down on the boom ; the

crane rotates in a complete circle, the rotating be-

ing contrnlled by two 60 horsepower motors; the

boom luffs up and down from a practically vertical

position to an angle of about 30 degrees from the

horizontal in its lowest position ; the luffing is ac-

complished by two 10-inch screws operated by two
60-horsepower motors ; the main hoists can operate

separately or simultaneously, as desired ; when
lifting the maximum load it is operated by two 60-

horsepower Westinghouse type MC motors; the

au.xiliary hoist has separate motors for hoisting

and trollying, each of which is 60-horsepower
W^estinghouse ; the counter-balance at the rear

end of the crane is fixed, and amounts to 600,000

]50unds ; the total weight of the pontoon crane

(displacement) is 5,000.000 pounds; the capstans
are electrically driven, four in number, one at each
corner of pontoon ; the anchor hoists are steam
driven, two in number, one at each end. The main
pivotal bearing, or step bearing, supports a ball or

universal joint and carries a maximum load of

2,021,000 pounds; the speed of the main hoist un-
der maximum load is about si.x feet per minute

;

the speed of the rotation is one revolution in four

minutes; speed of luffing boom, entire range, 12

minutes; the boom is of the cantilever type.

DOCK CONGESTION
Several of the largest dcjcks at Tacoma have

been taken over by the Government and are now
being operated through the Quartermaster's De-

partment. This action to an extent has added to

the troubles of the outside shippers, who had been

finding it difficult to obtain dock space. In con-

nection with this the docks are now being operated

under one head, with one man looking after the

export and import freight business, and another

the domestic business-



A Large Submarine Repair Job

Ox .\i)ril IS. I'MS, ihc stuaiii scliooner •Phyl-

lis," while under charter tn the United
States Shij^ijini,^ lioard, stranded during a

thick foi;- in the vicinity of Point \'icente.

Cal. The \essel was on a voyage from Puget
Sound \\a San I'edro to Atlantic Coast ports,

loaded with lumher. Her owner, Mr, W. R. Chani-

berlin of San Francisco, who went td Los Angeles
for the express purpose of attending to the final

details of dispatching the vessel to the Atlantic

])orts. on hearing of the accident promptl}- arranged
for the employment of the steam schooner
A\'a|)ama" to float and tow the "Plnllis" to San
Pedro.

Little time was lost in .getting a line frcjni the

^^'apama" to the "Phyllis," and hy jettisoning

the deckload of lumber with the rising tide, the

vessel came off the rocks in the early morning of

the following da}-..,

As there were no facilities at San I^edro to make
the necessary repairs, Captain Louis H. Turner,
marine surveyor of the Fireman's Fund Insurance
Company, undertook to put the vessel in such a

condition that she could be towed to San Francisco.
I'nder the direction of Captain Turner, patches
made of lumber and canvas measuring 16x30 feet

were fitted under water by divers Theodore \\'ick

and Johnson. .An area of some 3,500 feet of the

vessel's bottom was co\ered in this manner.

The work ])ro\eil long and tedious, taking some
four weeks or nidre to dn, l)Ut the efficiency of

the patching was well demonstrated while the \'es-

sel was in tow of the tug "Hercules" on the trip

to San Francisco. .\ heax'v northeast .gale, that

re.gistered 83 miles per hour at Point Ke\es. was

encountered, l)ut the engineers, with the aid of the

jnimps, had little difficulty in keeping the \-essel

comparativel}' free of water.

Upon the \'essel bein.g placed on dry dock, the

magnitude of the work and the skill displayed in

patching the vessel under water at once became
ap])arent. In the opinion of the shipwrights in

this locality, it was one of the largest and best

jobs of submarine work which had come under
their notice. Permanent repairs were etTected ]>}'

-Mr. P'oster, which cost, together with the salvage

operations, something approximating $83,000.

The vessel was insured with the Fireman's h'und

Insurance Company.

Important Salvage
Through the courtesv of Air. Dailey, San I'ran-

cisco manager of the Overseas Shipping Comi)any,
we are enabled to show several views illustrative

of the sah'ing of the boilers of the San P'rancisco

and Portland Steamship Comi)any's steamer
"Bear".
When tlie Pear went ashore on the nortliern

California Coast it was many months before the

])ossibilities of refloating this fine steamer were
finally abandoned. Ov\ing to the tremendous
demand for engines and boilers for ships, there

was immediate and widespread interest manifested
in the salving of the ])ower plant of this vessel,

once when impossibilitv of floating her became
fully apparent.

The bt)ilers of the Bear were salved In the Port-

land Wrecking Company and the Mercer and
F"raser Compau}- contracted to nio\e the boilers

fr(]m the scene of the wreck to Fureka. 'Phe dis-
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The six salvaged boilers of the steamer --Bear ' bi

tance tlic lioilcrs hail tn lie nii>\cil was tliirty-tive

miles aiitl when il is coiisiilered that there are im
railroad facilities almii^' this sectimi nf the cuast

the difficult\- ni the job at once hecdines olndous.

I'\;)r a major portion of the way the l)oilers were
rolled along the sandy beaches. In one instance it

was necessary to cut a road throuLjh a cliff ami
se\-eral sloughs had to be crossed on 1)ar.L;es. It

took fi\e months to move the boilers the thirt\-

ransported Humboldt Bay on a bargi
Art Co.. I 'hot.:

boilers weighs approximately forty-si.x tons, the

ilifficiilty of rolling them through thirty-fi\e miles

of beaches, rocky points and wildly woodeil country

can easily be appreciated.

llea\\ iiii]iro\ements are still i)eiiig cari'ii'd on at

the |>lant nf the Todd Drydock cS: L'onstruL'.ion Cor-

|:)oration at Tacoma. ( )ne wdio saw these yards

three months ago would not recognize them now

Shift

Hike'

s ot the

being

along the 1

ved tofi\e miles, a ilonke_\' boiler being enii)

roll theiii along.

The ( )\erseas Shipping Cijmpany recently dis-

patcheil a new American motorship to load these

btjilers for Shanghai, where they will be utilized

on t_)ne or more of the steamers liuililing at Chinese
dtjckyards for the United States Shi])|)ing lioard.

\\'hcii it is considered that each nf the "I 'ear's"

ach by means of a cable and a .'.onkey eni;ine

on account of the large amount of new structures

that ha\'e been |nit up. The comijany has recently

moved its old office building, located near the dry-

tlock, to the larger office building, just erected at

the entrance to the yards on the land side. Here

the company officials are (|uartereil in most spa-



The Port of San Francisco—Its Potential Possibilities
By F. W. Hall,

Commercial MaiiaL;er Sprague Electric Works

TO attain to the full possibilities of this most
im])ortant port so that it can retain its right-

ful heritage, one most essential thing is neces-

sary and that is speed, speed of transference

of freight between water and shore, between vessel

and cars and also the speed of handling, that is,

the assorting, distributing and tiering on the shore.

To secure this speed, there must be easy and

free movements of the freight in every direction,

no delays, no waitings and no confusion.

For speed there must be no points of congestion.

San Francisco, from the figures given lately in

the various reports of the civic bodies of the city,

has an excess of terminal capacity if the different

piers are fully utilized.

Reference is made to these valuable statistics as

indicating that much greater tonnage can be accom-
modated- The existing facilities are not fully

worked.

This is due largely to the lack of speed in dis-

charging and loading the vessels, and in the hand-

ling upon the shore, and speed is diminished, as is

clearly shown by the ever-present but unnecessary

congestion of the port.

This congestion is chiefly evident at certain

ponits. One is at the point of deposition of the

drafts from the ship on the side of the pier or

quay, which place of deposition averages about

8 feet by 8 feet, or 64 square feet. This small

area is easily congested by two or three drafts and

is generally all the space that can be reached by

the ship's w^inch or by a combination of ship and

dcjck winches from one hatchway. This place of

(le])osition can be increased by mechanical appli-

ances as to enable so large an area to be served

as to preclude at this place the possibility of

congestion.

This is physically accomplished by the instal-

lation of quick acting traveling gantry jib cranes

with an outreach and inreach of 55 feet serving

without the crane moving, an area of 100 feet

1)\- 40 feet, or 4,000 square feet instead of 64 square

feet. Xot only is congestion at this area removed,

but, as will be seen later, by this source of delay

being eliminated the speed of discharging and

loading can be doubled or trebled, especially if pro-

vision is made, for quick handling on the pier.

I!y using two, or preferably four, ship's winches

at each hatch, to drag the cargo from between
decks to the hatchway and to above the level of

the ship's upper deck, and there to burton the

draft from the fall rope hook of the winch to the

hook of the gantry crane, there is attained this

trebling of speed or giving three (3) times the

discharging capacity. This, however, is only
possible by removing the cause of the past inevit-

able delay at this point of deposition on the side

of the pier or quay.

. The possible speed of only one or two ship's

winches has been generally nullified at this con-
gestion point at the watersedge by the inevitable

congestion. This delay is clearly evident where
any of the ships are being discharged at the ]iiers

of the port.

T!v a cfimbinatinn of two ship's winches and two

gantry cranes per hatch, four drafts are kept mov-
ing at the same time and with four winches and
two quick acting gantry cranes, six drafts are in

the air at one time in connection with the one
hatch. Three (3) cranes can be operated at one
hatch.

Too often by the present methods, one draft onlv
is moving at each hatch-

At five hatches it is possible that twenty to
thirty drafts can be simultaneously moving, which
would be from four to six times the usual number.
Ten to twenty winches and ten traveling gantry

jib cranes (a possible thirty machines operating
at one ship) would send a deluge of freight upon
the pier and quay.

As this great cubical volume or tonnage rhust be
assorted and distributed anywhere in the shed or
in the open according to marks or cross marks and
then tiered, it is certain that if the freight be not
moved from even five thousand square feet without
any delay, that the floor space will soon be so
congested as to limit the transferring capacity of

the winches and cranes. This lack of floor space
for the freight movements to and from the piles

has been plainly proved in the past where the two-
wheeled hand truck has been employed. To
reduce the ship's delay to the minimum, hand truck
men have been added and then more men added
until for them to move, little space was left for

piling the freight. In one case out of thousands
of square feet, only about one-fourth the area was
left for freight storing. The greatest economy in

space for hand trucking was observed, the travel

of the men being rigidly kept in regular loops.

This is with the usual slow method of the past

in the discharge of the ships.

The same principles apply in the loading of the

ship as in the discharging.

It requires no argument to prove that with the

full w'inch capacity of the ship in combination with
the gantry cranes that any pier or quay floor of

reasonable size would soon be so congested as to

cause delay and there would be the greatest

confusion.

The floor must be relieved of too great a volume
of deposited or moving freight, and this is only

possible by utilizing unoccpueid air spaces for the

freight movements, by machinery and tiering at

least fifteen feet in height instead of the usual

five feet in height. Every foot of floor space is of

the greatest value and it must he kept for its legit-

imate use.

This transit shed is not a warehouse for long

storage, but only for forty-eight hours holding. A
shed should not be occupied in its floor area with

columns, elevators, chutes and other incumbrances
often used with two-story sheds, which, while

essential in long storage warehouses, should not be

permitted in necessarily limited waterfront areas.

\\'arehouses are gcnerall\- set back from the

waterfront-

Overhead air spaces can be utilized by means of

mechanical appliances, so as to relieve any possible

floor congestion, ha\ing freedom for all movements
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in tlu' (ixcrhead s])ace. 'l"hc follow-

ing are the conditions upon which

such machinery is installed.

It must occupy no floor space in its

position or in its o])eration. liy it

every stpiare foot of floor and e\ery

cubic foot of space must he served by

this machinery without any rehand-

ling- and saving all possible man
power. In its operation there must
be a continual succession of ra])id

movements and it must be able to

move at once all freight as it conies

from the ship.

Such machinery consists of only

two side tracks the same as the usual
traveling" shop crane ; there are gener-
ally two cross girders per crane, cor-

responding to the cross girders of the

shop crane but often with only one
cross track instead of two, for each
bridge. The combination of the two
fixed side tracks and the movable
cross tracks form an adjustable loo]i.

On these fixed side tracks and the

movable cross tracks, travel trains of

one tractor and, at full capacity, four

trailer hoists each of two tons capac-

ity. Each train in its travel and
hoisting is operated by one man, who
can thus lift and convey eight tons

and deposit and tier anywhere. Gen-
erally each hoist lifts, conveys and
deposits one mark only, anywhere
above one square foot of floor, and in

addition the operator moves the trav-

eling crane bridges, operating them
from his cab.

By girders, the trains can pass at-'9 - '
.

, ,

1
r Powerful revc

any pomt of the side tracks to or from
the movable cross tracks, thereby being able to

serve every foot of floor space. The overhead
tracks, the traveling bridge and the trains of the

tractors and trailer hoists combine all the advan-
tages of the space serving cross traveling shop
cranes with the flexibility of the monorail hoists-

As an example of excessive duty, the following
will serve to indicate how the overhead adjustable

loop system will fulfil all exacting conditions to

prevent any possible congestion.

There can be taken as an example, a pier 900
feet in length and with two ships each 600 feet

long discharging on each side of this pier.

There are in operation thirty winches in the
ships and twenty gantry jib cranes on the piers,

being fifty hoisting machines in all-

in the shed or on the pier there can be 120 to

160 hoists, to remove the freight as deposited on

the floor or else burtoned.

Extra bridges with the movable cross tracks can

be installed if desirable. The height of lift of the

interior cranes will average much less than that of

the winches or external cranes.

As the traveling hoists will be more than double

the number of the winches and gantry cranes, with

a much less height of lift, and as this number of

hoists can be increased, there is no doubt but that

there can be no congestion on the pier.

This is given to illustrate the most severe

conditions

:

ing crane tackling a big job, raising the bun....a i„<. Massosoit

If the whole length of a pier 900 feet long is

necessary for cargoes being tiered five feet high,

then 300 feet of such a pier would be approxi-

mately necessary wdien tiering fifteen feet high.

Then the longitudinal distributing would only be

one-third of what it would be tiering only five feet.

The pier could therefore be divided into three

sections bv its cross traveling bridges and each

section equal to a 900 ft. pier.

In actual practice less than one-third the numl)er

of trains will be necessary. The great number is

given as showing possibility of the great excess

of capacity.

The most valuable floor area is conserved and

congestion is removed.

Congestion, therefore, is not necessary on the

space at the water's edge, either within the shed or

on the quay or pier.

No place at a successful terminal must be a con-

gestion point. There must be direct coordination,

especially for outbound freight, between the car and

the ship and between the ship and the shed. These

freight movements must be performed by machin-

ery to avoid other points of congestion-

The entrance to a pier from the roadway espe-

cially with the two-story shed is another congestion

place.

^^'arehouses should be six stories in height, but

sheds one story.
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tjenerally when a ])ier or quay is congested l)y

tlie usual surface freight movements, the customary
])ri)cefkire is to ask for an approitriatinn of $500,000

to .^1,000,000 for another pier and this jjrocess is

Continually going on.

I'rnm exact statistics ])ublished in e\ery standard

work on terminal engineering as to the use oi

mechanical appliances, the transferring capacity of

a pier or quay has been increased three and four
times by the use of the above mechanisms.

It therfore costs far less to install mechanical
a]3])liances with correctly designed terminals tn

remox'e cc ingesticin, than td construct new piers

and qua}s.

European Marine Developments
Exclusive Correspondence of "Pacific Marine

Review."

LORD PIRRIE'S REVIEW

I.\

his interesting statement to the Uritisii i)ress

on August ", Lord I'irrie, the controller gen-

eral of merchant shipbuilding, spoke quite can-

didly about the causes that hinder a faster rate

of construction in the shipyards ofthe United King-

dom. The most important, of course, is the short-

age of skilled labor. The industry is still suffering

from the wholesale enlistment at the beginning of

the war. .\ew merchant construction only comes
third in its claim on available supplies of laljor now.

The repairing of merchant and naval ships has the

first call, and new naval Gonstruction the second.

Xaval work now employs 25 per cent more labor

than merchant construction. Lord Pirrie indicated

that at the moment he hesitates to demand from

the war cabinet the return of the badly - needed

skilled shipvard workers from the fighting line, but

he hinted that he feels that the time is coming
when he must do so. .\nother interesting point is

that in the last seven months military and home
re(|uirements have necessitated special attention be-

ing given to oil ships, transports and meat boats.

Tliese vessels take more labor and more time than

the ordinary kind of cargo steamer, and Lord I'ir-

rie estimates that if effort could have been concen-

trated upon cargo vessels only we could have pro-

duced another quarter of a million gross tons of

shi|)ping this year.

Women in the Shipyards
In connection with the above-mentioned shortage

of skilled labor in the shipyards, one has, however,

p.lwavs to remember that the introduction of female

labor into the shipyards is one of the most remark-
able developments of woman's work brought about

b\- tlie war. Today women are to be found among
the riveters taking the place of boys in heating and
i-on\ eying the rivets to the men who drive them
home. They are working in blacksmiths' forges;

the_\- red-lead iron work, and do jiart of the ])aint

work. All o\er a shipyard they may be seen tidy-

ing up. shifting scrap iron, carrying balks of tim-

ber, pieces of angle iron, and sera]) bars. Girls un-

pack big cases of machine i)arts and gear, and fre-

qtiently unload bars of iron from railway wagons
at a speed which surprises the onlooker. The wages
which women receive for all these and many other

forms of labor in wdiich men alone used to be em-
ployed are double what the men used to be ])aid

before the war.

Women's work in the joiners' sh(]])s is particu-

larly \ahiable, especially in the case of the ])laning

macliines. with which they produce a very large

iiitput. In the engineers' section of the shi])yard

also—outside of the marine engine works—women's
hell) is much in demand. Thev work various kinds

of machines, such as screwing and boring machines;
the}' face up flanges, oil and clean all machines, and
sharpen tools. Experienced girls are very skilful

in the manipulation of such powerful machines as

those used for cutting angle iron and for keel-bend-
ing. They e\'en drive electric cranes and winches,
work which demands the greatest steadiness and
care and a large amount of ner\e. Women are also

being employed in numerous ways in engineering
works, where the proportion of female labor is con-

siderably greater than that in the shipyards on ac-

count of the larger number of machines available.

First Rivetless 'Vessel Launched
The first steel \essel built without ri\ets here has

just been launched "somewhere" on the south coast

)f England. The launch took place in the presence
')f Lord Pirrie. The vessel was liuilt in a shipyard
operated by the Inland Waterways and Docks Sec-

tion of the Royal Engineers. The plates, instead of

being riveted and caulked, are joined together in one
process by electric welding. This means that the

plates are held together temporari-ly by bolts, and
that the joint is then submitted to local heat by
means of an electric arc, so that the two plates

are fused together. It is com|)uted from the results

obtained on this experimental \essel and other ad-

miralty work that a saving of 20 per cent, or pos-

sibly 25 per cent, could be effected in both time
and material by this process. I understand that the

L'nited States Shippin.g Board have been in close

touch with this e.xperiniental work, with U' "^sult

that arrangements are in hand for building a

I)er of 10.000 tons standard ships in the pu diVction

of which "rivetei"s" will become "welders". Whilst
the first vessel just launched is rivetless, it is cal-

culated that these large vessels will only have about
2'/2 per cent of the originally intended number of

rivets. In the vessel just launched the "shell", up
to and including the bottom seam of the bilge plate.

is continuously welded inside and out. The cross

seams are similarly treated. The outside is contin-
uously weldeil and the inside "tack" welded. "Tack"
welding means welding a shtn-t section. sa\- three

inches, and then ski])])ing another section of about
•wice as much. The frames, floors, deck brackets
:ind non-water-tight bulkheads are all "tack" weld-
ed : the water-tight bulkheads are continuously
v\'elded. In the case of the deck ])lates. "butt"
welding .i. e.. the plates arranged end to end. with-

out any oxerlap) has been adopted. In the con-
struction outlined it is considered that ;i good mar-
gin of safety has been allowed.

Oil-Engined Ships

Periodically in in-e-war days Sir Marcus Samuel
'.ised to describe the Piritish shiixiwners" and the
llritish shi])builders' lukewarm interest in oil en-
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i^iiio as S( iiiic'tliinL; which wcniKl in the hniL; run iii-

vohc Uk'ih in Iuss of iiKnicw roniinj^ Ircun nwv cil'

the wcnid's larqcsl oil nwHcrs, the ci'iticisni was in

siune (iiiarters hehi tu lie nut alti>,i;ethLT nnliiascd.

hut as the chairman nf the "Shell" C(ini|ian\ ful-

lowed it up hy liiinself becoming- an dw ner nf Die-

sel ships there was little to be said I'nr the objec-
tiiin. Abireii\ef, as a simple matter (if fact, bntli

llritish slii|)iiwners and liritisli shij^builders were at

the tinie sin^jularly shy ;if (lil engines. That the\-

are of a different niinil nnw is hiijhK prdltable. al-

lhoui,di vvitii both industries operatint;- under severe
war conditions it is difficult really to tell. ( )n

other gTounds, !iowe\-er. ])ui!dcrs and nwners nia\-

reasonably resent the re\i\al uf Sir Marcus .Sam-

uel's criticism. With the shiinards and engine
shops under Cdutrcil. liuilders ha\e n<i chnice in tlie

work the_\ are diiin.t;'. ( )\\ners cannot order the

kinds of vessels they woukl like, and the prospect
faces them of being obliged to take for a consider-
able time after the end of the war practically any-
thing they can get. For the fact that large fleets

of standard steamships are being built the State is

therefore responsible—not the shiplniilder or the

shipi iwner.

$20,000,000 on Concrete Ships

Re[)orts from the \arious reinfurced concrete

shipyards in England, Scotland and Ireland show
that good progress is being made in the construc-

tion of 1000-ton sea-going barges for the admiralty

department of Merchant Shipbuilding. The pro-

gram of construction authorized comprises vessels

representing some 200,000 tons of shipping, and a

capital outlay estimated at nearly $20,000,000, ajjart

from the cost of land and shipping plant. On the

designs adopted, the saving in steel is fully 70,000

tons on what would have been re(|uired for steel

ships of the same carrying capacit}'. .\ccording to

latest advices the United States has only two con-

crete shipyards ready for operation, compared with
nearly twenty in the United Kingdom. On the

other hand, America is to be credited with the com-
pletion of one reinforced concrete steamship of 3000

tons capacity, an experiment which has been amply
ut^*' . ny the x'essel on her trial trip.

Shipping Companies and the Emigration Bill

The shipping companies are deeply stirred about
the emigration bill that is now before a grand com-
mittee of the House of Commons. They declare

that if the bill is carried it will handicap llritish

ships in fa\'or .of their competitors on the Conti-

nent, who will not be hampered by the regulations

of the bill. These regulations, they say, will not

stop emigration, because intending emigrants could
easily travel by way of the Continent, but it will

stop a good deal of British shipping. The bill pro-

poses to set up an executive authority which will

have power over the United Kingdom only. It is

to comprise representatives of the colonies, and the

companies think this one-sided, as it will have no
control over the Dominions and colonies, and to

all intents and purposes it will be over the lioard

of Trade. I'assenger agents are to be licensed and
to pay fees wdiich will amount to over $250,000.
The companies declare that passenger agents are
all respectable men, already guaranteed b}- a re-

sponsible authority. Their final grie\'ance is that

the efTect will be to place the industry under the
rule of the permanent officials, and to sto]) both
emigration, and transmigration in llritish >hi])s.

Danish Shipping Amalgamation
It is re])orte(l from CoiJenhagen (Denmark) that

the Danish Progress Steamship Company is taking
)\er the ele\en steamers belonging to the \ester-
ha\et Rederi, and that the latter will be wound up.

In exchange for their 2,000,000 kroner of capital

!
of which half consisted of free shares), the Ves-
lerhavet shareholders will receix'e an equal number
if Progress shares and 13,000,000 kr. as a si)ecial

payment for the fleet and other assets. During the

war the X'estei ha\ei Company has been ])articu-

larly conservative in its dividend distribution, and
has collected large reserve funds. The Progress
ComiKiny will issue shares to the amount of 5,130,-

000 kr..'of which 2.000,000 kr. will be applied as

mentioned abme, the balance of 3,150,000 kr. being
iift'ered for su])scri])tion at the rate of 250 ]:ier cent.

Hamburg Hard Hit
Xote already has been made of the fact that

Hamburg is more than ever feeling just now the
pinch of war, and I am told through a neutral

quarter from .\msterdam that the discontent enter-

tained because of this among the leading citizens

is the greater because of the lack of symijathetic
recognition of their position in llerlin. Xot far

short of a twelvemonth ago, indeed, the German
government declined a request of the Hamburg
local and commercial authorities for an imperial

grant to put their town and port into such a state
as might be necessar}- for the resumption of busi-

ness on the conclusion of peace. The Berlin gov-
ernment apparently could promise neither a grant
in aid nor the essential lal)or for carrying out the
work, but suggested that both might be forthcom-
ing when peace was made. This afforded small
comfort to the Hamburg authorities, on whom the
exigencies of the war have fallen so heavily that

they have been com])elled to allow the port to fall

into a condition of neglect, wdiich bodes ill for the
future commercial success of Germany overseas
when foreign markets are again open.



Doubtful Views on American Marine Expansion

Wl'^
reprint lieruwith three letters from the

pen of iMr. J. J. Slechta, which were pub-
lished during August by the New York
luurnal of Commerce. While these letters

are somewhat pessimistic they may serve to curb
over-optimism on the part of those who see such
a wonderful future for the American Merchant
Marine- We do not subscribe to all of Mr. Slechta's
views on the subject, but the letters touch upon
many phases of a situation which will re(|uire all

the ability and statesmanship of which the country
is capable to meet. Whether our readers accept
the same views as set forth in these letters or not,

they cannot fail to be interested in such ably
expressed arguments as will be found below.
In the closing paragraphs of his second letter Mr.
Slechta intimates that the retention of a vast
merchant marine by this country might have the
effect of provoking still further international
struggles, but is not the corrollary of this state-
ment equally true that the absence of a great
merchant marine invites conquest. The letters, in

question, are reproduced herewith in the order of
their appearance in the New York Journal of
Commerce.

(Letter I.)

New York, Aug. 7, 1018.
Editor of The Journal of Commerce:

Sir:—It is high time that -the best minds of
our country, in the ranks of statesmen as well as
business men, began to devote intensive study to
the problems which are certain to arise in shipping
affairs when the war has been brought to a suc-
cessful conclusion. To those who attempt to lift

the veil of deepest obscurity in which the future
must yet remain, the following are some of the
serious questions which arise

:

(1) Should the war continue for two years
more, as seems extremely probable, and this
country's ship building efforts continue un-
abated and, even as is to be expected, increase
in effectiveness, what may we expect in the
matter of the relative position of American
merchant marine resources?

(2) Will the tonnage acquired revert to pri-
vate control as soon as demobilization is an
accomplished fact?

(3) If so, will conditions affecting the oper-
ation of tonnage by private interests enable
owners to conqiete successfully with foreign
shipping?

(4) Again, should America's merchant ma-
rine reach a total greater than, or as great as,
that attained by Great Britain, will "our su-
I)remacv, or at least equality be maintained by
the ability of American yards to produce new
tonnage as cheaply as foreign yards can build?

Correct answer to each of these questions must
depend upon so much of the unforeseeable that
speculation may prove of little more than aca-
demic interest, but the efforts of many competent
minds to solve the problems will be of incalculable
value when the country is face to face with the
complexities of world reconstruction. Many hasty
and ill-advised decisions, to which after - war
periods are exceedingly liable, may be avoided by
anticipating the problems as far as may be possible.
The writer will not attem])t to answer these

questions in an exhaustive way, but hopes merely
to point out some of the possibilities which must
be reckoned with by those who hope later to have
a share in the development of American shipping,
or who confidently anticipate for this country a
commanding position in overseas transportation
facilities.

Should peace be two years away, the tonnage
built or laid down during the ensuing period may
confidently be expected to bring the total dead-
weight capacity of American deep sea vessels to
20,000,000 tons'. It is not likely that during the
same period British yards can exceed their present
average output, and the same is true of other
European builders. In view of the very heavy
losses to which submarines have subjected British
tonnage, it is doubtful if the total deadweight
capacity of Britain's shipping, other than small
coastwise carriers, will exceed the figure men-
tioned above- Probably the total available to the
rest of the world will not much exceed another
20,000,000 tons. It is, therefore, distinctly within
the realm of possibility that we may, within the
next two or three years, see the American flag

flying from one-third of the total merchant fleet of
the world.

The total tonnage of vessels of the types used
normally in international shipping, as above esti-

mated, is not very much, if any, less than the total
available when the war broke out in August, 1914.
But the changes in the relative totals of tonnage
owned by the respective maritime powers will he
sweeping indeed, especially with reference to Amer-
ica and Great Britain. Of the total before the war,
Great Britain controlled approximately 40 per cent
and the United States less than five per cent. At
the end of 1920, should war continue to July, 1920,
Great Britain is not likely to control more than
thirty per cent., with the United States in posses-
sion of an equal proportion.

Always on the assumption that ship building
continues to gather momentum in this country as
now planned for at least two years more, the sup-
ply of tonnage available for overseas transportation
at the end of the war will be approximately equal
to that in existence in 1914. Any anticipation of

the probable course taken by the Government in

operating or turning the Shipping Board fleet over
to private control, must take into consideration the
probable demand for tonnage, in proportion to

that which prevailed before the war. Let no one
suppose that the period immediately following de-
mobilization will witness a commercial interchange
of commodities which will be in any degree com-
mensurate with w-ar time traffic in merchandise and
armies. The complete disorganization of peaceful
industries, the unccrtaintv and doubt which are

bound to limit activities in all but absolute neces-
sities, must perforce affect profoundly the volume
of international trade for years to come. It is

the conviction of many close observers that with
a tonnage supply at least equal to that in use
before August, 1914, the demand for space in

ocean carriers, when demobilization is completed,
will not be as great as in the years immediately
])reccding the war.

It is axiomatic that the \-oIunic of purchases
abroad bv anv nation is distinctlv limited bv the
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piT capita purchasing power of that nation's p^pu-
laticjn. TIktc can be no one who supposes that
tlic per capita juirchasing- power of the British,
I'Vcnch an<l other bcllit^erent peoples will be as
j-Tcat in lyiU as in 1914. One factor only nii^ht
serve to increase purchasing- power beyond the
limits fixed per capita wealth and that is borrow-
ing power. Hut there will be no one to lend in the
generous measure which the circumstances will
assuredly demand. Renewal of purchasing power
can be effected only by re-creation of wealth.
Every nation whose resources have been depleted
by war must seek to rebuild its national wealth
by the utilization of its own undeveloped resources.
There will he a demand for raw materials indeed,
but each nation will strive to use its own. We
may not logically anticipate a revival of interna-
tional exchange of manufactured products in any
degree approaching that which existed before the
war.

E\-en among those nations whose wealth has
not been seriously affected by war, there must be
a relatively decreased power to purchase by reason
of the greatly increased cost of production. It has
become apparent that wages in all the industrial
nations will have advanced to a degree unprece-
dented. That there will be adjustment downward
is perhaps inevitable, but the process will require
many years. In the meantime, the demand for

manufactured goods in South America, Asia and
Australasia will be lessened by the inevitable con-
sequence of prices higher than those wdiich ruled
before 1914.

The writer is therefore convinced that the

volume of world trade after the war will be less

than before it began. But granting that it will

not be less, we are still confronted with the fact

that there will be, in all probability, as great a

tonnage for its transportation as was then found
necessary. What may we reasonably expect the

earning power of ocean tonnage to be? Unques-
tionably it will be determined by the competition

of owners, as before. In early 1914 the time

charter rates for cargo carriers ruled at about $1.20

per deadweight ton per month- This rate repre-

sented a moderate return on tonnage which cost

not to exceed $75 per deadweight ton to build,

fully equipped. After peace has come and tonnage
is released from war service, will earning power be
determined by the cost of tonnage or will the value

of tonnage depend upon its earning power? Be-
cause an American owner holds tonnage at book
value of $350 per ton, will a prospective charterer

pay him more for it than for a Dutch or Swedish
steamer if he can secure the latter at a lower
figure? I think not. A second factor which will

determine tonnage values then as before is the

replacement cost. No prospective purchaser will

pay the United States Government $250 per ton

for a used vessel, if he can place an order with a

British or Swedish builder at $200 per ton. No
shipper of American exports will engage space at

$20 per ton in an American vessel if the British

carrier is offering it for $15 under equality of cir-

cumstances.

Upon such considerations as these must depend

answer to query No. 2, above. It is to be supposed

that the Government will, of course, write off some
of the cost of the fleet, as a part of the cost of war
equipment, but how much it will write off and
what conditions it makes for pri\ate operation

will largel}- determine the degree of its success
in turning tonnage o\er to private interests.

It must be a])[)arent that this can be done only
if private operators are convinced that the pros-
pects are reasonably .good for at least a moderate
return upon the capital employed. To be thus
convinced they must settle to their own satisfac-

tion the cpiestions which are here stated, and
doubtless many others. Prospective operators will

wish to determine, so far as may be possible, not
only the conditions upon which they may operate
under .-Vmerican registry, but the conditions which
are likely to affect the operation of competing ton-
nage. The element of risk will be greatly reduced
if American owners are to be privileged to transfer
vessels to foreign flags, as was the case with all

countries before the war. On the other hand, if

this privilege is given and the sellitig price is fixed

at a relatively low figure, there will be much pur-
chase of tonnage as a purely speculative venture.
It is obvious that tonnage will not be offered for

sale until the period of demobilization apjiroaches
an end- The market value of same will then be
largely determined by the prices at which builders
here and abroad are offering to construct new ton-
nage, modified only by the difference between the
demand for vessels for prompt delivery and for

deliverv in, say 6 to 12 months.

J. J. SLECHTA.

Letter II.

New York, August 8, 1918.

Editor The Journal of Commerce

:

Sir:—Perhaps the next most important item to

receive consideration is wages of crew and officers.

Under existing legislation the personnel of Amer-
ican merchant vessels is the highest paid and best
fed of that in any maritime country. The Ship-
ping Board has determined upon a policy to make
our crews and officers 100 per cent. American and
the decision is to be applauded, as a war time
measure. But wdiat must be the attitude of the
prospective operator of American tonnage, who
contemplates carrying freight or chartering his

vessels in competitioti with British, Japanese, Nor-
wegian or Swedish owners, who assuredly can
obtain crews for very much lower wages. Should
we not, perhaps, take a leaf from the book of

Britain's experience? Her merchant fleet operators
began to feel the pressure of continental cotnpeti-

tion in this respect some 12 to 15 years ago.

Apparently she weighed the relative advantage
in 100 per cent. British crew on what tonnage her
owners chose to retain and the advantage of retain-

ing all her tonnage and permitting her capitalists

to get their labor in whatever market they deemed
expedient- Consequently every owner of more
than one or two vessels soon adopted the expedi-
ent of manning at least a part of his fleet with
Chinese coolies and laskers, or other Oriental labor.

The wages of the crew and officers on Japanese
tonnage is notoriously low. \\'hat changes may
confidently be anticipated for the after-war period
which will relieve the apprehensions of American
operators in this regard?

What of costs of repairs? Since the war, Amer-
ican repair yards are receiving from three to four
times as much for repair and reconstruction work
as before 1914, and even then the repair costs in

American j-ards were the highest in the world. Is

there any ground for expecting that costs here
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alter tlie war will he rcdiioeil ti) a level with ihdse
til be made etTecti\e in (ireat llritain. ( ierniany
or Japan ?

'Hiere seems U> he an nndercnrrent of npiniim
in (iovernment circles thai the pre-war frci^lH i"atc\s

were too low, and investiijations of rates now heini;'

conducted are looking- to the possihility of estah-
lishin,^' higher rates from American ])orts to |)orts

al)road. This is frank recoi^niation of the fact

that American tomiage held at book \-alues not

hit^her than those before the war could not operate
profitably in foreitjn service without his/her rates.

A very common rate on coal charters from CarditY

to the Ri\-er Plate in the jieriod immediately before

Au,i>-ust, 1'.'14, was 12 shillings, on, say $4 per ton.

loaded and discharged at the expense of the vessel.

The rate from Norfolk to the Plate is now $18.-^0

on the same conditions. Who shall say at what
intermediate figure the rate shall be fixed for

.\merican \essels carr\ing coal on this route after

the war? I^et us sav that the rale is fixed at $8
per tt)n. .\ cargo carrier standing on the books of

an o])erator at, say $123 per deadweight ton, can

earn a good profit in trans])orting coal to Rio de

Janeiro at $8 per ton and coffee homeward at, say

$10 ]jer t<_)n. Hut su])pose that the ISritish or

Norwegian carrier otters to transport CarditT coal

at $6 and coffee to Xew York at $8 per ton. Is it

to he expected that in that event "trade will follow'

the flag?" What trade will really follow is profit,

and in the hypothesis suggested there will be no
trade for American coal and no business for the

.\merican shipowner, because profit will be missing.

The truth is that if ocean freight rates after the

war are fixed b\- this Government they will be

without effect unless they form part of an inter-

national agreement, establishing not only uniform

rates but uniform wages, both for crew and for

labor em])loyed in building and repairing vessels.

Such an agreement is, of course, possible, if all the

laws of economics are to be disregarded, but oln-i-

uusly it is improbable-

Finally, let it be assumed that conditions after

peace is declared will permit American owners
to operate tonnage profitably in competition with

f(_)reign tonnage: in other words, that conditions

of supply and demand, labor and wages, and others

aft'ecting cost of operation will be e(|ualize(l as a

result of readjustments growing out of the war.

Will the same readjustments bring about equaliza-

tion in the costs of manufacture and production

of new tonnage? This, of course, involves the

steel industry most significantly. It must be borne

in mind that, wdiereas the percentage of steel out-

put in this country entering into shij) construction

i)eforc 1''14 was \ery small indeed, that of I'.ritisli

steel used in shiplniilding was relatively \"ery

large. In this country the steel output has to a

large extent been diverted from peace time indus-

try to the abnormal demands growing out of war.

The demand for railway material, construction

material and general industrial purposes v\hich will

ensue after the war will at least to a large extent

oft'set the present ilemand for war supplies. Will

the same be true in anything like the same projior-

tion in Cjreat ISritain. if we e.xchide steel for ship-

building?

The writer is cunvinccd that I'iritish competition
for business in steel for shi])s will tend to force

the steel producers in this comitrv to ipiote prices

much below those which tlu-y can obtain in domes-

tic trade for uses other than ship construction. The
same tendency is likel_\- to induce labor to accept
wages in liritish yards much below those which
.\merican labor will accept in the same class of

employment. In spite of the great economic
changes certain to affect wage scales in European
countries as the result of after-w-ar re-adjustments,
there is not the slightest justification for the belief

that the difference in ship production costs here
and in Kuroi^e will be less to our disadvantage than
before 1'J14. This dift'erence will present one of the

grax'est problems to those charged with the effort

to make it possible for us to maintain a favorable
position in ocean transportation facilities. Without
the possibility either of building as cheaply as our
competitors or the privilege of buying foreign

vessels for transfer to the .\merican flag, our mer-
chant marine supremacy or eipiality will be evan-
escent—hardlv more than a mirage, so temporary
Would lie its duration.

In conclusion the writer feels constrained to

state that he is not among those wdio hold briefs

for a i)olicy calculated to .gain selfish advantage
from the war t(.) the detriment of other nations.

In spite of the fact that war has emphasized inordi-

nately perhaps, the spirit of nationality among all

]5eo])le, higher enlightenment must recognize the

fact that if the great costs of this struggle are not

to be in vain, the world must plan for a new eco-

nomic order in the realm of international inter-

course. If the world is to remain an armed camp,
with the powerful nations ready to grasp every

opportunity to increase their economic power at

the expense of each other and of weaker nations,

then indeed the retention of national merchant
marine power is necessary and desirable, no matter

at wdiat cost.

If 'the successful settlement of the issues now-

involved brings with it also the dawnings of a

new and better era in international afl'airs this

nation can well aff'ord to let those peoples supply
without hindrance such services and such goods as

they are able to prox'ide more cheaply and more
readily, under ecpiality of circumstances- Such
a ]K)licy will add to the sum total of well-being

and happiness of all the world and would make
war an impossibilitv, as nothing else can.

j. J. SLKCMT.K.

Letter .\o. 111.

Xew York, Aug. 9, 1918.

Editor of the Journal of Commerce:
.Sir:— .Since letter .\'o. 1 ajipearcd in your col-

umns a number of the writer's friends have pro-

tested that to raise cpiestions as to the possiljility

of .American owners competing successfully with

foreign owners after the war is wholly futile, for

the reason that this country is definitely committed
to a ])olicy of maintaining a large mercantile flee.t

at any cost. I beliex'e that this is, in fact, the atti-

tude of the .American |)eonle at this time. You
ha\c so expressed \oursclf in editorial uttcrance-

If the cpiestion is to be approached and dealt with
only U])on that assimiption, it seems to the writer

that there can he little difference of opinion among
|)ractical shi])])ing men concerning the basis upon
which a merchant marine is to he maintained.

The first reipiisite, and one which is compara-
li\ely simple of attainment, is the rexisiim of all

laws on the statute hooks relating to shipping, to

the end that the Imilding, purchase and mainte-
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iiaiK'i' and ii]n-raticin nf mcrcliaiu ^liips uiidi-r tin-

\)iKTicaii lla.n he without reslrictitm of any kind.
In otluT words, Aiiiericau owners must l)e pri\-i-

lc,m.'d to huild, buy, e(|uip and nian tlicir \-csscls

\\Ik'1-c and as tlicy clioosc, without interference or
ix'striclion. Such a course wouhl place American
owners on an even footing with all the world, sub-
ject onl\ to the exception of subsidies and bonuses
allowed by foreign countries to builders or oper-
ators of merchant tonnage. All of the great iiiari-

linie powers have in the past made such allowances
in one form or another. There have been mail

subsidies, shipbuilders' bonuses, special re\enue
cxem]jtions, etc., all of vvliich would tend to place
American tonnage at a disadvantage. If an .Amer-
ican merchant marine is to be successfully main-
tained except at the heavy cost of direct taxation,

e\en under the most liberal legislation, as above
indicated, provision must still be made for sub-
sidy in one form or another to offset similar grants
which assuredly will be made to our competitors
by foreign nations.

If a certain percentage of the crew is to be kept
.\merican, then special subsidies must be allowed
to offset the difference in wage scales, whenever
this is to our disadvantage. The same must apply-

to the cost of supplies, and also of repairs, in such
cases as shipowners must necessarily depend upon
.American supplies and repair facilities. One way
in which this might be accomplished is by granting
free port facilities to operators of American ton-

nage, even though free port arrangements are not
generally in effect after the war, as they assured!}'

should be.

This would enable ship owners to import ship's

provisions, supplies, spare parts and material for

repair without duty and thus enable them to buy
in the unrestricted markets of the world.

If the subject is to be dealt with from a purel}'

military and national defense point of view, there

remains for adoption an alternative plan wdiich

presents many attractive features. Let the Gov-
ernment retain title to a large tonnage, say not less

than 5,000,000 tons deadweight of the ships, most
a\ailable and best adapted to serve as transports-

-Actual control of such tonnage might well be
vested in the Navy Department. It would obvi-

ously be a very great and unnecessary waste to

retain such a fleet in idleness in times of peace.

Such a fleet might well be wdiolly .American as to

officers and crew, maintained on the highest pos-

sible standards of efficiency. A'essels so owned
could then be leased for long periods, subject to

immediate call by the Government in time of

national need ; and the revenue thus derived, wdiile

doubtless insufficient to pa}- the initial cost and

interest on investment, would in large measure, at

least, eliminate necessity for heavy taxation. The
loss sutained could appropriately be borne by the

people as a legitimate cost for an amply demon-

strated necessity in any well ordered programme
of national defense.

Such a fleet could also serve to control rates in

oxerseas trade, vessels to be allotted to operators

who might be required to place them in trades

where lack of competition in ocean transportation

makes .American export trade difficult. The threat

thus always available for use would check tenden-

cies to tactics employed by the "Conference Lines,"

concerning which so much was heard just prior
lo the declaration of war. and concerning which a
number of litigations and investigations were in

jirogress at that time.

J. J. sciiLra'TA.

THE SHIPBUILDING OUTPUT

THE pennants awarded by the i'"mergeucy
Fleet Corporation for shipbuilding ])rogress
continue to ct)mc to the Pacific Coast, al-

thi>ugh the Jul}- aw-ard includes an l'".astern

wooden shipyard. In the case of the steel plants,
the Skinner and Lddy yard No. 1 was awarded
first place for the month of July, with the Beth-
lehem Shii)l)uilding Corporation's Alameda plant
second, and the Northwest Steel Company's Port-
land |)lant third. Among the wooden yards, the
Grant Smith - Porter Aberdeen, Washington, yard
was awarded first place, the St. Johns plant of the
same company second, and the Foundation yard
at Kearney, New Jersey, third. It is noteworthy
that other yards on the West Coast are seemingly
getting into a pace which will make the regular
record holders, who have figured in the aw-ards so
frequently, look to their laurels. The Ames Ship-
building and Dry Dock Company recently launched
the "Westmead" in 69 working days, as compared
to their best previous launching of 90 working-
days, and other yards are show-ing sit-nilar signs of
s]ieeding up production. The shipbuilding output
in the United States for August—that is, vessels
building for the Emergency Fleet Corporation

—

totaled 340,145 deadweight tons. This tonnage was
made up of 41 steel ships of 236,045 deadweight
tons, augmented by the delivery of three vessels,

aggregating 25,600 tons, built in Japanese yards.
This brings the total deliveries in steel ship ton-
nage to date up to 288 vessels, aggregating 1,799,-

481 deadweight tons. The total is divided as fol-

lows : Requisitioned ships, 232, of 1,446,831 tons;
contract, 56, of 351,650 tons. There w-ere launched
during August 44 steel ships.

The wood shipbuilders jumped into the game
with a vengeance during August with the delivery
of 22 completed ships, of a deadweight tonnage
aggregating 78,500 tons. Eleven other ships were
virtually completed and ready for delivery to the

Shipping Board, but for various reasons were not
actually accepted. They will be entered on the
list of September deliveries. The Wood Ship
Division went over the top during the last week
of the month, turning over 16 completed vessels,

aggregating 57,000 tons in the week ending August
31- Two of the vessels included in this total w-ere

composite ships.

There have been 184 w-ood cargo vessels launch-
ed to date, in addition to two wooden tugs.

"I feel that w-e have cause to be greatly encour-

aged," said Daniel II. Cox, Manager of the Division

of Steel Ship Construction. "I don't think there is

any doubt that we can keep our deliveries U]) to

the steel shi]) rec|uirements. A'ards on the Pacific

and the Cjreat Lakes have been keeping up a

splendid pace. The reduction in the time that it

takes to build a ship now, as compared with a \-ear

ago, is astonishing. Formerly nine to tweh-e

months v\as considered speed}-. .Now- Skinner X:

Eddy, for instance, is delivering ships at a rate of

84 (lavs from keel laving."
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SAN FP^"^" CISCO

On and About San Francisco Bay
THE ( )verseas Shippint;- Company has (jpeiifii

an office in Philadelphia, this making the sixth

office, the others being located in Chicago,

Xew York, Vancouver, 1>. C, Seattle and San

I'rancisco. The San Francisco offices are in the

:\lerchants Exchange lUiilding. with B. C. Dailey

in charge.

The .Monticello Steamship Company has pur-

chased the twin screw steel steamer "Ashbury
Park" in Xew \'ork, and will have her sent through

the Canal to take her place on the San Francisco-

^'allejo run. The Ashbury Park is a handsomely
appointed day steamer, and fast.

Jack Densliam, perhaps better known than an}-

other newspaperman along San Francisco's water-

front, has enlisted in the British Submarine Chaser
Squadron. Densham"s farewell to his" friends was
couched in the following language: "We are off to

the sea of adventure and this is by way of Good-
bye. A\'e seem to ha\-e gathered some friends to

us, the ugly old bull i\i<\::^ and 1. .So we want to

remark in passing, when out in the chaser fleet,

the whizz of a shell and the engine room smell will

announce "California" street. We are not after

any commission, two score and three is too old,

but we understand an engine and a ship from the

truck to the hold, so we hope to be wearing our

jumpers that never were any way clean ; and using

our strength, wdiicli is mostly in length, in straffing

the Hun submarine. From Meiggs to the door of

the channel, xnu all of you know the old dog, and

you'\'e all of you laughed at his antics an('

that he swims like a fro;

behind me. so. when he shows i:

daylight or dark, just ask liim t

the Herr Kaiser for me." Jack

dog have been familiar waterfr

ha\'

sworn

to lea\'e him

]) on your lee. in

1 bark anil choke

< Densham and his

nt fie'ures for vears,

and there is not a man on ihe front but who wishes

Jack all the luck in the wdrld and a safe return

with medals attached.

\\ illiam M. Cline is now district passenger agent

of the Pacific Steamship Company, taking the pkice

of Hugh Brittain, who has been promoted to head-

quarters.

The first of the wooden full-powereil niotorships

built for the Canadian Commonwealth in the .Xortli-

west has completed her first voyage from Puget
Sound to Sydney, making the run in the splendid

time of thirty-three days. The vessel is equipped
with two 500-horsepower full Diesel engines of the

Mcintosh and Seymour make. The vessel is rated

as a three thousand deadweight ton carrier.

\\'. R. Grace and Company closed a deal on the

first of the month whereby they have secured the

entire eighth floor of the Hoge Building, Seattle.

The business of Grace & Company at Seattle has

grown so rapidly of late that a mo\e to larger ; uar-

ters became imperative.

Duval Moore, through Stuart llald(n-n, has rur-

chased the schooner "Repeat" from C astX' a;l
Cooke of llonolnlu, and after o\'erhauliiig tlii.- ves-

sel will be placed in the copra trade.

The State lioard of Harbor Commissioners are

working on plans for a 1000-ton barge which will

be used in unloading vegetable oil cargoes from

vessels in the stream. It is the intention of the

Harbor Board to install pipe lines between the

wharves at the new oil center at Islais Creek and
the storage tanks to be erected by the different

large importers of vegetable oils. Rail facilities

will also be extended to serve the tank storage and
heating and pumping machinerj^ fo'- handling ilie

cargoes will complete a first-class oil terminal.

Pacific Coast tide tables for the year 1919, giving

data for AVestern North America, Eastern .\sia

and many island groups, have been issued as ."se-

rial No. 83 b'y the United States Coast and Geo-

detic Surx'ey. Copies of these tables, which are

reprinted from the general tide tables, ma}- be ob-

tained at 10 cents each from the agencies of the

snrvew a list of which will be found in the first

nnnd)er for each month of the Xotice' to .Mariners,

which is published weekly by the Bureau of Light-

houses and the Coast and Geodetic Survey.

The r.ritish government has contracted with the

llongkong and Whampoa Dock Conipan\- (Ltd.).

Hongkong, for the construction of six stand,-ird

steel ships. These ships are ncjw in hand and the

first vessel will be launched shortly- 'idle dimen-

sions of this first boat will be 32.^ by 4."^ by lu feet,

ha\ing ;i carr\ing capacity of ,^000 tons. This ves-

sel has been constructed from .\merican manu-

factured steel materials. h^i\-e other standard sliijis

are in hand in this dockyard, each of 8000 tons car-

r\ing ca])acit\- : theii' dimensions are 400 by ?1 by
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,il feel. I'"inir iif these vessels will he hnill ^f

Ameriean steel materials and the tilth mie ol

I'.ritish steel.

CHINESE STUDENTS ARRIVE
An event of more than passint;' interest during'

the early part of September was the arrival of the

lliina mail sleamshi]) Nanking; with 131 Chinese

slndents on hoard. .\n extensive and interestin!:^'

pniLjram of four days" dnra'tion was jirepared lor

these Nduni:;' C'hinese men. who will take u]) e.\-

tensive courses in American universities, by tlie

China Commerce Club of California. .\t a lunch-

eon given to the visitors at the San I'rancisco

Commercial Club Ijy the China Commerce Club,

Mr. Bentley read the following' letter from Captain

Robert Dollar, who had been prevented from at-

tending' in person :

"I regret exceedingly that a slight accident pre-

\ents me from being j^resent with you toda}-.

A\'e give vou a hearty welcome to our cit}' and

our country.

"I congratulate yiui on the o]iportunit}- that is

before you of finishing your education in this c<>un-

try. Learn all that is good and hold on to it, and

ignore all that is bad.

"'S'ou owe your country a debt of gratitude in

permitting you to come here to get knowledge
that many millions of your countrymen and coun-

trywomen cannot get, and when you return home
you can repay both your own and this nation by
strengthening and increasing the great friendship

that exists between the t-wo countries-

"The undertaking of your government to build

ships for us to help win the war is much appre-

ciated by all Americans.

"Study and learn how the trade and commerce
between us can be increased. If you can succeed

in this. \'onr country ^vill be splendidly repaid for

sending you here and this country will be more
than repaid for cancelling your Boxer indemnity."

Response to this welcome was made by Prof. N.

C. Yang, dean of Tsing Hua College, who said:

"It is with heartfelt gratitude that I have the

privilege of thanking the members of the China

Commerce Club for the hospitality extended to us.

The various pleasure trii')s, arranged to combine

witli things most useful and of educational \'alue,

show the extreme care and interest that you have

taken in us. It is a token of the traditional friend-

ship between America and China. < )n Ijchalf of

my party of fellow students. I can but simply say

from the depths of my heart—I thank you all-

"The United States of America has always been

ready to assist China. The introduction of Chris-

tian education, the open-door policy, and the con-

tributions for relief to our people who suffer from

niisfortunes are but most general instances of

American good will to China. The return of the

indemnity fund enables my students to acquire

the American education.

"American education is democratic. It is an ed-

ucation which both teaches and creates ideas and

ideals. We are taught, but we do not have to fol-

low, and when we follow, we follow not blindly.

Such education is most suitable for the Chinese.

"( »ur faith and trust in .\nierica is assured l\v

Cutting up lite pine log in one of the mi'lls of the Calitor

Sugar and White Pine Company

the increasing number of students coming over

each year. The student party of 1918 is almost

twice as large as the party of 1917. Of our party

of some ISO members 83 owe their gratitude and

privilege to the American people's indemnity re-

fund. In no other country in the \\'estern world

are there so many students as in this country.

"Our absolute faith and trust in America is

shown in our hearty support of the prinsiple so

nobly expressed by your most illustrious President,

that democracy shall reign in this world and de-

mocracy will win.

"Such sameness of ideals binds our countries

strongly. It must be left to the privilege of such

organizations as the honored China Commerce
Club of California to make the bond of friend-

ship lasting-"

BRANCH FOR STRUTHERS AND DIXON
The business of the well known San Francisco

firm of Struthers and Dixon, freight forwarders and

steamship agents, has increased and widened in

scope so rapidly that it has been found necessary

to open a Seattle branch of the house with G. R.

\\'alker in charge. Mr. Walker needs no introduc-

tion to the steamship world as he has been prom-

nently identified with the Alaska Steamship Com-

pany, the Alaska-Pacific Steamship Company, the

Xorth Pacific Steamship Company, and, of late

months, as auditor, U. S. Shipping Board. San

Francisco. As his assistant, Mr. Walker will have

N. D. Phillips, who has also a large amount of

experience to his credit, having been with the

Pacific Mail Steamship Company and A. O- Lind-

vig and Company. The new branch office of

Struthers and Dixon is located in the L. C. Smith

Building, Seattle.

UNITED STATES INVESTIGATES COAL
BUNKERING FACILITIES

An investigation of bunkering facilities on the

Pacific Coast available for government ships has

been started by the division of operations of the

United States Shipping Board. James B. Smith,

president of the King Coal Company of San Fran-

cisco, will have charge of the work.
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Smith was appointed to the position by John
H. Rosseter, director of operations of the United
States Shipping lioard. Rosseter announces that
he will create every possible facility for the (|uick

dispatch of vessels operated by the government.
especially on the Pacific Coast."

He said that as time is the essence of all

things maritime, it is essential that every facility

be provided for the handling of government ves-
sels with the greatest efficiency. Coal bunkering
is one of the prime essentials in the rapid dispatch-
ing of ships and according to Rosseter there ha\-e

been delays in some of the ports due to lack of

facilities.

An Efficiency Association, formed by employes
of the Pacific Coast Shipbuilding Company, is now
in full swing, with virtually every department of

the big plant represented on it.

Already it has staged noon-time entertainments

and is pre|iaring for other afifairs, and has taken an

acti\e part in perfecting the organization of the

plant's band, and in technical matters as well.

The association, which meets every \\'ednesday,

provides a ready-made machinery' for the handling
of special events for the men.

J. T. Shepherd has been elected chairman and
F. A. Denhard secretary and treasurer. The mem-
bership, with department or scope of representa-

tion indicated, is : : 'J. T. Shepherd, pipefitters ; F.

A. Denhard, store room ; Fred Bishop, ship fitters :

J. S. \Miite, drafting room ; H. T. Armstrong, of-

fice : A. T. Hurley, machinist; Tim Hurley, black-
smiths; J. Armibino, anglesmith; M. Finn, plate

shop ; Francis Nefif, mold loft ; H. Methvin, car-

penters ; C. Calders, riggers ; F. Barrett, riveters

;

E. IMcKarley, slingers ; J. S. Fields, laborers ; R.
L. Silvey, welders; L. M. Bruce, trans])ortation

;

H. H. Tremble, company.

San Francisco Shipping Notes
UXDFR a ruling issued September 14, Ijy the

War Trade Board no vessel under the Amer-
ican flag will be furnished with bunker coal
unless her wireless apparatus is so arranged

that no message can be sent without the knowledge
of the Master.

Mr. Henry Fortmann. President of the Alaska
Packers' Association, has tendered the free use of

several of the packing fleet after the season is over
for the purpose of training ships. Xo better craft
for training purposes could be found and the Gov-
ernment should find the generous offer of the
Alaska Packers' Association very helpful in training-

seamen.
The concrete ship "Faith", which, on account of

the ban placed on shipping news, has drop])ed
somewdiat from the public's attention, is neverthe-
less making good. She reached a West Coast
South American port safely, has discharged her
cargo of lumber and is, we believe, now on her wa}-
to an .\tlantic port with, probably, a cargo of
nitrate or some other South American product.

D. C. Andrews & Co;, Inc., of New York have
opened offices in the American National Bank
building, San Francisco, in charge of H. C. Ewing,
where they operate as Transpacific forwarders un-
der the title D. C. .\ndrews & Co. of California.

This company was established in 1884, and also

has offices in lloston, Philadelphia, Chicago and
Buenos Aires, together with agencies throughout
the world. It dispatches consolidated car ship-

ments from New York and Chicago.
Mr. Ewing is well known to shippers on the

Pacific Coast, having acted as general agent for

the Lehigh Valley Railroad in San Francisco for

many years.

The .American Shipping Company of Chicago
and New York has opened off'ices in the American
National I'.ank building, San Francisco, in charge
of the secretary of the company, R. A. Graser.

In a .$4,000,000 deal, whose details have been
ap]3ro\ed by the directors of both corporations,
the Pacific Steamship Companj-, headed bv H. F.

.Alexander, is about to purchase outright the great
fleet of freight and passenger carriers owned by
the Pacific Coast Company. The deal awaits only
formal ratification.

\\'ith its consummation, the Pacific Coast Com-
pany will retire from the sea, having disposed of

all its floating properties. I'ntil November 1,

1916, it operated its ships under the name of the

Pacific Coast Steamship Companv. It then en-

tered into an agreement with the Pacific Alaska
Navigation Company by which the fleets of the

two corporations were merged and placed for oper-

ation under the flag of a new company, the Pacific

Steamship Company, with .-Me-xander as president.

.News of the deal under which the Pacific

Steamship Company now purchases the Pacific

Coast ships was obtained today.

Under the new deal, the Pacific Coast Company
disposes of all of its vessels and its stock inter-

ests in the Pacific Steamship Company to the lat-

ter corporation.

The deal which has been jiending for weeks is

to he consummated at a meeting to be held in

New York soon by officials of the Pacific Steam-
ship Company and the officers and board of the

I'acific Coast Com])any, of which ^^' T. liarnuni is

I

'resident.

In a nutshell, the old Pacific Coast crowd, which
until the advent of .Me.xander a few years ago,

was the d'ominant factor in coastwise and Alaska
freight and passenger traffic, is to retire and to

accept for its ownership of its fleet $4,000,000. To
cover this payment, the reorganized company.
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wliicli will |)r()l)al)l\- cdntimic the name of the Pa-

(.ilic Steamship e'nmpany, will issue $4,000,000 in

lirst lien bontis payable at the end of fifteen years,

with maturities probably beginuinti- in ten years.

A sinkint;- fund is to be created for the retirement

iif the bonds at maturity.

The Pacific Coast vessels involved in the new
deal include the "President," the "Governor," the

".Senator," the "Queen," the "City of Seattle," the

"Spokane," the "City of Topeka," the "Curacao,"

the "Ravalli" and the "Homer," the latter a vessel

that o])erates in the California coast trade. The
"I'matilla," another Pacific Coast ship, was
wrecked several months a.^'o on the Japanese
coast.

.Mr. James Alontt^omerie, Lloyd's chief surveyor
for Scotland, recently had conferred upon him by
the Senate of London University the degree of

1 )oetor of Science for his thesis on the beha\-ior of

flat plates of shipljuilding (|uality when e.xposed to

fluid pressure.

-Mr. Montgomerie, who has held the degree of

l!..Sc. for a number of years, is well known on both
the Atlantic and Pacific Coasts, having made a

large number of friends in the shipbuilding world
wdiile acting as principal surveyor to the society

in New York in 1914, during the visit to London of

Mr. Tames French, the society's .\merican chief.

THE FOREIGN TRADE OUTLOOK

EDWARD N. HLIRLEY, chairman of the

Shipping Board, deserves the thanks of our
Nation for calling to our attention the duty
of all classes of the community with respect

to foreign trad'e, especially farmers, manufactur-
ers, merchants, bankers and, last but not least,

shipowners. He tells us that when the war is

over we will have twenty-five million tons of ship-

ping and the question that troubles him now, a^

well as all our thinking men, is: How are we go-
ing to provide cargoes to fill the ships?
He gives us four concrete propositions :

First, "We have got to produce the goods to

keep them busy." This appeal is to the farmers,

manufacturers and miners and the answer to this

is to produce increased activity in all our indus-

tries and, immediately after peace is declared and
when there is no further use for ammunition, to

change our munition factories over to produce
articles of commerce, thereby furnishing employ-
ment to our unemployed and to our soldiers and
sailors, and preparing for the great reconstruction
period that all the nations that were engaged in the

war must go through.
Second, "W'e have got to develop new markets

to dispose of our goods." To carry out this we
must send our best men to every part of the world
and establish houses for the sale of our products,

establish banks for financing and, in the end, to

have organization of Americans actively and ener-

getically to develop our trade or, rather to create

it, as we have not nearly enough now. This "is

new business and requires our constructive pro-

gressive men to succeed in it.

Third, "We have got to fill those shijis w^ith

raw materials on the return voyages." To a great

extent those who are selling our goods will also

d(] a lot of buying of raw materials. This will

further emphasize the necessity of having men of

initiative in the foreign fields. Here is an oppor-
tunity for our (progressive vouug men—to be

b.-icked u]) by i)lenty of capital. The British are

well e(|uip])ed, having establishments in every port

of the world, and are ready to go at it as soon as

])eace is declared. To succeed in the foreign trade,

our ships must have cargoes both ways. If cargo

is onlv ])rovided one way then the merchandise

carried must ])ay at least 75 per cent more freight.

Here shipowners, skilled in handling their ships

are necessary, and, with the tremendous increase

in our tonnage, a great scarcity of shipowners

versed in foreign trade will have to be overcome
and this business is not learned in a day. There-

fore, this is a verv important situation that we
must face now and not wait until the war is (j\-er.

A few of our far-seeing merchants and shipowners

are preparing now, l)iU the mo\'ement is not gen-

eral.

Fourth. "We have got to creat world connuerce

in comparison with our ])resent foreign trade,

wdiich is scarcely more than a drop in the bucket."

The comments of the last few lines in number
three apply with equal force to this subject. At

present, we have not the men nor the establish-

ments necessary in foreign countries to enable us

to undertake on a large scale the building of world

commerce and it is going to be a gigantic under-

taking to provide our prospective enormous ton-

nage "with cargoes of our manufactured goods and

farm products from our own country and return

cargoes of raw material.

Therefore these questions have come home to

many of us, in foreign trade, rousing us to be up

and doing but what has been done is well ex-

pressed by saying it is hardly a drop in the bucket.

While the conduct of the war must always be

first in our thoughts, I think a strong concerted

movement should be started all over the country,

on Mr. Hurley's suggestions and get ready for

what our competitors are pleased to call "the war
after the war." No time should be lost, as it will

lake a long time at best to get ready. Parties
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of our merchants sliould visit every country that

we hope to do business with to make arrans:e-

ments for this g^reat expansion of our trade that

we must have.

BALANCE SHEET OF INTERNATIONAL
MERCANTILE MARINE

THE International Mercantile Marine has is-

sued its annual report for the fiscal year

ended December 31, 1917, showing surplus,

after British excess profit taxes, charges and

steamship depreciation of $11,753,509, equivalent

to S22.72 on the preferred stock. In the preceding

year the company showed $42.10 earned on the

preferred stock.

The report shows the following comparative

statement of earnings derived from the operations

of the American. Red Star, White Star, Atlantic

Transport and Dominion Lines, together with divi-

dends received from the Leyland Company and

other partly owned companies:

1917 1916

Gross earnings $41,604,208 $60,602,010

Miscellaneous incomei 9,541,546 9,514,104

Total $51.145.7.54 S;70.116,114

Operating expense, etc 32.871.453 40,471.441

Fixed charges 2.7';8,316 3.698.023

Profit for year t$13.475.985 $25,946,650

*After providing for I'.ritish excess profits duty.

tEquivalent to $2272 a share earned on $5L-

725.500 preferred stock after deducting $3,722,476

depreciation on steamships for 1917. This com-

pares with $42.10 a share earned in the previous

year.

Surplus account shows the following:

Profit 1917 before S. S. depreciation >'?l-^-i^'''-985

Depreciation on steamships for 1917 3./ 22.477

Surplus for vear 1917 $11,753,508

Additional surplus Dec. 31, 1916 .^'4,685,172

Total surplus $36,439,680

Preferred dividends - 9,82/,84.->

Surplus $26,611,836

The result of opeiating the Internatio'ial Mer-
cantile Marine Company and its subsidiary com-
panies, including Frederick Leyland & Co.. Ltd.

(American Line, Red Star Line, White Star Line,

Atlantic Transport Line, Dominion Line and Ley-

land Line), during the year 1''17 was as follows:

Gross earnings after Ihilish excess

profits tax .": $60,027,266

Operating expense, including U. S. and
I'ritish income tax. and suljsidiary

comi)anv bond interest 41,188,378

Xet earnings $18,8iS,888

1. ,M. M. Co.' bond intere.=t 2.3-.'.841

De])reciation on steamers 4.30 L506

Surplus $12,171,541

Foregoing statement represents earni:i';7 ol

steamers directly operated by the International

Mercantile Marine Co-, together with earnings of

the subsidiary companies flargeh" British), of

which the entire issues of capital stock are owned
by the I. ^I. M. Co.. except Frederick Leyland &

Co.. Ltd.. of which company about 42 per cent
of the preferred shares and 98 per cent of the
common shares are owned by the I. M. M. Co.
The consolidated balance sheet of the Interna-

tional Mercantile Marine Company, as of Decem-
ber 31, 1017, compares as follows:

Assets
1917 1918

Property account *$1 43,220,617 *$142.528.827
Int. in other companies.. 15.471.546 1 5.697. 7')4

Inventories 1.068,87') l,025.')'n

Accounts receivable 30.153.711 18.366.551

Interest receivable -! 1,483 12,937

Agencv balances 295,836 434,331

Stocks and bonds .^5.P9.937 "

17.907,363

Cash 14.056.248 5,607,025

Deferred charges 1,192,141 2,707.537

Total ..__ $230.630,.398 $204,288,402

Liabilities

Preferred stock $ 51,725,500 $ 51,725,500

Common stock 49,872.000 49,872.000
B. & X. A. capital stock 242 242
Funded debt 49,291,299 50,370,714
Loans on mortgage 351,329 365,156
Loans, bills, etc 3,653 2,045,635

.\ccounts payable 34,381,621 13.152.696

Agency balances 711.647 203.036
Interest accrued 783.924 619,313
Reserve for liabilities,... 2.5-!7,741 2,109,808
Preferred dividends 1,551,765

Miscellaneous reserves .. 11,275,980 5,285,423
Deferred credits 936,814 3,846,706
Insurance fund 525,047
Surplus 26,611,836 24,686,172

Total $230,630,398 $204,288,402

''Depreciated valuation.

.•\ddressing the stockholders, P. A. S. Franklin,
president of the company, calls attention to the
fact that in making comparison with the 1916 re-

sults it "should be borne in mind that the earnings
for that year were exceptionally large and a

marked decrease in 1917 net earnings was to be
expected because of Government requisitioning of

all of the company's steamers. The British steam-
ers were requisitioned by the British Government
in April, 1917. The two Belgian steamers in the

fleet were requisitioned by that government as of

1916, so that all the steamers of your fleet are now
operating under charter to their respective gov-
ernments."

In addition to the reduction of earnings, there

has also been a very material increase in taxation,

both here and abroad.

"The diflficulties of maintaining steamers in the

highest state of eiificiency, owing to the exigencies

of war, have continued to increase," President
Franklin says, "but the directors are pleased to

record that everything possible has been done in

this important direction, and that all the steamers
are in a satisfactory working condition.

The cost of operating steamers during the year

increased beyond all expectation, and expenditures

for lalicir. supplies, and equipment of e\cry kind

Continue to increase and are limited only by tlie

re(|uirements and necessities of the world situa-

tion resulting from the prolongation of the war."



San Francisco Bay Notes

Ox tlic (.'arlv iiiiiniini^ luw lidr on Sc-ptcinbcr

first llic new 4,0L)0 tun nuirinc railway at the

r.arncs and Tibbits yard was safely anchored
in i)lace. The structure was floated into

l)lace at low tide and sunk with rails and nlil iinn

The iii)eration was successfully carried nnt and
the structure is now ready for use.

The first steel steamer to be built al the llanlmi

Dry Dock and Shipbuildinj;- Company's Oakland
plant, a 5,500-ton deadweight carrier, has been
completed, held her official trials and been accepted

b_\- the Shipping Board. The time taken for deliv-

er\- was considered excellent for a new yard on its

first steel ship.

At the request of the Department of Labor, the

efficiency association recently formed by the em-
])loyees of the Pacific Coast Shipbuilding Company
at the Bay Point, Cal., yard has changed its name
to- the War Industries Committee. It was found
the organization, except for the title, exactly filled

the scope of such a committee. The formation of

such an organization has been requested by the

Labor Department in all war industry plants.

The news of the change is given in the first

issue of the shipyard paper published especially for

the employees of the plant.

With the appearance of this paper, California

comes up even with Pennsylvania, New Jersey
and New York in the number of such periodicals

jiublished in shipyards or allied plants. Washing-
ton has three such papers, and Oregon, with its

wooden yard papers, seven. More than two score

are published in the whole country, the rest being
pretty well distributed along the coast line. Three
of California's four are published in the San Fran-
cisco bay region.

The effects of collaboration among the men are

shown in the first number, whose illustrations in-

clude a picture of Charles Piez, vice-president of

the Emergency Fleet Corporation, taken on his

recent visit to the plant wdiile in California with

the Schwab party.

sliiphnilders l>y the educalidn and tiaining section

III the United States Ship|)ing Kuard Lniergency
Meet Corporation, which has just established a
class for instructors at the Suisun Bay plant of the
I'acific Coast Shi])building Company.
Anuduncement of the scope of the section's work

has just Come from the east. More than a score
(if training departments have been conducted since
the beginning of the work.
The class at the Bay Point yard is for the train-

ing of men who are to impart their skill to others
ill turn. Instruction of groups in the yard is a
part of the six weeks' course, which is conducted
])}• N. D. Cook, director of training. The arrange-
ments for the courses were made by E. B. Sher-
wood, district representative of the training section.

The men in these classes are picked not only for
special qualifications and aptitudes but with a view
to securing instructors capable of efficaciously im-
parting their technical knowledge to new workers
and of assisting men of some experience to advance
to positions of greater skill. Five years' experience
in his trade is one of the government's require-

ments for a man enrolling for training as an in-

structor.

This is part of the nation's vast task of building-

up a force of skilled men capable of building the

"l)ridge of ships" on a minimum time programme..

Ten thousand green men, many of whom had

never seen a ship, have been turned into capable

On September 18th some three hundred and
fifty San Francisco business men, members of the

Chamber of Commerce, spent the afternoon and
evening on the east side of the bay as guests of

the Oakland Chamber of Commerce. The rapid

strides being made by the East Bay city surprised

many of the visitors, who did not realize that Oak-
land's population is now estimated at ''375,000 and
that there are over 1300 manufacturing establish-

-

nients. The party was escorted in automobiles
throughout the business and manufacturing dis-

tricts and tendered a banquet in the evening-. Mr.
R- C. Warner of the Standard Oil Company pre-

sided at the dinner and H. C. Capwell and George
C. Boardnian delivered addresses.

The pattern sliop of
ty 825-horsepower Werkspoor Dii

order from the Shipping
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Puget Sound Activities

W'll the evident intention df luitlu'rin.i; ils

interests in the Orient anil Uiv the in-

creasing" of its services between the ports

of China, Japan and other far Eastern

centers and the West Coast of the United States,

the I'acific Steamship Company recently ainionnced

the detaihng of several prominent stafl' men to

duty across the Pacific.

.According to A. F. Haines, general manager of

the Pacific Steamship Company, R- D. Pinneo. for

the past several months the New York representa-

tive of the company, has been chosen as head of

a force of expert traffic men to go to the Orient

with a view of further cementing the relations al-

ready established there by the company, and to

prepare for the anticipated immense increase in

trade with localities upon the cessation of the war.

Mr. Pinneo is now on his way to Seattle, and is

expected to sail for China next month.
Replacing Mr. Pinneo at the New York office

will be Hugh Gallagher, for several years attached

to the Pacific Steamship Company's staff, and
who recently removed from San Francisco to

Seattle with E. G. AIcMicken, the company's gen-

eral passenger agent. Gallagher is already on his

way to his new post

In addition to R. D. Pinneo on the Oriental

detail will be John J. Gorman, who has been en-

ticed away from Dodwell & Company, with which
latter concern he has been for the past eight years.

Gorman will accompany Pinneo to the Orient, and
so will E. E. Johnson, the present foreign trade

ex]3ert attached to the Admiral Line's local staff-

By Special Correspondent

funeral arrangements were handled by the Masonic

order, of which the deceased was an active member.
Cremation followed. Capt. Hunter was in com-
mand of his vessel up until the night of August
31, this year, or when she was but one day out of

Seattle, when attacked by the malady, gall stones,

which necessitated the operation which resulted

in his demise. It was the first time in his long

career at sea that he was unalile to bring his

vessel into port.

SEATTLE DOCK EARNINGS
The gross earnings of the various units of the

Port of Seattle for the eight months ending August
31 this year reached the immense sum of 1,542,-

408.08 according to figures just compiled by Matt
H. Gromley, chief accountant for the port com-
mission. These figures include the operation of

the port ferry systems on Elliott Bay and Lake
\\'asIiington.

The fiarures follow

:

\\'ith the passing of Capt. J. C. Hunter, for many
years master of the Alaska Steamship Company's
liner Northwestern, who succumbed to the after

effects of an operation performed at Providence

Hospital September 8, came the end of a most

active career. Capt. Hunter was probably the

oldest navigator in Pacific waters who had been

in continuous active service up to the time of his

death, for he was 75 years of age and had been at

sea for a period of 59 years of that time.

Of hardy Norse stock. Capt. J C. Hunter was
horn at Stockholm, Sweden, in 1843, and first went
to sea when a lad of 16 years. He: came to the

Pacific in a sailing ship in the latter sixties.

He was married at Victoria in 1880, after which

Capt. Hunter removed to San Francisco, later

establishing his home at Alameda, where his

onlv child, Capt. Albert Thomas Hunter, now
a Lieutenant Commander in the United States

navy, commanding the S. S- Northern Pacific,

oj)erating in the war zone, was born in 1883. The

Terminals: .August

Salmon Bav - ...-'^ 7.4W.21

Smith's Cove 117,861.30

Bell Street 27,769.66

Stacv Street 22,390 81

Hanford Street _ . 19,723.49

Spokane Street 62,920.73

Canal Waterwav (Ind.

Sites) -.--- 754.64

Totals, Terminals _$258,')19.84

Ferry Systems :

Elliott Bay _ __. 4,428.32

Lake \Vashington 4.57305

Totals, Ferrv Sys-
tems -' $9,001.37

Totals Gross Earn-
ings Port of Se-

attle ..$267,921.21

Jan. 1 to

"Aug. 31

$ 41.703.87

645,')06.1(,

191.')58..U

220,472.5'>

107,021.47

271,530.69

7.272AS

$1,485,865.60

28,542.11

28,000.37

$56,542.48

$1,542,408.08

AMONG THE WORKERS
Capt. J. M. Scott, head of the Scott Brothers

Corporation of Mobile, Ala., is due in Seattle

shortly to complete the transfer of several vessels

recently acquired for French interests by his con-
cern through the offices of Thorndyke, Trenholme
it Co., Inv , of this city. .Among these acquisi-

tions is the British vessel now known as the
Bowler, which formerly was the famous collier

Zafiro, one of the historic units of Admiral George
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Dewey's fleet in the en,L;asenient at Manila Bay,

.May 1, 1898, at which time the Spanish fleet was

annihilated.

The Bowler is now a nuist iini(|ne craft, and

probably the only one of her kind afloat. She

was originally a steel vessel, but has recently

been reconstructed by having a sheathing of 3-inch

Douglas fir enclose her iron hull. Instead of a

two-inasted collier she is now a three-masted bald

headed schooner rigged power vessel, her steam

engines having ben displaced by internal combus-

tion oil engines- So far she has not been classi-

fied by either Lloyd's registry or the Bureau Ver-
itas, and it is for the purpose of arranging this

that Capt. Scott is enroute to this section.

Capt. John F. Blain, district officer of the United
States Shipping Board, is on another business visit

to the headquarters of the emergency fleet corpora-

tion at Washington and Philadelphia. lie is ex-

pected back about October 1.

j\liss Florence Fraser, former night, nurse at the

emergency hospital of the J- F. Duthie plant, was
recently presented with a handsome portmanteau
in which reposed a purse of $175, the gift of the

workmen of the Duthie plant. Miss Fraser was
highly popular among the employees at Duthie's,

for she was selected by them as sponsor of the

steamship Western Star, one of the pair of 8800
tonners launched by this plant on July 4 Out of

the ribbons from wdiich dangled the container used
at the christening, Miss Fraser has sewn a beauti-

ful American flag which she intends to present to

the vessel.

The drydock acquired by J. T. Heft'ernan at Port-

land some few weeks ago has been moored at the

new lleft'ernan West Seattle site, and recently

commenced operations. Among the first vessels

lifted by the newly installed dock were the Nor-
wegian steamship Sinaloa and the American steam-
ship Ketchikan, the latter being owned by the

Alaska Steamship Company, and the former being
under charter to A- O. Lindwig & Co., of San
Francisco.

Detailed to make an extensive report on coal

bunkering facilities in the Northwest at the request
of J. H. Rosseter, director-general of operations

(if the Fmergency Fleet Corporation, James B.

.Smith, president of the King Coal Company, of

San I'^rancisco, spent several days in this vicinity

recently.

By an arrangement entered into between the

United States Department of Labor, the Interna-

tional Longshoremen's Association and the Seattle

Waterfront Employers Union recently, the employ-

ment halls operated on the open shop basis by the

latter organization have passed into government
control. T. V O'Connor, international president

of the longshoremen ; Edgar C. Snyder, represent-

ing the Department of Labor, and A. F. Haines,

general manager of the Pacific Steamship Com-
pany, and W. C. Dawson, of W. C- Dawson &
Company, together with the sectional vice-presi-

dents of the Longshoremen's Union, comprised the

confreres at the meeting which resulted in the pass-
ing of the halls which had for years been a bone
of contention along the local waterfront.
David Miller, for the past six years port en-

gineer for the Standard Oil Company, has severed
his connection with that corporation and joined
forces with the firm of V. S. Jenkins Company,
engineers and manufacturers agents, with offices

in the Grand Trunk Dock. Miller's long years
of experience in the care and repairing of machin-
ery and equipment of the big tanker fleet is ex-

pected to be a splendid asset in his new en-
vironment.

Anticipating the continued growth of Seattle's

water borne commerce, several former employes of

the Geo S. Bush & Co. have organized the Ocean
Brokerage Co. with a view of entering actively in

the shipping, both importing and exporting, freight

forwarding, and fire and marine insurance business.
The new company formally opened offices in the

Stuart building, and announcements were mailed to

various shippers throughout the Northwest. The
officials of the new concern, practically all from
the stafi^ of Geo- S. Bush & Co., have had years of

experience in various departments of the business,
and have launched into business for themselves.
W. R. Colby Jr., formerly secretary of Geo. S.

Bush & Co., is the president of the newly organ-
ized concern. J. E. Al-
liscin, also from that firm,

is vice-president of the
new concern, and will

have active charge of the
export business. Allison
formerly was associated
with this department for

the Chicago, Milwaukee
X- St. Paul Railway un-
der !•".

J. Calkins, and is

said t(i be especially qual-

ified in this department.
F. \'. Sandin, who is to

handle the import busi-

ness jif the new concern,

has had six years of prac-

tical experience in cus-

tom house details and es-

l)ccially reappraisement.
As (ifl'ice manager for

the new concern C. M.
Small has been desig-
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.Miss R. A. Conk, Inrni-

erly secretary to the maii-

a,L;-er of niie of the lart;-

est music houses in the

X o r t li w e s t, has been
chosen treasurer of the

new concern, while A. J.

C'oskey, with long ex])e-

rience as aSjent for belt

line railroads, and form-
erly with the Nippon
\'usen Kaisha line, has
l)een chosen traffic man- ch of the four po

R. J. Welch, once connected with the Pacific

Northwest Demurrage Bureau and later with Mit-

sui & Company, and now an official of the Ocean
Warehouse Company, of Tacoma, has joined forces

with the new concern and will divide his time be-

tween Seattle and Tacoma-
R. E. Pitchforth, with a number of years experi-

ence with the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul

railway and the Pacific Steamship Company, will

be the regularly accredited Tacoma representative

of the new company.

NEW DOCK NEARING COMPLETION
^\'ith the delivery earlv in September of the first

unit of the big new drydock being built by the

Skinner iv Eddy Corporation, Seattle can be said

to ha\e a third ship repair concern preparing to

actively engage in the repairing and reconstruction

of damaged vessels.

This unit is the first of four such which will

eventually comprise the big marine lift calculated

to raise a vessel or vessels aggregating 17,000

tons when entirely assembled. The first unit was
completed at the plant of the Port Rlakely Mills

Company at Port Blakely, a Skinner & Eddy prop-

erty under lease to Comyn, Mackall & Company,

of San Francisco. However, the latter concern had

no interest in the construction of the dry-dock,

since that work was undertaken by a corps of

Skinner & Eddy employees under the direction of

J. Johnson, an old-time shipbuilder and employee

of the Seattle plant.

The new drydock is being built in four sections,

each 90 feet long by 120 feet beam, and each

capable of being operated individually or collect-

ively, as well as of permitting additional sections

to be added at will. Another section will be de-

livered about October 1, and the entire dock is

expected to be completed by the middle of De-

cember.

This new marine lift is being installed at the

site formerly occupied by the Seattle Construction

& Drydock Company's big 10,000 ton lift, since

removed to the Harbor Island site of the Todd

l^rydocks Company, Inc., the newly organized con-

cern which succeeded the ship construction enter-

prise when that plant was purchased by the United
States Shipping Board and turned over to Skinner
ift Eddy for operation as the latter's No. 2 ])lant

NIPPON YUSEN KAISHA'S HALF YEAR
The report of the Nippon Yusen Kaisha for the

half year ending May 30th, 1918, shows net profits

after ])roviding for depreciation of the fleet, insur-

ar.ce and ships' structural repair funds and war
taxes, of 34,312,842 yen, including 684,513 yen

brought forward from the previous term.

The directors now propose that this surjilus be

appropriated as follows. Yen
Legal reserve fund ; 1,681,416

Special reserve for war risk and depre-
ciation of vessels to be built and pur-
chased 10,000,000

Additional depreciation of the book val-

ue of the fleet 1,500,000
Special reserve 500,000
Dividend ecjualization fund 7,000,000

Directors' and auditors' fees 375,000
Dividend (10 per cent) 1,879,680

Extra dividend (40 per cent) 7,518,720

Fund for the training, protection and
encouragement of seamen 350,000

Pension fund 2,500,000

Total 33,304,816

Leaving a balance to be carried forward

to next account of 1,008,026

The remarkably strong financial condition of this

company is well shown in the balance sheet for

Alarch 31st, 1918, which is as follows:

Assets Yen
Reduced book value of fleet 29.879,543.95

Reduced book value of launches,

barges, etc 44*^,204.0-1

Buildings and land 7,941,357.61

Ships' stores in stock 955,711.8-1

I'ublic loans and other securities 61,58'M41.98
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Cash at banks and ii haul 69,723,871.00

Sundry debtors 7,090,223.86

Total 177,647.054.28

Liabilities Yen
Share capital 44,000,000.00

Insurance fund .. - 14,841,471.57

Ships' structural rcpa'r fu id 4,908,245.18

Legal reserve fund 8,138,969.50

Dividend equalization fund 7,100,000.00

Fund for extension of ser\ices and
Improvement of fleet 6,000,000.03

Reserve for rm^st'-uction and rejjairs

of buildings 3,000,000.00

Special reserve ..- - 11,500,000.00

Reserve for war risk and depreciation

of vessels lo be Iniilt and ]nirchased 21,640,()01.85

I'^ukI for training, jirntection and en-

couragement for seamen 850,000.00

Pension fund 3,534,836.56

Sundry creditors 17,820,086.68

.\mount brought forv/ard from last

account r 684,513.73

-Vet profit for the half year 33,628,329.21

To::=l - 177,647.054.28

New Smith s Cove Project

AT a special Port of .Seattle district election

held in connection with the regular pri-

maries on September 10, the voters of

Seattle and King County indorsed all four
propositions submitted by the port commission for
the immediate and future improvement of the
publicly owned harbor facilities by an overwhelm-
ing vote. In many precincts the vote was 8 and 9
to 1, and each separate proposition carried with
a safe margin over the required 60 per cent, of the
total vote cast.

These propositions involve the immediate con-
struction of a new pier at Smith Cove, duplicating
the present port properties at that harbor point,
and the improvement of the present pier. The
voters also sanctioned the proposition submitted
at the instance of the war department which calls
for the taking over by the Port of Seattle at the
end of five years from its completion the pro-
posed new $1,250,000 pier planned by the govern-
ment for Harbor Island. The last of the four
propositions embraced the sanction of the voters
to the port commission's proposal to add two addi-
tional piers to the Smith Cove terminals, making
a total of four wharves at that basin, and providing
for legislative sanction to the increasing of the
ports bonding limit, now set automatically at 3 per
cent of valuation, to a higher figure providing suf-
ficient funds for the carrying out of the project.

Chief Engineer Geo. F. Nicholson, of the Port
of Seattle, has already started work on the newly
authorized Pier B at Smith's Cove, and has com'-
piled the following summary of the several jiort

projects recently endorsed:
"The present Smith's Cove Pier is known as

Pier "A", it being one-half mile long and the
largest and most efficient pier on the Pacific Coast,'
is to be widened and extended to West Garfield
Street, adding approximately 100,000 sq. ft. to the
open wharf. This extension will enable the
straightening out of the railroad facilities at the
pier so that the efficiency of this great terminal
•will be materially increased. The slips on either
side of the propo.sed extension to Pier "A" will be
dredged to the full depth df 35 feet at low tide.
The berthing space will be increased fmni 4,000
lineal feet to 5,500, giving a total berthing space
for 13 large ocean carriers. The cost of the above
extension will be approximately .$400,000.00.
The construction of Pier "P.", which the Com-

mission contemplates at once, will be the most
gigantic and best etpiipped foreign trade pier on

either the .\tlantic or Pacific Coasts of America.
Great as is the public pier in operation at Smith's
Cove, the new facilities will overshadow it. The
new pier will do more, it will overshadow any
pier of the kind both on the Pacific and Atlantic
Oceans in North and South America. The new
pier will hold a title beyond doubt in size and in

modern equipment for handling heavy cargo. This
second pier, of course, forms a larger part of the
construction program this Fall. It will be 365
feet wide and 2,700 feet long, or a trifle over one-
half mile long. A slip 350 feet wide separates the
existing" and proposed terminal. A new slip will

also be dredged to the west of Pier "B" and in

all, the dredging excavation will amount to over
2,000,000 cubic yards, 1,000,000 of which will be
used in filling two of the city waterfront streets,

viz., hiUiott avenue and Railroad avenue in their

north sections, and which when finished will give
a direct paved thoroughfare from the business dis-

trict to Smith's Cove on an easy grade. Two
2-story cargo sheds 120 feet wide by 1,000 feet

long will be constructed' at the street end of the
new pier. Four depressed tracks will occupy the
central section of this gigantic pier, the two out-
side ones of which, on the open wharf, will be so

located that the locomotive cranes can operate
over same. Two surface shipside tracks will oc-

cupy the outer side of the structure. Crossovers
will be provided every 500 feet to increase speed
and efficienc}' in switching. In all, there will be
four and one-half miles of railroad trackage on
the new pier and a total of six miles of trackage
including the Pier "A" extension and connecting
tracks with the l,arge Interbay Railroad Yard,
which is directly Ijehind the new terminals.

A great deal of heavy freight handling equip-

ment is contemplated in connection with the' new
pier. Two 10-ton traveling cranes, each operating

on 120 ft. steel spans 22 feet above the open wharf
will travel 1600 feet up and down the open area

of the new structure, each crane serving one side

iif the ])ier. The elevated cranes are used in order

that \aluable open wharf cargo space will not be
Used li\- the operation of cranes. By this method,
all the cranes will be operated above the cargo on
the dock and the traveling cranes will be able

to unload direct from cars on the depressed tracks

to ship and vice versa- This equipment will be

high speed cranes, with a view of handling heavy
cargo faster than ever before. The cost of Pier

••I'."' will be $2,000,000.00, and a terminal design
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is bciiiL;' niatk- that will licild the saim- plafc in

ocean terminals that the Skinner t\: ICddy j)lant

now holds in the American Shipbuilding' industry.

When I'ier "11" is completed and the extension
made to existing J'ier "A", a berthing space of

11,000 lineal feet will be pn)\idcd, enabling twenty-
five large ocean going vessels to load and dis-

charge at the same time. Two 3.T-ton locomotive
cranes will also add to the loading efficiency as
will a battery of electric tractors and tractor trail-

ers. Each train with a capacit}' of 8 to 10 tons
will increase the handling efficiency in the cargo
sheds. iMght portable second tldur leading jjlat-

forms will also he installed in order to enable
the loading and unloading in connection with the
second fioor of the cargo sheds. A 100-ton shear
leg" derrick will also occupy a prominent place on
the pier to expedite the handling of heavy equip-
ment. This efficiency in handling cargo on a tre-

mendous scale is a special feature in the new de-
sign and will help facilitate the handling of the

large China and Japan trade and the expected vast
Russian trade.

The voters of the Port District approved a

$4,490,000.00 bond issue on September 10th, to

cover the projects-

Present Smith's Cove Pier

Smith's Cove Pier, located on the north shore
of Elliott Bay, is 310 feet wide and one-half mile
in length, having almost 4,000 feet of berthing
space. Water depth at fender line, 35 feet. It

is now recognized as being the finest pier on the

Pacific Coast. It may be regarded as two long
whar\es, back to back, with four depressed rail-

way tracks between. About one-third of the area
of the pier, or 130,000 square feet, is covered by
one-story sheds, nearly lOO feet wide, wdiich have
a cubical content of 3,500,000 cubic feet. The
remainder of the wharf comprising 260,000 s(|uare

feet is an open wharf, the east side being used for

export lund)er and sleel. while the west side is

utilized for the storing and l)ulking of vegetable
and fish oils.

Smith's Cove Pier is e(|uip]5ed with a $40,000.00
gantry traveling crane, which is electrically driven

and lighted for night loading, and covers a section

of the o])en j)ier nearly 900 feet in length. The
crane serves the dejiressed tracks in the center of

the pier, also 40 feet out over the channel along-
side, so that cargo can 1)e loaded direct from car

to shij), and vice versa.

A structural steel shear leg derrick of 100 tons

capacity, costing $20,000.00 is provided for heavy
lifts. Two locomotive cranes of 15 and 35 ton

capacities each, are indispensable for handling
freight on the open wharf.

Three miles of public railroad tracks have been
constructed on the terminal by the Port Com-
mission.

For the storage of vegetable and fish oil, two
underground storage oil tanks of 8,000 barrel

capacity, have been constructed. This type of

Construction does not take up valuable dock space,

and the several compartments formed by the roof-

supporting walls are very necessary on account
of the many small shipments of the different kinds
of oil- Numerous pipe lines have also been pro-

vided, together with dumping tables and cen-
trifugal pumps for the economical handling of oil

to tank cars. The open wharf has been provided
with several flood lights so that boats can be
unloaded and cargo distributed as well at night as

in the day time. To the rear of the Smith's Cove
Wharf the Port District owns twelve acres of land,

some of wdiich has been leased out to private in-

dustries. These industrial tracts are served with

pnlilic railroad s])urs.

fu"j or ayiTIixuji luawi

RLIf1T«f1W0aa) flBUl tlRfUrinb

anrftt cove
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Activities m Oregon Ports
By Special Correspondent

FRANK HA\'ISIDE, of San Francisco, here

in charge of rigging vessels of the Founda-
tion Company, has completed the standing
rigging on 11 ships in 12 weeks and one of

them was done in five days. He and his crew of

10 workers are being iield up as the Coast
champions.

Delay in the receipt of necessary steel, as well

as some machinery, was pointed to as an obstacle

steel men were unable to overcome in making Sep-
tember one of the best months in the history of

the district _ in the matter of deliveries. The
Emergency Fleet Corporation had promised an
increase in steel shipments so that all requirements
of the month miglit lie met, but the builders are

looking forward to Ijeing up to schedule during
October. Added to material and equipment diffi-

culties has been that of inability to obtain a suffi-

cient force of laborers.

Names have been announced for 10 steamers,
each of 9500 tons, the G. M. Standifer Construc-
tion Corporation has undertaken at its new \'an-

couver establishment, where three are under way.
In order of their numbers they are to be the
Cokesit, Coaxet, W'aban, Wawalona, Nismaha,
Olocksom, \\'eepatuck, W'eepoiset, Pawlet and
rSearport. The fourth and fifth ways there will

be in service before the first of the year, only lim-

ited steel deliveries holding them back .now.

In a new restaurant the Columbia River Ship-
building Corporation is establishing 1200 men
are to be given their meals at one sitting. The
plans contemplate the food being served on a cost
l)asis-

Laws i)i Oregon proxide that no union man
belonging to a National Guard organization can
be called to perform strike duty, so union ship-
workers of the district have organized Company L,
of the new National Guard forces, and drill each
Monday night at the Armory under First Lieuten-
ant Clark, C S. A. Some of the members are
ex-service men, a few dating I^ack to the days of

1898. Age limits are placed at 18 to 45 years and
it is said to be the first all-union National Guard
unit in the country. .At the plant of the .\lbina
[•jiginc & Machine Works a company o( the Mult-
nomah Guard, which is not a stale organization,
has been formed .-xnd drills are held after work
in the afternoon.

Owing to financial limitations the I'ort of Port-
land Commission has decided tn l)uild a cnal duck
250 feet long instead (if 500 feet, thnugh thev will

retain the width of 95 feet as first planned. The
structure will be contracted for under a cost plus

basis and later may be extended. The Pacific

Coast Coal Company is proceeding with its new
bunkers, which will have a capacity of 5000 tons,

while yard space will permit of flat storage facil-

ities being developed that will care for 15,000 tons

additional. At present the company is handling
an average of 4000 tons of coal a week in lighters

to ships here, that system being adopted in all

cases since a recent fire damaged the old bunkers.

Charles Rudeen, of Portland, has been named a

member of the Oregon State Board of Pilot Com-
missioners to succeed the late Charles G. ^^'ilson,

of the Clark & Wilson Lumber Company, who
died the latter part of August. Mr. Rudeen was
elected president of the Board, a position Mr.
^^'ilson had filled from the time of his appoint-

ment, July, 1915, until his death. Others on the

Board are Captain Wm- C. McNaught, of Port-

land, and Thomas Nelson, of Astoria.

Being unsuccessful in placing contracts at San
Francisco for 10 steel steamers to be delivered after

the war, Douglas W'oodhams, of Douglas ^^'ood-

hams & Company, No. 1 Charing Cross, London,
spent a few days in Portland during the month on
the same quest. Steel builders say they are willing

to undertake contracts on a cost plus basis, but
not to accejjt a lump sum with the usual condi-

tions attached, because of the uncertainty as to

when the conflict will be brought to a close.

Action of 6000 members of the Boilermakers'
L^nion in refusing to work in steel shipyards Sat-

urday afternootis during September, was met by
the Willamette Iron & Steel Works September 14

with an order that every man leaving the plant at

noon be discharged, 39 of them being listed. They
were paid oft' the following Monday, togetlier with
six of the night shift. As there were 2300 men
on the payroll the percentage was regarded strik-

ingly small. The declination to work grew out

of dissatisfaction over the failure of the ^ilacy

Wage Adjustment Board to announce its new
schedule of wages and conditions Labor Day.

James V>. Smith, of San Francisco, president of

the King Coal Company, spent a few days in Port-

land the forepart of September, making a survey of

bunkering facilities at the solicitation of J. H. Ros-
scter, director of the bureau of operation of the

L'nited States .Sjiijjping Board. Air. Smith was
(luiited with ha\ing expressed himself pleased with

the s|)eed attained in l)unkering sliips frcnn barges
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Bow view of the "Nancy." launched at midnight by the Foundation Company. Portland, Oregon

Stern view of the "Nancy." ready for launching at midnight on September fourteenth
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and of the ]jre])aratiiins under \va_\- fur increasing;-

the shore bunkers here.

}Ienrv Teal, nf I'ortland. was the inirchaser, Sep-

tember' 12, of a l)lock of $1,000,000 of terminal

im])rovement bunds the Commission of Public

Docks disposed of to insure funds with which to

complete the first unit of the St. Johns Municipal

terminal and grain elevator- The bonds are of

the 4y, per cent, class and were sold for $939,-100.

The Commission disposed of $1,500,000 of bonds

a year ago with which to start the project. The
1200-foot pier will be ready for service in a few

weeks, the completion of the 1,000,000-bushel grain

elevator being expected about January 1.

In command of Captain Howard Payne, and
with \\'.

J. (iranibs, head of the Sea Service P)Ureau

in the Northwest, aboard, the steamer Chippewa
was in Portland harbor September 12, with 200

yoimg Americans being trained for all branches
I if the merchant marine. The vessel and her corn-

pan \' made a tine impression and added weight
til the assertion of Mr. Brambs that they would
augment the American fleet with the finest mate-

rial available.

Establishment of an employment managers'
course at the Lniversity of Washington has been
announced and Oregon builders have Ijeen invited

to send men there, they to be trained at the e.x-

pense of the Emergency Fleet Corporation and
receive $6 a day, while appointees of the Emer-
gency Fleet Corporation will be paid $4 a day.

Not only are the men to be taught all employment
details, but the system is depended on to stand-

ardize the work in all sections.

There is strong talk of increasing the towage
rates for deepwater vessels on the Columbia and
Willamette Rivers, because early iii the month the

Shaver Transportation Company had a fuel l)ill

for one of its vessels, that towed a schooner from
.Astoria to Portland, amounting to $155, whereas
the revenue from the trip was $150. With fuel oil

at $1.85 a barrel, as against 85 cents a barrel a

year ago, they aver nothing is left for wages of

crews and maintenance of their vessels.

July awards of the Fletcher Board, of the Emer-
gency Fleet Corporation, drew for the Northwest
Steel Company a flag, having gained third place in

the production of ships for that month. The flag,

a white one, was raised at noon September 13, Miss
Lillian .Sullivan, day nurse at the emergency hos-

pital, licing the mie selected to In list it aloft. The
Crant Smith-Pnrter plant retained second place

among wooden yards.

In the flag distribution of the Shipping Board for

the ]5lants engaged in 100 ])er cent ship construction
work for the government, the Motorship Con-
struction Company, of \'ancouver, gained a pen-
nant, which was hauled aloft Seiitenilier 14 with
appropriate exercises.

Ciidcr an arrangement with the l"i mnnissinner
iif Public Ducks, the Willamette 1 n m >.\; Steel

Works has obtained space at the hcatl of the sli])

at the Fifteenth-street terminal, where a restaurant
and recreation hall is being erected. The plant

management will ])rovide facilities for seating 700
men and the estaldishment is to be directed by an
experienced stcwanl. There is to be no profits.

the i)laii being to jiroxjile edibles at cost.

Ci. 1'.. Ilegardt, chief engineer of the Commis-
.'ion of lublic Docks, was named by the Commis-
sion to rei)resent the citv at the annual meeting

of the -Association of American Port Authorities,

at Philadelphia, and he departed September 14.

Women employees of the Foundation Company,
banded in the Carry On Club, and who furnished
funds for the adoption of 20 Belgian orphans, one
for each French ship contracted for, have been
advised by the Stars and Stripes, the American
.Army paper abroad, that they stood second in the

matter of contributions of all organizations in the

I'nited States. The first place was won by the

auxiliary of an Illinois regiment.
Portlanders are all agog on the receipt of an offi-

cial report that the tank steamer Frank H. Buck,
now commandeered and wdiich was built at San
I'Yancisco for the Associated Oil Compan\-, had
sent a German sulDmarine to the bottom 400 miles
off Sandy Hook September 3, because aboard the
liuck was Captain (i. B. MacDonald, for 30 years
on the Pacific Coast, the last 10 years of which
he sailed between the Columbia River and Cali-

fornia ports principally. He is now in the Na\-\-

Reserve Force with the rank of commander-
J. W. Hall, assistant supervisor of wooden ship

construction in the Oregon District, is at Phila-
delphia, presenting to experts of the Emergency
Fleet Corporation plans drawn

^
here for a 5000-ton

all wood steamer. The vessel is designed along the
general lines of the Ferris type, but strengthened
in every way possible. Should the design be
adopted no changes would be necessary in the
Oregon yards to lay down the vessel.

So actite has been the shortage of laborers in

wooden yards that the G. M. Standifer Construc-
tion Corporation has invited business and profes-
sional men to work on the first night shifts, helping
rush vessels as well as earn a few e.xtra dollars
each day. There has been a limited response.
Turning from commandeering ocean greyhounds

and others of the big class. Uncle Sam has offi-

cially taken over the little gasoline schooners
Roamer and E. L. Smith, plying between Portland
and Yaquina Bay. They will be continued on the
route but will devote their capacity first to the
needs of the spruce division camps, taking public
freight wdien space permits.

Ushering in the first week in September 85 in-

spectors of the Emergency Fleet Corporation force
met with Oregon executives of the body and dis-

cussed details of their work and experiences with
l)uilders and various features of plans and specifi-

cations- It was the third gathering since the dis-

trict was formed and proved most l)eneficial. The
meeting adjourned late in the afternoon, the dele-

gates going to the Multnomah Hotel for dinner
and being joined there by the entire Emergency
Meet office staff.

A BRITISH COLUMBIAN MERGER
Portland, Seattle. \'ancon\er and N'ictoria joined

hands September '' in celebrating at the latter cit_\-

the entree of the 1-oundation C'om])any, Ltd., of

Uritish Columbia, into the actual management of

wood shipbuilding establishments. The afternoon

was declared a holiday and thousands attended a

parade and the launching of the ^^'ar Nanoose, the

last of fix'e steamers for the Piritish Munitions
Board, also the laying of keels for two of the

twenty I'rench steamers the l'"oundation Company
is to build.

Premier ( )li\er, of the Proxince of British Co-

lumbia: I. 1. Ilart. Minister of binance: Ma\or
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Shipbuilding Corporation's Portland shipyard

Ri'cd, of N'ictiiria; L'aptain llirsch, uf the 1^'rencli

artillery and an instriictur at Camp Lewis; Bayley
Hiplvins, vice president of the Foundation Company
in America; Scott Calhoun, of Seattle, counsel for

the company; Jack Haviside, of San Francisco, of

the firm of Haviside, Withers and Davis; Captain
E. (_.'• (ienereaux, of Portland, French representative

at the I'oundation \-ard, were there either to par-

ticipate in the exercises or as special guests. The
I'onndation Company's band had been sent from
•Portland ft)r the affair and the music was said to

l)e the best \'ictorians had heard in their home
city, a tribute being paid the musicians by Premier
( )liver in a letter to the com]mny later. Recogni-
tion was also accorded the Isand by the Victoria
Hoard of Trade in the form of a banquet at the
Hotel Empress and an automobile tour of the city

Tuesday morning.

The Foundation Company had l)uilt the fi\e ships

for the IJritish Alunitions Board, but on a cost plus
basis and with the government plant. On arrange-
ments being finished for launching the last ship the
Foundation interests acquired control of the plant

and the adjoining yard of the Cameron-Genoa
organization, merging them so as to give ei.ght

ways under one tlirectioii. The closing of a con-
tract with the French for 20 wooden steamers

followed and now the new ])roperties are in full

swing, experienced men l;)eing drawn from the

Taconia and Portland plants to assist in getting

the large organization under way and Mr. Hipkiiis

is satisfied the men there will give Portland and
Tacoma a close run, thmigh having only eight in-

stead of 10 ways.

COLUMBIA RIVER SHIPBUILDING
CORPORATION'S EXPANSION

I-'inal labors September 13 on Ways Xo. 4 and 5

gave the Columbia River Shipbuilding Corporation
facilities for laying down steel vessels that are esti-

mated to insure the launching of a hull about every
20 days. A call has gone out for the employment
of 2800 men of unskilled types to be added to the

present force of 3200 workers and by January 1 it

is planned to have the expanded facilities working
to capacity in harmony with those that have been
kept going since the Coriioration undertook ship

construction.

In a measure the Colunil)ia Ri\-er Shipbuilding-

Corporation won a distinction over several other
Northwest plants regarding new equipment, for

when Emergency Fleet Corporation executives vis-

ited the Coast in July Director General Schwab and
\'ice President F'iez accorded the construction of

the two ways, a second plate shop and blacksmith
shop, with needed appurtenances their final ap-
'proval, rating them as necessary in the promulga-.
tion of the war program. (In the otlier hand.

th shop, a part of the Columbia River Shipbuilding Ccrporatic
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other yards in the Oregon and Washington zone
were denied authority to extend boundaries and
their equipment on the score of limited man power
being available and a somewhat indefinite future

as to greater steel production. One case in point

here was that of the Northwest Steel Company,
which was to have duplicated its plant, but a con-

ference between the company and government offi-

cials brought about a decision to forego the project

for the time.

To date the Columbia Ri\er force has to its

credit the delivery of more than one completed
ship each month during 1918. Of the total of 32

vessels of the 8800-ton design, that represents those
sent away as well as under construction and con-

tracted for, nine have been turned over to the

government-
New names assigned vessels there, for Hulls No.

11 to 32, are as follows: West Cobalt, West Wau-
neke, ^^'est Imbnden, West Munham, West Tolant,
^^ est Ouechee. West Nosska, W'est Harchvar,
West Hardaway, West Hargrove. \\'est Harlan,
^\'est Harma, \Vest Harqua Hala, AV'est Harshaw,
West Harts, \\'est Hartland, West Hartley. West
Hassam, A\'est Hassayampa, West Hastain, A\'est

Has well and \\est Carun.

WOODEN SHIPS FOR GRAIN CARGOES
Recognition of wooden steamers as grain and

flour cairiers, to be pressed into service on the
Pacific side to relieve congestion of railroads in

moving by water foodstuffs that have largely been
routed overland so far this season, was made about
the middle of the month by the Shipping Board in

ordering that about 10 cargoes be tried, they to be
loaded on the ^\'illamette and Columbia Rivers
and on Puget Sound.

^lax H. Houser, in charge in the Northwest for

the Food Administration Grain Corporation, an
influential grain exporter in times of peace and
who is now devoting all energies toward the
assembling and dispatch of wheat as well as the
manufacture of flour for the government, is a firm
believer in wooden vessels for grain transportation
between the Pacific and Atlantic Coasts. He has
an argument in rebuttal for every objection raised
that the newness of wooden ships, the use of creo-
sote on certain timbers and the odor of pitch and
tar. might be absorbed and retained by the cargoes.
In short, with tonnage available and having proven
of late, when wheat was brought from Australia
in wooden "fore and afters" that it can be carried
long distances in such vessels without injury, he
advocated the utilization of the ships being fitted

out in the Northwest and won his point.
In the Oregon District alone Mr. Houser con-

servatively estimates that he will have 10 to 12

cargoes afloat or started before October ends and
with his experience in shipping cereals and the

personal assurance to the Washington, D. C,
authorities that he has no doubts about the suc-

cess of the undertaking, it has met with their ap-

proval, ^'et, as indicated in dispatches from the

capital, the movement is characterized as experi-

mental. ( )regnn builders of wood ships are with

Mr. Ilnuser and are pleased ihal the opening has

been aft'orded to prove the Wdrth nf steamers built

of home material and with home talent to carry

home products.

OREGON WOOD SHIPBUILDERS'
ASSOCIATION

"For the promotion of the wood shipbuilding
industry of the Pacific Northwest"' is a leading
purpose embraced with others in the ends sought
by the Oregon Wood Shipbuilders' Association,
formed last month by builders of Portland, Van-
couver, St. Helens, Columbia City, Astoria, Tilla-

mook and Coos Bay and with strong probability

that Grays Harbor will join in the association.

At the outset 16 organizations hold representa-
tion in the membership and each is engaged now
in construction on behalf of the Emergency Fleet
Corporation- It has been felt that more concerted
action among wood shipbuilders, rather than being
identified only with societies that embraced both
wood and steel, was desirable, for it is realized

that with the completion of vessels at such a rate

as at present there will be man}- matters arising

of general concern to the industry and preparations
should be undertaken also for the future of the
plants.

F. C. Knapp. head of the Peninsula Shipbuilding
Company, is president of the Association ; E. W.
^^'right, general manager of the AIcEachern plant,

is vice president; Eric V. Hauser, general man-
ager of the Grant Smith-Porter Ship Company, is

treasurer, and George C. W. Low. treasurer and
principal owner of the Supple-Ballin Shipbuilding
Corporation, is secretary. The officers are also
directors and, with Charles F. Swigert, vice presi-

dent and general manager of the G. M. Standifer
Construction Corporation, make up the full board
of directors.

Quarters have been opened at room 302, in the
Northwestern National Bank building, where are

also located the offices of the Emergency Fleet

Corporation, those of the American Bureau of

Shipping and other agencies having to do with
maritime matters.

MIDNIGHT LAUNCHINGS
To get the best of the proverbial "hoodoo" of

Friday, the 13th, the Grant Smith-Porter Ship
Company and the Foundation Company managed
to launch vessels 20 minutes and 30 minutes, re-

spectively, after September 14 had been ushered in,

wafting away the stigma of superstition by the
explanation that just after midnight tide conditions
were most favorable for the debut of the new
carriers.

At the Grant Smith-Porter plant the hull of the
r-'erris steamer Kokoma was floated at 12:20 a- m.,

Mrs. T. Turnbull, wife of the night superintendent,
being g^odmother for the vessel. .\t 12:30 a. m.,

Mrs. George L. Baker, wife of Mayor Baker, of

Portland, started the French steam auxiliary

schooner Nancy riverward to the stirring strains of

"The Marseilles," for, regardless of the unusual
hour, the Foundation Company's crack band was
on dutA' and Director Cioffi's men played with the
same precision and feeling as characterized their

ajijiearance early in the week at Victoria, B. C,
where they were accorded an ovation.

The Kokoma was the twentieth ship the Grant

Sniitli-Porter organization had launched since Feb-

rnai-y \7. The Nancy was No. 14 lor the Founda-
tion Comjjany's Portland plant since March 20.

The former has delivered 12 of the vessels and

the latter vard 10.
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Table showing least depths in ship channel at low water and average increases due to tidal effects on

Columbia and Willamette Rivers from Portland to Astoria, Oregon. From records of

Corps of Engineers, U. S. A-

Stations and locations

of dredge channels
Distance in

miles from
Astoria

depth at

dre.lge
cliannels

Mar. 1.1918

Low water

.Average increase of depths
at dredge channels for low
stage of river at higli and

low tide

High Tide Low Tide
Ft. Ft.

.... 30
30
30

31

26
30

30

30
30
28

30
30
30
30
30

6.9

6.2

6.0

4^8

4.6

4.4

4.2

4.0

3.6

3.3

3.0

2.7

2.6

-. 13/..
. 25

1.8

1.7

.... 28/

.... 37

1.7

1.6

.... 47
.. 51

1.5

1.5

. 56 1.5

.... 62 1.5

.... 66 1.4

.... 72

.... 76/
1.4

1.4

.... 82 1.4

.... 88 1,3

.... 90 1.3

Mean delay in time of tide

in hours and minutes after

predicted time at .Astoria

during low water stage of

river

High Tide Low Tide

Astoria
Elliott Point

Pug'et Island

Coffee Ls'and

Kas'le CUT
Walker ls'and

-Slaughters

Dobelbower
Hunter Bar
Martin's Is!a d

St. Helen's Har
Ilcnrice

\\ill.)\v Bar
-Mouth of \\'illamelte.-

Liniitou ( PostofTice Bar)...

Portland 100

0:55 1:20

1:35 2:15

1:45 2 -.3-?

2:10 3:15
2:45 4:05
3:00 4:25

3:20 5:00

3:45 5:20
4:00 5:40

4:30 6:10
4:50 6:35

5:15 7 :05

5:40 7:45

6:05 8:05

WITH WARREN TRANSPORTATION
COMPANY

Mr. Charles Skentelbery, who has been well

known in the steamship business on this Coast

since 1901, and as marine superintendent of the

New England Fuel & Transportation Company,
Boston, Mass., for the past eleven years, has re-

signed this position in that company and has asso-

ciated himself with the \Varren Transportation

Company. 35 Congress street, Boston, Mass., as

general manager.

This company, whose president is Mr. George E.

Warren ; vice-president, Mr. George P. Oswald,
and treasurer, Mr. George W. Anderson, who are

well known in connection with the Warren Trans-
portation Company and the George E. \\'arren

Company, will conduct a general steamship busi-

ness in both foreign and coastwise trades.

J. F. lirown, superintendent of construction of

the East \Vaterway Dock and Warehouse Com-
pany, a subsidiary company of Rogers, Brown &
Company, has recently returned from a short busi-

ness trip to Chicago and Eastern points. \\'hile in

the East, Mr. Brown was looking after the con-

struction and maintenance of equipment owned by
the Chicago branch.

Mr. Brown has been affiliated with Rogers,
Brown & Company for the past two years and was
largely responsible for the successful installation of

the new pipe lines which are proving so successful

in handling Oriental oil at the big Harbor Island

oil terminal.



The Past Month m Tacoma
By Special Correspondent

GI\l{A'riCR interest in jmrt development is be-

iiiL; sliciwn by the business interests here at

present than possibly at any other time in the

history of the city. That Tacoma has been

seriously lagging: is admitted l:iy every one con-

nected with the harbor work, but it is believed

now that by interesting the county, city and pos-

silily the government in additional shipping facil-

ities that some good may be accomplished.

At present a committee from the city, one from
the Central Labor Council and one from the Com-
mercial club, are meeting to devise ways and means
for building new docks or interesting shipping firms

with a view to placing new docks here. At the

present time the port is receiving practically the

overflow from other ports of the Sound wdiich are

so congested that they are unable to handle the

freight offering. The question at present hinges

as to whether conditions could be improved by a

port commission or through an arrangement of util-

ity bonds handled by the city. It is believed that

within the ne.xt few weeks some definite scheme
will be decided upon, and with the backing of the

united working force of Tacoma and Pierce county
put through.

The Osaka Shosen Kaisha steamship "Canada
.Maru". which went ashore while inbound from the

Orient just south of Cape Flattery, has been taken
from here to Esc|uimalt, where she will be repaired.

It is estimated that from six to eight weeks will be

required for placing the shij) in condition again.

\\'ork on new tanks being put ui> here b}' the

Philippine Vegetable Oil Company is expected to

be finished this month. The company will ha\e
facilities for storing some 2000 tons of oil.

The Anacortes, launched at the Todd Drydock
& Construction Corporatiim yard, July 4, went on
her trial runs September .^. It is expected that

several other vessels put out at this ])lant will be
ready for commission within a short time.

The Beloit, put out by the Tacoma Shiiilniilding

Company and the first vessel launched at these

yards, underwent trial runs the first of the month.
The machinery was installed in the vessel by the

Charles Moore Company, who have the work of

installing the machinery in all (if the vessels jiut

nut by the Tacoma Shipbuilding Company.

President George !'. Wright, nf the Wright Ship-

building Company, has returned from the confer-

ence held in Philadelphia by the difterent heads of

Pacific Coast yards and the Emergency Shipping
Corporation. This yard was recently granted ftn-

ther contracts for wooden ships and will probably
have larger type vessels than the Ferris shijis to

construct if the Goveninient decides on greater
wooden carriers.

the .American Trading Company. This cargo came
direct from the Fiji Islands. According to Capt.

Laurintzer of the vessel, a number of well-known
Pacific Coast sailors are loading copra.

Carl S. Holmes, who has been assistant secre-

tary-treasurer of the Todd Drydock & Construction

Corporation yards since active work was commenc-
ed upon the plant here, has left the company. Just

what work Air. Holmes will take up he states has

not been fully decided upon. Mr. Holmes sent in

his resignation last spring, but it was not acted

upon for several months, and then he was requested

to wait until September I when his successor could

be named.

Mr. Holmes was succeeded by Edward Nugent,

of Seattle, with W. H. Kent, for a number of years

with the old Seattle Drydock & Construction Com-
pany, as treasurer, with headquarters in Seattle.

.\t the recent election of officers of the company,
held in New York, President C. W. Wiley was re-

elected, with James S. Milne, of New York, vice-

president, and Carl R. Riedel, of New York, as-

sistant secretary and treasurer, with headquarters

in New York.

The passenger steamer Tyrus, built here in 1''04

by the Lorenz Brothers, has been sold l)y them to

the West Pass Transportation Compan}-. and will

be operated between Tacoma and Seattle, via the

East Pass route, both in freight and passenger

trade. The new owners have been running boats

on the West Pass route for several years.

President II. F. .Alexander, of the Pacific Steam-

ship Compaii}-, left for the East September 1, ex-

pecting to l)e away for a month. He went by wa_\-

of San I'Tancisco.

Lumber Inisiness from Tacoma to West Coast

piirts continues fairly active, according to local

sliii)ping men. Much of the business is handled

\>y \essels of the Grace line. It is expected, with

the comi)letion of vessels here for the Shi|)|iing

Board, that the cargo movement to Peru and I hile

will be greatly improved.

One of the first cargoes of cojjra to be received

liere in some ninnths recently arrived, consigned to

So far the Tacoma yards have put out thirty

wiKid and steel ships since the Lhiited States en-

tered the war. The first launch took place on Fel)-

ruar\' ''. this year, and it is expected that Septem-

ber will show several launches which will run the

total up. .\niong the last ships to go into the water

was the Democratic, .\ugust 20, and Fraternite.

.\ugust M. from the Foundation yards. No. 4.

These are auxiliary vessels. The last l'>rris tyjjc

ship went in fi( mi the Seaborn yards .\ugust 12.

Tliis was the W'akana. The Chenm, from the Sea-

l)cirn \ar(ls: .\nacortes, from the Todd, and Beloit,

from the ["aconia. and Xahaska, from the llaliare

yards. lia\e been accepted l)y the (Government

within tlie past few days.
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Wih /.kJEXPORTEK & IMPORTERS

Tke Far Eastern Situation

G1''.I\.MAX\' has Iteen hu()3ed up by the con-

ceit that after the war she will be allowed
to enter the markets of the Allies practicall)-

on the same footing as in pre-war days sim-

]d}- Ijecause the Allies cannot do without her trade.

That belief has been firmly estal^lished in the Ger-

man mind. Even amongst the Allies there has

been the opinion that Germany would be allowed to

enter the markets of the Allies again soon after

the cessation of hostilities. In previous wars
llritain has treated with her enemies on tlie sup-

position that after hostilities are over enmit}' must
cease, and it must be confessed that for a time it

looked as if political influences would at the last

work towards a situation under which Germany
would not be shut out from our markets. But when
that doul^t was hovering round those who wanted
to see Germany getting her desserts found conso-

lation in the fact that it was not British interests

alone that would have to be taken into considera-

tion 'when peace negotiations were in progress.

France, who had suiifered so much, was not likely

to agree to anything that would allow the enemy
to regain her former position and again become a

menace to the peace of the world. Now that

.\merica has entered she too will want to see that

the power of the Hun to penetrate commercially
into Allied markets is restricted.

But it is good to see signs in Britain that the

most complete restrictions will be placed against

Germany trading in Britain and British dependen-
cies. The Seamen's Union are determined that no
German ship shall be manned by British seamen,
and that cargo carried in a German ship will not

be handled at a liritish port, for a [leriod to de-

pend on the length of the period during which Ger-
man submarines continue to sink the mercantile

marine of the Allies. That is an excellent sign.

It shows that there is little hope of the German
dream of the status quo ante-bellum being realized.

A German professor has written recently to show
the disastrous consequences that will accrue to

Germany if she is shut oiif from her international

activities after the war. He argues that even if

Germany were in a position to develop her trade

with her Allies she would sink into the position of

a second rate power if she were unal)le to gain her
ox'erseas trade.

Is there a danger of her gaining that trade?
1 do not think so. If she had fotight with clean

hands there can be little doubt that after the war
she w(]uld have been allowed to trade again in

tile o\-crseas market of the Allies. Her doctrine

has been that in war it is force that counts and
that she is at lihcrtv to i)ursue anv methods that

will ensure for her victory. I have even heard it

argued by neutrals that Germany was cjuite justi-

fied in pursuing the policy of blood and iron inas-

much as it would spell the more speedy conclusion

of the war. \\"e will say nothing about the moral
aspect of this argument. To enter on such a policy

means that you are facing a terrible price if you
fail. Germany has set the world against her. Yet
she has failed to win the war. She will have to

pay- the price, and there is no use of fools and
traitors amongst the Allies whining that wc should

not be to hard on our defeated enemy; in other

words, that we should not exact too great a retri-

bution from her. Germany took her chance, and
she must suffer.

We will take a small instance of one of the

directions in which she is to suffer. In the Straits

of F. M. S. before the war she held a large part

of the trade. She won it by^ fair and unfair means.
She fought Britain in her own markets, and she
was well on the way to beat her when the war
came. She' won her position by meeting the bazaar.
by underselling and by giving" longer credits than
the British merchant was prepared to .give. It was
not sound trading on her part as the books of

enemy firms have shown since they were taken
over by official liquidators. But there was oft'icial

backing to this commercial penetration. It was the
Germant merchants, plus their government, against
the British merchants. In the unequal fight Ger-
many was winning, and when the war broke out
she v\-as taking from Britain a large part of her
trade,

Xow, is it to be supposed that after the war the

British merchant is to welcome back the German
merchant? In the first place, the former is too

glad to be rid of the menace of the latter. The
German came bouncing in and upset the commer-
cial system of the country. \\'ith his extravagant
credits he created a condition of chaos, which it

has taken the British merchant a considerable time
to adjust. If the German were admitted to our
midst again he would at once commence opera-

tions on the lines he followed before the war, plus

ithe new tricks he may have learned during the

war. He would upset the commercial situation,

and he would rush in with his goods at ridiculously-

low prices and sweep the market. On business
grounds alone the British merchant would strongly
oppose any attempt to allow the German to return

on the old terms. But apart from that it is not

conceivable that there is anv member of an Allied

nation who would agree to allow to the barbarians

of the world a freedom that would ha\-e a detri-

mental effect on the de\elopnient of ci\ ilization.
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It is hard to conceixc any nicmlier nl an Allied na-

tin again trading with a llun.

As far as Great Britain is concerned it is to be

supposed that the pohcy followed in a territory

such as this will be largely influenced by what is

done by the imperial government. But whatever

the policy, it is to be assumed that the German
will be barred from entering these markets for a

period of years after the declaration of peace.

There has been the suggestion that a tax be placed

on enemy goods entering the country, but we
doubt if even this would suffice. The German
would find some way to circumvent the tax, or

if he could not circumvent it he would be prepared

to sell at a loss in order to be able to compete,

and even undersell, the merchants of other coun-

tries. So that the only safe course appears to be

to completely debar an enemy trading in the coun-

trv, and to prevent any Allied merchant dealing

in enemy goods in ihis country. Before the war
many German agencies were held by ISritish firms.

There was nothing wrong in that then, but it

should be impossible for a British firm again to

handle enemy goods till at least the lapse of ten

years after the declaration of peace. Ten years

does not seem to be an unduly long period, and if

some such policy were adopted by all the Allies

German)- would realize that war does not pay.

This is a free port, and there would be strong

opposition to the erection of an import tariff. But
it may have to come. If it does it is certain that

the tax on goods imported from neutral countries

will be higher than goods imported from countries

that took part in the war on the side of civiliza-

tion. It is just possible that goods from Allied

countries will receive exactly the same treatment

as goods from Britain.

Import and Export News

DERXHAM BR()TMERS, e.xporting and im-

porting American, Oriental and Philippine

goods at Manila and elsewhere for the past

eighteen years, have opened a ground floor

office at'Xo. 10 "California street, San Francisco.

The \\'ar Trade Board, in a new ruling ( W. T.

B. R. 220), has adopted certain restrictions on deck

cargoes on unarmed vessels, proceeding without

convoy from Atlantic and Gulf ports. The War
Trade Board also announces certain restrictions on

cargoes carried by sailing vessels. In order to

avoid delays and unnecessary expense, vessel own-
ers, charterers and agents should consult with

collectors of customs or agents of the lUireau

of Transportation, War Trade Board, before mak-

ing commitments for deck cargoes or cargoes to

be carried by sailing vessels.

The budget for 1919 introduced to the National

Congress of Argentina proposes increases of 20%
in the official valuation of imported goods, 507o

in the statistical tax and 33 1/3% in the port dues.

It is also proposed to impose an income tax wdiich

may affect American interests- The proposed valu-

ation increase is equivalent to a general increase

of 20% in the import duties on all goods and the

raise in port dues will form a considerable item in

the cost of importing goods as these dues were

raised 50% already in February of this year.

Under date of July 10, Consul A. E. Carleton of

Hongkong, in writing of marine motor opportuni-

ties in his territory in Commerce Reports states

:

The greater development of the American trade

in marine engines of all types in Hongkong and

the territory tributary to it is a matter of educa-

tional propaganda. The economic value of motor

boats must be fully demonstrated to the Chinese

and a motor must be produced that is reliable,

simple to operate, and not too expensive. High

finish is of secondary imi)ortance to reliability.

The need of educational propaganda is best

cx'iilenced by the exi-ierience of a local hrni, which

some }-ears ago endeavored to interest the fishing-

junk people to install motors. A number of these

f:shermen were much impressed with the i<lea and

went so far as to order a few motors, but at the
last moment canceled the order, giving as their

reason that it would result in "bad joss" since
their fathers had never used motor power on their

fishing junks. It is, therefore, this superstition,

if it can be called that, wdiich must be overcome
before this type of junks can be fitted with motors.
But the Chinese are utilitarians above all things,

and there is reason to believe that success, or rea-

sonable success, might be obtained if there were
introduced on this market a motor that is (1) \-ery

cheap in first cost, (2) so simple to operate that

a person with no mechanical knowdedge can ojierate

it after receiving a little instruction, (3) cai)ahle

of withstanding abuse, and (4) not dependent upon
magneto or batteries for ignition.

Edward L. Partland, of E. L. Partlaml and
Company, San Francisco, who recently returned
from an extended business trip to the Orient, laid

special stress on the matter of proper packings for

export goods.

Partland said that plenty of stout boxes, nails

and metal strips would insure the arri\al <if .\mer-
ican merchandise in good condition- The use of

cardboard containers is now discouraged, and as

a result goods are arriving offshore in good condi-

tion. The Matson Navigation Company recentl\-

notified shippers that no goods will be accepted
for foreign shipment that had not been projierly

packed. This example is now being followed by
other steamship concerns, and as a result the

insurance companies are being called ui)un to make
adjustments less frequently.

The War Trade Board announces that a general

import license known as P. B. F. No. 2(> has been

issued covering the importation of sur])his ships

stores and supplies, which the Bureau of Trans-

portation of the \\'ar Trade P>oard may order to

be removed fnmi \-essels in United States ports.

Bv a new ruling of the War Trade Board (W. T.

1',. K. 222 1 all outstanding licenses for the imi)or-

tatii>n of mahogany logs and nialiogany hnnber

were rexdked as to ocean shi]inient after Se|)tein-

ber 10. BUS. No licenses are now being issued
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for mahogany except to cover such shipments as

the Director of Lumber of tlie War hukistries

Board shall certify to lie suitable and necessary
for Government use.

The text of the contract signed between tlie

Government of Uruguay and the U- S. Emergency
Fleet Corporation for the charter of the German
steamers seized in Uruguayan ports (W'iegand,
Thuringia, Bahia, Salatis, Polynesia, Mera, Silvia

and Harzburg. aggregating 60,600 tons dw.) has
been published in Montexiden. The charter rate is

$8,225 per ton dw. per month, half ])ayable in

Montevideo and half at Xew 'Wirk at current rate

of exchange. The charter runs from the day each

ship is i)laced at disposal for loading for the dura-
tion of hostilities between the U. S. A. and Ger-
many, with the option of prolongation of the

charter for three months thereafter. All working,
agency and supply expenses, and fire, marine and
war risk insurance are to be paid by the charterers.

Fire, marine and war risks are to be covered at

the rate of £35 per gross register ton, as specified

in Lloyd's Register Book, and policies are to be
endorsed in favor of the Uruguayan Government.
Preference in effecting insurance is to be given
to the L'ruguayan State Insurance Bank. The
Sylvia, Weigand and Harzburg are to be employed
in continuous service between the U. S. A- and
Uruguay, and shall carry on southward voyages
not more than 8,000 tons per month for account
of bona fide L^ruguayan Government concerns. On
northward voyages Uruguayan cargo shall be car-

cied and/or cargo from other South American At-

lantic ports not south of Buenos Aires. The Poly-

nesia, Salatis and Thuringia are to be placed in

service between L^ruguay and English or French
.\tlantic ports. The Bahia and Mera will be placed

in service between Uruguay and French and Eng-
lish Atlantic via a U. S. Atlantic port when north-

ward bound, and direct from Europe to Montevideo
when southward bound. The cost of repairs is for

John J. Gorman, General Oriemal Agent, Pacific Steamship Company

account of lessors, but the charterers pay the orig-
inal cost of putting the ships in seaworthy condi-
tion. Profits from salvage are to be shared equally.
The vessels will sail under the flag of the lessees
or sub-lessees, who may also change the names.
Power is taken for four of the four vessels to be
leased to a company to be indicated by the British
Government.

New Foreign Agents Appointed

Ax important announcement of further exten-

sions of the Pacific Steamship Company's
organization in the Orient was made re-

cently by General Manager A. F. Haines.
An increase in the company's personal representa-

tives in the Far East, as well as an addition in the

number of ships on the Puget Sound-C)riental route,

are involved in the plans.

The extensions include the establishment of the

company's own offices in Hongkong, Yokohama,
Kobe, Manila, Singapore, Vladivostock and other
ports.

John J. Gorman, f(ir many years with Dodwell &:

Company in Seattle, and one of the best informed

foreign trade experts on the Coast, has been ap-

pointed to be general agent in entire charge of op-

erations and traffic in the Orient, with headquar-

ters at Hongkong. He will relieve PL K. Laidlaw,

who has been the Pacific Steamship Company's per-

sonal representatiA'e in the Orient during the last

six months. Laidlau will return to the company's

Seattle office.

Ilugh Gallagher, a well known representative of

the company, has left Seattle for New York to
relieve R. D. Pinneo as general Eastern agent. Pin-
neo, who was formerly foreign freight agent, will
return to Seattle, immediately, and thence proceed
with Gorman to the Orient to increase the number
and co-ordinate the company's chain of offices.

They will sail in October.

In several ports where other companies have
been acting as agents for the Pacific Steamship
Company, the latter will establish its own offices,

thus giving it a complete personal representation

in the Orient. Gorman will take with him to Hong-
kong a complete office force from Seattle.

Haines also announced that E. E. Johnson, gen-
eral foreign freight agent at Seattle, will leave for

the Orient in a short time to renew old acquaint-

ances in the Far East and familiarize himself with

current trade conditions.

The Pacific Steamship Company now has three

vessels operating in the freight and passenger bus-

iness to the Orient—the Senator, Admiral Mayo,
and Admiral Sims. Haines stated thai at least
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Hugh Gallagher, General Eastern Agent, Pacific Steamship Company

three other vessels vvouhl be added as schhi as they
could be obtained for this trade.

"Our off-shore activities," said llaiiies, "«'ill not
decrease our attention to the coastwise service. On
the contrary, our operations between Alaska, Puget
.Sound and California ports will l)e improved as

rajjidly as conditions justify. We ha\-e the largest

fleet flying the American flag on the Pacific, and
it is' our determination to do our part to help estab-
lish the American merchant marine on a big and
l^ermanent basis in the foreig^n trade. II. F. .\lex-

ander, president of Dur companv, is now in Xew
^'(lrk. where he is taking u]> the details of (Uir fur-

ther de\'eIo])ment."

(icirnian will join the forces of the Pacific Steair-
ship Company on CJctober 1. He is at present man-
ager of the import and export department of Dod-
well & Company of Seattle, with which firm he
has been connected for twelve years. Previously
he was Dodwell I't Company's manager in Tacoma.
He came to the Coast in ' 1<J04 from h'all Kiver
Mass., and went to work on the Great Xorthern
docks at the time that the .Minnesota and Dakota
were running to the Orient. Later he spent a year
in Alaska with the Shakan Salmon Companv and
then returned to join Dodwell & Company, which
was then oi)erating the Blue Funnel Line, lie
worked his way up to the position of chief clerk
and from there was promoted to the jiosition of
Tacoma manager.

In going" to New York to become general East-
ern agent, Gallagher is returning to familiar terri-

tory. He was raised and educated in the East,
being a graduate of Georgetown L'ni\-ersit\ at

Washington, D. C.

In 1907 he left New York for the Philip])ines,

via the Suez Canal, making a tour of the world
while on the way, which included the continents
of Europe, Asia and Africa. In Manila he was
nearly thiee 3'ears in charge of shipping and cus-

toms for the Standard Oil Company. During this

period he paid several visits to China and Japan.
In Manila he is still remembered as an expert polo
player. He returned to the Cnited States in 1910
to join the firm of Twohy Brothers. In 1914 he
became Juneau agent for the Pacific Alaska Navi-
gation Company, wdiich subsequently was consoli-

dated into the Pacific Steamship Company. He
recently was appointed claim agent for the com-
pany. He is a son of Col. Hugh J. Gallagher, chief

quartermaster of the United States Expeditionary
Forces in Siberia.

Pinneo will spend several months in the Far East
and then will return to Seattle. He was a member
of the freight traffic staff of the old Pacific Coast
Steamship Company for ten years. He came to

Seattle from W'est Superior, Wis., in 1908, where
he was in the transportation business on the Great
Lakes. During the last few years he has concen-
trated his attention on the Oriental trade.

Johivson, wdio will also go to the Orient before

long, is another member of the company's forei,gn

trade staff, who has had extensive experience in the

(Jrient. He was with the Wilson Line and other
British steamship companies in the Far East for a

liumber of vears.

PAN AMERICAN COMMERCE
The total trade between the United States and

the twenty Latin American countries showed dur-

ing the fiscal year 1917-18 just closed the extra-

ordinary increase of $1,000,000,000 over that of

1913-14, the last fiscal year before the outbreak
of the war. The United States exports to, and
imports from, Latin America reached the immense
total of $1,750,000,000, in contrast to $750,000,000

four years ago! The official records prove that

nothing equal tC) this trade expansion has hereto-

fore been known in the history of the world-

These and other remarkable facts are brought
out in an analysis of the latest Department of

Commerce figures made by John Barrett, Director

General of the Pan American Union, given out

today (Saturday, September 21, 1918). In a review-

emphasizing the present importance of Pan Amer-
ican commerce but cautioning against overconfi-

dence. Director General Barrett further points out
the following interesting and surpising figures as

confirming the conclusion just stated: L^nited

States exports to Latin America grew from approx-
imately $280,000,000 in 1913-14 \o $720,000,000 in

l'J17-18, or 257 per cent.; Ignited States imjiorts

from Latin America increased from $470,000,000
to $1,030,000,000, or 214 per cent.; the grand total

of exports and imports advanced from $750,000,000

t.i SI,750,000,000 or 235 per cent.

The re])orts for iii(li\idual countries are ei|uall_\-

impressi\e, rnilcd States trade with Chile in

the same pcriud jumpeil from $43,000,000 to

$205,000,000, or ,^75 per cent.; Argentina, fr.>m
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$';0.000,000 to $303,000,000, nr 240 per cent. : ful.a

from .'piOO.000,000 to $.^00,000,000 or L^O per cent.:

Mexico, from $132,000,000 to $248,000,000, or 'JO

l)er cent.; lirazil from $130,000,000 to $1'JO.OOO,000,

or 46 per cent.

These fii.;iires enipliasize the \-ast ini])(ivt;ince ami
l)ossibilitie.s of I'an .\nierican commerce, Init they
mnst not encourage false hopes as to I'nited States

trade of the future. This exce])tional ,t;ro\vth is

due lar.gely to, first, the supplanting loy the United
States oi the trade of the Central Allies ; second,

the caring by the United States for that portion of

the trade of Great Britain, France, IJelgium, Italw
and of Holland and other neutrals, for which the\'

themselves, under war conditions, could not ])os-

sil)ly provide ; third, the hea\-y war demands of the

United States and the Allies expressed through the
United States for the raw products of Latin Amer-
ica, and the war demands of the latter for such
manufactured products of the United States as

were formerly obtained from Europe in considera-
ble ipiantities.

WITH THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION
DURING AUGUST

A summary of the Commission's activities during
the month of August, including a full list of com-
plaints, orders and enemy patent licenses issued,

institution of cost inquiries, statements of foreign
trade combinations filed under the W'elib Export
Act., etc., prepared for the use of the Pacific Ma-
rine Review

;

Commissioners Sitting: William B. Colver, chair-

man : John Franklin Fort : Victor Murdock.
Orders to Cease and Desist: (Use of lottery

coupons)—C. I). Kenny Tea iK: Coffee Co.. of Bal-
timore.

Complaints Alleging I'nfair Trade I'ractices

:

{Resale price maintenance)—Enders Sales Co., X.
Y. C. ; V^orte.x IManufacturing Co., Chicago : Hoo-
ver Suction Sweeper Co., New Berlin, Ohio. (Com-
mercial briberv)—Henry C. Goodman, Baltimore:
Hart & Zugelder. N. Y. C. ; Printers' Roller Co., N.
Y. C. ; American Printing Roller Co , of Chicago.
Cost of Production, Incpiiries Instituted (Data

for Confidential L^se of the War Branches): (At
rec]uest of War Industries Board)—Wood chemi-

cals: ciinnnmi brick I certain ciinii>anies in Wash-
ington and llalliniore); gypsum and tiber bcjard:

woolen rags; towing charges of sand and gravel

( IJaltimore and Norfolk districts); cost of hand-

ling African and South .American mahogany. (.\l

request of Navy Department)—Dynamite and gly-

cerine; brass and cojiper sheet, tubes and rods.

(.\t request of \\'ar Department)—.Vsbestos. (.-\t

request of Food Administration)—Cooperage; flour

jobbers' jjrofits in St. Louis (by the Commission);

men's collars.

I'jiemy Patent Licenses Issued by the Commis-
<i(in : ( l-'irms licensed to use enemy-owned or con-

trolled patents)—Splitdorf Electrical Co., .Newark,

.\. J., magneto patents; E. C. Klipstein & Sons

C(i., N. ^'. C, tanning process patents (2).

-Vpplications for Enemy Patent Licenses F'iled

with Commission : National .Aniline & Chemical

Co., dye patent; Merck & Company, N. Y. C, "dig-

ittalis extract"; E. C. Klipstein & Sons Co., tan-

ning process patents (2), (granted).

.Applications for Use of Enemy Trademarks:
Takamine Laboratory, Inc., N. Y. C, "Ichthyol,"

medicated soap, plasters and medicinal prepara-

tions, medicinal sulfonic acids and their salts

;

"lujuinine." derivatives of cinchona alkaloids.

Statements of Foreign Trade Combinations Filed

with Commission : William E. Peck & Co., N. Y.

C. ; Pearson Export Corporation, N. Y. C. ; Four
subsidiary companies of the General Electric Co.,

of Schenectady, N. Y. ; Companhia General Elec-

tric do, Brazil, Inc.; Cia General Electric Suda-
mericana. Inc.; South African General Electric Co.,

-Australian General Electric Co.; Franklin Interna-

tional Corp., N. Y. C. : Markt & Schaefer Co.,

N. Y. C.

Informal Applications for Ccnnplaints Either

Dismissed or Ordered Prepared Into Formal Com-
plaints : 56.

During the month the first appeal from a final

order by the Commission was taken when Sears,

Roebuck & Co., Chicago, formally petitioned the

United States Circuit Court of Appeals for the .Se\--

enth Circuit to review the Commission's order re-

quiring them to cease and desist from unfair and
misleading advertising. The Commission has certi-

fied the record in the case to the court.

Firms to Which Webb Law Apphes
r I

1 HE Department of Commerce has been asked

I
by different firms as to whether the provisionsX of the act of April 10, 1918, entitled "An Act
to promote export trade, and for other pur-

poses" (the Webb bill), applies to associations en-

gaged in trade between our mainland and our over-
seas possessions, such as the Philippines, Porto
Rico, Hawaii, Alaska, etc., or to associations en-

gaged in import trade.

The solicitor of the department has given the

following opinion on this question:
"Section 1 of the act referred to defines the term

'export trade' so as to make it applicable to trade

between the States and territorial pcissessions of

the L'nited .States on the one side and foreign coun-
tries on the other.

"Section 2. in effect, withdraws from the opera-
tion of the act of July 2, 1890 (26 Stat., 209), all

associations engaged solely in export trade, pro-

vided that neither such export trade nor any agree-

ment or contract made in connection therewith

shall operate as a restraint upon trade or to en-

hance or depress prices or to lessen competition in

the United States with respect to commodities of

the class exported by such associations, respect-

ively. It is to be observed that this section does
not withdraw from the operation of the act of

July 2, 1890, associations which may be engaged
in import trade as well as export trade.

"Section 3 exempts from the prohibitions of the

act of October 15, 1914 (38 Stat., 730), forbidding

one corporation from acquiring or owning stock

or shares in another corporation, associations or-

ganized solely for and engaged solely in export
trade 'unless the effect of such acquisitions or own-
ership may be to restrain trade or substantially

lessen competition within the United States,' leav-

ing associations organized for or engaged in im]iort

trade as well as in export trade still subject to

the prohibitions of the act of October 15, 1''I4.
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But it is to be observed that that act, by its terms,

does not apply to the PhiHppine Islands.

"Section 4 makes the provisions of the Federal

Trade Commission act of September 26, 1914 (38

Stat-, 717), with respect to 'unfair methods of

competition' apply to unfair methods of competi-

tion between competitors in export trades 'even

though the acts constituting such unfair methods
are done without the territorial jurisdiction of the

United States.'

"The net practical effect of these four sections is

to free all associations engaged in the "export

trades' as defined in section 1 and not engaged in

the import trade from all statutory restraints which

may interfere \\itli their competitinn with those

engaged in sujjplying the markets of the world out-

side the territorial jurisdiction of the United States

but not from such statutory restraints as may af-

fect their domestic trade or their competition with

domestic competitors in the foreign trade.

"Section 5 imposes certain obligations with re-

spect to making reports to the Federal Trade Com-
mission upon those associations which may be

entitled to the benefits of sections 2 and 3, and
provides that failure to discharge such obligations

shall deprive the association so failing of the bene-

fits of the said sections 2 and 3 and subject it

to a fine.

"Replying specifically to the c|uestions raised, I

have the honor to advise that, in my opinion, the

act of April 10, 1918, supra, does not apply to as-

sociations whose business may be confined to trade

within the United States and its territorial posses-

sions, such as the Philippines, Porto Rico, Hawaii
and .\laska, nor to associations engaged in the im-

port trade, whether also engaged in the export

trade or not.''

Government to Tram Employment Managers
By Edward D. Jones, Professor of Commerce and Industries, University of Michigan

Ti I E ( iovernment has found it necessary to

enter the field of education on a large scale.

War emergency courses in employment man-
agement, conducted by the Employment Man-

agement Division of the War Industries Board,

under the auspices of five governmental depart-

ments, have been arranged for in nine universities

to date. The outline of the courses of study was
made by Captain Boyd Fisher, who has general

supervision of the work.
These courses in employment management are

designed to train men or women, who already have

a basic experience of at least three years in industrial

life and factory methods, and who have come in

actual contact with shop problems. Employers of

labor, particularly those having war contracts, are

urged to suggest men or women from their own
organizations as candidates for these courses. With
the increasing tightening of the labor situation, it

is absolutely essential that large plants have an
efficient central employment department. If the

govermnent is to take upon itself the task of fur-

nishing labor when called upon it is necessary that

that labor be employed in the proper manner. In

(ilher words, each man should be hired to do the

tiling he is best fitted to do. In these days every

man must count and there must be no square pegs

in riiuml holes. It has been thoroughly proved that

an exjjcrienced employment manager, in charge of

all hiring and firing, comes very near to solving

the labor problem. Therefore it us up to the em-

ployer to place his house in order and make the

best use of the men with which he is supplied.

The introduction of the employment manager
intd industry, and the standardization of the ser-

vices iif an employment department, is acknowl-

edgeil tn be nne nf tlie greatest movements miw
taking ]>lace in the manufacluring industry of the

country.

Courses ha\"e been arrangeil fcir at llar\ar(l. in

co-(iperatinn with the Alassaclui.setts Institute of

Technologv. Boston L^niversity, in Boston : Co-
lumbia University, New York; University of Roch-
ester, Rochester, N. Y. ; Carnegie Institute of

Technology, and the University of Pittsburg, Pitts-

burg, Pa.; University of Washington, Seattle; and
the University of California at Berkeley.

There already have been 172 graduates from the

classes conducted thus far. Most of these have
returned to their own plants and placed in opera-

tion a department of employment. In each case

where a central emploj'ment department is in

vogue, there is never a thought of returning to the

old-fashioned hit or miss method of hiring men.
The courses of instruction in the various schools

run from six weeks to two months, and the classes

are conducted by the foremost authorities in the

country on the various subjects covered.

The course of study deals chiefly with the prob-

lems of employment management. Brief consider-

ation is given, however, to statistics, labor econom-
ics, and business organization and management.
The materials presented on the subject of employ-
ment management covers the organization and
ec|uipment of an employment department, the em-
ploying of the workers, the training of the work-

ers, the payment of the workers, the control of

working conditions, effects to keep the work up

to standard, and the govenunent of the shop.

There are no charges for the course, except the

outlay for living expenses of students and about

$1.T for books and supplies. It has been arranged

to begin new classes a.s-soon as each previous class

is graduated, so application for admission to the

courses in any of the al)ove-named schools may

be made at any time.

Employers of labor lia\'iiig candidates for admis-

sion to the classes and individual applicants will be

furnished with necessary information concerning

(|nalifications for admission and other data regard-

ing the courses by addressing Captain Boyd Fisher,

717 Thirteenth street, X. \\'., Washington, D. C.
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BrSIXESS in tin for the first tive months of

the present year in Hongkong- was very brisk.

( )n January first Hongkong stocks were
about 1500 tons and the quantity imported

iriini Yunnan for the six months is estimated at

about 6,000 tons. America and Europe, mostly
America, have taken about 6500 tons and China
Coast ports and Japan about 850 tons. The price

per picul in the middle of May was $182 Mexican
against $103 Mexican at the beginning of the year.

The declared exports of tin from Hongkong to the
United States for the first six months' period of the
past three years was as follows: 1916, 5,282,828
pounds valued at $1,122,242; 1917, 9,112,931 pounds
valued at $3,035,986 and 1918 14,981,907 valued at

$9,528,228.

In order to undertake the construction of steel

vessels up to 300 feet in length and especially the
construction of large ocean-going steel tugs, John
Wilson, a veteran shipbuilder of Seattle, acquired
during September the five-acre plant of the Na-
tional Steel Construction Company on the Duwa-
wish waterway, Seattle.

Under the caption "To Increase Steel Ex-
ports" the American Economist questions the wis-
dom of heavy selling of steel at high prices to

Oriental customers, as follows:

"In the Cincinnati Enquirer, on September 2,

"Holland' states that the United States Steel Cor-

poration is starting a new campaign for foreign

business, especially in the Orient. The undertak-

ing, all things considered, seems somewhat pecu-

liar; besides, we have an idea that it may have

precisely the opposite effect that tlie United States

.Steel Corporation expects and desires. Conditions

ill ( )ccidental cnuiitries ha\c so com])leteIv changed

since the w .'ir began, especially in adxanced cost of

priHhictiiiii, that it wciuld seem to our simple mind
that to ci impel our Oriental friends to pay the tre-

nieiidi jusly augmented jjrices for steel products that

are now necessary in order to enable producers to

earn a profit, will merely educate the Oriental to

the possibilities of profit in producing the steel

lie needs at home, instead of buying it abroad.
"( hina, it is well known, possesses an abundance

111' all of the ingredients essential to the production
iif steel. Prices in the Orient have changed less

than anywhere else, either in the matter of mate-
rials or of labor. This is precisely the time—when
iiur prices are so tremendously inflated—that the
( )riental has his opportunity to develop and make
the most of his abundant but hitherto undeveloped
resi lurccs.

Already Japan has realized what the possiljilities

are, and is making the most of the opportunity they
present to her- Japan does not possess such an
al)un dance of the raw materials necessary for steel

manufacture as China does, but Japan has ad-
\anced much further in the making of steel than
China has. This is a lesson that China is not likely

to overlook, and the quickening influence of the
lesson may come with the advent of the new steel

selling propaganda that the United States Steel

Cnrporation plans to conduct in the Orient.
"f)ur own judgment is that near markets for all

iif the steel that can be made in this country are

a\ailable, and for a long time will be, without un-
necessary and expensive propaganda, least of all

in those parts of the world where conditions are

so favorable for local production under comjiara-

tively prohibitive import price conditions."

The Chilian and Peruvian governments have
recently placed orders for 100,000 tons of Pacific

Coast coal which is to be carried in vessels built

on the Coast and some of the Japanese boats re-

cently turned over to the U. S. Government.
Hitherto much coal has gone forward from Brit-

ish Columbia and prior to the war regular ship-

ments were sent from Newcastle, New South
A\'ales. The absence of transportation from Aus-
tralia has forced the trade to these shores and a

regular and profitable business may be looked for,

as tonnage is urgently required for raw materials.

The only fly in thp ointment appears to be a possi-

ble shortage of miners, but efforts are being made
to overcome this difficulty which should not be an
insuperable one in view of the fact that wages paid

are the highest ever known.

SEMI-ANNUAL MEETING, A. G. M. A.

.\n interesting program was arranged for the

semi-annual meeting of the American Gear Manti-

facturers' Association, held at the Onondago Hotel,

Syracuse, New York, Septem]3er 19, 20 and 21. A
portion of the program was as follows

:

"Priority," by Charles A. Otis, of the Priority

Committee.

"\\'hat Is the Possibility of Women Becoming

a Permanent Factor in the Gear Industry?" by W.
H. Diefendorf.

"Trade Acceptances," by C. E. Crofoot.

"The Outlook of the Steel Supply," by C. E.

Stuart, secretary and treasurer of the Central Steel

Companw Massillon, Ohio.



"Pyrometers—Past, Present and Future —In Relation

to Heat Treating and Annealing
By Richard

President The Brown
P. Brown,
Instrument Company

iCiiiitimied trcnii September i^

It would seem that the greatest development
Work in temperature-measuring instruments will be

done with the perfection of optical pyrometers.

There is a field for a high-grade optical pyrometer
which can be used by any number of operators,

who will all secure the same results from the in-

strument.

Resistance thermometry will for some time con-

tinue to be limited to use at low temperatures un-

less some suitable metal is found for use in place

of nickel to form the bulbs.

In thermo-electric pyrometry it is possible to de-

velop better materials than those found to date for

base metal thermo-couples. The insulation or pro-

tecting tube will be difficult to improve upon. With
the direct reading millivoltmeter doubtless the re-

sistance of these instruments will be greatly in-

creased, and I know that we have spent an endless

amount of development work the last year or two
along this line, and other pyrometer manufacturers
are doubtless doing the same thing. The more
the internal resistance of the pyrometer can be in-

creased, and at the same time maintain the robust-

ness of the construction, the better the instrument.

^^'ith the potentiometer method of temperature
measurement, doubtless development work can be

carried on to advantage in producing an indicating

instrument which will be direct reading through-

out the scale range, and which will be simplified

and less delicate than the types available at the

present time.

I think, however, the greatest future in pyrom-
etry is along the line of automatic temperature con-

trol. I have with me here an instrument which
automatically controls the temperature of this

electric furnace. By means of solenoid operated

switches the circuit is opened and closed through
the rheostat, maintaining the temperature constant

within 10 degrees Fahr.

These instruments autoniaticall_\- maintain the

tem])erature constant in an electrically heated oven,

and this same type of instrument can just as easily

be used on electric heat treating furnaces. We are

ex])erimenting with an instrument at present on an

American gas furnace to operate gas valves and
control the temperature automatically, and while
this instrument is in satisfactory operation in our

own plant, it is not developed to a point where it

is ready for general use.

In connection with this instruineiit. which I have
with me, to automatically ciinlrol the temperature
of this furnace, you will note that we have rigged

ii|) two lights which indicate whether the temjier-

ature is high or low. This same instrument could

be placed at each furnace and indicate to the fire-

man whether the tem]:)erature was correct or not.

We can place a neutral point, ten or twenty de-

grees in widtli between the two contact points,

o])erating these lights, so that both lights would
be out when the temjierature was correct and the

red .ir blue light would Hash to indicate if the tem-

perature was too high or too low. We can also put

a third contact in the instrument for this neutral

point which will cause a white light to glow to

indicate that the temperature is correct. It is much
easier to instruct a fireman'to keep the white light

burning and the other lights out than to get him to

maintain 1380 tlegrees on the pyrometer. He can

see the lights from some distance, and these are

easily understood by him. Unfortunately, the help

that is available to operate furnaces at the present

time is frequently unable to read a pyrometer scale.

There as a number of pyrometer equipments in-

stalled at automobile plants, particularly where the

operator signals from a central point by lights at

the furnace whether the temperature is correct

ur not. This instrument will automatically signal

with lights.

I think it is only a question of time when wc
will have completed our development work with

a switching device which will permit of one in-

strument operating the signal lights at a numbei'

of furnaces. It is only necessar}- to introduce the

additional switching mechanism.

AN ITALIAN VIEWPOINT
Discussing the prospects for the Italian ship-

Iniilding industry after the war, the "(iiornale

d'ltalia" comes to the conclusion that since Italy

can hardly hope to compete with the l)ig' shi])-

building countries in the quantity ol production,

she must endeavor to rival them in cpiality. The

old Italian shipbuilding yards, it says, which were

extended immediately after the beginning of the

war, will be able to turn out more than half a

million tons of cargo boats per annum, and in two
years they will he more than able to bring the

Italian mercantile fleet up to its pre-war standard.

In four years they will be alile to double the size

of the iieet, l)ut that will be inferior to Italy's

needs.

"lUit." the paper continues, "we are ])igmies.

There are the large constructors—England, japan

and last, not least, America, which in the matter

of merchant ship construction was asleep, but is

now awakened. England and Jajian will be able

to build between them 3,000,000 tons per annum,
and .\merica herself perhaps more, because she

will build in series, as she produces the Ford
cars. Then there are the smaller constructors,

like Holland, Norway, France, etc-, and finally (^ler-

nianw who will build very rapidly.

"Ilence. after ])eace, in a short time, in two or

tln'ee years at the outside, the ravages ol the

submarine will l)C more than made good. Then
will come a new crisis—a crisis of cargo \essels

earning relatively low freights, although ])crha]is

not so low as before the war.

"It seems strange to speak todav of a crisis of

cargo boats and low freights: it is to talk ol

abiuidance in a time of famine. Hut it is only

logical and ap])ears to I)e ine\itable: because just
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as llic war lias rc\'caled powerful (lestnK-li\ (.

I'lirccs. sii iR'acc will reveal e(|uall}' ])ovvcrl'ul fnii-

stnictix'e forces. And then? What is to be done
with our new shipbuilding yards? Are they to be

rd)andoned? Xot for a moment. Italy must ]n-e-

]iare herself for soKing the ])roblem b\- means- nf

(|uality. not (piantity.

"We must nut e\ en think of eoni|K'tinL; wiili

I'jigland and .\merica in ipiantity of prndnelii ni.

That would be absurd. We must equip our yards
not only for cargo ships, but also for mixed ves-

sels for carrying both cargo and passengers. Tt is

a different fnrni df constructicn. fnier. and nnc

which denianils ninre labnr, anil therefure une

which is belter suited for us.

'(•'nr this class df vessel there will be a great

denianil. because the war has also played havoc

with ])assenger shi]js, especially for the transjiort

of troo])s. .\nd I do not see why, with this t\pe

nf ship, fine, elegant, well planned, ltal\- cannot

enter intu C()m])etition e\en with l'".ngl;ind and

.\merica. It will be difficult, but I rei)eat, it is

cpialitv that wc must concpier. tan it be denied

that our automobiles nf the biat (|uality are su-

ncrior In the (|uanlitv ni the fords and liupmo-

biles:^"

Our New Merchant Marme
By Edward N. Hurley, Chairman, United States Shipping Board

TW( ) \ears ago we had no merchant marine
worthy of the name engaged in overseas

trade. The American flag flew over a total

deadweight tonnage of 2,412,381 tons—but 80

per cent of this was coastwise and (Ireat Lakes
shipjjing.

The \'ast su])]dies which we were sending abroad
were shipped under terms and conditions laid down
l)y other nations, because the great bulk of our

exports was carried in ships flying foreign flags.

\\'e were a great tourist nation, but Americans
traveled in foreign ships. We had very few ships

going to South or to Central America ; very few
going to England, France, or Germany- We had
still fewer going to Russia, Japan and China.

There was just one line of old and comparatively

slow ships crossing the Atlantic ; one line crossing

the Pacific; and a few lines to Central America
and to the Caribbean countries ; none ta the west
coast of South .\merica : none to the east coast of

South America: none to our cousins in Australia;

nniie to India, and none to Africa. There were
American tourists everywhere. There were also

American products ready to go anywhere, but

American ships nowhere. We could not serve the

world as we should have served it, because we <lid

not have the vehicles of trade.

Xow we are beginning to fulfill our destiny, ^^'e

have increased American-built tonnage to over

4.000,000 deadweight tons. \\'e have" added 118

German and .Austrian vessels, requisitioned 86 ves-

sels from the Dutch, and chartered 2)5 vessels

from neutral countries, giving us a total of more
than 1400 ships—a merchant fleet of 7,000,000 tons.

A\'e have established a shipbuilding industrv that

will make us a great maritime nation. When the

present program is finished we hope to have about
2.=;,000,000 tons <if shipping—3000 ships.

The I'nited States Shipping Board is not only

the greatest shipbuilder in the world, but is the

greatest ship operator. If in 1919-20 we have the

passenger and cargo tonnag'e we have planned, we
will be in a position to establish a weekly passen-

ger service between New York and Rio de Janeiro,

Montevideo, Buenos Aires, and Caracas on the

east coast, and weeklv service between Colombia.

Ecuador, F'ern, and N'alparaiso, Chile on the west-

ern coast. On the west coast we now ha\-e two

fast passenger steamers plying between New York

and \'alparaiso. These are the first to carry the

American Hag on the mute- They ha\-c cut the

time between these two inipcirtant cities from 2/

to 18 days—a saving of nine days.

Our Central American neighbors, Mexico, Guate-

mala, Nicaragua, Honduras and Costa Rica, must
all have the very best passenger and cargo service,

as must al! of our South American neighbors. We
have planned the class of steamers required for

this service. The type will serve our Latin Ameri-
can friends in a manner that they have never

been served before, but which they are entitled to.

With the wonderful resources which these coun-

tries have, their products should be distributed in

the world's markets, and they should have suffi-

cient ships at their disposal and at rates that will

enable them, wdien it is necessary, to sell their

products in competition with other nations. This

will gi\e them an opportunity to receive their

share of profits which will permit them to further

develop their countries.

On the Pacific we must provide sufficient ton-

nage to meet Russia's requirements. The country

has many products wdiich we need. These articles

can be moved in bottoms controlled by us at fair

freight rates, and this will be most helpful to the

exjiansion of I-Jussia's trade.

China also has many commodities which we re-

quire, anil should receive the transportation neces-

sary to move them, not only to our country but to

other countries to which she may desire to sell.

That progressive nation, Japan, is rapidly up-

building her own merchant marine, but the demand
for tonnage will be so great on the Pacific that

Russia, China, Austialia and other foreign coun-

tries will receive service which they haxe ne\'er

been able to receive before.

AMiat better use can we make of our merchant
marine than to assure to other countries the best

possible re.gular steamship service?

Th^ new American mercantile marine will not

orjy olace "Old Glory" back upon the oceans but

it will establish new trade routes for American

commerce and play the role of protector to the

commerce of other nations.

The nation has stood behind the L'nited .States

.Shipping Board in its tremendous task (if shi[i-

Iniilding. Xow that the ships are being built, it is

the dut\' nf cxery .\merican to stand behintl our

new mercantile marine-

These are the nation's shi]is.
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They will increase the prosperity of the niaiui-

facturer, workman, farmer, miner and consumer.
They mean as much to people inland and farm-

iuii States as to those along the seaboard and in

in(histrial centers.

The American boy can again obey the call to

the sea, serving in our merchant marine as a sea-

man, visiting foreign lands, and rising to com-
mand of his own ship.

Let us make our \-ast niercliant fleet nut onlv an

aid to national prosperity, but the greatest instru-

ment of international probity, honesty, and square

dealing. We will have the means as well as the

desire to safeguard the nations of the world from

selfish intrigue and sordid manipulation of the

wo?ld's markets in the future. The great fleet we

are building guarantees the achievement of this

purpose.—Speech at University of Notre Dame,

Sduth P.end, Ind., Tune 10, 1918.

Westinghouse Marine Expansion

S(
) imperati^e have become the demands for

marine propelling e(:|ui])ments for the Emer-
gency Fleet Corporation that recently the

new Essington Plant, South Philadelphia, of

I lie Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Com-
pany has been placed in operation for the exclusive

production of this equipment.

At present the Essington ^Vorks occupies a com-
paratively small part of the 500-acre tract, which
provides for ultimate expansion, annd contemplates
an increase of three to four times its present ca-

pacity. Seventeen months ago the Essington Plant

project was merely a carefully conceived plan on
paper. Today it is a reality—an entirely completed
plant in which millions have been invested to make
it (iuc of the most modern as well as the largest

in the Philadelphia district.

-\t present the particular work at Essington is

ihe production of complete propelling equipment
for merchant vessels which are being built for the

Emergency Fleet Corporation.

This enormous plant, devoted entirely to the pro-

duction of \\'estinghouse geared turbine ship-pro-

pelling machinery, is sufficient for fifteen average
vessels. In fact, the equipment embraces prac-

tically everything between the boiler plant and the

propeller of the vessel.

The development of the \\'estinghouse reduction
gear, begun by George Westinghouse in 1909 and
his associates, the late Rear Admiral George W.
Melville, formerly chief engineer of the United
States Navy, and John II. McAlpine, a. marine en-

gineer of international experience, was the begin-
ning of this epoch-making equipment in maritime
circles. The Westinghouse floating frame reduc-
tion gear has made possible the use of the steam
turbine with its high economics, thus permitting
greater concentration of power for propulsion and
making available more cargo space.

The difficulties in the design of a reduction gear
for transmitting high powers at high speeds have
been entirely overcome as a result of the scientific

vi'ork of the late Mr. \\estinghouse and his asso-

ciates. Because of this the Westinghouse gear with
its flexible frame is as reliable in operation as the

Westinghouse air brake with the triple valve.

-At the Essington Plant there are 350 complete
marine propulsion equipments on order or tmder
construction. The significance of these orders can
better be appreciated when it is considered that

they include steam turbines, reduction gears, con-

densers, condenser pumps, small turbine generator

equipment for lighting, stern tubes, propeller shaft-

inL;, propeller shaft 1)carings.

The largest equipment is 12,000 shaft horsepower
and none are less than 1500 shaft horsepower.

Of the ships ordered prior to January 1, 1917.

twenty-one are now in service, and their highly

credible performance has proved the reliability and
economy of geared turbine propulsion machinery.

The steam turbine-driven oil tankers, freight and
passenger ships completed to date, most of which
are now actively engaged in trans-Atlantic service,

are listed below

:

Type of Shaft
Xnme of Ship Built at Ship Horsepower

Malmanger Chester, Pa. Oil Tanker 2,900

Golaa Chester, Pa. Oil Tanker 2,900

Hisko Chester. Pa. Oil Tanker 2,900

.\vondale Chester, Pa. Oil Tanker 2,900

Sudbury Chester, Pa. Freighter 2,300

Overbrook Chester, Pa. Oil Tanker 2.900

Coroiiado Oakland, Cal. Freighter 2,400

Yosemite Oakland, Cal. Freighter 2,400

Yellowstone Oakland, Cal. Freighter 2,400

Oakland Oakland, Cal. Freighter 2,900

Westerly Seattle, Wash. Freighter 2,500

Westwood Seattle, Wash. Freighter 2,500

West Eagle Seattle, Wash. Freighter 2,500

Maui San Francisco, Cal. Passenger
and Freight 12,500

West Ford Seattle, Wash. Freighter 2,750

.•\ccomac Los .•\ngeles, Cal. Freighter 3,000

Polar Sea Baltimore, Md. Freighter 1,800

Wakulla Los -Angeles, Cal. Freighter 3,000

Montrolite Seattle, Wash. Tanker 2,500

Wampum Los Angeles, Cal. Freighter 3,000

Wassiac Los Angeles, Cal. Freighter 3,000

West Galoc Los .-Xngeles, Cal. Freighter 3,000

Plioenix Chester, Pa. Tanker 2,900

VISIT OF CHAS. R. PAGE
.Mr. Charles R. Page, formerly General Auditor

of the Fireman's Fund, and now a member of the

United States Shipping Board and trustee of the

Emergency Fleet Corporation, recently came to

California from his post of duty at W^ashington
for a much needed rest.

During his brief stay in ,San Francisco he re-

newed old friendships in the head office (if the

Fireman's Fund and noted with gratificatiim the

business progress of the Company. He also cmn-
meiited on the admirable way in which the ship-

building yards of the west are contributing to the

cause.

Mr. Page's fifteen years with the Marine De-

partment of the Fireman's Fund and his recent

trip to South America ha\c both proved ])articu-

larly valuable to him in his new duties on the

Shii:i])ing Board, lie will return to Washington
this week.



The Bridge to France
Work of Eleventh District, Emergency Fleet Corporation

By Chester L. Florence

LET L'S THINK SHIPS
LET US TALK SHIPS
LET L'S r.riLD SHIPS

0\l-" (lav last lanuarv a reprcscnUuivc nf i, in- Unanl j'lniur-cn^-v I'lect Coniuralimi laced the

a l)rintin^ concern
'

in P(irtlan<l .IroppcMl .greatest i)r<)l)lem that in all probability has ever

into the' office of the Lnited States l,een encountered by any other corporation or con-

Sliipi)in- Hoard Emergency Fleet Corpora- cern—namely, that of bnikl'mg a vast fleet of ves-

tion in tlic Xorthvvestern
'

Lank buildnig. so- sels, not only to transport supplies and troops to

iiciting business for his firm. After satisfac- our allies during the war, but to construct and put

torilv' concluding his transaction and upon leav- "pon a working basis a merchant marine tor tne

ing "the office, as an afterthought, he placed on I'nh^d States that would insure maritime suprem-

the waiting room counter a small card bearing the acy after the war. ihis prograni_ called for not

words (|uoted at the head of this article.
^

only the maximum production of ships in the yards

From that time on the motto of District No. il already existing, but for the laying out and com-

of the L-nitud States Shipping Board Emergency l^letion of new yards m the shortest possible time.

Fleet Corporation has been the words printed on The demand for steel for war work of other kinds

that card, and it is doubtful if to this day that railroad congestion, lack of_ men skilled m shipyard

salesman realizes to what achievements this' after- construction, lack of machine shops, boiler works,

thought has contributed, or the author, what in- foundries, fitting out berths, great cranes and other

spiralion those words have been in the building of engineering devices, made this problem seem ai-

ships in the Oregon and Columbia River I'^istVict. most impossible. The promise was made that dur-

For those whoVay not be familiar with the pur- ing the year 1918 there would be produced in this

poses of the United States Shipping I5oard Emerg- country eight times as many vessels as m the year

encv Fleet Corporation, or the reason for its exist- l''l^>. and we are proud to say that thanks totne

ence. it might be well t.. briefly recite its aims and initiative, patriotism and industry of the American

purposes.
"

'

people, this promise is not only being fulfilled, but

Pursuant to the authority of the Federal Ship- '^ even being exceeded

\ ,. f c * 1 -7*1 'ioi/- D 1 As an idea of what has been done m just eignt-
pmg .Act ot September /th, 1916, a Board was ere- '^

, . ,i , *i • ..,.^„,-o,-,i ,„t
'

, ^ , I *i TT .. 1 c* * ci • • een months to the day since this progiam wa-.
ated to be known as the United States Shipping ^eu luuuLiia

y ' . /,.•. ,.oc-/;,io- ,-.,ninil^(i
T. 1 .1 u r 1

• u • J *i started' the following data is interesting, conipile(!
Board, the members of which received their ap- ""•iilcu, lhv.,

^ lo^o
pointment direct by the President of the United ^s of August ist, lJi»:

^ ^ „ ^ c .

States, acting under authority vested in him. The Number of Shipyards in the United t>tates

purposes of this I'.oard are two-fold: first, in time ^'ards for steel ships :- ^^
of peace to promote the development of an Ameri- ^ ards for wood ships..... --- ^

can merchant marine and to regulate foreign and Yards for composite ships -

domestic shipping; second, due to the entry of Yards for concrete ships
^

the L^nited States into this world wide war, !)}
^

._.

later legislation, it was given additional power 1 otal -

of an emergency character to meet the manifold Status of Completion of Above Shipyards

shipping problems confronting it. This board. Shipyard j^lants jiractically completed 13-

after A^^^erica's entry into this conflict on Ajiril Shipyards from ?0'7, to 100% completed 27

1, L)17. found that 'with its limited authority it Shipyards less than aliout 50%. compleJ:ed 12

could n-jt handle to good advantage the m'any Total number of ways in the United States.-. 946

problems which arose and. acting under authority Total number of ways of E. F. Corporation.... 846

established by the Shipping Act, formed an emerg- From this it will be noted' that a total of 946

ency corporation and named it the "Emergency ships can be constructed at one time in the United

Fleet Corporation" for the purpose of purchasing. States for our merchant marine alone,

constructing, equipping, leasing, chartering, main- The two pictures accompanying this article

taining and operating merchant vessels in the com- graphically show wdiat a transformation has been

merce of the L'nited States. The First Annual made of one individual property. One shows the

Report of the United States Shipping Board states beginning of a shipyard on July 9th, 1917, while

that the purpose of this subsidiary corporation was the other shows the completed yard, with eight

to place vessels owned by it on a competitive building ways, offices and other buildings on April

equality with private shipping vessels. In other 2\id, PJ18, or nine months after. This second pho-

words,'this would permit such vessels to be ex- tograph, you will note, also shows eight wooden
empted from governmental restrictions which are vessels nearing completion at the time,

not adapted to commercial practice, and would. Owing to the large program demanded of the

on the other hand, withhold from them any spe- Emergency Fleet Corporation, and in order to fa-

cial immunity in domestic or international law as cilitate the work of the corporation, it was found

is customarily associated with governmental activ- advisable to subdivide the United States
_

into

ity. With the appearance of this corporation, there eleven districts, so selected as to geographically

was given an unlimited power to build ships, same take care of every section of the United States

to be curtailed only by lack of ap])ropriations. engaged in the construction of vessels. These dis-

After its organizati(in, the L'nited States Ship- tricts are merely subsidiary offices of the home
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Lloyd J. Wentwcrth, District Supervisor of District No. Eleven fjr the United States Shipping Board Emergency Fleet Corporation
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iifficc al I'hiladclphia, Pa., of the United States
Shipping Hoard Mnierj^ency Fleet Corporation, and
arc rc'i|uired to report direct to the home office.

Their purpose is merely to act as intermediary be-

tween the home office and the shipbuilders. Hear
in mind tliat these districts do not actually build

the .>hips, as this work rests upon the workers of

tiie L'nited States in the many shipbuilding plants

and their thousands of allied industries. The cor-

])iii-ation merely assists the shipbuilding companies
in building good ships and building them in the

shortest time ]50ssible. In inaugurating tlie sys-

tem of districts, it was decided, and correctly so,

that local conditions in the ditTerent parts of the

United States made it necessary that final author-
ity should rest with representatives who were thor-

oughly familiar with such local conditions.

District Xo. 11, of which this article is chiefly

concerned, was formerly under the jurisdiction of

District No. 8, with headt|uarters at Seattle, Wash-
ington, but owing to the vast amount of wooden
construction on the Willamette and Columbia riv-

ers, it was decided by the authorities of the Emer-
gency Fleet Corporation to subdivide District No.
X, as far as wood shipbuilding was concerned, and
thus on January 1st, 1918, District No. 11 was
organized—to have complete supervision over the

construction of wooden vessels on the Willamette
and Columbia rivers, and including the shipvard
at Tillamook, Oregon. The jurisdiction of Dis-

trict Xo. 11 is over wooden shipbuilding" only, and
is, with tlie exception of District No. 6, located at

Houston, Texas, the only separate district of the

organization of the Emergency Fleet Corporation

which is devoted exclusively to the wood ship-

building program.

At the time of organization of the Emergency
Fleet Corporation on April 1st, 1917, there were

only two shipbuilding plants in the district de-

voted to wood shipbuilding,, with probablv four

Iniildings ways. Today there is a total of thirteen

wood shiplDuilding plants, and two installation

plants, the latter devoted exclusively to outfitting

\essels being built for this corporation. There are

now fifty-six building ways, or an increase in

eighteen months' time of eleven shipyard plants

and fiftj'-two building ways. There has been com-

Yard Location

l)iled some general data as regards shipbuilding

])lants in District Xo. 11 which will more clearly

set forth the rajiid strides that have been made in

shipyard plants to date, as given below.

h'rom the employment of approximately two oi

three hundred men eighteen months ago" in wood
shi])building, there is now working at this occu-

l^ition alone a total of 15, .^93 men. In connection

with this wood ship program, numerous other in-

dustries have sprung into being, such as boiler

sho])s, foundries, manufacturing concerns, etc., all

dependent upon the shipbuilding industry. A.

close estimate, we believe, of the men engaged in

these latter industries would equal that of the ship-

yard plants, or a grand t(jtal of o\er thirty thou-

sand men in wood shipbuilding.

Since P'ebruary 1st, 1918, the date of our first

launching, this district has ])ut into the water or

launched a total of 61 wood vessels, or an aggre-

gate of 209,800 tons, divided 1)v months as follows:

Months Number
February, 1918 4 vessels

March, 1918 5 vessels

April, 1918 9 vessels

May, 1918 10 vessels

June, 1918 3 vessels

July. 1918 23 vessels

August, 1918 7 vessels

Tonnage
15,700 tons

19,300 tons

33,500 tons

36,700 tons

10,500 tons

68,000 tons

26,100 tons

7 months 61 vessels 209,800 tons

^\'hile we consider the average of one vessel

launched every three and one-third days very

good—coming froim shipyards that have hereto-

fore not been experienced in work of this kind

—

at the same time, from this date on, we expect a

decided increase in the launchings of vessels.

Following is a tal)le of deliveries of complete

vessels since June 24th, date of first delivery, to

date of vessels read}- for sea, liy months and

amount of tonnage:

Tune, 1918 3 vessels 7,000 tons

July, 1918 2 vessels 7,000 tons

August. 1918 9 vessels 32,500 tons

3 months 14 vessels 46,500 tons

Coast Shipljuilding Co ....Portland, Ore.
Kiernan & Kern* Portland, Ore.
Supple-Ballin S. B. Corp Portland, Ore.
Peninsula S. R. Co Portland. Ore.
Grant Smith-Porter Co Portland, Ore.
G. M. Standifer Const. Corp No. Portland, Ore.
G. M. Standifer Const. Corp Vancouver, \Vn.
St. Helens S. B. Co..... St. Helens, Ore.

Sommarstrom S. B. Co Columbia City, Ore.
Geo. F. Rodgers & Co Astoria, Ore.
Wilson Shipbuilding Co Astoria, Ore.

McEachern Ship Co Astoria. Ore.

Feeney & Bremer Co Tillamook, Ore.
Pacific Marine Iron W^orks Portland, Ore.

Astoria Marine Iron \Vorks Astoria, Ore.

571

'

554
1261

5702
574
1702
314
497
574
835
1198
150

No. of Men Employed
Shifts on Mach'iy

[achineiy Installation

2 227

Total
No. Men
Employed

798

94
161

367

39
g

10

10

21

12

116

595

648
1422
6069
574

1741

523

507
584
856
1210

150
116

595

Total 56 15,593
* Kiernan (S: Kern Company just awarded contract for vessels for Fleet Corjioration, and ha\-e

not vet Commenced work.
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During the month of September, District Xo. 11

will deliver ap])ro.\imately fourteen vessels ready

for sea, or a total of 17 complete ships.

District Xo. 11 has also earned its full share

of individual records. For instance, on April 20th,

1918. the (irant Smith-Porter Ship Company es-

tablished a world record in wood ship launching

when the •"Wakan", a 3.'^00 ton vessel of the Hough
type, was launched. This vessel was built in 54

working days. However, later this record was
broken by the Grant Smith-Porter Ship Company
bv launching a vessel in 49 working days, wdiich

at the time was considered a world record.

The Supple-Ballin Shipbuilding Corporation also

has had its share of records. Two gangs of five

men each planked complete a 310 foot hull, includ-

ing garboard, ^Z strakes

of planking, in 27 days,

which, it is claimed,

was a world record.

The Grant Smith-
Porter Ship Company
wagered a bet of $10,-

000 that it could put a

vessel into the water
in quicker time than
any other shipyard in

the United States. The
G. M. Standifer Con-
struction Corporation
made a bet of $10,000
that it could deliver a

vessel complete, ready
for sea, in quicker time
tlian any other ship-

building company in

the United States. Re-
gardless of the public-
ity given these wagers
and the soliciting of
takers bv even the
home ofTice of the
Emergency Fleet Cor-
poration, there were no
takers and the amounts
deposited with the Fleet
Corporation were sub-
sequently returned to
the shipl)uilding com-
panies.

In assisting Oregon to first go "over the to])",

the employes of the wood shipbuilding yards alone,
during the Third Liberty Loan, subscribed a total
of Sl,2.^fi,750. Each yard in the district oversul)-
scribed its quota.
The Oregon district, or District Xo. 11, was the

first district to establish a night school for ship-

builders, and this school at the present time is

flourishing and adding to its membership daily.

This i)ractice is now one of the established features

of the Emergency Fleet Corporation, schools hav-

ing lieeii established in practically every district.

The Supple-Rallin Shipbuilding Corporation set

a new .\merican record for wood ship construc-

tion when a crew at their third yard assembled

and ])laced in ])osilion full framing for ship, total

of eighty-nine, in forty and one-half hours.

The second wood ship, the "Wasco", built 1)_\- the

Grant Smith-Porter Ship Company, turned over to

J. Hall.

States Shippii

the L'nited States Government for operation, was
a District Xo. 11 achievement. The first vessel

delivered is credited to an Oregon yard, which,

however, comes under District Xo. 8, at San
Francisco.

The pennant contest, inaugurated by Director-

General Schwab, has to date awarded all honors

to the Pacific Coast. The June contest awarded
first prize in wood ship construction to District

Xo. 8, and the second prize to District Xo. 11. In

this contest District Xo. 11 also won third, fourth,

seventh, eighth and fourteenth places, out of a

total of 86 yards. In other words, this district

was in first division, with six of her yards out of

thirteen in the district.

The success of District Xo. 11 is, of course,

rightly attributed to

the shipworkers them-
selves, but credit must
also be given to those

who govern the work,
for without intelligent,

just and correct su])er-

vision, no amount of

labor could build a

good and staunch ves-

sel. Great credit is

therefore due to the
staff of the Emergency
Fleet Corporation of
the district. In wood
shipbuilding the great
item of material is

lumber. It takes ap-
proximately an aver-

age of one and a half

million feet of timber

to build one vessel of

the 3500 ton type. Con-

sidering that approxi-

mately 151 vessels have

already been built, or

are now on the ways,

or have been contract-

ed for. would make a

total of two hundred
and twenty-six and
one-half million feet of

lumber, or an aggre-

gate expenditure for

lumljer a'one (jf o\'er nine million dollars. It is

considered, at a rough estimate, there are approxi-

mately ten million dollars worth of outfitting ma-
terial on docks alone awaiting to go into wood
ship vessels building in District Xo. 11.

To supervise the construction of wooden ships

requires some one at the head of the local organi-
zation who is thoroughly familiar with timber, and

who possesses infinite exccuti\'e ability, capable of

handling an organization of a magnitude that can

take care of a ]irogram as x'ast as has been out-

lined for District Xo. 11.

Such a man has been found in Air. Lloyd J.

Wentworih. wjio on January 1st. r'18, was ap-

pointed to the ])osition of District Supervisor of

the Emergency Fleet Corporation. Tn assuming

this position Mr. Wentworth was actuated by the

highest motives of patriotism, leaving the presi-

denc\' and managership of a large luinl)er industry

trict Supervisor. District No. Eleve

Board Emergency Fleet Corporation
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Photograph cf one of the shipyards in DistriLt Eleven taken July 9. 1917. shortly lU

The same yard from a photograph, tak Note the eight vessels under way
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FIREMAN'S FUNC
Insures Hulls, Carg(oes

HEAD OFFICE: CALIFORNIA AND SANSOM

JOSEPH HADLEY, European Agent
3 LOTHBURY, E. C.

LONDON

G. KIRKHAM SMITH, Special Agent
407 LEWIS BUILDING
PORTLAND, ORE.

FRANK G. TAYLOR, GENERAL AGENT FOR WASHINGTON, OREGON, ALASK/

to accept a ixisilinn as a dollar-a-year man fur the

< lovernment. To supervise this vast work, it re-

(|uires that a man devote his entire time to this

duty ; no private or personal work can be done,

and to accept a charge of this character shows a

desire to help his Government to the best of his

ability in the time of its crisis.

Mr. Wentworth's past life and experience has

peculiarly fitted him for this high position. V>nrn

and reared in the State of ?^Iichigan, "whence Com-
eth all lumbermen", it is a natural sequence that

such environment and his native ability should

cdmbine to produce another disciple of the lumber
industry. Heredity was also a strong factor in de-

termining his line of occupation. His father be-

fiire him worked in the woods, and knew the mu-
sic (if "the murmuring pines and hemlocks".

In June. 18*'.\ Mr. Wentworth was graduated
from the University of Michigan, and the follow-

ing October found him working in a logging camp
in Minnesota. After a period he was transferred

to Cloquet. Minnesota, where he was employed
by the Johnson-Wentworth Company, working first

in the yard and around the mill, and then in the

office. In the meantime, ^^'entworth, Senior, be-

came interested with other men in the rortland

Lumber Company, Portland, Ore.

In 1901, Mr. Wentworth came to Portland and

was assigned a position as clerk in the jDffice of

the Portland Lumber Company. This particular

position was temporary and was designed to fit

him for the managership later on. The comapny
was then managed by Mr. O. A. Ritan. Mr. Jay
Hamilton, at present secretary of the Fir Produc-

tion Board of the Fleet Corporation, was also as-

sociated with the concern, and worked in the office

alongside Mr. Wentworth. After a few- months,
.Mr. Wentworth was made manager. He knew the

l)usiness, and the business knew him—and liked

him. He has been vice-president and. general man-
ager of the I\irtland Lumber Comjjany from I'^Ol

to date, or for seventeen years.

•Mr. \\"cnt worth is capably assisted in his work
by Mr. I. Weston Hall, assistant district snjjcr-

visor. Mr. Hall is fortunate in having a special-

ized ca])ability. He is what might lie called the

"technical man" of the organization. Technicalit-

ies re(|uire the attention of a sjiecialisl and Mr.

Hall amply fills this important post.

Mr. Hall is a natural shipbuilder, born not made,

as he is descended from a family of shipbuilders

on the Xew Engl.'nd Coast and has inherited his

natural aptitude fcjr building ships. His knowledge
of the shipbuilding business was gained through
practical experience, having worked in shipyards

from earlv boyhood, as well as much of the time

while acquiring his engineering education. Air.

Hall has to his credit also the building of many
miles of electrical railways as well as steam rail-

ways. Prior to his coming to the Emergency Fleet

Corporation, he was assistant engineer on the

Southern Pacific Company in charge of electrical

installation, and subsequent to this was connected

in an official capacity with the LTnion Pacific Sys-

tem. At this writing Air. Hall is paying a visit

to the home office at Philadelphia, laying before

those officials a new plan for a 5000 ton ship to be

known as the "Columbia" type ship, and which
was designed in this district under Mr. Hall's su-

pervision.

Assisting Mr. Hall and reporting direct to him
are two gentlemen who also deserve a great deal

of credit for the wonderful work that is being ac-

complished in the district—namely, Mr. J. L. Hub-
bard, chief hull inspector, and Air. J. B. Alorris.

chief machinery inspector.

Air. Hubbard started in his career as a shi])-

l)uilder by serving an apprenticeship as shipsmith

in a shipsmith shop in San Francisco. He later

served seven years as shipsmith and wood ship-

builder with Hall Brothers Shipyard at Pt. Blakely,

Wash. After this he superintended the installation

of the \\'inslow Alarine Railroad 6c Shipyard plant

and was for thirteen years associated with this

company as superintendent and general manager.

Air. Alorris has also been fortunate in having a

wide experience as a marine engineer and the re-

sults of his work indicate that he is bringing to his

duty everything that he has learned from his prac-

tical experience. Air. Alorris served his apprentice-

ship at the A'ulcan Iron Works. San Francisco,

from which position he was in turn promoted to

foreman and later to marine superintendent of the

same company, lie was later appointed inspector

of construction for the same company. Subsequent

to this Air. Aforris .served for twelve years as chief

engineer on vessels up to 27,400 tons, handling such

vessels as the S. S. Korea. S. S .Siberia, S. S.

Xorthern Pacific and S. S. Great Northern.

(ireat credit must also be gi\-en to the office

organization of District No. 11. To correlate work

and answer the demands made upon an organiza-

tion of this character requires a great deal of exec-

utive abilitv. It has been said by representatives
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llNSURANCE COMPANY
Freights and Disbursements
.STREETS, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA

W. H. WOODRUFF, Special Agent
220 BYRNE BUILDING
LOS ANGELES, CAL.

O. G. ORR & CO., Managers
ATLANTIC MARINE DEPARTMENT

37-43 WALL STREET NEW YORK

AND BRITISH COLUMBIA. 264 COLMAN BUILDING. SEATTLE, WASHINGTON

lit the liiinK' office and l)y other outside concerns one anxious desire of the district is to "speed the

and people that District Xo. 11 seemed to he the ships." To secure the desired results, it has been

best organized and the smoothest running of any necessary to keep constantly before each and

district of the Emergency Fleet Corporation. This every member of the organization the motto of the

is all attril)nted to the spirit of loyalty and patri- district: "Let us think ships; let us talk ships;

otism that ins].)ires all members of the stati'. The let us build ships."

Freight Report
By Page Bros.

THE Freight Re])ort has become almost un-

necessary lately, as the control of vessels,

and the established rates for different parts

of the world are all in the hands of the

United States Government.
Two or three more steamers have been char-

tered to carry coal from Nanaimo, and in one or

two cases also from Paget Sound to the West
Coast. The last rate paid from Nanaimo was on
the basis of $14 per ton, and from Seattle one of

the new 8800 tonners has offered to accept $12
per ton to a nitrate port for a half or full cargo,

and, from what we understand, has failed to get a

charter.

Xo time charters have been drawn since our

last report, two months ago.

Quite a business has been done in sailers and

steam schooners for the West Coast, all at the

same rate of freight, namely. $45 per thousand

feet.

For Australia, the latest charters reported have

been three sailers chartered by J. J. Aloore & Co.,

on the basis of $48. .^0 per thousand feet to Mel-

bourne.

Dant & Russell,- Pacific Export Lumber Com-
pany, and Balfour, Guthrie & Co. have each char-

tered an auxiliary sailer for lumber from I^ortland

to Shanghai at $40 a thousand.

Xo transactions have taken place for Africa or

the United Kingdom, as the Government will not

allow our American lumber ships to go so far

away from this country.

There is quite a demand for more tonnage for

the West Coast and Australia at the rates men-

tioned above, which are the maximum rates al-

lowed by the United States.

Twenty-five dollars per ton has been paid for

nitrate for Honolulu, and it is possible that even

a higher rate would be paid on account of the

increasing demand for this commodity for fertiliz-

ing purposes in the Hawaiian Islands.

Copra freights continue firm, and in good de-

mand, on the basis of $40 from Sydiiey, and S45

per ton of 2240 pounds from the South Pacific

Islands. The exporting of copra from Manila has

been temporarily stopped by the Government.
The only sale of note, lately reported, has been

that of Mayor Rolph's steamer, the "Joan of Arc,"

to Xew York agents for French account. The
price mentioned is supposed to be on the basis

of $200 per ton on the dead weight, namelv, about

$.550,000.

Guy E. Tripp, formerly Colonel United States

.\rmy and head of production division, has been
made Brigadier General United States Army, and
placed in offices having charge of the production
of Ordnance material in their respective sections

of the country. The district chiefs will report

direct to General Tripp, who is succeeded as head
of the production division by Colonel C- C.

Jamieson.

Mrs. ^\'illiam Cornfoot, wife of the president of

the Albina Engine & Machine Works, was sponsor
for the 3800-ton steel steamer Cadaretta, floated at

8 o'clock Labor Day morning. The vessel was the
only one to go into the water in the state that

djy and was the seventh floated by her builders.

Stationary—ENGINES—Marine

50 H.P.-500 H.P.
FUEL OIL. DISTILLATE, GAS, KEROSENE

For Quick Delivery

A. H. COX & CO., Inc.
SEATTLE WASH.
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WAR RISK INSURANCE

NEW YORK underwriters do nut take the

same view of the war risk situation that

many shippers have been so free to express

dunno- the past few weeks. The latter have

grasped at the continued spell of freedom from

undersea boat menace as a sure sign that Germany

has tired of worrying American shipping at so

great a cost as she' has had to suffer without bag-

ging any large game. War risk rates have been

averaging a change about once a week for many
months, due to the fact that submarines have oper-

ated sporadicallv- The latest reduction, underwrit-

ers believe, was scarcely justified, but they were

willing to yield to the exporters and iinporters the

benefit of whatever doubt existed as to the imme-

diate renewal of enemy activities along the Ameri-

can coast. These rates the insurance concerns be-

lieve to be equitable.

"Unless the marine underwriters protect them-

selves by maintaining a reasonable schedule of

war rates, there would be no marine companies in

a little while." Those are the words of one of the

men of long standing in the marine underwriting

business. Continuing, he said: "There are sev-

eral features that must be taken into considera-

tion with the subject of war risk rates that the

majority of persons fail to appreciate. The con-

ditions that prevail today on our seas necessitate

looking for los.ses in a direction other than from

the destruction of a ship by a German submarine.

One of these sinkings may wipe out all the pre-

miums that we have received during a period of

many months. Moreover, these conditions have

brought about another source of danger with

which we have to cope. In consequence of the

stranding of vessels along the coast as the result

of submarine operations, serious collisions are al-

most daily occurring between vessels and derelicts

or wreckage. Herein is a claim for m^arine loss,

which although not caused directly by a subma-

rine and does not come within the realm of war

risk, it is indirectly the result of the prevalence

of war. This class of losses has become very

formidable during the past few months, or since

the enemy U-boats have been operating along our

coast.

"Many of the vessels that have been so mjured

are among the best type of tonnage in the Gov-

ernment control, and as an evidence of the serious-

ness of this condition it inay be necessary to ask

the Government to do as the Allied governments

have done, namely, establish a certain course which

coasting traffic shall traverse, and then keep that

lane free from derelicts and obstructions of every

kind."

.After being with the Todd Drydock ^: Construc-

tion corporation plant practically since its organi-

zation C. S .Holmes, secretary-treasurer has re-

signed and he left the company September 1st.

The resignation of Mr. Holmes was tendered sev-

eral months ago, but met with the request that he

stay for a time pending further arrangements.

Just what line Mr. Holmes will take up has not

been announced. He has made many friends in

Tacoma who regret exceedingly to see hiin sever

his connection with the big company and possibly

leave Tacoma. Prior to coming with the ship-

building company he was with the I'acitic (, nast

Steamship Company.

THIS MONTH'S COVER
( )ur cover this month depicts a bit of the Cali-

fornia Coast familiar to thousands of travellers the

world over. Cypress Point, ^Monterey Bay. Through
the courtesy of Mr. A. C. Pillsbury, we have been

enabled to reproduce this well-known scene, and

anv one wishing a copy of the original copyrighted

photograph can secure same from the Pillsbury

Picture Company, 2PJ Powell street, San Francisco.

The groups of purchasing agents appearmg on

pages ilO and 111 of this issue were made up

from photographs furnished by the Bushnell

studio, Seattle. The Bushnell studios enjoy an

unicpie re])Utation in portraiture work, as is evi-

denced by the remarkably complete list of ])romi-

nent Northwesterners who ha\'e had their ]ior-

traits done bv Piushnell.

One of the locomotives secured by tlie United Con

RAILROAD EQUIPMENT FOR SALE

The United Commercial Company of San hran-

cisco. with offices in the American National Bank

Building, recently purchased the Colusa ami Lake

Railroad and now have the equipment from that

line for sale. This equipment is stored at the

firm's storeyards at South San Francisco and

among other things the following 36-inch gauge

equipment is available : thirty flat cars, eight box

cars and two Baldwin locomotives. Other railway

equipment now on hand for disposal includes fifteen

statidard gauge box cars and twelve standard .gauge

fiat cars.

''^^-Hdiii^.

yard of the Unil
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nitt^ii? ^^msflmBms^ sim(sl ^Ihmp D-n-ii^ilii:;:^^

Outfitting Docks, 3500 lineal feet

Capacity, 12 vessels or more

A Complete Marine Iron Worlds

^^sfmM^ Oregon
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Northwest Galvanizing Of Engineering Company
Shipbuilders of the Northwest rec-

ognize the Northwest Galvanizing &
Engineering Company as their impor-
tant ally in furnishing the enormous
quantities of galvanized metal which
is specified by the Emergency Fleet
Corporation. With a capacity of one
million pounds of galvanized metal
per month, this firm is playing a
major part in supplying the ship-
builders with galvanized bolts, spikes,

cleats, plates, pipe fittings, pipe and
a seemingly infinite number of other
parts which must be made rust-proof
before going into the great ships
which are now under construction.

A study of the Northwest Galvan-
izing Company's modern plant in

Portland indicates a wise selection of

equipment and an efficient and econ-
omy-producing arrangement. Over-
head a monorail system serves the
entire galvanizing process, thus avoid-
ing rehandling of material w-ith the
consequent saving of time and labor.

The black metal enters one end of

the building where the pickling vats
are located. One of these vats has
a length of thirty-two feet and the
combined capacity of the picklin.g

baths is over one hundred tons of

material. After the black metal is

thoroughly cleaned and free from
scale, it leaves the pickling baths for

a dip in the acid bath, thence to the
galvanizing kettles. One of these
immense kettles will hold twenty
tons of molten zinc. The molten
zinc is brought to a temperature of

800 degrees over compressed gas fired

furnaces, thus insuring a uniform
thickness of galvanizing and perma-
nence of the rust resisting metal.

The Northwest Company enjoys
the distinction of being one of the

largest galvanizing plants on the
Pacific Coast and the entire output
of this plant is Government ship-
building work. The United States
Government has adopted specifica-

tions which require the hot dip pro-
cess in place of the electrolytic pro-
cess. This has made an enormous
demand for hot dij) galvanizing ma-

average of 12S tons of raw metal
with a valuation of $25,000.
As in almost every line of produc-

tion, the prevailing prices for gal-
vanizing work has increased to an
unprecedented scale. A study of the
chemical and metal market will help
explain the great increase in prices
for galvanizing. Metals, acids, salts.

terials and to help supply the ncc-
essarj- tonnage this progressive con-
cern is operating under two nine-
hour shifts and is making every
effort to further increase their al-

ready immense capacity.

The plant is housed in a modern
bnildin.g 50x200 feet in area. This
building is served by railroad spur
tracks, which handle carload ship-

ments which are consigned for points
outside of Portland. One interesting

department in this plant is the metal
storage room, which contains on an.

demands placed upon

etc., wdiich enter into the galvanizing
process have increased iji cost, rang-
ing from 200 to 400 per cent. As an
illustration of these increases, sala-

nionica a year ago sold for 4 cents
per pound, two months ago this acid
sold for 17!/2 cents, and today is sell-

ing from 28 to 30 cents per pound.

The Pneumercator Company, Inc.,

have moved their offices from 118

Liberty street to the Park Row
Building, 15 Park Row, New York.

The plant of he Northwest Galv ng Company, business rapidly
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Hozv would you like to

save $1000 per boat?
1

VIEWS OF

THE AIR PLANER
Taken in the

Pacific Coast Pennant Winning Shipyard
(Name Deleted)

Winning pennants in each Award

SHIPBUILDERS PNEUMATIC TOOL CO.
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE BUILDING PORTLAND, OREGON
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This Portable Scarphing Machine was
developed and has been in successful

daily operation in our own yards for

eighteen months. It has been adopted

by a number of progressive shipyards in

this country and England to spefd up
shipbuilding.

s^w Seair^Miia^ JMasiliMci
1 his new invention will cut a smooth, accurate scarph in 10 MINUTES.
Is portable, handled over a plate by jib crane and trolley, reducing operations to minimum.

Is light in weight, speedily operated by electric motor.

Will cut, at any angle, a scarph of any length up to 1
6" and any width up to 8".

Is readily adjustable for any thickness of plate.

Prompt deliveries on any number of these machines. Wire or write for prices.

BQIigERS OF STEEL STEAIfSHIPS
"M ^ ^ ^ M^ WASHINGTON
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CONSISTENT BUILDING RECORD
OF

THE SKINNER AND EDDY CORPORATION—PLANT No. 1

For Two Years

FROM

3 Building Berths for the First Year

5 Building Berths for the Second Year

Also launched S. S. West Cressy, first ship from Plant No. 2, on September 21st,

60 working days from keel to launching

KeeIto Launch Total

Nam '^ D.W.T. Kee La 1 Launch d Ddivere d Lau
Wkg.
Days

nch
Gal.
Days

'- De
Wkg.
Days

iuprv
CaL
Days

Kee\ to

Wkg.
Days

Dcliv.
Cal.

Days

NIELS NIELSEN 8800 May 2, '16 Sept. 21, •16 Nov. 9, •16 119 143 41 50 160 193

HANNA NIELSFN 8800 May 11, '16 Oct. 21, '16 Dec. 22, '16 137 164 51 53 188 227

LUISF NIELSEN 8300 Sept 23, •16 Tan. 23, Mar. 10, •17 100 133 39 47 139 180

S. V. HARKNESS 10000 Aug. 1,5, '16 Mar. 22, May 8, •17 188 220 40 48 223 268

JOSIAH MACY 10000 Oct. 23, '16 Apr. 21, June 9, •17 151 180 40 50 191 230

STOLT NIELSEN 8800 Jan. 30, "17 May 22, June 26, •17 96 113 28 36 124 149

IFAN SKINNER 8800 Mar. 27, •17 June 30, Aug. 20, •17 81 96 41 52 122 148

LT. D ;MISSIESSY 8800 Apr. 25 '17 Aug. 16, Sept. 19, •17 94 114 27 36 121 150

INDIANA 8800 May 25, '17 Sept. 15, Oct. 20, •17 93 114 29 36 122 150

WEST HAVEN 8800 Aug. 13, '17 Nov. 1, Dec. 24, •17 67 81 43 54 110 135

SEATTLE 8800 Aug. 21, 17 Nov. 24, Jan. 5, '18 80 96 33 43 113 139

TRON'i-OLITE 10000 luly 3, '17 Dec. 15, Feb. 2, '18 138 166 39 50 177 216

ABSAK OKA 8800 Sept 5, '17 Dec. 22, Feb. 12, '18 91 109 41 53 132 168

WEST ARROW 8800 Sept 20, '17 Jan. 19, '18 Feb. 26, •18 100 122 31 39 131 161

WESTLAKE 8800 Nov. 8, '17 Feb. 9, '18 Mar. 9, '18 76 94 23 29 99 123

CANOGA 8800 Dec. 1, •17 Feb. 26, •18 Mar. 23, '18 71 88 21 26 92 114

OSSINEKE 8800 Dec. 26, •17 Mar. 14, •18 Apr. 13, •18 65 79 25 31 93 110

WESTERN QUEEN 8800 Jan. 2, •18 Mar. 28, •18 Apr. 25, •18 72 88 23 29 95 117

WEST DURFEE 8800 Ian. 25, '18 Apr. 11, •18 May 16, •18 64 76 29 36 93 112

WEST LIANGA 8 BOO Feb. 14, '18 Apr. 20, •18 May 4, •18 55 65 11 15 66 80

WEST ALSEK 8800 Mar. 4, '18 May 11, •18 June 14, •18 58 68 19 25 77 93

WEST APAUM 8800 Mar. 19, '18 May 23, •18 Tune 19, •18 55 65 22 28 77 9:-'.

WEST COHAS 8800 Apr. 2, '18 Tune 4, '18 June 29, •18 52 62 21 26 73 88

WEST EKONK 8800 Apr. 16, '18 Tune 22, •18 Tuly 13, •18 57 67 16 22 73 89
WEST GAMBO 8800 Apr. 25, •18 July 4, •IS July 23, '18 59 70 13 17 72 87

WEST GOTOMSKA 8300 May 16, •18 July 17, •18 Aug. 7, •18 51 62 17 21 68 83

WEST HOBOMAC 880O May 29, •18 July 27, •18 Aug. 17, •18 49 59 17 21 66 80
WEST HOSOKIE 8800 June 11, •18 Aug. IS, •18 Aug. 29, '18 54 65 11 14 65 79

WEST HUMHAW 8800 Tune 27, •18 Aug. 28, •18 Sept. 14, •18 51 62 14 17 65 79

WEST LASHAWAY 8800 July 8, •18 Sept. 12, •18 Sept. 28, '18 55 66 13 17 68 83

WEST LOQUASSUCK 8800 July 20, •18 Sept. 21, •18 50 64

B0IU1ER5 OF STEEL STEAHSHIPS
M M M M AWASHINGTON
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THE GAULD COMPANY
PLUMBING—HEATING—MILL AND

ENGINEERS SUPPLIES

'1\) Sliiphiiildcrs and Marine

Outfitters:

To relieve the war time emer-

gency we have installed sho])

e(|ui|)ment to produce brass an(

iron body giolje, ano'le, lift check,

swing- check and all stvles of

valves—l)oth standard and extra

hea\'}-, from two to six inches ; also

all styles of flange fittings—stand-

ard and extra heavy, from two to

twelve inches.

Shipbuilders and outfitters who

are experiencing delavs in secur-

ing supplies will find us readv to

ser\-e them in every wav possible.

The (laitid Coinpanx

PORTLAND

MARINE TRIMMED VALVES AND FITTINGS

THE GAULD COMPANY

PLEASE MENTION THE PACIFIC MARINE REVIEW WHEN YOU WRITE
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ROTFSA^ILER RIVET SETS
Render maximum service because they are made from a specially prepared Chrome \ AXAUIL M
Steel, the kind that resists crystallization longest—the best that can be bought. They are hard-

ened in electrically controlled furnaces and ground to size. Before leaving our factory each one

is tested for size and hardness.

Rothweiler Rivet Sets will withstand crystallization and breakage longer than any other,

and if they are not allowed to become too "hot when m use they will last indefinitely.

"Flusli Head," deep and shallow '"Button Head" and "Cone Head" Sets are carried in stock.

Prices sent on application—Prompt Deliveries

ROTHWEILER & CO.
MANUFACTURERS

SEATTLE, U. S. A.

We Have in Stock
The following nationally known

Shipbuilding Machinery and SuppHes
Bowes Hose Couplings

Cleveland Pneumatic Tools

Gould's Hand and Power Pumps
Powell Valves

Sullivan Air Compressors

Fisher Governors and Specialties

Crocker-Wheeler Motors

Connersville Blowers

Axelson Lathes

American Lathes

Kearney & Trecker Milwaukee Milling Machines

Kempsmith Milling Machines

^e have the largest stock on the Coast

and carry Pipe, Fittings, Valves, Supplies, Belting, Power Transmission, Cranes, etc.

Complete Catalogs on Request

Smith-Booth-Usher Co., Los Angeles

PLEASE MENTION THE PACIFIC MARINE REVIEW WHEN YOU WRITE
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NEW mechanical BOLTING-
UP TOOL

We illustrate herewith a new tiuil

applicable to all classes of bolting-
up work. Although this tool was de-
signed and intended primarily as a
shipyard device, it is obviously adapt-
ed to all kinds of structural work,
boilershop work. etc.

The mechanical features which make
this tool attractive are a quick and
positive means of attachment to the
nut, which makes the nut and the
tool practically integral during the
operation in hand; the ratchet prin-
ciple of tightening the nut, providing
fourteen handle positions, this con-
stituting a distinct advantage when
handling the tool in limited spacer;
elimination of nut distortion, due to
gripping pressure being applied equal-
ly to four sides of nut, instead of
two, as in the case of open end
wrenches; and finally, the elimination
of accidents due to workinen falling
off staging when the ordinary wrench
slips off the faces of a nut when the
worker is exerting force on the
handle.

It has been clearly demonstrated
that less manual exertion is required
in operating the tool than in the
case of open end wrenches due to
the gripping force being exerted on
all four faces of the nut. The com-
plete tool weighs twelve pounds and
this weight is, of course, sustained
by the nut during operations.
This bolting-up tool has been thor-

oughly tried out at several shipyards
under actual working conditions anrl

showed from 300 to 360 per cent great-
er efficiency, in the matter of speed
alone, than was obtained on the same
work with open end wrenches.

The tool, which has been carefully
designed to withstand the rough usage
wliich such tools would naturally re-

ceive in a shipyard, was designed and
patented by Mr. H. H. Hunter of San
Francisco, with whom is associated

A comparison of the Hunter tool and the old open-jaw wrench. Arrangements ha
made to produce this valuable shipyard adjunct in quantities to meet

the rapidly growing demand

Mr. H. E. Douglas of Long Beach,
California. Eccles and Smith of San
Francisco are handling the distribu-
tion of this useful tool on the Pacific

Coast.

THE CONCRETE MOTORBOAT
"CONCRETE"

The United States Naval Reserve
motorboat "Concrete" is now on its

return trip to Chicago. Since the
summer of 1917 the boat has been
in the service of the United States
Naval Reserve, Chicago, as a train-

ing boat for naval recruits. During
the close of navigation last winter
it made an overland trip to New
York for the purpose of being ex-
hibited at the motorboat show there.

This motorboat, built by Walter
N. Dowsey at Iron River, Michigan,
in 1914, leaped into public promi-
nence in 1917, when Mr. Dowsey
took the boat to Chicago and pre-
sented it to the United States Naval
Reserve. It then became the first

concrete vessel in the official ser-

vice of the United States. It also

had the distinction of being the first

concrete self-propelling vessel in this

country. Concrete vessels of other
types—boats, barges and ships—were
not new, but novelty and distinction
were conferred on Mr. Dowsey 's boat
liy the manner of its acquisition by
the Government and by the service

in which it entered. The boat had,

until that time, been in the humble
service of the lumber trade in North-
ern Michigan and would have con-

built to withstand
1 rough usage

NEW BOUNDERS FOR SALE
TWO BOLINDER MARINE HEAVY- ONE BOLINDER ENGINE, 8 B. II. B.

;

OIL ExN'GINES (1 starboard and 1 port), Model B-111, Type R-5, with extras and spare

320 B. n. P.: 4-cylinder each; Model M-11, parts.

with spare jjarts. .\l)Ove en.^ines are now in bonded ware-
honse at San I'^rancisco. subject to imme-

ONE BOLINDER ENGINE, 15 B. H. P.: diatc delivery.
Model B-11, Type R-12, with extras and One new 5'4-inch submerged head INIarine

si)are parts. i),,nkev P.dilcr.

1 Drumm Street
C. & 0. Lumber Company

Telephone Sutter 4771 San Francisco
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tiiuicd in tli.it luiiiilile life exceiJt for

Mr. Dowscy's generous and patriotic
donation to liis country.

Curtis Quincy Smith, in charge of

the motorboat "Concrete", is a sailor

of many year.s' experience, known to

yachtsmen of the Greak Lakes as
the skipper of the Amorita, the big-
gest yacht on the Lakes, and has
navigated almost every nook from
Buflfalo to Chicago and Duluth. He
participated in the annual yacht race
from Chicago to Mackinac several
years and has won a string of troph-
ies. In charge of the yacht of Harry
Stutz of Indianapolis he navigated
Green Bay and locked through the
Wisconsin rivers. Yachting being
too tame an occupation in time of
war. Smith enlisted at the United
States \aval .Auxiliary Training
School, Chicago, where he has been
undergoing a course in navigation
according to navy practice. He was
chosen to head the recruiting mis-
sion of the "Concrete" by Lieutenant
Commander Culp, recruiting inspector
for the United States Navy, because
of his unusual experience in naviga-
tion, as the people of the Middle
West understand it.

Thomas F. Hogan, who acts as en-
gineer of the "Concrete," is a mem-
ber of the United States Naval Re-
serve Force at Chicago and has had
considerable experience in navigation
on the Mississippi River and its trib-
utaries.

BUILDING REFRIGERATING
SETS

One of the busiest plants in the
Los .\ngeles district at this time is

that of the Bedell Engineering Com-
pany, which is constructing refrig-
erating machinery for ten of the large
steamers building at the Los An-
geles shipyards, as well gs caring
for a large amount of other refrig-
erating business both for the mer-
chant marine and for shore purposes.

The Bedell compressor is of the
single acting, vertical, enclosed type,
and is constructed for capacities of
one-half ton upwards. The discharge
valve is located in the cylinder head
and is the same diameter as the bore
of the cylinder. The suction valve of
forged steel is located in the upper
end of piston and its large area in-

sured a mininnim lift. The suction
gas enters the compressor cylinder
at practically the pressure in the suc-
tion pipe. The piston is of the dou-
ble trunk type and is unusually long
in proportion to its diameter, thus
providing a very efifective guide. The
cylinder is provided with an enclosed
water jacket, allowing the discharged
cooling waters to be carried away
tmder pressure to any point desired.
The cylinder is cast separate from the
crank case and in double cylinder
machines the cylinders are separate
castings. The lubrication of the
working parts is on the splash sys-
tem, one filling of the crank case
usually allowing for one year's oper-
ation. The condensers used with the
Bedell apparatus naturally vary with
conditions to be met. Condensers are
either of the submerged type, the
open or surface type, or the double
pipe counter current type. Tlie in-

ner tube counter current condenser is

of the well known Boyle Union type,

without soldered or litharged joints.

The Bedell refrigerating plants

have met with marked success on the

Pacific Coast and elsewhere, and a

large number of steamers have been

fitted with these machines during tlic

past few years.

NEW PLATE BENDING
MACHINE

A new cold plate bending machine,
which executes comi)ouiul curves,
]u-rforining the work easily and rap-
idly, has been perfected by Chief
I'.ngineer S. J. Robinson, of the Pen-
sacola Shipliuilding Company. Pen-
sacola, I'la., and now is in successful
operation in that yard.

It is pneumatic hydraulic in its op-
eration, and was designed and built

to do the work ordinarily ilone by
the ])vraniid type of plate bending
rolls.

'

Tlie frame is m.ide of l.i-inchl-

lieams, carried on a concrete foun-
dation. Between the beams are 14
pneumatic hoists, with 12-inch diam-
eter pistons and 7-foot stroke.
On the top flanges of the [-beams

are bolted structural steel formers
with curvatures corresponding to the
bends desired in the plate. The plate
is placed vertically against the form-
ers, and the bottom edge clamped
in place against a structural steel

bracket.
The rear end of the cylinders are

piped for water instead of compress-
ed air, and the length of stroke and
speed of travel are governed by al-

lowing the water to flow out through
a controlling valve.
An especially valuable feature of

the apparatus is its ability to bend
warped surfaces at one operation,
as the radius of the formers at any
point determines the curvature at
that point. The results on test came
fully to expectations, and the ma-
chine is now in regular and contin-
uous operation,— Emergency Fleet
News.

HIGH SPEED is the title of the

monthly stock list issued by the

Illinois Tool Works and this list

can be obtained from Louis G.

Henes, 1037 Monadnock building,

San Francisco, or 520 Title Insur-

ance building, Los .\ngeles. The
Ijooklet lists a wide assortment of

high spec J reamers and milling cut-
ters whicli are ready for immediate
shipment on order. This stock list

will be found of great value to pur-
chasing agents, machine shop fore-
men and store keepers.

Sectional \'iew of Single Cylinder Compressor—Steam Driven
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CHAMPION CRANES

'TT^HE unfailing resjionse of Champion Cranes to the present clav niore-than-
-*- usual crane requirements justifies th.- consistent increase in jnililic confidence

of Champion Cranes.

This confidence is tangibly expressed by the ever increasing number of repeat

orders received for Champion Cranes.

THE CHAMPION ENGINEERING CO.
ENGINEERS MANQFACTURERS

KENTON, OHIO
R. W. VALLS. Vice-President and General Manager

Monadnock Building
SAN FRANCISCO

Pacific Coast Representatives

LOUIS G. HENES
Title Insurance Bldg.
LOS ANGELES

PORTLAND MACHINERY CO. HALLIDIE MACHINERY CO.
Portland Seattle

Eastern Representatives
New York Pittsburgh Toledo

J. N. KINNEY Contracting Engineer THE LAUGHLIN-BARNEY MACHINERY CO. W. C. LLOYD & CO.
30 Church Street Union Arcade Ohio Bull hn^i

PLEASE MENTION THE PACIFIC MARINE REVIEW WHEN YOU WRITE
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A MODERN SPAR PLANT
Mr. Cliarles Cowen, president of the

Pacific Xortliwest Spar Company, has
recently moved his oflices from the

L. C. Smith Building to the plant of

the company on Lake Washington
Canal, in order to give his personal
attention to the business.
Mr. Cowen was formerly a promi-

nent real estate dealer, but, feeling

the patriotic call, he decided he would
be of more service to his country by
taking up the manufacture of spars
and masts, as he had formerly had
years of training in the lumber busi-

ness. The Pacific Northwest Spar
Company has an ideal location for its

plant, as it will be seen from the ac-

companying photograph—material can
be brought to the yard either by rail

or through the canal, ami the lin-

ished jiroducts shipped out in the
same manner.
The spar plant built up by Mr.

Cowen is thoroughly up-to-date and
is fitted with lathes capable of turn-
ing sticks up to 140 feet in length.
The plant has been busy for some
time past filling orders from Skinner
& Eddy, J. F. Duthie & Co., the

.\mes Shipbuilding & Drydock Co..

and, in fact, practicallj' all the ship-

building establishments around Puget
Sound, as well as from California
yards, while Eastern orders have been

booked from Pennsylvani.'i, Maine,

Ohio. Michigan, Florida and from

across the border in f^)ritish Co-

lumbia.

Mr. Chas. C

.\ lyiJt of wire rope in whicli the

steel wire str.nnds have been specially

covered with tarred hemp marline is

now being marketed by tlic Geo. C.

.Moon Co., of Garwood, N. J.

The marline covering prevents fric-

tion between the .strands when the

rope is in use, afifords protection

against moisture, keeps abrasive dust

away from the wire, and affords pro-

tection to the workmen's hands.
This "Crescent Hemp-Clad" wire

rope, as it is called, has e.xcellent ad-

vantages in marine service. It is flex-

ible and can be coiled and handled
as easily as manila rope, has from
three to five times the strength for

swell when wet, is not affected by ice

in winter, and can be fastened around
equal size, depending upon the grade

of wire used—will not rust, does not

slip cleats or bits with the ease of

manila rope.

ICE MACHINES
FOR SHIPS

ON-TIME" DELIVERY

Approved by Shipping Board

BEDELL ENGINEERING CO.

LOS ANGELES

We offer our experience of many years

as Epcciclirts in Marine Refrigeration.

PLEASE MENTION THE PACIFIC MARINE REVIEW WHEN YOU WRITE
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BATTLESHIP
LINOLEUM

The Flooring on the
BRIDGE to FRANCE

Armstrong s Linoleum
GOES OVER THE TOP

\ T a time like llie jjresent, when
•*^*- our great nation, along with its

allies, is devoting its best energies

to the winning of the war, so many

of our foremost industries are also

gi\-ing their full measure of prac-

tical service toward a successful con-

clusion. The Armstrong Cork Com-
pau}', whose products we sell, are

manufacturing thousands of yards

for government requirements. Our
expert linoleum lavers are installing

this high-grade floor covering on

the great cargo ships which are

bridging the seas to France and

elsewhere. This high-grade linoleum

is chosen for its (|uiet, sanitary

characteristics, and where durabil-

itv is an important factor.

ONE ROLL OR A CARLOAD

Permit us to figure on your recjuire-

ments, whether it be for one roll or

one carload. ( )ur expert workmen

are at vour ser\'ice to complete a

perfect floor.

CORK FLOOR PRODUCTS CO.
202 BROADWAY PORTLAND, OREGON

PLEASE MENTION THE PACIFIC MARINE REVIEW WHEN YOU WRITE
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We Contract to Apply
As Well as Manufacture

BITUMINOUS ENAMEL
We relieve shiplniilding plants of the work and
responsibility of applying Bitnminous Enamel

—

a most important part of steel ship construction.

Our trained organization and special equipment
enable us to assume contracts of any size : and
our responsibility and experience are ample as-
surance that the work will be completed on time
and exactly as specified.

PABCO Bituminous Primer and Enamel comply
with the U. S. Shipping Board Emergency Fleet
Corporation specification Xo. 145, and is being
extensively used in Pacific Coast yards with
their full approval.

Let us figure on the application
of your Bituminous Enamel work.

Write or wire our Marine Department

">HE PARAFFINE COMPANIES, INC.
Paint, Roofing and Flexible Flooring Division

34-40 FIRST STREET., SAN FRANCISCO
Manufacturers of

PABCO MARINE PRODUCTS
Paints, Bituminous Primer and Enamels and Seam-Tite(a packing for seams)

PLEASE MENTION THE PACIFIC MARINE REVIEW WHEN YOU WRITE
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STEWART BROS. CO.
"Yellowstrand" Wire Rope

STEWART LOGGING BLOCKS
TOOL STEEL MILD STEEL SHIP FORCINGS

SHOP AND YARD
ENTIRE BLOCK

13th & 14th, Raleigh & Quimby
BROADWAY 1469

OFFICE AND STORE
271 Pine Street
BROADWAY 1523
HOME A 1523

Portland, Oregon

WANTED—Men and Women Sales Agents every-

where, ti) sell on coniniission to wholesalers, re-

tailers and consumers Horst's perfected process
Dried California Vegetables. No waste or work-

in preparation. Everybody buys and repeats or-

ders. Wonderful opportunity for live sales

agents. Address, E. Clemens Ilorst Ci.i., Dept.
11, San Francisco.

S. L. KREIDER
Exports SHIPPING Imports

Purchasing for Exoort Trade
Pacific Electric Buildine

Los Angeles California

^ Lacy Manufacturing Company
^^^^^^"^mt^.

Marine Tanks for Oil and Water

General Sheet and Plate Work

''^<^&^^^^^^H

LOS ANGELES CALIFORNIA

1

BRASS COPPER

iraae Mark

ft

BRONZE

Rods, Tubes and Sheets

Machinists' and Engineers' Supplies

C. W. MARWEDEL
SINCE 1872

76-80 FIRST STREET SAN FRANCISCO

iraae Mark

ft

SPANISH CEDAR
OAK TIMBERS

MAHOGANY ROSEWOOD LIGNUM VITAE TEAK
BENDING OAK (Indiana) AND OTHER HARDWOODS

I Handle Only the Highest Quality of Stock Direct From Producers

Would be pleased to quote or rective a t:ial order

J. H. DIECKMANN, Jr.

Wholesale Hardwood Lumber Dealer and Importer

519 CALIFORNIA STREET Cable Address dieco SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA

PLEASE MENTION THE PACIFIC MARINE REVIEW WHEN YOU WRITE
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A few high-grade Powell v:

SUPPLYING THE SHIPBUILDER
Witli all the praise that has been

line to the shipbuilders, very little

has been said of the supplymen who
are behind the shipbuilders of the

Pacific Coast in outfitting and equip-

ping the great ships which are to re-

establish our merchant marine in the

commerce of the world. The supply-
men, in spite of the lojig distance

from factories, mills and their source
of supply, have played an important
part in hastening the completion of

ships, and the shipbuilders themselves
full}' appreciate the untiring efforts of

these men, who have left nothinf>: un-
done to get the equipment and out-

fitting material on the job when it is

wanted, as well as anticipate their re-

quirements for staple goods. And
that this has been done in the face of

the unprecedented shortage of mate-
rials and stock depletions, speaks vol-
umes for the resourcefulness and en-
ergy of the Western supplymen.
The firm of M. L. ICline quickly

recognized the importance of organiz-
ing their forces so as to supply the
shipbuilders with the tremendous
quantities of pipe fittings, iron pipe,

valves and the thousand and one
items required in the outfitting of
ships.

Recognizing the firm as one of the
leading headquarters for steam fitting

supplies and plumbing in Portland,
many leading American manufactur-
ers have made M. L. Ivline their

agents in Oregon. Among the long
list of representative lines this enter-
prising firm is handling are the na-
tionally known Powell valve line,

Thomas Devlin pipe fittings, Kelly-
Jones valves. Standard Sanitary enam-
elware and Federal-Huber brass fixt-

ures and special fittings for govern-
ment vessels. M. L. Kline has fur-

nished plumbing fixtures, steam fit-

tings and heating material for a num-
ber of government vessels recently

built on the Northwest Coast and
has supplied this material in accord

ance with government specifications

for Ferris, Hough type and the new
5000-ton wooden vessels as well as

the 8800-ton steel ships.

A few of the lines handled by M.

upplied by M. L. Klii

Mr. M. L. Kline

153

1.. Kline include Jenkins valves, Wil-
liams valves, Youngstown Sheet and
Tube Company's pipe, U. T. Hunger-
ford and Company's brass and copper
pipe and tubing, Walworth Manufac-
turing Company's pipe fittings, valves.

Stillson. wrenches, vises and Crandall
packings and other recognized pack-
ings, also other standard lines well

known to steamfitters and engineers.
High-grade plumbing supplies include

the lines of H. Mueller Manufactur-
ing Company's fine brass goods, Wm.
Heap and Sons' plumbing woodwork
and also the earthen products of the

Pacific Porcelain Ware Company.
M. L. Kline's slogan is "Faultless

Quality and Prompt Service", and
after being engaged in wholesalii'g
plumbing and heating supplies in

Portland for over thirty years, Mr.
Kline attributes the successful busi-

ness he has built up to strict adher-
ence to this policy. Mr. Kline spells

SFRVICE with capital letters.

The American Screw Propeller
Company of Philadelphia, designers
of screw propellers and propulsive
experts, take pleasure in stating that

they have designed the propellers for

over 450 vessels now building and on
contract. This company's clientele

now consists of nearly fifty of the
largest American and Canadian ship-

yards, ten prominent steamship lines,

eiglit naval architectural and engin-
eering concerns, and a number of en-
gine builders.

The business of the American
Screw Propeller Company consists of
designing marine propeller wheels for

all classes and types of vessels. They
have designed more propellers than
has anyone else; furthermore, their

talent and equipment for this work is

unrivaled, which fact is proven by
the prominence of their clientele. A
booklet is issued by this company,
which can be secured by anyone
writing for the same mider their

business letterhead.

The Chicago Pneumatic Tool Com-
pany announces the appointment of
Mr. C. W. Cross as special represen-
tative for the sale of Pneumatic
Tools to railroads, vice Mr. L. C.

Sprague. promoted to be District

Manager of Sales for the company at

New York,
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Hot Dip Galvanizing

BY THE

Largest Galvanizing

Plant on the Pacific

Coast

Special Attention Given

to Ship Requirements.

Prompt Deliveries.

PACIFIC METAL AND
GALVANIZING CO.

Seattle Wash.

EiVOi.K Brass FoirNouYCo^iPAivT
Hkass Foitxi:)i<:rs, l\vr ikkx >LviiERS

>IACHI1VISTS

It Will Be Right There and Right When
It Gets There

W. ANDERSON, President

SEATTLE WASH.

We Have the Goods! We Are Not Desk Merchants
This company was tounded in 1840—seventy-eight years ago. Uur
commercial e.xperience has enabled us to perfect an organization for

the assembly and sale of merchandise ranking with the highest in

this country.

Port Lights Bulkhead Lights Chocks Bitts Cleats Chain Bolts Nuts

Spikes Washers Clinch Rings Rivets Special Canvas Goods Air Hose

.«. GEOBeARPEtflER^eO. ^

-

440 North Wells St. Chicago, 111.

WHITE BROTHERS
ARDWOO

LUIVIBEFI
TIIVIBER
FLOORIP>IG
•VEINEERS
PAIMELS

FIFTH and BRANNAN STREETS

THE LARGEST STOCK OF HARDWOODS IN THE WEST ^AN FRANCISCO, GAL.
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WHOLESALE DEALERS

IN

SCRAP IRON
Relaying Rails

Usable Structural Steel

Complete Plants Bought

and Wrecked

spur Track Yards

San Francisco and Soulli San Francisco

California Iron Yards Co.

554 BRYANT ST. SAN FRANCISCO

METALS
I

Babbitt Metal

Type Metal Solder

Ingot Copper Ingot Brass Pig Tin

Pig Lead Zinc Aluminum

Antimony, Etc.

NATIONAL SMELTING CORPORATION
554 Bryant Street, San Francisco

One Million Pounds
per month

Uncle Sam Our Only Customer

Galvanizing
J Northwest Galvanizing & Engineering Co.

14th and Lovejoy Sts. Portland, Oregon

AKIEK©

!©M(Q§1
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GALVANIZING, AN IMPORTANT
INDUSTRY

The vast expansion of shipljuililing
all along the Pacific Coast has result-
ed in radical changes for many in-

dustries. Concerns which formerly
counted marine business as but a side
issue now find that conditions have
been absolutely reversed and that it

is the shore business which is the side
issue, while marine demands are keep-
ing them working to tlieir fullest

limit. No more marked effect in any
industry is shown than in the galvan-
izing shops. Concerns specializing in

this work have been forced to ex-
pand their facilities to meet the ur-
gent demand, and one of these plants
which has just undergone a great ex-
tension is that of the Seattle Pipe and
Galvanizing Company. This company
has just constructed a plant which is

housed in a building 52 by ISO feet.

The galvanizing kettle is 25 feet
inches long and is one of the largest
on the Pacific Coast outside of that
in the new galvanizing plant of the
Potrero plant of the Bethlehem Ship-
building Corporation at San Fran-
cisco. There is also a thirty-foot
pickling tank. The building is high,
having twenty-four feet of head room
under the ceiling, thus permitting of
the proper use of travelling cranes, of
which there are three in operation as
well as several bracket wall cranes.
The officers of the Seattle Pipe and
Galvanizing Company are: M. M.
McElwaine, manager and secretary;
F. E. Rautman, president; C. .\.

Davis, vice-president, and .•\. E.
Ayres, treasurer.

Pacific Mauinf, Review Octo])er

METERS for WIRELESS AND
HIGH-FREQUENCY WORK
A high-grade hut wire measuring

instrument, designed particularly for
wireless and other high - frequency
work, depending for its operation
upon the expansion of a metal strip
which is heated by the current to be
measured, has been developed by the
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.
The slight sag in this conducting strip
is magnified several hundred times
on the scale by means of a combina-
tion of wires and a deflecting spring.
The conducting strip is made of

special non-corrosive material. The
separating posts have the same tem-
perature co-efficient of expansion as
the conducting strip, so that the
changes in room temperature do not
cause an error in the reading of the
instrument.
The instruments are furnished in

two forms, for flush mounting and
portable. Similar instruments for

switchboard mounting are also sup-
plied.

The flush-mounting form, known
as type EH, is of the round, open-
face type. The face is three inches
in diameter, and the diameter outside
the flange is 3fi inches. It has a
black rubberoid case and rim. with
white dial.

The portable form known as type
PH is mounted in a morocco-leather-
covered wooden case with heavy glass
over the dial. The case is 3|4 inches
by 4^ inches by 2 inches thick.

The scale plate is made of metal,
and the scale subtends an arc of 9U
degrees, being 2M inches long
The type EH meters have a guar-

anteed accuracy of 2 per cent, while
the type PH with hand-marked-scale
can be expected to show an accuracy
within one per cent of full scale.
Standard meters are for 1, 2 and 5
amperes. Care must be used not to
subject the instrument to more than
200 per cent load.

NEW STORE OPENS DOORS
Crowds were waiting at all six en-

trances of the new Frederick & Nel-
son Store, Fifth Avenue and Pine
Street, Seattle, when it opened at 9
o'clock on Tuesday morning, Sep-
tember 3. The doors were opened by
the six oldest employes of the store.
There are six floors in the new

store, which is arranged with as much
similarity as possible to the old one,
from which the firm moved over La-
bor Day, the establishment closing on
the Thursday evening preceding.

New and complete stocks were
found by the visitors in the new store,
with particularly elaborate and ele-
gant displays in the windows. .Al-

ready the store has made a decided
difference in the appearance of the
streets in the vicinity. Pine street
being thronged and Fifth avenue car-
rying a liberal sprinkling of walkers.
The building is especially notable

for the efficiency of its lighting and
for having all departments except the
garage under one roof. Among the
features is an auditorium that seals
400 and is equipped for the showing
of moving pictures. There are good
restaurants for men and women, and
a nursery.

On the stage in the auditorium on
opening day was the service flag of
the store, carrying 43 names. Manv
letters of congratulation were receiv-
ed from merchants all over the Unit-
ed States and Canada, and in the
auditorium were shown floral pieces
that had been sent by these and by
competitors and other friends in Se-
attle. D. S. Frederick, head of the
lirm, stood on the main floor and wel-
comed many of the customers.
An addition to the service that the

store furnished in its previous loca-
tion is a greatly enlarged basement
salesroom for lower priced goods.

s H :. ^. w.' ,1' '.. ,\' '* '"'.W
I

New headquarters of Frederick and Nelson, Seatt

CHANGE IN THOR ORGAN-
IZATION

^Ir. F. H. Charbono, who for many
years has represented the Independ-
ent Pneumatic Tool Company in tlie

East, traveling out of the New York
office, has just been appointed man-
ager of the Southern district, with

headquarters at No. 1721 Jeflfer.son

County Bank Building, Birmingham.
.\la. Mr. Charbono succeeds Mr.
Geo. C. Wilson, who has resigned to

look after his interests in the North.
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Osaka Shosen Kaisha

Osaka Mercantile Steamship Co.

S. S. "Hawaii Maru" S. S. "Manila Maru"

S. S. "Mexico Maru" S. S. "Chicago Maru"

S. S. "Panama Maru" S. S. "Canada Maru"

ALL TWIN SCREW STEAMERS

PUGET SOUND LINE

Two sailings each month from TACOMA and SEATTLE
to Japan ports of call. 'Shanghai. Hongkong and 'Manila di-

rect, carrying mail, passengers and freight.

•One sailing each month to Shanghai and iWanila.

"CANADA MARU" August 1

"MANILA MARU" August 29

"CHICAGO MARU" September 12

For Rates and Space, address all communications to

OSAKA SHOSEN KAISHA
Tacoma, Wash.

China Mail Steamship Co., Ud.

A NEW FREIGHT AND PASSENGER SERVICE

TO THE ORIENT

HONOLULU
KOBE
YOKOHAMA

NAGASAKI
SHANGHAI
HONGKONG

HIGH-CLASS PASSENGER SERVICE
AT INTERMEDIATE RATES

SAILING FROM SAN FRANCISCO

H. N. THOMAS A. M. GARLAND
General Passenger Agent General Freight Agent

LOOK TIN ELI
President and General Manager

General Offices

416 MONTGOMERY ST. SAN FRANCISCO

1
Two of the Bryant nn^

Marine Wiring
™

Devices--A Plug

and a Receptacle
This "Spartan" receptacle (Rated at

10 amperes, 250 volts) and "Spartan"
Polarity cap (non-reversible)were espe-

cially designed for use in ship wiring.

The insulation is of unbreakable mould-
ed composition with essential metal
parts of brass and bronze. The cap
is provided with a strain relief grip

and is for use with heavy marine
cord either with or without metal
armor. Two of the receptacles can

be mounted in one four-inch round
box. Both devices are fully approved
for marine use.

These are only two of the many Bry-

ant Marine Wiring Devices. Includ-

ed in the line are switches, keyed and
'eyless lamp receptacles, fuse blocks,

inter-connecting blocks, etc.

Write for complete data.

THE BRYANT ELECTRIC COMPANY
BIMDGEPORT, CONN.

NEWYORK. CHICAGO SAN TRANCISCO

Largest Manufacturers of Electric Wiring Devices in the Wcrll

21)4 S.'\

ft Gust Isaacson

S"AILMAKE12

Rigging Fitted and Shipped to

All Parts of the Pacific Coast

Central Building
Seattle Washington
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The Government is going to asJ^ you to

buy Bonds of the Fourth Issuefor the pur-

pose of financing the continuance and

furthering the conclusion of this War.

Never in history has there been an

opportunity to invest money in such a stable

issue or such a glorious purpose or for the

furtherance of such an inevitable result.

Buy this Liberty Loan with the same

spirit that tal^es our boys "Over the Top"

and the new issue will be so greatly over-

subscribed that it will put to shame all of

our previous efforts.

Buy one more Bond than you can

afford.

WINTON ENGINE WORKS
Marine Oil Engines

Cleveland, O., U. S. A.

PLEASE MENTION THE PACIFIC MARINE REVIEW WHEN YOU WRITE
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The Pyrometer in the foundry
In Foundries casliny Ijronze, Ijrass, copper or aluminum, it is

particularly desirable to know the correct pouring- tem])erature for

the metal. It prevents the danger of spongy and defective castings,

due to improper pouring temperatures.

If you are still relying njxin human evesight to determine the

heat of your furnace or cu])(i]a vou are gra])])ling with an unnecessary
problem.

lirown Pyrometers are particularly adaptable for foundrymen's
re(|uirements. For brass, bronze and copper or molten aluminum
either a stationary or portable instrument is furnished—for deter-

mining the temperature of molten iron or steel a Radiation Pyrometer
is available—for galvanizing and tinning where it is so imperative
that proper temperature be maintained night and dav there is a
Recording Pyrometer. In fact there is a Bro\\n Pyrometer for

ever}' need of the foundrxinan for proper heat measuring.

The extensive use of Pyrometers today in almost everv in(lustr\-

is evidence of their recognized economy. The choice of the right
Pyrometer is quite as. vital as the selection of any other foundrv
equi])ment.

Write for full information

mf/jn;fl;iiiaHiiBiiai:fj;iiHii

Temperature and Furnace Gas Analysis Testing Equipment

The experts in our service department will help you solve your

temperature problems

CHEMICALS
Sal Ammoniac
Caustic Soda
Hydrofluoric Acid
Muriatic Acid
Sulfuric Acid

Sodium Sulfide
Copperas
Sodium Silicate

Quicksilver
Cyanide for Fumigation

PLEASE MENTION THE PACIFIC MARINE REVIEW/ WHEN YOU WRITE
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pacific coast launchings

From August 21st to September 20th,

Inclusive

August 2Ist—Vimy. 3000-ton auxil-

iary vessel. From Foundation Com-
pany. Tacoma, Washington.
August 21st—Colonel Driant, 3000

ton auxiliary vessel. From Founda-
tion Company, Portland, Ore.
August 22nd—Toka, 3500 tons dw..

Ferris type. From Meacham & P)ab-

cock Shipbuilding Company, Seat-
tle, Wash.

.August 22nd—Octurara, 3500 tons
dw.. Ferris type. From Nilson &
Kelez Shipbuilding Company, Seat-
tle, Wash.

.August 24th — Zaca, 9400 tons dw.
From Moore Shipbuilding Company,
Oakland. Cal.

August 24th—War Camchin, 2800
tons dw. From Foundation Com-
pany, Victoria, B. C.
August 24th—War Kitimat. 2800

tons dw. From New W'estminster
Construction Company, New West-
minster. B, C.
August 24th—Anthera. 3500 tons

dw, Ferris type. From Grant Smith-
Porter Ship Company, Aberdeen,
Wash.
August 26th—West View, 8800 tons"

dw. From Northwest Steel Com-
pany. Portland, Ore.
August 26th—Bosworth, 3S00 tons

dw. From Allen Shipbuilding Com-
pany, Seattle, Wash.
August 27th—Westmead. 8800 tons

dw. From Ames Shipbuilding &
Drydock Company, Seattle, Wash.
August 28th—West Kumliaw, 8800

tons dw. From Skinner & Eddy
Corporation, Seattle, Wash.
August 28th—Oskaloosa, 8800 tons

dw. From Schaw-Batcher Company,
So. San Francisco, Cal.

August 28th— Brookfield. 4000 tons
dw.. Ward type. From Grays Har-
bor Motorship Corporation. Aber-
deen, Wash.
August 29th. Medford, 3500 tons

dw., Ferris type. From Grant Smith-
Porter Ship Company. Portland, Ore.
September 2nd — Cadaretta, 3800

tons steel freighter. From Albina
Engine & Machine Works, Port-
land, Ore.
September 2nd—Wakiki, 3500 toii!^

dw., Ferris type. From W'ilson Ship-
building Company, Astoria, Ore.
September 4th—Oleander, 3250 tons

dw. From Anderson Shipbuilding
Compau}-, Houghton, Wash.
September 8th. General Serret,

3000 tons dw. From Foundation
Company, Portland, Ore.
September 9th—Hesperian, barken-

tine. From the Rolph Shipbuildmg
Yards. Eureka. Cal.

September 11th—Republique. 3000
tc-ns dw. From Foundation Com-
pany, Tacoma, Wash.

Septetnber 12th—West Lashawav.
8800 tons dw. From Skinner & Edd'v
Corporation, Seattle, Wash.
September 14th — Kokoma, 3500

tons dw., Ferris type. From Grant
Smith-Porter Sliip Company, Port-
land, Ore.

September 14th—Nancy, 3000 tons
dw. From Foundation Conipanv.
Portland, Ore.

September 18th—Dungeness, 350O
tons dw.. Ferris type. From Sea-
born Sliipyards Corporation. Taco-
ma, Wash.

September 18th—West Cape. 8800
tons dw. From Ames Sliipbuilding

& Drydock Company. Seattle, Wash.
September 20th—Xahnet, 3500 tons

dw. From Sloan Shipyard Com-
pany. Olympia. W'ash.
September 20th— Bovvesmont. 3500

tons dw.. Ferris type. From Wright
Sliipbuilding Company. Tacoma. Wn.

WHITE BROTHERS' BULLETIN
.A canvas of the hardwuud trade

shows that increased buying before

July 1st, in order to get the advant-
age of the old lower frei.ght rate,

was very general, and tliat inasmuch
as there was a liberal supply of

freight cars at that time, most of t''c

lumber was delivered and is now in

the hands of the consumers.
This has caused a considerable

sluggishness in the hardwood market
during the last two months. This
showing up, liowever, has not had an
appreciable effect on prices.

The enormous demands of the

Government for hardwoods have af-

fected the situation to such an extent
that there are very few mills in the
countrj" which are not turning out
lumber to their fullest capacity. Add
to this condition the fact that the mill

yards have only the slenderest of

stocks on hand and it can be easily

seen that a lowering of prices to any
appreciable degree is hardly within
the bounds of probability.

The advance in prices during the

last month, due to the increased
freight rates, has had no adverse ef-

fect on the amount of hardwood sold,

as the same proportionate advances
occurred in all other articles of com-
merce.
The conspicuous points of the gen-

eral price situation are as follows:
Quartered Oak is very firm and

selling well.

Plain Oak is also firm, but the de-
mand for thicker stock is not so good'
as it was a month ago.

.Ash and Hickory are experiencing
a very steady demand.
Southern Red Gum is stationary.

The demand for Poplar is very
great and the Government require-

ments have made it quite scarce.

Jenisero is having a good sale, as

architects and builders are taking up
this wood again after several years
of quiescence.
Maliogany seems to be a little

more plentiful now that the Govern-
ment has gone over most of the
stocks in the country and taken out

its requirements for airplane work.
The good news from the Western

front has had a very heartening ef-

fect on tlie entire country and makes
everyone strive with more effort to

win tile war decisively and promiJtly.

"The Columbian Crew" house organ
the Columbian Rope Company

"THE COLUMBIAN CREW IN A
NEW DRESS"

Th» house organ of the Columbian
Rope Company at Auburn, X. Y.. has
just appeared under a new title. "The
Columbian Crew", a new size in four
colors. The Columbian Rope Com-
pany are anxious to send this to

everyone who handles Columbian
rope, and a request on your letter-

head will result in its coming to you
each month.
There is no other obligation than

that you liandle or help to sell Co-
lumbian rope.

BUSINESS ANNOUNCEMENTS
The Weiss Engine Company an-

nounces the election of the following
officers: Lucien I. Y'eomans, presi-

dent; Carl W. Weiss, vice-president,

and Charles B. Page, vice-president

and general manager. This concern
will manufacture the new "Weiss"
engine which is arousing a great deal

of interest among engineers and
which is described elsewnere in this

issue of the Pacific Marine Review.
The offices of the new engine build-

ing company are located in the Edi-
son Building. 72 West .Adams street,

Chicago.

Mr. Henry H. Edwards, Vice-Presi-
dent of the Bantam Ball Bearing
Company, Bantam, Conn., being the

only bachelor member of the Board
of Directors, recently decided that

life in a state of single blessedness
was too lonely, and on July 26th took
unto himself a wife. .After a short
honeymoon in the .Adirondacks he
has returned to his desk and is re-

ceiving the congratulations of his

friends.

._:-'^!&'*'

The plant of the Columbian Rope Company at Auburn, New York
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SPECIAL NOTICE
TO USERS OF OXYGEN

I
'HE requirements for Government work

^ make it imperative that every Lmde cyl-

inder be emptied and returned immediately.

Orders should be issued to everyone m
your employ having to do with cylinders,

emphasizing the importance of this.

Oxygen deliveries under present con-

ditions will be largely regulated by the

rapidity with which cylinders are emptied

and returned.

THE LINDE AIR PRODUCTS CO.
The Largest Producers of Oxygen in the World

42ncl STREET BUILDING

NEW YORK
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Co0«rii..h(, 1918. by J. S. Mines

Our New Merchant Marine—The Problems of

Its Future Existence and Growth

Now that the L'nited States

is rapidly building a mer-
chant marine, which will

be available for use after

the war, the next step is to de-

termine how it can be maintained
in competition with the rest of

the maritime world, for, if that

competition is met its further

growth is assured.

Much has been spoken and
written about the building of

this merchant marine. Trade
routes have been laid out and
wonderful pictures painted of

trade possibilities. Earnest and wnnderful wurk
is being done in building our merchant marine. In

all literattire and speeches from the Construction

Division of the United States Shipping Board, the

writer can find no attempt made to solve the after-

war normal competitive operating problems. Their

work now is ship construction, and they are doing

it well—feeling, perhaps, that once we have a mer-

chant marine, the problem of its maintenance will

be solved by those who come after. Their articles,

perhaps, indicate the lack of pre-war experience in

vessel operation; nevertheless, it is the duty of

every American shipowner to get back of the Ship-

ping Board and boost for an American merchant
marine, for it is a necessity regardless of its future

problems.

The shipowner should spread the gospel of an

American merchant marine throughout the length

and breadth of the land, but the burdens of opera-

tion should also be stated, for the sooner will that

problem be solved.

Mr. Edward N. Hurley, chairman of the United

States Shipping Board, has truthfully stated that

we had practically no merchant marine before the

war, but the reason therefor was not set forth. It

is a simple statement : No American shipowner

could compete in the foreign trade. He had no

protection or assistance from his Government. It

was fortunate that our coastwise trade was pro-

tected, for it was the only thing that President Wil-

son could draw on to send our soldiers and supplies

over seas, until we could build more ships, and we
had to resort to borrowing and requisitioning from

other nations to make up the balance; but think

of the humility, loyal Americans, of having to bor-

row ships from other nations when the existence

of our own nation was threatened.

The necessity for an American merchant marine

has been thoroughly brought home to the minds

of the American people, and grim war was the final

convincing instrument. The American shipowner

This is the first of a series

of articles on Merchant Marine

Operation which will appear

in the Pacific Marine Review.

The article for December will

deal with this subject as han-

dled by pre-war Foreign Mar-

itime Powers.

a|)pealed to Washington year

after year for better laws and

assistance to place the American
flag on the sterns of American
ships in foreign ports, but each

apjieal was met with more dras-

tic laws, and the final knockout

blow was the l.aFollette Sea-

man's Bill. The Pacific delega-

tion of shipowners, headed by
Captain Robert Dollar, the most
ex])erienced shi])ping man on the

Pacific Coast, made a noble fight

against this legislation, flooded

our Senate and House of Repre-

sentatives with undeniable evidence, yet Captain

Dollar and his committee came home defeated.

Votes counted more in Washington at that time

than a merchant marine.

Those shipping firms struggling in the trans-

Pacific trade either sold out or changed their ves-

sels to foreign flags. Then came the war, and offi-

cial Washington had to use a magnifying glass to

find its ocean-going merchant marine. We had a

few vessels in our protected coastwise fleet that

could ply across the ocean. Freights soared im-

mediately, so that any old hulk could make profits,

and the old hulks that had been legislated on the

mud flats immediately came forth. The argument

was then advanced in Washington that the Ameri-

can shipowners in the trans-Pacific trade had been

too hasty, that the LaFollette bill had not put them

out of business, and pointed with pride to that res-

urrected cast-olif fleet which was now making great

profits. No, readers, war made an American mer-

chant marine a necessity in spite of the LaFollette

bill, and the profits being made by those old hulks

we were able to dig up, are bloody war profits.

lUit now that we have an American merchant

marine, how are we going to maintain it in after-

war competition with other experienced maritime

powers? The Pacific Shipping and Maritime

Committee of the Associated Chambers of Com-
merce of the Pacific Coast, has advocated, and

is working on the formation of an American

Shipowners Association, to have four branches

—an Atlantic, Great Lakes, Gulf, and Pacific.

The first object of this association could be

the "teaching and preaching" of an American mer-

chant marine throughout our l'nited States. Sec-

ondly, it could make harmonious shipping sugges-

tions to the United States Shipping Board and Con-

gress in regard to vessel operation and mainte-

nance. Thirdly, it could keep in close touch with

the actions of other maritime nations, with a view

to meeting such competition, so far as laws and
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regulations are concerned. Fourthly, it could act

jointly in regard to wages and working conditions

for seamen. Does not this plan seem the feasible

one to adopt for publicity on our merchant ma-
rine? The coast States of our ITniun, through such

an association, are surel}' able to finance such

publicity.

Taking for granted that we have an American
merchant marine, and that the American public

is with the Nation as to the necessity for an Amer-
ican merchant marine, how is that merchant marine

to be maintained in peace times? That question

brings up two important problems—the cost of

building and the cost of operation. These ques-

tions have not been touched upon by literature

from the United States Shipping Roard, so far as

the writer has been able to gather, but it may be

interesting to quote a few articles wliicli perhaps

almost touch on operation

:

1. From the G. M. Standifer Shipbuilding Com-
pany, Portland, Ore., Magazine "C3ver the Top"

:

"We are remodeling our ports and preparing to

run our ocean fleets as we run our railroads, with

the lowest freight and passenger rates in the world

and the best service and a reasonable profit for the

people who put their money into them."

2. From the Pacific Marine Review, October,

1918, article on "Backing American Ships with

American Dollars" : "The world owes us a great

deal of money, but our principal debtors are the

great manufacturing and exporting nations, like

England, France and Italy. Naturally they will

pay their debts in goods as far as possible, and

much of the trade which grows out of these obli-

gations will take the form of shipments of Ameri-

can raw materials to make the goods with which
they will pay us. Necessity will also lead them
to be active sellers of manufactured goods in South

America, the British Colonies and the Orient, and

in that trade there will never be either American
competition or jealousy over business that prop-

erly belongs to them, because we realize the enor-

mous sacrifices they have made for humanity, and

we wish to see them return to peaceful prosperity

as fast as possible."

Comment by the writer: What trade does tliis

leave the .-Vmerican ship on the Pacific with India,

New Zealand and Australia, British Colonies, and

China and Russia at the door of Japanese shipping?

I'ntil we can compete, Japan will carry our pro-

ducts to those Pacific nations recpiiring them, be-

cause they can offer as good and as quick a ser-

\ice as we can, and at a cheaper rate. Even the

Phili])i)ines will be supplied and relieved by for-

eign ships unless our coastwise laws are extendeil

to these possessions.

3. I'rom the Government Printing Office, Au-
gust, 1918, an article entitled "What Will General

Delivery Service Mean to You?": "When the war
ends, there will be work for ships all over the

world. Peace will soon make the British mercan-
tile marine as strong as ever. The Norwegians and

Japanese are building ships. The Germans will un-

doubtedly rebuild their mercantile marine. Sn it

is possible to look ahead and see times coming
when we must compete with these nations, and
we shall never hold our own unless both our shi|)s

and our foreign trade are organized along efficient

delivery lines that facilitate lousiness at home."

Comment by the writer: This statement admits
the possibility of after-war competition.

A circular letter to chambers of commerce, etc.,

urging the spreading of American merchant marine
publicity, states: "It isn't what we are going to

get out of it that counts so much, as what we are

going to put into it."

Now the experienced shijiping man expects to

get something out of what he puts in, and it is

therefore the duty of the experienced pre-war ship

operator to state in print what he knows, so that

the Shipping Board and the Emergency F"leet Cor-

poration ma}' take note, and if possible prepare in

advance ; for, as Ralph D. Paine writes in the

'"Shiijs and Sailors of Old Salem" : "Whenever the

L'nited States shall really desire to regain her proud
place among the maritime nations-, the minds of

her captains of industry will find a way to achieve

it and her legislators will solve their share of the

])rnldem." Now, we all know how our legislators

of the past have solved the problem of our mer-
chant marine, but times have changed, so let's for-

get the past and trust to our legislators of the fu-

ture, and it is up to the maritime States of the

Union to see that proper legislators are elected.

What were some of the handicaps under which
our merchant marine labored during pre-war times?

The building and operating costs of British and
American vessels, given below, have been taken

from the "Memoirs of Captain Robert Dollar," that

master mind of American and foreign shipping who
never writes or states anything he cannot confirm

:

First. Building Cost or Initial Investment.—In

1912 the cost of building a 9000 deadweight ton

steam vessel in Great Britain was £70,000. Five

American steamers of the same size were then be-

ing built on the Delaware for £142,000 each, a dif-

ference of £72,000 per vessel, or roughly $350,000.

How can this handicap be overcome? It is true

that the cost of building has gone up in England,

but much more has it gone up in America. That
handicap is still with us, and it looks as if it will

remain with us.

Second. Cost of Operation.—The cost of oper-

ating the American-built 9000-ton deadweight ves-

sel was £3,650 per annum greater than its Eng-
lish competitor, without taking into consideration

the higher first cost of $350,000 of the American
vessel. Let us see the difference when this is taken

into consideration. Allowing 16 per cent on this

extra first cost of £72,000 for interest, deprecia-

tion and insurance, means an additional handicap

to the American steamer of £11,520 per annum.
Operating costs have gone up in Great P>ritain,

but much more have they gone up in the L'nited

States."

In 1862 we had the largest foreign fleet and the

best ships of any nation, with 2,496,900 tons in the

foreign trade alone, while in 1912 we had less than

500,000 tons engaged in our foreign commerce.
Foreign governments helped their shipping with

favorable laws and subsidies. Our own Govern-

ment then proceeded to further aid our competi-

tors by framing detrimental American shipping

laws, while all the time our standard of living has

gone up in a greater proportion than that nf other

natiims.

There is really but one way by which American
capital can compete in the foreign ocean trade, Init

that is one which no true American can advocate.

That plan is, to buy ships wherever you can buy
them cheapest, place them under the flag where

they can lie operated cheapest, and operate them
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witli \hv clu-apt'sl crews ol)lainal)lc. 'I'lial, Ikiw-

o\er, Willi 1(1 nut mean an American merchant ma-
rine in time of troul)le, nor an American personnel,
tiion.i^li foreign money would How into tlie Unite<i

States to the credit of American capitalists. Throw-
ing out that plan as too un-American, there seems
to he hut two plans left:

l''irst : (lovcrnment ( iper;itii in, with ilic losses

placed iin the American public hy an annual marine
tax, and why nut a marine tax? The people are
accustomed to taxes on man_\' unessentials, and
one more little tax on an essential shoidd nut make
any difference.

Second: Private operation luuler ( iovernmenl
supervision, allowing such priv'ate o])erators tu

earn at least eight per cent net, which would stim-

ulate further ship investments; the loss, if any, to

the i)rivate shipowner to be luade good hy the ( io\--

ernment : the Government in turn to reimburse
itself by a national annual luarine tax.

'J'he amount of this marine tax would depend
largely upon our legislators. Wise laws would
greatly reduce it. Had we colonies and fueling

stations all over the world the same as Great Brit-

ain, we might in time be able to overcome all our
handicaps. .

The above might be considered the fundamental
handicaps under which American shi])ping has la-

bored in the past, so let us now place in print a

few of the minor handicaps, which, if removed, will

tend somewhat to reduce our operating cost handi-

cap. The following suggestions are the result of

questionnaires sent to one hundred and fifty Amer-
ican steamship owners by the Pacific Shipping and
Maritime Committee of the Associated Chambers
of Commerce of the Pacific Coast

:

1. Steamboat Inspection Service.—This should

be entirely changed so that the individual ideas of

the inspectors are the same in every port. Great
Britain's inspection and classification system has

]iroven the best in existence and should be adopted.

W'hy not place the inspection service in the hands
of our American Bureau of Shipping, American
Lloyds, transferring all the necessary men from
the United States inspection service to that bu-

reau? Lloyds surveyor is like the American Stand-

ard Oil five-gallon can—you stumble over him in

every port—and he is your experienced help in

time of trouble. That plan, readers, will result

in system, service and economy.

2. Measurement of A'essels.—The measuring of

our ships should conform to the general practice

of other nations, and we should copy the British

rule. The American system of measurement places

a handicap on the .American-owned ship.

3. Panama Canal Tolls.—The American foreign-

going vessel carrying deck loads should not lie

obliged to pay canal tolls on that deck load. The
Suez Canal does not exact such payment.

4. The number of officers and crew required on
American vessels of different tonnage should be
made to conform to the requirements of Great
Britain.

5. The increased requirements of the L'nited

.States for qualifications of both officers and crews
in the form of certificates and licenses over those

imposed by foreign nations restrict the number of

real .\merican men available. Our requirements
should conform to those of Great Britain.

(i. 'J'he ]n-esent more costly scale of victualing

American vessels should be changed to conform
to those of (ireat Kritain.

7. The seaman's law should be revoked, or at

least susjjended, until a concurrent law has been
enacted by the principal, maritime competitors of

the United States. We should 1)ase our maritime

laws upon those of the most successful and expe-

rienced maritime nations. The writer does not

wish to convey the im])ression that the entire sea-

man's law is bad, but the American shipowner has

left voluminous testimony in Washington in an

endeavor to eliminate the bad features. It has been

found impossible to li\e uj) to this law in all its

features in cnir present emergency. The prcndsion

re(|uiriiig the ]jaymene of one-half wages due to

seamen on arrival at each port, and pay every five

davs while in port, has resulted in continuous

drunkenness on shipboard while in port and there-

fore a useless crew. This system of payment has

jiut a premium on desertion in foreign ports, and

Inlays directly into the hands of unscrupulous board-

ing-house keepers, wdio control the supply of and
furnish the crews. It makes it easy for seamen to

abandon vessels when they may be most needed,

thereby handicapping the handling of freight, pas-

sengers and United States mail at ports where it

is impossible to procure other men with the certi-

ficates of competency demanded by the United

States Government. England does not place a sea-

man's contract in a special category ; it is as bind-

ing in law as any other contract. Special privi-

leges in law for seamen are no longer necessary.

. They now place their own laws on the statute

books, and know what they want. The language

test and the able seaman's certificate have also been

disregarded. The Government found it could not

man its new merchant marine and live up to the

law; the law has proved inelastic under tension.

It was created by the present administration and

violated by the present administration.

In General

The .American Government is now an operator

of every type of ocean-going vessel afloat. It can

therefore prove or disprove statements made by
experienced ship operators by organizing a depart-

ment whose duty it could be to ascertain, ship by
ship, and voyage by voyage, the exact difference in

cost of operation of American ships as compared
with those of foreign nations, due to causes inher-

ent in our political and economic policies which

the American shipowner cannot possibly overcome.

Pre-war statistics will gladly be made available to

such a government department by American ship-

owners having had operating experience with both

.American and foreign ships. The remedy will be

up to our Washington legislature, because our

Government is now the largest operator of Amer-
ican ships in the foreign trade, and normal ocean

conditions will eventually make it a great loser.

Xo experienced American ship owner will buy
ships from L'ncle Sam at the present inflated prices

and attempt to operate them in international com-
petition when the war is over. It means Irish divi-

dends until \^'ashington has met our shipping han-

dicaps. A large corporation, such as the Interna-

tional, may attempt it, in the hope that their profits

in other directions will more than offset their ship

operation losses.

(Ccjntinued on page 82)
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WE very much rei^ret to record the sudden

death on October 11 of our Editor, Mr.

Frederick M. Dickie. .Mr. Dickie had been

with us t(ir oN-er four years as Editor of

the "I'acific Marine Review" and had created for

himself friends innumerable throughout the world.

Our readers are well aware of his exceptional abil-

ity as a writer on many varied topics covering all

phases of a ship's career. His work covered ma-
rine architecture, marine engineering and ship op-

eration, with all the legislative, insurance, and

terminal facility problems that pertain to this

complex subject. Discussions on these various

subjects require a master mind and Mr. Dickie

undoubtedly possessed great genius. His loss is

indeed a very great one to us all.

What was remarkable aljout "Sir. Dickie was his

utter lack of egotism, his wonderful willingness to

help everyone calling iii)on him for assistance of

any kind at any time, the painstaking care he ex-

ercised in the execution of his work, to which he

gave his best, for his wdiole ideal was to serve, and

his absolute devotion to all that, was good and up-

lifting in life. Mr. Dickie's character was the most

admirable. It bespoke humility, loyalty to country

and friends and entire unselfishness. He asked

nothing—he gave all. He did more than his part

to make the world a brighter, l^etter and more
interesting place in which to live and his inspiring

inlluencc will not soon l^e forgotten.

IMPORTANCE OF IMPROVING OUR MA-
RINE TERMINAL FACILITIES

SAX FRAXCISCl ) IS rapidly waking up to her

foreign trade possibilities. One of the most

important links is her waterfront. San Fran-

cisco fiinis tl.at her splemlid and highly im-

proxcil waterfront is a weak link in her chain of

ciimmunicatiiins and has determined to remedy her

great ilefect—lack of handling equipment—as quick-

Iv as possible. Plans are now being drawn up for

fitting three of the whar\-es with double - decked

transit sheds and some sort of freiglit - handling

C(iui])ment.

The I'acific Marine Review is seeking to aid this

port improvement in every way and our present

issue contains two articles on this timely subject,

Ijoth from the pen of Mr. Fl. McL. Harding, lormer

president of the Society of Terminal Engineers,

who has visited and studied all of the princijial

ports of the world with their facilities for handling

freight. ( )ther articles will follow from time to

time with the object of securing proper terminal

facilities for all of the fifty-four wharves now fin-

ished at San Francisco, as well as those contem-
plated, also the construction of warehouses prop-

erh' fitted with machinery and in fact tlie complete
modernization of the port.

With the United States building a merchant fleet

of 25,000,000 tons, or about half as much as the

whole world had before the war, the eyes of ship-

ping men are turned toward the development of

trade, and the construction of port facilities that

will accommodate these ships. \'ast preparations

are necessary if we are to equip our ports on the

Atlantic and Gulf, as well- as on the Pacific, so that

ships will be properly encouraged to bring us their

cargoes to discharge efficiently and with dispatch.

Wharf congestion has become serious and is de-

laving freights. For this reason the harbor author-

ities have been able to secure priority orders for

ec|ui])ment. The question of terminal facilities is

one that cannot be lightly treated, for on this de-

pends the future, to a large extent, of our foreign

trade. If we are to coinpete with the principal

shipping nations of the world for the trade of the

world after the war, we must be prepared, not only

vvitli ships, but with facilities for loading and dis-

charging these ships at our different important

ports. And after all, the importance of the port of

the future will be commensurate with its port fa-

cilities—shipping flov^'s to the port wdiere the great-

est attractions are offered it, and the size and suc-

cess of the great ports that are to he developed
within the next few years will depend on the prep-

arations that are now being made to attract the

great ships of our own and foreign countries to

take advantage of the facilities offered them.

The Pacific Coast Association of Port Authorities

held its fifth annual convention at Los Angeles on
October 8th to 10th, and this all-important suljject

of improved port facilities, necessitated by the

changed conditions brought about by the war, and
•how best to provide for the great fleet which the

United States Shipping Board is building, was dis-

cussed at length.

The proljlem of improved port facilities slionUl

be studied earnestly and diligently by the ship-

owners and harbor boards of the entire Pacific

Coast, for plans prepared now and executed at the

earliest possible moment will prove a boon to the

jiort basing the pers])icacity necessary to fornuilate

tiiese plans at the present time and the determina-

tion necessary to carry them out. The commer-
cial relations which will be attracted by a port

having this foresight and determination will reduce

to a negligible factor any expense now involved in

creating the necessary improvements.



"Shall We Have an American Merchant Marine?
By Jos. J. Slechta

I.\

iiiir ()cti>l>cr issue we published lliree letters

fnim .Mr. Jus. J. Sleehta vvhieh hail appeared
in the .\'ew York Journal of Commerce. The
\ie\\s e.xpressed by Air. Sleehta in those let-

ters as 111 the I'uture uf Anieriean slii|)pinL; lia\e

caused \\'i(les|)rea<l eunmient, and we are .i^lad In

lia\e the (ip|)nrtunity given tu our

readers cif a further acquaintance

with this shrewd traffic manager.
While we do not share the pessim-

ism expressed in his prophecies,

we feel that the facts and deduc-

tions presented in his argument
are worthy o'' the greatest pos-

sible attention from all those who
wish ti) see .\merican The (Ireat

Teace-Time I'ciwer on the High
Seas.— Editor's udte.

If my deductions appear pessim-
istic, or shduhl I depart too far

from conventional war-time op-

timism, I ask that it be attributed

to my zeal in searching out the

truth rather than to the absence
of patriotic fervor.

Human nature being fundamen- Mr. jos. j. siecht;

tally selfish, man's interest is pri-

marily in himself. Those who lend
their labor, brains or capital to any business enter-

prise, and shipping is no exception, invariably ask

but this one really vital c|uestion, "What is there

in it for me?"
Let no one suppose that Americans will adopt

the seafaring life, in peace time, merely to sustain

the glory of the flag, or in response to the thrills

of romance popularly associated with the seaman's
life. Men of England, Scandanavia and Germany
go to sea in large numbers because it frequently

offers the onlv means of livelihood. In this coun-

try, on the other hand, industry and commerce
ashore offer ojiijortunities which ipiite ecli])se those

open to seamen.
Men with executive ability and comjietent to di-

rect the aft'airs of shipping concerns, will not ac-

cept smaller salaries than offered in other lines,

nor will American capital seek employment in ship-

ping unless the return offered is as great, if the

risk be equal, as in other enterprises.

It is improbable that comparative standards of

living in the industrial nations will be greatly

changed as a result of the war. The conditions

which ha\-e in the past enabled owners of ISritish,

nd Wi:
Corpor

Scandauavian, (iernian, Japanese and other foreign

tonnage to build and oijcrate cheaper than can be

done by owners of American tonnage, are certain

to have a similar eft"ect after the war.

Seaman's wages un ISritish \essels, as true of

e\er\ line, ha\e increased materially. The cost of

constructing and ojjerating ton-

nage under the British flag, for ex-

ample, is now more than doiflile

that ruling before the war, while

the ratio of increase has been

(|uite as large, if not larger, for

American tcjnnage. I'irsl-class

steel cargo carriers are now be-

ing contracted for by British

builders at $120 per ton of cargo

capacity against a cost of from
.$55 to $65 per ton before 1914.

.\merican yards cannijt now pro-

duce similar vessels for less than

$200 per ton and probably the

average cost is nearer $215 per

ton. Ship repairing, always ex-

cessive in cost here, is now fully

80 per cent higher in .American
ffic Manager. Gaston yards than in England. Ibilland
more Steamship ' t^

tion or b ranee.

If the program now framed by
the Shipping Hoard is carried out—an accomplish-
ment wholly contingent upon the duration of hos-

tilities—America will have upon the high seas at

the end of 1920 a total of about 20,000,000 tons

deadweight of overseas carriers. (Consideration

is not given in these estimates of tonnage to inland

or coastwise carriers.)

America's Great Opportunity
It is not likel}- that during the same ]:)eriod Lirit-

ish yards can exceed their present average output,

and the same is true of other European builders.

In view of the very heavy losses to which subma-
rines have subjected British tonnage, it is doubtful

if the total deadweight capacity of Britain's ship-

ping" other than coastwise carriers will exceed the

figure mentioned above. Probably the total avail-

able to the rest of the world will not much exceed

another 20,000,000 tons. It is possible, therefore,

that we may, within the next tw-o or three years-

possess American tonnage equal to one-third of

the total merchant fleets of the world.

The total tonnage of vessels of the types used

normally in international shipping will not be much
if anv less than the total available when the war
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broke out in August, 1914. ,.r al)out 60,000,000 tons

deadweight. But the changes in the relative totals

of tonnage owned by the respective maritime pow-
ers will hit swecjiiiig indeed after the war, espec-

ially in America and Great Britain. Of the total

before the war. Great Britain controlled approxi-

mately 40 per cent and the United States less than

5 per' cent. At the end of 1920, should war con-

tinue to July, 1920, Great Britain is not likely to

•rontrol more than thirty per cent, with the Unitec!

States in possession of almost an equal amount.

Assuming that ship building continues to gather

momentum in this country for at least two Years

more, the supply of tonnage

available for overseas transpor-

tation will then be approximately

equal to that in existence in

1914. Any antici])ation of the

probable course taken by the

Government in operating or turn-

ing the Shipping Board fleet over

to private control, must take into

consideration the probable de-

mand for tonnage, in proportion

to that which prevailed before

the war.

The period immediately follow-

ing demobilization will not wit-

ness a commercial interchange of

commodities in any degree com-
mensurate with war-time traffic

in merchandise and armies. The
complete disorganization of peace-

ful industries, the uncertainty

and doubt which are bound to

limit activities in all but abso-
lute necessities, must perforce

affect profoundly the volume of

international trade for years to

come. With a tonnage supply
at least equal to that in use be-

fore August, 1914, the demand
for space in ocean carriers will

not be as great when demobili-
zation is completed, as in the

years immediately preceding the
war.

Vitally Influential Factors
The volume of purchases

aliroad by any nation i.s dis-

tinctly limited by the per capita |)urchasing

power of that nation's population. Wealth alone
can give purchasing power and the war has de-

stroyed a large part of the world's wealth. Re-
newal of purchasing power can therefore be ef-

fected only by re-creation of wealth. Every nation
whose resources have been depleted by war must
seek to rebuild its national wealth by the utiliza-

tion of its own undeveloped resources. There will

be a large demand for raw materials, but each na-
tion will strive to use its own. A revival of inter-

national exchange of manufacturered products in

any degree approaching that which existed before
the war is ini])robable.

Even among those nations whose wealth has not
been seriously affected by war, there must be a

relatively decreased power to purchase by reason
of the greatly increased cost of production. It has
l)ecome apparent that wages in all the industrial

nations will have advanced to a degree unprece-
dented. That there will be adjustment downward

eventually is perhaps inevitable, but the process
will recjuire many years. In the meantime, the

demand for manufactured goods in South America,
.Asia and Australasia will be lessened by the in-

evitable consequence of prices higher than those

which ruled before 1914.

The writer is therefore convinced that the vol-

ume of world trade after the war will be le«s than
before it began. But granting that it will not be
less, we are still confronted with the fact that there

will be, in all probability, as great a tonnage for

its transportation as was then f'umd necessary.

\\ liat may we reasonably expect the earning power
of ocean tonnage to Ije? L"n-

c|uestionably it will be deter-

mined by the competition of

owners, as before. In early 1914

the time charter rates for cargo
carriers ruled at about $1.20 per

deadweight ton per month. This
rate represented a moderate re-

turn on tonnage which cost not
to exceed S75 per deadweight ton

to build, fully c(|ui|)i)ed.

Figuring Tonnage Earning
Power

After peace has come and ton-

nage is released from war ser-

vice, will earning power be de-

termined by the cost of tonnage,
or will the value of tonnage de-

pend upon its earning power?
Because an American owner
holds tonnage at Ijook values of

$250 per ton. will a prospective
charterer pay him more for it

than a Dutch or Swedish steam-
er, if he can secure the latter at

a lower figure? I think not. A
second factor which will deter-

mine tonnage values then, as be-
ore, is the replacement cost. No
|)rospective purchaser will pay
the U. S. Government $250 per
ton for a used vessel if he can
place an order with a British or
Swedish liuilder at $200 per ton
for a new vessel. Xo shipper of

.American exports can be expect-
ed to engage space at $20 ]ier

ton in an American vessel if the British earner
is offering it for S15 under equality of circum-
stances.

This country must choose one of two alterna-

tives if public policy demands our large participa-

tion in the ocean-carrying trade. First, we must
reconstruct the entire body of our laws wdiich ap-

ply to merchant ship operation, and formulate a

policy designed to treat shipping as an enterprise

wdiolly unafifected by the economic and industrial

factors which control all purely domestic activities.

Second, we must in some w^ay place upon the pub-
lic exchequer the financial burden of maintaining
shi]5s upon the high seas in competition with own-
ers of foreign vessels whose costs of construction,

maintenance and operation will assuredly be less

than those to which owners of American tonnage
will be subjected.

If the first alternative is adopted, American cap-

ital must be allowed to buy or build in such mar-
kets as aflford the best bargains. Operators must
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1)0 pri\ ilcLjcil t(i liire tlicir lalior without rostrictimi

from labor organizations or legislation designed to

])rotect them. America may properly control an<l

modify conditions for the employment of labor on

American ships, but it cannot control either the

ccononiic or political conditions which affect the

operation of competing ships. To attempt to do
so would assuredly arouse the enmity of our intei-

national friends no less than of our enemies.

To further place American tonnage on an equal-

ity with foreign vessels in cost of operation, oppor-

tunity must be given owuers to im])ort free of

duty ship's parts and building materials required

for both construction and repair.

We must go further! When it

is apparent that subsidies in

whatever guise are offered to for-

eign owners by their respective

governments, tlius tending to

place American owners at a dis-

advantage, equivalent subsidies

or bonuses must be allowed by
this (iovernment to American
<,iwners.

If the seccind alternative be

chosen, the Government must
determine the difference in cost

of maintenance and operation

due to higher wages, costlier ma-
terial and provisions, higher

prices for American-built ton-

nage and other disadvantages be-

yond the control of owners, and
provide the necessary revenue
by taxation so to subsidize Amer-
ican shipping as to place it on
at least an approximate equality

with the foreign tonnage provid-

ing the most severe competition
on the world's trade routes.

The Prime Pre-Requisite
No middle ground or compro-

mise is possible, unless we shall

be content to keep the vast fleet

accumulating to meet the pres-

ent emergency, without business

to occupy it. This nation is now
confronted with a situation which
may be fraught with humiliating
disillusionment.

The writer freely commits himself to the pi edi-
tion that unless one or the other of these provis-

ions is adopted, the Government will be compelled
to sell the tonnage to the highest bidder, be he
American or competitor. There would be retained

only such tonnage as the public interest required
as a necessary feature of any well ordered program
of national defense.

The operation of a great fleet of cargo carriers

in world trade is similar to a gigantic chess game,
with a greater number of complexities involved in

the successful manipulation of the "pieces" on the

board, which consists of the world's map of trade

routes.

If an owner of large fleets wishes to avoid losing

his "pieces" by unsuccessful competition, he must
follow closely the trend of the world's markets for

leading commodities, the crops and production in

various countries, and the consequent course of

demand and supply. He must also be able to cor-

rectly anticipate these factors for months in ad-

vance. \\ hen he has done this he is still doomed
to an early "checkmate" if he cannot meet the

(|uotations made by competitors for transportation

on the routes which he may choose for his vessels,

it may be that the old order is now to disappear,

and that our greatest competitors must henceforth
share domination of the high seas with .\merica.

Conditions which made competition impossible
have in the past ]n-evented ca])ital from engaging
in the operation of .American merchant ships on an
extensive scale. L'nless conditions of the future

enable us to compete successfully with foreign op-
erators, our new-born fleets will disappear as sud-

deiih' as thev' are iK^nv being cre-

ate.

l

If the American Government
does not wish to sail an unchart-
ed sea in its formulation of poli-

cies for an American merchant
marine, it will not neglect to

give first consideration to the
prime pre-requisite to success,
which is the assurance of a fair

profit.

There is reason to believe that
the men of large experience di-

recting the various activities of

the Shipping Board fully appre-
ciate the difficulties to be en-
countered, and it is to be expect-
ed that they will face them with-
out equivocation or evasion of
tlie issues.

A MARITIME CONGRESS-
WHY NOT?

In our April, 1917, issue the
leading article under the above
caption suggested getting togeth-
er representatives from all the
shipping interests of the mari-
time States of the Union in a

congress to consider the future
of the American Merchant Ma-
rine. This suggestion we then
considered practical and timely.
We consider it to be more prac-
tical and more timely now than
it was then. There is no doubt

that the inaiitime sentiment and thought of a ma-
jority ot the American people has changed during
this war in a very radical way. The transport

overseas of large bodies of troops, composed of

young men from our great interior States, and the

publicity given the shipbuilding programme, has

made practically every State a waterfront State in

human interest and direction of vision. With the

close of hostilities all men in the interior will re-

turn with more intensive interest than ever to the

humdrum business of making a living. A congress

of shipping men now would have focused upon it

the interest of the entire nation. Such a congress,

representing at this time a unified action of all

shipping interests, could, we believe, direct marine

legislation in Congress along sane, practical lines

and solve the future of our overseas shipping.



ALAMEDA WORKS of UNJON
BETHLEHEM SHIPBUILDING

CORPORATION
LIMITED

THIS plant, situated on the south bank of the If you are vvaitiny- for a chisel or a stern frame,

( )akland Estuary at the east side of Webster or a rivet or a windlass, ask the material depart-

street, covers approximately 75 acres. The ment—they will know all about it.

entrance from Webster street was very care- A pneumatic hose storehouse, with machinery

fully designed to efficiently handle a large force and facilities for repairing air hose, occupies a

of employees. A court 100 feet wide was paved building 50 feet bv 50 feet. Another warehouse.

with heavy concrete and 20-foot concrete sidewalks

were laid down on each side. This court exteiuls

from the street 400 feet easterly to the checking-in

booths. These booths are arranged on a long curve

approximating a semi-circle and are 42 in number,

divided into groups for the employees of the vari-

ous departments. So perfect is the system that in

about twelve minutes with alisolutely

no congestion '>000 men are check-

ed in.

The whole appearance "of this en-

trance court is very pleasing and is

further enhanced by two massive brick

columns supporting large electroliers.

The office building, a two-story

modem frame structure, 100 by l.^O

feet, is located on the south side of

the entrance court. The upper floor

contains drafting rooms, restaurants

for executives and office force and

rest rooms for women employees.

The lower floor is used for accounting

and administrative purposes.

The stores department of this plant

is a very complete and efficient or-

ganization. This department has

charge of handling all materials en-

tering and leaving the yard and of

all launches and barges operating be-

tween the Alameda works and the

San Francisco works of the Union
jjlant. They are housed in two of-

fice buildings 30 by 150 feet and ,36

by 112 feet, respectively, and have a

large warehouse 96 by 225 feet with

mezzanine floor on each side and a

20-ton electric crane operating its full

length. A separate division of the

stores department, known as the ma-

terial department, is housed in one of

these buildings. The function of this

organization is to keej) in touch with

all needed material. They must se-

cure deliveries, follow up shi|)mcnts

and act as a clearing house fur the

material needed in all de])artments.

J. J. Tynan, whor
. Schwab proclain
greatest shipbuild

the world."

46 feet by 7:^ feet, is used exclusively for storing

shipfitters' templates.

The plate and shape storage yard has a capacity

of 225,000 square feet. This space is provided with
steam cranes, electric cranes, cantilever and gan-
try cranes and storage racks for every size and
shape needed. Steel handled varies from one to

thirty carloads per day.

The plate shop is a steel reinforced

concrete building, 430 feet long and
101 feet wide, the upper floor of

which is entirely devoted to the mould
loft. All the laying of the lines and
service board work as well as tem-
plate work is done in the mould loft.

The west end of this building is oc-

occupied by the angle and furnace shop
cupied by the angle and furnace sho]>

with oil-burning furnaces and bending
is about 1900 tons of steel a week.
It is ecpiipped with all the modern
plate shop machinery. All the plates

are handled by overhead trolley

cranes running the full length of the
building-. After the plates and shapes
ha\e been worked, they are asseml)led
in a space between the building slips

and the plate shop, or immediately in

front of the building. The plate shop
is so situated that the material from
the storage racks is laid out, passes
through the plate shop, and is worked
and erected in one continuous move-
ment from storage racks to assemblv

of hull.

Iliere are now completed six build-

ing ways fully equipped for the con-

struction of the largest type of steel

vessels. Slips are well equipped with

elevated electrically-operated travel-

ing cranes, as indicated in photo-

graphs. Four of these ships are lo-

cated immediateh' in front of plate

shop and two are on the east cud of

the ]date shop. Slip ways have been

laid out and designed for launching
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vessels of the largest size with ample depth of

water for launching.

The plant is well equipped fur handling repair

work, having one -1000-ton and one 2000-ton ca-

jiacity Crandall marine railwav and one floating

dock of 3000-ton capacity.

The machine shop is a fire - proof reinforced

structure — probably the

most modern, up-to-date

machine shop on the Pa-
cific Coast. This
machine shop was

designed by Mr.

Frank Neitzel

after a thorough investigation of some of the most
modern machine shops in the country. It is 170 feet

wide by 560 feet long, and is equipped with a mez-
zanine floor for small tools. It is equipped with
the most modern crane facilities, having eleven

electrically-operated cranes, two 40-ton and one 60-

ton crane in the main bay, and two 5-ton cranes on
each side of the shop on the mezzanine floor and
two 10-ton cranes on each side of the main floor.

The main floor is of heavy reinforced concrete,

faced with 6-inch redwood treated blocks through-

out. As noted in the photographs, the shop con-

struction presents an almost uninterrupted space

of windows, the pillasters being heavy steel col-

to the Fourth Liberty Lo
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umiis faced with brick and the wimlows so ar-
ranged as to give the maxinnmi li^hl and ventila-
tion, eliminating all dark corners. The lavatories,
elevators, wash rooms, lockers, etc., are all Iocate(l
on the outside of the building, giving an unbroken
interior. This machine shop is equipped with the
most modern set of machine tools and appliances
for the building of reciprocating engines, steam
turbines, reduction gears, etc.

The marine fitting-out .shop is a 160 x 200-foot,
two-story steel reinforced building of the most
modern type of construction. This building houses
the pipe fitters, marine machinist shop and copper
and tin shop. The location of the building is so
that it is most admirably adapted to the fittmg out
of the ships. This building contains a modern, well-
e(|uipped tool room. Elevators are located in the
building for the handling of the material to the sec-
ond floor. Provision is made in the marine ma-
chinis't department for lockers in the upper floor.

It also has provision for lockers, etc., for all classes
of men employed in these departments. As noted
in the photograph, the windows are so located as
to give maximum light.

The blacksmith shop is a frame building 72 by
100 feet, containing the necessary steam hammers,
forges, furnaces, etc., for the making of machinery
and all necessary forgings which pertain to ship-
building.

The joiner shop and mill is a two-story frame
Iniilding 60 by 160 feet, all machinery being on
the first floor with junior shop on upper floor.

The compressor house contains eight Chicago
pneumatic electric air compressors, each of 2212
cubic feet capacity, and is also the distributing

station for the electric lines throughout the yard.

The building is a first-class steel frame brick struc-

ture and presents a very pleasing appearance and

is surrounded by well-kept lawns.

The company has recently installed gas for use

in ri\et forges, etc., which is furnished by the Pa-

cific Gas & Electric Company through a pipe line

across the estuary and into the gas house, where
it is converted by the Selas system for use in the

forges. Some advantages of gas are cleaner forges

and release of the compressed air that is neces-

sary in oil forges.

The electric shop occupies a space 52 by 150 feet

of a large two-story reinforced concrete building.

This department takes care of all electrical energy
used in the works.

The employment office occupies a building 36

by 70 feet. Every man hired or terminated ])asses

through this office. Its function is to supply men
for all departments and in the event a man mis-

fits to find a place where he will fit. This depart-

ment also cares for all exemption claims, and em-
ployees having real or fancied grievances are in-

vited to avail themselves of the services of this de-

jaartment. where they will receive prompt and cour-

teous attention and adjustment. In fact, the object

of the employment office is to give service to both
employer and employee and to make the employees
feel that the company has their welfare at heart.

The Cafeteria is housed in a frame building 120
by 180 feet, situated and equipped for the hand-
ling of some four thousand men in forty minutes.

This is under the management of Mr. Hoedemaker,
formerly of the Palace Hotel in San Francisco, and

the aim and object of the company is to give the

men a first-class meal under the most sanitary con-

ditions at cost.

The hospital department is presided over by Dr.

Emerson Emergency Hos])ital, in the yard, occu-
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'snygg^tliSBss Bi

pying a one-story frame building 28 by 41 feet, with
doctor and nurses in constant attendance night and
day, where all patients are given immediate atten-
tion. For the more serious cases a ward is re-

served at the Merritt Hospital.

It will be a great satisfaction to exery man em-
ployed in the Union plant to know that the coun-
try at large is now recognizing the ability of their

general manager and that their plant is being ac-
claimed in the eastern newspapers as a model of

accomplishment and efficiency that others would
do well to copy. .

This feeling should be all the greater because
while Mr. Schwab gives the credit to General
Manager Tynan, the latter passes it along to his

"boys." Co-operation is the real secret of the
success of the Union plant. The. thousands of

employes, to the last man, have answered the call

of patriotism with the best that is in them. They
have stood solidly behind their general manager
in the past and are standing as solidly behind him
today. Re.sults are their answer to the German
Kaiser's defiance of the rights of mankind.
Only recently. General Manager Tynan told a

gathering of business men in the East that world's
records in ship construction could easily be estab-
lislied by any shipyard if they had the right kind
of men on the job. "The success of the undertak-
ing," he said, "was governed solely by the loyalty
and efficiency of those doing the actual work. It

is the men behind the machinery, not the mechan-
ical ])erfeclion of the machines, that break records."

;s Josephine Tyna
'his photograph w
to the Alameda

drive for the

s. J. J. Tynan and Miss W
sen during Miss Pickford's
IS, when she conducted a
of Fourth Liberty Loan



By Special Correspondent

AiuiIIkt Seattle slii]>liiiil(liii^ plant has entered

n]iiin a campaign calculated tn hrinu; it slinrtly

anmni;" the speed plants in the cnunti'y. The Se-

attle North Pacific (.'unipany on September 28th

launched the hull of its first shi]3, the y400-ton

"()zette," just eight}-fiiur wnrkins^ days from keel

la}in,L;", a feat recognized 1)\' the United States

Shi])ping lioard as ne\er hefnre having been equal-

ed by a new shi|)yard (.)ii its first product. This
feat is a notable one an<l was accomplished mcjstly

through the energ}- and organization ability of for-

mer (ieneral Manager J. E. Sheedy and Superin-
tendent of Hull Construction Thomas Scott Xeil-

son. AMien "Tommy" Xeilson received congrat-
ulatory telegrams from Messrs. Piez and Schwab
i>f the Shipping Board, he ])romptly replied that

his men would put three more vessels of this type in

the water before January first, and maintain a mark
of at least one vessel a month from this four-way
plant during the remainder of the Shipping Board
program. Mrs, C. J. Erickson, wife of the founder of

the plant, acted as sponsor for the first ship, and
moving pictures of the event were shown at a local

theater the same night of the day the ship was
launched. Following the theatre party the officials

of the company, including General Manager John
L). Twohy and Superintendent Xeilson, were en-

Mrs. Clyd.

tertained at the Seattle Press Club, which urgani-

zatinn. fi.llowing a pnlicy (if honoring local shiii-

builders, is tn hold a J.
1'". Duthie night next nmnth.

Some idea of the en(.)rmous increase of the busi-

ness transacted at this port by the Xippon N"usen

Kaisha (Jai)an Mail Steamship Company) may be

had from the published announcement of the pay-

ment bv this concern to the United States Collector

of Internal Revenue for this district of $1,240,000

as excess profit and income tax for the past year.

.\ check for this amount was recently written l^y

Mr.- F. M. Studley, Seattle manager of the.N. Y.

K. In the past year the Xippon Yusen Kaisha has

replaced the old antiquated Oriental liners formerly

plying out of this port with eight handsome, big,

completely niddern equipped liners that compare

favorably with anything crossing the Pacific. It

is now said that even these new palatial vessels

are not adequate to accommodate the demands of

the service, and that the N. Y. K. will soon have

even a larger type of ships on the route, though the

present fleet ranges in size from 14,000 to 20,000-

ton craft. In addition to the eight passenger

liners the X. Y. K. operates about a dozen tramp

vessels in the service. So great has been growth

of their business at this port that the Great Xorth-

ern dock at Smith Cove is now unable to handle

all the cargoes, and arrangements have been made
by the company for the use of facilities at the Port

of Seattle's publicly owned terminals.

On the afternoon of September 21 the Elliott

Bay Shipbuilding Company of Seattle, a firm

building wood auxiliary powered schooners on

private account, launched its first product, the

schooned "Trolltind," undertaken for Xorwegian
interests.

Mrs. Clyde ( ). Morrow, wife of the vice-presi

dent and general manager of the plant, acted as

sponsor. Mrs. Alorrow is the only woman man-

ager of a shipyard in the Northwest, she being

the sole owner of the Elliott Bay Yacht & Engine

Company. She is also a heavy stockholder in

the Elliott Bay Shipbuilding Company, but her

pet hobbv is the smaller plant, over which she

presides without any assistance expect from the

employes.
On Saturday night, October 5, the Washington

Wood Shipbuilders' Association tendered an in-

formal dinner to Capt. Blain at the new Washing-
ton Hotel, where over one hundred members of

the organization and a number of invited guests

greeted the new district manager.

In connection with the new port project at Smiths

Cove, a controversy has arisen over the suggestion

that a name be selected by which the new pier may
be distinguished from other wharves extant at that

waterway. Many suggestions have been received

by the port officials as well as by the newspapers

of Seattle, and the majority of them indicate a de-
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Mr. J. E. Sheedy, former Manager of the Seattle Nurih Fac.iic Slni'bu.ld.nj; CVimiiany. who was directly
' '

the splendid record made on tlie b. b. Odette
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Scene at the yard of the Ames Shipbuilding and Drydock Comp^
fitting-o

sire that the new terminals be called after the late

General H. M. Chittenden, first president of the
I'ort of Seattle Commission, and who is credited

with having' planned the scope of the present water
terminals.

John T. Hnm])hrey, for se\eral years chief clerk

and statistician under Manager Robert C. Hill of

the Seattle Merchant Exchange, died at his home
in this city October 11 after an illness of sev-
eral weeks. Mr. Humphrey was one of the best-

liked men in Seattle shipping circles. The splen-

did knowledge he possessed of ships, their iles-

linations, ports of arrival, masters and such in-

timate details proved a welcome source to many
interested in ship]3ing. It will be exceedingly
difficult to replace him in his position, a most ex-

acting one.

The Pacific Steamsliip Company has chartered

the steamship "Catherine D," one of the famous
Pacific American Fisheries Company fleet, for ser-

vice in Alaska during the present freight con-

gestion in the North, and when that situation is

relieved, it is understood that the vessel will be
diverted tn the Puget Sound-California route. The
Admiral line also announces that Capt. M. M.
Jensen, formerly master of the steamships "Ad-
miral Farragut" and later the "Admiral W'atson,"

has lieen named master of the auxiliary powered
schooner "Admiral Mayo," and will enter the Ori-

ental service of the company. Captain Jensen for

the past twenty years has been navigating Alaskan

waters, and, except for the diversion of his ship

to the California route in winter months, has

served in the northern service almost continu-

ously.

\\ ith one of the most valuable cargoes of whale
and walrus oil ever brought to Seattle, the power
schooner "Belvedere." owned by the Hibberd Stew-
art Company of Seattle, arrived recently after six

months cruising in pjering Sea and Arctic Ocean
waters. The "Belvedere" is commanded by Capt.
Karl Hansen, who reported no unusual occurrences
during the long voyages, though he expressed dis-

gust with the methods employed by the Bolsheviki
officials in various isolated Northern Siberian
]5orts.

An instance reciting the readiness with which

"The men who go down to the sea in ships" re-

spond t(i [latriotic duty was shown in Seattle dur-

ing the h'ourth Liberty Loan drive when a wire-

less message from the master of the steamship
"Cordova" reached Joseph C. Harris, assistant su-

perintendent of the Alaska Steamship Company,
asking that $2,050 in Liberty Bonds be purchased
for the crew of that vessel. Capt C. V. Wester-
lund, master of the "Cordova," announced that

twelve men wanted $100 bonds and seventeen

elected to take bonds in the $50 lots. When the

wireless was sent the "Cordova" was in Behring

Sea, and her schedule made it impossible for her

to reach an Alaskan banking center where the

order might have been placed, so it was decided

to purchase through the head office of the o])erat-

ing company.

Another of the several big Japanese corporations,

the Mitsubishi Corporation, is to place a general

Northwest agency in Seattle immediately, accord-

ing to Y. Nakatani, a representative of the con-

cern, who is making the preliminary arrange-

ments. The Mitsubishi Corporation and Mitsui

& Company are two of the largest industrial

firms in Japan, the latter having been represented

here for a number of years. A subsidiary concern

of the Mitsubishi Corporation is the Mitsubishi

Goshi Kaisha, a steamship operating and building

company which maintains a large fleet of big ocean

carriers. _
When the S. S. "Bellata," the first product

launched from the ways of the Patterson-Mac-

Donald Shipbuilding Company plant, was recently

completed and sent to sea, a general degree of

satisfaction was expressed at that shipyard. The
"P.ellata," a 4,200-ton wood ship, was launched

last April, but her completion was retarded and
delayed on account of the inability to secure the

British design of engines called for in her specifi-

cations. The company had the craft ready months
ago, and the same applies to four similar type

ships already in the water. As a result of this

delay in engines, it has been decided to equip

the remaining five Australian ships on the ways
with oil engines of the Semi-Diesel type. In ad-

dition to the Australian contracts the Patterson-
MacDonald concern is to build steamships of the

same type for the United States Shipping Board,
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the first keel uii this cniuract liavin^- already been

laid.

In line with its policy tu lnok after the welfare

of its employes, the .^kinner & Eddy Corporation

recently closed leases for three large apartment

houses, and have commenced the construction ot

a fourth.- These apartment houses are to be de-

voted exclusively to employes of the big' plant,

in this way solving the housing problem for many
<if them.

Capt. James J. Doyle, formerly a well-known

I'uget Sound pilot, and later a special watch-

man at the J. F. Duthie tS: Co. plant, has just re-

turned to Seattle, after having been submarined

while an ofificer aboard the steamship "West-

over," which was sunk by a U-boat July 11 last.

Doyle is now a naval lieutenant, and is spending

his leave at his home in this city. While attached

to the Duthie plant Captain Doyle had a longing

to return to sea, and having watched the progress

of the "Westover" from keel laying to comple-

tion, he applied for and was accepted as first mate

of the ship under Captain Alexander F. C^gilvie.

On arriving at the Atlantic base both he and Ogil-

vie were commissioned in the Xavy. Captain

Doyle is unabashed by the hardships encountered

following the sinking of his ship, and is anxious

to get back into the service and have a crack at

the divers once more. All this despite the fact

that he was offered a pension and retirement on

account of his age.

Demonstrating that Seattle's publicly owned
terminals are self-sustaining, the Port of Seattle

Commission recently rescinded its previous action

in deciding to ask for $110,000 by tax levy.

The sincere sympathy of the many friends of

Mr. and Mrs. Frank Walker is being extended over

the death of their second son, Eric Francis Walker,

a former Queen Anne High School student and ath-

lete of this city, who was killed in France, August

27 last, while fighting with an Australian battalion.

Young Eric \\'alker, wdiose father is the North-

western representative of the Bureau Veritas, and

one of the best known marine surveyors and engi-

neers on the Pacific Coast, went to sea when a lad

of 13, and followed that venturesome career until

I'H.T. On July 4th of that year he was in Mel-

bourne. Australia, when a recruiting campaign was
on and promptly enlisted. He went almost imme-
diately to France and had written many interesting

and expressive letters to his mother, one of which

was dated August 22, this year, only a week before

he was killed, and which was the last heard from

him until a belated message from London informed

his father of his heroic sacrifice. Eric \\'alker was
born in China, and w-as 22 years of age when he

died on the field of glory in France.

En route to the Orient, where he is to undertake

the enlargement and scope of the activities of the

Pacific Steamship Company in China, Japan and

other far eastern ports, R. D. Pinneo spent a few

days in Seattle during October on his return from

New York. Mr. Pinneo is succeeded at the New-

York office by Hugh (iallagher, formerly of San
Francisco. The Pacific Steamshi]) Company, Seat-

tle, removed its city ticket offices, formerly at 80f)

Second avenue, to new quarters on the ground floor

of the L. C. Smith lUiilding. As the general offices

of the company are located in this building, the

change brings all ile])artnients in closer contact

and gives the ticket (jffices a verv handsome setting.

OUR NEW MERCHANT MARINE—THE
PROBLEMS OF ITS FUTURE EX-

ISTENCE AND GROWTH
(Continued from page 6'))

The writer has quoted Great Britain and its sys-

tem (juite freeh' in this article, but only for the

reason that, prior to the war, Great Britain con-

trolled over 60 per cent of the merchant tonnage
of the world, and for a long period has practically

dominated the oceans. British laws and British

sacrifices have brought about that domination,
and standards of living with them are secondary
to loyalty and commercial supremacy. The British

laws were made onlv after the most careful inves-

tigation by technical and competent men uninflu-

enced by political considerations, and based upon
experience, not theory. No doubt the war has
taught Great Britain as many things as it has
taught us, probably many more, for that nation

was in it from the beginning. Let us therefore

watch and copy till we learn how. Would it not

be possible after peace is declared to have an in-

ternational agreement among the maritime nations

covering the operation of vessels in foreign trade

that conditions might become as uniform as pos-

sible, leaving only the problems of first cost, wages

and standard of living to be adjusted separately

I)}- the dift'crent nations to the agreement? lUit

such burdens should not fall as a handicap on the

individual shipowner.

In the after-war normal fierce competition for

the commercial supremacy of the world there will

be no place for the present developed concrete ocean

going vessel, the wooden steam and sailing vessel,

or the steel sailing vessel. It will be the rivetless

\essel with Diesel engines, and England is hot on

the trail of l)oth. What are we doing? Are we
liuilding any Diesel engines in the L'nited States

to pro[)el a 10,000-ton deadweight ship? ^^'ould

it not be wise for the Shipping Board to spend

some money on Diesel engines now, so that the

experimental features may have been conquered

before normal competition comes to us again?

We have let to discover a 1500-shaft horsepower

Diesel engine of reliability built in the l'nited

States, and a 10,000 deadweight ton \-essel rc(|uires

at least two such engines, tw-in screw, to propel

it at ten knots' speed. Should we conquer this,

we will then only have caught up to our coi-npet-

itors in the latest economical shipbuilding features,

and we must continue to strive for further econ-

oniies and keej) ahead of our competitors, or the

old first cost, wages, and American standard of

living handica])s will still rei-nain with us. It will

take some generations to educate other nations up

to our standard of living, especially our neighbors

on the other side of the Pacific.

The writer, in presenting this article, earnestly

hojjes that it will o|)en up a discussion uur future

marine ])nil)lenis. and wlio knows but thai out of

the various ])rinted thoughts or ideas advanced,

some solution may be found to overcome our han-

dicai)S. .Now is the time to jjrepare for the future.



Concrete Construction
TIk' first Spanish reinlnrced cuncretc shi|) was

l.uilt at llarcH'loiia liy an engineering - contract-

ing; lirni (jf tliat city known as Construcciones y

I'aiinicntos. 'I'his vessel was launched a few weeks

a-u and slmrtly afterwards made a highly satis-

factciry trial trip.

In ])rci)aratii>n for the cunstructinn cil ccjncrete

vessels on a large scale, Construcciones _\- I'ari-

mentos secured a fine site for extensive yards at

Alalgrat, Sijain, with a frontage mi the .Mediterran-

ean of (iver 6000 feet. Hero a sliipyard has been
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AT the beijinnins' of 1915, the plant of the

.Moore Shipl:)uilding Compaii)^ consisted of

three buildings, an office and pattern loft,

a mill, pattern and joiner shop, a machine,
l)lacksmith and punch shop. One slip way, capa-
ble of carrying a vessel of 2000 tons and served
by gin poles, completed the yard. The equipment
of the shops was very limited and only small re-

pair work could be undertaken.

With the emergency call for ships, the Moore
-Shipbuilding Company began to make ready for

growth. (Iround was secured on the three sides

of the plant and a modern, fully equipped steel

shipbuilding yard began to take shape on the Oal<-

land side of the estuary. Crossing the ^\'estern Pa-
cific main line tracks at the foot of Adeline street,

we find ourselves at the main entrance of this yard.

Here is located the check house for employees, a

building 273 feet long with accommodations for

time-keepers on the second floor. Sufficient check-

ing in capacity is provided to take care of any
possible requirements in that line. A garage build-

ing 120 feet long, located at this entrance, pro-

vides for automobile convenience of the officials

and government inspectors. On the left of the en-

trance is the office building, 40 by 150 feet, two
stories in height, with an addition 60 by 80 feet,

three stories in height. In this latter part are lo-

cated the e.xecutive offices on the first floor, the
drafting room on the third floor, and the blue
printing and photography department on the roof.

The balance of the office building is used by the
clerical and accounting force. A concrete vault
20 by 40 feet, extending up through the three sto-

ries, provides fire-proof storage for all records and
drawings.

Spur tracks from 1)oth the Western Pacific and
Southern Pacific main lines run into the yard, so
that material is delivered directly to the storage
racks or the warehouses, where it is sorted and dis-

tributed by travelling cranes and gantries.

The machines for working up the shapes are
located in the open alongside the angle iron storage
racks and are served by the same travelling crane
that unloads the cars. The following list shows
tools used in this work : Four 24-inch Wickes
Brothers single vertical punches; one 24-inch Ry-
erson single vertical punch ; one 16-inch Doty dou-
ble-ended vertical punch and shear; three 12-inch

Wickes and Judson single vertical punch; one 12-

inch Hilles and Jones single horizontal punch; one
12-inch Cleveland single horizontal punch ; two
6x6 angle shearts ; one 8x8 angle plainer ; two Bull-

dozer cold presses ; one hydraulic press ; one high-

speed Ryerson cold saw ; two horizontal drills.

Shipbuilding Company
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Robert F Moore, Chairman of the Board of Directors and First Vice-President, Moore Shipbuilding Company,

to whose energy and ability is due much of the success of this company
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Uppe photo
shows the layout
park^vith mold
loft a id
inclined way.
The lower photo
shows fabricating
park and shore
endo
building ways.
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loft, so that templets are

brought directly to the

[lark l)y an inclined run-
way, and after using are

stored in a building at

head of park. No temp-
let need be carried more
than 300 feet from either

mould loft or laying-off

park.

From the park, the
plates are delivered di-

rectly into the punch
shop, which is 150 by 280
feet and equipped with
the following tools: One
60-inch Wickes Brothers
single vertical punch ; one

Material that requires

hot bending is handled

by the travelling crane

direct from the racks to

the bending blocks. The
blocks are house
building 95 by 170 feet

and are served by two
double-ended oil-burning

furnaces of special de-

sign.

The laying-off park is

served by a travellin.g

gantry of the revolving
type, with 75 foot radius

and 260 foot travel. This
park is alongside the

liunch shop, which is di-

rectlv under the mould
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60-inch Cleveland 1'. & S. Works
single vertical punch ; one fiO-

inch Cleveland 1'. & S. Works
single vertical combination punch
and shear; one 48-inch Cleveland

P. & S. Works single vertical

combination punch and shear

;

four 48-inch Southwark single

vertical punches; three 48-inch

Wickes Brothers single vertical

punches: one 48-inch Hilles &
Jones single vertical punches

:

two 36-inch Cleveland single ver-

tical punch ; one 24-inch Cleve-
land single vertical punch ; one
24-inch A\'hitney single vertical

punch; two 16-inch Doty double-
ended punch and shears ; one 30-

t'oot plate plainer; one 24-foot

plate plainer; one 20-foot plate

plainer; one 14-foot plate plain-

er; one set 25-foot plate bending
rolls; one set 16-foot plate bend-

m&'3i»:-ffmm»^^-ttat^ -

Ships at fitting-out

wharves of Moore
Shipbuilding
Company are shown
in the above
photograph, while
an excellent view
of the molding
loft is shown in

the center photograph
and the pattern
shop interior is

given in the lower

ing rolls; one set 4-foot plate

mangels ; one taper liner roll

;

one 2-spindle scarphing machine

;

one 3-spindle scarphing machine

:

one horizontal drill ; and three

post counter-sinking drills.

Going through the punch shop
the material when ready is de-

livered to one of the three as-

sembly yards, located at the

heads of the slip ways. The cen-

tral yard serves three slips, using
two revolving cranes each, of

80-foot radius; the east yard
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The "Frederic R. Kellogg" was built for the American Petroleum and Transport Company. She is 425 feet by 57

feet by 33 feet, and built on the Isherwocd system

The S. S. "Pasad 402 feet 6 inches by 53 feet by 26 feet 6 inches. This vessel was requisitioned by the

U. S. Shipping Board, Emergency Fleet Corporation
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Mr. George Ames. President of the Moore Shipbuilding Company
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Mr I .^cph A Moore. Second Vice-President Moore Shipbuilding Company
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serves four sli|)s, iisiiii^ two similar cranes; the
west j-ard serves tliree slips, usini; one Iravellin.s;

gantry with yO-foot radius.

The assembled material is handled on the ten
building- slips by twenty - four stationary tower
cranes. At least three of these cranes are available
for use on any one slip.

The slips are built on a piliuL;' foundation capa-
ble of supporting a load of fifty tons per running
foot of slip. Hulls are launched into the Oakland
Estuary channel and moved alongside the fitting-

cut wharves. These wharves are built between the
slip ways and will accommodate ten 9400-ton hulls.

They are equipped with 'JO-ton shear legs and three
stationary tower cranes. These three cranes are
so located that no shifting of hulls is necessary for
handling of weights up to 25 tons.

A building 90 by 220 feet, two and three stories

high, house, he pattern shop, joiner shop and mill.

The machine shop is 120 by 300 feet, with large

bays. A 30-ton over-head travelling crane and a

very complete equipment of modern machine tools

are now installed in this building. All machine
work necessary for new ships is finished on the
ground.
The new boiler shop, 115 feet by 220 feet, is

equipped with machinery necessary for all kinds
of boiler work. With the increased capacity of this

shop, the Moore Shipbuilding Company, in addition

to the requirements for hulls built at their own
yard, have taken contracts from the Emergency
Fleet Corporation for 82 boilers for hulls building

at other yards.

On the north end of the boiler shop is the new
blacksmith shop. Here are installed heavy power
hammers with sufficient capacity to work all of the

forgings required for the largest ship now being
built on the Pacific Coast.

The compressor houses supply the ]Mieumatic

tools. One of these is located at the marine rail-

way and contains the machinery for working that

part of the plant. In this house there are eight

compressors of 11,000 cubic feet total capacity. The
other house, containing seven compressors of 15,600

cubic feet total capacity, is located alongside Xo.
1 slip.

At various parts of the yard are conveniently

located tool rooms. A marine railway of 3000 tons

capacity and a floating dock of 12,000 tons capacity,

now under construction, will provide ample conven-
ience for all classes of repair work.

Spur tracks are laid to all parts of the yard and
material is handled by nine locomotive cranes and
one industrial locomotive. All equipment for hulls

is segregated and stored in a large warehouse 50

by 300 feet, which has a compartment for each hull.

The hulls built by the Moore Shipbuilding Com-
pany during the period of reconstruction have been

of three types. First, a 7100-ton freighter for the

Rolph Navigation i^ Coal Company of San Fran-

cisco. Second, the 10,000-ton tankers, of which

one has been delivered and twelve are under way.

Third, a Moore Shipbuilding Company designed

freighter of 9400 tons. Contracts for 36 of this

type have been recei\ed. To date, twenty-one

hulls have been launched.

The yard capacity can more than take care of

the present deliveries of steel from the mills and

the Moore Shipbuilding Company are ready to set

for thenisel\-es the in'ogramme of launching a hull

e\'ery ten days and lo contract for any class of
shijxs up to 600 feet in length.

The Moore Shipbuilding Company are now pre-
|)arcd to fabricate 12,000 tons of steel per month
and in their latest sli]) will be prepared to build
ships of weight and length e(|ual to the heaviest
battleships now being authorized by the United
States Government.

CHARLESTON TO HAVE CHANNEL
The ( ioxcnmicnt's plan for giving Charleston,

S. C, a channel with a lower water depth of forty

feet from the Navy Yard to the sea is about to
be carried into efifect. The appropriation having
been made by Congress some time ago, the call

has been issued for the engineers and surveyors
to make a survey of Charleston harbor. Once
the project is actually under way it will he pressed
rapidly, so that the Government can utilize the
port's advantage fully in connection with the
great port terminals under construction at North
Charleston, the large storage depot of the Marine
Corps on the Cooper river waterfront, and the
Charleston Navy Yard. The channel will be
1,000 feet in width. As the tidal range is five
feet, it will be nowhere less than 45 feet deep
at high water and Charleston will be able to ac-
commodate the largest and deepest vessel afloat
or building. As it is generally believed that the
Panama Canal will limit the size and draft of
vessels for some time to come, Charleston will be
equipped to take care of any of the world's ships.
Charleston harbor's present low-water depth is

30 feet and the cost of deepening the 1,000-foot
channel to 45 feet will be only ,$5,000,000, which
is far cheaper than a similar improvement in any
other harbor on the South Atlantic.

Two of the six sections of the Valk & Mur-
doch Company's floating dry dock have been
completed since work was begun last February
and a third is now on the way and will be com-
pletely assembled soon. It is expected that the
entire job will be finished by the end of the year.
Each section will receive a vessel 65 feet long.
For longer vessels, two or more sections are used
together. The cost of this large repair dock will
be more than a half million dollars. It will be
operated hydraulically. When a ship is to be
received, the necessary number of sections, depend-
ing on the ship's size, will be filled with water
and sunk low enough to take in the vessel. Then
the water will be pumped out by steam pumps
until both the ship and the upper part of the dock
are high and dry. It will be possible to repair
practically any coastwise vessel in this dock and
the Valk & Murdoch Company is looking for-
ward to a large repair business as a result of the
extensive addition to its plant.

On September 30 the Nilson & Kelez Shipbuild-
ing Company, building wood ships here for the
Emergency Fleet Corporation, launched its fourth
Ferris type ship with Mrs. A. S. Nilson, wife of

the vice-president of the company, as sponsor.
The vessel was nameil the "Adwav," the others
being the "Bonnafon" and "Forster," alread\- in

commission, and the "Octarrara."
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Activities m Oregon Ports
By Special Correspondent

N\-.\\'

contracts of a mechanical character placed

(luring the past few weeks in Portland insure

capacity work in machine and boiler shops

for a long period, while the demand for power
equipment and httings is prompting expansion of

established plants and also the intrnduction of new
firms into the field.

The Willamette Iron & Steel Works, with some
one hundred and fifty-five Scotch marine boilers on

its list, received an order during the present month
for fifty-two additional boilers—fifteen of them be-

ing for five steel ships of 9500 tons that the G. M.
Standifer Construction Corporation is to build, and

twelve of them are to replace boilers previously

constructed and which were sent to Puget Sound
builders ; the others are open to assignment. The
Emergency Fleet Corporation requested the \\'illa-

mette interests to make known whether they could

undertake fifty boilers for Atlantic Coast ships for

delivery during 1919. As the \\'illamette Iron &
Steel Works sent word that they could handle this

order without shutting off other boiler work, the

Emergency Fleet Corporation immediately tele-

graphed to ascertain if the Willamette's force would
take on one hundred boilers, just doubling the orig-

ernnient ships. The plant is located on North
l-'mnt street, on property adjoining Ainsworth
dock, and it is intended to carry on a general brass

and bronze business.

The Emergency Fleet Corporation, through its

bureau of supplies, has decided to divide its storage

capacity between Seattle and Portland, and has

obtained from the Commission of Public Docks a

portion of the space in the main shed at the Fif-

teenth street municipal terminal. Use of the slip

is also included and open space between the dock
and shed and ^^'arehouse B is to be covered to

increase the protected storage capacity. All fit-

tings and much of the machinery received from the

East for installation in new vessels will be housed
on arrival and then moved by railroad or water
to yards where required. The government has

decided to erect a warehouse of its own on prop-

erty of the commission so as to gain as much sto-

rage space on the waterfront as possible.

The Valveless Pump & Foundry Company has

completed the installation of its new plant at St.

John's. This company was fortunate in leasing

a fine site from the Star Sand Company, sufficient

water frontage being oljtained as well as a large

mai number. This last inquiry has no bearing on area of land suitable for the plant itself. This com-
the order mentioned above for the fifty-two boilers, pany is engaged in fitting out vessels, as well as in

The Helser Machine Works obtained a contract the manufacture of marine equipment,

from the Emergency Fleet Corporation several Mr. Theodore E. Ferris, naval architect, and de-

weeks ago for five hundred deck winches, to be signer of the Ferris type of 3500-ton wooden ves-

installed on steel vessels, and early during October sel, spent some time in I^ortland during the month
another lot of 300 was ordered. In addition to this of October. Mr. Ferris proceeded west from his

Mr. Helser closed with San Francisco shipyards

for two hundred more and he also obtained con-

tracts for five hundred and fifty hawser reels.

The McDougall Overmire Company began lo

break ground on September 15th for a tank and

boiler plant at East Water and Hawthorne avenue
and before a month elapsed tools were erected in

the shop and the first material for water and fuel

oil tanks for some of the wooden vessels was be-

cut, punched and shaped. The company has

headquarters on the Atlantic Coast, and travelled

to Portland in company with Captain J. F. Blain,

Avho has charge of all steel ship construction for

the Emergency Fleet Corporation in the North-
west, as well as being supervisor in the Washing-
ton district for wooden shipbuilding. Mr. Ferris

met, among others, in Portland, Mr. Lloyd J. Went-
worth, district supervisor of District No. 11, and
Mr. Fred B. Pape, assistant manager of steel ship-

building under Captain Blain. Mr. Ferris visited

undertaken to provide tanks for three ships by the Vancouver plants of the G. M. Standifer Con-
November 30th, and judging from the progress to

date, they will not be tardy. The shop machinery
was mostly obtained at Denver, where a plant was
purchased and the necessary tools shipped to Port-

land. A few new tools had to be ordered from
manufacturers, though the shop was actually work-
ing without regard to their arrival.

The Willamette Foundr\- Company is another

concern recently established and now actively en-

gaged in producing bronze castings for new gov-

struction Corporation, e.xhibiting a keen interest

in the big steel yard. He was greatly pleased

when informed of the strides made by this com-
pany since February first in getting t'le tract of

land in shape for work and which has progressed

so ra]5idly that five 9500-ton carriers are now under
wa\-. .\t the Vancouver wooden shipyard of the G.

M. Standifer Construction Corporation, Mr. Ferris

went over the Ballin type of composite ship of

4500 tons, six of which are on the wavs at this
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planl. I Ic was then taken

t<i tlu' plant of the Penin-

sula Shiphuililin,!;' (.'iini-

pany, where 4000 -tun

steamers, kndwn as the

I'eninsula type, are under
eonstruction. Visits were
also paid the plants of the

Xorthwest Steel Company
and the Columbia River :

Slii])huildint;- Corporation. t

( )f the ei.L;"hteen yards in »^
the I'ortland district en- IP^

LjaiL^ed in turnin;.^ (Hit wood-
en ships, eleven ha\e their

ways occupied with Ferris igg.,

hulls. Xo additional con- K"-',

tracts for Hough steamers |^^
were awarded after the wJ?-
yartls floated their first ^'
\essels of this desii^n. The
Standifer interests haviuL;

two wooden yards, one at -— "'~
'

X'ancouver and the other ^ c,
on North I'ortland llar-

l)or, are building- different t}-pes

—

Liallin shi])s at

\'ancouver and Ferris vessels on North I'ortland
Harbor. The Supple-Ballin plant is engaged in

building the Ballin type exclusively and the Kier-
nan & Kern Shipbuilding Company. took on four
of the Ballin ships. The Foundation Company is

wdiolly occupied in providing the French govern-
ment with tonnage in the way of steam auxiliary
schooners and the Peniiisula yard has not attempt-
ed any government contracts other than for its

distinctive plan.

Of the twenty steam auxiliary schooners that the
Foundation Company contracted to build for the
French government, seventeen had been floated up
to October 15th, and fourteen of them delivered.

The matter of new contracts has been held up
pending a final decision of the Emergency Fleet

Corporation. Mr. Robt. l-f. Laverie, of New York
City, chief surveyor in the United States for the

Bureau Veritas and who is directly in charge of

the French tonnage building in America working
with the French High Commission, was in Port-

land the early part of October, accompanied by
Bailey Hipkins, fourth vice-president of the Foun-
dation Company. Mr. Hipkins and Mr. Laverie
left Portland for New York to confer with all con-
cerned in this important matter. The I'rench gov-
ernment is said to be ,the owner of the yards at

Portland and Tacoma, as far as the ])lant ecjuip-

ment is concerned, and is also the holder of ground
leases, the Foundation Company^ being largely an
agent. For this reason it is felt that the Emer-
gency Fleet Corporation, wishing to aid in every-

way the Republic of the Tricolor in the war against

Germany, will not seek to prevent the building of

ships at these plants. The original program called

for one hundred and twenty vessels to be con-

structed in the Northwest, the number to be divided

between Portland and Tacoma.

It is said from time to time that the government
is pruning its wooden shipbuilding program, but

this is not borne out by the activity of the larger

plants, which are adding to their equipment rather

than holding back. The Grant Smith-Porter Ship

Com])any has recently finished a new dock ware-

house, an office building, a copper shop and also

a wing to the main administration building. Sixty

editors of (Oregon publications, interested in the

building of vessels at Portland, recently paid a

visit to the Grant Smith-Porter yard. Publications

of the interior of the State of Oregon have done

much to ad\-ance the welfare of the tidewater

plants, yet probably only a comparatively few of

the men directing the papers had ever had the

opportunity to make a minute inspection of any

of the shipbuilding plants. Mr. Eric V. Hauser,

general manager of the Grant Smith-Porter yard,

therefore arranged for their visit wdiile a conven-

tion of publishers was being held in Portland.

Captain J. F. Blain, in charge of the Eighth Dis-

trict of the Emergency Fleet Corporation, has per-

fected a system for furthering deliveries of mate-

rials at the seventeen steel yards in the Northwest
district. Production managers of all establishments

w'ill meet at his Seattle headquarters each month
and work out a more equitable and dependable

supply schedule. The erection of the new plant of

the Pacific Coast Steel Company at Portland, with

its huge shops at Bridgeport, just below the city,

will greatly facilitate the delivery of certain steel

parts to shipbuilders and others concerned in the

Northwest district.

John H. Rosseter, director of the Bureau of

Operations of the United States Shipping Board,

has lost one of his most valued aids in the North-

west through the fact that Captain Jack Speier,

port captain in Oregon, recently departed for Wash-
ington in connection with a commission issued him
as captain in the Engineer Officers' Reserve Corps.

The understanding is that he is to be detailed as

a marine superintendent. Captain Speier is a San
Franciscan and began his sea career on vessels

running out of the Golden Gate, acting as second
mate on the old clipper Shenandoah and ultimately

finding his way into steam. He was master of the

transport Lawton during the Spanish-American
war, and in 1903 was chief officer of the dredge
Chinook. Later he was made head of the engi-

neers' patrol service on the Columbia River and
ten years ago accepted the appointment as harbor-

master of the city of Portland. In March he ob-

tained leave to go into the government service
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attain, takin.y; care of the dispatch of new vessels.

Mr. C. D. Kennedy, Oregon agent for the Ameri-
can-Hawaiian Steanishii) Company for ten years,

is in charge of the J'.ureau of Operation's atTairs at

Portland and speaks highly of the manner in which
Captain Speier formerly assisted him.

The Grant Smith-Porter Company delivered the

si.xteenth completed vessel from its yard on Octo-
ber 12th, at which time congratulatory messages
were received from Director (ieneral Schwab and
Vice-President Piez of the Emergency Fleet Cor-

poration. The "\\ asco", the first vessel accepted

by the government from this company, was deliv-

ered on June 8th, 1918, since when the following

vessels have been completed and delivered: Biloxi,

June 9; Kasota, June 30; Blandon, July 14; Boil-

ston, July 18; Calusa, July 25; Moritz, July 30;

Dumaru, August 23; Alanada, August 17; Wakan,
August 28; Caponka, September 10; Boxley, Sep-
tember 14; Kuwa, September 18; Bancroft, Sep-
tember 28; Molbrook, September 29; Nasliotah,

October 12.

Because the new 8800-ton freighter "Western
Scout" was fitted with a turbine of 3000 horse-

power, an increase of 500 horse-power over engines
previously installed as standard, the Northwest
Steel Company elected to send her to Puget Sound
to be speeded over a measured mile course. As a

result, she was accepted there by the Emergency
Fleet Corporation and delivered to the Pacific

Steamship Company. Other vessels will have the
larger engines, and, as was done with the previous
ships, they are to be accepted at Portland after

ordinary endurance trials of six hours, thereby
eliminating the necessity of being sent along a

measured course.

.Arthur M. Sherwood, vice-president of the Coast
Slii]ibuilding Company, has decided that he can
direct his efforts against the Hun army more ef-

fectively in actual military service than in build-

ing ships, as long as the plant is being directed by
Harry E. Pennell, president, and Don M. Green,
secretary and treasurer. He has departed for Texas
to enter a coast artillery officers' training camp.
Mr. Sherwood will retain his interest in the corpo-
ration and hopes to return to shipbuilding as soon
as the Hun is silenced. He has a brother who is

an officer at the front in an infantry regiment.

"Make October a real promise to the boys in the
trenches" is a request emanating from Manager
Heyworth of the Emergency Fleet Corporation, and
from Oregon alone eighteen finished vessels will

be the response.

Purchase of a locomotive crane with a lifting

capacity of twenty-five tons has been authorized

by the Port of I'ortland Commission as ]iart of the

equipment of a new coal dock alongside the St.

John's drydnck. Koliert Wakefield has been award-

ed a contract for the dock, and it is to be ready

for bunker stocks before January 1. The storage

capacity will be about 5000 tons and the general

plan is to load the fuel in lighters and shift it

alongside vessels, so tliey may be bunkered wliile

working cargo.

Requisition has been made on Oregon mills by

the Navy for 600,000 feet of vertical grain fir deck-

ing, 4V2 by A-V2 inches, to be used for mine sweep-

ers building on the .\tlantic Coast. Recentlv the

Newport News Shi])building Company placed or-

ders for 500,000 feet of the same material for use

in steel freighters building at its plant. As Mills

are cutting aircraft stock 4^^ inches thick, such
])ortions as are not required for the ships of the

air are simply cut square for decking, the material

being sorted so that the decking stock is of a high
standard.

Robert L. Hague, engineering expert on the staff

of John H. Rosseter, director of the Bureau of Op-
erations of the Shipping Board, spent a few days
at shipyards of the Northwest during the middle
of the month, preceding his departure for Wash-
ington.

InstructicMis froin the headquarters of the wood
division of the Emergency Eleet Corporation do
away with camouflaging of wooden steamers in the

future. The reason is assumed to be that the
wooden carriers will not invade zones where the

treacherous subs lie in wait.

Foremen of the three yards operated under the

banner of the G. M. Standifer Construction Corpo-
ration gathered at a dinner October 10 as guests
of the plant surgeons, Drs. J. C. Zamm, Chester C.

Moore and R. D. Wiswall, and received numerous
pointers as to how accidents could be prevented.
There were covers for 100 and prominent officials

of Oregon and W'ashington attended. The men
were urged to realize the value of each individual
to the country at this time and emphasis was placed
on the loss to the ship programme when men were
temporarily incapacitated. "You can't build ships

in a hospital bed," was a point driven home. By
impressing this on the foremen, it is hoped to have
the message carried among the men and thus elim-

inate some of the carelessness that is held to be
responsible for personal injuries in many instances.

After having looked over Portland ship construc-
tion establishments and conferred with Oregon
builders and Emergency Fleet Corporation officials,

R. S. Bonsib, safety engineer of the California dis-

trict, proceeded to Coos Bay the fore part of the

month and returned via that route to San Francisco.
Port of Portland Commissioners have fixed a

price of $7500 on the pilot schooner Joseph Pulit-

zer, and the city of Portland has offered $5000 for

the vessel. She has been utilized by the latter as

a fishing schooner on the halibut banks off Ya-
c|uina Bay during the past season, and it is desired

to retain her in the work of sujjplying the public

market. The Port of Portland^ jjeing short one of

its tugs on account of the Navy having leased her,

is desirous of having the Pulitzer returned for

service at the mouth of the Columliia, l)ut is will-

ing to sell her to the municipalit)' with the expec-

tation that a temporary vessel can be secured to

serve the ])ilots.

.\rthur Al. Alears, general manager of the L'olum-

bia I'jigineering Works, has returned from the

East with a contract lor a full powered motorship

to be built for Christian Christianson of New York.

This motorshi]) is to be a duplicate of one owned
in Norway named the "Telegraph." She will be IdS

feet on the waterline, with a beam of 30.4 feet. An-

other vessel on the stocks has been sold to Mr.

Christianson, and it is intended to fit her with

auxiliary power. Within the last two years this

vanl has delivered ten vessels.



"The Wonder Ship of the World"

r?e^

-kj^-^^/ ^^

ila}-, October 6, just twenty-
three and one-half workinfj
(lavs from her keel laying,

Sei)tember 9, l'J18.

The record established in

the case of the "Aberdeen" is

the direct result of the appeal
sent broadcast by James O.
I ley worth, Director General
of Wood Ship Construction
fur the Emergency Fleet Cor-
poration, who, shortly after
the faninns "Tuckahoe" rec-
ord, asked the wood builders
ti> s]ieed uj). Previously it

had taken ir>,m three to four
ni( mills to complete wooden
sliii)s to launching- time and
the installation of machinery
often reciuired as lung again

Stern View S S, "Aberdeen." fourteen
days after keel layin?

This was the des-

ignation applied to

the new United
States Shipping
Board's 4000 dead-
weight ton wooden
steamship "Aber-
deen" upon the com-
])letion of her trial

trip in (irays Har-

l)or and out upon

the expanse of the

liroad Pacific Sun-

before the ship was finally ready
for delivery.

(ieneral AIana.ger ^\'ard, who
desi.gned the "Aberdeen," believ-

efl that a ship could be complet-
ed within a month's time and
set to work to prove that he w'as

correct in his assumption. He
and \^ictor Holm, superintendent
of hull construction at the Grays
Harbor Motorship Corporation,
started the men shifting the keel

of the record ship into place at

8 :00 a. m. Monday, September 9,

and the race for the world's mark
in shipbuilding was on. Victor
Holm, who is a native of Coos
I '.ay, Oregon, and who has been
engaged in various wooden ship-

Iniikling ]dants from Humboldt
l\-d\ to Seattle, started his men
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off filled with e\ery confidence and plenty nf en-

tliusiasni. Just around a bend in the harbor is

located the L'nited States Shij^ping Hoard's cham-
pion blue bennant winners in the wooden ship-

building game—the Grant-Smith-Porter Company
—and there were records to break.

The progress of the "Aberdeen" was photo-

graphed each morning, noon and night, and these

photographs are being framed, captioned, and will

be disjilayed in the offices of the corporation both

at the ])lant and in Seattle, where A. Schubach,
president of the Grays Harbor Motorship Corpora-

tion, makes his headquarters.

.At 9:00 o'clock Saturday night, September 28,

the wonder ship was launched, just seventeen and
t)ne-half working days from keel laying. Mrs.
Mary Roan, an employe of the company, chosen
by the ballots of the men who built the vessel,

acted as sponsor, and that night was held one
of the most enthusiastic demonstrations that ever
occurred at the Grays Harbor metropolis. .\ big,

torchlight, street procession was held, with ora-

tory, singing and dancing to round out the jubi-

lation.

On Saturday, October 5, the machinery of the

vessel having been installed, she was ready for

her trials, but Cnited States Shipping Board in-

spectors refused to sanction the trials until cer-

tain items had been installed or rectified.

Then Leonard Nosworthv and J. Kinghorne,
Lloyd's surx'eyors, found a number of minor de-

tails which had to be attended to before their

sanction to the vessel was had. Thus was one
day added to the time consumed in comideting the

vessel, or rather one-half day, for the alterations

were completed by Saturday noon.

With about L~0 guests aboard, including Capt.

John l'. Hlain. district manager for the L'nited

States Shipping Board; Capt. W. A. Magee,
lUain's chief assistant in charge of the wood ship

division: the officials of the building corporation,

and a representative of the Pacific Marine Review,
the "Aberdeen" cut loose from her moorings Sun-
day morning, October 6, and steamed out to the

Pacific Ocean. The trip lasted for a period of

eight hours and all tests were met in the most

satisfactory manner.

The "Aberdeen" has licen christened the "\\ on-

der .Ship of the \\'orld," and her builders have

been showered with congratulatory messages from

Charles AI. Schwab, E. N. Hurley, Mr. Heyworth
and other Shipping Hoard oft'icials, as well as from

shi]:)builders throughout the countr^•. One week
later ilu' record craft was e.xhiliitcd at Seattle and

Tac(.)ma prior to kjading for her first \'(iyage in

the service of the U. S. Shipping P)Oard.

.\ concrete ferrv 1)oat was recently launched at

Tanjoug Rhu. This is tu lie used by the l-'eder-

ated Malay States railways to ferry freight cars

across to Johore. Concrete is being used owing
to the i)resenl scarcity of steel. The boat is 12.^

feet long with a lieam of 27 feet and molded dejjth

of 8 leet. It has a displacement of 300 tons.

.\t the same place a large seagoing concrete boat

of 2,500 tons deadweight is being consti-ticled.

OPPORTUNITIES AWAITING US IN
CHINA

The American minister to China, Honorable
Paul S. Reinsch, was recently entertained in San
P'rancisco and during an address he delivered at

the Commercial Club of this city, the following re-

marks were made

:

"Our American people are greatly interested in

China and have all confidence in the Chinese peo-

ple. Our forefathers opened the routes for broad,

lasting and useful relations between America and
China. In our own day we of the Pacific Coast,

particularly of San Francisco, are especially priv-

ileged, through our direct and free marine con-

tact with the Far East, with resulting superior

knowledge and experience of the Far East, to be

captains and principal emissaries of American com-
mercial enterprises in China, Japan, Siberia and
the South Seas. The intimate personal relation-

ships you cultivate at San Francisco through your
hospitality to men of the Far East are enabling
you in spirit and in act to excel in conduct of

American Oriental trade. The great cities of our
Eastern States like Chicago, St. Louis, Detroit,

Cleveland, Pittsburgh, Philadelphia, Boston, and
above all New York, look to San Francisco as

intimately understanding" the Far East and having
Far Eastern commerce well in hand. * * '^^

China is undergoing momentous change. In com-
mercial phase it is changing from doing business

on a basis limited to personal accjuaintance. The
new basis is more impersonal and of the nature
of corporation activities now covering vast dis-

tances and trafficking in enormous quantities. Sim-
ilarly, in affairs of government the old order,

wherein excellence in civil service examinations
inducted men to life careers in ]nililic service and
brought some of them to highest office, has
changed, and in the change temporary defects and
diff'iculties appear wdiich the good judgment and
the sound character of the Chinese as a nation will

overcome as the nation accustoms itself to the

rule of impersonal law through a parliament and
courts and elected executives. In business enter-

prises the Chinese have long managed on t|uick

sales and at profits ranging above 12 per cent and
even frequently to 24 per cent, and there is not

a little unreadiness on their part to be persuaded
of the advantages of more constant flow of profits

from larger capital and moderate rate of interest.

China is a second France in point of marvelous
frugality of her people, with consequent great ac-

cumulations of capital ; many a little village in

China where productions or industries in silk, tea,

rice, l)eans, Ijamboo. shi])]iing or other occupations

ha\'e Ijeen followed for generations untolil, sur-

])rises us with the fact that it has several (piietly

and uscfullv li\ing millionaires. Foreign su]>i)ort

is encouraging apjilication of Chinese capital to

the more general and public advantage of China.

The foreign trade no longer clings to the treaty

])orls : it is extending throughout the interior and

it is rc(|uiring a more accurate, complete and in-

stant knowledge of man and conditions in all ])arts

of the \'ast territories of China. China is in a con-

structi\e era. The ability, energy and character

of .\merican cotumercc builders ha\'e now a great

and inirixalled o|)porlunitv in China.



The New Era of American International Trade

and Finance
By John Clausen

\'ice-l'resi(lcnt the ('nicker Xatidiial liaiil )l' San !''rancisL-(

Till'. uni>rL'C(.'(lcntcil ccdiuiinic clKm,L;es winch
ha\o taken phice ])rcscnl \\o more striking

phenomena than the rapid strides of our in-

dustrial activities, and while no one can fore-

see with any dei;ree of certainty what the condi-

tiiins will lie after the war, it wnuld seem timely

f(ir the study and solution of difficulties which im-

pede the free flow of oversea trade and imjjair the

more rapid building up of a permanent and profit-

able commerce when normal times again prevail.

We must face conditions as they now appear and
recognize that of vital concern are the broader in-

ternational problems of industrial competition and
efficiency. The day of barter is long past; no
longer is it a question of trading commodity for

commodity or so buying in a reasonably open
competitive market the products of industry. In

the present time and age it is a matter of trading

through other mediums of exchange, and wdiile rec-

ognizing an equal desire on the part of the pro-

ducer to sell his goods and that of the financier to

facilitate the operation, it frequently happens that,

when considering the strict economic principle as

applied to commercial undertakings, the pov^'er of

sober reasoning is not plainly apparent and fully

manifested.

The measure of success to wdiich we are entitled

will large!}" depend upon our ability to meet in or-

ganized and scientific strength the competition of

other nations. If, therefore, we are to become the

financial center of the world, and gain assured su-

premacy in international trade, we must make ade-
(|uate preparation for retaining these national ad-
vantages as well as for assuming all the responsi-

bilities and obligations which are attendant upon
them.

Our banking element must be determined to

modernize their methods thoroughly and in good
time, as lack of interest or procrastination in this

direction may seriously check the work of trade
expansion, upon which so much depends. There
are many reasons why the country banker particu-
larly should enter a broader field of operation, for

time alone will show with what vigorous efforts

the larger banks throughout the United States will

enter into competition with them by means of the

added facilities afforded under the new banking
law. The consequent absence of restraint in rivalry

for business as between the larger and the smaller
institutions may no longer figure as a barrier to

the enterprising city banks, who in their keen pur-
suit for developing new activities may less likely

respect the old understandings of restricted terri-

torial rights.

^^'hile, of course, this feature of the situation
mainly affects home conditions, it must not be for-

gotten that there are likewise to be considered the
problems which confront us in our foreign bank-
ing relations.

Advancement of International Trade Through
American Banks in Foreign Countries

Our traditional methods in this direction partic-

ularly must be earnestly taken under advisement

by our forward-looking men <if affairs, as the lack

nf interest to further the scope of our system of

branch banking in foreign countries may seriously

check the work of trade expansion and place our

merchants at a disadvantage in later meeting ag-

gressive European trade competition.

It is generally opined that in order to enable the

wheels of commerce to run smoothly and rapidly,

our foreign relations cannot successfully be de,\-el-

oped so long as it is necessary to operate through

banking institutions of competing nations.

The Federal Reserve Act provides for the estab-

lishment of branches by member banks in foreign

countries; and on the assumption that it would
better serve their interests, the law of December
23, 1913, was subsequently amended to provide that

members of the system may co-operate for the pur-

pose of jointly owning and operating foreign de-

pendencies.

Co-operative combinations, such as may be deem-
ed expedient to develop our foreign trade relations

in normal times, are now generally agreed to be

essential and a recognition of this principle in the

development of oversea commerce is, in my opin-

ion, most necessary to our economic progress.

If the United States succeeds in establishing a

system of branch banking thoroughly suited to

modern world-wide conditions, a great forward step

will have been taken in consolidating the advance-
ment already achieved through the financial and
industrial energies of our population.

Bank and Commercial Acceptances a Factor

in Financing Our Trade

No measure has been of greater importance—as

aft'ecting not merely the local financial conditions

in the United States, but the entire situation from
an international standpoint—than the Federal Re-
serve Act. Its facilities for branch-banking in for-

eign countries especially, and the privilege granted

for bank and commercial acceptances, accord a

great improvement of system in our relation to

commerce, likely to give the United States greater

power in foreign trade.

( )ne of the difficulties of intelligently followdng

the various provisions of the new law unquestion-

ablv lies in the imperfect comprehension which

exists—even in bank circles—with regard to what

the act is intended to supersede and improve. The

banking element of our country should deal with

these problems as seriously as is deserving and

seek what help may be given to make the purpose

of the law concrete facts by the scientific employ-

ment of capital and credit in the shape of organ-

ized facilities, which in turn will react to the ben-

efit of the public from the operation of a well-reg-

ulated and uniform banking system.

The Federal Reserve Act, which became opera-

tive bv tlie opening on Xovember 16th, 1914, ot

the Federal Reserve Banks, is essentially intended

to bring into existence a commercial banking sys-

tem that will assist in more advantageously financ-
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ing our internal and external trade, and every in-

dication |:)uints tDwards its becoming a powerful
fnrce behind the business machinery of our coun-
try. A financial development of the United States
that will meet the growing demand for commercial
expansion is but a matter of national enterprise
and largely rests with its people in their camisaign
of education to conform with- new conditions and
adecjuately cope with and keep within legitimate
bounds the activities of trade.

To business men and bankers it is a fact gen-
erally acknowledged that one of our most urgent
needs is a self-lic|uidating system of trade opera-
tions, facilitated by means of a properly recorded
and readily negotiable credit instrument.

It is the lack of credit facilities, more than SlUX-

thing else, that hampers business, and the difficul-

ties in my mind with merchants do not to such a
large extent exist for an increase of capital to en-
large their output, but rather as a result of their
not being afforded the advantages accruing from a
modern system of financing their sales, and it is

in this direction mainly that the new Federal Re-
serve Act will prove of immeasurable value in dem-
onstrating the ability of our merchants and bankers
to adequately and efficiently meet and advance tlie

needs of commerce.
Tn the light of the new order of things, the mat-

ter of arranging our business to harmoniously ac-
cord with the acceptance feature should serve to
impress the industrial element with the timely dis-
continuance of a system of finance that has long
become obsolete in other large nations of the world.
The superiority of the Trade Acceptance over

the Open Book account for the purchase or sale
of goods—its power to broaden the buving field for
the merchant and enable the seller to handle his
business at a smaller operation cost—is becoming
more and more apparent to all interests alike.
A\'hether that feature with us in business and bank-
ing w-ill show a development of as huge dimensions
as It has in Europe or take a secondary position,
remains a matter of conjecture. The main point,
however, for the people of a great nation is to
keep m mind that the demand for modernized
credit facilities is becoming universal and increas-
ingly urgent, with the rightful expectation that it

will place the economic position of this country on
a firm and secure basis.
As evidence of the attitude of leaders in the

field of sound credits, it is gratifying to make men-
tion of a resolution made at a "recent convention
of the National A.ssociation of Credit Men, who
"clearly and emphatically" placed themselves on
record as favoring the steady and rapid substitu-
tion of trade acceptances for the open account
method. .Added recommendation was given that
the association be committed to put forth earnest
efforts in prevailing upon each member to do his
part 111 lending assistance towards the creation of
thi.s class of paper, fully well realizing its practical
conformitv as a discountable credit instrument,
which will place commercial obligations in a form
definite as to date of payment, not subject to de-
duction and unquestionably negotiable.
The secret is here given in one word—"Negoti-

ability" It is that which to the merchant explains
the success of financing a business on the soundest
principles, instead of the antiquated, disadvantage-
ous and non-negotiable open book account, and to

the banker lends a feeling of confidence and se-

curity in his operations with the commercial ele-

ment.
In the technique of the law. the trade acceptance

has precedence over the open book account, in that
the signor of such an instrument agrees to all the
terms of purcliase as having been complied with,
while in the latter case the individual charge entry
must be proven and may leave open points for

contention.

The financial market would welcome active trad-

ing in acceptances, as little choice is now offered

to deal in other than "commercial paper", which in

its true light does not pass the bounds of "accom-
modation or finance bills", without relation to spe-
cific trade operations or methods of systematic
checking.
Development of Trade and Bank Acceptances.
History records the use of trade and bankers'

bills as having first been brought into commercial
operation by the Florentines in the twelfth cen-
tury, and gradually finding its way into France,
when by the end of the year 1400 that class of

paper is reported to have been in general use
throughout commercial Europe. From all accounts
the earlier bills were made payable to bearer or

his assigns, and the first known mention of an en-

dorsement upon these instruments occurs in the

Xeopolitan Progmatica in 1607. While this me-
dium of commercial usage seems primarily to have
been confined for trade with foreign countries, it

was later extended to embrace domestic operations
as well.

In reflecting upon conditions in our own country
as existing prior to the Civil War, we discover that

a considerable proportion of commercial transac-

tions were then effected by bills drawn at various
usances: as a matter of fact, six months' sight

drafts were not of uncommon practice. .\t that
time this form of negotiable paper commanded a

high standing and operations flourished un'der its

application until the period following the war, when
the question of credits became uncertain, and in

order to encourage the payment of cash for com-
mercial transactions, the mercantile discount sys-

tem came into being.

This custom—largely through the force of com-
petition—grew into the now so well known open
book account, which up to but a few years ago
was virtually the only financial record of mercan-
tile transactions between buyer and seller. Com-
petition in trade which first created the mercantile
discount system and later devolving into the open
book account, has again in the new order of things
encouraged the use of the acceptance as a bankable
and approved form of modern credit system.

A\'ith the new era it is safe to predict that be-
fore long very little money, if any, will be loaned
by bankers in this country to merchants or manu-
facturers who cannot produce other evidence of

recei\'able assets than open book accounts.
There are doubtless many difficulties to over-

come in rearranging trade operations to accord

with present-day financial requirements. Every
business man who understands these problems and

appreciates the urgent need of a reform in our

commercial inter-relations, cannot fail to recognize

his obligation and render the valuable assistance

necessarv' to bring about an evolution in commerce
of the greatest importance to our coiintr}-.
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It is for the thuui^luful iiK-n.-lKiiit and Ijankcr tn

consider and use every means in his power to have

the machinery of acceptances perfected to a degree

that will enable the promotion and maintenance

here of the highest financial credit, i'y their con-

certed co-operation for the accom])lishnient of this

result, the ITnited States will ultimately he gi\en

a might\- impetus in commercialism.

Export Combinations an Aid to Foreign Trade
The real ol)ject towards which we, in comninn

witii other nations, should aim, is to make our-

selves more efficient, and, with increasing knowl-
edge and skill, train all classes of intelligent labor.

( )ur commercial and financial organizations have
grown up without much system, and it is time that

we depart from the old practice in adopting real

activities along new and improved lines. Every-
thing that will add to the ability of this country

to hold its rightful position in foreign trade should
be encouraged and developed to the utmost of

human endeavor.
.\ study of the commercial organizations in Eu-

ropean countries suggests the desirability of man-
ufacturers and producers here enjoying the right

of participating in possible export combinations.
Co-operative associations, organized to increase the

scope of American export business, would as well

facilitate a helpful and necessary growth of our
home industries. Such influences have very largely

moulded economic developments of other nations.

The costly, and in many instances inefficient,

emplovment of too many agents has in a large

measure [iroven responsible for the retarding of

successful competition in foreign markets with our
more alert competitors.

The more successful countries—and in this may
be included the individual—are those at pains to

apply scientific study and knowledge to the prob-
lems with -which they are the most intimateh' as-

sociated.

Preparation for Commercial Education

While individual opportunities are even

now presented to our enterprising busi-

ness men, the general prosperity of foreign

trade expansion can only be guaranteed by
a ready co-ordination in all elements of

our national and commercial strength

There is no
luore important
ssue than that

which

make scientific study directly applicable to i)rac-

tical life, and to this it would seem that our first

thought should be directed.

To meet the constant demand of the commercial

world for available young men who in a competent

maimer are cpialified to occupy positions of trust

and responsibility, too little importance is given to

the necessity of finding a common ground on which
the business men and the educator can meet and
solve the prol>leins with which we are confronted.

There can be no serious dispute amongst men
who are ca])ablc of being taught by experience that

our existing educational system along commercial

lines is defective, and that. reforms in many direc-

tions are urgently needed. Every encouragement
should consequently be aiiforded the matter of pro-

\iiling for the establishment of proper schools to

pursue regular studies of commercial, intellectual

and cultural relations between the various peoples

of the world, keeping pace with the corresponding

developments along those lines.

If we accept the assertion of the Sage Founda-

tion, that only five percentum of the males in the

United States are prepared by definite training for

their occupations in life, it is readily conceived that

our present courses of early studies are wholly in-

adequate to meet the needs of our young element,

who in such a large percentage plan for a commer-
cial career. It would seem, therefore, that the first

forward step to devise effective courses of study

and develop methods of commercial attainments

would be to unite the educational agencies in pro-

moting the move to specialize in instructions to-

wards the most direct preparatory training.

The interest shown by our younger element in

any subject pertinent to foreign trade forcefully

reveals the necessity of educational preparation, in

the teaching of commercial languages of the world

and the fundamentals of business instruction. Such
training would have far reaching consequences and

give to our rising young men not only superiority

as a means to augment the value of their work to

those who purchase it, but the capacity for concili-

ation in national and international affairs.

The formulation of educational methods with a

view of their applicability to commercial advance-

ment is, in my mind, the most worth
while study for ^B constructive and practi-

cal improvement ^H of modern business con-

ditions.

West Avcnal," an 8800-ton freighte

pany launches its vessels sidewise.
launched by the Schaw-Batcher Company, South San Francisco, on October 13. This

The "West Avenal" is the largest vessel yet constructed by the Schaw-Batcher plant
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A Record-Breakmg Erecting Feat

Flv( )M the moment tlii.s cduiitry declared war
nprin Germany and the tremendous shipbuild-

ing program was decided upon, the demand for

additional productive facilities in the Westing-
house plant became more imperative than ever be-

fore. The W'estinghouse Electric and Manufactur-
ing Company now have under contract for the

Emergency Fleet Corporation the construction of

marine power apparatus for the equipment of some
three hundred and fifty vessels. The marine busi-

ness of this company has grown to such dimensions
that an expansion of its manufacturing facilities

was absolutely imperative, and as the district in

East Pittsburg, Pa., where its operations have been
going on for so many years, was already too con-

gested to allow any further extension, the necessity

to look elsewhere naturally suggested itself.

A factory site was finally determined on ami

Essington, Pa., on the lower Delaware River, was
selected on account of the peculiar advantages of

its location for an industrial enterprise of this

nature The acquisition of a property of 500 acres

having become a fact in the latter part of 1916, the

company lost no time in the preparation of the

plans for the establishment of the ])lant : but in

view of the lack of raw material, the almost para-

lyzed condition of transportation, and the great

demand for labor, many difficulties were encoun-
tered in this direction. That the company, in spite

of these adverse conditions, overcame all of these

obstacles sufficiently to break ground about April

1st of the following year, was therefore considered
quite an achievement in itself, especially when the

magnitude of the contem])lated undertaking is

taken into account.

The original plans, whose realization had been
made impossible while war conditions prevailed,

called for a combination of factory buildings four

times ae large as the jilant, which has been erected.

An adequate idea of these proposed plans may be

formed when it is understood that the works al-

ready l)uilt include seven structures with a com-
bined floor space of approximately thirty-five acres.

These buildings, are the pattern-storage, the foun-

dr3^ the forge shop, the power house, two machine
.shops and an erecting shop. The works are now
employing a force approaching 4000 operatives, and
the schedule of production in the shops calls for

tlie construction nf one complete vessel equipment
of piiwer machinery ]ier day.

Building operations were begun on A]iril 1, 1917,

with the pattern shop and storage house, which is

one structure and which was finished on August
13. It has a floor space of five acres. The erection

and completion of the other buildings was carried

on with equal rapidity, and while construction was
going on the delivery for the equipment of the

various buildings was also pushed with the utmost
speed. To form an idea of what was accomplished

in this direction, it might be mentioned that on

the 20th of November, when the last of the seven

structures was completed, the foundry was started

into operation. Some of the other departments, like

the pattern shop, had begun operations even before

that date, fjesides the pattern storage building and
the foundry already mentioned, the plant includes

a forge and blacksmith shop, two machine shops,

each of which is a building 125 x 750 feet; a power
house and an erecting shop. The machine shops

have two stories and each story operates two bays.

All buildings are constructed absolutely of fire-

proof material, consisting of re-inforced concrete

with terra cotta tile, steel frame, tile wall and steel

window sashes. All the roofs are of concrete.

In the erection of every building, the greatest

attention was given to the comforts, conveniences
and requirements of the operatives. The latest and
most approved developments are installed in every
building. Provisions for hygiene, sanitation and
ventilation are found throughout the factory. San-
itary drinking fountains are distributed everywhere.
There is a mezzanine floor in the foundry equipped
with individual clothes lockers, washrooms, as well

as shower baths with hot and cold water.

h^or the accommodation of the employes, the

works also maintain a relief department, which in-

cludes a hospital with medical attendance.

The company has established a welfare depart-

ment, which has charge of a dining room for the

general office employes and two cafeterias, which

are located in certain parts of the works, to meet

the convenience of the force. This department also

IM'ovides the employes with social entertainments,

maintains a band and arranges for social gatherings.

The entire plant has a triple sewage system, a

sanitary sewage, a storm sewage and a refuse dis-

posal plant.

The development C(i\'ers an area of 500 acres, sit-

uated between the Delaware river on the south

and Darbv creek to the north. ()f this ground 110
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A scene in the Foundry
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acres have been set apart tor the factory site, while

the rest will be used for the erection of dwellings

for the employes of the works.

The transportation and hauling system connected

with the plant is very complete. The shops are so

located that the tracks of the Pennsylvania Rail-

road system traverse it for its entire length on

the south and the tracks of the Philadelphia and

Reading Railroad operate in the same manner on

the north. From these main lines several switch-

ing tracks run direct into the factory at various

convenient places. All the buildings are connected

by standard gauge railroad tracks—in fact, the ag-

gregate mileage of tracks covering the factory yard

amounts to forty - one miles. These interworks

tracks are operated by steam and electric locomo-

tives as well as electric trucks. The latter are used

for the transportation of material from one depart-

ment to another—for instance, all finished castings

or forgings are moved with the least loss of time

from the foundry and forge into the machine shops,

where thev are laid down alongside of the machine

which is to tool them. When the product has gone

through the machinery process, it is hauled by the

same electric trucks or steam locomotives into the

erecting shop, where the apparatus is assembled,

tested, and from which it is also shipped.

In the equipment of this factory, only the latesi

design, type and models of modern machinery have

been installed—in fact, the operation of the plant

represents the most up-to-date methods in that re-

spect. Inasmuch as in the construction of steam

turbines, reduction gears and marine apparatus the

highest class of skilled workmanship is very essen-

tial for the realization of the efficiency, accuracy

and reliability, so important in marine work, the

equipment of the shops has received the most care-

ful consideration. All lathes, planers, milling ma-

chines, drill presses, horizontal or vertical tools,

etc., are of the latest type, and many of them have

been especially designed by the company's own en-

gineering department to meet the requirements of

the work they have to perform. For example, the

turning of turbine and propeller shafting is done

by "single purpose lathes," designed by the com-

pany for this particular work. The cutting of the

gears and pinions, which, as everyone knows, de-

mands the most minute accuracy, is also performed

by machines of especial design and highest class

workmanship.
Speaking of the machine tool equipment and its

operation in general, every tool is operated as a

self-contained apparatus by its individual electric

motor. There is no line shafting of belting in any
part of the shops. The electric current for these

tool operating motors is supplied by the company's
own power plant. Each tool has a variable push

button switch for regulating the speed, or for start-

ing and stopping the machine altogether. For the

prevention of any accident from men coming in

contact with any of the revolving parts of the ma-
chinery, these revolving parts are covered liy a

sheet steel netting of an eighth to a quarter of an

inch mesh. This netting can be quickly removed
to give access to any part of the machine when
necessary.

.•\n interesting feature of the pattern shop is its

location on the fourth floor of the pattern shop
building, which was decided upon because it gives

the greatest amount of light from sky lights and
windows on three walls of the entire shop. The
equipment of this shop includes a complete assort-

ment of qiodern woodworking machinery. All of

these machines are also operated electrically and
protected in the same manner as the tools in the

machine shops.

In the forge and blacksmith shop, hammers of

different sizes are operated, besides a 1000-ton hy-
draulic press, which forges the steel shaftings for

turbines, reduction gears and propellers.

The foundry has at present a capacity of 250

tons of gray iron per day, which is produced from
the melts of three cupolas and three hot-air fur-

naces. Two of the cupolas have a diameter of 66

inches and one 60 inches. Two of them are equip-

ped with charging machines. Two of the air fur-

naces have a capacity of forty tons and the third

fifteen tons. These air furnaces, which burn bi-

tuminous coal, were installed here, because large,

unbroken pieces of scrap may be charged into them
and the entire heat is available at one time. This
latter advantage is particularly important when it

is necessary to provide iron for an unusually large

casting. There are separate sections in this foun-

dry for the production of large and lighter cast-

ings. Pneumatic rammers are in general use.

Eleven ovens for drying the molds are installed of

various sizes.

In order to conserve floor space, molding sand
is supplied to the foundry in a novel manner. In

the sand-mixing department it is dumped into steel

boxes, which are loaded on storage battery trucks

and taken through tunnels into the foundry. The
sand boxes are then lifted through hatchways in

the foundry floor by means of a crane. The sand
department is located in the basement of the pat-

tern-storage building, which is immediately adja-

cent to tlie foundry. Here are bins which have
capacity for storing 120 carloads of sand where it

will not be exposed to the weather.
Speaking of cranes, that feature for hantUing

material has not been lost sight of in any of the

shops—as. for example, in the foundry alone there

are installed eleven cranes ranging in capacity from
a three-ton jib to a 100-ton crane, all electrically

operated.

Considering that the ground, where this plant is

now operating almost at its full capacity, which
represents a complete vessel equipment per day,

was a barren waste less than eighteen months ago,

it is not difficult to understand that the company
aimed for the earliest possible production from the
very moment the first cornerstone was laid. This
object was realized on November 20th, 1917, when
the first heat was poured in the foundry. The first

shipment was made from the plant on Januar}^ 19

of this year, consisting of seventeen tons of cast-

ings sent to East Pittsburg. The first shipment
from the machine shops—that is to say, finished

product—was made on February 14 of this year
and it consisted of one propeller shaft template and
one taper gauge, which was sent by express to 11.

G. Trout & Company of Buffalo, N. Y. The first

shipment of material to go out of the works direct

to the shipbuilders was made on March 19. It con-

sisted of three propeller shafts, weighing 27,900

pounds, representing one shaft each for the first

three ships built by the Submarine P>oat Corpora-
tion of Newark, N. J. Since then production has
increased at a remarkable rate until today these

works have shipped apparatus to the Submarine
Boat Corporation representing the equivalent of

sixteen complete vessel equipments, two complete
equipments have been supplied to the Merchants
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A battery of lathe Machine Shop No. 1 turning Propeller Shafts

Shipbuilding Corporation at Harriman, Pa., and tlie

equipment for two U. S. destroyers has been sup-

plied to one of the government navy yards. In

addition there have been shipped parts of equip-

ments for fifty ditTerent installations. Indeed, the

output is increasing from day to day as one after

another the difficulties are overcome, which are

usuall}- met with in the establishment of a new
plant. In this case the company was fortunate, in

so far as it was able to transfer from its East Pitts-

burg shops a number of old and experienced men
in the business. These men formed the nucleus for

the new organization, which in efficiency promises
to rival the parent plant at an early date.

A battery of six Gear Cutting Machine
this class of work



Los Angeles Reaching Out for Foreign Trade

TIII'^RE is now under construction in Los An-

geles over one hundred million dollars worth

of ships. As in many of the other Coast cit-

ies, almost a miracle has been accomplished

in shipbuilding and incidentally the great possibil-

ities for industrial development have been proven.

Although we cannot estimate as to the exact time

when peace will be declared and our merchant ma-

rine freed for use in developing our foreign trade, at

the same time all keen thinkers are making prepa-

rations for this epoch - making period and laying

plans for their share in assisting to maintain our

country's greatness on the seven seas.

Mr. Clarence H. ^latson, traffic manager of the

harbor department of the city of Los Angeles, in

his report to the Board of Harbor Commissioners,

gives some very interesting information regarding

Los Angeles harbor and which should prove an

inspiration to our diflferent American exporters, im-

porters, shipowners and commercial bodies through-

out the country who are going to play such an im-

portant part after the war in the long-sought-for

rehabilitation of our American merchant marine
and its important place in the markets of the world.

Excerpts from Mr. Matson's report follow

:

One can scarcely comprehend the magnitude of

the opportunity offered Los Angeles—to the entire

Pacific Coast, in fact—by the building of the great

merchant fleet which the United States has under
construction. We are informed that this fleet will

aggregate 25,000,000 tons by 1921—more than all

the merchant vessels sailing under the British flag

before the war—and Great Britain at that time pos-

sessed two-fifths of all the world's tonnage. This
would be equivalent to fifty of the greatest steam-
ship companies of all the globe combined into one.

.-Vmerica's job after the war will be to keep these

ships busy — to develop commerce enough to fill

them. There will no longer be a shortage of ships,

but we w^ill have all the ships we need to carrv our
commerce to market.

Just across the Pacific Ocean from us live the

populations that will afiford the world's great future

markets. Down along the west coast of Mexico.
Central America and South America, are tremend-
ous trade possibilities awaiting development. Our
commerce with some of these countries has shown
a great growth in recent years, but it has only well

begun. The ne.xt two decades should bring a de-

velopment along this line unprecedented in the his-

tory of the world.
One of the great articles of commerce of the

future will be cocoanut and its products, copra and

cocoanut oil. .A tremendous tonnage of these prod-

ucts will be moving into the United States within

a few years.

Two years ago, when I last visited .Seattle, soya

bean oil was just beginning to move in large quan-

tities from Manchuria, and agitation had started to

build tanks so that it could be handled in bulk.

This has since been done, and soya bean oil now
forms one of the largest items of Seattle's com-

merce. Last year the movement amounted to

107,217 tons—one-third of Seattle's total imports

from the Orient—and valued at more than thirty

million dollars.

As Seattle is the logical port for the importation

of soya bean oil, so Los Angeles is the logical port

for the importation of copra and cocoanut oil.

Rubber and tin are now two large items of im-

port into the United States. They come principally

from the East Indies and Straits Settlements with

lesser quantities of tin from Bolivia, and rubber

from elsewhere in the tropics. These products

should move principally through this port.

Ra^v sugar is another item of great possibilities

for importation, with the refined product for ex-

|iortation. There are seven large beet sugar re-

fineries in the territory immediately adjacent to

this port. These refineries, involving a large amount
of capital, operate only about four months in the

year, manufacturing sugar from beets. The balance

of the year they are idle, tying up millions of dol-

lars invested in them. It is also necessary to keep
an expensive organization together in the eight

months' off season. These factories could be made
to refine raw cane sugar, as well as the beet prod-

uct, by the installation of another system of filtra-

tion and the necessary handling machinery.

Just across the Pacific in the East Indies and the

Philippine Islands are enormous quantities of raw
sugar awaiting refining—this in addition to the

Hawaiian crop, which now goes to San Francisco

and the Atlantic Coast. \Vith plenty of ships avail-

able, the trans-Pacific sugar can easily be brought
here for refining", and the Southern California fac-

tories can be kept in operation practically the en-

tire year.

Grain from Australia, hides and skins from vari-

ous Oriental countries, nitrates from Chile, many
mineral products from Bolivia and other South
American countries, cocoa from Ecuador, tagua
nuts for buttons from Colombia and Ecuador, wool
from Australia, drugs of all descriptions from Bo-
livia, besides the vast array of lesser articles from
the Orient w^hich America uses in great quantities,

gi\'e promise of imports that would make Los An-
geles and its environs a hive of industry; and all

of these products come from countries in which
Los Angeles should have a trade advantage by
reason of its geographical location.

As for exports, the possibilities are as varied as

the products of this entire country. Machinery in

all its varied forms is much in demand in practic-

ally all the markets named in the foregoing para-

graphs. Refined oils, which will be supplied in large

quantities by the great refineries of this commun-
ity, and fuel oil for steam purposes, already are

exported in immense volume through this port.

Food products of various kinds, including fresh,

dried and canned fruits, canned fish, grdteries and

similar commodities which Southern California pro-

duces, are in demand in many trans - Pacific and

Latin American countries. Cotton should move in

large volume through this port instead of going'

north to Seattle, as it has been doing for several

years. Texas and Oklahoma produce one-third of

the great American cotton crop. Los Angeles is

by far the nearest Pacific port to these States.

Within a few years Southern California itself will

produce a large amount of the finest cotton. There

is a vast market for cotton in some countries of
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tlic ()rieiit. Clieniicals, many of wliicli arc fouiul

in large quantities in the desert regions of South-
ern California, and the development of which is

now under way, are greatly in demand. Some of

the largest mineral deposits of the country, particu-

larly of copper, are in the Southwest, tributary to

tliis port.

{'articular mention slinuhl he made iif the unde-
\cloped iron resources of this region. It is a well-

known fact that extensive deposits of iron ore exist

in the mountains of Riverside county. There are

others along the coast of lower California, easily

accessible from tidewater. These have not been dc-

\eloped heretofore because of a lack of a pro]jer

fuel for smelting which could be obtained cheaply
enough to make the process economical. The newly
developed coal mines of Alaska will, it is believed,

furnish the necessary cheap fuel as ships enough
are available to bring it here.

With steel manufactured here, the industrial pos-

siliilities of Los Angeles will be rendered practic-

ally illimitable, ^^'hat can be achieved along in-

dustrial lines already has been exemplified by what
has been done in shipbuilding. Last winter, when
Eastern shipbuilding was .almost at a standstill for

several months because of extreme cold, it was '

going forward at full blast in Los Angeles. When
the extreme heat of August made it almost impos-
sible for men to work in some Eastern yards, work
was pro.gressing normally in Los Angeles. Labor
is always plentiful here, because laboring men wish
to live in California if they can find employment
here.

To return once more to the subject of what Los
Angeles must do to get ships and build up the com-
merce of this port

:

The fact should be kept constantly in mind that

the war has brought about changed conditions.

America has become the dominant factor in world
affairs, not alone in war diplomacy, but in com-
merce and other lines of influence. And it is our

duty, as well as our privilege and opportunity, to

have a great part in handling and increasing this

commerce in the future.

Two important steps in the way of organization

should be taken at once : First, the formation of

an organization to operate ships ; and, second, the

formation of one or more shipping firms to go after

the trade.

The destiny of Los Angeles lies in reaching out

beyond the seas. It must extend its lines of influ-

ence to Melbourne and Sydney, to Madras and
Calcutta, to Singapore and Batavia, to Manila and
Hong Kong and Canton, to Shanghai and Hankow,
to Kobe and Yokohama and Vladivostok, and down
the west coast to Mazatlan and Manzanilla, to the

ports of Central America and Panama, to Callao

and Antofagasta and Valparaiso, as well as through
the Panama Canal to many other countries.

And commerce is something more than a dollars-

and-cents proposition, just as it requires more than

a mass of people to make a city. A city worthy of

the name has a character, an individuality, an in-

fluence, and a city's commerce enhances this influ-

ence as well as adding to its wealth and prosperity.

It is within the province of Los Angeles to stretch

forth its lines of influence and bind the countries

of Latin America and the Antipodes and the trans-

pacific lands to the new America of the future, by

the bonds of commerce and a common interest.

A feature of the commerce of this port has been

the great increase in the tonnage of exports. Only
a few years ago the exports were comparatively
small. In 1914, for instance, the imports amounted
to 1,371,741 tons, wdiile the exports were only 311,-

053 tons—less than one-fourth the imports. At
that time a very large business was coming through
the Panama Canal to Los Angeles— a business

which has been entirely cut off by the war, so far

as water commerce is concerned, as it is now mov-
ing by transcontinental railroad instead of by shi]).

Yet, in the year just closed, the imports were 1,-

109,100 tons and the exports were 1,127,434—the

exports exceeding the imports.

This change has been brought about partly by
the development of Los Angeles as an oil export
port in spite of the war, and partly by the develop-

ment of general business aside from that .going to

the Atlantic seaboard.

The revenues of the harbor department for the

fiscal year aggregated $253,334.97, compared with
$118,323.45 the previous year. This was a gain of

$135,011.52, or 114 per cent. On the other hand,
the operating and maintenance expenses for the

year just closed amounted to $164,750.01, an in-

crease of $106,171.81 over the previous year.

The dry dock project has made considerable pro-

gress during the year, and at this date the matter
is in the hands of the Shipping' Board authorities

at Washington for a decision as to the site for the

location of the dry dock, part of the cost of which
is to be advanced by the Government. This will

not necessarily interfere with the installation of

other repair shops, should jirivate interests wish
to build them.
The project was much advanced by the recent

visit to the port of Mr. J. H. Rosseter, director of

operations of the Shipping Board. The federal au-
thorities realize the great need for a dry dock here
to care for repairs which will be required by the

Government's great merchant fleet now under con-
struction.

Mr. Rosseter emphasized the necessity of con-
structing adequate repair facilities as soon as pos-

sible. He received the propositions of the various
local shipyards as to sites and specifications, and
is making a report to Washington on the subject.

The French-American Shipbuilding Corporation,

whose general manager is Mr. \\'illiam E. Russell,

has recently incorporated at Los Angeles for the

purpose of building concrete ships. Their offices

are located at 418-420 Marsh-Strong Building, and
they have .applied for a lease on a site on the inner

harbor. Mr. Leon Fighiera, manager of operations,

is one of the leading spirits in the concern.

(Continued from page 101)

\\'hen we reflect upon all that is said and bear

in mind whatever else may be urged upon exist-

ing orders of things, the conclusion to which we
are finally brought is that if our people recognize

the drift of events and act in accordance with the

spirit of the times, there ought to be no serious

difficulties in bringing about an expansion of for-

eign trade relations that will give us a far more
potent influence than this countrv- has ever before

exercised in the councils of nations and eventually

lead us to become a powerful factor in the main-
tenance of international peace, which for e\'cry

country is the greatest of all achievements.



THE TEPJVI INAL WAREHOUSE

g^^pei tf 5 figs ggg

By H. McL. Harding,
Former President. Society Terminal Engineers, New York, N. Y.

THE wareliouse is an essential element of a then the above rule may be somewhat modified,

modern terminal. No marine terminal can be but the time of holding should always be limited

a complete success without a terminal ware- by rule with few exceptions.

house to relieve from congestion the shed Export and import freight should have forty-

and waterfront area. A terminal warehouse dif- eight hours and domestic twenty-four hours,

fers from the ordinary type of storage warehouse. The warehouse, therefore, should be set back

Warehouses should be under the control of the from the waterfront, and generally this space is

terminal authorities in respect to rates and prefer- directly to the rear of the shed. Inbound freight

ential accommodation. generally must be assorted in the shed before it

The function of the warehouse is for long sto- goes into the warehouse,

rage, a place where freight can be stored as long Where there is sufficient area back of a quay,

as the storage rates are paid. the warehouse may be placed to the rear and par-

After the freight has been held in the shed for allel to the shed about sixty feet distant from it,

not more than forty-eight hours, possibly less, it and the freight be moved from the shed to the

must be moved to the warehouse at the expense warehouse by machmery over the shortest distance,

of the consignee or owner. The photograph, designated Warehouse No. 1,

A shed is not for long storage, but for temporary illustrates a modern terminal warehouse, nearly

holding, during which time the inbound freight is

assorted, distributed and tiered, and outbound
freight assembled for shipment.

Unless inbound freight is moved from the shed

to the warehouse in a short time, the shed, which

completed.
It is constructed of reinforced concrete so as to

be fire - proof, and its thick walls help to main-
tain a fairly even temperature.
The building is about 85 feet in height, with

a frontage of 140 feet and 120 feet wide. The
is on y a working area, wi 1 soon be congested

f^^^^^ .^,^j ^^^^ ^^^ ^y^^^ g;^,^^^. ^^ ^^^^ hundred
and the cost of handling will be greatly increased ^^^^ -^^ ^-^^^ -^ ^j^^^ preferable,
by this congestion, and in addition other sheds ^^-^ ^^^^^ ^^ ^f 19 ^^^^ j^ f^^ assembling and
must then be erecte<l occupying waterfront space ^-^^-^^^ warehouse cargoes for direct shipme^^iit or
and requiring further investment in piers or quays,

j^^ drayage operations in stormy weather.
The areas close to the waterfront are of the ^ few tiering machines may be used here to ad-

greatest value and should not be used for long vantage, and in connection with elevator service,
storage. Freight in a warehouse may not be moved small motor trucks.
for three months, six months or a year, and even Although the freight may not be often moved to
longer. Bordering on the waterfront is the scene or from or in the warehouse, yet when freight is

of the greatest activity of the terminal, and it moved directly between the warehouse and ship,
should not be rendered inoperative or inactive by

[t jg necessary that such freight be taken to or
freight that may not be distributed for months or from the different stories of the warehouse with
years. It is more advantageous even when out- the greatest rapidity. One or even two elevators
bound cargoes from the warehouse are being are not sufficient for this work, and outside high
"made up" for freight shipment, that unless it is speed electric hoists and whips are necessarv. This
known when the ship will be ready to receive

cargo, that the \\arehouse be the assembling place

instead of the shed.

If, however, there be sufficient room for sepa-

rate outbound and iiit)ound cargoes in the shed.

method of operation is the result of experience.

The ship must not be detained in discharging
or loading longer than is absolutely necessary.

Here, as in all other terminal operations, speed

is the all inllnencinf;' feature.
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is tu be another btiildiiiL;', one
cx'ator is often installed for

tlie two buildings.

There is an interior view
of the warehouse showing the

nnins and the sprinkler

s\steni. The whole struc-

ture is built up of reinforced

concrete, even the frames and
the columns. Instead of the

usual iron shutters for the

winflows, wire glass is now
referred and is satisfactory

to the fire underwriters. Twcj
or three railway tracks should

)e located in front of and
>ften to the rear of each
varehouse.

In the usual storage ware-

house, not a terminal warehouse,

there is seldom the ship's deten-

tion, or a loss to the terminal

from the berths being too long-

occupied, to be considered.

In the design of a termiii;

warehouse this speed element of

hoisting and lowering must re-

ceive attention. In front and to

the rear of each story at the

floor level are two projecting

platforms, each protected by a

railing. To the projections

above the top stories are to be

attached monorails, upon which
will move automatic traveling

electric hoists. These hoists wi

transfer the loads between the

round and the projecting plat-

forms at each floor.

In the center are two projectin'g arms to which
will be attached stationary electric hoists or whip
pulleys. High speed electric hoists will also be

installed.

The three strips of oak in front of the center

doors of the six upper floors are butfers for the

rising loads and hinged so that they can be raised

inwardly when the loads are to pass into any story.

The lower story is high and will be arranged for

the admission of drays and railway cars.

In comparison to the shed freight movements,
which ma}' be said to be almost continuous often

during the night as well as during the day, the

warehouse freight movements are few. On this

account little machinery is tised within the ware-
house. Such should be small two-ton motor trucks

to go from story to story upon the elevators.

To the left of the photograph is the corner of a

pier-shed and an ocean steamship lierthed on the

side of the pier.

Within the warehouse a large elevator should

be installed, on one side of which a spiral chute

for sliding down certain classes of commodities

proves convenient.

On the other side of the elevator is the stairway.

Where the warehouse is limited in size and there

The following may be termed the warehouse
freight movements for which provision should be

made : From the ship, from the shed, from the

quay, and from the pier to the warehouse, and
vice versa from the warehouse to the above. These
movements should be by railway cars, large drays,

motor trucks or by overhead carriers.

Warehouses should have such railway and dray-

way connections as easily and quickly to receive

or deliver local or through railway freight.

There should be ample room and the necessary

facilities on the first floor for assorting inbound

freight as it comes, directly from the ship or for

the assembling of outbound freight for immediate

shipment. Machinery for tiering and loading into

cars or drays will greatly facilitate this work.

This warehouse No. 1 is a typical terminal ware-

house and may serve as an example. The location

of the projecting platforms and the stationary whip
pulleys can be modified to secure greater speed.

Warehouse No. 2 is also a warehouse, but not

so exclusively a terminal warehouse. It can be

used as a manufacturing loft, though a warehouse
of six stories is preferable, as costing the least per

cubic foot. In some cases, where the demand ex-

ists and the cost of the land will permit, one-story

warehouses are constructed.
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Part End Elevation

One type for lieavy machinery and massive cast-

ings which cannot be left in the open is about 19

feet in the clear height. Others, for cotton or sim-

ilar commodities, are about twenty-four feet and
are similar to the type at Manchester, England.

^^^arehouses are often located at right angles in

respect to the waterfront or in some cases may be

diagonally placed, possibly about 45 degrees. This
diagonal arrangement offers, besides other advan-

tages, a more satisfactory track layout.

Modifications of any layout are often unavoida-

ble, due to local conditions, but it is the desire of

the Societv of Terminal Engineers to establish

•< -— - 160- - ->*

Street Elevation

certain terminal principles and to conform to these

as far as is commercially possible.

A terminal warehouse connected with an active

marine terminal whereby freight is transferred to

such a warehouse from the sheds constitutes an
excellent, permanent, safe investment.

Conclusions
First : A marine terminal warehouse differs from

the ordinary warehouse in respect to the design to

olitain speed of delivery and receiving freight.

Second: A marine terminal warehouse should
l)e located and designed so as best to co-ordinate

rail and water trans])ortation.

New York P for F(repares tor Foreign
Address by Alfred I. duPont

Trad(

MN' purpose in acquiring the Grand Central

I'alace for the home of the Allied Indus-

tries Corporation is to establish a point of

contact between commercial United States

and the rest of the world in the development of

foreign trade.

The vision of the position which this country

may occupy in the markets of the world, if it takes

advantage of its present opportunity, is not exclu-

sively mine. Many men have dreamed it, but it

remains for someone to realize that dream, and it

is hoped that through the Allied Industries Corpo-
ration this may be done.

Foreign trade is not, however, a one-sided ma.t-

ter. It does not consist solely of selling your pro-

ducts to other countries—it consists of selling to

them and buying from them, reciprocally. It con-

sists, further, in the establishment, through trade

relations, of greater international understanding, of

appreciation for permanent business alliances with
their nations and other peoples which will result

in closer world-friendships. This is the antithesis

of present world conditions, except insofar as con-

cerns the Allied nations. It is my hope and belief

that through the plans we are developing around

the Grand Central I'alace, the alliances we have
made for purposes of war will be cemented and
strengthened for the years of peace that are to

follow.

At the Hague there is a peace palace that stands
for something very definite in the world, however
circumstances ma}- have nullified its immediate
practical usefulness. It is my hope that here in

New York there shall stand a palace that is no
less for peace, though its function be to promote
foreign trade and closer international understand-
ing, which is the basis of peace.

It is all very well for us to talk of these things,

but it seems to me the thing to do is to create

some very definite focal point around which these

thoughts can be crystallized into acts. Therefore,

the Grand Central Palace is to be something more
than an executive building for a great business cor-

poration, representing only an exclusive group of

manufacturers. While we shall assemble there the

.American - made goods of our Allied industries,

which are to be offered to the buyers from other

countries, and reciprocally, foreign-made goods that

are seeking an entry to the markets of the United
States, the Grand Central Palace under its new

developed between the Orient and this country, through the
rapeseed and other more expensive oi
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(liix'i-'ti'in will licconie also the asscnibliiiL;- ])lai.-c I'nr

the CDiiinu'icial thought of the whole vvoiiil.

Xew ^'(irk is x'ery definitely the gateway tlinmgh
which .American goods must go out to the mar-
kets of Euro]ie and South America, just as it is

the gateway through which the products of tliesc

countries must largely enter the L'nited States. It

is not that we wish to narrow the gateway, but
rather to broaden it, very definitely locating its

place, and for the future we hope to bring together
these buyers of all the world under one roof in this

cil)-, ill order to facilitate the exchange of commod-
ities and the interchange of ideas. Our expositions
of domestic and foreign goods will become—like

the Leipsic Fair—events of world-wide importance
and should attract an increased number of buyers.

Further, to develop our plan, it is proposed to

centralize here, as far as possible, the entire flow
of foreign trade. It has generally been thought
that the palace was to be used only by such groups
of manufacturers as were allied with the Allied
Industries Corporation. This is not correct, since

the purpose is, as I have said, to make it the focal-

ized center of all our foreign trade activities.

The Grand Central Palace will become, in this

spirit, the home of a commercial union of nations,

a formal association as definite as "The League to

Enforce Peace", the object of wdiich will be to fos-

ter reciprocal international trade relations, the es-

tablishment of international customs tariffs, stand-
ardization of merchandise, the promotion of inter-

national legislation affecting' trade relations, and
of international good will and co-operation. It will

investigate international market requirements and
international natural resources. It will tabulate
international exporters and importers for the ser-

vice of buyers and sellers and disseminate infor-

mation on these subjects. International trade-marks
and patents will be listed and international finan-

cial investigations made and kept on file. In other
words, the Commercial Union of Nations will be-

come the connecting link between the already or-

ganized trade associations of the entire world.

In conjunction with this will be operated the

Allied Club, an international club affording all of

the usual and some very unusual club privileges

to its members, who will be foreign and domestic
importers and exporters, brokers, bankers, lawyers,
shijiping men and commercial agents. Membership
in this club will include all of the proposed branches
at London, Paris, Milan, Brussels, Lisbon, Shang-
hai and Tokio.

Through the club's information bureau, its mem-
bers will be entitled to the use of all the data gath-

ered by the Commercial Union of Nations, and

when in New York to the use of the club rooms,

conference rooms and reading rooms, writing rooms

and library, together with the great convention

room and banquet hall. It is rather absurd that

there is no place in .\cw \'ork, other than some
hotel, for great gatherings of world business men
assembled in a s])irit of co-operation.

The World's Fair will be opened in 1920-21 and
will operate for the first two years in New York,

and thereafter every third year, alternating with

London and Paris. This will occupy seven of the

twelve floors of the Grand Central Palace for a

]ieriod of three months, showing the products of

re])resentative international industries and bringing

together the w^orld's leading manufacturers and
buyers, regardless of whether they are associateil

with the Allied Industries Corporation or not. One
thousand of these will be invited to visit the fair

as the guests of the Allied Industries Corporation,

and this gathering will resolve itself into the first

International Trade Convention to consider inter-

national trade problems.

Other expositions will follow in their turn, so

that throughout each year there will be a succes-

sion of these modern educators—one dealing with

goods "Made in U. S. A.", and intended to popu-
larize that mark; another with seasonable exhibits

of domestic goods, and still another to be known
as "The \\'orld's Wants Exhibit" to educate Amer-
ican manufacturers and others in the raw products

of the world and the uses to which they may be put

Permanently, the Grand Central Palace will be

the executive offices of the Allied Industries Cor-

poration and its activities as the central selling

organization for the manufacturers and producers

of the world, and also for the French-American
Constructive Corporation, the function of which is

to assist in the rebuilding of certain sections of de-

vastated France when hostilities happily shall have

closed.

Together with all of this, there will of necessity

be the conduct of the broadest campaign of educa-

tion possible to promote, beyond the immediate

reach of the influence of the Grand Central Palace,

the principles of good will and international under-

standing generated there. This influence is to be

made to radiate as widely as possible through a

comprehensive system of public education through

the co-operation of other associations, by its own
publications, and, it is hoped, through the friendly

co-operation of 'the press which will interpret these

various activities in their full significance.

This is the work we must set out to do to gain

for America its fair quota of world trade, but by
methods which we believe are in harmony with the

thought of those nations which are today allied in

opposition to another method which is passing.

The general plans laid down for the Allied In-

dustries Corporation are formulated to co-operate

very closely with the various domestic and foreign

trade bureaus of our Government and to work in

harmony with the various international foreign

trade bureaus of the Allied and neutral Govern-
ments.

cts to and from



Shipbuilding at Los Angeles

Tralii

By Clarence H. Matson
Alaua.^cT. llarlicir Department, City <if Llis An,t;cles

El (j H T E E X niunths ayu shipbuilding was
practically unknown in this locality. Only
fi\e or six small vessels had ever been turned
off the ways south of San Francisco Bay, and

the idea of creating a great shipbuilding industry
here appeared preposterous. But a company was
organized for that jjurpose, and a lease of a site

for shii)building purposes was granted to it by
the city.

A )-ear ago this company had a contract for

eight steel ships of 8,800 tons each, at a total price

of approximately $10,700,000. Xuw this number
has been increased to forty ships at an aggregate
price of approximately $73,000,000. Not only are
the hulls built in the yard, but so are the engines
and all other machinery, as well as all furniture
and other furnishings. The first contract is nearly
completed, and there have been a number of
launchings on the second contract. More than
10,000 men are employed in the yard, and the
number is constantly increasing. In addition to
the four sets of ways originally planned for the
yard, two more sets have been put down and an-
other outfitting wharf has been built.

Another steel shipbuilding yard has been estab;
lished on the area originally held under lease by
the Pacific Wharf & Storage Company. The new-
corporation is known as the Southwestern Ship-
building Company, and it has built an exception-
ally good plant, with four sets of ways already es-

tablished, and two more to be put down. The first

hull built by this company was launched during
October, and it has contracts for twenty-three steel

ships, aggregating about $40,000,000, and is em-
ploying more than 2300 men. This number ])rob-

ably will be doubled within ninety days.

Two wooden shipyards, the Fulton Shipbuildin

plans. L'nless the Southern California Shipbuild-

ing Corporation begins the improvement of its site

within ninety days from the effective date of the

lease, the grant will lapse automatically.
Two additional wooden yards also are projected

to build small wooden vessels or large tugs for the
Emergency Fleet Corporation. If the plans for

these are carried through, they will lie located on
the Alormon Island Peninsula.

The National Engineering Corporation has been
awarded a contract for installing the machinery in

wooden hulls and outfitting wooden ships. For
this purpose the company is utilizing Shed No. 2,

Pier A, paying the city for the use of the shed on
a storage basis, and paying dockage on the hulls

at the regular dockage rates established for that

purpose.
Applications also are pending for the use of the

Water street wharf and shed for similar purposes.
There have been numerous projects also for

building reinforced concrete ships, and at this

writing we have pending an application from the
French-American Shipbuilding Corporation for a

lease on approximately thirty acres for building
concrete ships.

Thus within a period of a few months the ship-

building industry of Los Angeles harbor has as-

sumed colossal proportions.

\\'ith the re-organization of the Fellows & Stew-
art Company, Incorporated, another shipbuilding

concern entered the local field, making five con-

cerns now operating here. The new company has

started business under the corporate name of the

West Coast Shipbuilding Company. It has a rep-

resentative in Washington seeking contracts for

the construction of wooden steamers, and within

the last few days has applied for the lease of a por-

Company and the Ralph J. Chandler Company, tion of what is known as the Water street shed in

have contracts for eight and six ships, respectiveh
part of which have already been delivered. They
employ more than 1000 men.

It is estimated that there are ajiijroxiniately 14,-

000 men now employed in the ship}-ards at Los
Angeles Harbor, and about 2000 additional at Long
Beach. About 4000 more are employed on ship
work in the machine shops and other industries
of the city, making a total of 20,000 men employed
in the shipbuilding industry of this community.

It is said that these men are paid an average
of $r).00 a day, or $120,000 a day for the industry.

the Wilmington basin. This shed was built by the

Harbor Commission, and is partially occupied. Ad-
ditional land on Mormon Island has been secured
by the \\'est Coast Company. The officers and
stockholders compose one of the oldest concerns
in the harbor. They engaged in business many
years ago in the construction of pleasure launches

;

then fishing launches were added with the increase

in the number of canneries, and at present the

company is preparing for the construction nf ,3500-

ton wooden steamers.

Rogers, Brown & Compan}-, im]iorters and ex-

hich means' more than three and a quarter mi'l- porters, announce the affiliation with their head

lion dollars a month.

Two other steel shipbuilding yards have been
projected, to one of which, the Southern California
Shipbuilding Corporation, a lease has been granted
covering a site at the north end of the West Basin.
The other, the Craig - Wilde Shipbuilding Com-
pany, has an application pending for a lease cov-
ering approximately thirty acres, east of the Wil-
mington Basin.

Owing to the .fact that the Emergency Fleet
Corporation has adopted a policy of granting no
more contracts to new steel yards because of a
lack of material at present, it is doubtful whether
these two yards will be able to proceed with their

)ffice at Seattle of Mr. A. R. Hilliard in the capac-
ity of assistant sales manager, beginning October
1st, 1918. Mr. Hilliard is well known in the North-
west, and has a host of friends who wish him well

in his new location. .A native of New York, Mr.
Hilliard emigrated west in 1911, and has been en-

gaged successfully in the advertising and later as

manager of the truck dejjartment of the Eldridge
lirick C'nmpanv of Seattle.

The Fireman's Fund Insurance Company an-

nounces the removal of their marine and automo-
bile departments at Seattle to new and enlarged
offices at 30') Cdlnian Tiuilding.



The Antiquity of Various Iron and Wood Planking

Fastenings for Wooden Ships
By A. K. Armstrong

Formerly Assistant iMii^inccr in iMircsl 1 'roducts, I'^ircst I'rdtku-ts 1 .almratory. Madison, Wisconsin

Ui'().\
the Pacific Coast, and to some extent

anions^- ship architects and buihlers in scl-
eral, there is a tendency toward the use of

all - iron planking fastening. The pinch of

temporary scarcity of good treenails of re(|uisite

size has scrxed to accelerate this tendency; and in

order to instif\ the jjractice of usin.n iron alor.e,

those decrying the use of wood fastening hax'e ad-

\'anced some arguments which the writer believes

are not justified by the evidence available. That
apparently most widely circulated is, that treenails

are an archaism surviving from the days when met-

als were scarce and expensive, especially in manu-
factured forms. Now that iron is plentiful and
cheap(?) there is no necessity for using treenails.

-Metal fastenings are stronger than wood anyway,
or so the argument runs.

It was probably this, as well as other arguments,
that led to the conditions mentioned by Commander
Richard W. Meade, U. S. Navy, in his treatise on
on naval architecture and shipbuilding, printed in

1869: "Treenail fastening has gone out of date at

the present time, except in small vessels engaged
in the coastwise trade." Ever since that time tree-

nails have again swung into favor; but because the

tendency is again towards a discontinuance of their

use, the charge. of archaism against them, and, in-

directly, that of lack of progress against those who
use them, requires consideration.

It is the purpose of this article to jjresent e\i-

dence relative to the antiquity of wood and metal

planking fastenings. It will be shown that this

evidence points towards the substitution of wood
for metal, rather than the reverse ; and that the

probabilities are that both kinds of fastenings have
lieen used together from time immemorial, but that

treenails have gradually replaced metal as the main
jilanking fastening for wooden ships.

Much of the information given in the following

paragraphs of this section has been assembled

from "Sailing Ships and Their Story," by E. Keble
Chatterdon, London, 1909—a very excellent work
based upon a large number of ancient and modern
works relating to ships. Unless otherwise noted,

the quotations given are taken from Chatterton's

book. Speaking of the prehistoric dug-outs un-

earthed in England at various times

;

"Almost all were formed out of single treetrunks

of oak and afforded evidence of having been hol-

lowed out with blunt tools such as the people of

the Stone or Bronze Age would possess. Two ob-

viously later boats were dug up in 1853, and were
found to be of more elaborate construction, planks

having now been introduced. * * * For fastening

the planks to the ribs, oak pins and metallic nails

had l)een used.

"We come now to the Bronze and Iron Ages.
* * * But now that the introduction of metals,

of iron and bronze, is made, the primitive man
finds that his sphere of energy is vastly widened.

Instead of hollowing out the tree, he cuts it up
into planks, instead of having to sew the outside

together with thongs of hide, he has metallic nails

as fastenings. To the same kind of ribs that framed
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his skin-boat, he can now
nail down planks of oak
and fir.

"The first historic ac-

count that we possess of

these more modern ves-
sels is to be found in

Caesar's account of the
Xaval Campaign against
the \'eneti in the year 54
B- (-

'' * * The cross-
beams, made of logs a
foot thick, were fastened
by iron spikes as thick as
a man's thumb. The
anchors were made fast
by iron chains instead of
cables. * * *

^
Referring to ancient

Greek ships

:

'"Xails of bronze and
iron, and pegs of wood
were used for fastening
the planking, the thick-
ness of the latter vary-
ing from 2^4 to 5 '4
inches."

Athenians describe a
ship built bv Archime-
des in 250 B. C. She was
fastened throughout with
copper bolts, none weigh-
ing less than ten pounds
each. Eight of her twelve
anchors were of iron.

Several attempts have
been made to raise the
galleys of the Roman
Emperor Caligula (A. D.
37-41) from the bottom of the Lake of Xemi. The
results of the first attempt in the Middle Ages dis-
closed the following facts

;

"The nails were found to be of bronze, whilst
in length some were as much as a cubit * * *

and the vessel to be sheathed with lead, covering
a stiff lining of woolen cloth padding fastened on
by bronze studs outside. It is important to note
that the ancients in 37 A. D. had the good sense to
realize what Sir Phillip Howard and other naval
authorities in the time of Charles II did not dis-
cover until the year 1682, that lead sheathing round
a ship, used with iron nails, was bound to set up
corrosion."

Further attempts to raise these galleys in 1535
and 1905 led to the following discoveries

:

"The pegs were of oak, and many bronze nails
in perfect preservation were rescued from the
deep."

Several of the Viking ships unearthed in recent
years also furnish data upon the subject

:

"The Nydam ship was discovered in ()ctol)er,

1863, in the Xydam Moss to the northeast of Flens-
burg in the Duchy of Schleswig. * * * The
planks were fastened with large iron nails. She
was 77 feet long, as much as 10 feet 10 inches
across her midships. * * * Her date has been
estimated at about the middle of the third century
of our era. * * *''

In the photograph of the Gogstad \'iking ship,

discox-ered in 1880, which
was 79 feet long, 16>2
feet beam, and six feet

deep amidships, the heads
of the nails or spikes
fastening on the plank-
ing are ver}- evident.

From the Sagas of the
Xorsemen much may be
learned relative to the
various trades engaged
in the construction of a
ship

:

"Besides these came also
the joiners, nail-makers,
blacksmiths and other
workmen."

The chronicles of the
eleventh century (the
days of William the Con-
queror) also furnish in-

direct evidence

:

"Nor was shipbuilding

neglected in other parts

of Great Britain, for

Hakluyt gives a chron-

icle of the Kings of Man,
in which we find that

Godredus Crovan, who
gathered together a fleet

of ships and sailed to the

Isle of Man, xancjuished

its ]ieople, and subdued
Dublin, and so tamed the

Scots that none of them
durst build a ship or a

'•^^^ boate with above three

yron nailes in it."

The well-known me-
diaeval tale in the "Arabian Nights" entitletl

"Sinljad the Sailor" recounts that ships sailing-

past a certain mountain were destroyed through
the loss, by magnetic attraction, of the fasten-

ings which held them together. This fable

would have had no point whatsoever had not the
ships of the seafaring Arabs of these days (they
made regular voyages to China) been so dependent
upon iron fastenings that the loss of them caused
the vessel to fall to pieces.

European travellers of the fifteenth and sixteenth

centuries almost invariably remarked that the ships

of the Gujerat, in India, and other parts of the

Orient, were fastened entirely with wood * * *

a point that would scarcely have attracted atten-

tion had not metal fastenings played an important
part in the construction of their own ships. It

was this ancient practice of wood fastening that

])robably gave rise to the fable of the magnetic
mountain alluded to above.

The following c|uotations should explode the the-

ory that the past use of treenails has resulted from
a scarcity of metal in manufactured form :

"Of these the 'Regents,' of 600 tons, was inspired

by French architecture. She was built on the

Rother about 1490 and carried 225 serpentines."

The latter were iron or brass breech-loaders of

small calibre.

Of the "Henri Grace 'a Dieu", l)uilt for Henry
\T1I, it is remarked:

face of a ship;
a spectator, pla
1 behind"
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'I lei- tt)iinage was 1500. * ' " Mer arma-
ment, according to lie-r existing in\-entory nf 1314,

included 184 pieces of ordnance, of wliicli \2() were
lirass and iron serpentines."

"The 'Alurriam' was brought into the Royal
Xavy in 154.S * * * and she had * ' * 10

brass guns and 53 iron guns."

"The 'Struse of Dawske' had been purchased in

1544. * * * Her tonnage was 450 and she car-

ried. * * * 39 iron guns, but none of brass."

"Another ship * * * the 'Jesus of Lubeck,'
])urchased * * * j^j 1544, shows steel sickle-

shaped billhooks affixed to the yard-arms."

"In fights, when the sickle - shaped bill - hooks
already mentioned were used by the enemy, the

opponent would sling his yard in chains."

"The 'Ark Royal, carried three lower ancliors of

20 cwt., as well as three others and grapnel."

These were of iron.

Nettings were drawn over the waist of these

sliips "to intercept missiles dropped from the fight-

ing tops of the enemy."

"These nettings were at first made of metal

chain, but in the time of Elizabeth they were of

rope."

All of these forms required more skill in manu-
facture than a spike or bolt. That iron was plen-

tiful enough is indicated by the statement

:

"Iron was bought by the ton and worked up in

the royal forge into nails and spikes, etc."

This was in the beginning of the si.xteenth cen-

tury. In Spain this was also the case, since, of the

ships of the Great Armada, which sailed against

England in 1588, it is said:

"The seams opened in spite of the strength witli

which they had been put together. They were
l)olted witli iron spikes and it was not long before

these ships became 'nail-sick.'
"

It is peculiar that the argument relative to the

scarcity of metal in those days is advanced, when
the plentiful and intricate ironmongery of that age,

which still survives, is considered. The inventory

of supplies for Magellan's voyage round the world

fairly rings with iron, in forms far more intricate

*han those of the nail, spike and bolt. It is only

necessary to consider the weapons and body armor
of the sixteenth century alone to realize with wdiat

skill iron and steel were worked, both then and

previously.

In the early part of the seventeenth centurj- "we
find that the planking of a vessel of 400 tons was
to be four inches thick ; ships of 300 tons to have

three inch planking, and small ships, two inch, but

never less than this."

This gives some idea as to the problem involved
in fastening ships in those days, and also brings
the discussion down to the Colonial period of
.\merica. Of this, Hall (Tenth Census Reports,
\dl. yiU, 1880) writes:

"I'.y 1645 they had sent a "ship and other vessels'
from Boston to the banks, to fish, Lechford stating
in his 'Plain Dealing; or News from New Eng-
land,' that at this time the people of the colony
'were building of ships, and had a good store of
barks, catches, lighters, shallops, and other ves-
sels.'

"

The small and light craft mentioned were un-
likely to have had frames of a size that would have
made the use of treenails, based upon the sizes nec-
essary for safety, a desirable practice.

The settlement of New England resulted largely
through England's desire to supplement the supply
of fish from the teeming waters of North America.
For that reason she urged her shipwrights to come
over and exercise their skill upon the production o:
fishing vessels * * * the plentiful forests of
large trees making it possible then, as at all times,
to produce wooden ships more cheaply than in the
mother country. As trade increased these ship-
wrights built larger and larger ships. Hall cites a
contract of 1695 at Charlestown, Mass.. for a "new
squaresterned ship" of best white or black oak, 82
feet long on the keel and 25 1-3 feet beam * * *,

"the fastenings to be chiefly with treenails of oak.
* * * All materials to be provided by the builder,
except iron work, nails, and carvers' and joiners'
work."

This liberal use of treenails might well lead to

the belief that even in the short time which has
elapsed since the founding of the Colony the trans-

planted shipwrights had evolved a new system of

fastening. However, the practice in England in

the same century is described by Chatterton :

"In Charles II's time the planks and timbers were

fastened with treenails or hard wooden pins, * * *

the best trees for this purpose were grown at Shot-

over and Stow Wood, Oxfordshire."

In other words, the treenails were made of Eng-
lish oak.

Since the use of treenails at this time may also

I)e construed as meaning a scarcity of iron, a fur-

ther quotation is given from Chatterton

:

"With regard to the iron used, by 1636 there

were as many as 300 iron works in the country
(England). Iron nails were stolen in such large

quantities that the systematic marking of navy
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stores was begun about the time of the Restora- hand-liaminereu spikes with which she (]-"alher
"""•'.

,., , , .. T, ,
Hennepin's boat) was fastened, and to this dav

It IS unhkely that if England was so well sup- the fastening of planks, in Lake vessels, is of iron
plied that the Colonies need suffer. As a matter spikes, with through bolts in the larger 'craft

"

of fact, England had some of her warships built This would seem to indicate that spikes were
used on the lakes in the nine-

Xew llam])shire, since Hal
writes

:

"The Portsmouth builders made
a great reputation, ami, in con-
se(|uence, large vessels and frig-

ates were ordered from them.
The Faulkland. a 54-guii ship,

was Iniilt as earl}- as Id'JO; and
America, 50-gun, in 1740, for the
British Government. * * *"

These ships, when judged by
the standards of the time, re-

quired a considerable quantity
of iron in their fittings and fur-
nishings, in order to make them
capable of going to sea.

\Miile it might be thought that
the builder of merchant ships in

those early days of the Colonies
could not afford iron, if iron was
necessary, it must be remembered
that at that time, as well as
later, the Xew England builder
was often the owner or part
owner of the ship; carried his
own and his friends' cargoes

;

shipped his relatives and friends
as a crew; and frequently navi-
gatetl her himself. It is not
likely then that with all he had
at stake a builder would, hmv-
ever great the expense, omit anv-
thing from the construction of a
vessel that in his opinion would
jeopardize her safety.

.^s time went on. American
shipbuilders reduced shipbuild-
ing and design to a science, and
more and more improved both
design and construction. Until
the wooden ship was driven from
the high seas by foreign and sub-
sidized steel ships, the study was
carried on with unremitting zeal.
The best argument that they did
not blindly follow this English
practice of fastening planking is

the substitution of the locust
treenail for that of oak. The
cult of oak still prevails in Eu-
rope, to a large degree, in all in-
du.stries, but the American ship-
wright never hesitated to turn to
other species which are consid-
ered as good or better for any
portion of his ship. The y\.meri-
can builder never was backward
in making radical innovations in
old i)ractice. However, he him-
self was sometimes to blame for
the charge of prejudice and ab-
solut conservatism. Thus Cajjt.
E. I'. Dorr, proprietor of the Lake N'cssel Inspec-
tion, m an adtlress to the council which framed
the lake "rules" for the construction of wooden
vessels, about 1874, stated

:

"I have in my jiossession some of the small

The illustrations appearing in

.Mr. Armstrong's article are
taken from a copy of "Univer-
sal Dictionary of Marine," or
as the author of the Diction-
ary, which was published at
London, in 1789, would have
it, ".\ Copious E.xplanation of
the Technical Terms and
Phrases Employed in the Con-
struction, Equipment, Furni-
ture, Machinery, Movements
and Military Operations of a
SHIP Illustrated with Variety
of Original Designs of Ship-
ping, in Different Situations,
Together with Separate Views

' their Mafts, Sails, Yards

teenth century, because a French
missionary in the seventeenth
century had fastened his boat
with them, whereas the real rea-
son for the practice is given bv
Hall, in the following words:

"The shape of the hulls of the
lake schooners permits the use
of a great deal of straight timber
in the frames. The floor timbers,
and for a long distance amid-
ships, the top timbers also are
nearly straight. It is the prac-
tice, therefore, to cut the frames
out of heavy plank for flitch, as
it is called) five, six or seven
inch flitch being used, according
to the size of the vessel, the
spacing of the frames being as
a rule from 20 to 22 inches. "The
comparative thinness of the tim-
bers rendering injudicious the
use of treenails for fastening on
the plank, iron bolts and spikes
are used instead. The planking
is usually square-fastened with
two spikes and the two iron bolts
in each frame, but the practice
varies, in some vessels three
spikes and one bolt being used,
in others four iron bolts."

The lake rules themselves show
that spikes were considered a
second choice to treenails, but the
circumstances mentioned by Hall
forced the use of spikes and
bolts.

It is the opinion of the writer
tliat the evidence available points
towards the substitution of wood
for metail in ship fastening,
rather than the reverse. It is

quite probable, however, that
such fastenings have been largeh-
used together from very ancient
times, but that the treenail has
.gradually replaced metal as the
main planking fastenings. In
any case, the e\-idence presented
in this article leads the writer
to the conclusion that treenails
are not a makeshift due to any
lack of metal in past centuries,
nor are they an archaism due to
prejudice and lack of initiative,

but the results of deliberate con-
sideration and obser\-ation. The
shipwrights who used them (and
they were the be.st in the world

)

in the Golden Age of the Ameri-
can ship, and many of those who

did and do believe that they are
as esseiTtial to the well-being of the ship as metal
fastenings, and possilily more so. A close study
of the properties of metals and wood leads the
writer to tlie same conclusion.

and Rigging." The Dictionai,.
which is one hundred and
twenty-nine years old, was com-
piled by Mr. William Falconer,
and is a gem. When perusing
it one cannot help but feel
some of the romance that
made tlie sailing ships of old
so fascinating, for the defini-
tions given would prove an in-
spiration to any "old salt" read-
ing it. For instance, the sail-
ing ships illustrated in this ar-
tkle are described as follows:
Fig. 4 exhibits a fnow under
fail: fig. 5 reprefents a ketch at
anchor: fig. 6 a brig or brigan-
tine; fig. 7 a bilander; fig. 8 a
xebec: fig. 9 a fchooner; fig. 10
a galliot: fig. 11 a dogger; all
of which are under fail; fig. 12
and 13 two gallies, one of
which is under fail and tlie

other rowing: and fig. 14 a
floop. The ketch, who'fe fails
.ire furled, is furnished with a
try fail, like the fnow, and it

has a^ fore-fail, fore ftay-fail.
and a jib, nearly fimilar to thofe
of a floop, but the fails on the
main-maft and mizzen-maft are
like thofe of a fhip. The main
fad and main top-fail of the
brig are like thofe of the
fchooner; and the fore-maft is
rigged and equipped with fails
m the fame manner as the fhip
and -fnow. The fails, mafts
and yards of the xebec are ex-
tremely different from thefe.

In the fchooner both the main-
fail and the forefail are ex-
tended liy a boom ;ind gaff,

.•is likewise is tlie floop's main-
f.iil: the fails of the dogger
and the galliot are fufficiently

expreffed in tlie plate; and'
finally the gallie-. are navigated
with lateen-fails, which are ex-

tremely different from thofe of

the veffcls above defcribed.

still use thei



American Seaports
By H. McL.

'J'tTiiiinal iMi.nineer,

ALL that most ports need for the present is

to discharg-e and load ships, l)ar.L;es and
lighters with more rapidity—that is, three

times faster than is done at ])resenl—util-

izing iheir often jiresent extensive jiiers and hulk-

heads. 'This is easily, (|uiekly and econoniicall\-

possible.

To do this, there must be no cougeslieiu i)oiiits.

either on the side of the pier, on the pier, at the

entrance to the pier, or elsewhere.

The above is equivalent in results to increasing

the present berthing- frontage three times. In ad-

dition, the short holding areas must also be equiv-

.ilent in holding capacity to three times as much.
'I'his is to be taken as an average.

Xo one would question that, if there were three

times as many piers and bulkheads as at present,

many ports would have a great surplus.

15ut only is this three times increase possible

with the present linear frontage and surface area,

but the American terminal engineer naturally can

improve on foreign installations in ada])ting them
to American conditions.

Many other foreign ports having similar unfav-

orable conditions have obtained this three-fold re-

sult. These pioneers learned their lesson many
vears ago, being' forced to it by an active mercan-

tile marine. They have written down the exact

number of tons they were transferring when their

conditions were the same as at certain American
ports and what the tonnage was after improving.

They employed water (hydraulic), steam (the en-

gine), and electricity (the travelling; hoist).

At first the various ports tried different methods,

but finally almost all foreign ports followed prac-

tically the same terminal principles.

A barge and lighter, even when two were lying

side by side, and even without masts, were un-

loaded by their mechanical appliances, which would

have been impossible with cargo masts.

A space alongside of the pier, 8 feet by 8 feet

(64 square feet), easily congested by one or two

winches per hatch, was not what they used for dis-

charging ships, but served a space AO feet by 100

feet, or 4,000 square feet, without rehandling or

moving the machine. By these machines, combined

with the ships' winches, six packages or drafts

were .going through the air at one hatch at one

time, instead of as is usual at Pacific ports—one,

or at the utmost two, drafts.

Instead of building new piers, by an investment

of one-tenth the cost of a new pier, they obtained

equivalent results. These port engineers from their

experience realized that operative conditions were

the factors of the greatest importance, and that a

one-story shed without columns, without elevators,

without chutes, without other floor incumbrances,

were far less easily congested than when these un-

avoidable elements of a two-story shed were pres-

ent. They also knew that a one-story shed, 30

feet clear space beneath the trusses, had a greater

holding capacity than a two-story shed thirty-six

feet in height. In the one-story shed there were
no obstructions, greater speed and less cost of op-

eration and less initial investment. They had learn-

Harding
New ^'ork City

ed from daily oi)eration the value of conserving

lloor s])ace, utilizing unoccupied air spaces, an,d the

necessity of co-ordination between the railway car

and the vessel.

.\lthough not in their records, such early port

officials probably made their trial by error, which

nnstakcs should not today be repeated by those

just entering into a new era of port development,

(hie to a great merchant marine and a domestic

and foreign commerce unequalled in the history

of the world.

There can be no doul)t which will be the great

port of the Pacific, whose commerce will equal that

of the port of Kew York, if it will avoid the mis-

takes of the past and profit from the experience

of others.

All steamers l)uilt in San Prancisco arid San Pe-

dro and turned over to the Navy Department for

operation will be outfitted with crews from the

local Naval Reserve Training Station. This infor-

mation was given out by officers of the station re-

cently. In the last month, three steamers have

been outfitted with crews from the station here

—

the "West Galeta," the "Ozaukee" and the "Caw-
taba." The former was constructed by the Los
Angeles Shipbuilding & Drydock Company, the

"Ozaukee" by the Long P.each Shipbuilding Com-
pany, and the "Catawba" by the Fulton Shipbuild-

ing Compain-.

RULES COVERING UNLOADING OF
RESTRICTED COMMODITIES

The War Trade Board has notified all shipping

companies and shipping agencies that vessels sail-

ing from foreign ports on or after October 1, 1918,

will not be permitted to unload any shipment of

restricted commodities for importation into the

Cnited States, except coin, bullion, and currency,

unless such shipment is covered by an invoice

duly certified by the appropriate United States

consular officer, or unless said shipment is covered

by one of the "PDF" or general licenses, and that,

if any shipping company shall bring to the United

States any restricted commodity not so covered

by such consular invoice, said company will l)e

compelled to return said commodity to the port

of origin at its own expense. Shipping companies
will be protected, however, in accepting freight,

provided they make certain that the invoice cov-

ering the commodity has been duly certified by
the American consular officer.

This policy has been made necessary by the fact

that, since the restrictions upon imports becaine

effective, many shipments have arrived at LTnited

States ports, for importation of which no licenses

have been issued. These shipments have, in many
instances, been unloaded and have caused great

congestion of the docks and warehouses.
It is expected that the precautions now taken

will prevent this, and thus facilitate the handling
of foreign trade as well as the enforcement of the

import restrictions adopted for the purpose of con-

ser\"ing tonnage.



What the United States Shipping Board Has Accom-
phshed with the Co-operation of Our American

Shipbuilders

WITH IX the jurisdiction of the United States

Shipping Board, on September first, 1918,

there are 2185 seagoing vessels, totaling

9,511,915 deadweight tons. Of these, 1294,

totaling 6,596,405 deadweight tons, fly the Ameri-

can flag. Under charter to the Shipping Board

and to American citizens tliere are 891 foreign ves-

sels, totaling 2.915,510 deadweight tons. At the

time the United States entered the war the .Amer-

ican merchant marine included approximately only

2,750,000 deadweight tons of seagoing vessels of

over 1500 deadweight tons. The expansion of the

fleet within the jurisdiction of the Shipping Board
has come about for the most part during the past

year. This fleet lists as follows on Sept. 1, U'18:

3,017,238 deadweight tons, is nearly four times all

the seagoing tonnage (of over 1500 deadweight
tons) built in the United States in any four pre-

war years. The total launchings since the first of

this year, 482 vessels, of 2,392.692 deadweight tons,

are more than eight times the seagoing tonnage
(of over 1500 deadweight tons) produced in this

country in any prewar year.

In the four prewar years, 1913-1916, according

to the Bureau of Navigation of the Department of

Commerce, this country built 107 seagoing steam
vessels of over 1500 deadweight tons, totaling 805,-

037 deadweight tons. The high mark of prewar
])roduction in the United States of seagoing ves-

sels of over 1500 deadweight tons was reached in

Requisitioned .\merican merchant ships

Ex-German and Ex-.Austrian ships taken over by the United States Government .

New Ships owned by United States Shipping Board
Old Lake steamers transferred
American merchant ships not yet requisitioned (of over 1,500 dead-weight tons)

Dutch steamers requisitioned
Foreign ships chartered to United States Shipping Board
Foreign sliips chartered to .\merican citizens

Total

449 2,900,525

100 644713
256

1

1.465,963

31 117.800

in 980459
81 486,945

291 1,208.411

600 1.707,099

2.185 9,511.915

Expansion of Our Merchant Marine
The .American merchant marine is today expand-

ing more rapidly than any other in the world. In

August of this year the United States to(5k rank

as the leading shipljuilding nation in the world.

It now has more shipyards, more shipways, more
shipworkers, more ships under construction, and is

building more ships every rnonth than any other

country, not excepting the United Kingdom, hith-

erto easily the first shi]ibuilding power. Prior to

the war the United States stood a ]ioor third

among the shipbuilding nations.

Since August, 1917, more seagoing tonnage has

been launched from American shipyards than was
ever launched before in a similar period anywhere.
The total, as of Septeml^cr 1, 1918, 574 vessels, of

1916, when there were l)uilt 38 \-esscIs, of 285.555

deadweight tons.

The Rate of Progress
The rajjid progress .\merican shipbuilding has

made in the first year of the present Shipping
Board is shown by the table below.

Deliveries

.More than 2,000,000 deadweight tons of new
ships have been completed and delivered to the

.'^hip]iing Board during the past year. The first

deli\ery was made on August 30, 1917, by the To-
ledo Shipbuilding Company of Toledo, Ohio. The
first million tons of completed ships were obtained

in May; the second million in August. The de-

liveries to the Shipping Board in August broke all

world's records in tlic production of ocean-going

Launchings
(.August, 1917-18, inclusive)

Dead-
weight

Dead-
weight
tons

Dead-
weight
tons

weight
tons

"127,055

61,930
131,126

144,605

159,830

112,500
171,850
258,916
225,230
365,255
2.33,550

634,41

1

390,980

48,500
I

130
[

708,300 |' 2S1
[

1,660,988
|

574
1
3,017,238

August, 1917

September, 1917
October, 1917 ...

November, 1917
December, 1917
January, 1918 ...

February, 1918 .

March, 1918
April, 1918
May, 1918
June, 1918

July, 1918

August, 1918

7,500

14500
36,000
55,500
108,200

78,700
187,700
111,350

4,000
4,000
4,0(HI

7,500

3.500

11.(100

14500
I

14
I

13
I

35
!

48
I

17,600

8,800

21,150
51,650
45,850
85,025

74,300
218,725

176,400

16
12

19

19

21
15

23
27
22
28
13

33
13

I

127,055

61,930
131,126
135.805

134730
103,700

132,200
167,266
119,880

164530
77,050
216,986
88,730

16
12

19

20
25
16

31
44
46

I

74

I
49

I
124

Total
I

170
I

599,450
|
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toniias^e and cstalilislKnl the L'nited States as the

leading' shipl)iiildin,L;- nation of tlie world. They
totaled 338,983 deadweight tons. Those from Amer-
ican shipyards to the Shipping Board in August
totaled 313.380 deadweight tons, exceeding the pre-

vious world's record for any month, which had been
made by British shipyards in May, 1918, by 17,869

deadweight tons. The deliveries to the Shipping
Pioard by American shipyards from August 30,

1917, to and including August 31, 1918, tcftaled 325

seagoing vessels of 1,941,875 deadweight tons. Ad-
ding eight vessels of 66,357 deadweight tons de-

livered by Japanese shipyards, the grand total of

deliveries to the Shipping Board up to September
1, 1918, was 333 vessels of 2,008,232 deadweight
tons. The monthlv progress is shown in the fol-

lowing table :

The deliveries to the Shipping Board from Amer-
ican shipyards in 1918 to date (September 1) in

comparison with the output for the same ])eriod

l)y liritish shipvards show up as follows:

January .

February
March ....

April
May
June
July
August ...

88,300
123,042
161,226

171413
254413
278,199
236,079

313,380

87,852
150,057
242,511

169,000

295,511
201,238
212,973
187,019

Total
I

1.626,052 1,546,161

To date American shipyards lead by 79,981 tons.

Deliveries by Months

(August, 1917-18, inclusive)

Requisitioned

Dead-
weight
tons

Steel contract

Dead-
weight
tons

Wood contract

Dead-
weight
tons

Contract, built

in Japan

Dead-
weight
tons

Dead-
weight
tons

August, 1917
September, 1917
October, 1917 ....

November, 1917
December, 1917
January, 1918 .-.

February, 1918 .

March, '1918

April, 1918
May, 1918
June, 1918
July, 1918
August, 1918

Total.

1

7

13

IS
11

10

15
I

19

30
36
35
19

22

2,930
47,029
87,758
78,805

99,301

79,729
114,521

152,678
162,842

214,508
198,230

109,006
128,448

236 1,475,485 56

1 8,571

1 8,521

1 8.548
1 8,571

6 36,405
9 61,969
18 109.073

19 106,402

348,090 33

3,500
18,000

18.000

78,500

15.837

24.917

25,603

2,930
47,029
87,758
78,805

99,301
88,300
123,042
161,226
171,413
254418
294,036
260,996
338,983

118,000
I

8
I

66,357
|

333
\

2.008.232
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NOTE.—The foregoing table is in dead-weight tons.

The deliveries to the Shipping Board do not embrace all

construction in the United States. Thej- deal only with

seagoing vessels of over 2.500 dead-weight tons built un-

der requisition or contract for the Shipping Board. The
figures of production which properly correspond with

those of the British .Admiralty are compiled by the Bu-

reau of Navigation, whicli, like the British Admiralty,

lists all vessels of over 100 gross tons.

Records Made by Shipyards

The most spectacular achievement in the his-

tory of shipbuilding, in this or any other country.

was the launching from American shipyards on

Independence Day of ninety-five steel, wood, and

composite ves.sels, totaling 474.464 deadweight tons.

Thus in one day there were launched 188,909 dead-

weight tons more than the output of seagoing ton-

nage (of over 1500 deadweight tons) in the best

prewar year of American shipbuilding.

Another world's record was made l)y American
shipyards for the m.nitli of July. There were

launched in that nmnth \2h steel, wood, and com-

posite vessels, totaling 634,411 deadweight tons.

This total more than doubles the launching totals

for any month in the hLstory of British shipyards.

Before the war British shipyards launched more
vessels annually than all the others in the world.

An unprecedented pace of construction marks
the rapidly increasing output of tonnage from

American shipyards. All records for fast ship-

building are now held by them. Before the war
from nine months to a year were required to build

a 3500-ton steel seagoing vessel, from a year to

a year and a half to build a 5500-ton steel vessel,

and from a year and a half to two }ears to com-
plete a vessel of 8000 tons and over.

In July and August of this year only thirty-four

calendar days elapsed between the keel laying and
deliverv of the 3500 deadweight ton steel freighter

"Crawl Keys." This world's record was made by
the Great Lakes Engineering Works of Ecorse,

Mich. The keel of the "Crawl Keys" was laid

on July 11. The vessel was launched in the rec-

ord-breaking time of sixteen calendar (fourteen

workingj days. On August 13 the "Crawl Keys"
was completed, and on the following day it was
accepted by the Shipping Board and placed in

commission.
C)nly thirty-seven calendar days were required in

May and June to build the "Tuckahoe,'' a steel

collier of 5500 deadweight tons. This sensational

pace for war-time shipbuilding was set by the

New York Shipbuilding Company of Camden, X. J.

A world's record was made when the " Tucka-
hoe" was launched ninety per cent complete on

June 5 in twenty-seven days two hours and fifty

minutes from keel laying. Another world's record

was made ten days later when the "Tuckahoe,"
ready for service, was delivered to the Shipping
Board. The "Tuckahoe" was carrying coal to New
England on the fortieth day.

The ten fastest built seagoing vessels in the

world have come from American shipyards this

year. They are

:

"Crawl Keys," freighter, 3500 deadweight tons.

Great Lakes Engineering \\'orks, Ecorse, Mich.,

34 (calendar) days.

"Tucliahoe,"' collier, 5500 deadweight tons, Xew
York Shipbuilding Company, Camden, X. J., 37

(calendar) days.

"^^'est Lianga," freighter, 8543 deadweight tons.

Skinner & Eddy Corporation, Seattle, 78 (calen-

dar) days.

"West Hosokie," freighter, 8800 deadweight tons,

Skinner & Eddy Corporation, Seattle, 79 ( calen-

dar) days.

"West Hobomac," freighter, 8604 deadweight

A product cf the Supple & Ball
Corporation. Portl
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L. J. Drake" tanker, building at the Ames Shipbuilding and Drydock Company, Seattl-

tons. Skinner tv l^ddy (.'(irporation, Seattle, 80 (cal-

endar) da}-is.

"Lake Narka," freii^hter. ,5530 dead\vci,i;lit tons,

American Shiphnildin^- (.(inipany, ( 'level;ind, 84
(calendar) days.

frei.s;hter, 85.^4 deadwei.i^lit tons,

Corporation, Seattle, 85 (calen-

freighter, 8.554 deadweight tons.

Corporation, Seattle, 86 (calen-

"W'est Cohas,"
Skinner i*v: Eddy
dar) days.

"West (iambo,"
.Skinner iv Eddy
dar) days.

"West Ekonk," freighter, 8554 deadweight tons.

Skinner & Eddy Corporation, Sea1:tle. 88 (calen-

dar) days.

"West Alsek," freighter, 8529 deadweight tons;
"West Apaum," freighter, 8516 deadweight tons,

and "West Gotomska," freighter, 8586 deadweight
tons. Skinner & Eddy Corporation, Seattle; and
"Lake Gardner," freighter, 3300 deadweight tons,

Great Lakes Engineering \\'orks, Ecorse, Mich.,

92 (calendar) days.

The speed that American shipbuilding has at-

tained this year is further shown by the following
launchings made in record time:

Manitowoc Shipbuilding Company of Manitowoc,
Wis., launched the 3400-ton steel freighter "Corsi-

cana" on August 7, 28 (calendar) days after the

keel laying.

Bethlehem Shipbuilding Corporation of Alameda,
Cal., launched the 12,000-ton freighter "Invincible"

on August 4, 31 (calendar) days after keel laying.

American Shipbuilding Company of Cleveland,

launched the 3550-ton steel freighter "Lake .\arka"
on May 4, 46 (calendar) days after keel lading.

Baltimore Dry Dock & Shipbuilding Company
of Baltimore, launched the 6450-ton steel refriger-

ator shi]) "South Pole" on June 17, 46 (calendar)
days after keel laying.

liethlehem Shipbuilding Corporation of Alameda,
Cal., launched the 12,000-ton steel freighter "De-
fiance" on July 4, 46 (calendar) days from keel
laying. On the same day this yard launched three
other 12-000-ton steel freighters, one of them, the
"X'ictorious," 66 (calendar) flays from keel laying.

Shipyards and Shipways
When the present Shipping Board began its work

in August, 1917, there were only sixty-one ship-
yards in the United States. There were thirty-

seven steel shipyards with 162 ways. About three-
quarters of their capacity had been pre-empted by
the naval construction program, wdiile private or-
ders overllowed the remaining ways. Li the twen-
ty-four wood shipyards there were only seventy-
three ways.
The largest shipyards in the world in September,

1918, are those of the United States. The Clyde
River, in Scotland, historically famous as the great-
est of all shipbuilding localities, is already sur-
passed by two shipbuilding districts on the Atlantic
Coast and by two on the Pacific Coast—by Dela-
ware River and Newark Bay in the East and by
Oakland Harbor and Puget Sound in the West.
One yard. Hog Island, on the Delaware, is equip-
ped to produce more tonnage annually than the

Status of Shipyards, as of September 1, 1918

Districts:

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No. 9
No. 10
No. 11

Yards independent of districts..

Concrete plants

Yards Status c

compIeti(

Total __ 203 n 117 2 1 7 1 155

90
138
75
69
53

55
94
123
112

S3
57

c 5m- rn p.

pi ^ted tic

be adde
to

d.

64
128
62
53
53

SO
80
123
110
33
57
80
22

35 I 13 I 1,020 I 927

15

3

1

8

I

12 1

2
I

12 I

2
1

18

f
21

410
I
400

I
63 54
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output of all the shipyards of the United Kingdom
in any prewar year. It has fifty ways.

There are now 203 shipyards in the United

States. The list comprises 77 steel, 117 wood, two
composite and seven concrete shipyards. Of these,

155 are completed, 2>'!i more than half completed,

and only 13 less than half completed. The great

platit atHog Island is ''5 per cent completed—built

in one year. Its site, when the United States en-

tered the war, was a swampy marsh.

Every month of the past year has added to the

number of American shipways, until today the im-

pressive total is 1020—more than double the total

of shipways in all the rest of the world. Of the

927 shipways that are for the Emergency Fleet

Corporation of the Shipping Board, 810 are listed

today as completed, and only 117 are to be added.

There are 410 completed ways for the construction

of steel ships, 400 completed ways for the construc-

tion of wood, composite, and concrete ships.

The status of the

shipyard plants is

shown in the follow-

ing summary

:

Employees
The records of the

United States Shipping
P.oard Emergency Fleet

Corporation show that

there are now approx-

imately 386.000 em-
ployees in the ship-

yards. There were less

than 50,000 shipwork-
ers in July, 1916.

The weekly pay-roll

of the shipyards build-

ing ships for the Unit-

ed States Shipping
r.oard is SIO.500,000.

Program and Contracts

Here is the jjrogram

of ship construction

which the Shipping Hoard has jjlaced with the

rapidlv expanding shi|)yards of the country:

Dtad-weiglit tons

2249 contract ships, totaling 13,212,712

42 concrete ships, totaling 301,500

402 requisitioned ships, totaling 2,790,792

2693 ships 16,305,004

The Shipping Board has also contracted for the

construction of 170 wood barges, 279 steel, wood

and concrete tugs, 100 trawlers and 25 harbor oil

barges, totaling 50,000 deadweight tons.

Definition of Tonnage : To make clear the mean-

ing of the different kinds of tonnage, these defini-

tions are given. The term "gross tons" is held to

express in units of 100 cubic feet the entire cubical

capacity of the vessel, including spaces occupied

by cabins, engines, boilers, and coal bunkers. The

"net ton" is regarded as equaling 100 cubic feet of

capacity, exclusive of deductions for space occupied

by cabins, machinery, etc. "Deadweight" tonnage

signifies the maximum weight of cargo, bunkers,

consumable stores, and all other weight, including

passengers and crew.

STATUS OP WORLD TONNAGE, SEPTEMBER 1. 1918

(Germany and Austria excluded)
Dead-weight tons

Total losses (.Mlied and neutral) August, 1914-Sept. 1,

1918 21,404,913
Total construction (Allied and neutral) August, 1914-

Sept. 1, 1918 14,247,825
Total enemy tonnage acquired (to end of 1917) 3 795,000
Excess of losses over gains 3,362,088
Estimated normal increase in world's tonnage if war had

not occurred (based on rate of increase, 1905-1914) . 14,700,000
Net deficit due to war 18,062,088

Construction of ships in a single month exceeded destruction
of them for a similar period, in May, 1918, for the first time
since December, 1915.

In .\ugust, deliveries to the Shipping Board and other sea-

going construction in the United States passed .\IIied and neutral
losses for that month. The figures

:

Gross tons
Deliveries to the Shipping Board 244,121
Other construction over 1,000 gross 16,918

261,039
259,400

1,630

Recruiting Service

A recruiting .'^ervice was established June 1. 1''17.

for the purpose of training American citizens to

serve as officers and in the crews of vessels in the

merchant marine. Henry Howard of Boston was
named director of the service.

Work of training men qualified by two years" ex-

perience at sea to serve as deck officers, by means
of a short intensive course in navigation, was be-

gun June 4, 1917. The training of men with tech-

nical experience fitting them to s'erve as marine
engineers was begun in July, 1917. Training of

crews was begun in January, 1918.

The experienced men trained as deck and en-

gine-room officers are recruited through section

chiefs of the recruiting service stationed at Boston,

Philadelphia, Jacksonville, New Orleans, San Fran-

cisco, Seattle, and Cleveland, and at the schools.

Recruiting of inexperienced men, to be trained for

service in merchant-marine crews, is conducted at

6854 ofificial enrolling

stations, established at

drug stores, in all sec-

tions of the country.

The status of the ser-

vice (September, 1918)

is indicated in the fol-

lowing summarv:

Total
5es (Allied and neutral)
;rica alone surpassed losses for month by

NOTE.—World's merchant tonnage as of Tune 30, 1914, to-

taled 49,089,552 gross tons, or, roughly, 73,634,328 dead-weight
tons. (Lloyd's Register.) '

Training Merchant
Marine Officers

( )tticers schools, il.

Attendance Tune,

1917, to December 14,

1918, 10,242.

Length of term, na\-
igation schools, six

weeks ; engineering
schools, one month.
Men in classes on

August 31, 1918, 1450.

Experienced men only-

admitted.

Training Merchant Marine Crews

Recruits (inexperienced) enrolled for training as

apprentice seamen, firemen, coal passers, cooks and
stewards, February, 1918, 2'i,27^-

Rate of enrollment, September, 1918, 4500 a week.
Training stations in commission: At Boston

(base of Atlantic Training Squadron) ; New York,

San Francisco, Seattle, Norfolk, New Orleans and
Cleveland.

Training ships in commission: Based at Boston,

the "Calvin Austin," "Gov. Dingley," "Gen. Cobb";
based at New York, the "Dorothy Bradford" ; based

at San F"rancisco, the "Iris" ; based at Seattle, the

"Iroquois" and "Chippewa." Training ships fitting

out: At New Orleans, the "Mandeville"; at Cleve-

land, the "Missouri"; at Boston, the "Minnesota"

(to replace the "President"). Station ships in com-

mission : At Boston, the "Meade" ('ex "City of Ber-

lin"); at N<.)rfolk, the "President"; at San Fran-

cisco, the "Ocean Wave."

Capacity of cruising training ships, 4000 appren-

tices a month.

Total capacit\' of stations, training and receiving
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RECAPITULATION
Sliipyards fur the construction of seagoing shijis

.Slates January, 1917, 61 shipyards (37 steel,

sliips, 6100 men ,1 iiKiiitli. ( )ii hiiard ships and at
stations, 6035.

Duration of training;, axcrasc si.\ week.s.
("iraduates shippcil out in merchant-marine crews

in jjroportioii of four

to every -si.x al)le sea-

meii in tlie crew.
Functions

'l"he L'liited States

Shipping- iioard was
nriL;inally designed to

promote the develop-
ment of an American
merchant marine and
to regulate foreign and
domestic s h i p p i n g .

.Since the entry of the

L'nited States in to the

war, additional legisla-

tion has given it com-
prehensive emergency
powers to meet war
problems and demands
in the sphere of ship-

]MIlg.

Emergency Fleet

Corporation
This auxiliary of the

United States Ship-
ping Board was cre-

ated in April, 1917, as

a corporation through
the instrumentality of

which the board could
do whatever was nec-

essary to add to our

the Unit,
wood), ha

ing 235
Sliipyards and shijiways in the United States September 1, 191K

.'03 shipyards (17 steel, 117 wood, 2 composite, 7 concrete).
1 hese have 1,020 ways. Of 927 that are for the Emergency
1-leet Corporation, 410 arc steel, 400 wood, composite, and
concrete, and 63 steel and 54 wood, composite, and concrete
are under construction.

Seagoing ships of over 1,500 dead-weight tons each under Ameri-
can registry, January 1, 1917, approximately 2.750,000 dead-
weight tons.

.Seagoing ships of over 1 500 dead-weight tons each under Ameri
can registry, September 1, 1918, 6,600,000 dead-weight tons.

Seagoing ships of over 2,500 dead-weight tons each built in
L nited States yards for the Shipping Board from August 30,
1917, to August 31, 1918, inclusive, 1,952,675 dead-weight tons.

Oei-man and .\ustrian vessels commandeered, 644,713 dead-weight
tons.

Seagoing vessels requisitioned and obtained by charter agreement
with neutral nations, 1,695,536 dead-weight tons.

Ship workers employed in yards building for United States Ship-
ping Board Emergency Fleet Corporation (Sept. 1.) approxi-
mately 386,000. (In July, 1916, there were approximately
50,000.)

Employees in trades allied to shipbuilding on September 1, 1918.
approximately 300,000.

United States Shipping Board program of construction, 2,693 ves-
sels, of 16,305,004 dead-weight tons.

Deliveries from American shipyards to the Shipping Board, this
year, in comparison with the production of seagoing vessels
of over 1,500 dead-weight tons in the United States (Bureau
of Navigation figures) in the four years preceding the en-
trance of this country into the war were as follows:

Dead-weight tons
1918 (to Sept. 1). 277 1,626,052

•1916. 38 285.555
1915. 19 169.540
1914. 19 159.588
1913. 31 : 190.354

* Best pre-war year in the production of seagoing
r 1.500 dead-weight tons in the United States.

Senate on ()ctol)er .?, 1917.

< )n July 27, 1917, the board elected Commissioner
Hurley as its chairman and Commissioner Stevens
as its \-icc chairman.

On .\pril 16. 161S,

Chairman Hurley an-
nounced that as a re-

sult u[ the cumulative
work involved in car-
rying forward con-
struction in 130 wide-
ly scattered yards, a
new office, that of
directf)r general, had
been established by
the trustees of the
Emergency Fleet Cor-
poration, that this post
had been offered to
Charles M. Schwali,
and that he had ac-
cepted it.

As director general,
Mr. Schwab has com-
plete supervision and
direction of the work
of shipbuilding.

On May 9, 1918,
Howard Coonley, of
Boston, was appointed
a vice-president of the
Emergency Fleet Cor-
poration, taking over
several of the duties
which had been per-
formed by Vice-Presi-

dent 1 lez, in order that Mr. Piez could devote
himself exclusively to matters pertaining directly
to shipbuilding.

All the data given in this article was compiled
'^- Information Bureau, United States Shippinj

The Fulton Shipbuilding Company of Los An-
g^eles has received contracts from the Emergency
Fleet Corporation for the construction of two ad-
ditional wooden ships of 3,500 tons each.

ship tonnage. Its power of construction is limited

only by the measure of its appropriations.

The President on December 22, 1916, nominated
as commissioners of the Shipping Board the fol-

lowing: William Denman, of California; Bernard
N. Baker, of Maryland

; John A. Donald, of New Board, W. S. Meriwether, manager. Photoo-raphs
York; John B. White, of. Missouri; and Theodore published herewith were obtained by Pacific Ma-
Brent, of Louisiana. rine Review from dift'erent shipyards on the Pa-
On January 19, 1917. the Senate confirmed the c'fic Coast,

appointments of Messrs. Denman, Baker, ^^'llite

and Brent, and on January 12>. 1917, confirmed the

appointment of Mr. Donald.

On January 26, 1917, the President accepted the

resignation of Commissioner Baker, and on Janu-
ary 30, }917, the board, as so constituted, was for-

mally organized.

On March 12, 1917, the President nominated
Raymond B. Stevens, of New Hampshire, as a

commissioner of the Shipping Board, vice Mr.

Baker, resigned, and the appointment of Mr. Ste-

\ens was confirmed by the Senate March 15, 1917.

On July 24, 1917, the President accepted the res-

ignation of Commissioners Denman and White, and

nominated as commissioners in their stead, respect-

ively, Edward N. Hurley, of Illinois, and Bain-

bridge Colby, of New York, those nominations be-

ing confirmed by the Senate on July IS. 1917, and
.\ugust 8, 1917, respectively.

On July 26, 1917, the President accepted the res-

ignation of Commissioner Brent, and on September
2'', 1617, nominated to succeed him Charles R.
I 'age, of California, who was confirmed bv the

Captain Joseph J. Meany, travelling inspector of
hulls for the L^nited States Steamboat Inspection
Service, and who formerly served in the Oregon
territory as assistant inspector of hulls, found him-
self a subject of an impromptu selective draft sys-
tem on his arrival the first week in October, for
Captain E. S. Edwards, inspector of hulls, imme-
diately pressed him into the work of helping out
the Oregon inspectors, who are swamped with the
many new carriers going into commission. Later,

Assistant Inspector Moody of the San Francisco
district was detailed here, and as soon as Congress
acts on a bill now before its members, it is hoped
that two sets of assistant inspectors Will be added
to the staff for permanent service. Captain J. K.

i'.nlgar, supervising inspector, spent some lime in

Portland during October.



This is the Ship That We Built

By A. J. England
111 "Heave Together"', House Organ, Northwest

Steel Company
s:-=i-^-' '<-^ii2ss^^-'^:i;H^

'X'HIS is the steel—both channel and flat—that
*- came from the mill to make up the ship that

we built.

THIS is the plan which pictures the ship that

was made from the steel, both channel and flat.

that came from the mill to make up the ship that

we built.

THIS is the mold which was made from the plan

which pictures the ship that was made from the

steel, both channel and flat, that came from the

mill to make up the ship that we built.

'THHIS is the frame, both Ijeveled and bent, which
-' took shape from the mold which was made from

the plan which pictures the ship that was made
from the steel, both channel and flat, that came
from the mill to make up the ship that we built.

'T^JHS is the plate, all pnnclicd and shorn, which
-• hangs on the frame, both beveled and bent,

which took shape from the mold which was made
from the plan which pictures the ship that was

made from the steel, both channel and flat, that

came from the mill to make up the ship that we
built.

*

I
""HIS is the rix'et, tossed sizzling hot, tliat fas-

tens the plate, all punched and shorn, which
hangs on the frame, both beveled and bent, which
took shape from the mold wdiich was made from
the plan which pictures the ship that was made
from the steel, both channel and flat, that came
from the mill to make up the ship that we Jniilt.

nPHIS is the man, so husky and strong, who
drives the rivet, tossed sizzling hot, that fas-

tens the plate, all punched and shorn, which hangs
on the frame, both beveled and bent, which took
shape from the mold which was made from the
plan which pictures the ship that was made from
the steel, both channel and flat, that came from
the mill to make up the ship that we built.

'

I
'HIS is the hull, made staunch by the man, so

husky and strong, who drives the rivet, tossed

sizzling hot, that fastens the plate, all punched and
shorn, which hangs on the frame, both beveled and
bent, which took shape from the mold which was
made from the plan which pictures the ship that

was made from the steel, both channel and flat,

that came from the mill to make up the ship that

we Iniilt.

'T'llLS is the slip, so greasy and long, which
-'• guides the hull, made staunch by the man so

huskv and strong, wdio drives the rivet, tossed siz-

zling hot, that fastens the plate all ])unched and
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slmni, which hanjjs oil the frame, Ixith hcxck'd and
l)(.-iit, whicli took shape from ihc mold wliich was
made from the plan vvhicli ])ictures tlie ship that

was made from the steel. Injth channel and llat.

that came from the mill to make up the shi]) that

we built.

T^lll-S is the soldier, all gallant and .uay. who
sails in the ship that slides off the slip so greasy

and long', wdiich guides the hull, made staunch by
the man, so husky and strong, who drives the rivet,

tossed sizzling hot, that fastens the plate, all punch-

ed and shorn, which hangs on the frame, both bev-

eled and bent, which took shape from the mold
which was made from the plan which pictures the

ship that was made from the steel, both channel

and flat, that came from the mill to make up the

ship that we built.

THIS is the voyage (in spite of the sub) that

was made by the soldier, all gallant and gay,

who sails in the ship that slides oS the slip, so

greasy and long, which guides the hull, made
staunch by the man, so husky and strong, wdio

drives the' rivet, tossed sizzling hot, which fastens

the plate, all punched and shorn, which hangs on

the frame, both beveled and bent, which took shape

from the mold which was made from the plan

which pictures the ship that was made from the

steel, both channel and flat, that came from the

mill to make up the ship that we built.

'T^HIS is the Hun, all saddened and sold, who
^ went home on the run, when the voyage was
done (in spite of the sub), that was made by the

soldier, all gallant and gay, who sails in the ship

that glides off the slip, so greasy and long, which
guides the hull made staunch by the man so husky
and strong, who drives the rivet, tossed sizzling-

hot, which fastens the plate, all punched and shorn,

which hangs on the frame, both beveled and bent,

which took shape from the mold which was made
from the plan which pictures the ship that was
made from the steel, both channel and flat, that

came from the mill to make up the ship that we
built.

LIVING CONDITIONS ON THE PACIFIC
COAST WITH REFERENCE TO

SHIPWORKERS
l\;itlu-r an interesting report has been gotten

out at Washington by the Bureau of Labor Sta-

tistics, assisted by the Wage Adjustment Board
of the lunergency Fleet Corporation, dealing with
li\ing conditions on the Pacific Coast, with par-

ticular reference to the shipbuilding industry,

which has also brought up the housing question

in various localities. When hearings were con-

ducted in connection with the Macy Wage .'\d-

justment Commission's labors, time was taken at

each city to delve into the subject of the ctjst

of li\ing as well, and from the survey, data has

been gi\-en out cii\ering Portland, Seattle, Ta-
coma, San hVancisco, Oakland and Los Angeles.

Portland is held to l)e the most desirable city

from the standpoint of living expenses of all

strictly shipbuilding localities, one exception be-

ing Los jVngeles. The difference between Port-

land and Los .Angeles costs a shipbuilder about
$50 more at Portland. It is accounted for through
the fact that fuel is not necessary at Los An-
geles as in the cities north of it, also that less

winter clothing is required. It is said that the

cost of food is the same, but rents are higher in

Los Angeles than in the Oregon metropolis.

The figures show that the average living costs

of a ship worker at Seattle is $1,569.10 a year;

at Taconia, it is $1,536.02; at San Francisco,

$1,441.29, and Portland, $1,338.41. Among the

details set forth in reaching these conclusions,

it is said that clothing expenditures for ship-

workers' families average $240.70 at Seattle

;

$243.74 at Tacoma; $217.62 at San Francisco, and
$200.67 at Portland. Rents at Seattle are aver-
aged at $221.50; at Tacoma, $218; San Francisco,

$230.43, and Portland, $175.17. The annual fuel

and light expenses at Portland are about $53.76,

with a" charge of $73.19 at Seattle; $68.10 at Ta-
coma, and $54.95 at San Francisco. As to food
costs, the average charge at Portland is $518.65;
at Seattle, $576.38; at Tacoma, $552.56; at San
Francisco, $578. It can be said of the entire Pa-
cific Northwest district, as well as in California,

there are no extreme winter conditions that inter-

fere with ship construction being carried on or that

necessitate the utilization of fuel so steadily and in

such amounts as is the case in Eastern sections.

EXAMINATION TO BE HELD
A non-assembled examination will be held at

the Bureau of Yards and Docks, Xavy Depart-
ment, Washington, D. C, to establish an eligible

list for candidates for temporary appointments as
lieutenants (junior grade), corps of civil engineers,
U. S. Navy. The immediate appointments will

number not less than seventeen. This examina-
tion will close at noon of November 11, 1918.

A descriptive circular giving detailed informa-
tion of the requirements for this examination is

ready for distribution and will be sent to inter-

ested parties upon request to the Chief of the
Bureau of Yards and Docks, Navy Department,
W'ashington, D. C.

Duration of appointments shall continue in force
only until otherwise" directed by the President or
until Congress shall amend or repeal the authori-
zation for the increases and not later than six

months after the termination of the present war.



The Month m Tacoma
By Special Correspondent

SI'"\'EX vessels were the offering to the Gov-
ernment of the Tacoma shipyards for the

month of September, and of this number one

was a steel ship built by the Todd Drydock
& Construction Corporation yards. The Founda-
tion yard No. 4 led off with the largest number of

vessels launched and have to their credit three of

their 3000-ton auxiliary type of vessels. Babare

Brothers had one ship, the second launched by this

company this year, while the Seaborn and \\'right

yards each placed one vessel in the water.

The vessels launched by the Foundation Com-
pany were the "Repnblique," September 9; the

"VeVite," September 23, and "Sauchex," September

30. The "Dungenness" was launched from the Sea-

born yards September 18, and the "Bowesmont"
from the Wright yards September 20. On Septem-

ber 28 the "Bellingham" was launched from the

Todd yards and sponsored by Mrs. Neil Michael,

daughter of Assistant Manager Charles Reed of

the company. The "Bottineau," a Ferris type ves-

sel, was launched from Babare Brothers yards Sep-

tember 30. This vessel was sponsored by Mrs.

George Babare.

Trial runs of the various vessels put out by 1 a-

coma yards were made during the month with the

.'^eaborn yards and their Ferris type ships coming
in the lead, the "China" making an average of 13

knots. Three of these vessels were placed on the

\'ashon Island course during the month and sev-

eral turned over to the Government.
The "Wica," a Ferris type vessel, making the

fourth ship turned out by the Tacoma Shipbuild-

ing Company since this firm commenced active

construction, was successfully launched the even-

ing of October 3. This vessel was 100 per cent

complete when she left the ways with the excep-

tion of machinery installation, and this will be done
by the Charles C. Moore Companj' of San Fran-

cisco, who have the work of installing the machin-

ery in all the vessels of this company. The "Wica"
was sponsored by Miss Bernice Baker, daughter

of John S. Baker, president of the Fidelity Trust

Company of Tacoma. This company now has six

vessels under construction for the Government.

Since the beginning of the active shipbuilding

program for the Government, the Tacoma yards

have turned out thirty-eight vessels of steel and

wood construction. Over half of this number are

now in commission.

President H. F. Alexander, of the Pacific Steam-

ship Company, is expected from New York within

a short time. President Alexander has been in the

East in connection with business of the company.

The first unit of the new 305-room hotel con-

structed by the Todd Drydock it Construction Cor-

poration for their men at the Tacoma plant, has

been com])leted and is now open for business. This

hotel is under the management of C. W. Harris,

formerly of Chicago. The rooms of the hotel are

all outs'ide, 10 by 12 feet, fitted with hot and cold

water and have single sanitary lieds. Only one oc-

cupant will be allowed for each room. The hotel

lobby is one of the features and is al)out 180 feet

long by 60 wide. It is fitted with tables and other-

accommodations for the men who wish to write

or make themselves comfortable. The big restau-

rant operated in conjunction with the hotel is also

open. The rates at the hotel are $3.00 per week
and meals 35 cents.

Mr. Charles N. Seaborn, of the Seaborn Ship-

building Company, Tacoma, recently spent several

days in San I^rancisco and the baj' cities on busi-

ness and pleasure.

Local docks still continue to be badly congested.

The government has taken two docks for use by
the cjuartermaster department and these are filled

to capacity. The Milwaukee docks are full and
much freight is held in the yards of the railway

company awaiting cars or steamers.

Tea imports through this district and passed

upon by United States Examiner P. G. h'enton at

Tacoma amounted to 6,225,000 pounds. The first

few days in October showed nearly this amount,
which presages a big business for this month.
Edward \\'. Heath, formerly superintendent of

the Tacoma Shipyards, has been appointed super-

intendent of the Sloan yards at Olympia. Mr.
Heath is one of the old-time wood-ship builders of

this State and has built some of the finest vessels

plying out of Puget Sound.
Tacoma has received two grain cargoes from Aus-

tralia. In both instances the wheat came through
in very good condition. The last cargo, which came
in a motor ship, but was sailed all the way, was 113

days en route and did not show the least damage.
Flour cargoes are moving from Tacoma now fairly

regularly.

Sponsored by Mrs. II. 11. Williams, wife of the

French inspector at the Foundation Shipyards No.
4, the auxiliary schooner "Egalite" was launched
the evening of October 7. The launch of the "Ega-
lite" was a success in every particular. This makes
the sixteenth vessel placed in the water by the

Foundation yards in Tacoma since May, when the

active construction was commenced at these yards.

Export and import business from Tacoma was
doubled for the month of July over June, according

to the report of Collector of Customs, Roscoe M.
Drumheller, of this district. Exports were valued

at $9,461,507 and imports $5,703,561. Collections

totaled $100,944.33.

Coastwise lumber business remains brisk and
there are prospects for considerable off-shore busi-

ness within the next few weeks. There is one
schooner in port now loading for South America.
W'heat for export is now moving rapidly through
Tacoma to various sections. The flour movement
is good and marks a big resumption in the marine
business at this port.

Sydney Baker, of the Baker Dock Company, Ta-

coma, died at the family home October 7 after a

short illness. The death of Mr. Baker came as a

distinct shock to his many friends at Tacoma and

Seattle. Mr. Baker at the time of his death was
about 50 years of age. He was a native of King-

ston, Ontario, and camfe to the Sound twenty years

ago. Mr. Baker was with the Pacific Steamship

Company at Seattle for a number of years and

came to Tacoma with the old Eureka Dock Com-
pany as representative of the American-PIawaiian

and other lines using the Eureka dock. When
these services were discontinued on account of the

war, he secured a part of the Balfour dock and

went into business on his own account. Mr. Baker
was universally respected and admired by everyone

who enjdvcd his ac(|uaintance.



lOs Angeles Harbor
By Special Correspondent

Till'",
first lauiK'liini;- from tlie newest shipyard

in Southern C'ahfornia, the Southwestern Ship-
buildiiit;' Company, took phicc on ( )ctoher 12,

when the steamer "West Carnifax" slid from
the ways into the main channel of the harbor. With
the launching of the "West Halifax," the South-
western yard took its place with the three other
yards here delivering steamers to the luiiergency

Meet Corporation.

Officers of the com]:)any recently announced that

the yard was preparing to utilize the entire area
of their lease. The coni])any has control of the
property formerly contrtilled l)y the Pacific Wharf
and Storage Warehouse Company, but at present

does not use the entire area of fifty acres.

Just what plans are being contemplated by the

company, its officers at present do not wish to di-

vulge, but in view of the contracts and orders given
it for additional steamers during the recent visit of

Director General Charles M. Schwab, it is believed

that more ways will be installed until the yard is

one of the largest on the coast. The Southwestern
Shipbuilding Company began operations with con-

tracts for the delivery of eight steamers of the 9400
ton class. At present it has orders for steamers
that reach an additional valuation of $20,000,000.

Dredging operations to clear the channel imme-
diately in front of the launching ways of the yard
have been completed. With the installation of more
ways, these operations will be extended.

The Standard Oil Company, through J. L. Quinn,
salesmanager of the company for the harbor, has

requested the Harbor Commission to dredge shal-

low places in the way of approach to the Standard
Oil Company's dock in the turning basin. Mr.
Quinn cited the fact that the company vvas now
operating thirteen steamers from San Pedro and
would soon operate eleven additional vessels of

large tonnage. He has asked that dredging be of

sufficient 'depth to accommodate steamers of 30-

foot draft.

Co-incident with the request of Mr. Quinn of

the Standard Oil Company, there came a similar

request from E. W. Clark of the Union Oil Com-
pany, asking that dredging operations be com-
menced in the west basin and inner harbor. Mr.
Clark cited that the Union Oil Company was in-

stalling a huge refinery fronting on the west basin

and that there were many shallows in this basin.

He wishes a survey to be followed by dredging
operations to enable large tankers of this company
to approach the docks to be Ijuilt in the inner

harbor.

Dredging operations have been commenced in

the west basin to accommodate the proposed 10,-

000-ton dry dock to be constructed by the Los An-
.geles Shipbuilding and Drydock Company. The
United States Engineer's office recently held a

hearing to learn if there were any protests against

the proposed dredging and with the close of the

hearing there was ah end to the last formality con-

nected with the actual beginning of the work. The
west basin will be dredged to a depth of fifty feet.

The dry dock will cost approximately $1,000,000

and will require many months to construct. The
dredging operations alone will take some four or

five months' time. The site for the dry dock was
determined upon on the recent visit of Mr. John
11. Rosseter and was selected after he had been

assured tliat tliere were no silt deposits in the west

basin. Naval officers stationed here' favored the

west basin as the site for the dock, owing to its

being better protected from possible attack from

the sea than any other place in the harbor.

Mr. Clarence Matson, traffic manager of the Los
.\ngeles Harbor Commission, is gathering data to

be submitted to the proper authorities in Washing-
ton to further the project of establishing coal bunk-

ers in the outer harbor. The need for these bunk-

ers has been apparent to the Harbor Commission
for many months, and with the increase in traffic

at San Pedro involved in the construction of steam-

ers for the Emergency Fleet Corporation, active

efiforts to secure the establishment of the bunkers

are now being made. The outer harbor site was
suggested by memljers of the Harbor Commission,

owing to the presence of a line of rails leading to

the top of the bluffs from which bunkers could be

constructed at sufficient elevation without it being

necessary to construct a long, graded approach

trestle. There is no coal pile south of San Fran-

cisco until the one operated by the Government in

lower California waters is reached.

In the annual report Traffic Manager Clarence

Matson rendered to the Harbor Commission, he

has asked for an expenditure of $4,500,000 for the

completion of various harbor improvements out-

lined in the beginning of the local harbor improve-

ment campaign in 1909. Among the improvements
recommended is the formation of an organization

to maintain and operate steamers plying to foreign

ports, construction of more wharves and sheds,

more dredging, the establishment of coal bunkers

and general preparation to meet the great trade

expected with the closing of the war.

He has suggested that the opening of the Alas-

kan coal fields and the construction of bunkers

here would bring smelters to smelt iron ore to be

secured readily in the San Bernardino mountains.

Sending a steel hull down the ways that is 98

per cent completed, whereas the custom is usuaUy

to start them for the water when not more than 75

per cent along, was an accomplishment of the Al-

bina Engine S: Machine Works, October 18, the

vessel being the Caddopeck, the eighth of the fleet

launched there. She is of the 3800-ton type and,

with the exception of the boilers, the hull, main

and auxiliary machinery and complete fitting-out

details, will represent the work of the yard. Mrs.

George Rodgers, wdiose husband is superintendent

for the plant, was sponsor, and the vessel slid into

the Willamette River at 4:30 p. m. There were

eleven others of the size to follow under present

contracts and more are expected as a result of a

visit to the Philadelphia headquarters of the Emer-
gency Fleet Corporation of William Cornfoot, pre.s-

ident of the corporation. The Caddopeck was float-

ed wath all pumps, windlasses, winches and such

gear in place and only the main engine and boilers

remained to be installed, and then the joiner-work

completed. The boilers for the Albina Engine &
Machine Works are being turned out by the Wil-
lamette Iron & Steel Works.
The steamer Cadaretta, launched at the Albina

yard September 2, went on her official trial trip

October 25 and was accepted the following day.



The Free Port Question

MR. FREDERIC J. TIASKIX. in an article

on this important subject, appearing in the

daily press, says that alter a complete in-

vestigation of this question, during which

the testimony of hundreds of American business

men was heard, that the United States Tariff Com-
mission has reached the conclusion that the Ameri-

can Xation as a whole wants free ports. A report

embodying a recommendation to this effect will

shortly be submitted to Congress, where a bill

providing for the establishment of free ports has

already been introduced. In the meantime, many
people, confused by vague definitions, are demand-
ing to know what a free port is.

A free port is not, as some mistaken mcuviduals

have claimed, an institution that will enable us to

buy food as cheaply as they buy it in Europe, or

that will permit us to import French tapestries and

Brazilian diamonds free of duty. It will not affect

most of us at all, except indirectly through the

promotion of our national jjrosperity, and we will

be kept out of its precincts by a strong armed
guard. A free port is merely a barred zone adja-

cent to a port, where goods may be landed without

any customs formalities ; stored for indefinite in-

tervals, and re-exported. Between it and the main-

land are the regular custom authorities who place

the usual taxes on all goods being shipped into

the interior.

In other words, a man may bring a shipload of

Panama hats into a free port : put .\nierican hat-

bands on them, and ship them to Great Britain

without paying a cent of duty. lUit the same hats

consigned to a firm in the I'nited States would
have to pass through the hands of the customs

officials and pav a tax.

Chief Object of Free Port

The chief object of the free port, therefore, is

to facilitate foreign trade. The end of the war will

see this country in the possession of a large mer-

chant marine, and with machinery for production

out of all proportion to the demand of our domestic

markets. An outlet for the surplus must be found

in the markets of Europe, where materials will be

scarce for years to come. At least, so argue our

economists, who urge that the nation begin at once

preparations for this large volume of foreign trade

that is certain to follow the war.

One of the first obstacles to be eliminated, if we
are to build up a large foreign commerce, is our

clumsy customs collection machinery. Something
must be done to speed up the unloading and re-

loading of cargoes. Lender present conditions, for

instance, every vessel arriving at the port of Xew
York must secure a preliminary i)ermit before it

can dock and unload its goods. Furthermore, this

permit must be in a ship's possession twenty-four

hours before docking. ^Vhile a preliminary permit

may be taken out by the ship's agent in advance
of its arrival, in many instances this is not done,

and the usual twenty-four-hour delay ensues.

Then the vessel is allowed to discharge its cargo

on the pier, but here, too, it is held up until sam-
ples of each shipment may be examined by the cus-

toms authorities and sent to the customs apprais-

ers. A great deal of the merchandise must be

weighed while on the pier, and a mass of red tape

makes the loading of lighters for delivery to other

])iers a tremendous task. The result is pier con-

gestion. Cargoes become piled up ; other ships are

delayed in docking for want of room to place their

goods, and the piers are centers of noisy confusion,

with importers, captains, ships' agents and customs
officials rushing madly around, losing their tem-

pers and important papers. A representative of

one large steamship company declares that its ships

are often delayed at the piers for four or five days

at a stretch.

If goods are to be marketed immediately, the

duties are paid as quickly as possible and permis-

sion to remove them from the piers secured. If

they are not to be marketed immediately, they are

usually placed in bonded warehouses, so that the

duties do not have to be paid at once. Certain fees

are charged by warehouses, and innumerable pa-

pers must be filled out. The sale of goods stored

in these bonded warehouses is extremely difficult.

I'urchasers can examine it only under the careful

scrutiny of the customs officers and usually under

adverse conditions, in a place where the light is

dim, where the articles are hard to get at, and

where the background is anything but lovely. Len-

der these circumstances, the most expensive luxu-

ries sometimes appear dingy, and the mildest cus-

tomers obdurate.

Use of Drawback System
In cases where firms import certani European

materials and 'combine them with American mate-

rials for re-shipment, as in the case of the Panama
hats and American hatbands, they usually use the

drawback system. In other words, they pay duty

on the goocls, and when they reship it the govern-

ment returns them 99 per cent of their payment,

known as a "draw-back." This system has many
disadvantages, also, for there is many a slip be-

twixt the manufacturer and the drawback. He must
have all the papers incident to the first pzfy-ment of

duty, and if merchandise has come in on dift'erent

ships in different consignments, these amount to a

small volume. Every bill of goods must be located

on the customs records and identified before the

drawback is authorized.

These are only some of the difficulties enumer-

ated by business men as reasons for the establish-

ment of free ports. Separated from the rest of the

port by natural or artificial boundaries, a free port

has its own wharves, warehouses, factories, and all

the latest mechanical equipment for the expeditious

handling of cargoes. Ships can dock there without

a permit, preliminary or otherwise ; land their

goods without delay, and forget that there is such

an unmitigated nuisance as a customs regulation.

Firms with factories within the free port can un-

load their goods directly from vessel to showroom,
arrange it for sale in their own private salesrooms,

or reship it whenever they get ready.

The worst objection to the free port is its Ger-

man origin, but as one noted commercial authority

points out, ".Kt a time when the United States is

looking to foreign markets as an outlet to her fu-

ture industry, (German methods are especially worth

while studying, since Germany in the space of

thirtv or forty years developed from an agricultural

nation to a commercial nation of first rank." Be-

fore the war, Haml:)urg was the great free i^ort of

the world, and occupied an important ]ilace in Ger-
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niany's cdiiinicrcial expansion — a place created

lai\L;cly b}' accident.

iSefore the German federation in 1871, Ijoth Ilam-
l>urg and Bremen were independent cities and liad

occupied that status ever since the fourteenth cen-

tury, when various independent cities banded them-
selves into the Hanscatic l-caj^ue -and kepi their

gates t)i3en to trade without duties, dcs|)ite the o\)-

position of petty nobles. When they came into the

( ierman empire, it was with the understanding;' that

thev would remain outside the German customs
uniiin. l)ut later they as^reed to a ])lan jinipdscd by
I'.isniarck whereby the cities should enter the cus-

toms union and their harbors be left free. So be-

.gan the free port as it is today.

Hamburg' soon began to attract attcnlidii by its

success as a free port, and Denmark built a free

port at ( iipciiliagen in order Id meet the competi-

lion. The other two great commercial cities in this

part of the glol)e, Antwerp and Rotterdam, did not

follow suit, nor did the other two great commer-
cial nations, iMigland and France, establish free

ports. I'"ree ports were impractical for them, be-

cause iMigland was a free trade nation, and Bel-

gium and Holland were semi-free trade nations,

while iM-ance was largely a manufacturer of lu.xu-

ries which are less expensive to handle than bulky

staples. Germany, on the other hand, had a high

scale of tariff such as that which prevails here in

the United States. Her home industries were pro-

tected by ])rohil)itive duties and interminable cus-

toms regulations, but she encouraged and pro-

moted her foreign trade through the medium of

her free ports.

Foreign Trade Must Be Sought

Tl I li foreign trade department of the San
!'"rancisco Chamber of Commerce is making
an earnest appeal to the business men of

San Francisco to get ready with prepara-

tions for '.\fter the War Commerce," so as to

provide the tonnage necessary for the vast Ameri-

can merchant fleet now in course of construction.

When we consider that during 1914-1915 the

total steam gross tonnage of the United States,

excluding that employed on the Great Lakes, was
only 2,890,315 gross tons and that the prospective

.\merican gross tonnage in 1921 is estimated at

25,000,000 deadweight tons, equal to about 17,-

000,000 gross tons, the need for careful study as

to how we are going to successfully maintain our

merchant marine is very apparent.

Chairman Hurley in a recent letter to the for-

eign trade department erf the San Francisco Cham-
ber of Commerce states that the Shipping Board

will provide fast American passenger and cargo

liners which will run regularly to every port in

Latin America, the Orient, Africa and .Australia

and will carry passengers and cargo at rates cor-

responding to our railroad rates—the cheapest in

the world, and that it is up to the merchants to

provide cargoes for these ships. If American busi-

ness men do not supply the cargo, these Ameri-
can ships will either have to serve other nations in

competition with American firms, be tied up or

sold to foreigners. For years the business men
of America have been clamoring for .\merican

ships. They are now to be provided, and it rests

with the business men of this country to keep

them going and to restore the American flag on
all the oceans and seas of the world. San Fran-

cisco has never been called upon by the nation

and failed to respond in even greater measure than

this appeal.

It has been estimated that before the war the

LTnited States exported about five per cent of its

manufactures. This will not be one-tenth enough
to fill these ships. There are thousands of manu-
facturing plants now producing war materials and

sujiplies. These will be turned into producers of

articles of peace thereby enabling them to main-

tain the millions of skilled workmen on the pay-
roll. To produce these articles of peace is not

enough, markets must be found for them in for-

eign lands. This being accomplished, it will he

found necessary to procure raw materials lor

manufacturing and to provide return cargoes for

these ships. The spirit of "foreign commerce" is

in the air throughout the land and sporadic ef-

forts are being made to form business connections

throughout the world. Some firms are sending

their best men to investigate conditions and pos-

sibilities with a view to arranging representation,

some are writing letters to foreign firms about

whom they know nothing in regard to having
them act as agents. The mails are an excellent

medium to carry on business, but a poor one to

arrange for representation. There are just so

many reliable firms in foreign countries who would
be suitable to represent American houses. There
are not enough to go around and the American
business men first in the field are the ones who
will reap the benefits. Those who put off until too

late to provide for proper representation will

probably lead a precarious existence after the war
if, indeed, they are able to compete at all with

those who are properly protected. Every nation

in Europe will be after this foreign commerce and
after representation. They have been investigat-

ing and making arrangements while we have been
waiting. Now while European business men are

unable to supply the foreign markets and while

our own war regulations impose severe restric-

tions upon our foreign trade is the time to pre-

pare. The opportunity of centuries is here knock-
ing at the door and opportunity comes but once
and never returns. The foreign trade department
not only invites suggestions and requests for as-

sistance, it urges you to make them. Is it not
better to "grasp the Opportunity" now instead of

waiting until too late and then reflecting "It

might have been?"

At the urgent request of the United States Quar-
termaster's Department, Chief Engineer George F.

Nicholson, of the Port of Seattle Commission, went
to Washington to participate in the conferences

over the new Harbor Island pier to be built by the

Government for war purposes, and later to be taken

over by the Port of Seattle. It is the desire of the

Government to construct this pier to conform, for

the most part, with the present and proposed struc-

tures built or to be built by the port.



Portland is Preparing
By W. D. B. Dodson

Executive Secretary, Portland Chamber of Commerce

PORTLAND'S answer to the appeal of Ed-
ward X. Hurley, chairman of the United
States Shipping Board, for preparation in

the handling- of the greatest American mer-
chant marine that ever sailed the seas, is to take
the following form :

1. Organization of an operating and chartering
company, with Portland capital and managed by a

competent steamship man.
2. A dock construction project that will in-

volve :

(a) The finishing of what is known as the St.

Johns Terminal, accommodating eleven ves-

sels at this unit at one time, and the prob-
able extension of the bulk handling elevator

to a 2,000,000 bushel capacity.

(b) The acquisition of extensive foreshore in

the harbor where a row of piers on either

side of the river may be constructed.

. 3. Provision for dredging out what is known
as Swan Island, in the lower main harbor, and
using the debris to fill extensive overflowed lands
adjacent, which will be used for dock construc-
tion and industrial sites.

4. ( )pening the harbor from end to end for any
draft cif vessels that may visit the port.

.1. The construction of two additional pipe line

dredges that may be added to the local battery
for the expeditious clearing and permanent im-
provement of the channel of the Columbia river

between Astoria and Portland, where such work
is not fully performed by the Federal Govern-
ment, so as to guarantee the free and unobstruct-
ed movement of vessels up and down the Columbia
river.

C). .\mple ]3ro\-ision for the towage and pilot-

age service at the mouth of the Cnhnnliia river,

guaranteeing movement of vessels in and out with-

out delay.

7. The construction of a modern new drydock
of at least 12,000 ton lifting capacity.

8. Increased coal storage, bunkering facilities

and loading facilities in the stream.
'). .\mple machine shop repair facilities on the

shore at the new drydock and on a floating barge
for the work.
The total cost of this work has not been fully

estimated. For its consummation in all details,

except the building of the piers on the land to be
acc|uired and perhaps making a start on this pier

construction, it is estimated "that about $12,000,000
or $13,000,000 will be required.

As the first step in the program, the Commis-
sion of Public Docks is going before the electors

in November asking for a $5,000,000 bond issue

to begin the dock construction program. At a

later date an effort will be made to consolidate
the Port of Portland and the Dock Commission
into one bodv, having charge of dock construc-

at any other time in the history of the city. Dur-
ing the period of the war there has been a most
discouraging condition experienced by Portland
in shipping. The community, due to a fortuitous

combination of circumstances, has seen its ship-

ping operations sink to a very low ebb. In view
of the fact that the Federal Government no wowns
the ships being built under the American flag, and
will probably operate the same directly or char-

them to private companies for operation in peace
times, Portland realizes that its main expenditure
now may be confined to port improvement work.
Unless all signs fail the strongest possible support
of the voters will be given to any thoughtful plan

that is outlined for making Portland one of the

great ports of the Pacific.

Portland and C)regon's contributidii to the Gov-
ernment shipping needs in the way of new con-

struction has been one of the bright spots of the

Emergency Fleet Corporation's program. A little

less than three }-ears ago there was barely any
shipbuilding in the harbor of Portland or the

State. In that time nineteen yards have been
l)uilt and ways have been driven for the construc-
tion of ninety-four ships simultaneously. Of the
companies operating, five are building steel ships,

the remainder, wood. In the wood construction
department the most rapid work recorded in any
district of the Emergency Fleet Corporation has
been witnessed. Well above 100 ships have been
launched since the heavy construction began and
nearly all of the ways are loaded with craft now
under course of construction which will be
launched at an exceedingh' rapid pace if wood
constructi(]n continues as a part of the Go\-ern-

nicnt Ijuilding program.
In the steel shi])building department above

thirty ships have been launched and the steel ship-

Iniilders are just reaching their best stride. Good
records have been made in the work and had it

not been for delay in receiving materials there

w(.)uld have been a very material increase over the

numlier of launchings and deliveries that have
taken place to date.

Assurance is given l)y the head of the Shipping
Board that the State of Oregon, having risen to

the national need in such patriotic spirit, and hav-

ing' such patent needs for extensive tonnage in

the handling of raw materials outboimd and com-
merce inbound, will receive allotments of ships

when the war crisis passes, to take care of all

its pro])lems. The effect of this situation should

be the presence of the largest fleet of ships oper-

ating to and from our port ever witnessed in the

history of the State. Not only will the foreign

ships that formerly came for wheat, our and lum-
ber be present after foreign tonnage conditions

are normal, but the State will have through the

Emergency Fleet Corporation, the call on Ameri-
tion operations and port and channel dredging, can charters that will greatly extend its carrying

Following the consummation of this movement the
additional authority for other phases of the work
stated is to be jjrovided, including issuance of

bonds.
In Portland the sentiment is now stronger for

the development nf extensive jxirt facilities than

trade and should make the sea-borne commerce of

the port jump beyond all records ever known in

the past.

In figuring upon the possible needs of ships

here, it is recited that Portland in past years put

niHj'i the water from fix'e to six hundred tlniusand
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tons of wheat ami Hour annually. roitlaml and
the C'ohinihia ri\ cr alscj have i)Ul u|)(in the water,

several hundred million feet of lumber each Near.

Owing to changed conditions in channel and im-

proved handling facilities for cereals, Portland
people are confident they will gain a very marked
increase in their percentage of the wheat and Hour
from the Northwest put upon the water. The

fact that Portland is about forty-five miles nearer

the center of the wheat producing territory lA

the Northwest, which raises about 63,000,000 bush-
els a year, and owing to the further fact that the

route of hauling this wheat from ])ro(hicing point

to tidewater is all down-grade to Portland and
over a high mountain range to Puget Sound, con-

fidence is felt that the fundamental principle of

economy advocated by the railroad administra-

tion will result in bringing a growing percentage

of the wheat of the Inland luiipire to this ]joint

rather than to its competitor.

In the lumber trade, Portland is looking forward

to the greatest development that has ever been
witnessed by any community of the P'nited States

in the handling of soft woods. There is in the

territorv tributary to the Columbia river ajiproxi-

mately " 550,000,000,000 feet of commercial stand-

ing" timber. Practically all of this where it seeks

a market via deep sea routes must pass through

the Columbia gateway. Making due allowance for

the quantity of lumber that may be handled under

an increased manufacturing program !)} the rail-

road lines for distribution between the Cascade

.Mountains and the Mississippi river, experts yet

figure that more than .?00 ships would be needed
to handle that ])ortion of the trade that must go
by water routes.

That this lumber will be manufactured in llie

not distant future is a certainty, for this is the

greatest stand <if soft woods left in the world,

llundreds of millions of dollars are invested in

the forest and this investment must realize a

protit. Decline in ])ro(hunion of yellow pine in

the Southern States is a certainty within five

years. Enormous demands for lumber during the

reconstruction days following the European war
;ire als(j a certainty.

l.uni])er fcjr luirope to meet its enormous jjost-

war retpiirements will ]jrobably move in heavy

tpiantities until the influence' of yellow pine in

the soft wood markets of the world has com-

menced to decline. P^iguring thus, lumbermen in

this region believe that they are due for the great-

est sustained lumber manufacturing era that has

ever been witnessed in any part of the United

States and a lleet of ships with extensive tidewater

handling facilities will be required to market the

same.
This condition as a whole is appreciated by the

people of the community and it seems certain

that the vote of electors on all bond issues for ex-

tensive port improvement and construction work

will be in the affirmative up to almost any rea-

sonable limit.

.odern mg m Uregon

Stick of timber for use as ridt

Construction of wooden steamers to augment
the gigantic Merchant Marine Fleet the Govern-
ment is assembling through the Emergency Fleet

Corporation has developed many outstanding fea-

tures in the Northwest, because of the proximity

of shipbuilding establishments to the unlimited tim-

ber supply of that territory.

The stick of timber shown in the above photo-

graph is intended as a rider keelson for a 4000-

ton type vessel that was started during the latter

part of September. It is 20 inches by 24 inches

and 100 feet long. Before the stick left the mill

on its way to the yard, the men proposed having
their pictures taken standing on it and there are 78

of them, and more men could ha\-e been accom-
modated. Even longer and larger timbers are pro-

duced to build the vessels of the wooden fleet. For
example, the keels measure 24 inches and only

three pieces are required for a complete keel of a

keelson in 4000-ton vessel

vessel more than 300 feet in length and only two
scarphs are necessary in fastening these big tim-

bers. There are also deck stringers which run

more than 100 feet in length, some of them being

112 feet long and 14 inches by 20 inches. The
stern posts often measure 34 inches by 36 inches

and 34 feet long, wdiile strong backs are 18 inches

by 28 inches and 52 feet in length, and stem pieces

measure 22 inches by -10 inches and 54 feet in

length. There are extremely long lengths for the

inner and outer skin—that is, the ceiling and

planking.

\Vooden vessels are far from being a new de-

parture in the Pacific Northwest, as they have fig-

ured in the coastwise and deep water trade for

many years, but the revival in shipbuilding that

arose to meet the demand for war tonnage, has

shown what wonderful material can be drawn from
the forests of Oregon and Washington,
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FRIENDS BIJD MR. HAGUE ADIEU
iX'cws 111 tlic appoiiUniLMit nf Mr. RciIktI I,.

Ilai^nc as head of the I )ei)artment of Dcsis;!!, lii-

si)ecti(in, Survey and Repairs of the United States
Shipping? i)oard, under direct chars^e of .Mr. |ohn
II. Rosseter, Director (ieneral of Operation, was
received in San Francisco with deep satisfaction

liy shi]) owners and builders alike, for all rec<),s4nize

.Mr. Ilaj^ue's ability and his many talents that

peculiarly fit him for this important api)ointnient.

.\s an expression of .^ratification o\er .Mi-.

Ila,i;ue's well merited promotion to such an im-
portant post in the shippini;' life of this country
and in cjrder to afford his many friends in San
I'Vancisco an opportunity to bid him i^ood-bye
and good luck, an enjoval)le dinner party was ar-

ranged by Mr. O. 1!. Kibele, Mr. J. J. Tynan, Air.

Dan E. Ford and Mr. William Muir, at the Palace
hotel on the evening preceding Mr. Hague's de-

parture for the East. The sixty-six guests pres-

ent at the dinner included those prominent in both
the shipbuilding and ship operating fields in the
San I'rancisco Bay region and the gathering was
of more than usual interest. Mr. \\"illiam Muir
])resided as toastmaster and interesting talks were
made by Mayor Rolph, Messrs. Jos. J. Tynan, John
Scott, William Healy, Captain Pillsbury, Frank H.
Evers, William Chisholm, A. S. Gunn, Geo. Armes,

J. C. Rohlfs, W. W. Johnson, J. S. Mines, Thos.
Mirk and others. Great tribute was paid Mr.
Hague and he was congratulated by all on his

splendid appointment.
The list of guests follows: Mr. and Mrs.

R. L. Hague. Mr. and Mrs. J. J. Tynan, Mr.
William Muir, Mr. Jos. Moore, Mr. John Scott,

Mr. and Mrs. A. S. Gunn, Mr. and Mrs. A. I'oster,

Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Rohlfs, Mr. and Mrs. C. H.
Robertson, Mavor and Mrs. James Rolph, Mr. and
Mrs. W. J. O'wens, Mr. and Mrs. F. H. Evers,

Mr. and Mrs. S. C. Symon, Mr. Geo. Armes, Mr.
and Mrs. A. Moncaster, Mr. and Mrs. William
Chisholm, Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Healy, Mr. and Mrs.

George Silliman, Mr. and Mrs. James Botts, Mr.

and Mrs. M. P. Geirrine, Mr. and Mrs. J. H.

Rinder, Mr. C). B. Kibele, Mr. Dan Hanlon, Mr.

Stanley McMillian. Mr. Thos. Hayes, Mr. W. R.

Kennedy, Mr. Daulton Alann, Captain and Airs.

A. H. Pillsbury, Mr. James Armsby, Mr. Dan E.

Ford, Thos. Crowley, Mr. A. F. Frey, Mr. Thos.

Mirk, Mr. and Mrs. James Hines, Mr. Davis, Air.

and Airs. ^^. W. lohnson. Air. Becker, Air. and

Airs. H. G. Peak, Air. and Airs. Frank Xeitzel, and

Captain Bridgett.

PARR TERMINAL COMPANY
The development work of the Parr Terminal

Company on the Oakland waterfront site is pro-

gressing nicely. Contract for piling has been let,

work to commence at once. Work is under way
on the track system for the yard. Over two miles

of track will be installed. A complete switching-

system -will be installed and the main warehouse
flanked by four tracks. Contract has just been

closed with the Brown Hoisting Alachinery Com-
pany for a fifteen-ton locomotive crane. Seven
acres have been leased to the American Alanga-

nese Steel Company, who will erect and operate

a inodern steel plant. Their contract calls for

$300,000 expenditure within six months. Air. Ort-

man, president of the steel company, states that

their in\'estment in this ])lant will be nearly $000,-

000 before that time.

I'"i\-e acres have been leased to the National Pule
C(jm]Kiny, who will supply all ])oles for the Bell

Tek'iihone and Western Union systems.

In addition to these leases, two big Eastern cor-

porations are now bidding for locations at this ter-

minal.

ANNUAL MEETING OF SOCIETY OF NAVAL
ARCHITECTS AND MARINE ENGINEERS

TO BE HELD IN PHILADELPHIA
DURING NOVEMBER

TllE Society of .\aval .Architects and .Marine

luigineers will hold their twenty-sixth general

meeting at Withersixion Hall, Philadelphia,

on Xovember 14th :ind l.'^th, I'MS. There will

be a liancpiet in the grand ball room of the Belle-

vue-Stratford Hotel, at 7 p. m., I'Viday, November
l.Tth, to which all members and their guests are

cordially invited. Tickets are $4.00 each.

The Council of the Society will meet at 3 p. m.,

Wednesday, November 13th, in the office of the

secretary-treasurer, Air. Daniel H. Cox, U. S. Ship-

ping Board Building, 140 North Broad Street, Phil-

adelphia, Pa.

The list of papers which are to be read at the

meeting are as follows

:

"Revival of Wooden Shipbuilding as a War
Emergency," by Mr. Carlos deZafro, associate

member.
"Floating Drydocks," by Air. Charles N. Crow-

ell, member.
"On Vibrations of Beams of A'ariable Cross Sec-

tion," by Air. N. W. Akimoff, visitor.

"Notes on Progress in Turbine Ship Pro])ulsion,"

by Air. Francis Hodgkinson, visitor.

"Structural Steel Standardized Cargo Vessels,"

l)y Air. Henry R. Sutphen, member.
"Notes on Launching," by Air. \\'illiam (jate-

wood, member.
"Side Launching." by Air. Frank E. Kirby, hon-

orary vice-president, and Air. Edward Hopkins,

member.
"Experitnents Upon Simplified Forms," by Pro-

fessor H. C. Sadler, member of council.

"Standardization of Ships," by Air. .\. J. C. Rob-
ertson, member.

"Variation of Shaft Horsepower, Propeller Rev-
olutions and Propulsive Co-efficient with Longi-

tudinal Position of the Parallel Aliddle Body in a

Single Scre-w Cargo Ship," by Naval Constructor

Wiiliain McEntee, U. S. N., member.*
"Recent Developments in Shipyard Plants," by

Naval Constructor Sidney M. Henry, U. S. N.,

member.
"Concrete Ships," by Mr. R. J. Wig, visitor.

"The Application of Electric AVelding to Ship

Construction," by Air. FI. Jasper Cox, member.
"Hog Island — The Greatest Shipyard in the

World," by Air. W. H. Blood. Jr., visitor.

Alost recent of the foreign nations to look Port-

landward is Italy, and Captain G. Gomo di S. Ste-

fano, commander of Alesurito, of the Royal Italian

Navy, official representative of that government,
spent a few da3-s in Portland during October, in-

quiring into shipping and harbor conditions. His
government contemplates the operation of a fleet

from Italv to the Pacific Coast via the Suez Canal.



Columbia Iron and Welding Works, Inc.

WHEN an uld rtliahlc ami well-e^-tablishe.l

business enterprise makes announcement
of large plans for expansion of their plant,

such an announcement carries great signi-

cance to that portion of the business world who
are their actual or prospective patrons.

In recent months there has been witnessed what
might be termed a mushroom-like growth of in-

dustries in all lines aliected by war conditions.

These new plants and enterprises, or a majority
of them, have been established in direct .response

to the demand of our Government shipbuilding
program and they are patriotically doing their

part—many of them turning out splendid jobs on
the most (lifficult class of work.
We all know, though, that the average business

man, who is always to some degree conservative,
and rightly so, maintains a decided preference for

the old and thoroughly tried concerns operated by
men who "knew how" before the war, and know
how now better than ever before.

For this reason ship operators and ship builders

of the entire Columbia River district, numbers of

whom are satisfied patrons of the Columbia Iron
and Welding Works, Inc., of Astoria, will be in-

terested to learn that this concern is planning ex-

tensive enlargements and improvements to their

plant. Additional ground floor space on the west
side of the present plant has already been acquired,
material has been ordered and contracts let for the
work and equipment. As an illustration of the

extent of the planned enlargements, it should be
mentioned that while the company is now operat-
ing three lathes, so selected in size, however, as

1(1 enable them to care for practically all sizes oi

machine work, the new shop will contain in its

equipment twenty lathes of latest design. The
forge shop will also be increased in size from three

to six fires, and entire ecjuipmfent increased in like

or greater proportion.

This plant is one of the oldest in its line of work
in the Columbia River district, and for the past

three years has been under the efficient manage-
ment of Mr. William Silvo, managing engineer.

They are now operating a complete marine repair

and equipment shop, and, it should be added, are

the only boiler makers in their immediate vicinity.

The government work assigned to them is in

itself evidence of the position they occupy in their

own community, and in shipbuilding circles gen-
erally. All the machine shop and boiler work of

the Rodgers Shipbuilding Company, together with
a large part of the same class of work for the Mc-
Eachern Yard and the Wilson Shipbuilding Com-
pany, is cared for at this plant. This, however, is

not all of the Government work handled by them,
as they are also taking care of the same class of

work for the large Government spruce and lumber
camps on the Columbia peninsula.

Mr. Silvo expresses great faith in the future of

-Astoria, particularly on account of its favorable

location for ship repair work, and is backing his

faith in the port's development in the most sub-

stantial manner. In the completion of his com-
pany's planned enlargements, the port will have
a substantial addition to its facilities and one that

carries with it the additional merit of a well-earned
and \ahial)le reputation.

Oil Engines and the Foreign Trade

Ox October second, .Mr. j. II. Hansen, presi-

dent of the Skandia Pacific Oil Engine Com-
pany, delivered a very interesting and in-

structive address before the San Francisco
Foreign Trade Club on the subject, "Oil Engines
and the Foreign Trade." We are glad to note in

this connection that the Emergency Fleet Corpora-
tion has recently authorized the construction of

thirty-six 7100-ton freighters of this type and have
ordered for the same s.ixty-two reversible Uiesel
residuary oil engines of 730-shaft horsepower each.

We congratulate Mr. Hansen on having secured
for his organization the contracts for twenty of

these engines.

The following extracts from Mr. Hansen's lec-

ture will interest all thoughtful shipowners:

"During these times, when next to the winning
of the war, shipbuilding and the development of
a foreign trade are foremost in the minds of every-
one throughout the entire world, be it nations at

war or neutrals, the time has come for this coun-
try not only to consider the acquirement of a large
merchant marine, but also the economical opera-
tion of this merchant marine in competition witli

other nations.

"There are two things which are of the utmost
importance in this connection. First, is to have
laws that will enable us to operate our ships on
a competitive basis. Second, is to build and equip
the ships in such a manner that their efficiency
will be equal to the best that is produced. It is

in this connection that the crude oil engine will be

an inii)ortant factor and must be given serious con-

sideration if we are also to maintain this merchant
marine after the war, when keener competition

will set in.

"The crude oil engine has proven to be far be-

yond its experimental stages and numerous large

ships have been operating successfully with these

engines in Europe during the last eight years. All

(jf these ships have amply demonstrated the supe-

riority in economic operation and have proven to

he just as reliable as any steamer.
"There are today more than 700 larger ships

operating with Diesel engines, besides thousands
of smaller crafts that also operate with crude oil

engines. Some of the advantages of these engines

for marine purposes are as follows

:

"1. The space occupied is less than that recjuireil

by the steam engine and boilers. Also, the weight
is less, which consequently means greater space in

the ship available for cargo.

"2. The greater distance that a ship equipped
with oil engines can travel as compared with the

steam engine on account of less fuel consumed,
i'he a\erage steam engine consumes 1^4 to lyi

]3ounds of fuel oil per indicated horsepower, where-
as the crude oil engine only consumes 3/10 to .45

of a pound per indicated horsepower hour; in

other words, only one-third to one-fourth of what
the steam engine requires.

"3. The amount of attention required on a mo-
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ch has a deadweight capacity of 4500 l.ms and .1 in .. .1 .
, .| -11

Werkspoor four-cycle type, develop 2200 I. H. P. On her last voyag.
lade a sixteen days' run without a single stop in very heavy weather, a

; of her assistant engineers had never been to sea in a motorship before.

torship is less, the stokers and coal trimmers nec-

essary with the steam engine ships being entirely

eliminated.
"4. The quick starting of the engine, which can

be accomplished at a moment's notice.

"5. The elimination of standby losses—that is,

as soon as the engines are stopped the fuel con-

sumption ceases. With the steam engine ships it

takes from six to twenty-four hours to get up the

steam, and after the engines are stopped consid-

erable heat is wasted due to the cooling of the

w ater in the boilers."

The Werkspoor Diesel which has given such excellent results
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The G. M. Standifer Construction Corporation

AT N'ancduvcf, Wasliin^ton, mi ihc iKirthl

Icuik of the Columbia River, the G. ]\i.

Standifer Construction Corporation started

last February to transform fifty-seven acres

of duck marsh into a modern steel shipyard. On
July 13th, last, Charles M. Schwab, director gen-

eral of the Emergency Fleet Corporation, punched
the first hole in a plate for the first steel hull. By
October 13th, the plate shop yas handling 200 tons

of steel as a daily average. .'Xnd the yard will soon

have the capacity for turning out a completed steel

ship every two weeks.

Perhaps the best idea of this plant may be gainei'

by following the materials from their entrance into

he \anl until, in a conipletcd hull, they leave the

wa\s. There are now four and shortly will be five

miles of railroad trackage within the shipyard.

These provide tracks for handling steel, lumber,

fuel, genera! stores, and scrap. After the materials

are unloaded they are forwarded to point of use

by means of travelling cranes, locomotive cranes,

tractors, push cars, or wagons.

When a car of steel arrives, the Standifer loco-

motive brings it into the yard and spots the car at

the plate storage }ar(l, which is fed by four rail-

road tracks anil has two sub - divisions — one

for shapes and one for plates. The plate yard is

also in two divisions—the first is for plates to be
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G. M. Standifer Construction Corporation. Vancouver, Wash. Upper

in the background. The midrfle view is of the electric

plate shop showing layers

Stored uat, that is, material which goes into the

plate shop to be marked from mould loft templates

;

in the other are stored on edge all plates that are

lifted from the ship or can be considered as stock

and have to be handled singly. These storage

spaces are 600 feet long and 75 feet wide. The
plates stored flat are handled by a 25-ton crane

equipped with two trolleys, to each of which a mag-

net is hooked. The other plates are handled on a

10-ton crane. By means of these cranes it is pos-

sible to discharge a car of steel in six lifts.

The plates stored flat may be picked up, when
wanted in the plate shop, either one at a time, or

as many as seven at a time, by the magnet crane,

and they may be carried and dropped one or more

at a time, as desired, upon the piles to which they

are consigned. By means of this magnet crane

they may be very quickly sorted and delivered to

the cars upon which they are transferred to the

layers-out, in the space directly under the mold loft.

view shows the portable counterEinkers i

'Uy driven air compressor, and the lower

out and double end punches

The plate shop is divided into five bays, running

lengthwise through the building. In the first of

these are handled all raw plates which require to

be planed, counter-sunk, or scraped. To the second

bay comes those plates which require to be flanged,

or man-holed, such as floor plates and brackets.

The third is for straight angles and channels. The
fourth is for crooked angles, after being furnaced.

The fifth bay contains the angle-smith's fires, the

blacksmith fires, two steam hammers, each having
an oil furnace of the corporation's own design, and

the rivet machine, with its continuous furnace, also

of the corporation's own design. .

In its equipment are eight double - end plate

punches and seven angle punches. The plate

punches are arranged to handle plates up to 30 by
8 feet in size. Six of them are equipped with roller

tables, that they may be operated by one man. The
other two are equipped with jib cranes or small

tables that they may deal with shaped or small
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Mr. Guy M. Standifer. President of the G. M. Standifer Construction Corporatit
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plates. There are two planers and one set of bend-
ing rolls for 30-foot plates, the top roll of which
is v30 inches in diameter and weighs 40 tons ; one
set of angle or straightening rolls ; a set of mast
rolls; two plate shears mounted on turn-tables;
one double angle-shears; a guillotine shears capa-
ble of handling a plate eight feet wide and one
inch thick, and a bevelling machine. All these ma-
chines are direct driven and are supplied by 1 lilies

and Jones, Wilmington, Delaware. All are safe-

guarded with the latest approved protective de-
vices. In addition there are two large hydraulic
machines, one of 250 tons capacity, for cutting
manholes or flanging or joggling plates, and the
other the jogging press,

the vertical ram of which
has 350 tons capacity and
the horizontal ram 150

tons, for jogging angles,

channels or plates cold,

or for pressing furnaced
plates. These are sup-
plied by the Camden Iron
Works of Camden, X. j.

There are also one dou-
ble-ended plate furnace,

30 by 8 feet and one
double- ended bar fur-

nace 60 feet long, both
of the corporation's own
design, and both oil-fired

from burners of the
Standifer Corporation's
make. The b e n d i n g
slabs are 55 by 50 feet

for bars and 40 by 11>

feet for plates.

Outside the plate shop, and between it and the

ways, is an assembling space large enough to per-
mit all bulkheads, engine and boiler casings, tun-
nels and deck houses to be assembled and riveted
in as large sections as are found convenient. After
being completely finished they may be picked up
by one or more of the large travelling tower der-
ricks and erected, complete, in place.

These travelling tower derricks run on rails of

23 feet gauge and are operated by steam and chain

driven. They are of a design supplied by the Pa-
cific Derrick & Hoist Company of Seattle, and have
booms of 80 foot length, or of a capacity to reach

both sides of a ship in the stocks. They have a

rated capacity of ten tons and have already, work-
ing in pairs, erected bulkheads weighing twenty
tons each. There are tracks for six of these trav-

elling tower derricks, but only four have been in-

stalled for the present, as it is a very easy process

to shift from one berth to the other when desired.

They are capable of assembling and erecting mate-
rial in pieces of reasonable size at the rate of 20

tons an hour. They can travel up from the berth

to the assembling space and gather up what is

wanted, or they may be left at the side of the ship

and fed by locomotive cranes, tractors or push

cars, as desired.

The G. M. Standifer Construction Corporation

has five ways in its steel shipyard, of a good aver-

age declivity, and built parallel, so that all shores

and blocks are of the same height and are inter-

changeable. All this iiart of the vard is covered
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with planking or concrete and the space underneath
is filled solid with sand so as to prevent danger
from fire.

At the lower end of the plate shop, handy to the
rivet-making machine, which has a capacity suffi-

cient for all the rivets that will be used when the
plant is in full operation, and will make some for

outside use as well, is the general rivet storage
space, in which about 120 large bins have been
erected for the storage of rivets of different sizes.

I'Vom thence, as needed, rivets are taken to the
"help yourself" rivet bins, erected at an equal dis-

tance from the furthest ways and easily available

to the worker's need. These are filled up daily.

The lumber storage at

the Standifer Steel ship

yard is in the west cor-

ner of the yard, the fur-

thest distance possible
from other buildings and
offering the least possi-

ble danger from fire.

From there material is

transported to the saw
mill and joiner slio]),

which is located at the
lower end of the yard,

equi-distant from the out-
fitting dock and the ways,
by means of flat cars.

The lower floor of the
joiner shop is a saw mill

equipped with all the ma-
chinery necessary to the

Standifer plate shop from August liecds of tile yard. After
punched July 13 on the (_i timhpr ic snwpri i> i>;Schwab to the plant '•"^ llinuer IS SawCO It IS

taken by an elevator up
to the second story where there is an ample space
for seasoning fine lumber. Besides machinery for
planing and moulding the lumber, the lower floor

has a room big enough to permit the erection with-
in it of four wooden deck houses, which, after the
joiners have finished their work, may be lifted com-
plete by one of the big travelling tower derricks and
passed from one to another across the ways to the
hull which they are to fit out. Upstairs the lumber
goes to the cabinet makers, where it is machined,
put together and sand-papered. An elevator lowers
it then to the polishing room, an absolutely dust-
proof room, where it is finished and stored. The
joiner shop is 160 by 60 feet in size and is fitted

with an exhaust system to carry away all sawdust
and shavings. Eventually this will be extended to
the power house, where the waste will be used to
develop steam for the heating plant.

The paint shop is another evidence of the thought
which has gone into the laying out of the Standifer
plant. It is built along the same parallel line as
the joiner shop, and is the same distance from the
ways and equi-distant from the outfitting wharf.
It is a one-story building, 70 by 40 feet, with con-
crete floors. One part of the floor is raised to the
height of a railroad car to permit freight to be
rolled out and the cars released quickly.

Placed properly near the plate shop, which is, and
always will be, the largest user of power in the yard,
is the central power station. It is of reinforced con-
crete, 50 by 100 feet, and is constructed in four
units, for air, electricity, steam and water. There
are three air compressors having a present capacitv
of 11,000 cubic feet, and there is room in the com-
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pressor house for at least one more machine with

a capacity of 5,000 culiic feet. There are two ro-

tary converters, each of 150 kilowat direct current

capacity, and two hydraulic pumps, each of which
is capahle of performing all the duty recjuired for

the present, but there is also room for a third.

The main switchboard is arranged so that it may
be added to as further machinery is installed. In

the boiler room, adjoining, are the boilers for gen-

erating steam to operate the steam hammers, to

atomize the oil burned in the furnaces and for the

Charles F. Swigcrt, Vice-President
f the G. M.

tio

Standifer Coi
n Corporation

nstruc-

general heating jilant. This is in an oiif-shoot of

the main power house. In another off-shoot are

the transformers which take in the electric current

at 11,000 volts and transform it to 440 vols for gen-

eral machinery and a 220 volt direct current for the

use of the overhead travelling cranes. A third off-

shoot contains the pumps used in connection with

a well sunk for drinking and sanitary purposes.

These pump 300 gallons a minute. Fire risks are

cared for by i)umping direct from the Columbia
Ri\er into tire mains wdiich carry to every corner

of the yard. Fire doors and walls separate the de-

partments of the power plant.

The compressors are furnished by the Ingersol-

Rand Company and discharge into four receivers

immediately outside the power house, from which
the air is carried in e.xceptionally large mains to

the furthest ends of the building berths, to the wet
dock, and to all places where air is used for power.
The hydraulic machinery was furnished by the

Worthington Company and works at a pressure

of 1200 pounds to the square inch at present, which
may be raised to 1500 pounds when desired. This
hydraulic machinery is all fitted with water savers,

which permit the use of pumps of comparatively
small capacity to furnish the needed water. Hy-
draulic power is also used for bending frames and
furnaced bars generally, by use of portable bull-

dozers of the Swan & Hunter type, made by Hilles

and Jones of Wilmington, Del.

A building in the form of an "L", 212 by 96 feet,

contains the pipe-fitters shop, the sheet metal shop
and the machine shop. Like the paint shop, the
joiner shop, and the store house, as well it is situ-

ated ec|ui-distant from the ways and the wet dock.
The pipe shop is fully equipped with racks and
bins, pipe threading, pipe bending, and large ex-
panding machines, bending blocks, forges and work
benches. The sheet metal shop contains all needed

etpiipment for fabricating everything necessary to

the production of ships. The water end of the "L"
consists of one part containing all small lathes,

drills, shapers, turret lathes, and work benches for

fitting up.

The other part of the "L" is a high-roofed build-

ing 50 feet wide and served by a 10-ton crane. It

contains the large shafting lathes, milling machin-
ery, planers, boring mill and shapers and is amply
large to allow all shafting to be assembled, con-

densers to l:>e built and rudder frames to be put
together. .\ very complete tool room is built into

this building.

The Standifer Steel yard's fitting-out dock runs
parallel to the Columbia River and is 700 feet long
by 100 feet wide. But one side opens on the river.

It has two main railway tracks, with another track

running parallel to the front of the dock for loco-

motive crane service.

The large set of shear legs ntiw being installed

is capable of lifting 75 tons. It is similar to that

in use at the Columbia River Shipbuilding Corpo-
ration's plant and will be operated by a large elec-

tric winch, made by Smith and Watson, Portland.

Provision has been made to extend the dock
when necessary a length of 1100 feet. Its level

Mr. J. A. Si. jger of thi:

industry

is the same as the general le\el of the yard—that

is. thirty feet above zero.

But little of the plant yet remains to be describ-

ed. The time gates are ten in number, each ar-

ranged to take care of 200 men on a shift. As he

enters the yard each employe calls his name and
is gi\'en a brass check which he wears while work-
ing. This he turns in as he leaves the plant. The
employes enter and leave in single file.

Between the time gates and the main entrance

gate is a little house for the captain of guards and
the watchman, and across from this is the emer-
gency hospital or first aid room, which lies half

within and half without the yard. It consists of a

waiting room, a ward with two beds for seriotis

injuries, and a large dressing room opening off the

latter. The doors are large enough to allow an
ambulance to draw up without entering the yard,

.\ space between this building and the working
part of the yard is left for the erection of a rest

room and locker rooms to be constructed at a

later date.

Along a line running frtim the time gate past the

first aid room and on to the machine shop are built
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rnment is helping the Standifer Corporation meet its labor problem by building homes for shipbuilders close to the pla

entral photograph is that of the Liberty Hotel, of 300 rooms, all outside, semi-fireproof construction, now in operation. Th<

other photographs show the types of model shipworkers* cottages sold to the men at cost on easy terms

also the yard offices, the tool room and the store

house. The first provides office rooms for the gen-

eral manager and his secretary, the superintend-

ents, the foreman, the under-foremen, the electrical

engineer, the mechanical engineers, the inspectors

for the Emergency Fleet Corporation, and the rep-

resentatives of the classification societies.

A tool room opens off the main stores building,

and is centrally located for supplying air machines

and small tools generally. It is of one story and

occupies a space of 96 by 25 feet. The main stores

building covers an acre of 192 by 96 feet and has

three floors, the first of which is built upon a level

with the floors of the railroad cars, to facilitate un-

loading heavy material. The three floors are con-

nected by an electric elevator, and there is a com-
plete arrangement of bins and racks for the storing

of fittings, gaskets, and stock material generally.

The top floor is divided into compartments to care

for the lighter materials that enter into each ship's

outfit. In order to avoid the necessity of taking-

miscellaneous castings into the main stores build-

ing a large castin,g platform has been erected across

a drive-way, opposite the main stores and conven-

ient to the machine shop.

Such is the physical arrangement of the Standifer

Steel shipyard. Back of it is an organization of

Western business men—men who have done big

things, just as efficient, just as compact. There is

a close personal contact not only between the men
who compose the corporation and the executives,

but between the executives and the employes. Many
of the workers in the organization are men who
have followed President Guy M. Standifer in his

contracting experience covering a number of years.

Others are men long associated with Vice-Presi-

dent Charles F. Swigert in a career of construction

and steel production which is almost co-incident

with the development of the Columbia River dis-

trict. \lr. Standifer is only a young man, but he

has achieved big things in a big way. As a rail-

road builder he constructed the O. W. R. & N.

lines in Cow Creek Canyon, from Arrow Junction

to Hooper, through Marshall Canyon into Spo-

kane. That Arrow Junction line is so built through

tunnels that railroad men know it as the "subway."
The others, as engineering and construction feats,

are not less notable. But the greatest achievement

of Mr. Standifer and the workers in his organiza-

tion came on July 13 last, when the G. M. Standifer

Construction Corporation, in its wooden shipyards,

established a world's record and launched six ves-

sels, in honor of the visit of Charles M. Schwab to

the Columbia River district.

Mr. Charles F. Swigert, vice-president of the

corporation, has had a long career in the big de-

velopment enterprises of Portland. He constructed

the Interstate Bridge between Portland and Van-
couver, the largest steel bridge of the kind in the

world. Many of the other steel bridges in the vi-

cinity of Portland have been erected by him as

head of the Pacific Bridge Company. Mr. Swigert

was formerly chairman of the Port of Portland,

and under his direction the port made its greatest

strides. He is interested in the Willamette Iron

and Steel Compan^^, the Electric Foundry and

many other of Portland's most important indus-

tries contributing to shipbuilding. He was respon-

sible for the establishment of the Foundation

Company's wooden shipyard at Portland and for

the big success of that yard until he resigned to

become affiliated with the Standifer organization.

\\'ith such an equipment and with such an organ-

izatic.in, the G. M. Standifer Construction Corpora-
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tion must go far. That it has not fione further up
to the ])resent time is due to a shortat^e of labor.

Many of the employees are necessarily picked up
around Vancouver. Many are ranchers, now in

1918, turning to shipbuilding. A story will illus-

trate the problem as it affects ship construction

:

Clarke county, in which Vancouver is situated, is

probably the most productive prune belt in the

world. A few weeks ago there was a sudden ex-

odus of labor in the steel yard. Investigation re-

vealed the cause at once. The shipbuilders had

(|uit W(.irk to harvest their prune crofis!

To meet the labor problem the government is

aiding through the construction of homes for work-
ers. The Emergency Fleet Corporation has set

aside $850,000 for this end. The Liberty Hotel,

financed with government aid, which has 300 rooms,
will be in operation by the time this article appears

in print. So, too, will be the first of 100 model
workingmen's cottages to be sold to Standifer em-
ployes through the Vancouver Home Company, at

actual cost. Also there is at the present time

under consideration an apartment house with 200

apartments, two-room, three-room, four-room, which
will he under roof within eight weeks.

George F. Rodgers and Company

GE(_).
F. RODGERS & CO., shiplniilders at

Astoria, with Geo. F. Rodgers as president

and general manager. They are builders of

ocean-going steamers and cargo carriers for

the United States Shipping Board, Emergency Fleet

Corporation. Their plant is situated on a tract

of seven and a half acres, at the nmuth of the Co-

bolt threading and heading machines installed and
a compressor room with two Ingersoll-Rand com-
]iressors, motor driven, which furnish the air for

100 air hammers, dulihers, groovers and planers.

lumbia River, bounded on the

northeast by the piers of the

Port of Astoria, and on the

south by the S. P. & S. Rail-

way, which aiTords them the

best of shipping facilities.

The original site was a

rough, rocky beach, which has

been filled in by dredging from
the river bottom and plank-

ing over the entire area.

"On July 15th, 1917, four

berths 300 feet long were
started, with launching ways
extending 210 feet. A mod-
ern four-fire blacksmith and
machine shop was built, with
punch and shear, radial drills,

A joiner shop is equip-

]ied with machinery to turn

out the joiner and cabinet

work complete for a mod-
ern wooden ship. A saw
shed was built, in which
were installed two ship saws,

a cut-off saw, a resaw and
a Stetson-Ross planer.

A two-story building 52

liv 120 feet was erected,

which houses the auditing,

executixe and Ciovernment
insjK-ctors" offices, and the

sture-room, on the first

tloor, and the mold loft and
drafting rooms, on the sec-

ond rioor. ( )akum, treenail,

paint an<l other material

stores were built in the

south side of the vard, and
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also a Cdiicrete incinerator for luirnin^' refuse.
All machinery was in operation by Octohcr 1st,

1917. The first keel, for a 3500-ton wooden ship
281 feet long-, was laid in October and the cither

three at intervals of one month.

The heavy flitch timbers are towed from the
mill to the booming grounds of the comi)any, jJuUed
up a slide, moukled, picked up by a travelling
crane, transferred to the saw shed and run through
the saws, picked up again by the travelling crane
and taken to the framing stage, where the frames
are assembled and are then raised intu place on
the keel.

The planking, decking and beams are storetl in

the north end of the yard, opposite the saw shed
and near the travelling crane, so that this material
can be easily transferred to the saws and steam
boxes. Materials are carried up to the main decks
by the use of derricks 120 feet high, with fiO-foot

gaffs, one at the bow of the ship and one at the
stern, the bow derrick being operated by a steam
donke}' and the one at the stern by electricity.

There are 650 men employed in the yard, and
fifty women spin oakum and do the sweeping.

In order to furnish housing facilities for the em-
ployees, the company secvired a sightly tract of

land on the river front, on which fifty small houses
were erected. A hotel is being built, with shower
baths, recreation rooms, etc., which is also un the

river near a fine bathing beach. There is a cafe-

teria in the yard which serves luncheon to the

employees.

The first launching took place on the Fourth of

July, 1918, at 10:45 p. m. The ship was christened

the "Blue Eagle," Miss Margaret Rodgers, daugh-
ter of the president and general manager, acting

as sponsor. Notwithstanding the late hour, neces-

sitated by the tide, it was a gala event.

On October 8, 1918, the second ship was launched
and christened the "Capines" by Mrs. Geo. F. Rod-
gers, wife of the president of the company. Imme-
diately afterwards the keel for ship No. 6 was laid

and a frame raised in seventy-four minutes, which
is, we are inf(.)rmed. a record for wool shipbuild-

ing yards.

Immediately after this launching the keel for ship

No. 5 was laid, and it is progressing rapidly.

In au.xiliary ship plants alone, where boilers and
machinery are being manufactured, Portland has

a total of 5000 men employed, according to a cen-

sus completed October 15. In thirty of these plants,

affiliated under the United Metal Trades Associa-

tion, 4700 men are working and the average wages
are between $5.50 and $5.75 a day. An idea of the

rapid growth of some of the larger establishments

is shown in the case of the Willamette Iron & !~^teel

Works, wdiich had 250 men in August, 1917. and
today 2700 are retained there. At the Smith &
Watson Iron Works, Hesse-Martin Iron Works,
Electric Foundry, Pacific Marine Iron Works, Hel-
ser Machine Works and others, the forces have
been extended materially in the same time.

W. E. Russell, of New York, turbine engine ex-

pert of the Shipping Board, was in Portland during
the month to confer with officials having to do
with fitting out steel and wood ships, also to look

over the first vessels to receive 3000 horse-power
engines. In the past, 2500 horse-power has been
the maximum, Init it was determined to increase

the pciwer. and the understanding is that all to fol-

Inw will be e<iiiii)ped with the same gear, with a
possibility that the engines will be increased to

3200 horse-power. Portland has the honor of being
the home of the only wood steamers in the United
States building for the Emergency Fleet Corpora-
tion engined with turbines, they being of the Pen-
insula Shipbuilding Company's fleet. Trials so far

have proven the steamers most satisfactory and
the use of turbines is to be continued by this plant.

One visitor during the month was Prince Axel
(if Denmark, vice admiral of the Danish Navy, who
is touring the United States to study economic in-

dustrial conditions in the interest of his country.
Me was piloted through the principal shipyards ana
then shown the inland stretches of the Columbia
River. Adhering to a request of the State De-
]3artment, he declined to make known his impres-
sions on any subject.

(iuy M. Standifer, president of the G. M. Standi-
fer Construction Corporation, which operates three

shi])building plants, a steel and wood yard at Van-
couver and a wood yard on North Portland Har-
bor, has returned from the East after an absence
of several weeks, much of which time he spent m
conference with Emergency Fleet Corporation of-

ficials in discussing the future ship programme.
The Standifer plants are assured of sufficient pat-

ronage so long as the government requires tonnage.

Alfred F. Smith, president of the Columbia River
Shipbuilding Corporation, has departed for the
East and wdiile there will ascertain prospects as to

a continued delivery of steel in adequate amounts
during the winter. The Portland yards expect
present receipts will insure their having stocks

ahead for about three months. While a slowing
down is looked for during unfavorable weather m
the East, through the output of steel mills being-

curtailed, also transportation facilities from the

East being interfered with by snow, it is hoped
to carry on work with no greater interference than
was experienced last year.

Headway attained by the Sea Service Bureau of

the Shipping Board in furnishing crews for new
vessels has done away with the necessity for sign-

ing inexperienced persons, so an order has issued
from the office of E. J. Griffith, in charge of the
work in the Northwest, that only experienced men
will be accepted. Meanwhile ships are being man-
ned by graduates of the West Seattle training sta-

tion, all in natty blue uniforms.

Through the resignation of R. W. Montague as

examiner for the Oregon district of the Macy Wage
Adjustment Board, headquarters of the Oregon and
^^'ashington districts have been established at Se-
attle under Judge McBride, former governor of

Washington. Arthur Jones has been named assist-

ant examiner for wood yards in Oregon and Joseph
Reed assistant examiner of stee) yards.

S. S. "W'est Kyska" is the name of the seven-
teenth hull to be launched by the Northwest Steel

Company, she having been floated October 7th.

The ship was christened by Mrs. Gerald Beebe, sis-

ter-in-law of \\'alter B. Beebe, vice-president of

the company.

.Additional contracts awarded for Ferris ships

include four to the Coast Shipbuilding Company,
two to the George F. Rodgers Company, and one

to the St. Helens Shipbuilding- Con-ipanv.



The Equipping of Modern Ships at the

Mouth ol the Columbia

T
!ERE has liecn imich interest, among ma-

rine engineers, in the recent successful trial

trips of the two first Government wood ships
to be completed in the Lower Columbia River

district—the "Ouoque" and the "Astoria". Their

completion has fully established Astoria, at the
mouth of the Columbia, as an imDortant Pacific

Coast shipbuilding center. And the exceptionally
high ratings awarded these shiixs as a result of

their trial trips gives prominence to their equipping
plant, the Astoria Marine Iron Works, located on
Pier Two of the Port of Astoria docks.
The Astoria Marine Iron Works, within less than

a year, has developed into one of the largest and
most efficient ship equipping plants in the entire

Columbia River district. Its remarkable growth
is an illustration of that c|uality of rapid-fire Amer-
ican achievement which has made our nation the
wonder of the civilized world, in our present speed
of ship construction. The story of the develop-
ment of the Astoria Marine Iron Works goes back
to personalities.

About a year ago two Portland men, W. A. \ ig-

gers and Thomas Pilyeu, l)ecame associated in the

prosecution of war-emergency work. Viggers was
owner and manager of a local machine shop and
iron works. Bilyeu is a business organizer and a

mechanical engineer as well, with more than fortv

domestic and foreign patents to his credit, varying
from complicated coin-paying devices now in na-

tional use to massive automatic machines which
ha\e revolutionized the mine-timber framing in-

ustry of the West. They met in the business of

designing and manufacturing a new bolt-heading

machine demanded at once to lueet a critical local

shipbuilding emergency.
( )ther engineering activities followed. They or-

ganized a com])any. They were joined liy a third

iracticaj voung engineer, T- R- Mc Kinney, owner
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trance having a con-

trolled depth of forty

feet at low tide.

I'^irst construction

work on the plant of

the Astoria Marine
Tro)i Works was hc-

t^uii in late Xovember,
l'^17. Machinery was
first turned in Alarch,

1918. At that time the

ultimate vision of the

company was a total

of 350 employes, and
the fi\'e original hiiild-

ings were ])lanned on

and operator of an

( )regon foundry. They
investigated the need

of a fully -equipped
marine iron works at

the entrance of the Co-

lumbia, where were al-

ready located there

three going wood ship-

yards — McEacherns",
Wilson's and Rodgers'

—with a total of four-

teen ways. As it hap-

])ened, the first person

whom they met in As-
toria was Mr. l!.

1''.

Stone, president of the

Port of Astoria. The
Port Commission had
recently completed on
house, more than

enclosin

nplished at the pla The lo

plant

photograph shows hulls

Pier One a great ware-

c|uarter-mile in length and

more than four acres of warehouse floor

space ; and the port was also completing on Pier

C)ne a million-bushel grain elevator.

But Pier Two of the port docks was practically

unoccupied, with the exception of a large modern
municipal coal bunkers. The Port Commission

co-operated. The new company was allotted a

long-time building lease on a considerable portion

of Pier Two—and today, less than a year later, the

varied ship-ecjuipping activities of the Astoria ^la-

rine Iron Works occupies the greater part of the

entire pier, with its ten and a half acres of surface,

with its more than 3000 lineal feet of deep-water

wharf-head paralleled by double standard-gauge

railroad tracks, where three locomotive cranes, the

largest with 85-foot boom and with a lifting capac-

ity of fifty tons, are in operation twenty-four hours

of the day. Pier Two is located on the main chan-

nel of the Columbia River, in fresh water, with a

minimum depth at the docks of thirty feet, and ten

miles from the Pacific Ocean through a harbor en-

that basis. The original machine shop, 90 by 110

feet, specialized in lathe work, and one of their

first orders was 120 propeller shafts for the French
government.

Early in April. 1918. the company was awarded,
b}- the Emergenc}' Fleet Corporation, a contract

'for the final fitting of ten of the Government wood
ships of the Lower Columbia River district, includ-

ing Tillamook Bay, and this contract was soon in-

creased to twenty ships. This contract hastened
the construction of additional plant buildings, and
the assembling of additional equipment for ma-
chine shop, foundry and pipe shop.

An extension, 50 by 90 feet, was added to the

machine shop, making the total present dimensions
50 by 160 feet. This building is served by two
travelling cranes, the one with a 30-foot span and
a lifting capacity of ten tons and having a track-

age length of 110 feet. The track of the second
newer travelling crane runs at right angles to the

old track, and this crane has a span of fifty feet

and lifts up to twenty tons.

The company shop is one of the most completely
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equipped for its special work of any in the Colum-
bia River district. It has a total of fifteen lathes.

Two of these lathes will handle shafting thirty

feet between centers. One of the engine lathes has

a swing of 56 inches, and is 21 feet long; and a

new pit lathe will have a swing of 15 feet. A hy-
draulic press of 500,000 pounds has been set. A
special horizontal boring mill for propellers has

been made up, for the final finishing of the 6-ton

propellers cast in the company foundry. In addi-

tion, the machine shop is equipped with a 60-inch

boring and turning mill, a large No. 4 Le Blond
milling machine, three new radial drills of the best

make, a tool-maker's lathe, shapers and planers

and key-seating machines and cold cut-oflf saws,

and other like tools.

The forging shop, 30 by 110 feet, has seven fires

and four more are being added. It has two large

power hammers, a large punch and shear machine,
a bolt threading machine ; and in this building is

located two air compressors with a combined ca-

l)acity of 500 cubic feet per minute, supplying air

to all the shops and entirely around the pier. Also
is located here the generating plant for the oxy-
acetylene used in burning and welding in different

parts of the plant.

The pipe shop is a building 90 by 110 feet, with
a travelling crane, completely equipped with large

pi]ie-threading and cutting machines, and punching
and drilling and shearing machines. It has two
bending tables, and a hydraulic press with a 100-

ton push, and two forges. The pipe shop has a

complete sheet metal department, and a copper
pipe department complete, fully equipped for all

brazing, welding, bending, drawing and expanding.
The foundry, 110 square feet, equipped with

tra\elling cranes has two ftirnaces, and usually

pours from ten to fifteen tons of metal dail}'. The
foundry casts all dock and other fittings necessary
for the final completion of the wood ships of the

district, including hawse pipes and propellers. The
present order of propellers, now under construc-

tion, are fourteen feet three inches in diameter, and
weigh between six and seven tons.

The Government store room is 90 by 110 feet,

two stories, headquarters for eight million dollars

worth of Government property on the pier. One
corner of this building is utilized as a company
dining room, where the foremen and officials meet
daily at the noon hour. Some of the newer build-

ings include the emergency hospital, and the cen-

tral fire station, headquarters for the company fire

department, where are established two hose carts

and a large chemical. Another building, 32 by 80.

two stories, includes space for the large new tool

room, with nine checking-out windows, and 700
individual tool boxes. On the second floor of this

building is the drafting room; also the superin-
tendent's room, overlooking the plant, a conven-
ient central location where the foremen of the

plant meet often in conference.
The Astoria Marine Iron Works, at the date of

this writing, has fully completed two wood ships,

the "Quoque" and the "Astoria", the former a 3500-

ton Ferris type and the latter a 3500-ton Hough
type, both of which were promptly accepted by
the Emergency Fleet Corporation. On the "Quo-
c|ue", so perfect was the operation of the engines
and the auxiliaries in every particular, that the

ship was awarded the highest possible rating, "fif-

teen years", an honor seldom bestowed.
At the present writing two other ships have just

left the docks of the Astoria Alarine Iron Works
for their trial trips—the "Lonoke" and the "Sal-
mon." The "Lonoke", a 3500-ton Ferris type ship,

on her trial trip, made the return run from Portland
to Astoria in seven hours and twenty-six minutes,
which is stated to be the fastest time ever recorded
for this trip for a ship of this tonnage. Four ad-
ditional wood hulls are tied up at the docks of the
Astoria Marine Iron Works in various stages of

installation. The delivery of materials granting,
the company will be able to maintain a trial trip

schedule of one additional completed wood ship
every seven days or better.

But the company plans more than that. The
officials and the foremen and the 1200 and more
men will not be satisfied merely with good accom-
plishments. They are definitely out to do what
they can toward hastening our national shipbuild-

ing program. They are after records. They have
made the plant to express a spirit. They have
adopted a slogan, conspicuously posted on a large

board in the center of the yard: "Fight While
You Work—.Vnd These Ships Will Sail on Time."

CHANGES IN ORGANIZATION
EMERGENCY FLEET CORPORATION

The luiiergcncy l'"leet Corporatinn during the

past two months has been putting into effect or-

ganization changes. The new plan provides a dis-

trict manager in each district, to have charge of all

branches of construction work—wood, steel, com-
posite, and concrete—as well as of all departments
indirectly connected with construction, such as the
Industrial Service Division and the Plant En-
gineering Department.
So arranged, the organization consists of three

principal groups in each division : First, the Con-
struction Division and allied branches, under a dis-

trict manager ; second, the Supply Division, deal-

ing with purchase and allotment of materials and
equipment; third, the Auditing Division.

On October 1 this system was put into effect in

the Eighth District and Capt. J. F. Blain was ap-

pointed district manager. Effective on the same
date. Captain Blain made the following appoint-

ments : D. M. Callis, assistant in charge of steel

ship construction, with headquarters at Seattle

;

F. B. Pape, assistant in charge of steel ship con-

struction, with headquarters at Portland; Capt. W.
A. Magee, assistant in charge of wood ship con-

struction, with headquarters at Seattle; P. \\'.

Davis, assistant to the district manager.
Another feature of the change being made liy

the Emergency Fleet Corporation is the consoli-

dation of some of the districts into larger group
units, with names instead of numbers. The bound-
aries of the Pacific Coast districts remain un-

changed. The district formerly known as District

Xo. 7, of which Capt. A. F. Pillsbury is district

manager, is now known as the Southern Pacific

District, and former District Xo. 8 as the Xorthcrn
Pacific District.

This district under Capt. J. F. Blain's juristlic-

tion now includes w^ood and steel ship construction

in the State of Washington and steel ship construc-

tion in the State of Oregon. The wood shi]) con-

struction in Oregon is still known as Dist. Xo. 11,

under Dist. Supervisor L. J. ^^'entworth at Portland.

We extend our congratulations to Captain lilain

cm this ])romotion and our best wishes for the con-

tinued success of the Northern Pacific District in

its record-breaking construction work.



The Port of Astoria
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Tin

Till'".
I'drl ot A.stiiria t'ljminissiuii, conipri^inL;

Air. 11. ['. Stone, ])rcsi(lLMit : Mr. Ceo. W. San-
lioni, vice president; Mr. l-'rank I'atton, trea.<-

urer; Mr. Georye W. Warren, secretary, and
Dr. .\lfred Kinney and Mr. U. R. I'.artletl, chief en-

.L^ineer and mana,L;er, ninst feel a distinct sense of

pride when thev retlect on what has heen accom-
jilished f(.)r the I'ort of Astoria under the

.guidance durin.t;' the past five vears.

Prior to the year I'Uo a lar^e jiortion of th

ness district of Astoria was built on stilts

streets were of wooil, necessitating.;' continual resur-

facing, and in addition to this, the rise of the tide

flooded a considerable portion of this section of tlie

city. This, however, is no Ioniser the case, as a

reclamation commission of energetic men was cre-

ated who have built a sea wall along the greater

])ortion of the waterfront and have pumped a sand
fill in from the main channel of the Columbia River
on which was constructed hard surfaced streets

throughout the business area of the city.

This remarkable achievement has been accom-
plished through the efforts of the Commission of the

Port of Astoria, which is made up of practical busi-

ness men who are well ac-

quainted with the require-

ments and problems of the

community. Theirs has been

a business-like administra-

tion of an immense program
of construction, which when
completed will make Astoria

one of the principal Pacific

Coast ports. One of the

most important reasons for

the success of this project

is the fact that each engi-

neering problem has been

handled on a broad-minded
business principle, free from

any politics or outside in-

fluence. The city of Astoria

is surely to be congratu-

lated on its good fortune

in having such an able group
of business men to handle

the development work of

their port. The Port of As-

toria Cornmission was cre-

ated by the Oregon Legisla-

tive Assembly in 1909, with
an elective board of five

commissioners, and author-

ized to do whatever was nec-

essary for the e.xploitation

of the commercial and con-

structive advantages within

the port district. L'ntil 1913

very little was accomplish-
ed, with the excei^tion of the

ac(|uisition of sixty acres of

land and tide flats. This
area has now become the

nucleus for the great rail

and water terminal which

h;is been ileseloped within the last few years and

to which additions are still being made. Among
these additions, mention might be made of 7000

feet of water frontage adjoining the ])resent pro])-

erty on the west, which purchase was made dur-

ing the summer of this \ ear.

The first work undertaken by the present com-
mission was the construction of bulkheads along

the waterfront, the dredging of sand from the river

bed, which was pumped on the inshore side i)f the

bulkhead and the entire area filled above high tide.

The final ai)pro\ed scheme for development was
in general plan that of piers and slips built ob-

liquely to the direction of the river channel. A
contract was let for dredging the slips between
the piers and for filling the enclosed area formed
by the bulkheads, making the permanent fill on
which the later improvements were made.
The warehouse, which is ninety feet in width,

is built "L" shaped, and altogether is nearly 1300
feet in length. Due partly to the construction of
the building, aided by the installation of an auto-
matic dry pipe sprinkling system; it was possible
to obtain an exceedingly low rate of insurance.

ched le yard of the McEachern Shipbuiliing Company, which
shipbuilding companies located at Astoria
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ENTRANCE TO ASTORIA'S

Port of Astoria's
t

ADVANTAGES

Our Terminals are located 10 miles from the Pacific

Ocean at the mouth of the Columbia River.

Harbor luitrance with contrdllint;- depth of 40 feet at

low tide.

Modern Railroad and Steamshi]) terminals, 5550 feet of

docking wharves with 30 feet of water at low tide.

Bulk and sacked grain storage and shipping.

Coal and Lumber piers.

PLEASE MENTION THE PACIFIC MARINE REVIEW WHEN YOU WRITE
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FRESH WATER HARBOR

Terminal Facilities
EQUIPMENT

Fresh water supply for ships.

CoaHng equipment for discharging or bunkering Ijy clam

shell and conveyors. Electric derrick, hoist and clam shell rig.

Three locomotive cranes 15, 30 and 50 ton capacities each,

operating along all wharves.

Gridiron and incline railroad track for heavy transfers of roll-

ing stock. Electric ramps and inclines for small crafts.
^

Marine Iron Works ofTer quick repairs to vessels.

PLEASE MENTION THE PACIFIC MARINE REVIEW WHEN YOU WRITE
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This warehouse is served by a most complete
tracking- system, both on the slip side and also in
the rear. The track leading to the rear of the
warehouse is known as a depressed herring bone
system, which permits of the most expeditious
handhng of cars. Warehouses were located on
I'ler 1, these being constructed of interlocking hol-
low tile with heavily timbered slow burning roof
construction. Pier 2 is being used for the assemb-
ling and handling of lumber and the storage of
heavy freight. A complete and well-equipped coal-
ing station, with storage for 20,000 tons of coal
and equipped with bunkering at the rate of 175
tons an hour, has been built on this pier within the
pa.st year for the accommodation of steamers en-
tering the port. In connection with this plant, a
large capacity traveling locomotive crane is used
for the handling of coal from barges and cars ot
storage, and is also equipped as a hoisting crane.
Tracks having been laid the entire length and
across the face of the pier, the entire frontage of
Pier 2 IS placed within reach of the crane.
On account of the ease with which grain may he

handled by conveyors, the site on Pier 1 at' the
angle of the warehouse was selected as best suited
for the location of the grain elevators. A work
house was built last year for receiving bulk and
sacked grain, and cleaning and grading machinery
was installed. In connection w"ith the warehouse
the elevators could easily handle during the season
upwards of two million bushels of wheat. It was
thought that with the adequate warehouse facili-
ties which the port had, all grain, which up to that
time was being handled principally in sacks, could
be cared for in the present warehouse, and that a
suitable work house was all that was necessary
until such time as the majority of producers indi-
cated their preference in favor of bulk grain hand-
ling. As soon as this was definitely decided upon
the Port of Astoria immediately made preparations
to provide adequate facilities to handle bulk ship-
ments and storage of grain.
A million-bushel plant is now completed and ac-

commodates bulk storage for this amount. The
entire plant is built of reinforced concrete resting
on a pile foundation. Each storage unit has eigh-
teen full-sized tanks, 22'-8" inside diameter and >6'
deep. There are ten interspaced bins and four end
bins in each unit, making a total bulk storage of
approximately 520,000 bushels for each unit, "or a
total storage of more than 1,000,000 bushels. There
are two conveyor tunnels running longitudinally
under the tanks. The center row of tanks have
outlets for discharging on either of the discharge
belts. This allows a certain amount of mixing "to

be done as the wheat is drawn fmm the tanks.
These discharge belts extend through and inlu the
new work house, and deliver directly into the Ijcots
of tlie two large elevators which elevate the grain
to the working bins for conditioning purposes.
The same belts and elevators being used for shi])-

pmg (int. (irain can also be taken from the >toi-
age tanks and carried over the tanks to the sack
handling house, if it is desired to sack grain which
has been held in bulk storage. Such grain, after
having been graded and sacked, would be con-
veyed directly to section 5 or 6 of the warehouse
over a sack conveyor belt, where it would be placed
in storage and held for shipment. This same sack

conveyor is so arranged that sacked grain which
has been received and placed in storage in the
warehouse can be conveyed from the warehouse to
the elevator for conditioning or carried through to
the bulk loading belt and be loaded out in bulk
Ample railroad trackage for car storage and

handling is provided on either side of the plant
with receiving hoppers spouting directly from the
hoppers to the elevator boots. These elevators
have a capacity of 5000 bushels per hour and ele-
vate directly to the receiving scales, from which
the gram is dropped into the working bins and dis-
tributed as required. In addition to the receiving
hoppers placed in the new work house, there are
four hoppers in the present elevator which make it
possible to unload from six cars at the same time.
The charging belt for the tanks is placed in the

head house over the tanks. Trippers are located
over each unit of storage for discharging into the
various tanks. The tripper over unit number one
IS a four pulley reversible tripper, allowing grain
to be drawn from either the new work house" ele-
vator or from the present elevator.
The receiving scales are standard hopper scales

of 1600-busheI capacity draft; 2000-bushel garners
located directly over the scales receive the grain
from the elevators and discharge through four
gates each into the hopper of the scales. A 20"
diameter telescoping trolley spout' connects the
discharge gates on the scale hopper to the various
work house bins.

The cleaning and scouring machines are placed
on the main floor of the work house. The jiresent
installation in the new work house includes two
separators of 2250-bushel hourly capacity each,
and two horizontal dry scourers having an hourly
cajjacity each of 600 bushels. These are so placed
that grain may be carried to opposite sides of the
work house and are fed by direct spouting from
bin gates to the machines and discharge directly
to the elevator boots in the basement. The pres'-
ent plant is also equipped with cleaners and scour-
ing machinery.

Both work houses are equipped with endless belt
man-lifts. Ample stairways and abundance of
room has been provided for working in and around
the niacliines, and to accommodate additional
e(|uipment.

The loading out conveyor connects with the new
work house and conveys the grain from the load-
ing out bins on a 36" belt convevor to the water-
front in slip No. 1 at a capacity ra'te of 15,000 bush-
els per hour.

All machinery throughout the plant is electrically
driven. The plant when complete will-provide for

a million bushels of bulk grain storage and one
million bushels of sacked storage at one time. The
arrangement allows the handling or loading out of
both sack and hulk grain at the same time with-
out interference one with the other.

I let ween pier Xo. 1 and Xo. 2 there is slip, or
waterway, with an entrance -100 feet wide. The
slip is easy of access and with room enough to
dock lour of the largest vessels at one time.
The three princi])al shipyards located in Astoria

are on Smith's Point and in Young's P.ay. The
<a'o. V. Rodgcrs Company, shipbuilders, are lo-

cated on the I'.irt of Astoria property, while the
\\ ilson Sliiphnildin.t; C. oiiipany lies just west on the
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extreme pu'wt of land, kiidvvn as Smith I 'dint,

which i.s the end of the peninsula on vvhicli is

l)uilt the City of Astoria. West of the Wilson
yard, about one mile, facing Young's Bay, is the
RfcEachern Shipbuilding Company, one of the
])rinciiial wooden shipyards on the Pacific Coast.
Tlie Astoria Marine Iron Works has a comjjlete

and \vell-e(|uipped marine machine shop and foun-

dry, and this plant occupies a large ])ortion of

I'ier 2. All kinds of repairs and renewals are ef-

ficiently handled by this company, as well as the
furnishing an<l installation of new marine cquip-

ment.

During the winter of 1917 and I'MX the ship-

yards were materially handicapped l)y the kick of

rail transportation and adequate street appr(jaches,

and in consideration of this the Port of Astoria
took up the matter of providing rail transporta-

tion, extending to the McEachren shipyard and the

Astoria Pulp and Paper Company, located just be-
yond. This is directly a development of the belt

line railroad controlling the waterfront through-
out Astoria. Provision Avas made for this road in

planning and laying out the Port of Astoria prop-

erty and it will undoubtedly be a great factor in

the development of industries, not only on the Co-
lumbia River side, but along the waterfront of

Young's Bay on the southerly side of the city.

The port-owned dredge has filled by hydraulic

dredging the grade on which the road is to be

l)uilt, and an arrangement ^vith the county com-

missioners has been made whereliy the grade is

built in sufficient width to carry a hard surfaced

street paralleling the railroad. All material has

been secured and the contract is wcW under way
and will be completed about the middle of Novem-

ber. This not onl}' allows all freight to be shipped
directly into and from the shipyard, but will pro-
\ide transportation for the pulp and jiaper mill,

which rc(|uires a capacity of several cars daily.

The Port of .Astoria has the following tcj offer

shipowners and sliijjpers:

I'^esh water harhur. ten miles from the Pacific

Ocean, on the main LOlnnibia River channel, with
a harbor entrance having a controlling depth of 40
feet at low tide. Safe approach, accessibility.

Modern railroad and steamship terminals.

Four acres of enclosed warehouse floor space.

Masonry walls. Slow-burning construction.

Lowest insurance rates.

Economical arrangements for handling freight.

3550 lineal feet of docking space, with a mini-

mum depth of 30 feet at low water.

Fresh water supply for ships.

Grain handling and storage. Sacked grain con-

veyors to and from cleaning plant.

New reinforced concrete bulk grain storage plant
—1,000,000 bushels capacity. Receiving, cleaning

and shipping equipment.
Three traveling locomotive cranes for heavy

package freight transfer, ranging from 15 tons to

50 tons capacity, also electric derrick for handling
from barges to cars.

Adequate coaling facilities handling 175 tons per

hours to ships' bunkers. Open coal storage for

20,000 tons. Bunker storage, 3000 tons.

Open dock stora.ge for assembling lumber car-

goes.

Gridiron and incline for transfer of railroad roll-

ing stock from barge to track.

Astoria Marine Iron Works on Pier No. 2 offers

complete facilities for renewals and repairs.

Tke Wilson Shipbuilding Company
SIX years ago Wilson Bros, established a

small shipyard at Astoria. Here the steam
schooners "Ernest H. Meyer," 'AVahkeena,"

"General Washington," "R. Millers" and

"I^lectra" were successfully built and equipped.

^\'hen the demand came for wooden ships, Wilson
Bros, merged into the Wilson Shipbuilding Com-
pany, secured additional acreage, and erected a

compact modern wood shipbuilding plant, with

four building ways, each 330 feet long, and suit-

able wood handling machinery for the construction

of wooden hulls only.

Two locomotive cranes and a large Colby crane

of the gantry type handle the material in the yard.

Six hoisting engines are used on the ways. The
saw shed is equipped with two American band
saws, one Fay & Egan band saw and two Fay &
Egan swing saws.

Three Ingersoll-Rand air compressors, two 14x
12" and one 12x10", furnish pressure for the pneu-

matic tools. This pneumatic equipment includes a

deck planer, an Astoria pneumatic tool planer, a

Model A air planer, Little David caulking tools,

David hammers and drills, and a Boyer air groover

for straps.

The joiner shop equipment includes a Stetson-

Ross straight planer and a bevel planer for angle

work.

This company maintains a very fine emergency
hospital and an excellent restaurant for the com-
fort and convenience of its working force.

Eight hundred men are employed, and four wood
ships of the Ferris type have been launched by

them on orders from the Emergency Fleet Cor-

poration. The first of these—the "Quoque"—is

now in commission and giving excellent service.

The Wilson Shipbuilding Company contracts for

the wooden hull only, all fitting out work being

done by the Astoria Marin Iron Works, wdiose

plant is described under separate heading in this

issue.

P. J. Brix, president of the Wilson Shipbuilding

Company, is one of the best known men on the

Lower Columbia River. He is executive head also

of the Knappton Mill and Lumber Company and

the Brix Bros.' Logging Company. E. S. Collins,

vice president, is associated with the Ostrander

Railway and Timber Company, and J. A. Byerley,

treasurer, is interested in the Silver Lake Railway

and Timber Company.

Frithier Kaukkonen, of the old Wilson Bros.'

Company, is secretary of the company and super-

intendent of the yard. \\\ G. Wray is office man-

ager and purchasing agent.
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"Causa rroxima

Ax interesting question, which may lead to

litigation, has recently arisen in New York
touching the liability of "war risk" under-
writers or "all risks" underwriters for the

loss of the tank steamer "Albert Watts."
It appears that the "Watts," loaded with fuel

oil and gasoline in bulk sailed from New York
in October, 1917, bound for a port in Italy. Dur-
ing the passage she was torpedoed or struck by

a mine and one of the tanks was so damaged that

the gasoline leaked out and spread over the water.

The fires under the boilers were extinguished, but

the steam was suiTicient to enable her to proceed

to an anchorage. The gasoline continued to leak

from the hold and spread over the water and in

some way became ignited. The fire spread to the

ship and she was hurriedly beached. Before the

fire could be extinguished she suiifered material

damage, probably sufficient to justify a claim for

total loss. The question is as to whether the loss

should fall on the "war risk" underwriters or on

the underwriters against sea perils; in other words,

what was the proximate cause of the loss?

In the issue of "Fairplay" of August 29th ap-

pears an extremely interesting communication

from Mr. J. E. \\'ithers touching on the case of

the "Albert Watts" and on the question generally

of proximate cause. Mr. Withers quotes from sev-

eral authorities, among them as follows

:

"The general principle is intelligible enough and

easy of application in many cases, but there are

cases in which a too literal application of it would

work injustice, and would not really be justified

by the |)rinciple itself." (Shelborne, L. C. in In

Iiiman S. S. Co. vs. BischofT.)

"One must be careful not to lay the accent upon
the word 'proximate' in such a sense as to lose

sight of or destroy altogether the idea of cause

itself. To treat causa proxima as the cause which
is nearest in time is out of the question. The
cause which is truly proximate is that which is

proximate in efficiency. That efficiency may ha\e

been preserved, although other causes may mean-
time have sprung up, which have yet not destroyed

it, or truly impaired it, and it may culminate in

a result of which it still remains the real efficient

cause to which the event can be ascribed. Proxi-

mate cause is an expression referring to the effi-

ciency as an operating factor upon the result.

AVhere various factors or causes are concurrent,

and one has to be selected, the matter is deter-

mined as one of fact, and the choice falls upon
the one to which may be variously ascribed the

qualities of reality, predominance, efficiency. There
may be attendant circumstances which may aggra-
vate or possibly precipitate the result, but which
are incidents resulting from the injury, or receive

from it an operative and disastrous power. The
true efficient cause never loses its hold. The re-

sult is produced, a result attributable in common
language to the casualty as a cause, and this re-

sult proximate as well as continuous in its effi-

ciency properly meets the language of the expres-

sion 'proximately caused.'" (Lord Shaw in Ley-

land Shipping Co. vs. Norwich Union Fire Ins.

Society.)

Mr. AMthers then continues:

"Turning to the facts .of the 'Albert Watts' we
find ( 1 ) the vessel was destroyed by fire (prima

facie a marine risk)
; (2) the cause of that cause

was the accidental ignition by luiman agency of

the gasoline which had formed part of her cargo

;

(3) the cause of that cause was that the gasoline

was leaking from a hole in her side made by a

mine or torpedo (i. e., a consequence of hostilities).

1 submit that the consequences of hostilities was
the sine (|ua ikhi, but the causa proxima was the

marine risk, and that, therefore, the loss should

lall on the marine underwriters. Those who con-

lend thai the loss was a war risk evidently base

their opinion on the nature of the cargc), which,

escaping through the hole made by the mine or

tor])edo, became ignited, a risk to which from its

nature it would be peculiarly susceptible. It

must, however, not be overlooked that, if in con-

se(|nence of a war risk, a vessel is more susceiitilile

to, or less capable of resisting, a marine risk, the

sulisequent loss through marine perils falls on the

marine underwriters."
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INSURANCE COMPANY
Freights and Disbursements
ITREETS, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA

W. H. WOODRUFF, Special Agent
230 BYRNE BUILDING
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O. G. ORR & CO., Managers

ATLANTIC MARINE DEPARTMENT
37-43 WALL STREET NEW YORK

AND BRITISH COLUMBIA. 254 COLMAN BUILDING. SEATTLE, WASHINGTON

SALVAGE AWARD
Appellate courts are not, as a rule, prone to

disturb awards of a trial court, particularly in

cases of salvage, as it is assumed that the trial

court has investigated thoroughly all the features

of the case and if the decision or the award is

fairly reasonable the decision of the first court

will stand. For this reason the decision of an
appellate court increasing a salvage award as

quoted by "Fairplay," is interesting. Xote that

it is stated that if it had been shown that the

salvage tug had been in serious danger a larger

award would have been made.

The case is as follows

:

There has always been a little difficulty in de-

fining the dift'erence between towage and salvage,

and the point has special attention in an appeal

which has just been decided at ^^'ellington. It

appears that an American barque, when in charge

of a pilot, ran ashore at Pencarrow Head, \\ elling-

ton Harbour, in June, 1917. She was fully loaded

with general cargo from the United States, and
was on the rocks. The tug "Terrawhiti" went to

her assistance and towed her off, but she was so

badly damaged that the repairs necessitated an ex-

pense of £12,000. The owners of the tug, the

Union S. S. Company of Xew Zealand, were

awarded £1,000, and they appealed against this

amount. Mr. Justice Sim, in allowing the ap-

peal, thought that due weight had not been given

to the value of the property salved. The ship,

cargo and freight were valued at £142,490, and,

even taking the cost of repairs, this left a total of

£130,490 as the net value of the property salved.

The court increased the original award to £2,500,

stating that if it had been clear that the "Terra-

whiti" was in serious danger when performing the

salvage ser^-ices, they would have been entitled to

a larger award, but this had not been made out.

.\t the same time, it cannot be considered that

an award of £2,500 under the circumstances was

excessive.

MARINE INSURANCE NOTES
The "Canada Maru", recently on the rocks south

of Cape Flattery, was a marine disaster justifying

the ancient bewilderment of King Solomon rela-

tive to the "way of a ship in the midst of the sea."

The steamer, belonging to Osaka Shosen Kaisha,

was on a voyage from the Orient to Tacoma. car-

rying a cargo of foodstuffs and Oriental merchan-
dise, the value of which ran well into the millions.

while the vessel itself added probably another mil-
lion or a million and a half to the total at risk.

She had almost arrived at destination, speaking
comparatively, when she went on to the rocks.
Presumably a heavy fog and unknown currents
were largely responsible for the situation in which
she found herself.

Many experienced salvors in the Xorthwest, hav-
ing either seen or had described to them the ob-
stacles necessary to be overcome were the vessel
to be saved, gave her up as gone. Added to the
perils of the rocks and the difficulty of getting
close to the steamer, the weather conditions for

several days after she struck were particularly

bad. Lighters were sent to take such cargo as

could be discharged, while anchors were put out
and tugs pulled to keep her stern from going on,
and thereby making assurance of loss doubly sure.

Several of the lighters taking cargo were badly
damaged, and one became a total loss.

Fortunately, however, by means of pumps and

discharged cargo, the vessel was lightened some-

what, although holds No. 1 and No. 2 were nearl)'

flooded. These facts, together with holding . an-

chors and tugs, plus what some call the chief fac-

tor, good luck, brought the vessel off, and she

went under tow to Esquimalt, where temporary

repairs were effected, thence under her own steam

to Seattle and Tacoma.

After the vessel was floated and the whole ven-

ture saved from complete destruction, the Japa-

nese captain committed suicide, or better, hari kiri,

which ceremony originally was accepted as an

atonement for a fault. It is one of the odd traits

of human nature when under stress to become in-

trospective and to see a personal fault where none

is seen by one's fellows. In all the discussion in-

cident on an accident of this character, there has

been no suggestion that it was chargeable to the

captain, and yet he himself must have held differ-

ently. Possibly he thought in this wise, to quote

Kipling

—

'"Mine at the last—when all is done

It all comes back to me

—

The fault that leaves 6000 tons

A log upon the sea."
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He was the master of the ship, and as such the

responsibiHty for the venture lay on him. Disas-

ter came, and with a moral courage worthy of emu-
lation—however ill advised it may have been in

its result—he neither played fast and loose with

his subordinates nor shilly-shallied with his con-

science. His vessel was wrecked, and with Orien-

tal philosophy he offered his atonement.
The adjustment of the losses on that portion of

the merchandise insured in the Fireman's Fund
was to a great extent in the hands of Frank G.

Taylor, the company's general agent in Alaska,

British Columbia, Oregon and Washington.

THE SEATTLE MARINE INSURANCE
EXCHANGE

The marine insurance underwriters and brokers

of Seattle have forme<l an organization known as

the Seattle Marine Insurance Exchange, the main

object of which is to safeguard the marine insur-

ance interests in Seattle and to be in a better po-

sition to exchange views for mutual benefit. It

is the aim of the organization to work in harmony

with the Insurance Federation and to express, as

a united body, its views in connection with in-

surance legislation. Thirty firms are represented

in its membership.

The oflicers for the present year are : J. F.

Beede, president; B. Hermann, vice-president;

Robert O. Fleming, secretary and treasurer. The

executive committee is composed of G. L. West,

E. H. Hutchison, Harold Lee, C. B. DeMille and

H. M. Vogdes.

Freight Report

OUR last report was dated September 20, and
there has been \ery little activity in the

freight market.

No time charters have been drawn at all,

which is in strange contrast to the business being

done in this line as reported from Japan. For in-

stance, five or six steamers have been chartered

there lately for twelve months for Japanese coast-

ing trade, at 25 yen. The "Tenkai Maru," about

.^000 dead weight, chartered for two round voyages

to the Pacific Coast, 38 yen. The "Bushu Maru,"
4000 tons, trading limits Japan, Pacific Coast, Med-
iterranean, 42 yen. These rates are high, although

in August one of the Japanese freight reports noted

the charter of a 3100-ton steamer for twelve

months, with trading limits Japan, India, for de-

livery at the end of this year, at 63 yen per ton on

the dead weight.

Amongst other high charters reported on voyage

charters, the "Kotsu Maru," formerly on this

coast, was recently chartered to carry dry sugar in

bags from two ports on the north coast of Java to

the port of Suez, at 500/ per ton, net.

The latest charters for nitrate have been steamer

•Northland" to San Francisco at $21 for immediate

loading, and motor boat "Ozmo," with the same

sort of cargo, to Honolulu at $27.50. After dis-

charging nitrate at Honolulu, the "Ozmo" pro-

ceeds in ballast to Fiji or Samoa to load copra for

San Francisco for Burns, Philp Co., at $45 per ton.

The French motor boat "General Pan" loads part

cargo of rice from Seattle to Cuba at $22 per ton,

remainder of cargo of spruce on the basis of $27.50

per 1000 feet.

From San Francisco, G. W. McNear, Inc., have
chartered schooners "Fearless" and "Albert" to one

])ort New Zealand on the basis of $1,373^2 per case,

oil products, with lumber on deck, private terms.

For lumber from the North to the west coast of

South America, motor boats are now asking $45,

which rate has been freely paid for the last two or

three months, and it looks as if shipowners might

have to accept a less rate in order to do business.

\'o doubt, $43 would be paid by shippers.

The Pacific Export Lumber Company are re-

]}i)rtcd to have chartered motor ship "Louise Br}-n"

to Buenos Ayres at $riO per 1000 feet.

The motiir ship "City of St. Helens" was char-

tered by Dant & Russell from Columbia River to

Shanghai at $40.

We understand that two of the Foundation Ship-
building Company's steamers were chartered dur-
ing the month to carry coal to Rio de Janeiro, but
we have not been able to ascertain the freight rate

paid.

In our last we spoke of the sale of the "Joan of

Arc," but apparently the sale was not completed.
The only actual sales made lately have been those
of the American steamer "Benito Jaurez" and Brit-

ish motor boat "Knickerbocker," both going to the

Philippines, on private terms.

The Emergency Fleet Corporation has contract-

ed with the Main Iron Works of San Francisco
for the construction of seven sea-going tugs for

Government service in and around San Francisco
harbor. Specifications call for wooden hulls, 150

feet in length, 30 feet moulded beam, 17 feet

depth of hold. Power is to be supplied by triple

expansion engines of 1,000 H. P. and two Scotch
^Marine boilers of 1,000 H. P. each, coal burning
corrugated furnaces. Equipment includes steam
capstan, windlass ind steering engines ; indepen-
dent air, feed, wrecking and bilge pumps, electric

generating sets and wireless outfit. The Main Iron

Works have contracted with W. F. Stone Ship-

liuilders of Oakland for the construction of the

hulls.

For the month ending October 15, the Columbia
Ri\-er Shipbuilding Corporation employed 500 ad-

ditional men and in another month hopes to in-

crease the strength of its personnel by 2000. The
e.xtra help is required by virtue of two new ways
being placed in service, making a total of five, and
also the operation of a second plate shop and an-

other blacksmith shop.

W. H. and li. Von der Werth, launch and boat-

builders, have obtained authority from the Com-
mission of Public Docks to shift their floating plant

to the foot of Woodward avenue. They were com-
pelled to leave moorings at the foot of East Mor-
rison street owing to the space being leased by the

Pacific Marine Irmi Works for an addition to its

fitting out dock.
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SCIENTIFIC FURNACE
BUILDING

Tate-Jones and Company, Inc., of

Pittsburg, have issued a very attrac-

tive booklet under the above title.

The data contained in this booklet is

very instructive and is illustrated with
numerous photographs sliovving dif-

ferent installations of the many types

of furnaces they manufacture. In re-

viewing the history of heat treating

furnaces, Tate-Jones and Company,
Inc., state that the manufacturers who
first bought their heat treating fur-

naces had simple problems of either

tempering or annealing. The discov-

eries of metallurgists in the field of

heat treatment were mostly to be

made and liut little of what is known
now of how metals react to heat had
then found its way beyond labora-

tory walls. The entrance of the
Tate-Jones Company into the furnace
building field came about as the re-

sult of their experience in manufact-
uring oil and gas burners. They had
begun the manufacture of gas burners
in 1898. The discovery of oils in the
Spindletop field opened up great pos-
sibilities for the use of crude petrol-

eum as fuel. Consequently Tate—Jones
& Company turned to the study of
oils and the design of oil burners.
As the heat treatment of steel be-

gan to come into prominence, the

company was called upon tiiore and
more to furnish burners for "home-
made" treating furnaces which were
wasteful of fuel and uncertain as to

results. It was a natural development
for this company to start manufact-
uring furnaces along lines which its

engineering skill and practical expe-
rience indicated as most effective.

When heat treatment was in its in-

fancy it was confined almost entirely

to the tempering and annealing of

tools. No attempt was made to ob-
tain exact teinperatures—results were
dependent upon the judgment of the

operator, who worked by color.

From that starting point the science
of metallurgy had its beginnings. As
it developed new methods, the Tate-
Jones Company was called upon to

develop furnaces that would keep
pace. Old types and designs were
discarded whenever improvements
could be made. Every modification
in method that called for a modifi-
cation in the means of heat control
or maintenance found its immediate
answer in a Tate - Jones furnace.

This change was not flexible enough
to result in freak designs, but has

always been an orderly and conserv-
ative evolution in line with the best

metallurgical practice.

A word as to the men who build

Tate-Jones furnaces; Theirs is an

organization of young men, although
a large proportion of the members of

the administrative and engineering de-

partments have been with the com-
pany for inany years. Technical train-

ing of a high type is demanded as a

matter of course.

And their work in known to the

steelmasters of the four quarters of

the globe, for Tate-Jones furnaces are

used in all of the large steel produc-

ing centers. Their performance is

uniformly satisfactory wherever they

have been installed and no matter
what their work, whether tempering
or annealing, preparing billets for

forging or the more complicated pro-

cesses of heat treatment, Tate-Jones
furnaces are doing it well.

Whenever an order is placed w-ith

the Tate-Jones Company for one of

their large capacity heat treating fur-

naces the engineering problems are

taken up in conference and threshed
out. This is where a dozen years of

experience in furnace manufacture
count heavily. If, as usually hap-
pens, the order merely asks for a

furnace which will produce certain

heats and handle certain quantities

of materials, the most efficient type
must be decided upon and worked
out.

It is not the province of the Tate-
Jones engineers to evolve heat treat-

ing formulae—that is for the profes-

sional metallurgist who has made it

a life study. What they do accom-
plish is the design and manufacture
of a furnace which will function in

accord with the metallurgist's di-

rections.

In order to decide wliat type of

furnace will best do tlie work in

hand, the Tate-Jones engineers must
consider not only the results to be
obtained, but also the way in which
they are to be brought about. To
that end they take into consideration
not only the temperatures to be pro-
duced and the size of the pieces to

be treated, but also the amount of

fuel and time that will be consumed
in the process.
One of the most important func-

tions of this department is to secure

re'sults with the greatest economy of

time and fuel. Savings effected by
these engineers pay for their services
many times over. Any manufacturer
who is working in the face of time
limits will find this feature of Tate-
Jones efficiency well worth looking
into. Economy of fuel is closely as-
sociated with economy of time, and
should be figured on the basis of the
saving per unit of production. Often
e.xpert advice will indicate possible
savings that total staggering sums.
There is no guesswork about Tate-

Jones findings. Results are always
checked in the laboratory under act-
ual working conditions, so that there
is never any question as to the prac-
ticability of an}- special features or
innovations in design.

In all of the usual heat treating
processes—hardening and tempering,
heat treating or alloy steels, case
hardening, annealing—accurate tem-
perature regulation and control are
absolutely essential. In many cases
uniformity is necessary, while in oth-
ers distinct variations must be ob-
tained. To get sure and uniform re-

sults, precise temperatures are al-

ways needed. In forging furnaces
the liig problem is to heat most eco-
nomically.

Before it leaves the plant, every
type of Tate-Jones furnace is tlior-

oughly tested. Care is taken to know
that the furnace will do what is

wanted. Any manufacturer who has
a heat treating problem will find the
satisfactory solution to be Tate-Jones
furnaces.

Furnace building with Tate-Jones
& Company, Inc., is as near an exact
science as is humanly possible to
make it. When one considers that
practically every large capacity fur-

nace is designed to meet certain con-
ditions and to produce certain re-

sults, it is possible to see why it

must be built to order to meet the
specific conditions. Work of this

sort varies so much that standardiza-
tion is out of the question. The one
thing which is standardized is Tate-
Jones quality.

WALLACE H. DOW COMPANY
Wallace H. Dow, for twenty-two

years associated with George Dow
in the Dow Pump Works, now known
as the Dow Pump and Diesel En-
gine Company, has just opened an
independent I'lant at 140 Howard

WHITE BROTHERS
ARDWOO

LUMIBEFII
TIIVIBEIFIFLOOmiNGVENEERSPANELS

FIFTH and BRANNAN STREETS

THE LARGEST STOCK OF HARDWOODS IN THE WEST ^AN FRANCISCO, CAL.
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street. San l*'rancisco, where he will

specialize on Air Pumps, Compressor
Puniiis, Pumping Enxiiies, Winclies
and Windlasses.

Mr. Dow is a native Calit'ornian
and has had a very e.xtensive experi-
ence in his line. In a large degree
the success of the Dow Pump and
Diesel Kngine Company is due to
Mr. Wallace It. Dovv's engineering
ahility in laying out their Alameda
plant and to his personality in hring-
ing about a helpful co-operation be-
tween employe and executive. We
l)redict a large measure of success
for this new enterprise.

BABBITT METAL AND ITS USES
By Roy P. Cohn,

Sales Manager, Great Western Snuli
ing & Refining Company,

San Francisco.

The history of babbitt metals dates
back many years. Isaac Babbitt, the
inventor of the recessed box, recog-
nized the need of a hearing metal
softer than iron, copper and bronze,
the metals then being used for beai
ings. Tin, copper and antimony \m .

the ingredients which constituted tin

make-up of the formula of the orig-
inal babbitt.

First the copper was melted and
antimony with a small quantity of
tin added. These were kept at a dull
red heat, and constantly stirred, until
the metals were thoroughly incorpo-
rated; later tlie balance of tin was
added thoroughly mi.xed again, and
then cast into ingots. Babbitt's for-

mula was patented and his metal
gradually became popular and put
into general use.

In a little booklet published by the
inventor in 1848, Mr. Babbitt inform-
ed the public "that his patent did not
consist in the use of soft metals
simply, but in the mode of its appli-

cation and confinement in boxes pre-
pared for the purpose."

Since the original patent expired
mechanical conditions have changed
and it has become necessary to make
a babbitt metal to meet certain re-

quirements. For general run of work
a lead base babbitt is satisfactory, but
for high speed and heavy duty ma-
chinery, where resultant friction and
intense heat play a major part, it is

necessary to supply a metal qualified

to meet this emergency.

In preparing metals it is essential

to pay particular attention to the

quality of the materials and that the

metals will always be homogeneous
and uniform. This requires great

care and efficiency in the mixing and
close adherence to the fine points

which only comes after constant

study and experimenting, before a

metal is turned out that can with-

stand the strain and endurance of

the work it is called upon to do.

If properly handled the use of bab-

bitt metals may be made very sim-

ple when babbitting a box. A piece

of paper wrapped around the shaft or

mandrel will keep the hot metal from
chilling and reduce the amount of

subsequent scraping. Anotlier impor-

tant feature is to keep the melting

pot and ladle clean and not to pour

the metal unless heated to a point

when it will slightly char a white

pine stick. It is also a good plan to

heat a bearing shell before babbit-

ting, as babbitt poured into a cold

box will not contract evenly and is avit

to make the bearing loose and inse-
cure, besides the grinding force of
the shaft will eventually shave off
the flakes, which would result in a
poor casting. To insure against
burns, never pour babbitt into a shell
that contains any water, or is not
perfectly dry. as many serious acci-
dents have resulted from a failure to
observe this rule.

This article mentioned before that
there is a metal made to meet all

requirements; in this edition let us
consider the high-grade anti-friction
metal especially adapted for water
works, sugar refineries, power plants,
dynamos, hydraulic machinery, ma-
rine engines, automobiles, and elec-
tric railway requirements. Efficiency
being a paramount feature enables
the Great Western Smelting & Refin-
ing Company to turn out a babbitt
of superior quality.

XXXX Nickel Babbitt, the last
word in babbitt perfection, has been
the result of earnest endeavors and
years of constant application to the
needs of high speed and heavy pres-
sure bearings. A strictly tin base
metal, the specific gravity is 33''/;{ less
than the average babbitt. It has
often been said that testimonial let-

ters count for nothing, but to the
discerning mind, letters containing
concrete information pointing clearly
why one met.al is preferred to an-
other, only strengthens the confidence

of the manufacturers, knowing that

their product is appreciated and can

help guide the alert mind to a better

selection of metal and a consequent

reduction in the cost of upkeep.

Among the many manufacturers the

Great Western Smelting & Refining

Company can feel honored to know
that such testimonial letters have

come to them unsolicited. Their

XXXX Nickel Babbitt has survived

where others failed and in every part

of the world is being used in larger

quantities each day.

npany, 140 H(jw;ir(l Slrctt, S.in Francisco

National Foreign Trade Council, 1

Hanover Square, N. Y.
This volume is a complete report

of the proceedings of the convention,
including all the addresses, both those
prepared in advance and those ex-
tempore, and the stenographic report
of informal discussions, and banquet
speeches. Each delegate to the con-
vention will receive one copy with-
out charge. In order that delegates
may obtain any additional copies de-
sired, and that those who were not
able to attend the convention, and
others who are interested in promot-
ing American foreign trade may ob-
tain copies, a limited edition will be
placed on sale.

The Fifth National Foreign Trade
Convention was called to consider,
first, the part of foreign trade in
winning the war, and, second, prob-
lems to be solved in meeting after
war conditions. Approximately one
thousand delegates were in attend-
ance.

Every factor of American foreign
trade; agricultural, industrial, com-
mercial, financial and transportation,
and every section of the country was
represented and there were numerous
representatives of our foreign trade
from abroad. The convention was
thoroughly representative of the for-
eign business of the Nation. The
dominant note of the sessions was the

determination of this business to see,

first, that the fullest and most loyal

support on its part is assured to the

great purpose of winning the war,
and, second, that due thought and ef-

fort are given to preparation for the

problems of restored peace. The
most comprehensive and authorita-

tive statement of the steps already
taken and of the measures and pol-
icy necessary to secure the fullest ac-
complishment of these purposes, and
to enable American industry to take
its proper place in the world markets
will be found in this volume.
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C &W Wireless Is An
Investment

Nnmbcr > of a Series of Three-Minute Talks

on, Wireless by the Sales Manager of

Cutting (| Washington, Ine.

THERE was a time when wireless was an expense— but that

time has passed. C &W Wireless is more than a safety device,

more than good insurance — it is a powerful business-building

force and an excellent investment.

Cutting & Washington wireless lias many points of superiority. It is

sold outright and costs only about one-quarter as much to operate as

the same size and quality of leased equijjment. It is so rugged that

service stations are not necessary to keep it in operation— the service

is built in at the shops. The up-keep cost is negligible.

It is so simple and easy to operate that many owners are training the

officers on their boats to operate the sets and thereby save the expense

of operators. C & W sets have a very low gap voltage and a very high

factor of safety. Anyone who knows the code can operate a C & W set

and keep it in operation. There are no critical adjustments.

C & W wireless sets are inexpensive, simple, easy to operate, rugged,

and reliable. No C & W set, in a moment of danger, has ever failed

to work the distance desired, and no set has ever broken down in service.

C & W sets are always ready. You can avoid delays and save time and

money by using C & AV wireless.

C L^ W sets are paid for out of the saving they

eff'eet. Why not write todayfor booklet. Cutting

c*^ Washington Radio Eqi'ii'MENT, ivhieh tells the

rest of the story ?

Cutting S?Washington, Inc.

1178 LITTLE BUILDING, BOSTON

PLEASE MENTION THE PACIFIC MARINE REVIEW WHEN YOU WRITE
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Cable Address: "MITSUI" Telephone: Sutter 3414

(MITSUI BUSSAN KAISHA, LTD.)

Head Office 1, Siirut;a-t1i. >, Tckin, japan

Branch Offices:
London Rranch .__ _ _ 3?i Lime Street, E. C.
New York Branch 25 Madison Avenue
San Francisco Office 301 Merchants Exchange Bldg.
Seattle, Wash., Office 705 American Bank Bldg.
Portland, Ore., Branch 701 Wilcox Bldg.
Vancouver, B. C, Branch 401 Yorkshire Bldg.
Buenos .Aires Escritorios 117-119 Reconquista, Xo. 46

Also throughout Japan, the Orient and all other Important Cities of the World

Coal — Shipping — Shipbuilding
AND

General Commission Merchants
Y. NAGASHIMA, Manager

Merchants Exchange Building
San Francisco

Philadelphia Bronze Foundry Doing
Important Propeller Work

The American Manganese Bronze
Company of Hohnesburg, Pa., well

known founders of Spare's Mangan-
ese Bronzes, and possibly still bet-

ter known as manufacturers of both
large and small screw propeller

wheels, have the distinction of re-

cently delivering the first propeller
to Hog Island (on an order of 40)

for use on the "B" type ships build-
ing there. The propeller referred to

is 18 feet 6 inches in diameter,
weight 34,000 lbs., and is a good ex-
ample of the large class of work
which this company is able to take
care of. In addition to the Hog
Island propellers, the American Man-
ganese Bronze Company are turn-
ing out other large propellers at a

rapid rate for such prominent con-
cerns as Federal Shipbuilding Com-
pany, Standard Shipbuilding Corpor-
ation, Canadian Vickers, and also for

the Emergency Fleet Corporation.
The fact that this concern is capa-

ble of turning out propellers from 10

inches to 20 feet in diameter shows
the flexibility of their foundry. Tlie
prominence of their clientele is in no
small measure significant of the class
of work which tliey turn out.

The offices and plant of the .\nier-
ican Manganese Bronze Company are
located at Holmesburg Junction, on
tlie Pennsylvania Railroad main line

between New York and Philadel-
phia, which renders them e.xcellent

shipping facilities. This concern is

exceptionally well equipped to han-
dle heavy casting work, having two
IS-ton cranes in their main foundry
bay, and one .S-ton crane in tlie melt-
ing sli(]]). The metal for the propell-

ers is melted in a reverbatory fur-

nace, which has a capacity of over
15 tons of metal to a heat. Fre-
quently two heats a day are run. so
that their melting capacity in th's

furnace alone is very heavy. A
broad gauge spur runs directly under
the main foundry craneway, so that
shipments are made with the best
possible expedition.
The officials of the American Man-

ganese Bronze Company are: James
B. Curtis, president; Charles R.
Spare, vice president and general
manager, and T. H. Addie, secretary
and treasurer, the latter gentleman
also being in charge of sales.

This company has just issued a
circular entitled, "Manganese Bronze
—the Legitimate Metal for Propell-
ers."' .A copy of the same may be
secured for the writing.

and doors, arrangements of butts, an-
gles, rivets, etc.

Facts About Shipbuilding. Pub-
lished by the Ocean Publishing Com-
pany of 25 West 42nd street, New-
York, and handled in the local terri-

tory by King Brothers, 1182 Market
street, San Francisco. Price $1.50.

This is one of the first .American
made books giving to the ship fitter

and ship worker valuable information
on shipbuilding. It has been written
by a practical man and is in simple
language. It covers broadly rivets,

riveting, rivet spacing, buttlaps, butt-
straps, rivets between frames and out-
side plating, distance from heel of

angle to center line of rivet holes,

width of attachment angles, breadth
of buttlaps, buttstraps and edge laps,

with size of rivets, plates, frames, oil

and water-tight riveting, single and
double rivetin.g. bulkhead liners, beam
brackets, water-tight manhole covers

Southern Marine Journal is one of

the newest magazines issued in the

interest of shipbuilding and allied in-

dustries. This magazine is published
in New Orleans and covers specially

the Gulf Coast districts. It is hand-
somely illustrated and well arranged.

The Marine World. The first num-
ber of this new marine monthly has
reached us and has proven a well-
edited publication, dealing with ship-
building and marine matters in the
vicinity of New York. The Marine
World is avowedly published in the
interests of the Greater New York
district and is edited by Christopher

J. Doyle.
George V. W. Ingham, who has

been a field representative for the
Bryant Electric Company in the cen-
tral Western territory for several years
past, has been appointed Eastern sales
manager, with headquarters at the
factory, Bridgeport, Conn. Mr. Ing-
ham will direct the sales activities

of the company in the . territory east
of the Allegheny Mountains.

Practical Shipfitting, by S. H. L.-

D. K. 40 pages, 6 chapters, 12 plates.

AI. Lindsey, 219 Sunnyvale .Ave.. Oak.
land, $2.00 net. .A practical book on
the fundamental problems of the ship
fitter. The presentation is simple,
clear, and concise. The typograph-
ical work is excellent. The plates and
their explanations cover the type
problems as now met in our program
of steel shipbuilding. This little book
should prove useful to all student
fitters.
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Ship Furnishers That Give Personal Service

Cap.a,„-. stateroom on board U. S. Shipping Board S. S- .Vamh,ll,-^one of twenty .h,ps being com-

^
pletely furnished by Anderson s Carpet House

Battleship Linoleum—Carpet

Portieres, Curtains, Mattresses, Bedding and Linens

Leather Cushions and Upholstering

Desks, Chairs, Stools, Metal Berths and Pipe Standees

H. S. ANDERSON

CARPET HOUSE
"Since 1891"

405 Thirteenth Street, Oakland

FRED N. ANDERSON
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gees, and other security holders owning or
holding 1 per cent or more of total amount
of bonds, mortgages, or other securities are:
(It there are none, so state).
None.

,4. That the two paragraphs next above,
giving the names of the owners, stockhold-
ers, and security holders, if any -""•-- --•
only the list of stockholders a
holders as they appear upon th^ „„„„^ „.
the company but also, in cases where the
stocKholder or security holder appears upon
the books ,of the company as trustee or in
any other fiduciary relation, the name of the
person or corporation for whom such trustee
IS acting, IS given; also that the said two
paragraphs contain statements embracing af-
fiant s full knowledge and belief as to the

'';"^V'^'J"'=" "^"^ conditions under which
stockholders and security holders who do
not appear upon the books of the company
as trustees, hold stock and securities in a
capacity other than that of a bona fideowner: and this affiant has no reason to be-
lieve that any other person, association or
corporation has any interest direct or in-
direct in the said stock, bonds, or other
securities than as so stated by him.

5. that the average number of copies ofeach issue of this publication sold or dis-
tributed through the mails or otherwise topaid subscribers during the six months pre-ceding the date shown above is...

(This information is required" from "daily
publications only.)

uo^j'

B. N. DeROCHIE,
Business Manager.

2n.f^°[" "2 o^""^
subscribed before me this

30th day of September, 1918.

It?" t, ,,. I- CLARK,
Notary Public in and for the City and

County of San Francisco, State of California.My commission expires February 15 1919Note.—This statement must be made' in du-
plicate and both copies delivered by the pub-
lisher to the postmaster, who shall send onecopy to the Third Assistant Postmaster Gen-
eral (Divi.sion of Classification), Washington,D. C, and retain the other in the files ofthe post office. The publisher must publish
a copy of this statement in the second issue
I>rinted next after its filing.

The tallest fla.a;-pole in the world
was raised at Camp Lewis on Octo-
her twelfth, the pole measuring three
hundred and forty-six feet from end
to end. It was set in a concrete
hase sunk twelve feet in tlie earth.

Engineers at Camp Lewis took a

great interest in the event, as getting
this pole into place and hoisting it

IS considered quite an engineering
feat. L. H. Miller, Jr., whose photo-
graph is reproduced herewith, offi-

ciated at tlie impressive ceremonies
in honor of the erection of the fiag-

P"le. lie was more than proud to

Pacific IM.xkink Ri;\ii.;\v

'1" his hit on this auspicious occa-
sion, as his father, Mr. L. II. Miller,
president of the International Spar
Company of Seattle, presented this
unusual llag-polc to Camp Lewis.
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J. C. AXELSON PROMOTED TOGENERAL MANAGER OF THEAXELSON MACHINE CO OF
LOS ANGELES
The nianufacluring world will

learn with great interest the pro-
motion of Jule C. Axelson to the
position of general manager of one
ofe the greatest industrial institu-
tions of the West—the .Axelson Ma-
chine Co., manufacturers of high-
grade heavy duty Ihtaes. oil well
pumps, sucker rods and fittings, em-
ery grinders, etc., etc.
The rise of "J. C." is purely the

result of the most conscientious ef-
fort on his part, extending over a
period of many years. He has heen
"all through the mill" and is capable
of filling the job of any and every
employe in the great Axelson plant,
whether in the factory, business of-
fice or on the road. He is exceed-
ingly well liked by all his employes
and with whomsoever he comes in
contact. Mr. Axelson's personality
combines efficiency and jollity—

a

most rare combination, for the aver-
age efficiency man is anything but
jolly and the "jolly" fellow i.s any-
thing but efficient.

ICE MACHINES
FOR SHIPS

"ON-TIME" DELIVERY

Approved by Shipping Board

BEDELL ENGINEERING CO.

LOS ANGELES

We offer our

as specialists

of many years

Refrigeration.
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ific Machine Shop and Manufacturing Company. Seattle

A brief sketch of J. C. Axelson is

interesting: Sixteen years ago he
entered the employ of his firm as

an apprentice machinist at the mu-
niiicent salary of three dollars per
week. In a year's time he received
his first promotion—a raise of fifty

cents per week. Later he was pro-
moted to head toolmaker, spending
fully nine years of the most arduous
labor in the shop. Then, he was
appointed branch manager of the
Taft, Gal., office of the firm, fol-

lowed two years later by promotion
to manager of the Los Angeles sales

department. In 1915 he became gen-
eral sales manager and because of

his excellent sales extension work,
which began to reach all parts of
the world, he won the job of assist-

ant general manager of the Axelson
Machine Company in 1917.

After this rigid training, he was
appointed general manager on June
1, 1918. and now takes his place with
the big manufacturing men of the
world—and he is still a very young
man. "J. C.'s" conservative advance-
ment is typical of his company's
method of business. Just as the
new "G. M." was put through the
"acid test" before he was consid-
ered prepared for his big job, so is

every article manufactured in the
Axelson plant placed through the
most rigid tests before reaching the
market. It is this conscientious pol-
icy that has transformed the Axel-
son Machine Co. from a small plant
emploj'ing some half dozen men to

a great modern factory of seven
large buildings—one of the most
modernly equipped plants on thf
Pacific Coast.

.•\xelson heavy duty latlies ( 16-incli

and 18-inch quick change gear) are
now famous for their attributes of
accuracy and rigidity and A.xelson
well pumps, etc., are a synonym for

the best. Under the leadership of
the new chief, the prospects for even
a more remarkable growth' than in

the past are exceedingly bright, for
the fame, of Axelson products is ex-
tending to all parts of the world.
"Good Luck to you, 'J. C.,' says the
manufacturing world and those who
know him as the writer docs, will

agree that he is most certainly de-
serving.

PACIFIC MACHINE SHOP AND
MANUFACTURING COMPANY,
SEATTLE

(Jne iif Seattle's rajiidly expanding
and fa>t driving industries, now de-
voted almost exclusively to war
work in furnishing machinery and
equipment for Seattle and North-
western built ships for the Emerg-
ency I'lect Corporation, is the Pa-
cific Machine Ship and Manufactur-
ing Company.
Only a few months ago this now

splendid institution was a compara-
tively small affair, although always
noted for the excellence of its work-
manship and quality of product.
Then as now Allen Cunningham was
the head of the concern, but since

tlie expansion he has been joined
b}- other experienced and capable
men formerly associated in the ma-
chine manufacturing business. While
Mr. Cunningham is president and
general manager of the expanded
plant, his chief assistant is ^Ir. G.
E. Swett, formerly actively con-
nected with the General Electric
Company, and who, in addition to

being assistant general manager, is

also treasurer of the company. Mr.
G. E. Steiner, one of Seattle's most
prominent citizens, is secretary of

tlie company.
Tlie plant is located on the Du-

wamish waterway, a site which not
so very long ago was for the most
part under water or utilized as a

grazing pasture for dairy cattle, but

which today is adjacent to one of

the busiest industrial di'^tricf; nf tlie

city. The site embraces tliree and
a half acres, upon which has been
constructed one of the most modern
manufacturing plants in the West.

The main building is the machine
shop, a structure 80 bj- 150 feet,

and is fully equipped with all mod-
ern appliances and machinery needed
in the manufacturing enterprise. An-
other structure slightly smaller is

the power plant and erecting shop, a

building 80 by 100 feet. A fully

equipped blacksmith shop and an up-
to-date pattern shop closely adjoin
the larger buildings.

.Among the products of the plant

are anchor windlasses, winches, cap-
stans and steering gears. This con-
cern also possesses the .\merican
license for the manufacturing of

the McTaggart Scott & Co. type
of safet ytelemeter, all of which has
been approved by the American Bu-
reau of Shipping, Lloyd's and the

Bureau Veritas. In fact, the Pacific

Machine Shop and Manufacturing
Coirpany manufactures all knids of

steam and electric equipment for

steel and wood vessels.

-At present the plant is running
to full capacity on large contracts
for the Emergency Fleet Corpora-
tion, embracing the production of

steam anchor windlasses, warping

winches, cargo winches, steering en-

gines and other apparatus required

for Emergency Fleet vessels.

.AH of the latest safetj* first ap-

pliances have been installed, and the

various shops are excellently lighted

,Tnd \-cntilp.tc'l.

f the plant of the Pacific Machine Shop and Manufacturing Company



The Tilted Turret Lathe

Til !•: Tilto.l Turret l.atliu built liy

the Wood Turret iMacliiiie Com-
pany, Brazil, Indiana, embodies

several unusual and interesting fea-

tures and differs in its general design
and appearance from the more c<mi-

vcntional designs of turret lathes and
screw machines. The accompanying
illustrations give a very comprehen-
sive and clear idea of these machines.

Fig. 1 shows a .^ectiona) view of
the No. 4 Friction Geared Hrad Tilt-

ed Turret Lathe. ft will be noted
that the turret is tilted, which fea-

ture allows stock to be passed into

or directly through it, coming out at

the rear through one of the auxiliary
holes in the lower half of the turret,

without interfering with a tool in the
rear position, making it possible to

turn an inch or any length without
extension on tools. This construc-
tion also permits the turning or
threading any length to the full ca-

pacity of the machine. When work-
ing stock one to three feet long, it

can be passed through the turret head
instead of through rear of machine.
When this method is used, a bar is

clamped in the bar feed for a stop.

The Tilted Turret also allows the
use of large die heads and turning
tools, which is not possible on the
conventional design of machine. Fig.
1- shows a No. 4 machine equipped
with a 4-inch die head which dis-

poses with the old style chasing bar
and gives five times the output. The
turret will swing a larger tool than
any other machine of double the ca-

pacity.

The Tilted Turret also gives great-
er rigidity for heavy cuts as the strain

on the center holt is minimized, due
to the fact that the tilt of tlie turret
applies part of the thrust directly
on the slide, eliminating the tipping
which usually occurs with the old-
style high turret.

The headstock section shows the
lil)cral proportion of the bearings, and
also the self-oiling feature for tlie

spindle bearings, and this, in con-
junction with the self-oiling counter-
shaft, which requires oiling only once
a year, makes it possible to obtain
high speeds for l)rass work.
The spindle is turned from a solid

forging of high grade steel and is

heat treated. The bearings are all

ground and lapped so as to stand
very high speeds. The chuck on the
spindle has very short overhand,
which makes it extremely rigid for

heavy forming operations.

Tliis machine is semi-automatic in

action because it is equipped with an
automatic bar feed mechanism for au-
tomatically feeding the stock through
the spindle. This automatic continu-
ous bar feed will feed light brass tub-
ing without injury, or a heavy steel

bar. There are four gears and a

scroll, wdiich give the power to two
rollers, while a second scroll is used
to fit the adjusting jaws to the stock.

Provision is made on the stock ad-
justing jaws to take round, square,

hexagon, or any other shaped stock
that one may desire to use. The
same lever (located on the left-hand

of the machine), which operates the

automatic bar feed, operates the au-

tomatic chuck, opening it before the

feed is thrown into action when the

lever is moved over to the left, and

clo>ing it when the lever is thrown
to tlie right. Thus, one lever con-
trols two operations and at the same
time eliminates the danger of trying
to roll stock into the machine when
it is gripped by the collet.

Fig. No. 2 shows a N'o. S Geared
F'riction Tilted Turret Lathe with
power feed to turret slide and auto-
matic bar feed for stock. The auto-

matic chuck capacity is 1}4 inches;

swing over the bed LS inches. It

will be noticed that these turret

lathes ;ire built low, insuring rigidity

under hea\y cuts. The turret head
and turret slide have wide hearings;
the cross slide also has wide bearings
and is equipped with a powerful hand
cross feed.

Fig. 3 shows turret slide with the

turret head removed. Near the tur-

ret head is seen the center bolt.

The part "l'." is a Morse taper, fit-

ting in tlie turret slide, and is firm-

ly seated with nut "F." The hole

through this bolt, for the passage
of the work, is plainly seen. The
bolt is provided with a ball bearing
which seats in the top of the tur-

ret head. This can be adjusted to

give the head free movement at all

times and still hold it firmly. Should
the operator neglect to use the bind-

ing handle "A" tliere is no danger
of straining the index mechanism.
To remove the center bolt from the

slide, remove nut "F" and give han-

dle "A" a pull towards you. The
principle is the same as removing

a lathe center.

The index bushings "G" are made
of -pecial steel, hardened and ground
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on the outside, then pressed in i)hice

in the bottom of the head, and tlien

ground on the inside. The locking
pin bushing "K" is also made of

special steel, hardened and ground,
in the same manner as the inde.x

bushings: that is, it is ground on
the outside, then pressed into place

in the turret slide, and then ground
on the inside on special design ot

grinders. This method of grinding
insures a perfect indexing head.

Gear "I" is made of chrome nickel

steel and is ground on the outside,

then pressed in the head, and then
ground on the inside. The "Xon-
Gran" bronze bushing "D" fits in

the bearing of "I," and in case of

any wear, all that is necessary is

to press the bushing a littlp lurtlier

Figure 2

on the taper of the center bolt.

This does not affect the accuracy of

the turret liead and is a simple way
of taking up wear.

Stock may be passed into or

through the tilted turret, since the

center bolt has a hole directly

through it. This feature allows the

use of a short, stiflf box tool and
eliminates the necessity of the box
tool rest guide. Thus with this ma-
chine it is possible to obtain the

benefit of the long, effective motion
to the slide. The turret also being
hexagon allows the box tool to be
bolted to the face, leaving the tur-

ret hole open to let the work pass
through.

Fig. 4 is an illustration of the

slide removed from saddle, sliowing

the indexing mechanism and adjust-

ing stops. The backward movement
of the pilot wheel brings the locking
lever "L" over the dial "F," pull-

ing down locking pin "M." Dog
"D" engages in sprocket "IT." which
is made solid with gear "P." "P"
meshes into "J" (see Fig. 3). "J"
meshing in turn into "I," which
causes the head to make one-sixth

of a revolution automatically. Lock-
ing pin "M" is provided with a

positive automatic trip which pre-

vents it from coming in contact with

the underside of the turret head un-

til it is ready to snap into the bush-

ing. Danger of damaging the bear-

ing surface of tlie head is thus

avoided.
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The iiulepeiulent stops to each
face of the turret are shown also in

Fig. 4. The rods "J" are tlireatled

full length ami are revolved one-
sixth of a revolution, the same as
the head, by gear "I." The ends
of the rods are h.-inlcMU'd .-nid (.-(inie

against a liardencd plunger at "A."

on their shaft. Gears "D" and "l'."

are also solid and are free to turn
on their shaft. The power is there-
fore tr,insmilte<l from "B" to "D"
and from "E" back to "C." 'J"he

handle "h"' oi)crates a sliding key
which of the three

sliaft with

"I)" and "E." As these gears are
always in mesh with the three that
are adjacent to gear "C." three dif-

ferent rates of feed may be ob-
tained. There are in all six changes
of automatic feed obtained by
doubling feeds. This is done by an-
other conveniently located lever.
These automatic feed changes can
be made without stopping the ma-
chine. The turret slide is equijjped
with an .automatic trip mechanism
for the automatic feed, which oper-
ates in connection with the auto-
matic stops for each face nf the
turret.

These machines arc buill in sev-
eral sizes for liandling bar slock

from -H inch up to 2 inches in di-

ameter. The Wood Turret Machine
Comjiany also nianufacluro Extra

Capacity Scmi-.\utt)m;ilic Chucking
Turret Lathes, willi plain lieail or

geared frictinn licail. for h.indling

forgings, brass, steel ami iron cast-

ings, as well as a complete assort-

ment of efficient turret tool equip-

ment.

The end of "A" at "B" comes
against "C," automatically tripping

the automatic feed, causing lever

"O" to drop forward. This allows
the worm to drop out of the worm
gear and disengage the feed. The
worm gear housing is kept full of
oil by filling from a tube on the
outside. "G" is an adjusting screw
for adjusting dial "F" and causing
the locking pin to release early or
late as desired. "M" is a taper gib.

one on each face of the saddle, to
take up any wear on the slide. There
is a taper gib underneath each side

of the saddle to take up any wear of

the spindle, up or down.

Fig. 5 shows details of the geared
automatic feed. The necessary re-

duction in the speed of shaft "A"
(which is the one that is connected
by chain to the spindle; see Fig.

1) is obtained by means of four

gears "B," "C," "D" and "E." Gear

"B" is keyed to shaft ".A." while

gear "C" and the tliree gears ad-

jacent to it are solid and run free

MACHINE TOOLS
In Stock (San Francisco)

Immediate Shipment Following NEW SEMI-AUTOMATIC

WOOD TILTED TURRET LATHES
all with oil pump, pan and piping

2—54" Plain Head with auto, chuck and auto, power feed for bar stock.

4—1" Plain Head with auto, chuck and auto, pov/er feed for bar stock.

1—r'Geared Friction Head, power feed to tunet slide, auto, chuck and auto, power feed for

bar stock.

1—1^" Plain Head, power feed to turret slide, auto, chuck and auto, power feed for bar stock.

5— 15/2" Geared Friction Head, power feed to turret slide, auto, chuck and auto, power feed for

bar stock.

These Are Precision Tools
Ask the User. Write for Catalog.

LOUIS G. HENES
Monadnock Bldg., San Francisco Title Insurance Bldg., Los Angeles



1200-ton United hydrau ging press at the

The Forrest Forging Plant
Drawing down a 36-iiicli steel in-

got in one heat to 10-inch diameter
is a forging feat new to Pacific Coast
steel men, yet this is now everyday
work for the big hydraulic press in

the new Forrest plant at Fruitvale.
The illustrations at the upper corner
of this page shows this press at worl<
on the upper rudder stock for the
Standard Oil Company's tank steamer
"Richmond." This is the largest
ship forging ever made on the Pa-
cific Coast.

Retiring from active business in

1916, Mr. Edwin Forrest, who had
been identified with the machinery
and metal working industries of San
Francisco for many years, decided to
take a long rest in the Hawaiian
Islands, but when the United States
entered the war he heard the old call

and was soon re-established in what
rapidly developed into the largest
forge plant on the Pacific Coast.
Mr. Forrest's connection with the

metal industry in San Francisco cov-
ers a period of twenty years, he hav-
ing been foreman of the old Pacific

Rolling Mills and for ten years gen-
eral foreman of the Risdon Iron and
Locomotive Works. This work was
varied by his taking cliarge of the

Tajo mines in Rosario, Mexico, for

several years.

In building up his latest business
venture, Mr. Forrest has made good
use of years of experience which
taught him that good work and large
output went hand in hand with the

highest type of shop equipment. In

this regard he has been fortunate in

securing some very heavy equipment,
despite the difficulties encountered in

filling requirements in ni;niy branches
of macliine and metal vvtn'king tools

today.

Among the tools to be found in

the Edwin Forrest Forge Company's
Oakland plant are a 1200-ton hydrau-
lic "United" forging press; 8000-

pound, 4(X)0-pound, 2S00-pound and
two ISOO-pound steam hammers; a

12nO-pound and a 6(l()-poun(l Hcment

hammer. The steam supply is taken

care of by four lOO horsepower boil-

ers, while duplicate sets of hydraulic

pumps take care of the presses. An
Ingersoll-Rand compressor supplies

air for a full assortment of air tools.

The main bay of the forge shop is

served by a 20-ton steam craine, and
there are bracket cranes and hoisting

tackle wherever required. There are

16 oil-fired furnaces and the fuel

supply for these is stored in two 50,-

000-gallon oil tanks. The company
also has its own water supply drawn

from deep wells on the premises.

The present shops, two in number,
are 200x100 and 100x100 feet in size.

The handling problem through and
about the building is taken care of

by a system of narrow gauge tracks

and cars, which connect with a

Southern Pacific Railway spur track,

where heavy weights are handled by
stiff-legged derricks and steam
winches. Water shipments are hand-
led in the same way, the shop being

only 200 feet from the Oakland Es-

tuary.

Largest single arch B the Pacific Coast
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J^

Motor Steamer "JAMES TIMPSON"

Equipped with Two Winton Oil Engines

This ship is the acme of reliability, economy

and a splendid example of the results of a

Winton installation

mi§

PLEASE MENTION THE PACIFIC MARINE REVIEW WHEN YOU WRITE
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FROM FOREMAN TO PRESI-
DENT OF THREE FOUNDRIES
From a foremanship in an Ala-

meda machine shop and foundry to

the head of a chain of three pros-

perous iron and brass foundries is

the achievement of Peter Block-
Several years ago the Peerless

Foundry Company was formed to

take over the iron and brass foun-
dry business of the Dow Pump and
Diesel Engine Company. Mr. Block
was chosen president of the corpora-
tion, which is indicative of the high
regard his business associates have
of his abilit}- as a foundry e-xecu-

tive.

Unlike so many newly created con-

cerns, this foundry found an im-

itk Brass Foundry Company

placing this plant to the front rank

of foundries on the Pacific Coast in

re,gard to tonnage of metal poured.
^

With a progressiveness which is

characteristic of the man, iMr. Block,

in addition to heading the Peerless
Foundry, has since organized two
other brass foundry plants. One of

these plants, the Block Brass Foun-
dry Company, which is located on the

Oakland Estuary, is turning out

large qujantities of brass ship fittings

and machinery parts. The illustra-

tion shown herewith will indicate the

varied assortment of brass fittings

produced in this modern plant.

Peter Block is also head of the

Pacific Coast Smelting and Refining
Company, which is now engaged in

turning out a large tonnage of brass
steam fittings for use on the cargo
carriers under construction for the

United States Shipping Board. The
above illustration shows one end of

the brass moulding room of the Pa-
cific Coast Refining Company.

REGO WELDING AND CUTTING
APPARATUS

Since the introduction of the o.xy-

acetylene industry in this country,
REGO oxygen, acetylene and hydro-
gen regulators have been standard
equipment on many of the high
grade welding and cutting apparatus
manufacturers' outfits.

In marketing a complete line of

vvfelding and cutting torches, as well

as regulators, the Bastian-Blessing
Coinpany, manufacturers of this ap-
paratus, offer the result of ten years'

active engineering and manufacturing
experience in oxy-gas lines and twen-
ty years' in regulator construction.

There are no features in the weld-
ing or cutting torches which have
not been thoroughly tried out by at

least one year's actual service, and
while there are many new and some
e.xclusive points in the complete line,

there are no experiments.

An intimate acquaintance with oxy-
gas apparatus has familiarized us

with the weak points of equipment,
and these weak points have been
eliminated in REGO apparatus. The
fallacies of some accepted claims in

the industry have been discovered
and radical improveinents made in

the "welding and cutting torches.

Mechanically, the manufacturers of

this equipment believe the line can be
no better, and that technically it is

years ahead of its competitors. But
these claims they would like to

prove by test rather than because
they state them.

The entire line is I'mished in nat-

ural brass. Nickeling or oxidizing is

avoided, as these finishes do not wear
well and many times are used to

cover up mechanical defects, soft sol-

der, etc.

The engineering service at the dis-

posal of the customers of the Bas-
tian-Blessing Company, West Austin
Avenue, at La Salle Street, Chicago,

is a wide one, comprising ten years'

experience in torch construction and

use, and twenty years in regulator

building, combined with a hi.ghly

trained mechanical force.

Peter Block

mense amount nf iron and brass
casting work wliich offered an im-
mediate outlet for their splendid iron
and brass moulding facilities. The
Dow Pump and Diesel Engine Com-
panj' turned over all their foundry
work to the Peerless foundry, thus of the Pacific Coast Refining Company
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CARL W. WEISS—THE DEAN
OF OIL ENGINEERS

In 1894 the first practic:il surface-

ignition medium-compression two-
cycle oil engine was designed, built

and patented my Carl W. Weiss,
which is one of the principal reasons
wliy Mr. Weiss is looked upon as the

dean of oil engineers.

Mr. Weiss has devoted his efforts

almost entirely to tlie medium-com-
pression surface-ignition two-cycle
type of oil engine which is so often
termed semi-Diesel motor, but which
term is absolutely incorrect and is

rapidly being replaced by the term
"Weiss Type." Mr. Weiss is a great
believer in this type in preference to

the true Deisel engine.

Mr. Weiss was liorn in 1858 and
educated in one of the finest teclini-

cal schools in Holland. In 1876 he
visited the Centennial Exposition in

Philadelphia. Pa., and for the first

time saw there the Otto Langen free-

piston type gas engine in operation.
During several years following, Mr.
Weiss was with the Benton Manu-
facturing Company in New York-
City, building experimental models
of all descriptions. Among these
models might be mentioned Edison's
first talking machine, which was sent
to the Paris Exposition.

In the early 80's he perfected and
manufactured a mechanical register

and adding machine for the Check
and Adding Machine Company of

New York. During this time and
several years following, he built a

large number of caloric engines, both
of the atmospheric and high pressure
type.

The register business, including his

patents and die casting method, hav-
ing lieen sold to the National Cash
Register Company of Dayton, Ohio,
in 1889. he devoted his entire time to

internal combustion engines.

The first Weiss four-cycle type en-
gine was built about this time, and a

number were sold in New York City,

and several of them are said to be
in operation today. In 1894 he com-
pleted his first two-cycle type en-
gine, known as the Miedtz & Weiss
oil engine. In the small horsepowers
there were sold in the first few years
about 2000 engines. Most of these
first engines are in regular service to-

day. The increase in both domestic
and export trade kept the factory
busy for many years on small and
medium sizes.

There have been manufactured and
sold about 300,000 horsepower of en-
gines designed by Mr. Weiss and
built directly under his supervision
in the Mietz & Weiss plant, with
which plant he was associated up
to three years ago. Approximate-
ly three years ago Mr. Weiss sev-

ered his connections with the Mietz
& Weiss organization and devoted
himself to laboratory work, on which
he has been concentrated up to the
more recent past.

The Weiss Engine Company, with
which he became associated three
years ago, is now producing the en-
gine developed by Mr. Weiss. These
engines incorporate all that Mr.

Weiss has learned in thirty years'

experience.

Mr. Weiss is a member of the

A, S. M. E. (American .\ssociation

for the Advancement of Science) and
also the Legion of Honor of France,
the Motorsliip League of .America,
and several other well known tech-
nical associations.

COURSE IN INSTRUCTOR
TRAINING GIVEN AT

SHIPYARDS
Ten men were chosen by the

Nortliwcst Steel Company to take
the course for shipyard instructors
under the direction of the Depart-
ment of Education and Training of
the Emergency Fleet Corporation.
The course, which ordinarily takes
a minimum of six weeks to complete,
w'as finished by the men at the
Northwest Steel yard in thirty-three
days.

Mr. Carl W. Weiss

The United States Government,
through the Emergency Fleet Cor-
poration, has indeed surprised the
world with the results that are be-
ing obtained in the production of
ships in this country. The course in

"instructor training," which may be
described as a course in shipyard
pedagogy, is accomplishing wonder-
ful results in the different yards.

The purpose of the course is not
to teach the men anything about
tlieir individual trades, but to train

them to impart to others the trade
knowledge which they themselves al-

ready possess. No one but a .me-
chanic can train a mechanic, and no
mechanic can properly train others
unless he himself is a teacher as

well as a mechanic. The developing
of capable instructors from men al-

ready skilled in shipyard trades is

one of the details in Uncle Sam's job

of multiplying the man power of his

shipyards by ten.

From Ihe instructor's standpoint

the teaching of any kind of a lesson

consists of four parts. It does not

matter whether it is a lesson in

astronomy or a lesson in driving

rivets. In the first part (prepara-

tion) the learner's mind is prepared

for the new ideas which are to be

put to him, and his attention is di-

rected to the particular thing which
he is about to learn. In the second
(presentation) the new ideas are
given to him by tlie instructor. In
the third (application I he is given
-omething to do in which he applies
these new ideas, and in the fourth
(testing) he does the same job or a
similar job once more without lielp,

thus proving that lie has learned the
lesson.

The problem of a trade instructor
is to analyze, arrange and organize
his trade knowledge and to plan his
work in such a way that he can "put
it over" in the most effective w.iy to
tlie "green" man.

Rothweiler and Company, Seattle,
manufacturers of coupling bolts, cap
screws, 5iuds, pumps, etc., "have adopt-
ed a policy of supplying only Pacific
Coast j'ards with their rivet sets and
other equipment. All orders received
from sources apart from the Pacific
Coast are courteously declined, so
that Pacific Coast yards may have
the advantage of prompt deliveries.

This spirit is surely to be admired
and is one of the reasons vvhy the
Pacific Coast has been able to out-
strip the East in the production of
tonnage, since the big shipbuilding
program has been launched. This
"get-together" spirit has accomplish-
ed much in the way of speeding up
shipbuilding.

TRACTORS IN THE SKINNER
AND EDDY YARDS

Tlie lumber tractor just spilled oyer
into the shipyards from the saw mills

of the Pacific Coast, but experience

is showing the shipyard managers
that the little machines are as per-

fectly adapted to the new work as

if designed for it.

Recently the Skinner and Eddy
Corporation of Seattle tried out

two tractors. These machines had
been in service only a few days

when Mr. W. H. Borrow, purchasing

agent of Skinner and Eddy, called

up Mr. E. L. Prescott, sales manager
of the Sumner K. Prescott Company,
manufacturers of the Prescott trac-

tor, and asked for four additional

tractors, stating that they were the

greatest appliance for handling that

they had ever put into the yard. The
si.x are now in service and giving ex-

cellent satisfaction at the Skinner and
Eddy plant.

A detachable box body has been
built for each of them and the trac-

tor can be used with this body for

pulling or pushing loads in the regu-
lar way. ,In fact, the tractors consti-

tute an interior delivery S}-stem

—

speedy, economical and adaptable.
In the saw mills the tractor had

come into almost universal use for

shifting truck loads from one part

of the yard to another. This work
was formerly done by horses. The
tractors replaced horses, because the)'

do tlie work of about six horses, on
approximately the expenditure for

upkeep required by one horse. On
top of this saving was the more val-

uable one, in these times, of releas-
ing six men.

The tractor has proved valuable in,,

the shipyard for the same work that
it did in the lumber j'ards, moving
lieavy truck loads of lumber and
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dragging heavy timbers hither and
yon. But its availability for shifting

loads of all sorts of material.-- has
become probably even more valuable
in the shipyards than its perform-
ance of the same character of work
that it did in the lumber yards.

For this class of work the Skinner
and Eddy Corporation is having the

Prescott Company build a trailer for

each of the six tractors now in ser-

vice. Thus two features unknown
in the lumber yards have already
been added to the tractor under the

stimulus of the rush of things in tlie

shipyards—the detachable body and
the trailer.

The fact that the detachable body
does not interfere with other uses of

the tractor has great significance in

the shipyards. While the Iractor is

taking a truck load of lumber to

where it is to be used, or picking
up a trailer loaded with heavy ma-
terial and shifting it quickly to where
workmen are waiting for it, or soon
would be, it can also be carrying a

lot of rivets, some nails, paint,

brushes, a package of fittings—any
little thing that is wanted in a hurry.

One way in which the Skinner and
Eddy Corporation is finding the trac-

tors valuable is in the constant ex-

tensions that they are making to their

yards. In this work the tractor is

right at home, in its old field of op-
erations in the saw mills. .-Ml the
lumber for these extensions, most of
it long hauls, is being shifted by the
tractors. The reason the tractors are
so efficient in this work is that they
take each truck load of lumber right

to where it is wanted, and do it while
a heavy truck would be getting its

load aboard. Here, as everywhere
else in the shipyard, the small space
required by the tractor to make a

turn is one tremendoiis point in its

favor.

With the detachable body, the trac-

tor has proved far and away tlie best
means of occupying small miscellan-
eous loads of materials from the store
room to a ship. The managers say
that in this work the tractor is ten
times as fast as any other method
that has come to their notice.

The tractor is much used for shov-
ing cars of plates. Here again it lias

done the work at one-tenth tlie cost
incurred with larger equipment, at

tlie same time releasing the larger
and costlier machines for tasks to
which they are better adapted.

Skinner, and Eddy pronounce the
tractor the finest method of which
they know for carrying rivets and
bolts. In this department the tractor
wins both because of its "speed and
bec.iusc of the way it can turn cor-
ners and get into small places.

To sum it all uj), speed is what
ino shipyards are getting out of the
tractors borrowed from saw mill

practice, and speed is the thing of all

things demanded in the shipyards
now. The tractors not only show
this speed in their own work, but
they generate speed everywhere else.

Mr. P.. H. Tripp has been appointed

district manager of sales for the Pa-

cific Coast territory of the Chicago

Pneumatic Tool Conn)any, succeed-

ing Mr. M. W. Pri^eler.

HONOR TICKET
GOOD FOR $1.00

N'".' 989

i:J.9tli-191&-

Mary Doe

LIBERTY BONDS
HE SEABOARD NATIONAL BANK

HENRlX-LUEBBERT MEG. CRT MEG. CO)

A 100 PER CENT LIBERTY BOND
WHICH WORKED

AniiouncL-ment by Heiirix-l.uebbert

Manufacturing Company on the open-
ing morning of the Fourth Liberty
Loan drive that each employee had
subscribed for bonds was made pos-
sible by the patriotic honor system
devised by F. J. Luebbert, the pres-

ident of this firm.

This novel plan which Mr. Lueb-
bert worked out is based upon a

weekly bonus or honor ticket which
is given each employee showing a

perfect time card for the week. The
$1 weekly honor ticket when pre-
sented at the Seaboard National
Bank applies on the purchase of Lib-
erty Loan Bonds. Thus Mr. Lueb-
bert's firm by means of this patriotic

and sensible plan pays $4.50 to each
employee, who in turn adds SO cents
each month for their installment pay-
ment for a Liberty Bond.
With the Liberty Loan honor

ticket plan and other means, Henrix-
Luebbert Manufacturing Company
have demonstrated the sound wisdom
of co-operating with its employees,
which has resulted in putting the
firm in the front rank for quantity
production and prompt deliveries of
canvas goods on Government con-
tracts covering tapaulins, boat covers,
army tents, hatcli covers and canvas
bunks for troop ships.

OLD CONCERN INCREASES
CAPACITY

Colby Engineering Company, who
have been in business for a good
many years, with offices at Portland
and Seattle, have just completed the
purchase of the Auto-Marine Machine
Works of Tacoma, Wash., and the
structural steel shop and fabricating
business of the West Coast Steel
Company, also at Tacoma. In the
past these two plants have been
working under contract with the Col-
by Engineering Company, ' building
the Colby-Samson cranes, mono-rail
systems, industrial trailers and the
different types of cranes, hoists and
the lumber handling systems which
this company designs and installs.

The purchase of these plants gives
tlic Colby Engineering Company
l.irger and better shop facilities, and
places all under one head.

In purchasing the West Coast
Steel Company the Colby Engineer-
ing Company takes over all rights,

titles and patterns of all cranes built

in the past and also take over the
stock of steel and the going busi-

ness and a^ood will of the steel de-
liartment of the West Coast Steel
C'lnipany. The old company- will

sti-i maintain their heavy hardware
bus :>SS.

Ri ently R. X. .\llcn, formerly
with 'lie Stone & Webster Coni]>any

and maintenance engineer for the

Port of Seattle, having charge, when
with the port, of all mechanical and
electrical equipment in their exten-
.sive properties, became associated
with Mr. Colby in the Colby Engin-
eering Company. Mr. Allen is vice
president of the company and super-
vising engineer, and will have gen-
eral charge of the shop and field

work, as well as supervising, design-
ing and installing their line of equip-
ment. His past experience with the
Stone & Webster Company and the
Port of Seattle will be of great as-

sistance in his new venture.

This company is now furnishing
and installing a number of cranes
for shipyards, lumber mills and dock
properties, as well as installing a

number of their air cooled refuse
burners for mills, and they also have
large contracts with the Spruce Pro-
ductive Division.

This news has just come to us and
a formal announcement of the new
company's plans will be made later.

We do know, however, that addi-
tional tools have been ordered, and
improvements, alterations and addi-
tions are being made to the present
shop at this time.

The Colby Engineering Company
will still maintain offices at Port-
land and Seattle, as in the past, wdiile

the Tacoma office will be located at

2019 Pacific Avenue.

Tlie new name of the company will

be the Colby Steel and Engineering
Company.

Tlie Air Reduction Sales Company
of 120 Broadway, New York, an-
nounce the early completion of its

new oxygen factory at 3623 East
Marginal Way., near Spokane, Ave.,
Seattle. The A. M. Castle Company
of Washington will continue to act
as sales representatives, but all com-
munications should be addressed to

the Air Reduction Sales Company at

its temporary address, 524 First Ave.
South, Seattle. Mr. Harold G. Stern,

who has been doing such splendid

work with this company, is to act as

district manager.

The Shepard Electric Crane and

Hoist Company of Montour Falls,

N. Y., has appointed Mr. A. J. Barnes

as export manager. Mr. Barnes will

have his headquarters at Montour
I'alls and will also continue to he

director of publicity. This appoint-

ment is another signification of the

preparations being made by our dif-

ferent important American inanufact-

urers to get into foreign trade after

the cessation of present hostilities.
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TO USERS OF OXYGEN

I
'HE requirements for Government work

•*• make it imperative that every Linde cyl-

inder be emptied and retumed immediately.

Orders should be issued to everyone in

your employ having to do with cylinders,

emphasizmg the importance of this.

deliveries under present con-

be largely regulated by the

rapidity with which cylinders are emptied

and returned.
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How Shall We Have a Real Merchant Marine?
By Jos J. Slechta

Traffic ^[alla.^•er, Gaston Williams iK; Wij^iiiurc Stcainsliip C'iniHir.-.tion

IX
a recent formal statement,

I committed myself, rashly
perhaps, to the prediction
that unless one of two alter-

natives were adopted by the
United States in providing" for

the expeditious employment of

the merchant fleet now being
created, the Government will be
compelled to sell the tonnage ac-

c|uired in the war emergency,
either to individuals in America
or to foreigners, for operation un-
der foreign flags. As stated at

that time these two alternatives

are:

First, we must reconstruct the entire body of

our laws which apply to merchant ship operation,

and ^formulate a policy designed to treat shipping
as an enterprise wholly unaffected by the economic
and industrial factors which control all purely do-
mestic activities. American capital must be al-

lowed to buy or built in such markets as afford the

best bargains. Operators must be privileged to

hire their labor without restriction from labor or-

ganizations or legislation designed to protect them.
America may properly control and modify condi-

tions for the employment of labor on American
ships, but it cannot control either the economic,
or political conditions which affect the operation
of competing ships. To attempt to do so would
assuredly arouse the enmity of our international

friends no less than our enemies.
To further place American tonnage on an equal-

ity with foreig'n vessels in cost of operation, op-
portunity must be given owners to import free of

duty ship's parts and building materials required
for both construction and repair. We must go
further ! When it is apparent that subsidies in

whatever guise are offered to foreign owners by
their respective governments, thus tending to place

American owners at a 'disadvantage, eqviivalent sub-
sidies or bonuses must be allowed by this (govern-

ment to American owners.

This, without amplification of the details in\-olved,

is perhaps the ideal alternative, but it is one which

I do not believe it possible to adopt. To speak

frankly, this nation is committed to a degree of

labor unionism which will cause political consider-

ations forever to prevent such a course of action.

This applies ]jarticularly, of course, to the matter

of crews' wages and conditions aft'ecting their ser-

vices on the high seas.

The second alternative which I have pointed out

is this; We must in some way ]ilace upon the pulj-

lic exche<|ucr the financial Inirden of maintaining

Seldom a wide practical expe-
rience and the happy faculty of

clear expression combine to

such a degree as we find in the

author of this article. Joseph J,

Slechta has become so noted in

this respect that he has been
asked by the U. S. Shipping
Board to prepare a text-book
from steamship operating prac-

tice to be used in the schools
established by the Board all

over this country.

ships upon the high seas in com-
petition with owners of foreign

\essels whose costs of construc-
tion, maintenance and operation
will assuredly be less than those
to which owners of American
tonnage will be subjected.

The Government must deter-

mine the difference in cost of

maintenance and operation due
to higher wages, costlier mate-
rial and provisions, higher prices

for American-built tonnage and
other disadvantages beyond the

control of owners, and provide

the necessary revenue by taxa-

tion to so subsidize American shipping as to place

it on at least an approximate equality with the for-

eign tonnage providing the most severe competi-
tion on the world's trade routes.

There will be many who disagree with me in the

contention that these two alternatives offer the only

avenues open to successful merchant shi]) operation

under the American flag. Probably most of those
who disagree will hold that a middle course might
be steered by having ownership in the fleets now
and in the future to be acquired by the U. S. Ship-

])ing Board, remain invested in the Government.
1 have not given consideration to such an expedient
because I do not believe that ocean transportation

should become a function of Government. Let us
have no illusions upon this subject. There can be
no such thing as a dual system of ship operation.

If Government is to operate ships, then private

operation must cease ; I think that there can be
no difference of opinion on that score. If the cost

of our war fleets is to be amortized, and the vessels

turned over to private managers for operation on
a commission basis, no regard being given to a

return upon the capital investment, it must be ob-

vious that those who still own ships, as private

property, must cease to operate them. And do
not forget that a not inconsiderable port' "i of the

ships thus far produced by the Shippin; ?a:-d are

ships to which the title remains vest< . - private

hands, they having been contracted .o.' in Ameri-
can yards before the board took 'ha yards over.

These fleets of privately owned -sels cannot be
operated iii competition with n-' Government,
which is not to be concerned aiiii a return upon

the capital invested. They will, under such- coiidi-

tions, either be sold to the Government or to for-

eign interests abroad. They might, of course, be

retained as the property of American citizens, if

the privilege of transferring registry were granted.

It is, for instance, prrtctically certain that after the

(Continued on Page 72)
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MARITIME LEGISLATION

IN
the Pacific Marine Review for April, 1917,

there appeared under the caption "A Maritime
CongTess—Why Not?" the suggestion that suit-

able delegates be appointed by the Governors
of the seaboard and lakeshore States of the Union
to form a Congress for the purpose of drafting a

constructive prograinme of maritime legislation.

Early in November, 1918, a prominent Pacific

Coast traffic manager urged us to stress this mat-
ter again. We therefore had some hundreds of

the said editorial printed in pamphlet form and
sent to prominent shipowners and operators, ma-
rine lawyers and legislators, together with a let-

ter asking for expression of opinion on the advisa-
bility of holding such a conference. Response to

this effort was unanimously in favor of the sug-
g;estion, but much doubt existed as to the possi-
bility of getting the rig-ht men interested enough
to give time to attend the meetings. In the mean-
time came Novemljer 11, the armistice was signed,
the great war over; and the nation, rejoicing in

victory, faced the prol)lems of reconstruction.
Sane, sensible, kindly counsel and intelligent co-

operation among those interested in the future of

AiTierican merchant marine operation would lie wel-
comed now by all.

For eighteen months .\merica has been attend-
ing a Naval and Mercantile Study Course of great
thoroughness and intensity. ^Millions who never
before gave maritime matters a thought have had
intimate personal contact with shipbuilding, ship
operation, or seafaring life, and we believe that a
Maritime Congress at this time could impress its

decisions on the mind of the people so strongly
as to assure favorable action at \A"ashington.

The danger of delay is all the more evident when
we consider the independent and prompt action of
union labor in publishing its reconstruction pro-
gram. And right here we wish to say, without in

any way endorsing this program, that the unions
are noted for knowing what they want and for co-
operation in going after it. This is the secret of
their success, and if more union and co-operation
Axas in evidence between ship owners, builders, and
operators, there would be less trouble in dealing
with union labor and better marine legislation on
the books at Washington.

The union labor program demands a tightening
of "The Seaman's Bill" and Government control or

ownership of all public utilities, including mer-
chant shipping, and makes these demands in no
uncertain terms. Much of the published literature

of the United States Shipping Board is directed to
I the preparation of the public mind for that policy,

and just now comes Senator Lewis with a reso-

lution to the United States Senate authorizing the
Federal Government to acquire, own and operate
all railroads, express, telephone and telegraph lines

and all coal mines and oil wells, and all merchant
shipping, and serving notice that action on this

resolution will be forced at the next session, one
month hence. Here, surely, is cause enough for

an immediate congress of maritime interests ; here,

opportunity for sane, sensible and kindly counsel

;

here, need for utmost co-operation.

In connection with an}- real study of ownership
of merchant shipping by the Federal Government,
the attitude of the British Government toward
ISritish shipping must be taken into account. There
is abundant evidence that the liberal government
now in opwer in Great Britain intends to keep con-

trol of the merchant marine for a considerable
period after peace is declared. In \'iew of this and
of the much heralded League of Nations idea, the

results of the pending election in Great Britain

are awaited with great interest by shipping men
the world over.

Says Jaines A. Farrell, chairman of the National

Trade Council

:

"The progress of the war has been marked by
much discussion of proposals for and conditions of

a continuation of the contest by economic forces

after the military struggle is ended. Our supreme
duty is to see to it that the peace terms render

impossible the continuance of conditions sought to

be corrected or prevented by economic warfare.

If the peace is satisfactory, there will be no need
for economic warfare. If the peace is not satisfac-

tory, economic warfare wilf be impossil)le. It is

for us, then, rather to devote our fullest feffort now
to insuring the enforcement of an adequate, just

and final peace, ^\'ith such a peace we can go
forward in confidence to meet and solve the nu-

merous and intricate problems certain to arise from
the complex and novel conditions naturally flowing
from the cataclysm that has overwhehned the

world during these last foLir years."

We must realize with finalit}' that the war lias

wrought the emancipation of countless multitudes
of men from mental as well as physical shackles,

and that there can no return with safety to our
])re-war selfish methods in business. Service will

lia\e to take precedence, and the measure of suc-

cess lie written in life rather than in dollars.
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/Ifterrie Cbristmae

Once again after live years

of fearfal strife, tlie old

glad message ''Peace on

Earth, Goodwill toward

Men" is seen in bright let-

ters of scarlet across the

fast disappearing clouds of

war. As we look upon

this flaming symbolism of

Mercy, Justice and Right-

eousness, we realize that it is washed in the heart's blood of our best and

bravest men. Sacrifice bought for us the enjoyment of all that is best in

the meaning of Christmas, and sacrifice alone will keep Christmas what it

ought to be. The joy of giving is the joy of Christmas. Let us then give of our

substance, give of our service, give of our life that the sacrifice which was made

for us be not made in vain; that the boys on the sea, and the boys on the Rhine,

and the boys at home may know the real measureof free American men. For Free-

dom has Won and we are not now giving as forced by enemy or circumstance, but

giving in a large, broad, free way as free men should. That agency whose symbol

is the very sign of sacrifice, and whose work during the past five years has

brought the admiration

and gratitude of all human-

ity could present its claims

upon us at no more fitting

time than at the Christmas

season. So let us put over

the Red Cross Membership

Drive in the free-hearted

American manner, and we

shall all have a genuine

/Ifterrie Cbristmas
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(Continued from Page 69)

war, ships can he operated more cheaply under the

Canadian flag than under the American, and I am
enough of an internationalist to feel that it would
not matter a very great deal if that were to happen.

The nationalization of our ocean transportation

system, as a permanent policy, would mean that

all considerations of profit or loss would eventually

be disregarded, just as they are virtually disre-

garded in the postal service. But the postal ser-

vice is internationalized to a very large extent, in

so far as mail handled between the diiiferent nations

is concerned. This is not going to be the case with

shipping. Other nations are not going to nation-

alize their shipping just because America may do

so. What would be the result? The Federal Gov-
ernment, as the owner of American ships, would
find itself in competition with private owners of

foreign ships in all the trade routes of the world.

It does net require a very great imagination to fore-

see humiliating complications and disagreeable sit-

uations which would from time to time involve this

nation in unpleasant international controversies.

Picture, if you please, the majesty of the Fed-

eral Government being called to the bar in a trial

before an admiralty court in a foreign country,

within whose jurisdiction a cause of action has

been brought growing out of a collision lietween

a vessel owned by the American Government and

another vessel owned by a private citizen of, let

us say, Germany. Again let us examine into the

matter of rates. Let it be assumed that the United
States is operating fleets aggregating 3000 freight

and passenger vessels between American and for-

eign ports. Such a tonnage, if available after the

period of demobilization has passed, would be

equivalent to nearly one-third of the probably avail-

able total overseas tonnage of the world. Let us

assume further that the total tonnage then availa-

ble will be sufficient to about evenly balance the

demand for ocean-borne transportation facilities.

Such a balance, it may be explained, is struck when
the net profits realized by the operators are ap-

proximately ecjuivalent to the average income pro-

duced by the capital investments of a nation's gen-

eral commerce and industry.

When ships earn less than such an average net

profit, some owners will lay up the less profitable

vessels ; Imilders will produce fewer ships, and old

vessels will be junked. This process goes on until

the balance is again struck, as between supply and
demand, and the earnings are once more equal to

or greater than the average national income on in-

\estments. Suppose, now, that into this delicate

mechanism of economic law there is thrust a con-

trolling factor in the form of an owner of a third

of the world's tonnage, who regards with equa-

nimity both profit and loss ; who does not count
as a factor in the cost of operation the interest upon
the capital investment ; who builds vessels whether
they may be profitably operated or not, and who
charges rates commensurate in no certain measure
•with the laws of supply and demand. How long

would it be before the ocean transportatiim of the

whole wiirld had broken down completely ?

I do n()t believe that American steamship men
of large c Tiacity and business sagacity are wholly
unconsciou.s of the serious portent of the more or

less vague insinuations which come from W^ashing-
ton that unless private operators bind themselves
to maintain American vessels upon the high seas

in competition with foreign owners, the American
Government will nationalize them and maintain

their operation regardless of the loss sustained.

A\'hat is it that the voices of the considerable fi-

nancial interests involved in privately owned Amer-
ican ships are nowhere heard in public forum, pro-

testing in their own behalf against the nation-wide

propaganda for an American merchant marine,

which in no single instance has given evidence of

any plan for the operation of American shipping

on a basis which will make it possible for ship own-
ers to compete with foreign owners?

Is it possible that none of the American shipping

magnates—and the fortunes of war have elevated

many American ship owners to the power of mag-
nates, even in these days of multi-millionaires—are

cognizant of the situation confronting them in the

days when there shall again be sufficient tonnage
to move the commerce of the world? Let no one

suppose that the hey-day of high rates, on which
even the expensively operated vessels may thrive,

will long survive the coming of peace. The same
factors which operate to strike the balance between
supply and demand, as I have said, will quickly

bring about a normal level of rates, when once the

restraining hands of governments at war are lifted.

These facts are well known to experienced shipping
men abroad, as well as at home. I challenge any
man in this convention to name a single practical

steamship man who is competent to speak with au-
thority who can be quoted as expressing the con-
viction that unless things now unforeseeable inter-

vene, it may confidently be expected that American
ships can compete under normal conditions with
ships operated under other flags.

Is it because they envisage the humiliation of

failure with equanimity that they do not raise their

voices in protest? Permit me to answer that ques-
tion with what may seem like sensationalism, but
is really the result of cold-blooded analysis of the
facts. There are two classes of ship owners and
operators in the United States, who do indeed view
the prospects of disappointment with absolute equa-
nimity, and these two classes embrace practically

the entire list of shipping men who might be ex-

pected to play imposing parts in the drama of

America's merchant marine regeneration.
The first class contains those who see no hope

whatever, but have already amassed large fortunes
from the exigencies of war, and who do not pro-
pose to risk these fortunes in the uncertainties of

operating .American ships against all but insupera-
ble handicaps. They have long ago fully decided
that they will get out while the "getting is good,"
and not a few of them have already liquidated their

holdings, wholly or in part. I would also include
in this class those who plan to invest capital in

shijis under foreign flags.

The second class—call this sensational if you
will, but withhold judgment until I have finished

—

embraces those who have sat at the feet of the
wizards in shipping afifairs on the other side of the
.\tlantic ; they and their satellites know full well
the folly of anticipating enlarged powers and finan-

cial gain by operating American ships on the high
seas, unless conditions are radicallv modified. These
men are in the closest touch with the powers which
control the greatest aggregation of ocean tonnage
that the world has ever seen. I refer to the well-

known amalgamation of the great steamship com-
panies of Great Britain, which now controls abso-
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lately the ownership of a large majority of British

tonnage. Not a move is made by the American in-

terests which I have in mind that is not in studied

harmony with the magnates back of this amalga-
mation. Now, be it understood, I have the great-

est sympathy with the ambitions of Britain's lead-

ers in shipping, who wish to re-establish their dom-
ination of the high seas by replacing their subma-
rine losses with ships built abroad. It would be

a magnificent gesture for this nation to say to

Great Britain after the war: "Take these ships at

a normal pre-war price. Yours were sacrificed in

our common cause, and we do not wish to profit by
your misfortune." But if it be not the sense of

America to lose the opportunity which has been
thrust upon her, for flying her flag from the masts
of her own ships in all the ports of the world, shall

we then deliberately play into the hands of a few
selfish individuals—and we are all selfish, but not

effually powerful or sagacious—who cold-bloodedly

plan to turn our vast tonnage over to similarly

powerful and selfish magnates on the other side

of the Atlantic?

You ask me how this can be done? Bear in mind
that shipping men in the class I have described are

convinced of two things : First, that American
ships, operated under the restrictions and regula-

tions now in force, cannot be made to pay a living

profit to their owners. Second, that these restric-

tions and regulations will never be modified by the

sanction of this people's legislators. Being thus

convinced, they feel assured that sooner or later

the fleets now being acquired will be transferred

to other flags, owing to our inabilit}" to meet com-
petition. If our ships are after the war acquired

by private interests, it is felt that pressure will be
exerted to permit each owner to transfer the flag,

while still at least indirectly controlling the vessels.

This would frustrate the cheerful design of our
magnate friends in class two. But if the encourag-
ing sanction of silence is given to the Government
to retain the control of these ships under some plan

of federal ownership, our friends feel assured that

the enthusiasm of the public for an American mer-
chant marine will some day crack under the strain

of heavy taxation. In the meantime it will be the

function of their close advisers on the other side

to so manipulate tonnage as to cause undue depre-

ciation in tonnage values, and they calmly reckon
the consequences of sudden political considerations

that will cause the Government's fleet to be sold to

the highest bidder, chief among whom will be
themselves.

Gentlemen, I have no evidence of such a deep-

seated plan. But are there any of you willing to

say that it is impossible? What I wish to impress
upon you is that such a plan, or any similar, must
be made impossible of attainment. This can only

be done by causing our representatives at Wash-
ington to become imbued with the pre-eminent im-
portance of at once beginning a thorough and sci-

entific study of plans for establishing our merchant
marine upon a foundation which will stand the test

of economic expediency. To assert that the loss to

which the nation may be subjected by Government
operation of shipping will be offset by the advan-
tages gained from an immediate control of ocean
transportation facilities is merely enthusiastic con-

jecture. All such advantages may be easily at-

tained by enacting legislation which will make it

impossible for foreign owners to iorm combina-

tions in restraint of trade, and apply restraining

influences of such combinations to the traffic to or

from American ports. If this is done, American
exporters or ship operators will be enabled to char-

ter foreign vessels for trade on any route, and se-

cure for themselves and for American foreign trade

all the advantages of shipping operated under our
own flag.

Shipping supremacy is a splendid national achieve-

ment, but it must be established upon sound eco-

nomic foundations, the basis of which can only be
profit. Never was there a more misleading slogan
hit upon than that of "trade follows the flag."

There is only one thing that trade follows, and
that ij profit, and the flag follows both. A share
in the domination of the high seas, so far as trade
and profit are concerned, is an end in itself and
not the means to an end. Little Belgium had no
merchant marine worth mentioning, but she had
the greatest per capita foreign trade of any country
in the world. Norway and Sweden have had more
shipping than any other countries of their popula-
tion and wealth, but their foreign trade was insig-

nificant. Germany, in the days before she went
mad, had a faster growing foreign trade than any
other nation in the world, yet more of her products
were shipped in foreign bottoms than in her own.
A merchant marine that cannot at least pay for

its keep is not worth having. I am sufficiently
convinced of the broad-mindedness of American
manufacturers now engaging or wishing to engage
in overseas trade to believe that they do not wish
to extend their markets abroad with the help of
subsidies; and it must be borne in mind that if we
are to maintain American shipping on a large scale,
as an adjunct to our foreign trade, it must "be done
without hot-house nursery methods.

I am constrained to say that I am not among
those who would have this nation pursue a policy
calculated to gain a selfish advantage from the war,
to the detriment of other nations.' In spite of the
fact that war has emphasized, inordinately perhaps,
the spirit of nationality among all people, higher
enlightenment must recognize "the fact that if" the
great sacrifices of this struggle shall not have been
in vain, the world must plan a new economic order
in the realm of international intercourse. If the
world is to remain an armed camp, with powerful
nations ready to grasp every opportunity to in-
crease their economic power at the expense of each
other and of weaker nations, then indeed the reten-
tion of national marine power is indispensable, no
matter what the cost.

But if the successful settlement of the issues now
involved brings with it the dawning of a new and
better era in international aft'airs, no nation so
well as America can afford to let those peoples sup-
ply without hindrance such services and such goods
as they are able to provide most cheaply andniost
readily, under quality of circumstances. Such a
policy may well add to the sum total of human
happiness in all the world and would assure the
impossibility of future wars, as nothing else can.
The Program Committee of the American Manu-

facturers Export Association has asked me to make
recommendations for the establishment of a sound
policy looking to the perpetuation of our now fast
growing merchant marine strength.

The policy which I can conscientiouslv recom-
mend must be one based upon the two alternatives

(Continued on page 78)



PACIFIC MACHINERY
The Scotch Boiler Shop of the Moore Shipbuilding

Company

Tl 1

1'". new Scotch boiler shop of the Aloore
Shijjbuilding Company was put in operation
on September 30, 1918, and is now rapidly
forging ahead on the manufacture of large

Scotch boilers. The shop is the largest and most
completely equipped plant of its kind on the Pa-
cific Coast.

The main building is a steel frame structure,

with saW'-tooth roof covering a floor space 350 feet

long by 110 feet wide. This space is divided into

two bays, one 50 feet wide, devoted to flanging

and fabrication work ; the other, 60 feet wide, used
for erection. Alongside this main building is a

lean-to structure 40 feet by 250 feet, used for hous-
ing the office, laying-off room and hydraulic pumps.

For heavy erecting duty a very fine 50-ton Shaw
electric bridge crane is installed with an auxiliary

10-ton crane for lighter work. These cranes have
a clear lifting range of forty feet from floor to

hook. In the fabricating bay there is a 10-ton elec-

tric bridge crane, and all the heavier tools are pro-

vided with hydraiflic jib cranes, of the ty])e per-

fected by the late G. W. Dickie, which has pro\ed
so successful in this class of work.

For delivery of material to, and carriage of com-
pleted boilers from, the shop, railroad tracks are

laid in from the south end and west side of the

building, the tracks intersecting under the main
bay, where the large crane can transfer loads from
one track to the other, and boilers may be taken out
of either the end or side of the shop.

At the south end of the fabricating bay a group
of machines manufactures the stay and lift bolts

for the boilers ; machine saws for cutting the rods
into suitable lengths; threading and cutting ma-
chines of the Landes type for stay rods, stay tubes,

and stay bolts ; and a fine six-spindle press for

drilling the stay bolts, installed by Manning, Max-
well & Moore. In this corner of the shop there is

also located a set of horizontal rolls which will take
a half inch plate 15 feet long. These are used for

rolling plates for steel masts. A 100-inch gap sta-

tionary pneumatic riveter takes care of mast, pipe
and steel tank riveting. The group of punches in-

cludes two horizontal punches with a range up to
one and a quarter inch hole in one-inch steel plates,

two 48-inch gap punches with capacity for a four-
inch hole in three quarter inch plate, and one 60-

inch gap punch. For cutting and sizing plates, one
steel splitting sheer for five-eight-inch plate, one
rotary bevel shear for one-inch plate, and a plate
planer with 30-foot gap are used.

Oil-burning flange forges of special design for

heating the edges of the circular head plates were

built by the Moore Shipbuilding Company, and in-

stalled close to the steam hammer and the flanging

^machines. The steam hammer is used for scarfing

plate ends, and has 800 pounds capacity. Two hy-
draulic sectional flanging machines are used of 200
tons capacity each. The head plates, after being
flanged, are put into a big oil-burning furnace of

Moore Shipbuilding Company design, and thor-

oughly annealed. This furnace will take plates up
to 12 feet in width by 20 feet in length.

For working flat plates, eight radial drills are

planned. Four Bausch drills are now in operation,

each with 7-foot 6-inch radial arm, working over
movable tables. Four drills of similar type are

being made by the Moore Shipbuilding Company.
A set of large bending rolls, with power sufficient

to roll 2j4-iuch steel plate into a half circle, and
the outer roll of which weighs 15 tons, is used for

bending flat plate to the circular boiler side shape.

In the northeast corner of the shop are the hydrau-
lic machines for riveting the butt and strap joints

on the boiler shell. There are two of these—the

larger, shown in our illustration, has 150 tons pres-

sure at the driving head and 14-foot 6-inch gap:
the smaller has 100-ton pressure at the driving
head, and 10-feet gap. Each has water-cooled riv-

eting surfaces, and a specially designed oil furnace
for heating rivets. Each is served by a 25-ton

bridge type Cyclops electric crane, controlled by
the riveter from the platform at the hydraulic riv-

eting head.

All the machine tools in the shop are driven by
electric motors, except where hydraulic pressure

is used. Hydraulic pressure is maintained at 1600

pounds to the square inch l)y a very simple and
ingenious automatic hydro-electric control. The
installation consists of a 200-horsepower 440-volt

motor directly connected to a pressure pump. This
pump discharges through a weighted hydraulic ram
to a pressure tank. When through use of water
the weight on ram plunger has dropped to a point

one foot from the floor, it closes an electric circuit

which controls the starting switch of the motor.
When by the w'ork of the ]nim]) the ram plunger
has lifted the weight to a given height, the motor
is automatically stopped. The weight carried by
the plunger is 170 tons.

The Moore Shipbuilding Company contracts call

for the manufacture of 150 Scotch b(jilers for 210

Ijoiniils steam pressure in two sizes— 14 feet 9

inches, and 15 feet 2 inches diameter.

Quality and tlioroughness, rather than speed,

are being sought in the production of these boil-

ers. Fifteen arc now ( Xoxember 20) well under

way in about fort}' working days—a fact which

speaks volumes for the efficiency of the e<|uipment

and the executix'e ability (_)f the superintendent.
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Insert: View cf Erecting Bay showing large Bending Roll
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Upper: Hydraulic Flanging Presses. Left Center: Automatic Hydraulic Accumulator. Right Center: 150 Ton Hydraulic Riveter. Lower:
Group of Machines (or Cutting, Threading and Drilling Stay Bolts in the new Boiler Shop of the Moore Shipbuilding Company

I



Filtered Oil From a Peterson Filter as Good
as New Oil

MAW engineers believe that oil has a faculty
of "wearing- out", and that after once hav-
ing been used in a bearing, some of its lu-
bricating properties are destroyed. 'J\j as-

certain whether there is any foundation for such a
belief we recently had some tests made at the lab-
oratories of Cornell University on oil secured from
our Central Oiling and Filtering System in the
power plant of the Hotel iMcAlpin, New York City,
where the conditions are very severe. This plant
operates twenty-four hours per day, three hundred
and sixty-five days per year, and the average tem-
perature in the engine room is over 100 degrees F.
On account of the great variety of machines lubri-
cated, the high load factor and the exceptional con-
ditions, the work imposed on this lubricating sys-
tem is probably as severe as can be found in any
power plant. This oiling system supplies flooded
lubrication to four Wetherill engines, two Clayton
compressors and one Wetherill crank-and-fly-w'heel
pump, there being a total of one hundred and thirty
four points of lubrication supplied by this system.

'

The average amount of oil circulated by the lu-
bricating system is one hundred and fifty gallons
per hour, or about 1800 barrels per month. It is
interesting to note that although this enormous
amount of oil is supplied continuously to the bear-
ings, it is only necessary for this plant to add to
the system three barrels of oil per month, but even
these three barrels cannot be charged to natural
shnnkage in the system, for a considerable quantitv
of oil IS drawn from the filters and used for hand
oihng of small pumps, valve gears, etc. But even
charging three barrels against this system it is evi-
dent that this plant pays for less than two-tenths
of one per cent of the oil used for lubrication.
To determine the changes undergone by the oil,

a sample of new oil as received in barrels 'from the
manufacturers was tested and also a sample of
oil drawn from the clean oil compartment of the
filters.
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A series of friction tests were made on a Thurs-
ton railroad lubricant tester. The testing machine
was run at a constant speed of about 360 R. P. M.
and the load applied in increments of 75 pounds
pressure per square inch. The test at each load
was continued until the friction and temperature

of the bearings had become constant. The oil was
fed upon the side of the bearings through a sight
feed oiler and the feed maintained as nearly con-
stant as possible throughout all the tests. Readings
of the co-efficient of friction and of the tempera-
ture of the bearing were made at ten-minute inter-
vals. The results of these tests are shown in the
curves in Figures 5 and 6. Figure 6 shows the rise
intemperature—that is, the difference between the
temperature of the bearing and of the room.
The curves shown in Fig. 6 are the ones that

will probably prove the most interesting to the
operating engineer, for he is accustomed to judge
the quality of any oil and its suitability to his re-
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quirements by the temperature of the bearings, and
after all this is a very reliable method because
whatever power is wasted in friction is converted
into heat, which manifests itself by a rise in the
temperature of the bearing. It will be noted that
the two curves in Fig. 6 are practically superim-
posed and in no case is the variation more than a
few degrees, giving ample proof that the lubricating
(|uahty of the old oil is practically unimpaired.

_

As mentioned above, about three barrels of new
oil are added to this system per month. However,
at the time the samples were obtained the system
as a whole had been in operation for over a' year
and a half, and the question naturally arises. What
physical changes, if an_v, did the oil undergo during
this extended period ?

The results of the tests made to determine these
changes were as follows

:

Sample "A"—New Oil
Color—medium red, translucent.
Flash point—i-lO degrees (open cup).
Burning point—i-60 degrees F. (open cup). *

.'specific gravity at 60 degrees F. water as 1-.895.
Sample "B"—Purified Oil from Peterson Filler
Color—very dark red, opaque.
Flash point—410 degrees F. (open cup).
Burning point—140 degrees F. (open cup).
Specific gravity at 60 degrees F. water as 1-.903.
Tests of the new and filtered oil were also made

in an Olsen viscosimeter. The results of these tests
are shown in Fig. 7, the viscosity being the ratio
of the length of time that it take's a sample of oil
to flow through the viscosimeter orifice compared
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with the length of time required for an equal \iil-

ume of water at 60 degrees F. to flow out.

From the data it is evident that oil gains in

specific gravity through constant use. This is what
one would naturally expect, inasmuch as the oil in

passing through the bearings has had some of its

more volatile constituents driven oiif. Also a small

quantity of cylinder oil, used for lubricating the

piston rods and stuffing boxes, naturally finds its

way into the oiling system. The ^•iscosity curves

also show that as oil is used over and o\cr again
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in an oiling system it actually gains in bod}', pro-

videtl a filter is used which thortuighly remo\'es

entrained water.

The results of the friction tests as shown in b^ig.

5 are consistent with these physical changes. The

fact that the new oil has a slightly lower co-effi-

cient of friction on low bearing pressure while the

l)urified oil shows a lower so-efficient on higher
Ijcaring pressures is due to the fact that the old

oil. having more body, is better able to maintain a

lubricating film when subjected to higher pres-

sures. The diiiference between the temperature and
co-efficient of friction curves of the new and used
oil is so slight that, without any fear of contradic-

tion, one can say that for all practical purposes,

properly-filtered oil is as good a lubricant as new oil.

It is needless to say that such remarkable results

as these can onh' be secured when an extremely
efficient filter is used, one that thoroughly removes
every drop of entrained water and one that by a

suitable precipitation and filtration process removes
nil particles of foreign matter. As far as we know,
no other type of oil filter has ever shown such a

remarkable efficiency when subjected to a thor-

ough and scientific test.

The fact that a power plant like that in the

Hotel McAlpin only pays for less than two-tenths
of one per cent of the amount of oil used and that

the oil can be purified in a commercial filter and
returned to the bearings over and over again in a

state of purity equal to new oil, is certainly of vast

importance in the economical operation of power
])lants.

As a matter of fact, this plant uses two thousand
dollars worth of oil every month, which really costs

them nothing, and it is safe to say that the saving
in power due to flooded lubrication and the reduc-
tion in wear and tear on the machinery is of equal

\alue to the saving in oil.

(Continued from page 73)

stated at the outset of this paper, and upon the
considerations which I have outlined. Government
operation, under any guise or modified form, is un-
thinkable, as it is inexpedient and injudicious. The
first alternative suggested will not admit of serious
consideration for reasons ])olitical. The second al-

ternative involves the payment of such heavy sub-
sidies and consequent taxation of the ])eople as a
whole in the immediate interest of a few that it

also is of doubtful expediency.
There remains only the adoption of the least ob-

jectionable features of each. They may be outlined
somewhat as follows

:

First: Legislation on the suljject of ship's offi-

cers and crew shall be modified to the end that all

officers must be Americans, or declarants for citi-

zenship, and one-fourth of the crew carried on each
vessel must meet the same qualification. Three-
fourths of the crew carried may be employed by the
owner where he pleases and at such wages as he
pleases, without intereference from labor organiza-
tions or legislation designed to advanc their inter-

ests. This will assure opportunity for young Amer-
icans to adopt the seafaring life, with good chances
for advancement. Their pay must inevitably lie in

keeping with wages and .salaries in shore industry.
To the_ objection that two scales of wages cannot
expeditiously lie maintained, there is the answer
that the one-fourth American crew would comprise
only the higher grades of seamen, such as quarter-
masters, boatswains, carpenters, donkeymen, boss
firemen and others whose wages would in any case
not be subject to the scale of the rank and file.

Second : All supplies, materials, provisions, spare

parts, and goods of whatever description, designed
for use in the construction, maintenance and opera-

tion of American ships, must be imported free of

duty. This will place not only American operators

but American builders upon an even basis with for-

eigners, so far as these items are concerned. This
is a feature quite indispensable if American registry

is to be given to only American-built ships.

Third : A permanent Federal Commission, which
may well be the Shipping Board, or its successor,

must be provided for, whose function it shall be to

determine the amount of e.xtra expense incurred by
the owners in employing" all American officers and
a fourth American crew, as compared with the cost
nf operating vessels under the registry of ouf
closest competitors. This diiiference in wages and
salaries must be met by a special congressional
appropriation.

Fourth : Whenever it shall become apparent
that any foreign nation provides a subsidy in any
form to owners of its merchant ships, thus placing
American owners at a disadvantage in world trad-

ing". Congress niust afiford American owners an
equi\"alent subsidy.

It may be noted that these four features of the
policy are the embodiment of several compromises.
Their adoption will require some sacrifice of prin-

ciple or selfish interest on the part of, first, the
laboring classes and their organizations ; second,
the manufacturing industries having to do with ship
materials; and, third, the general jniblic, which is

naturally averse to the payment of fluids out of the
|)ublic exchequer, and intended for the benefit of a

s])ecial inilustry or business.



Our American Merchant Marine and Its After-War
Maintenance

S(
)MK of the snags our new-
1\- created Merchant Marine
will strike in after-war

nornial international com-
petitiiin were brought out by the

writer in the November number
of tlie "Pacific Marine Review,"
and Government aid by an an-

nual marine tax (or give it an}'

name you please) was advocated.
This article is an attempt to

show more in detail the necessity

for some aid to the prospective
American "deep sea" or "off-

shore" shi]H)wner.

The three main handicaps set

forth in that article were, first,

the high initial cost of an American ship compared
with that of a foreign built ship ; second, the

higher cost of operation ; and third, our high stand-
ard of living cost, and it was stated that until these
handicaps were overcome aid was necessary.

It struck the writer after the completion of

that article, that perhaps the general public would
want to know vsdiether other governments ex-

tended aid to their shipping, and if so, what those
aids are. Yes, with all the advantages competing
nations have had over our merchant marine, their

governments still thought it necessary to extend
further aid. Statistics, before the war, from

This is the second article of

a series being written by a

prominent local traffic man-
ager for the "Pacific Marine
Review." This article shows
conclusively that in competi-
tion with foreign shipping, the

American owner registerd un-
der the American flag and sub-

ject to the maritime laws of

the United States labors under
a very decided disadvantage. In

a future article the author will

suggest some changes in our
maritime laws which his expe-

rience has shown to be neces-
sary.

results were considered unsatis-

factory and the law was altered.

From 1901 to 1911, inclusive,

£3,977,960 has been expended in

construction bounties, £11,652,-

2S0 in navigation bounties, while

in addition £11,632,859 has been

])aid for postal services, or an

average approaching two and
ciiie-half millions sterling per an-

num. France also restricts its

trade to Algeria, enabling the

transportation companies engag-

ed in that trade to obtain consid-

erably higher rates than would
otherwise iJt possible, which is

in itself a form of subsidy af-

exclusive advantages to the carriers.

Great Britain

It has always been denied by British writers on
shipping topics that the liritish government paid

subsidies for commercial purposes, all payments
to steamship companies being purely for the con-
veyance of the mail. Some years ago the Ad-
miralt)' paid certain steamship lines special sub-
ventions for the use of their vessels as auxiliary

cruisers in time of war. All such arrangements
lapsed some years ago, with the exception of the
£150.000 per annum paid for the "Lusitania" and

fordint

the "Mauretania," which were built by means of a

"Ocean Shipping," published by the International special loan of £2,600,000 at 2^4 per cent, to be
Foreign Trade Council, show this aid to have been
as follows

:

Austria
Austrian subsidies appear to be on a very lib-

eral scale ; the "working subsidy" for new steam-
ers being from 5s to 8s 4d per gross ton for the

first four years, reducing by 5 per cent per an-

num from the fourth to the tenth year, and 10

per cent per annum afterwards, while a "voyage
subsidy" is also granted of Id per ton of the net

tonnage for every 100 sea miles. In addition tn

the above a shipbuilding subsidy is granted, when
at least 50 per cent of home-produced material is

ordered, of £1 13s 4d per gross ton for the hull,

and 6s 8d per 100 kilos for the engines, boilers,

etc. Belgium
In Belgium loans at 3 per cent have been grant-

ed to Belgian shipping companies, but the mail

steamers being owned by the government no pos-

tal subsidies are granted. With the line to the

Congo there is an undertaking by the ministry of

the colonies to use the company's steamers for

the carriage of all government stores and offi-

cials. Brazil

In lirazil the jjrincipal subsidized company is

the Lloyd-Brazileiro. This is by far the greatest

shipping concern in the country and is closely con-

nected with the government.

France
From 1881, when the first l-'rench law for the

encouragement of the mercantile marine was en-

acted, to 1S'»3, the French government expended
no less than £3,641,600 in navigation bounties,

and £1,266,320 in construction bounties, while from

1893 (when the bounties were increased) to 1901,

£4,171,040 was paid in navigation bounties and

£1,870,232 in shipbuilding bounties. In 1901 the

repaid in yearly installments in twenty years, for

which the Cunard Company pledged its whole
fleet to the government as security, but for the

year 1*^2 the Cunard Company received £68,000

for carry the mail l)etvveen the U. K. and the

United States. There were some other arrange-

ments whereby the annual payment of £150,000

by the Cunard Company to the British govern-

ment was practically offset, which means that

these twti boats were practically a gift to the

Cunard Company, provided it would maintain

them in a condition fit to cross the Atlantic at a

speed of 2S knots an hour. American capitalists

at that time had ac(|uired control of a number
of British lines, under the name of the Interna-

tional Mercantile Marine Company, and formed a

working agreement with the two leading German
companies. This combination threatened British

supremacy, and that nation immediately rose to

defend, the result being the "Lusitania" and the

"^laurctania."

Germany

It was stated in Germany that the German East

Africa Line and the Norddeutscher Llovds were

the only lines to which subsidies were ])aid for

postal services, and the annual payment to these

lines amounted to £350,000. There are, ho\\e\er.

Line and the Norddeutscher Lloyd for llie con\e\-

ance of mails, and (ierman go\crnnu'nt forced

emigrant transportation, but it is pointed (jut that
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these are stated to be for actual services rendered

and, therefore, not to be classed as "subsidies''

(the same old German camouflage). Indirect

bounties, however, were given to the German East

Africa Line and the German Levant Line l)y

granting largely reduced railway rates from in-

land places in Germany to East Africa or the

Levant, which absolutely precluded any foreign

comi)anv competing for the business, while in ad-

dition goods sent by those steamers profited by subsidies, mail subsidies, coastal protection, spee^d

reduced rates of carriage on the Turkish and Bul-

garian lines, if they were destined for stations

therem. Lg(- ^g understand here, that foreign govern-

j^-gjy ment aid to its shipping was not deemed neces-
sary as a result of the competition of American

In Italy the shipbuilding liounty anuiunts to ships, for American ships to this day cannot be

three-fifths shall consist exclusively of national

products carried in the export trade. A bounty
is also granted to' shipbuilders amounting to £6
8d per ton gross for iron and steel cargo steamers,
£6 16s for passenger, with an additional 10 per

cent for every knot in excess of 14.

Summary
Foreign governmental aid to its foreign shipping

can therefore be briefly summarized as working
subsidies, voyage subsidies, building subsidies, loan

subsidies, and indirect subsidies through govern-
ment control of railways.

£2 4s per gross ton, for

steam motors 12s pEr I.

H. P., for turbine ma-
chinery 13s 7d per shaft

H. P., for boilers and
other au.xiliary apparatus
9s 6d per 220.5 pounds.
Repair bounties are alsi>

granted, while all mate-
rial used in the construc-

tion of vessels is import-
ed free. 'ilie anicmnt
expended in l'U2 cm
shi])building bounties was
£248,000.

Japan

Jai)an, in addition to

restricting its coasting
trade, pays the second
largest amount in direct

subsidies. Of the £1,-
400,275 expended in I'JU,

£1,1116,922 went for the
extension of steamship
£1,116,922 went for the
encouragement of navi-
gation, and £112,695 for

the encouragement of

shipbuilding.

Russia

Before the disintegra-

tion of Russia, it paid heavy subsidies to its steam-
ship companies, also restricted its coastwise trade,

and granted loans to shipping companies on favor-

able terms. For instance, two loans of £161,904
each were made to the volunteer fleet, free of in-

terest, for the ecquisition of six new steemers for

service in the F"ar East, the loans to be repaid in

twenty annual installments from 1914 onwards.
A new shipbuilding bounty law passed in July,

1912, gave every encouragement to shipbuilders.

Spain

In Spain no direct bounties to shipping existed

]5rior to the year 1909. By an act passed in that

year bounties of 40 and 50 centimos per gross
ton per 1000 miles navigated are paid to vessels

on (liiTerent xoyages, provided that the entire

crew is Spanish, that Spanish mails are carried

free, and that the average amount of cargo car-

ried shall not 1
'- less than 50 per cent of the ship's

nuiximuni capai ity, and that nf this 50 per cent

operated as cheaply as

the un-subsidized foreign

vessel. The European
nations had a commer-
cial struggle of their

own, and each nation

was aware of the import-

ance and necessity of a

merchant marine. The
nations with long purses

and biggest colonies fin-

ally won out. France,

Italy and Austria fell by
the wayside, and just be-

fore the commencement
of the war Germany was
encroaching very fast on
England's supremacy, and
Japan will, in time, take

Germany's place, unless

America can find a way
to uphold its own new
merchant marine. There-
fore, in addition to the

natural handicaps of a

lower first cost, and a

lower operating cost,

.\nierican shipping in the
foreign trade will have
also these artificial handi-
caps to deal with.

United States Governmental Aid to Its Foreign

Shipping
Here is the sum total of our own Government's

aid to its foreign shipping, and it is a mail sud-

sidy. liy the act of March 3, 1891, the mail pay
as authorized in the act of June 8, 1872 (Sec. 4009
V. S. R. S), was rearranged on a mileage basis

as follows

:

1st Class.—Vessels of at least 8000 tons and 20

knots speed, $4 a mile, by the shortest practical

route for each outward voyage. (We have no
such speed vessels, and this class seems available

to Great Britain only.)

2nd Class.—Vessels of at least 5000 tons and 16

knots sjieed, $2 a mile.

onl Class.—Vessels of at least 2500 tons and 14

knots speed, $1 a mile.

4th Class.—Vessels of at least 1500 tons and 12

knots speed, $.6666 a mile.

W'ssels claiming mail pay under this act, are

complished
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subject Id certain restrictions as tci manning, anil

must !j>e built to conform to the regulations laid

down by the Navy Department, expect in the case

of vessels of the fourth class, which may be built

of wood.
This aid on the |)art of our (Jovernmenl has not

proven sufficient. The .\merican Line, now part

of the International Mercantile Marine Company,
owns two American ships, but its fleet has not
increased. The Mallory Line has grown some-
what since the subsidy was given to it. Else-

where ships that were maintained under the sub-

sidy have been driven out by foreign competition.

The Japanese ships replaced the Create Xorthern
Railroad shi]is on the Pacific, partly 1)ecause the

Japanese subsidy was more liberal, and mostly be-

cause of the greater operating expense of the

American ships. Our law of 1891 has not pro-

vided an American Merchant Marine.
American business men can operate ships as

cheaply as our competitors if afiforded ecpial op-

jiortunities and similar working conditions. We
have ample evidence of this fact, for American in-

dustry engaged in export commerce did invest in

ships, but found it necessary, owing to our
American handicaps, to purchase their vessels

abroad and operate them under foreign flags.

It was estimated by the Merchant Marine Com-
mittee of the National Foreign Trade Coun-
cil, consisting- of Messrs. Robert Dollar, James A.
Farrell and P. A. S. Franklin, that the total for-

eign shipping" owned by American interests ag-
gregated, prior to the war, between one million

ti\e hundred thousand and two million tons. 'Ibis

tonnage, unhampered Ijy our handicaps, operated

efficiently under American management, took its

part in the world's commerce and materially con-

tributed to the extension of .\merican foreign

trade.

According to an announcement made in Wash-
ington on October 26th by the Senate Military

Committee as reported in the daily papers, the

world's shipping tonnage is only seven per cent

less than it was at the beginning of the war, and

American tonnage has more than doubled. It

is therefore reasonable to assume that with the

tonnage America, England, Japan, Norway, Swe-
den and other nations are building, and which

will be ready at the conclusion of peace negotia-

tions, or shortly thereafter, that the world will

have more tonnage than ever before, and that

"competition" will begin almost at once. We
must therefore conclude that ships designed for

specific purposes, and to meet every trade of the

world (every type of ship is now being used for

the transportation of war supplies) will be afloat

after, or shortly after the conclusion of the war

;

that past normal history shows that ocean freight

rates are maintained at a point where profits are

low, with some periods of losses, and that, in the

revival of our American Merchant Marine we will

be dealing with competitors who are well informed,

inventive, up-to-date, alert, enterprising, resource-

ful, persistent and merciless. Commercial appear-

ance on the oceans of the world will be governed
1)V the survival of the fittest.

The Southwestern Shipbuilding Company
WHEN on October 19th the 8800-ton U. S.

Shipping Board steamship "West Carni-

fax" slipped from the ways of the South-
western Shipbuilding Company's yards at

East San Pedro, four world's shipbuilding records

were broken, even though the launching" was post-

poned six working" days as the result of events

over which the shipbuilders had no control.

The records broken were

:

First, the world's record for building a shipyard

of this size, this plant having been built in seventy-

eight days. The first stakes for the new plant were
set up by the construction engineers on March 23,

1918, and the first nails in the plant were driven

on April 1st, the plant being completed on Tune
20th, 1918.

The second record broken was that for the lay-

ing of the keel of a new ship in a new yard. The
keel of the "^^'est Carnifax" was laid on July 17th.

The third record broken uas the speed with

Umbrella shelters for Punches in the Fabricating Par
Southwestern Shipbuilding Company's Yard

ctor Hauling Plates in the Yard of the
Shipbuilding Company
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of the yard of the Southwestern Shipbuilding Company

which four keels of first vessels in a new yard
were laid.

The fourth record was for launching a ship in a

new yard in ninety-four calendar days, or seventy-

seven working days, up to the time of launching.

David Hollywood, works manager, who deserves

much of the credit for the achievements of this plant,

is known up and down the Pacific Coast as the man
who knows how to build ships and the man who
knows men. For seven years he was manager of

the HeiTerman Dry Dock Company at Seattle. In

1916 he laid out the Ames Shipbuilding & Dry
Dock Company's plant at Seattle. In March, 1918,

Mr. Hollywood came to East San Pedro, Ijeginning

the actual work of construction of the Southwest-
ern Shipbuilding Company's plant on April 1st.

The record-breaking launching of the first hull

on October 19th, the completeness of the plant

and the loyalty of all his workmen are evidences of

his able management.
Among those to whom Air. Hollywood gives

much credit for their assistance in accomplishing
these world record-breaking achievements are H.
A. Lennon, hull superintendent; F. S. Bunker, su-

perintendent of engineering; J. J. Toohey, foreman
shipfitter, and James Lewis, foreman shipwright.

0-ton hulls at the Outfitting Dock
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Views of the Plant of the Southwestern Shipbuilding Company taken from the
progress in construction work

e spot at intervals of three months, sho
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men of many years' experience in shipbuilding.

Situated in San Pedro harbor, upon a strip of

land which a year ago was but sand dunes, with a

deep waterway alongside, near the open seaway,

with a climate permitting work all the year round,

the Southwestern Shipbuilding Company's site pos-

sesses natural advantages equal to any shipyard

in the United States.

The plant is at the southern terminus of the

Los Angeles and Salt Lake Railway, with spur

tracks entering" the yard and affording direct de-

livery of material to the steel storage racks, store-

houses and outfitting wharf.

The buildings are of one and two slory mill

construction, painter gray with white trimmings
and interiors, presenting a very pleasing appear-

ance. The main office building fronts upon a S])a-

cious, well-kept lawn.

Twelve check gates at the entrance to the yard
permit the checking in of 5500 men in about ten

minutes. Adjoining the check gates on the one

side is the employment office, wdiich receives all

applications for employment and keeps a record of

every employee in the yard, while on the other

side is the paymaster's office. Xear by is the main

office building, 42 x 170 feet, shared by the admin-

istrative offices and drafting room.

Immediately upon entering the gates one is im-

pressed not only with the magnitude of the plant,

which covers an area of sixty-five acres, but also

by the effective utilization of all available space.

(Jne of the prominent features of the plant is

the superior layout of the sinir tracks, storage

areas and buildings so that material may ])ass in

a direct line from one ])rocess to another until

erected in the hull.

Four material tracks pass through the angle park
and plate storage area, and branching oft' to the
anglesmith shop, laying off park, plate shed and
the assembly yards, greatly facilitate the rapid de-
livery of material from one point to another.

The mold loft, laying off park, plate shed and
assembly yard are arranged side by side in the
order named. The main assembly yard extends
alongside the plate shed, at the head of the slip-

ways, and is equipped with bull riveters, jib cranes
and electric gantry crane running the entire length
of the assembly yard, a distance of 525 feet.

Steel plates are carried on flat cars from the sto-

plate shed, occupies a large building, 89 x 563 feet,

rage racks into the laying off park, which, with the

On each side there are three overhead bridge cranes,

together with roller conveyors and jib cranes for

conveying the steel to the shears and punch tables

in the plate shed.

Plates completed and ready for erection on the

hull are loaded, according" to hull numbers, on flat

cars on a spur track in the plate shed and delivered

at the slip assembly storage racks, or hoisted by

the electric traveling" whirlers directly to the hulls.

Steel shapes which do not require bending are

fabricated by machines which are centrally located

in the angle park, protected by unique "umbrella
"

shelters. For shapes which require hot bending

the anglesmith shop is located conveniently near

to both the angle park and the mold loft.

The mold loft is a modern, well-lighted frame

luiilding, 80 .X 4'0 feet, affording ample room for
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the laying out and storage of the templates. This
plant has gone as thoroughly into the work in the
mold loft as any yard on the Pacific Coast. Tem-
plates are made of best selected spruce, this mate-
rial not being susceptible to variations caused in
other materials by weather conditions.

In the engineering building, 60 x 270 feet, are the
tool room, machine shop, electrical shop, and the
large compressor room, 126x60 feet. Six com-
pressors of 1270 cubic feet capacity and one of 670
are now in use and two additional compressors of
the larger type are now being installed. The su-
perintendents' offices are located in the upper
story, commanding a view of the entire yard.
Gas is furnished by an eight-inch pipe' line and

converted in the Selas house for use in the angle-
smith furnace, forges and rivet heaters.

Electric power for operating the compressors,
giant whirlers, gantry cranes, punch and shear
tables and other units is supplied bv two independ-
ent high-power lines.

The yard has four ways, for 8800-ton vessels,
with four ships rapidly approaching the launching
stage, and two additional ways for 10,000-ton ves"-
sels have just been completed.
The giant electric traveling whirlers serving each

way, with 80-foot booms and 40-foot towers, are
features of this modernly equipped plant.

_

The outfitting wharf is of "saw-tooth" construc-
tion, 1100 feet in length, and will accommodate
four hulls. It is equipped with shear legs, 100 feet
in height, with capacity of 100 tons, jib cranes
and spur tracks.

Adjoining this wharf are all necessary shops for
outfitting the vessels, including the marine machine
shop, riggers' loft, pipe shop, paint shop, joiner

Building Ways

and pattern shops, and general storehouse.
The plant hospital has a consultation room, a

modernly equipped operating room, and is pro-
vided with two hospital beds in private rooms.
Doctors and nurses are in constant attendance dav
and night.

The plant restaurant has two large dining rooms,
each 42x82 feet, with a total seating capacity of
1000 men; a large lunch counter room seating
225 men, and a modern kitchen with cold-storage,
storerooms and bakery. The kitchen is a model
of excellent arrangement and complete equipment
and has received frequent praise of the officials of
the Emergency Fleet Corporation. Substantial
meals are served at cost.

The officials of the company are : Marco H.
Hellman, president; J. A. Tafbot. vice-president
and general manager ; \\'illiam F. Howard, vice-
president

; Irving Flellman, treasurer; Emmanuel
Cohen, secretary; S. Aronson, assistant secretary
and assistant treasurer.
The directors include Daniel K. Drake, Benjamin

E. Page and J. \^'. Mason.

EXPANSION OF THE SHEPARD ELECTRIC
CRANE & HOIST COMPANY

The Shepard Electric Crane & Hoist Companv
has opened an office in the New Lexington Builif-
ing, Baltimore, Md., in order to take care of the
rapidly increasing Southern business, and also to
give closer service to users of Shepard apparatus
m that territory. The Baltimore office will be in
charge of Mr. Norman P. Farrar, who for a num-
ber of years has been district manager of the Tliil-
adelphia territory.
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i^
of Alameda Works. Unic

The Invincible Shield

WHEN General Manager J. J. Tynan of the placed upon the shoulders of the man in the poster

Union Plant of the Bethlehem Shipbuildinsj and the completed shield was fastened to the bow

Corporation, named bv Chas. M. Schwali of the "Invincible" just above the launching plat-

, . , .' . , , , ,. form, as shown ni the illustration. Hence the great
the greatest shipbuilder m the world,

,,,,^,,;^^ ^f the general manager,
stepped onto the launching platform of the .good -Yhe shield was carefully boxed and sent to Chas.
ship "Invincible" and, making his way through the AI. Schwab, wh'o valued it so highly that he had
honored guests assembled to see "that vessel take it handsomely framed and hung it in the lobby of

her maiden plunge into the briny, came to the prow, the main office of the Shipping Board at Phila-
he had the surpris:eof his life.' There, fastened to delphia.
the stem of the ship—but I am
getting ahead of my story.

It seems that when the keel

of the "Invincible," 12,000-ton

deadweight freighter, was laid,

the men of the Alameda works
were out for a construction
record, so an artist among
the riveters got a good copy
of the U. S. Shipping Board
poster in wdiich a shipyard work-
er is depicted nailing Old Glory
to the mast head, and he sur-

rounded this poster with large

c a 1 en d a r figures representing
working days, thus making a

gra]3hic chart whereon time
progress could be checked off

as the wiirk advanced on the
hull.

The big liull was made ready
for launching in the record-
breaking time of twenty-four
working days, and the riveting
gangs were very jubilant over
their achievement, none more so

than our unnamed riveter artist.

As an expression of his satisfac-

tion he worked the above-men-
tioned ]KJSter and work-day rec-

ord into an attractive poster.

With happy iir^jiiration a life-

like head of J. 1. Tynan was Poster fastened to the prow of the S. S. "In
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of the Bethlehem Shipbuilding Corporation. Ltd.

The launch of the S. S. "Victorious." Keel plate on crane ready to be laid as S. S. "Victorious" leaves th
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The Amende Honorable

The "I'acific Marine Review" desires herewith assure our friends of the Alameda Works that

to make humble apology to the Alameda Works there was no intention on the part of the "Pacific

of the Union Plant of the Bethlehem Shipbuilding Marine Review" to give any undue credit to the

Corporation for the error made in the captions of Oakland side of the estuary or to detract in any

the illustrations in the November issue. We here way from the wonderful record of the Alameda

rei)rint these illustrations properly captioned, and Works.—Editor.

An excellent view ci four of the ways at the Ala Works of the U Shipbuilding Corporatii
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Shipping and Foreign Trade Questionnaire
Arranged and Reviewed by Foreign Trade Department San Francisco Chamber of Commerce

THE following questions were

submitted to about 4,000

individuals and organiza-

tions representing a great

diversity of industry and wide
geographical range. The an-

swers, as reproduced, represent

the composite replies received.

The digest for each subject is

based mainly on these replies

:

Ships and Their Operation

Question : Do you consider

the Government should continue

to own and/or operate our ships

after the war or turn them over

to companies better qualified to

operate them and which are" de-

voted solely to the business of

transportation.

Answer : The replies showed
strong opposition to Government
Operation, only seventeen per

cent being in favor. Arguments
in favor of Government Opera-
tion were based on the apparent
inability of private companies to

operate in competition with for-

eign nations, particularly under
current laws.

Eighty-three per cent opposed
Government Operation for the
following reasons

:

"A" Because the Government
is not as well qualified to operate
ships as experienced shipping
firms:

"B" Government Operation
would eliminate competition.

Question : If ships are turned over to operating

companies should it be by lease or sale?

Answer: Opinion was divided equally as to

whether ships should be leased or sold. Those
favoring leasing did so because

:

"A" It was feared shipping companies would not

be able to raise sufficient capital to purchase.
"B" It was considered doubtful if shipowners

could operate under present law without Govern-
ment assistance of some kind which could best be
given under lease.

"C" It was feared the cost of American ships

would not permit operation unless sold at a great
initial sacrifice, whereas if leased the difference in

cost could be written off gradually by the Govern-

A Shipping and Foreign
Trade Questionnaire covering
a series of pertinent questions

related to Ships, Ports and
Port Facilities, Banking, Mer-
chandising, Foreign and Local
Commercial Bodies, Tariffs and
the various phases of Foreign
Trade Educational Work, was
recently submitted to some
4,000 individuals and organiza-

tions by the Foreign Trade
Department of the San Fran-

cisco Chamber of Commerce.
The questions and answers,

as herewith compiled, together

with the digest of replies for

each subject, prepared by the

Foreign Trade Department,
form a most interesting com-
posite expression relative to

after-the-war commerce. As a

contribution to Shipping and
Foreign Trade questions and
discussion, now rapidly devel-

oping in importance, every
question and answer in this

questionnaire is noteworthy.
The production of this Ques-

tionnaire and its Answers and
Digest was brought about by
the invitation of Chairman E.
N. Hurley of the Shipping
Board for suggestions as to
how we should most effective-

ly prepare for after-the-war
trade. "Pacific Marine Review"
presents this data both for its

timel}' present interest and for
its reference value in months
to come.

nient, and could Ije taken into

account when making leases.

Those favoring sale based their

opinion on a general belief that

private companies could better

control and operate ships than

the Government.
Question: Is it not a fact that

the large European steamship
companies, such as the Royal
Mail Line, Hamburg-American
Line, etc., were tremendous fac-

tors in the development of the

foreign commerce of their re-

spective countries?

Answer : One per cent be-

lieved Government Operation
would be better than by large

practical steamship companies.
Ninety-tiine per cent believed

large companies were a great fac-

tor in developing the foreign

commerce of other nations quali-

fied as follows

:

Because other governments
fostered and protected large

steamship companies.
Question : Would it not great-

ly stimulate our foreign com-
merce if most of our ships were
turned over to a similar company
or companies to operate on reg-

ular routes and at regular in-

tervals and whose sailing dates
could be relied upon far in ad-
vance ?

Answer: Ninety per cent be-
lieved the larger and faster ships

should be turned over to large companies to oper-
ate on regular schedules.

Ten per cent believed that Government Opera-
tion would stimulate foreign commerce to a
greater extent.

Question : Are not "Rate Conferences" or
"Agreements" for the maintenance of rates an
advantage to shippers as well as steamship oper-
ators? If such "Conferences" or "Agreements" on
the part of American operated ships were under
control of the Shipping Board to prevent unrea-
sonable rates, would it not be better than constant
fluctuations, unstable rates, vicious competition
and possible receiverships?

Answer: Ninety-one per cent believed in "Rate
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Conferences" where_ reasonable rates would be

established and maintained without discrimination

or rebates. Sixteen per cent of these, however,

believed the Government should have no control

over the rates.

One per cent of these believed that rates should

be- made in conjunction with other nations.

Question: Is it not a fact that "Tramp" ves-

sel's would furnish ample competition and protec-

tion against exorbitant conference rates without

so demoralizing them as to make the operation of

regular lines unprofitable and uncertain?

Answer: Seventy-five per cent believed "Tramp"

vessels played an important part

in rate protection. Twenty-five

])er cent did not believe "Tramp"
competition amounted to much,

being so uncertain and tending

to demoralize regular rates and

sailings.

Question : Should not our

navigation laws be so amended
as to permit competition with

foreign countries and at the same
time enable such wages to be

paid and such quarters provided

as would attract American youth

to enter the service?

Answer: Ninety-nine per cent

believed present navigation laws
should be changed. Some of the suggestions were

:

"A" Allowances to mail steamship companies for

services performed.

"B" Making uniform laws with other maritime

nations.

"C" Government to offset in some way differ-

ence in cost of wages and operation.

Digest of All Replies

Taking all replies as a whole the consensus of

opinion seemed to be:

That the Government should continue to own,

for a period at least, but not to operate ships.

That they should be turned over under leases

which would be made to offset difference in cost

of construction and operation with the possible

privilege of purchase. That large companies such

as used to be operated by European nations were

Capt. Robt. Dollar Says:

Regarding the meeting of the

Foreign Trade Council held

last month in New York:

"The meeting was in accord

with and strongly in favor of

the results of your question-

naire."

Ports and Proper Port Facilities

Question : Should not the ports of the United

States be improved by providing ample docks,

warehouses adjacent thereto, convenient rail connec-

tion and mechanical appliances for the speedy and
econcjrnical handling of cargo both in and outbound?
Answer: Unanimously in favor of ample docks,

warehouses and mechanical appliances for hand-

ling cargo. These expenses form a part of over-

head expense and unless cargoes can be promptly
loaded and discharged at minimum of cost will ma-

terially handicap our ships. All the large ports

of Europe are well equipped and it is due to this

in a large ineasure their com-
merce increased. Ports which
become congested tend to divert

ships.

Question: Should not "Free
Ports" or "Free Zones" be pro-
vided at suitable points to en-
courage the trans-shipping busi-

ness, to enable goods to be
brought in, traded in, sorted,

conditioned, mixed, etc., without
being subjected to the present
customs red tape, thereby at-

tracting both commerce and for-

eign ships?

Answer: Unanimously in fa-

vor, many believed trans-shipping
business would constitute a large part of future
commerce and that "Free Ports" were absolutely

necessary. Such ports served to build up many of

the leading ports of the world.
Question : Should not the port charges and

customs of the various American ports be made
as reasonable and as uniform as possible?
Answer: Unanimously in favor. Some consid-

ered ports were just as competitive as steamship
lines and all charges and customs should be as

low as possible.

Question : Should not trade routes be designed
with the "Hub" idea so that cominodities, on ac-

count of a constantly active market, cheap hand-
ling, efficient technical grading, specialized market
outlets for re-sale through highly efficient import

and export houses would be attracted from all

markets to be re-shipped out again from American
highly essential on regular schedules—such com-

^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^^ overseas markets, as has been
panies to be encouraged and fostered by the Gov
ernment. That rates should be agreed upon and

established in conjunction with other maritime na-

tions and be strictly maintained without discrim-

ination or rebates, but without Government con-

trol. Leases to prohibit, however, exorbitant

rates or discrimination. That the smaller and

slower vessels might be handled as "tramps"

])referably by shipping companies, but so con-

trolled as not to demoralize or discourage estab-

lished rates or lines. That the navigation laws

of the United States should be changed to enable

American ships to operate in competition with

those of other nations and at the same time pro-

vide for such wages and quarters as would tend

to attract and encourage American boys in seeking

a career on the sea. That the Government in some
way should ' ffset existing differences by other na-

tions by mail subsidy, allowance in leases and/or

other means.

big percentage of London and Hamburg's busi-

ness?

Answer: Unanimously in favor but a few

thought American shippers and ship owners would
work this out themselves and that Free Ports

would tend to develop this.

Digest of All Replies

Taking all replies the opinion seemed to be that

the ports and their facilities of the United States,

as a rule, were entirely inadequate for a very large

expansion in foreign trade. That in order to com-

pete with other nations proper docks, warehouses,

loading and discharging appliances should be am-

ple and of the most modern type, as ports were

just as competitive as steamship lines, railroad

lines, etc. That to utilize the vast Merchant Ma-
rine being built, special efforts would have to be

made to secure a large amount of trans-shipment

tonnao-c which could onlv be done with a system
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of Free Ports. That the large European ports
owed their growth and ])rosperity very largely to

the facilities and low cost of handling they af-

forded.

Banking—At Home and Abroad

Question: is it not vitally essential that Ameri-
can banks be jirovided in foreign countries? Do
you consider this can best be done by the Federal
i-teserve Bank, or by individual banks, or by com-
binations of national banks?

Answer: Seventy per cent favored American
banks, either combination or national or individual

banks.

"A" Because the resident managers would have
more liberty of action and seek trade.

"B" Because they would encourage investment
of American capital.

'C" Because European banks in foreign coun-
tries while controlling the finances exerted a con-

siderable influence in favor of the merchants of

their own nation.

Thirty per cent favored the Federal Reserve
Bank establishing branches in the leading cities

of the world.

"A" Because they were more apt to give the

same service to all.

"B" Because they could operate on a smaller

margin.
Question : Do you not believe some arrange-

ment should be made whereby
local reserve banks can realize,

through re-discount at Federal

Reserve Bank, on advances made
to shippers on documents, and
not necessitate the local banks
carrying this burden during the

time required for collection?

Would not such an arrangement
give a much greater leeway to

the local banks and, in conse-

quence, facilitate such transac-

tions?

Answer : Unanimously in fa-

vor for the following reasons

:

"A" Because it would go a
long way to strengthen the im-
porter and exporter.

"B" Because it would enable
home banks to carry these ac-

counts in larger quantity. The
foreign customer must be given
reasonable credit and this was
an excellent means of providing
for it without curtailing the
credit of either the exporter or
the local bank.

Digest of All Replies

It was the consensus of opinion that one of the
principal requirements for enlarging our foreign
trade was the establishment of overseas banks in

all the principal cities of the world, whether they
were National Banks or Federal Reserve Bank
-Agencies, Trust Companies or Private Banking
Institutions operating with American capital.

That European nations could trace their their pros-
perity to the fact of having their own banks in for-

eign countries.

The Great Falls, Mont., Com
mercial Club writes regarding
merchant marine matters:

"At the time your question-

naire and letter arrived at this

office we felt that being an in-

land point very little could be

done by the members of the

Great Falls Commercial Club

in securing their interest in the

foreign movement. Since that

time we have been communi-
cating with the office of the

U. S. Shipping Board and have
been further enlightened on
this important subject. After
investigation, we are of the

opinion that a Merchant Ma-
rine Committee should be ap-
pointed in all communities, in

order that they may get an
organization together which in

turn will get behind our new
ships and spread publicity rela-

tive to how many ships are be-
ing built and how many are
flying the American flag."

Merchandising Standards

Question : Do you not think the \arious stand-

ards of quality, etc., as adopted by the leading

countries on the various commodities imported
should be on file and available to the Chamber of

Commerce so that body could pass upon imports
authoritatively, thereby safeguarding importers

and/or foreign shippers as well as facilitating ad-

vances from the banks?

Answer: Fourteen per cent were opposed be-

lieving .individual merchants and the various mer-
chandise associations would take care of it.

Eighty-six per cent were in favor of, with fol-

lowing qualifications

:

"A" Believe the various standards adopted by
producing countries should be available.

"B" New standards should be procured for each

year.

"C" Believe contracts should contain provision

that Chambers of Commerce act as final authority

in case of disputes.

"D" Believe the Department of Commerce is

better (lualified to act than local Chambers.

Digest of All Replies

The consensus of opinion of those favoring the

suggestion was that Chambers of Commerce at the

various large American ports should have on file

and available the various standards adopted by the

countries where the articles in question were pro-

duced.
One per cent thought contracts

covering purchases should con-

tain a suggestion that the local

Chamber of Commerce should
act as a final authority in case

of disputes.

Two per cent believed the De-
partment of Commerce could best

handle this through its various
agents in sea port cities and in

conjunction with local Chambers.

American Chambers of Com-
merce in Foreign Countries

Question : Do you not think

it a wise policy to encourage the

formation of American Chambers
of Commerce in foreign coun-
tries to be composed of Ameri-
can merchants and their repre-

sentatives located in such coun-
tries for the purpose of having a

reliable body to deal with in

cases of dispute or arbitration?

Answer: Eighty-six per cent
in favor.

Fourteen per cent opposed on
the grounds it would insinuate a lack of confidence
in local Chambers.

Digest of All Replies
The majority opinion was that American mer-

chants in foreign countries should get together and
form local Ainerican Chambers of Commerce not
for the purpose of arbitration, but to band to-

gether the interests of .\merican merchants.

Tariffs

Question : Do you not think our tariff svstem
should be so constructed that it could be made a
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"bargaining" tariff to be used in securing equitable
treatment from foreign nations in exchange for

like treatment by the United States?
Answer: Eighty-three per cent believed in a

fair reciprocal tarif? so modeled as to conform to

conditions brought about when peace comes.
Seventeen per cent were opposed without spe-

cific reasons.

Digest of all Replies

There was considerable divergence of opinion in

regard to tariff. Some felt it was purely a political

question. Some opposed reciprocal tariff's, whereas

others favored them. Generally

it was thought the Federal Tar-

iff Commission now investigat-

ing this question could best pro-

tect .\merican interests.

Visiting Foreign Countries

Question : Do you not think

merchants should be encouraged,
and even urged, to send qualified

representatives or go themselves,

to get in personal touch with for-

eign buyers and sellers, with for-

eign requirements and conditions

and to establish proper repre-

sentation?

Answer: Unanimously in fa-

vor. Claimed absolutely neces-

sary to study conditions under
which business is done in vari-

ous countries and methods neces-
sary to employ. Claimed European nations suc-

ceeded on account of their knowledge of foreign

requirements and conforming thereto.

Question : Do you not consider it would be well
to specially call to the attention of manufacturers
in the interior of the United States who may not
be able to visit foreign countries and establish

their foreign trade in a fundamentally efficient

way, as above indicated, the suggestion that they
appoint some one in the American ports as a "man-
ufacturers' agent" to visit the already established,

efficient and highstanding export houses, so as to

avoid the customary losses from guess-work as to
financial ratings, moral risks, technical regulations
as to consular documents, payments, acceptances,
etc., in foreign countries?

Answer: One per cent opposed believing mer-
chant would find the manufacturer.

Ninety-nine per cent in favor. Was claimed
European manufacturers did most of their busi-

ness through export agents.

Digest of All Replies

All replies strongly endorsed necessity for visit-

ing foreign countries personally for the purpose of
learning condition, requirements, establishing rep-
resentatives and coming into persoilal contact with
prospeclive purchasers. All but one believed man-
ufacturerr in the interior should be encouraged to
seek foreign commerce through export agencies
and take advantage of the provisions of the
"Webb" Bill.

Extension i Government Representation Abroad
Question: To you not think our Government

should send coni etent trade representatives to the

Chairman Edward N. Hurley of

the U. S. Shipping Board
writes:

"I have just received a copy
of your circular notice to your
members, imder da'te of Au-
gust 10, togetlier with your
printed statement of San Fran-
cisco business men. I appre-
ciate the magnificent spirit

which your organization has
shown and the able manner in

which you have prepared your
questionnaire. It is work of

this kind which will educate
business men to the necessity
for undertaking export busi-
ness after the war. My only
hope is that you can keep up
your splendid work."

various foreign countries to make reports ; that

the compensation for such representatives should
be suft'icient to secure practical men and give them
ample help? While it may be true many of the

reports now being made are of little value, could
not competent agents gather and send in such in-

formation of value as to what other countries were
doing, samples of articles supplied by such coun-
tries, with prices, etc.?

Answer: Fourteen per cent were opposed on
the ground there were already too many who did

not understand business, engaged in representing

our Government. That the work
could be better done by firms

themselves or through the Con-
sular Service.

Eighty-six per cent favored an

extension of Trade Representa-
tion by the Department of Com-
merce but almost unanimously
decided

:

"A" Higher salaries should be
paid to secure competent and ex-

perienced men.

"B" That proper allowances
should be made for clerical help,

etc.

Digest of All Replies

It was almost the unanimous
opinion that if the Government
would send practical business

men to the various foreign coun-
tries, paying such salaries as

would attract competent men and making such

allowances for clerical help, etc., as might be

necessary it would be of considerable help, but

that to send men not so qualified was worse than

none at all and they did not believe competent
men could be procured for any such salaries as

the Government now pays.

Local Commercial Organizations

Question : Do you not think the Chambers of

Commerce, or similar organizations, throughout
the country should devote more attention to pro-

moting foreign commerce and an interest in it?

Answer : Unanimously in favor and many valu-

able suggestions offered

:

"A" Chambers of Commerce are in duty bound
to try and creat an interest in shipping and foreign

trade.

"B" Moving pictures showing how cargo is

handled in foreign ports and necessity for proper
packing and marking would show manufacturers
the necessity for proper precautions.

"C" Chambers of Coinmerce should encourage
the organization of foreign trade clubs to study for-

eign trade, have well posted men deliver lectures

and generally work up an interest.

Question: Should not Chambers of Commerce
at the seaports use special efforts to bring to the

attention of Chambers of Commerce in the interior

cities concrete examples of the importance of over-

seas imports and exports and shipping to the

healthy financial condition, prosperity and prog-

ress of the country, so that these interior Cham-
bers could see tliat this question, although indi-

rect, is vitally their question as well?
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Answer: Unaniiiiuusly in favor with fcilKiwin;;

suggestions

:

"A" It is a duty of seaport Chambers to try to
create an interest in foreign trade and shipping
in the interior.

"B" They should prepare articles showing the
value of foreign trade and ships with figures indi-

cating its importance.

"C" They should bring to the attention of in-

terior communities the conditions and ojiportuni-

ties in relation to the articles they are ])articularly

interested in.

"D" The decadence of our Merchant ^larine in

the past was due to lack of interest and it is the
duty of Chambers of Comrnerce to overcome this

indifference. Every Chamber of Commerce regard-

less of its location should have a committee to con-

sider foreign trade and shipping, it is a duty tliey

owe the country as well as themselves.

Question : Do you not think these various or-

ganizations should work more closely together on
this question and interchange views and sugges-

tions and use greater efforts in keeping shipping

and foreign commerce before the minds of their re-

spective members and the public generally in their

respective localities?

Answer : Unanimously in favor with following

suggestions

:

"A" The Chambers of Commerce located in the

various seaports should work in very close har-

mony to create a unified national sentiment on for-

eign trade and shipping and help it filter through

into interior sections of the country.

"B" If commercial organizations throughout the

country will work intelligently and persistently to

work up an interest in foreign

trade and shipping it will create

an interest and enthusiasm that

nothing can stop and the future

prosperity of the entire country
will be enormously increased.

Digest of All Replies

The consensus of opinion

seemed to be that Chambers of

Commerce not only should de-

vote their energies to creating

an interest in foreign trade and
shipping but that it was their

duty to do so ; that those located
at seaports should act in har-

mony and work up enthusiasm
in interior cities; that an educa-
tional campaign should be un-
dertaken to show interior manu-
facturers the necessity for proper packing and mar-
keting; to bring to the attention of various locali-

ties the opportunities in foreign countries for their

specific products and the value of foreign trade

;

to start a movement which would gradually grow
and become irresistible of the necessity of for-

eign trade.

The Milwaukee Association of

Commerce has this to say
about Foreign Trade

Development:

"At this time, we can say
that the questionnaire im-
presses us as immensely valu-

able and exceedingly to the
point. Our own foreign trade
development is progres_sing
slowly, and we therefore can-
not venture suggestions. We
will rather take suggestions
from your questionnaire and
for that reason thank you for
the copy that has been mailed

The Citizens' Duty
Question: No matter how well your business

may be going, no matter how well you may be
represented in foreign lands, no matter whether
your foreign business is satisfactory and ample,
do you not think—as a patriotic duty—you should

endea\or to create an interest in foreign commerce
and encourage and assist those who are not so

fortunate to the end that a greater foreign com-
merce may bring a greater measure of prosperity
to the nation as a whole?

Answer: Unanimously in favor and following

suggested

:

"A" Believe various Chambers of Commerce at

seaports should show their members what they are

doing through moving pictures and that these films

be interchanged between the various chambers so
all could learn and profit by what others are doing.

"B" Believe this not only a patriotic duty but a
common sense business proposition and that those
who selfishly refuse fearing competition, should
lose the respect of their fellow merchants.

"C" Believe merchants should take a personal
interest in seeing their employees are encouraged
to learn foreign trade methods, suggest courses of

reading and generally help those under thein.

"D" Believe merchants should encourage the or-

ganization of foreign trade clubs where they and
their employees could hear addresses from well
posted men and foreign visitors.

Digest of All Replies

It was the consensus of opinion that merchants
should both as a patriotic duty and a business
proposition do all in their power to create an inter-

est in foreign trade, encourage and assist their em-
ployees to do the same ; to learn what others are
doing and to eliminate any narrow, selfish policy
and work for the general good of the entire coun-
try which, in the end, would be to their own ad-
vantage.

Final Deductions

Taking into account all the re-

plies received from the "Ques-
tionnaire," from reports of other
organizations. Government Bu-
reaus and other nations, the For-
eign Trade Department submits
the following deductions

:

That an intensive foreign trade
campaign will undoubtedly be
undertaken after the war by bel-

ligerents as well as neutrals;
that the question of raw mate-
rials, cost of manufacturing,
transportation and finance will

undoubtedly be the principal fac-

tors in such campaign.

That with respect to raw ma-
terials the United States will in

some' instances be at a disadvantage; that this
disadvantage might be overcome to a certain ex-
tent by

:

"A" Developing the resources of the Philippine
Islands and other Insular possessions.

"B" Developing and initiating the production of
many raw products and minerals in the United
States and its Insular possessions, and,

"C" By reciprocal treaties with nations having
essential products necessary for our Industrial and
National welfare.

That with respect to manufacturing it is doubt-
ful whether wages in the United States will ever
be as low as in other countries, therefore, it is the
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more necessary for American manufacturers tcj oft-

set this difference by intensi\'e manufacturing", the

adoption of scientific eiificiency methods, the utili-

zation of waste water power and by-products, and
taking advantage of the provisions of the W'ebb-

Pomerene Law.
That with respect to transportation the United

States is in some cases at a disadvantage owing to

the distance from tide-water of many of its manu-
facturing industries; that this could be largely

overcome by

:

"A" Low import and export rates to and from

manufacturing" centers on the one hand and sea-

ports on the other hand.

"B" By such reasonable ocean rates and regular

sailings which taken in connection with low inland

rates would equalize or oft'set any advantages pos-

sessed by other nations.

"C" By developing" and utilizing the inland wa-

terways of the country to the highest possible

extent.

"D" By having the Government write off as de-

preciation in the value of the ships about thirty per

cent per annum until the actual had approximated
the current value of the vessels.

That with reference to financing our overseas

trade—it is opined that the foreign trade of the

United States cannot successfully be developed so

long as it is necessary to operate through banking
institutions of competing countries. If the United
States succeeds in establishing a system of Inter-

national Banking, thoroughly suited to cope with
the new order of things, a great forward step will

have been taken in consolidating" the progress al-

ready achieved through the industrial energies of

our population.

That proper banking laws should be enacted
providing that advances made by banks on vessels

should be an absolute lien on such vessels with
no possibility of a prior obligation. In England
well defined and settled laws are in efifect operat-

ing successfully to the end that such loans are

considered desirable forms of investment.
That the United States Government through its

various departments should use every effort to

build up, populate and develop the Western por-
tion of the country, thereby distributing the wealth,
population and production of the entire country
and by encouraging" manufacturing in the West
and South, materially decrease the present cost of

transportation of the raw products to and the fin-

ished products from the various centers of manu-
facturing.

That the laws of the Lniited States should be so
changed as to avoid political interference, with
large business and that such business organiza-
tions should be encouraged and fostered under
such laws as would prevent injustice to the people
at large while at the same time encouraging the
investment of capital in further enterprises.

Changes Needed in Merchant Marine Laws
That the Merchant Marine Laws of the United

States should be so changed as to permit the suc-
cessful operation of the vast merchant fleet being
constructed in competitirm with other niaritime na-
tions while at the same lime allowing such wages
and conditions as would attract Americans to en-
ter its service.

That our existing educational system along com-
mercial lines is defective, and that reforms in many
directions are urgently needed. There is no more
important national movement than that which aims
to make scientific study directly applicable to prac-
tical life.

That all Chambers of Commerce, Government
Bureaus, etc., should, direct and through the
executives of the respective States, endeavor to

create an interest in foreign trade and shipping
throughout the entire country; should encourage
an educational campaign to instill in the minds
of pupils an interest in foreign countries and travel

and that at least one modern foreign language be
taught. That the Government should procure
moving pictures of foreign countries, their peo-
ple, method of living, means of transportation and
])roducts and that such pictures should be shown
throughout the entire country from time to time
either direct by Government supervision through
the auspices of Chambers of Commerce or other

means.
That the ports and port facilities of the United

States should be improved and e(|uipped with ade-

(|uate docks, warehouses, mechanical appliances,

fueling facilities, etc., to the end that the cost of

handling might be reduced to a minimum and the

time of vessels conserved. That free ports should

be established at suitable ports to facilitate and at-

tract trans-shipping business, thereby attracting

ships of foreign nations, and because in free ports

all freighting operations between car, ship, ware-
house, etc., can be handled much more quickly and
cheaply than under present American port arrange-

ments.
That American capital should be invested in the

development of the natural resources of foreign

countries thereby increasing the purchasing" power
of the native inhabitants and providing greater op-

portunities for selling American products.

That the United States must take its proper

place in the world and discard its previous pro-

vincial policy and that to accomplish this the

people of the interior must be enlightened and

educated to the knowledge that the entire future

prosperity of the Nation will be dependent upon

the part it takes in the foreign commerce of the

world.

A NEW DANISH DIESEL ENGINE WORKS
Much interest has been created on the other side

of the ocean by the formation of a large Danish

concern to manufacture marine oil engines and

build vessels fitted with the latter. The new con-

cern is to be called the New Danish Diesel Engine
Works, and will be established at Frederiksholm,

near Copenhagen. The firm is not a public com-
pany, but represents a combination of the two
largest shipowning firms in Denmark, namely, the

East Asiatic Company and the United Steamship
Company, both of Copenhagen. This combination

for the formation of a motor shipbuilding com-
pany, with such a large capital as $5,500,000, is of

special significance, since both firms are the own-
ers of Burmeister & Wain engined ships, the East

Asiatic Company being owners of motor ships ex-

clusively, and at the present time they have a

larger fleet of motor ships than any other firm.
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The Growth of the Original Southern Cahfornia

Steel Shipbuilding Yard
JOHN F. CRAIG, the active head ot the Lon£

Beach Shipbuilding Company, is the pioneer
in steel ship])uilding in Southern California.

Sir Archibald Denny, of Denny Bros., Ltd.,

of Dumbarton. Scotland, once remarked that three

over by a corporation known as "The California

Shipbuilding Company."
In the spring of 1917 John F. Craig realized that

the market for steel cargo vessels was exceedingly
Ijrisk and the selling prices very attractive from

the building viewpoint. He therefore se-

cured a piece of land directly adjoining the
plant of the California Shipbuilding Com-
pany, organized an executive and engineer-
ing stafif, and built a new yard on the same
general plan as the old. In December, 1917,
he formed the Long Beach Shipbuilding
Company, which took over the New Craig
Shipbuilding Company and the California
Shi])l)uilding Company, and operated both
yards under the management.
The combined yards have, an area of thirty-

one acres and a fine water frontage 2700
feet in length. The ways were constructed
for the side-launching method of erection,

and there are three berths permitting the

construction of four and one-half 425-

generations were required to produce a ship-

builder. Assuming this requirement to be

correct, Messrs. John F. Craig, father and
son, are accredited thoroughbreds in marine
construction, for the Craig Shipbuilding

Company at Toledo, Ohio, saw two genera-
tions of the Craig family engaged in building

hulls. After the sale of that plant, John F.

Craig, Sr., son of the founder of the Toledo
yard, moved to Los Angeles, and in 1907
established a steel shipbuilding yard at Long
lieach. In the new location his sons in turn
became interested and, joining forces with
their father, grew in effectiveness with the

growth of the business and are now an im-
portant factor in the success of the organi-
zation.

Early in 191.t the Craig interests in the

( raig .Shipbuilding CdUipany were taken
el blocks with keelson laid in place. Lower photo

lent scaffold and Bridge Cranes on the Slip Ways.
Long Beach Shipbuilding Company
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of John F. Craij^, chair-

man of the lioard of di-

rectors ; E. C. D e n i o,

counsel ; Thomas Merrill,

general manager
; John F.

Craig, second vice-presi-

dent and secretary
; James

G. Craig, treasurer, and

Lloyd Swayne, mechan-

ical cnijineer.

Veteran

Navigator Ligkt-

house Tender

Ret ires

foot hulls at the same
time. On a large portinn

of this practically contin-

uous building berth there

is a permanent trestle on

the inshore side which
serves the double purpose
of supporting the track

for the bridge crane and
acting as scaffolding for

erection uses. On the

out-board end the crane
bridge is carried on a

skeleton tower, which
travels on a rail laid on
the building berth. The
dual yards are each com-
pletely equipped with ma-
chinery for plate and
shape working and fabri-

cation, and ample provi-
sion has been made inde-

pendently for pneumatic
power tools, oxy-acety-
lene welding and cutting,

forging etc. The large ^ ^ CapUin Wm. F. (Jreg-
and splenduUv-ntted out ^H ^mE^^ ^^M
machine shop 'is common MB^k. * '"'' '"

'''^"''"' "^''"^''

to both yards. Six loco- ^^P^'^^'w^ *'"' '"'''"'' '^^^'^ '" ^^^^ ^^^'

motive cranes are used in ^^R
^

^'''^ '^'* ^'"^ Cnited States

the laying-out and fabri-
^BfaA..^»*' lighthouse department, a

eating parks. Practically .^Hi'l^' ^« few davs ago announced
the whole ground surface i^^^HK .7
r L .1 J u u ^^^^^v '

' ^r his permanent retirement
of both yards has been ^^^^K aWH
paved with asphaltum. ^^H^~' Si ^''°'^ ^^^ *^^"^'^''' ^"""'
This firm has been ^^^A ^^^fer^ .9^i *'''^ fifty-three years of his

awarded contracts by the HHB ^^^^ ^ \ ^HV ^"^^ career, Capt. Gregory
Emergency Fleet Corpor- ^^Bll^ .^^^ ^^ li-is put in most of his
ation for ten 9000-ton and __^^^\'1&W^ ^^^^^^^^^ ,

i i ,^1 ^ u^
1 X. onnr. ^.^^^V VtS^ .^^^^^^^^^^^ time aboard the light-

Five of these '^^^^K^KI^^^^^^^M
latter been ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^H *" '" ^'^'''^'^

^^^^^^^^^^^n^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ many
the ^^^^^^BPS^^^^^^^^^^H ^^^
the ^^^^HS^^^^^^^^^I adventures

^^i*^^^^**^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ undreamed of in the wild-Company, were launched , ,. „ ^ ^,. ,,„,,.,•
,

"^
1 ^ J , ^, J°hn F- Craig. Chairman of the Board of Directors, Long p^f „f ^p„ rnniaiirp'; Re-and completed and there Beach shipbuilding Company, and E. c. Denio, Counsel

'"^'^ °^ ^^"^ romances. Ke

is now on the ways a cently the veteran took

steel steamer 265 feet long, 3200 tons deadweight the lighthouse tender "Columbine" to the At-
capacity, designed along the lines of the S. S. "El Ian tic, where she became a dispatch boat for one
Dorado." This latter ship is to be equipped with of the North Atlantic fleets allied with the British

iSabcock & Wilcox water tube boilers and triple squadrons in blockading Germany. Capt. Gregory
expansion engines. participated in this venture for three months, after

As now organized, the executive staff' of the which he was orilered to Washington for retire-

Long r.each Shipbuilding Company is composed ment.

provided by the progri



Congressman Kahn on ForeignTrade and the Merchant

Marine
POLITICAL .and economic observers have re-

peatedly said that it is to be expected that

any and all serious questions of national or

international welfare and procedure sliould

progress in their development by more or less

regular stages of transition in the popular mind
of the people. Perhaps four stages of progress

are definite enough to classify : 1st—The period of

inception or establishment of the question ; 2nd

—

the period of wide-spread public discussion ; 3rd

—

the gradual transition from words to action, and
the 4th—or period of action and application.

The present national Maritime and Foreign

Trade subjects ofifer a current example of the gen-

eral working out of such a formula. Nationally

and internationally we have recognizably passed

through the first or introductory period ; the prob-

lems are with us, we have seen their beginnings

and have observed their growths. So much is

definite and conceded. From this it is but a step

to the second period, that of wide-spread public

discussion, and it is easily

this phase of the Mari-

time and Foreign Trade
questions that we have
vividly, not to say ram-
pantly, in our midst now.
Merchant Marine and
Foreign Trade matters
leaped at one bound from
a dark pocket in the na-

tional wardrobe into the

brightest "place in the
sun." The question is, and very properly so, de-

veloping a luxuriant growth of words. There are

as many offerings of opinions, solutions, modes
of procedure and panacea of all ills in the ship-

ping world, invited and uninvited, as there are

minds to think and mouths to speak. All of which
popularity augurs well for the eventual rational

solution of the various big phases of the maritime
question, for it patently is a stupendous national

issue, and as such will reap nothing but good from
a public well informed. It may be safely as-

sumed that a public talking is also a public

• thinking.

Nevertheless an observer of this present phase

of the matter might be forgiven for unconsciously

likening the flow of words and rolling oral verbiage

to a smoke screen within which the real and
definite subject loses itself. Maritime and For-

eign Trade have sufifered from and are still labor-

ing under a policy of too much generality and not

enough of definiteness. In other words the third

and fourth phases of the question are not arrived

at swiftly enough.

In this connection the recent public utterances

in San Francisco of Congressman Julius Kahn,

California's abfe and nationally respected member
of the lower house, are of interest. Not spoken

officially, but as one man of business to a group

of his kind, they have the virtue of definiteness

and soundness, and while the Congressman touched

only details of the main issue, his words are im-

jjortant in their indications of the mental attitude

(jf at least one concededly important national law-

maker.

Congressman Julius Kahn of California, known
nationally for his far-reaching work in the House
Committee of Military Affairs, gave the follow-

ing interview on a recent flying visit to San
Francisco. Coming from a lawmaker of national

importance, his words herein are worthy of

every citizen's thought.

In speaking of foreign trade de\-cloi)ment and

attendant subjects he said:

"Many American young men will now avail

themselves of the opportunities in the consular

service. Now that we have won this war, the

future of the new trade with foreign countries is

to be the paramount issue. Our young men are

going to prepare themselves properly to represent

the United States in foreign parts, and one thing

I am sure of—we have to teach the coming gen-

eration more of the languages than we have here-

tofore, and the young American will have to ap-

ply himself in studying them. I consider Spanish

and at least one Oriental language as a part of

the necessary education of a cultured gentleman,

and here in California especially this is true, as

our greater trade is to be with the Orient and

Spanish-s])eaking countries.

The American consul is to have a standing he

has never had before, and our flag will be more
respected everywhere than ever before. In every

foreign land where the

American flag waves, it

will be an emblem of

protection to all Ameri-
cans.

Men have been enter-

ing the consular service

for years, first from po-

litical appointment, and
by Civil service since

1908, but very little is

known of the service and
very little interest has been taken in it by the

average American young man. But now it will be

a new career for him.

"The pay is very good, but to make this branch

of the Government service truly sticcessful, the

American young man who thinks of entering it

must not do so because he thinks it is the only

avenue open to him. He must enter it with the

idea of making it his life's career, and honest,

conscientious work will be rewarded with pro-

motion.

"To bring our consular service up to a proper

standard our future consuls must study languages

as well as international and marine law. They
must be adaptable, be able readily to understand

people and be able properly to maintain the posi-

tion which their official capacity gives them.

"The consular salaries were standardized at the

time the service was put under the Civil Service.

Other countries standardized this part of the ser-

vice at the same time. Instead of the consul re-

taining all his fees as his salary, he is now paid

a flat salary, which is fixed according to his post

and oft'ice, and all the fees are sent to the depart-

ment at Washington.

"The diplomatic service, which is separate from

the consular service, is notoriously underpaid. In

most instances you will note that the diplomatic

positions are filled by men already known in the

iDUsiness and professional world as men of wealth.

Many people will recall that when David Jaync

Hill was appointed to the embassy in licrlin, the

Kaiser objected to him strenuously because he
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was a comparatively poor man, although he was
most talented.

The service is being improved yearly, and it is

a service in which the young American can dis-

tinguish himself."

In other words, it is recognized that the con-
sular service is a business service which should
be operated only by trained business men if we
are to compete with the rest of the world in buy-
ing, selling and moving goods.
On the subject of maritime laws, Kahn had this

to say

:

"We can't go back to the old conditions. For
ward and onward will be the motto of every civ-

ilized nation. Fortunately we are going to have
some American ships after this war. The prob-
lem is to retain them under the American flag.

But you can't e.xpect our ships will be run under
the American flag if conditions make it impossible

to compete with the merchant marine of the world

;

so we will have to change our laws relating to the

merchant marine.
"Mr. Hurley has gone to Europe to get the

nations of the world to agree on a program that

will be fair to all. I wish him unbounded success.

It will be a triumph for America if this program
is put through. I, for one, hope we have learned
some lessons from the past, and will enact wise
legislation to keep the starry banner at the mast-
head of American shipping in all the seven seas."

Speaking further of ports, port customs and
practices as a vital factor in trade development
with reference to all ports in general and to San
Francisco in particular, he said

:

"One of the great problems in the San Fran-
cisco harbor is the matter of charges. The navi-

gator is not going to a harbor where the cost is

so high it won't pay him to enter. They tell me
the charges for fresh water in this harbor are

exorbitant. If so, they should be reduced, even
though the community had to pay the excess.

Pilotage is said to be too high. The pilots should
be paid good salaries for their hazardous work
out of the public treasury, rather than be allowed
to rely upon fees. That is the general trend of

legislation.

"The world is depending on good harbors. On
my first visit to Europe they showed me with
great pride the harbor of Antwerp. Compared to

ours it is nothing. The little harbor of Hong-
kong I saw filled with shipping, but we seldom
see any vessels in our wonderful bay here. The
Panama Canal probably will be opened up after

the signing of peace, and the great benefits we
all felt would flow- to us l)y reason of it will read-

ily be seen.

"We must make this port attractive to the sail-

ing master. Then it will be a gold mine. It would

mean the expenditure in this port of millions of

dollars a }'ear.

"This city by the western gate is one of the

few places in the world where there are so many
natural facilities. It was destined by God to be

a great commercial port. \\'here God has done

so much, surely man can do his mightiest to make

it still more attractive."

Fire Protection of Port of Seattle Terminals
By G. F. Nicholson, Chief Engineer

THE timber type of wharf should be protected
with all the latest fire protection appliances

that can be used to good advantage and the

sane should be taken care of in a thorough
and systematic way. The Port of Seattle terminal
sheds and warehouses have been made as fireproof

as possible. Automatic sprinkler systems have been
installed, so that not only the insurance rate is re-

duced materially, but a fire is given little chance
if the sprinkler system is in proper working order
and performs its functions. Automatic sprinkler
and fire-alarm systems have been installed in every
transit shed and practically every warehouse of the
Port of Seattle. Fire walls have also been pro-
vided below the dock surface every 100 feet with
fire manholes installed midway between them in

order to allow for the use of the bull-dog nozzle of
the fire department from above deck. As called for

by ordinance, a complete fire wall, together with
rolling steel or metal covered door, has been in-

stalled every 500 feet, together with fire curtains
at 100 feet intervals. Fire hose and fire extinguish-
ers, pyrenes, etc., have been used in a liberal man-
ner, and signs noting the location and directions
form an important service in the use of the fire-

fighting apparatus. There are also steamboat and
fireboat connecions. The concrete warehouses are

each provided "ith a roof tank for furnishing a

secondary source of supply in case of breakage in

the city water mains. The open wharf at Smith's

Cove terminal has a number of monitors high

enough to be above piles of lumber or other sto-

rage and so located that every square foot of open
wharf can be reached with a stream of water. This

complete system of fire protection not only serves

as insurance against fire, but also effects a large

reduction in the insurance premiums, both on the

structures and the goods. The local building de-

partment of the city has recognized the impor-

tance of the addition of such fire-fighting appara-

tus, and as a result of the installation of our ecpiip-

ment, new ordinances have been put into effect

in order that wharf sheds and warehouses on the

w^aterfront would be less hazardous to fire.

Recently the Port Commission has installed at

all terminals a system of flood lights, in order to

safeguard properties against acts of violence. In

this way the water area alongside wharf and land

area to the rear of facilities has been lighted in

such a manner that any boat or person could be

seen by the watchman or guards at a great dis-

tance. This is the cheapest protection for water
terminals, since if the water area were not lighted

in this way, a dozen watchmen on a long wharf
would not be as efficient as one watchman with

the aid of the flood lights. .\ny boarding up of

the piles in order to protect docks would be very
expensive, and the cost of maintaining the same
would be exceedingly high. After the war period
this system of lighting will be continued in order

to protect terminal propert)'.



American Diesel and Surface Ignition Engines
By Philip Lane Scott

Tl 1 1\ Diesel and surface-i,i;'nilion cnL;inc' in-

dustry holds an unusual position anions;- our
Commercial undertakings, as they are wholly
foreign in source and their develo])ment in

America is still influenced to a considerable extent

l)y both foreign capital and ideas. The four or

five best known Diesel engines in this country were
constructed under patent rights secured from devel-

opers in Sweden, Holland and Germany. Drawings
and technical assistance were in most cases su]jplied

with the license. We have shown much apathy in

regard to the development of a distinctly .\merican

type of Diesel engine. Only one concern has built

a successful engine of this type upon wdiat can be
called an American design. It is interesting to note
in this connection that the workmanship on this

American engine is quite as fine as on any foreign

machine, although the careless comment is often

heard that we cannot build the Diesel engine be-

cause too high a grade of workmanship is recjuired.

It is not at all true. A good Diesel engine does not
require a higher class of workmanship than a good
steam engine ; but a poorly designed one nearly
always will recjuire it.

The development of the surface-ignition engine

is not so discreditable to us. Although most of the

surface-ignition engines built in America have come
from foreign design, yet there are se\eral that are

truly American products.

There are in America about six firms of impor-
tance making Diesel engines and perhaps twice that

number making surface-ignition engines, which de-

serve consideration. The output of one of these

plants is about 70,000 horsepower per 3-ear for ma-
rine service, but most of them do not approach
that figure.

There has been, during the last vear. an increase

of applications for licenses and developed marine
designs from foreign concerns. One foreign licensor

has granted rights to two of our largest shipbuild-

ing concerns. Several firms have developed marine
engines from their former stationary oil engines

during the past twelve months and two of them
have attacked the work with their entire energy.

It is not desirable now to make public much in

detail regarding the newer and therefore more in-

teresting improvements, but it can be mentioned
that a surface-ignition engine has been produced
within the last year which develops fifty per cent

more power per cylinder than has heretofore been
obtained. It has a direct fuel injection system (no

air compressor) and yet the fuel consumption com-
pares very favorably with any Diesel engine.

Further that a Diesel engine has been developed
surpassing the previous American mark for horse-

power per cylinder by 100 to 200 per cent, and that

work of much promise is being done on an engine
having two pistons and a movable cylinder head
between them, as a cylinder unit. This requires

five crank throws, but mav permit the production
of far greater horsepower in a given space. And
finally, that much time and effort are being given
by one of our noted inventors to the study of ex-

panding the working gases in more than one

stage. In short, we are waking up, and our good

engineering record as a nation will surely lie im-

proved through the present efforts.

It should be remembered that, in mechanics, the

.\merican has an intuitive mind, while the German

(who has done most of the work in developing the

Diesel engine) in deductive. So it is that (Germany

cannot boast of many important inventions. The

Diesel engine and the Roentgen ray are among the

few, whereas the list of American great inventions

is long and imposing—the telegraph, the phono-

graph, the telephone, the torpedo, the machine gun,

the powered and controllable aeroplane, are some

examples. But we have been singularly apathetic

as to the development of many of our great inven-

tions and have thus discouraged inventors, often

driving them to other countries for recognition.

But to return to the general features, good and

bad, in the design of American Diesel engines. The
more important points only will be considered, since

it is not within the scope of this, article to cover

the subject in detail. We have represented now in

.America adaptations of three Swedish, three Ger-

man, one Danish, one Dutch and two English de-

signs, among the more successful engines, and

we have about half a dozen good developments

of our own.

.\mong the Diesel engines, no two stroke cycle

engine built here now can be said to be entirely

satisfactory, but there are a number of very good

four stroke cycle engines. Among the surface-igni-

tion engines there are more two stroke cycle de-

signs than four stroke cycle, which is due to a less

strict demand for high efficiency. The general rela-

tion between two and four stroke cycle, as regards

power for a given piston displacement per unit

time, is 1.5 to 1 in favor of the two stroke cycle.

The ratio is theoretically two to one, but poor

scavenging in the two stroke cycle reduces this

very materially.

Under general constructive features we may con-

sider first the crank shaft, built up, or solid, in a

single section, or di\'ided into two or three parts.

For crank pins under eight inches in diameter the

crank shaft should unquestionably be solid and the

built up shaft is not often considered for pins under

ten inches in diameter. In the large sizes the built

up shaft is not only successful but almost the only

profitable means of commercial production. Shop
facilities have a very direct bearing on this prob-

lem, for the equipment for forging large shafts is

expensive and the work is cumbersome, while many
shops can readily handle the individual parts re-

quired for a built up shaft of large diameter, and
a lathe of sufficient size to handle the completed
shaft is the only special requirement. No keys or

pins should be used in the built u]) construction,

for a good shrink fit will not require such assist-

ance, and no key or pin will hold a poor fit. Alore

important, the key or pin creates a point or line of

incipient failure. Most of our engines have solid

shafts, since large cylinder diameters or long strokes
are not common. The shafts are usually secured
from concerns specializing in this work. The solid

shaft is the better but more expensive construction.

Regarding the division of the crank shaft into

two or more sections, this is highly advisable for
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both manufacturing and repair reasons, in six and

eight cylinder engines. There is one prominent

builder, however, who insists upon the one piece

shaft, his stand being that it is the duty of a prop-

erly designed shaft not to break. Unfortunately,

we cannot always know what the inside of our

steel is like, nor can we prevent occasional explo-

sions of some violence in the cylinders. Crank

shafts are liable under normal service to failure,

though it is a rare accident, and it is a serious mat-

ter at sea to dismantle an entire engine and handle

a full length shaft. The divided shaft is clearly

advisable against that difficulty, as well as for ordi-

nary handling; and, also, it is cheaper to construct.

The two halves should be made symmetrical if pos-

sible, to reduce the number of spare parts required.

The American designer adheres to the sectional

shaft and some have kept the matter of symmetry
in mind. Often the air compressor cranks are on

a separate section to preserve this symmetry.

The bed-plate and housing bring up this same
problem of division. In marine service, lightness

coupled with great rigidity is essential. The heavy

foundations possible in stationary work are, of

course, not found on shipboard, but for six and

eight cylinder engines, and even for four cylinders,

the bed-plate becomes, as a single casting, extremely

heavy and clumsy to handle, and also expensive to

cast. We have, therefore, generally adopted the

practice of dividing both bed-plate and housing.

(Occasionally the housing is a single casting on a

divided bed-plate. A properly designed, bolted and

centered joint can be made almost as rigid and
strong as a solid casting. The same builder who
jirefers the solid crank shaft prefers also the opf

piece bed-plate and housing. Another manufacl
urer divides his bed-plate and housing into one sec-

tion for each two cylinders. This is partly ex-

plained by the fact that the engine operates on

the two stroke cycle and employs the step piston

for scavenging, so that one cylinder receives its

scavenging air from the adjacent cylinder. This
makes a complete unit of two cylinders.

Cylinders should be constructed with separate

liners, even in small sizes, for one of the principal

causes of cracked cylinders is in the stresses result-

ing from casting, and from the extreme tempera-
ture differences during operation. The opportunity

for this stressing is increased to a dangerous point

in attempting to make the liner and jacket in one
piece. If the head is a separate piece, then the

liner and jacket are tied together at the top and
bottom. The liner always expands more than the

jacket and induces tremendous stress at the dan-

ger point— namely, the wall of the combustion
space. If the head is cast integral with the liner

and jacket to avoid tying the liner and jacket to-

gether at the circumference of the combustion
space, as has sometimes been recommended, then
the stress is thrown on a much more unfortunate
part—namely, the valve openings. We, in Amer-
ica, adhere in general to the separate liner, almost
entirely so in large sizes ; but a few firms make
the castings integral in cylinders even o\'er twelve
inches in diameter.

The cylinrler head has been one of the most trou-

blesome parts. .\ cylinder head must have free

and generous water passages between all valve

openings and possible bolt holes. Very often, in

the desire to get large valves in the cylinder head.

the water passages were too much restricted, with

the natural result that the circulation was cut off

or greatly reduced at some points and failure soon

occurred. "Mud pockets" must be avoided. In a

way similar to that in which a steam boiler will

give way when sediment collects at a point over

the flame, so the cylinder head will crack if the

cooling action of the water is interfered with by
sediment. A heavy flange is often the cause of

failure, since the metal absorbs more heat than it

can get rid of, increasing its temperature to a

point where the expansion becomes excessive. We
have begun to appreciate these pomts and nearly

all recent designs have provided for proper water
circulation and have avoided the tendency toward
undue storage of heat. The water passages some-
times connect the head with the jacket directly

through the flange in order to keep this member
cool. There is now one successful cylinder head

with seven valves of good size. This shows that

the problem is not insurmountable.

The pistons have been another cause of discour-

agement. If a high compression and output are

desired for a given cylinder size, then the pistons

must be cooled—at any rate those over fifteen

inches in diameter. If one is content with mod-
erate compressions and output, then the pistons

need not be cooled, even in large diameters.

There are now at least two firms securing close

to 200 horsepower per cylinder who do not cool

their pistons, but moderate compressions are used
and the jacket is carried well down the side.

\\'ater cooling of the pistons can only be de-

scribed as "frightfulness." The' linkage required is

always complicated and there is always leakage.

The water usually finds its way into the crank-pit

and makes the oil unfit for lubrication. We are

generally content to be moderate in our demands
and not cool the pistons.

The lubricating systems are force-feed for the

higher speed engines or where the utmost relia-

bility is desired, and gravity feed for the slower

speed, and, in general, for the larger engines. The
latter system is more economical of oil, but one
member to be considered with gravity lubrication

is the wrist pin. Sometimes grooves only are cut

in the ])iston walls and ducts drilled to the pin.

In other cases a slot is cut in the piston and oil

squirted into it through the cylinder wall at the

proper point in the stroke. Either scheme is open
to the serious objection that the moment carbon

appears in the oil on the cylinder wall it will pass

into the bearing and score or cause overheating.

The wrist pin carries the highest bearing pres-

sure and has the least motion of any of the prin-

cipal bearings. It should, therefore, receive the

best lubrication. With the gravity system it is

possible to make use of the centrifugal action on

the up stroke of the connecting rod to force oil

up a tube attached to the rod and thence to the

pin. There must be, of course, a check valve in the

lower end of this tube. This is one solution of the

difficulty. We are inclined to use the gravity sys-

tem wherever possible, and this must, therefore,

receive close attention in an engine so equipped.

The air compressor is a topic demanding too

much space to be considered in detail here. We
use both two and three stage compressors, and,

with but few exceptions and those on very large

engines, they are directly connected to the crank
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shaft. For pressures near and above 1000 i>i)unds

per square inch, three stage compression is more
reliable. Inter and after cooling' is essential, par-

ticularly to avoid the danger of explosion. Many
accidents have occurred here and abroad due to ex-

plosions in the compressor and air lines. If lubri-

cation is too generous the air compressor is noth-
ing more than a small Diesel engine, but with very
much higher pressures we are inclined to use auto-

matic [loppet valves, although they are extremely
noisy and decrease the volumetric efficiency of the

compressor more than the plate or finger valves.

The latter have met with considerable success

abroad. The final solution of the air compressor
will lie its elimination. It absorbs from four to

eight ])er cent of the total horsepower and is one
of the greatest sources of trouble. Excellent prog-

ress is being made toward this end.

In the matter of valves, there seems to be very

little unity of judgment. There are, in American

Diesel engines which have this arrangement. This

is the simplest scheme possible, but the two stroke

cycle engine does not develop sufficient additional

power over a four stroke cycle engine to compen-
sate for the high fuel consumption and difficulties

with scavenging, especially in large powers. In

one of the Diesel engines mentioned, a cut ofi' valve

in the scavenging ducts is necessar}'. In Diesel

])ractice we see more of the five vertical valves in

the head than any other arrangement and in the

surface-ignition designs the single fuel valve with

port exhaust and scavenging is commonest. The
elimination or simplification of the cam - shafts,

push-rods and rocker arms necessary to operate the

valves, by the Mse of the fuel valve only, is a great

advantage. The engine mentioned which had eight

valves per cylinder required seven cam and auxil-

iary shafts, and on one shaft there were eight cams
per cylinder to operate six of' the valves in the

head. But this is an extreme case.

designs, both horizontal and vertical valves and
anywhere from one to eight in number for one
cylinder. There are a few examples of multiple

\'alves—that is, more than one valve for either ex-

haust or intake—and there is one example of auxil-

iary valves outside of the exhaust ports and one
example outside of the scavenger ports. The sim-

plest arrangement for a four-cycle engine is one
exhaust valve, one intake valve, one fuel valve, one
air starting valve, and one safety valve. There is

one four stroke cycle engine which has two ex-

haust valves, two intake valves, one fuel valve, one
air valve, one air starting valve and one safety valve
all in the cylinder head and also an auxiliary ex-

haust valves, two intake valves, one fuel valve,

one air starting valve and one safety valve all

in the cylinder head, and also an auxiliary ex-

gines which have only one valve, the fuel valve,

in the cylinder. Exhausting and intake of air are

accomplished by means of ports. There are two

. The overhead cam-shaft with vertical valves is

usually the simplest construction, although the ten-

dency in this country is toward the cam-shaft at

the base of the cylinder operating the vah-es thru

push rods and rocker arms.

Fuel valves, the injection of oil and the shape of

the combustion space are related subjects covering

too much ground to be treated in detail here. In

general the "closed valve" for air injection is used
in this country. In this type both oil and air lie

behind the needle valve. Upon opening the needle

valve the air blows the oil through atomizing plates

and the nozzle, usually a bell-mouthed aperture
of very small diameter. There are many ingenious
schemes in use in this country for aiding in the

pulverization of the oil, but a great deal of this

work has been paper theorizing. A newlv devel-

oped surface ignition engine was mentioned which
holds great promise. The success so far obtained
has been the result of open-mindetl and thorough
study of injection conditions.



Shipbuilding m British Columbia

As recently as June, 1''17, uhen the Founila-

tion Company oi liritish Coluniljia, Ltd.. a

sub.sidiary concern tn the Foundation Com-
pany of New York and Montreal, and con-

trolling vast engineering- and constructional enter-

prises in the United States and Canada, undertook

to build wooden steamships of 2500 tons register

to the order of the Imperial Munitions Board, prac-

tically the whole of the Songhee Reserve consti-

tuted a barren and unproductive area. Here a ship-

Bayly Hipkins. Fourth Vice
'resident of the Foundatior
:ompany and Manager of theii
iterests on the Pacific Coast
-aunching scene at the Vic
aria yard cf this company.

at N'ictoria. It is pr(_)posed to complete this large

Contract within fifteen months, and, with a view

to facilitating construction, some -1000 men will

ultimately be employed at a weekly ])ayroll of

SI 7.5.000.

Two four-way }'ards, known as Point Hope an<l

Point Ellice, are being utilized for the handling of

the new contract, and the eight shipways will be

continuously occu])ie(l until the twenty ships are

completed.

The plant and equipment have been purchased

outright by the Foundation Company from the Im-

])crial Munitions Board, and a two-year lease of

the shipbuilding sites has lieen secured from the

British Columbia government. By its acquisition

of the Point Hope and Point Ellice shipyards, the

yard hjr construction of wooden vessels was pre-

pared, and construction followed at once, the first

wooden steamer, the "War Songhee," being laid

down August 2nd, 1917, and launched in 120 work-
ing day.s—a very creditable record for a new yard.

The other four hulls followed in rapid succession,

the "\\'ar Nanoose," last of the five, being launched

September 9th, 1918.

Coincident with the completion of the Imperial

Munition Board's contract, the ]'"oundation Com-
pany, on .\!!L;ust 20th last, secured an order from

the French _'<,\-ernment for the construction of

twenty 3000 '<jii full-powered wooden steamships

company now controls the most up-to-date wooden
shipbuilding plant in ISritish Columbia. In fact,

there are few, if an_\', better equipped on the entire

Pacific seaboard.

Twenty days after the nc\\' contract had ].)een

signed in New York Ijy the F'rench High Commis-

sioner, the first keel was laid down at the Point

Hope ])lant. Twenty thousand people participated

in the memorable event staged on September 9th.

The keel-laying ceremonies were inaugurated at

the Point Ellice yard, where Hon. John Oliver,

I'remier of British Columbia, and Dr. Simon Tol-

mie, member for Victoria in the federal parliament
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at Ottawa, iiulult;ed in a spike-driviuiJ' contest, in

which both displayed colisiderable prowess. Ad-
dresses deaHiig with the significance of the occa-
sion were delivered by Baylj' Hipkins, vice-presi-

dent and Pacific Coast manager of the Foundation
Company ; Premier Oliver, Dr. Simon Tolmie, Hon.
John Hart, minister of finance for British Colum-
bia, who played a conspicuous part in the negotia-

tions which resulted in the landing of the contract

at Victoria ; A. E. Todd, mayor of Victoria ; Ca])t.

llirsch, representative of the French government,
and French Consul A. O. P. Francis. A big fea-

ture of the celebration was the appearance of the

Portland shipyard band, and the debut of the V'ic-

toria shipyard band.

Immediately following the keel-laying at the

Point Hope plant, the wooden steamship "War
Nanoose," the last of the vessels built by the com-
pany for the Imperial jMunitions Board, was launch-

ed. A pleasing feature of the launching was the

adoption of the ancient but picturescjue Japanese
custom of releasing carrier pigeons from the fore-

tinn of twenty shi])s on the eight ways in fifteen

months—a tall order in view of the fact that it

took the Tacoma yard of the company eighteen

months to build the same number on ten ways.
The Foundation spirit has caught on in Victoria,

and othpr yards will have to look to their laurels.

E\'erything points to efficiency, and speed-up is

the popular slogan.

Two experienced shipbuilders are in charge of

hull construction. Kenneth Macpherson, who hails

from the world's hub of shipbuilding, the Clyde, is

yard superintendent at Point Hope, and Bill Mc-
Gregor, who formerly had charge of the construc-

tion ships at Portland Portland, has the Point El-

lice plant under his wing. The company is pitting

the two four-ay yards against each other with the

object of promoting friendly rivalry, and with the

o])posing yards operating at the highest pitch of

efficiency, it naturally follows that the competition

will be keen.

Eight keels are already down, and the square

framing is well advanced on the initial hulls. The

castle head, and the strewing of flowers overboarc

as the traditional bottle of champagne was smashed

across the bows, signalizing the departure of the

ship on her downward course.

The Victoria organization is a live one. with H.

15. Pickering, a shipbuilder of wide experience in

both wooden and steel ship construction, in charge

of both plants. Mr. Pickering is a wizard of organ-

ization who is out to make the Victoria plant sec-

ond to none on the Pacific Coast. The Victoria

manager is an enthusiastic shipbuilder, and his en-

thusiasm is infectious. Since taking over the reins

of office, he has made himself solid with the work-
ers, who have become thoroughly inoculated with

the speed-up serum. The program of the Founda-
tion Company in \'ictoria calls for the construc-

schedule as outlined calls for the launching of two
hulls in January, and stibsequently a new vessel

for France will take to the water every two weeks.
The steamships building at Victoria will be 293

feet over all, 47.6 feet beam, 21-9 feet deep, and will

have a deadweight carrying capacity of 3000 tons.

The propelling power will consist of twin triple-

expansion engines of 550 horsepower each, giving

an ordinary sea speed of eleven knots. A distinct
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feature in the construction of these boats will be

a reinforcing center-line steel truss running fore

and aft, and extending from keelsons to deck. The
vessels will be completed and equipped with ma-
chinery at the company's yards at Victoria. Pref-

erence will be given to local engineering plants

for the supplying of boilers, engines and auxiliary

machinery, and contracts have already been placed

with various firms so that early delivery of ma-
chinery is guaranteed.
The Foundation 3-ard at \'ictoria has its ship-

yard band, and its own newspaper, known as Ship-

INSURANCE IN RUSSIA
We have received an interesting communication

from Mr. J\I. Fourman, who has now returned from
a mission to Petrograd, Moscow and other Rus-
sian centers of business. Some of the leading Rus-
sian insurance companies operating in this country
felt it was necessary for their guidance that they
should have first-hand information as to the posi-

tion of Russian insurance business under the Bol-

shevist rule ; the extent to which financial disor-

ganization prevails, and the future prospects of

insurance business between Russia and this coun-
try and the Allies. The companies immediately
concerned were the Volga Insurance Company,
Limited, of Petrograd; the Russian Insurance
Company of 1867, Limited, of Petrograd; the

Eastern Insurance Company, Limited; the Com-
mercial Insurance Company, Limited, of Moscow

;

the "Russ" Insurance Company, Limited, of Petro-
grad, and the Russian Mutual Life Insurance Com-
pany, Limited, of Petrograd ; and it was as the

representative of these that Mr. Fourman made
his investigations. A personal visit was all the

more necessary, as, owing to the cessation of all

postal and telegraphic communication between
Russia and this country for some months past, all

the London branches of Russian insurance com-
panies were completely cut olif from their head
offices, and were ignorant of their present situa-

tion. The commissioner reports that on arriving

in Petrograd and Moscow he was pleasantly sur-

prised to find that all the Russian insurance com-
panies were carrying on their business free from

Above rudder of steel boiler plate and 14'6' propeller

manufactured by Yarrows. Ltd.. of Esquimau B C for

the "War Nanoose." Right "War Nanoose" taking to the

water at Point Hope plant.

yard Shavings published weekly by the emplo_\ees.

The object of the newsy organ is to boost fellow-

ship and promote co-operation between employee
and emi)lover.

CONCRETE SHIPS TO BE BUILT SOON
The work of pouring the keels of the concrete

ships at the new concrete shipyards at Government
Island will begin before the end of the month, as

the yard is nearly completed, including the various
shops and warehouses. The first ship will be a

7500-ton cargf) carrier, and work will start on a

second ship in!"x-diately. The yard force at pres-

ent comprises 600. and a physician and full hospital

equipment have been installed.

any interference from Bolshevist reformers. In

fact, Russian insurance business, he says, is at pres-

ent the one bright spot in the Russian business

situation. The escape of Russian insurance com-
panies from the "control" of the Bolsheviks, who
controlled to the death many other branches of

Russian commerce and industry, can, Mr. Four-

man says, be easily explained by the fact that the

insurance companies act as guarantors of vital in-

terests of millions of Russian citizens and thou-

sands of public institutions, and that, in the at-

mosphere of uncertainty and anxiey existing in

Russia, the need for their services and the scope

for their useful activities were never so great as

at the ])resent moment.—From "The Syren and
Shipping."



Side Launching of Ships on the Great Lakes
(Read at tlie twentj-sixth geiier meeting of the Society of Naval

(lelpliia, Xoveniber 14 and
Architects and Marine Engineers held in Phila-

15, 1918)

By Edward Hopkins, Member

TIIE preparation of the

s^Tound for building ships

that are to be side launched
is much the same as for ships

built for end launching, with the

exception that, the ship is on
a level keel when building. This
is considered by lake shipbuilders

as a great advantage, not only
for general accessibility and the

saving of scaffolding, and block-

ing, but everything is plumb from
the keel, which being level no
rake has to be considered.

As most of the ships are built

on permanent berths, and as

these berths run from 80 to 100 feet in width, this,

with the inclination of the ways, usually from 1J4
inches to I^ inches to the foot, assures a height

of keel blocking from 4 to 5 feet, which gives

good working room under the ship's bottom.
There are no extensive launching calculations

required for side launching. The accompanying
plates illustrate how uniformly the ship is borne
at all periods, and the time from releasing of the

vessel until afloat is so short that no undue stress

is placed upon the structure. Of course the neces-

sary calculations for stability after launching is

determined, no matter what method is adopted.

Side launching is especially adapted for repair

yards where the graving dry docks are used for

launching ships.

The methods used and arrangement of the build-

ing berths for side launching are, for all practical

purposes, the saine in all lake shipyards. The
methods and arrangements used by the Toledo

Shi]:)building Company are taken examples in this

description. The berths used are of the usual

type, with piling and timber shoring stringers, and

supports for the ground ways, which are usually

of oak or fir. They are placed between the keel

blocks about 10-foot centers, extending from the

inside bilge to the water's edge.

On the concrete ground ways the lower half

is covered with oak flitch six inches thick, form-

ing the ground way. The upper half is of the

usual size timber launching way and is hinged

about the center i)f the berth, so that it can be

dropped down until needed fur launching, giving

free access to the space below the ship's bottom.

The arrangement of the ways and launching

tables are for a ship of 3,500 tons deadweight,

of the type now building by this company for

the Emergency Fleet Corporation. The dimen-

sions of the ship are as follows : Length overall,

261 feet; beam, 43 feet 6 inches; depth, 21 feet.

The length and beam are the maximum that can

go thniugh the canals from the lakes to the sea.

While the time required for side launching is

very sh(jrt, the launch is much more spectacular

With the advent of iron and
steel shipbuilding on the Great
Lakes, together with the fact

that the location of most of the

yards was not advantageous for

end launching, though occasion-

ally small vessels are launched
endwise, side launching has
been adopted and has contin-

ued to the present day, and is

receiving consideration and has
been adopted in some new
yards that have been estab-

lished outside of the lake dis-

trict.

than an end launch, there being

usually a drop of from one to

three feet oiif the end of the

ways.

In a recent launching in one

of the lake yards, the drop from

the end of the ways to the w^ater

was only one inch less than four-

teen feet. No damage resulted

to the hull structure.

About three weeks before the

date set for a launch the ground-

ways are placed, and a week
later the packing is placed under

the ship. The triggers and dag-

gers, two sets at each end for a

ship of this size, are put in position a week before

the launch, and three days before launching two

patent key-blocks are placed under the keel at each

end, these being the last keel blocks left under the

vessel and assist in relieving the stress on the

triggers until the last moment.
The triggers are levers, two at each end, pivoted

against chocks secured to the groundw^ays. Dag-

gers or shores extend from a point on the trigger

just clear of the chocks to the ship. At the other

end of the triggers, bights of rope are turned, ex-

tending back and fastened to piles or other secure

anchorage. These ropes are cut with axes by
men when signaled. The triggers and daggers

drop away and the ship is free to move.

The signal device used consists of three vertical

semaphores, pivoted to a platform located at each

end of the ship, on the lower or water side of the

building berth and clear of the ship's way, in sight

of each other and also in sight of the men who are

to cut the ropes, holding the triggers.

About half an hour before launching, the wedg-
ing up or rallying is started ; first on the upper or

land side until the shores drop out, then on the

lower side until the shores drop out; then again

on the lower side, rolling the ship so that the keel

blocks can be easily removed. The patent or key-

blocks, as before stated, are removed last.

The first of the semaphore signals is dropped
when all the shore and keel blocks are out, the

second when the key blocks are out. Usually, at

this period of the operations, the ship has moved
a little, wdiich is followed uj) by the jack shores

fitted at each end of the ship. If she has not

moved, the jacks are worked until she moves. The
ship is now ready to let go, and the last signal

is dropped to cut the ropes, which is done simul-

taneously at both ends.

The data from launch of the 3,500 deadweight

ton ship are as follows : Declivity of ways, 1 '/i

inches per foot; launching weight, 1,170 tons; area

of sliding ways, 289.5 square feet ; tons, weight

per square foot, 4 (will go as high as ') to 11 on

large ships) ; time from start to leaving ways, 6..i

seconds; velocity in feet per second, 9.08 feet.
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Loss of the "A. J. Fuller"

OX October 30, last, at about 1 :30 a. m., tlie

ship "A. J. Fuller", while moored at Munic-
ipal Buoy No. 2 in Elliott Baj^ (Seattle),

was run onto and sunk by the Japanese
tteamer "Mexico Maru", then on passage from
Seattle to Tacoma. There is the usual conflict of

testimony by the witnesses on either side, one side

claiming that the night was clear and the lights on
either side of the bay could be clearly seen, while
on the other side it is claimed that the weather
was hazy and that those on the ship should have
rung a bell or made some noise to indicate her
presence. The fault for the collision will be set-

tled by the courts for the owners of the ship and
her cargo have libeled the "Mexico Maru" for the
sum of $750,000, claiming for the value of the cargo
and the personal effects the sum of $500,000 and
for the value of the ship $250,000.

The ship was built in 1878 and had a deadwieght
capacity of 2600 tons. She was well kept up and
despite her age was considered more staunch than
the "record built" ships which are now being turn-
ed out under Government contract.

The loss of the cargo, aside of the money value,
is very serious. Nearly one million cans of salmon.
a large part of whicli had been commandeered by
the Government, and 4000 barrels of salt fish, is not
to be lightly considered in these days of conserva-
tion of food products, when it is necessary to feed
not only ourselves and the allies, but the starving
people of our erstwhile enemies.

The prospects of salvage are not bright. The
shi]) has been located at a depth of about forty

fathoms of water, a depth in which divers cannot
work, but there are many with methods which
"cannot fail" who are making proposals for the

salvage of ship and cargo, and it is anticipated at

this writing that some "no cure, no pay" contract
will be accepted by the underwriters and the own-
ers. If so, it will he on such terms that, should
the contractors be successful, thev will probably
reap a reward commensurate with the risks they
will run.

One interesting test was made to ascertain the

l)robable damage to the canned salmon by the

pressure of the water. Three cans were sunk to

a depth of twenty-five fathoms, and on being
brought to the surface the sides of the cans were
found to be badly dented, but the soldered seams
around the top did not open. It is claimed that
at a depth of twenty-five fathoms the cans have
suffered as much as they would at a depth of

forty fathoms, as the contents had become so dense
as to make of the can and contents nearly a solid
body capable of withstanding a much greater pres-

sure, but this is doubtful. The pressure at a depth

of twenty-five fathoms is about 66 pounds per

square inch, while at a depth of forty fathoms the

pressure would be over 100 pounds per square

inch, and t'iat additional pressure would, of neces-

sity, have ; '-oiisiderable effect. However that

may be, slioui'. th - ':argo be recovered, there will

uiiildubtedly be a c r.siderable salvatre.

Wreck of the "Princess Sophia"

THE Br. Str. "Princess Sophia", bound from

ports in Southeastern Alaska for Vancouver,
went ashore on the morning of October 24 on
V'anderbilt reef, near Sentinel Island, Alaska,

and after laying there for about forty hours slid

off into deep water and sank, carrying with her all

of her passengers and crew, numbering over 300,

not one of whom survived. This appaling loss of

life makes the tragedy the worst that has happened
on this coast, and the fact that there was not a sin-

gle survivor gives to it an unique horror, in that

relatives and friends of those lost can never know
just how or why death came.

The steamer ran ashore at about 3:10 a. m. on
October 24, during a heavy gale which was driv-

ing before it a blinding snow storm. She appar-

ently rested solidly on the reef, for the messages
received from her by wireless stated that there was
no danger of her sinking or sliding off into dee]i

water. Several launches were at the scene during

the forenoon, and while it might have been possi-

ble to have transferred some of the passengers
during that day it would have been extremely haz-
ardous and lives would undoubtedly have been
lost, for the gale still continued, and from the po-

sition in which the steamer lay on the rocks it

would have been impossible to launch boats either

on the lee or weather side and to launch them
from bow or stern with the sea sweeping by would
have placed the passengers apparently in much
greater danger than they were while while on
board. During the 25th the gale and sea increased

inviolence and a heavy snowstorm prevailed. The
ship had not been moved from her position, was
apparently firml}^ fixed, and no effort was made to

transfer the passengers, as it appeared to those in

the vicinity almost certain death to do so. The
first intimation of any serious trouble was at about
4:50 p. m., when a wireless call was picked up that

the steamer was foundering. At that time it was
too stormy and thick with snow for any of the

small boats in the vicinity to atteiupt anv rescue
or even to find the wreck.

No messages have been published to show that

the steamer was pounding on the reef. Evidently

she was, for at 8:30 p. m. on the 24th the lights

went out, stated to have been caused by the break-

ing of the main steam throttle, which would indi-

cate that she was at least straining. Reports re-

ceived showed that she was not making any water
the first day. The sudden end certainly shows that

she must have strained badly, and on the rising

tide during the afternoon of the 25th she must
have pounded so heavily as to seriously damage
the bottom as well as the tank tops, thus allowing

her to fill quickly. When the rescue boats could

get near enough to pick up the bodies still afloat,

large (|uantities of fuel oil were seen and the cloth-

ing that covered the bodies was saturated with the

nil. 'iliis perhaps caused the death of some who
might otherwise have survived, but it is doubtful

if any could have withstood the icy cold water or

ex])osure to the freezing atmosphere.

'i"he storv as to how the accident occurred will
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never be told. But whether ur not the captain was
running at too great a speed in thick weather;

wliether or not he over-run or under-run his course

;

whether or not some current set him out of his

reckoning, the fact remains that a friendly light

might have l^een the means of indicating to the

master his position and thus avoided the accident

entirely and saved the many lives that were lost.

The inside passages of -Alaska make one of the

most beautiful pleasure trips to be found through-

out the world and are a lure to many travellers.

Trade with Alaska is growing steadily and traffic

is greater each succeeding year. Too many acci-

dents and tragedies have occurred in Alaskan wa-
ters through the lack of lights and other aids to

navigation, and Alaska, as a valuable territory of

the United States, Alaska as a producer of wealth
in food and mineral products, Alaska as a source

of pleasure to many people, not only of the United
States but of the world, should and must have the

best aids to safety in navigation that the United
States can furnish. Alaska cannot be reached by
rail routes, and its water routes should be most
carefullv safeguarded.

GASTON, WILLIAMS & WIGMORE SECOND
ANNUAL REPORT

In submitting to the stockholders the second an-

nual report of the company, the board of directors

desires to call attention to the policy which has

been adopted by the officers of the corporation.

Russian accounts amounting to $1,751,309 have

been written ofif. This action was taken after care-

ful consideration of the unsettled conditions ex-

isting in Russia.

During a large portion of the past fiscal year

the operations of the company have been restricted

by its careful and willing compliance with those

governmental regulations which the participation

of our country in the war has made necessary. It

is to be anticipated that these conditions will con-

tinue with increasing severity until peace is de-

clared, and it will therefore be our aim to carefully

conserve the resources erf the company in the most

liquid condition possible.

The following items showing the volume of the

company's business during the period from May 1,

1917, to April 30, 1918, are presented for the in-

formation of the stockholders. The total volume
of export and import sales of Gaston, Williams &
Wigmore, Inc., amounted to $57,537,991.06. Un-
filled orders at the close of the fiscal year totalled

$16,727,942.20.

The issue of $2,500,000 of Iwnds of Gaston, Wil-

liams & Wigmore Steamship Corporation mention-

ed in the last annual report has been paid in full

by that company during the year.

Los Angeles Maritime Activities
Shipping

WITH peace in close view, shipping men
everywhere are laying plans for securing

foreign trade, and Los Angeles as usual is

very much alive to grasp her opportunity.

Importers, traffic managers, dock superintendents
and shipbuilders are all united to exploit the trade

with South and General American ports which was
prior to the war almost a German monopoly. One
company announces that during the last month
some 4000 tons of freight for Southern ports has

been handled over its wharf.

J. E. Marshall, traffic manager of the Outer Har-
bor Dock & AVharf Company, was unusually op-

timistic over foreign trade prospects, declaring that

within the next eight months steamers from every

port in the world would be arriving and departing

from Los Angeles.

"There is," said Marshall, "an excellent op-

portunity at the present time to further develop

our trade with Mexico, Central America and South
America." The export trade is growing. Los An-
geles merchants have had representatives in Latin

America, and many orders for various lines of mer-

chandise are being received through their efforts.

Many German firms in South America are being

forced into bankruptcy by the prejudice against

their nationality, and Los Angeles will get its

share of their business. Cargoes of cement and
])(itash manufactured here have lieen shipped.

Shipbuilding

Fred Baker, president of the Los Angeles Ship-

building & Dry Dock Company, announces that

Fred A. Gardner of San Francisco, although still

interested financially, has retired from active man-
agement, and that the administration of the com-

l)any is being thoroughly reorganized.

Dredging for the new $1,000,00 dry dock in the

West Basin is well under way. One million, three

hundred thousand cubic yards of silt are to be

moved to make room for this much-needecf im-

provement, w'hich will be able to dock vessels up

to 10,000 tons deadweight. Harbor engineers are

now constructing bulkheads to retain the silt pump-
ed from the basin by the United States Govern-
ment dredger. The necessity for a dry dock in

Los Angeles harbor has been steadily growing,

and this project was financed by local capital, the

only government aid being an appropriation to

cover the expense of dredging. The steamer Fair-

haven put into port last week with the Mexican
steamer Morellos in tow, and had to leave port

with her tow for San Francisco, because there was
no dock here of sufficient capacity to handle the

damaged vessel. This is only one such incident

out of many that serve to show the disadvantage

of insufficient eciuipment at deep water ports.

The Los Angeles Shipbuilding & Dry Dock Com-
pany has made an appropriation of $20,000 for a

Y. M. C. A. building for employees, and one thou-

sand of the men have agreed to give their time

in the construction. A building committee has

been appointed, preliminary plans prepared, and

work will start immediately.

According to the survey of housing condition."-

made by the United States Department of Labor,

there are over 500 men, women and children living

in tents in the vicinity of the harbor district, and
more than 10,000 men spend two and a half hours

daily on the cars. These conditions are caused by
scarcity of houses. Many large projects to relieve

this condition are now under way, and before win-

ter the housing of the shipbuilding employees will

l)e in much better shape.
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I n the story by Moses,
Xoah, who evidently

knew enough about
shipbuilding to be able

to carry out the inter-

est and meaning of the
order as it was given to

him, is represented as receiving
the specifications for this great an-

tedeluvian ship from the great Architect
jf the Universe Himself; the simplicity and

'clear descriptive expression might be copied with
advantage by naval architects of our time. "Make
thee an ark of gopher wood, rooms shalt thou

make in the ark and shalt pitch it within and
without with pitch. And this is the fashion

which tliiiu shalt make it of. The length of

the ark shall be Three Hundred Cubits (450)

feet) the breadth of it Fifty Cubits (75 feet) and
the height of it Thirty Cubits (45 feet). A win-

dow shalt thou make in the ark, and in a cubit
shalt thou finish it above; and the door of the
ark shalt thou set in the side thereof. With
lower, second and third stories shalt thou make it."

It has been sometimes suggested, and we often

see pictures originating in the suggestion that the

ark was a huge raft, with a superstructure or

house built on it, of the dimensions given in the

specification, like the house boats we tise today.
There is not the slightest reason that I can see

for concurring with this suggestion. On the con-

trary, the Genesis account of the structure of the

ark is so perfect in detail, that we have no right

to suppose that the specification of the most im-
portant part of it, the supposed raft to which its

power of floating would have been due, would
have been omitted. Moreover, the whole account
reads for just what it is, a very correct descrip-

tion of a ship-shaped structure. The ark was a

vessel of such dimensions that the mere fact that

it was constructed argues a very advanced knowl-
edge and experience in the constructive art on the

part of the contemporaries of Noah.
Let us see what we can make out of the speci-

fication for building this great ship. "Make thee

an ark of gopher wood." We cannot say today
just what kind of wood this was. When Aloses

read his story first to the Hebrew people they

must have known what was meant. They were
acquainted with the boats used on the Xile. some
of which were of considerable size, and the suit-

ability of the wood was accepted l)y them and

needed no comment. For a slii]) that was to

be adrift on an ocean for about a year, with
considerable of a load to carrv, the structure

—
II immmmm..^_m«^f^''^'^'^''^

ElWiiillli^'

The architcc. who built this ark
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must liave been of a substantial character, requir-

ing a large amount of gopher wood near the, place

where Noah built his ship, figuring a reasonable
thickness of skin and scantlings of timbers, beams
and planking for the

three decks. Noah had
to collect for this un-

dertaking 4,153,500
feet of gopher wood.
"Rooms shalt thou
make in the ark."

There would be a num-
ber of family rooms
necessary between the

u ]) p e r and shelter

decks. Then between
the main and upper
decks there would be
accommodation for the

many different kinds
of animals representing
the living creatures oc-

cupying that part of

the world that man
had been able so far

to bring under his do-

minion. \Vhile the

lower between decks
and the hold would be
fitted to receive the

stores necessary for a

year's subsistence for

stich a living cargo.

All this subdivision
was necessary not only
for convenience and
comfort, but to give
the necessary strength
to the structure as a junk might have lightered the

whole.
"And shalt pitch it within and without with

pitch." This, I figure, required about five hundred
tons of bitumen. This would suggest the Chal-
dean country as the site of this shipbuilding enter-

prise. In the Chaldean account of the ark on the

tablets recovered from the ruins of Nineveh, the

ark is also coated with bitumen or pitch, of which
there was an abundance in that country, although

the Bible account would indicate that the ante-

deluvian people lived to the

northeast of the Euphrates

valley.

The specification next
gives the fashion and di-

mensions of the ark—length

450 feet (taking the cubit

at 18 inches), breadth of

beam 7S feet, height 45 feet.

The word height used in

the specification is taken by

those who suppose a great

raft with a house on it to

mean the height of the

house. No naval architect

would make this mistake, if

the depth of hold had been

given, measured from the

shelter deck down to the inner skin of the bot-
tom, the word depth would have been used, but
the dimensions here given is what the naval archi-

tect calls the moulded depth, which is measured
up from a level line

under the bottom to

another level line from
the top of the deck,
and is really the height

of the ship.

The precise shape of

the ark has been the

subject of no little

controversy. The He-
brew word for it is ap-

parently Egyptian and
is translated in the

Greek version by the

word for a wooden
box, chest or cofifer.

Whoever has seen an
Egyptian mummy
knows that the cofifin

or chest in which it

lies is like a long boat,

and has near the pro-

portions of the ark.

At the time of the

truce between the
Spaniards and the
Dutch in 1609, there

lived at Hoorn, in the

North Holland, a Men-
nonist, Peter Jansen,
by name, wdio took the

notion that he would
build a ship of the
same proportion as

Noah's ark, onlv small-

NOAH & SONS, LIMITED, SHIPBUILDERS
First Emergency Fleet Corporation

(With Editor's Apology to Walt Whitman)

Five thousand years before the times of

Hurley, Schwab or Piez, Old Noah built a

record ship from wood of gopher trees. Asso-
ciated on the job were Japhet,,Ham and Shem.
To till their contract took some "pep," but it

was up to them. Far greater architect had they
than Ferris, Hougli or Ward, no board inspec-
tors e'er disturbed the men in Noah's yard.
If Union Labor at this work got seven cents
a day. they thought old Noah quite an ass for

giving them such pay. She was not burdened
with a name from Mrs. Wilson's Sires: no
charming maiden at her bows a champagne
bottle fires. And yet from off her ways she
floats with eighteen thousand tons and all the
bold progenitors of Allies and of Huns. If

hull of U. S. Shipping Board this record can
dispute, let her get up full head of steairi, we'd
like to hear her toot.

er, that is, 120 feet
long, 20 feet beam and 12 feet high. While it was
building everyone laughed at him, but Dutchman-
like, he kept sturdily on, and found in the end
that it justified his expectations, for when launched
it proved to be superior to any of the other ships
of the time. The result was that the Dutch built
many others like it, calling them Noah's Arks—in

fact they have been the typical canal boat ever since.

It is also a curious fact that our modern dread-

noughts are practically the

same dimensions as Noah's

Ark only with sharper ends,

as they have to make great

speed, wdiile Noah's ship

had only to drift. The fin-

ished weight of Noah's Ark
with clean sweeped hold, if

I am correct about the

thickness of materials in the

hull, would' be about 8,300

tons, and if her ends were
shaped as I think they

were, she drew 9 feet 2

inches light and if loaded

to 30 feet draft, which,

would leave 15 feet free

board, she would take a
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deadweight cargo of 18,500 tons, while her gross

register tonnage would he ahout 14,000. This

would appear to he ahout right for the work this

ship had to do.

"A window shalt thou make in the ark, and in

a cubit shalt thou finish it above." This is a

specification of the type of window that Xoah was

to fit for the rooms in the second and third stories,

or between decks—the size 18 inches square is

just right for a room on the upper decks in a

modern ship. "And the door of the ark shalt thou

set in the side thereof." This is the cargo port,

and would be large enough to pass any animal

and all stores reipiired. This vessel was to he

loaded in the shi])builder's yard, did not require

to be launched, so this cargo port could be placed

below the main deck, with a gangway from the

ground at such a slope as to make the handling

of the cargo easy. This providing of a cargo port

in the side of the ark has always been to me an

evidence of wisdom in the design. This, coupled

with the fact that the dimensions are such that

the weight of stores in the hold could he worked
out as time went on and still the great stability

of the ark would make her safe, has always been
a wonder to me. "With lower second and third

stories shalt thou make it." I have always figured

that the bottom of the ship was three feet in

thickness, that she had 21 feet depth of hold and
10 feet between decks, which would make the

lower second and third stories as required.

George C. V. Holmes in his book on ancient

and modern ships says that if the date usually

assigned for the Deluge be accepted as correct,

then pictures of vessels have been discovered in

Kgypt immensely older than the ark, and he gives

as the most ancient mention of a ship in the
world's history as found in the name of the Eighth
King of Egypt after Mona, the founder of

the royal race. This king was called Reton,
which signifies the "prow of a ship," which
he thinks would indicate that there were ships
in Egypt between the years of 5000 and 6000 B. C.

There is no doubt but .^^^ that the
Egyptians early learned

boat building, but what
may be accepted as

for the first King of

flood must be plac

date. Inthetablr

scended from
the tenth
Mizrain,

the art of

ever date

correct
Egypt, the

ed at an earlier

of nations de-

Xoah. as given in

chapter of Genesis,

rhe name of the second

son of Ham, the son of

Xoah, was that given to

"the two Egypts" from

the oldest times among
11 Semetic nations. Se\en

laces or sons are given to

Alizrain, all of whom repre-

sent the people that settled

Egypt and Xorthern .\frica.

\s to the date described to

Mena or Alenes, Bocckh gives

the (late of the reign of Menes,

who 1^ universally recognized as

the hrst King of Egypt, at 5702

years before Christ. Unger, another

great German scholar, preferred the

year 5613 15. C. Marietta Bez strikes off

the odd centuries and places Menes 5004

years B. C. Masporo thinks the year 4500

aliout the proper date. Depsius and Ebers, mas-

ter and disciple, both famous Egyptologists, think

that Menes reigned 3892 years B. C. The Cheva-

ier Bunsen at first gave the year 3623 to him, but

ater thought the year 3050 more correct. Dr.

liirch, head of the Egyptian Department in the

British Museum, says about the year 3000 B. C.

Mr. Reginald Stuart Poole, devoted to Egyptian

studies in the British Museum, thinks the proper

date to be the year 2717. While Sir G. Wilkin-

sen, whose great book on ancient Egypt entitles

him to the highest consideration, agrees in the

main with Poole, ascribes the accession of Menes
to the year 2691 B. C. These are all distinguished

in their special line, yet there is a difference of

over 3000 years between their estimates, as if

some future historian should say that Mr. Roose-

velt was in Egypt during the time that Great

Britain was guardian of that country, while an-

other e(|ually famous historian should claim that

Mr. Roosevelt was a strong advocate of the jus-

tice of the cause of his friend Moses, and would
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use his influence with IMiaraoh tn have the lie-

brews set free. So that it may not he necessary

to set back the date of the flood or the building of

Noah's big ship in order to agree with the things

that happened in Egypt after Noah's grandson and
his seven great-grandsons settled that country.
Moreover, Egypt,
like ^the o t h e r

great nations
originating" in the

cradle of the hu-

man race, had its

story of the flood

that had come
with the first set-

tlers of the land

and the disper-

that took

after the

l)ut the

that .Moses

of and the

that Xoah

sion

l)lace

flood,

flood

tells

ship

built argues a

very adx-anced

knowledge a n d

experience on the

part of its builder

and his contem-

p o r a r i e s w h o

must have work-
ed on the ship.

However little

they may have credited his story of the coming
deluge, disaster came to them because they could
not believe in the wisdom of building ships or any
profit in it to the builders. The inability to under-
stand the need of ships is an antedeluvian folly

that may end in disaster to us.

This article first appeared in the Sunday "Ex-

aminer" several years ago and on account of the

])rominence of the author as a naval architect and
marine engineer caused a great deal of discussion

among Pacific Coast mariners. We are reprint-

ing it now, first, because it is in line with several

popular feature articles which we have been run-

ning in the past

isues and a con-

tinuation of which
we have in mind
in future num-
bers, and second-

ly, because it has

a direct bearing

on the attitude of

the popular mind
toward the pro-

gram of wooden
shi])building. We
are being told by
every one who
does not know
anything about
shipbuilding ex-

cept what they

have read in the

newspapers that
wooden shipbuild-

ing is a failure.

That an antedi-

luvian patriarch

could five thou-

in dock sand years ago,

without modern
tools, cranes, the aid of steam, labor unions, or

even the United States Shipping Board, build a

wooden hull capable of carrying 18,000 deadweight

tons proves that the wooden shipbuilding industry

is well worth considering as a factor in the carrv-

ing trade of the world.—Editor.

San Francisco Port Changes
The i)ort of San Francisco is to be opened to

the maritime commerce of the world on a free ship
basis on January 1, 1919. All berthing charges
against the ship now in vogue are to be removed.
The charge is to be put on the cargo. Existing
cargo tolls of five cents a ton will be raised to fif-

teen cents a ton.

The programme of a complete revolution of the

port system of revenue, in practice since San Fran-
cisco was a seaport under Government operation,

has been announced by the State Board of Har-
bor Commissioners.

Regular steamship lines, foreign, off-shore and
intercoastal, are to be assigned permanent berts

only upon the condition that they shall maintain
not less than eight regular sailings a year, or at

least twelve unscheduled vessels in the trade. That
class of shipping is to benefit from a lower rental

charge by reducing it about one-fifth the existing

dock rentals.

The change to be effected, according to the Har-
bor Board, will appeal first to the great fleet of un-

assigned ships, looking the world over for freight

charters and always attracted to the port, all things

else being equal, which relieves the ship of the bur-
den of port costs.

In the same connection the Harbor Board will

put into effect new rules concerning cargo handling
on the docks calculated to reduce to a minimum the
dangers of congestion, while measurably increasing
the efficiency of the pier system of the port.

To that end and following largely the line of

recommendations made by a special committee on
port charges and revenue recently made to the
board, there will be instituted a new plan of cargo
demurrage charges. Steamships will be required
to discharge or load a minimum of 500 tons daily,

excess time demurrage to be charged in the form
of rental for dock use. Cargo is to be removed by
consignees as soon as discharged. After five days
demurrage will be charged against coastwise cargo
and after ten days from discharge of ship on off-

shore and foreign cargo.

Application of the rules and regulations touching

the removal of delayed cargo on docks will be made
more drastic by the board in the reorganization of

the entire port charge system.



Ox payc 7i of the Pacific Marine Review, Oc-
tolier issue, there are the following figures

:

The berthing frontage of San Francisco
waterfront is about twelve miles and roughly

7,500,000 tons of vessels were accommodated in

1916. This may mean deadweight tonnage or

something else, but it may serve as a basis for

approximating the tonnage transferred.

Twelve miles ecjuals 63,360 feet, which, multi-

plied by 500 (tons), gives 31,680,000 tons which
it is possible to transfer yearly. Dividing this by
7,500,000, the present tonnage, would indicate that

with the berthing frontage, it would be possible

to increase the present tonnage capacity of ' the
waterfront by about four.

The ratio between improxed berthing frontage
and those unimproved given is about three or four

to one—that is, 500 tons to 150 tons. Probably,
if the actual useful working berthing frontage was
measured, and the short heads of slips and ends
of narrow piers, etc., not availaljle for berthing,
were subtracted, it would be shown that the pres-

ent actual tonnage was not far from 150 tons per

linear berthing frontage per year, while it is known
that 500 tons are possible.

San Francisco, therefore, has a possible trans-

ferring tonnage capacity of between 22,500,000 and
30,000,000 tons per annum instead of 7,500,000 tons.

The berthing frontage, or th-e pier waterfront, is

ample.
By installing a sufficient number of external

cranes for transferring and internal cranes for

handling to prevent pier area congestion, there can
be attained this 500 tons per linear foot per year.
San Francisco is only about twenty-five per cent

efficient. There should not be less than eight ex-
ternal cranes per berth, six each of 2>4 tons, and
two each of five tons capacity. One or two cranes
per berth are of little value. If there are four
hatches to the ship, three hatches would be idle or

inefficiently worked.
The 120 acres of pier area, considered in con-

nection with twelve miles of berthing frontage,
indicates that while the berthing frontage will ac-
commodate 160 ships of a certain length and ca-

pacity, yet wii'' the present method of handling
on the piers thei. is only room for the full cargoes
of about 90 vessels, tiering to the usual height of

five feet. -Theter 'ling capacity is therefore nearly
double that of the v.ier area holding capacity.

If external traveling gantry jib cranes are in-

stalled so as to unloaci che cargoes three times as
fast as at present, or that three times as many

ships can berth in a definite period of time,- then
480 ships can be berthed, while only the cargoes
of 90 can be placed on the piers.

By tiering with overhead cranes with adjustable

loops which do not occupy any floor space in their

operation, so as to increase the holding capacity-

by four, and by removing the cargoes within twen-
ty-four or forty-eight hours from the piers by drays
and the cargoes over the ship's sides upon lighters,

the berthing and holding capacities can be balanced
and the pier area congestion will disappear.

When the tonnage of the port begins to rise

above 20,000,000 tons annually, then the construc-

tion of new piers or quays is unavoidable. There
is now an excess terminal capacity, provided proper

facilities are added.

The above conclusions are only another way
of expressing what has already been demonstrated
in the excellent reports of the civic and business

organizations of the citv of San h'rancisco.

Rogers, Brown & Company, importers and ex-

porters, with headquarters in Seattle, announce
that after November 1, 1918, the address of the

New York office will be changed from 1916 Corn
Exchange Bank building to 44 Cedar street. New
York City. The phenomenal growth of the busi-

ness in New York made necessary immediate ad-

ditions to the working force and this branch has
now 1,100 square feet on the fourteenth floor at

the above address. The tremendous development
of the New York ofYice of Rogers, Brown «& Com-
pany is best shown by the fact that it was estab-

lished in May of this year. The personnel was
composed of Mr. Fred M. Chapman, manager, and
a stenographer. At the present time the work-
ing force consists of Mr. Chapman, two active

salesmen, three stenographers, and a bookkeeper
and accountant. It is expected that the force

will be further increased shortly in order to take

care of the growing business.

Thorndyke i^ Trenholm of Seattle have increased

their organization so as to include Portland. This
firm is engaged principally in handling the French
steam auxiliary schooners that the Foundation
Company is delivering to the Republic of France,

that templets are brought directly to the park by
an inclined runway, and after using are stored in

a building at head of park. No templet need be
carried more than 300 feet from either mould loft

or laying-ofif park.



The Great Drive on the West Front

DELIVERIES BY SECTIONS FROM
AUGUST, 1917, TO OCTOBER 1, 1918

Vessels

Pacific Coast Shipyards.. 162

Atlantic Coast Shipyards 94

Great Lakes Shipyards 139

Gulf Shipyards 4

Japan Shipyards 9

Total 408

1,149,685

678,090

461,535

14,000

73,052

2,376,362

THE way in which the

West has iiluiiii^ed into

the job of shipbuild-

ing, is one of the in-

spiring things of the war.

When the sudden call came
for this Nation, whose flag

had almost disappeared from
the seas, to build an enor-

mous number of ships and
to build them as quickly as

possible, the Pacific Coast,

which owned but a few ship-

yards, figuratively threw off

its coat, rolled up its sleeves

and went at it.

Up and down its long length of coast line it

could muster only 23 yards. It rapidly established

30 more, brought into the S3 the brawn and
muscle of the Pacific Slope and the result—but
wait a minute.

There were on September 1, 203 shipyards with
1,020 ways in the the country, most of them new,
products of the war. In September the various
yards made delivery of 74 ships aggregating 362,-

635 deadweight tons, a world record. Into this

record stepped the hustling western yards with a

quota of 37 completed vessels aggregating 209,605

deadweight tons, more than the combined output
of the Atlantic, Gidf and Great Lakes shipyards.

"Some of the finest records, perhaps the very
finest, of shipbuilding achievement made since we The Seattle yards of the Skinner & Eddy Cor-
entered this war, have been scored on the Pacific poration lead all shipyards in deliveries of com-
Coast," said Charles M. Schwab, Director General pleted vessels.

delivered at Seattle by the

Skinner & &Eddy Corpora-

tion, on January 5, 1918.

Tliis was the 8,571 ton

"Western Hero," first nam-
ed "Seattle."

On May 18, I'nS, the first

wood shi]) was launched at

Seattle for the board, the

"I'.oulton," 3,500 deadweight
tons, and from the same
yard, that of Meacham &
liabcock, two more were
launched on July 4 of a

deadweight tonnage of 7,000

tons, and the site of thi .

yard was a sand dune on year previous.

On May 27, 1918, Kruse & Banks at North Bend,

Ore., delivered the first wood ship to the Shipping

Board—the "North Bend," 3,500 tons.

As an example of how quickly vessels built on

the Pacific Coast and elsewhere by the board are

placed in service, the case of the "Quidnic," a

3,500 deadweight ton wood vessel built by Kruse

& Banks, North Bend, Ore., is interesting and

characteristic. This vessel was delivered to the

Shipping Board on June 30, 1918, and five days

thereafter, on July 5, was sent to the Hawaiian
Islands to aid in relieving acute shortage on the

islands due to the regular vessels being sent to

the Atlantic.

of the Emergency Fleet Corporation, in his San
Francisco speech on July 4.

"It was out here in the West that speed records
were first made in the shipyards," he said. "Be-
fore the war it took from six months to a year
to build the largest types of steel ships, but the
Pacific Coast cut down this time to 90 days and
then to 55 days."

The San Francisco Shipbuilding Company built

the first concrete ship propelled by steam in the

United States. This is the "Faith," a 5,000 ton

cargo carrier now in service. The "Faith" was

built for private parties and her success induced

the Shipping Board to construct shipyards for the

construction of concrete ships. The board now
has five shipyards for the production of this type

of ship, two on the Pacific Coast, one on San Fran-

cisco Bay and one at San Diego, Cal. The three

other yards are at Wilmington, N. C, Jackson-

ville, Fla., and Mobile, Ala.. The present construc-

tion program provides for 38 tankers and cargo

ships of 7,800 deadweight tons. The first of the

Government built concrete ships is scheduled to

be launched early in December.

At Seattle, on September 16, 1917, the Skinner

& Eddy Corporation delivered the first requisi-

tioned steel vessel taken over by the Shipping

Board. This was the "Jeannette Skinner," a cargo

vessel of 8,660 deadweight tons. The first contract

steel vessel'owned ])y the Shipping Board was also

The Skinner & Eddy Corporation delivered the

first five contract steel vessels to the Shipping

Board, among them the "West Lianga," a freighter

of 8,543 deadweight tons. This vessel was com-

pleted in 78 calendar days, which still stands as

the record of a vessel of that tonnage.

This corporation has built and completed in

less than a year 22 steeu vessels,' 21 cargo and 1

tanker, totaling 194,895 deadweight tons or about

one-eleventh of all the new vessels delivered to

the Shipping Board.

On October 5 the manager of this corporation

announced that henceforth the corporation was
prepared to launch and deliver one ship a week.

From the time the present United States Ship-

ping Board took charge of and established ship-

yards in the United States, that is, in August,

1917, down to October 1, its program of construc-

tion has increased the sea-going American Mer-

chant Marine by -108 vessels of 2,376,362 dead-

weight tons.

Of this tonnage the Pacific Coast contributed

162 vessels of 1,149,685 deadweight tons, or over

39 per cent in the number of vessels, and over 48

per cent in deadweight tonnage.

The shipyards on the Pacific Coast delivered to

the United States Shipping Board in September,

37 completed vessels of 209,605 deadweight tons

—

16 steel vessels, aggregating 134,940 tons, and 21

wood vessels aggregating 74,665 tons—more than

58 per cent of the entire tonnage delivered during
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the month from all the shipyards in the United

States. The Pacific Coast shipyards are located

in three States—Washington, Oregon and Cali-

fornia.

The September deliveries to the Shipping Board

from American shipyards broke all monthly rec-

ords in the history of shipbuilding. There were de-

livered 74 vessels—45 steel of 239,970 deadweight

tons, and 29 wood vessels (including three com-

posite vessels) of 102,665 deadweight tons, an ag-

gregate of 362,635 deadweight tons and one steel

vessel of 6,695 deadweight tons delivered from

Japan, a grand total of 369,330 deadweight tons.

The Pacific Coast deliveries were distributed as

follows

:

In California the deliveries in September were

10 vessels aggregating 74,140 deadweight tons, as

follows

:

San Francisco District—6 steel vessels of an ag-

gregate of 52,340 tons.

Grays Harbor District—3 wood vessels aggre-

gating 10,665 deadweight tons.

Thirty-one vessels of an aggregate of 175,665

deadweight tons were launched on the I'acific

Coast, a vessel a day and one over, in September.
They comprised 13 steel boats of an aggregate
tonnage of 112,500 deadweight tons, and 18 wood
boats of a tonnage of 63,165 deadweight tons. The
vessels were distributed as follows

:

In Washington 14 vessels, 6 steel and 8 wood,
were launched in September aggregating 80,265

deadweight tons.

Seattle District—5 steel vessels of 44,()00 dead-

weight tons and 2 wood vessels of 7,000 dead-
weight tons, a total of 51,600 deadweight tons.

Tacoma District— 1 steel vessel, 7,500 dead-

weight tons, and 4 wood vessels, 14.000 tons, total

21,500 deadweight tons.

(Irak's Harbor—2 wood vessels, 7.165 deadweight
tons.

Los Angeles District—2 steel vessels, totaling

14,800 tons.

Humboldt Bay District—2 w<joden vessels to-

taling 7,000 tons.

In Oregon the total deliveries in September were
12 vessels aggregating 48,300 deadweight tons, as

follows

:

Portland District— 1 steel vessel of 8,800 dead-

weight tons, and 8 wood vessels aggregating 29,000

tons, a total of 9 vessels and 37,800 tons.

Coos Bay District—3 wood vessels aggregating

10,500 tons.

In Washington the total deliveries in Septem-
ber were 15 vessels, aggregating 87,165 dead-

weight tons, as follows

:

Seattle District—5 steel vessels of an aggregate

of 44,000 deadweight tons, and 2 wood vessels, ag-

gregating 7,000 to'ns, a total of 51,000 tons.

Tacoma District—2 steel vessels aggregating 15,-

000 tons, and 3 wood vessels aggregating 10,500

tons, a total of 25,500 tons.

ship "Astri"

In Oregon 9 vessels were launched in Septem-
1:)er in the Portland or Columbia River District,

2 steel vessels, 12,600 tons, and 7 wood vessels,

24,5C0 tons, total 37,100 deadweight tons.

In California 8 vessels were launched in Septem-
ber, 5 steel and 3 wood, aggregating 58,300 dead-

weight tons, as follows :

San Francisco District—3 steel vessels, 33,000

tons, and 1 wood vessel. 3,500 tons, total 36,500

deadweight tons.

Los Angeles District—2 steel \'essels, 14,800

tons, and 1 wood vessel, 3,500 tons, total 18,300

deadweight tons.

Humboldt Bay District—

1

deadweight tons.

The Pacific C(iast is (livi<lei

—districts 7, 8, and 11—the

divided into eleve)i districts

September 1 there were 203

wood vessel 5,500

il into three districts

United States being

by the board. On
completed shipyards

in the I'nited States, 53 being on the Pacific Coast.
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Los Angeles Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Company

THE Los Angeles Shipbuililint;- e\: Dry Dock
Company was organized in April, 1917, for the

purpose of establishing a shipbuilding and re-

pair plant in Los Angeles Harbor. The com-
pany was organized with .Mr. I-"red L. Baker as

president and treasurer: Air. S. L. Xaphtaly, vice-

president and general manager; Air. Fred A. Gard-
ner, engineer in chief; Air. E. AI. Leaf, secretary,

and Air. F. P. Ducklee, assistant secretary.

After a thorough survey of a number of loca-

tions, the present site was selected on account of

its many natural advantages and future possibilit-

ies. The site comprises sixty-nine acres on what
was formerly known as "Smith's" Island, in the

West Basin of Los Angeles Harbor, a marshy
swamp entirely under water at high 'tide. The
]iroblem then presented itself of not only building

a sliipyard and providing" the numerous buildings,

Ijuilding ships, wharves and tools. Init of first pro-

viding the "terra firma" on which to construct

these essential features.

On May 14. 1917, the first contract for eight

8800-ton steel freighters was entered into with the

United States Shipping Board, Emergency Fleet

Corporation. Upon the signing of this contract,

orders were immediately placed with the steel mills

for the recpiired amount of steel materials for the

ships. Orders were also placed for building mate-
rials for the building ships, wharves and shop build-

ings and for the numerous tools recpiired li}' the

various departments.

On Alay 21, 1''17, actual construction work was
commenced on the shipyard site. The property

was surveyed and locations established for the

building slips, wharves and buildings. The first

construction work consisted of building" a retaining

wall along the front of the jiresent building slips,

and on June 8. 1917, dredging operations were
commenced. The dredging in front of the slips

and wharves served a dual purpose. It provided
the necessary depth of water for launching ships

and a deep water channel from the shipyard to the

sea. It also transformed the sixty-nine acres of

marsh land into high, le\'el ground suitable to

carr}' foundations fcir buildings and heavy ma-
chine tools.

On June 1, 1917, the first jiile was drixen for

Building Slip No. 1. Slips Nos. 2, 3 and 4 fol-

lowed immediately, and at the same tin"ie work was
con"imenced on Fitting-out Wharf No. 1.

On June 15, 1917, the engineering force removed
from San Francisco to the shipyard, and, together
with the executive stafif, took up quarters in the

present general office building, which is the orig-

inal construction office with considerable additions

and extensions.

The first carload of steel materials for ship con-

struction arrived in Los Angeles on July 13, 1917.

As the punches, shears and other tools for the plate

shop were not yet in operation, the flat keel plates

for Hulls Nos. 1, 2 and 3 were cut, punched and
forn"ied at the shops of the Baker Iron Works in

Los Angeles and then brought to the shipyard.

On July 23, 1917, the keel for Hull No. 1, S. S.

"Accon"iac" was laid in building Slip No. 1 and ship

building operations were commenced. Keels for

Hulls Nos. 2, 3 and 4 were laid in rapid succession.

the keel for Hull No. 4 being laid August 31,T917.
Construction work was rushed on buildings for

the plate and angle shops and mould loft, and also

for the machine shop, blacksmith shop, joiner shop
and compressor plant. \\'ith the arrival of tools

and equipment, these departments were put in op-

eration and commenced to do their share of the

work of producing ships.

On October 18, 1917, a second contract was en-

tered into with Ihe United States Shipping Board
Emergency Fleet Corporation for the construction

of twelve more vessels identical with those already

under way. Slips^ Nos. 5 and 6 and Fitting-out

Wharf No 2 were constructed and additional shop
equipment obtained.

It was then decided to build main engines f(.)r

the new ships and the present erecting shop was
built as an extension of the machine shop.

On April 1st, a third contract was entered into

with the United States Shipping Board Emergency
Fleet Corporation for ten more ships identical,

making thirty in all.

On December 15, 1917, Hull No. 1, S. S. "Acco-
mac" was launched and completed on May 30,

1918, and on May 31, 1918, this ship started on her

maiden voyage to San Francisco, where she loaded
the greater part of a cargo destined for "Our
Boys" in France. On her way "over there" the

S. S. "'Accomac" called at San Pedro and took

aboard 500 tons of food and clothing, the gift of

the people of Los Angeles to the ])eople of France.

Subsequent reports from the officers on S. S. "Ac-
comac" are to the effect that the voyage was most
successful and that this first ship is one of which
the builders may well be proud.

The keel of Hull No.- 5 was laid in Slip No. 1

immediately after the launching of Hull No. 1 and
the same procedure has followed on the other slips,

the launching of one vessel being followed imme-
diately by the laying of the keel of another.

Today the yard record stands as having built

and delivered eight ships, and they are all busily

engaged in overseas trade. Fourteen vessels have
been launched and keels laid of a total of twenty
ships, and materials are now being fabricated for

Hulls Nos. 21 and 22.

On July 10, 1918, the United States Shipping
Board Emergency Fleet Corporation awarded to

the Los Angeles Shipbuilding & Dry Dock Com-
l^any a contract for ten more ships, making a grand

total of forty vessels for the Emergency Pleet Cor-

])oration.

Great credit is due the men at the head of the

con"ipany, first for the organization and realization

of a company and plant which materialized so

quickly at the call of the Government, and sec-

ondly, for the efficiency of the work which has

been turned out and that which is now in process.

(ireat credit is due also to those heads of de-

|jartnients who through co-operation have assisted

the n"ianagement to bring the company to its pres-

ent S3stem of organization.

S]iace will not permit a description of each de-

partment in detail, and it would be difficult to

select a sin.gle department which has made more
progress than another. The emergency of war con-

ditions, of necessity, created delays, particularly in
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the niacliiiH-ry ei|ui])ment of

the ships, aiul the hernic

measures adopted l)y this

company in that respect are

deserving;' of special mention
and a short description of

the machinery department
will be of interest.

The machine shop and
erecting shop are located in

one building, having" a total

length of 550 feet, which has

a center bay 60 feet wide and
two side bays each 42 feet

wide in the portion occupied
by the machine shop, and
one side bay 42 feet wide in

the portion utilized by the

erecting shop.

The center bay is equipjied

with two twenty-five ton
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'--'^* /^*'^ , Los Angeles Shipbuilding & Dry Dock
Company's shipyard at Los Angeles Har-

5^ bor. Upper. Fabricating park, showing

^ reinforced concrete derrick columns with
4 double booms. Middle, laying out park

and portion of one side of Machine shop.
^^i Lower, launching scene. July 4. 1918.

/ showing two of the three ships launched
on that day.

f-^^^Kmam^^' w^ ^^ .W
oveihead tia\eling cranes,

and one fifteen ton overhead
travelings crane. The run-

way for these cranes extends
through the machine shop
and the erecting shop, which
makes it possible to handle
heavy castings, etc., directly

from the tools in the machine

sho]) to the erection ])latfiirm

in the erecting shop.

The machine shop is equip-

]ied with a very complete set

of machine tools, comprising

lathes, vertical and horizontal

bfjring mills, planers, shap-

ers, slottcrs, drill presses,

grinders and gear cutters.
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together with a very com])lete equipment of special In addition to constructing the main engines for

machinery for tool making. the 8800-ton freighters now building, the anchor

For the construction of the 3500 h. p. marine en- windlasses, steering engines, steam capstans and

gines which are being built for the Emergency condensers are also being constructed in the ma-

Fleet Corporation, a large planer was required for chine shop, this work being accommodated in the

handling the bedplates, columns and cylinders. As side bays of the main building,

it was impossible to purchase a suitable tool in A very large amount of work has also been done

sufficient time for ths work, a special closed planer in the machine shop during the construction of

was built bv the shop itself. This planer has a other departments of the plant. This work has

width of 13 i'eet between the housings and is equip- consisted largely in the making of many small

ped with a 22-foot table and a 35-foot bed. This tools and the construction of a number of steam

tool is now being supplemented

by a 96-inch closed planer hav-

ing a 22-foot table and 35-foot

bed. This tool is also being

built by the machine shop.

There has also been provided a

special radius planer for machin-

ing the Stephenson Links, this

attachment being placed on a 32-

inch open-siile Deitrich and Har-

vey planer.

It was fiiund impossible to

provide suitable boring mills for

boring the intermediate and low-

pressure cylinders of the 3500

horse power engines. These cyl-

inders are respectively 47 inches

and 78 inches in diameter. To
overcome this difficulty, spe-

cial vertical boring rigs have

been built which are bolted tn

the flanges of the cylinders and

are driven by independent mo-

tors. Two rigs have been liuilt

the intermediate cylinders and two for th(

pressure cylinders. 15oth intermediate ant

Thomas J. Allan. Superintendent. Los Angeles
Shipbuilding & Dry Dock Company

tor niachinuu

low-

U)W-

Type of ship bein;^ bii

pressure cylinders have two piston valves and

a special rig has also been provided for bor-

ing the two valve chambers at once. • This at-

tachment is bolted to the flange of the cjdinders

and is motor operated.

hammers for the blacksmith shop
and at the present time work
is progressing on a large set of

bending rolls for the plate shop.

The machine shop equipment
of tools is continually being in-

creased and when the present

program of enlargement has been

carried out, the shop will be in

]iosition to not only construct

the main ]iropelling machinery

for the \'essels, Ijut also all the

auxiliaries.

The plant is admira])ly situ-

ated for transportation purposes.

The tracks of the Pacific Elec-

tric Railway pass the gates to

the plant and provide direct ser-

vice to Los Angeles, San Pedro

and intermediate and surround-

ing towns for passenger ser-

vice, and spur tracks of the

Southern Pacific Railroad enter

the plant, making available direct freight trans-

portation.

With all the contributory advantages of location,

plant, efficient organization and
almost immediate prospects of a

huge Pacific Coast merchant ma-
rine, the outlook at the plant of

the Los Angeles Shipbuilding iS:

Dry Dock Comj^any could not be
better. The future is bright and
promising, not only during the

completion of its present con-

tracts, but principally in connec-
tion with the shipping which will

now be indispensable to the fu-

ture of the country.

The management of the com-
pany is as follows: President.

I'^red L. Baker; vice-president

and general manager, S. X.

Xaphtaly; assistant to general

manager. L. E. Cax'erlv; coniji-

troller, F. G. Phillipps; |)lant en-

gineer, ^\'. D. Jones ; superin-

tendent, Thos. J. Allan; assistant

superintendent, Geo. H. Green-

wood ; secretary, E. ;\L Leaf; assistant secretary,

1-. D. Duncklei.

These are the men who are largely responsible

for the ]ilant's splendid success.

Dry Dock Company



Tacoma News Notes

THAT active measures will iinw be taken l)y

the citizens of Tacuma and Pierce CDimty, fol-

lowing the vote to place this port under a port
commission basis is the declaration of local

shippers. The port proposition has been before the

voters of this city and county at least four times
and met defeat. Following the example set and
with the result shown by other ports it was decided
this time that the proposition must go through and
it did by an overwhelming vote.

For some years the marine trade out of Tacoma
has not kept pace with other coast ports, though
there has been a steady gain. Lack of port facil-

ities has in a large measure been responsible for

this. The natural ])ort advantages are here, but
this has not been bringing the trade that has come
to other ports where a less advantageous location

has been improved upon. A number of steamship
companies have at different times signified their in-

tentions of making this port a terminal point, but
have held back on account of the lack of docks.

In dock here at the plant of the Todd Drydock &
Construction Corporation, the steamship Alaska, of

the Alaska Steamship Company, shows the effects

of her bump into a rock while on a recent voyage
south from Alaska. The stem of the ship buckled
with her plates bending within like fingers inter-

twining. The smash carried the plates back dan-
gerously close to her forward bulkhead. If this

had gone it is very probable that the Alaska would
have gone down in sixty fathoms of water, as the

ledge broke off to this depth where the vessel

rested. The accident occurred during a heavy fog
with the ship proceeding at very -slow speed.

The arrival of the steamship "Geo. W. Elder"

early this month attracted great attention. It has

been many years since this old coaster visited this

])iirt. The vessel brought nitrates to Du Tout

from the West Coast. The uM ship looked as

clean as a yacht.

October showed a numljer of launchings from
local yards both in wood and steel construction,

while several of the local products sailed away.
Since October 16 there have been six vessels placed

in the water, while November will show a larger

list than this. Among the vessels launched were
the Egalite, Foundation yards, October 7; the Fort
Riley, from the Seaborn yards, October 10; the

\'ailly. Foundation yards, October 16; Yukon, from
the Todd Drydock & Construction Corporation
plant, October 26 ; Justice, from the Foundation
yards, October 30.

Considerable interest is aroused here among bus-

iness men and shipbuilders over the future of the

Foundation yard. So far as known, no new work
has been awarded this yard. Contracts are said to

be ready if the Emergency Shipping Board heads
are willing to give permission to start a new con-
struction program. At present the company have
only two vessels left to launch on their contract of

twenty awarded them by the French government.
Sponsored by Miss Llewellyn Morrison, sister of

President Phillips Morrison, of the Seaborn Ship-
building Company, the Ferris type ship Fort Rus-
sell was successfully launched at this yard on the

evening of November 6. This makes the tenth ves-

sel put out at these yards for the government since

the war started.

It was of considerable interest to Tacoma ship-

ping men when the official announcement was made
here by President H. F. Alexander of the Pacific

Steamship Company that his interests,, or the Pa-

cific Alaska Navigation Company, and the Pacific

Steamship Company, had purchased the ships of

Corpo
els getting ready for delivery to the

the two six-ton fitting-out derricks
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the Pacific Coast Steamship Company and placed

under the Admiral flag a list of twenty-two ships.

In connection with this, the vessels will carry Ta-

coma as their home port. The Admiral line is now
operating with charf:;red vessels awarded them
by the Shipping Board a fleet of some forty-six ves-

sels. Eight of these will be engaged in the Ori-

ental service.

Word recei\-ed by the Osaka Shosen Kaisha, No-
vember 6, from their ontbound steamship Borneo
Maru, reported this vessel stopped on account of

an accident to her steering gear. It was said that

as soon as repairs could be made, the vessel would
return to this port. The ship was then about 800

miles out.

One of the largest libel suits filed in the federal

court here in a number of years was brought by
the Booth Fisheries Company of Delaware, the

Northwestern Fisheries Company, and Peter ^l.

Nelson, owner of salt herring on board the bark A.

J. Fuller. This suit was the result of the sinking

of the Fuller by the Mexico Maru of the O. S. K.
line in the harbor at Seattle, October 30. It is

alleged that the Fuller was owned by the above
companies and worth $250,000, with salmon cargo
valued at $421,636.20; labels at $1960 and oil 'at

$5600. The complaint states that the Mexico Maru
was navigated at a high speed in anchorage grounds
and did not have sufficient watchmen. It is claimed
that the watchman of the Fuller saw the lights of

the steamer several minutes before the vessels col-

lided. Bond was later furnished by the steamship
company, amounting to $850,000.

Tea inspection at the port of Tacoma, the exam-
ining port for this district, totaled 10,615,098 pounds,

according to United States Tea Examiner L. G.

Fenton. This is the largest amount of tea exam-
ined at any port in the United States for one month.
This business was greater for October than for the

entire year of 1912.

Suit has been filed here in the federal court by
the Fanestrad Navigation Company of New York
against Andrew Peterson and the Aberdeen Ship-

building Company. It is alleged that Flarold Sae-

ther entered into a contract with Peterson to build

a schooner for $260,000 and did not agree with the

Aberdeen Shipbuilding Company, who apparently
did the constructing. The vessel was defective in

gear and machinery to the extent of $10,000, for

which judgment is asked.

According to word received by local shipping
men, Capt. W. Frank Andrews, of the Washington
Stevedoring Company, but now a lieutenant com-
mander in the navy, is on his way or in French
waters with his ship.

Capt. Jack Walters, who took the steamship
West Llianga across, is home again. Capt. \\'al-

ters has been assigned another ship and will do
some cruising in the Pacific, probably between San
Francisco and the Hawaiian Islands.

On the last voyage of the Garland line steamer

Justin out of here, Capt. W. F. Eckert was accom-
panied by Mrs. Eckert. The voyage to an extent

is in the nature of a honeymoon. Capt. and Mrs.

Eckert were married last May. The Justin went
to Shanghai this voyage.

Following the lead of other shipyards through-

out the country, the boys at the Todd Drydock &
Construction Corporation plant are publishfng a

little monthly called "Down the Ways." Claire

Bowman is one of the very interested ones in the

new publication. All the boys of the yard are

contributors.

The old freight steamer Transit, formerly ])ow-

ered with a heavy oil engine, has been rebuilt for

ferry service, and is now ready to begin operations

as soon the county completes a ferry slip. The
ferry is owned by the Alerchants Transportation

Company of Tacoma, which has a contract with

the county for the boat.

The largest quantity of salmon handled here

for a number of years is being put through the

dock and stored in the warehouses of the Quarter-

master's Department. Six cargoes at least have
been discharged, among them those of the sailing

vessels Oriental and George Curtis.

WANTED—ENGINEERS FOR U. S. NAVY
The Navy Mobilization Office, 742 Market street,

."-^an Francisco, today received telegraphic instruc-

tions from the Navy Department, Washington, D.

C, to continue its effort to secure deck and engi-

neer officer material for induction into naval ser-

vice. Engineer officer material will be assigned to

the U. S. Navy Steam Engineering School, located

at Sevens Institute of Technology, Hoboken, N. J.

With the signing of the armistice last week the

emergency which made necessary the original call

for engineers and deck officers did not cease to

exist, but, on the contrary, was greatly increased.

The country is now faced with the colossal task

of returning its "Victory Boys" as speedily as pos-

sible consistent with safety and personal comfort.

This is the task which the Navy is now called

upon to accomplish, and it can best be done with
the co-operation of ever)- man qualified for a com-
mission in these branches of naval service.

The U. S. Navy Steam Engineering School is

open to men between the ages of 20 and 40, who
meet the physical requirements of the navy for line

officers, who are of thorough ability and officer-

like character, and who have completed an engi-

neering course (mechanical, electrical, civil, mining
or chemical), at certain recognized technical schools
or who possess an education and experience along
steam engineering lines adjudged an equivalent

thereof.

The course consists of five months of training

divided as follows : One month of training at the

N'aval Training" Camp, Pelham Bay Park, New-
York ; one month of technical work at the U. S.

Xavy Steam Engineering School ; two months of

practical training on board ships and in .shops in

the vicinity of New York ; one month finishing the

course of instruction at the U. S. Navy Steam En-
gineering School.

A graduate of this school will be commissioned
an ensign in the Naval Reserve Force (pay $1700
per annum, plus allowance for sea duty and de-

pendents). The duty to which a graduate of this

school will be assigned will be that of engineer
officer in the auxiliary branch of the Navy for ser-

vice on cargo-carrying vessels and troop transports.

Properly qualified applicants will be individually

inducted into the Naval Reserve Force, and on be-

ing assigned to the school will be rated chief ma-
chinist mate, and will draw the pay of that rating

($83 a month, plus allowance for subsistence, de-

pendents and uniform) during the course of in-

struction. Application may be made to Navy Mobili-

zation Staticm, 742 Market Street, San Francisco.
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Ja Str Milne, Chief Engineer, Todd Shipyards Corpora

Born in Scotland, serving his apprenticeship th.

years was attached to the International Navigation
News Shipbuilding & Dry Dock Company as guarantee en

passenger vessel equipped with Babcock & Wilcox water t

ing under the name of the "Carolina" was recently sunk by
with the Neafie & Levy Ship & Engine Building Company
destroyers, "Bainbridge," "Barry" and "Chauncey," and als

ferred his field of supervision to the Pacific Coast, bemg ei

tendent, holding this position for almost ten years, when hi

ginning of 1917 as chief engineer, A keen observer and a

strong supporter of "fair play" to all, A man of very few

pany (th
ne con .true tion he came to A Tier ca in 1889, and for seven
the Am n Line). In 896 he w as engaged by the Newport
eer br ngin g out the "L a Graiide Di chesse," the first large

bo' lers This vessel had a very ch eck ercd care r, a id in sail-

sub mar ne. In 1899 he a cepted the position of sup rintendent
Philade Iphi a, and took ch arge of the bi ilding of the first U. S.

he crui sers "Denver and •St. Lo uis Early in 1907 he trans-

ged by the Union Iron Works of Sa n FrancisCO a s superin-
attac bed to the Tc dd Sh pya rds Corpora ion at the be-

nt advo cate of close appl cation to wo rk, he is rtheless a

ord
, y :t r garded in the most gen al spirit by the workmen.



Structural Steel Standardized Cargo Vessels

THE war has brought about
a new type of ship construc-
tion, commonly referred to

as "fabricated ships," which
only in part describes the new
method that we have had to solve
in manufacturing structural steel

cargo vessels at the Newark Bay
shipyard.

Our problem was. one of quan-
tity production, thereb}- necessi-

tating thorough standardization
of design, ship material, fabrica-

tion and assembly.
By referring to the newspa-

pers during the months of

]\Iarch and April, 1917, before
and after we entered the war, one
will note with interest how much
discussion there was over the
problem of new ship construc-
tion made absolutely imperative
by our entrance into the great

world war. Some suggested
large numbers of small wooden
ships of 1,600 tons burden, with
high speed. Others demanded
larger ships, and many agreed
that wood was the only material

The word "Fabrication" in

connection with the shipbuild-

ing industry during the war
has held a certain weird fas-

cination for the lay mind. Its

use in the public press has con-
jured up visions of wonderful
processes whereby pieces of

ships, half ships, whole ships,

were assembled at points far

from tide water and were to
be seen dancing across the
prairies, hopping over the hills,

and plunging into the Atlantic
to the confusion of the U-boats
and the delight of starving mul-
titudes across the sea. Henry
R. Sutphen, in his article, which
was read before the Twenty-
sixth General Meeting of the
Society of Naval Architects
and Marine Engineers held at
Philadelphia, November 14 and
IS, 1918, tells in very clear
fashion the true story of the
great plan to manufacture cargo
vessels from structural steel on
the "Fabrication at a Distance"
method.—Editor.

steel as had been employed in

building our skyscrapers, bridges
and tanks from which America
had obtained such a reputation in

steel construction ; and, on ac-

count of the great emergency and
the demand for a large number
of ships, we further stiggested

that we be permitted to manu-
facture ships and not build them
one at a time.

(Jur plan called for utilizing

the large number of bridge and
structural steel shops through-
out the country which were not
then busy with commercial work
and which could be employed in

fabricating steel shapes and
plates from accurate drawings
and patterns which we would
supply. On account of using
unclassified steel, we suggested
that we compete in size of ship

with the then proposed wooden
vessel of 3,500 tons deadweight
capacity, but as we progressed
in the details of design and con-

struction it was found possible

to increase the deadweight ca-

available to construct the emergency fleet. pacity and still retain standardization in design

In the fall of 1916 the Submarine Boat Corpora- and material to 5,000 tons, which is the size of

tion had completed for the British Admiralty 550 the ship we are now producing in quantity. This

submarine chasers which were built of wood, the size was fixed for other reasons. An analysis of

hull material having been fabricated in its Bay- pre-war merchant shipping disclosed the fact that

onne. New Jersey, shops and assembled into the the average commercial cargo carrier ranged be-

finished boats at Montreal and Quebec, Canada, tween 4,000 and 5,000 tons with a full load speed

This was the first large boat manufacturing project of 9 knots. It was therefore believed that a

ever attempted and was successfully .completed 5,000-ton craft, able to make 10>4 knots per hour,

ahead of contract time; it was the "model experi- would be preferable and probably prove a desir-

ment" for the far greater task we are now en-

gaged in of furnishing to the United States Ship-

l)ing Board Emergency Fleet Corporation one hun-

dred and fifty 5,000-ton steel cargo ships.

Our experience in obtaining the proper quality

of material for wooden boat construction, an art

that had practically disappeared, made us feel cer-

tain that the large tonnage desired in wooden ships

would be most difficult to obtain, not only on ac-

able type for service in the years to come. Fur-

ther, and of no less importance, careful investi-

gation showed that the unit features of a 5,000-

ton ship, fabricated at more or less distant out-

lying plants, would utilize freight car capacities to

their fullest and most economical extent and still

carry out the plan of having as many rivets as

possible driven at the fabricating shops. A total

of 427,000 rivets is required to be driven for one
count of material, but also because of the short- of these hulls, and of this total over 100,000 are
age in wooden shipbuilding labor. Further, while driven at the fabricating plants, where the work
wood could be fabricated into boat material, never- is done on a much more economical basis than in

theless the material would not stay put like steel, the shipyard. For illustration, the smokestacks
due to shrinkage, checking and rot. were so designed that their maximum diameter
Upon investigation we learned that the output came within the width of an ordinary gondola car,

of ship steel for months to come had already been permitting the stacks to be shipped completely
allotted to the established shipyards for merchant assembled. The floors with intercostals were as-

work then under way and for naval requirements, sembled in groups of three, the ordinary 36-fo()t

We therefore recommended to the United States flat or gondola car carrying six sets of floors

Shipping Board Emergency Fleet Corporation in which, when loaded, kept within the railway clear-

.\pril, 1917, that in place of wood we be permitted ance. It was recognized at the start that the
to submit a plan for manufacturing steel ships to railroads would be heavily burdened and, as a

be built with the ordinary commercial structural very wide region would have to be drawn upon
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to furnish material, it was ahsulutel}' essential

that the car space shduld l.)e made Ihe most of,

so that the fewest possible carriers would he

needed to maintain a steady flow of supplies to the

assembly yard on Newark Bay.

Our problem was first to use commercial struc-

tural shapes and plates that could be had in large

ipiantities, and design tlie shijis so that these

could be assembled with a minimum of altera-

tion through bending, and next that the plans

should be so developed that the bridge builder

and the structural shops should have no diiTiculty

in reading the drawings and adapting their expe-
rience and ecjuipment to the fabrication of the

])arts for ship construction. The naval architect

liad to speak and draw in terms familiar to the

great army of structural steel workers, rec|uiring

some radical modifications in the matter of classi-

fication details, and imposing rather pronounced
departures from the ordinary shipshaped models,
in order that the materials at hand might be incor-

porated in the most efficient manner for maximum
]M-oduction and accuracy of fit. In brief, this

necessitated the elimination of curves and the sub-
stitution of straight lines and angles wherever pos-
sible.

"

The decks are without camber and generally
without sheer, the sides throughout the length of

the parallel body are perpendicular ; the bottom is

flat, and is merged with the sides by a short and
abrupt curved bilge. By eliminating the dead-rice

characteristics of the vessel it was possible to adopt
a uniform size of floor throughout the parallel body
and to have recourse to longitudinals which would
all be of the same height. Forward and aft of the

parallel body the model subscribes with reasona-

ble closeness to that of the accepted design of

ocean-going carriers.

From the tests made at the Government Model
Experiment Basin it was disclosed that the ships

are rather economical in their propulsive recpiire-

ments, with a block co-efficient of 0.76. Their

drive is as easy as the ordinary model of cargo

carrier of like displacement and similar speed. The
effect of the usual sheer is obtained by giving the

upper deck, forward, a flat rise of 5 feet to the

stem. This, with the usual flaring bow, gives the

desired measure of added buoyancy wdien driving

into a head sea. The parallel middle body consti-

tutes about 43 per cent of the ship's total length.

The principal dimensions and general character-

istics are as follows

:

Length between perpendiculars, 324 feet.

Length over all, about 335 feet 6 inches.

Beam, molded, 46 feet.

Depth at side to upper deck, 28 feet 6 inches.

Load draft, about 22 feet 11 inches.

Number of propellers, 1.

Propelling engine, turbine of l.'iOO horsepower.

Speed, lO'/z knots an hour.

Deadweight capacity, 5000 tons.

The ships are constructed upon the transverse

system of framing, and the double bottom extends

from the after peak bulkhead forward to the col-

lision bulkhead. There is but one complete deck,

the upper deck, extending from bow to stern.

Without exception, the decks are worked flat, both

athwart-ships and fore and aft.

;\s quantity jiroduction was the keynote in build-

ing these ships, it was essential that the main pro-

])elling machinery should be of types capable of

l)eing manufactured in quantity. Therefore water-

tube boilers were chosen with reduction gear tur-

bines. The boilers are of the Babcock & Wilcox
make with a total heating surface of 5800 square
feet, operated with coal or fuel oil under natural
draft. The propelling machinery consists of a

geared Westinghouse turbine capable of develojj-

ing 1500 shaft horsepower, turning a 155/^-foot, 4-

bladed screw at 90 revolutions per minute. The
turbine is connected to the propeller shaft by a
helical, double reduction gear with a ratio of speed
reduction of 40 to 1. The steam consumption of
the turbine when operating at full power should
not exceed 12.5 pounds per shaft horsepower.
The storage capacity for fuel oil is 660 tons,

carried in the double bottom, which will be suffi-

cient to operate the vessel 7000 miles.

The ships are fully equipped with all necessary
auxiliaries and deck machinery with comfortable
quarters for a crew of 60 men, including 22 men
for military operations. Like all other ships build-
ing for the Emergency Fleet Corporation, the
equipment is complete in every detail.

Referring to the fabrication and assembly of
these ships, which undoubtedly is of the greatest
interest to our members, the total weight of struc-
tural steel required for one of these ships is 1564
tons, 462 tons being in shapes and 1102 tons in
plates. The only ship sections used in the design
were a few bulb angles at both ends, amounting
to iy2 per cent of the total weight, or 23 tons.
Under our contract all drawings were to be ap-
proved by both the American Bureau of Shipping
and Lloyd's Register. This meant that, wherever
in any particular the rules of the two societies
differed, we had to adopt the more stringent rule,
and this resulted in a heavier ship than would
have obtained by classification in one society.
Notwithstanding the increase in weight between
these ships and those built with ship classification
steel it has been demonstrated that commercial
structural shapes were used advantageously and
did greatly relieve the steel mills from furnishing
classification ship material.

Ninety-six per cent of the total weight of the
hull was fabricated at outlying establishments.
Twenty-eight steel mills supplied material to 56
fabricating plants, not to mention the contributive
labors of 200 foundries, machine, pipe, joiner and
equipment shops which figure more or less in the
building of a cargo carrier. The fabricating shops
are scattered from Wisconsin to Massachusetts
and as far south as Virginia, and inasmuch as the
parts are fabricated in such a large number of
dififerent shops and as the individual parts must
be interchangeable, one of the first considerations
was to make necessary provision for giving the
information to the fabricating shops in siich a
manner as to insure accuracy of work and speed
of production.

It was the bridge engineer working in conjunc-
tion with the naval architect wdio properly inter-
preted the details of ship fabrication into the lan-
guage of the bridge shops, thereby permitting the
structural shops to fabricate the complicated ship

material with the tools and facilities they had in

hand, an operation that many old line shiplniild-
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ers questioned could be carried out successfully.

So far as the straight parts of the parallel middle

body, flat tank tops and flat decks were concerned,

it was an easy matter. It was simply a case of

making detail drawings exactly as they would be

made for a railroad bridge giving definite location

by dimension of every hole, rivet and each piece

of steel. In all some 330 drawings were made of

details of hull fabrication. From these drawings

all the steel was ordered from the mills exactly to

the length required. In the molded portion of the

ship, however, the problem became more compli-

cated to the bridge engineer, as this section of the

hull could not be mathematically developed. Such

plates and shapes were developed full size on the

mold-loft floor, reproduced on template paper, hav-

ing all rivet holes punched in them on proper

gauge lines and for a matter of record carefully

measured up and detailed to dimension on indi-

vidual drawings. Even with complete drawings

it was difficult for the fabricating shops to repro-

duce the plates on account of the edges and gauge

lines being curved. These lines could only be

located by dimensioning a series of points on the

curves.

As we could not count upon two men springing

a batten and getting the same shape between

points, we overcame this phase of the problem by

sending templates of the shell plates in the molded

sections to the fabricating companies. These tem-

plates, made on template paper approximately 1-32

inch thick, were direct copies of the original tem-

plate developed on the mold-loft floor. A difficulty

was experienced in the shrinkage and expansion

of these templates, and, to insure the change of

shape of the templates causing no misfits, each

template was marked before being sent out with

certain dimensions. To begin with, the paper used

is fairly heavy fabroid material, which has a rather

low coefficient of expansion. It was then marked

and cut in accordance with the development on the

scrive board, and rivet holes, etc., were laid out

upon the paper, spaced and dimensioned with great

accuracy.

The correct dimension for the length of the tem-

plate, also the correct dimension for width at each

end, was painted on with arrows indicating exactly

where these dimensions were taken. In addition

to this, a straight line was scratched the full

length of the template approximately at the cen-

ter" line. The shop receiving this template was

requested, in all cases before using it, to measure

it and make certain that the template, as they used

it, was correct to the check dimensions given.

They were also requested to test the straight line

scratched on the template with a straight edge.

When, as was very frequently the case, they

found that the dimensions did not check or that

the line was not straight, they were required to

bring it to shape either by dampening it or drying-

it, as the case might be. There still remained, of

course, the possibility that when a template had

been expanded by dampening and stretching, the

expansion might have taken place all at one sec-

tion of the plate rather than throughout its length.

As it was possible for this to hapj^en, neither

checking the dimensions on the template nor check-

ing the straight line would detect the error. To
overcome this we insisted that the fabricators check

their templates against the detailed drawings' which
were furnished them. In as much as the local

steel tapes determined the measure of this varia-

tion, it was of prime importance that every tape

at each and all of the outside works should be
uniform.

A single tape was selected for the Newark Bay
shipyard where the original templates and draw-
ings were laid down on the mold-loft floor, and
with this master tape every other tape to be used
was compared and carefully calibrated, and a co-

efficient, plus or minus, prescribed in each case.

In this way it has been entirely practicable to in-

sure dimensional agreement not only within the

different departments of the Newark Bay ship-

yard, but similarly within the ditiferent depart-

ments of every outl^'ing contributive establishment.

This seemed a large amount of checking, but it

must be remembered that in each case this had to

be done only once, as the majority of the shops,

after getting their template exactly as required,

used it to lay out one steel plate or section which
was used as a template for all duplicate operations.

A tolerance of 1-16 inch was allowed on all punch-
ing, this being the amount of reaming that is done

when the material is being erected.

Not only is the hull material all fabricated out-

side, but also the material for machinery installa-

tion, such as piping, valves and innumerable fit-

tings. The piping comes bent, with flanges at-

tached, to exact shape, requiring only assembly
in the ships. All joiner work and wood sheathing

is fabricated in a shop at Detroit, Michigan, and
shipped to the yard in complete ship sets, and as

it is received completely finished, painted, var-

nished and with hardware attached, it is merely
a matter of assembly when the ship is ready to

receive it.

Before the work started, the idea of fabricating

ships on such a large scale was further questioned,
on the ground that the structural steel workers
could not drive a tight rivet, and that his work
would not be satisfactory nor pass inspection.

Quite the contrary has been the result, as the

work has been entirely satisfactory, equal in

every respect to work done in the established ship-

yards, although the question of labor has always
been a most difficult problem and could only be
obtained by a system of training which has been
very thoroughly developed. Over a thousand skilled

workmen a month are being turned out by our
training department.

Our success is in no small part due to the layout
of the shipyard. There are 28 building ways, oc-

cupying a waterfront space of substantially one-
half mile. Electrically operated derricks, each hav-
ing a maximum lifting capacity of three tons, are

placed between alternate ways and arranged with
a reach which will enable them to deal with the

materials for a pair of ships. Eighteen miles of

railway track insure a steady flow of steel and
other material by the shortest possible routes to

the points of incorporation in the ships when on
the ways or at the fitting-out dock, the latter hav-
ing a length of nearly one mile, where 22 vessels

can be berthed at one time, served by a 400-ton
gantry crane with a lifting capacity of 50 tons,

liy an overhead structure, electric and steam cranes

serve for minor lifts and place on board the ships
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directly from adjacent storehouses the cciuipment

and material with the least amount of handling.

lietween each companion pair of Ijuildin.^- slips

and beneath the tower derricks is located an ad-

ministrative building for the superintendent and
foreman in charge of the two ships. Within this

structure is kept a complete set of plans and all

other necessary data. With the exception of the

rivet forges, which have their blowers operated

electrically, all of the other power tools are driven

by compressed air supplied from seven direct-con-

nected electrically operated compressor plants.

The fabricating plant at the shipyard is divided

into two sections, the north and south shops, where
bending floors are located, also punch shops, rolls

and forges. The bending floors are fed from eight

furnaces, all the curved sections fore and aft being-

bent on these floors. The shops fabricate four per

cent of the total weight of the hull. The plates to be

rolled are shipped flat from the fabricators, punch-

ed and shaped to size, and rolled at the shipyard.

As many as 175 tons of plates have been rolled in

a single day. Furnace plates, of which there are

only eighteen, requiring hot forgings, are pressed

hot in hydraulic presses at the outside fabricating

shops and shipped to the yard in blank form, where
they are punched and worked to size to correct

metal templates.

E.xclusive of the rolled plates, these shops with

their limited equipment have delivered 460 tons of

frame material ]jer week, working night and day

shifts, which, we believe, will compare most fav-

orably with other shipyards.

Rivet driving being the barometer of production

has gradually increased from 30,000 per day during

July to about 75,000 a day for October, with an

average drive of 32 rivets per gang hour. As the

men become more experienced and accustomed to

their task, we believe that a higher average hourly

rate will be obtained.

For the last two months we have employed an

average of about 12,000 men and have been assemb-

ling at the rate of six ships per month ; 18,000 men
will ultimately be required to fully man the yard,

when a production of twelve ships per month may
be expected.

We are a little over a year old in our enterprise,

having broken ground on Septembei" 14, 1917, and

during this period, through an unusually severe

winter, we have completed the shipyard, delivered

(]ur first ship, the Agawam, classed Al by both

the American Bureau of Shipping and Lloyds

;

this being the first fabricated ship built of struc-

tural steel to be delivered, and launched in all fif-

teen ships, which conclusively proves the sound-

ness of the fabricated construction and how this

method which we have employed has been the only

one that could have been followed in the emer-

gency to build the bridge of ships to Pershing

and victory.

Recent Extensions of the Pacific S. S. Company

IF
the Pacific Steamship Company should adopt

a slogan embodying the spirit that animates

the organization, this slogan would be, "West-
ward the star of commerce takes its way."

Indicative of its belief in this slogan, announce-

R D Pinneo Manager Pacific Steamship Com
pany s Foreign Freight Department

ment was made a few days ago to the effect that

additional representatives of the company would

leave for the Orient during the present month to

join the company's force of agents who have been

sent to Asiatic ports during the past year.

It was also announced by A. F. Haines, general

manager, that subject to the Shipping Board's ap-

proval the company would place five more vessels

in the Oriental service. Three vessels are now in

this service and the addition will nearly triple the

tonnage engaged in trans-Pacific trade under the

Admiral Line flag. No official annovmcement has

been made as to the names of the vessels, but it is

understood that four will be chartered freight car-

riers, while the fifth will be one of the company's
passenger and freight steamships.

E. E. Johnson, foreign freight agent at Seattle.

and E. L- Matteson, former!}' private secretary to

the general manager, are scheduled to leave on De-
cember 14th for Vladivostock. where the Pacific

Steamship Company will establish its own agency
to connect up with the chain of agencies already

opened in Asia.

Johnson has had years of experience in the Ori-

ental trade. For a number of years he was with
the Wilson Line and other British steamshij) com-
panies in the Far East.

Among the prominent o..-cials of the company
now in the Orient are R. D. Pinneo. foreign depart-

ment manager, and John J. Gorman, general Ori-

ental agent, whose headquarters are in Hong Kong.

H. K. Laidlaw, who has been representing the Ad-
miral Line in Japan during the last eight months,

will return to Seattle about the first of the year.

The name of his successor has not as yet been an-

nounced.

During the past year the Pacific Steamship
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Ernest E. Johnson, Foreign Freight Agent at

Seattle for Pacific Steamship Company

Company has also extended its organization in the

United States. Last summer a New York office

was opened, which is now in charge of Hugh Gal-

lagher, general Eastern agent. Recently the com-

panj' opened an office in Portland, Oregon, with
P'rank J. O'Connor as agent.

At the present time the Pacific Steamship Com-
pany owns and is operating twenty-five passenger
and freight steamships on the Pacific. In addition
it is operating a dozen or more vessels for the
Shipping Board.

Its coastwise routes extend from Nome, Alaska,
to San Diego, California. Its oiif-shore activities

in its own behalf and for the Shipping Board ra-

diate from Puget Sound and the Columbia River
to the Orient, South America and the Atlantic.

ket office, Seattle

A 400 Ton Concrete Barge

To demonstrate the practicability of reinforced

concrete for barge construction the Concrete

Boat Company of San Francisco, with ofi^ices

in the Monadnock building have completed

a bay barge, which was launched from their yard

at Fruitvale, Cal., on October 19.

This vessel, a 400-ton barge, 100 feet long, 32

feet wide and 9 feet 6 inches deep, was designed

by Messrs. D. W. & R. Z. Dickie of San Fran-

cisco, consulting naval architects for the builders.

J. H. Brunnier, now assistant chief engineer of

the Concrete Ship Department of the Emergency
Fleet Corporation furnished the structural design

and P. J. Herold of the Concrete Boat Company
was supervising engineer.

Briefly the construction of this Ijarge is as fol-

lows :

Main transnm frames 5"xl3" are spaced at 8'

centers with sul)-niemV)ers midway between; these

with longitudinal beams 4"xl2" spaced on 4' cen-

ters, divide the deck bottom and sides into 4'

square panels. The dock and sides are ly/' in

thickness and the bottom, excepting at the runs

which are 3" in thickness is the same. One longi-

tudinal bulkhead 23/2" in thickness and I'nur trans-

verse bulkheads IJ/j" in thickness divide the hold

into 10 water-tight compartments.

The reinforcement for the deck, bottom and side

slabs consist of two courses of galvanized Clinton

Mesh, while that for the beams and frames are

straight deformed square bars. Bars in trans-

verse frames and longitudinal beams are oxy-

acetylene welded.

All concrete, excepting that in the bulkheads

was carefully placed by hand, extreme precaution

having been taken to not displace the reinforcing.

Concrete used consists of one part special "oil

well" cement ground to a fineness so that 91 per

cent passed through a No. 200 sieve, one part No.

2 Lapis sand and two parts one-half inch washed

river gravel. This proportion was used after

various tests of materials were made and plotted

by R. E. Noble & Company of .San Francisco and

the resulting concrete obtained justified these

tests, as its ultimate compressive stress in all cases

exceeded 5000 lbs. i)cr square inch after thirty

days. All concrete was mixed at least three min-

utes with imly sufficient water to make the mix-

ture workable in the forms. The bulkheads were

hand plastered on metal lath placed over the re-
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I if ships has so far been somewhat hind-

ered by making a shell of unusual thick-

ness, with consequent excessive weight,

and the construction of this barge has

proven to the builders that by the care-

ful designing and spacing of reinforce-

ments a very thin shell could be pro-

duced, possibly under two inches.

It is the intention of the builders to

turn the barge over to one of the local

tow-boat companies for use on San Fran-

cisco Bay, where its performance will l)e

watched with great interest, as it will

demonstrate the relative durability and
cost of upkeep and repairs of concrete

and wood barges.

inforcing, the mixture being one part te

ment to one and one-half parts sand.

Cement was furnished by the Santa Liu/
I'ortland Cement Company, sand by tlit

ila}^ Development Company and gravel b\

the Grant Gravel Company.
Following the general specification of the

V. S. Shipping Board all exterior surfaces

were treated with three coats of magnesium
Huosilicate supplied by the L. Sonneboin
iS: Sons, Inc., of Xew York, which was fol-

liiwed on the sides and bottom bv two

\

ml^

r hundred ton concrete bay barge in process of
iction Upper left shows reinforcement in place
ammg Upper right. reinforcements for deck

Lower left, placing concrete by hand on deck,
right, finished barge sliding into bay.

coats of anti-fouling paint.

The main point of interest in the con-
struction of this barge lays in the fact that

it is the first concrete vessel constructed
with a 2_|/-inch formed skin. Extreme ac-

curacy had to be exercised in the construc-
tiiin of the forms, the spacing of reinforce-

ments and the placing of concrete, but the
excellent results obtained demonstrate that

a skin of this thickness will materially in-

crease the eiificiency of vessels of this type
without detracting from their strength,

rigidity or durability.

The use of concrete in the construction



(By Special Correspondent)

COINCIDENT with the sudden closing of the

European war came the announcement of the

officials of the U. S. Shipping Hoard to the

effect that the monster shipbuilding program
was to be continued, and that all of the vessels

planned would be built. This announcement carried

with it the stipulation that only the shipyards that

have shown a high state of efficiency in ship pro-

duction would be favored by the Shipping Board
in the building of the remaining shii)s provided for

in the schedule.

In making this announcement both Chairman
Hurley and Charles M. Schwab declared that the

pace set by the Pacific Coast shipyards insured

their being favored with the building program of

the Shipping Board. This announcement is bol-

stered in the case of the Seattle shipyards by the

fact that steel is being received at the local yards

in larger quantities than at any time in the history

of the emergency building program.
The local builders, however, are not free of trou-

bles. No sooner had Adjutant General Crowder
declared the ""work or fight" law non-effective tem-
porarily, than thousands of workmen immediately
deserted the shipyards. In the big Skinner & Eddy
plant. General Manager David Rodgers recently esti-

mated that fully 2500 men had thrown up their jobs.

In spite of this handicap, however the champion ship-

l)uilders of the Northwest are keeping up the pace.

Today Skinner & Eddy have launched thirty-

nine vessels, thirty - three being for the United
States Shipping Board. Of this number, which
includes eight commandeered hulls, thirty vessels
are in the service of the Emergency Fleet.

Since the last report in this publication. Skinner
& Eddy have launched four ships : /Kmes Ship-
building & Drydock Company, two; J. F. Duthie
& Company and the Seattle North Pacific, one
each. This represents a total of eight large steel

freighters built for the Shipping Board at local

plants. Skinner & Eddy plant likewise delivered
three .ships, one of which was their new record
craft, the "West Mahomet," built to launching in

forty-six and one-half days, and to commission in

a total of sixty-four working days.

One of the notable events of the November
building program was the celebration of the anni-
versary of the first launching at Ames' plant, when
that shipyard sent the "Western Knight," the
twelfth product of the yard, down the 'ways on
November 25. The anniversary really was No-
vember 24, but that day being Sunday the big ship-
yard commemorated the event by holding the cere-
monies Monday. Mrs. E. L. Grondahl, wife of the
vice-president of the company, officiated as spon-
sor. The vessel, like all the Ames ships now build-
ing, is constructed on more refined lines than the
former 8800-tons type of shi])—a design develoijed

at this shipyard, and calculated to insure at least

one knot more speed to the vessels when in service.

On the last day of November, the J. F. Duthie
Company slipped their first direct contract ship

for the United States Shipping Board. This con-
cern has already delivered twelve ships from a four-

way plant to the Emergency Fleet Corporation.

The sliip-a-month program announced by Super-
intendent of Hull Construction Thomas Neilson,

of the Seattle North Pacific plant, was maintained
the latter part of the month by the launching of

the third 9400-ton vessel at that plant. Seattle's

wood shipyards likewise maintained an efficient

record of production, each of the concerns building

for the United States Shipping Board having placed

one ship in the water during the past thirty days.

The month was also notable for the launching
on November 15 of the first product of the Price

Shipbuilding Company plant—the American motor
schooner "Snetind". This shipyard was originally

started by H. Sandstrom and associates, but ex-

perienced financial difficulties early in its career.

It was only brought out of its rtoubles by the ad-

vent of J. H. Price, who purchased the shipyard,

and is carrying out its obligations. Price, who is

one of the youngest as well as best known build-

ers in the wood ship game on the Pacific Coast,

was the head of the Cameron-Genoa Mills Com-
pany, of Victoria, a concern since sold to the

Foundation Company of that place.

Another local shipyard broke into the active

production class for the United States Shipping
Board when the Puget Sound Bridge & Dredg-
ing Company launched the 4200 - ton steamship
"Blakely." This \-essel is known as the Ward
type of shi]), and is of the same design as the

world's record ship, the "Aberdeen." This plant

expects to launch the second Ward ship and the

first of three of the 5000-ton Geary type before

January 1. Under the direction of President Sam-
uel H. Hedges and Construction Superintendent G.
L. Lindemann, this concern is engaged in the build-

ing of about twenty residences only a short dis-

tance from the shipyard, the construction of which
is calculated to relieve the housing problem of the

employes to a marked degree.

One of the surprises sprung on Seattle during
the past month was the Shipping Board's announce-
ment that the steamship "Seattle", first direct con-
tract ship delivered to the Emergency Fleet Cor-
])iiration by any shijiyard in the country, and a

Skinner & Eddy product, had her name changed to

tated when she was turned over to the navy de-
])artment as an auxiiiary .craft, owing to the fact

that there is already a line-of-battle craft named
in honor of Seattle.

November also witnessed the delivery to tlie

(Continued on page 130)



A New Record Breaker m Seattle

T
1 1 ]'2 Seattle Nortli Pacific Shii)l)uiI(lin,L;' Com-
pany is liittiny the ball hard. Since the ad-

interests into the active

company's affairs, north-

in steel shii)s ha\e licen

\ent of the 'i'vvohy

management of tlie

west jiroduction records

sent g-limnierin^'.

The first shi]), "Ozette. was sent into the water

John D. Twohy. General Manager, Se
Shipbuilding Company

eighty-four days after the laying of the keel. Not-
withstanding labor shortage, influenza epidemic

and the loss of many good workers through the

draft, the second vessel was launched in just a

slightly longer period. When John D. Twohy took
the reins of general nianagershi]) a short time ago

he brought with him men from the Twohy organ-

ization wdiose efficiency and ability had earned

them enviable reputations. These added to the

constructive forces in the old organization brought

astonishing results in production.

Twohy Brothers are known through their con-

structive genius in large undertakings. Among
their achievements is the building of the great av-

iation camp at Riverside, California, which broke

all previous government construction records, hav-

ing been completed in but sixty days. At this time

the personnel of the firm consisted of Judge John
Twoh}-, president

; John D. and Robert Twohy,
vice-presidents, and James F. Twohy, secretary-

treasurer.

riaving completed the March Aviation Field, the

firiu turned its attention to steel ship construction

and purchased controlling interest in the Erickson

ICngineering Company of Seattle, which held a

contract for ten 9400-ton shelter-deck steel vessels

fnr the Emergency Fleet Corporation. James W.
lilack of St. Louis joined in the enterprise. The
name of the concern was changed to Seattle North
Pacific Shipbuilding Company, and although the

plant is called the baby yard of Seattle it has dem-
onstrated its right to a place among the grown-ups.

Miss Grace East, the pretty, petite miss who spon-

sored the "Yaklok," as the second vessel was called,

was selected from the feminine employes of the com-
pany. She was one of the first to enter its employ.
Although only employes were present, other invi-

tations having been cancelled voluntarily to assist

in checking the influenza epidemic, it was a most
enthusiastic launching, and the dainty maid was
cheered to the echo by the leather-lunged, sweat-
stained toilers of the yard.

Splendid progress is being made in carrying out

the "Western Hero." The change was necessi-

the building program. Five other keels have been

- ill I
: '111 |ll<-

ot S. S. "Yaklok." Seattle North Pacific Shipbuilding ny, October 21. 1918
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laid and it is expected that another ship will be
sent down the ways shortly.

The officials of the Seattle North Pacific Ship-

Ijuilding- Company are : Judge John Twohy, chair-

man of the board of trustees ; C. J. Erickson, pres-

ident; Jas. W. Black, vice-president; James F.

Twohy, secretary-treasurer, and John D. Twohy,
general manager.

SEATTLE NOTES
(Continued from page 128)

Skinner & Eddy Corporation of the third and fourth

units of the big new drydock contracted for by
that concern. This drydock, which is scheduled
to be completed in December and ready for opera-

tion by January 1, will be one of the largest in

the country. It is built on the unit system, and
is designed tn lift 17,000-t(in vessels.

The Todd concern on Harbor Island is rapidly

being completed, and for the past two months has

been engaged in repair work. With the Skinner &
Eddy concern entering this business and the Hef-

fernan Engineering Company also operating a dry-

dock, the local harbor will be prepared to execute

all needed ship repairs expeditiously.

That the United States Shipping Board is per-

fecting a splendid organization throughout the

country with a view to curtailing shipyard acci-

dents and injuries, was the statement made by
P. J. Brand, assistant chief safety-first engineer for

the United States Shipping Board, who spent sev-

eral days in Seattle recently inspecting the sys-

tem in local shipyards. He complimented R. E.

A\'arren, the local district safety-first officer, in

the highest terms, saving that the safetv svstem

& Eddy yard,

at the Seattle steel plants was the most efficient

he had yet encountered.

In the past three weeks the Ames concern de-

livered two big steel ships to the United States

Shipping Board. These steamships, the "West-
mead" and "West Cape", both 8800 tons, were
turned over to the navy for operation.

With General Manager John D. Twohy as pres-

ident, the department heads at the Seattle North
Pacific Shipyard recently organized a Foremen's
Club, and adopted the motto "Let's Go" as the
slogan of the organization.

The affiliation of I-"rank Waterhouse & Com-
]iany of Seattle with the newly-organized Interna-

tional Shipping Company, is a monster new con-

cern. Its announced purpose is to participate in

the Seattle-Oriental commerce, and C. E. Harvej-,

formerh' an official of the Waterhouse concern,

and a staff of assistants, is now en route to the
( )rient to perfect arrangements. Thomas W. Sam-
nions, United States consul general at Shanghai,
has also affiliated with the new concern, and will

])robably resign his diplomatic berth. The new
amalgamation will give the Frank Waterhot:se
Company large connections in the Orient and In-
dia, and will undoubtedly improve to a marked ex-

tent the shijiping through this port.
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'*Going Some In a Portland Yard

IX
view oi tlie fact that up to June 1, 1'

site I if tile St. Johns, Oregon, Shipyard
duck marsh, the achievements of

this organization as set forth in

a report from K. I. C'autine, resident
inspectiir at the yard for the Kmeru-

the li\ered in District H was id, of which number
is a 15 were delivered by this yard, a credit to the

Grant Smith-Porter Ship Company,
Portland, of 57.7 per cent of all ves-

sels delivered.

In this district, covered by the yards

ency Meet Corporation, form a record of which
the (irant Smith-Porter Ship Company are justly

proud. E.xtracts from this report show that:

"Up to and including October 31 the number of

keels laid in Dis-

trict 11 was 119, of

which number 31

have been in this

yard, a credit to

the Grant Smith-
Porter Ship Com-
pany, Portland, of

26.6 per cent of all

keels laid.

Up to and in-

cluding CJctober 31

the number of ves-

sels launched in

District 11 was 67,

of which number
23 were launched
at this yard, a

credit to the Grant
Smith-Porter Ship
Company, Portland,
of 3<S.8 jier cent
of all the vessels

launched.

I p to and in-

chuling ( )ctnber 31

the n u ni b e r nf

Wooden vessels de-
: before I

;ix ships
lunching July 4,

jf this type have

mentioned above, there are 56 ways on which ves-

sels are being constructed, of which eight are

located in the yard of the Grant Smith-Porter Ship
Company, P(jrtland, Ore. With one-seventh of the

number of ways, or

14 2-3 per cent, the

( irant Smith-Porter
Ship C o m p a n y,

Portland, have laid

2(i.6 per cent of

total number of

keels, have launch-

ed 38.8 ])er cent of

all vessels and de-

li v e r e d 57.7 per

cent (if all vessels

(leli\'ered.

This delivery is

exclusive of hulls

constructed at Ab-
erdeen, \\'ash. In

additidU to the de-

livery cif 15 ves-

sels, whose hulls

w ere constructed at

i'lirtland, three ves-

sels constructed at

Alierdcen have been
ciutlitled and deliv-

ered frcini Portland

\ard, making a to-

tal delivery from
; first Ferris type ship to le

ched by the Aberdeen plan
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this yard of 18 vessels, or 62.1 per cent, up to and
including October 31, 1918, of all vessels delivered

in District 11, including Aberdeen boats.

"These figures are cited with pleasure to the

credit of men and management of Grant Smith-
Porter Ship Company's yard at Portland, Ore., and

worthy are at the end of their term as commit-
teemen given a diploma and made honorary
members of the organization. The results hav-e

been 40 per cent less accidents in July, 1918.

as compared with June, 1918, and 50 per cent

less accidents in August than in July.

The Grant Smith-Porter
Ship Company since the or-

ganization of their St. Johns
yard have won and retained

every Blue and Red Pen-
nant awarded by the United
States Shipping Board for

wood ship construction.

The Hough type wooden
steamer "Caponka," launch-

ed at the St. Johns yard on
April 24, forty-nine days
after keel laying, has just

completed a very success-
ful trip to Manila from San
Prancisco.

to the credit of the resident corps of mechanical
and hull inspectors, as we have been given to un-
derstand that the quality of work is ec|nal to that

of any other yard in the district."

On July 3, 1918, the Grant Smith-Porter Ship
Company initiated an organization for the safe-

guarding of the life and health of its employes.
Over 200 foremen are now members of this or-

ganization, and each feels a personal responsibility

for the welfare of the men in his charge. Twice
a month meetings are held, and the accidents of

the preceding fortnight tabulated, with location,

causes, percentages of safety, etc. Through a sys-

tem of safety inspectors, accidents are immediately
investigated and responsibility fixed. The follow-

ing record speaks for itself: July accidents, 117;

August, 72; September, 86; October, 62. During
these four months fourteen hulls were launched
and two world's records established without a

serious accident to anyone engaged in the work
of construction. New
men are met at the

gate by inspectors, and
properly instructed

along safety-first lines.

Pamphlets containing
valuable suggestions
are distributed among
the men. Safety de-

vices are installed on
all machines regardless
of cost, and the man-
agement arranges many
noon lectures by ex-

perts. W o r k m e n ' s

committees of fifty are

appointed every three

months to co-operate

with the foremen. The
members of this com-

mittee w h (

NEW SUPERDREAD-
NAUGHT

Government service ^^'ith tile lifting uf the

voluntary censorship, it is

now permissible -to reveal that one of the great

superdreadnaughts authorized in the 1916 three-

year building program is well advanced in con-

struction at the plant of the Newport News Ship-

building & Drydock Company.
The keel of the 33,100-ton battleshij) was laid

after the country went to war, and in spite of the

call made on this yard for thirtytwo destroyers to

fight the submarine, work on the big vessel has
progressed satisfactorily. The hull has taken shape
and probably will be ready for launching within a

few months.
This monster man o'war will mount sixteen-inch

rifles in four turrets on the center line, two for-

ward and two aft, and naval officials believe that

she will be the equal, if not the superior, of any
warship afloat. Another is to be built at the New-
port News Shipbuilding & Drydock Company and
two by the Fore River .Shipbuilding Conipan\- at

Ouincy, Mass.

p rove
in April, 1918. By this time several launchings had taiten pla

established for speed in the building of wooden ships
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The Month s Activities
By Special Correspondent

THE sudden termination of the war left the

steel shipyards of Oregon well provided for

in the way of orders for vessels, and with the

assurance that the steel programme will be
augmented as soon as the Emergency Fleet Cor-

]ioration determines on the amount and class of

tonnage required to enable the merchant marine
to maintain its place among the shipping countries

of the world.

The Northwest Steel Company, which was the

first of the steel ship concerns to lay out a yard
here, is assured all the work it can handle during
the coming year. The Columbia River Shipbuild-

ing Corporation is building 8800-ton carriers, and
is well protected. The G. M. Standifer Construc-

tion Corporation, which is laying down 9500-ton

ships, and will have its first in the water this

month, is guaranteed full employment in 1919,

while the Albina Engine & Machine Works, where
3800-ton steel ships are under way, will work up
to next summer on its orders.

Recent apprehension in regard to the future of

the government's wood ship programme prompted
the Oregon Wood Shipbuilders' Association to take
up the matter directly with the Emergency Fleet

Corporation officials. A communication has been
addressed to Mr. Schwab and Mr. Charles Piez of

the Emergency Fleet Corporation to ascertain

whether the government would have use for the

plants and their maximum capacity, or whether
the Fleet Corporation contracts might be finished,

and the builders meanwhile accorded the privilege

of accepting other business.

The success of Oregon-built vessels, few of which
have been charged with construction troubles, has
drawn attention to the yards of District No. 11.

In(|uiries are being made from abroad as to the

probability of the yards accepting private contracts,

hence the action in the way of bringing the situa-

tion to the attention of Messrs. Schwab and Piez.

It is said by the men who have lent their funds
and energies toward assembling the war fleet of

merchantmen, that virtually all the criticism di-

rected against wood vessels is based on their type
or some feature of their ec|uipment, or emanates
from persons unfamiliar with maritime matters.

The criticisms ignore the fact that the ships have
been built on government plans and specifications,

under supervision of Federal inspectors, and. in

short, are what was ordered.

Fred B. Pape, assistant manager of steel ship

construction in the Northwest for the Emergency
Fleet Corporation, spent the early part of Novem-
ber at San Francisco as an adviser in connection
with an investigation of wood ships. He made the

tri]) at tlie re<|uest of Captain J. F. Blain, who, be-

sides being the manager of steel ship work in the

Northwest, has full sway over wood ship construc-

tion in Washington. (3ther than that the use of

unseasoned timber, made absolutely necessary be-

cause of the emergency demand for tonnage by the

government, and a few cases of poor calking by in-

experienced men, both officers assert that there is

no reason to discount wood vessels, and that the

poor condition of a few built on the Coast is not

chargeable to the builders.

Commenting on wood ships generally. Captain

J. K. Bulger, supervising inspector of the United

States Steam Vessel Inspection Service in Oregon,
W'ashington and Hawaii, says that the condition

of the "Fred W. Baxter," which struck at the en-

trance to Willapa Harbor early in November, and
was towed here for repairs, is one of the best illus-

trations of how staunchly they can be built. In

spite of the fact that the vessel lost her rudder,

rudderstock. a small part of her keel, and damaged
her sternpost, the hull was intact.

Immediately following the signing of the armis-

tice with Germany, it was reported unofficially that

the steamer "Westland," one of the 8800 - ton

freighters built by the Northwest Steel Company
and launched in March, 1917, had been sunk by a

submarine, and that all on board had gone down.

If the report is true, this is the second of the North-

west's fleet to be lost, the other being the ''War

Baron," built for the Cunard Line.

Employes of the Grant Smith-Porter yard, ap-

proximately 5000 of them, have helped combat the

results of influenza among their fellow workmen
and families through weekly contributions of $1000.

Each man voluntarily subscribes 25 cents a week
to the fund.

In Oregon shipyards the word has gone forth

that all men not in the 100 per cent class as con-

cerns the amount of work they shoulder daily shall

l)e discharged. The "work or fight" rule no longer

applies, but the "work or quit" rule is in full swing.

^Vhile Portland was a closed town during the

epidemic, several theatrical companies were held in

the city, and some of the male members found em-
ployment in shipyards.

On November 10 there were 16,300 tons of ships

floated at Portland; the 8800-ton "West Wauna."
launched at night by the Northwest Steel Company
without ceremony, the 4000-ton "Corvallis" from
the yard of the Peninsula Shipbuilding Company,
and the "Fort Sill" from the Ciranl .Smith-Porter

plant. At the launching of the "I'ort Sill' a mov-
ing picture was taken, completing a film that shows-
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the construction of a vessel from the time the tim-

ber is cut in the woods until the ship is in com-
mission. Other vessels served to illustrate the

more advanced stages of completion.
Between February 17 and November 17, 1918.

the Grant Smith-Porter yard had launched twenty-
four hulls, twelve of the Houoh design and twelve

of the Ferris type, while a total of twenty carriers

had been finished, and delivered to the Emergency
Fleet Corporation.

At the Vancouver, Wash., plant of the Motor-
ship Construction Company, the average daily out-

put is in excess of five completed lifeboats, and the

management plans to exceed that showing.
Up to November 15 the Coast Shipbuilding Com-

pany had floated four hulls, and their program calls

for the introduction of two more to the water be-

fore December is well advanced.
At the yard of the Supple-Ballin Shipbuilding

Corporation, improvements were ordered during the

month, mainly in the erection of a warehouse to

cost $5000. The corporation is meeting with sig-

nal success in the building of composite ships of

the Fred A. Ballin type, with a capacity of 4500
tons. The same ships are under construction at

the Vancouver plant of the G. M. Standifer Con-
struction Corporation, and at the plant of the
Kiernan & Kern Shipbuilding Company.

During- November Petseyo Kosugi. representing
the Kuhars Mining Company of Osaka, Japan,
spent a few days in Portland. He was here twen-
ty-five years ago and noting the changes which
have occurred since that time remarked upon the
wonderful growth. He is one of several Jap-
anese steamship agents to cover the territory
during the past few months, all seeking data rela-

tive to prospective conditions to follow the war.

No more important acquisition to Portland's
coastwise trade has been recorded in years than
the coming of the Pacific Steamshij) Company,
which opened a most attractive office November
first in the Railway Exchange building, completing
a chain of Pacific Coast cities. Frank J. O'Connor,
formerly in charge of the company's office at Vic-
toria, B. C, has been selected to guide the des-
tinies of the new agency at Portland.
Removal of the dredge "Chinook'' from the mouth

of the Columbia River to Charleston Harbor, which
is being arranged for by the War Department, will

be carried out soon after January 1. protests of

Oregonians having been unavailing. The govern-
ment's reply to objections is that there are no
dredges on the Atlantic Coast capable of under-
taking the vast yardage to be disposed of at the
South Carolina port. It has been promised by
General Black, chief of engineers, that the condi-
tions at the entrance to the Columbia will be care-
fully checked every quarter, and should any dan-
gerous change manifest itself, prompt measures will
be authorized to correct the development. About
three years ago the south jetty was completed.
and a little more than a year ago the north jetty
was declared finished. When the annual extensive
survey was made in June of this year, it was found
that object had been attained, there being a mini-
mum depth of forty feet at the entrance over an
area of half a mile. Thus the Columbia River bar
has passed into history, and large vessels come
and go hourly, regardlc'^s of davli.ght. darkness or
tide. The improvement is held by engineers to be

one of the most extensive successfully completed
in any harbor entrance of the world, taking into

consideration the length of the south jetty and the

width of the river, whose flow is now controlled by
the breakwaters in such a way as to produce a

natural scouring that operates continuously with
at least part of the effect that the "Chinook" ac-

complished each summer. It is frankly admitted
by shipping men that, while they feel that the "Chi-

nook" should be held for another season or two to

correct any shoaling or changes that might come
about, the marine road there has stood up so de-

pendably of recent years as to make it unlikely

that extensive dredging will again be required.

By means of a forty-foot pole rigged under the

dock, the butt end operated on rollers, while a

cable from the butt end, running parallel with the

pole, is laid to the edge of the dock and carried on
pulleys to a capstan, Head Rigger Stewart of the

Pacific Marine Iron W^orks feels he has found a

means of moving vessels away from burning docks.

When strain is placed on the cable by means of the

capstan, the pole is protruded from beneath the

dock, pushing the vessel away. In the case of a

large ship, two poles would be rigged. Guiding
cables from the end of the poles prex'ent them
swaying.

Following a hard voyage, the schooner yacht

"Eloise," owned by Dr. Andrew C. Smith of this

city, reached Kodiak the first week in November,
and will replace the steamer "Dora" on a mail

route between Kodiak and L^nalaska. The vessel

vvas built in Boston in 1913, and was sailed through
the Canal to Portland in 1915.

Captain William J. Haskins, who has been with

the wood division of the Emergency Fleet Corpo-
ration for a lengthy period, first as inspector at

the Standifer wood yard and later in charge of

\-essels lifted on drydock, has been named port

captain by the Bureau of Operations, succeeding
Captain Jack Speier. who is at Fort Douglas, Utah,
having been commissioned a captain in the engi-

neers and assigned to the 403rd regiment.

Shipment of flour from Portland during Novem-
l^er was only restricted by the number of vessels

available, and the same situation will prevail in

December, as millers have been ordered to grind

to capacity. It is believed that vessels from other

ports will be assigned here to take care of the sur-

plus movement, which is wanted in the countries

stricken by war.

There has been received by the Port of Portlaml

Commission a twenty-five-ton locomoti\'e crane to

lie operated on the new coal dock under construc-

tion at St. Johns, alongside the drvdock. The coal

dock is to be capable of storing 5000 tons of fuel.

In sixteen months Portland has voted eight mil-

lion dollars for ])rirt improvement. On June 4.

1917, a bond issue f(ir three million dollars was
ap])roved by the people. On November 5, 1918.

the citizens of Portland confirmed their determina-

tion to make Portland one of the great ])orts of the

Pacific Coast by authorizing a second bond issue

for $5,000,000. The more recent issue will be used

for a number of necessary port purposes, including

n series of modern wharves and warehouses, im-

mense lumber trans-shipment docks, a drydock of

12,G00-ton capacity, coal Inmkers. modern steam
loading facilities, and ship repair shops which will

compare with the liest on the Pacific Coast.



The South San Francisco Ship Yard

As the evening south bound Southern Pacitic

trains run out of San Francisco along the

bay shore and emerge from the last tunnel
onto the dairy lands of San Mateo county,

there will be noted a general stir among the pas-

sengers. Knitting, conversation, the favorite

novel, even the "Call" or "Bulletin," are dropped,
and all eyes are turned to the East, where directly

alongside the railroad right-of-way lies the modern
shipbuilding plant of the Shaw - Batcher Com-
i:>any Shipworks. And there is a strange fascina-

tion in the activity of the night shift, under the

glare of the electric arcs, and the staccato drum
fire of the pneumatic hammers reverberating from
those big hulls, and echoed back across the ([uiet

waters of the bay by the huge shou

der of San Bruno Mount.
This shipyard in its main out-

lines has a striking resem-

blance to a huge machine
gun. The part corre-

sponding to the stock

of the gun fits into

the acute angle

formed by the

Butler Road
and the South
ern Pacific

with four Heine boilers and 2500 h. p. Curtis tur-

bines, to be delivered in 1918, and fourteen of same
type equipped with three Scotch boilers and 280('

h. p. reciprocating engines, to be delivered in 1919

These vessels are 427 feet in length by 54 feel

beam by 29.9 feet moulded depth.

Suitable piling was driven on each side of launch-

ing basin and the whole of the area to be used as

building ways was floored with heavy planking.

The basin 1000 feet long and 250 feet in width

provides ample room for the construction of four

8800-ton vessels, two on each side. Tracks for

cranes were laid along inshore side of building

slips, and four electric tower derricks installed

with sufficient swing to reach the full width of

Right-of-Way, and is occupied

by the Office, Plate Shops, Bend-

ing Slabs, Laying Out Shop and

Mold Loft. Following the analogy,

we find next an enlargement of the stock with the

Power House on one side and the Warehouse on

the other, leading up to the launching basin

flanked by four building slipways with large fab-

ricating park and outfitting wharf, all of which

correspond to the magazine and firing mechanism
of the gun, and deliver into the long ship canal

or barrel of the gun the completed hulls, which

are shot forth to take their part in the commercial

life of the world.

When the Shaw-Batcher Pipe Works entered the

shipbuilding program, they were faced by serious

handicaps as to location. Their property lies in

the sheltered cove between Sierra and Oyster

Points, far inside the three-fathom line, and the

establishment of shipbuilding works there meant

digging a ship canal two miles long, 150 feet wide,

and with a depth at low tide of at least 15 feet.

This feature of the location determined the method

of constructing slip ways for broadside launching

into an enlarged basin at the inshore end of the

canal.

All of the shops and plate handling facilities of

this plant were designed especially to produce a

Shaw-Batcher modification of the 8800-ton d.w.

Ferris design Single Screw Freighter. The con-

tracts now call for eight of these vessels, equipped

mils. In shore from these crane tracks and ex-

tending the full length of the ways are fabricating

parks served by locomotive cranes and railroad

tracks from the plate shop and laying out park.

The arrangement is clearly shown in the illustra-

tions and plan. The plate shop is 720 feet long
by 150 feet wide covering an area of two and one-
fourth acres. Six electric cranes serve the bending
slabs and the machines. One planer, ten punches,
three shears, two bending rolls, one hydraulic
press, one hydraulic riveter, one bull dozer, one
rivet making machine, and numerous other tools

make up the equipment. The plate shop gives one
an impression of having ample room for the work
in hand. The laying out park is adjacent to the

plate shop, and lies between that building and the

mould loft. The term loft is a misnomer here, as

the structure used is a one-story separate building
255 feet long and 80 feet wide, very well lighted,

as is shown by the cut illustrating the full half

breadth moulded lines laid out on the mold loft

floor.

The side launching methods used at the Shaw-
Batcher Works are worthy of special study. The
keel is laid level and parallel to the edge of the

launching basin. Scaffolding is used on both sides

of hulls, that on the outboard side being erected
by the aid of a floating barge derrick. The level

keel and perpendicular frames give an advantage
in lining up and fitting, and the average distance

from fabricating park to location in hull is decid-

edly less than for end-on slips. When the hull is

ready for launching, large timbers are laid on the

planking of the building ships, at an inclination of

one and seven-sixteenth inches to the foot. These
form the stationary launching ways. On these,

after thorough greasing, cribs of timber are erected
on the inboard side, running about two-thirds of

the length of the hull. These inshore cribs are

built up solidly against the hull. Outboard of the

keel, the cribs are erected in groups with wedges,
set so that when the wedges are driven the weight
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of the hull is brought down
solidly on the inshore cribs and
relieved from the keel blocks.

Then three dog shores are set

on each end of the old figure-

four plan. Reference to the

plan shown on our insert page
will give a clear idea of this

arrangement. Everything is made taut and then

keel blocks and shores are knocked away, and the

hull rests on the launching cribs, held in place

only by the dog shores. At the signal six men
cut the lashings with sharp axes and drop on the

ways, for the hull slides over them in its "shoot"

to the water. The success of this form of launch-

ing lies in getting sufificient headway so that the

speed carries the hull clear off the ways as the

out board bilge takes the water. Hulls have been

launched successfully with a vertical drop of over

four feet from top of stationary ways to water

level.

The power house is equipped with compressors

having a capacity of 8000 cubic feet per minute.

The plate shop and fabricating park are equipped

to fabricate 180 tons of steel per day when work-

ing at capacity. The electric cranes serving the

hulls can handle to the ship 65 tons per ship every

eight hours. Given the

material deliveries, a

hull could be launched

from this yard every

twenty - two working

days. Approximately.

5000 men are employed

and the weekly payro

approaches two hun-

dred thousand dollars.

Five hulls have been

launched and two com-

Upper left: View of plate shop
and laying-out park, and part of

plate storage yard. Upper right:
Complete set of battens for trans-

fer framing lines of 8800-ton ships
on mold loft floor. Insert: View
of plate shop at night

[ileted vessels delivered to the Emergency Fleet,

while a third is ready for her trial trip.

The "Alan behind the Gun" in the Schaw-Batcher~
Company Ship Works is A. L. Becker, w-ho has
recently been appointed manager after a very ard-

uous j^ear as superintendent. Mr. Becker hails

originally from Alichigan and is a graduate of

Ann Arbor, with the degree of Civil and ^^lechan-

ical Engineer. He has had a wide range of expe-

rience as a ship builder and marine engineer, hav-

ing held positions of responsibility with the Craig

Shipbuilding Company both at Toledo, O., and at

Long Beach, Cal. The position of superintendent,

left vacant b}- the promotion of A. L. Becker, was

filled by the appointment of O. B. Kibele, formerly

yard superintendent at the Potrero works of the

Union Plant of the IJethlehem Shipbuilding Corpo-

ration. Mr. Kibele's marine experience covers U.

S. Navy work in the

Philippine campaign, op-

erationof the Union Oil

Company's fleet, and su-

pervision of the con-

struction of a number
of vessels for the same
company.

Upper View shows scaffolding

inshore side of building slips

f the traveling tower
left shows hull

on ways with out-board scaffold-

ing in place. Lower right: Hull
ready for launching with out-

board scaffolding removed
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Upper; Launch ol -Weit A _

nal." Center: Launch of "Oska- ^
loosa." Lower: Triggers and

shores set at stern with a:

ready to cut away lashings
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Shipping and Foreign Trade Items
Following- the announcement from Washington

that the resumption of construction work will again

be permitted and the necessary material supplied

the State Harbor Commissioners have decided to

proceed immediately with the development of the

San Francisco waterfront. Commissioner John J.

McCallum made an official announcement regard-

ing the work to be done as follows : The equip-

ping of the piers with up-to-date labor-saving de-

vices. The extension of existing short piers to the

pierhead line. The construction of pier No. 1, ad-

jacent to the Ferry Building on the north, for the

use of bay and river commerce. The concentration

of coastwise, with adequate waiting room for pas-

sengers and the provision of adequate facilities on
Islais Creek for taking care of the rapidly devel-

oping Oriental oil business. The construction of

docks and warehouses at Islais Creek to take care

of through freight, having in mind vessels of in-

creased tonnage, thus leaving the docks adjacent to

the business section to be used for Icical freight.

This improvement will be the first unit of what
will, in the near future, be a great terminal. Ware-
houses adjacent to the Embarcadero and on the

bulkheads between piers to take care of at least

the overflow business. The adoption of a system
of port charges as favorable to shipping interests

as any on the Pacific Coast. The urging of the
equalization of absorption charges on through
freight by railroad companies, so that this port
may no longer be at a disadvantage.

With the Legislature to assemble in less than

two months, the proposal to level the Hunters
Point ridge by hydraulicking it into the tidelands

north and south of the Point is taking definite

shape. About 2500 acres of industrial land north
and south of the Point, and including the Point
itself, as far west as Railroad avenue, will be added
to the industrial area of San Francisco. To create
industrial land, now difficult to obtain in San Fran-
cisco in large tracts, and possibly to provide a site

for the "free zone", is the main object of the men
who have this proposition in hand.

A recent arrival in San Francisco was the Liebes'
whaling schooner Herman, which brought a cargo
of 1400 barrels of salmon, 8000 pound's of whale-
bone and 2900 gallons of whale oil and $60,000
worth of furs. This is the only vessel hailing from
San Francisco that was on a whaling cruise this

season. At the height of the whaling industry
over one hundred vessels cleared from this city for
the whaling grounds.

Captain J. M. Scott, president of the Scott Ship
Agency Company of Xew York and Mobile, who
arrived in San Francisco recently to see his steamer
Alabama sail from San Francisco for the Orient,
has a high regard for the wooden steamship. Cap-
tain Scott's company operates twentv wooden ves-

sels. It has established a steamship line between
New York and France, with regular sailings. Sev.

eral of its ships are being constructed on this coast.

They will take cargoes to the Orient and then pro-

ceed to France.

Captain Isaac N. Hibberd, organizer and super-

visor of the local sea training bureau of the recruit-

ing service of the United States Shipping Board,

has been appointed general supervisor of sea train-

ing, with headquarters in Boston. Hibbert is one

of the best known shipping men on the Pacific

Coast. As master of sailing ships in early days

he established several records for speedy runs be-

tween Pacific Coast ports and England. He was
at one time in charge of a large fleet of sailing ships

operating in Alaskan waters. H.e was also super-

intendent of the old Pacific Coast Steamship Com-
pany, with headquarters at San Francisco.

In order to provide facilities for dry docking

some of the numerous vessels constantly in need

of repairs at this port, two floating dry docks soon

will be under construction at the Hanlon Shipbuild-

ing Plant at Oakland, according to Dan Hanlon.
Each of the docks will be 300 feet in length and
will have a capacity of 6000 tons deadweight, with
two feet of freeboard. The docks will be so con-

structed that, if necessary, both may be placed un-

der a single ship of 12,000 tons deadweight, an in-

vention of Hanlon's.

The facilities for recalking and repairing wooden

ships around San Francisco bay have been increased

with the completion of the new marine ways at

the Barnes & Tibbetts plant at Alameda. In addi-

tion to this, there will be other marine railways

installed in the near future. The new Tibbetts

ways will accommodate any vessel up to .SOOO tons

deadweight, and this will be more than ample to

handle any of the wooden ships built on this coast

and also big enough for a considerable number of

the steel ships. The ways at the Moore plant are

l)eing repaired after the removal of the Shipping

lioard steamer "Coconino," which was jammed
about one-half way from the bottom for many days.

The local plants are expected to develop sufficient

facilities to caie for all of the wooden ships that

may need the attention of the repair yards. _

Fire broke out in the historic old Pacific Mail

steamship "Pennsylvania," which has operated out

of San Francisco for nearly half a century, and the

vessel sank in the open roadstead of Iquique, Chile,

on November 13, according to cable advices. Cap-
tain Liberoth and the crew escaped in the boats,

but tlie vessel and 1800 tons of niter are a loss and
cannot be salvaged owing to the depth of water.

The history of the craft, which was built of iron at

the Cramps Shipyards at Philadelphia, dated from
the time it went into the Atlantic service in 1872
on the run between New York and Antwerp. It

was known as one of the palatial liners of that day.
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and wlien General U. S. Grant started on his fa-

mous tiiur around the world he left New York as

a passenger on the iron ship. The ''Pennsylvania"

was then purchased by the Pacific Mail Company
and brought to this coast. It was used on the run
to Alaska for some time during the gold rush, and
has for some years been employed on the run be-

tween this port and the lower and west coast. The
steamer was 340 feet in length, 43 feet beam, 43
feet deep and 3400 deadweight tons. An ofTer of

$500,000 was refused by the owners one year ago.

Along the waterfront the remarkable perform-

ance of the destroyer "Ringgold" on her trial trip

is the subject of amazed comment and of pride

among the men of the Potrero plant of the Beth-

lehem Shipbuilding Corporation, where the war-

ship was built. In a trial outside the heads the

destroyer attained a speed of thirty - six knots,

equaling the best record ever made by any vessel

of her class. In a short-speed test the destroyer is

said to have made an even better showing. The
"Ringgold" is equipped with turbine engines wliich

can attain 3600 revolutions a minute.

Drastic import regulations imposed by the War
Trade Board have created havoc with shipping be-

tween the Pacific Coast, the Orient and Latin Am-
erica, according to Robert Newton Lynch, vice-

president of the San Francisco Chamber of Com-
merce, who has appealed by wire to Edward N.

Hurley, chairman of the LTnited States Shipping

Board at Washington, to furnish relief at once.

Unless the restrictions are removed. Lynch says,

foreign nations will absorb American shipping bus-

iness beyond regaining for many years. In his

telegram asking for relief, Lynch pointed out that

lack of eastbound tonnage from the Orient, both
for domestic use and for reshipment to Latin Amer-
ica, has reduced rates as low as seven dollars a ton

with consequent increase in westbound rates. This
has resulted in later westbound shipments at high
rates being given preference, with the result that

80,000 tons of freight are now on hand in cars and
warehouses, with an average weekly arrival of 20,-

000 tons by rail. Ships have been withdrawn from
Pacific trade to such an extent that the present
tonnage cannot handle the weekly arrival by rail.

The situation, the Chamber of Commerce official

points out, has resulted in compelling many export-
ers and banks to carry financial loads beyond rea-
son and will surely result in disaster unless imme-
diate action is taken.

W. L. Carlson, of the Pacific Shipping Company
of San Francisco, with offices in the American Na-
tional Bank Building, has returned from an extend-
ed Eastern trip, during which he established offices

in New York at 2 Rector street. This was done
with a view to increasing their facilities as for-

warding agents, and while numerous Eastern houses
have opened offices here recently, it is pleasing to

note that Pacific Coast firms are likewise branch-

ing out so as to be in a position to handle the

largely increased business that is certain to mate-
rialize in the near future.

Y. Takakuwa & Company of Osaka, Japan, with

offices in Honolulu and Seattle, have established

their San Francisco office in the Alaska Commer-
cial Building, K. Takakuwa being the local man-
ager. They are identified with the mercantile in-

terests (if the Far East as importers and exporters.

The loading of vessels at this port for ofT-shore

voyages is being seriously delayed on account of

the permit restrictions imposed by the Government,
according to the men in charge of ships on the
berths for the South Pacific and the Orient. Be-
fore shippers can be assured of permission to load
goods at the port it is first necessary to have for-

warded from San Francisco the permits granted by
the Government, and this involves a delay suffi-

cient to make it impossible to forward the goods
from Eastern points in time to get here before the
vessel's sailing date. Thirty days are required to
handle the correspondence between here and New
York and twenty-eight between the Coast and Chi-
cago, and it is impossible for the operators of ships
to allow this amount of time for the transaction.
It means, they say, that in order to fill a ship with
this class of cargo, the vessel would have to be
held back and this cannot be considered when bot-
toms are so scarce. The shippers are now urging
the Government to permit the movement and load-
ing of the merchandise following the exchange of
othcal telegrams, but it is doubted from the 'pres-
ent indications if this permission will be granted

Chief Engineer Frank G. White, of the Board ol
State Harbor Commissioners, has announced that
the molasses barge "Mohican," recently purchased
from the Matson Navigation Company for $25 000
will have the tank capacity enlarged from 370 tons
to possibly 800 tons within a month. The barge
will then be ready to handle bulk vegetable oils
trom the various vessels arriving here with bulk
cargoes in the double bottoms. The barge is simply
an experiment and is being installed by the State
to prove the theory of handling bulk oils this way.
The Dutch steamer "Bintang," on the berth for

Batavia and other ports of the East Indies, will
take out on her DecemTaer trip more than 600 tons
of material to be used in the installation of ade-
quate telephone service in various places. This is
the biggest .shipment of this class of goods to be
sent from this port on a steamer in recent years
and indicates that there will be a large movement
of American manufactured goods to the Dutch
East Indies in the near future.

The local committee of the LTnited States Rail-
road Administration has recently announced that, be-
ginning soon, carriers will absorb the entire switch-
ing charges of the Belt Railroad on import and ex-
port traffic moving over the wharves at San Fran-
cisco and on cars placed on tracks of the Santa Fe
at Lombard street, the Western Pacific at Chest-
nut street, and the Southern Pacific at Drumm
street. The absorption of switching on cars de-
livered at private industry tracks will be limited to
$2.50 per car. Further action is promised on this
feature when the Interstate Commerce Commission
has rendered a decision in the California Canner-
ies case.

One more link will be added to the fast forging
chain uniting San Francisco and the Orient when
the Pacific Mail steamer "Santa Cruz" makes its

first direct run from this port to Saigon, the capital

of Cochin-China. The "Santa Cruz" is now pre-

paring to leave on a voyage to Vladivostok under
direction of the United States Shipping Board. No
date has been set yet for this trip and when it is

completed it is expected she will be reverted to

the Pacific Mail and will depart on her x'oyage orig-

inally planned.



The Pioneer Wooden Shipyard of Southern Cahfornia

I
X and around W'ilniingtun on the Mormon Is-

land Channel is centered the wooden shipbuild-

ing activity of Southern California. The pion-

eer wooden shipyard in this district was "Chas.

Fulton, Boat and Shipbuilder." In the spring of

1917 two ships were built at this

yard, the "Edna Christensen" for Su-
den & Christensen and the "Luciiida

llanify" for J. R. Hanify. These boats were
afterward sold to the French government.

In July, 1917, Mr. Chas. E. Fulton combined
forces with E. H. Seaver, and formed the Fulton
Shipbuilding Company. The new organization
closed a contract with the Emergency Fleet Corpo-
ration for the construction of four ships of the
Hough type, and erection of a new plant was be-
gun the first of August, 1917. Actual ship con-
struction on the first hull commenced about Octo-
ber 1, 1917. Some time in January, 1918, Chas. E.
Fulton sold his interests in the plant to the Blan-
kenhorn Hunter Company of Los Angeles. E. H.
Seaver then became president of the company, and

L. \\'. Jutten, represeting the Blankenhorn-Iluiiter
interests, was appointed secretary. The new presi-

dent set to work with characteristic energy, and
soon had the plant operating under full steam.

The "Yehama", first hull launched at this yard
for the Emergency Fleet Corporation, took the wa-
ter on April 12; number two, the "Catawba," on
June 11; number three, the "Mono," on July 4;

number four, the "Cocopa," on August 19th. In

the meantime two other contracts had been award-
ed the Fulton Shipbuilding Company, aggregating
eight wooden ships of the Ferris type, the first of

which will be launched about December 1, and one
approximately every thirty days thereafter.

The S. S. "Yehama" was fitted out by the Na-
tional Engineering Company, and sent to San
Francisco, where she received a cargo for New-
York, and from all accounts made a very success-

ful trip.

The Fulton Shipbuilding Company employs ap-

proximately 700 men and is fully equipped in every
way for the construction of wooden vessels up to

5000 tons.

Robert Anderson has been general superintend-

ent of the plant since January, 1918, and recently

Sam Nelson, well known to shipbuilders and own-

ers of the Pacific Coast, has been added to the ex-

ecutive staff as superintendent of construction.

There are four shipbuilding ways, served by trav-

eling tower derricks.

The employees and management are very proud

of their records in Liberty Loan subscriptions. On
the Third Liberty Loan the employees took ap-

proximately $126 worth of bonds per man, and the

yard was awarded the Honor Flag by the Treasury

Department. On the Fourth Liberty Loan each

man took $175.77 worth of bonds, and won for the

organization the flag given by the Industrial Com-

mission of the City of Los Angeles to the winners

of the competition between the shipbuilding yards

of the San Pedro Harbor District. We believe

that this record has not been exceeded by any

shipyard in the United States.

Old Glory on top with
flags ind pennatits won
by the Fulton Shipbuild-
ing C mpany in Liberty
Loan c ompetitions. E. H.
Seaver President of the
Fulton Shipbuilding Co.,

who is very proud of the
wonde ful record made
by the men in his organi-
.'ation in winning these
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WOODEN SHIPBUILDING
The action of the United States Shipping Board

Emergency Fleet Corporation in cancelling con-

tracts for a large number of wooden steamers which
were being built to their order in Northwest Pa-

cific Coast yards is causing a great deal of dissatis-

faction among builders of wooden ships and a good
deal of critical discussion as to the wooden ship-

building program.
In the January issue of "The Pacific Marine

Review" the American industry of wooden ship-

building will be given a thorough and critical

overhauling, and we hope at that time to be able

to show that wood will still have a large place in

ship construction. Some of the most interesting

pany at Wilmingto
Yehama ready for la

. Cal.
nching

ady for launching at

chapters in the history of shipbuilding on the Pa-
cific Coast have been carved on wooden hulls.

Much of the romance and charm of life on the

Seven Seas is mingled with the spicy odors of our

great pine woods, and we owe our former mer-
chant marine glory in no small measure to tha

wonderful forests of our Atlantic and Pacific sea-

boards. So let us refrain from condemning the

industry of wooden shipbuilding until we know the

facts, for wooden steamers and old wooden wind-

jammers in great plenty have testified in all weath-

ers and all waters to the staunchness and seaworth-

iness of ships built of wood, and many of them

are on the job today.



Events In and Around Astoria
By Special Correspondent

IN
a recent surve}', as reported by John H.

Stevenson of the division of deferments of the

Emergency Fleet Corporation, the five ship-

building plants located at Astoria at the mouth

of the Columbia are credited with the following

number of employees : George F. Rodgers Ship-

building Company, 652; Wilson Shipbuilding Com-
pany, 836: McEachern Shipbuilding Company,

1198; Astoria Marine Iron Works, 1237.

During the month of October sixteen vessels,

with combined cargoes totaling 13,352,128 feet of

lumber, were loaded at the mills of the lower Co-

lumbia River. Two of these vessels, carrying 1,-

352,128 feet of lumber, departel for foreign ports,

and the remaining fourteen for California points.

During the same period, fourteen additional ves-

sels, loaded with 9,768,110 feet of lumber at upper

river points, also departed from the port.

In order to permit and to encourage the utiliza-

tion by the shipyard workers of Astoria of the

estimated 500 vacant houses at Seaside and Gear-

hart and other nearby sea-resort towns, the S. P.

& S., in co-operation with the Emergency Fleet

Corporation, has recently announced very enticing

commutation rates, amounting to six mills per

mile plus five cents. For example, Seaside is nine

teen miles from Astoria, and this rate brings the

fare down to sixteen cents each way for war work-

ers, provided they purchase a fifty-two ride com-

mutation ticket good for one month only.

At the regular November elections George W.
Sanborn, Frank Patton and George W. Warren
were re-elected commissioners of the Port of As-

toria. The two other members of the commission

are President B. F. Stone and Alfred Kinney. The

re-election of these men assures the continuation

of the Inisiness policy that has resulted in the

rapid development of the port during the past

two years. This development includes the com-

pletion on Pier No.l of the port docks, the terminal

warehouse with its four acres of enclosed ware-

house space, and the building of the million-bushel

grain elevator. Since October 1 the warehouse

has been crowded to capacity with sacked grain,

and the port commissioners could easily have

utilized three times the available storage space.

At the present writing the million-bushel grain

elevator is 75 per cent filled, and with the arrival

of the additional 175 cars en route it likewise will

be crowded to capacity. In order to meet the

growing port needs it is probable that the com-

missioners will soon be forced to complete the

third unit of the eleven piers that Jiave been

projected along the 7,000 feet of water front owned

by the port, which frontage, when fully utilized,

will classify the port among the greatest and most

efTicient ocean shipping terminals of the Pacific

Coast. Present developments now under way by

the port include a double-track belt line railway

around Smith's Point, almost completed, and ten

miles of additional terminal trackage. Supple-
mentary projects under active consideration by
the port include a steam or hydro-electric plant
assuring abundant electric power for all related

local industries, and the operation of a line of

ocean-going vessels to insure the accommodation
of the after-war shipping needs of the mouth of

the Columbia.

The "T. J. Potter," one of the historic old steam-
ers of the Columbia River, has been '"doing its

bit" during the war. When the housing problem
at the mouth of the Columbia became acute, some
months ago, the McEachern Shipbuilding Com-
pany of Astoria commandeered the old side-

wheeler, towed it alongside their plant, and trans-

formed it into a comfortable house-boat for some
scores of their war workers.

The liritish steamer "Ballata" sailed from As-
toria on November 9 for Sydney, via San Fraiv

cisco, after having been tied up several weeks
for repairs, including a new rudder and the over-

hauling of her engines, at the plant of the Astoria
Marine Iron W'orks.

One of the recent departures from the lower Co-
himbia River is the steamer "West Coast," which
took on a cargo of flour from the port of Astoria
warehouse. Other vessels which have taken on
cargoes of flour, loaded in part at the port of

Astoria docks during the past few months, are

the "Western Scout," the "West Indian," and the

"West Grove."

On Saturday, November 16, on Pier No 2

of the port of Astoria docks, was celebrated the

first anniversary of the founding of the Astoria
Marine Iron Works. The celebration took the

form of the raising of a flag, which was formally

presented to the plant by acting Mayor Johnson,
in behalf of the city of Astoria. The flag was
accepted by A. W. Viggers and Thomas Bilyeu,

president and general manager, respectively, of the

Astoria Marine Iron Works. This jilant was one
of the last in the Columbia River district to re-

ceive contracts for the final fitting of Government

wood ships, yet at the present writing it has com-

pleted five of the twenty-six finished Government

wood ships of the district, and it has scheduled

three additional trial trips before November 30.

The ships successfully completed by the Astoria

Marine Iron Works are the "Ouoque," the "As-

toria," the "Lonoke," the "Salmon," and the

"Makanda." The ships scheduled soon for trial

trips are the "Bonifay," the "Blue Eagle," and the

"Benvola."

The three shipyards located in Astoria, at the

time of this writing have launched a total of

twenty-four Government wood ships of the Ferris

and the Hough types, and it is expected that at

least six additional ships will be launched before

January 1. Of these ships the McEachern yard

has launched sixteen, the \N'ilson yard five, and

the Rodgers vard three.
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Ralph J. Chandler Shipbuilding Company

A New Mormon Island Yard
AiiK^ng- many wood shipbuildiiiL;- yards that have

recently sprung up out of the mud flats and sand
dunes along- our coasts, the Ralph J. Chandler
Shipbuilding Company of Wilmington is remark-
able in having a double deep-water frontage, so

that timber "can be delivered at one side of the

yard, either by water or rail, and have a direct

progress through the various processes necessary

to put it into condition for its place in the hull

which will slide ofif the ways in the same general

direction into the Mormon Island Channel at the

other side of the yard.

There are four shipbuilding ways, and as soon as

a ship is launched another is started. The firm

holds contracts from the Emergency Fleet Corpo-
ration for six wooden vessels of the Ferris type,

281 feet in length. One of these, the S. S. Bellota,"

has been completed, and is now on her first voyage;
others are well under construction.

Ralph J. Chandler, the executive head of the firm

that bears his name, is a very popular young man
with all who know him. He has the business of

shipbuilding well in hand and has a future of much
iiromise in that industrv.



Suggestions From a Noted Maritime Attorney
By Peter O. Knight, Mce-President and General Cdunsel International Shi])l)uildint,'- Corporation

EXIT the dreamer, the dema-
gogue, the Socialist and
the Bolshevik!
Enter the sober-minded

American people, represented by
capital and labor standing shoul-
der to shoulder, each with con-
fidence in tlie other and dealing
justly with the other—and Amer-
ica, "now straddling a keg of
powder which the long-haired
gentry are striving mightly to
explode," will be spared the mad-
ness that has thrown Russia and
Central Europe into chaos.

Or, exit the latter, and enter
the former, and "there will be
hell to pay!"
Thus did Peter O. Knight, vice-

president and general counsel of
the American International Ship-
building Corporation, sum up to-

day the situation in the United
States, brought about by events
immediately preceding the war,
the war itself, and its sudden and
unexpected climax.

"There must be no rocking of
the boat," said Colonel Knight,
"or there will come in this coun-
try such a crash, financially and
industrially, as the most pessim-
istic never dreamed of!"

Colonel Knight made this
statement shortly after his re-
turn to his offices here from
Washington, where he spent the
week-end conferences with high
Government officials and mem-
bers of Congress. He said that
he was shiiply expressing his personal views and
"not voicing the opinion of any organization with
which I am connected."

Confidence Makes Prosperity
"Confidence alone makes prosperity, and the

Philadelphia, Pa.,

November 19, 1918.

Editor Pacific Marine Review,
San Francisco, Cal.

I have read with considerable
interest the reprint from your
issue of April of the article

"Why Not a Maritime Con-
gress?" Why don't you send
one of these reprints to every
member of Congress?

I had sent to you several

days ago copy of an interview
that I gave the Evening Ledger
of this city, thinking probably
you might desire to repro-

duce it.

My views are that before we
can secure the repeal of any
legislation or the enactment of
any remedial legislation, the

people of this country must be
thoroughly educated to the fact

that this is a question that af-

fects every man, woman and
child in the United States. That
has not been understood by
the people of this country hith-

erto, nor is it yet. A thorough
campaign of education should
be started all over the United
States, and if the people are
once thoroughly aroused to the
necessities of the situation, the
question of what legislation is

necessary, will be a detail.

You are certainly doing mag-
nificent work.

Yours very sincerely,

P. O. KNIGHT.

cerned," continued Colonel
Knight. "One is entitled to the

same rights as the other; they
are all entitled to a square deal

and no more. Capital and the

business interests should have
the positive assurance the spirit

that pounded the railroads into

insensibility and forced the Gov-
ernment to take them over for

the purpose of saving eighty per
cent of them from going into the
hands of receivers, is dead and
gone

!

Too Many Essays

"The business man must have
optimism, and not be branded as

a menace to the country if he is

to go on with the tasks in front

of him. The Government should

eliminate itself from control as

rapidly as possible. The major-

ity of the people do not want
Government ownership of public

utilities, or of industries, or of

anything else. All boards, com-
missions and bureaus. State and
National, that are not essential

—

and God knows about 90 per

cent of them are absolutely un-

necessary— should be abolished

immediately.

"Let us again have a Govern-
ment by the Constitution, instead

of one by bulletins, theses, tracts

and rainbow-chasing essays

"If a man has an income of

$10,000 per annum, he cannot
spend $15,000 per annum very

long and keep out of bankrupt-
cy. In other words, we must all stand together
in this most critical time in our history—working
man, business man, capitalist, and City, County
and State officials, if we are going to carry on.

If we do not, hell is going to be to pay!"
want of it produces a panic," declared Mr. Knight. Anarchy in Europe will not be maintained at

'

1 he working man has a full dinner pail when the expense of the American people. Colonel
there is prosperity and an empty one when there Knight declared. To do that would be to build
is a panic or depression. He, therefore, is more up and support a more serious menace to the
vitally interested in this situation than is the busi- .safety of the world than that which has just been
ness man

; for with the business man it is more or overthrown, he said,

"I think that Germany. Russia, and other

Bolshevik governments should be told that, un-

less they establish stable form of government,
where all will have equal rights, whether rich

or poor, we cannot, nor will we, give them the

assistance they are asking," he insisted. "It will

be hard enough, under the most favorable circum-
stances, . for the American people to' make sacri-

fices to aid (icrmanw ainhow.
$57,000,000,000 Appropriated

"Xow, if we had only our own country to take
care of, the task ahead of us would be stupendous.
l')Ut when you consider that we will largely be
ci)mi)elled to aid" in taking care of the rest of the

less a question of dollars, while with the working
man it is a question of his bread and butter.
"There must be no rocking the boat, now!

There should be no organization of Congress for
the purpose of working out reconstruction prob-
lems along partisan lines. There should be no
throwing of brickbats, and city. State and Na-
tional Governments must adopt a dififerent atti-
tude toward capital and big business from that
which prevailed for the twelve or fifteen years
prior to April 6, 1917.

"Capital, the business interests, and labor should
all be placed upon the same basis so far as gov-
ernmental interference or non-interference is con-
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world, the task ahead of us is certainly superla-
tively herculean, but it can be done.

"Since April, 1917, $57,000,000,000 has been ap-
propriated by Congress for governmental purposes.
This is greater than the total wealth of either
France or Russia in August, 1<)14, when the war
started, and greater than the- combined wealth of
Norway, Sweden, Belgium, Bulgaria, Rumania,
Serbia, Holland and Denmark at that time. From
.\ppomattox to Liege there had been expended
l)v the L'nited States for governmental purposes
only $21,000,000,000, and from the time of its be-
ginning to August, 1914, there had been expended
bv this country for such purposes a total of only
$27,000,000,000.'

"Prior to the beginnirig of the world war our
annual governmental expenditures were about one
billion dollars. There is only $9,000,000,000 of
gold in the entire world; there is only about
$5,500,000,000 of gold and silver in the United
States. The total resources of all the banks in

the country, national and State and trust com-
panies are only about $37,000,000,000. The na-
tional debt of the United States in 1914 was only
$990,000,000.

"These facts are enough to make any thought-
ful man sit up and take notice. On the whole they
are rather startling. While it is true that all of

the fifty-seven billion dollars appropriated will not
be expended, no one knows, until there has been
an adjustment of all outstanding contracts, how
much of it will have to be expended.

Return to First Principles

"Now that our problem is set clearly before us,

how are we to solve it?

"By the Government gradually eliminating it-

self from this situation, and having the rights

and liberties that our forefathers fought and died

for restored to the people.

"For a period of about twelve years prior to

April, 1917, there was a mad race toward Social-

ism by both political parties, and every attempt
possible was made to overthrow those principles
upon which our republic was founded and which
must continue to prevail if it is to he perpetu-
ated.

"The average American is an indi\idiuilist ab-
solutely, no matter what his status in life ; whether
he is rich or poor, he wants to be let alone. So
it is with the business interests of the country,
and the vast majority of them want no aid from
the Government; they want simply to be let alone.

Until April, 1917, they were busy fighting the
demagogues and well-intentioned dreamers. They
need now all their mentality for constructive
work. Why not give them a chance to achieve
something for the common good?
"We are sitting with bated breath over a po-

tential earthquake. If we keep our heads, obey
the dictates of reason, and exercise sound com-
mon sense, we cannot fail. If we lose our head
and our nerve, or pause to listen to theorists

—

well, there's Russia and there's Germany and
there's Austria-Hungary, where brother is clutch-
ing at the throat of brother, and all are begging
for bread.

His Faith in People
"Vet in spite of conditions threatening us, I

have sufficient confidence in the sober common-
sense ability and humanitarianism of the Ameri-
can people to feel optimistic rather than pessim-
istic over the future. I think that the business
interests of the country can well afiford to take
the American people into their confidence. They
always are ready and willing to do the right thing,

for it is their nature. They have never failed

to meet any crisis or emergency when they under-
stood what was recjuired of them, and they will

not fail now if the well-informed people will come
forward and lay the facts before that greatest and
fairest of all earthly tribunals—the average Ameri-
can."

Freight Report
By Page Brothers

IT
is a difficult matter to write about freights,

as the stoppage of war has brought about a

sudden lack of demand, and foreign buyers no
doubt feel that such conditions should weaken

freights. As far as local owned sail vessels are

concerned a period of at least four months or so,

will have to elapse before vessel tonnage need
press on the market, as nearly all such tonnage
has already been chartered ahead, and as restric-

tions have been withdrawn and lumber can be

used for building purposes, and for railroad ma-
terials, in the United States, our steam schooner
class of vessels, some of which have been run-

ning to the West Coast of South America on the
basis of $45 per 1,000 feet, returning with nitrate

at $25 per ton, which is better than doing coast-

wise business, may find business at home in

preference, as the stoppage of the war has put
a ban on importation of nitrate, and some steam
schooners took lumber to the west coast and are
now bound there without having closed for re-

turn cargo. The prospect seems that they may have
to come home in ballast and some that have gone
to the Orient will hardly be able to get a freight
from the Orient at freight of $50 per ton. Al-

though there is plenty of cargo, shipment is handi-

capped by U. S, Governrnent restrictions.

A resumption of business on this Coast, even
at rates that have been current, is their principal

salvation. Will it come about, or will the de-
mand still continue poor, notwithstanding that the
Government has had the restriction on for such
a long time? That is the point.

The U. S. " Emergency Fleet Corporation has
many steamers still being built, and we presume
most of them will be used to transport the millions
of tons of foodstuffs that will be necessary to
keep the nations of Europe alive, and as those na-
tions won't have anything to export for some time,

except troops to many parts, vessels will have
to depend to a great extent on earning a freight
that will have to reimburse them for a return
trip in case they have to return in ballast—of this

we must acknowledge our ignorance.
It is rumored that the Emergency Fleet Cor-

poration intend to run their vessels at cost, prob-
ably for the, shipper's benefit. We presume if

it is intended to run them at cost it will be for
the shipper's benefit, and for the purpose of keep-

(Continued on page 148)
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Hull Insurance
I. Basic Principles and Elements of Contract

By Benjamin Rush
President Insurance Company of North America

IX
view cif the rapid strides towards the acqui-

sition of a Merchant Marine, now being made
by the United States, the present time is a
particularly aft one in which to recite the prin-

ciples (if marine insurance in so far as they are ap-
plied to what is generically termed "Hull Insur-
ance."

It will clarify these remarks if I recite certain
peculiar unwritten understandings, which although
they do not appear any wdiere on the face of a
marine policy are nevertheless well known and
thoroughly understood in the mercantile business,
and are enforced by the courts.

The first is that the insurance contract being
a contract of good faith will fall to the ground,
in whole or in part, in the event of fraudulent prac-
tices by either party to the contract, there-
fore, it is an implied condition in every contract
of marine insurance that the person who proposes
the risk to an underwriter shall communicate every
material fact, which is within his exclusive knowl-
edge, to that underwriter, unless the terms of the
policy are such as to render such communication
superfluous.

He must tell everything he knows which he
thinks might influence the underwriter's judgment
either to accept or decline the risk, or even to in-

crease or diminish the premium charges ; further-
niiirc, he must not conceal anything which might
induce the underwriter to decline the risk, or
which, were it known, might influence the under-
writer's judgment in any of the above particulars,
and it makes no difl^erence whether this conceal-
ment results from ignorance or design, it will be
equally fatal to the contract.

Another understood necessity of the contract
of insurance is that the assured' shall have an in-

terest in the subject at risk; he cannot simply l)et

or wager on the safe arrival of this or that ship
if he has no interest in her.

\\'a,ger policies, as they are called, have long
since been pronounced illegal, ancl they cannot
now be enforced in any court in this country or in

l'"ngland.

.\nother implied warranty, as it is called, is

that every vessel shall be seaworthy, and that

she shall pursue her voyage without any undue

delay or deviation from any of the established

usages of trade or navigation ; and finally that the

adventure must be a legal one both as regards

its business nature, and the mode in which it is

prosecuted.

A great many cases have come before the courts,

and a great many books have been written to de-

fine just what constitutes seaworthiness ; a brief

definition is thorough fitness in all respects of the

vessel named to pursue her voyage to its destina-

tion, and to encounter the ordinary jierils, which
must be met with in so doing.

Neither the ignorance nor innocence of the as-

sured will avail to relieve him from a breach of

this w'arranty.

As regards voyage insurance on hull, it is to

be noted that the warranty of seaworthiness may
be subdivided, thus the degree of seaworthiness re-

quired of a vessel lying safe in port, is less than
would be necessary for navigating the ocean. As
regards the hull underwriters, the warranty of

seaworthiness is satisfied if a vessel is seaworthy
for that portion of the voyage which she is about
to undertake.

While lying in port she must be seaworthy lor

the risks of the port, and be in condition to move
to and fro in that port for the purpose of outfitting

or loading cargo.

When she leaves such port a higher degree of

seaworthiness attaches.

If the voyage contemplates a river or lake tran-

sit prior to reaching the ocean, she must be sufl:"i-

ciently seaworthy to encounter the ordinary risks

of such river or inland body of water, and when
she finally goes to sea, she must be fully sea-

worthy in every respect to encounter the ordinarx

risks and perils of the sea.

.\s regards a time policy on hull, it is an oUI

axiom that there is no warranty of seaworthiness
in a time policy. This is because in a time policy a

vessel is or may be out of the control of the owner
at the time the jjolicy may attach, and the owner
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may he, and fre<iuently is, in entire i.ynorance of
her physical condition at that time.
The only exception to the rule is that unsea-

worthiness known to the owner, and allowed to
continue by him after he has an opportunity to
remedy it, will yoid the ])ulicy.

It should also be remembered that the very es-
sence of the contract of Marine Insurance is in-
demnity. Its sole and exclusive object is to pro-
cure for the assured indemnity in the strictest
sense of that word, and consequently its whole
spirit would be violated if the assured were to
make the occurrence of any casualty insured
against, a means of gain, for this would be to give
him an interest in procuring sea losses, which
would be opposed to every principle of commer-
cial policy.

Marine Insurance may briefly be said to be a
contract whereby one party for a specified consid-
eration agrees to indemnify another, who is inter-
ested in property exposed to marine risk, against
loss incidental thereto.

The instrument by which the contract is made
is called the "policy."

The person who undertakes to indemnify the
other is called the "insurer," or "underwriter,"
and the consideration which he receives for so do-
ing is called the "premium ;" the person protected
by the policy is called the "insured" or "assured ;"

the thing covered by insurance is called the "sub-
ject," and the substantial concern which the in-
sured person has, in the preservation of the sub-
ject, is called his "interest."
The obligation assumed by the underwriter, re-

garded as a whole, is termed the "risk," and the
specified danger is the "perils insured against."
A policy of sea insurance is not valid unless it

specifies a particular risk or adventure, the names
of the underwriters, and the sum or sums in-
sured.

Policies on hull may l)c either valued or un-
valued.

A valued policy is described as a policy which
.specifies the agreed value of the subject matter
insured, and an unvalued policy is the opposite.
It does not specify the value of the subject mat-
ter insured, but leaves this to be subsequently as-
certained.

As the value of a ship is a more difificult thing
to prove than the value of other kinds of mer-
chandise or property, ships are almost invariably
insured under valued policies.

A ship may be insured for a specified voyage
or for a period of time; if the former, the place
where the voyage begins is called the "terminus
a quo," and that at which it is to end is called the
"terminus ad quem."
A time policy covers a ship for a specified

period of time, say from the 1st of January, 1918,
to the 1st of January, 1919, and as time varies in
dift'erent parts of the world, it is usually specified
either as Greenwich or Washington time.
There may also be combinations of these two

policies, such, for instance, as a voyage from New
York to Buenos Aires, and for thirty days there-
after.

SOME CANVAS
Xearly seventeen acres of canvas were used by

Erland & Company, Inc., of Seattle, in equipping
sixteen of the Foundation Company's Tacoma-
built wooden carriers with sails, the contract being
the largest single one of the kind in the history of
Puget Sound. It was completed by the Seattle
concern recently and involved an expenditure of
more than $100,000.
Work on the contract was begun by Erland &

Company last December and eight of the firm's
sail-making machines ran continuously in carrying
out the great order. Incidentally, the job gives a
hint of the extent to which Seattle benefits from
wooden shipbuilding in the other ports of this
State. The majority of the carriers built in the
other Washington ports come to Seattle for their
equipment and supplies, bringing a constant stream
of outside money to the Elliott Bay waterfront.
The ships built by the Foundation plant in Ta-

coma were ordered by the French government. All
told, twenty big auxiliary-powered wooden schoon-
ers were built for the French and the Erland plant
olatained the contract for equipping 16 with sails.

In fulfilling the contract, the Erland plant used
725,760 square feet of canvas, or virtually seven-
teen acres. It also used nine and a half tons of
rope and two and a half tons of hardware, the lat-
ter including cringles, thimbles, clew rings and
grommet rings. The cringle is a round ring, while
the thimble is an oblong ring. The grommet is the
round solid ring used at the reef points in the sails.

The Seattle plant handled the contract on sched-
ule, fulfilling the huge order without halt or delay,
keeping up the old reputation of the port for effi-

ciency in such work.
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IN STOCK

IMMEDIATE
DELIVERIES

Rockford No. 2 Universal Miller

IN STOCK

Cincinnati Shapers, Cushman Lathe Chucks,

Carlton Radial Drills, Badger Punches and

Shears, Foster Screw Machines, Foster Turret

Lathes, Hamilton High Duty Lathes, Merrell

Pipe Machines, Ott Universal Grinders, Rahn-

Larmon Lathes, Rockford Drilling Machines,

Rockford Milling Machines, Racine High

Speed Saws, Schieren Leather Belting, Sidney

Engine Lathes, South Bend Small Lathes,

Swaine Power Presses, Universal Bolt Cutters,

Westinghouse Motors, New Yankee Grinders.
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FREIGHT REPORT
(Continued from pat;e 143)

ing its new mercantil fleet busy. This rumor we
cannot confirm.

Another point to be figured on, to compare
conditions on, as against the tonnage existing

prior to the war, is the fact that the Panama Canal
is now open, the shortness of the trip on most
voyages will make a vast difiference on the num-
ber of vessels that can do the world's business.

It is stated that the present tonnage of the world
already launched is within 7^ per cent of being
as large as previous to the war, and many vessels

are still l)eing built by the different nations. Will
it be o\'erdone again at high cost, and as prices

for manufacturing come down, which they no
doubt will in time? What effect will it have on
freights? Reallv each one must guess for him-
self.

AN ANNOUNCEMENT IMPORTANT TO
SHIPBUILDERS

All those interested in marine steam e(iuip-

ment will be glad to welcome the announcement
that the James Howden & Co., Ltd., of Glasgow.
Scotland, have established a manufacturing branch
in the United States. The new plant will be
located at Wellsville, New York, and work is al-

ready under way. A force of draughtsmen and
engineers from the home office of the company
has been sent to this country and are now en-.-

ployed at Wellsville supervising the construction

of buildings.

The James Howden Compan}' has enjoyed for

many years a splendid reputation, and their prod-

ucts are in certain lines almost standard practice.

Indeed, in marine practice the words "Forced
Draught" anfl the name "Howden" are almost in-

separable.

That this ultra conservative British firm has de-

cided to manufacture on this side may be taken

as an evidence that shipbuilding in this country
is on a more firm basis than that which the mind
of some of our pessimists is willing to grant. We
may be very stire that this move has been given

due consideration and that action came only as

the result of a firm conviction that for many years

to come business on this side would warrant the

added manufacturing and overhead costs.

Amid scenes of wild enthusiasm Mrs. Judge John
Twohy of Portland burst the bottle over the 9400-

tiin steel steamer "Iconium" here on November 26,

it being the third vessel launched by the Seattle

Xorth Pacific Company. The keel of this ship was
laid eighty-one days ago by Judge John Twohy,
assisted by Major Hanson of Seattle. Among the

guests were Mr. and Mrs. James F. Twohy of Se-

attle, Mr. and Airs. John D. Twohy of Seattle,

Airs. Curran of Seattle", Mrs. M. S. Boss of Seattle.

Mrs. James O. Donnely of Portland, and Mr. Ed-
mund P. Twohy of Spokane. The Seattle North
Pacific Shipbuilding Company has in hand ten con-

tracts for the Emergency Fleet Corporation. This

is the organization which shattered the world's rec-

ord for first production of new yards, having

launched its first vessel, the "Ozette." within 84

days after the keel was laid, which occasioned wide

comment in the shipping world.
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"They're building Ships out there!"
Iluikling' records on the

J'acific Coast have been
magnificent.

These achievements are

only possible where the

highest class equipment
is used.

The value of Oxy-Acety-
lene and Davis-Bournon-
ville Apparatus has never

been so fully demonstrat-

ed as during these days
of strenuous Government
construction in the great

shipbuilding program.

Here are some of the

Pacific Coast users of

Davis-Bournonville weld-

ing and cutting apparatus

and mechanical devices

:

Exclusive developments in nieclianical cutting and welding

with Oxy-Acetylene and Oxy-Hydrogen have been of invahi-

able assistance to metal workers, coupled with highest

efficiency in results and lowest operating cost. The Radia-

graph cuts from 3^-inch to 20-inch steel plate, in straight

lines or circles. The Oxygraph cuts in any direction, accord-

ing to pattern or drawing, along straight lines, curves or

sharp angles. Speed from 3 to 18 inches per minute, accord-

ing to thickness.

"Davis Apparatus" has been continuously and effectively

developed from the time the company brought the positive,

independent pressure system of oxy-acetylene welding and

cutting to the United States ten years ago, and is backed by

the longest practical experience, greatest development, and

widest application, providing portable hand welding and

cutting outfits or the most complete installations with acety-

lene and oxygen and hydrogen producing and compressing

plants.

Ames Shipbuilding & Dry Dock Co.

Bethlehem Shipbuilding Corporation—

•

Union Plant

Alameda Plant

Elliott Bay Shipbuilding Co.

Foundation Company

—

Portland Yard

Tacoma Yard

Victoria Yard

Hanlon Drydock & Shipbuilding Co.

Moore Shipbuilding Co.

Todd Drydocks Corp.

Schaw-Batcher Co., Shipworks.

Seattle Construction & Drydock Co.

Skinner & Eddy Corporation.

G. M. Standifer Construction Corp.

U. S. Navy Yards

—

Puget Sound

Mare Island

Davis-Bournonville Company
General Offices: Jersey City, N. J.

Factories at Jersey City, Elkhart, Ind., Niagara Falls, Ont.

OFFICES IN THESE CITIES WILL GLADLY FURNISH DETAILED INFORMATION

Washington, D, C.

Atlanta

Philadelphia

Pittsburgh

Cleveland

Cincinnati

Detroit San Francisco

Minneapolis Los Angeles

St. Louis Niagara Falls
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HEAVY BRONZE CASTINGS
FOR MARINE WORK

The Acme Brass Foundry Com-
pany has built up during the past
thirteen years a fine reputation for

quality and prompt deliveries. Prior
to the recent expansion in shipbuild-
ing at the Port of Los Angeles, Fred
K. Czerniski, the manager of the
plant, supplied great quantities of
brass and bronze castings for rail-

road work. The tirni has recently

dry Company

turned out one hundred and twenty
bronze "bilge pump barrels" weigh-
ing 720 pounds each, and are now
working on an order of 42 tail shaft

sleeves weighing 3000 pounds each.

The Acme Brass Foundry Company
takes great and justifiable pride in the
fact that they always make deliveries

on orders ahead of schedule time.

MARKEY MACHINERY CO.

Another thriving Seattle industry
which is running to capacity, as tlie

result of the immense shipbuilding
program being carried on is the Mar-
key Machinery Company, a rapidly
expanding concern founded at Seat-
tle some 12 years ago by Charles
H. Markey. the head of the concern.

Mr. Markey started business in

Seattle in a small way, whereas to-

day he possesses one of the largest
and best equipped machine shops in

Seattle's industrial district. The plant
is located at 85 Horton Street, on a

tract of land at tidewater leased from
the Port of Seattle.

The accompanying illustration gives
an excellent interior view of this

plant. Among the features may be
mentioned the entirely new and mod-
ern machinery for handling all kinds
of manufacturing in this particular

line. The system of handling mater-
ials is another demonstration of the
thorough up-to-date arrangement of

this plant, the highest state of per-
fection existing throughout. Fine
large new lathes of the latest ap-
proved design have been installed for

the finishing of propeller shafts and
other large machinery parts, a busi-

ness of which this plant makes a

specialty. It has been the effort of

this company to keep thoroughly
equipped with devices for the ready
handling of all modern marine me-
chanical equipment.

Screw Propellers for Hydraulic and
Aerial Propulsion. By Rear Ad-
miral Charles \V. Dyson, U. S.

Xavy. Two vols.. Text and Plates.

325 pages; numerous diagrams and
tables. John Wiley & Sons, Kew
York.
Dyson on Propellers has come to

lie standard practice with marine en-

:-;ineers to such an extent that the
I'llitor can do no more than welcome
this new and enlarged edition. Quot-
ing the preface we find, "The author's
ideas concerning the phenomenon of

cavitation having become crystallized

during the later years through more
thorough investigation, the}' are now
presented in the chapter devoted to

that subject. -A chapter dealing with
the design of the aeroplane propeller
has also been added, but this cannot
be regarded as of nearly the same
accuracy as that part of the work de-
voted to hydraulic propellers, as act-

ual measurements of powers, revolu-
tions and thrusts occurring in actual
flight are missing, and until such data
are available design curves and fac-
tors of absolute accuracy cannot be
attained. The author having carried
his work on propellers as far as he
feels able, will now lay it down, trust-
ing that it will be picked up by
younger and more energetic hands,
who, loving the subject to the same
extent, will carry the work along un-
til 'the last word on propellers' has
been said."

Rear Admiral Dyson has contrib-
uted more than any other one man
to our knowledge of the screw pro-
peller and problems of water propul-
sion, and this book is a fine monu-
ment to his life work.

Sea Plane Float Construction. By
Charles G. McGregor of the Cur-
tis .\eroplane and Motor Corpora-
tion. 15 pages; Z2 diagrams. L.

W. Ferdinand & Co., 152 Kneeland
street, Boston, Mass. F'ree on
request.

In reprinting this booklet from the

pages of .\viation and Aeronautical
Engineering, the publishers have ad-
ded a very valuable contribution to

trade literature. The text is clear

and concise, and covers all the major
details of seaplane float construction
and design. Anyone interested in

hydroplane engineering would de-
rive much profit from a study of this

bc.l.-

z,r*T*i-j
LAUNCHING GREASE

SAFEST AND MOST RELIABLE
LUBRICANT EVER CONSTRUCTED

USED a ENDORSED BY MANY SHIP BUILDING CO'S.

THC MOORE OIL CO., CINCINNATI,0.
ESTABLISHED 35 YEARS
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BRASS HARDWARE FOUNDRY
Pricc-CorCDi-an-l'li^lcr Company ul'

Los Angeles are nianufacliiriiig a
general line of brass hardware on an
extensive scale. They have a very
modern plant etmipped with a mono-
rail system for liaiidling material and
linished products between the vari-
ous shops.
The foundrj- uses air vibrators and

sprays, electric riddles and pneumatic
rammers. A tine plating plant is in

operation and a well-equipped ma-
chine shop for tinishing.

This firm has developed a very
economical blast furnace for small
heats. Our illustration shows one of

these designed for a capacity of 600
pounds of brass. Oil is used for fuel

and tlie economy is so marked that
the Price-Corcoran-Plister Company
has received orders for a number of
these furnaces from other brass foun-
dries.

Marine Auxiliaries is the title of
the latest catalog issued by the Gris-
com-Russell Company, of 90 West
street. New York. The evaporator,
distiller, evaporator feed heater, feed
water heater, oil cooler, oil heater,
grease e.xtractor and aerating filter

are all described and illustrated in a

manner at once instructive and at-

tractive. The catalog is a splendid
example of the catalog makers' art
and will be found of great interest
to all marine engineers.

]\Ir. P.. H. Tripp, special represen-
tative of the Chicago Pneumatic Tool
Company on the Pacific Coast, has
succeeded Mr. M. W. Priseler as
district manager of sales for the Pa-
cific Coast territory. His headquar-

ters are at 627 Howard street, San
Francisco. The Los Angeles branch
of the company at 521 Title Insur-

ance Bldg. comes under Mr. Tripp's

jurisdiction.

Additional Puget Sound Notes

WHAT is believed to be the largest deal

ever made in wooden ocean-going ships

on the Pacific Coast has been completed
by the Seattle shipping firm of Thorn-

dyke & Trenholme. It includes the purchase for

French interests of six wooden motorships, the

entire present output of the Lyall Shipbuilding

Company at Vancouver, B. C, at a consideration

of about three million dollars. The big transaction

was the immediate result of the conclusion of

peace, and is taken by shipping men as an indica-

tion that wooden shipyards of the Pacific Coast,

and particularly of the State of Washington, will

have work for several years to come in supplying
the demand of European countries for wooden
bottoms. Within the last few days Thorndyke &
Trenholme have received letters from French, Ital-

ian and Belgium interests stating that they would
be in the market for all available wooden cargo
steamers on the close of hostilities.

The launching of the steamship Western Knight
by the Ames Shipbuilding & Drydock Company on
November 9 marked the putting of the first of the
new type of Ames design 8800-ton steel hulls in

the water. The vessel is of a different type than
the other 8800 tonners constructed by this as well
as other Seattle steel plants, and, as the picture
shows, the lines are more refined, she being con-
structed along the cruiser type, having a sharper
prow and a slightly greater draft. Mrs. H. J.

Rahlves, wife of the general superintendent of the
shipyard, acted as sponsor. The Ames plant is

building this type of ship exclusively.

During the period when several disastrous wrecks
were reported in Alaskan and British Colutnbia wa-
ters, the local harbor became the scene of a collis-

ion which, fortunately, took no toll of life. On the
morning of October 30, during a dense fog, the
Osaka Shosen Kaisha liner "Alexico Maru" rammed
and sank the Northwestern Fisheries Company's
sailing ship "A. J. Fuller," which was moored to

a harbor buoy. All hope of salvaging her has prac-
tically been abandoned. In sinking, the "Fuller"
carried down the new harbor buov valued bv the
city at $20,000.

INSTALLING ENGINEER
is open for engagement on Pacific Coast. Expe-
rience covers two years in coast yards, three years
in sea service. Technical school education, excel-
lent references: Pacific Coast shipyard officials

and Emergency Fleet Corporation officers. Mem-
ber of N. A. Stationary Engineers.

CARL PIPER,
905 Willamette Blvd., Portland, Oregon.

FOR SALE
Triple expansion Marine Engine 18"x32"x54"-42" stroke, complete

with jet condenser. Has been in service i^fteen lake seasons in a
wooden steamer of 3000 tons capacity. Has been thoroughly over-
hauled and is in A-1 condition. Shipping weight approximately 70 tons.

Windlass, 8x10 of Providence manufacture, suitable for \'-M" stud
link chain. .Vrranged for capstan drive. In first class condition.

Both subject to inspection. Immediate delivery.

McDOUGALL-DULUTH COMPANY, Duluth, Mmn.
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CENTRIFUGAL PURIFICATION
OF LUBRICATING OIL

THERE has recently been per-

fected by the De Laval Separa-

tor Company a machine for oil

reclamation especially designed for

the saving of oil in steam-driven ma-

rine power plants.

In such plants, the bearings, and

in the case of turbine-driven units

the reduction gears, are lubricated

with large quantities of oil flowing

over the moving parts. Some of

these bearings and parts are cooled

by water circulation; others are

cooled by oil circulation, and this

oil is susequently cooled in a sepa-

rate oil cooler in which water cir-

il purifier bowl

culation carries oflf the surplus heat

of the oil. In either case, it is in-

evitable that some of the water will

find its way into the oil system, due

to leaks developing in the oil cool-

ers as well as in the pipe connec-

tions. In water-cooled bearings, some
water will work in from the water

to the oil side of the system. An-
other source of water in oil is the

sweating of oil storage tanks. The
presence of water, especially of salt

water, in machinery, has always been
the cause of much trouble because

of the rusting of the parts. The ad-

mission of water to bearings and
other moving surfaces causes uneven
lubrication, resulting in uneven and
excessive wear.
The De Laval method will remove

not only all the water from the oil

but also small particles of metal, dust

and grit which come from the wear-
ing surfaces and in various other
ways are introduced into the oiling

system, such as core and particles,

pipe scale, etc., which are particu-
larly in evidence in new installations.

For this purpose a De Laval Oil
Purifier is installed between the over-
hend supply tanks and the drain tank
so I'lat oil can be passed from the
overhead tank through the purifier
to the drain tank. The purifier is

placed o that it can be used to pu-
rify all or a portion of the oil. It

is so pipe^! up that the operator may
clearly see the action of the purifier.
As the water and the oil are en-
tirely separated, no matter how much
or how little of each is present, the

operator will notice the presence of

water in the system by watching the
discharge. In addition, a De Laval
Purifier is much preferable to filters

or any other method, as it will han-
dle a much larger quantity of oil,

is positive in action and is not affect-

ed by the motion of the sliip. It oc-

cupies less than two square feet of

floor space.

The absence of dust, grit and other
foreign particles makes the wearing
parts last longer and reduces loss of

power. The De Laval method makes
the used oil as good as new, elimi-

nates the dangers of a clogged oil

system and helps maintain the fac-

tor of safety originally calculated by
the designers. It is now in use on
vessels of various kinds.

Construction and Operation
.'Vs already stated, the machine oc-

cupies less than two square feet of

floor space. It consists essentially of

a cast-iron frame provided with suit-

able bearings for supporting a verti-

I purifier

cal spindle which carries tlie purify-

ing bowl at the upper end. The
weight of the bowl and spindle, to-

gether with any thrust due to driv-

ing, is taken by two tread wheels, on
which the polished end of the spin-

dle rests. The bowl spindle is held
in an upright position by a fle.xible

spring-collar surrounding the upper
liearing. The spring-collar permits a

small amount of lateral motion and
allows the rapidly revolving bowl to

assume an unrestrained position. Sur-
mounting the bowd are three covers
arranged to serve for overflow, oil

and water discharge, respectively. At
the top of the overflow cover is the
regulating cover into which the oil

to be purified flows. Tlie regulating
cover is provided with a removable
strainer to remove the large particles
of foreign matter from the oil before
it reaches the bowl. The purifier is

either motor-driven or steam-driven.
The general capacity and weight of
these two types are as follows:
De Laval Oil Purifier, steam or

motor-driven. Capacity 300-350 gal-
lons per hour. Weight, motor-driven

style, 750 pounds net; turbine-driven
style, 650 pounds net.

The Purifier is also made in smaller
size, either steam or motor-driven.
Capacity of the smaller size is 100
gallons per hour. The weight of the
motor-driven purifier is 390 pounds
net. and the steam-driven purifier,

290 pounds net.

The arrangement of the rotating
parts is clearly shown in Figure 2.

The worm screw is multiple thread-
ed, having eight threads, and the pro-
portions are such that the speed ratio

between the spindle and the worm
wheel is about ten to one. That is,

with a speed of 700 revolutions of
the belt pulley, the bowl will make
7000 revolutions per minute.

Operation of Bowl
When the bowl is revolving at the

proper speed, the oil to be purified
enters the central tubular feed shaft
and then passes downward and out
through slots into the channels in

the distributor, then through the
holes in the bottom of the distribut-
or to the disc separating space in

the bowl. Here, due to centrifugal
action, separation takes place. The
material, which is heavier than the
water, such as sand, metallic parti-
cles, etc., is thrown outv\'ard to the
periphery of the bowd and held there
in tlie sediment pocket by centrifugal
force. The water being heavier than
the oil also passes outward and up-
ward along the outer edge of the
discs to the discharge outlet.

The oil being lighter passes inward
between the discs toward the central
shaft, thence upward to the discharge
outlet. Surrounding th« outlets are
the liquid cover and the sludge cover,
so arranged that centrifugal force
throws the liquids from the outlet

openings into the covers, whence it

is conducted to the proper receptacles
by the attached spouts. In addition
to the above two covers, wdiich would
normally take care of all require-
ments, a third cover, known as the
overflow cover, is provided. If at

any time the bowl should become
clogged by a large amount of dirt,

so that the liquid can no longer flow
through, the inlet tube fills up and
overflows. In the construction with
only two covers, this would result in

a contamination of the oil already
purified, but by using a third cover
the overflow is kept separate and
acts as a warning signal that the

bowl needs cleaning.
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A COMPACT REFRIGERATING
UNIT

Recent orders from the luiiergciicy

Fleet Cori)oratioii and prominent ship-
building concerns for the refrigerat-
ing machine unit, shown on this page,
indicate the advantages of this ma-
chine are meeting with the approval
of shipbuilding refrigerator experts.
The advantages of this type are

obvious, as the assembly of the en-
gine, compressor, trap, condenser,
cooler, circulating pump, liquid re-

ceiver, etc., together with the neces-
sary controlling valves, gauges, relief

valves and piping area, on a single
cast-iron base, economizes time and
labor.

This method of construction not
only conserves space but eliminates
much of the usual skilled labor re-

quired for the installation on ship-
board. This feature is of especial
interest to shipbuilders who prefer
to make their own installation, al-

though the Refrigeration Engineering
Company will contract for the com-
plete installation if desired.

The unit complete

Several mechanical features are in-

corporated in the design of this ma-
chine. The compressor is a two-cyl-
inder with valves of large area, a

breaker valve located in the piston
head relieving the vacuum, insuring
cool cylinder walls. The condenser
and cooler are both counter current
submerged coil type, with areas
greatly in excess of capacity re-

quired. The positive acting rotary
circulating pump is operated by a

silent chain driven direct from the
main shaft.

The engine is provided with a pos-
itive sight feed oiling system for all

bearings and is of unusualh' slow
speed for machines of this small size,

being operated at 140 to 180 r. p. m.
A most interesting feature of this

machine is the fact that the assembly
of all apparatus, etc., on a single base
permits the complete outfit to be
erected at the factory and subjected
to an exhaustive refrigeration test
under actual operating conditions be-
fore shipment.
A new type scuttle butt of exclusive

design is used. It is provided with
cast-iron heads and the hand hole
is so located that the scuttle may be
easily flushed and cleaned.
The Refrigeration Engineering Co.

of Toledo, Ohio, are making this ma-
chine in one and two ton sizes only.
and as they recently arranged to de-

\ote their entire factory capacity to
the production of these, two sizes ex-
clusively, they are in a position to
accciit additional contracts and guar-
antee delivery dates.
Complete details, drawings, etc.,

may be secured by firms interesteil
by writing the company at Toledo,
Ohin.

"READY FOR THE IRONS"
ll it had been possible live years

ago to announce to the shipbuild-
ing world that an invention had
been perfected that would turn out
spars and booms by machinery and
that such an invention was capable
of doing with three men the same
amount of work that under our old
method required at least twenty-live
men, we may all take it as an ac-
cepted fact that such an announce-
ment would have created a sensation
and widespread interest in the ma-
rine fields.

For the past two years we have
been too busy watching results, and
have overlooked in many instances
the extreme importance of that which
has made these splendid results pos-
sible. The observer of today, how-
ever, especially if he were an old-
time ship outfitter, would feel well
repaid if fortunate enough to he per-
mitted to visit the plant of the West-
ern Spar Company of Portland, Ore.
There he would see a mere corporal's
guard of men engaged in the task of
turning out dozens of spars and masts
and booms and rapidly assembling
them for shipment by rail and water
to all parts of the United States. But
the large number of these immense
sticks is only part of the impressive
sight, for each stick is knotless, check-
less and blemishless and has been turn-
ed with the accuracy of a piece of fur-
niture. Some of the larger spears
measure 130 ft. in length, 25 ins. at
base, accurately tapered to any tips
required, and the assortment includes
many of less length, also a large
number of booms varying from 10 to
80 feet in length.

The plant of the Western Spar
Company is located on the Columbia
River near Portland, with facilities
for transportation by rail or water.
The logs used by them are the se-
lected timbers of this greatest of all

timber districts and the set up of the
machine is such that it is impossible
for the logs to be centered other
than accurately. As soon as the stick
is off the machine it is turned over
to the painting crew and given a good
coating of oil or shellac. One glance
at this accurately tapered timber is

enough to convince the most skepti-
cal of the superiority of the machine-
made masts and spars.
The turning out of these sticks of

timber with perfect accuracy by ma-
chinery is a complete innovation, it

having been the custom for years to
work them out altogether with hand
power. The immense saving in labor
and time may be realized when we
consider that under the old hand-
work method the turning of a dozen
large spars would require approxi-
mately twenty-four men w^orking 30
days each, whereas the machinery of
the Western Spar Company can turn
out a dozen 130-foot sticks witli three
men in a smaller number of hours.
It seems preposterous that in these
days of all our modern machinery
W'e have only recently gotten away
from the old idea—and it is equally
preposterous if at the same time wheii
the need of men and ships is so ur-
gent, any shipbuilder in the United
States or Canada is still hewing out
his masts and booms in tlie old, an-
tiquated way.
And, having turned out a superior

product, the Western Spar Company
goes even farther than that—it guar-
antees to deliver this product in per-
fect condition. The shipbiulder on
the Atlantic seaboard or the Great
Lakes need not fear to place his or-
der with this Pacific Coast organiza-
tion. Each stick is packed for ship-
ment with the utmost care. A cush-
ioned cradle for each stick protects
it from the bruises and wear of a

n Spar Company. Portland. Oregon
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long rail trip and for a transconti-

nental trip a housing is built over

each car to protect the shipment from
dirt, cinders and the weather.

"Ready for the Irons" is the slogan

of the Western Spar Companj-. but it

is more than a slogan with them

—

it is an actual accomplishment. Ship-

builders on the Atlantic, the Pacific

and the Great Lakes have all made
use of these machine-made "Ready for

the Irons" masts, spars and booms,
and the repeated orders received from
them show that these builders have

seen and appreciated the enormous
labor-saving accomplished for them
by the Western Spar Company. In-

stead of the slow and laborious hand-

hewn method, it is now necessary

only that a blue print or specifica-

tions, if ordering a standard govern-

ment size, be mailed to the Western
Spar Company, 910 Yeon Building,

Portland, Oregon. The shipment cov-

ering your requirements will prompt-
ly be sent out and to those who have
not heretofore used the services of

this company the result will be a

most pleasing business surprise.

C. M. GAY & SON
This old and very responsible con-

cern, under the direct management
of Norman H. Gay, has long been
located at 335 Towne avenue, Los
Angeles, and enjoys the confidence of

all with whom they have had busi-

ness relations.

C. M. Gay & Son are refrigerating

engineers and contractors of wide
note, and distributors for the Vilter

line of ice-making and refrigerating

machinery, the Armstrong Cork &
Insulation Company, and the Steven-
son Cold Storage Door Company,
and carry the most complete line

west of Chicago of all materials re-

quired for cold storage and ice mak-
ing plants.

The demand at this time for the

proper handling of perishable foods
in California requires additional me-
chanical refrigerating machinery, and
C. M. Gay & Son are making exten-

sive improvements at Vernon in or-

der to more promptly meet the re-

quirements of their trade.

The property has a frontage on
Santa Fe avenue of 120 feet and a

frontage of nearly 500 feet on 27th

s,tpeet. The main building facing

Santa Fe avenue is a two-story brick

construction with ornamental tapestry

brick front.

The front part of the building will

be occupied by offices and retail sup-

ply room.
..»Trhe back portion of the building,

with entrance on 27th street, will be
used for manufacturing refrigerating
specialties.

The other buildings facing on 27th

street will be used for manufactur-
ing refrigerators and housing several

different kinds of manufactured cork

products for cold-storage insulation.

A large portion of the foregoing
materials are being used in the con-

struction of ships by the many con-

cerns now engaged in that industry

in this distrct.

The piston is nf tlie ice macliine

type, having the inlet valves in the

head. Protruding down from the

rings, which are near the top, is an
apron, the function of which is to dip

into a reservoir of oil located at the

bottom of the stroke and distribute

a thin film oil evenly over the walls

of the cylinder as the return stroke

III "•=

of C. M. Gay & Son. showing small part of

COMPRESSED AIR EQUIPMENT
The National Compressed Air Ma-

chinery Company of Los Angeles,
specialists in compressed air machin-
ery and accessories, as the name im-
plies, are building a line of vertical

single-acting crosshead type air com
pressors, and double-acting vertical

vacuum pumps, both of which pos-
sess merit in design and construction
worthy of the attention of users oi

this class of machinery.

The double cylinder 10 x 10 com-
pressor shown is designed for a max-
imum pressure of 110 lbs. and has a

displacement of 320 cubic feet of free

air per minute, and this same type of

machine is designed for other capac-
ities and pressures ranging from 42
cubic feet to 2000 cubic feet per
minute.

Some of the novel features are:

Its massive construction; removable
type of bearings; step piston in com-
bination with cross head; unique sys-

tem of 'lubrication and light, silent,

efficient valves, all of which are the

outcome of years of thought, study
and experience of their manager, Mr.
F. A. Hatfield, and are fully covered
by patents.

is completed.

The bearings, three in number, are

interchangeable and of such construc-

tion that they can be removed for re-

flpex Manufacturins Co.
EMERYVILLE, OAKLAND, CALIF.

METALLIC LIFE BOATS AND RAFTS
CROWS NESTS-COWLS- TANKS-LOCKERS, ETC.
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STANDARDIZED
Ma rine Paints

Outside White
—made expressly for exterior marine uses and
IS especially adapted to withstand the action of
salt air. This paint is particularly desirable
because it retains its color and has unusual
durabilit}'.

Hull Black
—extensively used because of its exceptional
covering capacity, ease of application, tough-
ness and deep black color.

Standard Navy Mast Color (Buff)
—the approved paint for masts, booms, hatch-
coamings, and similar uses. Made of special
ingredients to assure that, after long wear its
famous color—the standard buff—will be" re-
t.iined.

Bottom Paints
—made according to thoroughly proven formu-
las. Our copper, anti-corrosive, anti-fouling,
and boot-topping paints give the maximum ser-
vice under the most severe conditions.

PABCO MARINE PRODUCTS
include a complete line of Marine Paints,
Bituminous Enamels. Calking Pitches and
Seam-Tite (a packing for seams).

PLEASE MENTION THE PACIFIC MARINE REVIEW WHEN YOU WRITE
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Elcctric-dr

babbitting and
connecting or
other part of
nated copper
thickness are

replaced without dis-

interfering with any
the machine. Lami-

shims of .001 inch in

used and the bearing

National Compressed Air Machinery Company

andcaps held to place by studs
Drake Lock Nuts.
The lubrication of the working

parts below the piston is >tlie splash
system. The crosshead, which comes

below its guide on its downward
stroke, receives a coat of oil which
it carries by means of oil grooves to
tlie top of the guides, where it is

deposited in a reservoir at the bot-
tom of the cylinder. It is then dis-

tributed over the cylinder walls by
tlie piston apron as described above.
The amount of oil thus utilized is

practically negative as compared with
other systems.
The valves are of the disc type,

light in construction, and their pecu-
liar reinforced seats are conducive of
long life. A guide prevents the valve
from cocking, replaces it again to its

exact seat, which is self-cleaning, and
forms a cushioned stop, yet always
permitting of ample valve area.

The popularity of these compres-
sors is attested to by the large num-
ber of installations for the operating
of pneumatic tools in the various
manufacturing plants, and drills in

mines; also for gas boosting for

shipyard purposes, and various other
rtelds where air is required.

A 10x8 double-acting vacuum pump
built by this company for the Stand-
ard Vacuum Machine Company of

Detroit, Mich., is in operation at Sag-
inaw, Mich. Before acceptance this

machine was given a continuous run
of twenty-four hours. Indicator cards
were taken at intervals by their en-
gineer, Mr. Gearing, of Los Angeles,
and the vacuum and temperature re-

corded. The cut shows pressure and
vacuum gauges and indicator in po-
sition. The phenomenal vacuum of

29.?4 inches was maintained through
the entire run. While the guarantee
was for 28 inches, the machine has
been steadily operating for the last

eight months, pulling a 29-inch vac-
uum. This machine has a displace-

ment of 580 cubic feet per minute.
Other sizes range from 60 to 2000
cubic feet displacement. Since de-
livery of the above machine, Mr.
Gearing has ordered three more of

the same size: also a smaller ma-
chine of the same type for his lab-

oratory.

The personnel of the National
Compressed Air Machinery Company
is: Benj. Schonfeld, president and
treasurer; F. A. Hatfield, vice-presi-

dent and manager; Wm. A. Chis-
holm, secretary.

WHITE BROTHERS

PLEASE MENTION THE PACIFIC MARINE REVIEW WHEN YOU WRITE
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Gauges with needle at 29A4" vacuum

FULTON ENGINE WORKS
The Fulton Engine Works has

been a part of the industrial life of
Los Angeles for thirty years—start-

ing as a small jobbing machine shop
in early boom days, extending and
enlarging from time to time as the
section developed and its business in-

creased. It was incorporated in 1891
and is still owned and operated by
the original incorporators.
The business of the concern has

been general jobbing and contract-
ing for all sorts of engineering equip-
ment, as well as designing, construct-
ing and installing light and heavy
machinery. Throughout its business
career it has been called upon to

supply all kinds of hoists and has
established special lines of hoisting
equipment for almost every service
and ranging in size from three to

three hundred horsepower. Hoists
for docking baskets of iish from a

fisherman's rowboat; hoists for draw-
ing a thousand-ton vessel out onto
shipways; hoists for windlassing a

bucket of precious ore from some un-
derground seam, and for raising great
cages and skips at lightning speed
through deep mining shafts; hoists

for scraping earth into ditches, and
hoists for excavating great pits in

granite boulders, taking out a half

carload at a trip, have been and are
being produced at this plant.

So hoisting machinery became a

line in which the Fulton specialized,

and for which they improved and en-
larged their equipment as demanded.

Six hor
Engine Works

Today the shop is as well fitted up
for the line as any plant in the West
and their designs of all lines of hoist-

ing machinery, using hand, steam,
gasoline or electricity for pov^fer, can-
not be equalled.

The shops occupy three acres of

ground in the northern industrial dis-

trict of Los Angeles. Railroad tracks

in the yards serve the plant, which
consists of a complete pattern shop,

foundry, bronze casting sh(]p, boiler
sliop. forge, machine sliop, erecting
shop and store rooms, all fitted up
with modern and first-class equip-
ment. Offices and engineering de-
partments are commodious and well
nranged. The crane equipment is

adequate in all departments.
The size of the plant can be judged

from a statement of machine tools in

the machine tlepartmeiit, comprising
20 lathes from 14 to 54-inch swing,
4 planers from 30 inches to 5 feet
open side, 10 drill presses from the
smallest to 6 feet radials, 3 vertical
boring mills from VI inches to 12
feet, a bobbing gear cutter with ca-
pacity up to 8 feet in diameter, 4
milling machines, 5 turret lathes and
screw machines, horizontal mills,
grinders, hydraulic press and com-
plete air, gas, electric and small tool
equipment for the whole.

Naturally a shop of this character
would seek contracts for winches,
capstans, windlasses and deck equip-
ment for the great fleet of vessels
now under construction for the Gov-
ernment. The plant is working to
capacity on this line of equipment
for the Bethlehem Shipbuilding Cor-
poration.

The illustrations show

—

shipping trade and has made a special
slucly of the peculiar retjuiremcnts of
iliip fittings.

Erecting six double-geared hori-
zontal winches.
A carload of vertical winches

ready for shipment, surrounded by
numerous castings for hoists under
construction.
Owing to the capacity and equip-

ment of this plant, not a minute has
been lost to the purchasers of its

product waiting for deliveries. Two
hundred and twenty-five men are now
employed.
The officers of the company are:

W'. Lewis Bell, president ; Alex. J.
McCone, vice-president; F. A. Mc-
Allister, secretary and manager.
The company maintains an office

at 510 New Call Building, San Fran-
cisco. California.

THE PIONEER LOS ANGELES
BRASS FOUNDRY

James Jones started in the brass
foundry business in St. Louis, Mo.,
in 1877. Hearing, like so many oth-
ers, the "call of the West," he came
to Los Angeles in 1892 and estab-
lished the James Jones Brass Works.
Walter Jones, vice-president, and
Wallace B. Jones, secretary, are now
the active members of the firm and
their team work is largely responsible
for the phenomenal growth of the
foundry's business in the last ten
months, which has necessitated an
annex with three brass furnaces.
The firm has recently added Thos.

Eartlett to their staff of experts.
This gentleman is well known to the

view in James Jones Brass Foundry

The J.niio Jones Foundry are mak-
ing a specialty of brass goods to
rneet U. S. Navy standard specifica-
tions, which is one secret of their
success. They also furnish large
quantities of castings to the Munici-
pal Water & Gas Works and have
made a great reputation for promi^t
deliveries.

GREAT GROWTH OF A LOS AN-
GELES MACHINE TOOL

MANUFACTURER
Back in the early nineties G. A.

and C. F. Axelson, two young men
of Swedish parentage, felt the lure of
the great Southwest and, going to
Los Angeles, established there in

1896 the Axelson Machine Company.
This beginning was in a very modest
way, and the plant occupied about
2000 square feet of floor space and
gave intermittent employment to 20
men. From this small institution has
emerged, through natural growth of
market for their products and the
confidence engendered by fair busi-
ness dealings, a modern manufactur-
ing establishment at Randolph street
and Boyle avenue, covering seven
acres and employing steadily several
hundred men.

In planning the buildings that house
the present plant, the Axelson Ma-
chine Company has spared no ex-
pense in their efiforts properly to safe-
guard the health and general well-
beingof their employees. Abundance
of light and ventilation have been
provided, together with every con-
venience for absolute cleanliness and
perfect sanitation.

The foundry, equipped with the
most modern mechanical devices for
ramming, tampiii.tr. IdowiiiLr, clc.iniiii;,

Company
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Sraun Mmm KuKxlimtB

Manufacturing Mechanical Engineers
Oil Heaters and Oil Coolers
Evaporators and Distillers

Vertical Marine Pumps

C K Iraun $c CUn.
Works: Folsom, Alice, Shipley and Louisa Streets

Office: 503 Market Street, San Francisco

Pattern Shop—Foundry—Copper Coil Shop—Plate Shop—Machine Shop

These Are Acme Bronze Castings

Here are eleven Bronze

Bilge Pump Barrels weigh-

ing 720 i)ouncls each. These

are part of an order of

120 Pump Barrels totaling

86,400 pounds.

Each one of these cast-

ings was delivered on or

before the specified dates.

May zvc scri'c you?

Acme Brass Foundry Co., inc.

860 N. Main St. Los Angeles, Calif.

'\ '% TT -1 t^ >

PLEASE MENTION THE PACIFIC MARINE REVIEW WHEN YOU WRITE
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Cable Address: "MITSUI"

(MITSUI BUSSAN KAISHA, LTD.)

Head Office :.l, Sunisa-Cho, Tokio, Jajjan

Branch Offices:
London Branch 33 Lime Street, E. C.

New York Branch 25 Madison Avenue
San Francisco Office 301 Merchants Exchange Bldg.
Seattle, Wash., Office 705 American Bank Bldg.
Portland, Ore., Branch 701 Wilcox Bldg.
Vancouver, B. C, Branch 401 Yorkshire Bldg.
Buenos Aires Escritc irios 117-119 Reconquista, No. 46

Also throughout Japan, the Orient and all other Important Cities of the World

Coal — Shipping — Shipbuilding
AND

General Commission Merchants
Y. NAGASHIMA, Manager

Merchants Exchange Building
San Francisco

etc., has a capacity for fifty tons of

metal per day, and is housed in a

building 100 feet wide by 160 feet

long, the roof of which is generouslj'

provided with ventilating skylights.

The machine shop building is an
excellent e.xample of the modern
saw-tooth truss roof and is flooded
with light in every corner. Here is

installed a very fine collection of all

the most up-to-date machinery used
in the manufacture of the best 16-

inch, 18-inch, 24-inch engine lathes
that good material and excellent
workmanship can produce.

A pattern shop eciuipinent espec-
ially adapted to lathe manufacture is

housed in a building 27 feet by 80

feet, with a pattern store room of

"Accuracy, Rigidity, and Quality" is

impressed on every manufacturing
and engineering detail.

Shop

fire-proof construction adjacent to

the shop, and of the same size as

the latter.

A forge shop, equipped for light

forging and tool dressing, occupies, a

building 27 feet by 80 feet, and gar-

age accominodation is provided in a

fire-proof structure for the conven-
ience of employees.

.\ thoroughly competent engineer-
ing and accounting force is housed
in a modern office building, equipped
with all the machinery of systematic
efficiency. Throughout the plant the

.\xelson Machine Company's motto,

POPULAR SOUTHERN SHIP
CHANDLERS

The Marine Hardware Company of
San Pedro have achieved a very en-
viable record for promptness and
courtesy in filling the many orders
for ship hardware that have been
given them since the present l)oom
in shipbuilding started.

The business of the firm has grown
tremendously and they are now hand-
ling a large line of heavy ship sup-
plies, as well as shelf hardware, oils,

paints, etc.

As agents for Plymouth Cordage
they have supplied a large part of
all the ropes and hawsers used on
ships built around the harbor of Los
.\ngeles, and the manager. Ray
Mitchell, has become "The Popular
Supplj^ Man of Pedro."

Company. San Pedr
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Standard Navy Pipe Fittings

to

NAVY SPECIFICATIONS

Rough and Finished Brass and

Bronze Castings

Made to Navy Specifications

JAMES JONES CO. BRASS WORKS
201 Le Roy Street Los Angeles, California

Meacham & Babcock
SHIPBUILDING COMPANY

WOODEN VESSELS

BUILDERS OF

5. 5. BOULTON

Seattle's First Ferris Type Ship

SIX BUILDING WAYS

For Vessels up to 5000 Tons

Fifteenth Avenue West and Emerson Street

SEATTLE

To Machine Shop
Superintendents
and Managers

NOW IS THE TIME TO BUY WISELY

Purchase machine tools and equip-

ment best suited for the job. Don't

take the first tool offered to you; submit

your problems to us and get facts and

data about the latest labor-saving ma-

chinery for

MACHINE SHOPS
BOILER SHOPS
SHIPYARDS
MANUFACTURING PLANTS

ETC.

Louis G. Henes
Machine Tools Electric Cranes

Shop Equipment

SAN FRANCISCO LOS ANGELES
Monadnock Bldg. Title Insurance Bldg.

PLEASE MENTION THE PACIFIC MARINE REVIEW WHEN YOU WRITE
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The shcps and lilways of the M Equipment Company

"SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
BOAT BUILDERS"

The "Marine Equipment Company,
Boat Builders," of Wilmington, pos-
sess one of the most complete boat
building, small ship repair, and ma-
rine supply plants in Southern Cali-

fornia.

They have built and equipped a

very successful hre tug for Los An-
geles harbor, and are making a spe-
cialty of repairing and supplying the
large fleet of power fishing boats
which operates out of San Pedro.
Three electric marine railways are
installed and a large warehouse in

which is kept a complete stock of

supplies and of the Kahlberg Heavy
Oil Marine Engines, for which this

lirm is agent.

A SOUTHERN STEEL FOUNDRY
Steel castings have to a very large

extent taken the place of forgings
in marine work, and I^os .AnKeles is

to be congratulated on possessing in

the plant of the Warman Steel Cast-
ings Company a modern steel foun-
dry of large capacity.
As our illustrations show, the elec-

tric steel-making process is used.
Two large furnaces are installed, each
with a capacity for pouring 6500 lbs.

to a heat. These are used alternate-
ly, the basic lining having to be re-

newed about once a month. The
total capacity of the plant is approx-
imately 400,000 lbs. of finished cast-

ings per month.
Heat is applied to the furnace by

means of three huge electrodes, each

carrying 5000 amperes at 100 volts.

Power is taken from a 15,000-volt

high-tension line running adjacent to

the works. A five-ton Baker electric

bridge crane is part of the shop
equipment, and a large annealing
furnace.

G. B. Warman, superintendent of

the steel plant, is the practical foun-

dry man; C. J. Wilde, secretary and
manager, is well known in metal-
trade circles of the Pacific Coast; and

A. W. Elkington, president of this

great steel plant, is noted for his ex-

ecutive ability.

ICE MACHINES
FOR SHIPS

"ON-TIME" DELIVERY

Approved by Shipping Board

BEDELL ENGINEERING CO.

LOS ANGELES

We offer our experience of many years

as specialists in Marine Refrigeration.
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A progressive machine and
SUPPLY house

In their business experience in Los
Angeles, covering a period of three

and one-half years, the Herbert's Ma-
chinery & Supply Company have live

times found it necessary to move to

larger quarters. Mr. Curtis A. Her-
bert has always made a special study

of the requirements of each pros-

^^^»^r^

^iSl^^B
Show room. Herbert's Machinery and

Supply Company

pective customer, with tlie result that

he has a large number of satisfied

buyers. The firm carries $50,00 worth
of machine tools in stock and handles
wood-working macliines, pipe and bolt

machines, grinding machines and drills,

shapers and lathes, belting and other
supplies.

THE LARGEST MALLEABLE
IRON FOUNDRY ON THE

PACIFIC COAST
Such is the claim of Jas. C. Long,

W. A. Robertson and E. M. Fuller,

the personnel of the Western Mallea-
ble Castings Company of Los An-
geles.

Rcverbatory oil fuel furnace. Western Malle-
able Castings Company

The plant of this company is mod-
ern in every way, possessing the

only oil fuel reverbatory furnace on
the Pacific Coast, and they are pre-
pared to supply malleable iron cast-

ings made to specified tensile or

transverse strength tests, true to pat-

tern and free from all blemish, crack

or scale, up to any size and in any
(luantity.

Bolinder's Fuel Oil Engines is the

title of the latest bulletin issued by
Henry Lund & Co. This handsome
publication will be found of great in-

terest and value to any ship owner or

engineer interested in the marine

uses of fuel oil engines. The sub-

ject matter is made up of carefully

collected and authentic data relative

to the performances of the many
craft on the Pacific Coast now oper-

ating with Bolinder engines. The
different vessels powered with Bo-
linders are described fully and his-

tories of their performances on long

and short voyages at sea have been

extracted from the engineers' and

deck officers' logs, and entire bulle-

tin forming a valuable reference work
in regard to the development of the

use of Bolinder engines on the Pacific

Coast. This development dates from
the fitting out of the bay tug "Marie

L. Hanlon" with a 160 horsepower
engine in 1913, and the results ob-

tained in five years speaks volumes
for the thorough pioneering and

sound business policy of Henry Lund
& Co., which firm has controlled the

destinies of the Bolinder engine on

the Pacific Coast from the first.

Those interested should apply to

Henry Lund & Co., Marine Building,

San Francisco, for a copy of the lat-

est Bolinder Bulletin.

THE HERCULES MACHINE IS

MOST SUCCESSFUL
The American Pipe Bending Ma-

chine Company, manufacturers of the

"Wonder" pipe, tubing and solid bar

bending machines, Boston, have been

the recipients of many congratula-

tory messages on the success of their

new Hercules machine. The princi-

pal features of this machine are the

short length of time required for

making a 6-inch bend cold and the

high quality of the work the machine
turns out. As far as this Company
can ascertain, a bend of this kind has

never before been made cold. The
.iverage charges for making a 6-inch

'*0-degree pipe bend by pipe bending
concerns is $25.00 or more and sev-

eral hours are required to do this

work. The cost of making the same
bend on the Hercules is not more
than $1.50 for labor, and the time
required is less than ten minutes.
On September 16, 1918, when a dem-
onstration was made by the .American
Pipe Bending Machine Company of

Boston, the bending of a six-inch

iron pipe to a ninety-degree bend was
done in nine and one-half minutes
and the work was performed by six

laborers handling the lever of the
machine. The bend itself was as near
perfect as could be made by any
other process, either hot or cold
liending.

Sample of Castings. Western Malleable
Castings Company

The Drake Lock Nut, which was
originated by Mr. Geo. F. Drake, of

San Francisco, is one of our Califor-
nia productions that is a valuable
contribution to the industrial and me-
clianical world.

It is stated by Mr. Drake, the pat-

entee, that it was his idea to at once
develop a lock nut that would be a

secure lock on the bolt and at tlie

same time a simple and correct me-
chanical job, manufacturable at a rea-

sonable price.

The illustration herewith represents

to scale a 1-inch U. S. S. Drake Lock
Nut in place locked to the bolt. Mr.
Drake claims that the lower or nut
member has an ample wrench hold
to turn up the nut and pull the work
into place, giving it a micrometer
adjustment, after which the upper or
locking member is turned down and
the contact occurring only on the 25-

degree angle at the top of the boss,

which is made flexible by slotting,

the lower member is securely locked
on the bolt at the point of adjust-

ment first obtained without lifting the

load off the lower member on to the

upper member.
Mr. Drake states that this is ex-

plained by the fact that the two
members never contact or seat on a

horizontal line, but on the annular
bevel at the top of the boss and the

interior annular bevel in tlie upper

of Drake Lock Nut set up on bolt

member, wdiich is situated at the

"center of the mass" and [loint of

greatest strength of the upper mem-
ber. This bevel being 25 degrees and

20 degrees in larger sizes, has a

much greater element of shrink than

of lift, thus locking the flexible finger

members of the lower member on the

bolt without lifting the load already

hanging there.

The second illustration shows thai

the device makes a complete "fin-

ished job," for the corners of the

hexagon can easily be matched up

in locking. The total height of the

Drake Lock Nut equals a standard

nut and check nut. and they are made
in '4 to 1-inch sizes S. -V. E. '-4 to

2-inch U. S. S.
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DRAKE
LOCK-NUTS

TRADE MARK REOISTEReO U.S.PAT. OPF.

MILLED
FROM

THE BAR

"NEVER JAR LOOSE"
THE MECHANICAL PRINCIPLE IS CORRECT,

SIMPLE TO APPLY

A Micrometer Adjustment the First Turn Up

Eliminates Pins and Drilling Bolts

TIME SAVED IN APPLICATION AND ADJUSTMENT OFTEN
SAVES ENTIRE COST

Now Used by Manufacturers and Users of Highest Grade Marine

Engine, Machine and Automobile Work
For Sale by Leading Supply Dealers Throughout the U. S.A.

U to 1

S.A.E

EARLY DELIVERIES-
4 to 2'WRITE TODAY

SAMPLE U. S.S
Whilworlh Standard Threads I ,„ „ j
British Standard Fine Threads j

'" "^"^

DRAKE LOCK-NUT CO
PLANT AND OFFICE

1405 Folsom Street

San Francisco Cal., U. S. A.

EASTERN PLANT AND OFFICE

Cleveland, Ohi(

PATENTED
United States Sept. 19,

United States July 2,

Great Britain Feb. 1

2

France March 3
Italy March 5

PLEASE MENTION THE PACIFIC MARINE REVIEW WHEN YOU WRITE
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^he Tracy Steam Purifier

What it is—
THE marine engineer need not be told that wet and "dirty" steam is a frequent

handicap to getting the best speed out of a ship. It is too common an exper-

ience. When ])riniing or foaming takes place within the boiler the only way

to ol^tain dry and clean steam for

the engines and auxiliaries is to

])ass the generated steam through

a real purifier.

The Trac}- Purifier is cer-

tainly not another form of "dry

l)i])e," which is usually nothing

more than a steam collector. It

is a true purifier, developed along

logical lines after more than six

years of experimenting.
The Tracy Steam Purifier in a Scotch marine boiler. Combinations are readily i

for any boiler or location of steam outlet

The first illustration shows a common arrangement for a Scotch marine boiler. The

C()m])onents of the ])urifier are so designed that combinations are readily made for

any location of the steam otttlet, and for both water-tube and Scotch marine boilers,

l)ut in all cases the purifier is installed within the

steam s])ace of the boiler and connected direct to the

-team outlet.

The next illustration is a section across the

]iiirifier. Steam, entering at both sides, must pass

iln-ough Ijanks of small vertical gutters, seven sec-

tions deep, which remove the water and solids.

All the solids and that i)art of the water sei)arated

b_\- iIk' iwo outermost rows of gutters fall from the

edges of the lloor jilate to the water level. The water

sejiaralcd b\' the innermost rows of gutters gravitates

to the drain nine.

The last illustration shows the ])rinciple of the

; the banks cf purifier gutter
chamber and drain pipe
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of the S. S. "Seattle," built by the Skinne 4 Eddy Corporation and the first :

equipped with Tracy Steam Purifie
el ship launched for the U. S. Shipping Board, ar

Tracv Steam I'urifier. PJy means of small gutters, miiformly made by special ma-

chinery, set close together and staggered, the steam is subdivided into hundreds of

thin ribbons, about 1 /20th of an inch thick and seven inclics high, which serpentine

around the gutters, throwing moisture and solids into

the gutters out of their path at each turn. Could

any arrangement for remo\'ing water and soHds from

the steam be more logical? And it works liecause a

large number of Tracy Purifiers installed in marine

biiilers are proving it daily.

Our shop is crowded to capacity turning out purifiers

for hundreds of ships now being built for the largest

shipbuilders in the country, but we are not too busy

The staggered purifier gutters
steam to serpentine acr

of the gutte

use the ribbons of
; the edges

to tell you why. May we?

THE TRACY ENGINEERING COMPANY
SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF

THE TRACY STEAM PURIFIER

473-485 Sixth St., San Francisco

SALES REPRESENTATIVES

SEATTLE, WASH.
V. S. JENKINS & CO Grand Trunk Pac. Dock

PORTLAND, ORE.
E. B. HUSTON 51 First Street

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

FORD & GEIRRINE...Merchants Exchange Bldg.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

BROWN-FERRIER CO Land Title Bldg.



Launchmgs from September 21st to November Sd
( inclusive)

September 21—Edith, 3500 tons dw., Ferris type.
l-"rom Grant Smith - Porter Ship Company, Aber-
deen, Wash.

September 21—\\'est Loquassuck, 8800 tons dw.
From Skinner & Eddy Corporation, Seattle, Wash.
September 21—West Cressy, 8800 tons dw. From

Skinner & Eddy Corporation, Seattle, Wash.
September 21—Little David, tug. From Skinner

& Eddy Corporation, Seattle, W'ash.
September 21—\Vest Pool, 8800 tons dw. From

J. F. Duthie & Company, Seattle, W'ash.
September 21—Trolltint, 2500 tons dw. From

Elliott Bay Shipbuilding Company, Seattle, Wash.
September 21—Fort Stevens, 3500 tons dw., Fer-

ris type. From Grant Smith-l'orter Ship Companv,
Portland, Ore.
September 21—Kimta, 3500 tons dw., I''erris type.

From Penicia Shipbuilding Corporation, Benicia,
Calif.

September 22—Courageous, 12,000 tons dw. From
Bethelehem Shipbuilding Corporation, Alameda,
Calif.

September 22—Kameset, 10,000 tons dw. l<"rom

Moore Shi])building Company, Oakland, Calif.

September 22—Renshaw. From Bethlehem Shi]3-

building Corporation, San Francisco, Calif.

September 22—Jose Rizal. From Bethlehem Ship-

building Corporation, San Francisco, Calif.

September 23—Okiva, 3500 tons dw., Ferris type.

From G. M. Standifer Construction Corporation,
North Portland, Ore.
September 23—Afalkey. 3500 tons dw., I-'erris

type. From IMeacham & LSabcock Shipbuilding
Company, Seattle, Wash.
September 24—J. N. Greenshields, 2800 tons dw.

From Wm. Lyall Shipbuilding Compan}-, Xorth
Vancouver, B. C.

September 24—Aviateur de Terlines, 3000 tons
dw. From Foundation Company, Portland, Ore.

September 28—War Storm. From Wallace Ship-
yards, Ltd., North Vancouver, B. C.

September 28—Ozette, 9400 tons dw. From Se-
attle North Pacific Shipbuilding Companv, Seattle,

Wash.
September 28—Bancroft, 3500 tons dw., Ferris

type. From Grant Smith-Porter Ship Company,
Portland, Ore.
September 28—Aberdeen, 3500 tons dw., Ferris

type. From Grays Harbor Motorship Corporation,
Aberdeen, Wash.

September 28—War Noble, 8800 tons dw. From
J. Coughlan & Sons, Vancouver, B. C.

September 29—Holbrook, 3500 tons dw., Ferris

type. From Grant Smith-Porter Ship Company,
Portland, Ore.
September 29—Triumph, 12,000 tons dw. Fnim

Bethlehem Shipbuilding Corporation, Alameda, Cal.

September 30—Bottineau, 3500 tons dw., Ferris
type. From Babare Brothers, Tacoma, Wash.
September 30—Souchez, 3000 tons dw. From

Foundation Company, Tacoma, Wash.
September 30—Adwa\', 3500 tons dw., Ferris type.

From Nilson & Kelez, Seattle, Wash.
October 1—Fort Scott, 3500 tons dw., Ferris type.

From Grant Smith-Porter Ship Company, Port-
land, Ore.

October 1—Boconoff, 3500 tons dw., Ferris type.
From Pacific American Fisheries, South Belling-
ham, W'ash.
October 3—Wica, 3500 tons dw., Ferris type.

I<"rom Tacoma Shipbuilding Company. Tacoma,
Wash.
October 5—Addison, 3500 tons dw., Ferris type.

From Sanderson & Porter, Raymond, Wash.
October 5—West Madaket, 8800 tons dw. From

Skinner & Eddy Corporation, Seattle, Wash.
October 5—Flavel, 5500 tons dw., Hough design.

I'rom AIcEachern Ship Company, Astoria, Ore.
October 6—Keketticut, 10,000 tons dw. From

Moore Shipbuilding Company, Oakland, Calif.

October 7—Egalite, 3000 tons dw. From Foun-
dation Company, Tacoma, Wash.
October 7—W'est Kyska, 8800 tons dw. bTom

Northwest Steel Company, Portland, Ore.
October 8—Capiness, 3500 tons dw., Ferris type.

From Geo. F. Rodgers & Company, Astoria, Ore.
October 12—Nashotah, 3500 tons dw., Ferris

type. From Grant Smith-Porter Ship Company,
Portland, Ore.
October 16—West Arvada, 8800 tons dw. From

I^os Angeles Shipbuilding & Drydock Co., Los An-
geles, Cal.

October 19—Fort Steward, 3500 tons dw., Ferris

type. From Grant Smith-Porter Ship Company,
Portland, Ore.
October 19—West Mahomet, 8800 tons dw. From

Skinner & Eddy Corporation, Seattle. Wash.
October 19—West Carnifax, 8800 tons dw. From

Southwestern Shipbuilding Co., Los Angeles, Cal.

October 20—Chipchung, 9400 tons dw. From
Moore Shipbuilding Company, Oakland, Calif.

October 20—Eclipse, 12,000 tons dw. From Beth-

lehem Shipbuilding Corporation, Alameda, Calif.

October 24—Bright, 3500 tons dw. From Na-
tional Shipbuilding Company, Seattle, Wash.
October 2S—Brookland, 4000 tons dw. P>om

Gravs Harbor Motorship Corporation, Aberdeen,
Wash.
October 26—W'est Zeeda, 8800 tons, steel. From

Northwest Steel Company, Portland, Ore.

October 26—West Coba'lt—8800 tons. From Co-
lumbia River Shipbuilding Corporation, Portland.

Ore.

October 26—Yukon, 7500 dw. From Todd Dry
Dock & Shipbuilding Co., Tacoma, Wash.
October 30—Ardena, 3500 tons dw., Ferris type.

From Meacham & Babcock Shipbuilding Com-
pany, Portland, Oregon.

October 30—Yaklok, 9400 tons. b^rom Seattle

North Pacific Shipbuilding Co., Seattle, Wash.
October 30—Justice, 3200 tons, b'rom l-'ounda-

tion Company, Tacoma, \^'ash.

October 30— Luneville, 3000 tons dw. I'rom
Foundation Company, Portland, Oregon.

November 2—Bonneterre, 3500 tons. From Pa-

cific .American Fisheries, South Bellingham, Wash.

November 3—West Cajoot, 8800 tons. From Los
Angeles Shipbuilding & Dry Dock Company, Los
Angeles, Cal.

November 3—\^'est Avala, 8800 tons dw. From
Schaw-l'atcher Co., South San P^ranciscu, Cal.
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